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WAKE

"Now it is high time to awake.'!... Romans /3:// •

MAGNA CARTA MYTH

"LET
us never forget that we already
possess in this country the rights
afiirmed in Magna Carta on the 10th
day of June, 1215." Thus rhetorically
spoke the Honourable Ian Mackenzie,
lu,","yer-memher of the Canadian Cahinet
to the House of Commons of Canada in
1947. This was his reason for opposing a
'move in the Canadian Parliament for a
written bill of fights guaranteeing freedom of speerh, press and worship to
Canadians. His statement contradicted
Professor A. F. Pollard, of Oxford Pniversity, in his book Factors in lit odern
History. He wrote that the belief that
the Magna Carta is a security of the
people's liberty is a mistake, in these
positive words: " " " " the modern conception of Magna Carta is, in fact, a myth
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invented in the seventeenth century."
On such a vital matter as freedom of
tipecch, press and worship of the subjects of the British king, such conflict of
opinion bet,veen these two authorities
drives the vigilant and cautious person
to ask: Are those precious rights actually £ecure1 'Vhat is the 1fagna Carta f 'Vhy was it brought forth 1 What is
its purpose! Of what heneflt is it to the
common people1 'Vhat liberties has it actually protected 1 Has it been an effective restraint against tyranny1 Is it any
restraint at all against the present rulers
of the British Commonwealth of Nations
to protect the people against encroachment of their rights 1 Is it an integral
part of the British constitution 1 Does it
actually protect freedom of speech, press

3

and worship, as does the Constitution of in order to mulct large payments from
the United States 1 "What is the truth t
the farmers at the time these things
If it does not protect the liberty of the were most needed. Men starved that
people, then is there need for security' beasts of the forest could increase for
Should the people of the British Com- !he royal amusement. These are but typ_
monwealth of Nations take steps to se- Ical of the cruel and stUdied injustices of
cure their liberties in the same manner that unhappy period.
"How," you ask, "could such things
as have people of the United States1
How can they be protected? The pro- possibly happen 1 Did they not have any
pounding of these probing questions con- laws or courts to protect people from
strains the inquiring mind to review the such violent misdeeds 1" There were laws
history of the Magna Carta and appraise and customs of a sort, with courts," but
the present condition of freedom of the they were merely traditional. Nothing
was written. Tlle king would not adhere
people in the British Empire.
to laws. They were so indefinite that no
one could prove him wrong.
Origin of Magna Carta
The name .i\.fagna" Carta actually
The barons, goaded into action by
means Great Charter. The two Latin these outrages, took steps to protect the
words refer to the charter of liberties nation (especially themselves) from
wrung from evil King John at Runny- John's injustices. They formed armies
mede, England, A.D. 1215. It was a con- and were ready for civjJ war. John was
tract or agreement whereby the king weakened by his wars. Broke, he was in
bound his government to abide by cer- no position at that time to fight. So he
tain principles in ruling the people of capitulated to the aroused barons. As a
England.
condition of the withdrawal of their" arWhat precipitated the Magna Carta mies, they demanded that John sign a
was the villainy and rascality of John prepared statement of the laws and cusLackland, king of England. He was toms by which he mllst thenceforth abide.
tyrannous, treacherous, murderous and What he signed became the Magna
greedy. Shortly prior to 1215 his wars Carta.
had drained the treasury. Desperate for
money, he intensified his demands for Law Put into Writing
The Charter set forth the law in black
revenue by invasions of the, people's
homes and property to collect them, and white, a definition of where King
which outraged the nation to the point of John's and the barons' rights began and
rebellion. Imagine coming home at night ended. It restrained his greedy tax gathto find your family deBtitute because the ering and arbitrary multiplying fines
tax collector had rnvished your house due. The king and his corrupt officials
and taken furniture and clothing, with- could ,no longer plead ignorance of tlleir
out previous warni,ng! Or that your real duties, but could break the law only
farmhouse and barn had been burnt be- by force. They could not pretend they
cause the king wanted a place to shoot were violating tl.le law in ignorance.
grouse I How would you feel if, for some
The law, by being written, was made
minor infraction of a small law, you definite. There could be no argument
were fined ten thout-. ~lnd donars and sent about what it said. The king and his offito prison for five ye:.trs f It is a fact that cers were subject to it tIle same as everythe greedy king imprisoned and tortured one else. In that crude age, when absomen to get their wealth. The king's lute rulers' motto was "The king can do
agent::s would often seize all the farm no wrong 1" the idea of forcing a king to
carts and animals j Llst at harvest time himself abide by law was revolutionary,
4
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The tyrant~ arms, the barons thought,
were pinned with a pen.
The so-called «Great Charter of liberties" was no sooner sealed and the armies of the barons dispersed than the
king set out to sabotage it. With an aony
of foreign mercenary n1inions he began to
lay waste the land of some of the leading
barons. Nor was he Ilfone. Pope Innocent III arrayed himself on the kings
side against the :Magntl Carta and joined
the kings hirelings. He denounced it in
a papal bull saying: "We utterly reprobate and condemn any agreement of this
kind forbidding under ban of our anathema the aforesaid king to presume to
observe it, and the barons and their accomplices to exact its performance, declaring void and utterly abolishing both
the Charter itself and the obligations
and safeguards made for its enforcement." The death of King John about a
year after the signing of the Charter
ended the struggle to destroy it. So it
remained as part of the law of the land.
Magna Carta has since become one of
the most famous documents of world
democracy. In the United States of
America many states borrowed from
Magna Carta. Frequently ex('.erpts of it
appear in their constitutions. In British
lands it is held almost in awe. In the
field of individual rights :Magna Carta
has been a charm against tyranny looked
to for protection of the people for over
seven hundred years. Outraged citizens
have ahvays cited it for protection, saying, "Don't forget that T have my rights.
We still have the Magna Carta in this
country."
The Magna Carta has given little, if
any, aid to the people. The facts show
that the bulwark which the people saw
in the Magna Carta )'ras a mere phantasm. It faded and disappeared like fleeting smoke in the wind and the ephemeral
fog before the sun. It has been a mere
gossamer shield of the people's liberty.
Let us examine some of the teons of the
Magna Carta in the light of history.
JANUARY 8; 1948

Typical of these fallacies is the idea
that Magna Carta made all citizens free
and equal before the law. Sir Edward
Creasy, in his English Constitution,
makes a very broad claim that the effect
of the Charter was "to give and to guar-·
antee full protection for property and
person to every human being that
breathes English air". Can this be true!
Nothing could be farther from the truth I
Th'e provisions of the Charter dealt al~
most entirely with the rights of "freemen", who were the barons. The term
"freemen" did not have its modern significance.1t embraced less than one quarter of the popUlation. The rern8.inder
were not freemen, but "villeins", hapless
serfs who were merely chattels attached
to the land, the common people. This unfortuntlte class had no more rights than
cattle. Under the Magna Carta they
could not even move off the land of their
owner. To pretend, therefore, that "full
protection of person and property" was
guaranteed to all is to skate lackadaisically over the indisputable facts. The
principle of due process of law for all
people of the realm was not even within
the conception of the barons who drafted
John's Charter.
Professor l\TcKechnie, an authority on
constitutional law, declares that it has
not been its actual legal provisions that
has enabled Magna Carta to play its
lending role. But he says in the moral
value its name and rcputation have provided much. "In lllanv a time of national
crisis, Magna Carta "has been appealed
to as a fundamental law too sacred to be
altered ... It is no disparagement of
Magna Carta, then, to confess that part
of its power has been read into it by later
generations, and lies in the halo, almost
of romance, that has gathered around it
in the course of centuries. It became 8
battle cry for future ages, a banner, a
rallying point, a stimulus to the imagination."
It was in the seventeenth century,
during the struggle between Parliament
5

and the despotic King Charles J, that
Magna Carta gained its greatest fame
and sentimental attachment. Cromwell's
parliamentary supporters argued that
Charles could not lawfully impose taxes
without the consent of Parliament, citing Magna Carta in support of their
claim. It was in such times of political
crisis that the name of the Great Charter of liberties and its resounding clauses provided rallying point for liberal
people battling against def'potism.
It was during this turbulent period
that the terms of the Magna Carta were
extended to cover all the subjects-the
common man as well as the magnate of

the realm. This extension was attained
through the Petition of Right promulgated in 1628. The deficiencies of the
Great Clmrter were partly fined hy the
further Habeas Corpus Act of 1679.

Charter Fails Cause 01 Freedom
While these roseate views are held by
the gullible, informed people are more
accurate in their analysis of the scope
of protection in the Magna Carta. Pro~
fessor Pollard shows clearly the Magna
Carta is not a modern~day guarantee of
civil liberties. Those who envisage it as
a bulwark protecting individual rights,
such as freedom of speech, press and
worship, behold an appari6on. It is only
because the imagination of wishful
thinkers of later times enshrinerl the
Charter as a guarantee of jiherty that
the myth of s~'curity of individual rights
in it has become so readily accepted.
Professor Pollard and other realists
have a much more solid foundation for
their views than has the inflated rhetoric
of those who have placed around this
ancient document an idealistic nimbus.
To argue that due process of law, equal
proteetion, free speech and freedom of
worship are guaranteed to the subjects
of the British king by t.he Great Charter
is a legal misrepresentation, a fraud.
Freedom of speech, assembly and \vorship were not even remote dreams in the
6

days of King John. They are, moreover,
not today given any specific protection
under English law. It is true that some
of the gaps of the 1fagna Carta in this
respect were filled hy the so-called Bill
of Rights of 1689. The Bill of Rights
stated that it was a declaration of the
"true, ancient and indubitable rights of
the people of this realm"; but the facts
of history prove that such rights were
repeatedly emasculat.ed by inroads and
incursions upon the peoplc's liberty in
the courts. r.I.'hat such afforded no strong
instruments for the British courts to use
is attest.ed by the impotent "hands-off"
policy of the courts in respect to the
measures of the government used to prohibit freedom of speech and worship.
At one time there was a fine for
failure to attend the established church
at least once a month. Under the Conventicle Act of 1664 it became a crime
for more than five persons to meet for
worship other than according to the
ritual of the Church of England. Under this Aet the police locked the church
of the famous Quaker, William Penn;
so he preached t.o the congregation in
the street. For this he was arrested
and charged with rioting. At his trial
the judges would not allow him to
speak to the jury and, when he protested, east him into a dungeon. rrhe
jury refused to convict him after being
ordered to do so by the court. For this
they were imprisoned for two days with·
out food or water to force them to re·
turn the desired verdict. But they refused to deny what they lrnew to be
right, and these jurymen then were fined
40 marks each and committed to prison.
Imagine putting the jury in jail for acquitting the prisoner!
'The fight for freedom of worship resulted not only in imprisonment, but tor·
ture and death were often the portion of
those who disagreed \vith the state
church. 'They were heretics. The penalty
for helesy was burning at the stake.
Even to the early seventeenth century.A. W.4.KEI

mind you, after the Magna Carta-;-this
horrible torture was the price paid by
many who desired to worship God according to the dictates of their own conscience. 'Ve are told by Foxe's Book of
Martyrs: "It was enacted, amon~ other
things, that whoever read the SCrIptures
in English should forfeit land, chattels,
goods and life; and be condemned as
heretics to God, enemies to the Crown,
and traitors to the kingdom; that they
should not have the benefit of any sane·
tuary; and that, if they co?tinued obsti..
nate, or relapsed after belllg pardoned,
they should first be hanged for treason
against the king, and then burned for
heresy against God." Where was the se·
curity of the :Magna Carta 1 It was to
them an illusion, as it has been to all
minorities since 1215.
Religious persecution reached its
height, after' the promulgation of the
Charter, during the reign of "Bloody
Mary" Tudor. This fanatical daughter
of the papacy tried by torture, .fire and
gibbet to drive the English people back
to the Vatican. Foxe's Book of lIfartyrs
lists more than 250 victims of this grisly
practice during a four.year period. AU
these outrages occurred under the law
of the land which l\Iagna Carta 'gnar.
anteed to preserve'!
The claim of freedom of the press un·
der the Magna Carta receives no sup·
port from history. This was long denied
in England, even after it was permitted
in other parts of Europe. The earliest
copies of Tyndale's English Bihle had to
be printed in Flanders and smuggled in·
to England in flour barrels. A statute
of Henry VIII made it an offense for
women and artificers to read the New
Testament in English. Presumahly it
would be lawful if they read it in French
or Latin. Nohlewomen and the Lord
Chancellor were magnanimously except·
ed from this law.
A further limitation of the freedom of
the press was the Licensing Act of the
days of Charles II whereby nothing
J ANU ARY 8, 1948

could be printed without the approval of
the censor, the local bishop. William
Penn once spent seven months in the
Tower of London for one of his Biblical
pamphlets, printed without license un·
der this act. On one occasion a censor
approved for printing a book that the
British Parliament had already ordered
to be burned.
Invasions of free speech occurred in
the form of prosecutions for sedition
and seditious libel. 'l'hese were often for
the most innocuous criticisms of the mI·
ers. According to English law, sedition
could mean almost any statement that
disagreed with the government. Take
the case of Wraynham, who said of King
James I: "He is but a man, and so may
err." The judge decided it was a great
scandal in that it implied error to the
king. He was convicted of seditious libel,
fined one thousand pounds, made to ride
with his head to his horse's tail, and had
his ears cut off. Magna Carta did not
give him free speech!
Anoth~r outstanding example of attacks on free discussion was the prose·
cution of Leigh Hunt during the Napole·
onic wars. At that time discipline in the
British Army was based on the most
brutal floggings, which could be administered to a soldier on very slight provocation. One man had been sentenced to a
thousand lashes-such a penalty could
mean that the victim \vas lashed to death.
Hunt wrote an article criticizing the
sayagery of this inhuman practice. He
was charged with seditious libel. The
judge, Lord Ellenborough, urged the
jury to convict him. But this they re·
fused to do. The principles of injustice
laid down by this same judge are still
standard English references. It follows
that almost any Britisher undertaking
to criticize the government could still be
convicted under the same law. This
should make it clear that the people of
the British Commomvealth do not have
an unwritten, or common.law, right to
freedom of the press and speech!
7

On this point a scholarly English beeD .forced to spend days and nights in
judge, Sir James F. Stephen, in his book filthy jails. They have obtained their reHistory 0/ Criminal Law, has said: "The leases only at a high premium. They
public at large understands freedom of found that when they regained tlleir
the press as meaning the right of un- freedom they were hounded and arrestrestricted discussion of public affairs, ed under the same charges because they
carrying with it the right of finding fault refused to stop preaching or leave the
with public personages of whose conduct province. Tbe history of tnese modernthe writer might disapprove. It seems to day persecutions in the benighted Provme from the history just given that this ince of Quebec has heretofore been rewas absolutely opposed to the law and I lated in the columns of this magazine.
tJlink the rhetoric commonly used about (Awake! December 8, 1946, page 21)
liberty of the press derived some part
of its energy and vivacity from the con- Freedom by Tolerance. Not by Right
sciousness which the lawyers who used it
It is true that the subjects of the Britmust have had of the insecurity of its ish king 1a ve, in general and especiaJly in
legal foundation." It is clear from the the British Isles, enjoyed much freedom
words of this eminent lawyer that lib- of speech and worship. Such freedoms
erty of the press and speech is not a they have enjoyed not as a matter of
part of the law of England.
right but purely by tolerance of Parliament and others. In spite of the Petition
Freedom Denied in Quebec
of Right, and the Bill of Rights of 1689,
The proof of the present insecurity of intended to augment the Great Charter,
the subjects of the B.ritish king recently they have no specific legal guarantee
has piled as high as a beacon light in against encroachments by Parliament, to
the Province of Quebec and the Do- which they can appeal when haled into
minion of Canada. In that priest-ridden court, whereby they can claim such rights.
province fro111 1044 to 1947 Jehovah?.:; The Bill of Rights does not mention the
witnesses have been persecuted in the freedoms by name. Also, it does not exsame manner as were the liberty lovers plicitly or implicitly forbid Parliament
of EngJand in medieval times and early from encroaching upon freedoms of
Cilristians in Rome. In the Province of speech, press and worship. If oppressive
Quebec some 1,500 prosecutions have politicians and officials choose to abro~
been launched and pressed against these gate fundamental liberties through an·
Christian missionary evangelists be- act of Parliament or a local by-law, the
cause they have persisted in preaching people are defenseless. The ·Magna Carta
the gospel from door to door and public- and the BilI of Rights of 1689 cannot be
ly as did Christ Jesus and His disciples. appealed to. They are not effective. BritTheir primitive preaching resulted in ain is no longer an absolute monarchy,
scores of sedition cases because they dis- but, since the seventeenth century, is a
tributed leaflets complaining against un- limited monarchy wit}} Parliament aslawfully enforcing by-laws and statutes suming full power of government. Under
not applicable to their preaching work by this changed condition the Magna Carta
Quebec officials. Indeed many hundreds is wholly inoperative, because its reof cases have been falsely made against straints are Jjmited to tJle king, who
these Christian ministers under by-laws no longer exercises real power, being a
charging them with peddling without a mere figurehead. The Charter does not
license and distributing literature with- reach the present absolute powers of
out a permit. Hundreds of men and wom- Parliament.
Neither the Petition of Right of 1628,
eD, faithful Christian missionaries, have
8
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the mirror which reflected the nebulous
rights of the Charter upon the common
people, nor the Bill of Rights protects
the people's liberties of press, worship
and speech against the supreme power of
Parliament in England, or the colonies,
or in the dominions or in the common~
wealths.
The unwritten constitution of the BritiRh Empire is not available. It, like the
Magna Carta, is a will-o'-the-wisp. It is
doubtfu1 if the British unwritten con~
stitution can he said to protect anything.
Of iLProfessor Pollard, of Oxford University, remarks: "The Britisl) Constitution is a miscellaneous, uncollected undigested mass, of statutes, legal decisions,
and vague understandings or misunderstandings some of which have never heen
put down in writing." This indefinite
constitution leaving undefended the basic human liberties, free press, assembly
and worship, places the modern-day
rights of the British -peo-ples in much the
same position as the medieval barons of
England were prior to .Magna Carta.
At the present time the fundamental
freedoms of the people are undoubtedly
endangered throughout the whole world.
The totalitarian spirit increases despite
the peace of the postwar era. More restrictions continue to be placed upon the
people's liberty. The subjects of the British king are liberty-loving people. They
treasure the right of free thought and
free expression. Fresh in their minds
are the promises of free speech, free
press and freedom of worship which
were made by their leaders during wartime. Are these promises likely to be fulfilled in the posh\'ar crisis' Will liberties based only on tolerance provide suf~
ficiently strong anchorage against thA
storms and cross-currents of this day'

to something solid, firmly imbedded in
the constitution of the country' This
can be done only by reducing the vague
traditions to statutory declarations of
human rights. Should not the people of
Britain, its colonies and its dominions
wring from the unlimited and unrelitrained politicians in Parliament a
modern-day :Magna Carta' Even as the
barons found it necessary to have theit:
misty rights under the king and vague
tradItions of the land reduced to writing
in the Magna Carta, so also it appears
imperatively necessary that the people
of the British Empire secure from their
parliaments a plain, written, understandable statement of their freedoms of
conscience, thought, speech, press and
worship.
It is not a sufficient answer to say that
the people may change the government
by electing a new parliament at the polls.
Elections are not held frequently enough
to pyotect the people. 1.1on~oveT, it is us~
ually minorities whose rights are more
often denied. Minorities have no power
in tlle election. To win at the polls a
majority is required. The very purpose
of the bill of rights is to protect minorities-not relegating them to the pollsso that a power-ieeking government cannot by step-to-step encroachments stalk
upon the liberties of all the people and
destroy them. This harks back to the
turbulent days of tile post-revolutionary
period of the American colonies, when'
the United States Constitution was in its
nascent stage. Thomas Jefferson, fighter
for freedom of the people, said: "A Bill
of Rights is what the people are entitled
to against every government on earth,
general or particular, and what no just
government should refuse or rest on in-

Why Not a Bill 01 Rights?
Since there is grave doubt about the
security of liberties of the king's subjects, why not have the~e basic human
rights and personal liberties anchored

When the fundamental rights of the
people are legally declared by Parliament to be beyond their reach by law in
a written document, then they can be
raised up as a barrier to such laws in
the courts. The judges will then be in
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position to declare invalid any law or bylaw thnt abridges or deprives the people
of these rights.

jects of the British king residing in the
British Isles and the colonies and domjnions (other than Canada) scattered
around the earth also can write the
Write Letters! Letters! Letters!
Colonial Secretary (or, if he lives in a
The subjects of the British king Dominion, then to the Dominion Secrethroughout the whole world can hell;! tary) at London or the Governor-Generthemselves establish a precedent for a al of the dominion or colony in which
demand for a bill of rights in every they reside, protesting against the depcolony and dominion of the Empire rivation of civil rights in Canada and
through their backing the present move recommending the passage of a bill of
in Canada for a written bill of rights. rights now pending before Parliament
The need of as,sistance by everyone, at Ottawa. Ask that the letter of protest
throughout the earth, whether he be a be forwarded to the appropriate authorBritish subject or not, by writing letters ity in Canada having jurisdiction.
in favor of the bill of rights IS IMUEDIATE.
'1'he privilege of help, as indicated
The demand for a Canadian written bill above, is not limited to Britishers, It exof fights win again be brought before tends to all interested ones in all counthe Dominion Parliament of Canada at tries. Persons residing outside of the
Ottawa in January, 1948. The move is British Empire, in the United States or
wholeheartedly supported by thousands any other country, can, in addition to
of Canaclian citizens, alert and thought- writing the Prime Minister of Canada at
ful lawyers, doctors, other professional Ottawa, write a similar letter to the
men and leaders of communities through- Canadian minister or ambassador in the
out all of Canada. They and thousands capital city of the country where they
of other citizens of Canada have joined reside. Thus, all liberty-loving persons
enthusiastically in such demand for a throughout the whole earth may have,
written biJl of rights. Regardless of if they wish, a part in the raJJy for free
whether you live in Canada or any other speech, press and worship in the Docolony or dominion of the British Em- minion of Canada. By so doing you who
pire, you can aid in this campaign by write will contribute your part to block
writing the Prime Minister of Canada, a the stream of tyranny and tide of opmember of Parliament, endorsing the pression that threatens to spread from
move for a bill of rights, stating your the Province of Quebee into other coloreasons why you think it should be en- nies and dominions of the British Comacted by the Dominion Parliament. Sub- monwealth of Nations.

Wll,

cr.

en', UI

Under the above title the following aplteared in the August issue of Th, Ourtis
Oourier: "Armed with his trusty editorial seissors, the Pittsburgh tYPogr'lpher, Eddie
Stuart, snipped this out of some paper: Mch hs bn wrttn abt refl'llld spUng as a savr
of spc. POl!sbly ths wId b a gd pIn. Bt it wid b a bttr pin if it wr C8,rrd frthr. If a systm
of abbrvtnl! wr adptd aa mch as 49 pet of apc eld be savd. It wldn't b so hrd as u mght thnk,
U en read the, en't u '" And, incidentally, from this Bible scholars can see how the ancient
Hebrews could easily :read their Bible manuscripts, despite the absence of written vowels.
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"S!)og of PraIse" Assembly of Jehovah's witnesses, held
at Phliadel{lhla, PenD.!lylvanla, N(I',emool' 'll.~'a.S, lM't, 'ilo
noteworthy sInging of the song that dispels dru'knes8

Singing out Bible truths dispels the
OOD neW1l travels on the melodious darkness of this world under Satan by
notes of song. It overflows the heart making known Jehovah God the Father
llnd bubhles from the lips in a spontane- of lights and Christ Jesus the light of
ous joy-tlmt soars beyond the power of the new world. (.Tamesl:17; John8:12)
spoken words, to find its full expression Isaiah 60: 1-3 reads: "Arise, shine; for
in unrestrained singing. And the song's thy light is come, and the glory of .T ehooutburst comes with a power that shat- vah is risen upon thee. For, behold, darkters world blackness I Strange singing, ness shall cover the earth, and gross
that! It could hardly be the restful folk darkness the peoples; but Jehovah will
songs OT sl:!nt'nnenta\ bal\aas 01 our dl):Y. U1'1);e upon thee, and "his glory shan be
Nor is it the crashing chords or thunder- seen upon thee. And nations shall come
ing tones of grann opera. with its inter- to thy light." (Am. Stan. Ver.) The light
mingling of lilting arias and surging now come is Christ Jesus and His kingmarches and tempestuous dramatics, dom, and the songs that shatter the
beautiful musically but whose words blackness of this dark world are those
reek with demon mythology and whose that reflect this light. "With dazzling brilcomposers are pedestaled and worshiped. liance was it reflected at the "Song of
Ah! perhaps the strident and raucous Praise" Assembly of .Tehovah's witness_
blasts of the world's jarring jazz and es, held at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
swing, with their accompanying up· November 21-23. 1947.
heavals of words overloaded with lustSpace does not permit a view Qf all
ful meaningf Shattering it certainly is, the .rays of light that were 6.a.s.b.ed out
but only to the nerves. No, none of these durIng those three days, so we content
links words and notes with force suffi- ourselves with the high lights only. The
cient to shatter world blackness. 1'he four discourses of the afternoon of Nosongs that muster such enlightening vemher 21 and the initial one that evepower are those. whose lyrics proclaim ning beamed out with steady strength
good news to men and praise to God.
on how the enlightening song of praise
To man's knowledge the first song ever was spreading throughout all nations
sung was one of praise to God, a duet and being sung in an organized way, conof indescribable beauty by the <imorning fessing that Christ is the king estabstars" when Jehovah "laid the founda- lished in heaven, and that by such pubtions of the earth". (Job 38: 4-7) Since lic confession the singers of' the song
that time many earthly singers praised gain salvation and prove true love for
God in Bong. \Vhy, the one book' oY their neigh\mrs. But with the clock's
Psalms alone contains 150 praise-songs! hands pointing to 7: 30 p.m., the light
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blazed with increased intensity. Then
it was that the president of the Watchtower B'ible and Tract Society, N. H.
Knorr, launched a discussion on "Gaining Entrance into Permanent Dwellings"

that did not come to a halt till after
9: 00 p.m.
Making Friends with Mammon

strengthen their tie of friendship with
God and Christl
Already the Society's president has
pla~ed an or~er with the CARE organiz!,!tion, the blgg~St ~rder that organizatIon has up to thIS tIme received from an
individual. Food packages to the number of 25,583, of 21l pounds eaen, llre to
be distributed as follows:· Germany
20,000 j Austria, Hungary and England
eaell, 1,000; Rumania and Poland each,
500; France, Netherlands, Finland and
Czechoslovakia e~ch, 300; Italy, 200;
Greece, 100; BelgIUm, 65; Bulgaria, 18.
This mean's that in SOme of these nations, such as Gennany and Bulgaria,
every one of Jehovah's witnesses whose
address the Society has will receive a
food package. Other countries not so
hard hit by hunger will have packages
for all the full-time pioneer ministers of
the gospel and specially needy part-time
publishers. These food supplies were to
have been shipped around December 1.
Additional shipments of food will be
made later, and all of the $310 996.15
contributed to relieve the wants of Jehovah's witnesses in Europe will ultimately be apent for that purpose.
And to top all this wise use of mate.
rial wealth, the president announced a
cl?thing drive among all of Jehovah's
WItnesses and persons of good~wi11 in
!he United States, to be completed dur.
mg pec,ember, and which clothing will
be distrIbuted free to Jehovah's witnesses in parts of Europe I How all this
bounty will make the hearts of the Witnesses in Europe sing, and, physically
warmed and strengthened by the material blessings, the song of praise to Jehovah that rings in their heart will pour
out of their lips and into hearing ears
of good-will persons I Thus will all ef.
forts !fork toward spreading the song
of praise.

We1come light was shed on Jesus'
parable of the unjust steward, recorded
at Luke 16: 1-13. The principle Jesus developed through the parable is, in His
own words: "·Make friends for yourselves with your ill.gotten wealth, so
that when it fails [or, so that when you
die], they may take you into the eternal
dwellings." (Vs. 9, An Amer. Trans.,'
M0 ff att) Right use of money and material possessions would make God and
Christ one~s friends, with the good effects that when either material wealth
fails to save or death overtakes one the
generous giver will be received by God
and Christ into permanent dwellings.
Hence even material wealth can be made
to sing praise as you "honour the Loan
with thy substance", and right use of
material things can open the way for the
song of praise to expand into all nations
and swell jn -volume I The speaker proceeded to cite a specific illustration.
He reminded his mOTe than 15,000
hearers of the convention last August in
California, where he bad told of arrangements to send food to Europe for Jehovah's witnesses in need there, and when
he expressed hope that $100,000 could
be Faised within the next six weeks. Well,
it was with thrill and amazement that
his audience heard his report that in a
wave of generosity Jehovah~s witnesses
in the United States and Canada had
flooded in contributions totaling over
$310,000 f What a pool of material wealth
out of whi~h to channel aid to needy
brethren! Surely a wise use of money
that will knit even' closer unitv among Yearbook and Calendar Relea.ed
the Witnesses the world over, and a use
But still other grand news for the
of the unrighteous mammon that will audience this night, even though it al.
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ready be limp from surprises and thrills as this activity is pursued, all should be
and bursting applauses. The president tolerant of the human weaknesses of one
gave some figures for singing in the field another, was the Scriptural counsel of
service during the 1947 service year: the talk that opened the evening session.
world-wide there was in the field each Its close again lands us at the hour of
month an average of 181,071 publishers 7: 30, and again time for another disof the Kingdom, and in the peak month course by the president of the Watch207,552 reported activity; they placed tower Bible and Tract Society.
20,472,739 Bibles, books and booklets;
put in 43,842,305 hours preaching from "The Signal to the Peoples"
.
door to door, in the homes and on the
and a Resolutwn
streets; 12,049,344 copies of the WatchHis words threw a strong shaft of
tower and Awake! magazines distribut- light on Isaiah chapter 62. They dised by the publishers (in addition to the solved past misunderstanding of the
even larger number mailed direct to command to "lift up a standard for the
subscribers); and these singers of the people" (vs. 10), about which even J ehosong of praise to God made 11,710,832 vah's witnesses had been in the dark.
revisits on persons showing interest at N either the flag or ensign of any earthly
the initial call. All this activity, in addi- nation nor banner representing '1'he
tion to time and energy, called for the Theocracy; not a flag or pennant of any
expenditure of mueh money and material kind; not even the standard of truth.
wealth; but in expending it tlwy were The word "standard" is better given in
spreading abroad the song of praise and modern versions of the Bible as "sigmaking fast the ties of friend.3!Jlp be- nal"; hence the title of the talk was "The
tween them and God and Christ. Thev•
Signal
to
the
Peoples"
.
will gain entrance into permanent dwellThe signal now raised up is Christ
ings by :';0 doing, and as the talk striking
this keynote closed it hit a resounding Jesus established in his throne, and to
finale: release of the 1948 Yearbook of this signal the people must gather for
.Jehovah's witnesses and the 1948 calen- salvation. Jehovah's witnesses lift llP
dar specially prepared for Jehovah's this signal by declaring proof that the
singers!
Kingdom is established, by pointing the
The second day of assembly, Satur- peG pIe to the signs showing it is there
day, November 22, early burst into high on high, by causing the signal to be seen
gear. At 8: 30 a.m. a baptism talk ,va:,; or discerned by the mind's eye and
delivered, and thereafter 321 were im- ,thereby lifted up for those perceiving
mersed to symbolize their consecration ones. With vigor the speaker showed
to Jehovah God. New singers for the
obstinate
and
rebellious
nations
had
how
ranks to help rout the darkness that
envelops this present evil world! Morn- set up a competitive signal and fake
ing singing of the song of praise in the savior in the form of the United Nations,
field gave way to afternoon discour:,;es to which makeshift they point the peothat admonished the singers to endure ple and urge their support. This dim
till the last stanza has been sung, to usurper of world rulership has no power
devote their life to it, to report their to end darkness; it increases it by keepactivity and be able to say to God when ing the people in the dark about Christ's
the work is completed, "I have done as kingdom as the only hope for the world.
thou hast commanded me." (Ezekiel But with power to shatter blackness and
9: 11) Thus will true worship of God be enlighten human minds came the resolupromoted in this darksome earth. And tion adopted by the audience of more
JANUARY 8, 1948
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than 20,000. Because of its importance,
it follows in full:
RmlOLVTION

the Holy Scriptures plainly
teach and show that the "seven times" of un·
interrupted Gentile domination of the earth
would end in the year 1914 and that at such
expiration'date the due time would have 8.1'rived for the Universal Sovereign, Jehovah
God, to take His great power und reign as
such, with Christ Jesus as His anointed Kihg
to represent Him in the t.hrone and to rule in'
the midst of t.he enemies in henven and in
earth (Revelation 11: 15-18) ; and
WHEREAS the world events from and after
1914; beginning with the first World War, ful:fill the prophecies concerning the end of this
world and thereby disclose themselves as the
visible sign of the establishment of Jehovah's
kingdom by His Christ in that notable year
(Matthew 24: 3-15; Mark 13: 3-14; Luke
21:7-26); and
WHEREAS the evidence continues to grow
with the passing of time that Jehovah God
has 'set His King upon His holy hill of Zion'
and has thus set up His reigning Son as the
royal Signal for the peoples of all nati0l1S,
that they may a~semble to the promised king_
dom o.f. God as mankind's only means for New
World unity, prosperity, abolition of war,
justice for all, abundance of food, perfect
health and life (Isaiah 11: 10); and there_
fore the kings, rulers and judges of the earth
have good and sufficie1).t reason for fearing
Jehovah and kissing or doing homage to Ilis
reigning King and yielding over to Him their
world power lest their continued resistance
should result in their destruction (Psalm
2:6-12); but,
WHEREAS prior to the close of World War II
the allied~nations drew up the Charter of an
international organization known lIS "united
Nations", and successor to the former League
of Nations; and on October 24, 1945, which
was 31 years after the end of the Gentile
Times, this United Nations world-security organization came into existence by the sufficient number of ratifications and its Charter
became thereby a part of the law of the nations of this world, and to date the United
WHEREAS
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Nations organization has,grown to include 57
member nations, with a population of 1',613,808,000 inhabitants, with hundreds of religions, and embracing 35,562,000 square miles
of earth's !lurface; and the religious clergy of
Christendom put their trust in this political
organization for world stability and peace
and hold church masses for it and keep on
praying for Almighty God to bless it, and
the pope believes there should be church participation in the deliberations of the United
Nations by having a religious spokesman who
would receive a sort of honorary non-voting
membership in the UN to take part in debates
of the General Assembly; a.nd the chief executive of the United States, possessor of the first
atomic bomb, declares the United Nations to
be not a "tcmporary expedient" but a "permancnt partnership"; and
.
WHEREAS this continued conduct of polit·
iral, commercial and reli~i.ous rulers is a
defiant repudiation of Jehovah's universai
sovereignty and an attempt to turn the peoples of the nations away from gathering
around Jehovah's royal Signal to the peoples, Christ Jesus the King;
THf.REFORE WE, Jehovah's witnesses 88sembled in the ,jSong of Praise" convention
at Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A., this night of
Saturday, November 22, 1947, do resolve and
declare :
THAT we have gathered unitedly, regardless
of race, nationality, language, color, or previous religious affiliation, to Jehovah's enthroned King of the new world, Christ Jesus,
who now stands on Mount Zion as a Signal to
the peoples;
THAT we repudiate the United Nations as
"mankind's only hope" and regard it as a
manifestation of the foretold "abomination of
desolation" which Christendom has caused to
stand in the "holy place" as a man-made
standard to substitute for Jehovah's exalted
Signal (~latthew 24: 15) ; and
THAT we will fearlessly and faithfully continue to lift up as the only hope Jehovah's
royal "Signal to the peoples" by singing its
praises and by preaching, both publicly and
from house to house, the rightful rule of His
kingdom, thereby making it conspicuously
AWAKE I

known to all peoples of all nationalities that
they too may gather to the great Signal and
take their stand on the side of God's kingdom
of enduring peace, endless happiness and
everlasting life.

The Final Day
Sunday morning, November 23, the
conventioners were. regaled by three
stirring presentations. Mr. P. Chapman,
Branch servant of the Society in Cana·
da, spoke on "Singing Amid Tribula·
tion". His discourse sketched the onward
march of Jehovah's singers in the very
dark province of Quebec, despite the
hundreds of arrests, persecutions and
prosecutions on false charges. Three
years ago in Quebec City there were only
three publishers; today there afe 55 and
they have their own Kingdom Hall. M0r~
than 110 full-time workers are husy In
the province no~. A~d when ,j~iled for
singIng Jehovah s praIse, they SIng there.
He recounted an instance where a group
of Witnesses were put in a cell, there
they sang Kingdom songs, and the other
prisoners applauded. T~ey even reque.sted a Bible lecture be gIven them, whJCh
was done! It reminds one of an experience of the apostle .Paul. His preachi!1g
riled reli.gious racketeers, they had hIm
imprisoned along with his cowork.er
Silas at midnight they sang God's praISes as' the other prisoners listened, they
experienced a miraculous deliverance,
and the jailer and his household were
baptized.-Acts 16: 16-34.
.•
This speaker gave way to the SOCIety s
attorney, H. C. Covington, who loosed
a barrage of proof that Jehovah's witnesses, all of them, regardless of age or
sex were ministers of the gospel. He not
only cited many Scriptural examples of
youngsters' serving ~s mi~isters, but
pointed out that CalVln preSIded over a
congregation when only twelve years old
and that Benedict IX became pope at the
tender age of twelve. Jehovah's witnesses' congregation is the people in their
homes, and their pulpit IS the doorst~p
and private home as well as the publIc
JANUARY 8, 1948

platform. All o~ this proof was pr~sented
in courts relatIve to draft cases Involving Jehovah's witnesses that were improperly classified by draft boards that
believe a minister must follow in the
footsteps of religious clergy who prac-.
tice ceremony and ritual and don flowing
robes and reverse their collars, instead
of following in the footsteps of Christ
Jesus and preaching the gospel as He
and His RtJostles did.
Succeeding this speaker before the
microphone came F. \V. Franz, the convention chairman and the Society's vicepresident. He pointed out that though
the bulk of printing was done in Ameri~
ca, that did not make the message Amer~
ican. No more so than the apostle Paul's
geographical location in Greece made his
epistles written from there Gr~cian, or
hIS letters penned from Rome Roman.
The governing body, through whose sery_
ices the Kingdom singers stand ':Organized for rrheocratic Song", is not to be
located in a geographical sense either,
but its members operate wherever they
are'taken bv their duties. Also remember, these earthly members of the governing body of the church chang~f b~t
the one member that always remams IS
the Head One, Christ Jesus; and He is
not geographically located anywhere on
this earth, but abides in heaven. Organization is imperative; by it jehovah's
'singers are as one, to make one s~und
in praising the Lord'. (2 ChrOnIcles
5: 13) The jangling discor~s .an4 clashing sounds of many relIgwus sects
please not- Jehovah.
Attendance swelled to 28,OO(). far the
public talk by the president that Sunday afternoon, on "Permanent Governor
of AU Nations". To properly cope with
this subject it was necessary for Mr.
Knorr to show the fallacies of the claims
of the United Nations as being a permanent governor or bringer of peace
and unity. Irresistibly the points piled
higher and higher, till at the close it was
apparent that only Christ and His king-
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dom would bring permanent peace to tion, but preach as ministers whether
persons of good-will from all nations. young or old, do not retire when they
Audience agreement with the material reach a certain age, do not quit when
and audience appreciation of the spirited persecution blazes hotly against them,
delivery were manifested by repeated do ·not murder one another in wartime
and vigorous applause. At the conclu- because they live in different' nations, do
sion all present received free a copy of not allow national, racial or language
the new booklet, Xhe Joy of All the Peo- barriers to divide them, and with all
ple. Its contents had been previously pre- their strength of body and mind and
sented by the president to audiences in with all their material resources they
many nations, both heathen and so- preach the gospel of Christ's established
called "Christian" nations.
kingdom! In all these ways they are- different from the clergy of Christendom,
"Why We Are So Different..
and because the clergy suffer in compari_The above words titled the closing talk son they venomously hate the Witnesses
of'the convention, delivered by the presi- and oppose them. But Jehovah's witdent Sunday evening. Space here allows nesses are glad they are different from
only· for sketchy coverage, but you can this world's clergy!
Closing his presentation, the Societis
read its full substance in the January 1,
1948, Watchtower. Harking back to president told of new arrangements to
Judge Samuel's words that rebellion and assist full-time workers to stay in the
stubbornness are as witchcraft and idol- ministry. The requirement of hours
atry (1 Samuel 15: 23), the speaker de- spent in preaching was lowered from 150
nounced this world as stubborn in chas- a month to 120, with the quota put on
ing its own schemes. They tried a a yearly basis. This will allow for some
league of nations after World War I. It "tent-making" or secular work so that
flopped. Now they try the same thing the general pioneer can pay his own way,
agam. The world is just l'lain stubborn, and yet make the yearly quota of 1,400
idolizing its own will in this matter. Je- hours. (Acts 18: 3) This arrangement
hovah's witnesses· are different: they was welcomed with joyful applause. It
forget their own will and fonow God's will doubtless mean more pioneers, more
will and support God's kingdom under singing, and more blackness shattered
Christ. Because they do they are
This will mean more opposition, for
charged with sedition: They have been Jesus rightly said certain men love darkslandered as being Communists; but in ness more than light because their deed's
Russia they are sent to work camps in are evil. (John 3: 19·21) As the singing
Siberia. Why, if they are Communists 1 work advances the faces of such men
They have been labeled Nazis; but in "shall gather blackness" and they will
Nazi Germany 10,000 of them spent long react stormily against the singers. (Joel
years in concentration camps, 2,000 of 2: 6) But Jehovah's witnesses will live
them not coming out alive. Why, if they Ul' to th~ir chosen yeartext during 1948:
are Nazis! But the world stubbornly "I ';rill s,~ng praises unto thee among the
sticks to this false name-calling.
nahons, (Psalm 57: 9, Am. Stan. Ver.)
The clergy hate Jehovah's witnesses And after 1948, will their songs of praise
because the Witnesses are different cease to shatter world blackness' Never!
from them. The Witnesses go from for each one determines by the grace of
house to house, study with the people in Q od: "I will sing to the LORD as long as
their home.s, preach on the street cor· I live; 1 will sing praises to my God as
ners, dress like ordinary people, do not long as I breathe."-Psalm 104: 33, An
wallow in hocus·pocus rituals of ordina- American Translation.
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HE pro b I e m of'
heating his dwell1~;(»;;~~·· ing place is one that
J
has confronted ll:lan
since the time he begnD ,m i g rat i n g toward the poles. TodllY the problem of
adequately he a tin g
the great majority of
homes has not yet
been solved. Even in
countries where there
is an abundance of
fuel the high cost of
such rests as a heavy
burden on the common people. Conse·
qllently mu~b l'ely~al'cb and man"J eX~l'iments continue to be made in an effort to
provide better methods and facilities for
heating homes at a cheaper cost.
Heat is transmitted by one of three
methods or by a combination of them:
radiation, convection and conduction.
When man took his bonfire indoors and
put it in an open fireplace ~e begau
warming his household by radwtion. In
principle radiated heat follows the law
of light radiation. The heat rays, flowing
at the speed of light in a straight line,
have a similar wave pattern, vary inversely as the square of the distance
from their source, do not heat the air
through which they pass, and are capa_
ble of being absorbed or reflected like
visible light rays. Hence, when standing
in front of a nreplace OIle is heated on
only one side. By taking the fire out of
the open hearth and enclosing it in a
stove placed in the middle of the floor
man found that he could heat the whole
room. This was due to the fact that the
air coming in ~ontaet with the stove ~_
came heated, expanded, became lighter
in weight, rose to the ceiling, and spread
J .ANUARY 8, 1948

out to the far ~orners of the room. Such
circulation or movement of hot currents
of a gas or liquid is called convection.
Heating by conduction occurs when heat
travels up the handle of a S"Qoon that
is :placed in a cup of hot tea. The fire
insIde the metal stove heats the Ol.:ltside surface by conduction. Various rnaterials differ so greatly in their conduetivity that some of them are used as insulation.
In addition to these fundamentals
heating engineers have'studied the effect
of humidity and the biological heat requirelllents of the human creature. Because dry air evaporates moisture from
the skin, thus cooling the body, a relative humidity of 40 to 61) percent sbould
be maintained. But in the winter if the
walls and windows are too cold a high
humidity causes condensation. As for
the heat requirements, the body generates ll-bout as much as a lOO·watt bulb
and ases only about one-fifth of this
amount to run its internal mechanism;
so, if the balance is drawn off at the
same rate that it is generated one feels
comfortable.
These studies have revealed that the
conventional methods Ot home.b.eating
leave much to be desired. The central
heating system that circulates hot air,
water or steam, while doing away with
the necessity of having separate stoves
in each room, still warms the rooms principally by convection. Scientific inye~ti
gation, however, shows that radIatIon
heating offers many advantages over
convection heating; hence in recent years
more and more interest has been shown
in the former.
Radiant Heating
This method consists of heating the
floors, walls and ceilings so that they
11

throw out or raaiate their heat to those
in the room from all sides and angles
instead of from only one side as a fireplace does. Preferably copper tubing is
p1aced in the floors and walls (iron piping has been used but is less satisfactory), through which hot water or steam
is circulated from a conventional type of
furnace. In regions where there is an
abundance of cheap electricity, electric
panels for walls and ceilings are available. Whereas hot-water and steam radiators give up only 30 percent of their
heat by radiatlOn and 70 percent by convection, the heated wall system radiates
60 percent of its heat and distributes the
remainder by conve¢tion.
There are many advantages offered
by radiant heating, among them lower
cost of operation. By doing away with
radiators more room is allowed, arrangement of furniture is simplified, and
architectural advantages in the fonn of
novel window construction are afforded.
Also a uniform room temperature with a
difference of only 2 to 7 degrees Fahrenheit between floor level and ceiling is
given by radiant heating, to compare
with a 5- to 20-degree difference with
cODvective heating.
The great advantage of radiant heating is found in its economy. As stated,
heat rays pass through the air without
wanning it, and give up their energy upon the objects on which they fall. Hence,
in a radiant-heated room where the thermometer reads only 65 degrees Fahrenheit a person feels far more comfortable
than in a convective-heated room having
a higher thermometer reading. Cold
walls in a room draw heat from the body.
Incidentally, breathing the coMer atmosphere without a steam-heat smell makes
one feel crisper and more alert, and
when going out doors the actual temperature change is not so sbocking, consequently there is less danger of sickness.
In actual saving it is estimated that
as much as 331 percent less fuel is ul3ed
with a radiant heating system. It is true
18

that the initial cost of installation is
high, at least 20 percent higher than other systems, hut this is taken up in a period of four years by the fuel savings,
provided care is taken both to instsl1 reflective type insulation rather than an
absorbent type and to bond the plaster
to concrete walls so that there is no unnecessary loss of heat. Indirect savings
in washing, cleaning and repainting are
made when there are no hot air currents
surging up from radiators and registers
that soD curtains, waUs and draperies.
The cost of installing an elaborate aircooling system is also saved simply by
circulating a coolant through the tubes
during the SUmmer.
Radiant heating, while coming to the
fore in recent years, is not a new discm-ery. As long ago as the time of Christ
ct?Pper tubing was used in warming the
floors of the famous baths at Pompeii.
Toward the close of the last century the
radiant heating of homes in Europe and
England began. The system is suitable
for custom-built or prefabricated cottages, mansions, hospitals, factories,
greenhouses, airport hangars, stores,
schools and SWimming pools. Such institutions as the Bank of England, tIte
Liverpool ~athedral, Johns Hopkins hospital in Baltimore, the British Embassy
m"Vashington, the Johnson Wax building in frigid Racine, Wis., are all radiant heated. One corporation building in
Illinois is heated by 180,000 gallons of
hot water pumped through its 40 miles
of tUbing every hour. Airplane hangars
with high ceilings and large doors located in Colorado, where the temperature
drops to 30 degrees below zero, Fahrenhei4 have been heated more satisfactorily with radiant heat than by other
means. Auxiliary installations under
sidewalks and drIveways turned on durjng snowstorms eJiminate shoveling, in
the northern latitudes. By the beginning
of the last war there were 1,000 buildings in the United States heated by radiation j now there are over 5,000.
AWAKEt

Experiments in home·heatin~ are also
being conducted along other hnes, with
the end in view of lowering costs by in~
creasing efficiency. One of these ideas
uses a central furnace to heat a com·
pound made from fuel oil and. sand,
called tetracresylsilicate, to a tempera·
ture of 550 degrees Fahrenheit. This in
turn is used not only to heat the home
and water but also to do the cooking and
run. the Yei'"rigeYatoY.
Another furnace named "Jet-Heet"
adopts the jet principle and burns fuel
oil with a superahundance of air. Its
heat-transfer chamber is 80 emdent that
only 5 percent of ti!e heat is lost up the
chimney, and it is capable of raising the
air temperature in a five-room house
from 55 degrees to 70 degrees in 25
minutes.
Earth-Heat, Air·Heal, Sun Heat
A novel way of heating homes cheaply, as yet in the experimental stage, is hy
using the heat stored in the earth itself.
The mean temperature of water in a 200foot well is 58 degrees Fahrenheit, so
by circulating water or some other liquid
through a coil in a deep well, pumping
it up, transferring its heat to a refrigeration liquid like "Freon", then (lompressing such liquid, it is possible to raise the
temperature considerably and use it to
heat the house. The only. cost of operation is for the pump and' compressor. By
using this -prinei-ple., the town of Chat.tanooga, Tenn., is thinking of extracting
the heat from the Tennessee river and
using it to heat the whole town.
Ninety-three years ago the di~in
guished British physicist Kelvin augg~sted that the heat from the outdoor
air in the winter could be extracted and
used to heat homes. Today such a device
has been 1?erfected, but for all practical
purposes It is efficient only in mild eli·
mates where only a small room needs
warming. Both the "air·heat" and "earthheaf' systems can be reversed in the
Bummer to cool the house by extracting
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the heat from the house instead at from
the earth or air.
Various types of mirrors have been
used for concentrating the sun's rays to
generate steam. Parabolic mirrors 32
feet in diameter, known as helioboilers,
are being used in Russia_ They follow
the sun around its course and develop a
boiler pressure of 150 pounds at a temperature of 1,500 degrees. It is not sur"pti%ing, with ,,"\len ~IHyrmO\\~ %ll))"pli~ tli
free energy available, that experiments
are being c!lrried on with "solar houses",
One type has a south wall of double-pane
glass, 100 square feet of which is sufficient to heat a house with an over-all
exterior insulated wall surface of 570
square feet. Contrary to popular opinion, such a south-wall window gives more
heat on a clear day in the dead of winter
than in the middle of summer.
The University of Colorado has developed a solar·heated house using the
"greenhouse" principle with a shallow
glassed.in framework mounted on the
rooftop. Inside this heat.trap absorbing
glass plates heat an intake of air to a
temperature of 200 degrees Fahrenheit,
which in turn is used to heat the house.
With solar-heated houses a furnace has
to take over on cloudy days and at night,
·but even then actual installations have
shown a 20 to 30 percent saving on the
fuel hill. Experiments with various· heat
bins or chambers that store up heat during the day lOT use at night "promi~e to
cut the cost of heating even further.
Such enginee:r:ing developments, while
of interest to many homeowners who are
harassed by the rising cost of living,
hold out little comfort or hope to the
great multitudes in these desperate
times who are without a home to heat.
As long 8.S man is unable to solve these
greater and more terrible problems and·
woes, let him not brag on his feeble accomplishments aimed at easing his lesser pains, Better would it be for him til
frankly admit that ·only by God's kingdom will this earth be made a paradise.
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The Fight
for Free
Medical
rJ1HE United States is the wealthiest
1 nation. We have the highest standard of living. Since 1900 our general
death rate has been cut about forty percent, DOW about 10.8 per thousand. But
America is not the healthiest. It is outranked, according to prewar statistics,
in life expectancy by Norway, Swed~n,
Denmark, the Netherlands, Australia,
Germany, Italy, and other countries.
Eleven outrank America in life expectancy for persons of sixty.
The general criticism of American
medicine, held partly responsible for
that condition, has not been leveled at
its quality or efficiency, but rather at its
cost and poor distribution. Critics accumulated some heavy ammunition to fire
at the present system from the detailed
records of the eight million draftees rejected or discharged later for non-service defects or diseases. Even with constantly lowered standards this amounted
to about half the men examined. The
question was urgently asked: 'Why so
many young Americans defective or unhealthy? The critics, bringing their big
gun13 to bear on Congress and the American Medical Association, charge: "W'e
lose at least half a billion working days
each year to illness, one third of it considered preventable. Out of 13,000,000
men drafted, almost 4,000,000 were rejected as unfit. (Hejected or discharged,
nearly 8 million, later figures) Of the
unfit, at least one-sixth suffered from
'easily remedied defects', and a larger
proportion from "defects that were preventable". Furthermore, they pointed
out, the infant mortality rate was as
high as ten percent in New Mexico,
where half the births occurred outside
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hospitals. The obvious rem_
edy,' already adopted by
thirty-one more progressive
countries, claim the social~
minded supporters, is,
spread the cost of medicine
and increase and distribute
its facilities, doctors, hospitals and equipment. Like education,
they urge, medical care should be sup_
ported by taxation, by wage deductions
or apportionment of income taxes.
Issue Before Congress
Compulsory health insurance, paid for
by deductions of approximately It percent from your payroll, to be matched by
the employer, is the heart of the National Health Insurance and Public
Health Act to be voted on in the January session of Congress. This bill is also
called the Wagner-Murray bill or the
improved Vlagner-Murray-Dingell bill
and officially referred to as S. 1320. It
should not be confused with the substitute bill introduced by Senator Taft, and
known as S. 545.
The names, rather than the arguments,
of the 0pPQllents of the bill assure it
tough sailing and stormy passage if it
survives. The big names are the Roman
Catholic Hospital Association of the
United States and Canada, that inveterate foe of change, the American Medical
Association, several large drug chains,
some private insurance manufacturers, a
group of patent medicine and drug manufacturers, the American Bar Association,
and the American Hospital Association.
Be~des these ''big shots" with powerful
lobbies, there are a good many Ameri_
cans who do not want any more government in our affairs than we already have.
In a battle of such great heat It is to
be expected that both sides will make
exaggerated claims. As a vital and compelling issue that is bound to affe-ct the
lives of all Americans, a presentation of
some of the factors involved is attempted here to clear away some of the smoke
AWAKE'

Rich Associates recently resigned as
AMA's 'publie-relatiolts counsel, "claiming thn:t the association's leadership is
neglecting 'to put the public first and to
seek the truth on the economic and social aspects of medicine'."
Like a great flood the demand for free
medical care is threatening to sweep
a:;;ide all opposition. Recognizing that
Congress may accede to' the people's
wishes, which, polls indicate, are more
than half in favor of compulsory health
insurance, the AMA is fighting for time
and compromise. It does not want any
change in the status quo, but, since
change seems certain, in fact, knocking
grimly at the door, AMA favors the
least change possible. The Taft bill is
that least change, a purely political measure, not intended to pass, but to gain
votes for the prospective Republican
nominee without offending the AMA.
Most people familiar with the facts
feel that wresting of power away from
the AMA can only be for the better, and
Opposition by
such are found even in its own ranks,
American Medical Association notably the Physician's Forum. They
The AMA fought the passage of this feel that the medical dictatorship has
earlier Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill, but not had the people's best interests in
has now shifted to support the "charity mind. They claim that its organization
bill" by Taft because this insufficient is concerned with the distribution of.
compromise bill virtually leaves medical money rather than the distribution of
treatment in the hands of the same med- services, now proved to be so inadequate.
ical bureaucrats, the same pressure They point out that the AMA fought the
groups. Thurman Arnold, former assist- first hospitalization plans, which started
ant attorney general, revealed the "monopolistic practices" of the AMA, which
he charged with usurping public powers
by its system of expelling doctors who
advocated group health plans, pre-payment clinics, and concluded that the Taft
bill, S. 545, would leave medicine in the
same, throttle grip of this reactionary
group.
The AMA is coming in for much criticism for its opposition to co-operative'
groups, j3uch as farmers associations and
other non-medical groups that form clinics of their own in order to extend medical services at a nominal cost. Raymond
J ANUANY 8, 1948
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of misrepresentation sure to cloud the
issue.
The fight for free medical aid came
to the fore in 1943. The medical bill
which was estimated to cost four billion donars failed of passage. Later the
government, through the department of
agriculture, offered almost complete
medical care in "Georgia, Alabama and
Texas at about 6 percent of the cash income of the farmers in the rural sections
in which it was instituteq. This amounted
to about $50 per family and had to be
subsidized 60 to 80 percent by the government. Even this <good buy' was never
accepted by more than 50 percent of the
indigent southern families for whom it
was provided. Based on this experience
and a national survey Truman proposed
a national h'ealth act in November, 1945.
The chief feature of this was compulsory
health insurance, intended to spread the
cost of medical treatment by levying
against all the people.

with the ODe in Dallas, Texas, in 1929 j
bitterly opposed the three most famous
voluntary medical insurance plans:
<lRoss-Loos of Los Angeles (charges of
$30 per annum, with provisions for office
calls at 50c each and operations for $25,
made this organization popular but
caused its founders to be expelled from
the local American Association); Group
Health Association, of Washington, D.C.
(which won a conviction in the Supreme
Court against the American Medical Association under antitrust laws, 1938) j
and the Farmers Union Cooperative of
Elk City, Oklahoma' (w h 0 s e founder,
through persecution by the AMA, almost
lost his license to practice).
Past readers of Consolation (now
called Awake!) will not be surprised at
this review of AMA tactics. They will
remember how AMA caused the arrest
of several chiropractors in the state of
New York in a ruthless attempt to
squelch any competitive practice j how
they have urged compulsory vaccination
and allied themselves with the drug
trusts; and threw the weight of their
powerful lobby against every effort to
limit the heartless torture of animals in
the vivisection laboratories; and gener~
ally, in detriment to public interest,
fortified their self-constituted position
as ruler of American medical practice.
Good evidence exists to prove that the
hundred-year-old AMA has not improved with age.
Arguments Against Free Medical Care

There are, however, others, besides
the hoary medical hierarchy, that oppose
free medical aid, generally called "socialized medicine" or "state medicine" by its
opponents. Their arguments are worthy
of consideration. Included in this group
are those who regard it as an infringement of civil liberties, claiming that the
one quarter of the popUlation who never
go to doctors should not be forced to pay
for medical aid, especially when they
would no longer be free to choose their
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doctor. Admitting, as they do, that the
nation's health needs improving, they
contend that poor housing and improper
Dutl'ition has as much to do with this as
medical care. Preferred solution, they
avet, is voluntary employer health insur~
anee, such as the Northern Pacific Mutual Beneficial Association, which renders: complete hospitalization to its ernploy~es (N Oi'thern Pacific RR) for 1 percent of their earnings. Stanacola, a
Standard Oil .Association in Alabama,
renders such service to dependents also.
Blue Cross, already with 28,000,000 enrolled, which provides for prepaid hos.
pitalization, or some such co-operative
or voluntary plan, claim opponents, is
the tLDswer. They insist that in communities without hospitals a mobile unit may
be requisitioned from the government.
Further arguments against include:
patient-quotas of favorite doctors
will be filled in a rush, and so most will
bE' forced to go to third-choice doctors;
the law will "payoff" for sickness, en~
COUl'aging malingerers and hypochondriacs. As to doctors, it will destroy the
fee-for-service and private practice, lay
heavy burdens on the good doctors with.
out increasing their compensation, and
consequently diminish incentive j nor_can
the system provide doctors in the sparse~
Iy settled areas or low-income areas, such
as in Alabama, which has at present only
one doctor for each 2,800 population, as
doctors will not go where hospitals,
equipment, libraries and friends are absent, It will inject government into medicine, it is costly, from $5 billion to $14.6
billion. It will not encourage preventive
medicine, because many people do n'ot
go to doctors, due to fear, shame or lazi~
ness, and thus compulsory insurance
would not bring many people to doctors,
for advance check·ups. These are the
. main arguments against.
Argllments for Free Medical Care

Bllckers, on the other hand, urge:
"Far from losing faith in their socialAWAKEI

insurance programs, the people of England, France, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands have united
in efforts to expand these programs or
other provisions for health security or
both."
Supporters reaffirm the provisions of
the bill: v.:ithout charge all Americans
receive the services of family physician,
specialists, sur g e 0 Ii s, hospital care,
X-rays, laboratory tests, eyeglasses, special appliances, unusually expensive
medicines, and limited dental and home
nursing care'. Furthermore, with certain
limitations, you may select the doctor
and hospital of your own choice, who will
present bills, not to you, but to the national health insurance fund. It means
the elimination for life of that irrita~
tion to most families, and destroyer of
many, the doctor bill.
Present medical practice fails to reach
many Americans because: fifteen million,
living in 40 percent of all U. S. counties,
have no recognized general hospital;
some areas have only one doctor for
every 3,000 persons, to compare with one
for every 600 in cities; forty million
U. S. citizens live in communities that
lack a full-time health service. An example of this lack is the permitted occupation in the South of 657,799 rural
homes that "have not so much as an outdoor privy, much less an indoor toilet".
Authorities contend that lack of attending doctors and of hospital care account
for the death of half the women dying
in childbirth, and one-third of the babies.
Other proponents contend that detection
centers throughout the nation would
save 40,000 lives annually from cancer.
From this point, supporters break
down their arguments to meet the specific objections of (1) the people, (2) the
employers, and (3) the doctors. As to
(1) the people's objection that the cost
of another 1! percent of income if employed, and 3 percent if self-employed, is
like the tax straw that broke the budget's
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back, they say that since the cost for
meaical services is now 4.6 percent, or
about five billion doUars, the tax is a
bargain. In other words, under the new
law the people would pay from 1! to 3
percent of their income for medical treatment instead of the present 4.6 percent.
Of course, the healthy, especially the
healthy rich, would be temporarily
worse off; but who is there who can remain healthy,
As for (2) employers, the additional
cost of 1i percent to them would be com.
pensated for by better health of em·
ployees. One authority says the loss in
man-days per year through sickness and'
accident is more than 600,000,000. Besides the gain in man-days of work that
might be expected, the employers would
also be relieved of the burden of cooperative systems that are now main~
tained by so many firms.
Coming to (3) doctors, the profession
is divided on the question; but it is safe
to say that the majority of the members
of the AMA follow the lead of their
Journal's head, Dr. Morris Fishbein, in
opposition. But doctors are advised of
these benefits: no further losses of 25
percent of collections, the present estimate j no further necessity to give charity services; the opportunity to practice
in less congested areas, without loss of
income, in the country perhaps where
fishing and outdoor life would appeal.
Nor is the doctor required to join the cooperative system, but may retain his
private practice, even as private schools
are now profitably operated. Doctors'
fears of reduced incomes do not seem to
be warranted; as, in Saskatchewan, it
was pointed out that the twenty.five doctors in a' certain area made an average
of $16,000 yearly income. The bill also
permits payment of doctors by salary,
per capita, or fee. Opponents of the bill
are thus bombarded by strong argu·
ments.
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Point8 to Consider
To summarize the best features of the
bill, it seems that it will definitely spread
the cost and practice of medical care to
the benefit of the sick and needy of the
Dation. But the real test of any measure
is not so much in its printed provisions
but according to its practictil operation.
If it is corruptly administered, then the
people will have bought an expensive
and burdensome service.
In the nnal analysis tIle preventive,
diagnostic and curative (therapeutic)
value of medical . practice must be
weighed. Would it be best for your
health if you had a doctor at hand every
time you thought you needed one 1 Would
your 'life be longer if you had an operation every time a surgeon suggested it,
or at least you were not deterred by
financial reasons 1 What if you had all
the expensive medicines, the sulfa drugs,
penicillin, the vaccines, and antitoxins Y
How much health-restoring, if you could
have your teeth extracted, your illness
hospitalized, your a'ches pampered Y Perhaps the answers to the;:;e questions are
as varied as there are people. But Uttle
doubt remains that medical attention
might well do considerable good in
needy and underprivileged and rural
communities. (Statistics revealed that
draft rejections .were twice as great
among Negroes and farmers than among
urban professional and factory workers.) On the other hand, the value of
medical care is limited, despite its multiple specialization.
Medical practice has indeed been divided into a maze of branches. Every
field. has its special investigators, its interminable experimentation. But, despite
painstaking search by the most brilliant
minds, the span of life has decreased to
a tenth since the days of Adam, and to
a half since the flood. And, unchecked by
a valiant battle, death is still the undisputed enemy that' eventually collects
every life as forfeit. But who does not
want to put off "the day'"
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These f&:.Cts merely emphasize the
truth that the 'Scri~tural qualifications
for life are' more Important than the
medical. Many would like to place tIle responsibility on a physician to avoid the
necessity of thought and self-control so
necessary in the quest for life. More
needful than all the clinics is the admonition: '13e not wise in your own eyes,
Revere the Lord, and withdraw from
evil; this will be health to your flesh, and
refreshment to your bones. HolV happy
is the man who finds wisdom, the man
who gains understanding! Long life is in
her right hand, ... She is a tree of life
to those who grasp her, and happy is
everyone who holds her fast."-Proverbs 3: 7, 8, 13, 16, 18, An Amer. Trans.
That Jehovah has resened to His Son
Christ Jesus the privjJege of restoring
the righteous people to health and life
should not be taken as a censure of medicine. The Bible writer and companion of
the apostle Paul was called the "beloved
physician". (Colossians 4: 14) On the
other hand, Jesus calls attention to the
fact that the physician has not been able
to heal himself. (Luke 4: 23) To all,
without partiality, therefore to the doctor and to the layman, the words of the
Great Healer are commended: "Then 1
saw a new heaven and a new earth, ...
See! God's dwelling is with men, and he
will live with them. They will be his people and God himself will be with them,
and he will wipe every tear from their
eyes. Tlrere will be no death any longer,
nor any grief or crying or pain. The old
order has passed away:' (Revelation
21: 1, 3, 4, An Amer. Trans.) Also, "I
will bring it health and cure, and I will
cure them"; "the inhabitant shall not
say, I am sick." (Jeremiah 33: 6; Isaiah
33: 24) These words are prophetic of
the new world to be completely usbered
in during this generation. (Matthew
24: 34) It is of more lasting importance,
therefore, to learn of the new world than
to gain the acknowledged benefits of
medical care in this sick old world.
AWAKE I

Watch That Tongue! '
AVE you ever read the "sermon on
the mount"? If so, have you given
any thought to Jesus' words: "Ye have
heard that it was said by them of old
time Thou shalt not kill; and whosoever
shali kill shall be in danger of the judgment: but I say unto you, That whosoever is angry with his brother without
a cause shall be in danger of the judgment: and whosoever shall say to his
brother, Raca, shall be in danger of the
council: but whosoever shall say, Thou
fool shall be in danger of hell fire"?
(M~tthew 5: 21, 22) Or, as rendered in
modern English by James Moffatt: "You
have heard how the men of old were told
(Murder not: whoever murders. shall
come up for sentence, whoever maligns
his brother shall come before the Sanhedrin, whoever curses his brother shall
go to the fire of Geh~nna:' But I tell y:ou,
whoever is angry WIth hIS brother WIthout cause will be sentenced by God."
Jesus here spoke of the use· o~ speech
during anger, and of the explosIve outbursts in name-calling that,often occur,
to the point of calling a person with
whom one is angry "Raca", or, "You
worthless useless, good-for-nothing!"
and ''You' cursed fool I" Certainly Jesus
took this matter under review and commented upon it because of the seriousness of it to Christians. Violent speech
can often involve one with earthly
courts, as in the case with the Jews, with
tIie Sanhedrin their highest court. But a
Christian can also involve himself with
the Lord God, the great Judge, because
of violent talk against a fellow Christian
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or other person with whom one is angry
for no righteous cause or something of
no great consequence. It is a fact that
Jesus indulged in the use of "Ye fools
and blind" and ''hypocrite'', but He had
righteous cause for .so spea~ng tothose
who were reproachmg God s cause and
deceiving their trusting brethren .. (Matt.
23: 17,19; John 8: 55) He deSIred to
expose such condemnable ones to the
people that looked up to them as teachers and guides. But it,little befits us as
Christians to lapse into such great anger
against our brethren as' to lose selfcontrol and to fly into such expressions
as "You c@}nfounded fool I" "You (accursed) liar!" or any filthy expressions.
It does not benefit the person against
whom such vile expressions are hurled,
and it does not benefit or give proper relief to the angered speaker.
Says the disciple James: "Slow to
speak, slow to wrath: for the wrath of
man worketh not the righteousness of
God." (James 1: 19, 20) What we want
to do is do the righteous service of God
and .help others to do so. When we yield
to a violent fit of temper and anger we
are in no condition to accomplish any
righteousness; ~e are liable to fall i~to
filthiness and VIleness. Hence the dISciple adds, after the above exhortation:
''Wherefore lay apart all filthiness and
. superfluity of naughtiness, and rece~ve
with meekness the eng rafted word, WhICh
is able to save your s,Ouls." (James 1 : 21)
In accord with this the apostle Paul offers a like exhortation to his brethren,
including ourselves today: "Speak every
man truth with his neighbour: for we
are members one of another. Be ye
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angry, and sin not: let not the sun go
down upon your wrath." (Ephesians
4: 25, 26) His words seem to have also
the thought, When angry, be careful
that you do not sin.
'Yhen we are provoked, therefore~ we
who profess to be Christians will showwisdom if we will but muzzle our mouths
and thus .dam up what might otherwise
turn into a rushing, uncontrolled torrent
of words of a filthy, abusive, violent kind
that pollute the atmosphere and are not
corrective and upbuilding in righteousness. You might be committing transgression against your brother and
against your God unless you do so. The
proverb warns us: "In the multitude of
words there wanteth not transgression;
but he that refraineth his lips doeth
wisely." (Proverbs 10: 19, Am. Stan.
Ver.) So, then, if we talk at all, let it be
with words well measured to the situation before us, words in harmony with
the good counsel of God's pure, clean
Word. Let us talk for the upbuilding of
the person or persons provoking us and
whatever -listeners-in there might be. It
merely gets us into worse difficulty to
let go and make slips of speech that poke
the fires of anger and heat up more
strife and contention. Words are powerful in the effect they have both upon us
who utter. them and upon those who hear
us, and listeners-in will often draw conclusions by the hot-tempered words we
utter. If we know these things, then let
us follow the sage advice of the proverb:
"He that spareth his words hath knowl.edge; and he that is of a cool spirit is a
man of understanding. Even a fool, when
he holdethhis peace [under provocation], is counted wise; when he shutteth his lips, he is esteemed as prudent."
(Provt:)rbs 17: 27, 28, Am. Stan. Ver.)
How does. a fool thus suddenly become
wise and prudenU Because by keeping
tight rein upon himself and his tongue,
he spares himself from serious conse~
quences to _which angry speech might
lead.
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To be really wise, and not just a wise
fool as above referred to, we can get
help by following the apostle's words:
"""Vall;: in wisdom toward them that are
without, redeeming the time. Let your
speech be alway with grace, seasoned
with salt, that ye may know how ye
ought to answer every man." (Colossians
4: 5, 6) The adverb "alway" means also
when one is angered. To speak then with
grace means to speak with fitting words
that do not set the spea~er off as an illmannered, uncouth, loud-mouthed, 100setongued person,but rather that show
him to be wise, self-controlled, and
moved by the spirit of God. That is the
way to answer men, even those who provoke us and who would throw us off our
balance into foolish and damaging
spe-ech. To season our speech with salt
means not only to make it speech of a
preservative kind, that is wholesome and
nourishing, but also tasty. Salt is added
-to stimulate appetite for the thing salted.
What we want people to do is to listen
to our speech and to appreciate it. We
do not want them to get nauseated or to
be shocked because of foulness and filthiness of language. vYe want them to come
back for more of the good things we have
to say. Hence we must create appetite
for it by what we say and how and in
what language or terms we say it. That
is what is meant by seasoning your
speech with salt, making it tasteful to
the hearer so that he enjoys it and has
his appetite whetted for more speech of
this kind from us. So, watch that tongue of yours! Hack
it up by filling your mind with the proper knowledge and with an appreciation
of the right rules to follow under different circumstances. Remember weare in
the day of judgment of the nations. J ehovah's Judge, Christ Jesus, is at the temple. Do not be car.eless in utterance.A void being sentenced to the penalty of
Gehenna, eternal destruction without
hope of resurrection, by words that do
not justify us as deserving of eternal life.
A WAKEI
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Religious Flies zn the Ointment
"Drumming Up Another Crusade
~ With nauseating regularity Americans are
trotting to the pope to learn how to run the
United States, all in the wake of President
Truman's driveling love letter of last August.
A United Press dispatch of October 8, from
the pope's castle, related how the pontiff warned
American Legion pilgrims that the Bill of
Rights might be lost in a bloodless battle. As
if that totalitarian leader cared about bills of
rights! Again, he told aU. S. House of Representatives ,committee that "only force could
bring to terms some enemies of justice". Meaning the Russians, of course. Then to a joint
U. S. congressional committee this war fomenter
babbled that the present situation was like the
one that called forth the crusade of 1571, when
"powers representing Christian civilization united to defeat the colossal threat from the ~ast".
This presumptuous "vicegerent of Christ" that
lives in a castle and champions force and bloody
battles is about as Christlike as Satan, whose
vicegerent he is in actuality.-John 8: 44.
Libelou~

that sinneth, it shall die". Also true Christians
obey God's Word: "Thou shalt not make unto
thee any graven image."-Exodus 20: 4.
Incidentally, on Octo'ber 16 the New York
Court of Appeals ruled that a false charge that
a person is a Communist or Communist sympathizer is basis for libel action. The Catholic
Hierarchy libels Jehovah's witnesses with the
name Communist and libels God with its unscriptural teachings.
~orse

After Conversion

~

State president of the Aborigines' Lea~e
in Australia attacked the tactics of church
missions in dealing with the natives, saying:
"The missions have failed to help our people.
They have taken a primitive people and tried
to get them to live by the ,law of the Ten Commandments. But how can an aboriginal learn a
moral code by which the white people themselves cannot live'" He added that natives were
taught religion by different sects, and were thus
set one against another. Before the white man
.
'.
came there were no pnsons and no divorce.

Name-Callers

~

The Catholic Sunday Visitor recently spouted off: "The zeal of the Communists can be
matched only by that of the Jehovah's witnesses
who, attacking organized religion, Catholic and
Protestant, are probably the best agents the
,Communists have for the execut:on of their
program to destroy religion. . . . Their teaching contains almost all the heresies which are
known in' the history of the Church. They reject almost all dogma. They deny the existence
of purgatory, hell and the immortality of the
soul. They throw out of the houses the images."
Before World War II the Hierarchy labeled
Jehovah's witnesses Communists, during the
war the label was changed to Nazi, now the
popular label is again Communist. It is true
Jehovah's witnesses reject the dogmlls of purgatory and hell-fire as punishment; they cannot
do otherwise if they believe Jehovah when He
says, "The wages of sin is death," not torment.
(Romans 6: 23) For the same reason they reject the immortality of the soul doctrine, so they
can hold fast to God's statement that "the soul
•
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CJinllly Awake, but Still Too LaZY to Work
~

The clergy rant at Jehovah's witnesses for
going from house to house, but now some
realize it is the effective way. Bishop Sherrill urged the clergy of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the United States to reach the
60,000,000 non-churchgoers, to discard the idea
that clergymen were like physicians with whom
office appointments were made, to realize that
those needing religion most were the ones least
likely to ring rectory doorbells. "The fundamental task of a pastor," he said, "was to go into
the homes of people." Retired Bishop •Darst
said: "Too many people look on the Episcopal
Church as a nice, clean refrigerator in which
a few select souls can be saved from spoiling.
We need something that will set them on fire."
Now that Bishop Sherrill has had his little fling
with this idea of preaching the apostolic way,
he will doubtless yawn and doze again, without
pounding any pavements in house-to-house
preaching. As for the fire-building Darst, he
has already retired and is on ice.-Isaiah 56: 10.
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Disillusioned War Veterans
UT of the editorial columns of the
ChristiQ.n Century of September 10,
1947, come~ the following comment on
the notorious "Amer.ican" Legio1!:

O

THE LEGION RUBBER-STAMPS
UNIVlmSAL MILITARy TRAINING

A reporter from the New York Times has

visited Rushville, Indjana, the ,\Villkje town,
to size up the present state of mind of an
average American community. Among other
things, he wanted to know how the veterans
feel and what part they urc taking in' providing community leadership. He found out.
I'Some of us came back [from the war] waving a torch," a veteran told him, "hell-bent
to take over the town. But it didn't take long
tor us to get back in the groove. You can get
a good drink for 35 eents at the Legion at'
V.F.W. That's about all there is to it. I guess
that's the way most people want it."
We couldn't help thinking of that report
from Rushville while the American Legion

was in session at New York. All the hi~h talk
of the days when its members were in i;!ervlec
of what they intended to do on their return
to civilian life to straighten out the Way the
country is run had petered out to the familiar
ru.bber-stamping of resolutions handed down
from the organization's higher-ups. Truman,
Dewey, Baruch, Eisenhower and a procession
of big names and big braS8 made the convention an occasion to call for universal military
training_ Neither the premises nor the promises of their speeches were challenged, although most of them became anachronistic
with the arrival of atomic warfare, The
legionnaire, if he can march in a parade and
get his drinIu, cheap, is content to let head.qUarters do his thinking for him.

For a more detailed painting of the
typi:sl e~mvention-att€nding American
L~glOnnaJre you need only read "America's Lost "Veek-End", an article on the
Legion convention in New York city,
published in Awake! October 22, 1947.

~====;"""====-"~
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"'-Wherever"[ go, I see Jehovah's witnesses, In every cou.ntry their work is
the same." Why do distance and national boundaries fail to divide this group'

The 1948 YEARBOOK OF JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
presents eyewitness accounts of activities in over 90 lands, revealing
the source of their unity. Its daily Scripture texts and accompany.
ing_comment wiU stimulate thought and your appreciation of the Bible.
Also available as a oompanion w the Yearbook is the 1948 Calendar. The year's text
appell.rs above a colorful pastoral scene and ell;ch montll'a activity is high_lighted by
monthly texts on the pad. Send in the coupon below to obtain your copies,

,

.

'

117 Adams St.
WATCHTOWER
BrooJdyn 1, N. Y.
o Endo!led find 501' for 1 ropy of tlJe 1948 Yearllook 01 Jeh,f)v(1lJ,'s- 1J;ifnesstNJ,
D EncloseLi find 25(' for 1 ('opy of the 1l)48 CalenLiar, lIr D $LOO for 5 copies,
Name ._ ",_,_.."_""",_""_,,,,,_,,_,,,_,,,,,,.,,,,_._,,_,, __ _

Street '''''''' __ ''''''_"_""".""_""_""_"_,,,,,_,,, __ ,,,,_,,, _ _

City _""_", ____ ,___ ,,,_,_, __ ,____ ,,__

Zoue No, _",_" State _ _ _ ,_, ___ ",_",,,,,_.. _
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Anti-Inflation Program
The U. S. Congress In its conSideration of anti-Inflation measures took Into consideration the
president's alms in that connection. early in December, but had
different Ideas aa to how they
were to he attained. 'l'hey agreed
with the proposal to r('gulate
commodity exchanJ!:('s, but wanted spe('ulution controlled by voluntary agreem('nt and SOUght to
have the Federal Hcserve banks
malntl1in gold reserves up to 40
percent of currency they had in
clf(~ulation,
a~ instead of the
present requirement of 25 perCHIlt. The president sought to
control exports and tran~porta

+
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DECEMBER

Big Four Failure
movement which Is being
As the Foreign lIintsters Con- launched for the economic recov·
ference continued in London the ery of Europe". In mid-December
first half of December it was the conference broke up without
quickly apparent that any kind
accomplishing its purpose.
of agreement would be frnstrated
by nuBsln. Hopes for an Anstrlan European Aid Approved
peace treat~· were blasted at the
The bill for alft to Europe
start. From all press accounts the moved steadily thr4ugh the U. S_
deliberations were far from ami- Congress the first half of Decable, Hnssla CQDsistently oppos- cemller. The Senate approved the
ing all the propositions made by measure 83-6 on Decemher 1,
the other three memhers of the making no change In the $597.·
conference. Attacks by Molotov 000,000 tI~re. The House wanted
upon the U. S. were met by Mar- to make some deduc-tions and
shall's ooJd statement that Molo- voted to .!!utJlOrlze $;;30,O()O,OOO
tov could not be taken serionsly for l"rance, Italy and A11stt'ia,
and that he did not tJ.elieve his with an additional $GO,ooo,OO() for
own chargef';. First Molotov want- China":""$5\)O,000,000 all together.
ed a German government set up More thall half of this flh'llre
Immediately. The other delegates wns Intended to cover grain shipobjected that the bonndaries of ments. Thll House stipulated that
the territory to he governed whE're U. S. pro!lul'ts were availwould have to b!~ def'lIled first, able only In limited Sllpply pur·
and were p:lrt of the treaty nego- chases for Europe wouhl he made
tiations. Another point of ditTer· from other nations. Governments
ence was Russia's claim for rP.<'eiving the aid must agree that
$10,000,000,000 reparatIons. More no persons or organj;o;ations idcnfireworks. Then Molotov proposed tlfled wUh COlllmunism now or In
pnttlng off, further treaty discus· the past will be permitted to dis·
slons for two months, whlle each tribute the food, fuel or other
of the members of the Big Four SUPIJIies made available Utu]er
drew up separate treaty drafts. the relief program. Senate·House
The representatives of Britain, conference on the measure reFrance ami the U. S. refused to sulted In raising the over-all
furthcr delay treaty dls('uSS\UIlR, figure for the four nations to
and Molotov quickly wlthdrcw $3117,000,000, the figure orlglnaJly
his proposal. Charges by Molotov
set for the three EurOjlean nathat tile U. S_ was seeking to en- tions. The House on Deeemslal'e Austria brought from Mar- , ber 15 approved the final measure
shall the statement that MolO- hy a vote of 313·82. It only rc·
tov's tactics were intcnded "to malned for the preSident to affix
disrupt the great co-operative his signatUre.

+
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tion, llnd to lJ.llof'"lJ.te Indastrltll

commodlt!('s that are In short
supply. The ltepubJicans agreed
on export and transportation control, but not on the matter of
allo('ations, proposing an amendment to the anti-trust law so as
to permit industry to make voluntury agreements in assignment
of searce commodities_ The president wauted scarce commodities
rationed, prIce controls set at
levels of last June, wage eelllng8
to maintain prices, and an extension of rent controls. On these
things the Ikpublicans took no
action. The Repuhllcan substitute for the prt'~ident's program
was defeated In the House by
Democratic oPllOsitioa.

'*

Ninety Groups Called "DI~loyaI"
U. S. Attorney General T. C.
Clark, in response to an Executive order. on December 1, made
p'uhlic a !lst of about ninety org'anl7.alions Wllich were designated as "totalitarian, faSCist, comnnmist, (,r subversive". The list
jnclud!~ eleven schools, called adjuncts of the Communist party.
There was conSiderable criticism
of this stigmatizing of American
citizens he('ause of their association with certain organiZations.
Said the New York Time, editori ally; "Our l"ederal Government is ('ertaltlly under no obUgation to employ persons who do
not believe in our form of government. But it seems to us that
the Government wlll be on safer
ground. well within the pri"!lciples
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of the Bill of Rights. If It makes
Its decisions as far as possihle on
individual merit, if It abandons
the rule of 'guilt by asso('latlon'
wherever It posslhly can, and If
It gives every organization designated as 'subversive', just as It
would give an Individual, a public
day In court," In other words,
give them an opportunlt~' to defend themselves,

Treaty of the Americas
.. The U. S, Senate on Dec'ember 8 ratified the lnter-Amf'rknn
defense treaty signed on Reptember 2 by all the nations of the
Western Hemisphere, eX(lepting
Ecuador, Nicaragua and Canada.
The treaty, kno~\"n as the InterAmerican Treaty of Rel'ipt'ucal
Assistance, lines up the PanAmerican nations agllinst possi·
ble aggressors.

Venezuelan Election
• Homulo Gall..gos, the Demo-cratic Action party canrilriate tor
the presidency, won a deeided
victory In the elections on December 15. Incomplete eleetion returns indicated that he received
Dearly :500,000 votes to 146,14il
for Sen.or Caldera, the Communist candidate. The Democratic
Action party also won large majorities In the Senate and Cham·
ber ot Deputies in this, the first,
election held In Venezuela for a
100ig time.

of the prececling wook. December 10 the COllllllunlst·domlnllted
lahor uuions calleLi a genel'al
sU'lke In tile efty and province of
Home as a show of stl·ength. I"nctori!'s, ~hops, S('hools, bank!! nnrl
cvurts were closed. All transit
lines were halted. The number
of strikers was given varlousl.\" as
500,000 and 1,500,000. The government, afteI" making some cuncessions to the strikers, which
were refused, called out the
troops and had sollle 50,a:>!) ml'n
on duty th!' next dll~·. Thl~rl' was
scattered vio\{'nce. On Decem:
be!' 12, when IJ ('ompro!uise WitS
reached on ljlbur's rh~m!lmls, the
strike caule to an PO(\.
Troops Leave Bulgaria, Italy
• Moscow on Deeell)ber 15 announced thnt IlUlssian tl'OO\,A had
cOIl)pleteLi their eva<:ua.tlon from
Bulgaria the day before, In har·
mony \\1th the stlpulatlnns of Ih"
satel1!te .peace treaties, which
called for withdrawal of Allled
troops within three months after
8epte[uher 15. whell the pact!' be·
calUe effeetlve. The slime da)' the
last ot U. S. troops Left Itllly,
l'l"eshlent Truman assurln~ the
Italian .u;overnment that a watch
would be kept on .the tens" sltua·
tlon with a view to uphold Itallnn
~reerlolil.

French Strike
., In l~rance the stru!<gle between the Communists and the
The 1ta.lIan Situation
govel"!lmenl: was marketl b~' the
., Communist-led disorders, ac- brenkin!\" up of the I<'rench 1'\0.'
companied by strikes, disturhed tional AssemblJ earls In Pe('elJlIta.ly In early Deceruber. On
ber. The Communist deputies
cember 7 some 20,000 well-drilled then staged a sit-down strIke in
Communist Partisans, who bad the Parliamentary chamber, hut
gathered In Rome umlrr cover 01 were tlnally forcibly ejeded.
darkness, marchen through the There were some 2,OUO,OOO wurkstreets, past the tomb ot the Un- ers on strike, and there were
known Soldier, Rnd wer" re- riots and \'Iolence that apviewed by Communist leaders. proached Insurrection. The govReports Invidiously mentioned ernment called out reserve troops
that nearly every marcher wore with orders to fire If puhllc orsomething red and that some red der demanded It. The g-overnment
flags were carried. The PartisnD also voted heavy penalties for
marchers, however, were entirelY' thol'<e who Incited to strikes by
orderly and lett Home again the threats, false news, vioLence,
same day. Next day 20,000 men, phySical fON--e or fraud. Arter
women and .children tumed out further action on the part of the
tor the funeral of a young work- government, including a bonus
man who was kllled In the riots offer and an increase in tamlly

ne-
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allowance, striking miners and
faetor)' workers hel!an to go bar'k
to work. Tlwreupoll. the Cum;nunist leaders of the unLons in\'olved coiled otT' the strike, and
thing:;; beg-an to return to normulcy.
Freneh~Ru!lsiaD Relations
• Ahout mLd-Veeember FrenchHussinn relations neared the
breaking pnint. The T"rench nad
expelled the H\l~"lan Hepntriatlon .Misslon on chargl" of stirring
Up internal IUsturbu[l[·I'S. The
Itus:slan govemment, on Derember 0, In turn expelled tile r"r(Ouch
Hepatrlutlon MISSion in Moscow
anti fm'iher retaliated by hreaking off trade talks coneernlng
emergency delivery of whent to
Franee. The l<'rench government,
I/Oloring HusBlan notes of protest,
launehed a more Intenslye drive
a!\"alnst "Soviet subversive act1v~
!ties" in (i'rance

RUI:ISIan inflation
.. Moseow, on Deee!l\ber 14, an·
nounced a decree nevalulng the
ruhle, in an effort to c'ontro1 Intliltion. One new ruble wnuln be
gI\'en in exchange for ten old
one.,. Ex~ptlons were banl{ sav·
Ings anu bond holdings. which
were given a more favorahle rate
of elt('hange. Wages were not
affected. At the same time RUSSia
abaDiloned a!'J rationing of food
anu other goods, with the result
thut there was wild buying everywhere.
2000~Year-Old

Bodies Found

+ A Soviet arch,ue<.Jlogical party.

on December 13, found a 2000year-old tomb In Siberia in which
the bodIes of a young girl and a
young man were discovered,
nearly perfectly preserwd.. The
tomb was loeated 25 feet beneath
a hnrlal mound.

Greece Bans Strikes
• Strikes are- prohibited tn
Greece "for the durntlon of the
rebellion", by a decree adopted
in the Cabinet on December 6.
The decree came at a critical
time, heading olT scheduled bank
and utiHty strikes. Said the
premier, "The fight in the mounAWAKE!

tains il! enough. We cannot afford
to fight the Communists on two
tMnta" The decree severely provides death sentences for violators.
Palestine TUrmoU
• Arab dissatisfaction with the
partition plan of the U. N. found
expression, at the beginning of
Deeember, In further violeDce.
The nUlnber of Jewish victims
mounted and Arab mobs In Jerusalem attacked Jewish stores.
JeW!! set fire to an Arab theater
and other buildings. The Jewish
defense organization Haganah
began to take' a halld, with the
result that British police began
to B.rreBt lts members. Hngtlll11b
then Issued an ultimatum to
Arabs to stop their attacks wIthIn 24 hours. But clashes between
Jews and Arabs In -variOUS places
continued. There were aleo demonstrations against the U. S. 08
well as against the Jews and the
·U. N. In Egypt, Iraq and Syria.
Toward the middle of the montll
the death toll in Palestine mounted to near 200.
The U. N. made preparations
for a commission to go to Palestine to Implement the Partition
plall. The commission was compose~ of representatives of Bo·
IIvls, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Panama and the Philippines.
Meanwhile the U. S. placed an
embargo on all arms shlpnwnts
to Palestine and the Near East.
The BrUish asked the U. N. to
termInate Its Palestine mandate
on May 15, and let the Independent Jewish and Arab states
come into power two weeks later.
British troops will be withdrawn
by August I, 1948.

Constitution tor Jerusalem
• The United Nations on December 2 named representatIves
of Australia, ChIna, France,
Mexico, Britain and the UnIted
States a working committee to
draw up Il draft constitution for
JeruSalem, which. with Its en·
vlrons, 15 to hecome an Internationalized zone In the midst of
partitioned Palestine. The com·
mittel! will work as a subSidiary
of the U. N. Trusteeship Council.
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India-Pakistan Accord
• In early December the Dominion ot India press Information
burean announced that more than
8,000,000 refUgees had crossed the
India-Pakistan borders in both
dIrections as the result of the division of India Into two dominIons: Hindustan and Pakistan. It
was the most extensive mass migration In history. The two domInions were striving to complete the evacuation of the remaining half-mlllion non-MOSlems
from Pakistan by the middle of
December, using all available
means of transportation. ).leanwhile relations between the two
dominions were said to be improvIng twd dftferelwes In course
ot adjustment. Agreement was
reached on the divisIon of flnanclal resour('es ot the old government of India.

China's Corruption Trials

+ The Chinese Ministry of Jus-

tice on D(lcember 3 announced
that it had tried 17,454 government omclals on charges of corruption, over a period of 2i years.
Of these officials 36 percent were
found guilty, one being sentenced
to death and 32 to life tmiJrlson·
ment. Tbe rest receh·etJ prison
sentences of varying duration.
There are about 18,000,000 persons on China's public pay rolls,
not Including those In the atmed
forces or students drawing government subsidies. The COtruptlon is said to have beeg largely
the result of high prices and low
salaries.
High Prices In China.
of UNItHA, December 9, stated that the Chinese
government failed to curb a gov-
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close---eomblne to ttulltrate such help or turn It over to
their own pockets." The UNRRA
fishing Pl'Ojects, together with
other UNRRA provisions tor
China, were scheduled to. end In
December. About $1(1),000,000
worth of UNRRA facilities were
to be turned over to a commission at 10 Chinese 'and 6 torelgn members for disposal
Atomic Energy Developmlmtll
EarlY December both Columbia and Harvard UniversitIes announced the Dear completion of
new giant cyclotrons. The ColumbIa synchl'O-cyclotron will be located at Irvlngton-on-Hudsou,
N. Y. It weJg.b.s 2,J5DO tOD8, 'tw J8
capable of accelerating protons to
the e:x:tent of 400.000,000 electronvolts. The entire magnet Is 33
feet long and 21 feet high. The
weight of tile Harvard cyclotron
Is more than 700 tons. It has a
95·lnch ma,gnet.
In Washington it wal!! announced by the Atomic Energy
Commission that construction
had begun of "proving grounds
for routine experiments and tests
of atomic weapons" at Enlwetok
Atoll In the MarShall iSlands.
Peaceful as weU as military application of atomic energy wUl
be studied there. Prot. John A.
Wheeler, In a lecture, ret"IQrted
the existence of a particle with
a mass 900 times that ot the
eleetron. He pictured mesons,
particles 200 times as heavy as
the electron, as capable of releasIng energy 50-percent greater
than that released by tbe ordinary atomic bomb. In certain reactions they could release 300,000.000 electron volts of energy,
the equivalent of 30,000 tons of
TNT per kilogram of uranium or
plutonium used.

+

which, seeking to keep prices
high, prevented UNRHA vessels A New Comet
from lauding with '150 tOllS of
new comet seen In the South·
flsb. This was one Incident of ern AHemisphere
In early Decemmany. The Arne r t can-owned ber was !!lIghted by U. S. astronShlinghal Evening Pod and Mer- omers at Fort Davis, Texas, on
cury stated, editorially, "Foreign
December 14. The comet Is decountries try to help China at scribed as having a ~1l7~,OOO,OOO
great sacrifice to themselves miles long. If It Is found to be
while both the Government and actually a new comet, it \Vill be
private Interests of Chlna-often • the fourteenth discovered in 1947.

+
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To '"atch Means:
AWatchtower is

To -be -awake, attentive, expectant;
to keep vigil, to keep in sight.
a tower in which a sentinel is placed.

In olden times the watchman from his vantage point in the tower high On the
city wall was awake and attentive that he might observe and warn the inhabitants
of- impending danger.
Today the Watchtower magazine, from a
vantage point above petty national and commercial differences and religions schisms, observes conditions in the light of God's Word
and alertly sounds forth news both of impending danger and of a new world of righteousness shortly to appear on earth's scene.
This magazine of 16 pages, published twice a
month, regularly treats Bible ,prophecy and Christian instruction, directing the reader always to the
Bible. Its large print,. excellent literary style and questions on each paragraph
make The Watchtower ideal for family and group study. In the midst of world
darkness The Watchtower stands high as a vigilant sentinel holding forth God's
kingdom as man's only hope. A year's subscription may be had for $1.00. By
subscribing now you will receive free eight instructive booklets on many Bible
subjects.

WATCHTOWER

111 Adams St.

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

Enclosed find $LOO. Please' enter my subecrlption fOr The Watchtower for one year. I u,n4erstand
that 1t this Is sent In prior to April 30 I am to receive free the booklets The "Oommander to t1UJ
Peoplea". OM World, Om: Government. Fighting tor Uberty on the Home Front, Religion ReapB the
Whirlwind, "1'he Prince ot Peacc", Theocracy, Ohoosing, and The Joy ot All the People.
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AND FREEDOM CAME
On·the·scenes report of mad killing in India
•

How's Your Memory?
Are you aware of memory's problem? and how you can help?
,

.

Conquest of the Antarctic
Why nations hungrily grab for a slice of South Polar pie
•

Jesus Denies the tTrinity"
Blasting the myth that Jesus
was His own father
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News sources that are able to keep you awake to the. vital issues
of our times must be unf~ttered by censorship and selfish interests.
"Awakel" has no fetters. It recognizes facts, fa.ces facts, is free to
publish facts. It is not bound by political ambitions or obligations; it is
unhampered by advertisers whose toes must not be trodden on; it is
unprejudiced by traditional creeds. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It
• maintains integrity to truth.
"Awake I" uses the regular news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on·the·scenes
reports come to you through these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not narrow, but is international. It is read in many nations, in many
languages, by persons of all a~es. Throu~h its pa~es many fields of
knowledge pass in review government, commerce, re1i~ion, history,
geography, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover.
a~e is as broad as the earth and as hi~h as the heavens.
. . "Awake I" pled~es itself to ri~hteous principles, to exposing hidden
foes and subtle dan~ers, to championin~ freedom for all, to comfortin~
mourners and strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a
delinquent world, reflecting sure hope for the establishment of a right.
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep awake by reading "Awake I"
~.
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AND FREEDOM CAME
NESTLING at the feet of the

yesterday today thrusts a knife in your

mighty Himalayan range, like chest.
a child snuggling at its mothFreedom has come to Dehra Dun!
er's knees, sleeps the peaceful
Why should India he suffering in such
town of Dehra Dun at midnight. A mOll- a way7 Are communal hatred and fratrisoon breeze, cooled by Nanda Devi's cide- to be among the fruits of her hardsnoWS, sweeps softly onto the town, fought-for independence? Serious riotthrough the scattered bungalows of the iug, although covering a large area, has
more prosperous, and penetrating every been limited to one or two provinces. It
cornel' of the congc'Sied bazaar, bring. is now nearing the end of October (at
ing relief from the warmth of the day time of writing), and no nation.wide
to sleeping forms in rooms, on verandas, rioting has taken place, although where
or on the public streets.
rioting has occurred it has been terrible.
A cry I ,A shout! A roar! A _roar that But rare and alertness are needed, for
gathers intensity, awesome and terrible! tension and suspic~on prevail. BitterJ),ess
A sleeper stirs in his sleep, hears and and hatred must gnre way to allow whatstruggles for consciousness, apprehen. ever tolerance and unselfishness the pea·
sive. The volume increases as he gathers pIe possess to come to tile fore_ Other.
his senses and identifies the all·too. wise, independence is lost_
frequent cause in liberated India: com·
The cause of tIle present trouble can
munal rioting_ "Allah ko akhbar I" (God well be located as comin~ from the Pun.
is great!) From far away sounds the iah~ the land of tlw, fwe 'rw~-r'i>, ~m~ d th'e"
rallying cry of the Moslems_ "Allah ko "old I?rovinces of India that was. This
akhbarl" "Allah ko akhbarl" Nearer it provlllce has heen known as the swordcomes as throat after throat takes it up; arm of India, whence much of her fightthe cry of desperate courage mingled ing force has been reared_ When India
with blood·chilling fear. "Allah ho akh· was recently divided into two Dominions
barl"-for this night Sikhs and ,Hindus of t.he British Commonwealth of Nations
must slake their thirst in Moslem blood_ last August, the Punjab's fate as an enOur awakened sleeper, very much tity was sealed_ She must be split into
awake, hurries to awaken others. The two: the eastern part to be under the
town is now awake. For this night must Indian Union, and the western part un·
see peaceful neighbors transformed into der Pakistan.
enemies, incendiaries, plunderers, mur·
But here came the rub. It was in this
del'e1'% -o-r ffi\11'<ie-roo. Death now stalks 9.1v1s1on that one of the sman but very
from behind every familiar pillar and important communities was affected
post, and the one whom you befriended very much_ This was the Sikh community
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which historically has predominated as a Congress favors the other viewpoint,
martial race. F'ri~t1on was certain to fol. namely, that at 11eart all are of one 11a·
low, for they found themselves territori. tionalio/, Indian, and the only difff'rence
ally divided, and their property in dif· that eXlsts being IIIure or less religious.
ferent Dominions: part in Pakistan un- The consequ~nce today is that lno.ia
der Moslem domilllon, and part in the urges the ).foslems to remain and not
Indian Uniun, which Was practically un- migrate to Pakistan, to stay and becomf'
der Hindu controL Religiously the SikhR loyal citizens of the Indian Union. Proare an offshoot of the Hindu·g, and polit· tection has been assured to those 1'(1.
ically they are far more disposed to the maining, but actually in the fm',\;l of all
Union. for lwd tlJe-y not ulreaJy thrown in that hag happened, this assuranc:e RivE'S
their lot with the Indian National Con. little or no confidence to those concerned.
gress as opposed to the Mo~leHl League 1 Practical fears of reprisals have urged
With the division of Tnllia. and conse· thoM in the small pockets to flee fur
quentiy of the Punjab, two of this prav· safety. And so t.here has b~en an unp1'ecinee's very big towns, Lahore amI Am· edpntpd two-way traffic of caravans of
ritsar, got separated: Lahore going to thousands upon thousands of refugees
Pakistan and Amritsar to the IndiaIl between t.he two dominions. One correUnion. Both were largely inhabited hy spondent described one such Us being
Sikhs; therefore any existing trouble 72 miles in. lengtll. The recent report of
would now be accentuated and these a convuy of refugees to the nurobel' of
towns suffer badly. True to expectation, 400,000 surely constitute!': ft r8cord.
In a press account on October 21, t.}Je
this is what has happened. Both have
Ruffered in looting, arson, kidnaping and minister for relief and rehabilitation is
killing; and large areas now assume a rf~pol'tp.d a8 showing that in Punjab and
wartime, hlitzed appearance. The Sikhs the North-\Vest Frontier Province some
and Hindus were the vic.tims in Lahore 4,700,000 have been evacuated and that
and near-by Pakistan districts. while the there remained yet -about 4,200,000 who
Moslems suffered in Amritsar'and other were awaiting p.varmation. He went on to
Indian localities. 'J.'his timp., unlike other refer to these as' "souls uprooted from
yrevluuts occasions, there. were no Brit· their ancestral homes finO. carrying with
them nIghtmare memories of their sufIsh troops to keep order.
What were the natural reactions? A ferings". Here, then, we contart the irriflight from dangers to come, of the Hin- tating cause of thetie terrible crimes. In
.dus and SikhR to India and the Moslems what way1 Reprisalsl
Repri!'lflls 1 This tells its own story. As
to Pakistan. But wait! Ai:! the refugees
fled so the terrihle accounts of those soon as these convoys reached their redemonized killings were passed on. Re-- spective eonntrips, deprived of perhaps
prisals followed in thE'. wakfl of the ref· all their possessions, the individuals
gave expression to thpir "nightmare
uge~s. Pock~t communities, Moslems in
IndIa and HIndus and Sikhs in Paki Rhm, memory". Account.s of the Sufferings
now insecure in their minority positions, spread. Many, still smarting undr.r such
heard of these things and feared the sufferings, s~ek for vengeance; or, haythreatening hand of yell~ance. Those ing lost their lands and homes, look
who could do so took to flight, many be. around for members of the community
ing killed as they fled; oOJers remained which attacked them in order that thev
might "right their wrong" and grab their
to await their fate.
'1'he .M oRIem League for years past land. Others with a misguided "ense of
has contended that in India there are righteousness, although not refugees,
two separate and diRtinct nations. But join 'them. Still more, seeing the ehance
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of loot and ill-gotten gain, are keen to
assist as jackals accompany the tiger to
the kill. 'Vithout doubt both sides have
been guilty of these vile and wicked
atrocities, instigated, perhaps, by a comparative few \vho have inflamed their
millions of compatriots into this terrible
madn('ss of retaliation. Are all these reprisals indulged in "just by chance" or is
there an organization behind the whole
activity! The general pattern and shape
of the rioting as a ,,,,hole suggest t.hat
in most cases they are organized.
Answering the question as to which
side is the more gqilty, it appears that
blame must be equally borne. It is from
this point of view that this article is
written, and which should be remem~
bered as it is read. If oue particular
community is mentioned more than another, it is merely because the information gained happens to be from sources
on the Indian side of the border.
Loot. Arson. Kidnaping and Murder
Returning now to Dehra Dun, then,
it can easily be seen that with the influx
of refugees from Pakistan trouble would
foUow; and it did. It was swift and deadly. 'Vithin four days, some 11,900 bodies
filled the hospital morgues, practically
all being Moslem. ~.f any others must
have died. One eyewitness contacted by
the writer tells of a Moslem family that
he had aided, the husband of which had
been killed, and the wife had had her
hands cut off and the children's limbs
twisted and broken at the joints. Powerless to help her suffering children, she
sat propped up watching them writhing
in pain before death overtook her.
Looting was thorough. Orders had
been given that looters should be shot.
"Shoot to kill!" But police and troops
stood by while looters stre&med into
houses and shops and carried off all
kinds of articles. r~ehe jackals followed in
the wake of Tiger Vengeance as she
prowled through the town. All day long
this human stream flowed. In other parts
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worse took place. Occasionally blank
rounds were fired by the military, but
the looters just halted, made sure that
the rounds were blank, grinned at each
other and at the spectators, and then
continued with their work. It was easy
going for them. The morning came, but
not respite for the Moslems and their
property. No! The stream still flowed.
Suddenly five or six shots rang out. The
stream stopped, halted indecisively, and
those watching waited for the now familiar "Back to the looting movement",
when hallo t The stream built up into a
craven flood of cowards running pellmell for home. What had happened 1
Live shots had been used by a military
contingent led by a British officer. One
or two were killed, and this put an end
to the looting on that occasion.
At nighttime improvised guards were
formod for the protection of householders. Night after night people were kept
awake as those guardians called out incessantly with the definite object of keeping pe'ople from sleeping lest they be
taken unawares by gangs of looters. The
calls of one to another every few seconds,
the occasional "Sub darwaza bund karo"
("Close all doors") and an occasional
"Allah ho akhbar" resounded throughout
the night and early morning, enhancing
that eerie acuteness of danger abroad in
the dark. Those guards must have slept
during the day; for there was little work
done, and a continual curfew of nearly
three days was in operation in the city.
'With curfew lifted, Moslems who had
lain isolated from their community and
who still lived would venture to reach
some Moslem locality for greater safety.
The writer saw one such poignant figure
furtively cross the town's maidan and
later heard from friends that round
about that time two Sikhs had dismounted from cycles behind a Moslem,
probably this selfsame inoffensive man,
and split his belly with knives in full
view of the public and then nonchalantly
and unchallenged proceeded on their
5

way. Had these Sikhs learned of or seen

similar things done to their own COill*
munity in Pakistan, One wonders.
Thus it went aD. Refugees, coming in
their thousands, spread inflammation to
other towns, caused tension, then reprisals in wholesale murder, and some
would settle down, and others would pass
aD. Shops and houses were looted or
burnt. Women were kidnaped. Whole
vil1ages around Dehra Dun were fired
and destroyed. But still more refugees
Hocked into the town itsEllf, and the quiet
of a few days following the first outburst was again disturbed hy the newcomers thin;ting for revenge or looking
for homes. The pockets of Moslems bee·arne SIIlull~r. AI:! they were killed or
after they had fled, refugees would take
over their houses if they cuuld. Many
Moslems were transferred to camps for
protection-refugees fleeing from ref~
ngees. Press accounts state that the military have now laid land mines outside
the houses of evacuees in Dehra Dun and
adjacent Mussoorie to safeguard this
property from ,,,rongful acquisition by
the refugees.
What about other towns, Itnd how did
they fare ~ Let us take one quite near,
India's capital, Delhi, less than 150 miles
to the south. Delhi! What about this
world~renowned city, was her name also
besmirched by this murderous fratricide1 It was. Her feet had splashed
through blood, in this· mad trail of murder, arson and loot. It was the same
thing over again, but on a much larger
Beale. W"hat heart~rending stories have
been told by impartial eyewitnesses I
Such accounts show how ruthless and
exacting were the killing and arson and
how useless were the partial pollee and
military who either aided or ignored the
crimes they were sworn to prevent.
Traveling bll Rail

What amazing conditions prevailed on
the railways! :Military guards were on
all trains in the rioting areas. Notices
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appeared warning the passengers that.
knives and arms were noL allowed to be
carried. Gurkhas' and Sikhs were among
those excepted. SHills were allowed kir~
pans bccause of their religious significance, but these must not be more than
nine inches, long. Hastily, before reaching Delhi one or two would stick their
kirpans into their pants, to avoid detection that theirs ,vere more than nine
inches in length. It always seemed so unjUl'It that they should be allowed knives,
while their opponents should be denied
any defpnRp. whatsoever. Any Moslem
traveling through t.hese parts would
have been killer! as soon as spotted.
Few bothered to buy tickets, for thetsc
were refugee trains. No tickets were
issued to Delhi, but if you booked to a
station 20 miles from Delhi and remainei! on the train, you got to Delhi
just the same.
On Delhi station, where h',;o or three
weeks previously many had been killed,
refugees were everywhere, sprawling
out, just waiting for a train to take them
somewhere where it was safe. Harrow~
ing were the tales these had to tell of
how they were deprived of everything
hefore leaving Pakistan.
One passenger recountl:5 his experienccs of traveling through Pakistan to
India. He tells of a small carriaKe, made
to hold six, and into which forty persons
were crowded. Of men, women and chil~
dren with their luggage, and even of
goats traveling on the roof of the train.
The search for Moslems in every carriage by armed men at Amritsar. The
story of a man who sat through it all,
lini! finally disclosed the fact that he was
a Moslem, to a friendly Christian; had
it been \mown hp.fore he would have been
killed.
Trains were running between Delhi
and Bombay, but there was no connection with Lahore. Let us board the Hombay train and listen to Lhe accounts of a
man who '.vas in Lahore when the rioting
took place. He is young, somewhat slim~
AWAKE!
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ly built, dressed in an old khaki shirt and
pants, with canvas shoes. Beyond this he
possesses nothing. As he stands outside
the carriage his nervous anxiety reve.als
itself; one or two passers-by look at hnn,
hesitate, and then pass-on. -What has he
done1 Nothing; it is just that he looks
like a Moslem, and but for the fact that
a Sikll had traveled with him when com~
ing out -from' Pa~istan he wO,uld have
been killed. His nervousness IS due to
an experience the night before. Foolishly he had ventured outside Delhi station.
At once he had been grabbed by a group
of six, who were sure he was a l\loslem.
They decided to ~ill him; ~ poli~el1!an
O.K.'d the idea... "hth one kmte pomtmg
at his back and another at his belly, they
took him down a lane. His remonstrations that he was Christian had some
effect, and they decided to find out.
\Vhen they saw he was uncircumcised
they let him go. All Moslems are CIrcumcised.
Just listen to the terrible accounts he
gives as he recalls all he has seen. Now
he is telling of the few days when he was
temporarily employed as a locomotive
fireman; of the time when his train was
stopped, and while he and the driver were
pinJl.ed down, a wholesale butchering of
men, women and children took place. Listen to the accounts of the truckloads of
mutilated bodies of women and men, and
of children, Hindus and Sikhs who had
been slaughtered in Lahore by the Moslems, of his mention of women with
breasts sliced off.
Should one train carrying Hindus
meet or pass another train carrying
Moslems, both refugee trains, there
would be the danger of a pitched battle
bet.ween the passengers and guards of
both. The authorities in Pakistan threatened to stop refugee trains from India,
as the account.s of the bestial attacks
upon the refugees inflamed the inhabitants of Pakistan who heard about them
to such a pitch that automatically reprisals would follow. The reading of
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press clippings will confirm the foregoing. Notice these newspaper extracts,
given by an eyewitness:
I have seem them all . . . lying iiI the most
ghastly positions, soaked in blood, their heads
cracked, their stomachs ripped up~men, women and children of all ages from babes in arms
to boys and girls of six, seven, eil6b..t ..• On.
Sunday one train was carrying refugees from
West Punjab . . . the people in,it were shot,
killed and wounded . . . Judging from those
who escaped death, it is reasonable to pre·
sume that round a thousand was the casualty
figure . . . Later on Monday, another refugee
train arrived at Amritsar from East Punjab
and, in retaliation, t.his train was stopped, the
refugees attacked and butchered. Again the
guards on the train could do but little and an
English commissioned officer [perhaps the
British officer referred to above] and several
Indians paid with their lives. The fury of
the murderers'made no distinction. I saw this
train myself this morning. The stench was
like the stench of Belsen, the brutality is
'W(j.Th(l than that (j.f the Naz)'8 .... Compa;r'Lmen't
after compartment were filled with the dead.
... It is just bloody mul1ler. . . . When and
how will this nightmare stop 1 No one knows
over here. Only ·the law of the jungle and
. brute force prevails. It would be different if
this were a civil war or any kind of war. Then
at least both sides would he armed. But this
is no war of any sort. This is iust -plain.
butchery of innocent, poor, humble people to
satisfy the blood lust of the armed.

To What Will This Lead?
In the various parts of East Punjab
and'in the United Provinces, refugees
and others say it will lead to war, one
such stating that the idea was current
tllat Russia would side with India and
America with Pakistan. ·Will all this lelid
to warT Will it? The leaders say publicly that war is impossible, but nonetheless they know the dangerous drift into
which these things can merge·; they are
making all efforts to avert a catastrophe
of such magnitUde.
With praiseworthy candor, the leader
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of the Sikhs acknowledged the part
played by their community in this brutal
killing, a candor that other leaders
should emulate. Among other things,
this leader, Master Tara Singh, with hi.s.
colleague Udham Singh Nagoke, in a
press publication dated September 24,
1947, say::;:
Sikhs and Hindus have been guilty of the
most shameful attacks upon women and children in the communal warfare which is still
continuing, . . . Human nature shudders to
think of these atrocities and we do not like to
repeat these and thus give a shock to the
world . . . It appears that most of the Moslems, Silills and Hindus have gone mad. . . .
We know Sikhfl stooped to low dcpthfl only in
retaliation for what was done by the Moslems.

India in her fight for freedom inflamed
the masses, and let loose a flood of destructive outlook. One cannot agitate human waters to the extent of breaking the
dam of authority and restraint, even if
of foreign dominion, and then, when the
dam is destroyed or removed, sudden~y
command the waters to stop. In theIr
mad, headlong rush these waters gather
destructive momentum, and can be diverted by another power for further destructive work against the very ones who
let them loose. It is easy to destroy, but
very hard to construct. :Many were the
warnings given to Indians before independence, but so keen-and naturally so
-were they to break the yoke of foreign rule that they preferred. the possibility of civil war to the contmuance of
British rule.
Perhaps this mad killing might have
been averted had the original date of
June 1948, reserved for India's independence, been kept j and a peaceful
transfer of minorities have taken place
under the strong British military and
police power, which could have guaranteed the transfer with ~mfety. But) in
any case, Indian leaders do not favor the
removal of minorities, as it enhances the
two-nation argument, and t.he Tndian Union will work for a united country
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again. Pakistan and the Moslem League
are dead set against such union, however.
Little pinpricks and dickering for
stronger positions go on. In the Kathiawar States, there is a small state,
Junagadh, which has Moslem rulers with
a large Hindu population) that has gone
over to Pakistan. The ruler of a neighboring state says this is a 1Ioslem plan
to extend her dominion by a contemplated pincer movement; so the Hindu raj
rattles its saber. Boycotting on one side
with an influx of Moslems on the other
side have taken place.
As this article is being typed, the
newspapers are anxious over the invasion of the independent state of Kashmir by Afridi Moslem tribes, and that
Delhi has rushed troops by air in her
defense, sinC€ the maharaja immediately
acceded to the Indian Dominion as a result of this invasion. Just beyond lies
Russia, that enigma in world politics
today. -Will either Pakistan or India appeal to her for aid 1 If so, and if she responds, then the tinder is struck for a
third world war, and unhappy India
must become the battlefield of the world.
Anxiously the people watch over their
newMborn freedom, fearful of all the terrible portents around. 'Vhich of these,
they wonder, if any, will eventually
snatch their freedom from them; and
what must be done to safeguard their
hest interests 1 Blinded by demonism,
religion, and by its author who "hath
blinded the minds of them which believe
not, lest the light of the glorious gospel
of Christ . . . should shine unto them",
these stumble on in darkness and in a
hope that is vain. For all nations now belong to .J ehovah's a p poi n ted King,
Christ .Jesus, and His purpose is not to
establish human governments llehind
national barriers, but, on the contrary,
to destroy all such nations "like a potter's vessel" and in their stead give mankind their first government of real freedom, The Theocracy.-Au;ake! correspondent in India.
A WAKE!
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Memory?
"IT'S
right on vel of Jehovah
the tip of God's creature
my tongue I" the
distraught one helplessly laments as he
racks his brain to make memory click
into action. The brow is furrowed, the
chin and lips are fingered, the forehead is gently rubbed, all to coax and
wheedle ruemory to come to the rescue
and flick the elusive words off the
tongue's tip. But the words playing hideand-seek in his brain are as slippery to
his mental fingertips as frightened fish
in a howl. He cannot come to grips with
intangible memory. The more he tries to
drive it into action, the more like a balky
mule it hc('omes. How the elephant, with
its proverbial memory, would laugh at
him! Frustrated, he gives up the quest,_
relaxes, waits. Then, like an uncoiling
"pring the \vanted words u0und into the
mind unbidden! Talk about artistic temperament!
Memory may sometimes be your problem child, but are you aware of that
child's staggering problem? Into its domain of the iJrain the five senses tirelessly pour their flood of messages, each
one of which rnake8 an impression there
that is almost beyond erasure. Daily,
hourly, minutely, the sensory nerves race
their messages into the
brain in countless num-,
bel'S to add to the
many billions of impressions already
trlere. The newcomers
join with the old to
lodge with a perma-- nence that baffles our
cQmpflChension. T hi 8
retentiveness of the
mind is another marJANUARY 22, 1948

man. And stiH
another is the marvel of memory, that it
is able to pick out of these billions of
impressions the one you wish to remember at a given time.
I\.femory's amazing power to draw from
the voluminous mental files is demonstrated at the time of death. Persons appar~ntly dead from drowning but later
revlved tell of Hieir entire life's passing
before them in rapid review, many events
long forgotten flashing in fun detail. The
memory propels them through the mind
in a 1ast-minute rush, \vorking as never
before, as though to unburden itself, to
disgorge all its contents. Memory has
amazing ability, whether the thoughts
be -on the tip of the tongue or in the
farthermost recesses of the brain. But
how does yours serve you-temperamentally, balkily, distractingly, elusively, vaguely, or reliably and faithfully.?

Keep the Five Senses Alert
First, the information must get into
the mind before it can be rememootocd.
The stronger the impression it makes
there, the easier its recall by the memory. Impressions come to the brain from
the senses of seeing, hearing, touching,
tasting and smelling. If the impressions
are to be strong the senses must be alert,
active, responsive to stimulUS. Blank
stares are characteristic of eves that see
not. Ears that heal' not m'av be conscious of droning sound withdut awareness of the sound's identity or meaning.
Likewise many tastes and smells and
bodily contacts that come to mouth and
nose and skin never register consciously
on the brain. Repeated ignoring of these
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impulses causes their voice to grow

weaker, dullness sets in and keenne::;~ of
the senses ebbs. Most persons remember

best what they take in through the eyes,
though some are more ear-minded than
eye-minded, gaining a stronger impression from what they receive through the
ears. 'l'hp- three other senses make lesser

impressions, but all five should collaborate to make as 'complete and full a mental picture of a thing as possible.
"That reminils me." How many times
have we said this when we note a new
fact and it associates itself with similar
facts already in the mind I It shows the
value of associating new information
with the old, so that when the old is easily remembered the new also comes to
mind. As an experiment, think or some
word or phrase or idea, and thE.'ll let the
other thoughts it brings to mind flow
like a stream. Certain words unlock lost
memories, they undam a flood uf associations. thoughts tumble out, each additional one bringing still more associated
ones with it.
That memory does tend to function in
a chain reaction, one thought touching
off another associated one, is proved in
the case of committing material to memory. If, as you sail glibly along in the
recitation, you suddenlv forget a word
or phraRe, all that remains takes flig~t
and defies capture. Seldom can you skip
a portion and catch up the material at
a point farther along. The loss of a link
or two breaks the ehrrin, and the forgotten links must be forged in to mend
the gap before the mind will travel
to
the !5ucceeding words and phrases. They
have been learned in a certain order, get
up in that association together, and in
that order of association they must come,
if come at all. All of which Rl·gues that,
since the memory does naturally ftmction efficiently through association of information, We do well to deliberately
weld new information that we wi!;h to
remember into strong association with
old and readily remembered facts in the
mind.

on
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Maktng L(){Jtcal and Visual A88ociations

Logical associations m~y he ~ade of
like things, of eontrastrng thmgs, of
things having a certain time in common
or following one another chronologically,
or having contiguity in space. Mal!-y relationships can be detected that wlll as·
sociate np.w points with one another and
with older points already learned. Remembering by visual association is- sp~
cially to be noted. Do you recall that th1S
article stated that most persons are eyeminded that is, more impressed with
what th~y can see or visualize V Hence the
high val~e Lo be placed upon visualizlltion. To help readers get elMr mental
pictures writers use descriptive, pictureforming language, rich in rhetorical devices. Speakers do also, but they have
the added advantage of being -able to
make explanatory and emphatic gestures
that speak loudly to the hearers eyes.
Both writer and speaker focus Lhe mental picture to, a sharp clarity by giving
illustrations and analogies. Thereby one
can visualize and remember abstract
ideas and principles, a much harder
thing to do than visualizing ev~nts.
Hence, to aid your memory of thmgs
conjure up mental pictures that associate with the event or idea to be remembered.
.
Christ Jesus used visual association
extensively. He was always presenting
parables to illustrate tru~hs, tha~ they
might be both clear and Impress~ve to
I1is hearers. When He wanted HIS fok
lowers to know how different persons
would receive the truth, He did not just
say so in abstract words: it was vividly
visualized in the parable of the sower,
whose seed (like t.ruth) fell on different
types of ground and grew or perished,
depending on the soil. Again, He did ~ot
merely say, lhal those who a~cepted H1m
would live and those who dld not would
die, but He gave His followers a visual
association to which to tie these abstract
truths: those who hear and believe build
their house on solid rock and beatin;
.d. WAKJ!) /

. . . ~till, by way of refreshing your
memorYJ.I ha.v~ written to you." (2 Peter
3: 1, -2,' Weymouth; Romans 15: 14, 15,
Moffatt) The imperfect human creature
is so prone to forget; to be, as it were, a
'lea~y vessel' needing refilling from tIme
to tune. Hence, things previously studied
must be reviewed, lest they sJip beyond
memory's grasp: "We ought to give the
more earnest heed to the things which
we have heard, lest at any time we should
let them slip"; or, according to the mar·
ginal reading, "run out as leaking vessels." (Hebrews 2: 1) In this respect Pe·
ter said: "I will not be negligent to put
you always in remembrance of these
things, though ye know them." "I think it
meet ... to stir you up by putting you
in remembrance." (2 Peter 1: 12, 13; see
also 1 Corinthians 4: 17; 1 Timothy 4: 6;
2 Timothy 2: 14; Jude 5) Yet repetition
that is mechanical. parrot-like, mumbled
without interest and without understanding, Christ Jesus condemned as vain
repetition.-Matthew 6: 7.
Hence, in practicing repetition to aid
memory, do it with interest and mental
alprtness and concentratiuIl. Daily we re·
peatedly hear common expressions, and
gaze again and again at commonplace
Repetition's Role in Remembering
household objects; yet if called upon to
Jehovah God's Word, the Bible, stress· do so we probably could not accurately
es another vital requirement in memory repeat the expressions heard or describe
training, namely, repetition. 'l'he in- the oNects of.ten seen. Lacking particspired writers of the Christian Greek ~lar mterest In them, the mere repeti.
Scriptures were alert to the need of rep- bon does not make them stick. The mind
etition to Q1ake the truths they preached must concentrate on what is repeated.
stick safely in mind: "'ro repeat what I Moreover, many repetitions at a sitting
have already written does not weary me, are not as valuable as a few repetitions
and is the safe course for you." (Philip. over a period of t.ime. Memory is exer·
pians 3: 1, The Twentieth Century New cised when time intervals separate the
Testament) 'Vords of instruction spoken practice periods. Statistics show that
beforehand must be reviewed and re- material requiring 68 repetitions in one
peated to revive and refresh the mem· ~ay for mastery reqUIred only 3'8 repeti·
ory: "This is the second letter which I hons when spread over a three-day pe·
have now written to you, beloved. In riod. This discloses why last·minute
both I seek to revive in your sincere cramming for tests or speeches is not
minds certain memories, so that you may guOd.
recall the words spoken beforehand."
Finally, exercise the faculty of mem·
Also, "You are filled with knowledge. ory. How much can you think of that
J ANUARY 22, 1948
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stonns cannot topple It over, but those
who reject Him build on sand and when
the rain rattles against it in torrents and
swirling floods lick_ at its foundations
and screeching winds buffet it, great is
its fall.-Matthew 7: 24~27 j 13: 1~8, 18:~23.
The followers of Christ Jesus that
were later used to write the Greek Scrip~
tures followed His lead in this style that
employed visual association. When the
apostle Peter wanted to imbed in his
readers' minds the reproachfulness of
those who first accept the clean truth and
then reject it to return to their demon re"
ligions, he caustically compared it to a
dog's filthy habi.t of returning to its vomit
and to the washed SO\" that returns to its
muddy wallow. 'These scenes can be made
so vivid in the mind that not onlY can we
see them but the four other senses can
often be made to react to them, imagin"
ing that we can hear, smell, touch or
taste things related to the scenes. Thus
the five senses come into play, and each
contributes to the impression, and the
impression is remembered, and when it
is remembered the abstract truth it il"
lustrates is associated with it and flashes
forcefully to mind.

happened last week' last month last
year' Let the memory draw out events
of childhood. Pluck the long-hidden
thoughts from the dark nooks and crannies of the brain and bring them once
more to the light of consciousness. Let
memory beam back into the dim past,
there to probe with its shaft of light to
];lick Qut, ODe here and another there,
scattered thoughts that slowly pIece
themse1ves together to form more complete pictures. One thought brings forth
others, and slowly and hesitantly they
troop out of long hiding, It is surprising
how much you can recall; if you persist
for a time in the exercise. Also, try to
I'€ca11 as much as possible about your
last walk, your last conversation, ,the l!;lst
dIscourse you heard, the last artlCle you
read. 'Exercise the memory wnen ute
mInd is rested and relaxed j that is when
it works efficiently. Remember that when
you rack your brain for words that hover
on the tip of the tongue, the harder you
pursue them. thft~f.~~r tIu;:S if.) u\'{Il,~,
bm that whn you ~l'\Te up aud relax,
they pop ibto mind. Putting all the foregoing into practice will bring results
that are startling.
Of passing interest is psychoanalyst
Sigmutld Freud's theory that we forget
because we want to. The tenuous reasoning is that forgetting often saves us from
disaster. A few isolated instances seem
sufficient to establish this theory of protective forgetting in modern minds seeking new fads in thinking, to be different.
So if you believe it, and Johnny forgets
the hamburger when you send h.im to the
store, don't scold; the meat was probably
ground up cats and his forgetting protected the entire family, according to
Freud. How strange, to laud forgetting
a friend and frown on remembering
as an enemy! But for protection from
vain philosophy and theories of fallible
men, forget Freud and learn bow valuable remembering is rated in God's
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The Bible admonishes: "Rememberthe Lord, [who] is great." "Remember
now thy Creator." "Rern(:)rnber his marvellous' works." "Remember all the commandments of the LOltD, and do them.'"
"Get wisdom, get understanding: forget
it not." (Nehemiah 4: 14; EccleSlatstes
12:1; Psahn 105:5; Numbers 15:39;
Proverbs 4: 5) With death, memory
perishes, despite the religious lies of
pagan philosophers and clergymen to the
contrary: "In death there is no remembrance." "His breath goeth forth, he returneth to his earth; in that very day his
thoughts perish." rfhe death state is
called «the land of forgetfulness".
(Psalms 6:5; 146:4; 88:12) But because of Jehovah God's memory, hope
for the righteously disposed that die is
sure. Job said: "Hide me in the grave,
. . . appoint me a set time, and remember mel" (Job 14: 13) God's memory is
perfect, and at the appointed time of
resurrection He will bring forth from
the grave all such as faithful Job, held
by Him "in everlasting remembrance".
Yet with His perfect memory, Jehovah
God has the power to forget at will. He
forgets the name of the wicked and
grants them no resurrection. He remembers the sin of His people no more.
(Proverbs 10: 7; Jeremiah 31: 34) But
so-called "protective" forgetting" does
not enable man to forget horrible
thoughts. Did not Shakespeare's bloody
Macbeth futilely plead with the'physician
of his mad wife: "Canst thou not minister to a mind diseased, pluck from
memory a rooted sorrow'" But Jehovah
God can and will make faithful men forget the evils of Satan's world: "Behold,
I create new heavens and a new earth:
and the former [Satan's wicked heavens
and earth] shall not be remembered, nor
come into mind." (Isaiah 65: 17) Then,
in that New ,"Vorld of righteousness, perfect Ill.!Ul with perfect memory will Jive
forever and never forget the good things
pertaining to Jehovah God.
AWAKE!

PEED is the idol of this modern age.
The world idolizes him who can sink
his heavy boot the farthest down on the
throttle' and live through to tell the
world of the thrill he felt. Those countries that lead the world in the modernistic touch demand not only ease and formed after the rain that day, and now
comfort, but high velocity. Their influ- everyone, passengers and airport work·
ence penetrates to the ramparts of the ers, was asked to lend a hand to "pull 'er
out". Just like pulling out the old Ford
earth.
\Ve, two travelers, came from one of flivvers back in the States, only that
those countries, in fact, from the world's here was a modern, streamlined plane
foremost city of this modern age. We in the same predicament.
01).ly a few more hours in the air and
moved from beneath the dark tunnels of
tons of massed cement and steel girders before us spread out the world-famous,
to the daylight of outer New York. Rac- breath-taking panorama of Rio de J aneiing down the Atlantic seaboard through ro and its bay, basking in golden, tropcity and hamlet, thro.ugh green valleys ical sunshine. As the plane circled downand across desert sand, our comfortable ward and in for a landing, it was easy to
speeding train meekly and gently halted .make out Sugar-Loaf mountain off to
in Miami. Here where the earth meets the left, the modern city of Rio with
the sea, silver wings bore us upward and many tall skyscrapers spread out below,
we wondered how long and to what ex- Niteroi across the bay, and Corcovado
tent our modernism could penetrate a peak off to the right. The only thing that
wild, sparsely populated land like Brazil. man had made to .compete with the natDo they also live in our age? Can all go ural beauty to these rugged mountains
so easily in an untouched land of jungle and cliffs that nestled up to and overshadowed the water's edge was the enorwilderness?
:B-'rom the moment our passenger plane mous giant mounted on Corcovado's
from Miami landed in the humid interior summit, willi arms outspread to repreat Carolina, Maranhao, I knew that sent Christ. At night, as fModlights are
traveling in Brazil would be eventful, to trained on this image, the illusion is
say the least. Instead of the familiar created of a fluorescent Christ riding in
modern gasoline truck trolling out to fill on a cloud.
up the plane's tanks, a crew of men
A quick landing on the short runway
rolled large oil drums over to the plane of the Santos Dumont airport end~d this
and pumped in the gas by hand. Then, feast for the eye, but by no means.did it
with everyone on board again and ready end exciting travel for us. With no trouto take off, and both motors warmed up ble getting through customs, we were off
and going full speed, the plane w'ouldn't on a wild taxi. ride through the heart of
budge! It had slipped off the narrow run- town to the Branch office of the Watch
way and sunk into the mud that had Tower Bible and Tract Society, where
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our Rio friends awaited us. It seemed as
if we were right back in the tangling,
snarling traffic of New York, or Chicago,
or LOB Angeles. I lost track of counting
how many jay-walkers we almost hit.
The horn seemed more important than
the brake. The way our driver took
corners on two wheels, it seemed as if
the other two 1vere yet being rationed.
And don't ask about the fee he charged
us, since he could easily recognize us as
foreigners and with no ability to express
ourselves in Portuguese.
Bondes
That evening we thought we would
travel by a slower, safer way, the trolley
car; but we didn't labor under that delusion very long. These trolleys, called
"bondes" (and pronounced "bon-dees",
which name originated from the English
word "bonds"), are open, with wooden
benches and no center aisle, and are entered by mounting narrow running
boards upon which also the surplus passengers can stand en route. Being nearly
always driven like mad, they rock perilously from side to side as -they rush
along cobbled streets. Men will hop on
or off these bondes while they are in motioll. Yes, some do get hurt or killed now
and then trying 'this stunt, but it doesn't
seem to deter others from doing the
same thing every day. At rush hours, it
is incredible the number of people that
crowd into these cars. On occasions men
clamber up on top of the bondes as welL
Women will crowd into the narrow pas·
sageways between benches and s.taud
there sandwiched tightly together. lJ a
man offers his seat to a woman or to an
elderly man, he climbs out onto the rUllning board with the other hangers·on
called "pingentes".
And then, the conductor. Always
afraid that someone has not yet paid his
fare, he clambers lJlonkey-style over the
pingentes and cries out, "Faz favor!"
("Please f'), coaxing and persuading
everyone to pay, and stopping now and
14

then to argue with someone who claims
to have already paid. The bonde fare is
very low in Brazil-about one cent
Amerksn money. The recent raise in the
fare to 2! cents in Sao Paulo raised a
near riot, and organized mobs burned
and destroyed many bondes and buses,
and thus induced an even greater crisis.
If a motorman or eal" driver hits a
pedestrian, he abandons his vehicle and
:funs for his life lest he implicate the
traction company or an angry mob form
against him. U suaIly he ",>ill later yield
himself to the police lroluntari~y and before they go looking for him. Now, don't
get the idea from this that the average
Brazilian goes around with an ungovernable temper. He doesn't, He is nearly
:always friendly, starting a conversation
at the slightest pretext with anyone who
happens to be near and is willing to listen to him. If you ask street directions,
not only will several speak up right
away and offer you assistance in finding
a place, but many will even take you
there personally even though it be out
of their way.
One more item about bondes. Something used here of great service, which
is not seen in the States, is "freight
bondes". These aid one to transport
large packages, crates, machinery or
even one's entire household furniture to
various parts of the city, at very reason·
able rates.
"Maria Fumaca"
Outstanding among the varied train
systems in Brazil are Rio's electric
trains, similar to New York's "L" trains,
that feed the suburbs. These travel rapidly, and the fare is low. The only trouble is, trying to use them at rush hours.
'rhough neat waiting lines are formed
in Dam Pedrq II station, they immediately disappear in the mad rush for
seats that follows the opening of train
doors. At each succeedmg station one
must be quick to get out, or else the incoming~ pushing crowd blocks the exit
AWAKE!

and it would take more than an AU- are no windows, and the only feeble proAmerican tackle to buck that determined tection against heavy downpour is a
cloth flap which serves to concentrate all
line.
On the majority of the railroad lines, the individual drops of rain into one
some of which are narrow-gauge', the steady stream that drips into your shoes
old-fashioned steam engine is used, fond- or onto the back of your neck from your
ly called by the Brazilians "Maria Fu- neighbor's flap.
In many parts of tlie states of Sao
mat;a" (Smoky Mary). She is true to her
name. ,"Vatch her coming along, leaking Paulo and Parana there is a rich, red
forth hissing steam on all sides; and bil- earth which, when dry, is as fine as
lowing forth voluminous clouds of black powder and stains one's clothes and
smoke and soot that settles over every- body, and, when wet, cakes on one's shoes
thing. There are, however, some stream- until they become the size of the proliners, and Diesel engines are taking the verbial millstones and feel just about as
place of steam between Rio and Sao .heavy. The jardineira skids on this red
Paulo, part of which line is already elec- clay worse than on ice, and you frequent.trified. Train schedules on most lines do ly find the car skidding along broadside
not mean too much, and it is not uncom- on these dirt roads they travel, splashmon for a train to come in hours late. ing mud onto all the trees that line the
First-class travel is comparable to highway, and finally ending up in some
second-class in the States, and the ditch. Then all passengers have to hop
second-class offers the ordinary trolley- out and push the bus out of the sticky,
car type of seat. As most other means of red C'lay, in the midst of a steady,
transportation in Brazil, the trains are drenching rain and with several pounds
always overcrowded, and women with of mud clinging to each shoe.
Bridges are lacking very often, and
children in their arms frequently will
journey a whole night through standing the only means of crossing rivers or
up. Still, it is better and faster than rid- streams is by way of rafts. These are
ing by horse and wagon, as so many do, usually large enough to hold a bus or
or taking an oxcart drawn by white truck. .A wire cable stretched across from
zebus, which animals are common here. bank to bank keeps the raft from floatOthers will strike out on foot rather than ing downstream, and the force of two
take a train. Some of the caipiras (hill- strong men tugging on this cable is suffibillies) dread train travel and will walk cient to help pull the raft across' to the
many kilometers, frequently with a other side.
heavy load balanced on the head, rather
Cable Train
than take a train.
Just time to mention one more inter""Jardineiras"
esting item in Brazilian travel. It is the
Buses also help one get around. The engineering feat of stretching a railroad
buses in the city are tolerable, sorne very from the seaport of Santos to Sao Paulo
modern ones having been imported, but over a mountain range, the "Serra do
the jardineira of the interior is an actual Mar". ':Phe train is enabled to climb over
miracle, seeing that such old, broken- 800 meters (2,625 feet) within the short
down jalopies can still run. There you distance of 10 kilometers (about 6±
sit, on low, wooden benches close to the miles), and pass over the mountains and
floor, with your knees doubled sharply. continue into Sao Paulo. The stunt is
Lack of shock absorbers on these rattle- done with specially-braked locomotives
traps means that the passenger must and cables, and a seesaw arrangement,
absorb any and all shocks. Usually there as follows.
JANUARY 22, 1948
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An ordinary locomotive pulls all the
train coaches to the first landing of the
five inclined planes. The train is then di~
vided into several sections of coaches,
each of which sections is then attached
individually to a special locomotive
called "1oco-brake", having especially
strong clutch brakes that are built to secure on inclined rails, as well as having
emergency rail-hooks that can also be
used. This Loco-brake engine hooks onto a powerful cable that runs along between the rails up to the next landing
and then back down again. On this upper
landing is another train waiting to come.
down, which is also attached to the same
cable. Thus, as one train goes up with
the aid of the moving cable, the other
comes down, and the weights of the two
trains counterbalance each other. At
the upper landing, the loco-brake unhooks from the cable and pulls the coaches to the next cable where it hooks on,
repeating the same process until the
train comes over the fifth inclined plane
and is joined again to an ordinary steam
locomotive, read)' to head for the teeming city of Sao Paulo, the Chicago of
Brazil.
Train sections follow each other at
nine-minute intervals, the time-it takes
to go from one le\'el to another. There i8
little danger of these cables' breaking,
since t.hey arc really several strong
cables intertwined and approximately
two inches in diameter. They
travel along smoothly and
continuously over 4,800 rotating, plow-shaped pairs of
wheels, evenly
spaced along the
tracks. Interesting,
also, is the fact that
~
three rail8 are used
instead of four, the
left rail and the
center one employed in ascending and the center
rail and the right
16

one in descending, and using double sets
of rails only at points where trains pass
each other midway along the cable.
At each landing underground are 1000horsepower traction machines with
large, braked wheels which the cables
loop five times. I n cas~ of emergency
these wheels can secure the cable and
arrest the trains moving along the inclined planes. So, in addition to the
counterbalance of the trains, and the
protection through the loco-brakes, there
is al~o an added counterweight, at chch
level, of 7 tons by these tremendous underground brakes.
A most interesting feature of this
engineering maneuver is that it \Vas not
done recently. In fact, the railroad was
first built in 1867 with 4 inclined plane~
and later rebuilt with 5 inclined planes,
in 1900. It may, however, soon be outmoded by fast bus transportation that
wa):; recently institutr-d at the completion
of a new paved highvl"ay from Sao PaulQ
to Santos, with buse):; leaving the terminals every fifteen minutes.
There is no doubt that better transportation facilitie~, new modern highways, greater airlines, ar~ opening up
vast horizons of Brazil. Comfortable
buses and new bridges will get one
places. Before long, there will he appearing more of those new streamlined
trains, such as speed along so silently
and swiftlv that one needs to look out
the windO\;' at passing objeets to realize
'one is in motion. But linti] then travelers
in Brazil ean continue to enjoy their open bondes, their
skidding jardineiras, their
smoking, tooting Smoky
)'.farys, and, though travel
may be a little slower and
sOHwwhut more inconvenient
here than in other more highly favored countries, the
principal thing is that -one
can get around in Brazil.
~Awake! correspondent in
Brazil.
AWAKE I
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OR thousands of years
:oeals romped and played
'
upon the high seas with little ~ear
of enemies. Living peacefully wIth other
mammals in the animal realm they ate
only a sufficient Dumber of fish to :;atisfy their hunger and were diligent to
carty out the duties of -PfO"pagating U,~ir
own species. Such was the happy state
of affairs in this aquatic home until
man, through lust and greed, degenPTatcd to the level of a ruthless, insatiable
and wanton killer of these sleek and
graceful creutures.
'1'0 the Greeks a 8eal was a 'seal, and
in honor of the creatures t}w.y named
one of their towns Phocaea (now Fot;a).
Aristotle made no dh;tinction, but put all
seals in the same ehlssification. H()"wevel', in seal society there are several distinct members: some arc rather common
folks, some are mentally dull, some are
huge fellows, sOllie are wealthy aristocrats, some are quite intelligent, and
some are regular do"wns. The group as
a whole is divided into two classes, the
true seals or hair seals and the so-ealled
"fur" seals. In the former group art' the
harp or saddleback seals, which are found
on the ice fioes west of Greenland and
along the coast of Lahrador; the ringed
seals; the hovded seals, whose home is
east of. ftreenland; the gray sea\8, which
live in tlle north Atlantic; the Casp-ian
8eals, found in the Asiatic sea by that
name; the elephant seals, 'with the flexible probosrides, which live on the fringes
of the Antarctic ice- paek, and the commOn or harbor seals, which are found in
\videly seattered plaees around the globe.
The fur seals ar\..~ likewis\~ divid('d into
several species, there being two main
JANUARY 22, 1948

groups or genera, tllOse living in t.he
Southern Hemisphere and tilOse of the
Nort.hern Hemisphere. The biologists,
however, protest against these fur-bearing ereatures' belonging to the C01I\lll.QU
society of seals. "'Vhy," they say, "they
IJave ears! and 1vho ever heard of a real
seal having ear:;~ They resemble bears
more tilUIl seals." And there are internal
differences too, not to montion the fact
that those that wear the precious- furs
instead of the common coats of hair
practiee polygamy. But we are not all
"biologists, and, besides, Ule fur seals
share the same sorrows in common with
the hair seals.
The Harps
'Vhen the spring Hoe begins to wheedle
an iey carpet with its jagged frills
through the Davis straits hetween Greenland and Bailin island~ tllere to he carried southward by the Labrador current,
hundreds of thomands of R\vkvmrd and
cumbersome yet IlPautiful seals climb
atop, for a free ride. Their barking
hlends with the craekJing of the floe and
their rippling hides tingle with the prospects of their tribal du-ti-es. It is mating
time. "Harp" seals they are called, because ot Hie b1"own markings on their
cream-whitp hair. Their heads are rather
small and they wear their whiskers well.
And look at those big, brown and beautiful eyes with their 'vatery depth and
charm!
About the last of February or the first
of March this massive herd has pupped
on. th~ wh~lping-i~~ ~\:nd. th'" fiD£: i1'l tran::.formed into a huge nursery containing
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thousands of baby harps that look for all
the world like giant, downy white powder puffs weighing seven to nine pounds.
The babies grow very rapidly, from one
and a half to three pounds a day, so if
the mother goes afishin' she must first
scrape together a heap of snow and
squeeze upon it a good supply of rich
milk to keep her young one contented.
No matter how far the ice pan shifts
while she is down below (sometimes
these seals'dive as deep as 2,000 feet for
their food) she always comes back to her
own little puppy. Such deep-sea diving
"is made possible by the reserve supply
of oxygenated blood carried in a storeroom in their lungR. By the time April
comes the little white coats of the babies
are no longer little nor are they \'lhite.
Becoming spotted, they are called "raggedy-coats", a change that marks the
time when they forsake the ice and swim
northward to' their icecap home on the
world's rooftop.
Away from the main herd, called the
"main patch"). are other patches of young
seals called "bedlamers", ranging in age
from one to three years. Not until their
fourth year do they start thinking about
the problems of marital life, that is, if
they are among the fortunate few that
escape being butchered by the hand of
their great enemy, man, for about the
time their newborn baby brothers and
sisters are changing their coats great
preparations are being made by men for
their slaughter. Out of St. John's, Ne,vfoundland, sealing fleets have been sailing at this time of year since 1763. As
many as 400 vessels and ]0,000 men engaged in this business during the years
1830 to 1850 and their catch ranged from
500,000 to 700,000 seals a year. What
these sealers are after is the two-inch
layer of fat that lies beneath the seal's
skin and which is highly prized as a
source of oil j the hides are used by the
leather industry. And because only the
young are killed, and no thought has
been given to systematic conservation of
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the stock during the years, the herds
have been greatly depleted and the grief
of the seals has heen increased.
Sealing methods consist of going
through a herd and cluhbing the young
non-resistant animals over the head.
This done, the sealers remove the skins
with the fat attached. The whole job isone that is engaged in only by men who
are willing to gamble their lives and endure untold pardships for a little glittering wealth that is theirs ,yhen, and if,
their ship returns safely to port with a
cargo of pelts. Those that reap the real
fat of the sea are the avaricious merchants that own the fleets, and not the
club-wielders.
Hooded and Elephant Seals Also Hunted

The hooded seal gets his name from
the loose skin structure that is worn
obliquely over the top of his head like
a Spanish beret. This loose skin is puffed
up into a hard and odd-looking cap when
he is angered, and, unlike the quiet and
humble harps, the hoods are. easily ex(flted, especially the old males. They
know no fear and -will attack a man on
i('e or in a boai if provoked, and the females will die with their pups rather
than forsake them. But, for all their
fierceness toward their enemy man, the
hoods live peacefully \yith their cousins
the harps. The species is much larger
than the harps, 'and when fuJIy grown
measure nine feet long and ,veigh about
700 ponnds. Though they are less valuable commercially, having tougher hides
and a coarser fat, yet they are hunted
down by British and K orwegian sealers.
In the Antaretic the 'VeddeU s.eals come
up on the iee in Odober (springtime
down t.here) and give birth to 75-pound
babies that al'e half the lp.ngth of t.heir
mothers. Eight weeks later, when they
are weaned, they weigh as much as 300
pounds; t.heir daddie" reach the half-ton
mark with a full armor of blubber under
the skin. And if it ,vere not for thi.s blubber they would not be hunted down and
killed off by their worst enemy, man. The
AWAKE!

killer whales are al~o their natural enemies, but from such they protect themselves out of the mating season by living
under the ice, coming up at the numerous
blow holes for air.
In the High Society 01 Fur Seals
It was not until mariners rounded the

Cape of Good Hope in 1486 that Europeans saw their first fur-bearing seals,
several species of which inhabited the
island rookeries around the Antarctic
circle a'nd off the coasts of South America, New Zealand, Australia and South
Africa. At first, and up to the eighteenth
century, it seems, these seals were
not distinguished from the common hair
seals. Then, in 1741, when a Russian expedition was shipwrecked and marooned
on an island in the Bering sea off the
coast of Siberia, there being among the
survivors a natural scientist by the name
of Stellar, the discovery was made that
fur seals are quite different from other
seals, especially in their habits of living.
Stellar called them "sea bears". Years
later another Russian, by the name of
Pribilof, discovered other islands north
of the Aleutians that were inhabited
solely by fur seals, and today the most
densely populated seal rookeries in the
world are on these Pribilof islands.
The social life of northern fur seals
is very interesting, distinctly different
from that of the harp and common seals.
Toward the end of April the sooty-brown
bull seals arrive at the rookeries and take
up their stations along the shore as
"beachmasters". A month later there is
great excitement when the silver-furred
cows begin to come out of the water, for
each bull is out to capture as many females as possible, and those that sign a
contract are married to him for the season. Thirty or so is an average for these
harems, though sometimes a kingly
beachmaster is successful in getting as
many as a hundred wives for his household. Because the males, weighing 400 to
500 pounds, are so much bigger than the
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females some thought the males were the
mothers and the females their children.
Between these harems that line the
shores are "streets" leading from the
water's edge to the interior, along which
the adolescent males known as "bachelors" are permitted to come and go. 'And
woe be unto the careless upstart that violates the laws of sealdom and gets too
near a harem. Mr. Bull seal will give him
a thrashing he never forgets, provided,
of course, that he survives the painful
tutoring. Until these young fellows are
old enough, at least seven years old, to
go into the harem business themselves,
they live in the bachelor's quarters called
"pods" in the interior of the island,
known as the "parade grounds".
What a busy life these seals lead in
the rookeries! Within a day or two after
the cows arrive they give birth to a pup
that was conceived the season before.
Then within three to seven days they
again come into heat and mate, since
nearly a year is required for gestation.
Conception so soon after giving birth is
made possible by the seal cow's possession
of two wombs, which are used alternately.
All the time the mother is nursing her
fast-growing baby but she realizes that
unless she gets food her.self she will not
be able to feed her offspring. This means
a 300-mile round trip to the fishing
grounds, which takes two days to make.
For a while she alternates feeding the
young one and feeding herself, but as
the puppy grows larger he is able to go
longer between meals, so that by the time
he is weaned he is being fed every five
days. During this six-week period the
daddy also has his hands full. In fact,
he is so active looking after his growing
household, taking care of his duties and
keeping a sharp eye open lest his neighbor steal one of his wives, that he has
absolutely ne time to eat or sleep, night
or day. It takes a lot out of him, so that
by the end of the season, instead of being the fat and well-rounded fellow he
was, he is little more than a shadow.
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Born in a black, shining wrap, the 4,500,000. By 1897 only 400,000 remained
youngsters get a winter coat of dark- in the herd and the price of a pelt had
gray before-they leave the islands,with -risen from $2.50 to $30. Such depletion
their mothers for a winter cruise to was due, to a large extent, to the pracpoints south. It is believed they travel ,tice of seal pirates and poachers who
as far as the temperate, waters off the killed the females at sea in their feeding
coast of southern California before_ re- grounds. The horrors of this practice,
turning. The mature males, however; known as pelagic killing, were made vislean and gaunt, do not travel so far, but ible by the hundreds of thousa:vds of
take it easy, sleeping and eating and dead puppies that Imd starved to death
growing fat for the next season's ordeal. on the beaches because their mothers
never returned to suckle them.
A Story of Slaughter and Slavery
Finally, after yeal's of senseless
At first the pelts of the fur seal were slaughtering, controls were set up, and
considered worthless, until an ingenious since 1910, when the fur-seal dynasty of
Chinese furrier discovered a secret way the Pribilofs was down to a remnant of
of removing the long guard-hair that 130,000, a herd has been built up that
protects the soft fur beneath, a discovery now numbers about 2,000,000. Provisions
which sounded the death knell for the allow for the killing of only fifty or sixty
fur seal. A new era opened up. Russia thousand a year, and then these are supbegan to build a great seal empire in the posed to be taken only from the surplus
north. Ruthles~ly the czar's henchmen three- and four-year-old ''bachelors'' that
forced the native Aleutians into a form wear velvety silver-gray fleeces. Nor has
of torturous slavery as their sealers, the this practice made the ~ealing business
blood~chil1ing details of which were long unprofitable, for in a period of eighteen
years, from 1910 to 1928, the government
ago buried in the Arctic snow.
The seal rush was on, and other na~ took in more than $50,000,000 fr.om seal
tions sent their buccaneers to fleece the furs, an amount seven times as great as
rookeries of tlle Southern Hemisphere. the purchase" price of all Alaska!
Many of the circus seals and those
So terrible the plunder and so ghastly
the waste that it was 1)ot long before , found in the zoos are of a certain species
several'species of the fur seal we're ex~ found along the coast of Santa Barbara,
tinct. By 1840 as many as 16,000,000 California. "Sealpuncbers" lasso them
pelts had been sent to market, a
as cowpunchers rope a calf, and
figure that only serves as an indeliver them anywhere in the coundex to the unnumbered millions
try with a money-back guarantee
that were wantonly killed and
if they are not in good condition.
whose skins were never used. A
These particular seals are more
single example of the waste was
intelligent than other species, but
they too have their sorrows, for
the cargo of 400,000 beautiful
pelts that rotted en route to Lonthey are forced to live an abnormal
don from Australia, in 1821, and
life, never breed in captivity, and
were sold, as a consequence, for
never get enough to eat. "Keep
manure.
them hungry," is the rule for
training them. Like hungry
When the United States acquired Alaska from Russia, in
members of human society, a
half-starved seal will perform
1867, for $7,200,000, the Pribilof
islands were tossed in for good
any kind of gymnastic trick,
if in the end he is tossed a
measure. At that time the furfish.
seal population was estimated at
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rich forest reserves it is' the world's
most extensive barren and lifeless land
mass. There are no land animals and no
flowering plants in the 'Antarctic, and
aside from a few, a very few, birds, insects and lichens it is altogether unihhabited and devoid of any- form of life'.
The pride and glory of the Antarctic
is its cold and snow, both of which it has
in superabundance. Surrounding the
continent i:'l ice that is 500 feet thick
OT since Col u m bus discovered in places. rr'he land mass itself is very
America has the world seen such a high, averaging 6,000 feet in altitude,
mad rush bv the nations to stake out which is twice the height of any other
claims of O\vnership on a new and litUe- continent. On top of this is an eternal
known continent as is taking place to- pile of snow, the greatest in the world.
day. A dozen eountries-Britain, United Huge lllountain ranges higher than the
Statefl, France, Belgium, GC'rmany, Nor- Alps, with 20,000-foot peaks, cut across
way, Sweden, Rllt'sia, Japan, Argentina,. the continent in several directions. Here
Chile, New Zealand and Australia-have and there are aetive volcanoes. 1'he
sent more than 170 mio:sions to the bot- south pole itself is reached only if one
tom of the world i thousands of men have ascends a great plateau 10,000 feet high,
riflked their livefl (many lost their lives) \vhere storms are the worst in the world.
,,,,restling with the uncompromising ele- Wind velocities, it is said, reach 200
ments i and millions of dollars from gov- miles an hour, and the winter cold touchernment treasuries have been poured in- es a solid 00 degrees below zero on the
to the battle wit.h the polar giant of the Fahrenheit scale. 'l'here is a "summerAntarctic. For many years south pole time" do\vn there during .T anuary and
expeditions \vel'e nothing more than a February, when the ice shelf thaws a
manifestation of man's curiosity and his little and mammoth ieebergs the size of
desire to explore the
unknown, bnt since
\Vorld \VaT n the atomic age has hindled a
flaming military interest in this frozen waste
land. Hence in deadly
earnest the (~onquest of
earth's last ('ontinent is
now pushed as never before!
Here is a continent
five or six million sqltare
miles iiL area. This
makes it a third larger
than all of Europe or
almost hviec the size of
the United States! But
instead of being a land
of fertile valleys and
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New York's Manhattan island break off,
but by early April winter again takes
hold and strengthens its cold death grip
on this forbidding continent.
Why, you ask, would any nation be so
desperately anxious to grab control of
such "frozen assets" as these' To study
weather conditions is one reason advanced, for it is supposed that longrange predictions on northern hemispheric weather can be made by studying
meteorological data of the Antarctic. To
search for oil is another reason given;
to gain control of the whaling industry,
and to prospect for coal and minerals,
are still other excuses. The whaling industry is now a $15,OOO,OOO-a-year busi-

ness, but, strictly speaking, it is a fishing industry that is governed by international laws of the high seas. Lowgrade coal, together with copper, manganese, tin and molybdenum, have been
found, but because of their location these
are of little value today and it will take
a hundred years to develop them. Consequently there is another reason for the
heated activity in that frigid country.
It had only to be whispered around
that there was uranium buried in the
Antarctic icecap and the appetite of the
avaricious mihtarists was whetted to
such an extent that they desired to swallow the whole continent at once, icebergs
included. Ah, uranium, the basic metal
that makes possible atomic fission, that
enables demonic men to produce atomic
bombs, that enables devils bent on world
rule to wipe out in a moment whole
cities that resist their enslaving rule!
Little wonder, then, with the whole world
trembling with fear of another war, that
the rumor of possible traces of this rare
metal in the Antarctic touched off an international uranium rush that paralleled
the California and Alaska gold rushes.
Interested governments sent many scientists with elaborate technical equipment ..
··Operation High Jump"
This was the name of the U. S. Navy's
expedition that went to the Antarctic a
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year ago under the command of Admirals Byrd and Cruzen. It consisted of
an armada of twelve vessels that carried
thousands of tons of e(luipment and supplies (the taxpayers footed the bill),
most of \vhich was left there for the
penguins as a total and extravagant loss.
Also a personnel army of 4,000 handpicked scientists and technicians went
along. Arriving at the Ross Shelf, the
solid glacial ioe that :.;tretches over the
Ross Sea Home 400 miles long and 400
miles wide and which rises out of the
water 50 to 200 feet and extends downward ten or eleven times as far into the
water, the Byrd expedition landed and
set up its "Little America" headquarters.
From here the most extensive exploration of the continent ever made was
launched.
In two months' time 1,700,000 square
miles of territory was photographed and
mapped, which achievement was greater
than that accomplished by all previous
expeditions put together. This was also
a uTanium mapping operation, for the
planes used to do the aerial photographing were equipped with ilranium detecting devices.
For military reasons the people were
not told what was learned from the
uranium radiation counters, but in:.;tead
the "most spectacular discovery" of the
Whole expedition was said to be the discovery of ice-free glacial lakes on tne
ice-bound continent. \Vith this announcement imagination ran wild with the idea
that perhaps there was an "oasis" heated
by subterranean volcanic energy. :Months
later, ho\vever, a short notice in the
newspaper told how t.he ice-free "lakes"
were nothing more than a backwash of
sea \vater lying in shallow basins of
black lava rock that retained the sun's
heat during the several months of continual daylight.
AnoUler "discovery" made was that
the Antarctic is the \\;ol'ld's greatest icebox, where food crops during bumper
years could be put in cold storage as a
AWAKEl

reserve for a time of war. Funny, isn't it,
how these fellows while talking peace
always think in terms of war. And because they are so fearful of another war
they feverishly prepare for it. Declared
Byrd, "the securitv of the United States
for the next hundred years lies in the
polar regions"; and his associate commander, Cruzen, thinks that the Antarctic cannot be left out of any future
military strategy. If Germany was able
to establish a submarine base down in
the Antarctic during the recent war, they
reason, the next time they can do the
same thing.
For these reasons the United States
continues to push its surveying and mapping project. Another expedition under
the command of Ronne remained through
the last Antarctic winter in an area not'
covered by last year's Byrd expedition.
Minimizing the military significance. the
public press played up the fact that this
was the first expedition to the Antarctic
to boast of having two women in its supplies, Ronne's wife and the wife of ~he
chief pilot. Then, last November, WIth
the approach of another southern summer, the United States sent 450 men and
scientists back to Little America on another mission.
Other nations are likewise eyeing the
military importance of the Antarctic.
Last year the Russians sent a flotilla of
ten whaling vessels down there, presumably to do a little fishing of their own.
In the middle of the recent war Britain
saw that sooner or later the conquest of
the Antarctic would be made, and so in
1943 she quietly set up so-called "weather stations" down there on an all-year
"permanent resident" basis, and they are
still there in operation.
'
Because the Antarctic is a natural and
logical base from which to launch an
attack on South America, South Africa,

Australia or New Zealand, these countries are concerned over which nations
presume to fly their flags from the south
pole. Australia claims she has conquered
2,500,000 square miles of the continent_
France claims the section nearest Madagascar. Norway's flag was the first to fly
from the south pole, in 1911. Chile has
made great claims for the section lying
between 53° W. and 900 W. longitude.
Argentina's and Britain's claims als{)
overlap in this section, so Chile and Argentina have pooled their claims. Each
country has its peculiar reasons why it
is entitled to certain sections of this land
of icebergs, but none seems more fantastic than those advanced by Chile.
"Look," she says, "the geological formation 'of the Antarcticmountains, together
with their deposits of minerals, is the
same as that of the Andes, hence they
belong to Chile though separated by
many hundreds of miles of ocean." By
such "reasoning" the Peruvian mountains immediately to the north also belong to Chile, and because the Rocky
Mountains of North America are also
of the same general chain, they too belong to the elongated but nanow( -minded 1) 'country of Chile!
How apparent it is that even if the
bickering nations of this old Satanic
world fully conquer this vast continent
at' the bottom of the world they will continue to contest and squabble over it.
God-fearing people of all nations, however, who lift themselves above this common din of sword-rattling see the Rightful Owner of the earth, Jehovah God,
moving majestically on in His purpose
to crush out the present rebellious nations and establish in their place His
glorious Theocratic Government that
will maintain peace over the entire earth
throughout all eternity_

"The earth is the LORD'S, and the fumess thereof; the world, and they
that dwefl therein. He shall have dominion al80 from sea to 8ea, and
from the river unto the ends 01 the earth."-Psalms 24: 1; 72: 8.
JANUARY 22, 1948
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Jesus Denies the ''Trinity''

T

BE religious clergymen of Christendom, the trinitarian bIDe thereof,
teach that Jesus Christ was His O\VTI
father. Oh, yes, they do! and there's no
denying it, no matter how impossilJe it
may sound. The very unreasonahle im~
possibility of what they teach shows they
do not tell the truth.
The true relationship between Almighty God and Jesus Christ is that of
Father and Son, with all that this implies
and with all that this debars. His SOllship to God Jesus Christ always acknowledged. He said: "For the Father
loveth the Son, and sheweth him alI
things that himself doeth." (John 5: 20)
The term "father" implies the position
of life-giver to the son; and life, existence, beginning, is what God the Father
gave to His Son our Lord Jesus Christ.
Jesus' own words prove this, thereby
shOwing that He did not claim to be His
own father and was not one in substance with His Father and co-eternal
with His Father, as the trinitarians
claim. On this point Jesus said: "As the
Father hath life in himself; So hath he
given to the Son to have life in himself;
and hath given him authority to execute
judgment also, [Iecause' he is the Son of
man." From these words of Jesus, at
John 5: 26, 27, let the people determine
whether or not Je~ms here told the truth;
and if so, then they must conclude that
the clergy who teach the trinitarian doctrine are false witnesses and really antichrists.
Jesus repeatedly spoke of himself as
the Son of God, and, because "son" means
24

one timt receives life from a parent, this
shows He was not His own father nor
eVer claimed to be. He said: "Labour not
fol' the meat Which peri sheth, but for
that meat which endureth unto everlasting life, which the Son of man shall give
unto you: for him hath God tlle Father
sealed." Hence Jesus was not asking the
once-blind man to believe on a "trinity"
when Jesus asked him: "Dost thou believe on the Son of God~" (John 6: 27;
9: 35) Again Jesus confessed to have received life as a son from a heavenly
Father, when Lazarus His friend became
sick and the news of that fact was borne
to the attention of Jesus. rrhen He said:
"This sickness is not unto death, but for
the glory of God, that the Son of God
might be glorified thereby." Before
witnesses He prayed to His own Lifegiver and said: "Father, I thank thee
that thou hast heard me. And I knew
that thou hear est me alway~: but because of the people \vhich stand by 1 said
it, that they may believe that thou hast
sent me." (John 11: 4, 41, 42) If the
trinitarian clergy are right in their theological teachings, then Jesus in here using the tender term "Father" was practicing a subterfuge. But as a denouncer
of hypocrisy He was too honest and true
to practice a subterfuge, ~nd He was
here pra)'ing to God as HIS Father or
Life-giver'in deed and in fact.
\Vhen instructing His disciples concerning their privilege of praying to
their Father as \vell as His, .J eSU8 did
not say/they ought to pray to Him as
one equal and cosubstantial with the
Father, but He directed their attention
away from Him and taught them to say:
AWAKE!

"After this manner therefore pray ye:
Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name." (Matthew 6: 9) Distinguishing himself as a son separate and
distinct from His Father, Jesus also
said: "And whatsoever ye shall ask in
my name, that will I do, that tr.e Father
may he glorified in the Son."-John 14: 13.
J e::ms addr.essed His heavenly Father
and spoke of His Father above in just
the same way that ,\'e as children of God
would speak of Him, namely, as Lifegiver, which a father is. Jehovah God is
the great Life-giver to all that lIe created to enjoy intelligent life. He gave life
to Jesus, His only begotten Son; and the.'
tenn "begotten" means one whose exislence has been begun by a parent. God
sent this Son to the earth to lay the basis
for the reconciling of faithful men to
him~clf, that. He might give life to OI1edient men through this Son. h.fan partakes of material food for the sustaining
of his body. J eRUB likened himse11 to
bread, in this, that faith in Him and in
His shed blood and in His work that the
Father sent Him to do leads the believers to where they can get food for life
eternal. 'l'herefore concerning the giving
of 'tife Jesus said: "As the living Father
Imth sent me) and I live by the Father
[thm denoting His own dependence upon God for :ife] : so he that eateth me,
even he shall live by me." (John 6: 57)
.Jesus' dependence upon God for life just
as we are dependent upon .T esus for life
proves that Jesus is not His own father
and that He denied a "trinity".
In His last instruction period with His
di::-ciples Jesus taught them about the
wa\, that leads to life. In order for any
one' to have eternal life he must get into
harmonious relation~hip with God, the
great Father from whom all life issues
to all (lreation. So .T esus said: "1 am the
way, and the truth, and the life: no man
eometh unto the Father, but by me."
(John 14:6) Because no one could get
to Ule orig'ma1 Life-giver except through
Jesus His Son, there Jesus said He himJ ANU.,ARY 22, 1948

self was the way and the life. If He were
at one and the same time "God the Father
and God the Son'~, the same in substance
and inseparable, then Jesus would not
have said that to get to the Father the
believer has to go through Jesus. Thus
Jesus denied the "trinity".
He taught His disciples He must go
away and that He would come back and
receive them to himself after setting up
the Kingdom for which they llrayed. His.
disciples asked when that would be and
how they might know when this world
would come to its final end to make way
for Kingdom rule. Jesus answered: "Of
that day and- hour knoweth no man, no,
not the angels of.heaven, but my Father
only." (Matthew 24: 36) Does that mean
that even Jesus did not know? Yes, for
Mark 13: 32 reports .J esus as saying:
"But of that day and that hour knoweth
no man, no, not the angels which are in
heaven, neiHler the Son; but the Father."
11, when J elm's SpORI:: those wOTc1s, He
was equal in power and one in substance
with God the Father) as the religious
clergy claim, then He would have known
when the final universal war would break
out. Again He denied the "trinity".
The foregoing quotations of Jesus' nt.
terances are simple means by which to
test the genuinene~s of the 'unexplainable, confusing "trinity" doctrine, but
they are nonetheless powerful charges
to explode the heathenish doctrine of the
"trinity". Jesus' simnle words are to be
taken for what they mean, and they
plainly show a distinctness between God
the Father and Jesus the Son of God.
TIley prove that Jesus did not at any
time speak from the standpoint of a socalled "trinity". His last utterance to one
of His apostles on earth was: "These
things saith the Amen) the faithful and
true witness, the beginning of the creation of God." (Revelation 3: 14) He was
the first of God's creatures and was the
"only begotten Son". Thereby He made
a nna1 denia1 of the "trinity" and glorified the Fatherhood of God the Creator.
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Christendom's Three-headed God
RINITARIANS, whether they know
it or not, are worshipers of Satan
the Devil. What a rash statement this
would be were it Dot for the overwhelming and irrefutable evidence to prove it I
Evidence that is strong enough to convince the most skeptical persons, provided they are honest enough to admit
the facts. In the December 22, 1947, issue
of Awake! the reader was given a
glimpse into Christendom's cellar and
shown that her very foundations aTe of
pagan origin. Likewise if the masking
paint is scraped off Christendom's superstructure of doctrines and teachings, ODe
of the foremost of which is the doctrine
of the "holy trinity", they too appear as
nothing more than a monstrous fabrication of heathen mythologies that have
been built up by the Devil for the purpose of reproaching and blaspheming the
true and living God, whose name alone
is Jehovah.
Nowhere in the Bible is the word "trinity" to be found. Yet Catholics and the
majority of Protestants believe and teach
such doctrine which was set forth in the
'l\l:lcene Creei'. A..D. 325 after weeks of debat~ . .lDe maIn dispute at t.hat council,
where apostate Christianity was fused
with paganism, was over who should
compose the "trinity". One group, holding to the old pagan idea of fathermother-child, iJlsisted that Mary be included; while another faction wanted to
see the so-caJJed "holy gho.!'lt" en braced
in the triad. Finally Cunstantine, the
compromising pagan politician, found a
solution by having Mary pJaced at the
right hand uf her SOIl.
Prior to its official adoption into the
Catholic church, Dupin says, "the word
trIad, or trinity, was borrowed from the
pagan schools of philosophy, and introduced into the theology of the Christians
of the middle of the second century, by
Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch." (Bibliotheque Ecclesiaslique) Many of the
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early "church fathers" were most reprehensible in that they had access to the
truth contained in the Bible yet they
precisely taught the trinitarian philosophy of the Greek pagan named Plato.
Among such was Origen. called "the
father of Christian PIawI11sm", and bisnop Synesius, who followed the female
philosopher Hypatia and fused in his
hymns the heathenish "doctrine of the
trinity with the Platonic idea of God,
and the Savior ,yith the divine Helios
rthe sun gou of the heathen]". (Philip
:Schatt's History of the Christian
UI/,Un;n J it was at this time that ambi~
tious pagans joined up with the so·called
Christians, and these, !lays McClintock &
btro:uM' ~ (Jyclop(Cdia~ "brought with them
Inttr me Christian schools of theology
their Platonic ideas and phraseology,
and they especially borrowed from the
'philosophical writings of Philo." The
Valentinians and Marcionites, who were
gnostics that taught a very rank form of
demonism, were also responsible for
grafting in the "trinity" idea to the early
Christian church.~S.ee Beausobre's Historie du Manicke£sme.
A Universal Doctrine Among Pagans
Delving deeper into the black mystery
of tIle "trinity" it is learned that Plato
was not the first to believe and teach this
inconsistent doctrine. Long centuries before Christ and Plato were on earth the
devil-worshipers of Egypt and Babylon
believed in a three-headed god. It is
therefore no coincidence that Christendom's "trinity" doctrine, so similar to
that of the Greeks, is also identical in design to that tau~ht bs the Egyptians and
Babylolllans. L. a v a r c1 ~ B archaeological
discoveries shuw dmt the Babylonians
used an eq'uilateral triangle to symbolize
their "trinity". Likewise the Egyptians
used the triangle for the same purpose.
(Maurice's Indian Antiquities, vol. lv,
p. 445) Hence Christendom's employ~
AWAKE!

ment of three-sided and three-cornered
objects to represent her "Christianized"
three-headed "trinity" also finds its origin in the religions of the heathen.
Concerning the sciences of arithmetic
and astronomy, the historian Zonaras of
the twelfth century says what all historians know to be true: "these came
from the Chaldees to the Egyptians, and
thence to the Greeks." Therefore Alexander Hislop in his monumental work
The Two Babylons reasons: "If the
Egyptians and Greeks derived their
arithmetic and astronomy from Chaldea,
seeing these in Chaldea were -sacred
sciences, and monopolized by the priests,
that is sufficient evidence that they must
have . derived their religion from the
same quarter." The research work of
both Bunsen and Layard substantially
proves the same thing. Samuel Birch, the
eminent authority on Assyrian and
Egyptian antiquities, speaking of the
inscriptions on Babylonian cylinders,
says: "The zodiacal signs . . '. show u~
equivocally that the Greeks derIved theIr
notions and arrangements of the zodiac
[and hence the religious mythology connected with it] from the Chaldees. The
identity of Nimrod with the constellation Orion is not to be rejected." All of
this led to a universal practice of demon
religion having a basic similarity by the
time the Roman empire came to power,
con c ern i n g . which the ".f]ncyclopedia
Americana says:
.
Fundamentally the primitive religious ideas
of all the Indo-European peoples were quite
similar. Even the Roman religion, in the days
when Rome was governed by kings and had
already begun to evolve complicated rituals
and complex myths, still retained a suggestive
similarity to that of India. . . . Babylonian,
Greek, Assyrian, Egyptian and Eastern religious ideas found welcome in Rome. The' Great
Earth Mother
of , Asia Minor [therefore of
.
Babylon] and Isis, the mother goddess of
Egypt, were not only introduced into Rome
but their worship, which was accompanied
with elaborate ritual and ceremonial, became
JANUARY 22, 1948 .

almost universal throughout the Roman Em•
pire.

And so it was, when Constantine set
up a supposedly universal state religion
called Catholicism, he was able to lure
the pagans into it by adopting their
heathen doctrine of the "trmity". One
only has to look at the I.R.S. on the
wafers used in celebrating the mass to
see a glaring example of Constantine's
technique. Today we are told that the
letters stand for I esus H ominum Salvator, meaning "Jesus the Savior of men".
But actually they represent the names of
the ancient Egyptian trinity, Isis, Horus,
Seb, that is, "the Mother, the Child, and
the Father of the gods". This was a skillfully planned scheme of double-sense
meaning used to retain the pagan support, while at the same time appearing
on the surface to be Christian. Just more
of the papal double-talk so rampant now
in the political muddle.
Heathen Trinitarians· of the East

What could be stronger proof that the
"trinity" idea had a common origin in
paganism than the fact that heathens
of India, Burma, China 'and Japan all
worship a triune god? The Hindu has
his trImurti or triad consisting of
Brahma (the Creator), Vishnu (the Preserver), and Siva (the Destroyer). In
one of India's most ancient Hindu cavetemples -at Elephanta a representation of
this pagan trinity was found having upon it the inscription, "One God, three
forms."
Taoism is one of the many devil-religions of China, and it consists mainly of
a modification of the ancient Chinese
demon-worship of Nimrod, with borrowings from Buddhism, which is another
type of demon-worship. Taoists take
their name from the teachings of a southern Chinese philosopher, Lao-tse. They
have their monks and priests who bewitch them with all manner of superstitions, and cause them to worship and
believe in a "trinity" with Lao-tse holding the second place.
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The Mahayana Buddhists have their er and the child. (See McClintock &
trinity god also, a triple-bodied Buddha Strong, Oyclo"p-(;edia, vol. 10, p. 556.) The
that they call Trikaya. In Japan the very "trinity" symbols they used, and which
same form at rnI'B-e-headed god found in have been found, and which resemble the
the 1Vest is worshiped under tJJC name of symbols used today by Christendom,
San Pao Fuh. All of these forms of the \vere originally"intended to represent the
"trinity"- are not new creations brought reproductive organs of the male.
forth since the birth of Catholicism, but,
Only Sat.an t:Q_e Devil conld be the au~
rather, are of a very ancient origin. Says thor of so repulsive an.d blasphemous a
Hislop, who was a. trinitarian himself: doctrine, his purpose being to deny J e~
"The recognition of a trinity was univeI- hovah God's supremacy by making
sal in all the ancient nations of the two others equal to Him. Little wondel
world.'~ lIeatbendom did not get it from
then,. that) having so firmly saddled this
Christ'endom, but vice versa.
loathsome and hateful doctrine upon the
Tracing the abominable doctrine of the majority of Christendom as well as on
"trinity" back to its origin, and after un- most of heathendom, the Devil does
covering the bare fact8, it is seen that the everything in his power to prevent the
ancient worshipers of the Devil wlu) gave
themselves over to obscene SP-~ or uhallic people from learning that the "trinity'"
worshin were the first to believe m a teaching is a monstrous lie. So for you,
triune ill!d. THose lewd creatures set up the honest reader, thc-re is published in
their "trmity" around the proqy.cer, the this issue on page- tWt'nty-fonT Hle Bible
producing and the produced, and the proof that Christendom's three-headed
deities representing the father, the moth- god is a fake. ,Jesus denies the "trinity"
...,.lo1S
••",~-----u ;0

New World Events of the Year
from Every Corner of the Globe
Old world oppression bas endeavored with malicious venom to stamp
out the true worship of God. But with what success 1

Keep pace with progress by reading the

1948 Yearbook of Jehovah's witnesses
It contains encouraging world reports of Christian activity for the
year just past, and Scripture texts with helpful comments for each
day of the year ahead. Assure yourst:>lf of a copy by sending the
attached coupon, together with a 50c contribution.
~')

117 Adams St,
Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
Enclosed find :-iO(' fot' ] ('opy oI the 1948 Yearbook Of Jehovah's u;iill('.~"(','.
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U. N_ Pollee Force Proper'·
Seeking to break the deadlock
In the U. N. Military Staff CommUtee, the U. S. offered to scale
down Its estimate of the ground
and afr force requirements for
the proposed international pollee
force. The U. S. delegation on
the committee Indicated that It
would agree on the assignment of
fifteen divisions instead of the
twenty originally proposed, at
the same time reducing the proposed number of 3,800 planes to
2,800. No reduction in the naval
equipment waS submitted, the
original proposal for six carriers.
three battleshipS and flfteen
cruisers being adhered to.

'*'

DECEMBER

'*'

World BIU of Rights
The United Nations Commission on Human Rights, meeting
at Geneva, adopted on December 16 a report on a world hill
of ra('ial, religious and political
rights, unpreeedented in history.
The vote was 13-0, with the So·
viet Union, Yugoslavia, White
Russia and the l;kralne slgnlfieantls Ilhstainln·g. Tile Bill of
Rights, as yet only in draft form,
comprises the following:
1. E\'eryone Is entitled to life,
liberty, and equal proteetion under law.
2. Ever~'one has the right to
freedom of information, speech,
and expression; to freedom of
worship, consdence, and belief;
to freedom of assembly and of
association; and to freedom to
petition his government and the
United Nations.
3. No one shall be suhjectf'd to
unreasullablp interference with his
privacy, home, correspondence or
rep\ltatioll. ~o one shall be arbitrarily rlcprhed of his property.
4. Th('fE' shall be lihert~' to
move freely from place to place
within the State, to emigratE:',
amI til se('k asylum from persecution.
5. No one shall be held in slavery or invol\lutary servitll(le. No
one shall be suhJected to torture,
or to cruE:'1 or Inhuman punishment or indignity.
6. No one shall be subjceted to
-arbitrary arrest or detention.
Anyone who Is arrested has the
right to be promptly Informed of
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the charges against him, and to
trial within a reasonable time
or to be released.
7. Everyone, In the determination of his rights and obUgation~,
is ('ntitled to a fall' hearing" before an indE:'pendent and lmpar-'
tla! tribunal and to the aid of
counsel: No. one shall be convicted or punIshed for crime el'cept
after puhlic trial pursuant to law
in effect at the tim{) of the commission of the act charged.
Everyone, regardless of office or
status, Is subject to the rule of
law.
8. Everyone has the right to a
nationality. Everyone has a right
to take an effective part in his
governmf'nt directly or through
his representatives; and to participate In elf'('tions, which shall
be periodic, free and by secret
ballot.
9. Everyone has the right to
a decent living; to work and advam::e his well-beIng; to health,
education and social security.
Them shall be equal opportunity
for all to participate in the economic and cultural life of the
comIllunlty.
10. Everyone, everywhere in
the. world, Is entitled to the human rights and fnndamental
freedoms set forth in this declaration without distinction as to
race, sex, language; or reilglon.
The full exercise of these rights
requires recognition of the rights
of otllers and protectIon by law
of the freedom, general welfare
and security of all.

German Occupation Costs
The United States agreed December 17 to pay practically the
whole eost of British as well as
Ailierican occupation of Western
Germany. In consideration of
this larger financial undertaking,
the U. S. will have a controlllng
voice in the economic arrangements of the two zones. Until
now the two governments bave
contrlhuted equally for the maintenftnee of the civilian governmeut and -toward measures for
preventing disease and unrest
The total cost to the U. S. will
now approximate a billion dollars annually. The British contribution, largely goods and services, wlli total about $87,000,000
annually.
.

'*'

Correspondents Detained
The detention at Ellis Island
of correspondents from Greece
and India. both representing
Communist publtcations, caused
Tryg"e Lie, secretary general of
the 'C". N. to remind the U. S.
government of proviSions of the
V. N. Headquarters Agreement
under which the U. S. grants spedai status to accredited reporters. The correspondents were atlength released, but the U. S.
State Department announced tbat
It woul\l call upon the U. N. to
hold an early conference for conSidering drastic revision of the
V. N. system of nccredltatlon of
alien newspaper correspondents.

'*'
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Teue Trieste
.. Two bombing incldents and
other di8turban~ in TrIeste 1n
late December caused mounting
tensloll In the Free TerrItory.
The d180rders occurred at the
time of the ItaUan-Yugoslav negotiations over the naming of a
candidate for clvman governor
of the region. Twelve persons
were injured. Grenades wel'e
tossed at Communist clubs eat"Uer in the month, but there
were no casualties.

BrltIltla-......'an Trade Pact
.. A five-year Anglo-Soviet trade
agreement covering the exchange
of British machinery tor Russian
grain WIlS signed at Moscow on
December 27, and wtll provide
for Britain more than a haltmUlIon tons of feed grain from
Russia's 1947 barvests.
StaUB EhKlted
.. In elections for the loeal Soviets In the Russian Federal Republic tn late December Premier
StaUll was elected to the MOilcow City Soviet by the unani_
mous vote of the voters in his
dIstrIct, 1,617 in all. He was
elected to the Moscow Regional
Soviet a8 well, as the representative of ten MoSCOW precincts.

BumaDia.'. KIng AbdIcates
.. The abdication of King Michael of Rumania on December 30 mtght have been expected,
though It d~d come as a surprise.
Tbe Incong~tJ of a kIng's reigning in a Communist-dominated
cOuntry was evident to all. As
soon as tae kIng stepped out the
EO v ern men t immediately proclaimed a "People's Republic" and
elected a five-member Presidium
headed by Michael Sadovanu; to
take over executive powers until
a presldent can be elected by a
cOlllltltm~nt assembly. The king,
in a speech. gave his reason for
abdIcation In general terms which
amonnted to just this: Kings and
Communists don't go together.
TOO government made a prochlmatton whIch was addressed to
"workers, farmers, intellectuals,
aoldien, non--commlssloned of!!cera and other c1t1.zenA of Ru-
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manl!!", and which sold the monarchy represented an obstacle in
the path of Rumania's development.

the Constitution and the legal..
end of the monarchy former King
Victor Emmanuel III (age 78)
died in exile.

Greek Muddle
• In Greece guerrillas multi·
plied as the general situation
worsened; and prices rose from
SO to 50 percent whUe relief supplies were allowed to spoil In
warehouses. Meanwhile the _average Greek family subsists on
substandard rations and there Is
strife In the Greek Cabinet,
threatening a disastrous splIt.
The U. S. charge d'atralreB sent
8. memorandum to the premier
warning that such a development
would oblige the U. S. government to take a different attitude
toward Greece. Oll December 24
the straggling guerrillas announced "'.rhe First Provisional
Democratic Government of F.-ee
Greece", bended by genera.l MlIrkos Vafiades. On December 25
(which is not Xmas Lin Greeee)
400 arrests were watte In greater Athens, to counter an alleged
Communist plot to aid the rebel
"government" by a~sslnating
their opposing pOlitical leaders.
The next day government troops
repulsed guerrilla forces ~eeklng
to Ul.ke Konltsa, presumably to
make it the capital of the new
"government". Some 3,500 guerrillas were attacking in another
region, near the Albanian border.
Fighting around Konitsa continued to the end of December.

De Valera's Rule ChaUenged"
.. In Ireland a new Republican
party, Clann Na Poblachta, has
arisen to cballenge the longcontinued rUle of Prime Minister
Eamon de Valera. Under the
leadership of 44-year-old Sean
:MacBride the Republicans have
alre!l.dy gained two seats In the
Dall or Irish Parliament.

italian CoDstitution
.. The Constltutign of the new
Italian Republic was approved
by a vote of 453 to 62 amid
cheers on the part of tbe O:msUtuent Assembly on December 20.
The mODarchy was legally aholIshed, the Constitution coming
into effect as of 12: 01 B..m. January 1, 1948. Italian women now
have equal rights with the men.
The Constitution guarantees freedom of worship, but the RQman
Catholic reifgion alone Is recognized as "official", in harmony
with the Agreements made with
:Mnssolini in 192{}, Which now
form [lart of the Constitution.
SIx days after the adoption of

Argentloe School DictatorshIp
• Steps taken by President Juan
Peron of Argentina to domillate
the universities of Argentina
were condemned by I e a din g
American edncators as they, on
Decemoer 23, called upon the
U. N. Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization to make
an investIglltion. They J:e/XJmmended blacklisting the gradu·
ates of Argentine universities,
and Britain, France and the U. S.
were nrged to ban Argentine students from their schoolS as long
as tlle policy of subjecting Argentine universities to dictatorship continued.
Deatb In Pakistan Camps
.. About 5,000 of Ute MO$Iem.
,refugl'!es detalnet:I in campI! In
the westero Punjab have died of
exposure so far. The camps are
maintained by the Dominion of
Pakistan for temporarily taking
care of these victims of reIlgtous
Intolerance.
Chinese Struggle

.. In mid-December General A.
C. Wedemeyer urged the U. S.
Senate Appropriations Committee to extend all possible aId, including military suppUes, to the
government of President Chiang
Kat-shek. In China itself the
Communists increased their offensive, bringing two-thirill; of
the Honan region under their
domination. An attacll: upon Muk·
den from all sides threatened
that important City. On December 25 tbe government proclaimed the new Constitution as
being in force from that d~. It
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Is e~ted that a new government along the lines of the Constitution will come Into power in
AprIl or May. Meanwhile Communist lighting ioe-l'Cased, partle-ularly In subzero Mane-hurla.
Mukden, bloe-kaded by Communists, eXperienced extreme winter
hardship. All dispatches from the
city were placed under ridd censorship hy Chiang Kai-shek.
ERP Aid Urgent
• The president on December 19
asked the e. S. Congress in a

lengthy message to authorize the
1948-51 European Rerovery Program, which was estimated to
eost $17,000,000,000. He urged
that $1.1,800,000,000 be appropri-:,
ated for the next fifteen months.
Indicating that the .peoples of
Europe might be driven to surrender their rlghtg to totalitarian rule, he said: "It might well
compel us to modify our own eronomic system and to forego, for
the sake of our security, the enjoyment of manY of our freedoms
and privileges."
Winter Rellet

• 'J.'he U. S. House of Rflpresentatives on Decemher 16 received
from its Appropriations Com·
mittee a bill which sought to
cut $88,000,000 from the $.")\}7,000,000 for aid to }j'rance, Italy,
Austria and China, autborlzed hy
Congress the day before. The
House passed a hill I1mitlng to
$;'i09,OOO,OOO the aid for the three
Europf.>an countrie:s, omitting further reference to China. After
conference with the Senate the
bill tlnally provided $522,ooa,OO()
for the three European nathms
and an additional $18,000,000
for China, the latter amount to
be takf.>n from the unappropriated balance of the UNRRA. It
was signed by the president on
December 23.
U,

s, Wtthdra\\'s from

Panama. Ba8es
.. The U. S. government on De·
cember 23 announf'ed that It was
evacuating all of the military
bases outsidn of the Canal Zone
that it harl been oc('upying in the
Republic of Panama by special
J..ANU.ARY 22, 1948

arrangement. The announceznen
came In response b" the PaJUlma
nlan Assembly's v<,te to l'tJject
arrangements for continUing U. S.
o('('upancy of these bases, a vote
largely influenced by. popular demand.
WaiJace Presidential Candidate
• Backed by tile Progressive

CItizens of Amertca organization
and other groups, Henry A. Wallace, Whose Ideas of foreign polIcy ran counter to those of the
U. S. Dejlartwent of State, and
still do, annoullced December 30
that he would be a candidate for
the U. S. presidency In 1948 on
a third-party ticket.
U. S, Inftatlon Control

• Afmlg . -mth interim aid for
three European CQuntries and
China, Congress In'its extra sessIon considered the threat or Inflation at home. The debate on
the subject provoked much conflict over high prices, but the
final outcome was a bill which
provided (1) the amendment of
antHrust laws to permit voluntary agreements by Industry as
regards the distribution of scarce
materials, subject to presidential
Rpproval; (2) el::tenSioll of control of e:xport and transportation
to February 28, 1949; (3) presidential power to limit use of
grain for making liquor until
February 1; (4) a milllon·dOUar
program for enCQuraglng food
conSetvation at home, and Increasf!d productlpn abroad. When
the bill was Sjlnt to tbe White
House for the IWesidf.'Ilt's signe.ture. It mysteriously disappeared.
A duplicate copy was sent for
the signature, which was affl.xed
on December 30.

vah's witnesses, wbo had claimed
exemption from all tralnfng and
servIce as minl13!Jera-tully 001jlBecrated to serve God. They receive
no salary (or such service.. Generally (like Paul did at times)
they support themselves by sectIlar work. No pa.rdo~ were I."e<'omIlll!nlled fOf t!.ot!€ Who am...tJ.et
earn thatt~Jiving from their mlni$try. Also many full·time ministers of .Tehovah's witnesses,
known
as pioneers, were denied
c
pardon. Since not all stIch tulltime and part-time ministers
wel'E! pardoneQ, It Is obvious that
. many w:ere dlllcrlminDted alalnat.
Tra,qaonlc Plane
• In the magazine AViation
Week, issue l"eleased Decem·
ber 22, it· was affirmed that the
BI'!II XS-l (Experimental Supersonic), a rocket plane, has flown
faswr tha.n the speed of sound
a number of times, at an altitude of more than 35,000 feet,
where the speed of soood II!!
660 mph. The .e:xperiments were
carried out by the U. S. Air 'Force
and the National AdViSOry Committee for Aeronautics, 'but offiCial confirmation of the supersonic speeds was- lacking. Non~
of the pl1vts erperlenood. any nll"

due difficulties in making the test
flights.
Discovery of Food Synthesis
.. An important announcement
was made at the Annual Meet·
ing of the American Assoclatlon
for the Advancement of SCience,
to the effect that the secret con·
t:emlllg the

{Jrocet/S

that tri8.kes

possible the prodnctlon of food.
from Inorganic matter had been
breached, A discovery had been
made that the substance Which
enables plants to synthesize ediNo Amnesty for
hIe products out of carbon dIox·
Jehovah's wltnel!!sel!!' Ide Ilnd water Is chlorophyll, the
green coloring tnatter in plants..
• A full pardon, restoting all
politieal and civJI rights, was As yet only a clue of the process
ls Known, but the discovery of
graotM by President Trume.n tv
the key substance may, It Is beonly 1,528 men of the 15,000 (Inlieved,
open up the way to procluding 4,500 of Jehovah's witduction of synthetic foods. But
nesses) who were convicted of
violating the Selective Service mankind will doubtless prefer
nature's method to man's elTorts
(Draft). Act.' Some, but not all,
of those pardoned were .Teho- at CQpylnJt ft.
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"1f1'or witl1 tl1rr i!i'tl1r fountain of lifr:
in tIm ligqt sqall wp spp ligqt."
-Vsulm 36:9

Life issues from the wellsprings of Jehovah God. From this fountain of life, through
the pages of the Bible, waters of truth flow
forth to enlighten the eyes of men of goodwill. A study of God's Word is therefore
essential to those who would see light and
gain life thereby.

AN OUTSTANDING ADVOCATE
of such indispensable study of the Bible is The Watchtower, a publication which for Over sixty years has faithfully reflected tbe ligbt of the
Scriptures. You will find it to be of great assistance to you, for, as a
Bible study aid, The Watchtower is unsurpassed.
A year's subscription :1'01' this semimonthly magazine is only $1.00. By sending your subscription and the coupon below before April 30, 1948, you may
receive a free packet of eight booklets, among which is the recently released
32-page booklet, 7'he Joy of All the People. Increase your joy and understanding by sElnding in your subscription today.

WATCHTOWER

o

117 Adams St.

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

Enr:JoSi'd flnd $1.00 for a one-year subscl."iptlou for Tne Watchtower
and the gift premium of eight llooklets. (Ef'I'ective until April 30, 1948)
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RELIGION CHOOSES CAESAR!
Christendom's clergy caught in the same snare
that took the Pharisees in Jesus' day
•

Politicians See Red
The witch-hunt rages as they arbitrarily
divide the world into two camps
•

Shanghai, a City of Contrasts
A traveler's impressions of China's capital
•

Curious Funeral Customs
Objectionable ones arise from false doctrine
of immortality
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I"N'ow it is high time to awake!!...Romans /3://
Brooklyn, N. V., F.bruary 8, 1948

Volume XXIX

RELIGION CHOOSES CAESAR!
IX thousand years ago Jehovah God
declared a divine principle. Sixteen
centuries later Noah preached it. Four
centuries after Noah, Abraham lived it.
Another four centuries pass, and Moses
was telling it in Egypt. More centuries
roll by but the principle lives on. In the
eighth century before Christ Isaiah
preached it. In the seventh century be·
fore Christ Jeremiah voiced it. All the
faithful men before Christ preached it
and lived it. And true Christians since
Christ have clung to it, JJecause Christ on
.earth both pre!;lched it and practiced it.
Christ Jesus followed it when tempted
in the wilderness by Satan, when the
people sought to crown Him king, when
He preached to His disciples, ¥,;hen .He
denounced the scribes and Pharisees,
and when He was haled before world
rulers. What was this divine principleT
When before Pontius Pilate, charged
with sedition, with His human life hang.
ing in the balance, Christ Jesus caught
up this principle stated by God in Eden
and repeated by all the prophets down
to His day and He put it in a nutshell
when He proclaimed to the world ruler
before Him: "Mu kinadom is not of this
world!" (John 18:36) For persons de·
votea to Jehovah God the divine prin·
ciple to follow was and still is, Separateness from this old world.
'.i'nIS separateness was shown by
Christ when He was on earth. After His
anointing as King of Jehovah's new
world to come, J esns retired for a time
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to a wilderness retreat. Satan sought to
entice Him into league with this world:
"The devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, and sheweth him all
the Kingdoms of the world, and the glory
of them; and saith unto him, All these
things will I give thee." "Get thee hence.
Satan I" came Jesus' quiCk HlJecuon or
a role in world politics. In an instructive
prayer in the presence of disciples Jesus
said: "I am not of the world." To the
contentIOlls reugiOus .t'harlsees Jesus
said: ''Ye are of this world: 1 am not of
this worIn. l:!<ven a popUlar dernocra11c
drafLto force Him into politics did not
flatter J esns into abandoning the prin.
ciple of separateness: "A great multitude followed him, ... When Jesus
therefore perceived that they would
come and take him by force, to make him
a king, he departed again into a mountain himself alone."-Matthew 4: 8-10;
John 17: 14,16;8: 23;6: 2,15.
ChOOBing Cae8ar in Je8u8' Day

And how did the religious clergy of
Jesus' day, the scribes and Pharisees,
stand on this issue of separateness' Was
Jesus right when He told them, "Ye ax:e
of this world'" The clergy noted His influence, that the common people heard
Him g~adly, and they !ainented that "the
world IS gone after hIm". Amon~ themselves they reasoned: "If we let hllD thus
alone, all men will believe on him: and
the Romans shall come and take awa"
both our place and nation." So they d~3

cided it was expedient that this one man the 'preachers and priests that accept
die to save thei\" prominent places and ChrIst in.one breath blowout the next
their natioo under Caesar. (John hundred in windy political babble. In11: 48., 50) They artfully roused the rab- deed, religious organizations of Chrisble elements against Christ, lied about iendondnstruct their clergy to ignore. the
Him, accused Him of blasphemy and se- divine principle of separateness from
dition; and f'.nnn thpv hflcl thp ficklp. mob this world, urging them to plunge into
...lJlTTltyrlnll' fn!' Hi,; blood.
politics. Typical are the following.
But their national law did not permit
Recently th'e Congregational Christian·
them to put a man to death, so they Churches "called on the churches' 4,000
turned to Caesar for help, to u,;P. the miniR.ters to take the church into politics,
~tSl.tP. fl,'; their "church sword". Ana to gel;
nrMH',h nolitim, from the nulnit". Later.
that "sworn" "CO umweatne and impale thi~org8.mZ8tion stooped to greater J:l.illiJesus they trumped up this false charge: ness: "Our fathers assumed that the
"We found this fellow perverting the na- kingdom of God would come in spite of
tion and forbidding to give tribute to the ·state; we should make it possIble for
Cres~r saying that he himself is Christ th p kin.Q'rlom T,O CDrnp wrow;m Ule :,nate.
a King." But Pilate found Him innoMnt TheIr tathers were ngm; the sons nave
of sedition. (Luke 23: 2, 14) Yet when abandoned Bible truth.
Pilate sought. to. release innoce,nt Jesus
Not long ago the betitled ''Lor~ Bishop
his own patrrotIsm ,vas quesboned by of London", named -Wand, sImpered:
the irate religionists: "If thou let this 'Clergymen must take an interest in
man go, thou art not Cresar's friend: ' politics . . . so that they can bring
whosoever maketh himself a king speak- Christian influence t.o hear. It is the duty
eth against Cresar." But t~e Jewish re- of the clergy to expedite the coming of
ligionists were only adoptmg a pose of the kingdom of God, and to mediate the
patriotism; for they chose to have re- friendship of God to man. This means
leased Barabbas, guilty of robbery and tnflt min;,;t,pr,; mu,;t ,;trivp TO Imnrove
murder and sedition, in the stead of in-' conflltJOl1';. ~o mat tlns wona \Vlll De.
nocent Jesus. Their concern over punish- ~ornp. a -llTtlfl morfl lIRe -we KIng-nom 01
ing seditionists was a sham; they had a heaven.': What presumptuous arrogancy,
religious axe to grind and were using the for clergy- to pose as mediators between
state to grind it. The religionists of .T e- God and man, when thai is .Jesus' office 1
<:m:.' clflV rp,ipC'Jp,rl hoth lioa ana llOrI8UHl That is exceeded only by their gall in
th.:l1r Inno- $Inn pho;,p, t.nfl !i,oman emDIre. thinking they can make this world like
When Pilate cried out to them concern- the kingdom' of heaven. God's principl€
ing Jesus, "Behold your King!" they of separateness of the Kingdom and thi~
stormed back: "Away with him, alvay world stands true, and the bishop is
with him, crucifv him . . . . We have no falsifying.
'
kin(J hut Ca:sar l'--_.J ohn 19: 1~-15.
But for unsurpassed devilishness note
the following As~ociated Press dispatcb
Clergy Now Choose "Caesar"
from Vatican City, the pope·speaking:
IICan the Ethiopian change his skin, 'The Catholic Church will never permi1
or the leopard his spots 1 then may ye herself to be shut within the four wall~
also do good, that are accustomed t.o do of the temple . . . . The scnaration of
evil, -says J ellOvah God t.u wjeked Teli- thp "})JJr,,h ann HlP \vorlrt . . . IS can.
2'iODlstS. (Jeremiah 13: 23) The polibcal tr~lrV to thP l;nr18TJan luea." Chhst Je.
clergy have not changed during the past sus satd trle cnur<;h ana me world should
nineteen centuries, so far as choosing be separate. T}le fake '2cegerent at the
Caesar or the state is concerned. Even Vatican says they should not be sepa·
AWAKEJ

rate. Christ and the pope cannot both be
right; and Christ is not the one who has
lied! The heads of popedom do not stop
at deals with small-fry politicians or bigtime dictators, but would deal with the
chief politician himself, Satan. PODe
Pius XI in a press interview said: , The
'fieacr or tne\.;athollC Churcfi would consider it his duty to deal with the Devil
himself ... if reasonabl'e grounns exIsted to support the hope that such dealings would protect or advance the in~
terests of religion among mankind.'" rhe
popes greet Datan and hIS PblnlCRI d.eals
IVlth ODen arms; ChrIst Jesus- spurned
hIS pOlitIcal advances with the rebuke:
'Get thee hence, Satan I"
Rejecting the Kingdom
for a Political Makeshift

FawJlingly and obsequiously the clergy
curry favor with tht politicians by supportmg the schemes of the rulers. They
pray for the political makeshifts, bless
them, misapply Bible texts to them, all
to swing me people mto lIne. WIt'll glib
irresponsibility the clerics brush aside
as visionary the kingdom of Christ and
misapply the Bible_promises concerning
it to political creations. Did they not do
this relative to the defunct League of
Nations? The Federal Council of Churches of Christ In AmerIca satd years ago:
l"1'he League of NatiOlus 1~ ruowu m we
gospel"·j 'the supreme hope for the future is III the League of Nations"; the
League is ".the political expression of
God's kingd(lm on earth". Of the League
anothp.r t)re-anization drooled l "In a world
as" uiO'K as thl~, wny b1GW 'out the only
light?" Jesus said, "I aTJI the lie-ht of thl"!
world." But the pOlitlcal Clergy blew mat
hght out of their lives and hovered over
the League like moths over a flickering
flame, till it was quenched in the bloodbath of W orId War II.
Now they are asininely courting anew
their resurrected lover, this time unrealistically pet-named United Nations. One
Protestant preacAer said at the time the
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United Nations was formed that the following prophecy of the psalmist was
then fulfilled: "Say among the nations
that the Lord' relgneth." 'lut'l Cemral
Conference or .dlIlencan RabbIS came
Out III support of the United Nations
because of "the ultimate establishment
of the king-l'lom or Had fuat we -"See
in It . 'l'ne ~Crlp'LUreS state concermns
tihrist"that there is no other name under
heaven given among men whereby they
can be saved; but the American Unitarian Association sold out ChrIst for
"Caesar" When It recently said' Christianity must abandon its claim to monopoly of the way to salvation..•.
Christianity should recognize the United
NatIons as a force which also has a role
ot salvatIOn,>' jl'ederal Conup-il ~mnkp,R
m~_n NQlde dec1f1.r~a:·"'l'he hope of man-,
Kmd'l& now fixed on the United Nations.,,1
When the United Nations' permanent
site, in New York city, was consecrated
Cardinal Spellman piously dubbed it a
tI~emple Qf Deace", and .Mayor O'Dwyer
blUbbered that the plot of land was ''hallowed ground".
.
The clergy of Christendom have thus
proved themselves seditious against J ehovah God. These modern Judases have
turned their back on Christ's kingdom
and face the state to laud and salute it,
to pledge their allegiance to it, and vainly seek to cover up their treason by
painting the political state as being
Christ's kingdom on earfh. They try to
drag God and Christ into politics to
make their own entry seem righteous.
-But Jehovah God stands by His principle of separateness from this world;
and as for Christ Jesus, He would not
let Satan ensnare Him into world politics centuries ago and He will not enter
now to. please Satan's ministers and
transform them into ministers of Christ
and righteousness.
To sum up in a specific example the
clergy's transfer of Bible promises from
Christ and His kingdom to political
makeshifts, note their antics relative to
5
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the League of Nations and United N.ations. They said the League was the political expression of Christ's kingdom;
Christ said His kingdom was· no part of
this political world. They did not object
when the League of Nations, Inc., spoke
of the League as the lone light that should
not be blown out; Christ said He was the
light of the world. They have said both
the League and the U. N. were the only
hope of the world; the Bible says that in
Christ's name should the nations hope.
They give the U. N.. a role of salvation;
the Bible speaks· of Jesus as the only
savior. Religious leaders have said the
U. N. would fulfill the prophecies that
'swords would be beaten into plowshares
and nations would not' learn war any
more', but those prophecies belong to
Christ's kingdom. Like robbers the
clergy have stripped Christ's kingdom of
the Bible promises concerning it and
lavish them upon their political conglomerations. They revel and reel and stagger like drunken men in their orgy of
Scripture-wresting that will lead to their
. own destruction.
In Closer Embrace with "Caesar"
All this they callously do to slake the
unquenchable thirst of their 'overweening ambition. Like the Jewish Pharisees
and scribes of Jesus' day, modern priests
and preachers of Christendom's cults
and sects fear the loss of their exalted
place in the nation~ if they cling uncompromisingly to Christ. So they curry
favor with the filthy, mud-slinging politicians by trying to give their regimes a
form of godliness. Also, they would
worm their way into the political creations to fu.rther secure their place in this
evil world. Specially pandering to President Truman in his audience, a Baptist
"reverend" last November 27 said: "God
is still in His heaven, and one day,
through us and our co-operation, He
shall make all things right with the
world." Though it will cruelly shock and
injure the "reverend's" ego, God will
manage to do it without aid or co-opera6

tion from him or his clerical and political
cronies. This "indispensable" one also
prayed for the success of the Foreign
Ministers' Conference in London and for
the success of the United Nations,
"where the future of the world is in the
balance." God did not bother to hear
him. The London conference has flopped,
and the U. N. is flopping daily.
Yet the clergy persist in flopping with
it. The World Council of Christians and
Jews has applied for affiliation with
UNESCO of United Nations. The growing World Council of Churches is also
"making eyes" at U. N. On October 28,
1947, Pope Pius XII "called upon the
world today to keep faith in the young
United Nations even though the latter's
motives seemed to be 'a voice crying in
the wilderness'''. Actually, U. N. is a part
of the wilderness. Eight days earlier it
was announced, "The Holy See believes it
would be a good idea if a spokesman for
. Christian churches would receive a sort
of honorary non-voting membership in
the United Nations." Buffalo Courier.Express, October 21, 1947.
,

End Justifies the Means
Religion rejects the divine principle of
separateness from this world and trots
out another to take its place: The end
justifies the means. The clergy justify
their entry into politics by claiming that
in the end they will bring in moral law.
But morality and integrity are drowned
out as wave after wave of juvenile· and
adult delinquency sweeps over the earth
again and again. The' end, moral law, is
not realized.
Then, they say their entry will bring
God into government. It has not brought
God into the governm·ents of Christendom. It is out of Christendom that two
world wars have erupted, and not
heathendom. Clergy blessings have
never brought good. See how the Roman
Catholic Hierarchy blessed the Nazis
and Fascists during their heyday; but
despite temporary successes God was
A WAKE/

·not brought into those Cllctatorsrups. He~
ligiori's support did not give them God.
The results argue that she gave them the
Devil. Nat that they did not already have
the god of this wo'rld, but religion gave
them a double dose of him and they be~
came twofold more the child of hell than
before conversion, as Jesus foretold.
C~Iatthew 23: 15) Religion's blessing of
the LealZue of Nations did not bring God
into it. The blessing turned into a curse,
and the League faUw. N()w detw:m t~li~
gian blesses the United Nations. Poor
United Nations! :No wonder it is being
laughed at, and considered only a glorified debating society-and since bad-hoy
Vishinsky's vituperative outburst it has

lost the glory aspect. It is just a- Bounding board for national ideologies. With
hands tied by the veto, it does nothing
but babble, babble, babble, like Tennyson's brook. Some say it would be better
if its hands were tied less and it, were
more tongue+tied.'Alas, "it is an ill wind
that blows nobody any good"; and religion in politics is an ilLwind!
'
But Christendom'.s J'elhdons.. blow on,
and claIm that their entry into politics
will '1!:lve a SDlrltual tIe tor world umtv.
'l'helr gusty woras OnlY cause aIVlSlon.
Has not the thrusting of greedy papal
paws into the public tax funds to grab
money to finance Catholic schools caused
sharp division in the United States? Has
not the chummy hobnobbing of Truman
and the pope widened differences both in
the United StateB and in the EaJ,:;t-W ~'St
world crisis f Of the exchange of letters
between Truman and the pope, last Aug1lst, the New York Times said ('Satisfaction is felt in Catholic circles oyer
IVhat is frankly stated to be, in the last
9.nalysis, an anti-communist crusade."~
The pope spreads the old oil on demo~ratic leaders, and his oily words and
~hining phrases do much to furbish up
the sword of democracies as a "sword of
the church". Like simpletons the flat~ered politicians trot like lackeys to and
from the Vatican. In his letter to the
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popEl on building world peaee Truman
sermonized: "Except the LORD build the
house, they labour In vain that build it."
(Psalm 127: 1) Obviously, Truman
thought that by getting the pope with
him as a builder he was getting the Lord
1Il as a builder also. What a sad, sad ease
of mistaken identity! Vain builders!

Watttme Snaps the Spiritual Ties
Beligion claims to tie together spirituall'y pl?loples hom al~ nations, and thus
overcome national barriers. But with
war comes the test. Will spiritual ties
hold fasU or will national bonds win out
in the tug of war for allegiance' Which
ties snap in the tensions of wartime' It
is the spiritual ties that break as Catholic kills Catholic. Protestant kills Protesta.n" and Jew kills Jew, with the national ties holding strong in bloody
bonds. It is spiritual forces that split up
to enable all persons to side with their
respective nations, and not a split of na·
tional forces to make a solid spiritual
fr,ont. Religion's vaunted spiritual ties
are weaklings that melt like wax in the
heat of war, and spiritual brethren
slaughter one another as their allegiance
goes first to national bonds.
And the churches bless these wars that
usher in killing within their own denomination. How on earth can they do so,
The same old pretext: The end justifies
the means. In World ¥lar I the .R:ood end
that justified the WIcked means of war
"that nung spIrItual brethren at each other's throat was, "war to make the world
safe for democracv" ana ..tne war to ena
w.ar". ::)0 the clergy blesseu me unllOlY
IIltJlt,nS, but the good end that was to
justify them never came. Instead, it
ushered in an era of totalitarianism and
set the stage for a war four times as destructive, World War II. And when it
came, the clergy were primed for an·
other whirl on the merry-go. round of
war. This time they hopped on war's
bandwa.gon an.d l',t\.id, 'Th\1i:', Qn~ i'B IJ.~
because its J!:ood end is to save the world
7

frnm.the dictators.' Typical was the Bap- never reached, the dirty means remain
tISt resolutIOn passed during the war: unjustified. This should cause no sur"God has a stake in this war. . . . While )rise, when we probe back to the origin
war. itself is unholy, liberty and justice of this slogan. Let us see where the
and brotherhood are most holy." .Jut the clergy get this principle by which they
.good ends for which World War II was justify their breaking of God's law confought are not'in sight, not even around cerning His ministers' not meddling in
the proverbial but elusive corner. On the this world's politics.
contrary, the clergy and politicians and
It is true that the Jesuits fonow it,
other selfish interests are priming the but it did not originate with those so
guns for World War III. But this time saturated with wickedness. Go back
it is a simply won-n-n-der-fu.z end that farther. The Pharisees used it when they
justifies it: to 'save the world from athe- stooped to the unholy llleans of murder
istic Communism'. A 'glorious crusade', to rid themselves of their Exposer,
no less!
Christ Jesus. It was expedient that this
Sad to say, there is no end to the good one man die that the good end of saving
ends the clergy concoct to justify un- their nation under Caesar might be
holy war: One war sets the stage for the gained, they reasoned. But go hack farnext. War follows war. Round and round .ther still. Go all the way back to Satan
the vicious circle goes. One nation ~rmS', in the garden of Eden. He justified to
others do. One expands, others do. One Eve the evil of disobedience by holding
builds spheres of influence, others do. forth a glorious end. By means of disoOne calls names, others explode into re- bedience Eve would not die as God had
taliatory name-calling. Hate breeds hate, said, but would be immortal and be as a
and soon each is following in the wicked goddess. (Genesis 3: 2-5) Thus Satan
footsteps of the others, trying to out- reasoned to her, justified the evil means
strip each other in evil-doing, striving to of disobedience by the supposed happy
repay evil with greater evil, as each end that awaited her. But the results of
makes itself in the evil image 9f the oth- following Satan's slogan that the end
er. Thus Satan ensnares the world, and justifies the means brought evil from its
catches it in this demonic whirlpool of first application onward.
rendering evil for evil, evil for evil, evil
Th.e principle cannot work, because
for evil. Round and round the devilish Christ Jesus said it could not! Did He
maelstrom spins with increasing velocity not say that a good tre~ brings forth
till the world becomes dizzy. And cer- good fruit, and an evil tree brings forth
tainly Christ's kingdom is no part of a evil fruit; that an evil tree could not
dizzy world! The clergy may try to make bring forth good fruity Neither can evil
it so, but tileir end will be with this pres- means bring forth a good end. The means
ent evil world, which will be drawn ever determine the end.' Good means, good
closer to the vortex of the swirling mass, end; evil means, evil end. (.Matthew
and finally drawn under to destruction. 7: 16-20) The principle cannot work to
justify the clergy's entry into politics,
Whence the Slogan to Justify
·for still another reason, namely, that
Political Meddling? worldly meddling by those serving God'
All this endless evil the clergy justify is expressly forbidden by God's Word.
with their slogan about the end's justify- Therein Jehovah warns those who would
ing the means. Always the world stoops please Him: 'Christ is not of this worL:.,
to the dirty means, never does it reach His kingdom is' not of this world; pray"
up to the happy end. And because the not for this world; I have chosen you
good end that is to justify the means is Christians out of this world j love not the.

.
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world, neither the things in the world;
be not conformed to this world, but set
your' affections on things above; Satan
is the prince of this world, the god of this
world, and the whole world lieth in that
evil one; finally, whosoever is a friend
of the world is an enemy of God:-See
John 17:9,14,16; 18:36; 14:30; 15:18,
19; Romans 12: 2 j Colossians 3: 2; 2 Corinthians 4:4; 1 John 2:15-17; 5:19,
American Standard Version; Jame8 t!:: t!:.
That is plain talk. There can be no
mistaking its meaning. True Christians
delight to heed it, because only by so dlling can they escape the destructive maelstrom of this world and gain life in Jehovah's new world of righteousness. Then
life will really be worth living. Then
the King Christ Jesus will judge the
poor, save the needy, break in pieces the
oppressor. The righteous will flourish as
long as the moon endureth, and His dominion will be from sea to sea, and from
the river unto the ends of the earth.
Swords will be beaten into plowshares,
spears into pruning-hooks, nation shall
not lift up sword against nation, neit,her
shall they learn war any more. The wolf
shall dwell with the lamb, the leopard
shall lie down with the kid, the calf and
the young lion toget.her, and a little child
will lead them. They shall not hurt nor
destroy in all Jehovah's holy mount.ain,
for the 'knowledge of the Lord sllan cover the earth as the waters cover the sea..
T1len the meek will inherit the earth"and
delight themselves in the abundance of
peace, and dwell in the land forever.
There will be no more sorrow or sighing, sickness or crying. Pain and even
death will vanish as God wipes -away the
tears from all faces.-Psalms 37: 11, 29;
72: 1,4, 7,8; Isaiah 11: 6-9; 33: 24; Micah
4: 1-4 j Revelation 21: 1-5.
'Wise worldlings in their conceit will
retort that all this Bible talk is visionary, is a fairy tale, is like living in a
fool's paradise, without showing an-y
practicalness and hard-headedness for
this realist.ic old world. But we ask,
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Where have all their practical plans and
realistic talk and hard-headedness gotten mankind in past centuries and in this
present generation, except a deeper sinking into the mire' Actually, the Bible
talk is too straight for this crooked and
perverse generation, including its clergy
of Christendom, to take.
Talk Too Straight for the Clergy

to Take

Also too straight for the hypocritical
clergymen of Christendom to take is the
following talk that true Christians might
well address to them: You hD,ve abandoned the Bible principle of Christian
separateness from this present evil
world, and tied onto Satan's princillies.
You have, like Esau, sold your bIrthright in the Kingdom for a bowl of pottage to eat with this world. Like the wayward Jews in Samuel's day, you crave a
human political king over you and reject
God's King Cht"ist Jesus_ L"ikoc (he Pharisees, you have chosen "Caesar", or the
'political state, as your king. You label
the United Nations as vour light. vour
hope, your saVIOr, your kmgdom. You
woo It and WIsh your relIgIOus organizations could worm their way into matrimony with it, and no longer even bother
to claim to be the virgin bride of Christ.
You refuse to enter the Kingdom yourseIyeS, and llmdef OUiers who would .eftter . .tlllndly you;lead the himd, WIth the
ditch of destruction yawning ahead to
catch you both. Appearing outwardly
clean unto men, inwardly your organizations are full of dead men's bones, the
bones of the dead ,from th~ wars you
have blessed and of the dead you have
otherwise misled into opposition against
God.
Your worship has become formalism.
You mumble "Lord, Lord" vlith your
mouth, but your heart is far removed.
Yom- lips babble tradition mechanically,
and doctrine ceremoniously. Because you
have swit~hed"'y()u:r alkgiance -frOID God
to this world you are befuddled, you are
bewildered, you are fooled, you are blind,
9

you are witless, and by your pen-erse
backsliding you have turned your reli·
gion into a mockery, a hollow, empty,
death.de'sling mockery. Flare up at thIS
if you will, and snap back that Jehovah's
witnesses aTe crackpots and liars in say.
ing these things. But it is Dot Jehovah's
witnesses who tell you that your religion
has\ degenerated into a colossal fraud
and mockery. No man tells_ you, not even
the nasty old "Commies". Neither is the
informant the demons, nOr the Devil. It
is Jehovah God who brands your religion a mockery. Take it from Him, at
Isaiah 29: 13-16, Moffatt translation:
Since this people draw near me with their
mouth, says the Eternal, honouring me with
their lips, while their hearts are far remote;
since their religion is a mQcke#'y, a mere tradition learned by rote; I will now deal with
them to their amazement, bewildering, surprising them, till their wise men lose their
wits, and their clever men are fooled. Woe to
the men who hide their plan$- from the Eter-

,

"J1Il, working in the dark, and thinking, No.
one sees or knows! Perverse creatures that
you are I

.

The Christian'S Choice
Since God says this, Christians believe
it. 'Let God be true, though it make all
men liars.' (Romans 3: 4) :rrue Christians will shun the muddy wallow of hoggish politicians. "When Satan seeks to entice them into that snare, God's servants
will hurl Jesus' words in his face: "Get
thee hence, Satan!" And they might even
Md, "Go to the clergy of Christendom,
who have offered to deal with you for religious' advantage!" Until this present
evil world passes, Christians' will keep
in mind and heart the words Jesus said
to Pilate nineteen centuries ago, and
which still ring clear and true to this distant day, "My kingdom is not of this
world." LAt. Tf~liU'ion ~hOO"fl "C;R.fl>:lfl,1""
Christians _chOOSe Goa and (~h.J"isf:
--J oshua ~4: 10.

T"" Breeds of 'Polish Dogs
OW "Conditions in Poland are not the same as they were before the war.••. Rome [meaning the Roman Catholic' religion] is held in great subjeetion, and is not permitted to take
advantage of the credulous' people, hut in spite of everythmg jthe Polish nation is very religIOUS and obedient to ,Rome. The religion of Jehovah's witnesses is spreading rapidly over
here. For instance, the following experience has taken place: It so happened that those who
profess Jehovah came and began to preach' the gospel, trying to mduce the people to (love'
their neighbor; this occurred in Dobrzyn on the river Vartn. Imagine what took place---the
Bavage-like mob, at the instigation of the priests, fell upon these witnesses with clubs and with
stones. Thereupon the villagers started to beat them up and stone them and sick the dogs on
them (reverting to practices of the Middle Ages). The dogs in obedienee to their inhuman
masters moved towards the bloodstained witnesses lying on. the ground, but the dogs demon~
strated more kindness than the mob, in not attacking; the dogs turned away from them, ig_
noring the repeated orders' to turn on the witnesees. Afte.r the mob had filled its vicious
appetite they left those bleeding witnesses lying on the ground. One of the dogs, a large
wolf-like animal, but, no doubt, a very wise and faithful dog, refused to go with his wicked
master, but instead circled around and returned to those who had been beaten up, joined
them and departed later with these witnesses. 1 was an eyewitness of this entire affair. The
people constantly devour themselves instelld of lOving one another. [Signed] S. Cholewinski,
[city of] Makowo, Oetober 20, 1947." (Translated from Amet"yka Echo, Polish weekly of
Toledo, Ohio, December 7, 1947.) It is easy to see from this that the four-footed Polish
dogs are a mueh better breed, having far more intelligence, than the two-legged ones that
wear their white collars backwards. "Beware of [these latter]. dogs," warns the apostle Paul.
They are "greedy dogs which can never have enough" .-Ph,ilippians 3: 2; Isaiah 56: 10,11
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Comets and Milky Ways
IN ANCIENT times comets
caused great excitement, for
they were viewed as ill omens
of approaching disasters.
educated people today. are no
'?'1g'" bound by such superstitions, yet
these strange and little-known visitors
to our Milky Way galaxy, when they put
in their appearance, have no diffi~ulty in
seizing and holding man's attention and
interest. This was demonstrated when
M. J. Bester of South Africa first an·
noimced last September that he had
spotted a comet, the fourteenth new one
of the year. A couple ofm9uths later people in Australia and New Zealand cau/?ht
up with this "great comet of 1947", WhICh
is much brighter than Halley's famous
comet of 1909-1910. After cha'rting its
course across the southern skies it was
announced that on December 2 it whizzed
past our sun at 90 miles a sec<?nd, missing it by a mere 10,000,000 mIles. (But
comets should not be so careless in flirting with our sun, for in some CRses they
have been split in two because of coming too close to the sun.) The tail that it
dragged after it appeared in the heavens
to be five times the diameter of the moon,
and wa,S estimated to be between ten
million and seventy-five million miles
long. Slowing down to a speed of 30
miles a second, it was predicted, the public in the Northern Hemisphere would
get a glimpse of the comet; but this view
was abandoned as the comet faded fast.
Comets are strange celestial bodies,
comparatively small in mass yet enormous in dimeI).sions. Halley's comet was
estimated to weigh but 30 million tons,
which means that the earth weighs 220
trillion times as much, yet that comet expanded to a diameter of 220,000 miles
(the earth's diameter is only 7,900
miles). The brilliant tail on a comet is
the next thing to a vacuum. Some calculate that the tail of Halley's comet
weighed only 1/4000000000000000000000
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(one four-sextillionth) as much as a similar mass of air! Comets travel in
various-shaped orbits. Many return
every four to seven years; others take
longer. Halley's makes its round trip
every 76 years; Swift's (1862) takes 119
years; others take over a thousand years,
and some will take even twenty thousand years before they again 'come into
view of men of good-will that live in the
coming New World of righteousness under Theocratic rule.
Stretch your imagination to its limit
and you will still find it impossible to
comprehend how exceedingly large our
universe really is. The jet plane holding
the official record traveled at the speed of
650 miles per hour. If the pilot had kept
up that speed for 12 days he would have
gone a liftle over 186,300 miles, the
tance that a ray of light covers in one
second. At this fantast.ic speed light rays
travel 6,000,000,000,000 miles in a year.
Now our Milky Way is so great that if
a beam of light were to pass through its
diameter it would take it 20,000 years.
And yet this stellar system, our Milky
Way with the earth In approximately
the center, is but a small chip in the vast
unlimited and uncharted ocean of cosmic
space. Scientists teU us that out there beyond the limits of our Milky Way there are
more than 100,000,000,000 other galaxies
like our own system of stars, each made
np of several billion suns, star clusters
and nebulae. These are not stationary,
but are all in motion with our galaxy
drifting at the rate of 10 or 12 miles a
second. My, what an insignificant celestial speck this earth I Of a truth, the Allwise Creator of this universe, whose
name alone is Jehovah, is so infinitely
great that He is beyond comprehension
by mortal flesh. "0 Jehovah, how manifold are thy works I In wisdom hast thou
made them all."-Psalm 104: 24, Am.

dis-
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Politicians
See
~IIIIIIIJI///

~RED~
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ANIA to divide the world into two
camps has seized many politicians.
They decree that all men must be in one
camp or the other, that there can be no
neutrality nor a third position. As they
see it, all travel their way or the wrong
way. And as the United States Congres~
sional Committee on Un-American Activities sees it, any who have the temerity
io disagree with them travel to the Left.
In their hysteria they see red. They are
color blind to brown-shirted And blackshirted Fascism. So very much so that
they act ridiculous, and thereby justly
draw ridicule in return. But the nation
and the world are tense and restless, as
this arbitrary separation into two camps
proceeds. True Americans were made
uneasy by the investigations that folw
lowed.in the wake of President Truman's
order to purge disloyalty from among
Federal employees: In its parallel activw
ity the UnwAmerican Activities Commitw
tee, headed by John Rankin and J, Parnell Thomas, general inquisitioners of
government employees, officials, Hollywood celebrities and organization heads,
has .not had any quieting effect on the
disturbed people. Aroused liberals have
dubbed the investigators variously as
"Un-Americall Committee", "Red-baitera" "Thought Police" and the "Agent
of American Fascism".
,
Of the many indignities these Congressmen have forced upon Americans,
most astonishing is the one against Dr.
Edward Barsky. For years he was esteemed by the government for his work
as chainnan of the J,oint Anti-Fascist
Refugee Committee, whose operations
12
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dated back to rendering assistance to the
Loyalists of Spain. Investigation of Barsky carne about in this wise. When British Labor leader Harold Laski spoke in
Madison Squa.re Garden some months
ago, the meeting was sponsored by Barsky's committee. In his speech Laski
charged that during the war the Vatican,
meaning the pope,. had given active aid
to Franco. N(]body denied the statement;
the evidence for it was too damning. But
thereafter, Tho;illas r~ceived many vostcards urgmg lnvestIgation of Barsky,
the "Red Fascist". -When Thomas, with
the impertinence of one impressed with
his own authority, demanded the names
and organization records of Barsky, the
latter refused because many in the files
were actively engaged in anti-Fascist
work in Spain and others he feared
might be discriminated against because
they were on the pay roll of the government. As-a result, Barsky and nine others were sentenced to a fine and six
months in prison for "contempt of .-congress".
Contrast now the litmus-tested loyalty
of Thomas' partner
John Rankin with
that of democratic
Barsky. "Congressman 'Rankinj the
m 0 s t foul-mouthed
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member of the House, Negro-baiter, la- palgn. Top-notchers in Brer Rabbit Holbor-baiter and anti-Semite, was placed on lywood may lie supine before the issues
the official Nazi propaganda bureau (WeIt at stake, but the rank and file of filmdom
Dienst) honor roll in 1940, stated Win- know the fake cry of Communism is a
chell in February 17 broadcast." (In Fact, scare to rush Hollywood into harness to
March 4, 1946) Amazing that the United pun for political propaganda. An editoStates should employ an outspoken Fas- rial appearing in PM, October 23, 1947,
cist and hate-mongerer like Rankin, a focuses on the seriousness of the ConBilbo rabble-rouse1, to persecute a man gressional invasion of California:
like Barsky.
. The issue is not who is a Communist in
Nate the hoodlum activities of the Hollywood, but whet.her the committee has any
committee's backers. In historic Inde- more right. to interfere wit.h the content of
p(mdence Square Hall, a Philadelphia movies than it would to interfere with the conprotest meeting of the Progressive Citi- tent of books or newspapers: Rep. Thomas
zens of America was heckled and stench- takes the position that the movies afe a key
bombed by hundreds, prominent among opinion area and that what they produce has
them the notorious American Legion- immense influence on the mass mind. He is
naires. The meeting was called to pro- right. But the conelusion he draws from it,
test "the conduct, of the House Un- that Congress must therefore purify the inAmerican Activities Committee's inves- dustry of its dangerous ideological elements,
tigation of Communism in Hollywood j is completely wrong. It is exactly because the
the meeting was san..ctioned by the Fed- movies arc an immense mass influence that,
eral District and I Circuit courts". The like the press, they must be left free. Thomas'
PCA speaker that engaged the auditori- opinion is very close to that of Vishinsky, who
um was drowned out by the American has argued that because the American press
Legion siren and cat-calls to "Go back to has a vast influence on mass opinion the govRussia, you bums" and "Shut up, you ernment must muzzle it. It might horrify
Communists". The un-American attempt Thomas to find himself so closely linked with
to halt, free speech resulted in one arrest, his comrade Vishinsky in a doctrine which
an arrest of a member of the group that most Americans reJludiate utterly; but the
had a right to be there, the PCA.
conclusion is inescapable. Thomas is doing
Hollywood Crumbles
Before Smear Campaign
Many view the Congressional investigation of Communism in the cinema colony as poorly disguised endeavor to dictate to moviedom. There is a serious
threat to liberty in the contempt charges
against the ten directors and writers
who refused to testify in the unfair way
demanded by the bullying committee.
Eric Johnson fell under the RankinThomas steam roller, and announced
that the producers for whom he speaks
have suspended the ten cited for contempt of Congress. Johnson's capitulation, after first opposing the Hollywood
witch-hunt, furnishes an excellent example of the difficulty to hold fast 10 principle in the face of a Red smear camFEBRUARY 8, 1948

more to bring into American life the basic Russian approach to the organs Of mass opinion
than all the Communists in Hollywood could
ever do.

Witch-Hunt Loymty Purge
The president's loyalty purge is equal~
ly held in contempt by liberty-lovers.
The loyalty program, to which was later
add~d a security program, was originally based on a presidential order for a
five-member secret tribunal to pass judgment on the activities of 2.000,000 federal employees. Dr. Frank Kingdon
scores the method:
This Federal Loyalty Board could proceed
on mere rumor, would not have to disclose
"the source or sources" of its information, and
could discharge any federal employee suspected of subversive activities. [As of July Over
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900 had been discharged.} No person dlscharged by the board would have any right
of appeal to the courts. No person under suspicion would have the right to confront and
cross-examine,his accusers. Tbe denial of these
two rights constitutes a direct invasion of ancient legal protections won from tyrants and
cherished in every age by free men. (New
York Post, July 18, 1947)

Collier's magazine (December 27, 1947)
regarded the fingerprinting of employees, requirements to give information
about their personal lives and affiliations, and the ensuing firing without
open trials as alarming to many people,
but nevertheless took comfort from the
fact that a Loyalty Review Board of
twenty members finally began to function. PM, however, points out that in November the appeal board had not granted a "right to hearing with traditional
safeguards" to seven employees fired
June 23. Also, three were cleared, but
not rehired.
Little wonder that the Open Forum
questions the constitutionality of the
president's order j another wonders
whether the· "police state has not arrived" j and the former deputy chief
counsel at the Nuremberg Nazi trials declared that the loyalty discharges were
so unfair in comparison to the treatment
accorded Hitler's criminals that "it
would seem that we are providing American justice for Nazis, but Nazi justice
for Americans". (In a letter to the New
York Times May 4, 1947, from A. L.
Pomerantz. Besides being deputy chief
counsel, he was senior trial counsel in all
Nazi industrialist cases.) Obviously the
Four Freedoms, so victorious in ace aim,
have been hammered into a meaningless
hulk' by the president and his hatchet
men, maddened to the point of always
seeing red.
Propaganda's Two-Party World
Many defend the unprecedented firing
of federal employees and the stench
raised by the Rankin-Thomas-Adamson
holier-than-everybody fanatics on the
14

baSIS bf the critical international situation. They reason that the many aggressions of Russia, her brutal totalitarianism, her on-the-houI:-every-hour opposition to everything, and her strangulation
of freedom in the Soviet, call for drastic
measures of extermination. But they forget the drastic measures may kill freedom. Most Americans fear to say anything unfavorable about the anti-Red
committee, knowing they will be falsely
accused of defending Communism. It is
this very fear that has stifled public indignation against comrades Rankin and
Thomas j and it is this very fear that the
politicians' count on to give them freedom to launch their barrages. The device
is not new.
It works like this. The committee arbitrarily divides the world into two classes: ,Communists and anti-Communists.
You do not wish to be in either class f
'That is just too bad,- brother. We have
already divided up the world.' l\fussolini
divided it into two classes also: Fascists
and Democrats. Hitler's world was hiparty also: Nazis and Communists; and
the latter included the "Red" capitalists
of the United States, you like it or
not. ThiS' simple, arbitrary division of
the world into the "fors" and "againsters", and its benumbing, hammering repetition by every means of communication
till the ears and eyes are exhausted into
acceptance, makes the next step obvious:
dress everybody the propagandists do
'not like in the red outfit, regardless of
reason or truth, and the smear is there
to stay and to ruin.
And how easy and Nazilike do the
propagandis,ts make it for neighbors to
tattle and falsely testify in snoopy spy
fashion, for the witnesses are protected
from any cross-examination by the accused! How tempting it is made .for ob~
sequious ones to worm into the favor of
the propagandists, to join the popular
witch-hunt of the day! And what better
way of avoiding suspicion, than to accuse others first? Why, a man might
AWAKE!

have gone to a Russian ballet once; hiS"
favorite candy might be red jelly beans;
as a boy he might have gone to a little
red schoolhouse and taken red apples to
teacher! Let such damning evidence
stand uncountered1 Never! Get into the
witch~hunt quick! Now do you think all
this unreasonable, absurd' Fanaticism is
all of that, but don't you ever think it is
not effective.
.While men for a second time in this
generation fall victims to the same slogans shouted by the same hucksters ,of
Fascism, a document is issued that offers real relIef for liberty-lovers. This is
the report of the President's Committee
on Civil Rights. The 178-page book was
presented on October 30, 1947, after
more. than ten months' preparatipn, and
its title is a quotation from the Declaration of Independence,
"To Secure These Righttl'

-With the security police sent forth .by
executive order to purge disloyalty from
the ranks of government, and while the
Rankin-Thomas bloodhounds were yapping at the lihertics of better Americans,
it comes as a happy coincidence that during this double-barreled assault on liberty by the holier-than-everybodies the
Committee on Civil Rights was unobtrusively doing some excellent and unsung work in behalf of liberty, formulating some effectual restraints on both
Fascism and Communism, which would
not neeessitate fingerprinting and litmustesting by a member of the official Nazi
honor roll such as John Rankin. Kot on
the flimsy emotionalism and fanfare and
showmanship of the "Un-American Committee", hut on solid constitutionalism
and freedom did the Civil Rights Committee found their report.
It condemned Fascists and Communists as "equally hostile to the American
heritage of freedom and equality", but it
opposed the government loyalty tests on
the ground that "our whole civil liberties history provides us with a clear
warning against possible misuses of loyFEBRUA.RY 8, 1948

alty checks to inhibit freedom of opinion
and expression". It condemned the principle of "guilt by association", saying,
"Affiliation with a dubious organization
is, by itself, not necessarily proof. of untrustworthiness." It scored the procedure
by which the loyalty of federal employees is ruled against without due process of law, where the accused is charged
with no crime, cannot face his accusers,
cannot subpoena witnesses or documents,
cannot be represented by counsel, and
cannot have a \'lritten record of the pro·
ceedings or a written decision. Astutely
the report points out that it is not just
the civil rights of the federal workers
involved, but the Tights of ttll citizens.
Above all, the government should be exemplary in its safeguarding of civil liberties for its employees. Then the report
goes into much detail on how the -work
of enemies of democracy should be nullified, without sacrificing the liberty for
which the battle is fought. It is a sound
and adequate remedy, as sensible AmericanS that study the report will acknowledge.
Also brought under scrutiny by the
Civil Rights Committee was the unjust
treatment of minorities. Racially, the
largest is the Negro, and the ones bear.
.ing the greatest burden of injustice. Besides the heavy cloud of fear that hangs
over the Southern Negro because lynching still goes unpunished, the Negro is
excluded from jury participation, prevented from vat i n g, discriminated
against in the anned forces, debarred
from public parks, beaches and places of
entertainment, and segregated into separate schools, hospitals and transportation facilities. He is the loser in wages,
health and life expectancy, as well as
mentally burdened with the effect of segregation and prejudice. Moreover, the
report found prejudice against Negroes
in -Washington, D.C., almost as great as
in the deep South. Religious minorities
have also suffered as victims of prejudice, the report stating: "There still are
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communities in which sporadic interference with unpopular religious, political
and economic groups -takes place. The
stead)" flow of court cases in recent years
involvjng groups like Jehovah's witnesses proves that."
Admitting that all the legal remedies
in the book will not melt away prejudice
nor alone stem the streant' of human
hate, the report devotes pages to the
most analytical, searching treatment of
destroying prejudice. }'bnifestation of
prejudice "ranges from the mild, secret
feeling of the social snob to the violent,
murderous impulses of the insanely prejudiced". The effects of this internal prejudice upon international sit"llations is
heavy, the report avers. In sweeping recommendations the committee urges a national housecleaning. Strengthen the Civi1 Rights Section of the Department of
Justice, check Congressional committees
that deprive citizens of civil rights, prosecnte for police brutality, enact. and enforc·e anti-lynching laws, remove hindrances to equal suffrage, end race segregation and discrimination, expose the
<to

baCKers of nefarious schemes of Communists and :Fascists, and, above all,
educate the people.
Under human rule this idealistic program will never lre realized, but in these
troubled and hysterical times when
rabble-rousing politicians rave madly
and see only red it is indeed exhilaratiug to know that some men in political
circles not only speak the word demacracy hut know what it means. It is a
heart-warming work, a bulwark to tottering democracy and freedom, that the
Committee on Civil Rights has'· provided.
The committee did not mention the Lord,
hut their recommendations come very
close to the injunction of His Son Christ
Jesus: 'Do unto others as you would have
others do unto you.' ,Jehovah God will
not forget righteously disposed men in
every walk of life, and to the merciful
will He show mercy at Armageddon.
Thereafter, in His new world of rig-hteousness, will prejudice and discrimmation be no more. "\Vith their passing will
also pass the propagandists that see red
if any oppose them.

~
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cA Modern Bels/taz;zar Feast
The financier-politician named Luckman, who is now so nfitorioru; for the
~- meatless and eggless (and senselesst) days that he forced upon Americans,
celebrated his snCCef!S last December as a food conservationist by holding a
feast for 100 subordinates. Representative Arends described thc affair as
follows: "The dinner began with cocktails in generous supply. Then came shrimp cocktail, fried oysters, crab, shrimp and lobster gumbo; curried chicken, roast turkey, baked
ham, roast beef, string beans au gratin, fried apple rings, pickled walnuts, celery, olives,
pickles, mqed green salad, rye rolls, assorted ice creams, assorted fingt!r rolls, eoffce."
If you are able to read the handwriting on the wall, put no trust in these blind political
princes that say one thing and do the opposite.

4J

Wicked and Wanton Wasters
A few months ago it was learned that Greece had allowed $75,000,000
worth of UNRRA's eharitable relief supplies, including much-needed med, i,,~ supplies, to spoil on her docks in order to keep the black market prosperous. More recently (AP dispatch, December 14, 1947) it was reported
that sinee American aid has been going to Greeoo the Ministry of Supply has deliberately
allowed $4,500,000 worth of foodstuff to rot in the last five months, at a time when the
average Greek is hungry and in need. Of a truth Christ's kingdom is not of such a
rotten and wicked world as this I
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visitor sailing to
with rickshas and pediShanghai' by sea enters
cabs (a pedaled rickthe yellow Yangtse river
sha). After much barand shortly swings into
gaining coolies trot or
its ,vide tributary the
\Vhangpoo, sailing then
pedal their fares to
almost into the very
their destination. tnterheart of the commercial
mingled with. this the
capital of China, the
visitor s~~s old milita:ry
city of Shanghai.
transports and gun carOnce ashore the visiriers put to varied uses,
tor finds that there is a
and many jeeps as well
vast contrast between
as ,large Americanthe peoples and customs
made autos and small
of the Eastern world
British cars. What an
and those of the ·West.
incessant noise arises
The most outstanding
sight is the huge mass
from these busy roads \
of humanity jamming
To squeeze a pathway
the streets. It is soon
through so many huobvious to the visitor
man-propelled vehicles
that Shanghai's streets
the motors have to conare more than thoroughtin u ally blare their
fares to get from one
horns from morning to
place to another. Here
past midnight. Repeatthey a.re certainly used
~d antinoi'YC ~'i\mDaign.'O
for that purpose, but in addition there- have not had the slightest effect.
to they are used as markets, workThe dress of the people is varied.
shops, barbers' saloons, food kitchens, Many better-class Chinese men wear
and, for many, home and bed.
long robes reaching from neck to ankle,
So the visitor looks out on a seething others wear pajama-like suits of various
mass of great activity; for, say what you colors, while still others adopt the \Vestwill, the Chinese are not lazy. They are ern style of open neck shirt and slacks
very industrious people, plying their or shorts. \Vornen prefer to kee'P tt) the
trades or hurrying about their business old style of shapeless dress, -sleeveless,
as though their lives depended upon it, and fitting closely round the neck. The
as they do. Here is a tinker at' work, poorer classes wear short pants and
there is a barber shaving a customer, often a ragged jacket which is left open
yonder is a mother bathing her child, at the front to expose a bronze tanned
over there a portable chow shop or street body. Some omit the jacket and just
kitchen where many varieties of food-are wear. the shorts. Beggars, many are
bought and eaten; yes, all on the side- women, wear blue dungarees and a
walk amid the passing tbrongs.
jumper-like jacket.
While the sidewalks are thus jammed
The name Shanghai means "above the
the roads also are tightly packed, mostly sea". Several waterways run into the
FEBRUARY 8,' 1948
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Whangpoo river, and these are all
jammed with craft of allldnds in which
the Shanghai waterman lives with his
family. The water in these creeks is
black and evil smelling, yet it is used to

wash clothe~ to bathe in, and even to
"clean" the vegetables and rice for the
river-dwellers' J;l1ears.
The visitor finds it interesting to
watch Chinese labor~ It is very primitive. All that can be done by hand is so
done. The heaviest burdens are carried
on bamboo poles borne across the
shoulders of Chinese coolies. 1'wo coolies
are I<\ble to carry very heavy loads suspended from the center of a pole. rfhe
burden is eased by chanting a traditional
song as they shuffle along with the load.
Wide two-wheeled trucks piled high with
loads are pUlled by three or four men
using ropes and v~ry much energy. By
their side modern trucks rumble -by, indicating that modern equipment gets
things done quickly and less laboriously.
But the Chinese stick to their age-old
method. So ancient and modern go hand
in hand. Narrow beflagged lanes teeming
with Chinese life and activity. Broad
fine st:reets lined with fine modern department stores, SllOPS, offices, hotels,
air.conditioned cinemas and skyscrapers. Western architecture is seen among
buildings of Chinese style, with sweeping roofs and images of dragons and
demons.
Civil War, Family Life

The city'originaUy housing three mil.
lion people now houses four and a quarter million. Chinese are leaving the
northern areas of China and the countryside because of the civil war ·and are
moving into the cities.
There is little in Shanghai to suggest
civil war, yet this rages to the north and
involves very' large numbers of fighting
men on both sides. There is plenty of
food in the shops, also an abundance of
clothes, household utensils and furniture j. in fact, one can obtain more in
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Shanghai than in most oth~r places
around the globe, but at a price. The war
of 1939-45 brought severe inflation to
China, and this has produced a black
market system that practically runs the
business life of China.
Houses range from huge blocks of
modern apartments to humble mud huts
with thatched roofs. Chinese live many
families to a home; many use just one
room and are very overcro\\Tded in nurnbers, sleeping on mats on the floor or on
specially-built racks one above the other.
Houses are scarce, due to the enlarged
population and warfare that hinders
building programs. '1'his situation has
given rise to many ra~{Cts to the hurt of
the people, but the poor escape these
racketeers because of living in and on
practically nothing. Yet the poor seem
contented and happy with their lot.
Family life is a very important factor
in China. Chinese marry young, often
the girls are married at fourteen and
have two or three children by eighteen.
1\Ien who can afford it have concuhines
and provide a separate home for each
and the children. ChildrE'n are vcr\' numerous, a full house being a happy liouse.
These children receive milch p8rent~'lJ
care and affecti~n. They are very beautiful children and grow up to develop fine,
supple, handsome bodies; especially so
does this appear with the boys.
In modern days the children receive
an education, and they display a rcal
thirst for knowledge; sometimes they
a.re the only members of the family that
can read and write. Children and adults
patronize the portable street libraries,
where they sit on forms on the sidewalk
and read their borrowed books.
Make Way for the Law!

For the most part the general populabon of Shanghai are very layv-abiding
and orderly. Of course, the Chmese people are prone to become excited very
quickly, and the visitor occasionally witnesses a local disturbance of the peace

where perhaps a ricksha coolie has demanded a little more fare than that whieh
was originally bargained for. At the
sound of angry voiees a crowd quickly
gathers and adds to the'noisy chorus until a policeman arrives.
In America or Grellt Britain it is not
the best thing to do to argue or wrestle
with the constable when he is lawfully,
or even unlawfully, going about his business. That argument is best reserved until one is in the learned presence of the
magistrate or judge. However, in this
city of contrasts things are different.
The police have limited powers to adminiRter the punishment of the law on
the scene of the "crime", such as in the
case of the ricksha coolie or pedicah
driver that has run out of his line, causing traffic confusion, or perha12s been
caught boosting a fare. The pUnIshment
consIsts of a hefty clout aside the head
or the confiscation by the police of the
seat of the vehicle. \Vhen this occurs one
can see vigorous protest put up by the
defendant, not so much against the cuff
of the head, which is taken in good part,
but against the confiscation of the seat.
It is a common sight.to see a policeman
at one side of the seat and an indignant
coolIe at the other and a tug 0' war ensuing for the possession of the seat. One
often sees piles of such confiscated seats
on the roadside, or a line of them along
a route where several offenses have oc- .
curred, as a sort of warning to others.
For more serious offenses the usual
"tidket" is given; and where the nature
of lawbreaking demands it a "Red
.Maria" is called out. This is a machine
similar to the British "Black Maria",
only very much more fearsome-looking.
It is a large truck painted red and has a
businesslike-Iooldn~ machine gun mounted on the front, WIth two policemen to
man the gun standing at the ready. The
whole chariot tears through the congested streets emitting a shrill air whistle and' a clatter of bells, and before
whIch everybody seems to disappear,
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yes, even the rickshas and the pedicabs.
Drunken men or women are never seen
on the streets in ·Shanghai, unless it be
an occasional foreigner. Heavy·drinking
is shunned by the Chinese generally, and
few are the drinking saloons, and these
patronized mainly by visiting anny,
navy, or foreign business personnel. Of
course, there are many ,vices and rackets
in the city, but the visitor sees little evidence of them on the streets.
Another thing that strikes the visitor
as a contrast with cities in .other parts
of the world is the cleanliness of the
main streets of Shanghai. One seldom
sees any sign of garbage on the road or
sidewalk. Yet one never see~ the large
automatic garbage collectors at work
that are so common in America. Whereas
in New York, for instance, one sees the
sidewalks lined with bins of garbage
awaiting the' col1ection thereof and
sometimes has to dodge a cloud of duet
as it is deposited in the van, it is not so
here. All one sees in the way of streetcleaning is a coolie armed with a
coconut.fiber broom and a small bamboo
basket on a short pole who sweeps the
curbside and sidewalk spotlessly clean.
.Then, too, there are poorer-class children with a large bamboo basket that is
strapped to their backs. They have a
pair of metal tongs and. walk along the
sidewalk and pick up every scrap of
paper they see, putting it in the basket
on their back. They then sell the contents
to wastepaper merchants. The visitor
cannot help thinking what a harvest
these children would have in London or
New York. Anyway, it keeps the streets
looking very clean. Not all streets in the
city, however, come in for such treatment. In the smaller streets and Chinese
lanes one often sees evil.smelling garbage piled up j even the bodies of dead
cats and dogs have been seen lying there.

Night Life. ReligIous Tolerance
Life in this "city of contrasts" goes on
well into the early hours of dawn. The
19

seething, noisy streets do DOt begin to
thin oefore midnight. The Chinese family are very fond of all coming out upon
the sidewalk when day is done and gather sQcially to talk over the events of the
day, rates of exchange, and best ways
to increase t~ir income. To make this
task a happier one portable street
kitchens come around willi (to the Chinese) appetizing victuals to appease the
inner man. So the visitor sees the families gathered around on the pavement,
sitting on stools, or lying on bamboo
mats, with bowls of rice, vegetables,
sliced fruit, etc., while children play
around, yes, even at that late hour, and
infants feed contentedly at their mothers' breasts. The cinema closes about
11 p.m. and masses of excited coolies
with ricksha and pedicab seek their last
fares for the day, but it is not until the
clock strikes the hour of two or three
that silence, so sweet in this busy city,
comes to the busy streets. Even then they
are not empty. So many make them their
home. Sleeping on bamboo mats with a
bundle of belongings for a pillow, they
are at peace with the world until the
rumble of the first streetcar awakens
them to another day of c~seless activity
at 5 a.m.
So the visitor regards life in Shanghai. He wonders, as he watches the seething masses of people hustling hither and
thither, what goes on inside so many
minds_ He realizes they have a veneration for one god or another, but notices
the great absence of reEgious intolerance. What one man believes seems to be no
concern of others, and,
although many different religions are practiced, th~re are never
any fights or disturbances about them as in
India, just over the border. Many in Shanghai
claim to be Christians,
but manifest the same
20

confusion as the Western worM i.n t.his
respect, for there are Catholics, Protestants, Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, China Inland Missionaries, all with
varying creeds. Then, many profess Buddhism, and th()re are many images of
that god in various parts of the city,
where adoring hands keep incense Durning continuously before them and prostrate them1'elves before them also. -When
a real Christian visits the Chinese families at their home in the good old Scriptural way he is, generally speaking, well
received. If he has books explaining the
Scriptures most folks, if they can afford
such books, like to obtain them; for
there is evidence of a thirst for knowledge on Bible matters.
The average Chinese is not concerned
about what the future has in store; his
past experiences have taught him that he
cannot trust it anyway. He lives for the
day, and lives a day at a time; his life
centers around his family and their welfare,. and the task of making as much
money as it is possible to make while tIle
day lasts. The Westerner finds something very lovable in the Chinese. They
have a keen sense of humor. They carry
their many burdens so very cheerfully,
even the poorest of them. 'l'hey are hospitable and kindly on the whole, with
many among them of high intellect and
skill.
Shanghai will continue ever a city of
contrast "as ancient Chinese customs are
still carried on alongside modern twentieth-century developments; and, for-the
most part, the visitor
likes it that way, for
there is something very
tine about the old carefree way of living, that,
were it not mingled with
the b Ius t e ri n g, noisy
machinery of modern
times, would be less trying on the human machine.-Contributed.
AWAKE!
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Curious
EJATH is a great
mystery to most
people, and because it
is a mystery they fear
it. Where does man go ~
What does he do, see
or feel when he "passes a way" i n tot h e
"great unknown" and
"far beyond" ~ Will he
return and live again
or is he gone, gone forever~. Questions like these rise up and haunt the
minds of the living, particularly at funerals of their friends and loved ones.
At funerals woeful anxiety and mental
anguish, accompanied with dread and
nervous trepidation, seize hold and make
the flesh of uninformed persons creep.
Moreover, everything connected with funerals seems to add to this fear. The
black crape on the door, the dim-lit room
with its candles, the heavy hush broken
only by the sobs and wailing of the
mourners, the tone of the preacher's
voice, the hearse and pallbearers, the
procession to the graveyard, the tombstones, and even the beautiful flowers
and rich, satin-lined casket do not lighten the weight of sorrow that attends
most funerals.
Customs, traditions and beliefs dictate funeral procedures, but where did
such things originate and what do they
mean? Scientists that study races of peo~
pIe and their customs, and who try to
explain everything by the evolution
theory, hit a' snag when they come to
the subject of funerals. Among widely
scattered and primitive people living in
Melanesian, African" Australian and
American areas is found a remarkable
connection and resemblance in their beliefs about death and funerals. Of course,
there is an endless number of different
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customs among them
when it comes to their
funeral superstitions
about lacerations, wailings, attire of the ha.ir,
food, sex u a I taboos,
exits from their homes, feasts, dances
and purification ceremonies, but in all
their mystics and traditions there is a
common basic similarity of meaning.
.N or are the beliefs and funeral customs
of the so-called "highly civilized" people
in this twentieth century so far removed
from the beliefs and customs of the
"savage" races. Fundamentally both
groups have a similar attitude about
death and the corpse, a similar fear of
"ghosts" and spirits, a similar belief
about life after death and immortality
of the soul or "something". And because
of this universal belief by practically all
religions there is a certain resemblance
in the ritual of their funerals.
Customs Arising from Belief
in Immortality

The fundamental belief of the ancients,
says Miss Effie Bendann in her authoritative work, Death Customs, is that "the
dead would 'walk' unless the body is disposed of with appropriate ceremonies".
To prevent this, various devices were
eD;lployed, including the tying of the big
toes and thumbs together, binding the
elbows at the sides, bending up the knees,
and putting the whole corpse in a bag or
net. Certain tribes in India buried the
corpse face down with thorns on the top
so it would not turn over and get up. The_
sacred books of the ancient Persians
supposed that the corpse was saturated
with an' uncanny power that could be
turned loose on mortals. The Chaldeans
thought that unless the body was buried
the spirit would attack and harass the
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living. The Egyptians believed that un- side red important, by many, which way
less the body was embalmed the deceased the head of the corpse is facing.
had no chance of living in the next world.
The Greeks taught that unless the body "Mourning" Because of Fear
was buried the soul could not get into
Frazer, the eminent anthropologist,
Elysian fields. The Romans said that and others have pointed out that at first
unless the body was buried the soul glance one might be led to believe that
would wander around this earth. Having the harsh devices resorted to by the sursuch superstitious beliefs those ancient vivors in afflicting themselves, upon the
pagans, and likewise their descendants, death of their relatives, is a mark of
paid special and reverential attention to great devotion, love and affection for
the disposal of a dead man's body ac- the deceased. But "a more careful
cording to the traditions handed down study", says Bendann, "reveals the fact
from their devil-worshiping forefathers. that such is not the case." Their "devoFrom the northern limits of Arctic tions" spring not so much from affecAsia to southern Africa and the islands tions as from fears.
of the seas the· manner in which the
Many races believed, like the tribes in
corpse is carried out of a house is of central Australia, that unless they disgreat importance. Among the Hotten- played a great amount of "grief" the
tots, Bechuanas and Barongas, and many dead man's spirit would -be offended and
other African tribes, and among the evil would befall the survivors. LaceraEskimos of Hudson Bay and Greenland, tion and mutilation of the mourner's body
as well as among the remote Tibetans, is common. Cutting off the hair, finthe corpse must not be carried through gers and lobes of the ears, burning the
the regular entrance lest the "ghost" breasts, arms and thighs with firebrands,
learn his way back in. A hole is knocked scratching the face until it bleeds, etc.
in the side of the house, through which -all of these things are done to convince
the body is taken out. As late as 1890 it the "soul" that one is sorrowful for it.
was a custom in the British Isles to open Because of such devil-inspired practices
the doors and windows at the time of Jehovah God strictly prohibited His peodeath to allow the "spirit" to escape. In ple to disfigure themselves over the loss
France, Germany and Switzerland tile of a loved one. "Ye are the children of
roofs were removed so that the "soul" Jehovah your God: ye shall not cut yourcould ~scape upward.
selves, nor make any baldness between
Some races cremated the bodies of their your eyes for the dead." Deuteronomy
dead. The Egyptians never cremated, 14: 1, Am. Stan. Ver.; Leviticus 21: 5.
but developed instead the art of embalmDuring the period of mourning some
ing, at least for those who could afford heathen smear themselves with black
it, about one-fifth of the population. The paint and wear black garments. Some
cheapest form of embalming consisted of abstain from certajn foods and activity.
soaking the body for 70 days in myrrh Others, as in Japan, hold a great threeand then salting it down. Before that day feast, a feast for the dead, of course,
time the Egyptians put their dead in with plenty of intoxicating sake on hand.
clay jars, like the Babylonians. Other Others "purify" themselves by using cow
peoples have used other methods of dis- dung and salt, by blood-letting, by fastposal, consisting of funeral pyres, desic- ing and by wallowing in the dirt. All
cation and smoking, placing the bodies these customs are prompted by a great
in hollow trees, and interring, sometimes fear to do otherwise.
on the side, sometimes sitting up, and
Noise at a funeral is also considered
sometimes standing up. Also it is con- very important by some people. Wild
AWAKEI
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shouting and dancing upon the grave is
said to be for the purpose of driving the
body's "spirit" into the ground. The beating of drums, rattling of brass, and the
shouting and wailing with great uproar
are a general practice in some c[luntries
even today. Professional mourners are
sometimes hired, as in ancient Greece
and Rome, and they are paid in proportion to the volume of their groaning, the
degree of their breast-beating and the
violence of their tantrums. Women are
usually employed for this job, since they
can easily work themselves up into an
emotional lather.
Down in British New Guinea the
. "ghost" of a dead wife is said to be a
very fearful thing, and so everywhere
the widower goes he carries with him an
axe to defend himself against it. And so
it goes, people of every race and language go through any number of demonic antics in connection with their funerals, the repeating of them all being
an endless and most unprofitable task.
Christendom's Funeral Customs
. You may laugh or be shocked at all
these pagan practices, but do you know
tha t the thousands of funerals conducted
every day throughout Christendom !lre
only "refinements" of such 'pagan rItuals ¥ When Catholicism and Protestantism adopted the religious doctrines of
the pagans (see Awake! December 22,
1947) they also accepted this basic belief about the dead, that is, that the body
is merely a shell in which some immortal,
indestructible and invisible "soul" or
"spirit" or "ghost" lives until the time
of the body's death. Christendom's clergymen in conducting funerals continually impress upon those present this
pagan idea that the mystic "soul" is
either hovering very close or has fluttered away on a long journey to some
heaven, hell or purgatory. Little wonder, then, that the atmosphere in a funeral parlor is. so thick with fear that
those present have a weird and eerie
FEBRUARY 8, 1948

feeling as they sit silent and hushed in
their seats.
The specially selected black. dresses
and veils on the women and the black
arm bands on the men carry the· same
meaning as the savage's plack paint. The
black crape on the door replaces the
ancient Greek mythological custom of .
hanging on the door a strand of the dead
person's hair. The elaborate and stately
funeral procession is as old as the· sunworshiping Egyptians and the heathen
Chinese. Gorgeous funeral trains of
barges carried the mourners, the priests
and the functionaries of the state down
to the tombs of the pharaohs. In A History of Mourning (1890), Richard Davey
•
says:
Those [funerals] of the Chinese and Japanese resemble in many ways, very strikiI}gly·
too, the ceremonies which the Roman Catholics
employ to this day: there are the same long
processions of priests and officials; and Richard shows us a sketch of a very grand burial
at Pekin, in 1675, in which we behold the
body of the Emperor of the Celestials
stretched upon a bier covered with deep violet
satin, and surrounded by many lighted candies; prayers were said for the repose of the
soul.

The wax candles sometimes placed beside the casket are as pagan in their
origin as the pagans themselves. Lactantius, who died about A.D. 330, derided
the pagan Romans "for lighting up candles to God, as if He lived in the dark".
True Christians never use candles to
brighten up funerals, as already pointed
out in past issues of this magazine.
So-called "modern" funerals, such as
those conducted at Forest Lawn cemetery at Glendale, Calif., that have dispensed with some of Christendom's orthodox funeral customs, still hold on and
retain the one basic pagan belief of immortal life after death. Teaching that
all buried in ForestLawn "have entered
into that happier Life", they make the
same claim as the pagans who bury their
23

dead in the Ganges and in Abyssinia's
Debra Libanos.
Often a Racket

both the granite and the poor customers.
Funerals should not be conducted according to pagan customs, traditions and
beliefs that are fathered by the Devil
and his demons. Funerals should not be
occasions for causing morbid fear by
teaching the Devil's "immortal soul" lie.
Above all, funerals should not be an occasion for· the commercial exploitation
of the bereaved in their hour of grief.
Rather, funerals should be an occasion
used "to comfort all that mourn", to show
that man does not inherently possess an
immortal soul that may be in torment in
"hell" or "purgatory", but that the deceased is unconscious in a restful sleep,
awaiting a resurrection from death if it
be God's will for that person. (Isaiah
61 : 2; Ecclesiastes 9: 5, 10; John 5: 28,
29, Am. Stan. Ver.; Revelation 20: 13,
margin) There can be no objection to a
nice-appearing casket or flowers to
brighten the surroundings on such occasions, when these things are not· overdone designedly with a view to influencing the "ghost" of the deceased, as was
the underlying motive of many pagan
funeral customs, due to pagan misunderstanding in believing in an inherently immortal human soul. (Ezekiel 18: 4)
Funerals should be simple and sober occasions, devoid of creature worship. Funerals should be occasions for praising
Jehovah God for providing His Son,
Christ Jesus, as the redeemer and vindicator who will not only resurrect "both
the just and the unjust", but "destroy
him that had the power of death, that is,
the devil". (Acts 24: 15; Hebrews 2: 14)
At a funeral all should· be assured that
by the Theocratic Kingdom man's "last
enemy that shall be destroyed is death".
(1 Corinthians 15: 26) Then, funerals
will end forever!

. Oftentimes the funeral business in
America and other countries is one of
the cruelist rMkets there are. Daily it
may take advantage of people that are
in a sea of despair and trouble, at a time
·when their "sales resistance" is at its
lowest ebb. With some exceptions the
clergymen, the undertakers and the
tombstone chiselers, as a class, flock together, buzzard fashion, to rob and devour the substance of orphans and widows. In no uncertain terms Christ Jesus
denounced the smooth-feathered, black~rocked clergy who "devour widow's
houses,and for a pretence make long
prayers". Matthew 23: 14.
N or are the clergy satisfied with the
undertakers' huge "take" of money. Complaining that the average undertaker fee
for a funeral is $410, whereas co-operative burial associations do the same job
for a cost ranging from $84 to $165, the
Federal Council of Churches said: "Competition in the funeral business is not in
terms of price and quality, but competition for the possession of bodies." Once
they get the body they charge as large a
toll as the "traffic will bear", for they
have .six prices ranging from Mrs.
Bond's "modern" funeral in Forest Lawn
that cost $25,000 on down to $90 baby
funerals. One "soft-hearted" undertaker
who admitted that he made a profit of
$95 on a $225 funeral was very much upset at the hardheartedness of some of the
other boys in the business. "Why," said
he, "some of these bums charge a family
$90 to bury a little baby in a casket that
only costs $4.50." Tombstone concerns
are also noted for their ability to chisel
•••
cAn Older 'Definition

.From 1630 to 1820 the name jesuit was used to refer to a sodomite and the jesuits'
fraternity meant the underworld of sodomy. To box the Jesuit was another expression
used at that time in Standard English to refer to the opprobrious practices of the
Society of Jesus. See A Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English, pp. 87,437.
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swer No. The reason why is that Adam
was a soul, and when he, the man of flesh
DA~1 died, h"-t not because he had to and blood and bone, died, the soul died.
and because he could not have lived He was made a soul, as God's own deforever on earth. neither becal1se he had scription of His creating of Adam
to die in order
go to heaven. The hu- states: "And .J ehovah ·God formed man
man perfection in which Adam was of the dust of the ground, and hreathed
created, and God's statement to him, "Of into his nostrils the breath of life; and
the tree of the knowledge of good and man became a living soul." (Genesis 2: 7,
evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the Am. Stan. Ver.) Adam was a soul, a
day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt man, a breathing creature, and when he
surely die," opened up to the first man died it was the soul Adam that died, and
on earth the opportunity of living in his that meant everything concerning Adam.
earthly paradise for endless time. Death Adam, therefore, went completely out of
was.. threatened for eating the above- existence.
mentioned lruit whi1e Goa's prohibition
The doctrine of the "'inherent immorrested upon it; and for eating contrary - tality of all human souls" as taught by
to God's prohibition Adam died.-Gen- Christendom is a lie, the great lie first
esis 2: 17; 3: 6.
told by the Devil, "that old Serpent," for
'Vhen Adam died, where did he go ¥ the very purpose of deceiving mankind
Being a willful wrongdoer by joining his and bringing reproach upon the Creator,
wife Eve in her violation of God's law, Almighty God. That lie of the Devil inAdam went into destruction. He was de~ duced the course that led to the death of
stroyed. He chose to serve the great Ser~ Adam and the millions of others since.
pent, Satan the Devil, who had put temp~ Hence Jesus said of the Devil that "he
tation in the 'way of Eve and then Adam, was a murderer from the beginning, and
and so, being willfully wicked or lawless, abode not in the truth, because there iiiAdam suffered destruction. This accord\!. no truth in him. When he speaKeth a Ee,
with God's fixed rule of action: "Jeho~ he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar,
vah preserveth all them that love him; and the father of it." (John 8: 44) Adam,
but all the wicked will he destroy." by his willful conduct in Eden, killed his
(Psalm 145: 20, Am. Stan. Ver.) Since offspring that were in his loins unborn
the love of God is proved by the keeping by bequeathing to them the inheritance
of His commandments, the course of of death.
action takE'n proved that Adam an? Eve
The Devil is spoken of at Hebrews
did not love God, and hence they dId not 2: 14 as having the power of death. Now,
experience His preservation.
while he possesses the power of death,
Shocked at this, some readers may the Devil himself is not immortal. In
ask: But did not Adam's ,soul survive Eden God entered His judgment of desomewhere? Honest examination of the struction against the Devil, and in" due
Bible will furnish such readers the an~ time the Devil shall be completely de-
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strayed. In execution of that jlld~ent
from Jehovah God, His S'on J eeus hrist
will destroy tbfl Devil; for it is w 'tten:
IIForasmueh then' as the children [of
Abraham] are partakers of flesh and
blood, he also himself likewise took ~art
of the samej that through death he mIght
de.troy him that had the power of death,
that is, the devil." (Hebrews 2: 14-16)
Even holy angels are not immortal, and
those SPlrit creatures ,that follow the
Devil in rebellion shall suffer destruction
as demons. The religious doctrine that.
the dead are conscious in a "pur~atory"
or in a "hell of torment", nnder~omg conscious punishment there, is entIrely false
and is the fruit of the Devil's first lie.
"Purgatory" is a demoniacal myth
Utat never had a semblance of existence
except in the mind of those who do not
know or accept the plain Word of God.
As to "eternal torment" in a sadistic
place of torture, there is no such thing
taught in the Bible. ''Hell,'' as that word
appears in the ancient English versions
of the Bible, means the grav~t or tomb,
as denoting the state of deatll or non·
existence. There is no conscious exist·
ence after death in a "purgatory" or in
a theological "hell". Do not take our
word for this, but that of the Scriptures,
which say: "The living know that they
shall die: but the dead know not any
thing, neither have they any more are·
ward; for the memory of them is for~ ,
gotten. Whatsoever thy hand findeth to
do, do it with thy might; for there is no
work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor
wisdom, in the grave, whither thou go·
est." (Ecclesiastes 9: 5, 10) "The dead
praise not the LORD, neither any that go
down into silence." (Psalm 115: 17)
''What man is he that liveth, and shall
Dot see death' shall he deliver his soul
from the hand of the grave?" (Psahn
89: 48) Other texts speak likewise. '
The Scriptures abundantly testify
that God has provided a resurrection out
of dea,n for those who obey Him, and
thus He, delivers souls, or the existence
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fiersons, from the grave or death·
state. If those who have died are alive
somewhere, then they could not be resur·
rected, because "resurrection" means
coming out of death and becoming consciously alive again. The doctrine of "inberent immortality" would therefore
make God a liar in promising a "resurrection"; and we know that God cannot
lie. This is further evidence that the doctrine of inherent immortality of human
souls originated with the Devil.
. Abel is the first one whose death the
Bible records. Cain was the first one
born to Adam afld Eve, and then Abel
was born. (Genesis 4: 1, 2) Cain yielded
to the influence of the Devil and murdered his brother Abel. Why' Because
Abel chose to serve Jehovah God.
When the creature Lucifer, before he
turned himself into a devil, waf;; made
overlord over humankind in Eden he
was given the "power of death", which
power he was thereafter permitted to
retain. By inducing Cain to obey him,
and seeing that Abel was faithful to God,
the Devil chose to murder Abel in order
to carry out his wicked works against
God's purpose. The Devil is'the one that
was -responsible for the murder of Abel.
The Lord Jesus stated thereafter with
authority that Abel was a righteous man
and that the Devil was a liar and a murderer from the beginning.-Matthew
23: 35; John 8: 44.
Abel, of course, was under the condemnation of death inherited from his
father, Adam., But when he died thus
suddenly by being murdered, he died for
being faithful and devoted to God. He
died, therefore, differently from Adam,
and death for Ahel then did not mean
destruction forever for him. His blood
cried to God from the ground, showing
that God remembers Abel in death. He
will therefore preserve His lover Abel by
bringing him forth from the dead by a
resurrection under the established kingdom of Jesus Christ and setting before
him the way to everlasting life on earth.
AWAKE!

Religious Hooliganism in Red Granite

R

ED Granite, Wisconsin, was the stage
for a drama of religious intolerance
during May, with the local priest playing the villain. On l\.fay 4. 1947, 'three of
Jehovah's witnesses went from door to
door preaching the gospel of Christ's
kingdom. Of one of these ministers Catholic priest Wojak demanded, "What is
your business in town T" The reply that
it was preaching the Kingdom gospel did
not seem a good cause to Wojak. Two
of th~ ·Witnesses had been chased from
the town by a gang of young hoodlums
under \Vojak's control, and the third, an
elderly man, had been ordered to, leave
town, his bookbag seized and Bible literature torn to shreds, and then transported by the town marshal, Joseph
Marshall, to the edge of town, set afoot,
and told to hike toward Stevens Point,
forty-five miles distant. This officer is a
member of the local Catholic church, and
admitted that priest Wojak had told him
to do something to stop Jehovah's witnesses.
On May 11 a number of Jehovah's witnesses preached in Red Granite and had
about completed the town, without having any trouble. Then witness Luke
Laszewski called at the home where the
priest stayed; not knowing of this, however. In answer to his knock a voice cordially cried out, "Come right in." 'rhe
\Vitness did, and told the stocky, middleaged, uncollared man before him that he
was preaching the gospeL Ragefl111y the
priest, \Vojak-for it was he-leaped to
his feet, locked the front door, and
hysterically yelled, "Boys!" Out popped
two of the hoodlums of the previous
week, pounced upon Laszewski, and
rained blows upon him. The villainous
priest increased the odds of two against
one to three against one as he pitched
into the melee, glancing a blow off
Laszewski's nose that broke it. But the
hoodlums were taking punishment also,
FEBRUARY 8, 1948

and the mother of one of the rowdies
called in daughter Caroline Baumann.
This 24-year-old feline of the family
seized the Witness' hair with one hand
and clawed his face with the other, till
the victim, now battling under odd1:'l of
four to one, was a bloody mess. lJeld by
hooligans Wojak and Caroline, Laszewski was lashed by blows from James
Baumann and Robert Nigbor. \Vith a
crash the door broke open, and the unfair battle surged into the' outdoors.
There it was seen by another 'Vitness,
the brother of Luke Laszewski. He
rushed to cut the odds to four against
two. Ducking a swishing blow at his
head, piously aimed from behind by the
priest, the newcomer whirled and
straightened as he landed a solid haymaker on the priestly instigator of the
fight. This nasty turn of events for the
villain caused the fight to cease.
The Witnesses were first charged by
the district attorney with assault and
battery, but that was changed to' riot
and illegal assembly. At the jury'trial
the priest put in a pompous appearance,
but was soon tangled in his own web of
lies that he wove when on the witness
stand. He had cried "Boys!" that morning to get them to go to the ball game
with him, and not to get them to attack
the Witness, Wojak claimed. But the
game did not start till two in the afternoon. \Vell, he wanted the best parking
space, right behind the home base screen.
Then he said he wanted to watch them
drag the field. But wat.ching that for two
or three hours did not seem so sensible,
so he then claimed his real reason was to
watc}! the players practice. But alas I the
players do not start to warm up till
thirty minutes before game time, at
2 p.m. Wojak claimed he was a regular
attender at the local ball games. Yes, he
attended last Sunday, May 4, he said.
But that Sunday he did not go early; he
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was rOhnding up Jehovah's witnesses
and getting them run out of town. Moreover, one of the mobsters on the priest's
side swore under oath that Wojak did
not go to the game at an on May 4. It
was obvious that on the stand Wojak
and his mob, including moll Caroline,
floundered in falsehoods, their testimony
differing widely from what they had
said at, the preliminary examining trial.
The witnesses of Jehovah spoke with
straightforward truthf)llness on the
stand, and were unrattled on crossexaminat~on. Verdict, not guilty. Re.
joicing Witnesses I Sad Hooligans! The
priestly villain foiled again I
For Freedom's Cause
• In Manilla, Iowa, publishers were
"egged" while engaged in street witnessing# It is not necessary to narrate all the
details, details that have been seen in
many other cases in many other towns.
But noteworthy for freedom's cause is
this write-up appearing in the August 7,
1947, issue of the weekly Manilla Times:

•

IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE Y
Twiee in the lWit few weeks a deplorable incident
has occurred In our town-Manilla. A group of socalled citizens took the law in their own hands and
abwreu a minority religious sect-in short they
were "egged."
The rJ.ghts of minorities are so much a part of
the American way that they hardly need defending.
Freedow of speech, freedom of religion, freedom of
press, are the beacons that set America out as an
island in a world of darKness.
Our governm.ent is a government of laws. Minorities are not denied their constItutional rights
unless the oatioMI defense is threatened and then
only under du~ process of ~aw. It Is a short step
from egging to Iyncnlng-from den~'lng rights to
one minority to denying rights to all minorities
·from law by mob to law by tyrants.
The U. S. Supreme Court has ruled that this particular group has the right to Ilistribute their literature. Any person or persons attempting to deny
them this privilege by mob aetion can only be held
In scorn by true Americans. They are driving one
more nail Into the scaffold that was so well built
in Germany and Italy.
America isn't great because we have the biggest
battleships or the taUest skyscrapers but because
you, Mr. Average American, believe in democracy
and tolerance. Let's Keep America great.
This message submitted and paid for by the
Mau:'lJa Kiwanis Club
Manilla, Iowa

• •

Joy for You Today
Are you one who has looked hopefully for a ''better world to~
morrow" to usher in lasting peace and joy" only to see your hopes
crumble with each succeeding failure of men f
Do not despair! There is available to you a source of joy that is
independent of human efforts. It is discussed in a new 32-page booklet, The Joy oJ All the People. Increase your happiness now by learning more about the cause of sorrow and the means for restoring joy
by reading The Joy of All the People_ You may obtain additional
copies to share with your friends.

---..-,--117 Adams St.

WATCII'fOWEB

Brooklyn I, N. Y.

o

Enclosed find $1.00 for 30 copies of The Joy of All the People.
D Enclosed find 50c for 15 copies of The Joy of An the Pea-ple.
D Enclosed find 5c for the booklet The Joy of All tlu> People.
Name __ ..... _ ... _. ___ .__ ._.. __._..... _... _........".... _ ....... _._ .. __ _
Street __ ..... _._ .... _._ .... _......................... _____ ................ _ ..... __ ... _

City

_......_.._"---_.
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Little Assembly

1-13

from various points In the U. S.
-Convenes, Adjonrns A raid on a New Jersey farm re• Tbe Little Assembly (or In- sulted in the seizure of 68 tons
terim Committee) of the U. N. of the snperexpJostve, cyclonlte,
met for the first time on Janu· intended for the same destinaary 5. The six members of the tion. A half dozen arrests were
Soviet bloc boycotted the meet- made, the men being charged
Ing, as was expected. They were with making or causing I to be
the 'three Soviet states Russia, made false export declarations,
White Russia and the Ukraine, and the men were released on
and the Russian satellltes Po- bail for action of the Federal
land, Yugoslavia and CzechOlllo- grand jury. (Shipment of arms
vakla. Representatives of EI Sal- to the Near East Is -forbidden.)
vador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Hon- Meanwhile Britain continues to
duras, Lebanon, Paraguay and send arms to Arab states, olTerYemen were also absent, but ap- Ing the explanation that it is
pointment of representatives by done to fUlfill certain contracts.
these countries was expected to
take place soon. The meeting was KashmIr, Paklstan, Hlndulltan
cut short, after hearing a pro·
posal for postponIng the discus- . • The problem of Kashmir,
sion of the controversial veto brought 'to the attention of the
question for ten weeks, so as to U. N. Security Council by Hindugive U. N. members an oPJ){}rtu· stan on January 2, was briefly
nity to submit proposals. Meet- considered by that body on Janing again on January 9, the Lit· uary 6. Pakistan's ambassador
tie Assembly voted to adopt the at Washington asked for a
proposal made at the Hrst meet- week's postponement of the In·
Ing and then to adjourn until late qulry, which was grimted. Paki·
stan is charged with seeking to
in February.
add Kashmir's 80,000 square
miles of territory to Ita own doUnholy Violence In "Holy La.nd" main. Kashmir. whose Inhabit• The beginning of 1948 wit- ants are mainly Moslems, seeks
nesses a continuation of the to remain independent. KashArab-Jewish violence that marked mir's ruler called upon Hinduthe end of 1947. Tbere was a toll stan's Pandlt Jawaharlal Nehru
of over 700 Arabs and Jews for aid in resisting the on·
killed and 1500 or more wounded, slaughts and raids upon Kashmir
as a :result of bombings, raids allegedly orIginating In Pakistan.
and battles. Big shipments of The debate in the Security Coun·
TNT and other expJosh'es were cil was deferred, until mlddiscovered going to Palestine January_
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Interim Aid Aii(4.I ......
• Ftench For e I g n MInISter
Georges Bldault and U, S. Ambassador .Tetl'erson CalTery on
Jannary 2 signed the interim aid
agreement between the two countries by which France :received
Immediate shipments of fuel,
food and fertilizer, besides further supplies, amounting to about
$300,000,000. Austria, on the
same date, also signed such an
agreement for aid, in the sum of
$50,000,000. Italy sIgned Its
agreement the followlng day, covering goods valued at $200,000,000. Each of the three countrtes
agreed to deposit money received
for the goods furnished them, in
their respective national banks.
as an antI·inflation measure.
They also agreed to make the relief supplies available at fair
prices and, wbenever necessary.
to give speclal consideration to
the poor and needy,
France Resists Communism
• In F-runce the uphill battle
against inflation and Communism
saw some progress In early Jan·
uary. Premier Schuman won a
decided victory In his fight for
antHnfiatlon measures, the Na·
tional Assembly passing his tax
bill by a wte of 315·268. A loan
blll, enabling the government to
withdraw a special tax in the
case of those investing in national bonds was passed, only
Communists voting against it.
The loan bill will enable the gov·
ernment to counteract Indation
by bringing into the national
treasury, and out of circUlation,
a sum of 125,000,000,000 francs.
French pellllants were warned
against the cajoleries of Communism, which, according to the
minister of agriculture, otl'ered to
give them more while actually
planning to take away all they
had. The fOTIllatlon of a SocialIst labor union to counteract the
fniluence of Communists in union
alTairs also made progress.
ITO
• The UnIted Nations Confer·
ence on Trade and Employment
meeting In Havana, Cuba, was In
January working on arrange-
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for an Intl!rnatioDal Trade
Organization (I';t'O). Many questions were raised on such subjects as cartels, restrictive business practlees. taritt agreements,
custom.. unIons ana /Juvs1l1IetJ.
The world trade charter drafted
at Geneva last Summer was also
being oonsidered by the confer-

"''''.
Koreanlf Greet U. N. Group
.. The . U. N. Temporary Commission on KOrea arrived in
Seoul, Korea, on January 8, havIng come by plane trom TOkIo.
The fifty-member party was welcomed at the alfP{}rt by U. S.
and Korean omclals. The Soviet Ukraine, also appointed to
serve on the Commission, was
not represented. Though night
had fallen, long lines of people
hailed the commlSl!lon.
MlCIlaeI Forced OUt

• No one with his eyeteeth cut
believed that Michael of Rumania abdicated of hls'own free
will. He was forced out, Moscow
operating through the Rumanian
Communist Foreign Minister Ana
Pauker, and her assoctates.
Michael (and his party) went to
Switzerland and hopes to be able
to M ,·e some of hJII p!)sse&ion&.
Michael should be thankful he
got off" 80 easy.

cans Vatican and U. S.
WarmObgerll

.. In a IIlx-hour IIpeech, delivered
at the opening or the Communillts
National Congress in Milan on
January 4, TogUatti, Communist
Jeader, denoun~d the U. S. and
the Vatican as tbe wor!d'l'I biggest wanoongel'l!. In addition 00
delegates representing Italy's reputed 2,250,000 Communists, top
Communists from Britain and
France were alBo present at the
Congress. SaId Togllattl: "The
danger of war is t11e consequence
of expansion and the program of
world domination by an imperiallstlc power. ThIs 18 the kind of
proooss going OI). now In the Unit·
ed States. But there is another
power, the Vatican, which, While
conducting on the one side a campaign for peace in general terms
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to delude the people, on the other
side Unell up with the Imperial.
Istic powers any time the international situation worsens,"
naUan BepoblJc
.. Mil I tar Y druml'l SlJunded
throughout Italy in heralding on
JanUary 1 the beginning of the
!taUan Republlc: The Constitution of the new republiC came Into force as at' that date. The Italian flag was ratsed everywhere,
but without the cross of the Royal House of Savoy.
BritBin Natlona.Ilz6fl BaJlwaylo
• Britain began 1948 with the
natlonal1zatlon of its raHway
lIystem, the TranSport Act, covering railways, London transport,
and other transportation facllltleB, taking effect January 1. As
a result the British people now
own 52,000 miles of railway,
2,000 rulles of canals and thoul'Iands of mnes of hus, t.ram and
trucking routes, Duplicating lines
will be eliminated. The former
stOCkholders are to receive 3 Percent on their shares, which total
about $4,000,000,000. The new
stock has a maturity date or
1978-1988.

the: Opposition in the Parliament
that they should remember w11ut
happened to Nikola Petkov. the
OpposItion AgrarIan lead\>r, who
was executed last Septemher. The
OPwsitJon, compoaetJ of nine- Ho-

cial Democrats, had dared to
criticize t11e budget advocated by
thf! premier.
New IndonesiaD CouneD
• The Netherlands government
on January 13 appointed seven
representatives of D 11 t ell-controlled areas of Indon<:'Sla to
serve fiB H preHmlnary federative
council or interim government of
a fffierated United States of
Indonesla. No representatlv('s of
the Indonesian Republic (of
Java) headed by Premier Aml(>\"
Sjarifudln were induded.

Military Aid to Greece
and Turkey
.. At the beginning of January
the attempt of the Greek Insurgents to seize Konitsa as a capital for their "government" In
northern Greece was beaten back
by Greek Army troops. The BritiSh Foreign Office, following slmIll.\r notice by the U. S. Department of State, warned YugOslavia, Bulguria and Alhania
against recognizing til\' relle] government. In Greece its-elf tlle
U. S. approved increases in the
allocation of aid fun(ls to finance
increase In the size of the Greek
Army and National Guaro. U. s.
Marines were reported going to
the Mediterranean to reinforce
four U. S. ships. The US. also
arranged to give Turl,ey 4 submarines and l1l!!hips, and Greet.-e

TM Union of Burma
• The people of Burma, on .Tanuary 4, at 4: 20 a.m. (the hour
and minute set by Buddhist
demon-·worshlpers), began a new
national existence, Independent
of the British Commonwealth,
whIch had ruled Rurma for 62
years. The Coostltuent ASlSembly, In its last !SeSSion the day before, approved the appointment
ot TbakJn Nu 8.S prIme m[nfster,
",as tv receive 68ubmarines. '1'11e
he having served in that capacity U. S. Mediterranean fleet held
for the Interim government since maneuvers oW the coast of souththe assasslnatton of Premier U· . w('stern Gre~.
Aung San last July. Most of the
Plan for West Reicb
cabInet posts are held by members or Thakin Nu's Anti-Fascist • German political leaders In
·Peoples' Freedom League, a So- the \Ve!:)tern zones of occupation
cialist party. '1'he Assembly earll· ali January 8 accepted Americaner elected Sawbwa of Yawnghwe British plans for a bizonal ecolIS ff.I"8t presldeat of the UnIon ot nomJc admInIstratIon. 'fhe plans
Burma..
Include arrungem('nts for a eubln(!t, an upper and lower legislaBulgarian Opposition Warned
tive hOHse, and a supreme .coun
• Georgi Dlmitrov, Bulgaria's to interpret its laws. Also a penpremier, on :January 12 warned
tral bank to regulate CUrrency
AWAKE!

and credit IS proposed. The new
German administration will not,
however, be a new German Western state. It wiil have no army
and nu ministry of -forelin affairs, and its actions will be sub-jed to review by the oc(!Upatton
authorities. The French expressed
fear that the ultimate result of
this plan would be the establishIng of a strong central German
government, something to which
they are opposed.
Yugo!ilavia Demands Gold
,. Shortly before the German Invasion of Yugoslavia, $56,OOCl,OOO
In gQld was sent out of the coun·
try and deposited with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
for the credit of the National
Bank of Yugoslavia. Thll'! gold,
together with about $14,000,000
other funds. has been frozen by
the U. S., which means tbat Yugo·
slavia cannot get It. Having made
repeated demands for the releaSE
of these funds, the Yugoslav governm,'nt, cumplaining to the U. N.,
now threatens to take International action. The U. R. secretary
of state has replied that uoUl
Yugosla"ia does something about
U. S. claims agalnl'!t her Washington's attltnrle will not change.
These daims Include $42,000,000
!'or eXllropriated U. S. property
in Yugo~lavia, and recompense
for American airplanes and fiiers
shot down over Yugoslavia.

of llvlng, Including housing, and
recommended (1) a cut of $40
In the taxes of every Individual,
In~luding dependents, .wIth incniased taxes.on corporate prof·
Its; (2) rationing and price-wage
controls as and where needf'd;
(8) a program for construction
of 15,000,000 h 0 u sin g units;
(4) Increased rent controls;
(5) extended social !'!eCurlty provisions; (6) provision to wipe
out discrImination as to civil
rights, to be covered by a special
message; (7) a national health
program; (8) fep.eral tl"id to
sehools; (9) a minimum wage of
75 cents an hour; (10) labor laws
to replace the Taft-Hartley Act;
(11) funds to enforce antitrust
laws;' (12) universal military
training and a I'!trong armament
program; (13) proyislon fur entry of Europe's displaced persons; (14) enactment of the fouryear European Recovery Program; (15) continual, full support of the U. N.; (16) conservation of natural resources;
(11) farm aid provisions;
(18) statehood for Alaska and
Hawaii; and (191 a $50,000,000,000 industrial expansion program, with development of atomic energy, keyed to "free competition". Many 'Yashin/!."ton observers attacked the program as
a revIval of the "New Deal".
ERP-Why, How Much
and How

80th U. S. Congre!illil Reconvenes
,. At the opening of the second
ses~ion of the 80tb Congress tbe
U. S. presldmt delivered the cus·
tomary State of the Union message, to outline proposed policies.
These were. as he said, to outline
the course of America for "the
next ten years", but the message
failed to meet with any enthu~Iastlc reeeption on the part of
the predominantly Republican
Congress, which did, not envisage
the president in his present posl·
tion "for the next ten years". Nor
were the Democrats responsive.
The president was charged with
appealing to the voters by advancing measures which would
apparently benefit the "little
Ulan". He dwelt on the high cost
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"&Ingle anq only purpose iI. to
assure the- maintenance of the
American principle of separation
of church and state upon whIch
the federal constitution guarantees religious liberty to all people and all cpurehes of thIs republic". It mentioned such obvious vioiations of the principle as
the presIdent's havIng a repr(lSentatlve at the Vatican, aid to religious schools, etc. The Cathollc
Knights of Columbus were quick
to brand the organization as "intolerant".

U. S. Cable Strike
.. Twenty-five hundred cable and
radio workers of the AmerIcan
Communications Association, a
CIO union, went on strike January 2 and cut off almost twothirds of the commercial facll1·
ties for COmmunication between
tile U. S. a-nd other parts of the
world. As the strike continued
Joseph P. Selly, union president,
and other leaders were arrested.
EconomIc Report for U. S.
.. The president and 'his council
Of economic advisers prepared an
economic report which was presented to Congress January 14,
in conformity with the Employment Act of 1946. The report set three objectives for
1948: to halt inflation, by adoptIng measures previously recommended by the president; to
maintain top-level production and
employment; and to plan for the
future so that after ten years
there will be employment for
64,000,000 Amerlcans.

.. Testifying before the U. S.
Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Jannary 8 Secretary of
state Marshall, In a 5,000-word
statement, urged the necessity of
full aid to Europe. Answering
questions as to why, how much Cosmic Ray Body Found
and how, and Insisting on the .. On January 12, at the French
full $17,000,000,000 program, he Academy of Science It was aosaid, "either undertake to meet nounced by Dr. F. Jollot·Curle,
the requirements of the job, or. French high commissioner for
don't undertake it at alL"
atomic energy, that a new type
of radio-act! ve body had been
Fighting Church-State Links
found to exist In cosmic rays
Formation was announced by which a lOore complete disln·
January 11 of an organization tegratlon of the atom would be
called "Protestants and Other possible, resulting In the release
Americans United for Separation of greater energy than in methof Church and State". A· mani- ods thus far employed. "Bigger
festo was Issned by leaders In the and better explosions" seem to
organization stating that tt!'! be to prospect.
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ttMen's Hearts Failing Them for Fear"
i
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EVER was there a time in the history of man when distress and perplexity lay so heavily upon the nationl3
as it does today. Never Was there·a time
when anxiety, fear, alarm, panic and
fright crushed upon the minds of the
people as now. Never was there a time
when the world was in such a bewildered,
uncertain and shaky condition of f!,gitation and· turmoil. Beset by the disconcerting affairs, events and developments
in the world today, and the terrible forebodings of the future, the people are
plagued with a vexation of spi:r:it and a
painful uneasiness of mind. In the thro~s
of these prevailing conditions many
people are mentally prostrate" frozen
with terror and paralyzed with horror.
Chaos and confusion reign in many
places. Mad hysteria has seized the
masses, and trepidation and terror has
taken hold of the rulers.
And why not' Are there not plenty of'
reasons for this morbid fear that has
seized mankind ¥ Look at the mountain of
crushing economic conditions, the insurmountable barriers to world peace and
the open threat of an atomic war that confronts this twentieth-century world. Look
at the political affiictions that enmesh humanity; the hatred in Palestine, the killings in India, the hunger in Europe, the
rebellion in Greece, the trouble in Indonesia and Indo-China, the race riots in
Africa, the unrest in Egypt, the scarcity
in England, the inflation in America, the
war in China, the revolutions in Latin
FEB,RU ARY 22, 1948

America, the bondage in Spain and Russia, all of these mounting problems are
topped by even a greater: issue, intern a.tional atomic energy control. Little wonder, then, that these insoluble troubles
accompanied by one emergency after another and one crisis after another have
caused the stoutest hearts to faint with
fear.
To prove that this is so, one has only
to listen to the daily conversation of the
people in the market places, ,the factories, the offices, and the homes. Baily .
the radio and newspapers describe this
universal fear and trembling. The common man knows this to be a fact, but for
the benefit of those having a "show me"
attitude, who demand an exact quotation, it is well to submit a few of the
words from the lips of eminent personages: statesmen, financiers, clergymen,
.
scientists.
Pierre van Paassen, the noted correspondent, lecturer and author, known
best by his book Days of Our Years, writing in Woman's Day, said:
We are living in a crazy world, a world
possessed. Oqr Puritan ancestors might well
have called it a world possessed of the Devil.
For evil and violence and heart-rendjn~ anxiety seem to have gained the upper hamI for
the time being, so that even the most Christian and the most peace-loving nations on
earth are caught in a seething whirlpool.
The pillars of society have begun to shaje.
The foundations of truth and humanity, of
reason and justice, which we thought of enS.

,
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during. character and of lasting value, sometimes seem to be disintegrating. At times we
·feel as if the very ground under our feet were
trembling, and we no longer know on what to
build or where te take our stand. The future
weighs upon us as a terrible, incomprehensible burden under which nobody dares to plan
and scarcely anyone dares to look ahead.

rely half on the United Nations to settle
international disputes and half on·their
OW;} mighty armaments, just in case. If
the world continues to straddle, all. is
lost." "American policy," according to
the newspaper columnist, Max Lerner,
"proceeds. both from a sense of power
and a sense of fear." Moreover, he says,
Winston Churchill likewise expressed "the scared men in· the Kremlin· are
matched
by
the
scared
men
in
Wall
his fear in his famous address at Fulton,
Mo. Speaking of "the awful ruin of Eu- Street and Washington. The combinarope" and the danger of collapse of the tion of power and fear on both sides may
fatal
one
for
the'
world."
A
prove
a
U. N. "temple of peace", he said:
scared man of· the Research and DevelWhen I stand here this quiet afternoon I opment Board, Dr.' Vannevar Bush,
shudder to visualize what is actually happen- fears that "the danger of aggression and
ing to millions now and what is going to hap- war" is so great that the United States
pen in this period when famine stalks the will have to maintain its military
earth. . . . Now, at this sad, breathless mo- strength "for years to come". Fear. dicment, weare plunged in the hunger and dis- tated the former secretary of state,
tress which are the aftermath of our stupen- James Byrnes, to say in his recent book
dous struggle. . . . The Dark Ages may re- Speaking Frankly that the only alterturn, the Stone Age may return on the gleam- native to an agreement with Russia is
ing wings of science, and what might now to make ''bigger and better atom bombs".
shower immeasurable material blessings upon Fear also moved the prominent Socialist
mankind may even bring about its total de- leader, Norman Thomas, to cry out:
struction. Beware, I say; time may be short. "Angels must weep at the .spectacle of
A shadow has fallen upon the scenes so lately hungry peoples having barely survived
lighted by the Allied victory.
one total war already pJ;'eparing frantiA year and a half later Churchill is cally to fight the third, deliberahily robstill filled with woe. Conditions in India, bing their children of bread in order to
he says, constitute "one of the most mel- provide bombs."
ancholy tragedies Asia has ever known".
When Dr. Oswaldo Aranha, of Brazil,
In Britain conditions are much worse opened the second regular session of the
now than during the war, he says, ''but United Nations General Assembly on
what has happened so far is only a fore- September 17 he described the fearful
taste of what is to come." Though not conditions in the earth. "At the moexpecting an immediate war, Churchill ment," he said, "we have victorious peodeclares, "I cannot exclude the danger of ples and vanquished peoples, while nearwar"; hence the Western democracies ly all are· burdened with poverty and
should "take every measure of prudent fear. Peace in the occupied regions is
defensive preparation that is open to merely a military condition. . . . Euthem" .
rope is an economic tragedy and a military question mark. In Asia the tide of
War Jitters
blood which the war swept in has not
This 'fear of war is on all their lips. ebbed away. . . . The next tenyeal's
Senator Millard E. Tydings expressed may be envisaged as a. period of doubts
the fear of many people when he de- and insecurity.". Mrs. Vijaya Lakshmi
clared: "In the present world situation Pandit, Indian representative to. the
all nations continue to straddle. They General Assembly, noted the ,"tense sus-
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pense" in the world and warned that
there was "an uneasy awareness that
things are perhaps moving toward some
new and annihilating disaster for mankind".
Pointing to other causes forlnankind's
jitters, Joseph P.Kennedy, former United States ambassador to Great Britain,
said Americans' today are cbIifused and
restless because "administration economists have become politicians, and statesmen pose as economists. The net result
is a very sickening and discouraging political economic philosophy' which has
given the nation a case of first-degree
jitters". Henry Wallace is also fearful
of the "dangerous course" that the nation is following, one in which he says
"every propaganda technique known to
man is being used to win support for .
basically rotten policies".
Europe's condition, said Myron C.
Taylor, Truman's 73-year-old "messenger boy" to the Vaiican, is "a pretty s,ad
picture, politically and economically".
Herbert H. Lehman, former governor of
New York and who was director general
of UNRRA, said that the world as a
whole is really gambling for the very
"existence of civilization and humanity".
And Secretary of State Marshall declared ~'we must face the facts", for "we
are faced with the danger of the actual
disappearance of the characteristics of
Western civilization on which our government .and our manner of living are.
tased".
'.
These are the grave warnings of world
leaders, and throughout they are punctuated with fear. One can feel the pessimism, anxiety and frightful alarm that
has taken hold of these men.
Economic and Social Fears.
Robert . Wood Johnson, in his· book
Or Forfeit Freedom, after discussing
the labor management problem, says
that "if it is not solved, our society will
collapse, plunging us and perhaps the
rest of the world into new and terrible
. FEBRUA1jlY 22, 1948
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Dark Ages". Senator Taft is also
alarmed, saying that the "abuses in the
labor field can only lead to conditions
which require violent emergency action".
The president of the National Association of Real Estate Boards, Morgan L.
Fitch, is frightened over the possibility
of a "ruinous" inflation, but M. S. Eccles,
chairman of the Federal Reserve Board,
fears that a "severe economic storm" is
threatening and an "economic collapse"
is sure to come if inflation continues ..
The horrifying specter of starvation
that .stalks through the earth today
strikes with terror even those that are
well fed. Viewing Europe, Truman says
that "France and Italy are without adequate food and fuel supplies for the . . .
winter, and do not have the resources with which to buy them". "The battle
to save food ~n the United States is the
battle to save our own prosperity and to
save the free countries of western Europe." Frightened by the turn of events,
Truman, in calling an extraordinary and
special session of Congress, declared:
"Our domestic prosperity is endangered
by the threat of inflation; the peace of
the world is endangered by hunger and
cold in other lands." James Forrestal,
secretary of defense, said that the war
"we are waging is against hunger and
desolation, against. oppression and tyranny, against disease and despair". A
crisis has been reached, says Secretary
of State Marshall: "European economy
might well break down under the intolerable strain of another winter of hunger,
cold and want." Dr. Martha M. Eliot,
chief medical consultant of the U. N. International Children's Emergency Fund,
says that large numbers of Europe's
children are "terribly in need of still
more food and clothing". Europe's hunger, says Secretary of Agriculture Anderson~ is the kind "that gnaws at the
very' vitals of the human being, the
kind of hunger that forces the body
to feed upon itself". Pleading for
food, former governor of New York,
5
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Herbert H. Lehman, says: "We must act
quickly. We are in a battle against time.
We cannot afford to give too little or too
late. If we do not act properly I am
fearful there will be chaos in all Europe." Laments Secretary of Commerce
Haniman: "I wish you could see, as I
have, the slim margin of life of people
in many countries and understand what
will happen if enough food fails to come
from us this winter." Also Charles Luckman, chairman of the Citizen's Committee, voices his fears: "Today the people
of Europe are once again enslaved, this
time by the tyranny of hunger . . . . We
must fight. Food is the only weapon that
can defeat hunger."
Other people, no less worried over the
.shortage of food in the earth, yet fearful
that the leaded at the top are incompetent,!have r~asons to be panicky. They
remember that the same secretary of
agriculture, Anderson, that is now pleading for th~m to save food ordered the
dumping and destruction of 45,000,000
bushels of potatoes last winter when
.people were starving, in order to keep
prices up. Senator 'Leverett Saltonstall
demands to' know why the government
was holding 90,000,000 pounds of ,eggs in
dried and frozen forms at a time when
eggless and meatless days were the order.
Meantime, while such confusion worries
people in America, this winter the 1,500,000 surviving European Jews will face
their worst crisis since the war, according to Moses W. Beckelman. The wailing
of the Jews over the plight of their people on Y om Kippur was heard around'
the globe. And in Palestine the Arab and
Jewish situation casts a frightful shadow of woes to come. The oriental, on
the other hand, is not concerned over the
troubles of Europe and the Jews; he has
his own. In India, starvation, floods, killings, 100,000 tons of rice lost, and cattle'
destroyed, are. the brutal tragedies of
the land, and Prime Minister Nehru
fears that the riots and killings will lead .
India into a' form of fascism.
6

In addition, to the economic troubles
the postwar era "has ushered us into a
time of moral confusion", says the
"Rev." Dr. John' S. Bonnell, ·of New
York. With a high rate of divorces and
juvenile delinquency, and "a marked de- .
cline in sexual morality, the sickness of .
our society is plainly revealed", he declared. "Rev." Dr. W. E. Purcell, of
Maidstone, England, says that this 'social rot that has set in' has "presented a
frightening picture". It is "short-sighted
to spend billions to bring about a betterment in economic conditions" and at the
same time fail to solve the problem of
youth, says the editor in chief of the
Toledo Blade. Five hundred missionaries and Congregational Church leaders
have asserted that-action must be taken
on these social' problems if war and
chaos are to be prevented from spreading. Such are the expressions of fear
that come from a large body of the per·
plexed population.
.
U. N. Tower of Confusion

Nothing personifies the truth that
'men's hearts are failing'them for fear'
better than the monumental V. N. "Tower of Babel"~ Erected as a symbol of
peace, with a banner on which are twin
olive branches encircling a map of the
world, the Vnited Nations is hailed by
many fearful individuals as "the last
opportunity to rid· the world of the
scourge of a new war, and secure for
the peoples those four freedoms for
which they fought", to quote Chile's
V.N. delegate, Senator Jose Maza. Others say that "there is no cure for the ills
of the world outside these [V. N.] prin.
ciples", and morally, ideologically and
militarily it is "the world's most important instrument for the defense of peace.
loving nations". Hector McNeil, the V. N.
British delegate, avers: "If we darpage
this Charter, if we harm it, if we fall
short of it," then history "will overtake
us and damn us forever". Such oratorical eloquence springs from men who are
AWAKEI
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desperate with fear and are trembling
in their boots.
Other· people who are more realistic
are frightened at the utter failure of the
United Nations. To quote the Denver
Post, the U. N. has been reduced "to a
mere forum of word throwing, incapable
of enforcing the peace". The Chinese
foreign minister, Dr. Wang, quakes to
think that the "United Nations has
reached a point when its future development and possibly its very existence
hang in the balance". After listing the
defects of the U. N. the Netherlands am.:
bassador to the United States, van Kleffens, said: "Small wonder that people
of Holland are critical of the United Nations. ~rhey joined with enthusiasm,~' but
"they have been seriously disappointed.
They know they are not the only ones
who are so disappointed and alarmed".
It is almost ludicrous to hear Dr. Evatt,
Australia's U. N. delegate, say with all
seriousness that the U. N. fails to maintain world peace because there "is as yet
no world peace to maintain". Frightened men are not able to reason or think
straight.
"
Even Trygve Lie, the secretary general of the United Nations, admits that
the U. N. has "made little progress toward capturing the enthusiasm and harnessing the imagination of the peoples
of the world". And this in spite of the
fact that special masses are celebrated
for the organization, with Catholic cardinals officiating, and in spite of the fact
that Cardinal Spellman personally prays
to his god for peace. Frightened by this
continuing failure of the U. N. to capture
the people's interest, the propagandists
are preparing to use cheap advertising
to "sell" the U. N. to the public. This to
come in the form of 20-second radio announcements, like the following:

tions is accomplishing another "so-called"
im possibility. . . . world peace! Get in on
the discovery..•. it's an exciting experience.
Fearful Because of Peace Failure

• "Strange As It Seems," edited by John
Hix, says that in the last 3,434 years
there have been 8,000 peace treaties'
signed but only 268 years Qf peace, which
is enough to make the present puny
peace-makers quiver and the people in
general to tremble. "We have won the
war," murmurs Senator Taft, "but we
have lost the peace!' Fearful that the
United Nations will also fail, a group of
frightened men are heard to cry for a
"World Federal Government". Albert .
Einstein, one of the sponsors, says that
"everything has to be done to make it
clear to the electorate that the solution
can only be world government andnothing less", ."The very existence of mankind" is at stake, he says. Henry Chamberlin, in his book The European Cockpit, says that over there "a federated
Europe", is the only answer. Yugoslavia's
ambassador to the United States, Kosanovic, thinks that peace will come when
there is an agreement between the Soviet and the United States. Others, feat>ful that there will never be "one world", .
work for a division into two worlds. On
the one hand the "Truman doctrine", the
"Marshall plan" and the "little assembly" are put forth by the Western world
as ways of obtaining peace, .while "Russia at the same time solidifies eastern
Europe and revives the "comintern", or .
"cominform", as some call it, as her
means of unifying the nations. And so it
goes, every frightened mariner aboard
the world's sinking ship on this stOJ;my
sea suggests a different course to sail in
hopes of reaching the same port of peace.
The world is round? You're crazy! A man
Instead of quieting the hysteria the
flying? Ridiculous! A voice heard across the splitting of the world into two camps has
ocean? Insane! Well, people used to say those increased the people's fears and anxiethings were impossible. We know better to- ties by raising in their minds many new
day. The General Assembly of the United Na-' nightmares. Charges and countercharg.
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es are hurled from both sides with increasing violence. Russia is fearful of
America's military maneuvers above the
Arctic Circle in Greenland and Alaska
not so many miles from her borders. She
is fearful that America is rebuilding
"the war-industrial potential of Japa.nese imperialism", and reviving the German war potential in western Germany.
She is fearful of a Vatican crusade, accusing the pope of "openly calling for
war against the Soviet Union". Russia
sees America's reorganization of her
armed forces, development of new weapons and armament, the. formation of military blocs for mutual hemispheric defense. Alarmed, she charges the western
powers as "warmongers", "imperialists,"
"expansionists," "cannibals, lusting for
profits, who propose dropping bombs
over the Old World."
America also is trembling with fear
from what she sees happening in eastern Europe: a totalitarian giant forcing
itself, through a policy of aggression, on
small countries while hiding her internal
activity behind an iron curtain of censorship. America is fearful that Russia's
activity has filtrated into her own government, as an 'enemy within her gates',
"with the single object of revolutionary
subversion," to quote J. Parnell Thomas,
chairman of the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities. To stop this Rus-.
sian expansion policy, Prof. Finer, of the
University of Chicago, told a conference
of several hundred distinguished scholars, the U. S. A. would have to use the
weapon of· fear. "The United States,"
said Finer, "most probably will be forced
to rely on fear; the fear of armed force."
But beating the war drums loud and
furiously does not produce music conducive to peaceful sleep. Says the Dutch
psychologist, Dr. A. M. Meerloo:
•

Som~

people today pave the curious idea
that one way to insure peace is to play up the
horrors of the next war. Behind this sort of
thinking is' the notion that people will actually be forced by fear to build a construc-

tive plan for peace. Psychology tells us that
this way of thinking is dangerous. We know
that fear never evokes peaceful reactions in
men. On the contrary, people react to fear by
readying themselves for defense and attack.
. . . The answer to how to build a positive
peace cannot be found in military strategy
and atomic science. The militant way of life
always fails. It always turns into a vicious
circle of defense, aggression, and renewed attack.
.

Viciou8 Armament Race
. Racing around this vicious circle the
world seems to have gone mad with fear.
"The greatest momentum to war in the
history of the world exists today," moans
the editor of the Saturday Review of
Literature, N orman Cousins. Francis
Biddle, after returning from the famous
Nuremberg trial of Nazi war leaders, expressed the fear that such trials will not
end wars. Dr. G. W. Frasier, retiring
president of Colorado State College,
also fears that "the United States seems
headed for war". The former assistant
secretary of state, MacLeish, thinks "the
worst of all religious wars" is shaping
. itself up. In. France, Ramadier (then
premier) and President Vincent Auriol
recently voiced their fears of another
war, and Charles de Gaulle said: "There
is not one who does not see the great
and heavy clouds massing on the horizon." And Marshal Tito warns: "we prepare for war as though it were starting
tomorrow."
Where is all their atomic energy control f for Dr. mloa, of Peru, says that
atomic energy "is a Sword of Damocles
hanging over peace". The Soviet plan is
considered "defective", and the U. S.
War Department says that even if the
United States plan is adopted other nations cali wage anatomic war on an equal
footing with the U.S.A. within six years.
Hence, with panicky fright the great
powers accelerate their armaments race.
A survey made a few months ago by
the New York Times revealed that the

•
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world is maintaining 1!),000,000 men in
its armies. The United States Navy is
four times as great as in prewar days.
Yet, the former Selective Service director, General Hershey, says, "I am frightened" becaus.e voluntary enlistment of
men has fallen off. The militarists are'
screaming for universal service. The
cost to the world for·its armies is $27,000,000,000 a year, but this is only a fraction of what is being spent for another
war. "Today millions, perhaps> billions,
of dollars ·in concealed funds, only a
fraction of which are reflected in this
survey, are being spent on research and
development into the atomic bomb, bacteriological warfare, guided missiles, jet
planes and other new weapons.", (New
York Times) Because of fear, tanks,
heavy artillery and ;vital parts of b<?attleships are hermetically sealed and stored
away "ready for immediate use". The
production of bombs continues and these
are being stored in earthen igloos ready
for use. The development of bacterial
'warfare (R\V) is being pushed for all
it is worth. Already they have a certain
toxin one gram of which will kill 7,000,000 people, and a virus 20 drops of which
.
will kill 20,000,000 people.

at stake," not merely Europe. The archbishop of York, Garbett, is afraid that
under the "growing tension" some nation
"will decide in hysterical fear to end the
crisis by using the atomic bomb". Members of the World Council of Churches
wail that a "crisis in the existence of
mankind" has been reached. The American Council of Christian Churches says
that unless Russia is resisted "the world
is destined for the most horrible bath of
blood' and. holocaust of unimaginable
proportions".
The Catholic Bishops of America are
fearful that maybe "there is no way out
of the confusion and conflict which block
the road to real peace". The Chinese
Cardinal Tien has advocated a third'
world war as the only remedy. Cardinal
Spellman worries about "the world's
end". The pope also is a frightened man
who speaks of the present "perils without precedent". In conference with his
cardinals Pius XII said: "The time is
running short. Incalculable calamities
lie ahead if the world fails to agree."
Reporting the pope's speech on the
twenty-fifth anniversary of Catholic'
Action the New York Times said: "The
Pontiff betrayed very deep anxiety as
time and again he referred to the conClergy Are Trembling with Fear
test between the Christian and nonWhen the clergy pray for the deliver- Christian forces, going so far as to state
ance of this insane world, only to find that 'even a few minutes can decide the
that their gods do not answer, they too victory'." And from the other end of the
are stricken with acute fear. From many religious wailing wall. there is also heard
pulpits come expressions of their ter- an expression of deep anxiety. Protesror. Dr. Channing Tobias, of New York, tant clergymen numbering 1,275, togethsays that it is "a bewildered and pessi- er. with 6,000 laymen, declare that the
mistic world". The Associated Church' Papacy is "the greatest single influence"
Press writes about the "chaos and con- working toward another war. How true
fusion". Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr says the Harry Emerson Fosdick's confession !,people are "hysterically anxious about "The world is certainly a mess, and
the perils to which we are exposed". whether or not we like to face the fact,
Headlines in the New York Times read: religion helps to make it so."
"Oxnam [Metkodist bishop] Holds War
with Russia Sure," "Bishop Tells Meth- Scientists Frightened by Future
Surely the scientists, the "creators" of
odists Our 'Hysterical' Policy Does not
Solve Problems." Dr. J. H. Cockburn this atom-splitting synthetic world,
says: "It is Christian civilization that is should be optimistic about the future;
FEBRUARY 22, 1948
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but we find them as fearful and pessimistic as the rest of the world. Having
a firsthand knowledge of the terrible horrors that are being perfected, yet unable
to stop the unseen forces that are pushing them on, these men of science cry
out in frightful alarm as they look into
the future abyss. Expressing the fears of
a great many of his colleagues, Dr.
Harold C. Urey, Nobel prize winner and
one of the foremost scientists i,p the atom
bomb project, wrote an article (published in Collier's magazine) entitled "I'm
a Frightened Man". Therein he said:

because we are in the "last days" of this
satanic world. They know not that
Christ foretold that it would be a sure
sign of the setting up of His kingdom.
They know not that He' said in very
plain language that there would be "upon the earth distress of nations, with
perplexity; the sea and the waves [of
restless humanity! roaring ;, men's hearts
failing them for fear, and for looking
after those things which are coming on
the earth." Luke 21: 25, 26.
When "Father" Gannon, the president
of the Jesuit university of Fordham, deI write this toe frighten you. I'm a fright- clared that "a nearly desperate world
ened man, myself. All the scientists I know stares with fascination toward Armagedare frightened, frightened for their lives, and don" he referred to an atomic war befrightened for your life. . . . I say to you- tween nations. In truth and in fact the
and I wish I could say it face 'to face that world is face to face with the Armagedwe who have lived for years in the shadow don spoken of in the last book of the Biof the atomic bomb are well acquainted with ble, The Revelation. But because the peofear, and it is a fear you should share if we ple are blind and because the 'blind are
are intelligently to meet our problems. . .. leading the blind' (Matthew 15: 14) they
Now, in Washington, we have learned a new fail to see this real danger ahead the
fear: Weare afraid of what politicians and ditch of Armageddon, which is "the batdiplomats may do with the atomic bomb. . . . tle of that great day of God Almighty".
If you, the people, let things drift, we will (Revl{llation 16: 14,16) In that battle,
perhaps see a world divided into, two great which will cleanse the earth of all evil
spheres of interest, east and west, afraid of and make way for the righteous admineach other, afraid of one unguarded word. istration of Christ's kingdom over all the
Freedom from fear? We will eat fear, sleep earth, the hearts. of the wicked that now
fear, live in fear, and die in fear.
tremble with fear will stop cold. Persons
It is most manifest from all of the of true good-will toward God will surabove evidence that the people together vive that universal war and live in endwith their leaders dwell in a compressed less peace and happiness. Former fears
atmosphere .of hysteric fear; yet they will neither be remembered nor come
know not why. They know not that it is into mind.
•

Lacona PetItion to Supreme Court Denied
CI. Awake! has kept its readers posted on the attempt of Lacona, Iowa, to inaugurate
rule by mobocracy. Mob rule of the village resulted in disorders and denials of freedom
of worship to Jehovah's witnesses. Deputized mobsters got the green light when a United
States District Court ruled against the Witnesses, but the light turued red when a
United States Circuit Court of Appeals halted the mobocracy steamroller and ordered
religious freedom restored to the Witnesses. Lacona appealed the case to the United
States Supreme Court. On January 12 the high court refused to hear the case. The
light remains red for the mobocrats.
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Power-hungry Blasphemers Covet the World
AT THE-Eucharistic Congress
held at Buffalo, N. Y., on September 22-25, seven cardinals
and other representatives of
Catholic Church set forth
recommendations for securing
..peace. Cardinal Spellman
set the theme of the assembly on th~
second day, when he §aid: .. I believe with
all my soul and ~fess before tn'll world
that it is the. sacred duty' and the mission
of thJl Church to bring peace." '1'his
chlH'ch boasts of its antiquity, yet
throughout its centuries-long existence
it has never fulfilled its "sacred duty".
What a failure has this church proved to
be, as testified by the hundreds of wars
sinc€dts inception! Next this suave reli-gians spellbinder called Cardinal Spellman as good as said Jesus lied when He
stated that "with God all things are pos~
sible", because S'Pellman arrogantly
purred },'Even Goa cannot 'make H peace.,
ful woi'1d }Vitbout peace-loving men to
help h,~m:" Modestly meaning himself
and his sect, of COl1rse.
They are going to help God by making
the world Catholic. At the seventeen sec~
tional meetings during the Congress
Catholic men and women in all walks of
life were urged to spread Catholicism to
all with whom they come in contact, to
live their religion and win others tp it.
Conversion activities Rre to sweep not
only the 1Jnited States but the world.
And when this goal of world conversion
has been reached, then the world united
in Catholicism will be united in peace.
Won't God be happy when they thus
make it possible for Him to bring peace 1
What insufferable and gagging gall!
The aim of the ambitious Roman Catholic Hierarchy is not world peace, but is
world domination. This aim as concerns

the United States is well shown by
Jesuit Francis X. Talbot: ''Why. can't
we raise a tidal wave that will bring
Catholic culture into the United States'
Why can't we make the United States
Catholic in legislation, Catholic in justice', aims and ideals' We are the greatest numerically in the country, strong
and growing in the arts and education.
We are now ready to expand. Now is
the time to organize and strike hard to
put the Catholic idea before all." (New
York Globe, December 14, 1930) Since
that time Catholicism has infiltrated its
agents into key positions in politics and
commerce, till now the nation is honey~
combed with a Vatican State fifthcolumn. In time they hope to make the
world Catholic in legislation, justice and
ideals; then tJ;J.e clock's hands win be
whirled back to the Middle Ages with its
blooo.y an.d \\n.5u.'ot Catho\ie In."1'U.1:i!lition.
We could well trade the entire bumper
-crop of nincompoop politicians of our
day for a few Abraham Lincolns. He was
awake ~o P.apal R~me's hunger for power, saymg m warmng:
"The Protestants of both the North and the
South would surely unite to exterminate the
priests and the Jesuits, if they could hear
. . , of the plots made in the very city of
ROnle to destroy this republic, ~d if they
could learn how the priest, the nuns, and the
monks, who daily hmd on these shores.,. llndel:
the pretext of preaching their religion, are
nothing else but the emissaries of the pope,
and other despots of Europe, to undennine
our institutions, alienate the hearts of OUI· people from the constitution, and our laws, destroy our schools, and prepare a reign of an~
arehy here as they have done in [other coun~

tries]."-F'ifty Years in the Church of Rome,
pp. 699, 700.

...~.--i~;I---''''
"My kingikm is not of this world." "Whosoever therefore wm be a friend
of the world iB'the enemy of God."~ohn 18:36; JaUles 4:4.
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ORLD War II found Rumania
torn by conflicting factions. However, the pro-Nazi element gain%. tbe
ascendancy under Ion Antonescu, who
for a time was the dictator of the country, and who invited Hitler to send
troops into Rumania to reorganize its
army. Before the Germans finally lef.t
they did a great deal more than reorganize the army, and Rumania was led
into the war on. the side of Hitler, and
against Russia.
The clergy became the willing instruments of the dictatorship and from their
pulpits preached in support of the "antj·
communist crusade", prophesying an
early defeat of Bolshevist Russia and
peace and pros.perity for the Rumanian
people.
The Rumanians occupied Odessa and
took over a new buiJding for its officers'
headquarters. The building had, however, been "booby-trapped" by the reo
treating Russians and many of the officers lost their lives in the resulting explosion. Antoneseu took dire revenge. He
ordered 50,000 Russian men, women and
children to be shot for this purely military act. That number were accordingly
hunted up by the Rumanian soldiers,
who lined them up along the bank of a
river and mowed them with ritle and
machine-gun fire. They were then thrown
into the river.
The Rumanian troops shared Hitler's
victories in Russia all the way to Stalingrad. There, however, a large number
12
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of Rumanians went over to the Russians.
This is l'~ported to have contributed
much toward hastelling at last the failllte of the German for('('f.; to take the
city. These Rumanian soldiers remained
in Russia until the summer of 1947,
When they returned to Rumania, being
hailed, particularly by the Communists,
as the true "Rumanian democratic ar?ly". Th.ey had been thoTortghly drilled
III RUSSIa and trained both politically
and inJl mi1itary way, aJld are expeeted
~o playa leading part in Rumania and
lts army to further Russian policy.
War Rav6ges and Losses
The war caused terrible ravages in
.RllmaJIia, In the capital alone 12.•000
houses and buildings were destroyed and
many times that number were damaged.
Other cities shared a similar fate.
Hardly a street or railway bridge and
but few railway stations were left intact after the Germans had passed
U\.rough the cou.nh:y "\lj)on t\.\~ir "f'Ctr'Cat.
King Micha~l in 1944 staged a coup
d'etat (A,ugust 25) placing Antonescu
under arrest and appointing a new pre·
ruier, General Constantine Sanatescu.
Two days later Rumania declared war
on ~ermll:ny, the advancing Russian
armIes dnVlI!g the Germans and their
%at~ltit~. baek throu.gh. th.e country
a~~~ heavy fight~ng. A great part of the
CIVIlIan 1?opulatIqn were compelled to
leave their homes, and returned to find
them stripped, so that they had to start
anew with practically nothing.
Rumania came out of the war impoverished and weakened, having lost also
the territories of Bessarahia and Bukovina, and being further obliged to agree
to heavy reparations to the Russians.
The Russians were now the occupying
power, imd that meant the virtual loss
of national independence, at least for a
time. AU this as a consequence of the Rumanian dictatorial government Of Antonesell having entered World War II at
Hitler's side.
A WAKE!

The peoples of the West enjoy many in power, was formed according to the
things of which the common people of wishes of Moscow as set forth by· the
Russia had no knowledge. For instance, clever and energetic Vyshinsky, who
watches and alarm clocks. Everybody counseled the Rumanian Communist
knows by now that Russian soldiers were party.
very eager to get such as they advanced
In 1932 Ana Pauker, a Rumanian
through· the eastern part. of Europe. .J ewess, was given a sentence of 25 years'
They judged the quality of a watch by its imprisonment for Communist activity in
noticeable ticking. If it did not tick satis- Rumania, but she was soon freed and
factorily they· were· disposed to throw flown to Russia by a Rumanil:J,n major.
it away or give the timepiece to some- She returned with the victorious Russian
body else. The story is told· of a Rus- armies twelve years later. September
sian w"h.> had gotten an alarm clock and last she represented the Rumanian Comattached it to the saddle in front of him. munist .party in the meeting of repre-.
It went off suddenly, ringing merrily, sentatives of nine European communist
but the soldier seized ., it and threw it parties in Warsaw, at which time it was
from him with"all his might. Another decided to establish an Information Buhaving become the proud possessor of reau in Belgrade which is ,known as
an alarm, on hearing it ring, took his Cominform: It is generally considered·
rifle and· shot it to protect himself.
to be a revival of the former Communist
International organization known as
Russian Rule
Although it came in a disguised form, Comintern. Ana Pauker is in some reRussian rule came to Rumania with the spects the most important person in Ruend of the war. This was hard for the mania, representing the Russian government
and
the
executive
committee
of
the
Rumanian people generally, for they
always had more affinity with Western Russian Communist party in Moscow.
She
transmits
Russian
orders
party
civilization than with the Slav peoples.
But now the Communist party came to and government . to the Rumanian govthe fore. Many of the Communists had ernment, and these orders or directives
are
carried
out,
too.
Rumania'
s
governbeen imprisoned under Antonescu's government. When the war ended many Ru- ment is largely the instrument of the
Russian
occupation.
No
minister
is
almanian clergymen were imprisoned for
a time because of the role they had lowed to resign of his own initiative; if
he
did
so,
he
might
risk
being
fetched
played in helping to create an atmosphere favorable for a war on Russia. out of his home at night and disappear.
There
have
been
such
kidnapings
alThe Communists, knowing that they
ready.
State
ministers
and
government
had only about 18 percent of the votes
officials'are
said
to
be
constantly
watched
of the country, agreed to have a "bloc
by
Communist
agents,
who
want
to
of the democratic parties" formed. The
bloc included Social Democrats, Agri- know who comes to see them and where
and
with
whom
they
spend
their
time.
cultural Workers party, the Communists,
The Constitution of 1923 was aboland some others. Once this political machinery had been established, the Com- ished by Antonescu, but was again put
munists began to elbow their way to the into operation at the end of the war. But
position of power, playing a part more only in theory, not in actual practice.
and more out of proportion with their The. government has· ruled by decrees.
numerical strength. However, it was less There is no court in Rumania today that
the Rumanian Communists that ruled would dare to take a position contrary to
than the Russians, who were backing the decision of the Communist-dominatthem. The first postwar government, still ed government.
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a state of great apprehension which
The following is an instance of Com- makes itself felt everywhere. Seeing that
munist action: The keeper of a· news- about 80 percent of the population are
stand in an eastern Rumanian town sold peasants and that most of these were orpapers of all the Rumanian parties, in.. ganized in a strong political party led
cluding the daily of an opposition party. by Maniu, onetime prime minister of the.
The Communist chief of the place came Rumanian government, the masters of
to him and told him not to sell that pa- the day determined to smash this party,
per any longer, although it was still per- and sentenced Maniu and other party .
mitted by the government. The man pro- leaders to long prison terms.
tested that he was selling all papers.
After a further warning the Communist Stabilizing the Currency
"The inflation of Rumanian currency,
official left. The newspaper vendor thereafter no longer sold the paper openly, due to the postwar conditions, reached a
but only on request. After about a week, stage where something had to be done.
when returning home about 11 p.m. the The income of a worker in inflated lei
newspaper dealer was attacked by two amounted to but a fourth of his wages in
men and .dreadfully beaten. Another 1938, or even less. A pound of bread cost
case: A small factory had a staff of 150,000 lei, a pound of grapes 80,000 lei,
about fifty workers, not including any a streetcar ticket 10,000 lei. A dollar beCommunists. The owner of the factory ing worth 4,000,000 lei on the unofficial
was accused of having engaged in market, these prices, compared with the
''black'' trade and of doing other forbid- dollar, were actually quite low, but to the
den things in his establishment. All the Rumanian wage-earner they were terriworkers were questioned by the police bly high, because he earned but 4,000,000
and all refuted the accusation. As a re- lei a month, the higher officials receiving
suIt they were held in custody for three from 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 lei. In order
days. .
to buy proper food, not to speak of pther
The Communists do not take demo- 'needs such as clothing, etc., they should
cratic principles very seriously, and ap- have had from 15,000,000 to 20,000,000
parently do not consider themselves lei per· month. The peasants, naturally,
bound by them. They refer to such rules held on to as many. of their products as
for party ends, but their application possible, rather than let them go at offiwould be a hindrance to reaching their cial prices.
goals. At the end of August (1947) they
The government therefore issued a
put up notices in the working rooms of new currency, and the Rumanian N athe Bucharest streetcar company stating tional Bank exchanged old lei for new at
that every worker who had not joined the rate of a million of the former for 50
the Communist party by the end of Au- of the latter. A peasant could exchange
gust would be dismissed. As to being en- 5,000,000, a worker 3,000,000, employees
rolled in trade unions, all the workers of and officials 1,500,000, while independent
industries and other enterprises were business people could not exchange anyautomatically registered as members of thing. In this way peasants who had
such unions without being asked. Many 5,000,000 lei received 250 new lei, $1.65,
qualified workers, foremen and officials the workers a dollar, and the officials
of the Rumanian railways and of other half a dollar. Rumania's inhabitants had
enterprises were dismissed because they to start new, in fact, and millions of
refused to join the Communist party. "millionaires" became" penniless, for
The ever growing Russian and Com- accumulated lei were worth nothing bemunist pressure in Rumania has created yond ·the small allowance indicated.
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The government fixed twelve classes ing to. many Rumanians, were of the
of workers, government employees and opinion there was too much traveling in
officials, whose wages now varied from Rumania and that this could be reduced
2,525 lei to 14,035 lei per month (or by raising the tariffs. In Russia one is
$16.80 to $93.40). While quite modest, not even allowed to go from one village
these new wages could mean a great im- to another without official permission.
provement over the former situation, The Rumanian clergy are not affected by
prices in Rumania being comparatively the new tariff, for they have the privlow. However, the satisfaction felt over ilege of traveling free. It has also been
the stabilization, carried out according to conjectured that another reason for cutthe Communist proposals, did not last ting down travel was the bad condition
long. The new wages were not forthcom- of the railway equipment. Repair shops
were unable to keep pace with the necesing, but only partial advances.
Before the stabilization trains were al- sities of the situation. Some ascribe this
ways overcrowded, many being obliged difficulty to Communist dismissal of
to travel on the roofs of the cars. Hun- skilled mechanics and foremen just bedreds of thousands scoured the country cause they did not join the Communist
to buy food from the peasants. Conse- party.
quently less produce reached the mar- . It is also suspected that the telephone
kets. The peasants were not eager to sell tariff was raised drastically to cut down
their stuff at official prices for the in- conversations to a minimum. Mail can be
flated lei, which constantly lost value. A cerisored, whether foreign or domestic,
government maneuver combined with but it is more difficult to check telephone
the stabilization arrangement, however, conversations. It is asserted that this
greatly raised the price of railway trav- increase in rates was not called for by
el. The people could no longer go into operating costs, and .that the greatly rethe country to buy food from the farm- duced use of the telephone facilities may
ers. The stations were suddenly empty. make it impossible to make the system
For hundreds of thousands it had be- pay.
come impossible to travel, because of the
Since stabilization many products
exorbitant tariff. The service given by have appeared in the stores which were
the railways never justified the increase. formerly not seen there. Merchandise of
Trains often have no windows and at all kinds, woolen, linen, cotton goods,
night no lights, the windows being either shoes, etc., were brought forth, to the
boarded up or open, without glass. Evi- great surprise of the shoppers. If the
dently the government wanted to compel Rumanians now get the wages indicated
the farmers to bring their products to in the new government regulations, they
the markets and sell them to the Incop, may be able to buy themselves mucha semiofficial co-operative organization, needed clothing, and by the time another
at officially fixed prices.
year passes the streets of the cities will
present a more cheerful picture.
.
Hammer and Sickle
Russian Communist leaders seem to Threatening Shadows .
be of the opinion that the peasants do
There are, however, threatening shadnot need to travel, but should stay on the ows of totalitarianism, political presfarms and work. According to repeated sure, uncertainty as to how far Commureports Russian farm-workers do not get nist aims will carry things, and what
any wages, and do not see any money. will be the eventual status of the citiz~n.
They are fed, housed and clothed, and The peasants are afraid that they may
that is enough. The Communists, accord- become mere collaborators of some colFEBRU.ARY 22, 1948
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lective farm, after the Russian pattern, made free according to the promises of
and the owners of houses, stores, busi- the Big Powers. The atmosphere is loadnesses, factories, etc., fear that it may be ed with tension.
the aim of the Communist ideologists. to
And what about the clergy? Under
have everything turned over to the state Hitler-Antonescu they blew the trumpet
and thus destroy all independent exist- of the anti-Russian crusade. Now they
ence. The recent dismissal of King have heard the order, "Left wheel,
Michael has added to the general per- march!" They are quickly lining up on
plexity.,
the side of the new masters. Some have
Such apprehensions have a paralyzing even joined the Communist party,· and
effect upon the life of the nation. House one ~nd all are ready to "maneuver" in
owners are reluctant to have anything agreement with the wishes of those in
done to their property in the way of re- power, as they chuckle at their "success'~.
Rumania is a rich country. She has a
pairs, even if it is possible to get the
necessary materials. The business world fertile soil' and many natural resources.
will carryon as usual' without feeling Her inhabitants could live in peace and
any urge or ambition to go ahead, devel- plenty if only a just and fair government
op their enterprises and increase pro- administered its affairs. But such a govduction, and even the authorities seem ernment, under present conditions, is a
to have little courage in starting recon- remote hope. mtimately the kingdom of
struction work. The reparations weigh God, the only hope of the world, will do
down heavily on the country, together for Rumania what it will also do for the
with all the expenses of the. occupying other peoples of earth, whosoever will. It
power, but the chief paralyzing force is will bring in health and prosperity, true
fear, fear from which peoples were to be freedom and enduring joys.

Soup less Days to Relieve Housing Shortage

cr. Men not only get themselves into a quandary of shortages,

•

,

but plunge innocent birds into
similar dilemmas. Take the acute housing shortage, for instance. There is a species of swift
(Collocalia fuciphaga) inhabiting the Malay archipelago that supply their own building materials. Special glands opening into the mouth secrete a mucilaginous substance, and this the
ingenious swiftlets mold against the rocky
walls of caves to form cup-shaped platforms, hollowed out to receive their eggs.
These' nests are nearly white and appear
like fibrous gelatine or isinglass. Now
enters the villain, man. He knocks the
nests from the cave walls and into bags
hung on the end of pike-poles. Why'
For money, of course. They bring several
dollars a pound. They are' highly prized
by the Chinese for making soup. Politi, 1/.,
cians .in the rut of p<lultryless-egglessmeatless days could break the jinx and
bring some sense and success to their fad
if they would declare soupless days. Then
at election time they could point to their
solving of the swift's housing shortage.

AWAKE!
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<?R almost a we,ek notice of the brewmg st.orm, as It sported out in the
Caribbean sea, came at regular intervals over the radio and in tlle newspapers. It had a little beginning down
there in the cyclone incubator of the
Caribbean, and there it remained, but
?nly l~ng enough t? give it time t.o goad
Itself mto a full-SIzed monster. St.rain~
ing and testing its bonds, it wove back
and forth as though not certain which
way to go. Its course ,vas still unpredictable, for while its path lay generallY
to the north, it had reeled forth ,,,,ith the
\va)"vard steps of a drunken Frankenstein monster and might at any moment
veer to the east or west, or even blo",' itself out right there in its own nur~ery.
Nevertheless, word was flashed to all
residents of the provinces of Havana
and Pinal' del Rio to take every precaution for a hurricane. -Windows were
nailed shut, houses barricaded, plate
glass store windows boarded over, and
light frame buildings were literally tied
to the ground with heavy ropes. Havana
battened down all hatches and was set
for the stann.
Days passed, nothing happened. Havanans wearied of vigilance; word was
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even whispered about that the
hurricane had headed west for
the Yucatan Straits. But tendencies to r~lax wer~ brought
up short wIth defimte notice
that old uHurakan" as the
Carib Indians had c~l1ed..him
had. suddenly with all its pent~
up, Insane fury burst forth and
headed north. While its adv~nce on Hayana was only ten
mIles an hour, the velocity of
~ the cyclonic winds within it had
I?assed hurricane speed v£ 75
mIles per hour and were roaring at
around 100 miles per hour. The seahatdled monster of the atmosphere,
now fully matured, had ceased its
drunken stagger and with definite certainty set its" course for Havana. It
w.ould strike the Isle of Pines in the evemng of October 17, and as this word was
flashed to the city of Havana the squalls
began. Havana would be in its rough embrace early on the morning of October 18.
\Ve passed HIe JlUrricane on the top
floor bf 3; three-story home facing north,
overlookmg the Gulf of Mexico. As final
notice of the onspeeding hurricane came
?ver the radio the rain -eame quite heavIly and the strength of tlle ''lind was felt
as it beat against the windows. -We were
awakened about 2: 30 a.m. by the trembling of our beds as the house shook UDder the impact of the wind. At 4 a.m. we
turned on the radio to hear the latest report. The hurricane had arrived at the
Isle of Pines on schedule and all means
of communications wel'~ cut Qff. At
~: 3~ a.m. it was to hit Havana, and so
1~ dId. Just as we finished breakfast the
lIghts and gas went off. The electric and
gas. company had taken precaution
agamst fire. But we were not in darkness, for the dawning of the day was
only partly obscured by the density of
the storm.
Through the gray we could see the
water that the hurricane carried tons
and tons of it. It did not seem t; fall ,
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but, carried aloft by the strength and from three to fifty miles in diameter.
force of the wmd, it swirled and tossed
like the crests of great ocean waves as it
was sent hurtling past the windows.
That was only the beginning, for as the
full force of the storm came, water began pouring in at the windows, making
miniature waterfalls as it rolled off the
sills and fell to the floor. Now our work
began, unless we wished to be inundated.
We began to mop up as fast as we could.
The five of us in the apartment kept busy
every minute of that day to keep ahead
of the water. On the floor below us the
water was a foot deep, and in some houses it rose to two feet before it could flow
outdoors and downstairs.
The "eye" of the hurricane with its
dead calm in the center passed close to
the west of us, so we experienced some
change in the direction of the wind, but
not so much as those directly in its path.
The wind seemed to come in from the
east at first and later to shift over to the
southeast and finally south. One must
experience a hurricane to appreciate its
_power; human wo'rds cannot adequately
describe it. Constant pressure is against
the windward side of the house, incessantly pushing, squeezing until the house
strains at its foundations and hovers on
the verge of collapse; then, suddenly,
Wham! a frightful blow from the same
direction buffets the building with staggering foree, rattling dishes and shaking
the floor as though the very earth were
being rocked in the arms of some supernatural force.
Time after time throughout the eight
hours that the hurricane lasted these
blows rocked the house to its base, while
the steady force exerted by the constant
pressure of the storm seemed as though
it would succeed at any time in tumbling
the house down around our ears. At
about 11 a.m. a momentary lull came.
This must have been when the eye of
the hurricane passed near by. (The eye
is the exact center of the hurricane, is
of very low pressure, and a dead calm
18

This calm has proved to be the undoing
of many, as they leave their shelter,
thinking the dangerous storm has
passed. Then they are unmercifully
struck from the other direction as the
other half of .the circling hurricane
sweeps by.)

Under the Hurricane's Heavy Fire
It was just after the passing of the
eye ~hat the bombardment began. The
wind had now shifted and came at us
from the southeast. The roof on the
house across the street gave up; it could
withstand the phenomenal strain no
longer. Large pieces of these tiles were
caught up and hurled with terrific velocity, smitmg the sides of our house with
resounding smacks. Sixteen windows
were shattered by these missiles, some of
them traveling with such speed as to
crash through the window and hurtle
faster than the eye could follow to smash
into the opposite wall of the room. Another .danger now loomed threateningly:
through these broken windows the wind
can enter-and when "Old Hurakan"
once gets into a house anything can happen. He may tear off th.e entire roof or
blowout a wall, or content himself with
merely heaping up all the furniture in a
corner of tile room. We quickly gathered up all available cartons and tacks,
and as soon as a window broke we
rushed to nail it shut.
Although we were kept occupied most
of the time, we did not miss the grandeur
of the magnificent power manifest. V\Te
could see wave upon wave of the flying
water as it was borne past the windows,
ri.sing and falling, twisting and swirling
and rolling as it was tossed roughly
about by the erratic will of the wind. At
places, so strong was the wind, the pa.vement seemed completely dry, while right
alongside rivulets inches deep flowed
swiftly along, the wavelets of these
miniature streams even being whipped
into whitecaps. Peering out through the
AWAKE I

storm at the Gulf of Mexico, another
phenomenon startled our already aston·
ished gaze: the waves, which everyo"ne
knows steadily roll shoreward, bad been
thrown into reverse 1 What a spectacle I
The waves were rolling back away from
the shore and out to sea, and as they
broke the crest tumbled and fell toward
the open ocean. Also, as they broke the
white foam of the crest was caught up
by the grasping wind and whipped heav·
enward to swirl with the waters already
boiling in the bosom of the storm. The
giailt monstt!r of sea and wind had
grown to such overwhelming proportions
that it was wont to surpass the power of
the mighty ocean as it wrestled with the
waves. And it seemed to be winning I But
the billowing deep cannot be conquered
for long by a foe whose passing is of
only a few hours' duration. Having spent
its full force and fury in its effort to rule
and destroy, the hurricane moved on.
Thus passed on to the north the great
hurricane of 1944 that struck Havana
with such devastating force.' Property
damage was heavy, but less than that
caused by the hurricane of 1926. This
recent blow reached a maximum velocity
of 162 miles per hour, with an average
speed of 149 for the eight hours that it
held Havana in its grasp.
Causes of Hurricanes
Meteorologists differ in their opinions
as to the caUM of hurricanes, some claim.
ing that they are caused by solar storms
or sun spots, some maintain, that they
are due to gravitational attraction of the
Bun, moon and near planets, and still
others hold they are caused by seasonal
changes in the upper atmosphere that re·
sult in variations of pressure. This latter
explanation is the one most generally accepted, and seems to be the most logical.
The hurricane season for the 'Vest
Indies begins in August and continues
till the last part of October or the first
part of November. The vast seas of the
tropical-hurricane area are calm and
FEBRUARY 22, 1948

still throughout the summer months,
their low swells hardly rippled by a sin·
gle breeze. Then as the autrunn equinox
approaches and the sun hangs to the
south a decided change occurs. The at·
mosphere, till now peaceful, becomes
restless; breezes stir the sea, clouds roll
up on the horizon, Budden thunder show·
ers fill the air, and the warm, vapor.
laden air begins to rise, resulting in a
low.pressure area that is hurriedly filled
by cooler, heavier air. The more the lowpressure area concentrates in one local·
ity, the more the air from over a great
expanse of the ocean begins to rush in
toward this common center, pushing up·
ward a column of wanner air.
Now the rotation of the earth begins
to exert an influence' on the rising air
column. It begins to twist and circle, as
does water when it rushes to the drain
of a lavatory or bathtub. It is claimed
that the force exerted by the rotation of
the earth sets the air column in circuhir
motion as it rises, and that this is the
reason why all cyclones in the northern
hemisphere rotate counterclockwise and
those in the southern hemisphere whirl in
clockwise direction. When this rotary
wind surpasses a speed of 75 miles per
hour, it is called a hurricane in the West
Indies, a tornado in Senegal, a typhoon
in the Chinese Sea. The mad, whirling
current of the screaming wind some·
times races at terrific speeds, between
200 and 300 miles per hour.
Now the twisting column begins to
march. As water always seeks a low
level, being attracted to the lower parts
of the earth by the pull of gravity, so a
hurricane travels the course of least re·
sistance, that is, to warm, low.pressure
areas. It is repelled by cold, high atmos·
pheric pressure. The hurricane is a sea
monster born of the warm moist air of
the tropical ocean, and which needs such
favorable conditions to continue its
whirling, destructive course. Hence it
does not survive long and lustily on land.
However, men can never predict just
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what the great storm will do next; just
when they think they have it all figured
out along comes one that blows their
theories to bits.
Destructive Power
.A tropical hurricane is the most destructive of all forces on earth; more so
than flood, earthquake or volcanic eruption. A fully matured hurricane will develop one trillion pounds of pressure and
generate more eDf:rgy than 11000 atom
bombs exploded simultaneously, according to \V .. J. Humphreys, retired U. S.
Weather Bureau official. That is doubtless the reason why after the passing of
a hurricane such phenomena have been
observed as a one-by-three-inch board
ten feet long driven through the sixteeninch trunk of a royal palm tree, and a
piece of Jead weighing 150 pounds carried 1,800 feet·, and another that weighed
490 pounds moved 1,680 feet.
Destructive and dangerous though the
terrific winds and flying debris may be,
still the greatest loss of life and property comes from the "storm wave" or
great flood of water carried by or driven ahead of the hurricane. Sucked aloft
by the partial vacuum of the "eye"
and swept along by the force of the
storm, this wave will inundate many
square miles of land. Small islands of
the West Indies have been completely
submerged by the storm wave of some of
the great hurricanes. At the mouth of
the Hooghly river, on the bay of Benga11
the hurricane of 1737 left 300,000 dead,
almost entirely due to the storm wave,
and again in 1864 at the same place
50,000 humans and 100,000 cattle were
drowned. Fifty thousand persons were
killed by the storm wave that swept over
the island of Barbados in 1870, and in
1900 there were 6,000 that perished in
Galveston, Texas.
In the great hurricane that struck
Santa Cruz del Sur, Cuba, in 1932, the
entire village was wiped out by the sud20

den storm wave that rolled in, and 2,500
of t\te 3,500 inhabitants lost their lives.
Very few facts are 'known of this hurricane of Santa Cnn del Sur, even though
a wen-equipped weather station was
maintained there, since an records and
instruments were completely destroyed
by the stann wave; but when the twister
reached the north coast around Nuevitas
the velocity of the wind was estimated
to be about 200 miles per hour. Large
fishing vessels have been washed inland
by the storm wave for distances as great
as three miles, to be left stranded 't"hen
the waters recede.
«Whirlwind of the LQrti"

Men stand in awe and fear of the terrible power and force of a tropical hurricane as the elements are unleashed to
fonn a giant of destruction. How much
greater dread will clutch at the hearts of
the wicked when Jehovah God calls into
action such forces of His creation to aid
in the destruction of the nations that
have defied Him and His anointed King
Christ Jesus! Then "the whirlwind shall
take them away as stubble"; then 'a
whirlwind of the Lord slmll go forth in
fury and fall upon the wicked'; then "a
great whirlwind shall be raised up from
the coasts of the earth, and the slain of
the Lord shall be at that day from one
end of the earth even unto the other end
of the earth". Then the wicked, as a result of their sowing, "shall reap the
whirlwind." The woeful hurricanes now
may be laid to Satan~s charge, but at Armageddon it will be a Case of "stormy
wind fulfilling his [Jehovah's] word".
(Isaiah 40: 24 ; Jeremiah 23: 19; 25: 32,
33; Hosea 8: 7; Psalm 148: 8) That demonstration of divine power in vindication
of Jehovah's name will make past hurricanes seem as summer breezes. And no
protection men muster will suffice. Only
those seeking early refuge with His
organization will live out that storm.
-Awake! correspondent in Cuba.
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The WALKING DEAO/0'
ISEASE is like a clawing hand that

stretches over the entire earth reachD
ing for victims. Some communities of

education and wealth can muster facilities to wage battle against the deadly
clutchings, but many settlements in the
earth luive not the means to maintain
such a fight. Such a region is Surinam,
often called Dutch Guiana. This hot,
tropical jungle country, with its oldfashioned re::;ervoir of rain water for
drinking, its dusty streets, its opentrench drainage system and blazing lleat,
is an ideal spot for disease.
A familiar one to this land is the
chronic infe.ctious disease called leprosy.
Today outside tlle limits of the city of
Paramaribo, Surinam, dwell those who
have been banned due to active leprosy.
'1'here are three leper colonies, one sponsored by "the government, one by the
Hernhutter or Moravian church, and one
by the Catholic, church. Many of the patients shun the Catholic colony -because
of the strict regulat.ions. For example,
HIe lepers may not get married, and if a
child should be born in the colony it is
immediately removed for, adoption. A
careful record of newborn babies from
leprous parents has been kept, and it appears t.hat leprosy is not hereditary.
St.atistics show that the most susceptible
are children between the ages of ten and
thirteen years. Persons over forty rarely
succumb to the leprosy germ.
People quake in horror at leprosy.
This horror is reflected throughout the
centuries. In many communities lepers
''lore required to use special clappers of
identification; in some places they ,vere
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required to warningly cry "Unclean!"
Sometim{>;s Uley were to wear special
dress, and when visiting the market they
used a stick to point out the article
wanted. Geih-ie, in his Life of Christ,
says the following about lelll'O'i!."y·.
It begun with little specks on the eyelids
and on the palms of the hands, and gradually
spreading over different part.s of the body,
bleaching the hair white whel'e."~l: it I!.b.~ww
itsclf, crusting the affected parts with shining
scales, and causing sw.ellings and sores. From
the skin it slowly ate its way through the tissues, to the bones and joints, and even to the
marrow, rotting the whole body piecemeal.
The lungs, the organs of speech and hearing,
and the eyes, were attacked in turn, till at last
consumption or dropsy brought welcome
deatll. The dread of infection kept men aloof
from the sufferer; and the law proscribed 'him
as above all men unclean.

Types of Leprosy
After aU theories and speculations on
the origin of leprosy are done, the final
answer seems to be that it is unsolvable.
As to the causeI'! of the disease, opinion
seems to be that the germ of leprosy can
be carried through tears, sputum, nasal,
urethral and vaginal secretions; and
outside the body i"t is to be found in air,
water, food and dust. According to the
medical record, only in a modified degree
is leprosy contagious. It may be transmitted by blood secretions, and not by
ordinary contact. And after the germ itself has been contacted the incubation
period may range from two weeks to
thirty -years. The syro:ptoms mR-y be
nosebleed, headache, frequent occurrenc-
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es of fever, and loss of sensitiveness by Filaria and Elephantiasis
certain parts of the body.
.
A dreaded cutaneous disease that
A general rash breaks out over the clutches out to embrace many is filaria.
body, and this usually develops into It is carried by the mosquito. During
split-pea-size nodules or tubercles, re- W orId War II it, came to the medics'
sulting in nodular leprosy. This causes special notice, since many soldiers were
the beard and eyebrows to ,drop out. (A stationed in the tropics, and there constriking feature in all leprous eruptions tacted the germ. Thus far it has ,kept itis the loss of hair in affected areas, but self shrouded in mystery. After the mosthe most hairy part of the' body, the quito has taken the virus of th~ disease
scalp, is never affected.) The tendency from a filaria sufferer, a perIod of a
is for these nodules to break down and week or more may elapse before the inulcerate and at times destroy all or parts sect is capable of infecting someone else.
of the ears or nose, laying bare the A peculiar thing about this disease is
bones of the sku)), and making large that the young larvae forms do not come
openings through the cheeks into the out into the general blood stream except
mouth. At times mastication is almost at night. These larvae are taken with the
impossible. Ulceration of teeth and gums blood into the mosquito's stomach, unand loss of smell and taste may also be dergo change there, and are then transthe result.
mitted to victims as filarial worms. After
In other sufferers when the lepromata the worm is in the human victim it passrun together the growth causes the nat- es through the bloodstream into lymural folds of the skin to be exaggerated. phatic channels, to there develop and
The skin of the forehead and eyebrows produce young.
is thrown into massive folds and overIn bancrofti filaria these worms behang~ the eyes, the fleshy: parts of the . come two or three inches long, and block
nose broaden out, the chin IS swollen and up the lymphatic 'vessels, causing enheavy, the external ears become thick largements, usually in the leg's or genital
and pendulous, and the bloaty, dusky, organs. Still another species is an adult
wrinkled, passive countenance takes on a worm sometimes called Guinea worm. It
truly repulsive appearance.
grows to a length of twenty~four inches,
Many lepers experience the paralyzing one-twelfth of an inch in diameter. It
of the nervous system. ThIs type is lives coiled up under the skin of the leg.
known as nerve leprosy. In the affected
The worm is evidenced by first pain,
nerve areas not all the muscles are simul- then the leg swells greatly, and finally
taneously attacked, so curious distor- a blister fo':rms. This ruptures upon contions may_ appear. moors form over ex- tact with water. The sufferer must exer. posed parts of the hands and feet. These cise care, because should inflammation
ulcerous areas may penetrate and dis- due to slight injury occur in these area:s
organize the joints, and thus cause fin- of lymphatic congestion elephantiasis
gers and toes to drop off and in other follows. (Some have diagnosed the discases dry gangrene may amputate fin- ease with which Satan afflicted Job as
gers or toes. The advance of this· type elephantiasis, or black leprosy; merely
of leprosy is much slower than nodular called boils in the common ver~on Bible.
leprosy. The latter endures on the aver- -Job 2: 7.) Experiments have shown
age' for eight or nine years" but nerve that the disease cannot be contracted
leprosy may last eighteen. Death seldom through the open sores that are formed.
results directly from leprosy, but usual- ManY.persons labor. under false impresly the leper contacts some other ailment sions concerning this dreaded "black'
that brings about his demise.
leprosy", thinking it the same as filaria.
.22
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But a leading doctor in Surinam holds
that only a few having filaria ever show
elephantiasis. In most cases, filaria infection plus a' secondary bacterial infection produces elephantiasis.
Blnck-Ieprosy symptoms are slow developing, perhaps over a period of several years. One may have recurring attacks of pain, swelling in glands, in the
groin, red streaks up the leg due to inflammation of lymphatic vessels. Associated with the above comes elephantoid
feVier, chills, pain and bloody chylous
urine. Gradual swelling starts nsuaUy in
the leg or the external sex organs of the
male or the breasts of the female. The
affected parts may swell to amazing size,
weighing from thirty to one hundred
pounds. In elephantiasis of the scrotum,
sometimes called scrotal tumor, the enlargement may reach from ten to fifty
pounds. Heaviest on record, 224 pounds!
It is claimed that nearly seventy-five
percent of the population in Surinam is
infected with the filaria germ. Knowing

that true elephantiasis is pennanent, it
is truly a sad sight to see young children
with legs almost two or three times
normal size. The older generation far
outnumber the young in affliction, but
youth always attracts more notice as
tlley are seen having to shuffle something
along that appears like little elephant
feet. Such are never permitted to leave
the colony. From the human viewpoint
this is a hopeless condition; but many
are turning with hope to God's kingdom
message. Though the disease is incur,able by man, Jehovah God cured it in
Job's case, and He will do as much for
obedient ones that gain life in His new
world of righteousness. What true comfort for these persons that are now no
more than walking dead. In God's time
the clawing hand of disease will be
turned back and shriveled to nonexistence as Jehovah b vindicated as the
One "who healeth all thy diseases"
(Psalm 103: 3).- Awake! ~,·!vn~~1YVnd~'D.t
in Surinam.

'Disaster StrikeS in the U.S.A.
WilS the greilti'st year for calamities and dististers in the Unitcd
so says the American National Red Cross. There were five major
and hundreds of smaller ones in which the Red Cross spent
in relieving the suffering of 300,000 victims. In April Texas
Oklahoma
the worst tornadoes in ten years; the Texas City nitrate explosion
took 500 lives and injured 3,500 others; the seven major floods in June took a heavy
toll; the hll1TicADes and floods in Florida and Gulf States in Septemher were very
severe; and in October the lorest fires were the worst in the history of Ncw Eugland.
Few sections of the country escaped as 141 fires, 50 floods, 41 tornadoes, 30 explosions,
21 storms and ;3 hurricanes swept over 46 states and Alaska. Besides these there were
a great many fa.tal train, hus ADd airplane accidents. The disaster death toll up to
December 1 numbered 1,266----twice the total for 1946. Nearly 8,000 others were injl1l'ed.
Buildings destroyed or damaged numbered 81,000, and damage to food crops and
property ran into tbe billions of dolllU'S.
Blasphemously men, including the clergy, charge that such disasters are "an act
of God", whereas the Bible lays the responsibility for such woes directly upon the
great opposer of man and God, namely, Satnn the Devil. Since 1914 it is a time of
great calamity and woe because the Devil knows that he has a "short time" in which
to turn all men away from God. Marking these "last days" of the Devil's world
"distTeSB of llations, with -p&-p.lexit'5" n~h 'Il.pon m\ the 'WtJrlu, lllCluUlllg tbe Un'lted
States, even as Christ foretold.~Luke 21: 25; Revelation 12: 12.
FEBRU.ilRY 22, 1948
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nation whose TONGUE thou shalt not understand; a nation of fierce countenance,
ELIGIOUS zealots that place great which shall not regard the person of the
emphaRiR today upon the miraculous old, nor shew favonr to the young."
gift of speaking with strange tongues reThe Pentecostal outpouring of spirit
fer to Isaiah's prophecy, chapter -28, came upon the faithful, hut the fulfillverse 11, as a proof that Christians in ment of r saiah 28: 11 came upon the unthis late day would miraculously begin faithful as a penalty. The first fulfillment
speaking with unlearned tongues and of this latter verse carne in 607 B.C.,
make a great impression upon the world. when the Babvlonians aso;aulted J erusaThe verse reads: "For with stammering lem and destroyed it and its temple and
]ips and another tongue will he speak to dragged off the surviving Israelites to
this people."
exile in the far-away territorie!; of BabyUpon the day of Pentecost when the lonia, where their enemies talked to the
holy spirit was poured out, and the mi- Israelites in "another tongue", seeming
raculous gift of tongues was bestowed t~ speak "with stammering lip§" as they
upon the faithful disciples, the apostle dld so. A second fulfillment of To;aiah
Peter as their first spokci:lman did not 28: 11 came upon tho Israelites in the
give prominence to the above verse by year 70 (A.D.), when Jerusalem and its
quoting it, but did (luote .T oel 2: 28, 29 temple were destroved for the second
as then undergoing fulfillment., namely: time, now by the Ron1l1ns, and they were
"And it shall come to pass afterward, dispersed to the far corners of the' earth,
that I· will pour out my spirit upon all ,vhere indeed their Gentile captors and
flesh; and your sons and your daughters neighbors talked to the disobedient Jews
shall prophesy, your old men shall· with "another tongue", stammeringly,
dream dreams, your young men shall see and not with a blessing, but with a CUT!;e.
But the que!';tion still remains, Ts now
·visions: and also upon the servants and
upon the handmaids in those days will I the time to be looking for Christians to
pour out of my spirit." (See Act!; 2: 16- be possessed of the gift of tongues IJY the
21.) On the other hand, Isaiah 28: 11 is a spirit of God? Let. no one refuse to read
judgment-time v e r s e, foretelling how thi!; article further just heealJse we anGod ,vould punish the unfaithful Israel- swer plainly No! If now' is the time to
ites for dif'lobedience and lack of faith be looking for miraculous gifts of the
toward Him. J t refers to the same thing spirit in the way of tongues, then it is
as foretold by },.f OSf'f'l at Deuteronomy the time also t.o be looking for the other
28: 48-50, where Jehovah's prophet says: miraculous gifts, namely, miraculous
"Therefore shalt thou serve thine ene- works such as the first-centurv Chrismies which the LORD shall send against tians performed, and miraeulol1s interthee, . . . The LORD shall bring a nation pretations of tongues, and prophecies,
against thee from far, from the end of and sudden gifts of lmowledge, and powthe earth, as s,vift as the eagle flieth; a ers to heal the sick and even raise the

Miraculous Gift of Tongues
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dead. Why not, then, insist on Pente- mans speak to them in an unknown
eostals producing the latter miraculous tongue for a pu,nishment and curse upon
gifts as well as just their hobby of them. Hence likewise in the Case of the
"tongues"? But today it shows no lack of Pentecostal gift of ton g u e s, tongues
the spirit of God among His people if were for a sign to -unbeliev€l'B. ('"Wherethey do not possess the gift of tongues. fore tongues are for a sign, not to them
Even back there in the primitive church that believe, but to them that believe not:
not all the Christi&ns possessed the gift but pro!'hesying lrelvbl:h uot '101' them
of tongues. Says Yaul, who spoke with that believe not, but for them which bemore tongues than they all: "God hath lieve."· Vs. 22.
set some· in the c.llUrch; first apostles,
\Vby do we say God doe% not toda-y
secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, dispense the gift of tongues to His faithafter that miracles, then gifts of heal· ful servants? Because the apostles are
ings, helps, governments) diversities of not upon the eayth. Examine every aetongues. Are ALL apostles 1 are ALL count of the Scriptures of where the gift
prophets r are ALL teachers? are ALL of tongues was l1estowed and you will
workers of miracles 1 Have ALL the gifts note that it was in the presence of the.
of healing! do AI.L speak with tongues1 apostles of Christ or through the laying
do ALL interpret1" (1 Corinthians 12: 28~ on of the hands of the apostles, (Acts 2)
30) Hence God does not necessarily re~ Even Simon !..[agus saw that fact: "And
quire Christians to have the gift of when Simon saw that through the laying
tongues today.
on of the apostles' hands the holy [spir~
Paul does not put "tongues" first, but it] was given, he offered them money."
away down in the list of gifts. He shows (Acts 8: 18) The twelve men baptized
there is something better than "tongues": 'with John's baptism at Ephesus did not
"He that speaketh in an unknown tongue get the holy spirit with its gift of tongues
edifieth himself; but he that propnesieth until Panl Hle apostle came along and
edifieth the church. I would that ye all baptized them and laid his hands upon
spake with tongues, but RATHlm that ye them: "And when Paul had laid his
prophesied: for greater is he that pro1?}I~ hands upon them, the holy Lspirit) came
esieth than he that s pea k e t h 'YJlth on them; and' they spake ","ith tongues,
tongues, except he interpret, that the and prophesied."-Acts-19: 6.
church may r e c e i v e edifying." rrhen
So, then, when the aposne"&--ol J esns
after further argument on this subject, Christ passed off the scene, thon the gift
Paul adds: 1<1 thank my God, I speak of tonguos by the holy spirit passed
'\vith tongues more than ye all: yet in the ~way. Paul Bai<l it would, at 1 Corinthi~
church 1 had rather speak five words ans, chapter 1il: "Love never failetll:
with my understanding, that by my but whether there be prophecies, they
voice I might teach others also, than ten shall be done away _ whethel' thete be
thousand words in an unknown tongue. TONGUES, Hley shall cease; whet11er there
Brethren, be not children in understand· be knowledge, it shall be done away."
ing." Then Paul quotes I~aiah 28: 11) (1 Corinthians 13: 8, Am. Stan. VeT.)
to illustrate th~ rule Ot action that God The gift of tongues has therefore not
would follow. He says: "In the law it is been revived by the Lord God, even in
written~ 'Vith men of other tongues and
this day. But his' enemies, the demons)
other lips V'lin 1 speak unto this people; deceive religionists of Christendom and
and yet for all that will they not hear me, ,,",ork a fraud upon them· by obsessirtg
saith the Lord." (1 Corinthians 14: 4, 5) them to utter sqneaks and noises, which
18.21) It wa.., tlle unbelieving Israelites they are flattered to think are the holy
that had the Babylonians and the Ro- spirit's gift of tongues.
25
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Lent Christian or Pagan?
HE spring fast known as lent 'is an- in the springtime, and as long as the
nually observed by a very lar~e sec- Christian church remained unstained
tion of Christendom.· both. CatholIc and with pagan customs there was no lEmt
Protestant. The Roman and Greek Cath- kept. This is supported by what Cassia. olic churches, the Lutheran churches and nus, a Marseilles monk who lived in the
the Church of England all profess to fifth century, wrote: "It ought to be
keep the 40-day lenten season, which is known that the observance of the forty
begun by many on Ash Wednesday and days [of lent] had no existence, so long
is ended at Easter. But the fact that it is as the perfection of the primitive Church
not universally, observed by all of Chris- remained inviolate."
. tendom immediately raise!" the question,
Well, then, whence did this observance
Why 1 Why is lent not kept by all pro- come? "It seems that the observance of
fessing Christians today1 Did Christ in- [lenten] fasts was introduced into the
stitute lent and did His apostles keep Church slowly and by. degrees," says
such a fast, or is it of some other origin, McClintock & Strong's Cyclopedia. Inlike so many of Christendom's practices? troduced "slowly and by degrees", by
Christian custom or pagan practice,- whom and from what source? Alexander
which is it?
Hislop, dealing with this subject of lent
Going first to the Bible and Bible con- in his The Two Babylons, says: "To concordances it is quickly discovered that ciliate the pagans to nominal Christianthe fast of lent is nowhere mentioned in ity, Rome, pursuing its usual policy, took
the Sacred Scriptures. One must there- measures to get the Christian and pagan
fore turn to ecclesiastical and profane festivals a:rpalgamated, and, by a complihistory to discover the origin of lent. cated but skilful adjustment of the calenIn the historical writings of the "church dar, it was found no difficult matter, in
fathers" during the first three centuries general, to get paganism and ChristianA.D. the most that can be found is men- ity . . . to shake hands."
tion of irregular fasting by some individAt first lent was limited to forty hours
uals prior to the annual memorial cele- instead of forty days .. Later it was exbration. Irenaeus,. one of these early tended, as noted by Socrates (about A.D.
ecclesiastics, said: ."Some think they 450) in his Rist. Eccles., lib. v. cap 22,
ought to. fast for one day, others for two p. 234: "Those who inhabit the princely
days, and others even for several, while city of Rome fast together before Easter
others reckon forty hours both of day three weeks, excepting the Saturday and
and night to their fast." Faced with these Lord's-day." After his day lent was exfacts the Catholic Encyclopedia (vol. 9, tended to thirty-six days. Finally, says
page 152) declares :"We may then fairly the historian J. R. Schlegel: "Gregory
conclude that Irenreus about the year 190 the Great in the sixth century, or as
knew nothing of any Easter fast of forty others say Gregory II in the eighth cendays .. The same inference must be drawn tury, added four days more'to this fast,
from the language of Tertullian only a so as to make it. full forty days."
few years later. . . . And there. is the
same silence observable in all the pre- Of Pagan Origin
Nicene Fathers, though many had occaIt is only natural to inquire as to why
sion to mention such an Apostolic insti- lent was stretched out from forty hours
tution if it had existed."·
to forty days. It was not because of some
It is therefore obvious that Christ and whim of an ecclesiastical authority, but
His apostles knew nothing about fasting. it was directly tied to the adoption by
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the Roman Catholic church of the Babylonish Ipagan worship of Astarte. To be·
consistent Rome had also to adopt the
Chaldean le'nt fast of forty days. A very
interesting observation on this point is
made in The Two Babylons, page 104:
"The forty days' abstinence of Lent was
dir~ctly borrowed from the worshippers
of the Babylonian goddess. Such a Lent
of forty days, 'in the sprin~ of the year,'
is still observed by the Yezldis or Pagan
Devil-worshippers of Koordistan, who
have inherited it from their early masters, the Babylonians." This latter fact is .
attested to by the findings of the noted
archeologist, Layard, who says that
these people "abstain during that period
[of lent] as completely as the Chaldeans
from .animal food." Babylon and Nineveh, page 93.
.
Another eminent archeologist, Wilkinson, points out in his Egyptian Antiquities (vol. i, p. 278) that centuries before
Christ the Egyptians observed a forty~
day lent. And Landseer's. Sabean Researches, page 112, says that this Egyptian spring fast of forty days was expressly in honor of the demon god Osiris
or Adonis. What could be stronger proof
that this forty-day lent is of pagan ori- .
gin than to· find that the natives of
Mexico, whose sun-worshiping religion
had its origin in the Nimrod-worship set
up after the Flood at the Tower of
Babel, also observed a forty-day fast
each spring centuries before Columbu~
set sail for the WesB Humboldt, in his
Mexican Researches (vol. i, p. 404),
says: "Three days after the vernal equinox . . .. began a solemn fast of forty
days in honor of the sun." Moreover, the
custom during the lenten· season of fasting on weekdays and "weeping" because
there is-no meat and then "rejoicing" on
Sundays with much feasting, is also directly traceable to the ancient pagan custom of lent attached to the annual wor·
ship of the demon god Tammuz. At tha.t
time the heathen wept and rejoiced.
Add to all of the above evidence the·
FEBRUARY 22, 1948

fact that there is a remarkable similarity between Christendom's lent and that
kept by the Buddhists, and one is more
than convinced that this spring fast is
of. pagan origin. After showing that
Catholicism is in deed and doctrine the
twin' sister of Buddhism, Van Dyke, in
his book Popery, points out that the
Buddhists "have also their lent, when
for four or five weeks all the people are
supposed to live on vegetables and
fruits".
Ever-changing Lent Customs
Lent having no divine origin or law to
govern it, and being founded only on the
shifting sands of human traditions, it is
not surprising to learn that there is little
resemblance between lent customs today
and those of olden times. Ash Wednesday marks the beginning of lent, concerning which McClintock & Strong's
Cyclopedia says there is "a perfect
silence in the most ancient writings".
Pope Celestin III, in 1191, was the first
to sanction Ash Wednesday. as the universal beginning of lent. (Encyclopedia
Americana) "In Rome the spectacle on
this occasion is most ridiculous," says
McClintock & Strong, for "after giving
themselves up to all kinds of gaiety and
licentiousness during the Carnival [immediately preceding lent], till twelve
o'clock on Tuesday night, the people go
on Ash-Wednesday morning into the.
churches". By thus gluttonously gorging
themselves and committing all manner of
wicked excesses they provide themselves
with an excuse -for undergoing forty
days of fasting and penance.
Many changes have been· made down
through the centuries in the lent menu.
Mosheim, in his Institutes of Ecclesiastical History, says that "anciently those
who· undertook to observe a fast· abstained altogether from food and drink;
in this age· [the fourth century. A.D.]
many deemed it sufficient merely to omit
the use of flesh and wine." In the fifth
century Socrates tells how some ab-
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stained from all flesh, while others ate weekdays, throughout nearly the whole of
o;oly fish; others ate fowl, while others Lent". (Catholic Encyclopedia) Strange,
abstained from nuts and eggs; some ate how one "infallible" pope makes it a sin
dry hread, and others not even that; to eat meat, and then another "infallible"
while others fasted until three o'clock in pope comes along and turns that sinladen meat into good meat! But inconthe afternoon.
At first lent fasting was a matter of 8i~tencies like this are bound to exist
individual and voluntary piety, hut A.D. when adopting customs of the devil541 those who set themselves up, over worshiping pagans.
and above their fellows as the Roman
Ali, but the lent-fasters will be quick
Hierarchy, decreed that whosoever fast- to call upon the Bible to support their
ed not offended the "Church". Severe forty-day pseudo fast. Christ fasted for
penalties were added in the seventh and forty days in the wilderness, say they.
eighth centuries, including "excommuni- Yes, but in the fall of the year, following
cation" of all who failed to keep this His baptism, and not when the pagans
pagan lent fast. "In later times," says fasted in the spring J Again the theologi_
McClintock&. Strong, "some persons who ans say: Did not Christ dec1ar,e (Luke
ate flesh during Lent were punished with 5: 34, 35) that his followers would fast
the loss of their teeth," Then came the after he left them? Yes, after his death;
pressure of the Reformation ·and the but the lenten fast is before. Here, then,
Vatican began granting one indulgence is a typical example of how the religionafter another until it was "allowing meat ists wrest the Scriptures to support
at the principal meal, first on Sundays, Christendom's pagan practices, includand then on two, three, four and five ing .lent.
I
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"HISTORY IS REPEATING ITSELF"
So say historians who view the similarity of the pattern of the nations which have risen, then declined into obscurity. Common to them
all have been

RELIGIO"i

WAR

OPPRESSION

Has a common invisible power dominated all nationsY
'Why should history seem to repeat itself?
,\Vill it always be thus ~
'Why guess 1 God's Word provides insight into the past and the
future. ,\Vith the Bible furnishing the proof, the 320-page book "Let
God Be True" identifies the power that has guided the nations in their
common path of ,vickedness. Obtain your copy by sending the coupon
below together with 35c.
WATCHTO,"VEF,

117 AdflI!l!'; St.

Brooklyn 1. N. Y.

Enclosed find ,mc. Please send' my copy of the book "Let God Be True'".

........................ , ......................... ........
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JANUARY

Western European Confederacy
Iu a uotable address Jauu"
ary 22 British Foreigu Secretary
Ernest Bevin called for a cunfederation of Western European
nations, bluntly charging the Soviet-Union with seeking ruthlessly to dominate Europe, which
effort would inevitably lead to
another war. He urged a "spiritual union" of free and equal democratic countries, in contrast
with the Soviet"dominated bloc
of Eastern Fluropean countries.
\Yinston ChurchIll the next day
endorsc(l ~lr. Be\'ln's plan, urg~
Ing a speedy diplomatic Hetion
by the \-Yestern powers to "bring
matters to a head" hefore the
Hussians de,'eloped atomic bombs
of theIr own. On the same day
Britain's prime minister, Clement
Attlee, delivered a speech Ilttaeking the Soviet, and charging the
Russian leaders with driving a
police ,·an instca!j of heing, as
claimed, "in the \'an of human
progress." Russia's newspaper
IZ'f('stia, after a few days, retorted that Bevin had beeome "a
salesman of \Vall street" and was
seeking "an exit from England's
bl!nd alley" of economic difficulties.

James V. Forrestal and Secretal'Y of the Army Kenneth C.
Royall, were that ERP was a
most important instrument In
American polley, necessary to
avoid heavy expenditures for defense, which might equal in one
ye8r the total sum asked for the
ERP. Secrotary of State MarsJltlJl's assertion that "tlllS program is an economy, not an ex"
peDee" was weighed along with
testimony by Bernard l\f. Barueh
in its favor, and that of former
President Hoover, who came up
with au entirely different 1(I.\,,·a,
corllpletely setting aside the Enp.
Various efforts were made by
copgressmen to cnt down the
euiU total to bl) devoted to the
program. It was suspected that
many of these efforts were marle
for political rE-asons. By the end
of the month the administration
ano the Revubllean leaders of
Corlgress llad reached virtual
agreement on the question of the
way the aid IIhould be admlnisteri'd, but the question· of how
much should, be deducted from
the administration's figure of
$6,$00,000,000 for the first fifteen
mOJ]ths continued llllder discus·
SiOll.

ERP Debate

GaJldhl Assassination
The strife that has long torn
India 'find which has lately set
the two newly-formed dominions
against each other was complicated January 30 as a result of
the slaying of l\fohandas K.

'*'

• Debate over the European Remvery l'rogram continued in the
U. S. Senate duriug the second
half of .Januar~'. The arguments
of administration spoke~men, ineluding Secretary of Defense
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Gandhi, religious Hindu leader.
The slayer was an Orthodox
Hindu, an extreme Nationalist,
who resented Gandhi's broader
viewpoint. The violence that has
been rife in India for so long
now threatens to beeome a threeway struggle, and ominous IndI·
catious of Increased disturbances
followed th~ assassination of the
78-year-old Gandhi. Tbe day
after his death Gandhi's body
was cremated on the bankS of
the river Jumma, sacred to the
Hindus. Thousands were present,
mourning the death of him whom
they called their father, and who
bas been referred to as "a saint
among politicians and a politician
among saints". Pope Plus XII,
who also deals with politicians,
though he has not been called a
saint, expressed himself as "deeply chagrined" over Gandhi's
death.
Pakistan Charges

'*'

At Lake Success, January 16,
Pakistan charged India with car.
rying on systematic military aggression and genocide against
MoslelllS and she urged the U.:N.
Security Council to name a COllImission to fnvestlgate the tense
"i.tuaUon·in Kashmir, wbeTe Moslem raiders have been attacked
by Indlan troops. Later (,January 19) India and Pakistan
agreed to submit their differences
to a three-member U. N. mediation hoard.
The French Fmnc
The Schuman government of
}'rancc tile lnst week of January
put into effrwt a drastic devaluation of tIle franc, because there
were many more francs in circulat!on than there were goods that
(~0111d be bought-an inflationary
situatIon. A franc could buy
hardly a tenth of what it brought
in prewar days, such was the exhmt of Its deerea8e In value. The
official exchange rate for the
franc had been !let by the government at 119 franCll ttl $1, but
a dollar will actually buy much
more than 119 francs. Tourists
tould go to "hlack market" exchanges and get from 250 to 350

'*'
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francs for .each of their dollars.
Thegovernmerit now has set up a
dual system, giving exporters 214
francs for half of the dollars
they received. in their .business
transactions, while the other half
may be exchanged by them in the
free money market for all they
can get for .them. This,. it is
hO'ped, will encourage the export.
tr~de.. ' Also,
touristswm" nO
longer .be· expected to exchange
their dollars at official exchanges,
but may legally exchange tbem
elsewhere at higher rates.

Palestine Problem .
~ In Palestine, two lnonthsafter
approval of the partition plan by'
the U. N., fighting between Jews
and Arabs continued unabated.
. The death-toll resulting from numerous bombings and battles
reached a thousand during that
period. While the United Nations
Commission . for Palestine had
agreed unanimously on the formation of Arab and Jewish militias in Palestine, Great Britain
at the U. N; headquarters in Lake
Success, N. Y., flatly rejected the
proposal. British Representative
Sir Alexander Cadogan said on
January 30 that the British. government will be responsible for
conditions in Palestine, until the
mandate terminates (May 15)
•
and the British get out.
German Unrest
~ The' people of the GermaI1'
zones occupied by British and
American forces are supposed to
receive a daily food ration of
1,550 calorieS each. But in parts
of the Ruhr people were really
getting only half that amount, or
less. The U. S. was to supply
1,000 calories per person, but
German farmers, who were supposed to prOVide the remainder,
continued to hoard their produce.
The result was a very unequal
distribution of the food. The
shortage resulted in widespread
strikes and demonstrations in
mid-January. Thousands of workers walked out in Cologne and
Nuremberg, as well as in other
places. On January 23 some
2,000,000 workers in the province
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of Bavaria (largely Catholic)
staged a one-day walkout, the
agitation being directed against
the German as well as the occupation authorities. Action by
the occupation and German officials consisted in searches for
hoarded food and the introduction . of a program intended to
compel . well-off areas to share
their food with needy region!!.
Appeals were also made to Washington for increased food ship..
ments.

Soviet Protests
~The U. S. intention to reopen
the Mellaha air base, near Tripoli, In Africa, was ptotested by
the Soviet in late January. Objection was also raised to the
presence of American war ves- .
sels in Italian ports as violating
the Italian peace treaty. The
Italian government retorted that
this was a matter between Itself
and the United States, which dtd
not concern Russia.

Soviet Budget
Iraqi Cabinet FaD
~ During the last week of J anuary the Soviet parliament re~ .The cabinet of Premier Saleh
Jabr of Iraq resigned on Janu-" ceived the 1948 budget, which
ary 27, twelve days after an called for 428 billion rubles (apAnglo-Iraqi treaty was signed proximately $85,500,000,000). Of
gIving Britain the use of Iraq this total, 66 billIon rubles are
bases to protect her oil interests for milltary purposes. The new .
in Iraq. Popular resentment budget Is 56 billion rubles great-,
against this agreement expressed er than that· of last year, the
itself in riots which brou,ght allocation for military expenses
being, however, a billion rubles
about the fall of the government.
Mohammed el-Sadr was made the less.
new premier and a new cabinet
was formed' January, 29. The Marx Centennial
U. S. is interested in the Middle ~ January marked the centennial of the issuance. by Karl
East oil fields, which are esti·
mated to have a reserve of Marx of. the Communist Mani27,275,000,000 barrels, the largest festo, a document that forms the
•
in the world, though poorly de- basis of Communist philosophy.
veloped. On January 29 secretary That philosophy or ideology now
of defense, James V. Forrestal, controls a fifth of the world's
told the Senate War Investigat· . area and inhabitants, and continues to spread. '
ing Committee that the U. S.
should protect its Middle East interests, stating that this was es- Soviet Economist Demoted
sential to the success of the Mar- ~ Academician Eugen S. Varga,
shal! Plan and that the region number one economist of the Sowas a necessary depot for Amer- viet Union, in late January was
ican armed forces In the event of stripped of his post as director
an "emergency".
of the Institute of World Economics and World Politics in the
•
Agreement on Java
Soviet Academy of Sciences. He
made the mistake of asserting
~ The settlement, temporarily,
of the Dutch-Indonesian problem that he saw no economic crisis
is con sid ere d a sIgnificant in sight for capitalism and that
achievement of the U. N. Good he believed the Soviet Union and
Offices Committee sent to act as Anglo-American. capitalism could
mediator between the Dutch and and should work together. It was
the Indonesians. Both sides something the Soviet leaders did
agreed that within two years a not want said.
plebiscite will be called in which
the 40,000,000 Indonesians can Hitler-Stalin Relations '39-'41
decide. by vote whether or not ~ About the most sensational
they want to Join a separate development in Washington, U. S.,
Indonesian republic in the pro- during late January was the pubjected United States of Indonesia. lication by the State Department
,
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of the 241-page record of NaziSoviet relations and consultations for 1939-1941. This record
was captured by V. S. forces in
Germany at the Close of the war
and has since been carefully
studied by government representatives, eventually to be made
public. The document showed
that Russia had entered into
deals with Hitler about grabbing
land of various countries, such as
~oland, the Baltic States and Rumania. The two dictators had
reached an agreement to divide
Europe, Asia and Africa into
spheres of influence which each
would control. They fell out as
to how this was to be accomplished, when Russia demanded
domination of the Balkans, the
Dardanelles and the Baltic. Hitler wanted the Balkans and the
Dardanelles himself.

America Becomes Vocal
. ~ While Soviet Russia has been
booming out its propaganda on
every occasion, in season and out
of season, America has been content with relatively little activity
in this direction. The "Voice vf
America" broadcasts authorized
by Congress a short time ago
were extremely modest efforts to
put the American idea h,efore
other nations. On January 19,
however, a decisive step was
taken in raising the "Voice of
America" to something above a
diffident undertone. Congress approved and sent to the White
House a b1ll which wlll give the
State Department's foreign information program the sanction of a
permanent law, and greatly increase the volume of' its efforts
to inform other lands of Amer!. ca's activities, purposes, achievements, etc. The first outstanding
broadcast
sent . to all continents
.
carried the information about the
Russo-German schemes of 19391941.
•

U. S. Labor
~ In a statement to a Senate
committee President Green of the
American Federation of Labor
stated that workers would rather
see prices drop than wages in-
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crease In another inflationary
spiral. He suggested that an extra hour's work a day at over·
time rates with effective price
controls might halt new wage demands.
Eisenhower Withdraws
~ General Eisenhower completely disavowed ambition to be U. S.
president. In mid·January he issued a definite statement removing himself from the presidential
race, stating that he did not consider that military personnel
should be placed in the president's Office, Eisenhower-forpresident Clubs throughout the
U. S. quickly disbanded.
Meganthropus and
Glgantopltbecus
~ The ,american Museum of
Natural History (New York) on
January 22 put on a display of
unnatural history intended to
persuade us mortals to accept our
alleged ancestors of "500,000
. years ago" (conservative estimate). And a motley lot these
ancestors must have been, evil in
appearance, judging from pictures which "scientists" have
been able to develop from a
piece of bone here and there and
a few teeth. The "valuable" display included the jawbone of the
Java Giant Man, also called
Meganthropus Man, and the
"huge teeth" of Gigantopithecus,
who is described as a "gigantic
brute who roamed prehistoric
forests about 400,000 years ago",
more or less, but mostly less. The
"scientists" are sure be roamed
the forests and did not sit at
home in a rocking chair. The
teeth were discovered in a Chinese drugstore some years ago.
The "scientists" draw marvelous
conclusions from the few pieces
of bone and miSSing teeth which
they have collected, and it will•
not be long now until they tell
, us about the even more "gigantic
brute" who knocked out the teeth
of Gigantoplthecus. For most of
us, modern man is a sufficiently
"gigantic brute" for all diabolical
purposes. The "weight of scientific evidence" is that they are
not sure whether these pieces of

bone all go together, or whether
they belonged to different men
(and animals), so that they cannot be quite sure when these
"ancestors" lived or what they
looked like: It is all very unscientific.
PhiUppine Earthquake
~ Beginning Sunday, January 25,
and continuing to the following
Tuesday evening, the Philippine
Islands experienced an earthquake that registered 53 separate
shocks over a aOO-mile belt, covering five of the larger islands.
The city of Iloilo (population
125,000), on the island of Panay,
experienced the greatest destruction. The earthquake caused fissures in the earth up to 300 feet
in width. Loss of Hfe, however,
was not great. •'
Orville Wright
~ January SO, at Dayton, Ohio,
Orvllle Wright, 76, a pioneer in
aviation, died. He and his brother Wilbur are credited with
building the world's first motordriven aircraft. Orville rued the
destructive use made of the airplane, saying, during' World
War II, "No one could deplore
more- than I the destruction it
has caused."
Air Tragedies
~

A series of airplane disasters
occurred during the last week of
January, involving the loss of
many lives. A transport plane
crash 75 miles from Fresno, California, resulted In the death of
32 persons, most of them Mexican farm laborers. Twenty-one
Americans died in two separate
disasters in the French Alps.
Nine of these perished when a
B-17 search plane crashed shortly
after locating the wreckage of a
C-47, which had fallen with four
crewmen, three women and five.
children aboard. A British airliner, carrying 31 persons, disappeared somewhere In the Atlantic,
about 300 miles northeast of Bermuda. Sir Arthur Coningham,'
General Eisenhower's tactical air
force commander during World
War II, was among thos.e who
were on the lost plane.
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HIGH COURT STOOPS LOW
Pontius Pilate stooped low when he washed hili hands of the murder of Jesus. permitting the crime
because of religious pressure. The United States Supreme' Court stooped low when it recently joined
hands with religious pressure to condemn ministers as criminals. It posed as a religious hierarchy to
dictate ministerial requirements. Worse, it enforced theBe rigid requirements upon only one unpopular
minority group, excluding favored religions from having to meet the demand.. Guilty of discrimination!
Guilty of lending itself as a tool for religioUll orthodoxy! Guilty of becoming a we_pon for wielding
against the unorthodoxl Free of prejudice. read this account. The faets will force honest minda to
agree, The high court has stooped low.

.
HE Supreme Court has made its low
bow of obeisance to orthodox religion.
Its bow may be generally popular, because made at the expense of an unpopular religious minority. But bowing can
become a habit. It can become expensive
to more and more minorities. It may, in
time, cost your minority group its civil
liberties. As minority after minority is
hammered into the popular mold civil,
liberties become ever more bruised and'
battered, turn black-and-blue, and expire
if they are not rescued. The earlier the
rescue, the, easier it is. Hence libertylovers will not view with indifference
'the following case just because it may
concern a group other than their own.
In it they will perceive not just an attack on one unpopular minority, but an
assault on civil liberties.
" Briefly stated, the facts of the cases
involved are that three of Jehovah's witnesses claimed exemption under the Selective Service Act as ministers. The
files in the local boards showed that two
of them, Wesley Cox and Wilbur Roisum,
devoted more than 150 hours each month
to preaching the gospel from door to
door, in private homes, on the streets and
,
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from the public platform. The third witness involved, Theodore Thompson, performed the same services part-time, putting in on an average more than 43 hours
monthly preaching. The local board files
contained affidavits from others of J ehovah's witnesses declaring they recognized
these men as ministers, and statements
and ordination certificates from the official headquarters of their religious organization (Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society) showing the men were recognized by the organization as ministers
and were ordained to represent the organization as such. They served congregations of Witnesses in special capacities, similar to,the service of the orthodox clergy within their congregations.
Nevertheless, the local boards ignored
the evidence they did not deny or question and capriciously and arbitrarily
classified the three m€n as conscientious
objectors and ordered them to droJ? their
'ministerial work and report to CIvilian
public service camps. The men reported,
to comply with the administrative order,
then left the camps in order to test the
validity of the draft board orders in
court, in an endeavor to gain the exemp•
3

tion due them under the Act as llliD1Sters, In'the trial courts they were denied
a fair trial. They. wet"e not permitted to
prove their claim as ministers to sl.J.ow
the invalidity' of the draft board orders.
_ They were actually convicted without trial, theirs being only a farce. The
Circuit Court of Appeals approved the
trial court's railroading. action. That
court examined the registrants' files and
found the evidence therein "substantially
in support" of the board classifications.
What bold prejudice, when t11ere was not
a shred of evidence in the file disproving
or even qu,e:stioning the ministc,rial
claims! Thence the case went to the high
court, and on November 24, 1947, came
its low stoop in the decision written by
Justice Reed, in which Chief .Justic~ Vinson and Justices Jackson and Burton
joined, with Justice Frankfurter concurring only in the result. Dissenting
were Justices Murphy, Douglas, Black
and Rutledge.

were these names not on the list?
Because the work of keeping this list up
to date overtaxed the stenographic foroe
of the section at National Headquarters
having to do with this duty and the Jjst
was therefore discontinued, and N ational Headquarters specifically stated that
Jehovah's witnesses had other ministers
not _on the list and that classification
should be determined not by the list but
by the facts in each registrant's file.
Moreover, local boards objected to the
list as encroaching on their duty of
classification. Hence the list was abandoned, and it was no longer kept up to
date when these three Witnesses were
finally classified and it was impossible to
have their names added. It is backhanded and unfair for the court to quibble
over this antiquated list.
W by

Ministers May Do Secular Work
The court fretted because some ministers of Jehova:t't's witnesses do secular
work, and on that basis disqualify them
a~ ministers. Such tbeory is contrary to
hIstory, custom, practice, necessity, justice and reason. It is contrary to the Bible. ,Jesus was a carpenter. Some of the
apostles were fishermen. Paul Was a
tentmaker. Other early Christian ministers were doctors, tax-collectors, and of
other professions. The court's new tenet
contradicts Selective Service Headquarters, which held that secular activity
does not deprive one of exemption as a
minister, saying: "In some churches both
practice and necessity require the minister to support himself, either partially
or Wholly, by secular work." Enforcing
the consequences of this new doctrine of
the court exposes how untenable it is.
This is ably done in the petition for rehearing filed with the court (but rejected) by the attorney for the defendants,
H. C. Covington. Therein he argues:

Injustice [It the Name of Emergency
The court apparently has been influencc:d by the government's policy argument timt if the court exempted· J ehovah's witnesses it would sabotage the Act
and open the national doors to military
defeat. Government conjured up an apparition of terror and a phantasm of
catastrophe that would follow recognition of Jehovah's witnesses as ministers.
In near hysteria they emoted, "This' is
an emergency! Deny their claims!" Impressed, the court killed· civil rights in
the name of emergency. If the court is
terrified by the emergency into denying
the Act's exemptions to some ministers,
they should undiscl'iminatingly deny exemptions to all ministers. The emergency
cry is only emotional camouflage of prejudice.
The court empl1asized tIle fact that the,
names of the three \Vitnesses were not
The fact that a judge of a court may reon the certified official list of fuB-time side on a farm or ranch and/or operate it
ministers of Jehovah's witnesses that during his term of Qffice in no_way affects thc
was filed with National Headquarters. statutory deferment as long as he fills the
4
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office of a judge. The fact that a governor of
a state may own and operate some commercial
business in no way weakens his claim for deferment under the Act. That &- congressman
may maintain a law office and carryon a
lucrative practice while serving in the Congress in no way estops him from claiming the
deferment granted by the Ac,t~ That a wealthy
clergyman may devote all of his spare time
to the caring of investments in bonds, stocks,
real estate and other enterprises in no way deprives him of his right to claim exemption under the Act MI long as he is recognized by
his organization as a minister of religion and
teaches and preaches regularly the doctrines
and principles of a recognized religious organization .. _.. If the facts established that
such person comes within the exemption or
deferment granted under the Act, incidental
activities not entitling hjm to exemption, ..
are wholly irrelevant and immaterial.

It is out into this sea of irrelevapcies

that the court has swum till exhausted,
and into these murky.depths it sinks. But
in its desperation to stay afloat it strikes"
out injuriously, like a dangerous drowning man, The court vilely intimates that
defendant Cox was lying when he submitted the evidence that he was a fulltime minister, when it said: ''No evidence
was introduced showing the total amount
of time Cox had spent in religious activities since October 16, 1942. Nor was
there evidence of the secular activities
of Cox nor the time employed in them."
How 'rotten it is fo:r this court to assume
there were secular activities, when the
file shows he engaged in none! As for
time- spent in the ministry, the file
showed he averaged 150 hours monthly
in that wor~. The draft board did not
dispute that. Neither did the trial court.
Neither did the Court of Appeals. Neither did the government attorneys. The
Supreme Court is supposed to go on the
records that come to them, which records
never hinted at impeachment of Cox's
record of hours in the ministry. Yet the
court, on no evidence, infers he does
secular work and that he has lied on the
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figure uf hours r It is indecorous, grossly
unfair and despicable for the court to
make fantastic mferences that fly in the
teeth of the record, that read between the
lines, that presume guilt instead of innocence, that smear by implication.
Court Becomes a Religious Hierarchy
Th~ ~ourt's basic err?r hinges on the
restnctIve, orthodox VIew of its members as to what oon~titu.t~~ e,;m1:r..l'bt~-r Q-{
religion. Moreover, it is wi~hy-washy,
swayed by every popular whlUl, turned
like a weathercock in blustery blasts,
blown into line with every hysterical cry
of "~mergency J" Before this present
"emergency" stirred their excitable bosoms the court had' expressly held that
Jehovah's witnesses were missionary
evangelists doing ministerial work having as high a claim to protection as the
ortht?dox clergy preaching from church
PUlPItS. Now their view whips into re.
verse, and they heap rigid requirements
on J ehovah'i:; witnesses, requirements
they never dream of forcing upon orthodox churches. Since Jehovah's witnesses
follow in their preaching the methods
established by Chri~t and the apostles,
it is clear that· those trail-blazers in
Christianity would find no relief by this
Court from the Sanhedrin views of an
arbitrary draft -board. Pilate at least discerned religious prejUdice on the part
of the Sanhedrin that 'convicted Jesus,
found Jesus inn6eent~ and sought to t~
lease Him. Religious pressure put a
squeeze on Pilate that showed his cowardioo, as he washed his hands of
affaif and delivered Christ to His murderers. But the Supreme Court blindly
joins hands with the Sanhedrin draft
board and gives the pressure screws a
few more turns.
Congress in the Act exempted both
regular and ordained ministers, of all
religious organizations. The Act specifies no arbitrary standards that minis.
ters must meet to be recognized. National
Headquarters said: "The historic nature
5
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of the ministerial function of a regis- and if it is the one to make the requiretrant's own religious organization must ments for its ministers (as Selective
be taken into consideration in each in- Service Headquarters and common sense
dividual case." If the organization and hold), then that should be final. The
its members recognized certain ones as Watchtower Society does recognize these
ministers, according to that organiza- three petitioners in this case, and docution's own standards, then th~y are rec- ments in their files proved it. But· the
ognized as ministers under the' Act; so draft boards and courts have meddled
reasoned National. Headquarters. N ei- into these "decisions and rulings of ecclether Selective Service Headquarters nor siastical bodies" that are supposed to be
Congress adopted a narrow, orthodox, finaL Now to be a minister of the Watchrestrictin~ and limiting definition of the
tower one would have· to meet the reterm mimster. Congress did not intend quirements of draft boards and the Sunarrowness, but wide latitude, to pro- preme Court Religious Hierarchy. This
tect the unpopular and unorthodox opens the door to squeezing out minisgroups. So why should draft boards and ters from any organization that tickles
courts fly in the face of the intent of Con- not their fancy.
gress and limit and discriminate~ T,gey
It was this ignoring of evidence and
have exempted many part-time workers organization backing that featured Jusand lay brothers of other religious or- tice'Douglas' dissent, in which Justice
ganizations, when those do not even Black ooncurred. He saic;l:
claim ministerial status and do no actual
I do not agree that the local boards had
preaching of the gospel. But they reject adequate basis to deny to petitioners the clasthe claims of Jehovah's witnesses that sification of ministers. My disagreement is respend 150 hours every month preaching quired by what I conceive to be the mandate
publicly the gospel of the Kingdom. That of Congress, that all who preach and teach
is sheer bigotry, naked intolerance, dis- their faith and are recognized as ministers
crimination in the raw! On this point the within their religious group are entitleg to the
rejected petition for rehearing said:
statutory exemption. . . . The Selective ServThe holding of the court whereby the cpurt ice files of these petitioners establish, I think,
implicitly found that the draft boards had re- their status as ministers of that sect. Their
jected the certificates of the Watchtower Bi- claims to that status are supported by affidable and Tract Society, Inc.; central legal gov- vits of their immediate superiors in the local
erning body of Jehovah's witnesses in the group and by their national headquarters.
United States, is contrary to the basic principle of non-interference with decisions and Court Makes Dictators of Draft Boards
rulings of ecclesiastical bodies by the jUdiciary
The real issue in these cases is whethin the United States. In 1871, this court recog- er the defendants are ministers. In the
nized that findings and decisiops of governing. trial courts they were denied opportu:bodies of religious organizations were final . nity to have this matter heard and the
and conclusive upon the courts. The court held evidence considered by the jury. Actualthat such findings could not be impeached. ly, they were denied trial by jury on the
... The [p'resent] decision of the court, ar- basic point. The trial courts held that
rogating unto itself the power of deciding the the draft boards' classifications could
. orthodoxy of Jehovah's witnesses, has convert- not be questioned. N Qt so long ago on
ed the court into a religious hierarchy, with this point the Supreme Court held:
the power of deciding religious questions as "Since petitioners [Jehovah's witnesses]
well as judicial questions.
were denied the opportunity to show that
If the religious organization is recog- their local boards exceeded their jurisnized as such (as the Watchtower is), diction, a new trial must be had in each
6
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case." (Estep and Smith cases, 327 U.S.
114) But. in this last case, on the same
issue, the court has flip-flopped just the
opposite, holding that the draft board
classification need not be considered in
the trial to determine the board's rightful jurisdiction over the registrant. If he
is a minister, the draft board may not
force him to report for induction or to
any camp, since he is exempt by the Act.
But he can't prove the board's lack of
jurisdiction in court, says the Supreme
Court. That court advocates that boards
have the right to ignore undisputed evidence in arriving at classifications. Even
judges and juries have not this right;
but draft boards do, says the court.
The dissent by Justice. Murphy, in
which Justice Rutledge concurred, struck
at this travesty of justice, saying ,:
Care must be taken to preclude the review
of the classification by standards which allow
the judge to do little more than give automatic
approval to the draft board's action. Otherwise the right to prove the invalidity of the
classification is drained of much of its substance and the trial becomes a mere formality. . . . It is needless to add that, fro~ my.
point of view, the proof in these cases falls far
short of justifying the conviction of the petitioners. There is no suggestion in the record
that they were other than bona fide ministers.

Let us reduce· this doctrine of draftboard dictatorship to the absurdity that
it is. If draft board classifications can go
uncontested, no person could establish
a claim not pleasing to the local board.
The whims and caprices of the board
would rule supreme, uncontestable. A
judge of the Supreme Court could claim
exemption. under the Act, but the board
could ignore the undisputed evidence and
slap him in I-A. And if he did not report
for induction he would be tried in court,
not on the issue of whether he is a court
justice or not, but on the issue of whether he rep~rted for induction, in the army
and remamed there. So they could arbitrarily do to any exempt person they
might dislike. They have the power to
MAROH 8, 1948

repeal the deferment the Act gives to
members of Congress, members of state
legislatures and governors of the states,
according to this doctrine of the Supreme Court and the lower courts. Why,
if they wanted to they could even exempt
all registrants and leave the nation
army less; yet none could question. the
classifica tions of the local board.
Wh'at folly to contend Congress invested such power in the boards I Congress did not commission draft boards as
dictators. But the amazing, staggering,
alarming reasoning of the courts is that
they are just that. Every other agency .
is only a rubber-stamp for draft board
oracles. Rationalization does not whitewash thes~ things implicit in the myopic,
controlling opinion of the orthodox religionists that wrote it. By sophistry and
logistical legerdemain the court has futilely s011ght to rationalize its abdication
of the judicial function and has empowered the draft boards to call white black.
Bible Requirements for Ministers

Are Jehovah's witnesses ministers 1
That is the blunt question at .issue here.
They are not and do not claim to be Baptist ministers, Methodist ministers, Lutheran ministers, Presbyterian ministers,
Pentecostal ministers, Mormon ministers, or priests of Judaism or Catholicism. If they were such they would be
bound to meet the requirements of those
groupf:! for ministers, and would be treated with deference by draft boards and
the ministerial classification quickly.
granted. But since they are not ministers
of those sects they should not have to
meet their various requirements. They
are ministers of God. Hence they try to
meet God'srequirements. Those requirements are not graduation from theological seminaries, peculiar garments, ritual and ceremony and formalism, and to
be in the high esteem of the community:
Christ Jesus preached the gospel of the
Kingdom publicly and from house· to
house, in homes and on the public
7

streets; then He tanght and ordained His
apostles and followers to walk in His
footsteps. Prove this for yourself by
reading the Bible passages found at
Isaiah 61:1,2; Mark 1:38; Luke 8:1;
13: 26; Matthew 10: 7, 11-14; Acts 5: 42;
20: 20; 17: 17, and Proverbs 1: 20, 21.
Selectlve Service Headquarters agrees
with these requirements and does not
seek to pouild and shape ministers of all
religions into a narroW mold of orthodoxy. Selective Service Director ruled:
One may pre-ach or teach from the pulpit,
from the curbstone, in ~he fields, or at the
residential fronts. He may shout his message
"from housetopR" or write it "upon tablets of
stone". He may give his '-'sermon on the
mount", heal the eyes of the blind, write upon
the sands while a Magdalene kneels, wash disciples' feet 01' die upon the cross. . .. He
may walk the streets in daily eonver~ with
thosc about him telling them of those ideals
that are the. foundation of his religious con·
viction, or he 'may transn;Lit his message on
the written or printed page, but he is none the
less the minister of religion if such method
has been adopted by him as the effective means
at inCUlcating in the minds and hearts of men
the principles of religion.

Because of His testimony to Kingdom
truth Christ Jesus was persecuted and
finally killed. In those early Christian
times His fol~owers were similarly treated, and always it waS the religious clergy, the esteemed orthodox clergy, that
roused the rabble· mobs and that goaded
the political state to help do the dirty
work of persecution and violence. Christ
Jesus and His early followers were not
recognized as ministers of God then, and
neither vmuld they be recognized by
Christendom today, They were too unorthodox, too unpopular, too small a
handful, too uncompromising with the
existing, world order of things. Hence
JehovalJ's witnesses }mve diffieuIty gaining recognition today. '1'hey are too much
like Christ and the apostles in their
preaching messag-e and methods, and too
far different from the pious "rev€rends"
8

of Christendom. In a penetrating editorial. ~ommenting on the Supreme Court
deCISIOn the Toledo (Ohio) Blade of
November 26, 1947, dryly observes: "It
is not too loo~e a comparison to say that,
under the rulIng upheld by the majority
of the Supreme Court, Jesus Christ
would have been held liable to military
serviee. while t11e ptiests of the temples
would have been exempted."
. A few concluding questions: ,Vill the
court regain its equilibrium and not be
8way~d by t~e ~.Iysterj~nl cries of nropagandlsts 1 WIll It rest Judgment on unimpeached evidence1 'Vill it continue to let
others ignore such evidence 1 'Will it escape the narrow cennues of its stingy
construction of th~ term minister? \Vill
it forsake its career as a reUgious hierarchy setting up ministerial requirements1 ,vm jt cease heing a tool for orthodoxy? -Will it cease discrimination
against unpopular religiOUS g-roups 1
Will it restore to religious organizations
the right to set up the requirements for
ministers tl\at represent them 1 'ViII it
awake to discern that draft boards were
not. authorized as dictatorships, that
theIr pronouncements are not infallible
orades that may not be questioned1 Or
will the C?U~t sleep and continue to stoop
low, or WIll It straIghten up and go right~
If it becomes eree! and makes the opinion in the dissents tlw majority opinion
-all persons cherishing civil liberties wili
breathe easier.
The above questions the court can answer if it ever reconsiders this issue.
But here is one thing about which there
is no question: .Tehovah's "."itnesses will
fight to the final end of this \vorld for
tlwir ministerial' rjghts and priviJeges.
They will fight with staunch endurance
and will endure till the end, and in th~
end they will win. "No weapon that is
formed against thee shan prosper; and
every tongue that shall rise against thee
in judgment thou shalt condemn. This is
the heritage of the servants of Jehovah."
-lsnia11 54: 17, Am. Stan. JT er.
AWAKE!
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@tiIlb-v::;TIXGY Santa Claus ,.,.ith a hap; full
_ of <·mptinl?s~. A ::.'aturnine :::;'ILr.tn,
doleful and dem. X 0 twin:.;:ling eyes, ]]0
f]owin~ white beard, no boomir:~ jolli·
ness, no gt~I1~rous f'qtnef;:;>, I10 buhdng bag
of gifts. 'Why, that's TlO Ranta Clal1s! It's
a masqt.:eradinJ,r i1npostor! }'ake bearel,
;'ah padding for fa1, men~ token gifts
thal are undersizpcJ and overdue. And a
hag empty not o:lly of genero~ity bllt 0:
merey • .and not only of merey but of jus.
tic(>, ~ ow who on ('arth ,',ould play Sarita
with an e~llpty ~a('kT Pres:dent rrr"Jman
did. \Vl;y! A,.<;k him. It dOPR not look good
to the grandstand. I: doc's not e\'en go
O\'Pl' with votpl'S notoriously gullible, Ye:
politicians will pose. But you'll Ilav(' to
!lsk him why, T:le facts only say .he c.id,
By }:is own actions Preside!1t Tr"Jman
painted him:::.elf as a sad Rack Halltn. Sin('e
1he end of the war many organiultions
petitioned 1'rUItlan to ~rant amnesty to
eon:,;('J€.ntiolls objectors ,md to ~llinistf'l'~
wr~mgt"Jlly convicted under the Sel<'ctive
Sf'l'vic:l' Aet. OJI D<'l'ernber 2:3, 1940. he
rejreted bl3nk~t amTJe~1y for these A mer·
ieans (th:mgh ~r~Hltir.g en that sllme day
blanket anme::.t)' t·:) one r.lillioll Xazis in
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the American ,.;one, to
bring the total Xazis

getting amnesty to
two million}, II1!;teud,
he set lip an amnesty

hr·ard to review eae!1
em:e individually. So
at a ~nairs pace the
three n::t>mh'ers of the
board set out np::m this time-consuming
policy. 'fhe mernber~ ('host'n were Owen
J. Roberts, fOrlllf'r Supn'lne Court justiee, James F. O'~eil, natiullal ('or:uTtllnd·
Pr of the Ameriean Lt'gion, and \Villis
~mith. fOrTIw:::, pr('sident of' the Ameri~
can Bar Association. Hoberls and O'Xeil
are rabid Sllppcrters of li:livcrsal military train:ng, whirh is considered as di8qualifying t hem as i~npart:aJ judges.
Dl:ring Fehruary, 1947, this mr.nesty
board }H·ld hearings an::l the majority of
till' witnesge~ and organizntior.s testifying favored a prompt and general UJr.·
r.psty. Rut ,dH'n "amnesty" ~ame it was
neither prompt nor general. Exaetly one
rear after formation of' the baard it had
completed its work and lwbbed up with
ti:(> result-an cn:pty bag'. Santa's little
beluers handed the bug' to their ehie:, he
took it. anti now he- holds it. Fram its
folds he searched flnd finally found the
prd<h:et of a y(!ar\, work by file amnesty
hoard. Damely, a token a::nnesty ill the
form of a handful of uardoIJ5. Tilese
Truman eked out to
the myster:ously sew
le('t(~d m~n at Christ·
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,mastime, on December 23, 1947. The
newspapers spoke of the miserly dole of
pardons as Christmas gifts. But what
are the facts that proclaim Truman a
stingy Santa with an empty sack? For
them go to the
"Report of the President's
'
Amnesty Board"
First to mention, the board granted no
pardon for a few American Indians on
reservations who refused service on the
ground of either tribal religions or treaties with the United States that exempted
them. Has not the white man scalped the
Indians enough, without Santa ,Claus
taking another whack at them? Then
there were a few N~groes that so resented service in a Jim Crow army that
they preferred prison to, it. They were
only holding fast to the Declaration of
Independence where it avows "all men
are created equal", to a concept of democracy, of which the army and government often loses sight. But for rank injustice and for babyish smallness, so
little that normal persons cannot see)t
at all, note this finding of the board:
"Among the violators, quite a number
are now mental cases. We have made no
attempt to deal with them, since most of
them remain in mental institutions with
little or no chance of recovery." After
the federal institutions have driven them
insane surely it would not have strained
the government to pardon them.
.
Also rank and small was the amnesty
board's recommendations and Truman's
action regarding Jehovah's witnesses.
These ministers were denied their right. ful exemption as ministers by prejudiced
local draft boards. In the courts they
were consistently d.enied a trial wherein
they could prove their ministerial status
and thereby show their exemption by the
Act. They were innocent of crime. J ustice would require their pardon, even
without any exercise of mercy. The Supreme Court has flopped from one side
to the other on this issue, and now strad10

dIes the fence as far as an opinion for
precedent is concerned. This indecision .
is in itself grounds for pardon. The board
does not consider Jehovah's witnesses
willful violators, saying: "There were
15,805 Selective Service violation cases
considered. In this total there were approximately 10,000 willful violators,
4,300 Jehovah's witnesses, 1,000 religious conscientious objectors and 500
other types."
The report is lengthy on Jehovah's
witnesses. It admitted great difficulty in
coping with them. It slyly observed as interesting the fact that no representations were made to Congress as to the
ministerial status of the Witnesses when
Congress was considering the Selective
Service Act. Did the Catholic cult or the
Protestant sects make any representations? Did the board find their failure
to do so "interesting"? Then the report
spins a yarn. It claims that after the Act
became law, then "leaders of the sect
asserted that all of its. members were
ministers". Certainly ex-Justice Roberts,
for one, knows that is a false statement.
He heard cases argued before the Supreme Court often enough to know that
the Watchtower Society has always recognized its field workers as ministers,
and this long before the government's
draft act and before Roberts made public his yen for universal military training. Why smear now'
Owen Roberts, incidentally, insinuated
to men not Jehovah's witnesses, but interested in amnesty, that the Watchtower Society encouraged young rpen to
become Witnesses to evade the draft. He
said he heard this. A jurist of rectitude
does not go on hearsay evidence. Roberts
should not glean his "evidence" from the
gossip of Washington's political sewing
circles. He should be able to see the fallacy of the rumor without having a diagram dr,awn for him. Did anyone escape
the draft by becoming one of Jehovah's
witnesses? Did they not land in federal
penitentiary instead,. Mr. Roberts? and
A WAKE!

subs()quently fall into the merciless of flesh, even when it is not due him. ~o
hands of the Amnesty Board for cle1ll- tnferred Harold L. Ickes, who went on to
ency recommendations? Criminal di-aft My: "President Truman found it easy
dodgers would certainly seek an organi- 'to pardon members of the Pendergast
zation more iOuccessful in delivering its gang who had been convicted of vote
adherents from the army.
frauds in a Missouri election. And, after
Next the hard, stiff board in its report all, the theft of votes is a deadlier asacknowledges that' Selective Service sault upon American institutions than
Headquarters "ruled that those who de- an aversion to war." Then_ there was
voted practically their entire time to wit- Mayor Curley of poston, a product of
nessing should be classified as minis- machine-politics the same as the Penderters". Of the 4,300 of Jehovah's witnesses gast machine that 'Produced Truman.
whose cases the board was revlJ!wing, Curley was cOhvicted of mail fraud rela958 were full-time preachers of the gos- tive (0 war contracts while he was a
pel, and, according to Selective Service, congressman. But this one who prostiwere ministers. FIQuting justice and Se- ~utes his patriotism to capitalize on war
lective Service as well as mercy, only IS pardoned by Truman after he serves
129 of these full-time ministers were par- only five months of a sentence of six to
doned. An additional 905 who were not eighteen months. If you want Truman to
full-time workers held positions as pre- be a nice, fat, jovial, generous Santa
siding servants over organized compa- Claus to you and pardon you for any
nies of .J ehovah's witnesses. Selective crime on the calendar, join the PenderService said justice required that these gast henchmen. Or else the Nazis. But
men be classified as ministers. But the don't' expect him to be one to consciennarrow, inflexible board said not even tious Americans. Amnesties have been
mercy merited them that classification. proclaimed by United States military
Selective Service said secular work did governments in Germany and Japan.
"not preclude a man from being a minis- Other governments, including those of
ter. But the local draft boards and the Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Ecuaamnesty board said it did j hence they dor, Greece, India, Italy, Nicaraguaz
would not have recognized the apostles Paraguay, Poland, U.S.S.R., Union of
and early Christians as ministers, any South Africa, and Yugoslavia, have demore than they do Jehovah's witnesses clared amnesties. But none of this mercy
today. Iuall, 136 of the 4,300 of Jehovah's for democratic United States!
witnesses' were pardoned, or 3 percent.
The error of tlJ-e board lay in the fact
(See page 28 for the list of Jehovah's that it retried the cases as ~reviously
witnesses pardoned.) Why this handful, done in the courts, instead of VIewing the
and the others not? Who knows 1 Cer- matter Fith mercy, as it should be in the
tainly not the amn.esty board. Apparent- caSe of pardons. The 'Vashington Post
ly they got the names by frittering away (December 25, 1947) struck at this error,
a year's time casting lots, or drawing saying that there was zealous regard forstraws, or flipping coins, or picking justice ''but there was not much mercy.
names out of a hat. Of the 15,805 cases Indeed, the Roberts board appears to
of all types of violators, only 1,523 were have thought of itself in large measure
as a review agency with the function of
pardoned, o.r nearly 10 percent.
correcting inequities and extreme strinPublic Indignation
gencies in the application of the draft
Instead of playing Santa Claus the law, rather than as a dispenser of the forpresident has more nearly played the giveness implicit in its name".
role of Shylock insisting 'upon his pound
The Pacifist Fellowship group deMAROH 8, 1948
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scribed the pardons as "a sorry substi~
tute for the real act ,of justice he might
have performed". The Society of Friends,
through their leaders Clarence Pickett
and 'Harold Evans, regretted the omission of Jehovah's witnesses from those
pardoned, saying: "These men take their
religion and dictates of their conscience
with deep- seriousness. We feel they
should have been restored to full citizenship." Norman Thomas attacked the
board's following a "rigorously narrqw
definition of religion" and, after noting
Roberts' link witlt universal military
training, observed that if that bill went
throngh it would exempt from peacetime conscription "only along the narrow
lines on which pardons have been granted". Certainly these politicians and
judges who constitute themselves religious hierarchies will for~ everyone to
walk the tightrope of orthodoxy or let
them fall into the clutches of the law!
Oswald Garrison Villard of the orkers
Defense League termed the action "a
cruel and vindictive policy". Dr. Evan
W. Thomas, chairman of the 'Var .Resisters League, said, that "freedom of
conscience in America has suffered a
severe setback".
The American Civil Liberties Union
joined the swelling ranks of protesters,
scoring the refusal of the amnesty board
to recommend pardons for "the most
numerous single group of men of religious conscience, Jehovah's witnesses.
More than any others they suffered long,
imprisonment for that faith". The'Christian Century, January 7, 1948, queried
bluntly: "Why did the board find it
necessary to continue the stupid policy
of Selective Service in trying to determine for Jehovah's witnesses who are
ministers and who are not 1" Finishing
off this hasty feeling of the puhlic pulse
on this issue, A. J. Muste, chairman of
the Commtttee for Amnesty, lashed at
the action of the ,board and the president
as "devoid of ,Statesmanship, justice, consistency and vision" and as according
12
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less generous treatment to conscientious
persons in this land than to "former
enemies of the nation, members of corrupt political gangs, and mayors of cities
who are convicted of violations of federal laws". He declared that "it is hard
to avoid the feeling that vindictiveness
on the part of some who have participated in this project has played a part in
the result", and, after scoring the board
for invading the religious domain and
trying to tell Jehovah's witnesses which
of its members are ministers and which
ones are not, he winds up feelingly: "It
is a damnable discrimination against one
religious sect to continue to deprive all
but a handful of Jehovah's witnesses of
their civil rights, in view of the fact that
they are in no sense criminals, in many
instances suffered unusually long prison
terms." "It is a cause of -shame/' he observes, "that the United States governrpent should grant such a picayune
clemency."
It came as no surprise to Jehovah's
witnesses that Santa Claus Truman
carne with ani empty bag. A committee of
three intt?rviewed him September 6, 1946,
regarding amnesty for Jehovah's witnesses .. On that occasion his language
relative to the Witnesses' war stand
would have made a pirate's parrot blush.
In his public speeches Truman uses
God's name in pious hypocrisy; on this
occasion he used it in a different way.
Instead of quoting scripture so piously
for others, he should read a few for himself, which forbid taking God's name in
vain and the use of filthy speech. (Exodus 20: 7; Colossians 3: 8;, Ephesians
4: 29) No truer description of the president has 'ever been given than that of
the national.ly prominent attorney, Hayden C. Covlllgton, when he told an assembly of 20,000 that Mr. Truman was
nothing more than "a political accident
that fell into the \Vhite House". And now
this "political accident" poses as Santa.
Is it any wonder the world no longer believes in Santa Claus 1
AWAKEJ

USIC and entertainment are so
closely associated in the minds of
most people thai the suggestion that
music is a medium of expression, and not
only of poetic sentiments but also of na·
tions and great revolutionary move·
ments, political and religious, will strike
them as 'both novel and strange. To go
further, not only is music a medium of
expression, hut as such it has the advantage over the spoken and written
word in that it is a universal langu,!lge,
one requiring .no translator in order to
be understood by other nations.
Music has its rules of grammar and
composition even as does the langqage of
a nation, and which must be adhered to
if it is to serve as a coherent medium of
expression. In general, music may be di.
vided into four categories. Ln absolute
music the composei' expresses his love
for sheer beauty of sound; in poetic music he expresses the feelings of his heart;
in descriptive music he paints a picture
or tells a story; and in folk music a people reflects its characteristics more than
in any other medium of expression.. The
Negro spiritlfal spea]\:s more eloquently
of the suffedngs of the .Negro than .does ,
even Uncle Tom's Cabzn; the mUSIC of
the Latin peoples, of Spain, France and
Italy, reflects their temperament, l!g.hthearted, gay and paSSIOnate; RUSSIan
music, with its minor strains and heavy
themes, reflected their hard life and oppression; and the monotonous life of the
Orient was reflected in the melody and
rhythm of their music.
As to music's serving also as the voice
of revolutionary. movements we need
only to point to Beethoven, who was a
revolutionary at heart, and who hailed
Napoleon as a deliverer of the people,
only to be so sorely disappointed in hhn
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that he composed the funeral march
"The Death of a Hero". Wagner was another outstanding revolutionary who
was obliged to flee Germany because of
his radical ideas politically, and which
he incorporated in his music dramas. Returning to Beethoven, it is said that the
chorus in his ninth symphony was first
an ode to freedom, but was changed to
an ode to joy because of the objections of
his patron (who paid his bills). Berlioz
was another.
Birth of the Choral

However, _the most striking Instance
of music as a medium of expression for
both a people and a revolutionary movement was the music of Germany associated with the Reformation. Gennan folk
music reflects the massive and stolid
make-up of that people. It is slower in
tempo, often heavier and gflnerally deeper in expression, than that of the Latin
peoples. It is rich in harmony, as is all
the folk music of the northern and Protestant countries. This is due to the intIuence of the Protestant Reformation
which gave birth to the style of the rich,
harmonious choral. In fact, the Reformation not only was the great turning point
of German history in musical culture and
national progress, but in time influenced
the whole world. This new,choral and its
influence on music afforded the first adeq'uate outlet for the poetic and musical
genius of the German people, and such
established the «traditional German art"
as against the "artistic traditions" of the
Latin countries under the influence and
monopoly of the Roman Catholic church.
The intellectual force which entered
the European arena through the Reformation cannot be overestimated. This
new Protestant ohoral style not only be13

came the foundation of a new musical
st~le, but proved to be of the greatest
of historical importance. Why' Because
the :musical system of the Catholic
clmreh which preceded it was strictly
confined to the priestly office, while the
Lutheran chorals were primarily based
on the congregational hymn. The ODe
was clerical, the oHler of the laity; the
one was official, prescribed, unalterable;
the other, free and spontaneous. Therein
lay the secret of the force and spiritual
power of the Protestant choral.
A big feature in making the reformation successful was Luther's revolutionary use of the hymn. The indiyidual, personal nature of the new doctrme not only
permitted, but required the employment
of the vernacular and the particjpation
of the congregation in church services.
To encourage this, Luther very wisely
advocated the retention of the most popular hymns of the Latin church, which
he translated i'nto Gennan. Still more,
he introduced popular folk songs and
s~iritual songs, the text of which he and
hIS collaborators changed according to
and in harmony with the new doctrine.
This Wl:J,s tfie origin of the Protestant
choral, which became the nucleus of the
Protestant church music as well as the
whole world's. (Choral music was a potent factor in shaping the course of musical progress.) As time went on, new tunes
were added and Luther himself was a
contributor2 "A Mighty Fortress," usually ascribed to him, was composed by
his friend 'VaIter. These choral- tunes
sung by the congregation were, at first,
not harmonized. The congregation san,.g
the melody only wbile a trained chOIr
sang other parts. Martin Luther, who
loved music and studied at Mansfeld,
Magdeburg and Eisenach, insisted that
these melodies (chorals) should be harmonized for the participation of the congregation.
Rupf, a "kapel-meister" (conductor)
and Walter, Luther's musical advi~er,
accomplished this task. The first collec14

tion of chorals compiled and edited by
Johann Walter was publiShed in 1624,
at Wittenberg, in. ft'Ve books, which con·
tained songs by Luther, Walter, and
others. Note: In· this collection, the
melody as customarily with few exceptions was given to the tenor, according
to the style present at that time. But, as
composers found that tlley must consider
the vocal limitations of the congregational singer, a more simple fonn of
harmony was introduced and the custom
arose of putting the,melody in the upper
voice and the harmony below. That
proved so successful that it became at
once universally adopted. This was the
origin of monophonic music which
brought· about a revolution in the history of music; that is, (rom the polyphonic to the monophonic style. One of
the most characteristic features of the
choraIs, especially those resting on folk
melodies, was the irregularity of their
metHca! construction, the combination
of double and triple meter or measure.
This peculiarity was, in the course of
time, unfortunately sacrificed to the efforts of the organists to extemporize
elaborate polyphonic accompaniment.
The German choral as now sung is only
a "shadow" of its original form.
The Choral's POWer
TIle choral played a great part in the

Reformation. In fact, some authorities
doubt if the Refonnation would have
been so successful without this musical
medium of expression. It -was indeed a
people's song with a militant ring, a
mighty "declaration of independence".
The greatest of all chorals and universally known is "A Mighty Fortress",
which Heine (a well-known German
poet) called "The Marseillaise" of the
Protestant Reformation.· Some of the
greatest composers, as Mendelssohn,
Meyerbeer, Wagner, u'sed it as a "theme"
of their greatest works. <J A Mighty For.
tress" was the inspired battle hymn of
the victorious Swedish army during theAWAKEI

Thirty Years' War. This army stayed
eighteen years (1630-1648) in Germany,
at which time the soldiers learned many
beautiful German folk songs which they
brought into their homeland. Some of
these songs are still found in Sweden.
Contemporaneous writers of the Reformation period said that the new doctrine of the Reformation was literally
"sung into the hearts of the people". One
editor of a German hymn book, published in 1565, said, "I do not doubt that
through that song of Luther 'Nun freuet
euch, liebe christen gemein' (Dear Christians, Now Rejoice) many hundreds of
thousands have been brought to the new
faith who otherwise would not have
heard of Luther." A well-known Jesuit
declared that "Luther's songs have
damned more- souls than all his books
and speeches".
These chorals formed indeed the cornerstone of the new doctrine, "a natural
outburst of a period" of a spiritual and
political conflict. A joyful proclamation
of a spiritual emancipation; therefore
these chorals became "a people's song",
hence folk songs again reflecting periods
of historical events.
We read of stories of how Lutheran
missionaries entered the Catholic church
during-services and drew away whole
congregations by their singing, of wandering evangelists standing at street corners and in market places, singing to ~xcited crowds, then distributing the hymn
upon leaflets, so that the populace could
join in the singing, and so winning entire

cities to the new faith almost in one day.
In this connection it might be mentioned that this idea was practiced as,
early as in the fourth century by the
"Arians" who, after being banned at the
Council of Nicea, in 325, resorted to this
very idea. They organized choirs, congregated at public places and disseminated their doctrine by singing all night
long, especially in Con~tantinople.
Singing Societies and Glee Clubs
Another .interesting point -in connectiQn with the Reformation was the development of the singing societies. It has
been said by historians that the Reformation made Germany a "singing nntion". This is true. During the Refonnation the new chorals were sung not only
in the churches and public places but
over the entire country on all occasions.
University students sang them· in taverns. This became so popular that they
carne together for the sole purpose of
singing these new chorals. At the University of Leipzig, for instance, a chorus
was organized for the purpose of adding
interest- to the academic functions by
means of musical activities. This grew
to such an extent that it developed into
today's "singing societies" and "glee
clubs~'. It spread to every Protestant
country, especially into England, where
some of the world's: finest singing 80cieties can be found. Through these singing
societies, the influence of the ReformaHon bears its definite mark upon all
Protestant countries up to our time.

~bo
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'Preservation by "R&/rigeration
'i.' Soviet

arehae~logists have reported finding in southwe$tern Siberia the hodies of ,
beautiful girl, a young man and several' horses, together with some food, all frozen
solid as if they had just come out of the deep-freeze unit of a modern refrigerator.
It was believed that they had lived some 2,000 years ago, yet their flesh was well
preserved. The cheese found with their food was in excellent condition and conId he
eaten. Another s.tory of a similar discovery was recently puhlished in a Norwegian newspaper. It told of a reindeer that had been shot with a stone arrow nearly 4,000 years
ago and had only recently heen f~pnd in a melting glacier near Strasund in Lesja, Norwav.,
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Tillers of the Soit, Take Note!
CJeow Do You Plow?
LAST summer a monster 6O-£00t
disk plow that turns over a strip
42 feet wide at the rate of 14 acres
an hour 'Was put into USe on a
Wes~rn wheat ranch. But such an implement

also stirs up a controversy: to turn or not to
tUl'n the, soil. which' Old-timers will tell you
that the primitive people with their (lrude implements were content to merely loosen the soil,
but since our great-granddads inve,rtted the iron
plow with its moldboard only lazy people fail
to tul;Il the soil completely upside down. The
Department of Agriculture, however, by its research has turned up SOme very interesting facts
about subsoil plowing. With special plows it is
possible to thoroughly loosen the soil beneath
the surface for planting without turl,ring under
the top soil. Thus a multh of stubble and straw
from previous crops of corn and wheat is left
on the surface. Such a mulch not only helps to
retain moisture and discourage weed growth,
hut also acts as a soil conservation agent.

fJIIsw Insecticide
C. There is a continual

running battle during
tbe gt'owing seasO./l between the fanner and the
unoompromising hosts of imects, with the farmer usually on the defensive. Any new weapons,
therefore, that are better than his pre~ent ones
are always welcomed by the battle-weary farp!cr. A new chemical known as Thiophos 3412,
which is said to be from five to twenty-five
times as potent as famous DDT, depending on
the insects on which it is used, was tested out
by 75 agricultural experiment stations during
1947. So favorable were the reports that some
expect that soon it will be on the market.

ilar' vegetables showed a 50-percent increase,
while wheat crops were twice normal yields.
Cotton was up w three times the aVerage. If
scientists would only use in a beneficial way
.their ability to split the atom I

,

'"Plant.s Never Sleep
cr. In stuliying plant growth it has been lcarned
that tomato and other plants produee in their
leaves, and not in their roots, the sugar neces,
sary for their growth. This is e.arried out b)
the action of sunlight in the process known as
photosynthesis. Such chemical synthesis goes on
principally in the morning, and no mattcr how
mUch sunlight there is in the aftcrnoun the
sugar-making business shuts down about 2 p.m.
to allow the syrup to be "shipped" to the stems
and other parts of the plant. Then about mid~
night the cell-buildel'B go to work and the size
of the plant expands until daybreak. By 6 a.m.
the grov.'ing ~tops alld the leayes resume their
work of making mO:!:e sugar. The whole process
around the clock is regulated by the infinite
wi~dom of the great Creator, who himself never
slumbers nor sleeps.-Psalm 121: 3,4.

Sweet Corn Stalks
fl. Accidentally it was discovered that the

j./l-

bred corn known as Connecticut 103 may become a challenger of the age-old sugarcproducing cane, which h8.1> a natural BUgaJ' content of
10 to 15 percent. The stalk of this new oorn has
.a sugar content of 11 percent, of which 8.65
percent is natural su~ar. Corn. syrup, which is
well known to many, and which is not a natural
Sugar b~t is made by chemically converting corn
starch to sugar, is a product of the kernel.

'The Cob Finds a New Job
CI. The once worthless corncob that even a hog

~arming in

A-Bombed Soil

II. One of the most astonishing rllf!ults of the
atom bombing of Japan is a reported 50- to
aOO-percent increase over normal yields in the
crops around the city of Nagasaki, where the
soil still contains radioactive elements. A Japanese agricultural expert named Takeo Furuno
reported to the Kyodo News Agency that sugar
beets, pumpkins, tomatoes, eggplants and sim-
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wouldn't eat has ,now taken on a commercial
value. Because of their high absorbent qualities
alld freedom from acids that attack steel,
ground-up. col'Ilcohs are now being used in
tumblers for drying, cleaning and polishing
precision steel balls for roller bearings. One
manufacturer uses nearly 5D,DOD IWund.s of cobs
a )'eaJ'. Who knows, someday farmefl) may be
raising corn ,iust for the cobs.

AWAKE

HIS article is written bv
T
own correspondenf,
who has lived in Siam for many years.
Awakef's

He was in Bangkok at the time of the
publicized coup d'etat of last November.
The material for this article he gathered
from reliable sources, from persons of
all rank, such as Senate members, lawyen;, newspapel' editors, and hom the
common people of Siamese, Chinese, Indian and European extraction.
\Vhen foreign news agencies informed
the world on the morning of )l"ovember 9,
1947, that a group of army officers under
Field Marshal Pihul Songkram had ousted the Thamrong government of Siam
and seized control, the opinion of the
American and English press was that
friends in 'power had been suppJanted by
"Japanese collaborators". But not so.
Marshal Pihul was the originator of
the coup against the ·mona.r:ch~7 'in 1932.
His chief supporter, on the civil side, ,vas
Luang Pradit l\TaJlutarm~ or Nai Pridi
Panomyong, as he is nm" called. In 1~)33
there was a counter insurrection, and
Marshall Pibul sanctioned the execution
of 18 of the ringleaders. The small Siamese governing body never forgave him.
In 1942 Pibul, under irresistible pressure, threw in his lot with the Japanese,
because the Allies were in no position to
render aid to Siam, and his country was
:ine~pable of resisting the J'apanese. Nai
Pridi Panomyong, who had been made
regent, aided the Free Thai Movement,
started bv the Siamese ambassador in
'Vashingt'(ln toward tl;e end of the war.
Both l\farshal Pibul and K ai Pridi knew
and approved of the movements of the
other. It was the old oriental device of
having a foot in both camps.
MARCH 8, 1948

The political complexion of the two
leaders is '''hat really matters to the
democracies. N ai Pridi is a repuhlican.
1\,f arshal Pibul, a royalist and a moderate
delllocrat. After the ·war the party of
Nai Pridi, with allied support waxed
powerful and introduced unpl'e~edented
corruption into government. All the
party leaders 'made fortunes. At the·
same tiwe thoy '''ere avoiding every obligation to the Allies. For instanc-e, the
rico deliveries wore hopelessly short.
\Vhen conditions became i.ntolen\ble, with
t\VO years to go till election time, an·
othor coup d'etat was engineered.

The Coup d'Etat, and Its Causes
'The coup was planned by a party of
high.ranking army offic~rs, lleade-d by
Lieutenant General Pin Chunhavan and
Sepator Luang Kajsongkram, former
duef of staff of the Roval Air Force. On
Saturday, November 8, 1947, half an
hour before midnight, the uprising smote
the Thamrong government and seized
power in a bloodless armed coup. The
next morning Lieutenant General Pin
Chunhavan requested Field Marshal Pibul Songkram to lead the movement.
Marshal Pibul saw in this an excellent
opportunity to put himself in right ·with
bis eountl'ymen, and be accepted tlw offer of leadership. ·When Bangkok roused
itself from f:lumber the next morning it
. found that. the ·\vhole administration of
t.he country was in the hands of the new
political regime.
Hs strike at midnight llad strong fol~
low-through, and the new powers now
had occupied the general staff depart~
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ment of the Elnnyt the military stores
depa.rtment, the military arsenal, and
the ministries of interio:'J foreign affairs,
justice, land and agricu ture, commerce
and communications. and finance. All of
t.he govel'nment bui1dings are l:)cated ill
a small section of Bangkok, and all roads
and bridges leading to these areas had
been closed by an iron eurtain of tanks
and heavily armed soldiers. At llight big
searehlights pi{~rC{'d 'through the dark·
ness to keep tbe area free from allY
danger. BeSIdes this, the harbor, rail.
way stations, general post offioo and the
throne hall were guarded by soldiers
armed with Torr.my guns and bared
ba)'onet.~ ready to meet any opposition.
But so fur there has heen no !:iign of
"counteraction. It might be astonishing
to fOTPigners tr,at the Sia::nese, who
reach high pitches of exciu:~ment in f::mmaking, take their revolutions very
calmly.
The only e-x:citement was at Nai Prldi's
residenee. Wlwn memher!'! of th€' COllp
tried to come to a mutual unde'!"standir.g
with him Nai Pridi's no(hg-uard fir€'d at
':"ne approaching Inili1ar:;: ol1icers of the
coup crowd. 'l.'hi~ while Kat Pridi lll::nself escaped by a back door llnci thence
by boat across the Chow Phya river to
the naval headquarters. Later, with the
help of Americans and Britisherl', r.e fled
to Singa~lOre. Ex-Premier 'I'ltamrong
was danclng at the Amphorn Garden
wb~r. he wa~ tipped off abcut the upproacillng milHary missio1J, and he too
fled. But later he was found ('ulmly TIHhing hl Ayudhya. He is free, under no
resnaint.

On ~ov('mher 22, 1947, the Stulidard,
Xo. 77, a weekly newspa'Per for internalbna1 l"f'ader:-::, pubJishE'd an article on
'-'Rev{):utions and Rebellioni,", by MOr:l
Chow Sithjporn Kridnkara (member of
the royal family). He If:! no'.\' a senior
cabinet minister. In the artble he ~aid:
:'he causes of the prE'sent roup d'etat appe~r to he mwH'. ~H enumerated in toe reeent
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broadcasts, sueh WI tr.e
high ~ost 0:£ living, graft
B\:.t these are olliy the
craa."k"S I'\<'ere 18e}> of

king's IlflB8Slilinstien.
and aU the rest of it.

symptoms; the

r~lll

gooa f8itb aDd ngfjjn m)J)-

adherence to democraf.:c principles. It is common knowledge that everybody was heartily

sick of the se(',()nr. category members, and tl:o
highest hODes w('te (':J.trrtn:ned ill the Senate,
whicil waS supposed to d':l il,way with them. I
need Tlot recOlmt how these hopes were dashed
to the ground. The interests of the party 'Were
put above those of the penp~e, who felt tliat
they had been iool(d.
EX8:sP"ration was the llatural ~sult and it
was, in fa~t, the beginning of the end. 1'hey
vie-wed the succeeding eVl'llt~ with increasing
exasperatioG. But in spite of ttc growing discontent the "M.P:s cf t.he_ pat""~y in pOWf'r persisted ill Io;upporting t:'1e j..':Overnment, altilOugh
they r.lUst. have known tnat t.he lattpr harllo;;t
tr.e cOIddcnre of the public. 'I'hey either labored under f-:.c mistaken notion that in party
politics H'.eir party in power musl be supportf'd It: aJ (!{Is1s, or else they continued their
support foJ' privv,te gain. In view of tnc bar£'·
fac~d UIle! glaring cases of graft which were
rampant, the public natu:l"ally thought the
it.:ler.
'J'lle majority of J.f.P.'s, WllO W(!I'I~ eit{ll!["
fools 01' lmav{'s, Or both, ip-Inred the deniocratic principle that they rellresenterl the peo})ie H:1d m.ust a~t:n
, a~col~lan(!e with the wi"hcs
o~ tt:e ]:cople ,\110 voted for them. III 1':t.h,'r
words, thr igncred pUbLic opinion. 1t H(:ed
hard.? be said that if ttc English ConsPl";ative ~LP.'s e.t the bi'ginlling of the W!l.f had
}fe/cd hI B simi,.1r fa..~bon lmd, jgJlariDg publit! op:nior., pe~is:('d in sU]:llOr~.ir:g Charr.b<:!l"laia at all cG..'>ts, disaste-:- rnav well huw' beiailell Britain. In our ea.'IC ~n impa!lSc nad
heen ri'aciled: '~:l1lSlitution!l.l1y nl)thjn~ eOlLd
he done urJil tbe next g('neral e:ee~ion more
tlmn two yent'S n(lnce. It wa.'! more tn.an fla<;h
and blood could bNlf, ane ] do not. hli()"c til.:tt
even the cool and ~aim Brilisl:ers would have
put up wit!:! it.
This is not a defense of tbe coup d'etat, or
wh:ch I ',mew nothing, but to deplore tbat one
'Sf'S neeeSSar~.. to get O-.1t 0: the impasse i11:o
wh:rh we had been iE~d by OUr Hi-called statesITl"Jvr;,

meD, and to make clear the real cause of ihe
coup.

Provisional Constitution, and Misgivings
The present position of affairs in Siam
is: All things are going ahead normally.
For 90 days after the coup military authorities had special powers of search
and arrest, to nip early any budding
counter movements. The control of the
country has been vested in a cabinet of
men of the first class, both as to ability
and integrity. A S~nate has been appointed (100 members), and the House
of Representatives must be elected within 90 days. This provisional government
is headed by Premier Khuang Aphaiwongs; Seni Pramoj, founder of the Free
Thai's, is minister of justice; Phya Sri
Visam Vaja, honored friend of the democracies, is minister of foreign affairs,
and Prince Rangsit of Chainad is chair.
man of the supreme counsel of state. A
ne.w In:ovisional oonstit\1tion i~ l),fOlliu\.
gated, its important change being an.ap·
pointed Senate instead of the former in.
directly elected one (filled by the party in
power). The newly created supreme counsel of state replaces the former regency,
which widens the circle from which the
king can draw advice. The Senate members are now to be appointed by the
king on the recommendation of the prime
minister. Members of th.e House of Rep.
resentatives are elected by the people.
Some of these new arrangements are,
viewed with misgivings by the people, as
were the' old ones. JI'he majority of the
people' with whom this Awake! corre·
spondent conversed plainly stated, that
the? do not like a constitution drawn up
mamly by one party in power. They-pre.
fer to see it properly done b¥ representa·
tives of the people meeting In a constituent assembly, 'as practiced in other demo
ocratic countries.
The return to' power of the former
military dictator and wartime prime
minister, Pibul Songkram, has brought
grave concern to a gre'at number of
MAROH 8, 1948

Siamese and foreigners living in Siam.
They· 'have not yet forgotten the many
hardships brought upon them by his gov.
ernment, which disregarded the rights of
free trade and forced many foreign firms
to sell their property to the government.
But especially the Chinese popUlation,
which make up one third of Siam's
18,000,000 people, view Pibul's return
","ith trepidation. They remember his
earlier career in office, when he sanctioned the close of Chinese schools, reserved all trade for the Siamese, and
made hundreds of thousands of Chinese
homeless by ordering them to leave cer·
tain towns in a minimum of time.
It was under Pibul's regime also that
the highest rights were trodden under,
namely, freedom of speech and worship.
This despite the fact that tile constitution guaranteed that "every person is
entirely. free to profess any religion or
creed and to exercise the fonn of worsnip in accordance with his own belief,
every person enjoys full liberty of per·
son, abode, property, speech, writin~,
prin~ing, publication, education, publIc
meeting, etc. V Particularly in the case of
Jehovah's witnesses did Marshal Pibul
overrun these constitutional guarantees.
The work of Jehovah's witnesses was
banned, their literature containing Bible
treatises confiscated, and three of their
missionaries were expelled from the
country. Only because of war-crippled
travel facilities was the. e.xIluls.iQU nut
carried out, no transportation out of the
country being available for them. But
soon Pibul's dictatorship became very
unpopular, and in tile middle of 1944 he
gave way to Khuang Aphaiwongs, who
formed a more liberal government and
restored the freedoms of the people. Under his regime the ban on Jehovah's wit·
nesses was lifted, the expulsion of the
three missionaries withdrawn, and all
their rights were restored.
Later, however, this liberal government was changed, and conditions deteriorated to the abuses that precipitated
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the armed coup of November 8, 1947.
W"hat the future holds in store for Siam
depends somewhat on the new government and the coming elections, But the

real future and hope of Siam lies in the
same hands tbat hold the destiny of all
nationl5, the hands of Jehovah's King
Christ Jesus.

The Puzzling Homing Pigeon
cr.

A puz.zlf' is .lI funny tbing. The longeJ' one
works witb it tbe more determined one is to
solve it. Sometimes after working long and hard
to get the answer one finds himself right where
he started. Such a -puzzle is the homing pigeon,
whieh has fascinated the minds of scientists
for generations.
ff, E:l"perimentf:l have shown that mHny other
birds be~ides the pig{'{ln hav .. the instinct of
.finmng their way haek to their homes, Cages
of 80Qty and noddy terns were taken from their
nel>ts on Tortugas island, off the eOIl~t of Flori·
da, and were shipped 800 miles below ship
deck. Upon release tlley returned to their
island. Cowbirds, whieh apparently eRre so
little about a home that they plnee their eggs
in otber birds' nests, were taken from their
breeding grounds 8.!'Id shipped a thousand miles
in three directions, and in less than 30 dll.ys all
were back again. Similar exp('riments with
sparrows, petrels and pintail dueks show sim·
ilar eharacteristic~.
tI. Fl)r a long time it was assumed that mi~
gration and homing were different\mfl.nif'esta~
tions of the same instinct, Now it is believed
that tbey are separate .'lod distinct pbenomenon; far 8. homing bird returns from a strange
place to its home, but a migrating bird leaves
its home for a strange land, Homing pigeons
do not migrate.
([, One answer that was thought to solve the
puzzle was the theory that iloming birds bad
an acute vision and sense of responsibility and
were able to rClnember.'lIl the terrain over which
they traveled IUld all the turns they made when
transported aWIl.V from home, In ,support of
such theory the fact was pl)inted out that the
Signal Corps haa been able to train "two-way"
pigeons tQ fly not only home hut also to retUrn to the point from which they were reLeased. Dissolving this theory are the two 8:l"periments made by Gertnan scicntists. Two
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JaJ'k£'D!'d cages of birds were shipped -ninety.

three miles by train, One of the cages was
~ • placed on a phonograph disc and spun around
(\ 5,000 times during the trip. Both e~,ges of birds
~ returned 100 pere('ot. In the otlw·r ('xperiment
the bir.ds were chloroformed to unconsciousness
'- and slnpped. They too returlled without the aid
{or hindro:llce) of remembering eyery turn in
the road.
fL In experim(outs with tlw e:/feet radio W.!H'es
'\ have on homing pigeons ten birds were used.
;, Five pig~ons wcre released beneatb the radio
towers of a high_power transmitter when the
, station was tUrned off. The birdi'l flew directly
home, a distance of ten miles, in 20 minutes.
'" The seeond lot of, pigeons were rclea,s(~d when
the transmitter was booming forth full. blast,
but they seemed confused and staggered in
f\ig'ht as if unable to get their sense of direetil}D
and orient them~e\vt's. After making several
futile attempts they filll!lly ehose the correct
diredion and reR(Jhed borne in 42 to 52 minutes'
instead of 20. Other e;l:periments have been reported where radar beams shot into the midst
of wild ducks in flight seemed to break up their
formation,
4L Kevertbeless, the scientists admit tb.at th'3y
have Dot found the allOj:wer to the puzzle, .and
so they ('ontiuue ~heir seareh. Oue of the latest
theories ad\'lmeed is thai put forth by Professor
Henry L. Yeagley, 1)£ Pennsylvania State Col·
Jege, as reported by Science News Lettc'r. He
suggests tlJat homing bird~ may be sensitive to
'I geomagnetism and the earth·spin, and that
when tlley live in a certain section of tbe eGUll'
;, try for a time they become used to a eertain
~ combination of these two forces. If taken t.o a
~~'1 new loeation they endeavor tQ rf'tUl'n. Sueh
~,
hypotbeticfll eonjectuT{'S, however interesting to
hear, do not !wlve the problem, The puzzle 1'1"
~
mains locked as a secret of the Most High God,

~

~

,
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so the whale is not a fish, ins, on the other hand, have a peculiar
many people think so. But sieve-like curtain that, ip some species,
it is
a whopper of a deep-sea mari- hangs down as much as 15 inches from
ner. It is still the most immense of living their upper jaw. This tough, flexible
creatures. Why, some whales are heavier sieve is called whalebone or baleen and
than the total weight of a couple of 40: . is of particular importance in connection
ton dinosaurs several 5-ton jumbo ele- wit.h their feeding habits.
phants and a few 4-ton hefty hippopotaOne of the outstanding features of all
muses put together. So, any way the sub- wlmles is their air intake valve. Instead
ject is _handled the story of a whale is of having nOses that stick out in the way
bound to be a wllOpper of a tale.
they have blowholes, in what some peoWhales are mammals, ''''e are told, in ple think,to be the top of their heads.
spite of their tapered fish-like bo<lies. In- However, the whale's head is of enorstead of having gills, like fish, they have mous size, sometimes a third the length
lungs and breathe air, like land animals. of the body, and the sloping part in front
Instead of being cold-blooded they have of the blO\vhole is not the forehead but
huge hearts that pump warm blood. In- is part of the heak. It is doubtful that
stead of having scales they have smooth ,,,hales can smell, but they have an acute
skin. Instead of laying eggs they give sense of hearing when under water.
birth to suckling babil?s that are nursed There are no flapping elephant ears on
like calves. All of whicQ places the the sides of their heads, but, instead, a
whales in a separate and distinct class of few feet back of their eyes there are
their own, ('aIled Cetacea, Technically all small holes that lead to internal hearing
creat.ures of the deep that have these mechanism.
general characteristics are called whales,
On each side of the hody whales have
including dolphins and porpoises. But fore limbs or flippers, but these are used
why get technical1 Most of us think of only for steerage and for balall6ing their
whales as the whoppers of the fish family. huge bulk. Tlleir powerThe two main divisions in this family ful propeller is their
of gigantesques are t.he toothed (Odon- tail, and it is divided
toceti) and the toothless (Mystacoceti) into two flukes or fins
whales, and you have no difficulty telling that are horizontal inwhich is which when one of these monsters opens his, steam-shovel mouth and
laughs in your face. The ones with teeth,
of \"hich the sperm whales are the best
kilo\"n, have 44 huge teeth weighing as
mudl as four pounds each, locat.ed' in the
lower jaw only. In the upper jaw arc pits
or sock~ts into which these-teeth fit ",r]lCn
the mouth is closed. Their toothless cousMAROH 8, 1948
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stead of vertical as in the case of fish. J:Sy whales thIS padding may be only a few
such an arrangement they are able not inches thick, but in others, sucp as the
only to propel themselves through the Greenland whale, the blubber annament
water but also to dive quickly and rise to is from 14 to 20 inches thick. Not only
the surface with great speed.
does this afford the finest insulation
against the cold in the polar regions, but
Deep Sea Divers
it is also a protection against the tropi~al
The whale's diving ap:paratus is really heat when Mr. Whale takes the Mrs. to
a wonderment that is lIttle understood the equator On a winter cruise. It is also
by men, Think of it! Whales are able to believed that the blubber has something
quickly descend thousands of feet to the to do with the whale's abilitv to sound
ocean floor, to depths where the pressure without being crushed to death.
is great enough to erush the steel sides of
There fire many varieties of whales
submarines like tissue paper, and then each with its particular looks and haba few minutes later they Come to the sur- i.ts. '1'he humpback whale is not what one
face with absolutely no ill effect from' would call a good-looking fellow, for he
the '''bends'' which seize men when sub- has an enormous fat head, a third the
jected only to comparatively minor pres- length of his body, that seems all out
sures. Such feat is made possible partly of proportion. Sometimes huge Coronula
by their large sup:ply of blood, which is barnacles attach themselves to these
$'reater in prdportlOn to their bulk than ocean-going humpbaeks and then other
m any other mammal. But why they are barnacles called Otion fasten on to the
not crushed to death by the tremendous Coronulas for a free ride. If the Coropressures is a mystery known only to the nulas are knocked off the whale's skin is
great Designer and Builder of the whale. permanently tattooed with peculiar
Never forget that you are only human white markings. Then there is the narin an attempt to hold your breath like a whal, which has a leopard-spotted skin
whale. When breathing r~pidly whales and a spiral-shaped unicorn sticking out
come to the surface every fjve or ten in front of its uPJler lip, looking for all
minutes, but ever so often, with a flick of the world like a 9-foot la'nee with a diamtheir tail in the air, they sound by diving eter of 4! inches. rrhe bottle-riosed whale
down to the bottom of the ocean. Some has protruding lips that resemble very
claim that they are able to hold their much the neck of a milk bottle. The Calibreath for 15 minutes, but others insist fornia gray whale tImt roams the north
that they can stay down for 45 minutes. Pacific is noted for its sagacity and
Coming up from such depths for a breath fierceness when attacked. The spermof fresh air they. first exhale with the whale is a natural-born oil tanker, for in
sound not unlike a distant tugboat blow- iJis snout he carries nearly 500 gallons; of
ing off steam. In the olden days it was oil and spermaceti. Off the shore of New
believed that whales spouted off a spray Zealand there is a pygmy right whale
of water from their blowhole, and some that is only 20 feet long when mature.
naive artists even painted little fisb. 'Vh)" the newborn baby of the finback
swimming in the spray. However, the whale 80metimes is larger than that!
white mist is nothing more than condensation of their moisture-laden breath The Whopper of All Whales
wben it strikes tlle frigid atmosphere of
'l'}le blue whale not only is the largest
the polar regions.
living animal, but is also "probably not
From stem to stern the whale is plated surpassed in size by any animal living in
over with more fat blubber than any earlier geological times". (Encyclopedia
other creature. In some of the smaller Americana) Often they measure over
22
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100 feet in length and weIgh a ton per
foot. At birth .the babies are 20 feet long,
grow to 80 feet in a few years, and weigh
a hundred tons. One 89·footer was 45
feet in circumfe;rence around the shoulders. Another that was only 78 feet long
had a head 19 feet in length. The bones
of this "small" whale weighed 8 tons; its
blood, viscera and baleen totaled 7 tons;
its blubber, 8 tons; its skull, 3 tons; and
its fiesh, 40 tons. What a whopper of a
whale! you say. Btlt nay, this one
weighed only 63 tons. Some of the real
whoppers are nearly twice this size!
The blue whales are also called '''sulphurbottoms" because of the yellowish
color on their undersides. However, this
is not the natural volar of the skin, but
is due to a film of diatoms that attach
themselves to the whale. Whales also are
afflicted by lice that burrow deep into
their skin. Just imagine being the size of
a lousy whale and not being able to do
anything about it!
And what is the cruising speed of
these superdreadnoughts' Normally, it
is said to be 4 knots, but when necessity
urges them on they can plow u,long at
triple this speed. Some estimate that
these monsters live to be 25 years of
age, but others consider their age limited
to 8 or 9 years. At the best these are
only estimates, since pygmy men have
never been able to imprison these monarchs of the deep in artificial aquariUDli:l, there to celebrate their birthdays.
Though the blue whales have mouths
big enough to take' in a dory or an a.utomobile, yet their throats are but a few
inches in diameter, no bigger than the
size of a man's arm. This is because the
blue whale is· a toothless creature and
lives principally on plankton, a mixture
of jelly fish, diatoms and red shrimp
called "krill". After skimming from the
surface of the sea a mouthful of plankton.
the toothless whales squeeze the water
out through their whalebone sieve, re·
taining the food on the inside of the
baleen. And db not think they go hungry.
MARCH 8, 1948

As much as 2 tons of plankton has been
taken from the stomach of a single blue
whale. The sperm whale, having teeth,
also has a throat big enough to swallow
almost anything his giant jaws can tak-e
in. "The sperm whale," says Nature Magazine, "has a tremendous mouth, capable of swallowing seals, sharks or a man
.... it can bite a whaling boat in half."
Consequently, Jonah's improvised sub-D1arine could have been a creature like
the sperm whale.-Jonah 1: 17; Matthew
12: 40.
Family Life in a Big Way

With the whole ocean to roam in it is
no eai:lY task to chart the migrating
courses of whales or study their breeding habits. Over the years bits of infor·
mation have been pieced together to
show that whales found in abundance in
the Arctic and Al"!,tarctic during the summer months migrate to the temperate
and tropical waters during the winter
seasons. They usually travel in herds
numbering up to 30 or 40. One time a
herd of a thousand was sighted off the
coast of Peru. Sometimes young bulls
travel together; sometimes a single bull
leads a herd of cows j and sometimes old
retired bulls that are very ill-tempered
keep to their own company.
In the mild climates the mothers bring
forth their offspring, and the romantic
bulls make love to the cows of their.
choice. The naturalist Dr. Roy Chapman
Andrews tells how at one time he wit·
nessed a humpback bull whale go
through a series of acrobatic gymnastics
to f3how off his physique to the lady
friend. He stood on his head and pounded the surface of the water with his tail
so violently he could be heard a mile
away. Taking a final and majestic plunge
he came up to the surface four minutes
later with such force he shot 50 feet in
the air. Then he and his companion
rolled over on their sides on the surface
of the water and embraced each other
with their flippers. An old salt once de·
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scribed a similar maneuver as "the.pret- 1939, and in the two decades from 1920
tiest piece .of navigation I've ever seen". to 1940 Marly 422,000 whales were taken
The females mate once every twb from Antarctic waters. In oil, this
years, and the period of gestation is amounted to 32,500,000 barrels:
about ten months. Usually a single calf
In the olden days baleen was worth
is born, for twins are a rarity. And what $10,000 a ton, anq spel'maceti from the
babies they are! At least a third the Sperm whale was in great demand for the
length of their mothers. Some weigh as making of candles. But today oil is the
much as 15 tons at birth. The mammas big thing, and few ~perms are killed, behave two mammary p;lands located in a Cause spermaceti pl'esent in t.he sperm
posterior position and whp.n feeding time whale's oil is not miscible with other
comes they turn' over on their sides. This whale oils. In t.he first poshvar haul 9
way junior can get his milk without hav- .factory ships brought in 60,000 tons of
ing it thinned down with sea \vater.
oil) worth from $250 to $360 per ton. The
rest of the whale is utilized, also j nothBig Whaling Business
ing goes to waste. The whale's liver is
Ever since the tenth and elevent}J cen- rid} jn yjtamin content; insulin CUInes
turies thousands of men have joined fl' om the panCl'eas; and the skull and
in the quest for whale oil-oil for food, 'bones arlO> ground for cattle food and fer·
oil for soap, oil for paint and industry, tilizer. During the war whale steaks sold
oil for glycerin.
for 35 cents a pound. And precious
No one knows the total, number of mnuergris, that putrid-smelling subwhalel:i slaughtered down through the stance 1'0 valued a" a fixative in expencenturies. Betw~en the years 1804 and sive perfume and Wllich is sp€w·cd up hy
1817 American whalers l{:illed 193,000 in sick sperm whales, is also di~igent1y
the southern seas. In the 1840's lhe sought by pur::;uers of "MobS DIck".
U.S.A., the world's greatest \vhaling naExperiments since the war with such
tion at that time, had 735 ships, and things as f'1onic submarine detectors
40,000 men in the business. Then came (ASDIC), radar and electric harpoons
the explosive harpoon gun.in 1867. I;ater are being condllcted with the idea in
modern whaling methods replaced old mind of uuilding up an anmiul whaling
techniques and whaling hnsillf~SS became business \vortlt $30,000,000. 'Vere it not
Big Business.1\. few huge mother vessels for the international agreement set up
called factory"ships that cost between in 1944 between the leading whaling
four and ten millioIl dollars each together with their broods of fast enteher ships, countries, specifying an "open ~ea;,.'Un"
have done away with the hundreds of old of three nWJJ llJs, man in his greed would,
wooden craft. Thirty-one of such fac- no doubt, soon make extinct praditory ships capable of "digesting" 40 cally all sp('~i{$ of whales that ,Jehovah
whales a day killed 64,000 of 8t](',h in God brought forth.-Genesis 1: 21.

~oultr'Ymen, Beware!
CI. Benzene hexachloride, also known as Grunrnexane !lnd 666, j, the finest inspetieide
yet found to kill ticks ill cows' ears; but don't use it on yO\lr ~,hickem. Investigation
shows that if a ~ompound <"ontaining this cbemical is sprayed on the birds themselves
or on the walls of their coops, or if it contaminates their food, the chickens b<;come so
saturated their flesh will smdl and t!l'i!te of it ev\~n after being eookrd. Puultrymen are
given this warning by Prof. Hixson /lm:l Dr, Murna in S,,;eI1M (October 31) hecause
there urc nliW on the market insectieides r,ontaining benzene hexachloride.
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New Creatures Anointed
A NOINTING with the active force

.l1. known as "the holy spirit" comes
from God, and not f.rom religious clergymen.or electronic scientists of -the day.
The apostle Paul was anointed with it
by God. At Corinth, Greece, the first converts to result from his preaching were
doubtless the married .r e\vish couple,
Aquila and Priscilla, with who~ Paul
abode. (Acts 18: 1-11, 18) To the congregation established in Corinth Paul wrote
some years later and spoke of the anointing with the holy spirit. He said: "Now
he which stablisheth us with you in
Christ, and hath anointed us, is God;
\",ho hath also sealed us, and given the
earnest [or pledge] of the spirit in our
hearts." (2 Corinthians. 1: 21, 22) Those
Christians there had been guaranteed to
Christ as members, of his church, by their
being anointed with God's spirit.
For this reason the apostle further
wrote to those Christians, and ChristiilnS today can take heed thereto for
their instl-uction: "As the. body is one,
and hath manY members, and all the
members of that one body, being many,
are one bodv: so also is Christ. For 'by
one spirit are we all baptized into one
bodv, whether we be Jews or Gentiles,
whether we he bond or free; and have
been all made to drink into [or be saturat.ed by] one spirit. But now are they
manv members, yet but one body. But
now hath God set the members everyone
of them in the body, as it hath pleased
him. Now yc are the body of Chnst,_ and
members in particular."-1 Corinthians
12: 12, 13, 20, 18, 27.
MAROH 8, 1948

All such Christialls~ once ordinary hu~
mans like the rest of us, had become
"new creatures" in God's sight by believing the' gospel message and obeying
it and dedicating themselves to God
through his "one mediator", Jesus
Christ; and thereafter God accepted
their dedication of themselves through
Christ and begot them to spiritual life
by the power of his holy spirit. Only such
"new creatures" are anointed with the
spirit and designated to live and reign
. with Christ Jesus in the heavenly kingdom. l}y being begotten and anointed
with "God's spirit, the consecrated one is
.baptized as a "new creature" into the
"body of "Christ". He thus becomes one of
those who are espoused to Jesus as the
great Bridegroom. Such baptism of the
spirit is common to all, or jointly shared
by all, who are members of Christ's body,
r"egardloss of the different offices of service which they fill in the body. Hence
theirs is "one baptism", just as there is
one common faith and one common hope
of their heavenly calling, and there is one
common Head over the whole body,
namely, Christ Jesus. For God, who
gives the holy spirit, "gave him to be the
head over all things to the church, which
i" his body."-Ephesians 4:: 3-7 j 1: 22, 23.
- The I apostle John was one of those
present on the day of Pentecost when the
holy spirit was poured out from God and
tlu'ough Jesus Christ the Head of the
body. Toward the close of the first cen·
tury, When John was an old man, possibly the last of the apostles to be living,
he wrote as follows: "Children! it is the
last hour; and as you heard that the
antichrist is coming, even now many
?!;.

have become antichrists; whence we
know that it is the last hour. They went
out from us, but they were not of us;
lor if they had been_ of us, they would
have remained with us; but it was that

they might be made manifest that they
are Dot all of UI:!. And you have an anoint!ng from the Holy One; yon all know it
[or, you all have kno\"dedge, that is to
say, knowledge of the truth]. I have not

written to you becaul:\e you do not know
the truth, hut because you know it, and

becanse no lie is from the truth. "Vho is
the liar, but he who denies that Jesus is
the anointed OneY This il:l the antichrist,
he who denies the Father and the Son .
. . . J have written these things to you

concerning those who deceive you. But
the anointing which you received from
him abides in you, and you have no n~erl
that anyone should teach you; but the
same. anointing. teaches you. coneerni!lg
all thmgs, and IS true, and ~s nu.t a l~e;
and as it taught you, abIde III hIm
[Cltrist Jesus]."-l John 2: 18-27, The

Emphatic Diaglott.
The apostle John was, according to
the above, writing to an anointed cla~~ of
persons who must have been, the:rp.fore,
new creatures in Christ Jesus. Th.e fact
that he addresses this grown-up comp,any and addresses some of them as
'children" shows that they were children,
not physically accordinK to the flesh, but
in another respect, namely, as new·creatures, being yet very youn~ as such. So
then, of whom wa.s that nnomted class to
whom John wrote 'made np1 Merely of
elder brethren, those new creatures for
some time1 Not according to the following words of the apostle, namely: "I
write unto you, little r,hildren, because
your sins are forgiven you for his name's
sake. I write unto you, fathers, because
ye have known him that il:l from the beginning. I write unto you, young men,
because ye l1ave overcome the wicked
o:p.e. I write unto you, little children,lbe.
cause ye have known the Father [who
has begotten yon of his spirit]. I have
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written unto you, fathers, because ye
have known him that is from the beginning. 1 have written unto you, young
men, because ye liTe strong; 81Jd the word
of God abideth in you_" (1 J ohn2: 12-14)
\Vriting to all alike, ·"little children,"
"fathers," and "yo'ung men", concerning
the anointing from the Holy One and as
abiding in them, the apostle John indi·
cates that the time of their being begotten by the spirit of God to be spiritnal
::;ons of God was when they were anointed
with the' spirit and baptized into tile
"body of Christ". By the help of God's
spirit or active force, (hey must now increase in knOWledge' of the truth and in
appreciation of their anointing with the
spirit. They must increase also in th~ir
ability to carry out the things that the
anointing commissions them to perform.
If one who has heen anointed pr~:rves
unfaithful and goes out from the. con·
gregation of God's unointed ones, he be·
comes an anti christ. His going out does
not prove he is ri.e:ht and that those
whom he leaves benind him are in the
wrong and do not have the truth. The
spirit of God, which came with their
anointing and which abides in them, illu·
minates them. It assures them that they
have the truth. On the other hand, the
unfaithful anointed one is cast out of the
"body" or Theocratic organization by the
Head member, Jesus Christ. The spirit
of God does not abide in that unfaithful
Olltl and he does not ahide in Christ but
goes into the darkm~,:s of error and un·
truth. The unfaithful one is therefore an
antichrist. The faithful ones from whom
he is cut off and disconnected are not
antichrists, but abi.de i.n Christ..Jesus
foretold that in the "last time", at the
end of this world, there' would be an
"evil servunl" claf3s that would be such
an antichrist. (Matthew 24: 48·51; Luke
12: 45.4-8) Especially since seeing we
are at tlle foretold end of this world, all
anointed new creatures will be careful
and watchful against becoming members
of 1Iltl said "evil servant" class.
.aWAKE!

How Patrick Was Made a Catholic
T IS generally believed that Patrick
became a ea tholic, but just how and
when is not so well known. History is
almost completely silent about his life,
and such historians as Gildas and Bede,
who lived nearest to the time of Patrick,
never mention him. However, Patrick
himself wrote out something about his
own experiences, calling the comparatively~short record his Confessions. This
composition is well authenticated, and
another treatise, Patrick's Letter to 00roticu8, gives us some additional facts
about him. The date of Patrick's birth
is now generally agreed to have been
A.D. 387.
Heference is made to his Confessions
rather free~y. He says, in his Letter to
Corotic1ts: "I was born free according
to the flesh j I was the son of a father
who was a decurio [a Roman magistrate]." Then, in his C01!fessions: "I had
for my father Calphormus, a deacon, the
son ~f Potitus, a presbyter in the Church,
who lived in the village of Benavem of
Tibernia, near the hamlet of Enon,
where I was captured." This place is located by students as in Armoric Gaul
(Western France).
At about the age of sixteen Patrick
was captured by bandits, who took .him
to Ireland and sold him into slavery to
Milchu, a Druidic priest. His occupation
was keeping cattle, and, like the prodigal
son of the parable, Patrick, confessing
that he did not truly know God, though
raised in a Christian home, now turned
to his Creator-in frequent prayer. He had
much opportunity for meditation, and
reflecting on the things he had learned at
home, he profited much. Meanwhile, his
contact with the Druidic inhabitants of
the land enabled him to learn of their
language, customs and religious- practices. After six years Patrick was reunited to his family.

I
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Nothing is known of Patrick's life for
quite a few years after his return. This
lack biographers of a later age sought to
supply by filling it with incredible tales
of his piety and progress in learnmg.
Patrick himself, however, appears to
have considered this part of his life as
unwurthy of special notice. The impor-·
tant event next recorded is that of his
return to Ireland Jl,S a missionary to the
pagan Irish. Neither tears nor entreaties
deterred him.
Patrick subsequently referred tq himself as follows: "An unlearned man, to
wit, a bishop constituted [not at Rome
but] in Ireland: what I am I have received from God." In' this spirit he carried on the evangeliz{ltion of Ireland,
meeting with much success, despite·considerable persecution. Unlike the Bomish
clergy, Patrick was able to say, after
serving the Irish people for thirty years,
"If in anyway I have taken aught from
you, tell me, and I will restore it to you
fourfold." It is also recounted that converts would cast their precious ornaments at his feet, but he never accepted
these, restoring them to their owners. It
is not so wi th the clergy, then or since.
After zealously preaching and teaching
among the, Irish for over thirty years
Patrick died near Armagh, on March 17,
A.D. 455. It is' the anniversary of his
death that is celebrated on March 17.
The Irish, however, were not the kind
of Christians that appealed to Home, of
which they were largely independent.
The conversion of Patrick to Catholicism
began more than 500 years after his
death. Certain biographers, such as Probus and Jocelyn, started to present him
as a wonder-working saint, suitable to
the. superstitions of their own dark
times, and stated that he had been taught
by Germain of Tours and had gone to
Rome to receive his apJilointment as a
bishop. But the converSIOn of Patrick,
27

and Ireland, to Catholicism was made
sure when, A.D. 1167, the pope sellt
Henry II of England to bring the Irish
around to 8('('ppting 11im as the SUW('HSOT to Peter. After a number of bloody

conflicts the Irish were subdued, and
Patrick became (l "saint" in the Roman
ealf<nnar. That he was made a Catholic
more than 1mlf a millennium after his
death was not Patrick's fault.
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THE OPEN BIBLE • • •
From the pages of the open Bible
flows truth which bl'ings comfort and happiness

and leads to life.
An edition of t11e popular /(in,(j James or Anfhorized Version
Biblt' is puhlished by the W A rrCH'l'OWEH. Besides the unaltered text,
this edition contaim, marginal references, map,;, a concordance and
other helps whidl will as)3ist in making the Bible an open book to you.
rt is bound in an-attractive maroon color, Sent prepaid 011 a contribution of $1.UO, Use the handy eOUjJOIl below,
-Il~~_ _"''''

..

WATCHTOWER
11'2 Adams St.
Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
En~losed fln<l $1.00. I'h~ase send rue a copy or lile WAT0J1TOWEIi; edition of the King JIJ1I<C'< Ver.;on Bible.
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ary prepared a twenty-page report·for the consideration of the
Security Council and rt strongly
urged the reCrUiting of an army

the
question of Supplying soldiers is
a difficult one, neither the U. S.
nor Britain being fulxious to
have Russians ~ent into toe territory as part of an International
force. Palestine appears to belong
to e"erybody and uobody. However, the final disposition of the
Holy Land, so long desecrated
by Jew and Gentile, will be determined by Jehovah,
to

FEBRUARY

ERP Progress
The European Ue('overy Program, continuing its slow and
tortuous way through the latJyrlnthlne pro('e~scs of the Uuiled
States C~gress, appeared to be
getting somewhere in early I<'ehruary. Its various featnres had
been suhjected to tIose ~cruti!lY
by politicallr suspicious and
wary congressmen. The pipeline
feature, as It is called, implies a
constant flow of goods to Europe,
chiefly from tIle United States.
Interim aid for Franee, Italy and
Austria -approve(l in late December was heing used np rapidly,
and more would be necessary, according to Secretary :\[arshall, if
by Aprll 1 long-term plans had
not been approved.
The Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, considering the udmillistration of the Hecoverr Program, on FeiJrunrr 10 unanimonsly approved nn independent head,
who would have eahlnet rau.k,
differences between the ERP administrator and thfl H('(TPtary of
state to he submitted to tbe president for decision, The plan ulso
provides· for a hipartiRun udvisory hoard to assist the admInistrator.
The I<'oreign Relations Committee on Fehruury 1a vott'(1 unaniDmusly for an initinl npprOIJriation and a four-yea\' authorization. It was J1ropo~ed to make the
InWal appropriation $:i,300,OOO,000 for twelve month!'. It was
also ,'oted to make nld to any na·

+
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tion dependeut on the co-operation of that nation in the overall plan, nations turning to Communism to he exelurled, The si:«teen participating nations are to
he hound to specific pledges nnd
protluction goalS.
Senator Taft, cOmmenting on
the FJRP proviSions, S!).id, "'Ye
want peace and prosperity
throughout the world, to eliminate a threat to Our own freedom, but it Is certainly not worth
whi1f' to adopt a foreign. polie... so
burdflnsomfl on our people that it
w1il destroy at hOmn the ,·ery
freedom we are "rylng to protect." Gow·ruor Dewey of );ew
Yo!·k. a presidential aspirant like
Senntor Taft, urged that aill to
fo.,'uropf' he used to speed the
establishment of a federation of
free European nations.
Anny for PalestIne

.+ 'l'hfl hig question that agitated
the U. X in mid-February was
what to do about Palestine, which
needs armed forces to keep the
,Tews Hnd Arabs frOm murdering
eneh oUIt,r on a large seale. Exnmllles of thl~ disposition on the
part of these mutually hostile
elenlflnts in Palestine have lJe('n
fU\'uislled with enthusiaSlll b.v
hoth sides ever since, SOll]e
mouths ago·· the D, N. Gflnera\
AS~flmhly votfld to divide the
territory between them, sending
a cOl)llnission to PnJeRtine to decille how this was to he done,
The commission in early Fehru-

enforce

purt1tton.

But

Report on Korea
~ The U. N. Temporary Commission for Korea informed .the
Interim Committee of the General Assembly (Little Assembly)
on Fehruary 6 that It had been
unable to eXPr.else the functions
conferred on it, due to the Impasse hetween the Soviet and
American occupation powers. The
U. S, occupies the agricultural
South, and the RUSSians control
the industrial North, with Its
coul and iron mines. Russia
wants a pro-Communist setup in
Korea, and the D. S, favors a
democratic government. The U. S,
pushed the eRtab1!shmfnt of the
(;ommission to supervise elections
in hoth zones. The Russians
would not arlmit the commiSSion,
'however. A signifieant wave of
strike..'!, sabotage and violence
swept tile American zone· about
the time the eomm!sslon made its
report. The rioters demanded
that both the American' occupation forces aud the U. N, Commission get out of Korea, There
was no disturhance In the Soviet
zone.
World Economic Survey
The D, N. Department of Economic Affairs reported on February 4 that food shortages were
sUlI the world's 7\'0. 1 economic
problem, aud the cause of the Inflation spiral. It llrged emergency
measures be taken to halt worldwide inflation. A report submlttfld to the Economic and Social
CounCil stat.ed that 1947 production of ke,Y foods was 70 percent
below that of 1:)37, although the

+
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Jutpnt ot MDme foods waH back to
[lractlcaUy. prewar level. EXplanation for the contlnuatIon of the
ghortages In almost every country of the world Wfl.1'I that the
populatlon of the worl4 b1ZS Increased 10 percent sloce the outbreak ot tbe war, requIrIng hIgher production; the U. 8. accounts
almO't entirely for the comparatively high agricultural and In·
dtll'ltrtal protluctlon, Europeno
ptOOUct10tl, olafog worse affected
than any other region.
U. N. lonrnaJt!,t Code
.. An international group of
journallsts, met'tJng at Lake Suc~IUI, New York, on February 2:
adopted a compromise proposal
In whIch were set forth the
right!! and practtces and obllga·
tlons of the press. 1t cllllM ou tM
preM to "counteract the persist.
ent I!!preading of talse and dIstorted reports Which provoke
hatred and prejudice agaInst
state!!!, persons Or I\"rouP8 of different race, language, rellg-lon or
pb!losophlc conviction". The
memorandum was approved by
the 0. N. subcommiSSion on treedom ot the press nnd Is to De COD8I.dered by the world-wide ('onterence OB tree1lom ot informs.tlon at Geneva 10 Ma~h.

1'he Queen and the indIes
.. Queen Wilhelmina of the
Netherlallds on February 3 broadcast a messhge (In EngliSh) to
the United States and Britain,
declar1ng tbat "coJonfallsrn Is
dead" aDd staUng she was hapP'S
tl:iat the people of Indonesia were
(In the verge of forming a federal state. She said that both
Indonesians and Dutch must
fight terrorism and anarchY, rook·
tag forward to the day wben the
United States of Indonesia would
ta.li:e its plaee 8mollg the United
Natlons.
OeyJoa JodependenCB
• In eArly FebrURl"Y Ceylon attained dominion status within
the Brltlsb Commonwealth ot
Nations. The British resene toe
right t£l gUard its communlcatlone and protect it from external
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aggresslOD,'because 0:1'. Its I!Itrat-eglc posltlon in the IndiaD 0eMI:I.
Ceylon Is an Important source of
peRrIs. sapphire!:! and other gems,
as weH as of tea, rUbber, copra
and SI!Jces.
ClvU Bights P.ro'l'fam
• The White HoulJe on February 2 Bent to the U. S. Congress.
a special message recotnm~ndlnll:
(!xtenslons of elvll rIghts 111",8'
aud endorsing most of the reforms advo<;ated last October by
the CivlJ Hlg.IJtJ;< Commlttee. The
mes..~a.ge .Il.fflrmeu tbe Anlerlcan
position that all men nre created
equa1, with the right to eqllal jUg.
tlce a.nd freedOlIllS, equal chances
tor work, health', homes aIld edu·
cation. Government, said tlw meso
!!age, should "prote('t. Dot usur:n"
these rIght/!. The ten points of
the Clvtl Rights Program were
the following:
1. &ot up tl Clv!] Rlgbts Division In the Ju~tl.ce Dcpartment,
a PerruMlent Pres\.rlf'ntlal CommiSl';lon on Chit nights lmd a
House-Senate hody with slmlla.r
fuu("tions.
2. Strengthen existing statutes
to fissure equal treatme[Jt to all
residents, whether c\t\tens or
Dot.

8. Provide Federal protection
agaInst Iynehlng.
4. Abolish poll ta.xes and fnrnlsh more adequate prote<'tJon in
"the right to vote"'.
5. Establish a permanent Fall'
EmnJoyment Practlces Commission to prevent "unfair IJisCl"lruinaUon" \u

H!'.Il\\)"S"\'Il.~"\\t.

6, Prohibit discrimination In
Interstate transportation f:1ctllties.
1. ProvIde home-rule and the.
vote for residents of the DIstrICt
of Columbia.
8. Grant statehood to Hawaii
and Al/l.skB Bnd greater self-government fOl" Puerto RIO?(} ana the
Virgin Islands.
9. Strike out racial restrictions
barring some Orientals from obtaining citizenship.
10. SeW\! promptly the claims
of Japttne3e-.AmeTkan", r~\).lti.fi"l;
from their wartime evacuation
frOm the West Coast.

PrIce Reductions
.. More concern was shown tn

Washington over the early February drq-!) In prices of foods
than had been displayed over the
steadily moiwtlng prlces of preceding months. FOllr big grocery
chains had announced price cuts
on !lour, lll.rd, bBcotl, shortening
and beef. The average market
!)rlce of twelve key foods dropped
nearly 12 percent. Wheat dropped
1.9 percent, but the corresponding
m\}.~t\.~u \u. the 'i}tke of br~ad
was only a l.'Cot a loaf; while Il
reduction of 21 [JeITPI.It 1n the
price of corn was reflected in a
three-rent red\lctlon in the cost
of pork chops per pound. Prices
on butter and sugar also were
lowered. Commodities otber than
foods dropped about 3 perc\!nt.
As pl"lI.'es contInped to drl)p durIng the first half of the month
the Councli of Ecooomli! Adylsers
scheduled confe-re-nrcs with indUl';trial leaders, Inbor an(1 farmers, as well as consumers, to determine the eause Of the ('ontinulng slump in tile market. Decline In ~tocks was tbe worst
since May of last year.

'* s.
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Tax BUl and Budget
'.li'h!;' House of Hepresentatlves

on February 2

pa~sed the UepubHean tax reduction bill b~· a vote
of 297-120, provldlnio:" for an aggregate tax reduction ot $6,500,OO/),DO(). l' e r son a 1 eXel1lI!t!OlUl
w~re to be raised by $100, whtle
married couples are to be permItted to 8pllt IncDmes for tax
retun\. purposes. All individual
income lev\es are to 'tie mt ~Ty&
10 to 1\0 percent. It was expected
tllat the /.IilI would tie considerably modified by the Senate.
The Joint Congressional Commtttee on the LegIslatIve Budget
on February 6 adopted a report
based an the president's budget,
gIving It!:! a]lproval to p.xpendltUre estimate!:! for the 10'19 fiscal
year In the amount of $37,200,000,000, anticipating receipts of $47,800,000,000 and a sllr[Jius of $10,100,000,001). RepublIcans pointed
out that this would allo"\\\ for the
'Jt(!{lQood. tax cut/!. and also provide tor retirement of part of the
national Ilebt of $257,000.000,000.

.J.W.AKEJ

Wtilter Floodl
.. The advent of 111llder weather
III early February, after a period
of real winter with copious
SlI:OWS, resulted in floods in eight
Eastern and Southem states,
More than 5,000 persons were
wade homeless, and the death
toll reached 11i by the middle of
tlle month, A cold wave which
was e::rpected to halt the melting
of the snows failed to materlalI~, as residents in the OhioMississitltli 'Valleii' a~'iI~eMru:;b:el'Y
watched the steadily rising waters.

'*

"Temple of Good Will"
Meeting at Grand Rapids on
Fehruary 14, the International
Council of Religious EdUcation
took official action toward establishing Impressive headquarters
in a proposed national Protestant
center at Columbus, Ohio. The
councll appolq.ted a special comwlttee to conhlr with other national inter(lenominational church
groups on the subject. The proposed headquarters for U. S.
Protestantism are to be housed
in a skyscraper "Temple of Good
\\'111" with full convention facilities, In the heart of Columbus.
U_ S. G. I. Bill Signed
<$> The president on February 14
signed the bill whIch Increased
benefl.ts of veterans attending
schools (effeetive April 1), at an
estimated cost to the American
people of $217,000,000 annually.
Ald

to U. S. Colleges

<%> A.u e~t.em!.i."\'",- IH'Ol!;l'am of i~.u

eral aid to American colleges and
universities to permit doubling of
present enrollment was recommended in a report by the 28member President's CommissIon
00 Higher EdUcatIon made pubUc February 1. Appropriations of
from $450,000,000 to begin with
and Increasing to $850,000,000 In
1j}60 were recommended. ExclusiOD of private colleges was stipulated in the report. To this rIO·
strlction the two Roman Catbo!!c
members on the commission objeeted. The majority of 26 insisted that any school accepting
public funds should also accept
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.he right Of the people BS •
whole to exercise review and contrqf of the edUClltIonal pollcle.ll
and procedures ot that Institntion'.
U. S.-Italian

Pact

.. Itallap Foreign Minister Count
Carlo Stona and U. S. Ambassador J. C. Dunn on February 2
signed a treaty of friendship,
commerce and navigation on behalf ot their respective CQuntrles,
tn. tM. Ha\\ o{ Vktot, o{ th'O!.
I)aJazzo Chlgl at Rome, ratifIcations of the pact to be made at
au early date. The treaty will
continue in effect for ten years,
and from year to year thereafter,
unless denounced by either signer. It Is the tlrst treaty of its
kind signed by the U. S. sInce the
war.
''Battle of the Documents"
<$> The puhlicatlon by the U. S.
government of German-SovIet
documents revealing the relations
between the Nazis and the Sovlets in 1939-1941 began Februar~' 9 to be auswered by Russia.
The Soviet published long statements op Hitler's relations with
the Western powers, charging
that U. S. d6Ilars bunt up Hitler's war Industry; that Britain
and France, by appeasIng Hitler,
.hatched the second world war,
and that Britain and France
tried to get Hitler to attack Russia. The truth of these assertions
I)y tbe Soviet Information Bureau was quickly denied, but
Britain's government Indicated
that tne!f 1.\\1.\ not \h'm'll. the publIcation of the German-SOl'let
documents by the U. S. was a
good thing to begin with.
Qennan Government
<$> The British and American
roues of occupatlon In Western
Germauy, linked togethcr, on
February 6 were given a German
EconomIc Administration. This
setup takes the form of a twohouse legislature, elected by the
provincial governments in the
eight states comprIsing the two
zones; also an executive cabinet
ele(.1:ed by the legislature. The
American and British occupation

authorltf.,. wUl reView the actions ot theae bodies, reeerv1nr
the power to veto aUf mea.ure
that Is not acceptable. Tbe Rus·
sians countered by .ettlng up a
one-house legislature of picked
representatives In their zone 01
occupation. The legislative body
Includes three members trom the
Soviet-sponSOred trade unIon federation and two from farmer organIzations, In addition to rep;.
reseptatlvea ot the five states In
t\1~ ~'f\~t \OtI.~. M.~'11"wh\\@;

t\w,

Soviet Is accusing Britain .lind
the U. S. of "splltting Germany".
Election In Ireland
<$> February 4 was election day
In EI~e (Southern Ireland).
Spiraling prIces, low wages and
need for land reforms were the
chief Issues. Eamon de Valera's
party, the Flanna FaU, lost Its
majority in the Irish parliament
In the electlon~.
Zilebrak and Soviet Sctence
.. News coming by way of Paris
In early February revealed that
Anton R, Zhebrak, distinguished
Soviet biologist, had been ramOl'ed from his post as presld~t
of the White Russlsp. Academy
of Sciences, He made the mistake
of "preaching herellJ''', by saying
there was no dlfl'erence between
Soviet and Western science.
More and Bigger Atom Bomb!!
<$> The Atomic Jllnergy CommIssion on February 2 disclosed in
a report to Congress that a vast
research program, focused on
"urgent oblectlveS'" ls brlnglng
forth new designs in iltomlc
weapons and production Is carried ·forward on a different and
much ~reater scale than heretofo~

Largest Sugar Mill In the World
<$> Construction of the largest
cane sugar mlIl built was completed at the town of Carlos A.
Carillo, in Vera Cruz, MexIco, In
early February. The mlll will be
able to handle 5,000 tOilS of cane
a day, producing about 500 tODII
of raw .UKar. Thll gIant WM ouru:.
by the Farrell·Blrmlngham Co"
Inc., of Am!onla, Connecticut.
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HOUSEHOLDJilR: "Maybe some other time.
I'm interested in the Bible., but'I am really too
busy now."
WITNESS: "But can you be sure tha. you will
be here some other time, or even tomorrow?
Your future may depend upon today's deci..
sions. Besides, The Watchtower will actually
save you time in Bible study."
HOUSEHOLDER: "I hadn't looked at it just that way ,before. But
how can The Watchtower help me to learn about the Bible any quicker'"
WITNESS: "The Watchtower is especially arranged for Bible study.
It compares today's events with those foretold by the prophets, giving
a rapid insight into prophecy. Furthcnnore, when a suh;fect is being

-studied, many scriptures dealing with that subject are brought together. As a result, not only is understanding hastened, but it is in
harmony with the entire Bible. 1lost busy. people do not have the
time to personally make such thorough research, but knowledge is
no less vital to them."

HOUSEHOLDER: "Can I get The Watchtower now?"
WITNESS: "Yes, and by subscribing now you may obtain a free packet
of eight booklets. The cost is only $1.00 for a year's subscription of

24 copies."
It is not necessary to wait for a witness to call. Readers may subscribe
for The Watchtower by sending $1.00 with the coupon.

..•.-------

--------.~

WATCHTOWER

117 Adams St.

Brooklyn I, N. Y.

Enclosed :find $1.00 i01' a olle·year 9ubscription fOr'Tlw W(lick/ower llnd tbe gUt premium of e}ght hooklets. (Effective until April 30, 1948)
Nrune ................ _.................... _........ _.................. _........ __ ..... __ ...... _ .... __

Street ........... _._" ................ _............ _.......... _..................... _..... _. __ ... __

City _ ....... _.......... _ ........ _ .... _ ....... __ .... _ .......... _.... _ ............... _.... __

Zone No. "_.... _ State _ ....... _ ..... _ ....... __ ... __ ......... _.... __ ._
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DRUNKARDS DE LUXE
The evils of alcoholism and excessive drinking
•

Palestine on Fire!
On·the.scenes report of the clash between Arabs and Jews
that now sets the "holy land" aflame
•

:Here Comes the Easter Parade!
But what is behind it all?
•

The Lord's Supper
Meaning of the emblems of bread and wine
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. DRUNKARDS DE LUXE
FATHER is a drunkard," tremulously laments the orphan child
in the tear-jerking ballad of yore. The
orphan winds up dead. Serves her right,
snap the faddists of· today. The little
beast should never have been so cruel as
to call her poor, sick, diseased, alcoholic
father a "drunkard". He was sensitive.
He could not stand sqrrow and suffering.
His delicate soul could not face the facts
of life, its hard knocks, or even its simple
boredom. It seems about all the poor fellow could face was the bartender. Hence
to this "doctor" the sick alcoholic fled to
find refuge in inebriation, to seek shelter
in the stupors of the bottle. Then bursting in upon his convalescence comes his
calloused kid wailing that he is a drunkard! She could just as well have used
some such euphemism as "problem drinker"; then he would not have had to face
even his degradation as a drunkard.
Surely a selfish imp! What matter if she
was a sensitive child, let her face shame,
homelessness, hunger, cold and death.
She should face things bravely and not
indulge in self-pity. Leave the latter for
sick. Papa, whose sensitive soul must
have his medicinal bottle. Only from it
will generous draughts float him out of
this sordid world of reality and into an
alcoholic dream-wor\d, where. he can always play the hero in his grandiose hallucinations. What's thaU No, the kid cannot join Pop at the bar to likewise solace
her sensitive soul! One alcoholic in the
family is enough to be pampered, petted,
)lABaH 22, 1948

babied, coddled, excused and fashionably
diseased.
The above hints that there may be two
sides to the story about drunkards. In
days gone by the pendulum of public
opinion swung far to condemn. Now it
swings far to condone. However, this
article will attempt to look at both sides.
The Alcoholic's Plight
It is when considering the causes of this

fourth-worst disease that the patient
slips out from under the odh;tm of the
harsh term "drunkard" and slides neatly
under the kind label of "alcoholic" or
"problem drinker;'. Under these euphemisms the drunkards de luxe of modern
times escape personal responsibility for
their degradation, and even find themselves the center of attention and gain an
odd fashionability and glorification as
the subject matter of books, magazine
and newspaper articles, club-meeting
discussions and sermons. The doctors
delving into the causes of dipsomania
com!l up with divers theories that absolve the drunkard. First, he is sick.
Usually mentally. Reasons given are:
the ailing person is unhappy, he has suffered some failure or disappointment, he
is worried, he is depressed, he has troubles, he is sensitive, he has an inferioritycomplex, he is neurotic, he has an
underlying emotional conflict, he has an
intense urge for excitement, or he is simply bored; at any rate, he cannot face
reality, and retreats into the bottle.

S

Are these reasons real, or are they of learning to live without alcohol". The
just more pampering and rationalization Yale Foundation begins the cure by givfor the drunkard ~ They may well be ing the patients a warm bath and a sedawhat drives him to drink. But why 1 Few tive. Afterward they are urged to bulother persons in this troubled old world wark their abstinence by watching out
are free of all these affiictions. Why do for nervous or emotional fatigue; always
not all become inhabitants of the alco- carry chocolate bars to relieve fatigue;
holic's rosy realm ~ Are those who fall so relax naturally; avoid alcoholic daymuch weaker mentally and emotionally dreams about former alcoholic pleasthan those who stand 1 Or have the alco- ures; avoid needless hurry and worry;
holics merely weakened themselves on a maintain good health earnestly; and
. diet of self-pity~ Digging deeper to un- never drop the guard/The latter is a
earth causes as to why some stand and must, since, it is claimed, the alcoholic is
some fall, could it be that some have never cured, but lives thereafter just one
more courage, others more cowardice? drink between himself and dipsomania.
The "cures" doctors and psychiatrists
Is there any other reason given for
alcoholism ~ Yes, but· the doctors gen- are able to effect are seldom estimated
erally minimize it to magnify mental beyond 50 percent of the cases .treated.
illness a fad in itself these days. The There is another organization at work in
minimized reason is that some alcoholics the field of alcoholism, however, that is
began as social drinkers and thence credited with "cures" of 75 percent. That
drifted into the habit that enslaved them. organization is Alcoholics An~:mymous.
This makes sense, common· sense, and It began a slow growth with its one alcodovetails with the fact that as the total holic founder in 1935. By 1939 there were
number of moderate drinkers increases 100 members, all ex-alcoholics. As rethe number of excessive tipplers increas- cruits increased the work expanded, and
es, and as they incr~ase the number of . membership had shot to about 12,000 by
chronic topers mounts. It is merely a 1944. Thenceforward the group made the
case of many starting downhill without headlines more and more, grew faster on
brakes and piling up at the bottom. the wings of its reported successes, and
Doubtless by the time the bottom of the today has 40,000, all ex-alcoholics.
long downgrade plunge is reached the
Alcoholics Anonymous' program for
alcoholics have picked up or aggravated recovery has twelve· steps, which boiled
many lemotional disturbances and neu- down are: admission that one is powerroses which contribute heavily to their less over alcohol; searching moral in- .
helplessness to start the long climb back ventory and personality analysis; willup out of the pit of alcoholism; but these ingness to make amends to persons
cannot be blamed for the original fall. wronged; dependence upon a higher
In 1945 Dr.J oseph Thimann, director of power; work with other alcoholics to aid
the nation's only hospital devoted exclu- them toward recovery. They do not crush
sively to the treatment of alcoholie dis- the alcoholic with the prospects of a
eases, said: "Habitues all start socially, long future without alcohol; they nibble
then gradually slip into their addiction." into the problem by setting a goal of 24
hours without a!cohol, and cope with the
The "Cure" for Alcoholism
problem on a day-by-day basis. Kind of a
The studies of alcoholism by the Yale "sufficient unto the day is the evil thereFoundation have proved that "any rea- of" approach. When psychiatrists and
sonably intelligent and sincere person doctors and friends talk and plead with
who is willing to make a sustained effort the alcoholic, their words fall on unrefor a sufficient period of time is capable ceptive ears because in the alcoholic's
4
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mind they do not understand him or his
problems. How ·can they' But with an
AA member it is different. He can talk
to the alcoholic understandingly, having
been in the obsession that grips him.
But the contact with a former alcoholic does something else for the chronic
drunkard: it shows him that it is possible to quit. He sees before him an example. Reasonably, alcoholics would rather
see a sermon than hear one; an.d to them
AA members are living sermons that
it can be done. As for sermons, the alcoholic is still realistic enough to know that
in hypocritical Christendom we hear too
many and see too few. Assistance rendered by AA members is on the whole
rather flexible to fit individual cases; but
on one point they are adamant: the recovered alcoholic must never drink again.
He can never be a moderate or social
drinker. The only difference between him
and the drunk sprawled in the gutter is,
one drink! As a re'cent novel on the subject put it, for an alcoholic one drink is
too many and one hundred not enough.
An alcoholic 'needs help desperately.
He should have it. But this does not
argue that he is diseased or sick in the
medical sense. Proof that there is a difference in the alcoholic's dilemma is that
medical men cannot combat his ailment
with a measure of success anywhere near
that of the non-medical Alcoholics Anonymous members. 1'he twelve steps of the
AA program do not absolve the drunkard
of blame, hut urge him to see the errors
of his rationalization and self-justification and to accepi responsibility for
past wrongs and make any amends possible. It is a straightforward approach,
without a lot of shadow boxing with
psychiatrist terminology and falderal.
Other Side of the Picture

While it is the popular cry that alcoholism is a disease, many observers find
the comparison strained at the seams
when considering treatment of the sickness. In other diseases the patient is conMARCH 22, 1948

fined, the germs not spread, but eventually killed off. In alcoholism the "germs~
of the disease are manufactured wholesale ~nd retailed to the patient as long
as hIS purse can purchase them, and
when the "germs" have knocked him out
his hospital bed is the gutter. A woman
whose husband is an alcoholic touched
a few of these weak spots in the modern
painting of drunkardism as a disease,
and then proceeded to paint another
view of the picture, a view we are not
supposed to look at today. The Woman
of May, 1947, condensed her article; she
said, in part:
It seems that alcoholillm is an illness, and
the victim of the disease needs sympathy and
not blame-the victim, according to this theory, always being the one who indulges, never
the family. It's just like a bad cough or
measles. The weak spot in this comparison is
that people are usually glad to be rid of' disease and will go to ludicrous lengths w effect
a cure, while the alcoholic clings to his socalled disease with a love "passing the love
of women". Better compare it to insanity, but
again there is a difference. Insane persons are
usually confined where they can do no harm,
while the alcoholic is allowed at large to drive
high-powered cars, to carry fire-arms, to
squander money, to run up hills.
It's nice, though, to have the alcoholic so
fashionable. . . . In fact, the alcoholic is
now almost a bero. It seems he is a sensitive,
noble soul, who c;an't stand the sorrows and
sufferings of mortal life, and must have liquor
to cast a rosy glow over it, or to numb him
into not feeling anything. Very good! What
about the wife, sister, mother, or even brother~
who is a sensitive creature too, but who must
think about cold facts while cold sober, and
also put up with the eternal worries, the
chronic heartache, the e,verlasting pall which
hangs over every home which shelters an
alcoholic?
What about them' It seems they are impatient, self-righteous clods, lacking in understanding, thinking about such mundane sub.
jects as how to pay the rent or what to feed
the children. . ..

5

But you mustn't be bitter. . . . All yon
have to do now is to tell Johnny and Susy that
papa is sick. "Why doesn't papa have treatment 1" little simple Susy asks. Papa doesn't
want treatment. What fun would papa have
when Joe Doakes drops in, if he had treatment-'what fun would papa have on his business trips, at his claSS reunion, at the bar?
No, on second thought, better not tell Susy
he is sick. Better Dot say anything to Suay.
To Johnny, maybe, Johnny has been acting
morose lately, embarras..'!"ed when the gang
sees papa not quite himself.
Tell Johnny, "Papa is sick. He is an alcoholic. You mustn't bc ashamed of him any
more than Jim is ashamed of his father's
heart trouble." Johnny might ery out, "But
Jim's father stays in bed. with his heart
trouble. He doesn't say and do foolish and
bad things beeo.uso of his h{o.art trouble.
He il'ln't allowed to drive tho car and pull
down the feMe posts when he's having heart
trouble!" But Johnny won't say any of that.
He will squirm uncomfortably and change the
subject. He'll become quieter and meet the
gang down the street away, and sometimes
you will catch him looking at Y011 with sym'pathy in his eyes.
Thank goodness, Susy is different! She is
gay and is never bothered by papa's actions.
But the little demon, memory, whispers,
"Johnny was like that a few years ago too."
Susy will get quict and ashamed, and will look
at you with pity, and do littJe kindnesses far
beyond her years-which will hurt you more
than any childish thoughtlessness ever hurt.
But yon smile until your face a('hes, and you
swear that no one wm ever see you looking
like a drunkard's wife . . . .
You lose control more easily. You sob and
cry and pound the table. But the next tirp.e
papa gets out the drink.'! for the gueflt, you
adjust your wooden smile and help. Never
must the alcoholic's wife openly disapprove of
liquor. That will always be seized upon as a
reason for his drinking, by relatives, by
friends-by papa! In fact, you learn early
tbat alcohol is a Sacred Cow.

n

will take much more than the few
empty platitudes of today's broa.d-minded
6

faddists, who have never had to live with
an alcoholic, to wipe that picture from
mind! Their minds might narrow down a
bit on the alcoholic's innocence if they
had to live that sermon instead of just
hear it!

The Road to Alcoholism
'Vith all of th~ pubUcity given to the
horrors Of alcoholism, why do their numbers continue to increase alarmingly' As
Dr. Thimann said: "Habitues all start
socially, then gradually slip into their
addiction." There is a pool of more than
58,000,000 social drinkers in the United
States. Some drink too much, and become of the few million excessive drinkers. Tllen they I'ltand at the dark portals
of alcoholism, then they pass through
and into dipsomania. Like something UDder t}le anctioneer's maJlet, the ,'\lipping
drinker finds himself going-goinggone! The ones most likely to fall are the
tough guys, the ones who can hold their
drinks. the ones who can take their
liquor. Instead, liquor takes them. It
holds tllem. And it does not let go easily.
Here are some of the red lights that
drinkers should watch for: requiring a
drink in the morning; preferring to
drink alone; allowing liquor to interfere
WitJl, work or home life j needing it to
bolster confidence or offset difficulties
and frustrations or overcome anxiety
and fatigue; gulping drinks; sneaking a
few on the side j or forgetting what happened during a del18.uch. If social gatherings are not complete for you without
alcohol, or if you demand it as essential
at times, you are leaning heavily on the
alcoholic crutch, a broken crutch.
Social Pressure to Drink
Not all social gatherings use pressure
m·ethods to make non-drinkers drink.
But many do, and to "uch the following
applies. Properly enough, drinks may be
offered. Some of t.he guests may decline.
Thereupon, improperly, the non-drinker
is ridiculed, either raucously or gently,
..4.WAKEt

as a poor sport, a softy, a sissy. This
pressure to drink by calling names implies that the drinkers are just the opposite of softies, sissies and poor sports.
Actually, it takes strength to resist this'
social pressure, and no softy can do it. .
Moreover, in view of the popular theory
that heavy drinkers overindulge to escape reality, the tables might be turned
to show that the excessive drinkers are
the sissies because they run from reality.
Another lever used to exert pressure
on the non-drinker is the old gag of
thinking a man's manliness is measured
by his capacity for liquor or his ability
to hold it. Dr. Jellinek of the Yale studies
on alcohol says that this is the motive
that starts youth on drinking careers. By
imbibing, they think, they show superior
age, show prowess, show manhood. Falling into this category of stupid social
pressure is the asinine foolishness of Admiral "Bull" Halsey: "As a general rule,
I never trust a fighting man who doesn't
smoke or drink." Subsiding to sensibleness on this point, why can some stand
more alcohol than others? Manliness is
not the measure. There are physiological
reasons. Also, the temperament of the
drinker is a factor. Manliness is not.
Why do some social gatherings exert
social pressure on non-drinkers 1 They
will answer that the abstainer must drink
to be sociable, to not reject the host's
hospitality. When they serve coffee, you
may safely choose tea. When. they serve
milk, you will not draw a frown if you
ask for hot chocolate. Neither are you
endangering a beautiful friendship if
you request water when they offer buttermilk. But none of this fussy choosiness when liquor is the offering! You
drink it . or else! Why is this? Offense
at rejected hospitality? Then why is not
hospitality offended by your refusal of
coffee or your skipping the spinach? Actually, it is inhospitable of the host to
press drinks upon an unwilling guest.
Then why do some do it ¥ Could it not
be the effect the alcoholic drink has,
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which sets it apart' from other drinks'
It puts to sleep the inhibitions and critical reasonings governing man's higher·
intellectual centers, and sweeps aside
these restraints that otherwise would
cramp his emotions and actions. It enables the drinker to lose any stiffness or'
self-consciousness he might normally
have, to relax, to be more informal. To
this mild degree there could be no objection to freeing the individual from such
tension; no evil motive is behind the
host's insistence to drink moderately.
But the same principle, when applied
to a greater degree, may not be so harmless. Perhaps the host wishes the gathering to imbibe quite freely, and set aside
restraints to such an extent that the
drinkers act silly and foolish.' The majority may favor this degree of hilarity,
but they would appear too ridiculous to
sober guests; they would become a joke,
a laughingstock, a ludicrous spectacle.
None wish to appear at such a disadvantage; so all must be urged to drink,
so tl}at the critical faculties of all may
be drugged and to everyone everything
will appear in order. To lower all to the
same giddy level it is imperative that all
drink freely, to bully the hold-outs to
imbibe, so that none will remain aloof to
the revelings and behold the others at a
disadvantage.
.
Sometimes the degree to which this
principle is pursued is very extreme, to
lower the entire gathering to the status
of a wild party where immoralities may
be unrestrainedly indulged in. Certainly
no sober witnesses would be welcome
there. Hence social pressure is applied
in varying degrees to keep all the guests
at the same level of relaxation. Many
social gatherings, however, properly
serve moderate amounts of wine, without
trying to force it upon guests who. for
reasons of taste or health do not desire
it.
Sometimes toasts are proposed, and
members of the group feel obligated to
join in the drinking on those grounds.
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This practice is rooted far back In paganw
ism. The Babylonians drank toasts to
their gods, and ended up drp.nk. The Biw
ble gives an account of one such instance.
In 539 B.C. Belshazz'ar ordered the holy
vessels of the Hebrew's temple service
brought out, and from them ' he and his
party of revelers "drank wine, and
praised the gods"". (Daniel 5: 1-4) Such
toast-drinking is in no way comparable
with the drink.offerings Jehovah God
prescribed for His temple service. When
the Greeks gave entertainments and got
tipsy thereat, it was for- pious reasons:
they were drinking deeply in honor of
their pagan gods. After the Greeks, the
Romans followed similar pagan religious
customs of drinking toasts to the gods.
Of course, thew had so many gods that
everyone was' drunk before the ritual
'ended. Also, human heroes were toasted.
-rhe Scandinavians before conversion
to Christ gathered for drinking bouts,
and toasted Odin, Njord and Frey.
Christian missionaries ,vere unable to
abolish th(,8e customs, but the toasts
were shifted to "honor'"' God and Christ
and various patron saints, and to gain
salvation for their souls. '1'he future
state of bliss was associated with can·
stant drinking 'and much intoxication.
Jehovah God and Christ Jesus are not
honored by having pagan customs of
toasting switched to Them, or to humans.
The Bible Guide for Christians
The Bible con'demns drunkenness."
God's law to Israel linked gluttony and
drunkenness, and provided death for
those guilty of the charge, "He is a glutton, and a drunkard." (Deuteronomy
21: 20) The two arc again linked, at
Proverbs 23: 20, 21: "Be not found
among i,vinebibbers, or gluttonous eaters
of fleshi for the winebibber and the glutton will come to poverty, and sottishness
will clothe you in rags." (An American
Translation) Those who stagger in
drunkenness are foolish: "\Vine is a
mocker, strong drink a brawler j and
3

whosoever reeleth thereby, is not Wise."
(Proverbs 20: 1, Am. Stan. Ver., margin) One sign of an alcoholic is drinking in the morning; and it seems that
there were alcoholics in Bible times, and
who with brusque bravado bragged of
their "manly" might at quaffing strong,
mixed drinks: "\Voe to those who get up
early for a drinking bout, who sit far into the night, heated by their wine ...
Woe to those who are brave-at drinking! mighty at-mixing a bowl !"-Isaiah
5: 11, 22, Moffatt.
The Bible warns that drunkardism
would be a growing danger in these "last
days'"', that an increase of excessive
"eating and drinking'"' would be a sign
of the times. (Luke 21: 34; Matthew
24: 37·39) Satan's scheme is to counter·
act the sign by causing drunkenness to
be winked at, to be excused on the ground
of illness. '1'he Bible does not warrant
this excusal. It does not consider chronic
drunkenness as an illness, like leprosy,
crippled limbs, hemorrhages, insanity,
etc. These ailments Jesus cured. There is
no record of His curing an alcoholic by
miraculous means. The Bible does not
exclude the sick from the KingdoID1 but
it does the drunkard. Nevertheless,
drunkards of humble heart were able by
the Lord's grace to quit and gain entrance into the Kingdom. (1 Corinthians
6:!:l-1l; 1 Peter 4:3,4; Romans 13:13;
Galatians 5: 19·21) The Bible calls a
drunkard a drunkard, not supplying
some euphemism that soft-pedals his sin
and converts him into a curio and a de
luxe model patient. Modernists excuse
the alcoholic on the ground that he is
escaping something. '1'he Bible acknowledges the propriety of moderate use of
wine to dull lOisery: "Give strong drink
unto him that is ready to perish, and
wine unto those tbat be of heavy hearts.
Let him drink, and forget Iris poverty,
and remember his misery no more."
(Proverbs 31:6) 7) But this does not
mean that the extreme retreat into
drunkenness is the way to meet problems.
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IfLst-quo~ed tex~

shows that while
c::mc.emning drunkcnncFs the Bible does
not conden:n the use of wine, but ruther
r,,{'.ommend~ it. Nonh used wine, once
slipping into eXCCRS, hut had nod's HpprnYlll thereaitC'l'. (D~nesiR ~: 20, 2l j
I<:zekiel 14: 1,1; Htlhrew~ 11; 7) ':\felchizpdek served wine to Ahrullll~n. The
prif'stt.: in hrad were permitted t::l drin~
wine, ('x('ppt wilen sen'in,g jn the taberlHl.('~e (Jf t~n1ph:, It was us-l<'(L \n i'1:'-tv~t\n~'''''
with God's appro'raJ, and was grntpfully
ac('(~pted as !l divine prodsion, (L"viti-

10:9; 2 Ramu('] 6: ]5-19; P~aIM
104: 14, 1;)) JI!t:.U:';' fin~t miraele wu:; to
ehnnKc water info wine for U5(' at.a wf'ddil:g, and tlH~ very context shows it
('ou:d not haw' been grape juice. as some
straig'h"::-;ac(,d rf'ligionistH ('la1m. (.)u\:n
:2 : 1-11} J e~llS ate food and drlln:{ wiM,
uYld the 1'1~Jigi()us genf'mtion of His day
accu,;(,d Him of exee~s. sayin}t. "B€'iJold n
C'JS
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gluttonous,

nr](I a

wiTI(~hibbel'."

l.~latthcw

11: 11)) 'I":ll~ c1:arge wou:!l
never have been lodged again~~ Him if
it involved oniy nni(>rrllE"nted Ilrape juiee.
Kor dol's an anff'I'll'lcntip.g driJlk calloSe
wineskins to hur::t.-Lulw ;): :3i -:HJ.
'l'J-.€ Bible urges mcderation in ~hc u~e
of wine, hcw(:n>r. "I:se a little WillI' Inot
a. 10(' for thy ~tcJJlach's f:ake and thir:e
often idirmitie8." (1 Timolhv ~I: 2~)
Chistians mf,.V use wir.p, but 5honld le
"not given to 'lauch wine". rrhey should

exercise control and restraint, and n::lt
usc it nt all wben ill ass€'nlbly or in
gospel-prea('hing work. (1 rrimothy 3: 8;
'1"1
' j I' ToV"('rb s ')~
o~
[ .f'VHleUS
..
! us "
'<':';
~;):.;"l:
10: ~J) And eNtair:l" a Christian will
never Uf:.e socia1 pri:::-sllre to 'give his
nciK'r1hor drink' or Il",e ulccJwl wilen it
I1li~h: stumble or of(ciid 1:. wI'ak ::Ine.
-Habakkuk 2: 15; H01llan~ 1';';:!1.
One lllore lhiIli{ ~hp Bih:p conrif'mns:
\h£' rah}~\ 1\)t~.\ ah:-,tair.prs t'nat ::;cp'i\ to
fOJ'(~I~ Owil' narrow \,:~W:-l or. oth(;r~ as a
t(>I:et of religious taith. Their allti~
ulcoho;ic f:.tnnd i~ ul~tJ an;i-God and u!ltiChrist .flnd anti-Bihle. Thp'lr Mgnmcnts
are saturah-'d with elllo~i(lnal prcjuoice
that s:aught('rs r('a~ollillg. TIJC>Y hr.vp he. 1t'- t rar."1 "('I
..
.. amI t 1lelr
.
(,orne Slng
,:rH;tli:n~,
one tra~J,: i:; a f'idHra('k th1 jpuds t::l II
JlcH,l-on ('olli~ion wiU: tLt~ Bihle on the
~llh;if~('t of wiJH-'. Tile Hih](, eondemns
drnnkenne:o:~; :lot (irinkirg. It ('ondemn:'>
~;uttoIlY; llOt paling:. If 1Iu' tplllperane,~
howlers Im!1 one drin;- tl:; kading to
drtHlktnnps~, why do tht')" not I:ar ()n~
IlIOu:hflll (11' food 81' Icudin='{ to gluttony1
The intpmpernt(' vipw::'o of the t(-mpermICe p('ddl(>rs arc- too unrea~onab:,} to
l"t'tlf'on

UpCIl.

They

fUl\'''' gOIlt-' again~t th~

Bib:e and ;;j(1f'd in with the Plmri!:'ip-e:;
tJ;at wug-erled a fin,ger at .r,':ms Enri eril'd,
"\\'incbibhf'rf' ChristIan:o: will her the
hu];mcpd Yi(~wPtJint oj' t~l(' Bible, and
then'by avoid eith(>r ('xtr(-'nu'.
"cllr:-e~".

ALCOHOL
PI.ays the
(

LCOIIOL in moderation ('all tit into
.1-\ human society Il~ all ac('~pttlble JTi('mht?r. Hut al('olwl in el{('eR~ don~ the hl8.(,~
garb of the dastardly villain, twirli;Jg jJi~
InllstMhe ami muttering his proverbial
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\n'.rll it pln)·s thi::. villainous
1'0:(' ill thp dramu of life its "rursps" upon IWHlanknd are l!lar.v. Tllt, bhrws ~t
lallJlt'!!f';O; at :~lP hra:n
th~ (>xl'ot-it'ive
:mhibrr kno('k OI:t tbt CPtlt(~r of intdlect.
and i:s heavy hedy rnrdlf't:l :jropardize
lwaltl:. It 1Il1lltipJi(~~ traffi(' a('cid~nts. 11
1ilL~ J:o~pitals with wOl:ndf'd. It f:lIt; jails
wilh <Ti:lJinaJs. 1t pmpties lhe public
pndwtbocl< 1n the fUIIl' of nine billio;J
::mnunlIy in ~:w Enited Stat(>~, ami it
d(w.::. it wit.h a niH;.- d~ftn~'6"6 Hw,t w~.'i\1\d
rOll~e (fie eovy of any pro:'e::;sIonal piekpocket. InNeu:.;ing ::l1l1CJh·~rs Opf'r: their
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arms to embrace alcohol in its role of
villain by drinking to excess, and many
eventually find themselves embraced in
turn by the -villain named Alcoholism.
Let us view the drama of life and see
how the plot is unhappily thickened by
the entry of this "cursing villain".
Alcohol's Effect on Mind and Body

Fir::;t, how does alcohol affect the
body' After it reaches the stomach some
of it is absorbed bv the stomach' walls
and goes to the liver. The remainder
enters the small intestine, where it is ahsorbed and pa:-;sed on to the liver. From
the liver the alcohol goes to the heart,
whence it is pumped to the whole body
via the blood stream. Intoxication takes
place in the brain, and as the alcohol content in the blood increases it acts progressively on different parts of the
brain. First, alcohol attacks the brain
area of judgment and inhibition; next,
muscular co-ordination, speech and vi.
sion j finally, when sufficient amount is
concentrated in the body fluid, the whole
balance of the brain is upset and the
drunk passes out.
This gives the cue to the answer of the
old qu€stionJ 'Vhy can some persons
drink more liquor before becoming intoxicated' A large person has more
blood, and, since intoxication depends to
some extent on the concentration of. alcohol in the blood stream, a large person
must drink more than a small person to
reach the same percentage of alcohol in
the blood. When alcohol concentrated in
the blood becomes .4 percent th~ drinker
passes out. This is a safety measure; for
if the concentration were to reach from
.7 percent to .9 percent the automatic
nervous system would be paralyzed and
breathing and heart action would stop.
Or if one drinker has more food in his
stomach than another he will not be intoxicated so quickly. Food in the Rtomach
slows the alcohol's passage into the
blood stream, and by the time the last of
the alcohol in the ~tomach gets into the
blood the first has worn off sOl:newhat.
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But there is 'one other important factor
governing differences of individual toler~
ance for alcohol: the drinker's temperament. Generally, persons normally sedate stay sober longer.
Contrary to popular belief, alcohol is
not a stimulant, but is a depressant.
When it reaches the brain it acts as an
ane!'thetic and numbs or drugs the high~r, mtellectual brain centers. Inhibitions,
JudgI?e~t, self-criticism and feelings of
mferH:mty are. put to sleep. As behavior
J'estramts declme self-esteem rises, emotion takes over, perception of cold, pain
or other discomfort is dulled and a feeling of easy warmth and fine expansiveness suffuses the drinker. In this mood
he is positive he can walk, drive, lecture
~ght and bc "..'itty better than when h~
IS .sober. He .re~ls sti.llmlated to great
helghts. But It 18 an lnl1sion. Actm,dJy
his faculties to criticize or judge him:
self and lliR abilities have been depressed.
In reality, the drinker's ability to do
these things has declined in proportion
to the increased concentration of alcohol in his blood stream. Careful tests
have shown that after relatively small
amounts of alcohol have been consumed
body efficiency suffers. Visual reactionR
y.Tere slow~d .by more than 'a third; hear~
lDg wa:'l 811111larly affected; memorizing
a few hnes of poetry
. took twice as long·,
perf.ormance of mathematical problems
dech;ned 13 pe~cent j erro,rs in re-aRoning
and Judgme!lt lDcreased 67 percent j and,
though subJects were less conscious of
fatigue after alcohol, lahoratory tests
showed their muscular strength had
dropped 10 percent. Another discovery
was that car accidents due to alcohol were
more attributable. to this combination of
sluggish rgactions and the increased selfeoniidence of moderate drinkers than to
driving by actual drunks.
'Vhat about consumption of alcoflOf
from the health standpointT It is a food
in the limited sense that it Supplies bodily
energy, mainly in the form of heat It is
not a tissue builder, and is not assimilat.iWAKEI

ed into cellular £tructure. Neither does
it supply any needed minerals or vitamins. In fact, it is held responsible for
vitamin deficiencies .. But many of the
horrendous healtli hazards of heavy
drinking held forth by rabid dries to
scare the wets to death evaporate upon
investigation. Modern research gives
alcohol a fairly clean physiological bill
of health. It does not damage tissue nor
corrode brain cells. The old claims of diehard dries, that liquor ruins the liver,
kidneys and gastrointestinal tract, and
makes the imbiber prone to caDcer, heart
disease, ulcers, tuberculosis, arteriosclerosis and many other dire ailments,
are without foundation in fact, according.
to Drs. J ellinek and Haggard, in Alcohol Explored. Of course, if the habitual
heavy drinker negle'cts his diet and gen~
eral health he will be more susceptible
to disease and may ha'\le a shorter life.
Social Ills and Excessive Drinking
The fact should be faced that alcohol
in excessive use accumulates social ills,
Of 13,402 convicts studied, intemperance
alone explained the careers in ~rime of
17 percent. Half the maintenance of jails
is traceable to inebriates, and two-fifths
of the women in jail are there for drunk.
enness. One authority charges $188,OOO,~
000 of the crime cost estimated at $962,~
000,000 to immoderate alcoholic indul~
gence_ Alcohol must shoulder blame 'for
a good percentage of traffic accidents. It
is guilty of booming both juvenile and
adult delinquency. It is a home~wrecker
when used in excess. Dr. Landis of the
Yale Foundation reports that when con~
sidering mental illness costs, bodily dis~
ease treatments, accidents and wage
losses the annual bill chargeable to alco-hoI is about $780,000,000.
But that public expense is small in
comparison with the amount the public
pays annually for liquor. During 1946
the total expenditure for alcoholic beverages in the United States was $8,770,~
000,000. That is more than $730,830,000
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monthly, more than·$168,650,OOO weekly,
more than $24,000,000 dapy lit is an average of. $150 spent annually for liquor
by each of this country's drinkers. In the
same year the country spent only three
and a half billion for all public and
private education. To get them to spend
some eight billion annually for drinks
the liquor industry spends $75,000,000
annually for- advertising. The advertise~
rnents always lean heavily on psychol~
ogy. The drinkers pictured are never
drunk, never staggering, never boister~
ous or brawling, never dish~veled, and
never even slightly silly. Well~poiBed
masterful men, men of prestige, today's
men of distinction. Never are they to~
morrow's men of extinction gripped, by
alcoholism.
Since 1940 users of alcohol in the United States have increased 35 percent.
About 60 percent of the population over
15 years of ,Age consume alcohol, accord.
ing to a Gallup survey. This would mean,
in 1945, 58,250,000 persons. Of this num,ber, 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 drink to excess, go on- sprees, have benders. Additionally, there are from 750,000 to more
than 1,000,000 that are alcoholics, ae~
cording to varying estimates. Alarming
is the increase in number of women
chronic drunkards. "Todar, by the estimate of competent authOrIties, four out
,of ten chronic alcoholics are women.
There are some 650,000 of them in the
United States." (New York Mirror, February 1, 1948) Alcoholism is described as
"our greatest unsolved public health
problem" and, according to an INS dispatch, is "the disease rated fourth-worst
in the United States".
In this role of alcoholism the villain
hands out his heaviest "curses". It is the
end of the road for the excessive drinker.
Once there, it is extremely difficult for
even the most heroic efforts to foil the
villain. But that problem is not for this
article to treat. The curtain on that tragic drama is drawn back by the leading
article of this issue of Awake!
II

{\N October 24, 1915, the British gov- one sentence, in Balfour's Declaration,
Vernment wrote a sinister letter. that she will give all help to the Jews
About hvo years later it wrote another to establish the national home, and in the
one. These two letters were the origin next, she 1?oints out that the civil and
of the catastrophe. On paper they were religious rIghts of the non-Jewish comwritten in ink, but on the face of Pales- munities in Palestine should not be intine they were written in blood and tears. jured. How could a national home be
The first was a promise given by Henry established in another people's country
Mad..~ahon, the high commissioner in ,vithout injuring their rights7 However,
Egypt, to King Husain. rl'his was a the :Mandatory government began to enpromise to the Arabs. It runs:
courage immigration of Jews into PalesI am granted the authority by His Majesty tine; and thousands of them poured into
King of Great Britain to give the following the country every year.
affirmation,· and to answer your _letter: BritBefore the British government took
ain is ready to recognize the independence authority on Palestine, that is, in the
of the Arabs in the countries which bounda- Turkish'reign, the Jews made a very low
ries and borders had been marked by Sheriff percentage of the population. They did
of :Mecca, and to support that independence. not exceed 5 percent. Gradually this perGreat Britain guarantees the protection of centage grew, and with it grew the fears
the Holy Land against all outer aggression. of the Arabs of Palestine, who 27 years
Moreover, Britain will offer guidance to the ago began their resistance to the nationArabs when circumstances permit, and assist al home and the British government's
them in setting up the forms, of government policy. At first this resistance was weak.
which appear to be the best, in all the men- 'rhe danger was still far a\vay, they were
tioned Arab countries.
not ripe politically, and assistance was
The second was a promise given by not expected from other Arab countries,
Lord Balfour, the minister of foreign which were under the British influence.
As time passed it brought about a change
affairs, to Baron Rothschild. This was
to all this. Danger drew nearer, the
promise to the Jews.
The Government of His Majesty appreciates Arabs became riper politically, and asthe establishment of a National Home in Pal- sistance loomed in the distance. So their
estine for the Jews. It will do its best to resistance grew harder.
carry out this promise. It is understood that
Britain knows, however, what she
nothing should be done to injure the civil or should employ to break down trouble,
religious rights of the non-Jewish communi- and to put an end to resistance. Her unties' in Palestine, nor to the political rights failing means was committees. The
which the Jews enjoy in other countries.
Arabs, who had been suffering greatly
Thus Britain promises the Arabs in- from their opposition to the government
dependence in all the Arab countries, and from the trouble they themselves
and then she promises the Jews a na- had been making, were for many years
tional home in Palestine. She states in ready to put the matter in the hands of
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the committees, and so give up violence.
The committees were th~ir only hope,
and, believing in the justice of their
causeA4ey expected the result of investigation to be in their favor. But when it
actually was, lhe British government
would later ignore the committees' lyrOposals.

The White Paper
rhe vears that preceded 1939, after
Mandate, were full of events in the history of Palestine. Violence broke out several times; many Arab leaders were put
in prison, exiled, or executed. Yet in
1939, after about three years which the
Arabs had spent in revolution, the British government found it wise to plan a
Jlew policy for the. future ?f PalestiI~e.
This V·/aS set down III a -WhIte Paper ISsued in that year. It consisted of a declaration that the British government was
not held by an obligation to set up a
Jewish state, nor was it in its policy to
make Palestine a Jewish state, and, at
the same time, it would not approve of
establishing an Arab state. (1'he 'Vhite
Paper added that the British government was planning to raise a Palestinian
state which would become independent
in th~ end, after an interval for transference. No more than 75,000 immig-rants
would be allowed into Palestine in the
next five years, unless the Arabs of Palestine should be ready to accept more.
At the beginning the \Vhite Paper
roused the anger of the parties concerned. To the Arabs it represented the
end of their hope to have an Arab state,
and indicated that some 75,000 foreigners would find their .vay into the country. ':Po the Jews it meant disaster. They
would not be able to form a Jewish state,.
As time passed the Arabs, realizing
that their gain in the 'Vhite Paper was
more than their loss, ceased to show opposition to the inten(~ed s~heme. M.e3;nwhile, the .J ews, seemg III the W lute
Paper the sentence of death declared
against the Jewish state, bitterly made
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desperate endeavors, putting forward all
their resources, to gat Bl,"itain to cancel
the White Paper. ,They attained their object. But what they had been seeking
was more than the mere cancellation of
the '''hite Paper. One hundred thousand
Jews %hQuld -imm1g"at~ inb ~'hl~'i'>tiI'l.~
immediately, they claimed; the restriction on selling land should be lifted as
well.
The British government had no mind
to aceept the .Tewish demands. In the'
diplomatic and financial fields of the
world, the Jews worked diligently to
overcome the ONJosition of. th~ R-titi~h_
government, but it appears that they
failed. Then a desperate idea Qccurred
to them. rrhc Arab~ obtained. the White
Paper from the British government by
using force with the :Mandatory government in Palestine, in their big revolution
in 1936. TIlerefore, why sIlould not they
(the .J ews) resort to violence too, ill order to get what they \vanted 1 Consequentlv, as soon as the "peond 'Vorld
War came to end, the .le.vish disturbaneps began and continued till N ovembel' 29, 1947, -when the General Assembly
approved the partition of PaleRtine into
an Arab state and a Jewish Rt.ate.

Partition Scheme
It was ill'st regarded to be the solution of the enigmatic probleIll of Palestine by the Conunittee of Lord Bell,
which was appointed by the British government in 1937. In addition to a Jewish
part and an Arab part, this committee
recommended partitioning Palestine into
a third, an Engli'i>h -part. But thi7!o plan
was put on the shelf, for the Arabs of
Palestine resumed their revolution. Lat~
er the idea was adopted by the AngloAmerican Committee, and aftenvards by
the "United 1\ ations.
It was repeated of late that the interference of the United States in the matter, and the influence it had with aud u.~~
on several governments of various states,
were what determined the material of
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land would not have been sold by our
weak, needy fellows. In addition, according to the partition scheme, about half a
million Arabs with their possessions will
be in the Jewish state. This number is'a
little less than the number of all Jews
that live within the boundaries of the
intended state. In their desire to refute
the Jewish claims, the Arabs go on to
point out that in the Jewish state there
would be the best ground in the country,
most of the shore of Palestine, and quite
a big area of land that does not belong
to the Jews, but to the Arabs.
From this state, they say, the ropes
will stretch and twist around the necks
of the Arabs in the neighboring countries. It will be an ever-present menace
to the Arab countries, for it will be the
headquarters where plans are set to
place those countries under the. Jewish
influence. With thousands of J eW8 in the
Arab countries, those plans would find
agents who would be very earnest t.o fulfill them. Not long after the establishment of the Jewish state it will/be the
most powerful military state in the Middle East. The millions of dollars which
pour every year into the hands of the
Arab Plight, and Jewish Words
Jews of Palestine from their fellows in
That there are still more facts to l)e America and other countries would make
considered, important facts which should the st.rong military state a reality. Secret
influence solution, is ignored by tho maps seized hy the Arabs show that it
Jews, the United States and several was intended that the Jewish state should
count.rie's in the U. N., the Arabs declare. include rl'rans_J ordan, Syria, Lebanon
They shout in the others' faces: Let us and a part of Egypt.
remind those who forget, or pretend to
Bearing theRe facts in mind, and hal"forget history, that we, ArabS', have boring those fears in heart, the Arabs
lived in Palestine as its owners and in- around Palestine realize that the cause
habitants for over one thousand years. of the Palestinian Arabs is their own
Its earth is mixed with our blood, its sky cause too, not only because they are of
witnessed the deeds of our forefathers, the same blood and race, but also because
its parts are parts of ourselves, of our they are threatened themselves by the
souls. The Jews are foreigners. The saIlle dreadful danger.
Arabs add: They would make us their
The .J ews, on the other hand, listen to
slaves, if they did not drive us out of our these statements and protest against
country, or out of this world. True, they them. 'Ve are here, they say, not to make
own at present a big area of the land of you or anybody else a slave. 'Ve wish to
the country, but had it not been for the live in peace with the Arabs, on equal
Mandatory government's pol icy this terms. 'Ve need you as well as you need
AWAKE/
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the schemell'aced before the General Assembly, an determined the approval of
the partition plan.
Two different communities are living
in a country together. They have different religions, different languages, different traditions, different ilopes, and different education. And though they have
many different goals as well, yet there
is one goal in common, ,vhich both of
them are after. This is Palestine. Each
wishes to have it as its own. The two
peoples do not understand each other,
and for several reasons in connection
, with the way of living they despise each
other. This is the first fact that has presented itself to the members of the committees coming to the country. The second is that each prefers death to being
governed by the other, to put it in their
own words. Both dread being a minority,
and wish earnestly to be a majority. The
other facts are that violence would most'
probably continue in Palestine if it were
made' wholly an Arab state, or a Jewish
state. In the first case, the Jews would be
the trouble-makers, and in the second,
the Arabs.

us. We have money, you have not. The
labor cost in your communities is cheap,
in ours it is not j so we can and must ,co·
operate and work together. With the
money we have, we could develop the
country, produce the treasures of earth,
raise your living standard. If we gov·
erned the country you would .have a bet·
ter schooling, more chances in life, and
real civilization. For you, we, have noth·
ing but good will, good wishes, and good
schemes. Believe us, put your trust in
us. You will not be sorry, you'll see.
To this the Arabs shake their heads,
and laugh sardonically. 'Do you want us
to believe this nonsenseT We think we
have some intelligence to recognize that
this is a bait. Once we took it we would
fall into your trap. Because you possess a
lot of money, because your fitst principle
in life is to be capitalists, and because
you are active, intelligent and united, you
will be the masters in this country, oc·
cupying all the important positions and
the main establishments. We know. This
happened in Germany before. We see
your influence in the United States, where
you are only about 4 percent of the popu·
lation. This is our country, after all. We
ar,e still the majority, and we own the
greater part of its ground. In any case
we are not going to let you govern us,
nor are we going to allow you to establish a state on any spot in our country.
Then the Jews would answer, though
in great error: Not only is it man wh6
wants us to have a state in this country,
not only the U. N., but it is also God. We
were given this country by God. He
promised to return us to this land.

were placed in the streets by the Jewish
newspapermen to enable the Jewish
public to follow the debate. As it was announced, the Arabs turned off their
radios and went to bed with a feeling of
disappointment, bitterness and revolt.
They realized that in the U,iN. there is
no justice, no good, no honesty. They
knew that the U. N. in general, and the
U. S. A. in particular, recklessly put fire
to a barrel of gunpowder.
The Jews, however, did not go to bed
that night. They were too happy to sleep,
too excited to close an eye. It was the
day of victory to them, of thanksgiving,
of elation. A Jewish state would shortly
emerge. One would be able after a little
time to say: "This is my state, this is my
country." There they would not see signs
on doors of restaurants, "No admittance
to Jews and dogs." That night was spent
in celebration in the Jewish quarters,
settlements and cities. They danced in
the stre~ts, sang, and gave drinks free.
Jewish flags rose on the buildings and
on cars. running in the streets, full of
joyful Jews. For three days these cele·
brations went on.
Meanwhile the Arab leaders in the
neighboring countries declared the determination of the Arabs to break down
the partition scheme in all possible ways.
The Arab higher executives held a meeting and announced that the Arabs in
Palestine would be on strike for three
days beginning on December 2.
On December 1 the Arab college students in Jerusalem made a peaceful,
very well organized demonstration. But
the following day, which was the first in
the strike, the trumpet of trouble soundBarrel of Gunpowder Set Afire
ed. At about nine o'clock in the morning
When the General Assembly was vot· a big disorderly crowd of 16-"'to 20·yeafing on partition on November 29 it was old Arab boys began their attack on the
after midnight in Palestine. Yet the Jewish shops near the Arab quarters.
Arabs and Jews were still awake. They They were armed with nothmg but
were sitting beside the radios, listening sticks and stones. They killed owners
to the translated discussions and the who could not escape, and looted and
description of the turning of voting at burned the shops. The damage to the
Lake Success. In Tel·Aviv loud.speakers Jewish property on that day was valued
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at more than one million pounds. While
all this was going OD, the British army
stood watching, but did DBt intervene;
yet they did not allow the mob to approach the security zones.
At midday a group of the Haganah,
the Jewish Defence Organization, came
marching down with arms carried openly
to Rex Cinema, which belonged to Arabs,
and set it on fire. The Jews, however,
showed great patience on that date; for,
with the arms they possessed, they could
have easily defeated' and broken up
the Arab crowd. But they refrained from
so doing. Their leaders did not want to
make matters more complex, and thought
that the disturbance would soon subside.
Next day curfew was imposed on the
Arab quarters. So the Jews seized the
opportunity and set about burning and
looting the Arab shops j wh~le they (the
Jews) moved away the remainder of
their goods in the shops that were saved
by chance the previous day. Thereafter
violence spread in all parts of Palestine.
While the Arabs in the beginning were
using daggers as wea1?ons for attack,
now they used automatIc fire arms. But
still they are short in arms, prices of
which at present are unbelievable. The
ordinary gun is sold in the Arab side for
100 pounds, in spite of the fact that the
neighboring countries send arms to
them. But every Arab in Palestine hunts
for a gun at least to defend himself,
should he be attacked; for the Jews now
are revenging themselves by attacking
the Arab villages with machine guns and
grenades.
Settling Down for War

Realizing that matters will still get
worse, and as security measures, the
Arabs have started to organize them~
selves, to prepare themselves for the
coming desperate battle with the Jews.
In every village and town a "national
committee" has been set up. Its duty is
to secure sufficient food for the village or
town, to prepare for defending the place,
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furnish houses with the necessary furniture'to make hospitals, and get doctors
to teach the girls to be nurses. In short,
this national committee is responsible
for everything concerning the social and
. mi.litary activities.
But if the Arabs started to make this
orga?-~zation since the approval of the
partItIon scheme, the Jews had it for
years. All know in Palestine that the
Jews are very well armed. They have
weapons of all sorts. These weapons are
in trained hands, for thousands of Jews
were in the British army in World
War II. Released, they gave training to
many other thousands. Now it is said
that the Jews could put forward 80,000
well-armed and well-trained men.
Both parties now attack the other every
day with automatic weapons. At the time
of this writing (January), according to
official reports the wounded and killed
have mounted to 1,064. But, I think, the
number reported should be much bigger.
Raids are made on villages. People are
attacked in the streets. Trains going to
the Jewish towns are stopped by the
Arabs and robbed. The streets are almost empty except of tllose who ha.re

emergency missions or necessary tasks
out. One is not safe outside, nor in his
own home, for at any moment he might
be attacked, whether he is an Arab or a
Jew.
Thousands of Arabs in the neighbor~
ing countries are training to use arms so
as to come to' Palestine to help their fellow Arabs, and fight the Jews until they
give up the idea of establishing a Jewish
state. The Arabs of Palestine are de~
termined to allow no Jewish state to rise
in Palestine. They are waiting to have
more weapons, to ,see those volunteers.
But the Jews shrug their shoulders
with a sneer. A J ewess told me: "'Whatever the price of the Jewish state will be,
we are ready to pay it. It will be trifling
compared with what we shall get in exchange."-Awake! correspondent in Pal~
estine.
AWAKE!

as a means of reaching heaven' in defiIt is obvious from this that the Cathance of Jehovah God. Upon her death olic Encyclopedia falls into error in say- .
this mother queen was deified by her ing that when the "Apostolic Fathers"
worshipers as the "queen of heaven" and failed to mention the celebration of
the moon became a symbol of her "spir- Easter among early Christians it was
it". (Nimrod's "immortal spirit", it was "purely accidental". What a devil-conbelieved, inhabited the sun.) It is from ceived argument! Is it not far more logthis ancient cistern of demonism that ical, reasonable and Scriptural to say
the universal heathen worship of the sun that the early Christians failed to menand moon sprang. The springtime festi- tion Easter because, as the Bible shows,
val, held when the moon reaches its full- there was no such pagan celebration
ness, is part of this pagan worship of . kept by them T Yes, indeed. However,
the "queen of heaven", and it still pa- after, the ,apostles fell asleep, and ambirades throughout the earth under its an- tious men in the church began leaning to
their own understanding, a controversy
cient but Anglicized name "Easter".
developed over whether Christians
Christendom Joins the Parade
should celebrate the Jewish passover.
How the peoples and nations that call Justin Martyr and Tertullian, of the
themselves "Christian" got into this pa- second and third centuries, mentioned
gan Easter parade, inasmuch as Christ such a controversy. Some religiously oband the apostles did not celebrate Easter, served the Jewish passove-r as a formalis indeed a'strange story of spiritual for- ism, while others, like Arius, said, as
nication and political intrigue. The writ- quoted by the historian Mosheim: "Chrisings of the' apostles make no mention of tians should keep no Passover, because
Easter. (It is no point to say that the Paul declares Christ, who was slain for
word Easter appears at Acts 12: 4 in the us, to be our Paschal Lamb." But as time
King James version, for all Bible schol- went on the passover-keeping apostate
ars know that this was a gross blunder Christians increased in numbers until by
on the part of the translators, a blunder the fourth century they completely overthat was not made in any other transla- ran the various congregations.
tion. The original Greek word is pascha
Then came Constantine, the adroit
and is properly translated "passover".) religio-political emperor, who took this
Christ and His early followers had a apostate Christianity, united it illicitly
full knowledge of how God's Word, the with the pagan religions of his empire,
Bible, condemned the worship of Easter, and formed a single, universal (Catholic)
i.e., Astarte, which in the Hebrew Scrip- state religion. It was the Council of
tures is spelled various ways: Ashtaroth, Nice (A.D. 325), called by Constantine,
Ashtoreth, Ashteroth and Astaroth. The that fixed the papade date when it deearly Christians knew how Solomon fell clared that "everywhere the Great Feast
into disfavor when he began to serve the of Easter" was to be observed on the
Easter goddess. (1 Kings 11 : 5, 31 ; first Sunday after the first full moon fol2 Kings 23: 13) They knew how Jehovah lowing March 21. Thus it was that those
God's wrath was kindled when the Israel- who professed to be Christians began to
ites time and again turned to demonism march along in the Easter parade,
and eel e bra ted the Easter festival. though there was much controversy in
(Judges 2: 11-14; 10: 6; 1 Samuel 7: 3, 4; their ranks until the sixth or seventh
12: 10; Jeremiah 7: 18; 44: 17-27) Hence, Gentury. As Hislop says, it was only
Christ and His early followers did not after violence and bloodshed "that the
celebrate any Semiramis-honoring, God. . Festival of the Anglo-Saxon or Chaldean
dishonoring, "queen of heaven" Easter! goddess came to supersede that which
•
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had been held inhononr of Christ. Such 'ship indulged in by demonized pagans.
is the history of Easter".
The Catholic Hierarchy, having Easter eggs in their parade, would like to
Eggs and Rabbits on Parade
be excused from admitting that they are
After Christendom entered the carni- colored with this pagan meaning. Says
val business and took over the pagan the Catholic Encyclopedia, under the
Easter parade she began to dressup its subheading "Easter Eggs": "The custom
symbols in such gaudy costumes that to- may have its origin in paganism, for a
day their true identity and meaning is great many pagan customs, celebrating
almost hidden from view. Easter eggs the return of spring, gravitated to Eastand rabbits are made to appear as noth- er. The egg is the emblem ·of the germiing more than innocent appendages at- nating life of early spring." Brewer,
tached to the occasion solely for the quoted in The Century Dictionary, says:
amusement of the children. The origin "The practice of presenting eggs to our
and ancient meaning of these emblems, friends at Easter is Magian or Persian."
however, is one of the surest proofs that
The Easter rabbit is also a very promthe entire celebration is of the Devil.
inent symbol in this long parade of
Not only the Druids of northern Eu- springtime demonology. And why should
rope, but also the Romans, Greeks, ~gyp it not be ~ It is as much a part of the celetians, Babylonians, Persians, Hmdus, bration as the other symbols. The Easter
Chinese and Japanese all attached deep rabbit is as old as the worship of Ishtar,
mystical significance to eggs used in the for carvings of that goddess have been
spring festivals which all these heathen found that show her holding an egg in
nations observed. The Japanese s~cred her hand and a rabbit at her feet in symeggs were the color of brass; the Chmese bol of fertility and rebirth. "In both
also painted their eggs; the Hindus had India and Egypt rabbits and eggs, as
eggs golden in color. Other nations col- the symbols of fertility and reproduction,
ored their Easter eggs red to symbolize were closely identified with the spring
the blood of life. "From Egypt," says festival which corresponds to our EastHislop, "these sacred eggs can be dis- er," says George W. Stimpson, in Nugtinctly traced to the banks of the Eu- gets ofKnowledge. "The rabbit," dephrates. The classic poets are full of the clares the Catholic Encyclopedia, "is a
fable of the mystic egg of the Baby- pagan symbol and has always been an
lonians." One of these tales as told by emblem of fertility (Simrock,Mythologie,
the learned Egyptian, Hyginus, keeper 551) ."
of the Palatine library at Rome in the
time of Augustus, is as follows: "An egg Other Customs on Parade
of wondrous size is said to have fallen . As the Easter parade passes by the
from heaven into the river Euphrates. reviewing stand of honest investigation
The fishes rolled it to· the bank, where many other pagan customs are observed.
the doves having settled upon it, and Like all the rest, the origin of these is
hatched it, out came Venus, who afte~: disguised beneaoth a double meaning
wards was called the Syrian Goddess,
which the clergy of Christendom have
or Astarte. The egg, therefore, became a given them in B;n. effort to "sanctif¥,'
fitting symbol of Easter as well as life their use by ChrIstIans. But to worshIp
and fertility over which this demonic the rising sun as a symbol of the resurgoddess was thought to have control. Be- rection of Christ as the "sun of rightcause of this significance attached to the eousness" does not remove its hereditary
egg it played an important part in the stains inherited from pagan parentage.
wicked "mysteries" of phallic or sex wor- In ancient times, though the day was deMARCH 22, 1948
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voted primarily to the worship of the
moon goddess, her consort, the sun, was
not overlookee. They believed that on
Easter morning the sun actually danced
for joy, and so people were up at sunrise to watch it. The rest of the day was
one of great sport with noise and hilarity, dancing and music, hooting and hollering all for the pleasure of the gods.
"In France," says the Catholic Encyclopedia, "handball playing was one
of the Easter amusements, found also in
Germany [and in England]~ The ball
may represent the sun, which is· believed
to take three leaps in rising on Easter
morning. Bishops, priests, and monks",
after the strict discipline of Lent, used
to play ball during Easter week. .'. .
The ball game was connected with a
dance, in which even bishops and abbots
took part." This devotion to the sun was
called libertas Decembrica, it being, a
hangoyer of the December sun festival
known as the Saturnalia. Within the last
half 'century this old sun-worship has
been revived, costumed as Easter morning "sunrise" services, with the "bishops,
priests, and monks" all playing their
"important" parts.
More demonism marches by! On Easter eve these modern worshipers of Easter consecrate "new fire", which, the
Catholic Encyclopedia says, "is a custom of pagan origin in vogue all' over
Europe, signifying the victory of spring
over winter." But, though it is recognized as a pagan custom, instead, of
avoiding it a~ profane, the Encyclopedia
says, "The Church adopted the observance into the Easter -ceremonies, referring it to the fiery column in the desert
and the Resurrection of Christ. . . . In
some places a figure was thrown into the
Easter fire, symbolizing winter, but to
the Christians on the Rhine, in Tyrol and
Bohemia, [it symbolized] Judas, the
traitor." This custom, then, is nothing
more than a disguised form of worship
and devotion' to Molech and Baal in
which a,victim was sacrificed to appease
20

the raging anger of the demon gods.
Many sexy customs have been, superstitiously associated with this spring
festival in honor of the goddess of fertility. The followin!J, once the custom, and
recently revived, is an example. "In the
northern parts of England the men parade in the streets on Easter Sunday
and claim the privilege of lifting every
woman thre,e- times from the ground, receiving in payment a kiss or a silver sixpence. The same is done by the women
to the men on the next day. . . . These
customs are probably of pre-ChristiaIL
origin." (Catholic Encyclopedia) Tne
idea of wearing new clothes and new
bonnets at Easter time, an idea that is
today exploited to the limit by unscrupulous commercialism, is directly traceable
to ancient beliefs about sex and fertility.
It was a pagan" superstition that the
wearing of a new bonnet on Easter
brings happiness in love during the following year.
The eating of ham, the use of .oranges
and pomegranates, and the serving of
hot cross buns at Easter time are also
closely associated with the devilish worship of Astarte, the "queen of heaven".
In fact, Hislop points out that the
present-day recipe for hot cross buns is
quite similar to that used centuries ago.
Even in Jeremiah's day, 600 years before Christ, it was written: "The children gather wood, and the fathers kindle
the fire, and the women knead their
dough, to make cakes to the queen of
heaven." Jeremiah 7: 18.
Most manifestly Easteris of the Devil
from its beginning, though in recent centuries it parades before the people as a
"Christian" festival. It is not Christian,
not even in name,and its celebration is
a reproach upon Jehovah God and His
Christ. Consequently, as the Easter parade marches on to' its final destruction
at Armageddon, true and sincere Christians will remain on the sidelines, clean
and separate from these pagan abominations.
,
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HINK of it, thousands of little crea-

T

tun'.,s the size of haby bunnies go
down to the ShOTE', plunge in and swim
out to sea until they become exhausted
and drown! Lemmings they are called,
and for centuries they have been repeating this performance every three to
eleven vears in Norwav and Sweden. But
why1 ,\That powerful instinct drives
these creatures to forsake their mountain
homes and go down to the seashores and
certain death 1 Deliberate mass suicide,
some say. Rut if that were so, then lemmings would be on the same low level as
some degenerate men, 'who, being devoid
of reason, disregard all naturallmvs and
prepare for another gl9bal war with its
suicidal consequences. However, other
men, who aTe not willing to believe that
lemmings have forsaken the laws of selfpreservation, seek to find a better reason
for these periodic one-way migrations in
Scandinavia.
Belonging to the rod e n t family,
the lemming, with its ve'ry short tail,
resembles a short-eared rabbit more
than a rat. About five
inches long when grown,
it is rusty brown in
color, having yellowish
sides and a black stripe
running down its back.
The Scandinavian lemmings are very similar
to other species found
in northern Siberia and
Arctic America, and all
seem to be quit.e closely
related to the American
meadow mice and the
European voles. 'rheir
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natural habitat is high up, above the timberline, and on the Arctic tundra, where
they live on an exclusively vegetable diet
of moss, lichens, grass and plant roots,
and dwarf birch bark. Comes wintertime they do not hibernate but search
beneath the snow for anything edible.
In the age-old business of reproduction the rabbitlike lemmings are very energetic and exceedingly prolific. A papa
and mama are able to produce a litter
of five or six young ones two or more
times a year, and then these children
when they are bnt a few weeks old matu~e, marry and begin producing grandchIldren faster than compound interest.
Hawks and owls, and foxes and weasels
in these countries have cultivated quite
an appetite for nice, juicy lemmings, but,
in spite of the consumer demand, every
few years the lemming producers overtake their enemies and flood the market
with more than can be eaten. Once lem~
mings pass this critical point in the supply and demand cycle it is not long before bu'roper crops of these little creatures havfl' stripped the mountains of
everything that is edible.
Famine conditions among the lemmings then set in. The overcrowded millions begin to move down the valleys,
chiefly at nighttime, where there is more
food. Yet, on the trek to greener pastures they never forget their traditional
schooling in mathematics, and so they
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multiply. Soon there is a great horde of the excess lemmings are not going to
lemmmgs pushing along, stripping the some place, but, rather, they are going
valleys and lowlands, devouring the away from a place where they cannot
crops and gardens, a.nd causing great stay any longer. Elton also explodes the
theory that there is some connection bedestruction.
The lemming .plague is on I Disease tweeD their periodic movements and the
sets in; the older and weaker ones die recurring sun-spots.
Professor Bergen Evans, of Northoff; the land and streams become po·
luted; "lemming fever" breaks out, and western University, in his book The Natreindeer, cattle, goats, pigs and even ural History of Nonsense, debunks the
humans become infeeted. Streams and mass suicide theory. In a letter to the
lakes are no barrier to these wandering New Yorker magazine Evans states:
The origin of the lemmings migrations
creatures that swim like rats. On and on
they go, ever increasing in numbers un· seems to be not world-weariness but a periodtil by the time they reach the sea a year ical increase in their population that makes it
or two later their numbers are greater impossible for all of them to find sufficient
than at the beginning. Reaching the food in their proper mountain habitat. The
Baltic or North sea or the northern surplus lemmings have to go elsewhere, and
Atlantic oceRn hordes of lemmings hurl the only elsewhere for thcm is the plains. The
themselves in and swim, swim till they phenomenon· is a common one in nature, and
are exhausted, swim till they can swim it and its extraordinary series of consequenccs
no more. Then they sink and die in a have been described in IJlany books. . . . The
creatures can swim small lakes and streams,
watery grave.
and those that reach the ocean apparently,
and unfortunately, regard it as one more
river to cross.

Why They D. It
One legend has it that lemmings are
While on his death march to the sea
obsessed with some mysterious desire to
discover new ~nd distant lands, like the some regard the lemming as a "displaced
Vikings of old. Another popular theory person "', n victim of circumstances,
says that their movement· down to the where one misfortune forces him into ansea is due to som,:! "death instinct" or de· other more terrible than the former. So,
sire to commit suicide. Others ha.ve said whatever the cause for the periodic overthat the migration is due to the sun-spot population and regardless of the motive
cycles. But scientific investigation has for the fatal plunge in the sea, the con~
come up with more reasonable answers elusion is the same: whether remaining
to this baffling mystery. One of the fore- . in the mountains j there to be eaten by a
most authorities on the subject, Profes- hungl'Y hawk, or dying in the salty sea,
sor Charles Elton, in his book Animal the life of most lemmings has a tragicEcology anil Evolution, points out that ending.
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"Judea" Doomed to Failure

cr.

The Dew Jewish state of Palestine proposed by the United Nations, and which is
being tentatively called "Judea", is doomed to fail even before it is set up, that is, if
Prof. Saul Lieberman's predietion is correct. This learned gentleman of the Jewish
Theological Seminary of America says that the new civil law of this Jewish stak will,
no doubt, be largely based on the Talmud. 13y thus puahing aside and making null and
void the laws and commandments of Jehovah God their ~hariot of state will b~come stuck
in the tall mud of their traditions.-See Matthew 15: 6.
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ICARAGVA, the narrow strip of
country known as "The Land of
Lakes and Volcanoes", holds beauty and
adventure for the traveler. True to its
name, Nicaragua does have the lakes and
volcanoes, but our present interest focuses on the beautiful forests that surround
its lakes and clothe its hills in green.
Eighty percent of its 51,660 square miles
!s covered with timber, the majority bemg broad-leaved hardwoods. Some 420
kinds of trees assure variety to the
woodlands. Thev also assure interest to
a quick glimpse' of some of Kicaragua's
outstanding woods.
Famous is" the caoha, or mahogany
wood. It is lumbered in lengths of twelve
feet, and, as a rule, is about eighteen
inches in diameter. Ninety percent of
the mahogany cut is exported. Its uses
number into the hundreds: furniture
floors in better-type homes, panels, in~
lays and other beautiful works in wood.
Its color varies from a deep reddish
brown to a brownish yellow, and glows
under a high polish. In the town of Bluefields there are homes built entirely of
mahogany.
Ebony is another wood with which the
world is familiar. It gro\vs especiallY
well in the higher altitudes. Though valuable, it is na1; ~xported to any great
e~tent because It IS no~ found in quantitIes large enough to r181< the exporting
expenses involved. Ebony is used for
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many beautiful pieces, such as cabinets
umbrella hB;ndles, knife handles, inlay
~ork :;tnd pIanoforte keys. An interestIng pomt to kno\! co~cerning the species
o~ ~bony .gr?w~ In NIcaragua (the Libi~lI?w conana) IS that its value lies more
In Its P?ds than 1:n its wood. fl'he S-shaped
pods yWld tanmn ·for tanning hides and
making inks and dyes.
A well known wood is the cedro, or
cedar. which grows in abundance. Like
the mahogany, ~t is principally a furnit.u~e wood, and IS particularly prized for'
IInmg closets, because of its insect resistanee. He:r:e is a good place to mention
the accomphshment of one particular
guitar maker of Nicaragua, namely, that
the whole base or volume box on all of
his makes of guitars are cut out of one
solid piece of cedar. 'l'here is not a single
break, other than the lid that COvers the
ba~e. Sometimes the guitar-makers in
thls land use as manv as eleven different kinds of wood in their masterpieces.
The beautiful inlav work employs cedar
to bring out a pinl~ish brown, mahogany
for b~owri, hrazil for red, pine for white,
escobllla for a shade of vellow chocito
for black (using the h~ai·t of the log),
a!ld laurel and granadlllo for a grain
dIsplay.
'Ve catch ourselves being lured quite
~ way from thQ subject of the cedar bv
this interesting workmanship of the
guitar-makers wherein they use such a
,variety of woods. But we come back close
to cedar when we consider briefly a very
popular wood called pachote, known also
as a ~astard cedar. Its easy \vorking and
plenhfnlneBs popularize it for all kinds
construction. Its color is light-brown.
rrhe logs are large and heavy, a thousand
board feet weighing over 6,750' pounds.
Its great weight if'( due to high moisture
content, and as a ,result the logs cannot
be floated in logging operations. They
ar? brought out of the forested areas by
beIng tied to otller, lighter logs, such as
cedar, for floating. ~ative lumbermen
claim the pachote wood never dries out,
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iand for that reason it is necessary to
use rust~proof nails when constructing
with it.
Speeding up a bit: oak and ~$Cobi~la
are furniture woods j aeetuno IS whIte
and soft, reminding one of balsa, but
which is actually inferior and stains itself to yellow 'and black j balsa trees
flourish, and, as almost everyone knows,
are used in airplane construction, as well
as in life preservers and modern streamlining work. TIle wood madera negro
(black wood) is strong and is used for
heavy-duty work, as is the heavy wood
known as almendro. The brazil and mora
woods furnish a red and a yellow dye,
and ink when treated properly. Guapinol
yields a kind of copal used for varnish,
also cement, incense and medicine. The
Nicaragua rosewood is cocabolo, and is
almost entirely exported. Vvoods more
rare are myrorylon balsamin, used in
preparing perfumes and proprietary articles. Malpighia is of the box.vood class.
Then there is guarea, a heartwood of
pinkish or deep reddish-brown, a delight
to craftsmen because of its straight

gram, easy workmg and fine fimshmg
qualities. Trichilia is used for harpoons;
pimenta, for walking sticks. Hirtella is a
source of tannin, and even its ashes are
used, for pottery. Fine quality wood dec·
orative pieces, such as lamps, vases,
stands, bowls, fiutes, etc., are made of
granadillo and guayacan.
Changing pace again to linger a little
at the end, let us note an interesting
point about the wood last named above,
guayacan. It is a bastard lignum vitae
known as "wood of life", and is entirely.
exported. The interest it specially excites is due to the fact that housings of
self· oiled -bearings are made from this
wood, also bushing blocks for propeller
shafts in large boats. A bearing when
made with this wood puts out an oil when
in operation. Especially when the bea.ring becomes warm will the oil seep out
of the wood to lubricate the moving
parts. 'Vhat an example of products of
the earth meeting in ingenious ways the
needs of man !-Awake! correspondent
in Nicaragua.

'''The Constitution Be Damned!"
~..p

When a girl press photographer prott:'sted the denial of her constitutional rights
'l~~~
~ to United States Marshal Canfil of western Missouri he stormed: "The Constitu·
tion be damned!" The next day Grover Dalton, state G.G.P. chairman, caned for
, -,
Canfil's removal from office. "Of course, Mr. Canfil's monumental arrogance is not
surprising," ~aid Dalton, "It is the same arrogance of the notoriolLS Pendergast mai!hine,
which lists the president as a dues-pa~..:ing member. The Pendcrgast machine never had any
regard for any constitution or for the wishes of the people or the very laws of the land. It
laughed and sneered at the law and ran Kansas City and ~:ljssouri with a high hand for
many years, and now we find its chief product, the president of the United States, respon·
sible for such men in public office who publicly damn the Constitution. :Mr. Canfil was named
to the office because of his friendship for the president. He is holding that office for the same
reason. If the prcsident has any courage at alI, the least he will do is to rebuke publicly his
own aprwintee and demand a publir apology and retraction. I do not expect this to happen.
The Pendergast machine has never apologized for its public acts. It i8, therefore, too much to
expect one of its prodUcts to do that. The pardoning of Mayor Curley of Boston so he can
begin working for the 1948 election, and the pardoning of the Pendergast hcnchmen, is an indication that Mr. Truman, like Mr. Canfil, perhaps believes that their moral trust lies first
with the Pendergast machine."-Kansas City Star, November 30, 1947.
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The Lord's Supper
HEN Jesus of Nazareth took the

loaf of unleavened bread and
W
thanked God for it and then broke it·
and gave the pieces of it to His faithful
apostles and said, "Thi~ is my body
which is given for you: this do in remembrance of me," He .vas not pronouncing some magical words to transform that literal bread into His literal
flesh. And when His apostles ate it they
were not eating .J eSTIs' literal flesh, because He still had His whole fleshly body
and it was a perfect body of flesh that
was hung upon the tree not many hours
later. N atice that Jesus did· not say to
His apostles, 'This do in sacrifice of me,'
but He merely said, "'1'hi8 do in remembraTI(~e of me."-Luke 22: 19.
'What, then, is meant by Jesus' words
concerning the broken bread, "This is my
body" 1 Tliese words, viewed in the light
of other Bible verses, lend no support to
the religious doctrine of transubstantiation, to wit, that the flesh 'of Jesus was
substantially present ,vith the bread and'
was combined with it. Jesus did not there
perform a miracle like that which the
Devil tried to tempt Jesus to perform
when he asked Jesus to command the
stones to turn into bread so that He
could break His forty-day fast. {Matthew
4: 3, 4) Jesus still had His flesh intact,
with nothing extracted from, it. The broken bread could not, for that reason, be
His literal bO{ly or even symbolize His literal body of flesh, for Psalm 34: 20 prophesied concerning Jesus' literal body: "He
keepeth all his bones: not one of them is
broken." The apostle John calls attention
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to the fulfillment of Psalm 34: 20 re·
specting .Tesus while nailed to the tree,
at John 19: 33-36. To picture the very
same thing concerning the literal body
of Jesus the "Lamb of God", not a bone
of the typical passover lamb was per·
mitted to be broken, as stated at Exodus
12: 46 and Numbers g: 12. Hence Jesus'
act of breaking the bread and saying,
"This is my body," proves He was not
referring to His own humanity, and also
that the substance of the' bread was not
changed, hut was merely being used as
a symbol of something larger than His
mortal flesh. For this reason Moffatt's
translation of Matthew 26: 26, reads:
"rr'hen he gave it to the dilbciples saying,
'Take and eat this, it mean-s my body.' "
Consequently, ,T esus' words "my body"
must mean the great spiritual body of
which Christ Jesus is the Head, namely,
"the body of Christ." As to the "body"
which Jesus used the lnead to symbolize,
the apostle Paul writes to the consecrated Christians who arc sanctified for the
Kingdom: "For as we have many mem·
bers in one body, and all members have
not the same office: so we, being many,
are one body in Christ, and every one
members one of another." (Romans
12: 4, 5) A perfect body has a perfect
number of members, no more, no less, according to the perfect Designer of the
body, Jehovah God. So the royal ''body
of Christ" is made up of just 144,000
members under Christ Jesus their Head.
"For as the hody is one, and haUl many
members, and all the members of that
one body, being many, afe one body: so
also is Christ. For by one spirit are we
all baptized into one body, whether we
25

be Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond
or free; and have been aU made-to drink
into one spirit. Now ye are the body of
Christ, and members in particular."
'(1 Corinthians 12: 12, 13, 27) Jehovah
God, choosing Jesus Christ as the Chief
One, "hath put all things under his feet,
and gave him to be the head over all
things to the church, which is his bod~"."
-Ephesians 1: 22,23; Colossians 1: 18.
The pieces of the broken bread were
offered only to those in line to be members of the kingdom, the "hody of
Christ". Hence partaking of the bread
means to have part in the body of Christ
and accepting a God-given assignment in
that body and thankfully undertaking
t11e obligations of being' a membC'r in
that body and joyfully carrying them
out. It means "partnership" in the body
of Christ. That is the sense of the word
"commu'nion" used by the apostle Paul,
at 1 Corinthians 10: 16, 17: "The bread
which we break, iR it not the communion
[joint participation; feJ]O\vship J of the
body of Christ 1 For we heing many are
one bread, and one body; for \ve are all
partakers [communicantR] of that one
bread." Here the inspired wordR of an
apostle definitely settle it that .Tesus'
words "my body" refer to the "body of
Christ".
Further, cOflcerning the Memorial that
Jesus established before His death, we
read: "And he took the cup, and gave
thanks, and gave it to them, saying,
, Drink ye all of it; for this is my blood
of the new t.estament, which is shed 'for
many for the remission of sins." (Mat·
thew 26: 27, 28) By those words the wine
in that cup was not transubstantiated
into His literal hlood and then drunk by
HIs apostleo::, for Jesus had not yet shed
His blood. If the contents of that cup had
been turned into literal blood and then,
too, if the drinking of it secured the remission or forgivencRs of sins, why, then,
there would have been no 'need for Jesus
to hang on the tree, Rhedding His blood
and dying. It could have been done the
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easier way by mIraculously transmutmg
wine into blood which had never been in
His literal body.
HO\"rever~ as the broken bread was
used to symbolize something larger than
His flesh, so the cup of wine was ,used
to symbolize something more inclusive
than His literal blood. Blood in the ves·
sels of the body signifies life: "for the
life bf the flesh is in the blood." "Eat
not the blood: for the blood is the life."
(Leviticus 17: 11; Deuteronomy 12: 23)
Hence blood poured out means life shed,
death. The contents of the cup which Jesus handed to Ilis disciples symbolized
His blood POURED OUT, that is to say, His
death and the sufferings therewith.
-~Iatthew 27: 25; Acts 5: 28.
Truly, the Lord's blood was shed and
thereby accomplished the effectuating of '
God's ncw covenant. It provided for the
remission of simI for those brought into
that covenant and made Gou's name·
people, the Kingdom people. However,
drinking of the wine cup symbolizes
something dec per than that. \VhaU
Meeting the requirements to enter into
the Kingdom. Kat only the shed blood is
pictnt'ed by the wine in the cup, to mean
death, but the drinking of the real "cup"
by those taking part in the Lord's supper
also means death. It means their death
with ChriRt, their participating in His
death, their communion in His kind of
death.
Such symbolic meaning of drinking
,'the cup Jesus' faithful apostle Paul
makes clear, at 1 Corinthians 10: 15-18.
The '\\'onl "communion" here means partnership, joint particip~tion, a being partaker, fellowship. The Greek word for
"communion" is so translated elsewhere
in the Bible, and this makes clear the
meaning of the expression "the communion of the blood of Christ".
All those celebrating the Memorial of
Christ's death this year on Thursday
night, March 25, should have the foregoing in mind, in order to celebrate with
the right and Scriptural understanding.
AWAKE!

Tenth Graduating Class of the Watchtower Bible School of Gilead
Left to right: First row: Bradley, R., Burnham, I., Latch, R., Johnstone, H., Lowe, P., Taylor, M., Humphrey, J., Kite, P., Rahm, H.,
Brown, R. Second row: Bauert, G .. Earle, E., Casson, S., Tracy, E., Collins, J., Dodd, D., Uhl, V., Burnham, R., Richardson, D., Lochner, E.,
Tischhauser, E. Third row: Lowe, G., Taciak, S., Tilton, A., Grover, C., Hansler, A., Reed, L., Maykut, P., Taciak, A., Dodd, R., Wojcie-

chowski, A., Beattie, 0 .. Lucas, D., Bunt, M., Avoures, U. Fourth row: Plumhoff, E., Resch, J., Zavltz, M., Butler, C., LaPointe, S.,
Milne, V., Rinker, 0., Small, M., Craddock, E .. Holland, R., Bunse, M., Picard, A., Strong, U.
Fifth row: Kielhorn, E., Humphrey, T.,
Grover, E., Reed, H., Avoures, N., Shealy, L., 'Wojciechowski, S., Collins, H., Tilton, T., Craddock, J., Resch, L., Berg, E., Sallis, J. Sixth
row: Zavitz, G., Nelson, J., Ward, H., Covert, G., Bradley, G .. Payne, P., Byron, H., Thomas, A., Gillman, B .. Rahm, E .. Yarbroug,h, D.,
Plumho1'l', F., Latch, W. Seventh row: Mahan, A., Cyr, E .. Hansler, R., Rae, A., Endres, W., Atkin, A., Bunt, W .. Brown, D., Lochner, H.,
Holcomb, B., Earle, K., Gisbrandt, H., Walden, W. Eighth row: Stull, D., Gustavson, D., Burt, G., Bumphrey, F., Buckey, E., Richardson, N.,
Lamborn, R., Rees, J., Lucas, J., Kamphuis, J., Mroz, A., Casson, R.

Tenth (:lass Graduation Broadens Expansion

"1 among
WILL sing praises unto Jehovah
the nations, to whatever na-

tions I am assigned," was the spirit manifested by the tenth class of the Watchtower Bible School of Gilead on graduanon day, Febrnary 8, 1948. And they will
have opportunity to do just that. Already
34 graduates have been assigned to the
far-flung landfS of Rhodesia, the Belgian
Congo, t,he Ivory Coast, NyftSaland,
Senegal, KenYa, Burma and Brazil.
Assembled to witness the graduation
exercises were 647 visitors. Along with
the students, they heard brief discourses
by the servant in charge of the farm on
which Gilead is located, and by the instructors, the president's secretary, and
a graduate of the first dass who has been
active as a mi~sionary in the Caribbean.
Then the pre~ident of the Society and
the school, N. H. Knorr, addre~sed the
.....-

student body on the subject "Are You
.Saved!" By many Scriptural illustrations he, developed his theme, showing
the fallacy of the doctrine "Once saved,
always Mved". All those now serving
God faithfully are saved, hut this salva·
tion is llOW only conditional upon continued obedience to J ehovtth God.
Then ~ach gradu~te recQived an envelope containing a. da.ss grolJp picture (f\Be
page 27), a gift from the Society, and
the school report card. In the envelopes
of 90 of the 99 graduates \vere diplomas
indicating that the course of study had
been cOlhpleted with merit.
Finally, a resolution was read, which
was unanimously adopted by the class.
It expressed determination ta flut Giles.d
training to work world-wide in preaching the gospel.
.
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Do you know
the answers?
1. What is the canon of the Bible?
2. How do archaeology and geology
corroborate the Scriptures?
3. Who wrote the book of Esther?

You will lind tke answers~
yes, and hundreds morein "Eqnipped for Every Good Work", a 384-page factual volume covering the history of the Bihle and its contents. Your copy will be mailed
postpaid on a contribution of 50c. Use the COUpon below for convenience .
•

117 Adams St.
WATCHTOWER
Brook.b'n I" N. Y.
Please send me a copy of "Equipp"d for Ecery Good -Work". I enclose a contriuQtion of DOc.

Name _.. ___ ......... _._ ......... _.... _............ __ .___ ..................... ~ .......... __ ..... _

Street .............. _.......................,.... _._ ...,............... -' .. _.•. _........ _

-City _ . _ ......... _.,. __ .. _._._ ......... __ ......•........".... _ ... __

Zone No. _........., State .................... __ -'.......,__ ........ __ ........ __ .. _
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partition. The AmeriCan legalistic straddle was called "betrayal" by Jewish interests in the
U. S. It was seen to be Influenced
by the decision of the Arab
League that no American business interests would be allowed
to lay pipelines across any of
the territories of its member
states as long as the U. S. policy
favorIng partition, in Palestine
remained unaltered.

Next U. N. Assembly

FEBRUARY

Czechoslovakian Coup
~ B~' far tIle most significant
and sensational event of iate
February WII~ the CommllDist
coup in C~echoslovakia. The fiveparty cabinl.'t fell when twelve
ministers, rt'IJI'esenting three of
the parties, resigned in protest
against the Communist minister
of the interior's moves towart!
making the police department au
instrument of the Com'munlst
party. The Communist premier,
Gottwald, then insisted UllOn being given the prH'ilege of choosing new ministers to take the
plU{~es of those who had resigned.
President Benes, threatened with
a general strike by Cummunistcontrolled unions, together with
wlde~preatl disorders, yielded to
l'rt·mier Gottwald's delllafl(ls,
with the resUlt that the new
cabinet is predominantly ('Oillmunist. ActIon committees in
every field of national activity
then set to work to purge out
those who did not fall in Hne
with the' new regime, and baIls
were imposed on numerous publications, while strkt control was
imposed on radio facilities and
schoolS.
Britain. France and the United
States juineu In a strenuous protest against the CommunIst roup,
but to no effect. Hetorted Gottwald: "\Ve will never take any
lessons In df'mo('ra{'y from tho~e
with Muni(>h on tllelr consrience,
who d{'ait with Hitler Germany
to divide us up."
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"The Communist coup in Cr.echoslovakia was followed by a move
toward lining up I"inland with
the Communist-contl'oIled nations. Stalin a!ldressed a personal note to that country's government, requesting a treaty of
frIendship and military asslstanI.'{'. I"inland is the only cuuntry
tordering on R'lssia not having
such a treaty.

Palestine Partition
The Pale~tine Situation in late
Fehruary rhanged, if any, for the
worse. The insane orgy of bloodshed and strife continued, but
with increasing fUry, and the toll
of lives, since partition was derhled hy the U. N., m011I1ted to
3,000 slain. Arabs killeu Jews;
Jews killed Arah~ and Brltlsh.
In the last week of February tlle
Palestlne \<urtitlon problem cUllIe
up for consideration by the
U. N.'s cleven-member Security
CounciL The que s t ion was,
Should the Council 11se force to
carry out the partltion reromIllendation in the face of Arab
threats of a "holy wnr"? Two of
the Big Five members of the
Council stated their position in
the matter. The U_ S. said that
the Council could not enforce a
political settlement, I.e., purtItion, but could ali only if there
was a threat to iuternational
peace, in which case the COlln('il
could send U. N_ troops. The
Uniteu Kingdom stated tllat it
wuuld take no part in enforcing

'*'

'*'

It was anIlounced hy Secre-

tary General Trygve Lie on February 16 that the next General
Assembly of the U_ N_ would meet
in Paris. lie hau been looking
around for a place in Great Britain, Iceland, Norway, Denmark,
France, Switzerland, Belgium,
CZ(~dlOSlo\'akia and the l'(etherlands. A U. X. Assembly needs
nO,BuO square feet of meeting
Space, 600 oflkes for 2,600 persons,
1,000 typewriters and teJeph<lnes,
400 tiling cabinets, and 3,000 hotel rooms. The Assemhly wlll meet
in the Palais de Chailiot, acrosa
the Seine from the Ei:fI'el Tower.
The Palais has a meeting llall
that will seat 3,000, and five museums, three of which will be
converted into offices, anotber
dosed, and the fifth devoted to
exhIbits setting forth the socalled "evolutiun of man", for the
benefit of delegates and others,
doubtless to show how far man
has progresse!!'
London Conference
In I,ondoll two conferences
were. going on in the latter part
of February. A Big Four conference on Austria was trying to
reach agreement on a Peace pact
with tilat country_ The l'epresentaUves of Britain, France and the
United States were trying to persuade the Soviet to eut !lown demunds for $200,000,000 reparations in two years. The other COnference, attended only by representatives of Britain, France and
the U. S., discussed mutual occupation problems and sought an
agreement whereby the French
zone might be added to the bizonal unit of Britain and the U. S.

+
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Ireland's New l'remier
.. Ending the 1S-year premIership of Eamon de Valera hy defeating a motion to re-elect him,
tile Assembly of Ireland on Fn/Jruary 18 elected ,lohn A, Cnstel\o,
former attorney general, to be
prime mlnLste!' of Ireland, hy a
vote of 75 to 68, The Dail np.
pro\"ed the priIue minlstf'r's
choice of cqhinet memhers T.) to
65, The new government Is
agreed on the need for re<1w'ed
taxation, more hO'llRing, and lower living costs. The prime llJilliR_
ter said the govenllnf'nt WOHld
help the Marshall i'lan hy export·
ing foo(l to Euro!w. Closer economic ties with Britain were ex:pected,
Brlttsh, Medicine
In. a nation·wide plebiRclte on
Februar~' 18 the Labor ::wvproment was delled DJ' Sf! [I<'!'CCllt of
Britain's doctors, who voted
against workini{ fOr the unl\'ersal
free medical s(~niee scheme
which is schedulerl to tnk" efl'f'ct
July ri. Thp t'emainlng 14 Ilercpnt
represent 3.(';60 Reneral JlrHctltloners and t17t consu1tant~ nnd
spedalists, hnrmy suffi('i('nt to
provide health !lerVke for a population of 47,000,000.

'*'

French Confidence Vote
<$> Th(> Schuman !!ahinet on Feb·
ruary 24 obtaln<c·d from the Na·
tlonal As~elllbl~' n vote of ('onfldenc!O (291-268) On Its schedule
for relnlhursing the holder~ of
demonetized 5000-frnnc not('s.
ThIrtY-nine Consen'ut!ve df!Jluties abstained frum voting, 'rhe
government has arrnn.,red It P!'Ogram for compensnting the j!.Teater part of the holders of "OlIO·
franc notes before the end of
June.
Aid to Greece

'Ican
*' IIIaidhistosecond
report on AmerGre('ce the pl"£'Ri<ient
told the U. S. COngress thnt he
intended to ellll for mldifJonaJ
funds. Most of the $250,OOn,ooo
extended to Greece last year hnd
been spent on nonproduet\ve
(mllltl!ory) measures. In Greece
an American gcnE'ral has become
a member of the Greek National
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Defense Counetl. The U. S. also
presentE'd tweh'e or more fighter
planes to GreE'ce, suitable for
training tlnd observation purPOlles. In the Greek Chamoer of
Deputies the Populist-LlbE'ral
govel']llnent received a vote of
~onti!lence of 190 to 90. l'remipr
TheIllllltoc\e~ Sophoulls, con!!luding debate on the handling of
security problE'Ifl!!l, said, "Thanks
to American aid, the Greek army
now is fully equlnped and In Ilositlon to pass tu the offensivp
ng"ill&t the glJerrlln..<;." About a
million dollars donated by patrioUe Greeks was to be used for
the Pllrchase of 3,),(100 new rifles.
In Athens a s,,'~tematie etInrt to
clean lip Communists nnd othe)'
subversive elements was begun at
the eud of tho month. Hundreds
were arrE'sted and in('arcerated,
Eal"l~' on February 28 thirteen
Julled leftistR were executed on
chn!,ge~ of murder, killings aud
rebellion.
New King in Yemen
.., Following the killlng of Imal'Jl
Yahya ailli tlnee of his SOilS In
(( COUI) on ~'f'brunry 18, SaYf'ti
Ah(lulluh Ihn Ahlued el-Wa~lr
was proclaimed the new kingpriest of Yemen. Anothe!' son of
Imam becllme premier of rpmen's "constltlitiollal" governmea t
Yemen hus no Pliilwa~'s and no
political parties. It is from this
region at the extrelne end of the
Arabiun peulnsula that the queen
of Shf'll(( is tJelteved to have l'Ol)le
to hear the wisdom of King Solomou almost 3,000 years ago
Old ClvilJzati(lD Found
The D"partment o'f Antif\ui.
ties of Iraq on Fehruary 18 an1I0uuced that it had disco"ered
what It believed to oe the worl,I'R
eHrliest clvilll':ation. The discovery was made in southern Iraq,
Ileur VI' of the CIlRldee~, from
which region the patriarch Abra·
ham came roto the land of
Canaan.

'*'

Korean Situation
There were Communist-inspired demou~tratiOils against
tlle U. N. Korean Commission in
Korea in late February. F)·om

'*'

U. N. headquarters, however, the

"Little Assemhly" sent Instr-uction~ to the commission to go
ahead With the balloting tn the
Amf'riclln Zone of O('cupatlon
even though the Ru~sians will
not admit thpm to the' Russian
Zoue, divided f)'om the American
lIoIJI2l by the RSth parallel.
Chinese Problem
The U. S. Congress on Februar~' 18 was urged by the president, and later b~· the secretary
of state, to approprilde ,'j;fi7O,OOO,-,
000 for aid to China, to he used
for food, clothlug, and other ueceRsities, a~ well Il~ for )'econstructioll Ill'ojects to help restore
trnnslJOrtatioo facilitips. It was
not intended for military purposes. A few days later reports
came that the Nationalist GovernIllent of Chiang Kai-shel;: had sustained a great loss in the ComIllunist capture of the steer center of Anshan in Mauchllria.. This
was followed by the capture of
Yingkow, a port which the Nationalists had hoped to use for
lnnding troops to aid the lmpOl·tuut ('\t~' of Mukden. Other
COlUmunist victories aggravated
thE' already serions situation of
Natioua!!st forces in Manchuria.

'*'

Cruiser to Belize
A heavily gunned cruiser, the
British Admiralty disclosed on
I"eb!'uary 26, had been ordered
to Relil':(', In British Hondnras, in
view of threatened boroler trouble hetwflen GUatema!a and the
British possession. \Vhat was desnibe(\ as "an extremely vitu-

'*'

p('rative press co.mpaJgn" nad

been cat'ried on In Guatemala
against BritaIn, and the 13ritlsh
government was apprehens!ve
that inf'idents might be staged
by irresponsible elements In
Guatemala.

Truman In the Caribbean
Mr. Truman, vacationing in
the Cllribbpan, slgne(1 three bills,
one extending rent controls for
one month after March 1, another granting benefits to 1,r,oo,000 l<'ederal workers OIl retirement, au(1 a third continuiug controls on scarce materials.

'*'
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Atom Defense for CIties
.. AddressIng the U. S. Conference of Mayors, attended by the
chief executives of 250 of AmerIca's largest cities, Major General Harold R. Bull, deputy chief
of the Army General Staff, on
February 17 urged defensive
measures against atomic attack.
He drew a horrifying picture of
what would happen If an atomic
bomb of latest design and size
should explode over a city, statIng that every living thing together with aU the property within a c1rde Ii miles In diameter
would be destroyed. The conference was also alldressed by DJ:'.
Pleter Jacobus Oud, who was
burgomaster of Rotterdam whl!n
the Nazis bombed that city, wiping out most of It.
U. S. Houlling

.. In a mes~age sent to Congress
February 23 the chief executive
urged the extension of federal
rent control until April 30, 1949,
as well as laws to stimulate the
erection of a million homes and
apartments In urba!l areas annually over the next ten years.
St. Lawrenee Seaway Plan
.. The U. S. Senate on Fehru·
ary 27 shelved the $720,000,000
Great Lakes-St Lawrence Seaway and poweJ:' project. A vote of
57-30 returned the measure to the
Foreign Relations Committee
"for further study". But no fUrther action is expected. It Is the
fourth time the project has been
turned down over a period of
fifty years.

Pullhing the ERP
.. The Communist coup In
Czechoslovakia spurred the Senate Foreign Relations Committee In the last week ot February
to step up the time table for putting through the European Recovery Program. Its chairman,
Senator Vandenherg, of Michigan, said he hoped that the Senate would complete its work on
the program by :March 15, as
"time was of the essence". The
committee dedded to put off' consideration of China J:'elief and
Greek and Turkish military aid
MARCH 22, 1948

until after ERP Is taken care of.
The House Committee on Foreign
Aid has recommended that E'RP
be limited to 4i b1l1l0n dollars for
the lirst year, beginning Apt'll 1.
HenJ:'y Wallace, third party presIdential candidate, called ERP a
"blueprint" tor world war and repeated his charge that President
Truman was leading the U. S.
tnto a contllct with Russia.

Prices In the U. S.
.. In mid-February AmerIcan
economists were still In doubt as
to the meaning of the drop in
prlceI'J that had oCCUJ:'red, wpnderIng whether It meant inliation or
deflation. There was a sharp drop
In the exchanges on grains, although retail rood prices did not
drop more than an average or
4 peJ:'cent. Steel prices were under observation, as on Febru·
ary 19 steel prodUcers simultaneously announced a 10-percent In·
crease In the price of structural
and semilinlshed IIteel. Since steel
Is an essential raw material for
40 percent of American industry,
Congress decided' to call on the
leaders of the steel industry to
explain the drastic Increase in
price. The president ordered the
FBI also to make an inquiry, expressIng particular concern because steel wOJ:'kers were talkIng
about making fUrther demands
for incJ:'eased wages.
WJl11ace candidate Wins
.. An American Labor party
candidate endorsed by Henry A.
Wallace won ,an unexpected victory in the -special election February 17 to fill a vacancy In
Congress from the Bronx. He
won easily over the Democratic
contestant. The tlctory was
taken as an Indication ot Wallace's stJ:'ength as a third party
presidential candidate.
Medal to Truman!
.. Just what the National Con·
ference ot ChJ:'lstians aod Jews Is
supposed to stand for Is not too
apparent. But It did award a
medal and a "cltatloo" to prE!8Ident Truman (February 18) for
his efforts 'in behalf of brotherhood and Interracial amIty'.

u. So

SChool Problf!ID
• In a survey made public February 16 the National Education
Associatton asserted that despite
increased school support durlnr
the Pllst year, there Is a I!eriOllS
school crisis confronting the
U. S. M1ll10ns of chlldJ:'en are
attendlllg obsolete schools and
are receiving a meager and inferl!lr education, according to the
report. Education costs' per pupil ranged from $25 In Mississippi to $234 in New York. AmerIca has a great many excellent
and well-equlpped schools, but
there are evidently sUll many
parts of the countJ:'Y where educational standards are low.

'*

Antal'Ctlc Dispute

A three-way dispute over the
possessIon of certain Antarctic
territory and adjacent islands
came loto the news In mid-February, when President Vldela of
Chile landed at Antarctica and
set up a base. Britain, Chile and
Argentina have long claimed overlapping sectors of the Antarctic continent. Britain claims that
part which lies between 20° and
BO° west longitudes; Argentina
stakes hers from 28° to 74°,
and ChUe says it owns from
53" to 90°. Brltalu sent a cruiser
to demonstrate its authority;
while Argentina lIent a naval
squadron to the disputed isle of
Deception. Britain indicated the
matter might be lIubmltted to the
U.N.

Pulp MU1 Waste Utili.....,
.. mach yeaJ:' American paper
mills dump six billion gallons of
lIulphlte waste llquoJ:' into the
rivers and lakes of the country•
A process has now been devised
by three Unlve:rsity of WisconsIn
blochemlstll whereby the sulphite
waste can be converted into lactic acid, which In tnrn can be
used In the tanning, lacquer and
food-processing Industries. The
acid, valued at Ul cents a pound,
can be produced from the mill
waste by adding substances valued at 8i cents a pound. A byproduct, wood lignin, can be used
for fuel, and saves another cent
a p<lund.
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COMING
SOON!

W orId peace is bound up in The Signal.
Can that signal be the U.N. that suffers from chronic division?

What? •• A Bible lecture of first importance!
Where? •• Country.wide.
When? •• March 28, 1948 (or soon thereafter).
For whom? •• All lovers of righteousness.
Are you among that great majority who desire to see the establishment of lasting peace? If so, perhaps to you the" lifting up of the
U.N. as the agency for its establishment has seemed the best and only
hope. To maintain ho'pe for peace is proper. Even the Bible foretells
that such a peace will someday come j and it tells about the raising up
of a Signal around ''''hich the people can rally, and through which peace
will he established. But is The Signal the U.N. which is currently
divided? Or is there another'signal for aU people?

Vital Information for All Communities
Communities throughout the world may now hear vital information on the subject "A Signal for All Nations", presented from the
public platform. In many localities, "A Signal for All Nations," the
first of a new series of ,\Vatchtower-sponsored, educational Bible lectures, will be given March 28, 1948. Watch for local announcements or
contact Jehovah's witnesses for the time and place of the inauguration of this series in your neighborhood. Then, make it a point tQ attend.

All lectures free
32
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Modern Crimes of
Greek Orthodox Church
Greece now the cradle of fiendish religious persecution
•

Death in the Arena
Cruelties of bullfighting vividly portrayed
•
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,
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Moonlight Dance of the Grunions
These little fish reflect marvels of creation
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Numbor 7

Modern Crimes of Greek Orthodox Church

F

IENDISH persecution of Christians
is no\v raging in Greece. Christian
men and women and their children are
being beaten, rohlled, tortured and murden'd. Not since the persecution days 9t
early Christianity has there been such
violence in Greece, but this time the persecution is not coming from the hands
of devil-worshiping pagans or atheistic
communists. Instead, it is prosecuted hy
the hierarchy of the Orthodox church
Priest"" axe C,aUS111g the }'lolice to bre,ak
in and destroy the homes of innocent
Christians known as .1 ehovah's witness-'
es. Priests are having the occupants arrested, are giving them a mock trial, and
then senten.-;ing them to months and
years at hard labor. Priests are personally leading mobs that beat and torture
helpless women and children, mobs that
break the boneS- and hodies of women,
mobs that shoot down unarmed men without mercy I
How can this be1 At a distance the
Greek Orthodox church appears to have
a glistening front of whiteness and purity. But look behind her I Look at her
horrible trail of crime and violence that
extends all the way back to her beginning. At her hands excommunications,
anathemas and banishments }lRve been
handed out to all who opposed her.
"Heretics" she has called them. Censorship, intolerance and persecution have
been her handy tools of oppression. Beneath her totalitarian and dictatorial
weight shl?: haB tnlIU'ple;d under foot all
APRIL 8, 194B

minority groups, as well as all freedoms
of speech, press and worship. Like a
ravaging wolf spe has flayed the flesh,
robbed, kidnaped and murdered the innocent. For more details on Orthodoxy's
past record, which includes l'ractically
every vile deed on the crimina calendar,
read the following article in this issue of
Awnke! Such historical record shows
she has acted like a wild beast, like a
leopard, and her present conduct proves
that, a'S a leopar<l, she has not changed
her spots.-J eremiah 13: 23.
Beyond reform, this Orthodox gang of
hardened criminals have not repented of
their past deeds. And now in modern
times they commit more crimes, and
carryon a campaign of hate and persecution with very little official protest or
opposition. 'Shortly before the recent
war the zeal of Jehovah's witnesses in
teaching the Greek people the Bible came
to the notice of tlle Orthodox church and
immediat.ely she brought into 'Play hel'
ancient weapons of intolerance. In 1939
she moved in and closed the Branch office
of the Watch 'l'ower Bible & Tract Society, imprisoned its personnel and prepared to exile them to some barren
island in the Aegean sea. Only at the
last minute was her plan canceled, and
the release of the representatives of the
Bible society secnred. Then came the
war, and the Orthodox church was busy
wooing and collaborating with her new
Nazi)over.
The "World in geneTal was deluded into

3

thinking that with the end ot the war rIght ana. clean" t,;nrlstmllrg are treatea
freed.om of speech, freednm of press and VWJ;:se than degenerate prostitutes it is
freedom of worship would be exalted in becaut-ie of cases like that of Mr.s. Kyriaevery government, and would never koula Mikromastora, who live~ in Piagain be trampled under foot, e.-:pecially raeus, GreE'ce. \Vhile calling on her
in countries like Greece, which boasted neighbors in her minist.erial capacity as
of being dcrnocratie. Greece, however, a follower' of Christ .JeHus Rhe \vas inwas one of the first plaee;.; where this sulted, slupped and finally taken to the
hope was dashed to the ground, for there, local prison by the priest of the town. In
in the spring of 194(i, the Orthodox court the follo"\ving day, this priest dechurch rekindled its old fires or hate clared: "It would he better for you to be
against Jehovah God's Christian y,-it- a proRtitute than one of Jehovah's witnesses. Since then thousands of these nosseR doing that work." The judge
witnesses have heen brutally treated :vnd agreed v,"ith the priest and sentenced tfw
hundreds of them have been imprisoned poor woman to pay a fine and serve four
and unmercifully beaten; simply because months in prj~()ll! Everyone will agree
they were found studying the Bible to- that in a strife-tom country like Gni(>(~e,
rcnt from end to end by atheistic philosgether in private homes.
ophies, there surely i~ a need for individ11818 like ~.frs. 1Ekromastora to increase
Bible Study a Crime
On many occasions sincere students of the \vaning faith of the people jn the prethe Bible are treated like hardened erim- cious promises of God's 'Yord. Yet the
inals. For example, on 1Iay 3, 1947, at clergy charge such bearers of good news
the home of Vasilios A vgerinos, some 35 as being worse than sin~laden harlots
or 40 of Jehovah's witnesses had finj,,>lJ{~d aJl(] the so-called court "jul'ltircs" treat
their weekly Bible-study class and were them a';:l if t.hev were "worse than wanton
returning to their several homes. Mr. in·ostitutes. .
Avgerinos, being ill, soon retired for the The Crimes of Crete
evening. Shortly the "police came to his
\Vherever the Greek Orthodox church
home, seized him and his son, and took rules there is a reign of terror. On tlie
them to the police ~tation. ThC'fe they iRlnnd of Crete conditions are as terrible
saw three more of the \VitnC'sscs who had as on the mainland. In the district of
been arrested as they left the Bible meet- Soh'ia the police of three towns have
ing. These five were t.hen charged with cout'lpired with rip;htist guerrilla forces,
"heresy" and "proseJyting", \\'lljch are and, togctlwr with the priests, have torcalled crimes in that "democratic" land. tmed all of .Tehovah's witnesses in that
During the long night. that followed six- district. On one oceasion eleven of thl'se
teen clergy-worshiping poJiccmen beat faithful Christians were mauled, beaten
and pounded the harmless prisoners and stamped upon for many hours. Clubs
with clubs until tIle)' ,vere hlaPl,-and-blue. w(~re llrokcn over them in an attempt to
The foUo"\ving day' they "were to appear have them make the sign of the cross and
in court, as the law requires, hut they return to Orthodoxy. One was threatwere held in prison to allow their ened with a large, sharp knife at hi"
maimed bodies to heal f'tomewhat. Three tIn'oat t.o renounce Jehovah God, and
days later when brought to court and re- t.his after lle had ha.d tbree of lIis ribs
leased their faces ,vere still black and broken. Three others were bedfast for
their eyes swollen, and on their bad{s sixteen days.
they still bore the evidence of the ugly
Then as a climax to this inquisitional
gashes they had received.
outrage the 'Police and the priest Raid
'When it is said that these honcst, up- that tlle children of Jehovall's witnesses
4
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in Seteia would have to be baptized into tinns. In the town of Vrontnma a body

the Greek church. If the parents refused
to bring the children that evening for
the ordeal, they were told, they would
be shot. The parents held fast to their
integrity; so the police gathered up
eleven of the children, ages two to ten,
and took them to, church, where the
priests performed their ,dirty work.
Afterwards, the police tried to justify
their action by saying that they were
under orders from the priests.
Similarly, at the town~ of Stavromeno
and Apidia the priest~dlrected reign of
terror rides up and down the countryside. The village priest of Stavromeno,
one Emanuel Kontoyiakis, held a banquet for the police an4 rightist guerrillas, at which time he Inflamed them by
saying that Jehovah's witnesses were
"depriving him of his bread" by their
Bible ministry among the people. There·
upon the drunken mob (the priest saw to
it that they had plenty to drink) fell upon Jehovah's witnesses and gave them a
severe beating, to the point where they
were forcibly made to sign two "confessions" to the effect that they would
revoke their beliefs. They were then told
that the police would keep a record of
their attendance at church from then on.
In the other town, Apidia, Jehovah's
witnesses were gathered together into
the center of town, where both men and
women were given a terrible beating
with clubs. Their Bibles and Bible literature were gathered together and burned
in the square, and as a warning they
were told that if they failed to attend the
Orthodox church in the future they would
be executed. During this whole outrage
the village priest, John Markis, was
present to encourage the persecutors in
their wickedness.
Murdering Modern Martyrs
mar the ancient city of Sparta the
flam~s of this modern Inquisition have
roared through several towns, taking
with them the lives of faithful Chris.APRIL 8, 1948

of gendarmes under the 'comn18nd of
Captain Skarantavos found Mr. Panagiotia Tsembelis rt'nd a neighbor lady
studying the Bible. After first beating
the two unmercifully they dragged them
outside, where they prepared to hang the
womtln. Only the protests of the villagers, who acclaimed her high Christian
ideals, saved the life of this woman, but
the mall was less fortunate. After torturing him in a most fiendish manner, in an
effort to force him to kiss their idols and
make the sign of the cross, they'dragged
him a. mile out of town and begl;l.D their
torture of him all over again. Finally,
they shot him in cold blood with the feeling that they had triumphed o-ver this
noble soul. There in the spreading pool
of his own blood they left him. Murdered
because he would not embrace the unholy Greek Orthodox church! Executed
because he was caught studying the Bible with his n~ighbor t
Gloating in their supposed "victory"
the gendarme gangsters returned to
town and proceeded to maltreat all of the
Witnesses they could round" up. One
woman's arm they broke in their rage,
and the homes they invaded were ransacked and robbed of all money and
goods.
,The following week these mobsters
went to a near-by town named Gortsia,
where they divided their forces into two
groups and began a systematic search
for all of Jehovah's wItnesses. Bl'eaking
into the home of Mrs. Athina Kyriakoulia:, age 45, four of the bullies
stripped her naked, beat her, and then
hung her upside down. In this position
they poured cold water over her at the
same time they were whipping her. Tiring of their "fun" the sadists finally
dragged this unfottunate woman, in her
semiunconscious condition, over to a cellar of one of the villagers. Here, in this
improvised Dark Age dungeon, a total
of nine women and two men were further
subjected to the inhuman tortures of this
5

modern Inquisition. Everything was
complete, including the satanic presence
of the village priest!
Starting back to their perman~nt station the gendarmes took with them the
eleven captive witnesses of .rehovah. On
the road, Captain Skarantavos ordered
that one of the Witnesses, George Konstantakis, who by this time was more
nearly dead than alive, b~ shot on the
spot. Two rifles craeked out in response
to the order and the end of life came to
another Christian martyr, another victim of the modern Greek Orthodox
Church Inquisition!
Sometimes strange things happen during gruesome ordeals like this: After the
bloody business was finished one of the
}Vomen was given the opportunity to explain who Jehovah's witnesses really
are. Upon hearing this and realizing his
guilt for the two murders,. the one in
charge of the gendarmes, while hanging
his head, spoke as a certain Pontius
Pilate and said: "I am not to blame. You
have many enemies in the town of Gortsia, espectally the priest who induced me
to act against you:" He then \vent on to
say that the priest makes the decisions
and he only carries them out. Of a truth,
this persecution in Greece is cut according to the same pattern as the Inquh;ition of the Middle Ages, for in both instances religion used the secular arm of
the state to extort confessions, enforce
baptisms and inflict torture and murder
upon all who maintained their fRith and
integrity to Jehovah God. By such tactics religion thinks that it keeps her
hands clean of any blood-guilt. 1\Jaybe
her hands seem e.lean, but not her filthy,
blood-bespattered skirts and petticoats
that have dragged through the muddy
mire' of persecution down through the
centuries. Concerning such, Jehovah in
His judgment 'wrath declares: "In thy
skirts is found the blood of the souls of
the poor innocents: I have not found it
by secret search, but upon all these_"

-Jeremiah 2: 34.
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There aTe hundreds of other cases of
similar abuses and murderous beatings
and tortures that could be related, for
in the past two years the incomplete reports show that 1,154 of Jehovah's witnesses have been arrested, and hundreds
of them have been convicted on the false
charges of "proselyting" and "heresy".
These figures do not include the unnumbered multitudes that have been victimized hy both mobs and police and then
turned loose with no charges leveled
against them.
Charges of Judaism and Communism

In her campaign of hate against God's
faithful witnesses the Greek Orthodox
church seeks public support by falsely
charging that these witnesses are spreading Jewish and Communist propaganda,
Nothing could be farther from the truth
as every informed person knows. Tb~
leaders of both Judaism and Commu~
nism hate Jehovah God as much as the
Orthodox leaders. Hence w}len pamphlets were circulated last sununer that
openly ,charged .J ehovah's witnesses with
spreadmg the propaganda of these political organization!:! a howl of protest went
~p from them. On July 18, 1947, the JewIsh newspaper, Hebrew Estia, reported
that the Jewish leaders had filed It formal protest against this false charge
with Archbishop Damaskinos.
Likewise the Communists object to hav~
iug their "ism" associated with the procIB:mation by Jehovah's witnesses that the
kmgdom of God and His Chrh;t is the
only hope for the world. Hence the Communist press in Athens often blasts out
against these witnesses. For example
the free Greece, June 19, 1947, tried t~
embItter the people by saying that J ehovah,'s witnesses are being used by the
Amenean government to further its imperial policies in Greece. Later, another
newspaper of the extreme riglIt, The
Acropolis, July 24, 1947, stated: "The
curious thing about Jehovah's witnesf3es
is that the Nationalists consider them
AWAKEl

'Communists' and the Communists consider them as 'Black Opposers'. But the
fact is they are a people who do not take
part in politics, but are exclusively devoted to tl1e study of the Bihle." And it
is this devotion to a study of the Bible,
and then a keeping of the righteous commandments therein contained, and also
the llC'lping of others to likewise learn
how to worship God in spirit and in
truth, that has bronght the fire of persecution upon them from the hands of the
Orthodox prjests of Baal.
Who Is Responsible?
Though "the local priest of the Orthodox church figures prominently in all
t.hese crimes, it should not be overlooked
that they are acting on the orders of
their superiors. The prime movers in
this Inquisition are the official governing body of the Greek Orthodox Church,
as evidenced by their official instructions:
One of these encyclicals t.hat was issued
last summer from the office of the archbishop of Athens, head of the Greek
Orthodox Church, said that every church
in Greece would be taxed 50,000 drachmas, which amonnt would be used in the
persecution campaign of Jehovah's witnesses. Continuing, the encyclical said:
"On this occasion we do not omit to
stress the sacred obligation and the imperative duty of the priests to sYRtemat.
icaHy follow up the MillennialistR [a
name improperly applied to Jehovah's
witnesses] ."
In Greece the Orthodox hierarchy control practically every department
the
government. l'he bond between church
and Rtate is stronger there than in ItaJy
or Spain. The clergy have police po\ver
of arrest. The word of t.he priest is often
law. The Constitution) Article I, says
that "the prevailing religion in Greece is
the Eastern Orthodox Church of Christ".
Therefore, all decisions by' the civil
courts, and all orders of government not
only are favoI'able to the Church, but in
many instances are dictated and sent

of
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~orth by the clergy themselves. A :t:eport

the Athens newspaper, The News
gives a sample of how this civil-church
partnership is pushing with all its rnight
the modern Inqujs.ition in Greece. In 2t8
issue of November 2, 1947, The News
says:

III

We al'fl informed that a large committee has
been made up from the reprel'lentatives of the
Foreign rVrinistry, the Ministry of Education
and Religion and the Archbishop; which committee will examine in detail the matter of
foreign religions a.nd their propagtmda in our
land, their relations with the Greek Church
and the steps to be undertaken in the case of
exce.<;f!es rtransgresf'lions] by the Millennialists

[Jehovah's witnesses] or other heresies,

Crime, crime, and more crime! All oldfashioned freedoms have been killed.
Freedom of speech, freedom of press
and freedom of worship are dead. In
their place stands an astonishing and
altogether different freedom, viz., freedom for criminals! Freedom for the
mobsters, thieves and murderers, but not
for the righteous, just and true. Freedom for crooked gangsters, but not for
gentle Christians! This is "orthodox"
freedom, freedom to p€l'seeute Chris-

tians. And it is the kind of freedom that
is being sponsored by the Truman doctrine.
A billion dollars worth of UNRRA aid
has been poured into Greece; fifty shiploads of miUtary. supplies worth more
than $100,000,000 have been sent by the
United States; and British and American personnel ate now training and instrncting the annics of Greece. All of
which will further strengthen the wicked
persecnting hand of that church~state
rule. -What a sad outlook, were it not for
the knowledge that shortly this bad criminal account will be fully settled, when
the Greek Orthodox Church pays for all
her crimes at the battle of Armageddon,
"the battle of that great day of God AImighty."-Revelation 16: 14, 16.
7

Greek Orthodoxy's
Long Career in Crime
ARDENED criminals are hated by
,. persons who love' righteousness.
Especially is this true when such. criminals put on a pious, religious mask and
hide behind an outward robe of sanctimoniousness. It is therefore shocking to
lovers of truth and justice to see such
type of criminals fully organized and
operating today with perfect immunity.
How can that totalitarian and dictatorial
organization known as the Greek Orthodox Church, that ancient and fraudulent
institution of pious hypocrites, that institution whose criminal record is one of
the blackest in history, continue to deceive the simple and at the same time
spill innocent blood ~ Can it be that these
crooks completely cover their tracks 1
Or is it that this present generation is
totally blind ~ In either event, for the
benefit of the hol1'est and innoGent, it is
well to briefly sketch the long criminal
career of these hierarchical pharisees
that operate under the worshipful title
of ''The Holy Orthodox Catholic Apostolic Eastern Church".
After the pagan. politician Constantine, A.D. 325, mixed the:demonic pellets
of paganism with the slIme of apostate
Christianity the religious pudding of the
Roman Empire began
to swell from the fermenting gases of internal rivalry and jealousy
between both the bishops and the patriarchs.
~osh~im, the eminent
histonan, says that the
rivalry a~d ambition of
the patrIarchs the mselves "gave birth to
abominable crimes and
the m 0 s t destructive
wars".
During the fourth and
8
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fifth centuries the patriarchs of Orthodoxy conspired with the civil rulers in order to increase their own power and at
the same time suppress those like Arius
and N estorius that opposed them. Arius
of Alexandria, as a victim of, religious
intolerance, was finally poisoned to
death. Nestorius, the presbyter of "Antioch, without being given a hearing was
deposed from his office and was banished
to Arabia Petraea, and finally died in
Egypt. Thereafter the followers of these
. men were pursued and persecuted with
vindictive hatred by the ''lioly'' Orthodox
church.
The golden opportunity for the Orthodox patriarch came in the hitter part of
the fiHh century when Romulus Augustulus resigned as the imperial ruler and
the seat of the empire was moved to Constantinople. This added great precedence
to the see of that city and the Orthodox
hierarchy made the most of it. Justinian
became emperor in the year 527 and the
illicit union between Orthodoxy and the
Roman state reached the zenith of its
power.' N 0 emp~ror so completely as-"
sum~d the p<?sltion ?f a temporal P?pe
as dl? JustIman, wh!le at !he same tIme
the tItle of Ecumentcal B'tShop, that is,
'he who rules the whole world,' was bestowed upon the patriarch of Constantinople. Boasting over this wicked union
of church and state, as an underworld
gangster does when beholding his domain, Justinian declared:
Among the greatest gifts of God bestowed
by the kindness of heaven are the priesthood
and the imperial dignity. Of these, the former
serves things divine' the latter rules human
a:ffairs and cares fo; them. Both are derived
from the one and the same source, and order
human life. And, therefore, nothing is so much
a care to the Emperors as the dignity of the
priesthood; so that they may always pray to
AWAKEI

God for them.-Justiniari.'s Novel 6, March 16,
535.

Lebanon were a!tother sect, concerning
whom H. L. Hastings says that wh€m
Blessed abominatioIL! To insure that persecuted "they retired to the "fastsuch wicked religio~po1itical dictatorship nesses o~ Lebanon, where they hade de~
might continue to ride securely in the fiance to thcir foes, and have continued
saddle, magistrates were cOlTIpeHed when to this day a brave, industrious and de~
taking office, and soldiers also when en- vout people".-Introduction to Murdock's
listing, not only to swear allegiance hut Syriac New Testament, page vii. '
also to take an oath before three wit~
Freedom of worship vms trampled unnesses that they were Orthodox Catho- der foot and with it all minority groups
lics. All gang-rulers filince then have that did not bow down to the idolized
adopted a similar procedure for their state religion. Samaritans were thrown
protection.
out of their synagogues. Jews were for~
Murder1 Tbey thougllt nothing of it. bidden to hold any professional jobs or
If someone stood in the way of their to be heard in court. Gnostics were forambitions he was removed. How mat~ bidden to meet together; their churches
tered not. And so it was in the carrying were closed; and they were allowed three
out of the Orthodox scheme of uniting months in which to join up with the ''bethe East and the \Vest. 'l'heodora, the loved mother church". \Vhen a disR,utawife of Justinian, had Pope Silverius tion over certain beliefs about the 'trin(A.D. 536-38) disposed of by death in or- ity" arose Justinian had an edict issued
der that Vigilius, an ally of Orthodoxy,. on March 15, 533, condemning anyone
might be set upon the papal throne of that disagreed with the Orthodox teach~
Home.
ing. Ten years later when another discussion came up over the teachings of
Freedom of Press and Worship Killed
\Vhen civil po\vers have illicit relation- Origen a set of anathemas were issued
shi-p with ecclesiastical authorities it is ' against SUell. 'l'hen when the authority
not long before a hideous brood of cen- of the church-state combine was extend~
sorship, intolerance and persecution is ed out to include North Africa the Vanbrought forth. The case in hand was no dals of that area, who were Arians, came
exception. \Vhen the man Nestorius fell in for their share of religious persecuunder condemnation the Orthodox church tion at the blood-stained hand of Orthohad'his writings put under ban. Later the doxy. 'rhe goods of the Vandals were
writings of his teacher Theodore were confiscated for the church; they were foranathematized, and woe to the person bidden to baptize their children; they
who, believing in freedom of the press, '\vere deprived of all public exercise of
was caught reading such "indecent" lit7 their form of worship; and they were
disqualified for all civil offices.
eratllre!
During that black period of civiliza~
«Heretics!N That is what Orthodoxy
loves to -label all who hold opinions dif- tion the state church pursued every
ferent from her 0\\'11. But she docs not avenue of social activity with the zeal
stop at calling names. Violent persecu- that is so characteristic of totalitarian
tion is launched against all opposed to rcgimes. Educational opportunities were
her tyrannical rule. As mentioned, the denied to everyone that would not join
followers of Arius and N estorius OOIIlC the Orthodox church. Think of it, to be a
under fire. Likewise believers of Eu- citi.zen and to enjoy the rights and privtyches received similar treatment. The' ileges Df citizenship a person had to be
1-[onophysites, or .J acobites as the;)' were baptized into the Orthodox religion! And
called in later years, were the objects of don't think that baptism in that sixth
terrible persecution. The _Maronites of century was a voluntary matter. One of
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the favorIte tneks 01 tnase conSCIence·
less priests of Baal was to round up nOllconformists and forcibly baptize them
and their families at the point of the
eivil sword. History records tlJat on one
such occasion, after a community of the
Montanist sect in Phrygia had been baptized against their will, many of them
went out and killed themselves. Such

crimes have upon them the indelible,
fingerprints of Orthodoxy.
Following along thi!i trail of blood one
comes upon the scene of another crime

that is far more horrible than any so far
related. The ManichfCans were ~mother
group that were the victims of IllUlOh pel"secution. In fact, they were considered
as outlaws and if caught they were sub-

ject to the penalty of death. B. J. Kidd,

lllerarcny ma, a gooa JOI) or covenng
their criminal tracks. But about the middle of the last century a very ancient
Syriae lN1TIllRCript was found, called The
Ikird Part 0/ the E£:clesla8ticol History
of John, Bishop of Ephesus, that containeu a few vivid details of that ancient
inquisition as it progreRRPd from and
after 571. Even .T ohn himself, accordjng
to the Catholic Encyclopedia, fell victim
and suffered "imprisonment, banishment, and all sorts of vexations at the
hands of the orthodox patriarchs". The
following is from an English. translation
of his Ecclesiastical History made by
R. Payne Smith in 1860, pages 6 to S_
The patdlil'ch':; chid attack, however, was
directed against momlsteries, oT whirh therG
existed many both in Constantinople itself,
and its neighborhood, and of these several had
a very large number of inmate~, e~vel;ially the
convcnts, in which the late queen Theodora
wife of Justinian 1 had placed the nuns who
in a previous persecution hud been driven out
of Antioch, Isauria, Cilicia, Cappadocia., and
the Roman provinces in the cast. So pow()rful,
in fact, were some of those establishments that
they numbered more thnn three hundred members. 'Cpon these then also descended the storm
and temp~:;;t of persecution, and a murky
cloud and tl'rri fying darkness covered them;
for there came clergy and Jai('s with the
prison-keepers, and oo'rgcants, and along with
them the hudy-guaxd of the prefect of the
city; who being let lOOfl~ upon thpm wit.h barbarous violence surrounded the convents, and
like a troop of wolves breaking into and falling upon a fold of shcep, so they rushed in,

of Oxford's Keble College, in telling uf
the persecution of the lIanich:rans says:
uOn one occasion at Constantinople sev~
eral of that persuasion were placed r
aboard old hulks and, when these had
been towed out to sea, were burnt alive."
(The Churches of Eastern Ohristendom,
1927, page 56) Only the Devil could in,
spire those that serve him to commit
such a fiendish Cl'llUe as that I
Early Orthodox Inquisition
At the :')I:LIlle time the Orthodox dictatorship carried on its opp.n persecution
of other sects it set up a secret internal
'spy system. A.D. 546 Justinian armed a
certain John of Ephetsus with authority
to carry out this Inquisition among tho~e
in the government who were suspected of
believing something besides Orthodoxy.
Among those found «guilty" were many and laid their destructive }llwQS lJpan tbe in_
high-ranking patricians as well as scho- mates, who were Christ's own lambs; and the
lastics, physicians, sophists and gram- clergy, who had brought with them conse.
marians. The prefect of Constantinople, crated bread, dragged and pulled them by
Phocas by name, being among the vic- main force to mllkc them receive the comtims and having no way of escape, poi- munion at their hands.
soned himself. Others more fortunate
And what was the result of this vicious
(or were tbey') were condemned to 1\8- "conversion"
at the very hand of the
semble in a c}mfchf there to listen to the e1ergy1 Tile account
continues.
noble John of Ephesus bray.
No, this in£.ormation i" not found in
Some of them then they thus redueed to
-the standard works, for the Orthodox obedience; but others who still resisted, and
10
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would not yield, they separat.ea !rOm the res~.
and expelled them from their convents, and
delivered them into the hands of the Roman
sergeants, by whom they were hurriedly torn
away, and taken to the city, and dispersed
there among various houses and prisons; and,
as was said, they there met at the hands of
some with treatment too wanton and abominable for us to mention. But there is One, Who
seeth their Cause and avengeth their quarrel.
And thus then, and in this savage and barbarous manner, were the convents treated.

Indeed a Long Career in Crime
These Orthodox criminals, being too
hard to reform, continued their career
right on down from that "golden age" of
Orthodoxy in the sixth century to the
present time. True, they suffered setbacks from time to time when their civil
"swords of the church" were broken by
invading hordes of Kurds and Ottomans.
But somehow they have always managed
to forge new ones with which to defend
and prosecute their racket. An instance
of this was in 1850 when France on behalf of the Vatican made certain demands that Turkey turn over the protectorate or guardianship of certain
"holy places" to Roman Catholicism instead of giving it to the Greek Orthodox
church. Immediately the Orthodox clergy
got the czar of Russia to intercede in
their behalf. England too, as is well
known, has safeguarded and protected
the interests of the Orthodox criminals
and permitted them to oppress the populace as they please.
The clergy of Greece have always
backed the dictato:Fial ruli;ng power, or
royalist power in the country, ever since
the days of Justinian, regardless of who
they are. It is an aCC1epted fact that during the occupation -of Greece by the Germans and Italians during the recent war
most of the metropolitans coBaborated

the conquerors. The Athens metropolitan, Damaskinos, in his letter of
June 10, 1941, felicitated the quislings
who had co-operated with the enemy,
since it was by their support that he assumed his office. Metropolitan James of
My til ene, a partisan of the Nazis, not
only advised his flock to work with the
Nazis, but also went so far as to exhort
them to assassinate fellow citizens who
resisted the invaders. This was too much,
and the public prosecutor was obliged to
intervene. Other notorious metropolitans, including Spiridion of Zante, AmurasBios of Fthiotis, Ierotheos of Akarnania, and Yennadios of Salonica, joined
up and worked with the invading gangsters.-See the newspapers: Embro81
April 20, 1947; Eleftheri Lesvos, January 15, 1947 j Ethnikos Kirix, February 25, 1947, and April 21, 1946; also
document of M. Tsimbris, governorgeneral, dated December 12, 1943.
Nor did this terrible record of crime
come to an end when the Axis hordes
were driven back to whence they came.
One would have thought that the conquering Allied forces, that boasted how
they would execute justice and take
vengeance on humanity's criminals,
would bring to an end this long career
of Orthodox crime. But, as the preceding article in this issue has pointed out,
the Allied forces condone these criminals
and encourage them indirectly by material aid and support. The powers of this
wicked world wink at this long career of
crime. But praise be to God, there is One
in the heavens who sees all, knows all
and remembers all of this blood-soaked
history! Let all lovers of righteousness
and justice rejoice in the knowledge that
Jehovah of hosts will not sleep until He
has avenged the blood of His saints and
forever put an end to all criminal careers.
WlUl

Th8 priest's lips'should keep knowledge, ... but ye are departed out of the 'Way .
• • • ye have corrupted the covenant . .. Therefore have I also made you
contemptible and base before all the people.-MalMhi 2: 7·9.
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''THE best is dead."

Such shocking announcement on Augu::;l 29,
1947, brought mourning and sorrow to an
unnumbered multitude of Spanish-speak-

ing peoples. Since that time many masses have been said for the rest of a supposed soul of "the best", ono :Manuel
Rodrigue:r. l\f anolete. Perhaps only the
death of President Roosevelt in recent
years has caused such grief to so ITlUIly
persons. However, to the millions of
North Americans thE'! deatll of l\1anolete
meant little or nothing, for. had they
ev~r heard of this personage; they had
soon forgotten 11im. Dut to the Spunish
peoples he \vas perhaps all popular or
well known as is Joe Louis or Babe Ruth
to the American pUblic.
Manuel Rodriguez 1',{anolete vms a
bullfighter considered by somo the great-,
est of all t.imf> and by others the best in
the modern epoch of bullfighting. Evidently the virgin to '''Thorn he probably
prayed fur protection and guidance was
not on the job that. August day when
1Ianolete was gored to death by the
needle-sharp horns of a Muira bull, as vicious as an enrugeu lion and every whit
as dangerous. If Mano]cte had Jl specjal
virgin saint to which to pray, as most
bullnghtel'~ have, she forsook him or had
little influence over the Lull. Or, if his
favorite saint was not around, where
wa" the virgin of Soledad, the patron
saint of all bullfighters, whose picture
or image hungs in the large )Iaurid bull
arena and ill many others1 All such
prarers for Rid in ·killing and ngllting
the bull, of course, are of no avail, because these many ~aints are nonexistent.
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The bull ring or arena is called the
upJaza de taros", and hundreds of these
exist in Spain, plus many others in
Latin-American coun tries, including
Mexico, Pprl1, Panama, Venezuela and
Colombia. Each of these arenas has a
special chapel where the bullfighters can
address their prayers to their beloved
saints bdore each Pnf~ounter with the
wild beasts. Or, if dying from being
gored, llere they arc administered the
last rites. Ho\\'(O"e1', bullfighting is illegal
or unpopular in most of the Latin-Amer_
ican countries as well as in other parts
of the world.
'Ve will say at the outset tlluL hullfighting is certainly not a Christian
sport, which a brief history of its pagan
origin and R deseriptioll of a ~mlltight
will cJearly show. In fact, it is really not
a sport at all. By some bullfighting enthusiflflh! it is termed a drama, but in
reality it is nothing but a. tragedy of
blood, since in each affair six bulls die
awl usually two 01· tl11'ee horses are badly gored and kill('d. Th0, bullfighters
tllemselvel:l, if not killed, arc often severely injured by the bull's horns. Living matador:" are usually covered with
scars from feet to ~eck, w}H~re they have
been caught by the horns sometime dur_
ing their careers.
\Vl.1cn did bullfighting begin 1 Its history IS almost as old atl that of the CathoUe Chllrch. Some say the ancient Greeks
ca.rried on a form of bul113gJlting,. aJso
that bulls ·were fought by the carly pagan Romans. But it is quite probable
AWAKEI

that it began with the Moors of North
Africa and was introduced by them to
And a 1u cia, Southern Spain, about
A.D. 800. 'When the 'Moors were finally
driven from Spain the Spaniards had
adopted bullfighting, and the F.h1Cyclopccdia Britannica tells us that the time
when the first Spaniard killed a hull in
the ring ",ras A.D. ] 040. Bullfighting has
undergone many cl1anges from that time
until today. Now we have a somewhat
revised form of this tragedy.
In 'Bogota, Co1om"bia, Tor instance, it
is a common occurrence to see pORters
with these ,yords: TaROS - DOl\ifIXGO -

the chute where the bull is' kept, and
the bull charges .into the ring as an
exciting start of the bullfight tragedy.
'Vhat is that small peg in the back of the
bun, about four inches long, \vith short
pieces of colored cloth ~ A neighbor informs 11S that this denotl's the rancher
that bred the bull.
As we see the lwlligerent anel ferocious
animal rushing into the ring we are glad
that we are in our seats and not in the
are-nil. 'Ve have learned t.hat slleh bulla
used for fighting are not just ordjnary
ones hut are of a special breed and are
bred only for fighting purposes. 'rhere is
S.ElS TOROS A LA ]'IUERTE - PLAZA DR TOROS
as much differenc(~ between the looks and
(Bullfight - Sunday - Six Bulls to the aetions of these bllJls and of a domestic
Death - in the Bull Ring).
bull as there is hetwet'n a sllPpherd dog
and an African lioll. 'I'his partieular bull
At the Bullfight
this afternoon is coal-hlack, with his
That we may get an on-the-scene ac- glossy coat shining in the sun; he has a
count we have tickets anti soon after find huge lump of muscle on his neck, giving
ourselves in the circular arena, which is him somewhat of a buffalo appearance.
packed out. In front of the first row of
As this big, vicious bull rus1ws into the
seats is a passageway about nve -reet ring hl~ every attempt seems to be to
wide all around the arena. This is for the sweep the ring clear of everything movuse and protection of the bullfighters' as- ahle. f-;uddenly from the side of the arena
sistants. At one side we noti('c the chutes onp of t.he bunderilleros runs toward the
where the bulls are kept, and at the oth- bull and cuts aeross it~ path, dragging' in
er side is located a hospital for the his hand a large crimson-colorc-d cape,
\vounded. "\Ve cannot help but note also crimson on one t'irle and ~eemingly yelthe chapel. We have taken in our sur- lrnv on tho other. 'l'his cape is almost as
roundings none too soon, for now' it is large as a bedspn?a(l. The bull, of course,
starting time. 'i'here appears the presi- chal'ge~ at the Clll-W, hooking at the dragdent wllO is to take charge of the after- ging end with his eightee-n-ineh daggcrnoon's performance. A bugle sounds and sharp horns. From observing HIes!? acthe fight is on! First comes tIw parade tions the lllatador 'win know how tQ tLght
of the bullfighters, of whom there are the bull and what m:ust. he done to reguthree classes, all of whom engage in the late bad hooking. Also the running of the
t'ame fight. First come the three mata- bull by the handerillero is to bring the
dors, the main fighters, those
bull ,to the seetion of the arena
\vho actUally kill the bulls. 'I'hey
for the next act. We are remindare arrayed in gaudy gold-anded that from the time the hull
silver-embroidered tight-fitting
left his pen to enter the ring,
costUUl(>S. Each one is followed
the matador has on Iv fifteen
by his assistants, two or three
minutes to prepare and kill the
banderilleros and two picadors
anjmal. 'r her e for e, after the
on horseback. Soon afterward
brief testing of the bull, every
the president gives a key to a
action on the part of the fightbull ring attendant, wbo unlodu;
er8 must be toward the preparAPRIL 8, 1948
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ing of the bull forth ••laught~r, called
the tlmoroe'nt of truth".
The Matador P.erlortn8
In the next act of the fight the matnaOt faces the bull with a loose flowing
cape, and as the bull charges he skillfully passes the animal five times in the
sante manner. These passes are called
('veronicas", in honor of the Catholic
<lsaint" Veronica, who supposedly wiped
Jesus' faee on His way to Golgotha. Now
the bull is passed once more with a halfveronica in which the bull is turned
sharply in its charge, and before the bull
can collect himself the matador calmly
walks away, ending, this part of the
drama. There are other types of passes
used in place of or along with the veronicas, many of which are also called after
religious "saints". Is it not strange that
bullfighting, which is purely a pagan
drama, should have attached to it titles
or names of "saints" of the Catholic
Church, which organization claims to be
Christian1
When the passing of the bull with the
cape has been well performed, meaning
that the fighter has passed the long, ugly
horns very close to his body, the crowd
goes wild, showering the arena with bot·
tIes, cushions, etc. On the other hand, if
he has shown any signs of cowardice, '
the crowd boo and jeer him, and some
fightera have been mobbed from the ring
by a demonized crowd who figured. they
were not getting their money's worth.
These bullfights usually accompany re·
ligious feasts and celebrations with much
drinking and hilarity.
The Picador and His Horse

Back to the fight! At the sound of an·
other trumpet from the president's box,
the next act begins. By this time it is
,clear that the bull is fast on his feet and
s,eems bent on destroying his enemies.
Therefore, the next acts are to slow him
down and to provoke him to charge more
viciously. Unless the bull is cut down in
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his speed, it will- be impossible to per~
form beautiful passes with the muleta (a
kind of cloth different from the cape
used at the beginning of the fight). Now
the picador, mount~d on horB~back, doei'>
his part. H,e carries a long pole at one
end of which is attached a sharp four~
inch blade. As the bull charges the horse,
the picador endeavors to cut some of the
muscles in the bull's neck. This weakeni'>
the bull, slows him, and causes -him to
lower his bead.
Of course, the bull reaches and gorers
the horses in these charges, many times
disemboweling the poor creatures, which
are usually blindfolded so they cannot
run from the bull. Many times these
horses tnat are ripped open by tbe horns
of the bull are taken from thc ring,
sewed up, and used again Hlat same
afternoon in tIle second or third :fight.
Horses that an.. badly wounded are sup·
posed to be killed, but the money~hungry
1101'8e cOI;ltractor who furnishes the hoI'S.
es for these fights, in order to save
money, sometimes goes as far as packing a ripped-open horse with Bawdust,
sewing him up and sending him hack into
the ring. The horses do carry a small
amount of padding OYer their stomachs
and chests, but even at that 6,000 horses
are killed annually in Spain alone in the
manner described above. Bullfights are
indeed a tragedy for the poor horses.
Many times the bull lifts both horse
and picador and throws them into the
air. If the picador falls to the side opposite from the bull, all is \yell unless the
horse falls on him. If the picador falls
on the side where the bull is, he is usually
badly gored before the bull can be at·
tracted away from him by the matador
with a cape. Many'a picador is killed in
this manner annually, the bull catching
him on one horn, pitching him into the
air and, as he fa11s, goring him with tlIe
other horn. This act of the fight has
lasted only a few mitmtes, but it has
served its purpose of inciting tIle bull to
great anger. It has slowed and tired him,
AWAKEr

and bis being allowed to gore and kill "he Execution by the Matador
the horses, we are told, is to give the bull
The placing of the shafts completed,
confidence that he can also destroy his the bugle sounds for the final or third
other enemies, the men on foot.
part of the fight the "moment of truth"
or execution. If the other buUfighters
The Banderillero Takes Up the Fight
have done their parts well, the bull
Right from the start, then, we can see reaches this stage slowed down but more
bullfighting means mutilated bodies of dangerous than ever, more determined
both horses and men, yes, and very often to kill and charges with his head held
violent death. So, if you like death, blood, low, wllich is an important part in order
and plenty of action, the place to go to that the bull may be killed quickly and
see it is t\ bullfight. But wait, someone according to the rules. Again the matasays, you have not seen anything yet, as dor takes over the bull, this time armed
a bugle sounds for the next division of with a scarlet cloth much smaller than
the fight. Suddenly out from the side of tile cape. This cloth is the muleta, and
the ring runs a man straight for the bull, with it a good matador can completely
having in his hands only two colored ~olllinate a bull and drive the spectators
wooden shafts about three feet long with mto a frenzy by his daring maneuvers.
harpoon-like points. These shafts are All the famous matadors have invented
called "banderillas", and the man who different spectacular movements in the
has them, the "banderillero". As he passing of the bull. Some pass "the bull
coines in contact with the bull he rises on so close to their bodies that the horns
his toes, feet together, extends his hands rip loose the gold embroidery from their
with the shafts above his head and plung- costumes. The closer to their bodies they
es the two harpoon shafts into the bull's c~n pass the bull, the better the enthuneck high up near the shoulders, at the SIasts like it. The events in the Coliseum
same time seeming to vault or pivot on of pagan Rome could hardly have caused
the shafts around the tips of the bull's more demonic hilarity on the part of the
horns as the bull charges by. His timing audience than these narrow escapes from
.
and footwork must be perfect to per- death.
form this. A morn,ent too slow means
As the final moment of the fight draws
death. He places three or four pairs of near, the moment of the slaying, the
these s-hafts in the neck of the bull. There ,,:ork of the picadors, the cape bande~
are also different ways of placing these rIll as and muleta have so tired the poor
shafts.
bull that he can hardly move and stands
But what purpose do these serve panting with his tongue lolling in the
you might aski To provoke the bull dust and usually he charges only when
more, and, if these do not serve this pur- provoked. The matador now dedicates
pose, then loaded shafts are placed in the bull to some friend or noted person~
his neck. As they explode, they drive the age in the audience. He then receives a
bull mad with rage. Also, these shafts long razor-sharp sword from his sword
are supposed to correct any default in handler, and, with the sword in the right
the hooking of the bull; that is, if the hand and muleta in the left, he approachbull has a tendency to hook with his es the bull. '1'he bull is standing quite still
right horn, then these shafts or bande- watching him. As the matador approachrillas are placed on the left side to cor- es he endeavors with the muleta to get
rect this. This is perhaps one of the most the bull to stand with his forefeet to·
dangerous parts of the whole fight, as gether, in order that the shoulder blades
the man with the banderillas has no pro- may be wide apart for the sword to entection other than his quick footwork.
ter and strike a vital nerve center, blood
APRIL 8, 1948
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vessel, or the heart, whh~h will usually
kill the bull instantly as though he were
struck by lightning. This act is not easy,
but requires all the skill and knowledge
of bulls that the matadors can muster.
The fifteen minutes from the time the
bull entered the ring are about up; t?0 no
time must be lost. The muleta in his left
hand he holds low to bring down the
bull's head. He sights ",1th the sword for
the vital spot between the bull's shoulders. 1Then he is right upon the bun, the
bull probably will make his final charge
at the mu1eta. About this moment the
sword hits him. As the matador is directly in front of the bull, he thrusts the
muleta in his left hand to the right and
the buB swing~ with it.. allowing the
horns to clear the man's body. As the
sword drives home, the bull dies almost
immediately. Sometimes the thrust of
the sword ('auses the beast to thro\v his
head in agony, and it is in these caSes
that many matadors are caught by the
horns and killed. ll'fanolete was killed in
somewhat this manner.
The moment the bull is killed' the
frenzy of the bullfighting enthusiasts is
at its height and we see hats, bottles,
cushions, rain down from the bleachers.
,Many times, after a superb ptlrfOrmallce
the crowd swarm into the ring and carry
the matador out on their shoulders. rrhe
matador is also awarded the ears or tail
if his performance has been good.
This ends the first fight of the afternoon and the first such experience for us.
~fost Anglo-Americans have seen enough
by this time. But remember that each
afternoon six bulls are killed in the same
manner by three sets of bullfighters,

<Public Enemy No.

each group killing two bulls; so the
whore affalr lasts about two hours. Incidentally, the horses killed at the beginning of the fight are left lying in the
arena until the bull is killed; then a team
of JlOl'SeS rushes in and drags .out .all the
dead. How can anyone, pagan or socalled "Christian", get any enjoyment
from such an affair is more than we can
say. However, most bullfighting enthusiasts are memberR of the largest religious organization in the world_
There fire a few other outstanding
points about bullfighting that will h~p
us to see its demonk-origin and why it is
called by many "the tragedy of the bullfight". For example, if the Inatador fails
to kill the bull in the allotted time, the bull
goes free from the ring; but beram:.e he
is usually badly butchered up he is killed.
If not damaged the bull is used on a
bull ranch as a seed bull, but the same
bull is prevented by la"w from ever entering a bull ring again, the reason being
that a bull once lwving fought could
never be deceived by the cloth r..ape or
muleta and would surely gore HIe matadOl" in a succeeding encounter. A little
more about the~e fighting bulls. A
thoroughbred fighting hull can run faster
than a horse for II distance of twenty-nve
yards, can turn faster than a polo pony,
and has strength enough to pitch both
horse and rider over his hack.
True, Manolete is dead, but bullfighting in some countries is very much alive.
It \vill be good news to Christians when
it ean be said that this practice of barbaric cruelty upon dumb, brutl~ beasts is
also dead.-A·wake! correspondent in
Colombia.

I

"" "At the opening of the century what is loosely called 'heart disease' accounted for HR.1 deaths per 100,000 population of this eity. The rate has
steadily increased ever since, until last year it reached 400.2 per 100,000.
No age group has been spared. More children, for e~ample, are killed by
Borne imlpai,m"nt of tile circulatory- sY1;tem than by lloliomyditis, mrasles, whooping
cough, scarlet fever and diphtheria combincd."-New York Times, January 13, 1948,
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;'FOR
we brought nothing into
this world, and it is certain
·

we can earry nothing out. And hay.
ing food and raiment let us be
therewith content." Thus spoke an
inspired Bible-writer, Paul the

BUSINESS
JUNKS

apostle, concerning the basi!; needs
of all men. He added that seeking
after riches imperiled the Christian, "for the love of money is the root ed St.ates that do not have
of all evil."-l Timothy 6: 7, 8, 10.
running ",.'Uter; 14,000,000
Just what a multitude of evils has without toilets that flush.
been wrought by commerce's mad quest Tllen, if this fact is not too surprising,
for money is too wide a field for discus. reflect that among the various commersian here. The slimy pages of history cially guilty who have thwarted the conwould have to pass in review. But the Rtruction of new homes is none other
manner in which business is failing and than the old trumpeter of its civic virinjuring man in his imperative quest for tum:;, the American Legion. Some of the
food, shelter and clothing in this most young veterans who accepted the Lecritical day, in this most opulent of all gion':-:; seductive claims for itself, and
countries, will sound amazing to some.
joined up, are now its foremost critics. In
a recent meeting "there were open chargProfiteers from Building Paralysis
es that tllO American Legion had become
At least one-third of the men who the errand boy of the real estate lobby"
fought for the better way of life are at <A'llteric!l)l, maga7..ine, December 1~47),
present frustrated from getting even deBut why are the manufacturers of
cent living quarters. Despite government building material, the landlords and profinancing aids, several million veterans prietors, and the real estate agents
cannot get homes of their own. If you throughout t.he country interested in
should happen to drive through an ex- keeping home construction in low gear
clusive residential section and observe and the brakes dragging? It seems that
the well-kept lawns, the graceful archi- love of money has something to do with
tecture, the sun and shadows upon red it. As far as the material manufacturers
and green and white landf:.cape and are concerned, as long as few houses
stately walls, and perhaps soft laughter keep Hle demand exorbitant, they can get
and tones of enjo;YUlent faintly reach the big prices for small production. As far
ears, or silent grandeur delight the' eye as the landlords and proprietors are
-you shou1d not forget something. concerned, they are happier to keep their
There are 1.1,000,000 homes in the Lnit- establishments full than to have to compete with modern construction.
As far as the realtors are concerned, new houses do not require their services to sell, but
old houses may reqnite their
services to sell, several times
with several commissions.
vVhat would be better suited to
their common purpose than a
Congressional lobby? (N ate
definition: "The persons who
APRIL 8, 1948
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haunt lobbies for the puryOSE! of soliciting
legislators in order to mtluence the Betion of a legislative body."-Funk &.
Wagnalls New Colleoe Standard Dictionary) Just what a lobby is willing to
pay an errand boy is 8 matter of conjecture.
Now, with the manufacturers, the
landlords, the realtors and the American
Legion satisfied with interference in any
and all Congressional action to remove
building bottlenecks and ease the housing shortage by the simple process of
helping their construction, who is dissatIsfied' Nobody except the people who
want homes.

fire, wind or homemade hoopla." 1f you
live in Memphis, it is best. to figure on
building your home of lumber, because
the politicians have found that power
and finance is represented in the lumber~
men.
But suppose you wish to journey to
the Pittsburgh of the South, Birming"
ham, and build a horne there. In advance
you bad better gft accustomed to the
idea of a big outlay for steel, because the
building code is "the finest piece of pro~
aganda the .steel industry eVer wrote '.
New York city, whose voluminous building regulations tome can hardly be lifted
bv a longshoreman, also favors structural steel, larger~than-necessary pipes, exBuilding Code Racket
cessive vents. It took 150 men ten years
Herein business has joined politics to to turn out New York's code, and it is
junk all pretenses to a progressive char- said that it is much more important to
acter. It is a shackle to the feet of prog- know the dght people than to know what
ress, and a foe to the comfort of millions. is in the book. If you happen to take a
But even so it is not the only way in turn to the Middle "Vest and locate in
which business and circUlnstance have the great glass"manufacturing area, To~
conspired to frustrate the crying need Iedo and Newark, Ohio, you will find
for homes. Besides the }ligh CDst of ma~ provision in the code for the use of glass
teriaI and labor, 'new home construction h;ick. Glass brick are nice, also expenis expected to hurdle these obstacles SlYe.
while carrying a millstone of ancient and
Even if you had the quaint habit of
corrupt building regulations or codes. jumping up and down on your floors you
Here again we find business and politics would not need the tloor strength re"
cavorting together to spawn some un~ quirements of some cities, 80 pounds per
savory productions misnamed building square foot. It is estimated that jitter~
rules. Throughout the United States bugging seldom puts a strain of more
there ure about 2,000 codes, the off~ than half that amount. Construction 11a8
spring of numerous huddles in the pri~ changed in the twenty years since most
vate office behind the local bar. Just of these codes were written. Did you
imagine the confusion of 2,000 different know that the uprights in the walls,
sets of regulations, and then note' how .2" x 411, called studs, need 110 longer be
the different cities favor the local boys. spaced closer than 40 inches apart, due
If you want a home in Denver you to the lighter construction materials 1 In
will find that a frame structure is out~ many codes the regulations still call,for
lawed ana that brickmaking Denver re~ 16.inc11 spacings. These ponderous and
quires a twelve"inch brick wall for resi~ corrupt codes bind grievous burdens on
dences. But the brick kilns of St. Louis the builder's back, and drain precious
have written into that city's code that dollars from the owner's purse. Of
the walls must be sixteen inches thick. course, ·where unnecessary amounts of
Despite this, "testing agencies have brick, steel, lumber and glass are refound that an eight"inch brick wall is quired by municipal regulations the
sufficiently sturdy for residences, come ma.nufacturers profit. Can you imagine
18
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why politicians wo:nld want to favor
large, wealthy manufacturing firms f
Some may think that the safety factor

is worth extra expense even if unnecessary for safety. But do not forget the
corrupt building inspector. The contractor knows his fee, and even a:(ter all the
heavy regulations afe aP1?arently met,
and the buildirig passes 'mspectIon, it
may still fall down on your head, as in
the case of some Gl's recently.
LaboT Slowdown
All this would seem bad enough, but
then there is labor to contend with. More
excuse for the labor unions than others
exists because they reaUy seek more
take-home pay for a man that is having a
tough battle to get anything for his
money. B,ut today labor has in many instances also junked integrity by the
slowdown and unreasonable practices.
For instance, in order to spread out the
painting jobs throughout the nation the
unions have dictated the maximum width
of a. brush at -four inches. In 8t. Paul a
group of painters quit because a checkup revealed that the brushes in use were
t inch too wide. Unions are also fussy
about who does what work. A great outrage to union carpenters was perpetrated in another city which caused them to
leave the job-a common laborer picked
up a hammer!Before the war it was common practice for bricklayers to lay from 750 to
1,000 bricks per day. Certain efficient
men surpassed this. Recently in Virginia
union bricklayers told a contractor secretly that they would be dismissed from
the union if they laid more than 400
bricks per day. Other union regulations
require skilled craftsmen for such operations as following the floor sander to aid
him by plugging and unplugging his connection to the wall socket; uncrating and
carrying bath tubs to location; riding in
the truck beside the driver simply as a
non-working companion. (These practices are kno\'m as "featherbedding".)
APRIL 8, 1948

Foolish and expensive labor duplleation include the St. Louis elevator case.
The electricians to whom the elevator
was delivered by the factory for erecti(m,
seriously and without cracking a smile,
to:re out all the complicated wiring installed by the manufacturer, and somberly proceeded to put it back in -again.
What if a member of that union had received an electric clock to install on the
wall. Imagine the fun and much lighter
work they would have had disassembling
and reassembling the clock. Besides the
pay for time, they would have had some
spare parts left over to take home to the
kiddies I
Gallier's estimates that such practices
are costing the American people at least
220,000 homes per year in lost production, and $300,000,000 in added home
cost. America needs It million homes
per year for the next ten years, and one
expert estimated that this number could
be built. Only about half this number
were built in 1947, and besides labor cost
one authority estimated that all material
cost about 100 percent more than factory
production cost. At least part of the complicated cause is the junking of integrity
by both business and labor, which itself
has become big business, the refusal to
give honest measure for money received.
Food and Clothing

The increased cost of food and clothing might be overlooked if quality were
maintained. As to women's clothes Consumer's Research estimates that 80 percent of women's last year wardrobe was
outmoded by the "new look" of paddings
and saggIng, surplus cloth that seems to
say something is slipping. And with all
-that how is beauty served by such dowdiDessf
These are minor follies, but, indeed
eating has become a major hazard. If1
you have lived a cautious life, avoiding
high places, airplane travel, Los Angeles
traffic, and arbitrating other people's
domestic controversies, you need to list
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another danger to modern existence, the City Hall restaurant were among the
blue plate special. From the hotel or lowest. Now St. Louis has established'
restaurant meal you can only contract the eard system so satisfactorily that not
diarrhea, retehing, aluminum poisoning, even bums will take a handout from "C"
staphylococcus, streptococcus, diphthe- estahlishments. Other cities might well
ria, tuberculosis and the other diseases profit by the ex\\mple of St. Louis.
carried by humans, insects and rats.
rrhus the process of cheating and poi"Filth in restaurants has reached the soning the public goes on by business
proportion of a national plague," said that no longer makes any claims to
a national health ('xaminer. In hvelve f'tquare dealing. It has in large measure
to reliability, the
monthR concluding in 1947, as many as junkecl. integrity.
23,765 cases of "food-borne poison" oc- editor of Consumer s ReseaTch Bulletin
curred throughout the nation. Of these stated:
it is the staphyloeocci bacteria, associat'Ve I'('gret to Stiy tImt we do not know of
ed with hoils, that causes the violent mme than a very few companies that eonretching and simultaneous diarrhea.
sist.ently support. and live up to such a I)oliey
A countrywide investigation disclosed . . . Looking over voluminous files of Fedthat food ,vas contaminated with in'sed eral' Trade Commission and Food and Drug
partsj nests of bugs and ,,,Teevih;, and rat Administration cas('s, one is struck by t.he
excreta. lJtensils and spoons had spoiled fact t.hat it i'l not jUst the little unknown felfood and Raliva ridges, glasseR showed low who is guilty of advert.ising and sales
germ-laden 1ip:-.tick stains, wlJilc .samples misreprcscntntioIls and adlllterations of foods
of the worst dishwater showed a bacteria and drug's, but. "some of the Very best people"
count about as great as sewer ,vater. and some of t.he biggest and oldest firms in
Concerning the' extent of unsanitary the business worM that. have been found guilty
practices in food estahlishments, Duncan of violations . . . . Bstabloished firms often
Hines, the well-known authority on eat- ride along fOJ; years on a reputation t.hat docs
ing places, stated with emphasis that not retied the quality and valllc of t.hings
"two thirds of the eating places 1i~ted they makc t.oday. (August., 1947)
should he padlocked in tlle interest of
'l'Jle mercenary purpose of busin~ss is
public safety".
scarcely eoncealed today. Not even the
Of all cities in the country St. Louis painted-on "hout'sty" and the attract.ive
has made some \vonderful progress in decoy of tlle conrtesan are often bothcleaning up its disease-carrying restau- ered ·with. Harlotrous business is out to
rants. After a bitter fight of several get money, and as long' as the public is
years' duration, the aldermen passed an too needy to he particular, why worry
ordinance requiring regular inspection \vith the usual deceptions? Love of gain
of eating establishments, and a posted is indifferent to honest measure, fraudugrade of "A", '-'B u and <'en rating to be lent practice, and even to man"s rigilt to
displayed. Tn this connection instruction be protected from the purveyors of poifor food handlers was provided, and son. The unscrupulous junking of aU dcafter some opposition many of the res- cent standards emphasizes the demontaurants co-operated enthusiastically. backing of commerce, and the need for
The investigation revealed that often the righteous rules in the proper trading befinest dining rooms had extremely dirty tween men. Jehovah's kingdom will bring
kitchens, that a hamburger stand had the that as well as every other good thing
highest l'a:ting, while hospitals and the t1l1lt Illen could desi1'e.
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As a cage is full of birds) 80 are their houses full of deceit: therefore they are become great,
and waxen rich.-Jcremiah G: 27.
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The Well-founded City
"J1HE Almighty God promis.cd t~, be ~he
.1 builder of an eternal CIty, a CIty
which hath foundations, whose builder
and maker is God," to quote from Hebrews 11: 10. No, this is not Rome,
neither is it the proposed capital city of
the united Nations on the ·western hunk
of the East river flo\ving through New
York. It is the capital organization over
aU of God's universe, and He et-;tablishes
it in the heavens.
According to the symbolic phrase of
the Bible a "city" is an organization that
governs. In this sense we read: :'Gre~t
is the LORD, and greatly to be praIsed III
the city of our God, in the mountain of
his holiness. Beautiful for situation, the
joy of the v,.'hole earth, is mount Zion,
on the sides of the north, the city of" the
great King. God is known in her palaces
for a refuge." (Psalm 48: 1-3) In this
text the "city of our God" is, prophetically speaking, the government of ho~i
ness that shall govern t.he new world III
righteousness. In. Scripture a "mountain"
is also used as a symbol of God's Theocratic organization, and in the foregoing
text it is called "mouilt Zion", ,vhich is
"beautiful for situation". It is the city of
the New Jerusalem, not New Rome, and
is the Holy City, of which .Jerusalem was
a pictorial type. The glorified ,Lord J eRUS Christ revealed to His Rervant John
the apostle the importance, the glory and
the beauty of that holy organir.ation, and
hence John vHote: "And I :mw a new
heaven and a new earth: for the th'st
heaven and the first earth "were passed
away; and there was no more sea.
APRIL 8, 1918

"And I John saw the holy city, new
Jerusalem, coming do\vn from God out
of heaven, prepared as a 'bride adorned
for her husband. And I heard a great
voiee out of heaven, saying, Behold, the
tahernae1e of God is \vith men, and he
will dwell \'lith them, and they shall be
his people, and God himself shall be with
them, and be their God. And God shall
wipe away all tears from their eyes; and
there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be
any more pain: for the former things are
paf:.sed away. And he that sat upon the
"throne said, Behold, I make all things
new. And he said unto me, "Write: for
thes~ v,rurds are true and faithful."
-Revelation 21: 1-5.
This holy city is New Jerusalem,
\vhich eOlnes down from heaven, and does
not rise up to heaven with man-made
skYscrapers. It represents the capital organization of HIe Arost High God, over
\vhich Jehovah God has made His beloved Son, Jesus Christ, to be Head,
Lord, and King of kings. Every whit of
that city organization is dedicated to the
Holy One, jehovah, and to His service
and to Hi" glory forever, and is not split
up by many religions and many political
ideologie~. That city or organization is
the kingdom of t.he Almighty God, for the
coming of which J"esus Christ instructed
I1is followers t.o pray conti:p.uously till
no\v: "Our Father which art in heaven,
Hallowed he thy name. Thy kingdom
(~Ome. 'I'hy will be done in earth, as it is
in 1I('aven." (1Tatthew 6: 9, iO) It is .Jehovah's heavenly government through
whieh He will vindicate or clear His
naHle and His rightful sovereignty over
21

the UDlverse. It is the New World gOY·

ernment through which the people that
live will be governed after the battle of
Armageddon.
Tbat rigbL(!ous capital organization is
created a "city" up in heaven, and (lomes
down "from God out of heaven" to take
charge of the earth and to rule it. The
Holy City, or kingdom of God by lIis
Christ, is therefore the most important
doctrine of the Holy Bible. Every pe~son
who loves righteousness and who desIres
life will diligently seek to inform himself
of that great and glorious "cityU, Prominent men of ancient times wer('!, away
back in th'eir day, interested in that city,
and so why not we, when we are so near
its full manifestat.ion to the people of
earth, Among such men was Abraham
the son of Torah. He was willing to leave
his homeland in the heathen land of Ur
of the CIlRldees in order to show his
faith in God's promise to establish that
"city" in the divinely appointed time. On
this we read: "By faith Abraham, when
he was called to go out into a place which
he should after receive for an inherit·
ance, obeyed; and he went out, not know·
ing whither he went. By faith he sojourned in the land of promise. as in a
strange country, dwelling in tabernacles
with Isaac and Jacob, the heirs with him
of the same promise: for he looked for a
city which hath foundations, whose
builder and maker is God."-Hebrews
11: 8-10.

To show how Christ Jesus would come
to tIle Headship of Jehovah's '''city'' or
CB)pitul organization for the universe by
reason of His faithfulness to the death as
a hUlhan sacrifice, Jehovah God directed
a prophetic drama with living characters
in the career of Abraham. In doing so,
God put Abraham to a great test of faith
in Him. Abraham's son Isaac by his beloved wife Sarah had now grown up to
likely 25 years of age. Abraham and
Sarah loved him dearly, because he was
the only son of these two. But now God
commanded Abraham to build an altar
22

and to-offer up Isaac his Son thereon as
a living sacrifice. Abraham, having great,
faith in God as able to raise the dead,
if necessary, to fulfill His promises,
obeyed, took his son to the sacrificial
site, built an altar, and bound Isaac and
laid him upon the wood atop the altar
in order to be burned. This done, Abraham was at the point of striking his son
dead with a knife and offering him upon
the altar of fire, when God intervened
by His angel. Because of Abraham's
faith and obedience to that point God
was satisfied and sent tlIis angel, who
held back the hand of Abraham.
This part of the prophetic dra.ma foretold the sacrificial death and resurrection of the beloved Son of Almigh~ God,
J eSllS Christ. It pointed to Him as the
one who should be the Savior of the
world, the Seed of Abraham, in whom all
the nations of the earth should be
blessed. (Genesis 22: 1-18) That Jesus'
resurrection from the dead was here pic·
tured, we read: "Bv faith Abraham,
when he was tried, offered up Isaac; and
he that had received the promises offered
up his only begotten son, of whom it was
said, That in Isaac shall thy seed be
called: accounting that God was abJe to
raise him up, even from the dead; from
whence also he received him in a figure."
(Hebrews 11: 17-191 And that Isaac here
pictured Jesus Chrlst we have it shown
by the apostle Paul at Galatians 3: 8-16
and 4: 22·28. Those who will be associated with Christ Jesus in that capital city
as His co-h,.eirs must be conformed to
His course of action and nmst be faithful to God even to the death as Jesus'
faithful footstep followers. Then in that
glorious "city", whose foundation is
God's beloved Son Jesus Christ, they will
reign with Him for the blessing of all believing persons out of all the families
and nations of the earth. That will be in
tIle new worId of l'igl1teousness after the
universal war of Armageddon has been
fought and won for the everlasting vindication of the Most High God, Jehovah.
AWAKE!

Science and Inventzon
Silk on the Defensive
ct Ever since nylon invaded deep into the royal
territory once ruled over exclusively by King
Silk this Oriental Majesty has been de~perately
.fIghting for his life. His backers, the silk manufacturers, have carried on extensive research in
an effort to improve the quality of their product.
Recently they found a better way of killing the
chrysalises in the cocoons. Formerly this operation was 811complished by plunging the cocoons
into boiling water and then drying them in a
current of hot ail'. Now the technique consists
of blasting the c.oooons with ultra-short radio
wavos which kill the chrysalises without the use
of intense heat that weakens the tensile strength
of the fibers. Sil,k thus treated is said to he as
strong as synthetic nylon.

Eggs with Plastic Jackets

cr.

It has heen announced that if eggs are coated
with a thin film of special plastic they can be
kept fresh for a year or more in cold storage.
This treatment is said to be more satisfactory
than other methods such as dipping in oil.

"Warning on Hair Removal
CI. The Journal of the American Medical Association has asked that the public be warned
against the dangers resulting from the nse of
X-rays to remove superfluous hair. Not only is
there a risk of disfigurement which looks worse
than the hair itself, but it is believed that there
is a possibility that such rays lead to cancer.

q].astf1' Handling of Fish

burning bales of cotton and paper, and layers
of leaves and rotted logs that water doC!! not
readily penetrate. To water, the experimenters
added small quantities of special chemical.!!
known as detergents or- "wetting agents" and
these reduced the surfaee tension of the water,
thus speeding up the penetration. H'Nlee the
name <lwet" water.

"Flash Heat" Canning Proceu
(l

A revolutionary method for cannine- lJ11eh

things as fruits and vegetables, baby foods,
evaporated milk, soups and puddings has been
tested over a period of several months and is
said to be foolproof. Its fundamental difference
in principle from eonventional methods is that
the sterilizing of the eontainers and the cooking
of the food are carried out in separate operations. In this way the high temperature neeessary for sterilization of the cans, and which destroys the food flavors and curdles milk, is Dot
applied to the food. Under actual assembly-line
conditione while the cans are going through the
sterilizer the food is given a "flash heat" treatment for a few seconds and is then quickly
cooled and packed.

Slicing the Bologna Thin

cr.

A new rotary knife travels at the speed of
800 miles per hour or 60,000 revolutions per
minute. (Electric fans spin at 1,750 r.p.m.) The
knife makes super thin specimen slices of
metal, plastic, bone aIld tissue for the eleetron
mi.croscope. But ii bologna is wbat you want, it
can slice it only four·ntillionths of an inch thick I

«t

The U. S. Rubber Co. is now making a
vacuum hose that enables fishing boats at the
wharf to suck up the catch in their holds and
dump them in storage bins a third of a mile
away at the rate of half a million fish an
hour. This means an 80-percent saving ill time.

'1Jousing Fires with "'Wet" "Water

«t

Fire-control specialists have been working
on the idea that if burning material can be
pimetrated faster with. water it would aid. 11\
extinguishing fires. Particularly is this true of
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'The Doc Goes Fishing
(l When a Chicago doctor failed to cateh any

fish he diagnosed the trouble as laziness on the

part of the worm. What the worm needed, he
said, was a pep pill; so he fed it benzadrine.
Wow I The wonn got such a wiggle on he
frightened - the fish Into thinking that it was
a ease of either the fish getting the worm (and
the hook wo) or the worm getting the fish.
Nllw the d~ ne'let g\,)eI', ,{I,:~hl.n'6 "'fri.fut>'Ut ~T.Ig
along his pep pills for worms.
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Moonlight Dance of the Grunions
females measuring approximately an
inch longer than the mai~s. They are
gregarious, like humans, and hence live
and run together in schools. They are
good to eat, too. But in all these details
they are quite similar to other common
fish.
The one outstanding and altogether
unique thing ab,out grunions that makes
them different from an other forms of
marine life is their peculiar way of re~
production. Strange as it seems, their
spawning instincts are controlled en~
tirely by tlle spring and SUmmpr tides,
which, in turn, are regulated by the moon.
So punctual and aecurately rep;ulah~d is
the married life of grunions that one has
HAT, you ]lllve never heard of only to check IIp on tide~tab]es as one
grunions' vYell, you are not alone would do with railroad tim(.~tables, make
in your ignorance, for the fame of grun- a few other calculations and allowances,
ions has not vet penetrated to the far and one knows v,rithin a fe,v minutes \vhen
CGrners of
globe. In fact, it has not these fish can be expected on the beaches,
been so many years since scientific ob- dancing with all rapture and ,delight
servers first recorded the strange danc- their wedding dance. Beginning in
ing habits of these little fish on the l:farch and extending into August at two~
beaches of southern California. So, 'even week intervals, when the tides are at
though you may never have the opportu- their highest, these ritualistic nuptiais
nity of attending a grunion dance, here is take place in all of their age~old formal~
a fine opportunity to get acquainted with ity, regardless of how many uninvited
the habits of Mr. and "Thlrs. Leuresthes human visitors arc standing around with
tenuis, of the family of Silversides murder in their hearts.
(Atherinidae).
'
When it is fully understood and apThere are about one hundred species preciated that these grunions come up on
of Atherinidae, called sand smelts, found the beach solely for the purpose of layin the sea and around inlets, and in some ilJg tlieil' eggs in a quiet place in tile
cases in fresh water. But the grunion sand, then one begins to marvel at the
species is found nowhere in the world precision and care they show in carrying
except along the southern California out every part of the operation. Twice
coast. They are distinguished in physical during the moon's monthly cycle the
form from their cousins of the Atlantic tides rise higher on the beach than on
coast in that they do not have teeth. liL~ the average, that is, when the moon is
correctly called smelts,;.., they resemble full and a fortnight later when the moon
medium~size surdines. Tlleir color is a
is at its dark. Most grunjDns prefer to
clear or hyaline green, and along their come ashore during the fultmoon period,
sides runs a silvery, bluish lateral streak. for during the dark of the moon the
Their slender bodies are four to six tides reach a foot or two higher up the
inches long and an inch broad, with the beach. In coming up when the tides are
24
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second-highest, during the full-moon J?eriod, they demonstrate exceptional Instinct, as will be shown later.
As in all other parts of the landing
operation, grunions take great prec~u
tion in choosing a night when the moon
is exactly right. Instead of coming up the
night the moon is at its full they wait
until the following night, just to play
safe. Then for the next three or four
nights they can be seen dancing by the
thousands on the moonlit beaches. Choosing the right night they also choose
the right time of night-about 15 minutes after the tide reaches its crest and
begins to turn. One more precaution is
taken in choosing precisely the right
wave, the biggest wave, on which to ride
in. Somehow these romance-bent .fish
know that every sixth or seventh wave,
being ahove the average; will take them
the fartllest up the beach, and so these
they choose to ride.
On with the Dance!
In the flash of a moment, with the
twinkling of an eye, the dance is on in
all of its wriggling and ecstasy! 'l'here is
no time to lose. The high wave that
brought them in is now receding. They
must dance, and dance furiously, for with
the next outgoing wave they will return
to the briny deep fully exhausted. So
with moonbeams playing on the sparkling floor of this seaside ballroom the
dance of the grunions proceeds, to the
appropriate musical accompaniment of
the surf.
Standing up on their tails the feminine
grunions whIrl,' wiggle and twist with
great violence. Really what they are doing is drilling holes in the sand to a
depth of 2} to 3 inches. Into these sandy
nests they spawn a cluster. of orang-ecolored eggs, each egg the SIze of a pInhead. During this dance the male arches
around his partner and fertilizes the
eggs with his milt as they are buried in
the sand. In general they dance in pairs,
though sometimes when the big breakers
APRIL 8, 1948

dump the lovers on the beach some lose
out in the mad, split-second rush for
partners. As a consequence, here and
there a female is observed dancing in the
cerlter of four or five masculine admirers, but not because she is a mermaid of
exceptional beauty. Or a couple of females are sometimes seen sharing a partner between them, one dancing on each
side of him, lucky fellmv! In no case does
a fe~ale spawn her eggs if they are not
fertIlIzed. Instead, she sits out that
dance, which lasts but 20 or 30 seconds,
and hopes for a partner when she rides
in atop the next high wave.
Ot.her marvels in the grunion life cycle
are manifest in the hatching of the eggs.
Ten days must elapse before the eggs
are properly developed, but, even then,
until salt water breaks their shells they
will not hatch. 'l'his is a \vonderful provision which not only gives protection
against rain and weather, but also gives
a~surance that upon hatching the fishlets
WIll have a means of transportation back
to their native ocean. So the eggs quietly
and undisturbed lie in the sand awaiting
the next high tide, which, if it comes in
the dark of the moon, will be fully high
enough on the beach to erode away the
sand and dig them out. If, by chance,
the eggs are missed by the tide and left
stranded on the beach they will remain
dormant until the dark moon tide comes
in again four weeks later.
How salt water hatches out these eggs
can be demonstrated by a little "black
magic", which is guaranteed to make the
eyes of school children pop with surprise. Take a dipper of dry sand from
the beach containing grunion eggs that
are at least ten days old. Spread it out
in a pan and pour sea water over it. Miraculously the sand leaps to life. Transparent forms with big black eyes are on
the wiggle! Baby grunions they are, and
if returned to the ocean within a few
days they will grow rapidly to maturity
and a year later they too will be among
the moonlight dancers. Grunions are
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polygoneutic, that is, they have several
broods during a seasoD, which means
that the adults attend these beach dances
two or three times from March to .August. But these little creatures do not
hold up long under this strenuous night
life. Whereas practically all spawn \vhen
they are a year old, by the end of the
seco:p-d year only 25 percent of them
spawn; at the end of the third yeal' only
7 percent j and by the end of the fourth
year none of them reproduce.
The Dance of Death

Every summer announcement is made
in the local newspapers when the grunions are running, for groping for grunions when moonbeams sparkle on the
silvery surf has become a great sport.
Thoulilands of people come out in force
on these nights to test their skill at
catching the dan c e r s. Beach parties
are numbered by the cheery fires that
take the chill off the night air. And when
high tides are late at night it is not unusual for the laughter and gaiety of

these parties to contmue through the
night until a breakfast of fried fish is
served at dawn.
Even though they are not exploited
commercially, yet the 'wanton killing and
dCBtruction of these rare fish becamc so
alarming a few years ago it was necessary for the California Fish and Game
Commission to prohibit grunion catching
during March, April, :Jfay and June.
Also the use of mechanical devices such
as rakes, nets, seines, buckets, etc., are
prohibited, in order to prevent people
from killing morc than they can eat.
Such is the strange and very interest.
ing life story of the beach dancing
Leu.reslhes tenuis, an Atherine fish
vdth tide-controlled marriage habits.
Throughout the entire cycle, in every de.
tail,'there is a manifestation of wisdom;
not the 'wisdom of a small fish brain"but
the infinite wisdom of the great Creator,
Jehovah God, who made the fish of the
sea, each after its kind, eaeh to be fruitful and multiply in its o"\vn peculiar yet
orderly way.

'Do You Mean What You Say?
'i How many people stop to think what the words they use really mean f Dn.rn means
"damn"; dash it! means "damn it!" go!, golly and gosh mean "God"; dug on it!
(dog-gone) means "God damn it!" gee mrans "Jesus"; cripes means "Christ";
egad means "Oh Godl" by crikey (by cracky) and 010 crimiflY mean "by Chru;t"
and "oh, Christ". Combinations and variations of the~e IiXpressions seem to be endless, and 50 we hear such expressions as golly d-, gol darn it I gee whizz, ding
dang it I and jiminy criekets. Foreign expn'5sions uf blasphemy have also crept
in and corrupted the language, as, for examplc, the French Mon Dicit meaning
"My God"; begon'a and be jabers meaning "by God"; Orh Himmel! meaning "Oh
Heaven !"

aonster I<Lifter-Uppers"
Acting like a "show-off", when the world's greatest crane was put iIi operation at
the naval base at San Francisco on December 17, it picked up a 630-tun Rlab of metal
and conerete and set it down so gently on a chicken's egg that it did not break the shell.
Then by means of push·bnttun controls in its lofty cabin atop a 208,foot earriage it
eased the load downward just enough to break the egg-shell without disturbing the yolk.
Cost in time and mon('y to construct this mou ... ter amounted to three years and $2,500,000.
Shortly another giant will make its debut. It will be the world's greatest dredge; having
two swivel-jointed tubes, each 100 feet long, it will be able to reach down to the bottom
of New York harbor and suck up mud at the astonishing rate of 100 tons per minute.
(l
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The Vatican and French Racism
AHLY this month Xavier Vallat,
Commissioner for Jewish Affairs in
Vichy France, was brought up for trial
in Paris. He justified before the court
his introduction of the drastic and murderous anti-Jewish laws in France with
the excuse that they were promulgated
only after their approval by the Vatican.
In arguing his case, Vallat also added
that (lnti-Semitism is both the tradition
of France and Christianity. Vallat was
sentenced to ten yea"rs' imprisonment
and the loss of civil rights.
We Rre hereby reprinting for the second time from the Jewish Chronicle
(London), November 8,1946, a summary
translation of the confidential report
which Marshall Petain received from his
ambassador at the Vatican on the Holy
See's alleged attitude towards the Jews.
The report dated September 2, 1941, was
discove-red in th('; atchiv(';s of the CDmmissariat for Jewish Affairs and was
published fully and without comments
in the La Mond Ju.if of Paris.
In his report, the Vichy ambassador,
"M. Leon Berard, told Petain not to
worry about the consequerices of antiJewish legislation; there had never been
any protests on the part of the Papal
authorities, '''''ho, he claimed, actually favored "charitable" discrimination against
the .Jews.
"In your letter of August 7, 1941,"
wrote J\.L Berard, '''you did me the honor
of requesting certain information as to
tllC questions and difficulties that might
crop up, from the Roman Catholic point
of view, in connection with the measures
adopted by your government in regard
to the Jews. In an earlier reply, I had
the honor of st~ting that at no time has
anything been said to me at the Vatican
to suggest that the Holy See is critical,
or views '.",ith disfavor, the aforesaid
legislative measures. Now I am able to
affirm, mOH:oVer, that the pontifical authority shows no sign ,,,,hatever of ever

E
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having paid the slightest attention to
this feature of French policy."
. After declaring that this report was
based on long and scrupulous investigation, M. Berard said: "The Church has
condemned, racialism as it has condemned Communism. It should not be
inferred, however, that the Church
necessarily condemns any and ever-v individual measure taken by the State
against what is termed the ,Jewish race.
rrhe Church makes mental distinctions
and provides for nuances which are
worth noting . . . "
SUPPORT "NUMERUS CLAUSUS"

"We know from general history that
the Church has often protected the Jews
against the violence and injustice of
their persecutors, and that at too same
time It relegated them to the ghettos.
One of its greatest doctors, St. Thomas
Aquinas, has handed down teachings explaining this attitude. Here is a summary of his doctrine: One must he t.olerant. towards Jews in the exercise of their
religion .... But, while prosecuting any
policy of oppression towards the Jews,
St. Thomas recommends nonetheless
that proper measures bo taken to limit
their activities in society and to restrict
their influence. It would ho unreasonable
to permit them, in a Christian State, to
exercise the functions of government,
thereby subjecting the Catholics to their
authority. '\Thence it follo'.ys that it is
legitimate to forbid their aecess to official posts; and likewise legitimate to impose a "numerus clausus" on their entry into the universities and the liheral
professions.
v

CHURCH AGAINST EQUALITY

"In fact," added M. Berard, ,"this practice was very strictly adhered to in the
.Middle Ages. To this end, it v,ras prescrir)ed that. the ,1 ews shan be distinguished from the Christians l)y some
27

mark of recognition on their apparel. ...
In principle, there is nothing in these
measures (the Vichy regime's anti-Jewish legislation) to arouse criticism on the
part of the Holy See. TIle latter deems
that in instituting such regulations, a
State legitimately wields its power and
that the spiritual authority has no cause
to interfere, on this score, in the internal
policing of the State. For the rest, the
Church has never professed that equal
rights ought to be accorded to, or recognized for, all citizens .... 'l'he Church
has in no wise ceased to admit and to
practice an essential distinction-full of
wisdom and reasonableness-between
thesis and hypothesis j the theRis \.,-here
the principle is invariably affirmed and
maintained, the hypothesis where practical matters are regulated.
"As someone in authority told me at
the Vatican/' .M. Berard concluded,
"there is no intention to take us to taRk,
in any form or fashion, over our J e\vish
legislation. A twofold wish \vas, however, expressed by the representatives
of the Holy Sec, with the obvious desire
that this be submitted to the head of the

French State: That no provision should
be made in our Jewish legislation on the
subject of marriage, which would pro·
voke difficulties of a religious order. . . .
and that in the application of tIle law,
the precepts of justice and charity
should be taken into consideration. My
interlocutors appeared to be thinking,
above all, about the liquidation of business concerns involving .J ewish interests."-E'rom The Day, New York, December 28, 1947.
---~.---

Anti·Semitism Rekindled in France
)fine hundred once-powerful French
politicians, now barred from office because they were a part of the HitlerVatiean puppet Vichy regime, clamored
on :March 13 for a "Christian" government in }!'rance. Among the collaborators
was Lucien Lamoureux, prewar finance
miniRter, who charged that a "Lithuanian
.J ew" supervised the writing of the const.itution of the ]'ourth Republic. Other
Rpeakers for the group alleged that the
postwar governments in France had
been dominated by Jews .

....

=========================.,~

Knowledge Makes the Difference
While sorrow oppressE's the majority of earth's inhabitants, a grow·
ing number of people are experjencing unbounded joy. You may share
their happiness by gaining knowledge of the source of joy. Such knowledge is made easily available in a 32-page booklet

The Joy 01 All the People
Use the coupon belo\v to obtain your copy withouldelay. Or better
still, get extra copies and share them with your friends.
WATCHTOWER

117 Adams St.

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

o Enclosed find $1.00 for :10 copies of The Joy of An the People.
P

Enclosed find 5()11 for J5 eppics of The .Toy of AU the People.
D EnPlosed find 5c for the booklet The Joy of All the People.

Name .... __ ... _..... _ ......... _ .... _ .................... _ ....."................... _._. __

St.reet ..... _ ..... _......... _ ...........".......... ___ ...................... _______ ..

Oity ..... _ ......... __ ... _ . _ .•. __ ........ _ ..... _._ .......,,_............ _.. _
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part in the' anticipatoo Internationalizing of the Ruhr.

*'

1-15

MARCH

Western-European Union
Five Westerll- nations-Rritaln, Franc(', Bel;.:iuUl, the Netherlands and I.uxembourg-met In
Brussels the first wet'k o~ March
to dls{'uSH a military nllilln('{' as
a first step in the formation of a
"\Vestern-F,uropean Union, wilich
is also to indudt' Western Germany In tim('. The peoples of
,,'('stern Europe number' nearly
300,0(10,000. Sixte~'n of these nations ha,'e Joined in the Marshal!
Plan, Progress in the (lirtX'tion of
forllling a compact unIon of these
nations In the military 118 w('ll ns
the economic field hus lweI! slow.
The five-llation uulon is considered a definite step forward, TIlf,y
h(H'O drawn up a pact that provi!les automatic mutual aetioll iu
tlefense of anyone of tIle member n1ltions, anti eo-ordination of
their trade and currcnci('s. Unification of social l1crvkes is also
ineluded. \Val<hington support of
the }llan waH ('ollced('d.

+

Sixteen-Nation Conference

+A

).denary session of the second m('eting of the sl)[teen-power
BuroIIPan Ecouoml(' ConfcreIl(~e
opeued at Quai rl'Or~ay in Paris
OIl March H'. EurojlelltJ forei).!il
ministers, wlo:lr~'~sing the al'sembly, baeketl the unit,'r! C'lIorts of
'Vestern )'Jnrop,'an nuttons to
meet the threat of Comrnunilllll
and to aet'omplish rehahilitntion
bcfore tile eud of tile E\1l'npClln
Rccovery rrogra1ll, Italy'S Oonnt
Carlo Sforza foreefully stated ~
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"\Ve either save onrsclvps together, or eillc together we all go
to wr1wk and ruiu." The a(·tual
purpose of the conference is to
estahlish an organization for ntlmini~tering the Europelln Recovery Program.
ERP Passed by U, S_ Senate
Spnrreli b~' the events in
CzedlOslovakia and Il'inland, the
"C", S. Senate Imssed tIle 5,3billion-dollar recovery pr~ram
in IllI(j.;\lareh hy a vote of 69-17.
All attempts to amC'nd or modify
the bill were defeated, and it wns
passed on to thp lIouse of Representatives. It authorized a fouryear program of "C". S. aid for Europe at nn estimnted
eventnal
.
cost of from 17 to ~2 billion do]lars. It llt'rmits Congress to appropriate 5.3 billion for the first
year.

*'

.

Jan Masaryk's "SUIClue"
The tragic death of CzechoSlov~kia's beloved J"an Masaryk
on March 10 grently shocked the
world. He WIIS apparently a SUicide on the ,'ery day he was to
have Dlf\lle his first appearance
hefore the new Communist-domillated Czech parllamen.t !IS a
nH'mher of ~he new ('abinet. Masaryk had stated some days before ~ "1 will continue to march
with the people. This change [In
the governnl('nt] was carried out
without hloodshed and our peovie are and wlll remain demoeratic nnd, therefore, I trust it."
Ou the day of Masaryk's death
the C~,ech delegate to the U. N.,
Dr..Tan l'apanek. brought charges against the Czech gO\lernment
In a note to the secretary general, Trygve Lie, llaying, "It is
very dear that the coup by the
COllllllunillt minority by force
was effe{·tuated suceessfully only
been'use of oflkial participation of
rPIlresentatives of the U,S,S.R.
awl heeause of the thre~t of military force of the V.S.S.H." Mr,
Ue suId he could not accept the
note, since Mr. Papanek had broken with tile Cze~h goverument,
and so spoke only as an indlvh.lnal. Ohile's J"('vresentlltive to the
LN., however, e411e<1 for an Inw'stigatlon 0( the Czech coup,
uC<'Ulling Bu~sin of !'repeating
the aetions and methods of Nazi
Germany".

Finn-Soviet Pact

*'

Ruhr to Be Internationallzed
The six \Yestern nations, the
U, S., Frnll('t\ Britain, the NetherlantIs, BPlg-ium anti Lux('mhourg,
meeting in London ended their
confer'ence ('arly in ~larC'h, 1m\"jng H'ar-hed agreement "in prindplo" on Iuternationalizing the
Unlll". I'rog)'eHS was aillo Illade, it
wns rC'ported, toward gettIng the
Frendl to link their Gt'rman wne
of oeeullaUon with tho~e of Brittain and America. The door \\:1S
ostcllsibly left open for Uu!<sia
to join in a four-power agre('l[l('nt
on (iPt"lnallY b11t thpre was IItU"
real hope that Hussiu woultI hn,e

+

Early Mardi saw proposals

fur a I"inn-Soyiet Pact meeting

wlth opposition iI, the I"innlsh
Diet. The Conservative party annoulJ(-ed that it did not favor a
military imct witll Hussia. The
Communists, of course, were in
favor. FinniHh Socialists ac('Used
the ComllJunlsts of stirring up
unrefit in Finland in order to ('arry through their program for cooperation witll llussia. The Communists, controlling the Popular
lJellJoernt!c Union, haye 31 seats
In the Diet, the I:l.l'g('st represeJltation of any purty, hut still a
minority. On Murch 7 the Com-
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Dlun1flf:8. together with the lIQUca.
halted a big, Helsinki rally agitating against the Soviet bid for
a mutual assistance pact. The
Finnish Foreign Office expre.!!sed
cautious and unofficIal opinion
that the bid would probably be
accepted. March 9 squads of Oom~
munists, representing themselves
as workers' committees, called at
editorial offices of Helsinki newspapers and warned that "antiSoviet propaganda" must cease,
br else---. President J. K. Pausittv! had, the previous day, accepted Premier Stalin's propo!lal
to negotiate a Soviet-Finnish
treaty of friendship and mutual
assistance, and indicated that the
talks would take place in Moscow. The Finnish people, generally, were not lIappy about the
Situation.
ChiDel86 Losses at Shensl
.. Manchurian Communists on
March 7 reported a major victory
In Shensi, having defeaWd 30,000
Nationai!st troops in a three-day
battle at rchulln, which is 60
miles southeast of Yenan. Government ,sources admitted that
their forc~ sutTered about 20,000
casualties and that the Communists lost 7,000 men. In the U. S.
aid for ChIna running into the
bHllons was urged by Bullltt.
Lieut. General A. C. Wedemeyer,
wartIme commander in ChIna,
also strongly urged adequate
military aid. Said he: "It we do
not take appropriate step~ all
over the worhl to stop this [Communist} conflagration, we are going to pay in blood." He urged
military aid by providing sup-pIles, Including weapons and ammunition; also competept officers. Bullitt urged the sending of
"the best man that can be found"
to help organi:l;e effective military
action against the Communists In
ChIna.
Torim Seek More U. S. Aid
.. A hundred Ught tanks were
sent to Turkey :March 1 as part
of the aid program. The 'l'urklsh
government, however, has dedded to ask the U. S. government
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to send further aid for economic
rather than mllltary purposes.
An all-civilian grOUP Or U. S. el:perts are wanted to formulate
plans to build up the country In
fields other than the mllltary.

Haganah
~

The Haganah organbntion,
the Jewl!!h militia ot Pale!!tlne,
although Illegal, carries out many
of its activities (luIte openly.
Early in March It made a remarkable announCement, claiming the right to Dlobllt:re even
U. S. citizens If they were of military age and resided In Palestine; indicating that It em'lsaged
a kInd of dual citizenship for
Jews everywhere----tln interesting
development. Meanwhile disturbances and terrorism continued In
Jerusalem, Haifa, and elsewhere.
In one instance the British forces fought on the side of Ha~anah.
At Lake Suceess, "'. Y., the Arabs
urgpd an abandonment of the
partition plan for Palestine and
an acceptunee of tlJe Federal regime Which they have advocated.
March 6 the lirst largl' contingent
of British forces left Pulefltlne;
about 1,000 troops, 500 poliCf'men.
and 300 members of their fumllies embarking at lIalfa. Britain
Is determined to withdraw all of
its (occes by Jluy 15.
Per6n Vldory
~ Argentina, on March 7, lleld
her first parliamentary el('Ctions
since Juan Domingo Peron took
office two years ago as pr{'~ident.
Ahont 30,000,000 men vot .. ri for
deputies. Hulf of the HiS-man
chamber of deputies comes up for
election every two years. Peron
wants a two-third,;; majority In
the chamber. With that majorIty
he can have the conRtitution
amended to allow a president to
succeed hims,,1f. Perril! 's term Is
up in 1!).'52. The Peronlsta prrss
r('ported II. sweeping vietory for
Peron, and observers concpded
that til(> reports were tru~. His
success Is attributed to his outstanrling personality, his conc('sslons to labor, and his taking
over the British-owned railways
of Argentina.

A,id'to Greece
• Alonij with aid to Turtey ana
China the American congress ww!
urged 10 early March to give serious coll!'llderation to aid fOI"
Greece, Where the situation continues 'to worsen. The number of
guerrillas bas doubled, measurably by means of forced addltioM. 'l'he armaments of the
guerrUIas have also Improved HI!
a result of foreign aid, and their
actlvltle~ have greatly increased
the already Dllmerous ruins in
Greece. Secretary Marshall, addressing the Renate Foreign Relations Committee, strongly llrged
extension of the aid program for
another year, setting a figure of
$275,000,000 for Greece aud Turkes.

'*

DodecD.neBe to Greece
On Mar('h 7 the fifty Dodecanese islands, in the Aegean sea,
wtlre formally returneu to Greece,
in harmony with the terms of Ule
Paris peace treaty with Italy.
Arriving in a thousand-ton destroyer, Kin!:" Paul and Queen
Fr('(lerlka visited the gaily de('ol'Ilted eltpital island of Rhod\'l:!
for the occasion.

*

PoHtics in Italy
Premier de Gasperl, at an
Ilnti-O.lIllmtwist mff'tJIJg In An·
eOlia, on the Adriatic sea, said:
"CzecJlOslovalha confirms our
dauger. 'rhis is onr supreme hour.
\Ye must win this tlmtl or we wil!
never vote in Italy again."
Among the partiCipants In the
campaign werc members of the
Roman Catholic hlerarehY-from
cardinals to village priests-----who
llnve heen Instructing Catholics
not to vote Communist. The Vatican confirmed their activities by
iSSllin!," a statempnt to the (>ffeet
that Catholics may vote only
for candldat(>H who will "respeet
and defend the rights of the
ChurCh".
Michael and the Pope
~ Vatican circles, on March 6,
stated tha~ PritH.'CRS Anne M
Bourbon-Parma will receive a
papal di~pensation to marry former King Michael of Humanla
only if she !lnu Michael Sign the
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usual written pledge to raise, all
thfllr eblldrell AI!! Roman Catholics (although Mlcbael Is Greek
Orthodox). If Princess Anne
should IDarry l\llchael withQut
the pope's dispensatIon, Sill'
would be excoIDIDunicated. The
pope had a talk with the mothers
of the couple two weeks earlier
and Michael's mother . (Queen
Helen) talked back so forcefully
that the pope cut tb.e audience
short. Mkha('l, who abdicated
la~t December, repudiated that
step early in March as having
been forced up!ln him by Rumanla'l! Communist government.
Conference on Rites
.. New York ('ity. on March 13,
wltnesoo(l the close of a Roman
CathoUc conference on rites by
Ulfl pet"formance In St. l'atrlck's
Cathedral of a mass in the
Byr.antine style. There is quite a
varil'ty of rites ohseryeo l)y the
different dlUrch('s that acknowledge the pope's supremacy, such
as the Ukrainian. Melkite, Hungarian, Rumanian, CarpathoRuthcnlan and Russian rites.
The H(lman Cath(llic cbllrch says
any (If these Easteru rites Is all
right, helng coequal with t.he
Western or Homan rite, so hmg
as the pope's supremacy Is accepted by the "right reverend"
performers of the rites.
Keeping Church and State
Separate
.. A decision banded down by
the U. S. Supreme Court 1'.Iare\l 8
held that relJgiou!l educution in
public school buildings, even on
so-called "reJcllseil time", fulls
squarely under the ban of tbe
First Amendment of the Constitution, made applicable to the
states by the I!'oul."tcenth Am"mlment. The First Ampndment pro·
vldes that "Congress shall make
no law respecting an establish·
ment of religiun . . . "The Court
fJlloted Thomas Jefferson's ('onclusion that the Fjr~t Amend·
ment was Intended to CI·ect a waJl
of separation between church
and state. 'rile ca~e that brought
the decision chullenged the use
of a DubUc schOOl for religious
elasses, pupils being excused
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from regulmr cluses tn attend
such lnlltMlctloJl. In
lIIt1\teft
such Ini!tructlon II'! given In quarters provided by the varlous religious ,organizaticms· during "released time", but in nine states
the Instruction was being g~ven
In the public IJChOOls thems"lves
by rellglou!! teachers deslgnuted
by the varlous sects.

s:s

*

Antl-LyndlJnl' BDI
Tbe House Judlctillty Commit·
tee, on March 2, approved by a.
vote of 18-8 the anti"lyncnlug
bll/' ()v(Jr lJtrong protelJtlf from
Southern derooerate. '.l:'hle, the
second Item on the CivIl Rights
program, W!.1l thu. moved along
toward u!tlm!.te acceptauoo by.
the U. S. Houee of Rapr_uta·
Uvea. A group of Southern demo·
crats, however, are detarmlne(l
to fisht the entire Civil Rights
program to the tl.utllb by every
means at their di.Posal.

*

U. S. Presidential Candidates
.rile Republlean party of the
lJ. S. appears to have plenty of
presitlential material. The follow·
ing Ute contenders for the purty's
presi(lentiai nomination, In the
order of their appearance:
RolJert A. Taft, 58, U. S. sen·
Btor from OJllo;
Earl Warren, 57, go,·ernor of
Callfornia;
Hurold E. Stassen, 40, fot·mer
governor of Minnesota;
Thomas E. Dewey, 46, governor
of Nf'W York;
Arthur H. Vandenberg, 64, sen·
ator from Michigan;
General Douglus MacArthur,
68, tllJpreme allied commander in
the Pacific durin!!; 'Vorld 'Var II.
Tbe Democratic party In early
March still remained hesitant
about choosing Truman as its
candidate. With Henry A. Wal·
lace running alii a thil:·d-purty
contender, the democrats are rel11('tunt to take chunces wltb a
"political accident".

*

New Indies .Regime
The Dutch, on March 9, formally Installed an Int.. rlm Nether·
lands East Indies GOVel1llllent.
In ct'remonies at the palace of
the acting governor, General Dr.

llubertu• .T. vall Moot, an invl·
tatlon was elCtended all!lo to the
Indonesian RepUblic to jOin In
the Interim l~ederal Government
as a state. Thr- new government
is c'Jmpose!:! of Indonesian and
Dut('h ministers under the acting
governor as Pl'\'"sident. It wlll
function unUI a Unite(l Slates of
Indonesia, linl,ed with the NetherlatJds, Is esta"\:)lished, as hoped,
Jan\J.ary 1, 1949.

*

Breadlines in Russia.
AIthwgh Russia

has

had

bumper gratn

the

past

cropS'

year, block·long bread·lim's, twenty·thra(' ahreast, were fOl'ming in
:'.Ios{'ow the oocond we~k of
March as a result of a break·
down In retail distribution. Offidal dispat('hes ff'ported that the
break(}own followed the J·ecent
removal of rationing throughout
the SoviH Union. ~uuden dismis8.'11 of Hovlet ;\1JlliSff'r of Cl'r.8rle
A. V. J.yuhimov on Mnr('h 3 for
"unsutisfa('tor~' work" indicate(l
that staple food suppli('s were not
("OminJ.: tlll·ough on sch('dule.
Isotopes for Leukemia
.. Tn early :\Iarch the report
('ume throu!I"h from tile University of Cnlifornia that radio·
active isotopel'!, a product of
atomic research, had "prolonged
the lives of 129 patients, SUfferers
from leukemlll, hy at least four
yeats, and In two cases hy nlue
or more y('ars". 'l'hE're Is, how·
ever, no indication that a cnre for
cancer has been found. The fore·
going claims are to hr- vjpwed in
the light of humanity's wellknown tendency to err.
Books for Eurupe
.. Leaders in education, meeting
at llaleigh, N. C" :\larcll ll, were
told that a "Books for l~uropr-"
program had resulted in the
sending of 500,000 books to students in Germa.ny and oiher oc·
cup!ed ('ountrles from the state
of North Carolina alone. A goal
of 1,000,000 !H)okS was set for
the state. SimUnr movemcnts In
other states !Ire contemplated
and will, it is confidently expected, provide millions of bopks
for studpnts in devastated lands.
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From Underground to Aboveground
EPRESSING were the days when nesses would disappear entirely. But the
democratic Germany ceased to exist, ,\Vitnesses did not disappear. They conto give room for a rule of violence un- tinued to go from house to house, and
equaled in the world. The 30th of J anu- to give the witness concerning the estabary, 1933, had come. The politic~l ten- lishment of Jehovah's kingdom. Arrest
sion, continuously aggravated ~uru~g the followed upon arrest. The police broke
preceding weeks, had reached Its clImax. into the houses of these peace-loving citiLate in the evening the loudspeakers zens to search for Bible books and bookproclaimed that the Nazis. had become lets, and when some were found the daily
the masters of the land. VOICes from the papers would hallyhoo in a thrilling
Deutschlandsender sounded rattling and manner that "masses of communistic litrumbling through the air over all the erature had been confiscated in the
'provinces and rural outskirts, and as- homes of biblestudents". Gradually the
sured out of breath from the long race public began to believe the news. What
for p~wer, that a happy time was daw~ the papers are bringing again and again,
iug that the efforts of the best ones III the public is apt to believe.
Ge~many had now resulted in the wellBut ·Jehovah's witnesses and their
deserved rulership of Adolf Hitler's preaching activity did not cease. The oridea through divine providence. These ganization and work went underground.
voic~s were breaking, excited, hasting, Amid great difficulties and dangers the
threatening, aggressive, and then again literature of the 'Vatch Tower Society
sentimental, whining. In the background was smuggled across borders and multIof all these noises continuously was ring- plied in, secret places. Small groups,
ing music, marches, good old real Prus- called cells, were formed. rrhese met in
sian military marches, drowned by the homes and studied and planned to fight.
sounds of the loud salutes "Heil" and the District servants and their assistants,
clicking of the boots of the marching who were often women, traveled through
masses of the SA in the streets. So it the land carrying the encouraging and
began ...
strengthening "meat in due season" from
Just at the time when the concordat God's 'Vord and linking in unity the little
between the new Germany and the Vati- cell groups scattered throughout the
can was in preparation, the Watch Tow- land. Oftentimes the illegally-distributed
er Bible and Tract Society and the Bible literature fell into the hands of the poStudents Association were banned. The lice, and in the wake of such seizures a.
Nazi party and the police would see ~o new wave of arrests would follow.
it that, like Communists and other polItThe police would come during the
ical enemies of the state, Jehovah's wit- night to take captive Jehovah's witnesses

D
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without making any fuss, without calling
the attention of too public in general to
this campaign of suppression and persecution that they were making. But
through their underground organization
the Witnesses were told to loudly object
to these night arrests, to make noises, to
wake up their neighbors, to let them see
how the Nazi masters separated husband
and wife or tore parents from weeping
children. Many thousands were witnesses to such cruel and, brutal disruption of
homes.
.

•

In the Concentration Camps
Called into play were the concentration camps, or, better, annihilation
camps. Often did their doors open to receive Jehovah's witnesses, but seldom to
release them. In the fall of the year 1935,
Rimmler ordered that none of Jehovah's
witnesses, after. serving his sentence,
was to be released without signing a vow
to renounce the faith of Jehovah's witnesses and show willingness to become a
Nazi. So in the concentration camps Jehovah's witnesses remained. But even in
the camp their underg:tvund organization operated effectively to bring in copies of the Watchtower magazine and other literature issued by the Society. Studies in this literature were held in the
blockhouses. Of course, they were betrayed often and the Witnesses considered responsible were made horrible examples, but still the Bible literature got
in and was studied, and strengthened
and- refreshed the hearts of the incarcerated.
Nobody should believe that the hard
experiences of J ehovah'switnesses were
limited to men.' Oh no! The reports that
came out of the camps Mohringen, Lichtenburg, Ravensbrueck and Auschwitz
show that even hundreds of women,
faithful sisters of the ranks of Jehovah's
witnesses, were tortured, tormented,
and oppressed in the same way,. for
the same purpose of annihilation. There
are reports to hand so gruesomely fa sci4

nating and sensational that they find no
equal. The pen refuses to describe what
these female heroes of faith had to endure. Just one of the many extremities
of torture suffered by these Christian
women was the practice of hanging them
by their feet, head down, and left alone
in their absolute exhausted condition to
be eaten by rats and to die miserably.
Upon the outbreak of world war in
1939, hundreds of young men, Jehovah's
witnesses, seventeen and eighteen years
old or older, stood courageously before
the military courts and professed their
belief and faithfulness to Jehovah God.
Almost without exception they were sentenced to death and executed by shooting, beheading or hanging. Once, in
Ploetzensee, eighty were killed in one
day.
Then came the momentous days of
May, 1945. Terror rule of twelve long
years broke in pieces and the gates of
prisons and concentration camps were
flung open. The troops of the Allies were
marching in and from the camp gates
that they flung open came marching out
some eight thousand of Jehovah's witnesses. Two thousand had met their
death in Hitler's annihilation camp.
Those who survived the trial and left
the camp alive felt somewhat like the
three Hebrew men cast into the fiery
furnace by the Babylonian king because
they praised only God and served Him.
As these three Hebrew witnesses of God
were delivered from the fiery furnace, so
thousands of Jehovah's witnesses lived
through the ordeals.
Today they are called "victims of fascism". Actually Jehovah's witnesses were
and are "fighters against fascism". The
latter name is given to those who had
been persecuted for political reasons,
but it is denied to Jehovah's witnesses.
Some political prisoners in for some minor offen~e and for a few months only
are counted as fighters and therewith receive all advantages, whereas Jehovah's
witnesses, who, in faithfulness and inAWAKEI

tegrity, fought the Nazi curse lor ten
ana twelve long years in the concentration camps are given the secondary ranking as victims. The fact is that many of
the political prisoners broke down under
the Nazi pressure and became soldiers in
the Germany army. There was a special
military formation made up only from
concelltration camp inmates and in these
ranks fought many a "brave" communist
for the flag of the Third Reich and gave
his life in the fight against Bolshevism.
"Homecoming"
But of little consequence are the
names the world attaches to Jehovah's
witnesses. The good result was that J ehovah's witnesses, once underground,
now came aboveground once more to
preach this gospel of the Kingdom. The
Witnesses released from concentration
camps headed toward their homes, if
they still had one after such long imprisonment. Many brave and faithful fighters, male and female, had lost husband
or wife, children, home and propertyeverything. Cunning methods, like in the
time of the Inquisition, sometimes enabled the wicked Gestapo to bring about
a divorce by deceiving the husband or
the wife and sometimes even the whole
family. It was with Satanic joy that the
servants of Himmler were often able to
inform the concentration camp prisoner
that his wife had obtained a divorce, or
that he was deprived of his children.
Typical is the following experience of
one faithful male witness of Jehovah,
who loved God and the truth more than
anything else. He had had no letters
from his wife for about a year. She had
not contacted him at all. In the beginning
of June, 1945, he came home, released
from his yoke. In the midst of ruins he
found the house. It had been preserved.
His heart was beating violently between
hope and fear. He climbed the stairs to
his fa-rmer apartment. There was another name on the door. He knocked, the
door was opened. He faced a woman he
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had never seen before. She looked at the
man, who still wore his prison garment,
a striped suit like a zebra, a snit he had
worn for many years, and, like many others, now wore coming home. He asked
for his wife. The woman answered, stamM
mering with compassion, that his marriage had been divorced, as everybody
knew, and she had married again and
moved to another place.
So she was divorced, "as everybody
knew," but he had not known anything
about it. With faltering voice he thanked
the woman and, taking his heart in both
hands, swayed downstairs. Here the
lovely spring air caressed him and he
tried to pray. rrhen two arms were
pushed under his arms and two of J ehovah's witnesses, united with him in the
same faith, welcomed him: "We have
waited for you. Come with us and stay
with TIs." They took him in the!r midst
and took him home, to his new home. But
not all had the same experience. Some
have till this day not heard from their
beloved ones. -Will they ever hear7
Reconstruction of Witness Work

From underground to aboveground r
But this was more difficult to do than to
say. The German Branch of the Watch
Tower Bible and Tract Society was situated in Magdeburg in a large building
housing 220 men and women workers and
a large printing plant. But how different
was the picture when in the beginning of
July, 1945, some of Jehovah's witnesses
returned from the concentration camps
and looked upon the former Branch
quarters! It offered a desolate sight, not
destroyed but badly damaged. German
forces had been housed there for a time,
and later on anyone who was homeless
had taken refuge in the building. It had
been stripped of everything movable,
even the installations for light and water
and the linoleum from the floors. WorkM
men from the town council started remodeling the premises. It s40uld become,
they said, a hotel for Russian officers.
5

However, legal action caused the rcturn
of the property to its rightful own~rs,
Jehovah's witnesses.
In the meantime the reorganization
and reconstruction of the company or·
ganizalion!l throughout the country be·
gan. Letters of instruction addressed to
all who had so far confessed to be witnesses of Jehovah called them to assemble again to lake up their Bible studies
ond the service work of proclaiming the
Kingdom. They were informed that witnesses in the full-time service of the So·
ciety prior to HiiJer't; mad reign were
once again in ~r ap;de.burg, whf'DPe the
affairs of the Society would be administered New life entered the veins of Jehovah's witnefises. Service work began
open and aboveground. More and more
literature came to hand for distribution.
Under appellation to the newly created
first democratic laws of the military
powers, nearly all of them annulling the
prohibition!'1 and bans of the Nazis and
restoring the freedom of worship, J ehovah's witnesses made good Use of those
regaineu rights and liberties, and so
started in the whole ('.ountry a campaign
of public lectures. Audiences too large
for tlle halls heard the message in the
open air.
By the late spring of 1946 conventions
of Jehovah'g witnesses were again being
held in Germany: the first after long
years of separation and privation. Because of the division of Germany into the
four zones it was imposflible to hold one
central convention, Hence preparations
were made in different towns of the
American, Britil:ih and Russian zones for
the asscmblies. The key city Wfl!'1 Magdeburg, where 6,500 witnesses assembled
for the convention. The Magdeburg convention served the RU::C<b'ian zone, while
two cities in the American zone and
ejght in the British zone held assemblies
for those residing there. The totaJ attendance ot' these eleven convention
cities was about 15,000.
Notwithstanding the fact that half of
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the town of Magdeburg is destroyed by
bombs and lies in ruins, the accommodation problem was solved when kindhearted citizens placed Ulei!' already insufficient apartment space at the disposal
of convention visitors. Out of small food
rations the brethren had brought with
them enough food to be pooled and a hot
meal provided for all each day. The
popUlation of Magdeburg as well as the
occupation forces were amazed. No political parties had found the courage to
ca.ll an assembly of 8u('.h mngnitude.
When 684 immf<r!'1i on candidates, men
and women, marched through the town
to the bath they Were watChed and accompaniell by Russian soldiers. Not
knowing what ' ...·as going on t.hf<y feared
a demonstration should be made and, as
everyone knew, it Was forbidden by mili.
tary law to rai:,;e commotion. But after
wal1dng along for a few minutes beside
the peacefully walking Jehovah's witnesses, and after learning the purpose of
the procession, the Russian soldiers were
satisfied and ullowDd thD eandidates to
pa!'l!'1 without any interference.
But the climax of the Theocratic as.
semblies was to be reached some months
later, in the fall of 1946. The assembly for the American zone was held
in Nuremberg and the assembly grounds
llsed were the same as those used in
former years bv the Nazis to celebrate
their pompous festivities. On the third
day of this assembly sentence was pronounced against SOme of the Nazi war
criminals. How the Lord had turned the
tables all the persecuting Nazis, ldw for
tvtelve long years harl !'1onght to annihilate Jehovah's witnesses! Now their rab~
id political party had ceased to exist aild
individualluembers of it were suffering
for the party crimes, while Jehovah's
witnesses were serving God p.boveground once more and assembling on the
former parade grounds of the Nazi:;.
Al:lsembled to hear the Scriptural discourses were 6,300 witnesses, and for the
public talk the attendance mounted to
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9,000. The chain of assemblies that followed in other cities in other zones continued until the middle of December and
the combined attendance of these assemblies of Jehovah's witnesses mounted to
the grand total of 31,400.
During that month of December, 1946,
there were 14,135 of Jehovah's witnesses
reporting field service activity. One year
later, December, 1947, there were active
in the field in Germany 24,873 (in
January, 1948, there were 27,650). At
the rate of nearly 1,000 a month, J ehovah's witnesses in Germany have been
recuperating their strength after a dozen
years under the Nazi tyrants' heels, and
persons of good-will see these facts and
they join themselves with these fighters.

Obstacles to Reconstruction
Though the concentration camp is
gone, there are serious obstacles to hinder the work in Gennany, but these obstacles are being hurdled by God's witnesses, by His grace. For one thing, the
publishers of the Kingdom must do their
work on slim rations. Food conditions
become worse daily. It hardly seems possible, because a year ago it was said it
cannot become any worse. But it has become worse. The weekly food ration for
adult persons in the American zone is:
5 pounds of bread, 3! ounces of meat;
! pound of victuals (barley, noodles or
flour), 1 ounce of fat (mostly margarine), 2! ounces of coffee substitute and
4 ounces of sugar. In addition to these
weekly rations each adult person gets
yearly 2 hundred-weight of' potatoes.
Vegetables are not available, unless one
has a small garden and can grow something for himself. These rations in the
American zone are, without doubt, better than those in the other zones, especially in the Russian and French zones.
What can the people do if they would
keep alive 1 They barter or buy on the
black market. In other words, it is impossible to legally keep alive and strong.
Housing is acute. Millions of persons
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had to flee from their homes in parts of
Prussia, in Silesia and in the Sudetenland. All their possessions were left behind and they had to be accommodated
in the districts and countries that remained German, and these remaining
areas are half destroyed. Therefore the
housing situation is extremely acute. On
the door of one apartment are five or
six different names. Several families living in such cramped quarters causes
strife, quarrels and endless irritation, in
addition to providing breeding places for
crime and illness.
There is no coal. ·What coal Germany
produces is exported to a great extent.
Coal rations for the German people are
ridiculously small, and in many parts of
the country no' coal at all is being distributed this winter. Electricity is shut
off for hours, in Berlin often for the
whole day. Gas is available onlv for one
hour at noon and in the evening. These
shortages, especially in the matter of
coal, incites to thievery. The police chase
men and women and even children carrying small or large bags of coal, coke and
presscoal. There are hundreds of these
persons running in the streets. The stealing is done quite openly. Everybody sees
it and knows it, but who cares 1 One has
to do it, if one does not want to perish.
",Tith Jehovah's witnessf's the situation
is more difficult. They will not stoop to
theft. They suffer from cold and become
ill. In their meetings they often sit by
candles or little oil lamps, even for the
public lectures during the winter months.
Emergency illumination of this kind is at
hand becaUf:(c the electric light will suddenly go out and everyone is sitting in
the dark.
However, all of this misery does not
make. the people any better. Instead of
softenlng their hearts and cfl,using them
to look to the Lord for aid, their hearts
become cold, cruel! brutal and malicious.
With calloused indifference they read of
old and sick people found frozen and
starved to death in bed. The people have
7

bet',ome cynical and hopeless, pessimistic
toward any leadership and indifferent to
P?litics. A variety of. poli~ical parties
rIse up to solve the fntuahon. But the
people generally are skeptical and suspicious and show indifference to these
voices, and the younger ones among them
take such with irony and sarcastic. humor. Because of this political indifference ruling powers have felt constrained
to resort to means of duress and threats
in order to force the people to political
activity. This oftentimes causes Jehovah's witnesses difficulty, since they will
not engage in the politics of this world.

Religious Pers,ecutors
Not only are foes found among the political groups, but the religious forces
of the land seek to block the progress of
the work of Jehovah's witnesses. Right
after the overthrow of the Nazi power
the popular fad in Germany was for the,
prominent clcrgyJllen and churches to
overload each other with reproof, and
even blame themselves for the course
they had taken in supporting Nazism.
They did not deny a certain complicity
with the war and the conditions of terfOf. But tl1e manner in which they admitted guilt and made their confessions
left a bitter taste in the mouth. The rueful confessions were invariably made to
publicize mock penitence or to gain some
sort of advantage. 'With so many guilty
ones it did not do any harm for these
religious speakers to give voice to what
the believers of their churches already
knew, and it pleased the cIerics for a
change to show remorse, for show.
Now there is much talk about all sins'
having been forgiven. And it is true, they
actually'seem to have received full absolution by the men of authority of the four
occupying powers, including the Russians. The large churches in Germany
have the protection of the state and are
even allowed in an extensive way to rob
smaller communities and free churches
of their rights. They are entering into
8

their old rut of gul1t by ngntmg rreOOOJIl
of worship for smaller groups. 'Religious
pressure has caused many denials of
rights against Jehovah's witnesses, Having tired of taking Harne upon their own
shoulders the big churches pose as pure
and heap castigation upon J ehO-vah's
witnesses, the one group that did stand
staunch and blameless during the dozen
years of the Nazi IJl{J.dness.
The poisoned arrows aimed at J ehovah's witnesses from these religious
quarters come as no surprise attack. For
years they have been warding them off
with the shield of faith. Thev have
fought against the onslaughts of religion
from the subtle insinuation and misrep~
resentation on up to the violent tortures
of the concentration camp's inquisition.
Jehovah's witnesses are used to fighting,
whether underground or aboveground.
Now tlltlt they are aboveground once
more and the work is gqing ahead and
the ranks of their workers are expanding, envious and spiteful voices are at
work to hinder and halt progress. The
second world war has ended, but not religious persecution and misrepresentation. The days are filled with danger that
cannot be banned by apPeals or political
decrees. Honest considerations of these
facts cannot be clubbed down.
Another thing that will not be clubbed
down, the gospel-preaching work of J ehovah's witnesses. The Nazis tried it and
failed. The comehack staged by the Wit~
neRses in Germany is proof of their divine backing. Despite all that can be done
by enemies, Jehovah's truth will march
forward in Germany, just as it will
march forward in all other lands on the
face of the earth. J ehQvah's promise that
the Kingdom gospel shall be preached in
all nations for a witnerss unto all the
world will not return unto Him void and
unfulfilled. The work is sure to go forward until nnirsbed, wlletber that forward progress be made underground or
aboveground.-Awa.ke! correspondent in
Germany.
AWAKE/

in Ashanti, and in the sonthern provinces
of Nigeria the main reason why there are
no animals for transport, for manure,
for meat and for milk is the prevalence
of the tsetse fly and the disease which it
conveys.
The trypanosome gernh like its carrier
the tsetse, is divided into several species.
In the tragedy of t.rypanosomiasis in
man and beast., hov'lever, three appear
predominantly: Trypanosome gmnbiense, Trypanosorne rhodesiense, and
Trypanosome brucei. The last-named is
the game trypanosome, to which game
animals are immune, but which becomes
the murderous nagana-producing germ
when injected into the hlood stream of
domestic cattle. T. gambiense and T. rhodesiense are the agents of trypanosomiasis in humans, the latter producing
a more virulent type of the disease.
The Tsetse Fly
The tsetse is close cousin to the common house fly. There are twenty or more
"different species of tsetse, all of which
are potential carriers of the trypanosome germ, but the convicted criminals
are those belonging to the two groups
known as Glossina rnorsita1ts and Glossina palpalis. The tsetse is about threeeights of an inch long" is of a leaden
brown color and is distinguished by the
extremely sturdy probosds which project.s militantly horizontally from its
head. 'l'wo other characteristics make it
easy to reco,gnize. First, ·when the tsetse
settles, its wings overlap like the blades
of a pair of scissors. Second, the vein
formation of the wings is strikingly well
marked and forms a peculiar diamondshaped pattern.
The tsetse, unlike almost all other flies,
does not lay eggs. ·Within the body of the
female a larva matures from a single
egg. and only when full larval develop~
ment has been attained is it deposited in
the outer world to continue its life cycle.
And no human mother is more careful
than the mother tsetse that her offspring
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should be brought forth in suitable Bur·
roundings. She finds a warm, damp,
loamy soil in a shady place beneath fallen trees or heavy, overhanging shrubs
and there tIw larva is brought forth. Female tsetses repeat the birth process at
intervals of from two to three weeks.
The larva immediatelv burrows into
the warm, moist bed. Within an hon1' the
larva becomes a pupa, enclosed in a dull
reddish-brown case, divided into twelve
segments and as hard as a shell. From
the anterior end project two sman hooks
wHh which the pupa burro·ws and anchors itself in the soil. At the opposite
end are two minute protuberances
through whirh the pupa breathes. From
four to nine weeks later the young fly
emerges from the case and with its stur~
dy mouth parts, or proboscis, digs its
way up through the soil to freedom. Its
wings harden in the air and soon an~
other tsetse sets off on a lifelong search
for blood.
The fly cannot breed in dry or exposed
an'as, neither can it exist at altitudes
above 5,000 feet. It is ,found in humid,
low-lying country, where bushes or trees
are plentiful and where the forests bor~
der the streams. Muclt of Central and
East Africa answers to this description.
Until comparatively recently there
were also vast areas which, although
favorable to the 'propagation of tIle fiy,
were yet free from infestation. But the
fly's rapid spread in recent years gives
canse for alarm that the tsetse flv will
spread over the whole range of tropical
and subtropical Africa wherever conditions favor its development. From its
original Central African habitat the fly
1ms now sent a long, narrow, penetratjng
finger down the east coast as far south
as Zululand, and the latest reports in~
dicate that this disease-spreading wedge
is now moving westward, threatening,
among other areas, the Kruger National
Park, SQuth Africa's great natural game
reserve. In Southern Rhodesia the invaSlon of UJe fly from the north has been
AWAKE!

estimated to be spreading at the rate of
1,000 square miles a year. In Bechuanaland the fly is driving cattle from wellwatered areas to the drier regions.
Efforts at Control

The Uganda epidemic at the beginning
of the century brought forcibly to the
attention of European governments with
interests in Africa the havoc of which
the tsetse is capable. Since then they
have combined to investigate and solve
the problem of the tsetse's control and
"eventual extermination. Their success
has been limited and in some cases the
cure has been worse than the disease.
The first attempt at control followed
the great Uganda outbreak. As the
tsetse is not born infective and becomes
a disease-carrier only after it has fed on
infected blood, and as the complete destruction of the tsetse seemed a colossal
and impossible venture, it was decided
to remove, temporarily, all humans from
the Uganda shores and islands of Lake
Victoria Nyanza to a distance safe from
the tsetse fly. The measure was successful and the tsetse which still infested the
ravaged area eventually lost the trypanosome infection_ Latest reports indicate that reoccupation of the area is now
taking place, but, as the introduction of
a single case of sleeping sickness would
be sufficient to precipitate another epidemic, this reoccupation is being strictly
supervised. Some success, too, has attended use of drugs in the treatment of
trypanosomiasis in man and beast.
But in his fight to eradicate the fly man
has met largely with failure and disaster,
for man's tactics in his war on the fly
have been largely to meet destruction
with ruthless counter-destruction.
Game animals have been proved to be
not only the main source of the fly's blood
supply but also a great reservoir of the
trypanosome germs which cause both human and animal trypanosomiasis. So the
order went forth to destroy all game in
tsetse fly areas, and in recent decades
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vast sections of the African veld have
echoed to the Bound of horrible, bloody
slaughter, and then lapsed into empty,
desolate, stinking silence. Periodically
this sorry business moves various sections of the people to outraged protest,
but the slaughter still goes on. And so
does the tsetse fly.
The tsetse fly must have shade in
which to breed. This has suggested another line of attack Remove all shade,
the theory says, and the tsetse must die.
So the felling of forest and bush began,
and thousands of square miles of wooded
African valleys and plains rang and still
ring to the sound of the woodsman's ax.
Where vast forests once stretched in
green, leafy beauty, the land now lies
naked and unlovely.
In Zululand
Zululand, the southernmost tip of
present tsetse penetration, has for many
years been the scene of intense antitsetse measures, and results achieved
there are fairly typical of results
achieved elsewhere on the African continent. Of these results Mr. T. E. Harrison, a Zululand farmer, in a recent issue
of The Farmer's Weekly, wrote bitterly.
Mr. Harrison mourns the green ,glory
that was Zululand. He tells of forests
which covered its hills and valleys, of
luscious grass which clothed its plains.
He tells of its rivers and streams, its
"pans" and waterholes and springs, and
its abundant rain. He describes its teem~
ing game, its buffalo, wildebeest, zebra,
kudu, waterbuck, nyala, mpala, rietbuck,
bushbuck, duiker, steenbuck, antelope,
klipspringer, warthogs, pigs, honey bear,
leopards, hyenas, cheetahs, wild dogs
and jackals, and its reptiles. Its birds
were lovely and uncountable. It was a
place of vibrant life and beauty.
Then came the tsetse fly, and in 1918
the call went out to repel the invader.
The game, on which the fly fed, must be
destroyed. Soon the stench of rotting,
unskinned carcasses fouled Zululand's
once sweet air and the vultures and carII
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1947, the world
was startled by the
news that the small
but strategically located republic of Panama had rejected a
treaty between herself and the United
States for defense
sites then held by the United States in
Panamanian territory outside of the
Canal Zone, and for their continued occup~tion for the defense of the Panama
canal. Congressional circles in Washington were surprised, as were many of
Panama's sister repUblics.
But why should a small and insignificant republic reject a treaty which apparently is so vitally important to herself as _well 'as to the defense of the
canal' ·When we realize that Panama is
largely dependent upon the Canal Zone
for her livelihood, we realize that she
did not lightly and for nothing reject
this pact, but that she must have had
some deep-seated reason that is very
important to herself. In a way she killed
the proverbial goose that laid her golden
eggs when she rejected that pact. The
consequences, no doubt, will be bitter
and hard.
Negotiations for this new treaty had
been going on for more than a year, and
in Panama it had been a burning and
hotly contested issue during all of that
time. Also, during that time numerous
investigations were made by congressional and senatorial committees from
t.he United States as to why a definite
agreement could not be reached. These
committees also made investigations and
recommendations as to a new sea-Ieveltype canal, either along the same route
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as the present canal
or along some other
route either in Colombia or in one of the
other Central American countries.
To find the root of Panama's rejection
of the treaty we go back a few years, to
the year 1903. Panama httd just gained
her independence from Colombia 'and
had signed a treaty with the United
States whereby permission was granted
for the building of the canal. Under the
terms of this treaty Panama became
somethiri'g in the nature of a protectorate
although not exactly so. The United
States had the right to appropriate
whatever land she needed in the territory for sanitation or for the defense
and maintenance of the canal. For over
thirty years she exercised this right,
sometimes unjustly, with little or no consideration for the susceptibilities or interest of the Panamanians. The Panamanians viewed with alarm the extending of U. S. jurisdiction over their territory.
In 1936, under President Roosevelt, a
new treaty was signed which was designed to eliminate ·some of the unpleasant features of the pact of 1903. This
treaty gave the United States jurisdiction only over the canal zone which includes the canal and a strip of land on
each side which is leased for 99 years at
an annual rental of $400,000. It also
placed the relations of the two countries
upon a mutual basis, each assuming responsibilities in the defense and maintenance -of the canal. Also, it guaranteed
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lion of the United States,; also, that in
the past she has been relerred to as a
protectorate and as a vassal state.having no win of its own, unable to run its
own affairs or enforce its decrees. This
the Panamanians have bitterly resented,
and the present situation did not help
matters any;
Trea'ty Negotiations
Negotiations for the new treaty began
about November 1, 1946. The United
States asked f.or a 99~year lease. To Pan.
ama this meant that the defense sites
would become another canal zone which
would be intolerable for many reasons
of her own. Besides, this was entirely out
of harmony with Article X of the 1936
agreement, upon' which she felt the new
treaty should be strictly based because it
covers such concessions of territory for
defense purposes. She sought to have
said Article X specifically cited in the
new treaty, but In vain. This omission
was important to Panama because it
meant that in later years it might be
interpreted to mean that delegations of
authority by her to the United States
would be based upon Article II of the
1936 treaty, which would be inadmissible
to Panama because it covers permanent
concessions of territory that might become necessary for improvements to the
canal in case of an earthquake or other
unforeseen contingency that might result. in damage to. the c~mal; whereas,
ArtIcle X covers conceSSIOns of a temporary nature.
Panama could see no good reason why
the terms of the new treaty should rim
beyond five years, as there was no actual
threat of war at that time, although
the conditions then existing could be interpreted as a potential threat of war;
but if they continued to exist after the
five-year term had expired the lease
could be renewed. The United States
finally dropped down to five years for
all the bases she intended to hold except Rio Hato, 'for which she asked a
ten-year lease with an unconditional op4PBIL 22, 1948

tion renewable for another ten years, at
her own unilateral and absolute discretion.
To Panama the making of this new
treaty was a serious matter. She was not
seeking to side-step her responsibility
in the matter, but if she acceded to aU the
demands made upon her by the United
States, which seemed to forget that Panama was the one granting favors not
the one asking them, it would mean'that
she would have to surrender at least a
part of. her sover~ignty as an independent nabon, and thIS she was determined
not to do. On the other hand, the United
States was contemplating the building of
a sea-level canal either along the present
-route of the canal or along some other
route, and she felt that she must be
~uaranteed adegull; te means of protecting
It. As the negobabons proceeded she insisted upon introducing clauses into the
new treaty that tended to accentuate her
powers and ,privileges and weaken Panamanian sovereignty. This alarmed the
Panamanians as they remembered the
one-sided treaty of 1903 and its consequences, and the,! clamored more loudly
for the return 0 the bases, while at the
same time, from the American side, came
the cry that Pana.ma refused to cooperate.
That this was an unjust accusation is
shown in the fact that Panama repeatedly submitted proposals which were designed to protect her rights and yet meet
the demands of the United States for defense of the canal. She insisted that the
terms of the 1942 treaty should be fulfilled, and the bases all returned to her
before another treaty was entered into.
However, all of her proposals were
promptly rejected while at the same time
she continued to be accused of indiffer_
ence and not wanting to co-operate.
After fifteen months, during which the
controversy raged with each side de.manding an ear!y settlement of the issue,
and each accusIng the other of its failures, the new agreement was drawn up
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and signed on December 10, 1947. Dr.
Alfaro, who, as Panama's minister of
foreign - relations, negotiated the new
treaty, resigned the day previous in protest a.gainst its terms.
Aroused Public Forces Rejection
WiJh the treaty signed and in the
hands of the National Assembly for ratification things began to happen. Thousands of letters and telegrams poured in
asking rejection of the treaty. Most if
not all of the political leaders and their
backers voiced their disapproval and
asked for rejection. Resolutions of protest came from all sections of society, but
noisiest and most insistent were the student and youth organizations.
Now the students demanded that the
treaty be rejected and the matter. taken
to the United Nations to force the United
States to return the base sites. A mass
demonstration was planned for December 12, the first day that the National Assembly would meet to consider ratification of the treaty. The mayor declared a
ban against the demonstration. But the
constitution gives anyone the right to
hold such demonstration, and the students, determined to assert their consti.
tutional rights, gathered in spite of the
ban. Police attempted to enforce the ban
and block off their march to the Palace
of Justice, where the National Assembly
was in session. The result was a street
fight in which one 16·year-old boy was
shot in the neck and forty others, including policemen, were injured, and twentyfive, including a number of professors,
were jailed. This only made them more
determined, and the next· night another
demonstration was held. Two days later
a general strike of Panama City schools
went into -effect; parents and teachers
joined with students in protest.
The strike spread until schools
throughout the republic were closed.
President Jimenez went on the air to de·
fend the treaty and urge its ratification.
He reminded the people of their contract
relationship with the United States, and
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their obligation to eo-operate in making
t~~ can!ll invulnerable; also, that the deCISIon m regard to the _treaty was of
enormous importance to the count~y.
The ,final meeting of the National Assembly on December 22 was accompanied
by the largest popular demonstration to
take place so far. -For seven hours the
demonstrators chanted their demands
for rejection outside the Palace of Justice, while the legislators debated the
burning question, hardly able to hear because of the noise outside. Wfien final
unanimous rejection was announced the
demonstrators, satisfied, marched off.
Thinking men of responsibility in Panama were not in favor of the terms of
the treaty, yet they deplore the action
take~ by the students. They would have
called for a modification of the terms of
the treaty, not complete rejection. The
assemblymen in making their decision
no doubt, feared the consequences fro~
th~ "ten thousand boys' sharpening their
kmves downstairs", as one of them put
it, not only to themselves, but to the entire republic, and even to the demonstrators themselves, who had been worked
u~ to fever pitch over the issue, and, they
beIng of an irresponsible age, it is not
difficult to imagine what might have happened.
. The next day after the treaty was reJected preparations were made by the
United States to evacuate the bases
while many startled American official~
began th""ir conjecture as to why the
treaty was rejected. Communism and the
coming elections received the major part
of the blame, but it is quite evident that
neither were directly to blame. The underlying reason was the failure of the
United States to comply with the 1942
treaty and return the bases on time. This
caused the Panamanians to lose confidence in the United States to sueh a degree that they had no desire to make any
new concessions. So little Panama Won
her battle against Bib United States.
-Awake! correspondent in Panama.
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GITATION for independence had
flamed violently in Burma since she
gained separation from India in 1937.
Nationalists, then called seditionists,
were_ rounded up to fill the country'-s
jails, but this kindled the flame more
fiercely rather than smothered it. Prior
to Japanese treachery at Pearl Harbor
(December, 1941) a small group of Burmese students headed by the late U Aung
San, and including, among others, Prime
Minister Thakin Nti, parleyed secretly
with the Japanese for driving the British ont of the country. Independence for
Bunna was to be the reward for letting
the Japanese in. The plan worked up to
a degree: the British went out in the
great withdrawal of 1942; the Japanese
came in. But the independence granted
this country by the Japanese meant only
the replacement of the British "Thakin"
by the Japanese "master".
U Aung San's methods were direct,
his speech terse. The action-loving Burmese swarmed round him and his
AFPFL group when he promised them
independence, within a year from J anuary 31, 1947. "I'll get ~u independence,
or else-" the Bog~yoke (General) told
the people, in demanding all-out support.
The demand was answered. U Aung San
was not fooling when he declared
AFPFL would resist any attempt to deprive the Burmese of freedom. When he
announced the terms of the treaty giving almost 'full powers to the Bunnese
cab-inet, he had to announce simultaneously the calling off of the armed resistance movement planned by his
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AFPFL against the failure of the talks.
The April, 1947, elections saw the
AFPFL romp home at the polls with an
overwhelming majority. By mid-MaYrthe AFPFL general convention adoptoo
the draft of the new constitution along
lines suggested by U Aung San, and
when the Constituent Assembly met for
its first session at the end of the month
with the AFPl!-'L occupying 176 out of
210 seats, U Aung San tabled and won
a resolution claiming sovereign inde~
pendence for Burma outside the Commonwealth.
Assassination
And then U Aung San died. He died as
swiftly as he had lived. Within seconds
assassins' bullets snuffed out his life as
he presided over a meeting of his executive council. With him went six members
of the Cabinet. We let Bogyoke's own
personal assistant, Bah Tun Hla, describe what happened on July 19, 1947.
I happened to glance at my wrist watch
then. It was exactly 1,0: 35 a.m. That instant
there was a terrific bang. And both Bah Than
Win and I flattened ourselves on the floor.
Not a minute after that bang we heard the
continuous tat-tat-tat of automatic weapons.
Then the realization dawned on us that in
that Council Chamber next to my room some
assassins might be shooting down our leaders.
This realization made us dash for the doors,
I to that of the Council Chamber, and Boh
Than Win to the one leading to the passage.
The scene that I saw the moment I opened
the door to the Council Chamber was such
as to haunt me all my life. The whole room
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For the 24 hours following, a crisit!
vaded the whole scene. The Councillors who threatened the country. Hundreds O!
only a little while ago had been planning arrests (the official figure is placed at
Burma's future were either lying aead or 1,500) came swiftly on the heels of the
were dying. Bogyoke had fallen backward, ministerial murders. The flamboyant Dr.
chair and all, .45 and .38 empty cartridge Baw Maw, who headed the Burmese
cases on the floor. Hon'ables U Ba Gyan, regime under the Japanese, the dynamic
Pyawbwe U Mya, U Aung San Wei, as wen U Saw, premier of Burma at the time
as the Secretary U Shwe Baw had good for- of Pearl Harbor, the volcanic Ba Sein,
tune to escape. They had time at the critical who swore to overthrow AFPFL for
moment to fling themselves down on the floor. "betraying" the country and the Aung
Jnst about that time, Boh Than Win, who San-Attlee agreement, were among the
left my room by the other aoor, reacbed the many known opponents of Aung San,
head of the stairs leading ,down. He met the now arrested and thrown into jail. Govassassins there face to face. They shouted to ernor Rance acted rapidly. Within a few
him to keep off, pointing their guns at him. hours of U Aung San's death he anSeeing them in green uniforms he thought at nounced that Thakin Nu, vice-president
first that they were in pUl'Suit of the assas- of AFPFL and the slain leader's right.
sins. But when he saw them rush past, shoot- hand man, had agreed to head a new goving down Ko Htwe, the body guard of ernment. Less than 24 hours after U
Hon'able Mr. Razak, and were getting away Aung San fell the new cabinet was anonly then did he realize that those were no nounced.
was befogged and the fumes of powder per-

soldiers but assassins. In a minute they were
off in the jeep with the engine running which
was waiting for them, below.
The putting down in words of this now
seems to take a long time, Actually the whole
thing happened so quickly that it seemed to
be in the twinkling of an eye.
In the Council Chamber the only one who
could move was the Sawbwagyi of Mong
Pawn who took a few steps towards me asking for water. I immediately made him sit
down again and comforted him, but my chief
care Bogyoke lay with his left breast all covered with blood. In my confusion 1 ouly noticed two wounds. My hand flew to his wrist
but it was cold and clammy and the pulse had
stopped. He was, alas, breathing no longer!
I knew I must try to prevent a panic. The
sudden news that this symbol of Our unity,
our aspiration to freedom, our hope and devotion has gone might tutn the whole country
upside down. I lied to the immediate inquirers that Bogyoke was all right and added
that it was only a flesh wound on the shoulder.
Then I telephoned urgently to the Fire Bri·
gade .Ambulance, the General Hospital, the
Police Headquarters, Government House and
Headquarters, Burma Command.
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Independence
On January 4, 1948, Burma was granted complete independence by England.
The Republic of Burma was born at a
historic ceremony two hours before dawn
on that date. The Union Jack was lowered from the flagstaff of the Constituent
Assembly and replaced by the republic's
star-spangled tricolor. Burmese leaders
and representatives of world powers
saluted the Union Jack as it was slowly
lo"{ered under a pale moonlit sky. As it
touched the ground, a Burmese band
struck up the republic's national anthem
and the Burmese flag was immediately
hoisted. The ceremony of transfer, proclaimed by a fanfare of trumpets, conch
shells, and the beating of ceremonial
drums, was watched by about 2,000 persons on the spacious, floodlit lawn of the
Assembly building, inside the heavily
guarded Government Secretariat.
In less than a quarter of an hour the
scene shifted to the brightly lit Constituent Assembly hall. Here Burmese legislators in multicolored headgear, foreign diplomats in formal morning dress,
AWAKE!'

and military and naval officers in uni- the third Burmese war, in 1885. This
form -presented a colorful spectacle. In throne has been returned to Burma. It
a brief, simple and dignified. ceremony, is made of teakwood. It is 26 feet high,
the president, Sao Shwe ~halk, sawb;wa and cost about $1,500 to return to Burma
of Yawnghwe, declared hIS assumptIon from Calcutta.
of office and formerly proclaimed free . Gifts were given to Burma by India
Burma's Constitution.
and Ceylon. These were holY' saplings
Sir Hubert Rance, last British gover- from the sacred Bo tree. Exactly at noon
nor of Burma, sailed down the river the gifts. were taken in procession from
from Rangoon in the cruiser Birming- the PresIdent's House with the saplIngs
ham twenty minutes after the c~remony, in gilded carria.ges under eight golden
to the cheers of thousands of l)urmese umbrellas. Carned to the famous Shwe
citizens who lined the wharves and river Dagon Pagoda, they were reverently rebanks .to bid fa.r~well to ~he last re~re ceived by Buddhists. The procession
sentatlVe of BritIsh rule In Burma. The went by the pagoda three times, then
Union Jack that had fluttered from the arrived at the site where Buddhists and
mast of the Constituent Assembly is be- Hindus had been showering silver coins
ing conveyed by Birmingham fo Britain, since morning. The president, who was
where it will be kept in the British Mu- dressed in robes of silk and gold, planted
seum. As the cruiser sped its way to the the saplings at this site amidst tumultuopen sea Rangoon echoed to shouts of ous cheers. The vast crowd of spectators
"We are free" and "Long live free Bur- showe~ed offerings of flowers and many
pushed their way to get a. glimpse of the
m~.
.
Never in the history of the country plants and carry back WIth them a few
has its capital, Rangoon, seen snch activ- grains of the earth, on which the saplings
ities of preparation, and ceremony, wel- were planted, as a sacred souvenir.
Burma is steeped in Buddhism, and
coming guests from all parts of the
world. Almost $200,000 was spent in that is the _real yoke that is about the
preparation, and during the three days neck of the Burmese people. She can
of celebration. All of Burma was at a never be free until she throws off this
yoke, and listens to Jehovah's message.
high pitch.
The Burmese throne used by King Then she will be free indeed•. Awake!
Theebaw was captured by England in correspondent in Burma.

"Did Jesus Wear a Bush, Beard?
The book Light from fhe .Ancient Past (Princeton University Press, 1946)
is quite illuminating on this point. Its a.uthor, Jack Finegan, who stUdied
under Dean Jesse Cobb Caldwell of Drake Uni"erBity and Professor D. Hans
Lietzmann of Friedriek·WiIhelm.~UDivC!rsitit in Berlin, says on pages 408, 409:
"The illustration at Dura [Roman military Olltpost on the Euphrates river] is of
special interest becallile the picture of Christ is one of the two oldest such representations now known. The almost destroyed painting of Christ in the Catacomb of Priscilla
at Rome (p. 371 and Fig. 160) probably belongtl, as we have seen, to the middle of the
second century. The pain~g at Dura is datOO even more definitely in the first part
of the third century. In both
Christ is shown as a young and beardless man
with short hail' and wearing the ordinary costume of the day. These and similar portrayals are the earliest type of• Christ as far as is now known in early Christian art.
Later in the third centttry Christ appears still as youthful but with long, curly hair,
and from the fourth century on the more familiar bearded type appears."
•
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Troubled Religion
E>h, EJh, Another Slip!.
~

Time came for the show to begin in the
Victoria Theatre in Rome, yet there was no film.
In desperation the proprietor rushed next door
and ool'l'Qwed what was supposed to be a

:Donald Duck opus from a priest. A few minutes later pandemonium broke out in the audience when grim-faced Black Shirts began goosestepping &eross the screen past Mussolini.

l\loral: Never hon'Ow films from the fascist
priests.

earching Up with Saboteurs

"W

On December 20 five Franciscan monks were
chuged by Yugoslavia with organizing an espionage service, running an illegal radio station,
and communicating secretly with a foreign power on economic, political and military matters.
Two days later they were convicted and sentenced to prison terms ranging from three
months to si:1teen years. On December 21 seven
friars were given sentences ranging from six
months to six years at hard labor for operating an underground railroad for the escape of
war criminals. On December 26 three more
Catholic priests were sentenced to prison terms
running from eighteen months to six years for
espionage. Then on December 29 a priest and
three nuns were sentenced to forced labor on the
charge of helping war criminals.

ehinese Are Awakening

"i: "8HANCHOW, Honan Province-(INS). "The
troubles of Shanchow typify the troubles of
China. ..• The fathers at the mission . . . are
beginning to be infected by the feeling of hopelessness which is sweeping the people. . . . Father Foccasarto, a sturdy, red-faced north Italian, said in a worned voice that even their
parishioners, simple peasants mostly, are beginning to question the priests' presence in their
midst. He said: 'We tell them that we have been
in China many years, that we eame to help the
Chinese people and not to grow rich from them,
but it is obvious they are being indoctrinated
to believe that all foreigners should be sent from
China. It's very difficult. There seems so little
hope.' "
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. 'l3dl th, Whok Story!

'i: A glaring double headline :five columns wide
on the front page of the West Virginia Register, "Official Catholic Newspaper of the Diocese of Wheeling," makes the boast: "4 Million
Catholics Fought for U. S. in World War II."
But the headline and the story beneath fail to
tell how many more than four million German
and Italian Catholics fought against the U. S.
in World War II. The paper fails to ten of the
. host of Catholic chaplains that went aiong with
the Axis armies and blessed their soldiers when
they killed Americans. The paper fails to tell
of the annual eonferences of Catholic bishops
in Germany that prayed God to give Hitler's
armies the vi(Jt()ry. The paper fails to tell how
Catholic cardinals and popes signed concordats
,and made deals with the dictators against the
interests of the U. S. Why not tell the whole
story'

Greek Orthodox Wannonger
~

The patriarch of Antioch has called for the
Greek Orthodox church to join the Arabs in
fighting against the establishment of a J emsh
state in Palestine. He proclaimed December 21
as a special day of prayer for "asking "the AI·
mighty to grant our warriors strength and victory over the forces of evil and to preserve for
Christianity and Islam the Holy Land, in whose
defense and preservation our lives should be
sacrificed". However, if the patriarch's prayer
is answered it is because he addressed it to the
"almighty" Devil, for Jehovah God and cllrist
Jesus would never listen to such a warmonger.
~

Admiral Wears Skirts

'W Admiral George Thierry d' Argenlieu, the
former French high commissioner in IndoChina who was also a Catholic priest at the
time, won the hatred of the natives because of
his respon.sibility for the recent revolution.
D' Argenlieu joined the Carmelite order in 1932,
served as an admiral during the second world
war, and has now rejoined the monastic order,
presumably," for II postgraduate course in Vatican political tactics.
AWAKE/

EHOVAH God said: "Thou shalt surely die." Satan the Devil said: "Ye
shall not surely die." ( Genesis 2: 17 ;
3: 4) Now, who was lying? and whom do
.you believe ¥ Christ Jesus, the infallible
truth-teller, branded the Devil the liar.
And because Satan hatched this first
falsehood that there is "no death", Christ
declared that he is "the father of lies".
( John 8: 44) Practically every sect and
cult, be they heathen Hindus, Buddhists,
Mohammedans, or Oriental Mystics, or
pagan philosophers, or Catholics or
Protestants, ancient or modern, of all .
na tions, kindreds, people
. . and tongues all of them
wit h few exceptionshave repeated this lie in
their creeds until practically the earth's entire
population of more than
two billion believe this
lie fathered by Sa tan!
. Organized religion, as
.
such, began to take shape sliortly after
the flood when the devil-worshiping Nimrod, the builder of the tower of Babel,
set himself before the people in the place
and stead of God. In life he was a mighty
hunter and hero; in death he was deified
as an immortal god. Thereafter a whole
system of religious secret practices
known as the Mysteries of Babylon were
developed to glorify the supposedly "im- .
mortal soul" of dead Nimrod. The evergreen "X mas
tree" was set·
up as a symbol
of his "neverdying spirit".
"And when
once the worship of one
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dead man was established," says Alexander Hislop in The Two Babylons, "the
worship of many more was sure to follow." The doctrine of "transmigration of
souls" also' found root in the Chaldean
belief that Nimrod's "spirit" was transplanted to a son born to his widowed
wife, Semiramis, after Nimrod became a
"god". .
The belief in the "soul" migrated down
into pagan India. In the remains of India's oldest civilization, dating back at
least 3,000 years, is found
this teaching that the
"soul" continues its existence separate and distinct after death of the
body. Says the Catholic
Encyclopedia: "I n d ian
philo s 0 ph y, whether
Brahminic or Buddhistic,
with its various systems
of metempsychosis, accentuated the distinction· of soul and bQdy, making the
bodily life a mere transitory episode in
the existence of the soul." In the Bhagavad-Gita (Hindu literature) .it is written: "Birthless and deathless and changeless remaineth the spirit for ever." Or to
quote a modern Hindu, Gandhi: "Those
who believe in the soul and what Hindu,
Mussulman or Parsi does noU know
that the soul never dies."
The aborigines of every continent have
been enslaved with the Devil's "immortal" lie, around which they have woven
an endless number of superstitions, beliefs, customs and traditions. Says the
Right Honorable' Lord ErnIe: "In the
primitive philosophy of almost all the
savage races of which we have any
knowledge appears a belief in the distinction between the human body and
21
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the soul." Writing on ''Immortality in Indian· Thought", 1924, A. A. Macdonell
(Boden professor of Sanskrit, Oxford
University) says: "Among half-savage
tribes thete is a widespread belief that
the soul after death passes into the
trunks of trees and the bodies of animals.
Thus the Sonthals of India are said even
at the present day to hold that the souls
of the good enter into fruit-bearing
trees." The aborigines of Australia believe in soul transmigration. The Fijians
think that the soul is a miniature replica
of the body so small that it is invisible.
The Samoans, Dyaks and Sumatrans, to
mention a few others, also believe the
primitive lie. "In short, all the evidence
goes to show that Dualism [belief in a
soul separate and distinct from the
body], however uncritical and inconsistent, is the instinctive creed of 'primitive
man'." (Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 14,
p.153)

the Egyptian, from the beginning to
end, was that of the certain immortality
of the soul." In order that the "soul"
might be kept warm, might not go hungry and might not be harmed the Egyptians filled the tombs of their dead with
lavish furnishings of clothing, food and
weapons. Also for the "soul's" protection
the inside of the tomb was covered with
magical inscrjptions, spells, incantations,
hymns, prayers and formulas, the repetition of which by the "soul" would deliver
it from evil, so they believed.
As for the ancient Greeks, the Watchtower magazine, April 15, 1946, page 117,
paragraph 2, states:
In the fifth century before Christ, the
pagan philosopher Socrates taught the "immortality of human souls" to the Greeks. In
his last speech, before drinking the poison cup
in his prison cell, he said: "Yea, were death
to be the end of all, it would be truly a fortunate thing for the wicked to get rid of their
body, and, at the same time, of their wickedness. But now, since the soul shows itself to
us immortal, there can be for it no refuge
from evil, and no other salvation than to .become as good and intelligible as possible."
Socrates also said (and let those seeking life
compare the religious doctrines of "Christendom" with this): "The soul, the immaterial
part, being 'of a nature so superior to the
body, can it, as soon as it is separated from
the body, be dispersed into nothing, and
perish? Oh, far otherwise. Rather this will be
the result. If it takes its departure in a state
of purity, ... well, then, so prepared, the
soul departs into that invisible region which
is of its own nature, the region of the divine,
the immortal, the wise, and then its lot is to
be happy in a state in which it is freed from
fears and wild desires, and the other evils of
humanity, and spends the rest of its existence
with the gods." Socrates' foremost disciple,
Plato, quotes him thus in his work entitled
Phaedo.

Egyptians and Greeks Believed the Lie
Herodotus, the Greek historian of the
fifth century before Christ, says that the
Egyptians were "the first who reported
the doctrine that the soul of man is immortal, and that when the body dies, the
soul enters into another creature which
chances then to be coming to the birth,
and whc;m it has gone the round of all
the creatures of land and sea and of the
air, it enters again into a human body
as it comes to the birth; and that it
makes this round· in a period of three
thousand years. This doctrine certain
Hellenes adopted, some earlier and some
later, as if it were of their own invention." Although modern research shows
that the Egyptians got their religion and
"soul" ideas from Nimrod's cradleland,
still Herodotus' testimony is of value in
showing that long before the days of the
Greek philosophers the Egyptians believed and taught the Devil's lie.
Sir Flinders Petrie, Edwards professor Jews Believed the Devil, Not Jehovah
of Egyptology, University of London
At the time of Christ there was heated
(1924), says: "The dominant belief of friction between the sects of the Phari22
AWAKEI

sees, the Sadducees and the Essenes, but
the one thing they agreed on was the
fundamental lie about the soul. And on
what did they base their belie£1 Surely
not on God's Word as recorded by the
hand of their prophet Moses (Genesis
2: 17; 3: 3, 19), or the psalmist (Psalms
89: 48; 146: 4), or wise Solomon (Eccle-:
siastes 3: 19, 20; 9: 5, 10), or the faithful
prophet Ezekiel (Ezekiel 18: 4, 20). True,
the Talmud and rabbinical writings are
saturated with the "immortality" lie.
Also the spurious writings of the Apocrypha support the "detachab~e s~lUI"
idea, but all of these works were mspiTed
by the Devil. It is admitted that Philo,
the eminent Jewish scholar of Alexandria, got his "soul" beliefs from Plato.
Gibbon, in his History of Christianity,
says on this point: '''ro the authority of
the Scripture the Pharisees added that
of tradition, and they accepted, under the
name of tradition, several speCUlative
tenets from the philosophy or religion of
the eastern nations. . . . And as the
Pharisees, by the austerity of their manners, had drawn into their party the
body of the Jewish people, the immortality of the sou,l became the prevailing sentiment of the synagogue." If a greater
authority on this subject is required,
then call up the Jewish Encyclopedia itself, which testifies: "Only through the
contact of the Jews with Persian and
Greek thought did the idea of a disembodied soul, having its own individuality,
take root in J udaisill."

Why Christendom Belie,ves the DevU's Lie
Does it not seem exceedingly strange
that Catholic and Protestant Christendom today believes and teaches the same
"cannot die" soul theory that the heathens and pagans have promulgated since
the days of Nimrod 1 The Watchtower
magazine, unsurpassed for its scholarly
Bible research, declares: 'It is a mistaken notion to say that tile disciples
and Christians of the first and second
centuries believed in the human immorAPRIL 22, 1948

tality of the soul idea, whiclt is ~rely
pagan: Such early Christians believed
the truthfulness of Genesis 2: 17. Instead
of falling for the vain philosophies of
the Persians and Greeks, like the Pharisees, they accepted the inspired prophet
Ezekiel's statement: "The soul that ~in
neth, it shall die:'-18: 4, 20.
Well, then, if the early Christians did
not believe the lie, how does it come
that Christendom does Y She began this
apostate course in the fourth century,
and has not since reformed. Her "early
fathers", such as Irenaeus, Tertullian,
Origen, Jerome and Augustine, sucked
up their teachings from the same stagnant pool of pagan philosophy as the
Jews, and since then her belief in the
"soul" has remained substantially unchanged. To quote De Pressense: "Tlie
representatives of Christianjty have
often (to use the familiar figure of Hippolytus) been like those who patch up
old garments, for they only put a new
face on some of the worn-out errors of
paganism."-Introduction, The Ancient
World and Christianity.
If again the question is asked, ''Upon
what does Christendom base her belief
in the Devil's lie T" then let the Catholic
Bncyclopedia answer. Therein it declares t.hat the Church's doct.rine about
the soul "enshrines the principles of
ancient speculationl" Or perhaps the anM
,swer of a Protestant is ,referred. In
his book The Winning 0 Immortality
(1910), Professor Frederic Palmer,
A.B., D.D., then a member of the Harvard divinity faculty, says:
The phrase, "immortality of the soul/'
which we commonly use in speaking of future
human destiny, never occurs in the Bible. This
is because the thought of the soul as being
by nature immortal is an unscriptural one.
... The Bible then, and more especially the
New Testament, knows nothing of an immortality for man in the sense of a fnll existence indefinitely prolonged, which is his in·
herently and necessarily. . . . And yet it is
undoubtedly the case that the doctrine of in-
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herent immortality is commonly

~arded 88 in itself immortal; and the moulding power
belonging essentially to Christianhy. Bllt so which Augustinianism exercised over Chris.
far is this from the fact, that for more than tian theology for more than a thousand years
two centuries this doctrine was either un· carrjed deep into It a belief in the natural im·
known in the Christian Church or was re· mortality of the soul and embedded it there.
jected 1ry it as essentially heathen. . . .
-Pages 136·146.
By the end of the second centlll"y' Greek
To this may be added a statement from
thought began to penetrate Christianity, and the book The Evolution of Immortality
to bring with it that view of the soul which (1901), by Doctor S. D. McConnell, then
for five centuries bad been current in it. It rector of All Souls church, New York
was a prominent feature of the teaching of city. It says that the immortality of the
Plato that the soul is deathless and will exist soul idea is "a pagan speculation" that
in happiness or misery for endless ages. (In "has masqueraded so long as an elementhe PhMdo by Plato the phrase, "the soul is tal Christian truth that now, when the
immortal," ocCUrs twenty times) .. '.. From intelligent world is well disposed to re·
this time onward Christian opinion comes to ceive and comprehend Jesus' revelation
be more and more influenced by Greek thought of a life to come, Plato stands across the
in this direction. Ter1ullian, in the early part path and is commonly mistaken for
of the third century, expressly declares that Christ".
his view is that of Plato, "I wiU use thereBe not deceived-all liars are doomed
fore the opinion of a Plato, when asserting to die r I("Whosoever Ioveth and maketh a
that every soul is immortal." (De Resur. lie" will never eat of "the tree of life".
Carn., iii) . . . In the beginning of the fifth This is the infallible iNord of the great
century Augustine, who was an admirer of Jehovah God, the God of all truth, who
Plato, built his doctrine of the future punish. never lies ! -Isaiah 28: 15 ; Romans 1 : 25 ;
ment of sin on the premises that the soul is Revelation 22: 15 j Hebrews 6: 18 .
.0(10
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Gilead's Eleventh Class International

W

HILE Nations politically drift rapidly apart, Jehovah's witnesses
from all nations grow more united. The
Watchtower Bible School of Gilead, in
New York state, U.S.A., contributes to
this unity. The majority of its thousand
graduate missionaries are in foreign
lands preaching the gospel, and hun·
dreds from foreign lands have applied
for entrance to Gilead for special ministerial training. When the eleventh class
convened February 25, 77 of the 110 new
students were from lands beyond the
bounds of the United States. The roll
call was answered by ministers from
Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark,
Finland, Germany, Great Britain, Ha·
waii (5 are Japanese-Americans), India,
Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland.
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The school's president, N. H. Knorr,
opened the new term with an address that
pointed up the opportunity before the
students and how each one could derive
fullest benefits from the training. Such
wholesome instruction in the Bible and

in Cl1ristian ministry would yield rlDh
fruitage of .peace and unity as the students upon graduation were sent to other
lands as missionaries. Before dismissal
to start the routine of classroom study,
the president made the historical announcement that during this term a class
in Japanese would be conducted to fit
some for service in Japan. A language
class in French will also be held.
May the Lord's blessing attend the
eleventh class as it studies, with the goal
of privileged foreign miSSionary service
beckoning it on.
A WAKE!

IS
Immortality and Eternal Life
DAM could have enjoyed eternal life
on earth, instead of now lying nonexistent in the dust of the earth from
which he was taken and made. This does
not mean that he was created irinnortal,
undie-able. Not at all, for God explained
to Adam his mortal state by saying: "Of
every tree of the garden thou mayest
freely eat: but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat
.of it: for in the day that thou eatest
thereof thou shalt surely die." (Genesis
2: 16, 17) These words were spoken to the
soul, because Adam was made "a living
soul". (Genesis 2: 7) While mortal, with
death facing him only if he disobeyed
God, Adam could have nourished himself alive forever by eating of the approved trees of the perfect garden of
Eden.-Genesis 2: 9.
By sinning through a vioJation of
God's command Adam brought a halt to
his prospects of eternal life on earth and
he was sentenced to death and physically
died at the age of 930 years. Dying at SO'
great an age when he was under the sentence of death and living in sin, how
long could Adam have lived had he remained sinless, perfect, and been permitted to remain inside Eden's Karden'
The answer is, Eternally.
Due to Adam's sin, the result of which
has been inherited by his offspring born
outside of Eden, all human creatures
have been born in sin under the condemnation of death. Even an imperfect
man, however, can have a sincere 'desire
to know and to serve the Ahnighty God
and, then by doing so, he mayreceive the
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favor of God through our Savior Jesus
Christ. Adam's second-named son, Abel,
was imperfect at his birth, but he had a
sincere heart's desir9 to serve Almighty
God. Because of his faith and obedience
to God he was counted a righteous man
and was promised a resurrection from
the dead under the kingdom of the promised Seed, Christ Jesus, who shall bruise
the Serpent's head. (Genesis 3: 15; 4: 10;
Hebrews 11: 4, 35, 39, 40) It is even so
\vith all who entirely devote themselves
to Almighty God, exercising faith and
obedience toward Him. Adam and Eve
were under the curse of death when their
children were born, and necessarily their
children were born imperfect. King
David confessed to this, when he wrote:
"Behold, I was shapen in iniquity; and
in sin did my mother conceive me."
(Psalm 51: 5) And the apostle writes:
"Wherefore, as by one man sin entered
into the world, and death by sin; and so
death passed upon all men, for that all
have sinned."-Romans 5: 12.
Every human creature must die and
must remain forever dead unless the
Almighty God provides a means for man
to gain life. The Bible abounds with
testimony that God has made and pr~
vided the means.
Since living eternally does not necessarily mean immortality, which means a
state where death is not possible from
any creature cause, who then is immortal' Let Scripture answer: "Now unto
the King eternal,· immortal [incorruptible], invisible, the only wise God, be
honour and glory for ever and ever.
Amen." (1 Timothy 1: 17) "Until the appearance of onr Lord Jesus Christ,
2S

which will be brought about in his own
time by the blessed, only Sovereign, the
King of kings and Lord of lords, who
alone possesses immortality and dwells
in unapproachable light, whom no mao
has ever seen or can see." (1 'rim.
6: 14-16, An Amer. Trans.) Or, for the
benefit of Roman Catholic readers we
quote here the Confraternity Edition of
the New Testament: "Until the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ. This coming
he in his own time will make manifest,
who is the Blessed and only Sovereign,
the King of kings and Lord of lords;
who alone has immortality and dwells> in
light inaccessible, whom no man has seen
or can see.~> Thus God and Christ Jesus
are proved to be possessors of immortality, and at the time that Paul wro~e ~he
above to Timothy none of the ChnstIan
dead had received a resurrection from
death to heavenly life, to be clothed upon
with immortality.
Clearly the Bible establishes the fact
that all who receive immortality must receive it from Almighty God and that no
creature has it inherentlv. Not even
God's only begotten Son, jesus Christ,
had it. But when AJmjghty God raised
Jesus out of death He clothed Jesus
Christ with immortality and gave to Him
a name above every name, and therefore Jesus spoke of himself as "alive for
evermore". So we read at Philippians
2: 9.11 and Revelation 1: 18. His devoted
followers who are members of His hody
the church and who continue faithful
even to death are promised a resurrection from the dead, at which time they
are made immortal like Him, all by the
grace and power of Almighty God; .and
this we plainly Tead at 1 Cor.intlllans
15: 42-44. Resurrection to immortality is
the "crown of life" which is the great gift
promised by Jehovah God to these faithfully following Jesus Christ even to
death. As it is recorded at Revelation
2; 10: ('Be thou faithful unto death, and
I will give thee the crown of life." (Am.
Stan. Ver.) The fact that immortality is
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the great gift of God to faithful crea~
tuTes who are to be associated with
Christ Jesus in heaven is proof that no
man on earth has immortality.
The Devil"s lie of inherent immortal.
ity, as told to Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden, is the only means by which
the false and wicked doctrine of conscious torment of human souls in "purgatory" or a ''bell of torment" could possibJy be ,supported; aIld, of course, tha.t
is no support at all, for it is not the truth.
rrhel'cfore the Devil is responsible for
the false teaching of conscious torment
after death of so-called "immortal human souls". This false teaching is used
by religionists to frighten human creaN
tures, causing them to serve religious
men but to defame God's holy name.
The dead arc out of existence. The
only way for any of the human dead to
live again is to receive the gift of life
from Almighty Q'nd, administered to
them by and through Jesus Christ, who
sacrificed His life for us. "For the wages
of sin is death; but the gift of God is
eternal life through Jesus Christ our
Lord."-Homans 6: 23.
All who desire to live eternally will
give heed to the \vords of the Lord Jesus
Christ, namely: "And this is life eternal,
that they might know thee the only true
God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast
sent." (.Tohn 17: 3) There is no other
\vay to life saye that which God has provided by and through Jesus Christ. To
the religious leaders of Israel, who
brought abont the death of Jesus upon
the tree, these \vords of anthority are
addressed: "Neither is there salvation
in any other: for there is none other
name under beaven given among men,
whereby we must he saved." (Acts
4: 10-12) Those who gain life with Christ
Jesus in the heavenly kingdom will be
graced with the unspeakable reward of
immortality for their faithfulness. Those
WllO gain the gift of life on earth under
the kingdom of God will enjoy eternal
life on earth in human perfection.
AWAKE!

"Guiana for God"
SPARSEL Y settled South American ing back our own country to the' living
colony is British Guiana, but she is fountain of God's law". Shame on you,
large enough to contain the popular :r:e~ . Religion, for ever letting the Guianese
ligious sects sllch as. Roman Cath~hc, stray away, right under your very nose I
Anglican, CongregatIonal, MethodIst,
According to the worried clerics, BritMoravian, Church of Scotland, and the ish Guiana is in a weak condition spiritSalvation Army. Awake! readers are ually. In a published letter to the local
acquainted with th~ va~iom; differ~n~es ~(crusaders", the Anglican bishop of Baramong these denommatIOns, recogntzmg bados states, ('"\Ve live in serIOUS and
the first-named as having headquarters difficult times, and we are rapidly being
at Vatican City, Italy, and the other six faced with a clear-cut alternative, either
being classed as "Protestants", Now, can a world surrendered to the will of God,
you picture aU aT them attem:pting to or a secularist society irorn which God
work together for the avowed purpose of is banished." His proposed remedy is
"winning the colony for God"?
that religion strengthen itself by band"'~hen a local newspaper advertise- ing together: «One day, please God, the
ment appeared in December, announcing churches will be fully one."
the inaugural meeting of a "Guiana for _ So we see Roman Catholic and AngliGod" campaign, the writer -,vas stirred to can working side by side, after many
investigate. So an interVIew was held years of complete separation. The chairwith onc 01 the opening-n-ight speake,s. man Q1. th~ Ch-riBtian Social CI)"llne;.l i%
This gentleman is a professed U1~mber the bishop of Guiana (Anglican), and the
of HIe Church of England (AnglIcan), secretary is "Father" Fenn, a Jesuit
and is a representative of the Christian priest. \Vhat will resnlt in the «Guiana
Social Council, made up of the above for God" campaign when the Second
seven religious hodies. This council, it Commandment comes up for discussion
appears, is launching somct~i!lg nm",: and in the different churches 1 Vlith the Cathstartling to the people of BrItIsh Gmana. olics omitting that command concerning
These seven organizations will co-oper- images, and then dividing the Tenth into
ate in a special drive to teach the Ten two commands to make up for the omitCommandments, month by month. This ted Second Commandment, how will they
will be done by lectures, mostly iI?- ~he co-operate in the teaching of the same
pulpits with all seven sects explaInmg commandments?
the sa'me commandment during the
Mr. Fenn was rushed to the hospital
month scheduled. The campaign will last on the day of his scheduled inaugural adten months; a similar one in Holland dress, and so his specch was read by ancovered ten weeks, and 'was declared to other Jesuit. One point mentioned was:
be a success,.
"One of the great needs in the world
'(Guiana for God"-this raises some today is unity among Christians." Now,
interesting points for diseussion. Here are these choice seven religious bodies
in the very title of the campaign is an termed «Christian", and not the other
admission that organized religion has sects that were left out of the crusade'
heen a dismal failure in British Guiana j Upon what standard are the Protestant
for these seven prominent groups, as
well as others not invited to share in the denominations judged f And, if it 'is admovement, have heen -proselytizing in mitted that others outside of the camthe colony for veal's. The council's secre- paign are also Christian, then why
tary urges that all should help in "lead- should not they be invited to join this
27
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movement jn order that the proclaimed
"unity" may be established?
Continuing, the speaker said, "Christian co-operation does mean that we are
united in common loyalty to God and
common love of our neighbor for God's
sake, and that we have a common aim~
in the case of this campaign, to get greater recognition for the moral law ... "
Of course, the "I.aw" now being expoundoed by these assorted religionists was fulnlled by Christ Jesus, and He nailed it
to the tree A.D. 33. Greater recognition
and heed should now be given to the
command for Christians set forth in
Matthew 24: 14, "And this gospe1.of the
kingdom shall be preached in all the
world for a witness unto all nations;
and then shall the end corne."
"Guiana for God" spokesmen ar()
guilty of overusing tbe term "Chrjstian'~
and further darkening the minds ot
peace~loving Guianese. A Christian is a
footstep follower of Christ Jesus, doing

God's will as He did it. On earth for
three and -one-half years Christ faith~
fully preached God's kingdom. He never
collaborated with the religionists in a
hopeless '·Palestine for God" campaign,
but proclaimed, "My kingdom is not of
this world." Today faithful Christ.ians
remain separate from organized r~ligion
and worldly schemes, and prraeh the
Theocratic Government under Christ as
t.he only hope for humankind. To date
not one word concerning The Theocracy
has issued fortl1 from the "Guia.na for
God" leaders, who are blindly leading
the blind down the broad road to destruc~
tion.
Awake, then, honest~hearted Guianese!
.{..ook for the true ChriRtians that are
pre-aching the gosp'el of God's kingdom.
Join them in ,,,,alking the straight and
narrow path ttmt leads to everlasting life
_in Jehovah's righteous New World.
~Awake! correspondent in British
Guiana.

• • •

ne!--A Jewish Homeland!
Strife tears at the vitals of this ancient land, and
the outcome is looked to anxiously by millions of people.
Will Palestine be established as a peaceful homeland
for the Jews' There is a true and dependable answer to
this question, one that comes from the Bible, Ood's
Word of truth. To help you gather this and other in~
formation from the Bible, the 320-page book nLet God
Be True" has been published. One chapter is entitled
"Gathering the Jews~Past and Prese-nt". Send 35c with
the coupon below for your copy of "Let God Be True"
and learn the answer to this perplexing quest.ion.
...

<l~e

'i"

117 Adams st.
BrOOklyn 1, N. 1'.
WATCHTOWER
Enclosed find 35e. PleaBe send me my eopy of "Let God Be True".
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MARCH

Message to U. S. CODgt'eSS
.. In a message on foreign affairs to a joint session of Con-

gress March 17 President Truman urged universal mlJitnry
training, Ii temporary draft to

build u-p the military forces of
the

"(T,

S., and quick adoption of

the European Reeo,ery Progra~.
He said these were urgently needed to prevent OJmmunlst domInation of all Europe. The speech,

coming on the heels of the CommUIlIRt coup In Czechoslovakia
and Soviet pressure on Finland
for a military alliance, Included
a strong attack on Russia and
had wide repercussions. The next

day Secretary of Defense Forrastal and. other high officials testified before the Senat{) Armed

Services Committee that a temporary draft was necessary to
hring the mliltary sen'ice lip to
the required standard. The measure for universal military tralnIng'was also strongly supported.
Seeretary of State Marshall,
speaking at a press cunfcrence,
saId the world situation "was
very, very serious". In Eur.ope
the western nations reacted favorahly, theIr gOVernments welcorrling the pr{'Sident's speech.
Moscow, however, called it
"sahE'r-ra ttllng".
Global Aid
<f> Aid to Europe' was expanded
to "global aid" during the last
half of March. After the Senate
earlier in the month pas~ed the
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$5,300,000,000 ERP bill, the
House Foreign Afl'airs Committee got busy on It and quickly
passed It on to the House of Representatives. It was expanded to
Include the following:
$5,300,000,000 for the first
year of the ERP for the 16 countries of Western EUrope participating in the "Marshall Plan",
$570,000,000 for a 15-month Illd
program for China, of which
$150,000,000 Is to be applled to
military uses, the remainder to
serve economic E'nds.
$275,000,000 for military asslstan<'€' to Greece and Turkey.
$60,000,000 for the U. N. Children's Relief Fund.
These Items brought the total
global aid bill to $6,205,000,000.
The most dis('oncerting development was the deciSion of the
House (149-52) to add Franco'
Spain to the list of COUll tries
eligible for ERP aid. By the end
of the month the entire aid program, viewed generally as a requisite in stopping Russian expansion, was approved by the
lIoulie by a vote of 329-74, including the Franco-Spain prol'ision. It was foreseen, however,
that the Senate would doubtless
do something about this feature.
(S11bsequenUy the prOl'ision for
Spain was eliminated from the
bill.)

U_ S_ Swlteh ':In Palestine
~ The Palestine Partition Plan,
threatening as It did important

American oil concessIoll$ In' the
Near East, continued to plague
the U. S. Proposals for a U. N.
miIltary force to implement the
plan plagued the U. N., were heSitantly consIdered, and dropped.
Then, on March 19, W. R. Austill,
the AmerIcan delegate to the
U. N. Security CounCIl, said that
the U. S. thought it best tMt
eiforts to accomplish partition be
drOpPed for the present. Instead
a temporary U. N. trusteeship
plan was recommended. It W81l
also urged that definite etl'orts be
made to stamp out the guerrilla
fighting In Palestine. The truSteeship arrangement could, it was
indicated, be carried out by a
single U. N. member llattoll. In
Ealestlne the Jewish Agency expressed determillatlon to set up a
Jewish state without U. N. aid,
If necessary. President Truman,
in a formal statement on
March 25, called on Jews alld
Arabs in Palestine to arrange a
mHitary truce to avert tragedy.
By the close of the month the
Palestlne CommisslOll had decided to take ImmedIate steps to set
up a special police force for Jerusalem to preserve order there after the British withdraw, May 15_
Fifty-Year Pact

,'*'

The foreign ministers of Britain, France, BelgiUm, the Netherlands and Luxembourg sl",ned a
fifty-year treaty of collective military aid and economic and socIal
CO-Operation, at the Palals des
Academies, Brussels, on March 17_
The five nations hind themselves
to give "all milltary and otber
aid and assistance" If one ot
them Is the object of an "armed
attack In Europe" whether by
Germany or by any other power.
Attacks on non-European posseSSiOllS of the respective nations
will bring immediate consultation
among the Signatories to the
pact. The ill·e·nation treaty, according to the preamble, Is to
"fortify and preserve the principles of democracy, personal
freedom and political liberty, cunstitutional traditions and the rule
o! law, which are their common
heritage". Italy, seeking a Il,ew
status as an ally, wanted to join
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the pact, lit the same time, ex-

pressing a desire tor membership
In the United Nations.
&mma Tl'ade (Jonterenoe
.. Represelltatlves of 53 nations,
in conference at Havana, Cuba,
on March 24 approved a Ilocument which 18 to be the charter
of the International Tralle OrganIzation (ITO). It establishes the

structure of the organization and

sets forth the policies to be• all·

Austin, formally submitted the
proposal to the U. N. on behalf of
the three powers. It was at the

sawe tIme communicated to Italy,
Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union.
The proposal was hailed In Italy
wIth great enthusiasm and rejoiCing. Coming shortly before
the momentous Italian elel:t!ons,
it was considered in most quarters as a move Int('nded to tllrn
the tide of commun1st power in
Italy. Yugoslavia olTered to trade
Trieste, which It does not own,
for Italian Gori~la, an olTer
which the Italian government
definitely rejected.

bered to by the members. The
ITO will be one of the specialiZed, semiautonomous, branches
of the U. N., and will be open to
aD countries that w1ll agree to be
g(lverned by Its rules. Twenty Geneva CDmf>renee DB the Press
nations must ratify the <:;harter .. l'IIeeting at the Palace of Na·
to establish the organization. Un- tions in G('neva, the international
der the policies of the ITO all conference on freedom of the
governments that subscribe to Us press got under way March 23,
charter will bind themselves to composed of fi7 U. N. countries
fonow multilateral pral:t!ces and 13 others not U. N. members.
which wm lead to reduction of Nearly 000 delegates were prestrade' barriers, such 8S tariffs, ent at the opening session. Short·
import quotas and discrimina- ly after the opening 01' the con·
tions. Certain conceSSions, how- ference the division between
ever, are made In favor of bal:k- ' Soviet-dominated Jands and the
ward and war·devastated coun- other nations began to show ittries, who may put up barriers self. Russia sought to eliminate
against importll.tlon of foreign from the agenda a proposal for a
goods, after obtaining approval charter of rights and obligations
of the ITO.
of the press. The Soviet also
tried to put across motion~ to reJnter-Amerlcan (Jonference
move from the agenda any dis·
., Toward the close of Marcb cussion of means to promote the
delegations trom various Amer- tree fiow of information and of
lean countries began to arrive in
problems Inchient to establishing
BogotA., Colombia, for the ninth governmental information servInter-American Conference beginning there March 30. Secretary
of State Marshall of the U. S. at
the opening meeting raIsed the FInnish Premier in Moscow
question (If possIble Communist ~ 'fhe Finnish premier, Mauno
danger to the Western Hemi- Pekkala, arrived in Moscow on
sphere. The following day the March 24 to discuss a Stalin·
representative of ChUe urged the proposed pact for mutual ald. He
had been preceded by a six_memo
natIons of the Americas to iine
up on the sIde of "democracy and ber Finnish delegation. The next
liberty" as against the threat of day In the Soviet Foreign Office
In the KremUn discussiOns beOommuniilm.
gan that will vitally affect the In·
terests of Finland's 4,000,000
Proposal aD Trieste
• The United States, Great Brit· people. At the close of the month
aio and France on March 20 pro- It was reported that l"inlnnd had
posed that the tree territory of rejectell a Russian proposal that
Trieste. established as a U. N. under the planned mutual assist·
trusteeship under the Italian ance treaty with Flnlanl'! ~Ios·
Peace treaty, be returned to cow should decide When Hussian
Italy. The U. S. delegate, Warren troops shall enter Finland,

,"'"
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Scandl....vlan Leaden
Side with "Weat
.. The Pretlliers of Sweden, NorM'8Y and DenI11l1:l'1i:,

al1 .we}al

Ilemocrats, In addressing a crowd·
ed concert hall In StolCkholm,
Baid that their countries would
"choose fI't!edom and democracy
before slavery and dictatorshIp".
The premier of Sweden said,
"One need not any longer be In
doubt as to where Communism
stands. It has placed Itselt out·
side of the democratic community .... The figJ:lt against Swedish Communists will become part
of the guarding of liberty and in·
dependence in Sweden."
IZl.'cstia on March 27 stated
that the Norwegian government
rightists were "seUiug out Nor·
way to the United States". The
article said further that "according to latest information in Oslo
the War Departments of NOl'Way.
the U. S. and Britain, in obvious
preparation for a Western union,
have agreed on far·reachlng
measures such as the standard·
ization of Norwegian armaments
according to the AmeriCan pattern and the leaSing of Norwegian territory for Ameril;an and
British bases".
ConOO:SSions on Austria
... The Russians late In March
surprised the deputies of the
council of foreign ministers meeting In LOndon by makIng two
conressions In connection with the
Austrian peace treaty arrangements. They proposed to reduce
Soviet Claims on Austria by $25,000,000 and olTered to extend the
time allowed for the payments
ftom two to six years.
Fist Flght in French Council
.. The upper house of the French
Parliament witnessed a fist fight
on Marl:h 18. The demonstration
was part of a fierce attal:k made
by the Socialists upon the Radical
and Popular RepubUc Deputies.
CommUnists, denying a charge
that the French Atomic organization wru! honeycom~d with
Communlst-'1, left their seats,
shouting "Fascists" at their opponents and exchanged bloW8
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with the De Gaullist deputies.
The president of the council was
obliged to suspend the meeting
until order was restored.

affairs. Costa Rica appealed to
the Dominican Republic for aid,
further complicating the situation.

Pope's Easter Speech
~ Addressing a large crowd in
what was termed one of the most
political speeches he has ever
uttered, Pope Pius XII, on Easter
Sunday, told his listeners from
the balcony of St. Peter's cathedral that a year of anxieties and
dangers lay ahead. The speech
was interpreted to be specially
directed a g a ins t Communists,
who are very powerful in Italy,
but they were not mentioned by
name.

Patrick, Dewey and Truman
~ Governor Dewey of New York,
and President Truman, though
very busy men, found time to
come to New York City on
March 17 and bow to "St. Patrick", by reviewing the St. Patrick's Day parade. The bow was
motivated by political considerations. Both Dewey and Truman
are in the race for the presidency
for 1949-1952 and have an eye on
the Roman Catholic vote. (It is
not generally known that Patrick
did not become a Roman Catholic
until several hundred years after
his death.) .

Italian Protestants Hopeful
~ In view of the prominence of
the clerical or religious issue in
the current Italian elections the
hopes of Italian Protestants have
revived that a revision can be effected in the discriminations
leveled against all non-Catholic
groups in Italy' under the laws
now in force. Privileges held by
the Roman Catholic church are
based On the pact made with
Mussolini in 1929, which was retained by the present government
with the backing of the Communists. The Roman Catholic
church still has a stranglehold
on marriage laws, and 'Protestants are taxed for the support
of Roman ~tholic priests, who
are paid by the state. No support
is given to Protestant ministers.
Children of Protestants must go
to schools where Catholic instruction is compulsory. Italy is a democracy, so they tell us.
Costa Rican Rebellion
~ Charging election frauds, the
Costa Rican Congress backing expresident Dr. Calderon Guardia,
refused to let victorious Seilor
Otilio Ulate take office. Ulate's
backers, in mid-March staged a
rebellion and fighting spread
across the country. Nicaraguan
troops came to the assistance of
the Government forces, and then
Panama protested that this action was a violation of.the American convention against intervention in another nation's internal
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shop by refusing written contracts. The injunction forbids the
ITU to cause its local unions to
refuse to bargain collectively in
good faitll for written contracts
with employers.
Surgery for Insanity
~ A specially called meeting at
the N. Y. SOCiety of Neurosurgery
was told (March 18) a revolutionary surgical discovery has
effected the cure! of several
asylum inmates considered otherwise incurable. The brain operation is called topectomy. Brain
operations for insanity have been
known for some time, and the
new procedure has resulted from
earIler efforts in the way of operations on the pre-frontal brain
area, in which fibers connecting
the frontal lobe with the rest of
the brain are cut. Early experiments sometimes produced changes of personality,. but the latest
discovery, topectomy, has no such
undesirable effects.

U. S. Coal Strike
~ In mid-March 350,000 soft-coal
miners of the United
Mine Work. '
ers stopped work, because the use
of a welfare fund agreed to by
the mine ooorators last July waS
in dispute. Mr. Lewis, president
of the UMW, wanted penjiions of
$100 a month for all mlners after
the age of 60 and after 20 years
of work in the mines. The representative of the operators objected that this would include miners already retired, and that the
entire fund would be exhausted.
The strike and the resulting coal
shortage brought an order for redUCing service on coal-burning
passenger railroads 25 percent..
At the close of the month Lewis
was compelled to appear before a
presidential board of investigation under the "national emergency" provisions of the. TaftHartley law.

Great Discovery?
~ At the annual meeting of the
. Federation of American Societies
for Experimental Biology it was
announced March 17 that purification in part had been effected
of an active prinCiple of living
matter, with preliminary evidence that it may be the "primordial clay" out of which life
fashions its vital catalysts, or
enzymes, which activate the numerous and varied processes in
the bodies of all living things.
The partial accomplishment may
lead, perhaps, to understanding
the nature of cancer, or virus diseases, and' other little-known
facts regarding Ilfe and disease.

Printers' Strike Injunction
~ A Federal judge in Indianapolis, U. S., acting under the TaftHartley labor law, on March 27
issued a temporary injunction restraining the International Typographical Union from striking
against any newspaper until the
National Labor Board rules on
the case. The ITU printers had
been striking against Chicago
newspapers for four months in
an effort to protect the closed

Storms in Midwest U. S.
~ The advent of spring brought
extensive storms and floods to
the U. S., affecting Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio and New York.
The toll of dead rose to •53, while
hundreds were injured .. A tornado raked a U. S. air base in
Oklahoma, destroying numerous
planes, and caused damage estimated at $15,000,000. Other property damage was also extenstY&

.
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Strike
Off the

Fetters!
Suspicion,
Fear and
Ignorance lead their slaves down a path
of war, misery and death.

Be Unshackled and Free!
Truth is the champion that will free you. It will lead you to
knowledge, happiness and life. Freedom-bringing truth, reflected from
its source, the Bible, is faithfully and consistently brought to readers
of The Watchtqwer. Join the growing list of regular Watchtower
readers by sending your subscription today. This 16-page magazine
is published twice monthly, 24 issues for $1.00. If your subscription is
sent before April 30 you will receive-eight instructive booklets FREE.
Use the coupon below.
WATCHTOWER
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WHITE MAN SCALPS INDIANS!
Tables have been turned with an unholy vengeance
•

Fear in the Atomic Age
Hovers forebodingly over the seas of resdess humanity
•

Enriched Bread
-for Whose Enrichment?
What are they doing to the staff of life?
•

((Divine Healing" Today?
Bible answer to a vital question
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WHITE MAN SCALPS INDIANS!

W

HAT do you t.hink of a
father who boasts of

his generosity and charity

toward strangers, when at
the same time his own children and- dependents are
neglected and starving at
home J To say the least, he is
a cruel, heartless and wicked
father, a scoundrel whose
scarlet sins are not made
white by all of his generosity! Is it not, therefore, most
shocking to hear that the
"Great White Father" of America has
turned out to be just snch a worthless fellow as this! Yes, Uncle Sam's clJarity to
foreign nations is very great. He gives
millions of dollars to Greece, Turkey and
China, pours out billions of dollars for
European recovery, and gives away
trainloads of food and boatloads of machinery and materials to needy nations.
But at the same time he deliberately and
knowingly turns his back on thousands of
hungry Rnd altogether destitute children
in his own country, children of the redskinned North American Indian whom he
solemnly vowed would be properly cared
for by the government for all time! Nor
is this criminal negligence an unavoidable outgrowth of the present postwar
confusion. Ever since the white man
killed off the early Indians and paid a
paltry $24 for Manhattan hiland he has
systematically robbed, persecuted and
killed the descendants of the true and
MAY B,1948

original Americans. With great fraud
and deception t.he white man, while posing as the guardian and protector of
these defenseless people, has scalped
thein of their possessions.
'rhe shocking story of the American
Indian's suffering during the past winter
has been vividly told by a few newspapers and magazines. "America's biggest slum," to quote
Rogers, Jr., in
Look magazine, is the N Rvajo Indian
reservation located in the southwestern
part of the United Stutes. It is a "vast
concentration camp of desert and nonirrigable land", where the Indians "are
struggling to exist under intolerable conditions of poverty, illiteracy, di~ease and
neglect. They are dying and starving, are
sub-underprivileged, becaUi:le of the abject neglect of their own country~these
United States/, according to the Los
Angeles Examiner. After speaking of
the Indian's "thcoretical privileges", the
New York HCTa1d Tribune says: "In
practice, the Navajo has been reduced to
squalor and poverty equal to or surpassing the worst war zones of Europe and
Asia; he liaS heen deceived, exploited,
confined and then virtually ignored by a
governmcnt which has shrugged aside
treaty obligations." More than a national
disgrace, the Indian's plight has become
an international scandal.
But vou must visit the interior of the
NavajO' reservation to fully appreciate
how deplorable living conditions really
are. It is the largest and worst of the
3
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Indian "concentration camps", and is situated mostly in New l\{exico and Arizona, with' portions lying in Utah and
Colorado. In size its 24,000 square miles
is equal to that of \V cst Virginia, or
three times the u};ea of Massachusetts.
On this reservation is a population of
61,000, about one-sixth of all the Indians
in the United States.
A Close Look at Horror
Hunger is the Kavajo's greatest enemy. ,,~rhereas the U. S. government sees
to it that the defeated Kazis receive 1,500
calories per day, and the Japanese 1,300
calories, the poor Navajo is expected to
exist in this "land of plenty" on stan'utian rations amounting to 1,000 to 1,200
calories, which he gets chiefly from
bread, coffee and mutton. The clothes of
the Navajo are only rags, and there are
not enough of these to keep him warm. It
is indeed a pitiful sight to the tenderfooted visitor to see little children walking around on the frozen ground barefooted because they have no shoes. Do
you hesitate to enter their homes called
hogans? We do not blame you. Made of
rough timber covered over with dirt,
they look like mud igloos. Tl1ere are no
windows, and only a hole in the side for
a door and another in the roof to let the
smoke out. There is no furniture. The
family sleeps on the floor and the floor is
plain dirt. A fire is built right on the
floor in the center of the single room.
Sanitation is unknown. There are np
plumbing facilities, no electricity, 110
transportation, no running ,vater. Often
small children carry water for many
1J1iles from the nearerst creek hecause
their sick parents are not able to walle
Is it any wonder that the Indians who
are forced to live in such loathsome conditions are half-dead from disease1 St.atistics SIIOW that the death rate of Ow
Navajos is from ten to fourteen times as
great as the U. S. national averagel
Their life expectancy is shorter than any
other group in America. Half their children die before they reach the ag(' of live.
4
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There ho baby food; so when a mother
is not able to nurse her growing baby she
starts to feed it green corn. Death from
diarrhea is the result. Besides having thp
hig!1est infant diarrhea rate, these Indians have the highest pneumonia rate,
t.he highest tuberculosis rate, and probably the highest venereal dit5case rate.
Another curse that runs riot among these
people is trachoma, a form of blindness
that cripples a large percentage of the
adults, and \vhich i" caused by inalnutrition during childhood. Other diseases
that find the reservatjon filth fertile soil
include typhoid fever, - smallpox and
diphtheria.
Don't think for a moment that the Indians live in this murk and downtrodden
condition hcrause they are morons. Don't
show your ignorance bv saying that Indians ~re capable of sa~cing only :'Fgh r-'-'
~rue, III the last eighty years the NavaJOS have produeed no medical doctors, no
college professors, no engineers and no
scientist8. However, intelligence tpsts
show that Indian rhildren are equal to
the standards set for the white man's
children. Hence, the Indian's backwardn,ess is due entirely to II Jack of educllbon. Only 5 percent t.alk EngliSh fluently,
15 percent understand a little English,
and 80 percent are totally illiterate.
']'h('ir superstitjous demon l~eligion also
has a deadening effect on their advanecmen!. and learning.
'I'he stench of these putrid reservation
conditions bas reached to hjgb Jwuvpn
and irate citizens who love, justice and
equality want to know the cause, in order
that a remedy may be found. 'Vhy, on the
rcser.vution, is .there a shortage of food,
cloill1ng, housmg and transportation?
\Vhy is there a lack of medical care a
lack of proper education, and a laek' of
knowledge of the true and living God f
. \Vhy are 61,000 people not able to live
m an area three times the ~izc of 1\fassachusetts, which is able to support 4,500,OOO? The anRwer iR simple. The reServation is nothing hut a vast, wind-swept,
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sandy wasteland that is practically road~
less, whterless and fruitless. Why do
not the Indians go to work in factories'
No factories. Why do they not work
in the mines? No mines. Why do they not
do more farming' No water. Why do
they not raise enough livestock' No graz.
ing land. Why, then, do they not migrate
to more fertile country? Because on
every hand they are hemmed in by tribal
language, custom and religious barriers,
and on every side by a selfish and hostile
country full of faCIal prejudice, a COUlltry that is too busy with the problems of
world domination to give much consideration to these "forgotten people".
Eighty years ago, when the resp-rva·
tion was set up by treaty, in 1868, there
were only 10,000 Indians, and the land
was able to support their sheep. But as
the population rose and six times as
many were squeezed in, the boundaries,
instead of being expanded, were actually
contracted by land steals. We are told
that these conditions of overcrowding
have made firewood to disappear, the
grass to vanish and soil erosion to set in,
until today the reservation is a wasteland. Unlike the eastern seaboard of the
United States, the reservation is a desert
country. It seldom rains, and there are
few wells, and fewer reservoirs. All together there are perhaps 23,000 acres
under cultivation. A proposed irrigation
project to cost several million dollars
would bring water to only an additional
117,000 of the 15,000,000 arid acres.
Atone time the land maintained
1,000,000 sheep; but in 1934 "new deal"
experts came along and said that the
land was overgrazed, and, by government edict, cut the flocks down to between 350,000 and 400,000. Accordingly
a family of five or six that requires a
flock of 200 to 350 to support itself is
limited to 61 sheep.
White Man Wields Tomahawk
Right here, behind all these ligures,
one sees the shadow of a tomahawk in the
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white man's hand, and it is red with red
men's blood. Were the number of sheep
cut in half because the land is overgrazed, as the "raw dealers" say (the
same imbecilic "experts" who plowed cotton under and killed off pigs)' or was it
because heap-big paleface sheep barons
wanted the Indian flocks cut down 1 The
truthfulness of the latter suspicion is
strengthened by the rank and odious instances of where white sheepmen g:r:,azed
their own flocks on the "grassless" Indian reservations! Back in 1936 John
Collier, Indian Commissioner at the
time, said:
The report of the Department of Agriculture states, and shows by successive examples,
that Indian after Indian has been persuaded,
through debauchery with whiskey, to surrender his breeding stock and thus to lose his
foothold as a livestock man. In exchange for
whiskey, systematically peddled to these Indians, Navajo family after Navajo family has
given up its foundation stock. Thereupon
automatically and systematically, these livestock barons have moved their sheep upon the
Indian range. So it has come about in the
Pueblo Alto area that the Indian livestock has
shrunk from 100,000 to fewer than 37,000.
Every Navajo animal that has vanished has
been replaced by one or more animals belonging to the "big fellows".

So the land is too nude for Indian
~heep, but is O.K. for the white man's
sheep. But this is only one of the many
games of cheat at which the Indians have
been beaten to the ground and scalped
by the ruthless and savage white man.
The white traders (and there ·are about
125 of them) compose another pack of
Indian scalp hunters. They buy a $25
yearly license from the state (thus the
state becomes a party to their crimes),
and then by applying their bartering tactics of lying, stealing and cheating, they
rob the Indians of their works of art and
sell them to the tourist trade at a fabulous pront, a business with a yearly income of $50,000 to $150,000. The Indian's
skill at weaving blankets and rugs, and
5

fabricating sH.ver and turquoi~e jewel17,
is known the world over. If glven a f~lr
return for his labor he could make a hying, but not so under the trader's fann
of slavery.
Medical and Educational Needs

On the fringes of the re8~rvation. ~h~re
are some life-saving I¥edlcal facIlItIes,
but nothing to compare with what there
should be. In fact, during the last four
years it is reported that five of the small
hospitals have h.een closed fOF lack of
funds. Think of It, for the rehef of the
suffering there is only ODe doctor, one
nurse and one dentist that do any traveling in this sea of misery!
In 1868 the government promised that
in the future Indian children would .be
given the same education given whIte
children j that for every 30 childr~n a
school and a teacher would be provIded.
But what are the facts TToday 90 percent
of the Indians can neither read. !lor
write! Deliberate bunglin~ by polItICal
grafters has flouted education of the Indian. As an example, in the early 1930's
the government built 50 schoolhouses,
many of them miles away from any Indian settlement or water supply. ~Iany
of them were never used, and sImply
crumbled away. In the last twelve years
not a single classroom has been ~dded
(in fact some schools have been dIscontinued): yet the population in this period
has increased by lOrOOO. As a result, today, of the 25,000 chIldren, who are eager
to learn only 5,000 to 7,000 have received a~y education whatsoever. Even
when they go to sC,hool, inste~d <!f bei~g
taught practical thmgs that WIll hft the~r
standard of living they are taught theIr
native folklore, dancing and weaving.. all
of which will keep the future generations
bound to the reservations and to their
primitive superstitiops. Ind.ian parents
cry in protest agamst th~s an~ beg
,that such miseducation be discontmued;
but to no avail. "Keep 'em on the reservations," i.B the scalpers' policy! Keep
them weavrng for the traders I
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The missionaries that have swarmed
over the reservations also have made
little progress in educating the Indians.
Up until World War II, besides the
many Protestants, over 1,000 Catholic
priests, nuns and lay brothers infested
81 reservations in the United States and
Alaska, yet only 2 percent of the Indians
have been "Christianized". Christendom's cults, instead of uplifting and setting the Indians free with a knowledge
Qf the truth (it is the truth contained in
the Bible that makes one free.-Galations 5: 1; John 8: 32; 17: 17), they havo
implanted in the Indians more religious
superstitions. \Vhy, even the director of
the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions
stressed "the Church's policy of respecting the personality, the language, the
customs, and the institutions of the various penple with whom she deals", to
quote the Catholic Telegraph,..R~gister,
Like the policy of the other explOIters of
the Indians, tbe creed of the Hierarchy
is: Keep them illiterate and ignorant, do
not cllange their lRI~guage, their, sUI;lerstitious customs, theIr hogan~hut InstItutions or their demonized medicine-man
affiiction of the sick \VIta t these modern
proselytizing pharisees seem most interested in is their huge slice of money appropriated bJ: the governmen~ fl?f Indi~n
education. Nme of these mISSIOns WIll
get $185,000 in the next fiscal year.
Wickedness in High Places
Far more responsible for the despoiling of the Indians than the ch,ea ~ing
traders, livestock shysters and mISSIOnary parasites are the government bureaucrats, both state and federal, that
rule the reservations as overlords. Money
is appropriated for Indian relief$100,000,000 has been spent on the Navajos during the last 80 years-but by the
time it filters through the sticky fingers
of government agencies the Indians see
very little of if. For example, 216 federal
employees are o:t;J- the pay roll to look
after the work of 33 doctors and nurses
AWAKEI

in the small Health Department that is
assigned to the Navajo reservation.
But one should not get the idea from
this that the Indians are not the recipients of many ''blessings'' from the
"benevolent" government of the "Great
White Father". These true Americans
were given their citizenship in 1924, but
even to this day they afe not allowed to
vote in Arizona or New Mexico. They
were drafted during the war, some
25,000 of them in viola tion of the
treaties,,-but as veterans they are denied
G.!. loans for new homes. Another 40,000
worked in war plants! paid sales taxes,
income taxes and SOCIal security taxes,
but they cannot receive a penny of oldage pensions or social security benefits.
Why, they are even "honored" by being
on the government pay roll. Yes, sir! The
big-hearted and over-bounteous Uncle
Sam gives his Navajo wards a monthly
allowance amounting to something like
$64 a year. The head of one family said
he got the handsome amount of $8.50 a
month. Now, honestly, would you like to
be a loyal Indian trying to keep your
family on such an allowance with flour
costing $8.00 a sack 1 or would you prefer to be a Nazi enemy well cared for in
the American zone'
If the public becomes enraged at this
wanton mistreatment handed the Indians an "investigation" is started. Another "inspection" is begun. Another
"survey" of the problem is mad.e. As an
old Indian once lamented: "All these
highly paid people do is ride around all
day long in government cars, inspecting
us." Answering the starvation charges,
these peanut-brained bureaucrats came
up with the magnificent deduction: "The
Navajos are not dying of starvation.
They are dying of diseases caused by
malnutrition." But which is worse, to die
outright of starvation or suffer a slow,
hideous death with the prolonged agonies of malnutrition 1
No, not all the Indians died this last
winter. The majority lived, but it was
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only because earloads and truckloads of
food and clothing were donated around
Christmastime by J?rivate charity. About
the same time a mIserly Congress voted
a stingy $500,000 for Indian emergency
relief, as a sort of soothing balm for the
national guilt that stabs the white man's
conSCIence.
Bow Indians Were Robbed of Land

Stealing valuable land from the In.
dians is nothing new for the white man.
He has been doing it ever since he began
colonizing this continent. The very deeds
of the land now in the white man's hands
were written with the red man's blood,
the story of which is found on some of
the blackest pages of American history.
Turn to· the case of the Sioux Indians
who were driven into the Black Hills,
Powder River and Big Horn country,
which is now embraced by portions of
North and South Dakota, Nebraska,
·Wyoming and Montana.
In 1868 the Fort Laramie treaty was
drawn up, stipUlating that this area was
to be a "permanent reservation" and
henceforth "no white person or persons
shall be permitted to settle or occupy any
portion of the same or, without the consent of the Indians first had and obtained, to pass through the same". But
alas! in less than a year the white man
made the treaty a scrap of paper, and
General Sherman, noted for his creed
that 'only dead Indians are good Indians',
was again making Indians "good". Tho
white maD wanted to build the Northern
Paciflc railroad across the Indians' land,
so his surveyors were sent in without
permission. General Custer's· palefaced
warriors provocatively violated the
treaty in 1874 without permission. Prospectors swarmed over the Black Hills in
search of yellow gold without permis~
sion. Thereafter wholesale scalping cam.
paigns under the command of Generals
Crook, Terry, Gibbon and Miles killed
off aU but a .remnant of the Indians in
this part of the country.
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Finally a commission in 1876 undertook to draw up. a new treaty minus a
great portion of the land included in the
former treaty. In its report the commissimi said:
While· the' Indians' received us as friends
and listened with kind attention to our proposition, we were painfully impressed with their
lack of confidence in the pledges of the government. At times they told their story of wrongs
with such impressive earnestness that our
cheeks crimsoned with shame. In their speeches and recitals of wrongs which their people
had suffered at the hands of the whites, the
arraignment for gross acts of injustice and
fraud, the description of treaties made only
to be broken, the doubts and distrusts of our
present profession of friendship and good will,
were portrayed in colors so vivid and language
so terse that admiration and surprise would
have kept us silent had not shame and humiliation done so. Doane Robinson's History' of
the Sioux Indians.
George E. Hyde, in his History of the
Oglala Sioux Indians, shows us the white
man's teeth which reveal him to be a
savage real estate shark:
Under the cloud of war the government had
taken the Black Hills, the Powder River lands
and the Bighorn country. The pretense of
formal agreement and fair payment which
Congress had devised to veil this act of robbery did not even deceive the Indians. The
chiefs knew that they were being robbed and
that they were forced to sign away their lands.
Here are beef, flour and blankets. (said the
United States) for your lands in Laramit;l
Plains and between the forks of the Platte,
which we took from you before 1865; and
here (said the United States) are the same
beef, flour and blankets for your lands in
Nebraska which we took before 1870; and
(said the United States, with an air of vast
generosity) here are the same beef, flour and
blankets for the Black Hills, the Powder
River,and the Bighorn lands which we are
now taking from you. In all fairness, that is
very near the true meaning of the "agreement" of 1876, by means of· which these last
lands were taken from the Sioux.
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Other examples could be cited of where
the white man has robbed the Indians of
600,000 acres in southern Utah within
this twentieth century.

Modern Scalping Operations
Great advances have been made in the
art of scalping without drawing blood.
Anyone desiring to strike it rich in oil,
make a few millions on coal or lumber, or
reap a fortune in the salmon business,
has only to ape the white man's modern
land-stealing tactics. Big mining companies, fish canneries and lumber interests in Alaska have stripped millions of
Indian acres of their resources in utter
disregard of the treaty rights of the
35,000 Indians, Aleuts and Eskimos in
that country. Though bloodless, such
wicked deeds are not committed without
causing the victims much pain and suffering. Crying out in protest against this
rapacious robbery the president of the
Alaska Native Sisterhood, in a letter to
the National Congress of American Indians, said, in part: .
Our homes and lands, our fisheries
and
•
trees, our trap-lines and reindeer, everything
we possess is being seized or threatened by
unscrupulous white men, who tell us that what
they are doing to us has been approved in
Washington. All of the promises that have
come to us from Washington are now broken.
. . . We were promised by President Roosevelt, ·President. Hoover, President Coolidge,
President Wilson and even by presidents before their day, that our possessions should always be protected. Now the 'meIi in Washington who are suppqsed to be our protectors say
that big corporations can take our trees, our
minerals and all our lands without asking per•
•
•
mISSIOn
or paymg
us. . . .
Why are we suddenly to be made what you
call "displaced persons'" Is it because our
skins are not as light as yours? But the Declaration of Independence you brought us says
that all men are created equal. Your Constitution promises that the property rights of
all men-not just white men shall be safe-.
guarded. And the Bible that you brought us
•
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and· translated into our native tongues says
that we are all brothers and children of God.
It does not say that it is all right for white
men to rob from men of copper skin.

From this it is obvious why the scalphunters are not interested in the Indians'
learning the "naughty" art of reading.
But even those that are not able to read,
or not able to write the truth as caustically as the above le,tter, know that the
white man on many occasions has been
and is a treaty violator and covenant
breaker. "Chief Broken Treaties" is what
they dub double-dealing Uncle Sam!
Figures released in 1945 show that under the terms of 389 treaties with the Indians the white man gained possession of
2,600,000 squ?-re miles of' territory, or
95 percent of the country, at a cost of
about 48 cents per acre. Today the land
is valued at more than $40,000,000,000.
And let none say that the paleface has
reformed because $8,500,000 is being
paid by the federal government for
300,000 acres in southeastern Oklahoma
that is owned by the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians. It is just another bloodless massacre, for in this tract there is
more than 769,000,000 tons of high-grade
bituminous coal, worth billions of dollars, readily available for mining, and
1,000,000,000 tons more deeper down.
Then there is the recent case where the
government stole a vast subterranean
reservoir of helium gas from the N avajos. For this fabulous quantity of rare

and precious helium, worth untold millions of dollars, the 'government paid the
poor, half-starved, illiterate and helpless
Indians the sporting sum of $147,799.
And so it goes. One could continue to
cite many other overt acts and crimes of
wickedness suffered by the native American Indians. As Jim Marshall says in
Collier's magazine, the Indians have been
"studied, surveyed, inspected, exhorted,
robbed, exploited, bawled out, wept over
and ruined almost beyond redemption".
Let the white man bury the hatchet and
repent. Let the' officials redeem ·themselves from this woeful indictment.
Let
.
the' government that spends billions for
foreign relief remember that charity begins at home. Feed the hungry Indians.
Give their babies
milk. Provide them
,
with sufficient clothing. Give them medical care and attention. Pay them for the
stolen lands. Give them back their sheep.
Open up their reservations. Develop their
land and resources. Let them reap the
fruit of their own labors. Remove the
exploiters and oppressors. Take away
government support of the' missions.
And, above all, educate them to read and
write. All this will at least' give them
temporary relief. Of course, for permanent relief and a lasting remedy, the
American Indians, like all other people
of the earth, must put their hope and
trust in the glorious, perfect and eternal
~:heocratic kingdom of Jehovah God and
His Christ.
.

.

---I"

C(5he Jungle "Trinity"
Among African religious cults there is a vague reference to "Mwari", the
godhead which embodies the conception of a trinity. ShO'l'oyeshou (elephant
head) thl) father, the creator, so named because the elephant is the largest
known living thing; Runji, son and preserver, on whom is bestowed the
praise name of "needle that sewed not cloth, but stitched the earth"; and Bamarumbi
or Banyanchaba, the mother, the interceder. Sacrifices or offerings are made to Bamarumbi only" to intercede for mankind with Shoroyeshou and Runji, for they are not
approachable directly. Here, then, is more evidence that Christendom's conception oIa
three-headed god is not only an offspring of the pagan ideas of the Babylonians,
Egyptians and Buddhists (see Awake! January 22, 1948, page 26), but also remarkably resembles this trinity of the tribes of the Dark Continent.
MAY 8, 1948
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the pattern for a
PON the earth.
reign of terror" in
distress of nathe United States.
tions, with perplexOn March 15 the
ity; the sea and• the
New Yo r k Daily
waves roarIng;
men's hearts failing
Mirror said editorially: "This is a
them for fear, and
new thing for Amerfor look i n g after
icans. Fear t Fear in
those things which.
their own land. Fear
are coming on the
in their homes. Fear for
earth." Thus Christ Jesus
foretold con d i t ion s· that
their children. It is fear
born of the disunity in
would come in the "last
America and the aggresdays" of Satan's world, just
sions abroad of an expediprior to Arm a g.e d don.
•
(Luke 21: 25, 26; Revelaent ally turned enemy."
Next during the mad
tion 16: 14-16) Who will
month of March comes a
deny that the nations are
now sorely distressed and
call for one slave to free
another. Anne O'Hare
perplexed, that the seas of
rest I e s shu man it yare
McCormick declared that
tossed and whipped about
.
"the United States, howby the tempestuous roarings of fright- ever, must find some way to liberate Euen~d political leaders , They unleash up- rope from fear".
on the troubled masses of people their
Last November 10 Albert Deutsch,
windy charges and countercharges, their writing in the New York PM, jabbed at
wars of words, their wars of nerves, jittery United States for becoming such
. their cold wars. 90ld wars that threaten a nervous nation, saying:
to become shootmg wars. But thus far,
What a nation of gossipmongers we've beas one reporter put it, the cold war has come! Rumors are fiying. Our Congress is beonly developed into the shooting-off-the- ing turned into an Assembly of irresponsibles,
mouth war. Both rulers and ruled have where tattle and gibble-gabble are accorded
hearts filled with fear, fear for the fu- the same weight as· truth and common sense.
ture of the atomic age.
As the President's Committee on Civil Rights
Listen to· the outcries of fear from expressed it more elegantly the other day,
scattered parts of the world. In Costa we've got a bad case of the heebie-jeebies. We
Rica "a reign of terror and lawlessness" jump like mad, as though the earth beneath
grips the land, in the throes of revolution us were shaking, every time Stalin sneezes,
(April 6). March 27 Greek Foreign Min- and we the world's most powerful peoplee-ister Tsaldaris filed complaint with the see world-wide conflagrations every time the
United Nations that in Greece there had Man in the Kremlin lights his pipe.
been "loosed a reign of terror so calculatOn April 12 Trygve Lie, secretary
ingly cruel as to challenge description".
Also in March Secretary of State Mar- general of the United Nations, said:
shall said, "The world is in the midst of "Today, as in 1933, too many people are
a great crisis, inflamed by .propaganda, afraid. People are afraid in America.
misunderstanding, anger and fear." He They are afraid in Russia. They are
declared Czechoslovakia gripped by a afraid in small countries like my own.
. "reign of terror". Henry Wallace shout- And the governments, too, are acting as
ed back that President Truman had "set if they were afraid." That just about
"

1n.
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~raps

up the entire world in the blanketmg fear.
Fear looms ever larger because .of
·World War III that hovers on the horizon, with its unknown terrors of atomic
warfare. Tossing the troubled waves of
humanity to higher pitches of anxiety
and fear, Lieut. Gen. A. C. Wedemeyer,
on April 6, asserted: "To be brutally
frank the ugly clouds of war are once
·again gathering on the horizon." And
what those war clouds of the atomic age
hold in readiness to downpour on the
earth strikes still more fear into the people's already failing hearts. Recently an
aircraft builder, G. L. Martin, excited
the nation about radioactive clouds that
could be drifted across enemy territory,
causing horrible death and widespread
desolation. He described the atomic
cloud as "the greatest killer of human beings ever devised". Isn't that a nice triumph for science YHe added, "I wouldn't
want to visit any nation that got a taste
of it for a year afterward." His Baltimore company makes a rocket supposE}d
to rise 235 miles high. Guided missiles
with homing devices have been devel. oped, and he boasted : ''We can sink the
ship even if it is halfway across the
Atlantic." Then there is bacteriological
warfare to add its contribution to .the
·mounting war fears of "civilized Christendom". And if more fear is to be fomented, speak mysteriously of potent
·cosmic-ray bombs!
Atomic bombs, of course, will play
their part, and much more fearfully than
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, due to sub'sequent scientific research and development. On this point Dr. Urey, one of the
foremost .scientists in the atom bomb
project,' said, April 11: "Atomic bombs
have been developed to the point where
we can't expect to use them in largescale war and have the human race survive." Previously he had written concerning fear: "I write this to frighten
you. I'm a frightened man, myself. All
. the scientists I know are frightened,
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frightened for their lives, and fright. ened for your life. . . . We who have
lived for years in the shadow of the
atomic bomb are well acquainted with
fear, and it is a fear you should share.
... Freedom from fearY We will eat
fear, sleep fear, live in fear, and die in
fear."
Does the United Nations calm 'these
fears YPresident Truman had expressed
confidence that world peace could come
by world co-operation through the international organization. That was last December. During March he was reminded
of his "confidence", and he confessed that
"his confidence had been somewhat shaken, but that he was still confident of
ultimate peace. He added that we must
have peace". Premier Pekkala of Finland
was more blunt, saying bitterly of the
United Nations: "Hopes of organizing
international affairs through this organization have collapsed." .
Does religion calm the rampant fears
and soothe restless hum ani t y Y On
March 28 the bishop of the Protestant
Episcopal diocese of New York, Charles
K. Gilbert, said : "We stand bewildered
and afraid before all the baffiing problems that now threaten to destroy everything we hold dear." Catholics are under
even greater stress of fear, if we can believe Representative Donald O'Toole,
who, on March 19, urged the United
States to guarantee the safety of the
pope, saying that if anyone should
. ''bring harm to this holy man, it would
be a world tragedy". Because of 'conditions in Italy he declared that a "terrible.
fear has been placed' in the hearts of
more than 25,000,000 Roman Catholics".
Only. true Christianity casts out the
paralyzing,force of fear. "Herein is our
love made perfect, that we may have
boldness in the day of judgment: because
as he is, so are we in this world. There is
no fear in love; but perfect love casteth
out fear: because fear hath torment. He
that feareth is not made perfect in love."
-.1 John 4: 17,18.
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a king, in most parts of the
world, meRns much publicity to
the whole world. It means a
~
great heralding forth through
international communication .......,
systemls. However, in many
parts of Africa the death of
'fl king means little or nothing
to the rest of the world j but to the inhabitants of the tribe over which the
king ruled it means a great deal.
On December 28, 1947, the death, after
but a short reign, of Nii Tackie Tawish II, king over the Ga state, occurred,
in Accra, the capital city of the Gold
Coast. The Ga state, though small, is a
very important region stretching from
Obutu on, the west to Tema on the east.
This -stretch of territory occupies a
coastline of about ofty miles and embraces some 919 square miles. In all, the
population is seime 250,000 inhabitants,
the greater -portion of which are illiterate a.nd only able to speak the Oa native
verna.cular.
On the day of his death, December 28,
the body of the late king was laid in
state, libation was poured by the high
fetish priest, there was a vaHey of rifle
fire, and tbe air was rent by tbe doleful
beating of the drums. This custom of firing tbe rifle shots when a man of rank
dies is to let the long-dead know that an
illustrious newcomer is arriving.
Much ceremony was carried out in tbe
preparation of the body before the funeral, and regarding some of these customs the book Religion and Medicine of
the Ga People, page 198, paragraph 1,
lIays: "Immediately a death occurs in a
household the first thing that is done,
other than wailing and crying, is to call
in tbe old women of the dead man's
father's family and of his mother's family also to wash and shave the corpse."
Commenting further, paragraph 5 adds:
"The fingernails and toenails of the body
are also cut very short before thl'! bathing. This is to ·remove. the risk of mourn-
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part
people,
ancestors.
some ~ever'_o\md
upon the ;.L"I
And here
the pala!,e.
libation were closely
lowed.
For the three days following his death,
numerous relatives, friends and subchiefs poured into the precincts of the
palace or Mantse We. Outside the palace
each day were crowds of natives all performing customs. of a numerous kind.
The news of the death had flashed across
the country like Wildfire, and before the
corpse was cold relatives and mournets
from'distant villages had made their appearance. Day by day the masses flocked
to the palace. The noise of wailing, rattling beads on calabashes, dancing and
drumming made a racket designed to
flatter the vanity of the departed. This
mourning procedure was not limited to
the relatives of the deceased. Women not
bound by blood ties or friendship to the
dead person were there the whole day,
sustained by purely ceremonial tears:
Drinking was ever seen in and around
the palace grounds. As merrymaking
was carried on, visitors would contribute
their money to -the funeral cost. The
charges of drinking are, many times, of
a crippling nature to the relatives of the
deceased; but a lifetime of debt is pref.
erable to an offended dead relative.
AWAKEI

At ~haconclusion of three days of s,uch
revelq, the time arrived for
The Funeral Proce8sion
At the scheduled time, amid the dole~
ful beating of tom-toms, the funeral procession started. Crowded along the burial ~dute were many people, all anxiously
awaiting the event!:! to follo\\'. Some people had gained prominent pos~tj~ns along
the route, on' the tops of bmldmgs and
automobiles. Others were lined in solid
ranks along the side.valk.
The spectators, most of whom were of
the Ga state, were attired in the varying
native garments. Men of the tribe wore
long robes slung loosely over their left
shoulder while at the same time exposing
the right arm and shoulder naked. Very
few of the natives wore anything on their
feet, as these things are considered a
luxury. "Vomen, likewise in the usual
way, with long cloths to their feet, also
carried their babies on their backs. N oteworthy among the spectators were also
many Mohammedans clad in their t)-pical ,,,,hite gowns. In all, the sight was a
mass and blaze of brilliant color.
.
The procession as it
moved into sight was
headed by the headsmen
of the various tribal
communi ties. These
warriors were naked except for a short grass or
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calico skirt, sundry necklaces, and ank.
lets of beads and cowries, their faces and
bodies painted with white and other col.
ored clays streaked with runnels of
sweat. In hands they brandished a cowtail switch. Amid this sight there was
great ....'ailing and discordant singing. In
the midst of these warriors was the
obrafo, that is, a youth with his face
horribly blackened and grimacing to the
full extent of his talent, capering around
and brandishing a short sword, pretending to cut off all his friends' heads. The
obr,afo in ancient times was the executioner ·who killed human victims to serve
the king or mantse in the afterlife. A
case of this ritual murder of a native
suhchief -took place a few years ago. It
was known as the Kibi murder case.
(Commenting on this ancient practice
of killing humans to serve the dead in the
afterlife, M. F. Field, in the book Religion and Medicine of the Ga People,
says: "So far as I can discover Ga human sacrifice generally took the form of
burial alive, and victims were usually
female. Human beings were never lavishly sacrificed as in Ashanti and Dahomey,
possibly because the Ga were always anxious about-keeping up their numbers.")
Other warriors were in close range of
the obrafo. Darting, occasionally staggering from side to side, these warriors
carried in their mouths short knives,
while in their hands they held headless
chickens. Beheading these chickens recalled the ancient practice of slaying humans to pacify the spirits in afterlife.
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In close proximity to these followed
soldiers attired in red-and-black-striped
garments, holding high in the air their
rifles, running as they went on their way,
shrieking wildly, occasionally bowjng,
then retreating so as not to get too far
ahead of the coffin.
Moving in line aJ.ong in the procession
came the many divisional chiefs, so well
identified by the many colorful state umbrellas, carried by their servants.
Then the richly decorated casket or
coffin: borne on the shoulders of six bearers followed. Not in even motion dill it
follow along in line. No, not by any
means. The coffin ,vas indeed au unruly
burden, for it \vould lurch and plunge
forward, and several times spin round,
shy, and then "take the hit between its
teeth" and charge off into side streets.
The bearers in facial expression looked
suffering and sweating creatures. Tradi.
tion has it that if anyone is responsible
for the death either by ,\Titchcraft, poison, or bad medicine, the coffin will lurch
and rush toward the house of the offender and refuse to pass it. The rushing
around the town in this way with the
coffin is for the purpose of giving the
corpse the chance to say "good-hye" to
its friends. It is the last time that the
dead man will be able to make people
run about for his pleasure, 80 he takes
full advantage of it.
Amid dancing, drurns and infectious
excitement three children of the Jate king
were carried in an elephant palanquin.
1'he noise of drumming and other music
by this time had reached a crescendo.

Trailing still farther in the rear of this
palanquin C81ne crowds of relatives and
friends of the deceased, alld other associates, in ever-increasing numbers as the
burial site was neared.
Details as to the last funeral rites administered at the graveside are not def~
iuitely known on this occasion, owing to
great secrecy of the matter. However,
the usual, -customary procedure is outlined for us in the, book Religion and
Medicine of the Ga People, page 205,
from paragraph 1 on:
At the burial place variouEi [fetish priesteElS~
eEl] are possessed and are ready to deliver any
messagea from the dead chief. Only a few pea·
pIe can squeeze into the little room under
which the chief is buried. Food is sprinkled
three times on the grave and rum is ];loured
three times with the WOI'ds: ... Grand·
father, mantse, come and eat. . . . Every
ghost, all of you, come and eat. And crush all
misfortunes. Give us a good mantse, and abundant meat and corn. Hail! Let happiness come.
After all this the officials present call upon
the dead mantae in the name of the devastation of the battle of Katamansu, saying that
if he knows that his death was caused by any
human being he must kill that person, but if
it was a Datural deatb tJmt be djed .•. be mustsleep in peace.
.

The ideas and traditions of the tribes
inhabiting this country are numerous
and widely different from one another.
Thank God, however, that the customs
and precepts of this old world will shortly go and forever make way for that
New World, the "world without end".
-Awake! correspondent in Gold Coast.

Jehovah's witnesses Not "Reds"

cr.

So often the false charge ill made by ignorant and rabid Catholics that Jehovah'.
witnesses arc communists, that it is of more than passing intere$t to note a statement
to the contrary in an official Catholic publication. Gabriel Gagnon, C.Ss.R., writing on
the subject. "The Witnesses of Jehovah", published in the French language magazine
Annale ... de la BONNE SAINTE ANNE de Beaupre, Quebec, P.Q., September, 1947, says:
I'lt is good not to ignorc that Russia is the only land where the witnesses ha.ve not yet
been able to implant themselves. r):!e iron curtain of M. Stalin is for them also impenetrable." Howeve1", in Russia there are Witnesses preaching, under difficulty.
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Catholic News Flashes
. eatholic eonquest of America
"I add, with both hesitation and regret, my· feeling that a go04 deal
of what is most reactionary in the
political and social life of America'
today is directly traceable to the influence of a
militant Roman Catholic Church, which is as
much the expression of the pUTposes of a foreign power as any influence exerted by the Communist party. No other body has the same grim
.responsibility for the tragic fate of the Spanish
people. No other body has devoted itself so consistently to poisoning the relations between Russia and the United States. . . . It has immense
influence over the movie industry.... It plays
a major part in the repression· of freedom of
speech. . . . It is attempting with subtlety and
skill to establish a concealed control of trade
unions in cities where there is a large Roman
Catholic population. I doubt whether there are
three Americans today whose authority, direct.
and indirect, counts for more than that of the
cardinal-archbishop
of New York. And to this
,
must be added the curious and significant fact..
that the members of the Roman Catholic Church
seem able, like .their co-religionists in Great
Britain, to obtain pivotal posts in the foreign
service.... Anyone who measures Roman Catholic strength in the United States today with
what it was a generation ago cannot fail to be
impressed by its growth, as well as perturbed
by its di:r;ection. Spain apart, I doubt whether
there is any country in the world today, in
. which its authority is greater than in America."
-Harold Laski, of the British Labor party.

elearing Hitler's Catholic Conscience
CL In a letter to Mussolini, June 21, 1941, on
the eve of the German invasion of Russia, Hitler
gave his reasons for the invasion. He declared:
"In conclusion, let me say one more thing, Duce.
Since I struggled through to this decision, I
again feel spiritually fTee. The partnership with
the Soviet Union, in spite of the complete sincerity of the efforts to bring about a final conciliation, was nevertheless often very irksome to
me, for in some way or other it seemed to me to
be a break with my whole origin, my concepts,
MAY 8, 1948

and my former obligations. I am happy now to
be relieved of these mental agonies." Hitler's
friendship with Communism was against his
"whole origin" (he was born and raised a Roman Catholic); it was against his "concepts"
(he had dreA.IDed of re-establishing the "Holy
Roman Empire"); and it was against his "former obligations" (he had signed a concordat of
partnership with the Vatican). So by doublecrossing the Russians Hitler felt "spiritually
free" •

. oAmnest:y for Collaborators
CL The Catholic cardinals and archbishops of
France have asked that the 100,000 Frenchmen
convicted of wartime collaboration, and others
suspected of the same, be given amnesty. Says
the New York Times: "The prelates expressed
the belief that France would recover quicker if
these persons were relieved of this disability."
What the prelates mean is that France "would
recover quicker" to the state of affairs existing
when the Vatican-Fascist-Nazi regime under
puppet Petain ruled the roost. This Hierarchy
request seems to be part of the reported Vaticansponsored conspiracy to form a "western bloc"
of Catholic dominated countries made up of
Franco's Catholic Spain, Salazar's Catholic
Portugal, De· Gasperi's Catholic Italy and
De Gaulle's Catholic France.

:JI.{o More

IOC

Hallowed Hold-ups

cr. Reports the Denver Post, January 17, 1948: .

"A hallowed custom of thirty years has been
discontinued at the Immaculate' Conception
cathedral. The seat offering of 10 cents a person, formerly collected at the entrance to the
aisles by ushers seated at desks, has been abolished, the 'Very Rev.' Walter Canaban, rector
of the cathedral, announced. 'The money-changers are no longer at the gates of the temple,'
he said. 'Non-Catholics sometimes thought it
strange, and some of the parishioners also objected. We shall depend upon the generosity of
the people in the regular offertory collection to
make. up the difference.''' The money-grabbers
inside will hound them to "make up the difference".
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VEN though the perfect foods of
God's provision in the garden of
Eden were no longer accessible to man,
the benevolent-Creator made ample provision for the sustenance of His intelligent creatures, in that which the earth
would produce: "Thou shalt eat the herb
of the field . . . Therefore the LORD God
sent him forth from the garden of Eden,
to till the ground."-Genesis 3: 18, 23.
Among the many"herbs or green grasses springing from the sol1 was one of rich
food content, wheat. This staple food has
been a means of sustenance for generations of men in all the nations of the
earth. So universally has wheat been accepted as a basic article of diet that it
has come to be spoken of by many as the
staff of life. The first Biblical account
of the use of wheat as a main food
dates back to the days of Jacob, when
it speaks of the wheat harvest.-Genesis
30:14.
In all the many centuries of its use
the matter of wheat. enrichment was unknown. Nor is it to be presumed that the
users of wheat lost any of its rich food
value by its not being "enriched". And,
contrary to the arguments of the votaries
of bread enrichment, the earliest users
of wheat in its various forms were not
cave men of low animalistic temperament and who because of their subnormal mentality gleaned only partial value
from the wheat bread they ate. The only
dependable and authentic record as to
the earliest uses of wheat and other
grains as articles of food is to be found
in the Bible. From that record wheat was
used by men who were of the highest intelligence and were of far finer physique
16
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than their p:r,:ogeny of today. Not until
this present century was it considered
necessary to "enrich" bread.
From its first recorded Uses the preparation of wheat to be eaten was mOst
simple. The kernels were' sometimes
roasted or parched; more rarely the ears
were roasted at the fire. The primitive
way of grinding the grain was to crush
it in a mortar, with a pestle, making the
bruised grain, which was eaten without
further preparation. Probably it is this,
or porridge made from it, that is denoted
in the Biblical term "dough". Generally,
however, the grain was ground into meal
either fine or coarse. Bread was baked in
a bake-oven. 'fhe lumps of dough were
flattened firmly against the heated waH
of the oven or spread on the stovo within. At times the loaves were simply
placed in the hot ashes or on red-hot
stones, in which case care was taken to
turn them at the proper time. Frequently
cakes were spread with oil; or the dough
was mixed with oil or honey.
Such bread was really enriched, but
not synthetically. It is certain that food
so prepared, while perhaps not pandering to the jaded appetite of today, lost
none of its vital mineral and vitamin
essentials; it made no claim to being a
slo-baked wonder bread, enriched beyond
compare.

But Why Enrich?
Simple confession is sometimes un_
wittingly made in the most naive way.
The mere fact of the much advertised
enriching of bread is tacit admission that
there is need for such enrichment Hence
the naivete of their advertised claim. But
A WAKE [

does the sun-ripened golden wheat re- reasons, millers urefine~J 1iou:£,_ remavquire to be enrIched"? Ha~ not the great ing the periehable but vitally nutriCreator placed within tile cnemical $f.t·uc- tiaus wheat genn and the rich vitaminture of each grain life-:.ustaining xniner- containing bran to be used mainly for
als in such balance as to need no artificial animal feed.· Experimental tests on: anienriching? Then why enrich 1 Or better mals have proved that dogs fed on nothstill, What is being enriched 1 The claim ing but white bread will die in two
is made that Vitamins Bl) B2, niacin and months. Animals lived longer an water
iron are added to the flour used, in the alone than On white brea.d and water.
main, to make our daily bread. Just see
And yet in view of -these undeniably
how snowy white the bread is I Note its proved facts human creatures have prelight fluffiness! Scientific masterbrains sented to them in all their highly adver.
have displayed with pride aluminum-foil. tised, fanciful forms goods made af "exwrapped, "enriched" bread 72 days old hausted", ~'bleached" white flour; white
that possessed "the characteristics of a as driven snow, cakes, cookies, rons,/
freshly baked loaf", Is this the wheaten crackers, refined cereals· and no. end a
flour ground from the rich golden ker- frilly knickknacks, not to mention an
nels' No indeed! It is the almost worth- "enriched" "wonder" bread. The spuriless starchy residue after the highly ous argument is presented that presentperishable but invaluable wheat germ day baker's bread is far superiar to. that
and bran have been removed.
which grandmother baked. From a com·
This "refined" residue, from the bulk mercial baker's advertisement we quote:
The writer of a typical article starts off by
of the kernel, is the white flour univer·
sally used today; "exhausted" flour it is yearning for the good old bread that grandtermed even by the millers j mummified mother used to bake, then charges the baker
flour it is in actuality. To be sure, tIlis with taking the good out of bread and putting
mummified flour keeps well, in fact, in· it into his own pocket. This is all calculated to
definitely; and the reason is simple. In make people want to rise up and put bakers
all foods for human consumption, that out of business. Whereas, analysis-from the
part which contains the highly special. scientific point of view-of the formula of the
ized life-sustaining elements is always bread grandmother u1ed to bake proves,
highly perishable. It is this life genn among other things, that it is woefully lacking
that is so amenable to attack bv bacterial in four major nutritional elements: Vitamins
invasion and all kinds of pests. Because B 1 , B 2 , niacin and iron. All of which are conof th\s, whole-wheat flour cannot be kept tained in modern bread. But enough of this
for ahy length of time before it becomes bogeyman business. Let's take a look at bread
subject to spoiling through parasitic as an important food. Let's see what the only
attack. Parasites do not attack the people in the world who are in a position to
starchy bulk of the wheat kernel, but find out know about bread. That is, scientists
-who have no axe to grind.
they thrive upon the
precious wheat germ.
There can be but one reason
Hence, for economic
why grandmother's bread was
so "woefully lacking" in nutri~
and commercial
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tional elements: grandmother's flour
had been deprived of ilio&e elements.
It is certain the farmer who grew
the golden kernels did not remove
those elements. The roilIer is tIle ODe
who removed that which scientists avow
is essential to human nutrition. For
purely economic and comm~rcial pur*
poses those elements were removed. And
both grandma and her children have had
to eIldure the scourge of nutritional de*
ficieney diseases resulting from "refined",
"exhausted" and mummified white flour.
So deleterious an effeet did this have up*
on so many millions tbat scientists endeavored to step into the breach by producing syntfleticaJly vitamins and minerals with which to "enrich" the exhaust·
ed flour. This gesture of science presumed to substitute artificially those life·
sustaining elements that the Qreator
placed in the sun-ripened wheat originally, and whieh the miller had removed to
promote his own ease of handling and
for commercial gain.
•

Political Birth of "Enriched" Bread
And then, as though adding insult to
injury, not only has the wholesome wheat
been "exhausted" in the process of refining, thus removing its precious vitamin and mineral content, but, to make it
more appealing to the eye, the mutomified flour is submitted to further processing: bleaching. In this regard the
New York Times of December 29, 1.947,
has some revealing information from
"the only people in the world '''Tho are in
a position to find out".
A warning tlmt a chemical widely used to
bleach white flour which has been found to
produce convulsions and fits in dogs, may also
produce subclinieal symptoms in human beings that may manifest themselves as alcohol:ism Qr S{)me other form (If personality disturbance, was sounded . . . at the annual
meeting of the American Association for the
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Advancement of Science . . . The bleaching
agent, a gas compound of nitrogen and chlGrine, has been found in laboratory tests to
convert proteins into a nerve poison. The
effects otl dogs were p1'(xlueed after feeding
thcm on large amounts of the white bread
bleadwd with this agent. While no clinical
effects from eating whitc bread bl)'fiched with
the ehemicul have been observed on humans,
this may be due t.o the fact t.hat the amounts
consumed by the <1vcrag£' persons are not large
enongh . . . however, thcre is a strong possibility that. it exerts"a ddeterious effect on t.he
nervous system ano. that it may be a contributory factor in pushing potentially unstable
personalities over the linc. Persons with tend(lncies to alcoholism may bccome active alco·
holies as a result of evcn small effects of the
chemical on the nerVOllS system . . . 90 percent of the whit£' flour produced in tbis country during the last bvcnty ycars hM been
blca('hed by this gas . . . we should providc,
wit.hout delay, marc iron in the education of
our ehi1drcn, and less nerve poison in their
bread.
If Dr. Carlson's assumption is correct, it
would mean that some individuals may become alcoholics as a result of eat.ing whit.e
bread bleaehed by thc nitrogen-chlorine gas.

Prior to 1940 most of tIle well-known
nutritionaJ scientists in the United
States, 'Britain and Canada were in
favor of whole-wheat bread and opposed
to "enriching" with synthetics. British
and Canadian scientists are still opposed
to synthetic hl'ead. American scientists,
strangely enough, now call for "enriched"
bread. 'Vhy 1
Scientists have an axiom that "scientific truth knows no boundaries, national
or otherwise". ·What, then, has interposed itself around the borders of the
United States to make axiomatic truth
within this nation the very opposite of
,\'ha.t it used to be, and what it still is in
Canada, Britain and part~ of Europe 1
Something pertaining- to the nascent doctrine of bread enrie1unent has caused a
,complete face-about by such leading
American nutritionists as R. R. Wil*
.AWAKE!
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synthesizer of thiamin j Dr. Russel
M. wilder, of the Mayo Clinie; and Dr.
W. H. Sebrell, of the United States Pub·
lie Health Service.
.A change of heart was indicated when
in the late 1930's the American Medical
Association began making favorable gestures toward synthetic enrichment. The
director of the A.M.A:s department of
Investigation & Propaganda, Dr. Arthur
J. Cramp, suggested to the baking industry that what both doctors and public
needed was "education" to the virtues of
white bread. Thereupon the baking industry became good advertisers in the
A.M.A.'s two magazines. It was not long
until the A.M.A:s Council of Foods issued a statement which began, "'White
bread is a wholesome and nutritious
food." The newspapers responded in fine
style and then the baking mdustry bombarded the public with all the subtle advertising broadsides at its command_
Now that organized science had in measure given its endorsement, the campaign
for "enriched" bread advanced like a tide
and grandma's "exhausted" flour bread
was held up as woefully lacking in vital
nutritional elements.
The next move was to enlist politics.
In 1940 the government's Food and Drug
Administration called for public hearings
on flour. During the hearings the A.M.A.
made some weighty "deliberations" and
recommended "the use of vitamins in
certain staple foods, including flour".
From September until November the
~overnment hearings 'recessed and durmg the recess Dr. Parran, surgeon gen-

eral, and Dr. M. L. Wilson, bOth of the

United State. Department of Agricul.
ture, made a suggestion to the milling
and baking interests' that they call a
closed meeting with representatives of
science and government. The meeting
took place in Chicago. What happened
was all the big millers and bakers could
ask for, according to the government's
white paper on "enriched" bread, which
reported: "When the flour hearings were
resumed in mid-November, industry, science and government were thinking together as they had not been able to do so
before."
Six months later grandma's daughters,
the American housewives, were introduced to "Enriched Bread". By 1942
over two thirds of American baked foods
were "enriched". The goal set by the
American Grocery Manufacturers is
$24,000,000,000 worth of business a year.
Not the least among these commercial
grants are the millers and bakers.
Exploitation of the people's food supply,mainly for the "enrichment" ofgreedy
commercialists, may be reaping its rich
harvest now. But the long train of nutritional deficiency diseases following in
the wake of 'such exploitation will reap
its just recompense shortly in the time
of reckoning at Armageddon. r:l'-4en, the
promise of the great Provider is: "And
the floors shall be full of wheat, and the
vats shall overflow with new wine and oil.
And ye shall eat in plenty, and be satis~
fled." (Joel 2:24,26, Am. Stan. Ver.)
Man's food shall indeed be enriched
with the blessing of its Creator.
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Should Join the Roman Catholic Union
For years the Roman Catholic hierarchy in New York city has had its
hooded solicitors stationed in strategic business lobbies, railroad stations
and subway entrances, where they have operated without competition. Receutly, however, "fake nuns" donned the black garb, took up this begging
busineas, and began hauling in the shekels. This forced the Roman Catholie nuns from
public plaee@, temporarily, while a city campaign to clean out the charity raeketeers
wall under way. The moral of the story is that those in the beggars' raeket should j9in
the !roman Duns' union for protection.
MAY 8,1948
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"DIVINE healing" by miracles is generally found among small religions
groups among whom there is an unusual
amount of emotional feeling, or an excessive desire for the spectacular and miraculous. That tendency may be viewed
with a measure of Rympathy, for it may
indicate a desire for some evidence of
the hand of God in the affairs of this
troubled life, an evidence which is, however, sought in the wrong direction.
"Divine healing" has also been called
"faith healing", as the only thing said to
be required faith on the part of the one
to be cured. The faith generally persists
stubbornly even when tragic disappointment is its portion. Instances of such
kind have been given publicity.
The case of eleven-year-old Philip
Bowers was widely publicized in Octo·
ber of 1946. His mother was identified
with a "faith healing" group, and be·
lieved that only ,Prayer was required to
cure the boy of Infantile paralysi.<;. The
father demurred, but the mother \vas
adamant. After much prayer the boy
finally died, to the great distress of the
father, who said, "That religion killed
my boy!" But the mother's "faith" was
unshaken. Such instances abound.
Charlatans often take advantage of
simple people by working on their credu.
lity and their desire for health. A Negro
woman of Monroe, La., was victimized
by a woman who persuaded her to turn
$1,000 over to her to effect a cure, after,
by some legerdemain, she had convinced
the N egress that she had supernatural
powers. Another case is that of a minister, Myriam Boswer Franz, who, over a
period of four years, obtained $4,000
from a victim of poliomyelitis but failed
to effect a cure.
20
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There are those who make claims to being "some great one" (Acts 8: 9) and
whose dominating or domineering per_
sonalities succeed in gathering a less
self-assertive following around them.
selves. Cures are among the accomplishments attributed to such "shining lights".
Among them mention may be made of
one Daddy Grace, ·of Washington, D.C.,
the head of "The Church on the Rock of
the Apostolic Faith". He claims to have
power to heal, and is enthusiastically and
financially supported by his followers.
He is attended by little girls and young
\-yomen in nifty costumes. He wears long
hair and handpainted neckties.
Another personality who appeals to
his followers' love of the colorful and the
"miraculous" is Prophet Jones, an adroit
Detroit evangelist who lives in oriental
splendor at their expense, and provides
"blessed photographs" of himself for
$5.00 each. He, too, likes hand-painted
neckties, paying $100 for one of them.
Mention may be made, too, of the arrival in the United States of Avak the
healer, on May 6, 1947. He is an Armenian "mystic" who flew from Persia to
California at the request of a rich wine
merchant to heal his son, an epileptic of
38. The "healer" touched him, and said he
would be well, but no cure followed. Nor
have there been any startling accounts
of other cures effected by Avak during
his stay of several months. Avak is held
in high repute in his OWn country.

"Christian Science" and Spiritism
Another "faith healing" . device is
"Christian Science". This asserts the
power of the mind over matter, which
none will deny as having a basis in fact.
But the "Christian Scientists" carry this
AWAKE!

principle _to a great extreme, and claim
tb be able to think-themselves,' and ,others, well. Practitioners are ready to
practice on anybody whCWt_can foot the
bills, charging s.tiff fees for their ministrations. In February -of last' year an
item appeared in the London News
Chronicle about a man who claimed to
be a "Christian Science" practitioner and
who "gave absent treatment" for £1
each to a man who later died just the
same. The coroner called in on the case
testified that an operation would have
saved the victim.
"Christian Science" advertises that a
person may be cured of sickness by the
very simple expedient of reading Mary
Baker Eddy's book, Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures. It is unusual
to get results from merely reading a textbook. The lessons in most sciences have
to be put into practice. But "Christian
Science" is quite unusual in every way,
denying, in fact, that
there is such a thing as
sickness. 'You merely
imagine you are sick,
and so all you have to
do is change your imagination or "carnal mind".
There just isn't any evil
at aU: Such inconvenient texts as the following are simply ignored
by "Christian Science":
"The eyes of the LORD
are in every :r,lace, beholding the eVIl and the
good."-Proverbs 15: 3.
Supernatural healing
was attributed to a
W. T. Parish of England in the case
of a woman afflicted with cancer who
came from Argentina to see him. She
failed to contact the healer personally,
but he gave her absent treatment, which
"cured" her on the way home. The lady
stated that she was awakened by a tap
on the shoulder, and, going back to sleep,
was once again disturbed by someone
MAY 8, 1948'

pulling at her dress with invisible ha'Dds",
and then stating, "There is nothi.ngJ~'Tong
with you. You are in perfect health~? She
claims to hiwe had no further nee.:. for
drugs. In Gornmenting on this case, ton~
don's "Psychic News" said that while
prayer may have played a part, the cure
was achieved, as have been all Parish's
successes, by "the co-operation between
the human instrument and his healing
spirit guide". The acknowledgment of the
real power back of such cures definitely
identifies it with demonism, if that had
not already been suspected by the circumstances and environment in which
these supposed healers are usually found.
Supernatural healing also has a place
in the endless ramifications of the Roman Catholic system. There is generally
a vision of "Our Lady" or some other
"saint" connected-with it. Cures are further associated with Some shrine or
gadget such as the rosary, both of which
phiy a part in the "Grotto of Lourdes"
"miracles". Considerable trickery is suspected in connection with the operation
of these profitable centers of healing.
Noted cases,
widely advertised, fail of results;. but less
conspICUOUS persons, about
who s e crippled
condition the r e
is considerable
doubt, come hobbling in and in
due course throw
away their
crutches and go
leaping out. There is usually an excessive number of crutches hung around
such shrines as mute evidence of the
power of the particular "saint" there
worshiped. But thousands who come in
"faith" depart in disappointment, taking
with them "holy water" from the ('miraculous" spring.
The basis for the claim to ('faith heal-
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ing" is the misapplication of certain texts der that .bead when used WIth the ostenof Scripture from which it is assumed sible purpose of healing people or spat.
that such healings are an essential part ing them from pain. Such measures inof Christianity. In the "Thy Word Is volve the pla0ing of implicit faith in the
Truth" feature of this issue of Awake! hypnotist, submitting one's will to him.
the Scriptural angle is considered at When such submission of the will is once
some length, and evidence given that aceomplished the hypnotist can then
"faith healings" are not an essential of hypnotize and control his victim with
Christianity, though there were genuine little trOUble. During hypnotic trance the
CRses in the earlv history of the church. victim is definitely "out". One, who had a
Healing does nof prove the Christianity tooth drilled and filled in hypnotic sleep,
of any group, nor does an absence of it said, "Afterward my colleagues told me
disprove the Christianity of another they had tried to awaken me, even pulling Illy hair and sticking pins into me"
group.
Associated with the "faith cures" men~ without success. The dentiHt who had
tioned in the first part of this article are hYlmotized her was the only one who
the snake-handEng practices of some could mvaken her, by means of his occult
cults, and some have even gone so far as power over her. It is admitted that hypto drink poison. At Clay, W . Va., in early notism is in effect almost the same as the
1947, a mother of nine children drank a much-advel'tiHed yoga practices of the
potion of strychnine and died within Hindus, a kno'wn form of Jcmonism.
thirty minutes, in spite of her "faith";
Hypnotism has been considered in conwhile another demon~dcceived member nection with medical practice for over
of the cult, Leander Cadle, suffered 150 years hut is only lately being extenparalysis from the waist down. At Rich- sively'used in that field. One writer says:
mond, Va., also early in 1947, Harvey O. "In the hands of the self-deluded" the
Kirk, leader of a snake-handling group, charlatans and the racketeers, hypnosis
was indicted for manslaughter because is a dangerous tool that can maim the
his wife died of snake bite after handling victim's emotional nH'chanism while de~
snakes at a so-called "church service". pleting his pocketbook." But such pracThe husband's "faith" was unshaken by tices ''lill always injure the patient IiIpirithis wife's death. Numerous deaths, in ually, whether t.he practitioner is confact, have resulted from the practice of sidered ethical and licensed or not. There
handling reptiles at religious gatherings. is no end of quackery practiced in the
There are said to be upward of a thou- field of so-called "psychology", in which
sand believers in this business of snake- hypnotism is freely employed. There are
worship. The clergy generally must about 25,000 of these fake doctors who
share responsibility for the deaths and fleece the American people of at least
suffering that have occurred for they $375,000,000 a year, according to Dr.
have not plainly told the peopie tiIat ~he Dael 'Vome, executive secretary of the
passage in Mark (16: 9-20) on WhICh American Psychological-Association.
such practices are based is spurious and An effort is now being made to limit
no part of Mark's gospel. This fact is the practice of psychology and hypno~
well-known, or should be, by those who tiRm in that connection to approved perprofess to teach the Word of God, but sons. The extensive practice of hypnowho refuse to enlighten the people, while tism is, indeed, causing alarm. The danthey hinder those who do enlighten them. ger associated with its use is admitted.
A writer in the New York paper PM
Hypnotic Bealing
While not genera11y considered as says: ''\Ve don't know all the dangers in"faith healing", hypnotism does come un- volved in the loose allowance of hypno-
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lIlits himself, under hypnosis, to be
pierced with swords, submerged in boilmg water, dos,ed with deadly poison or
otherwise subjected to death-dealing experiments, without apparent pain or injury. On one occasion, however, he collapsed during a demonstration, because
the sword, so it was said, struck a bone.
The man claims to have a divine mission,
but the demonstrations are of a kind that
are foreign to the spirit of God's Word,
where miracles served a purpose.
The connection bet wee n so-called
"faith healing" and hypnotism is evident.
Both are deceptive and ultimately injurious. In the case of religious "faith healing" the accompanying manifestations of
"holy rolling", jerking and shouting, together with other unseemly be,havior,
testify that these healings Rre not of
God, but of His enemy. Health is not the
most important thing. Maintaining one's
integrity toward God is more vital.

tism demonstrations. But experts know
there is some dan$'er involved\,and that
public demo:t;lstrations should e legally
curbed." This is a step in the right direction; but there is greater danger connected with hypnotism in any form than
is realized.
Hence the parents in Washington,
D.C., who in April, 1946, raised objection
to the use of hypnotism in the schools
were most emphatically and indubitably
right. Children should be instructed to
walk out when such attem}?ts upon their
physical and spiritual mtegrity are
made. The use of hypnotism in any form,
and its increasing use in connection with
"healing", are but Satan's dastardly attempt to bring the human race into more
complete bondage to himself.
An unusual demonstration of hypnotic
wonder~working is that of Mirin Dajo,
called (tThe Invulnerable Man". He perI

•

C'hristians Under Roman Rule
From the 7th grade history book used in the public schools of New York
city the following is quoted: "The early Christians were ready to die for
their faith. They refused to worship the gods of the pagan Romans. Since
they believed in peace, they would twt serve in Rome'" imperial arm&es.
condemned evil deeds. . . . The Roman emperors who wanted to restore
in the Roman gods did not look with favor upon the teBA'bings of the Chris·
tians . . . . Time after time many ignorant people were persuaded to believe that their
misfortunes and diseases were due to these 'haters of mankind,' who refused to join
them in pUblic festivals and who steadily won people away from the old religions.
"It was easy for Roman officials to believe that the Christians in their secret
meetings everywhere, were hostile to the government. Did they not stubbornly refuse
to wo~hip the spirit of the Emperorf Did they not speak of Christ as their King'
The government charged that in their meetings the Christians plotted treason against
Rome. Accordingly, throughout the empire officials punished and persecuted Christians
at various times.••. But persecution served only to strengthen their faith and to bring
many converts to their eause."-From the Old World to the New, by Eugene A. Colligan,
president of Hunter College, and Maxwell F. Littwin, principal of New York city public
schoole, 1932, pp. 88·91.
And from a college tettbook we learn: "Rome had become gradually full of people
espousing foreign culta, who on demand would swear allegiance to the divine spirit of
the emperor. The ChriBtiam, however, strong in their faith, would take tlO such oath
01 loyalty. And because they did not sweur al/Bgianc8 to what we would to.day consider
as analogous to the FLAG, they were considered politically dangerous!'-The Book 01
Culture, by Ethel Rose Peyser, 1934, p. 549.
MAY 8, 1948
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"Divine Healing" Tod'ay?
ONCERNING the great Teacher
from Nazareth of Galilee the Scripture document says: "He laid his hands
on every one of them, and healed them."
Luke the physician so reports a~ ?hapter 4 verse 40 of his account. Spintualists, 'trance m~diums, hypnotists, Christian Scientists, "Divine Healing" sects,
etc., earnestly seek to associate themselves with the name of J eSllS the Healer
in order to stamp themselves as healers
in His name and by His power. But all"
persons \vho care for their true spirit~al
health and their prospects of eternal hfe
in the coming new world should be on
guard against such so-called "heaJers",
who however sincere they may sometim~s seem, are undoubtedly the tools of
Satan the prince of darkness, W!lO would
array himself as an an~el of lIght that
he might deceive and mIslead the people
seeking relief.
It is true tllat in the first century of
the "Christian era" Jesus and His disciples performed miracles of healing,
even to restoring the dead to life. There
was a reason why such' miracles were
necessary at the beginning of the Christian church. Had Jesus performed none
of the miracles recorded in Scripture
how could v,'e today feel the confidence,
the assurance, that we do feel respecting
Him 1 Would He in preaching to the
Jews have accomplished any work without the use of miracles 1 \Vere they not
necessary to Him as a demonstrat.ion of
His right to take the place of the miracleworking prophet Moses and be the spiritual Leader of God's people now 1 As24
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suredlv that is tru~. But we have no n~ed
for such manifestations of miraculous
power today. On the contrary, we behold
so-called "Christianity" already too popular with this wicked world. As it is,
hypocritical "tar.es" are pretending to
be \vheat, to deceIVe.
Some, however, will urge: 'Psalm 91: 3
says God will deliver us from the noi-.
some pestilence that walks in da.rlmess,
and Psalm 103: 3 says God forglVes all
our iniquities and heals all our diseases;
and does it not seem reasonable that even
today God's people should go to Him in
prayer or go to the Christian elders for
healing by miraculous power, r.a!her
than that we should use drugs, medlCmes
or surgeryf Is that not what .Tames
5: 14, 15 says about our bodily sicknessesf
\Ve ans.ver, No. It is natural to think
that way- that is what the 'natural mind
would expect and crave, hut God is ~ot
dealing today with His people as WIth
natural men of this world. His true people are not natural Israelites, but spiritual Israelites. Those begotten of Him .by
His spirit are new creatures. (2 Connthians 5: 17) It is with such new creatures that the Lord God deals n"w primarilv. It is the new creatures that have
the privilege of experiencing healing at
the Lord's hands, the forgiveness of sins,
awakening from being dead in sin.s and
trespasses with this world, the qUIckening to a righteous life by the power of
God's spirit, the imputing to us .of
Christ's righteousness and thus the glVing to us a perfect standing before God
the Father of absolute righteousne:ls. If
we are new creatures, then, says 2 CorinAWAKE!

thians 5: 16,' we. know. no. fellow Christian after the flesh, but we do "know the
perfection and miracles after the spirit,
such as the opening of our eyes once
blind to truth and the unstopping of our
ears once deaf to God's \Vord. And many
a time have the Lord's people marveled
at the wonderful healing of their mental
condition by means of the Bible faith and
hope, and the "\vonderful refreshments,
with joy unspeakable, which are things
that physical healing could not bring in
themselves.
"\Ve walk by faith, not by sight."
(2 Corinthians 5: 7) This applies to
Christian new creatures. Have these not
taken their physical, human, earthly
Tights and privileges as secured through
the death of Jesus Christ and have they
not yielded these up in sacrifice as Christ
set the example, and have they not received, 'instead, the heavenly hopes, of a
heavenly body that is to be received by
them at the "first resurrection" and of
heavenly immortality? Have they not
agreed to the sacrifice of all their earthly
irit('rests, hopes, rights, privileges, and
forsaken all these that they might follow their Leader Jesus ChrisU Yes, they
verily have. -Why, then, would they ask
to have again the earthly advantages by
mira{~ulous means 1 \Vould not their
prayer, their request, for divine healing
indicate a withdrawal of their unconditional consecration to God or a qualifying of it one way or the other? Yes.
Many professing Christians today note
the cure of diseases by spirit-mediums,
mind-curists, hY""]Jnotists, Christian Scientists, Mormons, etc., and are inclined
to think of nlese cures as cases of divine
healing. That is a natural tendency; it is
natural for men to seek to walk by sight
and not bv Christian faith. Some Awake!
readers \~'ill say, Is not .Tesus Christ in
heaven as able to heal the sickness of
our hodies today as He was able to heal
the sickness of p{~ople in the first centmy1 Yes, unquestionahly. More than
this, we hold that in heaven He has more
MAY 8, 1918

power today than He had on earth then.
After His resurrection He said: "All
power is given unto me in heaven and in
earth." (Matthew 28: 18) And during
His l,OOO-year ,kingdom that is near He
will again act the part of the great
Physician and will bless and heal in a
physical sense all those of humankind
who are willing and obedient to\vard Him
as His earthly subjects, lifting them up
out of Adamic sin and death conditions
to the human perfection that was lost for
them in Eden by Adam's sin before they
were born. We must, therefore, not try
to run ahead of His due time.
The true Christians today, therefore,
will not be deceived bv Satan and his demons who try to aI;pear as angels of
light and as ministers of righteousness,
and who now find it necessary to perform
physical signs and wonders in order to
deceive the people. The true men and
women of Christian faith today will not
exehange their simple faith in God's
\Vord and their prospects of life in per·
fection in the coming new world of right
eousnc-ss for a compromise with the
counterfeit healers with the temporary
physical benefits that these may offer at
this present time. They will remember
that even the apostles and fellow disciples of the first century used what common ordinary remedies were then available to relieve them of their ailments
rather than call for a misapplication of
miraculous power to them for instantaneous cure and healing. The apostle Paul
had as his traveling companion Luke
"the good physician" of some earthly
medical sehool. And to Timothy the same
apostle Paul \vrote: "Drink "no longer
water, but use a little wine for thy
stomach's sake and thine often infirm.
ities." (1 Timothy 5: 23) Likewise, the
faithful, believing Christians of today
will use all reasonableness in applying
to their ailments the common remedies,
be they wine, or J saiah's fig plaster, or
the famed "balm of Gilead". No, they will
not be misled by any practicers of 80-
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called 'Idi~ne healimf. today, 'b.ut they miraculous and life~savin8 phy~ical eure
will apprecIate the Spiritual healIng that and perfection that Almighty God will
the great Physician has now brought extend to all the believing and obedient
them by faith and obedience to God, and of mankind during Christ's 1,OOO~year
they will look forward by faith to the reign.
P,'j
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Venezuela Elects a Leader
ECEMBER 14, 1947, was an eventful
day for the citizens of Venezuela. It
marked a new era for the people, a8 they
had the privilege of electing the head or
president for their country. Since Octo~
ber 18, 1945, the people have been under
a provisional government with its leader
R6mulo Betancourt. On October 27, 1946,
one year later, the people had the oppor~
tunity to vote for a Constituent Assem~
Ny to form or revise a constitution. The
Acci6n DemocnHica party won the eIec~
tion, receiving 1,088,601 votes and won
137 out of 160 members in the Assembly.
After many months of debating and re~
vising the Constitution was completed,
and soon thereafter a date was set for
the presidential election.
The citizens voted not only for presi~
dent but also for members -of the Senate
and Chamber of Deputies, and for municipal councils. All Venezuelans over the
age of 18, of both sexes, were entitled to
vote, regardless of their literacy. Only
three of the political parties nominated
a candidate for the presidency. The Ac~
ci6n Democnitica party appointed R6-'
mulo Gallegos i the Copei party, Rafael
Caldera; and the Communist, Gustavo
Machado. The other parties, such as
U.R.D. and P.RP., nommated candidates
for congressional and local offices.
R6mulo Gallegos was born in Caracas
in 1884. He was a teacher in secondary
schools from 1912 until 1931, his last
position being that of professor of phi.
losophy and director of the Licea Andres
Bello in Caracas. In 1936 he was appoint.
ed minister of education under L6pez
Contreras, but resigned after three
months. He is considered the outstand~
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ing novelist of this country and has written con,tantly since 1912. In 1941 he
helped to found and became the president of the Acci6n DemocraJica party.
The Accion Democratica party which
he helped to establish is a leftist party,
socialistic in tendency, although anticommunist. Its platform is very similar
to the New Deal of Franklin Roosevelt,
and involves a certain amount of eco~
nomic planning and state intervention in
the national economy. In the field of for~
eign policy it is against Franco of Spain
and In the United Nations it is a sup~
porter of leftist regimes.
The young candidate of the Copei
party, Rafael Caldera, was born in the
state of Yaracuy and educated in the
Jesuit School of San Ignacio in Caraeas.
lIe was all active sympathizer of the
Franco movement. After the revolution
in Venezuela he was offered the post of
attorney-general, but resigned later to
devote himself to the founding of the
Copei party. This party is a Socialist
party and very much against commu~
nism. It is traditionalist in its defense
of the home, the family, and the Catholic
Church, but it resents being called con~
servative. Its chief support comes from
the upper class, the Catholic Church, and
business groups. During the campaign
the Catholic Chureh made its political
position quite clear, and in the news~
paper The Caracas Journal, Decerpber 5,
1947, this artide appeared:
CARACAS CHURCH COMES OUT
AGAINST Accr6N DEMQCRATICA

The San Francisco Church of Caracas, one
of the most important in the country, issued
AWAKE I

a bulletin this week advising Catholics to vote
against the Acci6n Democratica party in the
coming elections of December 14. This is the
first formal declaration made by any Church
entity here. Up to now, ev~n though the Cath.
olic Church Hierarchy tacitly supported the
Copei party,. it~has nwdc a special point of
keeping out of the current political campaign.
The bulletin stated: 'The Acci6n Democratica
party is socialist, proposes secular education
without Ood, fights to suppress Catholic
schools. Will there be any Catholic who gives
his vote to this party~ Impossible! The San
Francisco Church is under the direction of
the Jesuit Order.
.

Many charges have been made against
Gallegos and the Acci6n Dcmocnitica
that they were atheiRt and ungodly. During the campaign Gallegos pointed to a
letter signed by 38 priests in support of
him and .fiis party. He stated that he
would respect religion and hopes a concordat between church and state can be
arranged. He also accused the .J esuits of
meddling in politics and of being "for_
eign representatives of Franco and
falangism".

Election Day and Final Results
Election day dawned and the Venezuelan people were all keyed up and
ready for this important day. The voting began at 6 a.m. and lasted until about
4 p.m. fl'he entire proeesR was under the
vigilanee of the Venezuelas Army, and
they were on duty at all polling places
and patrolled all cities and villages. The
voting was efficient, orderly, and a simple process. The citizens voted by means
of colored cards, each color representing
a party, Accion Democratica was white,
Copei green, Communist red, U.R.D.
brown, and the Miqufllena communist
group black. FirRt the voter's name
v.'as checked off in the registration
book, fingerprinted and given a complete set of colored cards _ with an
envelope. The sets of cards ineluded two
of each color: onc large to indicate the
voter's choice for pres{dent, the other of
MAY 8, 1948

smaller size to indicate his choice for
congress and state legislature. The voter
then chose his two cards and placed them
in the envelope, sealed it, and deJ?osited
it in the election urn. Before leavmg his
little finger was dipped in indelible ink
so he could not come back later and vote
again. This simple process was adopted
to accommodate the large masses of
illiterate that went to the polls.
The final results were that Homulo Gallegos won a sweeping victory, defeating
Hafael Caldera by a very large margin.
Accion Democnltica also won majorities
in the Senate and Chamber of Deputies
of the new Congress. r:L'hc results for the
three candidates for president are as
follo\vR: R6rnulo Gallegos 860,588, Rafael Caldera 262,958, Gustavo Machado
36,365. It seems that many Catholics did
not follow out the instruction of the San
Francisco Church but gave t.heir support to the Acci6n Democratica party. It
also indicates a weakness in the influence of the Catholic Church.
Romulo Gallegos was inaugurated in
office in February. He will serve as
president for four years. The Venezuelan people are looking forward to a progressive epoch during the coming years
under their new leader.-Awake! correspondent in Venezuela.
• •

Ordering Color by Curve
ANY firms that require exact duplication of color for their advertiselllents or products now order from paint
and color manufacturers by color curve.
Greater accuracy is thus assured, because color samples may fade or be incorrectly reproduced by the fallible human eye. The color curve, on the other
hand, charts by the infallible electric eye
the precise component basic colors. in
any shade whatever. Thus by means of a
black waving line on a chart measuring
reflectance percent of tlle colors of the
spectrum, mixtures of ,,,,,hich form every
visible shade, the desired standard color
is represented exactly.
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While the device for drawing this ous pure~color, or monochromatic, lights
color curve is naturally complex, the ap- of the spectrum in their respective order.
paratus utilizes simple basic principles The predominant colors (for example,
of light and color. If sunlight is passed red, if the sample-sheet is red) will be
through a prism it is separated into its largely reflected while the others will be
component colors called the spectrum. largely absorbed. The curve will thus, by
The rainbow is a natural spectrum. The measming reflectance through the curarrangement of the colors is according rent s'et up by the photoelectric cell
to their wave length, visible violet be- whicJl received it, reveal high percentginning at 400 millimicrons, and visible ages for the predominant color or colors
red reaching 700 millimicrons, the other in the sample, and negligible percentages
colors falling between. Below and above of thc others, berause almost no colors
the visible color range are the ultraviolet used commercially are without interand the infrared rays respectively. For mixture. The resultant diagram may
this reason any color shade can be rep- take the form of a wave, an irregular
resented by a curve showing the per- line, a saw tooth, or a smooth curve, decentage of all the visihle wave lengths pendjng on 'whether its components are
from 400 to 700 millimicrons.
chi~fly of high or of low wave length, or
In plotting this curve use is made of vanous.
several other principles of light. One is
These, curves arc made more quickly
that all light that strikes an opaque sur- tllall the descriptjon, Rnd t.he color of
face is either reflected or absorbed; and liquids can also be plotted. Be~ides inanother is that light can be transformed numerable other commercial uses the
into electric current by the photoelectric curve assures that paint, rouge, lipstick
cell, and precisely measured. Now in the and perfume for the American woman is
process of making the chart the color ahvays identical in color to the last pursample-sheet has played upon it the vari- chased of the same named shade.
.c·========================o~

"Let

That Readeth Understand"
-Matt. 24:15, A.S. V.

Conscientious Bible readers who strive toward a better understanding
of the Scriptures will be greatly aided by also considering the American
Standard Version of t111~ Bible. In its text, obsolete, obscure and misleading terms are eliminated and lIlodern spelling is used throughout.
'''Jehovah'' consistently appears as the name of God in the over 6,000
times that it occurs in the original text. Use it, increase understanding!
The'vVATCHTO\VER edition of this popular version of the BibLe
contains a 95-page concordance of Bible words, names and expressions.
It is covered 'with a light-brown flexible binding. Postpaid, $1.50_
117 Adams St.

Brooklyn I, N. Y.
En(!losed is $1.50 fOl' my {:opy of the American Standard Version Bible, WA'l'CHTO.VER edition.
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ed the Soviet railway headquar-

ters in the American zone. The'
Soviets warned that "unllilUally
large numbers" of Soviet fighter
planes' would maneuver along
the U. S. all' corridor Into Ber'
lin. Qne of these fighting planes
got In the way of a British passenger plane, with the result that
both craShed, killing 27 p!!rsons.

Czechoslovakia. Under
(JommunlBm
President Eduard Benes, of
CzecllOSloyakla, on April 1, received the ne .... SOl'let ambaSsador, MiI:haii Alexandrovic smn,
and said, "Our unity Is the natural and eoncrete e"llress\on of
the deep friendship which connects our fraternally related na,
tions. . . . the nations of the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia
are filll'd with a deep purpose
and will to maintain and
strengthen if possible an everlasting peace."
The U.8., on April 2, asked
Czechoslovakia to recall two officials assigned to the Czech embassy at "'ashington as no longer a('('eptable to the U. S. government. No reason was assigned
for the move.
'The Czech regime, on April 9,
announced that it would abandon elections on a part,Y basis,
and that only a single list would
be presented to the voters in the
forthcoming elections.

'*'
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APRIL

Bogota. Conference and Revolt
~ The Inter-Amerlran Conference had gotten under way at
Bogota, Colombia. He('rctary of
State Uarshall, representing the
U. S., had seconded the motion
to nominate the Colomhia forpigu minister, Laureano Gomez,
as permanent conference chairman. (Laureano Gomez was an
admittcd pro-Nazi during the
war.) On the agenda were such
considerations as the forming of
an Inter-American Defense Council as a permanent military
agenc~" and an agret'ment for
economic co-operation aillong the
Americas. A rathcr serious in·
terruptIon took place in early
April when revolutionIst;; staged
a rebelUon and attackerl the
cupitol building in which the
conferencp sessions wet'e being
held, though none of the foreign
delegates were harmed. Gunfire
in other parts of the Cits resultcrt in a costly toll of lives ami
property. The ino<urrection was
tou('hcd off by the assllssinution
of the Uberal party leader, Dr.
Jorge ~lic('er Galtl\n. L'ncontrolled pillaging accompanied the
revolt. Finully, the leader of the
revolutionaries, Dario Echand1a,
got into conferen('e with the
president, Mariana Ospina Perez,
and sought to get him to resign.
After long discussion Perez offered to form a coalltion government, including Echandia au(l
other members of the Liberal
party.
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Russo-Finnish Treaty
Finland and the Soviet Union, on April 6, signed a ten~'ear military alliance that wll!,
if I'Rtified by the FinniSh Parliament, ohligate l"inlaml to resist an armed attack made across
her territory against Russia by
Gemmny or an~' state allied with
llf'r. It will also require t<'inland
to a('eellt Soviet military assistance, In case of. necessity, on
terms to be decided by agreement. The treaty stresses Finland's desire to remain neutral
In any conrtict among the great
powers, and spedfles that Finnish forces will be obliged to
tight only on FinniSh soil. Soviet
trOOPH may ent('r I<'inland only
upon Finnish permission. Russia,
according to a !\Ioscow broadcast
on the trenty, pledges herself not
to interfere with }'inland's Internal affaIrs.

'*'

*

for ~rlhl
The occupation authorit'ies in
RerUn wero pushing each other
around considerably in eurly
ApriL The democracies gave RussIa the credit of "starting it" by
clamping unusual restrIctions on
the entry of persons and traffic
into the zones of the other powers in Berlln, which is in the
Soviet Zone of occupatioll. The
C. S. countered hy rtying food
into .the American se('tor and hy
placing restrictions on the movements of Soviet personnel. Scores
of military policemen surround~e ~ttle

Communists in Iran
On April 8 and fl the Iranian
government, in a SUdden security lliove, clamp,~d down on Communists in the northern province of Mazandaran on tbe Caspian sea, and declared martial
law in several towns in the area.
Definite knowledge of Communist plans for an armed uprising
in the pro\'lnce of Isfahan was
reported l)y the newspaper Sa-M.
The Gorgan plain, Iring along
the Caspian sea, east of Mazandamn, was to be the scene of
the Itusso-Communist ('oup, according to the paper.

'*'

*

Italian Pre-Election Ma.neuvers
Armored cars ami tanks paraded along the Via del Fori
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Impertau in Rome early in April
at a dlllPlIlY d! Italy'. armed
strength. Tbe parade was cem.SIdered an answer to Communllrt
1J1J'eats Of force. The Comruunlm cQlled an hour strike tor

:::,r~tl~~f:stalt~:v:l~lI~~a~:f ~
Sicilian labor leaders in the last
twO years, charged to have been
perpetrated by th{! Black Hand
with political support. The strike
WII.S reported to have been a
tallure, as most of the workers
ignored the call to stop Work.
Efforts to halt the Communist
advance In Italy Were made by
U. S. leaderll' urging Italians to
vote "rlght" and reject Commu·
nlsm.
Trleate Proposal Rejected
.. The Soviet Cnlon, on April 13,
rejected the joint Britlsh·FrenchAmerjcan proposal to start nego·
tIatlon. [n Paris looking to the
return of the f~ territory of
Trle.te to Italy. Moscow said
the proposal violated the elemen·
tary principles of democracy.
In the U.N.
• On AprIl 3: the United States,
Great Britain and France proJIOsed that the Security COun·
ell of the U. N. consider membership applications of Itnly and
TraDs·Jordan. The qUestion of
Italy's admission was probably
raised at this time to influence
the Italian elections. The admission of Italy was vetoed by the
Soviet on April 10, which was the
third time it had rejected Italy's
appUeatton for membership. The
U. S. ImmooJately announced that
it would try to get all states
turned down by the SovIet UnIon a non·votlng voice In the
General ABSembly. It propo~ed
to take this matter to the AsIIIlmbly itself for conslderntlon.
Towar(1 the middle of April the
U. N. was wOl'klttg toward an
agreement on a military and polIticlll truce for Palestine.

Non-OommUDllt A1Hdavit Legal
.. A !:!peclal federal court, on
April 18, by a 2-to-l vote, ruled
that the goyernment is constitutlonall)"" empowered to require

so

union officials to swear that
they are not COlDmunlsts, 8.S a
condition to ruling tbe facilities
of the National Labor Relations
Board. The uecl$lon was made
on the calJe of the National Maritime Union, 010, against the
NLRB. The court unanimously
agreed on the validity of two
other subsections of the TaftHartley law, referring to the
filing of union lDembeNlhlp and
finanCial data. The two majority
justiC{!S ruled that no union has
the rlght to be exclusive bar·
gaining agent, e:)(cept by grant
of Congress through the NLRB.

'*'

EBP Administrator
As U. S. HOUse and Senate
conferees compl{!ted nctlon on
the six-billlon·dQllar European
Recovery Program, they nullified
the amendmeut by which, on the
vote of the House of Repre~ent
atlves, Spain wa$ also to be eligible. This, the conferees Mid,
wes up to the Marshall plan nU·
tions. It was believed that the
conferees acted on the president's statement that he was
"utterly opposed" to the pro·
Franco amendment. How~ver,
there were those who wondered
what the president meant, in
view of the fact that hIs per80aal
reprellentatlve, Myrou Taylor,
was in Madrid having a visit
with Franco. Congress passed
the completed bill nnder the title
"Foreign Assistance Pact", on
April 2, and lit was signed by
the president the next day. It
had taken the Marshall plan ten
months from the inWal snggestion to arrive at its tinal enllct·
ment. The administrator Is Paul
G. HolIman.
"Prepare War!"
G{!neral Eisenhower on April 2
told Oongress that the proposed
selective draft and the universal
military training program Were
both necessary and should be en·
aete« 8.S soon liS poSlllble, In the
interest of national security.
Jamel! Forrestal, defense se~re-
tary, gave Congress the national
military establishment's detailed
rerommendatious for these pro·
gram!'! the saint' day. Public hear·
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lap on these meaeureB were c0m.pleted. the following day. Congres!l1onal conSideration followed,
revealing hosttllty to the UMT
but backlng for the draft bill.
On April 8 the president and the
national military establlllhtnent
called on Congress for speed In
getting a $2,376,100,000 mlUtary
aircraft production program under way. On the same da1 the
White House flullpended for thirty days the lale of aU surplus
war plants and machine tools not
covered by pro"lslons for recovery in case of emergenCy. The
HoU!~e on April 15 all but unanl·
mously passed a bill for 70 com·
bat gronps, Inst{!ad of Forr{!stal's
prOpOsed 55 group •. Thl'! COlt wal
$3,198,100,000.

u. S.

TM Reduction
.. A presidential veto of the RepUblican-sponsored tax'redUction
blll WM overridden by both 8enate and House, by votes of 77-10
and 811-88 respectively; one of
the most complete repudiations
of a presidential "eto on record.
The tax law, retroactive to January 1, calls for a total cut in
personal Income taxll:!I of·$1,SOO,000,000.

u. S. Presldel'lttaJ. ProsPOOti
.. WIBconsln pl'lmarles In early
April Indicated !!!trong Republican support for Harold E. Stall'
~n, former Minne!!!ota governor,
for the presidency. This dN:lded
lead was followed by another
victory for Stll.!!!sen In the Nehraska primaries, which !'Ihowed
him to be a top contender for
the tlominatioll.

'*

U. S. Education. Aid Bill
The U. S. Senate, on AJ)rll 1,
passed the Taft ald·to-educat1on
bill, 58·22, authoriZing federal
grants Intended to assure that
no state wlll spend less than $50
per pupil annually [n ally ()f Its
schools. The states themselves
will determine, In harmony with
their own constitutions, laws and
1lO1I5'le~, whetber any of this federal help will be avallable to
Bectarlan religlou~ schools. The
cost of the first year's appllca·
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tlon 'of the, bill is put at $300"
000,000.
Soft Coal Strike In U. S.
• With an ordf'r to appf'ar iu
federal court hanging over his
head, John L. Lewis 'of the UMW
In •early April showed a disposition to come to some kInd of
agreement with the government
and the operators. lIe accepted
Senator Bridges from New
Hampshire as neutral trustee
tOl' the Industry's $30,000,000
welfare fuml; and It looked as If
the pension controversy ·woukl be
settled. Toward mid-April most
of the miners returned to work
and coal-burning transportation
returned to normal.
Event!! In' China
.. Geueral Chi a n g Kai-shek
threw the Kuomlntang (Xationallst) party {'aupus into
consternation on April 4 with
the announcement that he would
not run for re-election as president of China a~ long' as the nation -remained disunited. He said
that a well-~lualltled nonpartisan
should be put forward by the
pnrty for election to the Ilreslt1enc~" and that he would devote himself to suppressing the
Communist rebelllou, which Is
China's most critipal problem. In
a report to the constitutional
convention Chiang acknowledged
Nationalist losses of. 820,000
killed, wounlled and captured,
and said the Communists had lost
2,290,000 men, a figure which is
twice that of the present Red
army, according to other reports.
Toward the mIddle of AIlril par·
ty leaders hull pretty well persuaded Chiang to permit his
name to appear on the ballot for
the presidency.
Jewish-Arab Warfare
• April saw contlnued ArabJewish warfare In Palestine.
Fighting around the ~tfliteglc'
town of Kastel, dominuting tIle
main highway between Tel Aviv
and Jerusalem, was Intense. The
place chan.c;ed h .... nds a numher
of times. An all-out attack by
Arabs on Jerusalem saw artil-
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lery ued for the fl.rst time In
the contllct. Later repprts told
of an Arab attack on a Jewish
ronvoy, resulting in the death of
34 Jewish doctors, nurses, patients and Haganah guard!!. 'I'he
greatest pitphed battle fought in
the four aod a half months of
Palestine strife developed In
mid-April hetween Hagaoah men
and an Arab 'army of liberation'.
In the meantime the U. N. was
working on arrangements for a
truce in the suicidal confilct.
Costa R.foon Revolution
• April 14 talks were !:J.e.:'l:un in
Sau .lose, Costa Rica, lookIng to
terminating tbe !!Ix-week strife
resulUng from, last 1"ebrUar~"s
presllleutial election. The rebel
forces had come close to victory.
A rellresentative of rebel leader
Col. ,Jose I"igueres was escorted
Into San .lose and taken to the
Mexican Embassy for the negotiations.
Paraguay NIps· Coup
• Parnguuyall police, on Apri110,
announced that they had nipped
an attempted Communist coup
In the hnd, asserting that It was
co.-{)rdinated with similar moves
in other South American countries. Object: '1'0 Interfere with
the Inter-American Conference
at Boguta. 'fhe plan, reportedly,
included attacks on polke stations and telephone exchanges
throughout Paraguay. Four ('Almmunlst leaders were arrested
and rifles and hand grenades
J!!eized.
President R01l:1l8' Death
• At Clark Field, Pampagna,
Philippine President Manuel A.
Hoxas on April 15 had delivered
an address in which he affirmed
dose co-operation with tIle V. S.,
particularly in the event of war.
Shortly after his address he died
of 'a heart attack.
Riots in Algeria
• Seven persons were killed
and many injured in Algeria as
a result of clashes between the
Ifrench police and Moslem Arab
nationalists on the occasion of

Algeria's firJllt elections, April 4The Algerlans WAnt to be independent and the disturbances in
some places were so serious that
troops had to be used to disperse
separatist demonstrators.

PolIce Strike In ElYPt
More than twenty persons
were kUled and fifty injured In
Alexandria due to a police strike
wlJlch involved all Egypt. The
army was called out to deal with
the situation, due to the fact
that demonstrators supported
the demanq. of the police for
salary increases and other benefits.

+

Ethiopian Protest
.. Emperor Haile Selassle aald,
April 3, that Ethiopia would
strongly protest appeasement of
Itals by the return to her of the
colonies of Eritrea and Sornallland, which he designated "bases
of aggression against Ethiopia"
He llUsn't forgotten the popeblessed at!eauIt on Ethiopia hy
Mussolinl.
Pope Asks Forgiveness
The Homan Catholic pope, In
a letter to German Catholic
leaders made public Oil April 15,
declared that the world should
forgive and forget Germany's
war crimes.

*'

~fesavIng Factor
~ The mysterious

In Liver
factor in liver'
,hat is reputed to have saved the
lives of more than a million vlctlllls of llernlclous anemia In the
U.8. alone has been i~olated. Announcement of the feat was
made April 15 by the research
laboratol"lea of Merck and Compan.\,. It is considered one of the
most important accomplishments
in the field for many years. The
product has been identified as a
member of the vitamin family of
the B complex type and has been
tentatively named vitamin B u '
one of the most powerful vitamins in nature. As little as
1/9,OOO,OOOth of an ounce will
produee a positive responAA in
a patient.
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Is machinery for peace crumbling?
Will a third world war rock civilization?
What can J do to protect my children?
You owe it to yourself and your
loved ODes to have dependable
answers to these important questions. God's Word alone can furnish this information; it is a safe
guide for you to follow. Systematic home study of the Bible is
a time-proved method of securing
vital Scriptural knowledge.

HLET GOD BE TRUE"
is an excellent aid for home Bible study. Obtain a copy of this attractive 320-page book, gather your family together and begin your own
home Bible study without delay. "Let God Be True" will help you find
in God's 'Word the answer to many of the perplexing questions of our
day. Your copy will be sent postpaid upon receipt of 35c. The booklet
The Joy of All the People, which will bring you joy now despite the
forebodings of the future, will be. included free. Use the coupon for
convemence.

.

WATCHTOWER

,~~

"

117 Adams st.

Please send me a copy of "Let Goa Be True" and tlle free booklet The Joy
I am enclOSing 35c.

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

at All the People.
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COLOMBIA ERUPTS IN VIOLENCE
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Eye.\vitness report o£ the mass uprising in Bogota.
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
NeWll sources that arc able to keep you awake to the vihtl issues
of our times must be unfettered by censorship and seltish interests.
"Awake!" has no fetters. It reco~nizes facts, faces facts, is free to
publish facts. It is not bound by political ambitions or obli~ationsj it is:
unha.mpl>.red. by adve:rl:isers whose toes mwt not be trodden on; it is
unpreJudiced by traditional creeds. This Journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you, But it does not abuse its freedom. It
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COLOMBIA ERUPTS IN VIOLENCE
.-"-' eyes of the world were focused than an hour after his death, Bogota
upon Bogota, Colombia, South Amer- had become a madhouse. All work had
ica. Was not the Ninth Pan-American ceased in the city and violence had taken
Conference being celebrated here THad its place. Pt?ace, law and order, and denot many delegates already expressed cency had been thrown to the winds.
Radio stations in Colombia's capital
their hopes and positions before the cons tar ted attempting to
ference? Had not U. S.
give their listeners a picsecretary of state, George
This article I. an on-the-acenes
ture of what was going
Marshall, delivered his
•
report of the uprising In BOgota,
on. The state capitol
address regarding comColombia, that Interrupted the
, building had been fired;
bined aid for Europe?
Inter.American Conference durstreet cars and automo~es. And the world was
Ing . April. Because of its world
import, the eruption of violence
biles were burning in the
awaiting yet more acim mediately attracted world atstreets;
El
Siglo,
Contion an expected bloc
tention. From Bogota the sen·
servative daily newspaagainst Communism. But
sational news reports fanned
per, was in flames; the
then, on -Friday, April 9,
out to the ears Of all nations,
and the predominant note they
recently cons t r u c ted
the unexpected hapcarried was that It was more
modern Communications
pened. S h 0 r t 1y after
Communist mischief, fomented
building had begun to
I e a v i n g his office, the
this time to disrupt the conferburn and "El Palacio de
1e ad e r of ,Colombia's
ence. This report comes from a
neutral observer, the "Awake!"
San Car los", w h i c h
powerful majority party,
correspondent in Bogota.
housed the office of forJorge Eliecer Gaitan,
was lying in the street,
- - - - - - - - - - . eign relations, had been
set afire. Bogotanos had
having been shot from
behind by a young assassin. The murder- gone temporarily crazy. Looting of stores
er was quickly battered to deah by en- was already the order of the day. First
the desire was to obtain weapons, anyraged citizens.
Soon the world realized that the con- thing with which to fight and to destroy.
ference had been interrupted by the It was soon apparent that all shops in
murder of Gaitan. To thousands of Co- the business section would be plundered.
lombians it spelled more. It meant the Thousands of persons by this time could
expression of the fury of the masses be seen wildly flourishing machetes,
over the death of their idol, the one man axes, swords, knives, revolvers, pistols,
.
that they had followed obediently, know- rifles; yes, and bottles.
ing that he was fighting for their rights.
Soon after 3 p.m. "Radio Nacional"
Within an hour Gaitan, "the captain of had been seized by a group of univerthe people," was dead. By 3 p.m., less sity students, and at once cries were
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heard for the resignation of the presi~
dent, Mariano Ospina Perez, and appeals for revolution and immediate organization of Liberal action against the
. government in all parts of the country.
It was claimed that the police and also
the army had joined the revolutionary
movement, and that the army was supporting the students at ''Radio N acional". However, before the afternoon was
over, this broadcasting nnit was once
again in the hands of the government,
having been taken over by the army at
the expense of the lives of four students,
so it is claimed.
By night all radio stations that had
been pro revolutionist were cut off, with
the exception of ''Radio Cristal"; which
continued its broadcasts urging the continuance of the revolution, until 10: 15
p.m., when it suddenly went off the
air. Announcements had been made by
"Radio Cristal" that shots were being
fired from the towers of the adjoining
church. A red glow with its accompanying clouds of smoke covered the downtown area as part of Bogota's population retired for the night.
Looting
Saturday found a strange calmness
settled over the city. The writer and
a companion v e n tu red forth from
their home to see what had taken place
on the previous evening. Scattered food
stores· throughout the residential sections had been battered in and stripped
of their supplies. On the outskirts of the
business section, the Roberto Beck Company had been completely sacked of its
hardware supplies~ Gone, too, were its
desks and file cabinets. A short distance
away a street car stood as a charred
monument to Friday evening's activity.
Numerous persons were still carrying
, off, on their backs, huge sacks from the
pillage of Bogota's business district.
Shortly, we came upon two more street
cars completely destroyed. Beyond we
found a scene of devastation. Store after
. store was completely void of furnishings

"

arid merchandise. Broken glass formed a
jagged carpet over the asphalt side~alks ·and street.. Iron gratings .protectmg the stores had been torn from the
buildings. There we saw three buildings
burned out. Farther on could be seen
the site of where the national post office
had stood the day before. Flames were
c()ntinuing their destruction of adjoining buildings and also those on the opposite side of the street.
No police or firemen were in evidence,
and a few looters were continuing their
work in a final mop-up activity. We were
anxious to go farther into the center of
the city, but when the army was heard
approaching the crowd of spectators
scattered, carrying the two of us on its
crest. We had seen enough to prove that
an infuriated people had wrecked the
heart of their own country's capital city,
many of the prominent buildincluding
•
mgs.
The two days of horror (many killings
took place on Saturday also) were ma<Je
more confu.sing by the conflicting radio
reports on Saturday. In the morning a
mobile Liberal station, called "La Voz
del Pueblo" (The Voice of the People),
began functioning, and kept broadcasting the greater part of the day from various locations. Another unit from the
neighboring department of Tolima tried
to continue the eruption that had commenced the previous day, telling of the
Liberal domination in Ibague, the capital of Tolima. It also warned the people
against the false reports of "Radio Nacional". In -spite of continued revolutionary action on Saturday, the government had made great strides in bring~g
the delicate situation under military
control.
By Saturday afternoon it seemed certain that the solution of the uprising
would be a collaboration of the Liberllls
with the Conservative regime. Shortly
before the death of Gaitan all Liberals
had withdrawn from prominent official
posts, refusing further collaboration.
.. AWAKcB-'J

ever, on May 3, after some cooling off,
the Associated Press reported:
The -Colombian Cabinet decided late this
afternoon to sever relations "'ith Rqssia al-

most a month after the abortive revolution
that took 1,500 lives in Colombia. A diplomatic
rupture had been expected since President
Mariano ,Ospina Perez put the blame on international communism for the revolutionary
rioting . . . A Colombian note announcing
the break was delivered to the Soviet Legation
late this afternoon. [New York Times, May 4,
1948]

Do the Colombians themselves ag!ee
with the government f Are they eontent
to pJace the entire lllame on the Communists for the assassination of Gaitan and
also for the destruction that followed in
its wake 1 True, they know that the Communists have existed in Colombia and
that they have been active as has been
evidenced by the continual signs and
warnings painted on roadways, streets
and walls, warnings against Yankee imperialism and urging ::mpport of the
Communist party in Colombia. But Colombians have considered the CommuDists as-an insignificant minority. Time
magazine in its February 17, 1947, issue
reported that there were only about 5,000
Communists in Colombia as of that time.
Yes many news reports admit that without'doubt the Communists took advantage of the murder of Gaitan to sow confusion and disorder throughout the land.
However, Bogota's daily pape,rs in their
own editorials are strangely SIlent agout
putting the blame on Communism for
Gaitan's death. Do they think that the
murder was committed -by a Conservative1 or, possibly, by a Jesuit (who are
active. in Colombia) 1 If so, are they
afraid to expre:;s this view to the public' So far, Colombians are not convinced as to the previous affiliation of
Gaitan's slayer.
Perhaps. after this article j~ submitted
for publication, more light WIll be shone
on the motives connected with the death
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of Colombia's popular Liberal leader. At
the present time we have a number of
reports at hand that tend to show that
writers, both Colombian and foreign, afe
not convinced with the government's decision as to the assassination of the one
who, many say, was the worst enemy of
Conservatism in Colombia. Take, for in.
stance, an editorial in El Espectador,
prominent Liberal periodical of Bogota,
in its issue of April 13, wbich says that
Gaitan has just fallen on the altars of
sectarian hate, and then associates him
with another champion of liberalism who
was murdered, General Rafael Uribe
Uribe. Another editorial in the same
paper states that. the investigation is going forward to establish clearly and
without doubt the dark origins of the
uncouth assassin. It goes on to mention
the past differences c,tnd the recent termination of collaboration of Liberals
and Conservatives, thus associating the
past struggles of the country's two political parties with Gaitan's death.
One might consider also the explanatio'n of two Colombian Liberals, former
Presidents Alfonso Lopez and Eduardo
Sant.os, in the city of New York at the
time of the disturbances in their homeland. Their words expressed to North
American correspondents On April 13
show that the "insurrection" vms not a
revolution but "was an outburst of popular indignation" and a "moment of
madness".
Lest other factors and parties have
been involved l we have raised questions as to the possible guilt of others
besides the Communists. It has been said
by some that it would be impossible to
stage such a gigantic demonstration
without the leadership of professional
agitators. However, those persons that
have lived in Colombia have seen the
spontaneous demonstrations in times
past of these.bot-tempered Latin-Ameri'cans, and have noted the complete devotion of the masses for' Gaitan, their
"captain". They can well imagine how
A WAKEl

mfuriated the people were upon learning of the murder on April 9. They can
easily understand how a spontaneous
combustion of pent-up feelings could
have occurred.

him as ehief of the Liberal party. The
interparty struggle has been both verbal
and physical.
In order to show their numerical power in -the capital city, the Liberals staged
a spectacular torchlight parade on
The Political Scene
July 18, 1947, with upward of 100,000
At this point in our account we be- orderly marchers with flaming torches,
lieve a fleeting' review of the political forming a river of fire, extending for
strife, especially during the past year, many city blocks. By January of 1948
is very appropriate. Foe many years killings had become so numerous in the
Colombia's major political parties 'have department of North Santander that
been Conservatives and, Liberals. The martial law was put into effect, and to
Encyclopedia Americana, Volume 7, this date has not been lifted. As a propage 278, says:
test of the people a gigantic manifestaThe Liberals, whose first great leader was tion,.without precedent, was held'on the
Santander, favored a federal republic, a large aJternoon of February 7. The demon.
measure of local autonomy, restriction of the stration was protesting the violence
powers and privileges of the Roman Catholic and the bloodshed in the northern stntes
Church, and the extension of public eduea- of North Santander and Boyncn. In'
tional and economic opportunities. The Con- silence thousands from Bogota and othservatives stood for a strong central govern- er villages and cities, on foot and on
ment, resisted all manifestations of liberalism, horseback, made up a st.ream of humanand staunchly defended the Church ... The ity carrying black flags and red banners.
Liberals advocatad advanced social legisla- (Red flags are symbols of the Liberal
tion, more equitable distribution of taxation, party.) Many thousands watched this
and the extension of den:toeratie methods and" strange procession as it filed past in
institutions. The Conservatives defended the silence headed t.owards the spacious
interests of the wealthy, especially the large Bolivar Square.
landowners, fought democratic innovations,
There on the opposite side of the
and in general opposed social legislation. On square from the national capitol, Dr.
these issues the two parties are still deeply Gaitan had del i v ere d a memorable
divided.
address. During the parade it had
After sixteen years of Liberal presi- been surprising and interesting to see a
dents, the elections of, 1946 put a Con- large poster held high by one of the
servative in the presidency '''Then the marchers. One could clearly see the picLiberal party was split. Gaitan had been ture of a priest preaching to a group of
a break-away candidate. Colombia, cried armed men. The bold words had caught
Gaitan, needed a candidate issued from the eyes of the spectators: "PREDIOANHO
a "Colombian belly". The other Liberal EL ODIO, SEMBRAXDO LA MALDAD." In Engcandidate, Gabriel Turbay, happened to lish this means "PREACHING HATE, Sowbe of Syrian parentage. 'rhe two Libel'- IKG \VIClmD~Ess".
als polled a total vote of 795,250, to compare with 564,666 for the Conservative, Religion No Peacemaker
Mariano Ospina Perez. Since that time
How important is the need for a peacethe Liberals have squirmed under the maker in Colombia! But where is he to
rule of a Conservative president. They be found 1 There is no reason to look to
have therefore set out on a course of religion as a remedy for the situation,
reconquest of their power, and chose for the Catholic Church in Colombia has
Gaitan as the one t.o lead them, electing already proved itself unfit to bring peace
MAY 22, 1948
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to the numberless inhabitants of this
land that hunger for the blessings of a
rule of peace and tranquillity, those
thousands that mourn because of the
abominations done in their own land.
Have not the Colomhian people found
out that religion is a part of this wicked
world and have not they shown her up
as "p~eaching hate and sowing wickedness'" Have not the people read in Colombia's leading newspaper, El Tiernpo,
the following account 1In accord with the information arrived
from Arbolcdas, municipality where there has
occurred the most tragic situation of violence,
the Consel"vutiv.c contingents go forth in battle formation armed with long-range rifles
with the purpose of persecuting the liberal
peasants, not without first having received
the blessing of tb-e priest of the village to tf'ish
them the /Jest of luck in their intent, which
is in itself a demonstration of the gravest situation of social disorder that is existing in
the municipality alrcady mentioncd, where
the same shepherd of .~01lls has decided to convert himself into the ringleader of the violence and the chaplain of the conservative
forces (expeditionists) to whom the local police lend all kinds of facilities. (El Tiempo,
Jan. 17, 1948)

Have not the Colombian people heard
over their own rndio~ the report~ of gunfire from the to·wers of Catholic churches1lIave not they talked to others that
were witnesses to this action during the
recent manifestations in Bogota 1 Moreover, has not Bogota's daily, El Liberal,
published reports confirming HIe activity of various priests dming the riotous
days of April 9 and 101 Yes, without a

doubt, many persons saw the photo of
the Catholic institution on page six of
E'l Liberal, on April 13, with the explanation beneath: "ANOTHER FORT-The entire block occupied by the 'Colegio
Leon XIII' of the Salesian fathers, sit.uated between avenues 4 and 5, and
streets 7 and fI, was converted into a real
fort, from where it shot against numerous groups of citizens during the weekend happenings." (El Liberal, April 13)
In the same i~sue, on page three, under the subtitle "E'l clero annada" (The
armed clergy), we read tllst the La Salle
Institute ".,.·as burned aftcr the people
had heen shot upon from there. After
the fire began explosions were heard,
proving that explosives for combat u"e
had been stored \vithin. Int.eresting
also is the account of armed priests
found in overalls engaged in violent
combat in the streets. They were found
to be priests whim their hats became rcmoved, disclosing the tonsure. No, far
from sensible is the thou,ght of religion'~
being used to make P9ace in Cololnbia.
She has been weighed and found wanting for such an important task.
Perhaps now the good people of Colombia, shocked by the dcstruction
thr.oughout 'their homeland, will lend a
hearing ear to the message now being
sounded publicly by ,Jehovah's witnesses.
'l'he message is a peaceful one of God's
kingdom unger Christ Jesus the King,
which far surpasses the fondest hopcs of
those that have blindly followed men,
both religious and political, whether they
be democratic, liberal, conservative, or
communist.

Lucky Stiff on the Wagon
Undrr this meaningful titl(' the New York Daily NewB of April IS carried a United
Pr<'ss disp~tch from Bogota, Colombia. The "lucky stiff" is Carlos Monroy, a one-time
drunkard that is now firmly perched on the "water wagon". He vows he'll st/l.y there
for life. During- th{~ height of the revolt Monroy tanked up on a few bottles of rum,
and fell down, appanntly dead to the world. Shots were fired and men fell, very much
dead to the world. A hearse cleared the streets, taking the bodies to the morgue. It was'
there Monroy awakened-and took the pledge.
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)'uerto:Ri,co
Grows Up

Istruggle for control and wider

N THESE days when "eastern and western powers

spheres of influence, when charges and
countercharges of imperialism are hurled
back and forth, some otherwise litUethought-of spots on the globe come in
for a greater share of attention. The
western powers, denying interest in
"feathering their political nest" and, particularly the United States, avoiding the
appearance of imperialism, endeavor to
present an appearance of disinterested
benevolence and the paternalistic angle
is played up. Thus, in postwar years
they proudly point to the giving of independence to the Philippine islan/)s,
India's becoming self-governing, and, of
lute, the recommendation that Hawaii
and Alaska be accorded statehood. \Vhat,
then, about the United States' biggest
colony, Puerto Rico?
Though this island possession is not
big in size, yet its popUlation (over two
million) exceeds that of all but one of
the Central American republics, and
surpasses that of almost a third of the
forty-eight states of its possessor, the
United States. 'With statehood for Alaska and Hawaii having received presidential blessing recently, what does Uncle
Sam offer this adopted niece in the
Caribbean? Ordinarily, when self-government has been mentioned for Puerto
Rico, either through independence or
statehood, the political leaders have
raised their eyebrows and murmured
something about up 0 lit i c a I immaturity". Last year a Senate committee
of foW' visited the island. Of particular interest were the wise declarations
M..:1Y 22, 1948

of one senator. Upon being interrogated as to his views on possible improvement of the island's political status
with statehood or independence as preferred choices, he replied that statehood
was not to be thought of. Reason 1 Why,
every state has two senators and how
could a little island one hundred miles
long and thirty-five miles wide hope to
have the same representation as states
like Texas or New Jersey? Being from
\Vyoming the senator had probably not
heard of Rhode Island, Connecticut or
Delaware. Independence, he said, was
also out as long as there were wars or
possibilities of wars in the world. Thus
Puerto Rico, upon this thesis,' would
have two choices: they could arrange to
enlarge their island or else wait patiently until the politicians eliminated wars
and possibilities of wars from the world.
The "political immaturity" excuse also
has a strange ring to it, in view of the
fact that in 1897, the year before becoming a United States possession as a TesuIt of the Spanish-American War,
Puerto Rico had been granted autonomy
by Spain. 'Why has it taken the United
States a half a century to reach the point
of allowing the people to have a government not only "of the people" and, supposedly, "for the people," but also "by
the people"; in other 'words, to let them
speak for themselves as to' how they
wish to be governed 1 Clearly a paternalistic interest in aiding Puerto Rico and
Puerto Ricans is not the real reason.
9

History shows that political governments do not do things that way.
The main reason is quite evident: As
a military base Puerto Rico constitutes
a key J!oint in the defense system in the
AtlantIC. It is a Gibraltar in the Caribbean and a vital guardian of the Panama
Canal. Thus the United States is no
more desirous of risking the possibility
of having Puerto Rico cut the ties that
bind than it would be ·in putting Alaska
up for sale or offering independence to
Hawaii.
During the past year, however, concessions are beginning to be made. A
law has been passed giving the islanders
the right to elect their own governor.
Then, on February 2, in a message to
Congress, President Truman recommended that they be given the opport,unity to decide for themselves the form
of government they desired and what
permanent political status they wished
with relation to the United States. On
visiting Puerto Rico, February 21, on
his way to observe naval maneuvers in
the Caribbean, he reiterated this statement. He could not, of course, guarantee that Congress would back him up on
this, nor that it would place its stamp of
approval on the decision of the Puerto
Rican people, whatever it might be.
Apparently, then, Puerto Rico is
"growing up" in the view of some of the
('politically matl).re" politicians. 'l'his, no
doubt, means that they believe tlJat
Puerto Rico would choGse to string along
with the United States, even if given the
opportunity to declare in favor of cutting loose. There seems to be evidence
that they are right. \Vhereas, about
eight years ago, the Independence party,
favoring complete separation, was rather violently active, it seems since to have
gone on the wane. In fact, its leader is
recently reported as accusing the American sport of baseball of destroying the
patriotic spirit of the Puerto Ricans,
who, instead of protesting against the
"tyrannic regime" of the United States,
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talk about "home runs", "battmg aver,
ages,'~ and "strike outs". Strong though
the power of baseball be on the Puerto
Rican, yet the main reason for this
growing affinity toward the United
States seems to be mainly economic.
Rich "uncles" don't grow on trees, and
Uncle Sam has been fairly generous to
his Caribbean "niece". Thcre is no doubt
that the island has benefited in many
ways during this "colonial" period. The
~ducational system h~s been developed
Into one of the best In Latin AmerIca.
This is also true of :mnitation and the
island's highway system. Not that this
hasn't served to the interests of the
United States as well. The schools have
helped to "Amerieanize" the children·
improved sanitation and a good highwaj:
sy.s~em are naturally advantageous in a
rrnhtary way. But the basic problems
of homes, sufficient food and clothing
and proper medical care are almost as
acute as ever. Infant mortality rat.es
have dropped severely since LTnited
States occupation, with a boomerang effeet: the population has increased so
rapidly that it is outgro\ving the island.
lIuge slum sections are piling up around
the edges of the cities. During his visit
Prcside~t Truman got a glimpse of one
of t~le bIggest ones: EI Fanguito. This
sectIon, on the outskirts of the capital
San Juan, stretches along the mudflat~
~or ~bout thirty-five blocks, and at places
IS SIX or seven blocks deep_ It is made
up almost entirely of little wooden
shaC?ks, pressed .so closely together that,
from a distance, their roofs seem to
touch. Underneath lies the mud or evilsmelling water. 'l'here must be at least
30,000 people living in this section.
~hen, also, while living inside the
Umted States tariff walls had had its
advantages, it has likewise meant that
the people must pay the same prices for
food and clothing coming in as if they
were living in California or Ohio. But
the standard of living and the. wage
scale are far lower here than there.
.d.WAKE!

Thus, in effect, the people are· r~uired.
to live according to a standard of living
which is just about beyond, their reach
economically. While Puerto Rican laborers are the highest paid in the Caribbean, they also pay the highest prices
for what they buy.
An effort is now being put forth by
the insular government to bring about
industrialization of the island, as a remedy for its ills. New industries are givenfinancial backing and exempted from taxes for a period of years. Wall Street has
even spoken an encouraging word in
favor of Puerto Rico to those having
money to invest. The capital city of San
Juan is rapidly becoming modern in the
full "American" sense of the word. It now
has three modern daily newspapers and
the surprising number of seven radio
stations in operati.on. Transportation
equipment surpasses that of some cities
in the States. In fact, those who merely
visited the capital without venturing out

oeyond its limits would be -inclined to
doubt the dire economic straits in which
the island actually finds itself.
Perhaps one of tl~ese days the pleasant people of this beautiful island will
gain the freedom from colonial rule in
which they seem so much interested, thus
acquiring the right to vo.te for all the
various anem who will govern them and
frame tne laws affecting them. They
will, of course, be dissatisfied with the
eventual results, as are people the world
over. No doubt, many of them will yet
learn that true freedom, including freedom from hard times, sick.ness and sadness, can be had under only one government, that of Jehovah God by and
through His Theocratic King, Christ
Jesus. Undar it problems of overpopulation and lack of employment shall give
way to unending prosperity in a paradise earth.-Awake! correspondent in
Puerto Rico.

C{5ake Out <"Potatoes, T DSS in Silver
MADAM, is polishing the silver a nuisance to you' Then here is the simplest,
easiest silver-polishing method you can imagine. All you need is an aluminum
pot. If you have cooked your potatoes or any legume, such as peas or b'eans,
in your aluminum container, just take out the vegetables and toss your
into the water in which they werc cooked. While you, are cating your vegetables,
the broth in the aluminum pot will be eating the tarnish off your silverwarc.
This novel method of silver-polishing was announced by the Am!"rie~n Hotel Association's Testing Laboratory at Michigan State College. The procedure is outlined for
you by the assistant to the director, Louise H. Carpell.~er, as follows:
"Pour the hot wakr in which potatoes have been cooked into an aluminum container. Immerse the silver in this liquid and allow it to stand for several minutes or
until tarnish disappears. Each piece of silver must touch the aluminum, else the silver
will not be cleaned. If the potato water is'IDsuffieient to cover the silver, add more hot
water. When the silver is clean, rinse it in clear water and dry with a soft towel.
"The liquid from cooked legumes such as peas or beans, aLso, may be used in the
same manner."
The purpose in publishing this news is not lonly to offcr a practical kitchen help
to the housewife. A more important reason is to draw attention to the role of aluminum
cooking ware. When vegetable broth contacts aluminum a chemical solution is created
that is powerful enough to eat the rust off silver. Would' you care to eat this solutionf
Don't you wonder whether it is also powerful enough to affect the human system'
22, 1948
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PLANTDOM
FLYCATCHER

HAT next! Plants
are eating animals!

W
What is this world coming to'

Prac~

tically all animals, whether they afe
the smallest form of animal life or
5~ton elephants or lOO-ton baleen
whales, have for a long time li~ed
directly or indirectly on plant hfe.
This is cominon knowledge.
ut .,"";
when the tables are turned and a
plant eats an animal it is as sensational
a news "scoop" as when a mall bites a dog.
Probably the most surprising thing
about this is not that certain plants
afe meat-eaters but that most people
are totally unaware tbat some of
these plants are to be found near their
own homes. There are nearly five hundred different species of carnivorous
plants with a world-wide .distribution, ,
and though some arc denizens of distant
jungles, others are to be found in the
marsh lands, meadows and forests of the
populous temperate climate. Skipping
the technical names, these peculiar'
plants that are commonly known as
pitcher plants, Venus's-flytraps, flycatchers, butterworts, sundews and bladderworts are classified in about six different botanical families. Nor do they include the wholely carnivorous fungi or
saprophytes like Cordyceps and Empusa.
As other plants, these animal-eaters
get most of their nourishment from the
water and air and the minerals of the
soil. In their leaves sunlight and chloro-
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phyll work together to sup
ply most of their body needs.
However, because of the location of these plants they
have a diet deficiency of nitrogen, the important protein building block. This is
made up by the fresh meat
they eat in the form of fiies,
gnats, mosquitoes, beetles,
ants, spiders, worms,
larvae and pollywogs.
So, if you go hunting
for these' strange
plants, you
should look in
places where
there is an

SUNDEW

abundance of their particular meat supply,' such as stagnant swamps and
streams, and marsh lands and boggy
places. But don't go before you get a
good description of what you are looking
for, or before you learn how they lure
and trap their prey.
Pitfalls of Certain Death

The most common of the bug-eaters
are the pitcher plants, which have several colloquial names like "hunter's
drinldng cup", "frog bonnet" or "bog
bugle". There are many species, each
with its own curiously shaped receptacle
formed by the leaves. Some resemble
cream pitchers, others water pitchers;
some vases, others urns; some jars, others goblets. Varieties found in the eastern part of the United States have clusters of little pitchers four to six inches
AWAKE!

high. In Californi~ some pitcher .leaves
grow to be three feet long, and't~e, receptacles of the world's tallest pItcher
plant reach a height of six feet. Some
species have a cover over the opE:pling
that makes them look like hooded cobras.
In the tropics pitcher plants are equipped
with tendrils that permit them to climb enrich the pitcher plant's stew. As each·
vine-fashion, and which enable them to adds his "bit, bacteria and enzymes COD_
support and hold their own in the tan- vert the bugs into a broth that is abgled undergrowth. rrhese jungle pitch- sorbed by the plant.
ers doll themselves up in such brilliant
Some of the tropical pitcher plants are
colors they appear as flowers, a decep- more humanitarian than other species
tion used to attract passing insects.
in that they do not, cannibal-like, dump
The rims of all pitcher plants are their victims into the caldron while they
coated with a tantalizing bait of sugary are fully conscious. Instead, they dope
nectar; and woe be unto the crawling up their sticky nectars with an anesthetic
creature that turns 'aside to sample it, compound containing ammonium salts
for such are really "taken in" bodily. that have been found useful as a local
Standing there on the pitcher's rim the anesthetic hy -a Philadelphia hospital.
bug or ant with a bump of curiosity can- Into these plants' gaping stomachs the
not resist the temptation to in:vestigate stupified and benumbed bugs tumble to
the inside of the cavern. So. down he their death.
goes, and fast too, for the inside waxy
surface is very slippery. Landing in a Venus's-Flytrap Catches "Wild Game"
Unlike the pitcher plants that depend
pool at the bottom, which is on stupid and silly insects falling into
mostly rainwater, their chasms of death, the Venus's-flythe bewildered trap uses a formidable mechanism that
bug tries to crawl very much resembles a powerful bear
out, only to find trap, which snaps shut with startling
that the sides are force wlien its trigger is stepped aD.
Also called the "sidesaddle plant" and the
"whippOOIl:llill's -boots",
tllis rather inconspicuous plant is found in
the sandy boglands of
the Carolinas along the
eastern seaboard of the
covered with sharp, downwardpointing hairs' or spines which
throw him baclffi-ards until he
finally is overcome with exhaustion and is drowned. Such a system dom; not permit a captured
insect to return and warn others of the
treacherous deathtrap, and so it is not
long before other unsuspecting insects
11.f.AY 22, 1948
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United States. Now learn how it works.
The end portion of the Venus's-flytrap
leaf is made -up of two halves that are
hinged together in the middle. In the
center of each half are three very sensitive trigger spines or bristles. If an inanimate pebble or raindrop hits one of
these trigger hairs, or if 'R leaf from a
tree falls on all six of the hairs, the trap
will Dot close. But just let a bluebottle
fly or a nice juicy spider that is attracted by the plant's perfume walk into
the booby-trap and instantly it will
spring shut., This is because'it is necessary, if the trap is sprung, for one of the
trigger bristles to be touched twice or
for two of the hairs to be stepped on at
the same time--a combination that only
the feet of insects are likely to touch off.
Once sprung the vicious jaws of the trap
snap shut in less than a second's time.
The catch is made doubly sure by a for.
midable set of sharp tecth along the
edges of the jaws.
The powerful Venus's-flytrap, after
literally crushing an insect to death,
wastes no time to begin its feast of fresh
meat salad. Not bothering to barbecue
the wild game, its special glands in the
leaves secrete strong digestive fluids
that dissolve the nitrogenous' matter.
Then, when the trap opens some eight to
fourteen days later, it throws out the
skeleton, resets its trigger hairs, and
with an after-dinner, well-satisfied smile
it patiently waits for the next innocent
intruder.
"Sticky-Flypaper" Traps
Man thought he was smart the day he
"invented" sticky flypaper, but plants
knew it first. With them it is a tried and
proved idea that for thousands of years
has successfully served the sundew and
other plants with fresh flies, gnats and
mosquitoes. Even the people in southern
Europe, Spain and Portugal recognize
the sundew's capacity and ability in
14

catChing- fli~s, and so they hang theplants up in their houses. In nature this
plant is a bog-dweller and is found in
damp mossy places.
Flies and ants that call around to see
Suzy Sundew do get stuck with a date
tlley cannot break, for this plant's abiI.
ity and success in making itself attractive, and in clinging affectionately to all
who drop in for a visit, is really remarkable. The round disc-shaped leaves
that cloak like bright-red or pink pin.
cushions appear to be studded with
countless jewels or dewdrops. Sticking
out from these are about two hundred
"pins" or tentacles, each a tin~ hair-like
gland, and each tipped with a ruby
globule of sticky honey-like substance.
"'nat a dazzling and alluring snare as it
glistens in the sunlight!
Imagine the surprise bees and other
insects get when they alight on the sun·
dew leaves and find the "dew" so heavy
they ·can't shake it off! And the more
they struggle the more the glandular
tentacles secrete. The sCDRitiveness of
these tentacles is greater than the cells
of the human tongne, and their reflex action is most amazing. No sooner does an
unfortunate victim alight than all the
wiry tentacles in HIe vicinity bend over
him, and, with their added mucilage,
anchor him down to the leaf so that he
can't move. Such surface activity starts
the internal operation of other glands,
which pour out their digestive juices for
the dissolving of the insect; and two
days later most of the insect has added
its vitality and strength to the meathungry, queenly, bejeweled sundew.
In these days of shortages the sundevol's rare ability of always having meat
on the menu, ~ven on Tuesdays, can be
shown by securely anchoring a fly a
half-inch away from the plant's leaf.
Astonishing as it seems tht) leaf begins
to move toward the fly and within a
couple of hours captures it. But when it
comes to dinner daintiness -the sundew
AWAKE!

.'eb~.lker

is not to be compared with 'the
tidy-minded Venus's-flytrap. Whereas
the latter cleans off its table after a week
of banqueting, it is not unusual to see
on a single sundew leaf the remains of
fiies, gnats, beetles or the hind le~ of an
ant. It does not bother with napkms. In
this respect the sundew is like the flycatcher plant found in the dry rockyplaces of Portugal and Morocco. Along the
narrow grass-like leaves of the flycatcher
are myriads of reddish glands with their
sparkling beads of mucilage for the entertainment and detainment of all visw
itors. Botanist Clarence Rylander says
of the flycatcher: "The sight of t~Jis
plant, its twisted leaves covered WIth
dead and dying insects glued to its surface, is a memorable [though not a
pleasant] experience."
The butterwort, though not belonging
to the same botanical family as the sundew and flycatcher, uses the same "stick
'em down" method to catch its bug steaks
and dainty morsels of. crawling larvae.
Along the streams of the southern states
or in the swamps of Minnesota or Vermont one will find butterworts with
their beautiful yellow, white, blue, purple or lavender fio,vers that resemble
orchids. Other species are found in
northern Europe. Laplanders, for centurIes, have made a junket-like dish by
pouring milk over butterwort leaves.
The flowers of this plan\ have to be
pollinated by an insect like other flow-,
ers; but death awaits the unwary fellow that, having pollinated the flowers,
stops off to sample the sweetish goo that
covers the long, naTrOW and slightly
trough-shaped leaves. Like tanglefoot
flypaper it takes hold of him, and all of
his struggling only awakens the edges
of the leaves, which quickly roll around
him to form a digestive chamber into
which glandular gastric juices are
poured. 'Vith such a meal. of bug. la
king the butterwort sometImes relIshes
bits of vegetation, such as pollen grains,
as a side dish.

a
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Moo.etrop Supremel
The bladderwort is undoubtedly the
most remarkable of all the insectivorous
or meat-eating plants. Unlike their cousins the butterworts, which prefer to
stand on soggy swamp soil, the bladderworts take to the water like graceful
Venetian gondolas. In roadside ponds
and stagnant pools, where there is an
abundance of protozoa and insect life,
one will find these floating plants with
their fine, fern~like leaves. Their root
systems have many pale-green pouches
or bladders attached to them, which are
filled with air during the flowering season. This gives buoyancy and holds t.he
flowers well above the water so that insects will pollinate them. But at other
times the bladders serve an entirely different purpose. They are' the plant's
"fish traps" by which it catches and di~
gest.s an abundance of marine organisms,
including mosquitoes, baby fish and tadpoles.
Of all the devices for ensnarmg animals the bladderwort's is the most elaborate and intricately designed mechanism to be found. Ingenious in originality, superlative in construction, they are
matchless mousetraps~complete with a
double valve, tripping mechanism, trap
door with spring action and self-setting
feature, as well as a chemical disposal
plant for the customer~all working
automatically once the trap is sprung
and set in motion_ rrhe hinged trap door
swings inward when the tentacles or filaw
ments in front of it are disturbed. And
whether the visitor is some nosy insect,
or a poor little creature that seeks asylum and protection from a pursuing
mon:'?ter, it is given the same hospitable
reception. The t.rap door swings open so
rapidty HIe visitor is literally sucked in,
together with a quantity of R.O; and
once inside the death chamber the door
is slammed shut quicker than the victim
can blink its eye.
The magazine House Beautiful once
suggested that the bladderwort could be15

cultivated in small streams and swampy colors, honey-'sweet, nectars, pandyzins
ponds as natural mosquito traps. Farm· drugs, sticky mncIlag-tl"" s~ecial tentae~
ers might take up the idea of raising glands which secrete digestive acids and
carnivorous plants as a pest·control enzymes-all of these work together in
measure. But before doing so they should perfect unity for a given purpose.- The
consider the possibility of running into pitfalls of the pitcher plants are not just
labor difficulties with the birds. Just holes into which a casukl insect faUs.
imagine. man's feathered friends picket· They are made attractive and alluring
ing such enterprises, and wearing signs in color, scent arid taste. Entrance is
reading: "This Plant Unfair to Birds," made easy; escape, next to impossible!
The hinged spring action of the Venus's·
"Bugs, Do Not Patronize This Plant."
fiytrap with its trigger hairs and interNo Man-eating Plants
locking teeth is a most marvelous device.
Many fabulous tales about monstrous The gluey goo of the sundew, flycatcher
man-eating trees in Madagascar and and butterwort is as efficient a means of
other places have been published in the capture as could be imagined. And for
last sixty years by lurid magazines and intricate mechanism and functional conewspapers for the consumption of the ordination the bladderwort's "mousecredulous. However, there seems to be trap" is beyond duplication by any manna truth to these fantastic fables. They made electronic contrivance known to
are only figments of vivid imagination modern science.
designed to ensnare the reader, not the
All of which shows that only some great
explorer. And while it may be true, as Master 1\Iind could design and build such
some claim, that small birds have been wonderful and fearful organs. Evolucaught by carnivorous plants, authentic tionists, of course, will challenge this
records show, according to botanist Hy· statement, but they are not the ,first.
lander, that the largest animal ever Darwin wasted fifteen years of his life
found entrapped was a small frog caught trying to prove that the carnivorous
by a Venus's-flytrap.
plants are a connecting "link" between
As stated, this strange group of meat- plants and animals, but he failed. Evoconsuming plants make up for the nitro- lutionists since then have squandered
gen deficiency of the swamps by supple- many more years studying these plants
menting their diet with insects and ma- with the same purpose in mind, and they
rine life. They would thrive just as well too have failed. As one evolutionist!
on sausages and hamburgers, and whell Professor' Francis Earnest Lloyd, of
cultivated in greenhouse swamps they McGill University, in his book The Car"are thus artificially fed. EJ..'PBriments nt"vorous Plants, page '1, admits: "About
have shown that if other protein matter the origin and evolution of the carnivis supplied, such as hard-boiled eggs, orous plants, however mUch these quesbeef or cheese, the tentacles of the sun- tions may intrigue the mind, little can
dew and its digestive glands function be said. . . . How the highly specialized
just as well as if a hard-shelled beetle organs of capture could have evolved
or a fussy fly had alighted.
seems to defy our present knowledge."
Truly the trapping device of the car- Challenged, but not disproved, the statenivorous plants is one of creation's «-,._~,~ -.,,,,~; ment stands: Only the infinite wis~onders. None of. the .traps are '$~!,<"'.~:~f dom and power of Jehovah God,
sunple. All are mgemously de- ~., ~ _~:~-l~" the Most High Sovereign of the
signed for the plant's pa.rt~cu- eFti.,:' i. ;~-:.:<::- universe, could produce the endlar purpose and needs. Bnlliant
less wonders of creation.
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Religion

KEEP OUT!
F

REEDOM-LOVING Americans once
gloried in their f r e e d 0 m s from
church-state rule. They boasted of the
public school system as the very foundation of their free democratic institutions.
But in recent years the picture has
changed and lovers of freedom have become alarmed at the stonny religious
clouds that have gathered. Over thousands of "little red schoolhouses" the
ominous clouds of sectarianism have
grown very thick and black. Over many
public schools these menacing church
clouds hang so low one can scarcely recognize them as state-supported schools,
or distinguish them from parochial
s c h 0 0 I s. Stout-hearted, old-fashioned
Americans, from time to time, have
made heroic efforts to disperse these religious clouds. They have SOUg}lt to post
the area of the schoolroom WIth "Keep
Out" signs for religion. One of the latest
"Keep Out" orders is in the form of a
Supreme Court decision.
The history of this case goes back to
1940 when the Roman Catholic, Protestant and Jewish clergy got together with
the Board of Education of Champaign,
Illinois, and hatched a scheme whereby
children in the public schools were given
thirty to forty-five minutes of jnstruction in religion each week, during the
regular school hours and in their own
classrooms. The clergy selected the
"teacher" for the course and the school
superintendent gave the final approval.
Parents were required to say whether
they wanted their children indoctrinated
with the Catholic, Protestant or Jewish'
M..!Y 22, 1948

brand of religion. If the
child was not signed up
for the course it had to
leave the classroom and
carry on its secular studies elsewhere. More than
one hundred schools
throughout the state had
a similar system.
A certain Mrs. Vashti
:McColIum, who is styled
as a rationalist and atheist; did not
desire that her son be taught any sectarian religion, nor was she content to
have him embarrassed and ridiculed by
the t.eachers and other children by having him leave the classroom during such
period of religion. She therefore appealed to the courts to remove this encroachment on her constitutional rights.
In due time the case came before the
Unit.ed States Supreme Court, and on
l\farch 8, 1948, in an eight-to-one decision,. the Court handed down its weighty
OplnlOn.
This "Religion, Keep Out" decision
holds that a school district may not sponsor religious classes on a sectarian basis
during school hours even though no expense to the st.ate is involved, and though
children whose parents object to such
instruction are not compelled to attend.
The decision holds that the First and
Fourteenth Amendments of the United
States Constitution prohibit the use of
compulsory public school machinery and
tax-supported property for religious instruction. The Supreme Court's majority opinion, read by Mr. Justice Black,
emphatically declared:
This is beyond all question a utilization of
the tax-established and tax-supported public
school system to aid religious groups to spread
their faith. And it falls squarely under the
ban of the First Amendment (made applic_
able to the States by the Fourteenth) as we
interpreted it in Everson v. Board of Education, 330 U. S. 1.
Continuing, the Supreme Court then
17
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quoted from the Everson decision thus:
Neither a state nor the Federal Government Can set up a church. Neither can pass
laws which aid one religion, aid all religions,
or prefer one religio~ over another. Neither
ean force or influence a person to go to or to
remain away from church against his will or
force him to profess a belief or disbelief in
any religion. . . . Neither a state nor the
Federal Government can, openly or secretly,
participate in the affairs of any religious organizations or groups, and vice versa. In the
words of Jefferson, the clause against establishment of religion by law was intended to
erect <la wall of separation between church
and State".

Keeping Wall High and Impregnable
In an effort to tear down the "wall of
separation" the backers of the reHgionin-the-schools program argued that the
First Amendment was only intended to
forbid government preference of one religion over another, but was not intended to prevent impartial government assistance to all religions. If the government could not give impartial assistance to all religions then it ·would be
in position of fighting against all religions, so they !>ubtly !>aid. However, the
Supreme Court did not agree with this
tenuous argument. "The First Amendment," said the Court "rests upon the
premise that both religion and government can best work to achieve their
lofty aims if each is left free from the
other within its respective sphere. Or,
as we said in tbe Everson case, the First
Amendment has erected a wall between
Church and State which must be kel?t
high and .impregnable." If religion IS
permitted to peddle its man-made doctrines and traditions in the schools, then,
the Supreme Court declared,. the state
"affords sectarian groups an invaluable
aid in that it helps to provide pupils for
their religious classes through use of the
state's compUlsory public school ma~
chinery. This is not separation of Church
and State."
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Justlc.s Frankfurter Jackson, Rut-

ledge and Burton joined in a concurring
opinion and cited some'very interesting
hu~torical facts. "It is pertinent to reo
mind," says Justice Frankfurter, "that
the e!>tablishment of this principle of
separation in the field of local education
was not due to any decline in the reli.
gious beliefs of the people." Those who!
like Horace Mann, James Madison and.
President Grant, fought the hardest for
separation of Church and State and for
a publie sellOo} system free from church~
ianity were men who reverenced the
Bible and had faith in it. For them, this
opinion of the Court points out, "the
nonsectarian or secular public school
was the means of reconciling freedom· in
general with religious freedom."
Based on such hi!>torical fact!>, and in
the light of the gross sins committed in
tIle schoolroom!> of Illinois, the concurring opinion of the Supreme Court
reached the following conclusion:
We find that the basic Constitutional principle of absolute separation was violated when
the State of Illinois, speaking through its
Supreme Court, sustained the school authori.
tics of Champaign in Sponsol'ing and effectively furtllering religious beliefs by its educational arrangement.
.Separation means separation. not somethlllg less. Jefferson's metaphor in describing
the relation between Church and State speaks
of a "wall of separation," not of a fine line
easily overstepped. . . . It is the Court's
duty to enforce this principle in its full integrity.

We renew our conviction that "we have
staked the very existence of Our country on
the faith that complete separation between
the state and religion is best for the state
and best for religion." Everson v. Board of
Eduwtion, 330 U. S. at 59.

1fr, .Justice JackRon, while concurring

with the decision of the Supreme Cm~rt,

made some candid observations in a separate opinion. "·While we may and
,should end such formal and explicit in.
struction as the Champaign plan and
A·WAKEI

can at all times prohibit teaching of qUickly follow when they ,Saw thQ "Keep
creed and catechism and ceremonial and

can forbid forthright proselyting in the

seilools," yet it is impossible aDd undesirable to listen to every whim and objection raised by the 256 different reli·
gious sects. "If we are to eliminate
everything that is objectionable to any
of these warring sects or inconsistent
with any of their doctrines," observed
Jackson, "we wiUleave public education
in shreds."
. School subjects like mathematics,
physics and chemistry may be completely secularized, but others like music,
architecture, biology, sociology, history,
geography, etc., cannot be completely divorced from all taints or references to
religion. ")'fusic, without sacred music,
architecture minus the cathedral" or
painting without the scriptural themes
would be eccentric and incomplete, even
from a secular point of view," declared
Jackson. The study of biology rttises the
issue between evolution and creation j a
review of mankind's tragic history re·
veals how saturated it is with paganism,
Judaism and so-called "Christianity".
How could a study of history be complete without a general knowledge of
the issues involved in the R.eformation
and the Inquisition t In the wordS of this
opinion, "The. task of separating the
secular from the religious in education
is one of magnitude, intricacy ftnd delicacy." And the Suprcme Court does not
assume to bB a superboard of education for every school district in the nation. The Supreme Court must therefore
limit itself to maintaining the "wall of
separation" by prohibiting the "teaching of creed and catechism and ceremonial" in the public schools.

Next Comes the Noisy Thunder
Coming as a cloud-splitting bolt of
lightning the Supremc Court decision
made quite a flash in the black ecclesiastical heavens. It was only to be expected
that a clap of thunderous reaction "muld
M..d.Y 22, 1948

Out" signboard, for the thunder always
terrifies the simple minds more than
the lightning. It should be remembered
that for years the Roman Catholic Hierarchy, in its zeal to undennine and destroy' the separating wall between Church
and State, has relentlessly labored to
implant its religion in the public schools.
So the issues at stake in this case were
not local ones, but were f3r-reaching, as
pointed out by the Jesuit, named John
Courtney Murray_ Prior to the handing
down of the Supreme Court's decision,
Murray is quoted by the Denver (Catholic) Register as saying: "The Champaign plan is a form of ireleased-time'
progran1 j such programs, in various
forms, ttre going on in more than 7,000
school districts in some 46 states, and
Catholics are participating in them. If
the Cha.mpaign plan is declared unconstitutional, the whole idett of 'released·
time' will be brought into question."
The adverse decision came, and with
it came a thunder of Hierarchy disapproval. Hoaring with rage "Father" J. K.
Connolly, director of promotion, 1m.
maculate Heart ~1issions, denounced the
decision as "one of the most stupid decrees ever rendered by our Supreme
Court". Jesuit Fulton J. Sheen added
his voice to the uprDar by saying that
the Supreme Court has now "officially
exiled God from our schools". He confuses by substituting "God" for "sectarian religion". The Catholic Chronicle,
Toledo, Ohio, condemned the decision
as "one of the most disastrous events in
the history of our country". 1fustering
more of its thunder the Chronicle threat·
ens that if the Supreme Court will not
reverse itself on this latest opinion then
the effect of the "Keep Out" signs will
llave to be ""corrected by a new constitutional amendment". According to the
New York Times, Catholic educators
have pledged themselves by resolution
"'to the task of arousing in our students
a zeal for Christian [they mean Cath·
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olie] democr"c.". In othor "",ords, Cath·
olin Action t
More "Keep ORrJ 816111J Needed
Wake up, you slumbering lovers of
freedom! Get busy and drive the pros~
elyting religiollists out of your pubUc
schools. Get busy and post every schoolhouse with the "Keep Out" signs. Begin
in the states of New Mexico, North Dakota and Conn.:~cticut, where there are
h-qpdreds of Catholic nuns, brothers and
prlests teaching in the public sC]lOo1s.
Right in the public school classrooms
these peddlers of religion are wearing
their black hoods and clerical garb.
These are not parochial schools. They
are public schools, attended by both
Protestant and Catholic children, owned
by the public, paid for out of the public
treasury. In New Mexico alone, nearly
$400,000 are paid out in salaries every
year to the nuns, all income tax free.
Go in these "public" schools of New
Mexico and look around. Look at the
religious pictures, crucifixes and trinkets hanging on the walls. Look at the
religious pamphlets, catechisms and
praye~ books furnished the children. See
how the children are taught to "cross"
themselves. Listen to the children as
they recite their prayers and "Hail
Marys" at least four times a day. Go
over to the high school and talk to, the
Protestant boys on the football team.

will tell you that if they fail to get
the local priest to "bless'> them before a
game they will be dropped from the
squad. Now comes time. for the students
of Costilla~s f"pubHe-' high schOOl to graduate, yet commencement exercises are
conducted in the Roman Catholic church.
You ·will blink your eyes in utter amazement, for as the archbishop passes out
the diplomas the children, Protestant
children and non-religious children as
well as Catholics have to kiss his ring!
Hard to believe , Yea, if you JJre
asleep. But to those like Frank S. Mead
of the Christian Herald, who has seen,
heard and reported theSe things, it
comes as a hard truth. And while conditions in North Dakota are not as bad as
in New Mexico (where things have been
going from bad to worse for the last fifty
yetu-s), yet the religion in the public
schools of North Dakota smells so bad
that 10,000 freedom fighters signed a petition asking that the black religious
garb be removed from the 76 nuns who
have' been teaching in the public schools
of that state on an average of 16.2 years.
The public schools of New Haven, Connecticb.t, also suffer from this dark sectarian plague as twenty-two nuns on tIre
teachers' staff cast their spell over the
pupils.
Surely it is high time to awake! Post
more signs on the school houses, reading
"Sectarian Religion, Keep Out!"

~fh.y

Students Dislike Patriotism by Ceremony
Recently the student body of the Parma Schaaf high sehool, Parma, Ohio,
was asked wbether it favored recitation of the "loyalty pledge". The
school paper Hi-Spot gave the following report on the poll. "'Are you
in favor of reciting the pledge as it stands" To this question 672 students
answered 'no'; 189 an$wered 'yes.' This question was one of several prepared by the
student council to be submitted later to Mr. Bassett and Mr. Byers..To the_ next question, 'Do you think the plcdge would be more effective if recited but once a week instead of daily'l' 733 responded with a mighty 'yes'. Seventy-nine of the students believed that the pledge violated their religious beliefs, while 227 thought that it infringed
on their personal liberties. At the Council meeting November 28, Russell Morgan, president, explQ.ined that the pledge 'vas requested by the Ohio General Assembly and. the
Director of Education, Clyde Hissong."
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NRAGED hu- His apostle~ nor·
man society the Holy Scripmay demand the tures teach any
death penalty for hardened criminals, such hell-fire and purgatory, where do
but it forbids that such be tortured you suppose religious Christendom
to death over a slow-burning flame. picked up the doctrine' Obviously, they
And yet religious clergymen of Chris- adopted it from the pagans.
tendom teU us that the Almighty Creator
of the universe, who is the very embodi- Passing Through an Egyptian Hell
ment of love and mercy, has b~en torturSome years ago many papyrus scrolls
iug sinners in the fires of purgatory for known as the Per-t em hru (The Book of
thousands of years; and in hell, they the Dead) were discovered in Egypt.
,gay, the wicked are destined to burn for These show that long before Moses
ever and ever. But do you honestly be- wrote down the first words of the Bible
lieve that God is such a sadistic fiend the pagan Egyptians believed that the
that He tortures human creatures in the dead, in reaching the. kingdom of their
unquenchable fires of a burning hell and demon god Osiris, had to pass through a
purgatory7 Intelligent men an~ women terrible region inhabited by a multitude
turn away from such repulSIVe doc- of devils that lived upon the "bodies,
trines. -And t.hey have good reason to do souls, spirits, shadows and the hearts of
so, for such fiendish teachings are found- the dead". However, protection from
ed only on the paganism of the heathen. these "underworld" villains, the chief
It is a doctrine of Satan the Devil and is being Aapep the great serpent, the god
not supported by the Bible.
of darkness and evil, could be secured
Centuries before Christianity was by the repetition of spell-binding texts
ever preached on earth, Buddhist priests composed by the pagan priests. The
in remote India were teaching hell-fire Papyrus of Nesi-Khensu, according to
and eternal torment. The Hindus had a bulletin published by the British Muonly a slightly different torture theory. seum (1920), was a contract between the
The Chaldeans who lived in the cradle queen and the demon god Amen-Ra
of civilization in the lower Mesopota- which provided for "the (daily) recital
mian valley believed the hell-fire doc- upon earth of the 'Seventy Songs of Ra'
trine. The Egyptian priests of the first for the benefit of her soul in the Khertworld power, sixteen c~nturies before - Neter, or Under 'Vorld". Back there,
Christ, taught the torment-after-death two thousand years before Christ} the
theory. The Persians who became the pagans of the first world power relIeved
fourth world power believed this eternal- the "souls" of their dead from purgatotorment lie. The Greek philosophers and rial suffering by contracting for the
the Romans that came after them like- daily recital of magical prayers or
wise taught the hellish doctrine. The masses.
Arabs arid Mohammedans, the pagan
F.ast of Egypt the Chaldeans and
Scandinavians and the demon-worship- Babylonians - also had their "undering Japanese, all believed in hell-fire.
world" devils whom they worshiped out
Now then, since neit.her Christ nor of fear of what they thought such might

E
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:to to them after death. Along the east
ern Mediterranean coast lived the Phoenicians who copied the arts and culture
of both the Babylonians and Egyptians.
It is therefore not surprising to find in
their mythology reference to a god of
hell to whom they attrihuted powers and
characteristics similar to those given the

demon gods of the other pagans.
Bell and Purgatory Cooked Up in Greece
Socrates and Plato, chief ODes of the
Greek philosophers, who were born in
the fifth century before Christ and
Christianity fixed up a sizzling purgatory for th~ dead alon~ the lines. of ,
earlier pagan mythologIes. Accordmg
to Plato in his work Phaedo, Socrates
taught that besides tho::;e that go to the
"good place" after death, "those who appear to have lived neither well nor ill"
in this life must first go to some sort of
a "purgatory". There) Socrates says,
they "suffer the penalty of the wrongs
which they have done to others, and are
absolved and receive the revmrds of
their gdod deeds aecording to their
deserts". Those too wicked for this purgatorial treatment, Socrates taught,
went to another place. As he asserts:
"But those who appear to be incurable
by reason of the greatness of their
crimes . . . such are hurled into Tartarns, which is their suitable destiny,
and they never come out."
Pagan priestcraft back. there was not
unlike that of today. LIke the pagan
Egyptians who believed that a "ferryman" took the '''soul'' after death across
the great gulf, so the demon-worshiping
Greeks had their ferryman, named
Charon, who took "souls" across the river Styx. To pay Charon for his "services" a coin was placed in the mouth of
the corpse. Nowadays the clergy that
teach "purgatory" assume the role of
('ferryman" and collect the coin direct.
In Greek and Roman mythology, Pluto
was worshiped as the god of hell and
purgatory, to whom it belonged "to puri22

fy Bouls after death". (See Taylor's
Pausanias, vol. iii., p. 321, Note) Alexander Hislop in his Two Babylons,
page 296, declares:
As the name Pluto has the very same meaning as Saturn, "the hidden one," so, whatever
other aspect this name had, as applied to the
father of the gods, it is to Satan, the Hidden
Lord of hell, ultimately thHt all came at last
to be traced back; for the different myths
about Saturn, when carefully examined, show
that he was at once the Devil, the father of
all sin and idolatry, who hid himself under
the disguise of the serpent.
The Roman poet Virgil alf'.:l describes
how various penances, including the
fires of a pagan purgatory, arc used. to
remove from "souls" thp "spots of sm"
that death cannot "·wash m.,Tay". To
quote a few lines:
For this Bre various penmH'8s enjoined;
And some arc hung to bleach upon the
wind,
Some pJnn~cd in ·water, others purged
in fires,.

Till all the dregs are drained, and all the
rust expires.

Other Pagan Purgatories
There is found in such scattered mythologicR as thoRe concoeied by the Scandinavians, Hindus and .T apanese the
teaching of sin-purging by suffering, and
eternal torment for the incorrigibly
wicked. Among the ancient Scandinavian mythologies referencc is found to an
infernal region for the dead from which
release could be obtained upon'the offering of it ransom. The same principle as
buying your .,vay out of the Roman Catholic purgatory. In Hinduism the teaching iR that Rinners go through their hell
and purgatory here on earth, and that
by endless reincarnations one's sins are
finally expiated. As the murdered Ghandi once said: "i,Ve all come back here
again if we are not pure enpugh to enter heaven." The .J apaneRe also had their
mvthological king of hell, Emma by
name, whom they feared and worshiped.
AWAKE!

[First] the guardians of hell in:6ict upon
The noted archaeologist, Sir Austen
Henry Layard, whose diggings.in the him the torture called' the fivefold pinion:
nineteenth century were at the fountain- they force a heated iron stake through his
head of ancient paganism in the Meso- hand; they force a heated iron stake through
potamian valley, uncovered some very his other hand; they force a heated iron stake
interesting facts. He tells how the Yezi. through his foot; they, force a heated iron
dis literally and openly worshiped the stake through nis other foot; they force a
Devil, even as their ancient Chaldean heated iron stake through the middle of his
ancestors did. They beHeved that Mo- breast.
[Then] the guardians of heli harness him
hammedans were the only ones eternally damned, and all others went to a pur- to a chariot, and they make him go forward
gatory until good enough for heaven. As and they make him go back over ground that
Layard says in his book Babylon and is blazing, fiaming, and glowing. [Next] the
.Nineveh, the Yezidis believed that "all guardians of hell make him ascend and make
who go to heaven must first pass an ex- him descend an immense, blazing, fiaming,
piatory period in hell, but no one will be and glowing mountain of live coals. There he
experiences grievous, severe, sharp, and bitpunished eternally".
The Mohammedans, who spurn being ter pains; but he does not die so long as that
called Christians, have also fabricated a wickedness is unexhausted.
ISo 1 the guardians of hell take him feet up,
halfway stopping-off place between their
heaven and hell. Says Schaff-Herzog's hund down, and throw him into a heated iron
Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge: kettle that is blazing, fiaming, and glowing.
"1fohammedansheld that a wall (Koran, 'l'here he cooks and sizzles. And :while he there
sura vii) is built between h.eaven and cooks and sizzles, he goes once upwards, once
hell, to the top of which all are assigned downwards, and once sideways. [But this is
whose good works and evil works are not enough, for then] the guardians of hell
equal, and from \vhieb they can look both throw him into the chiefest of t.he hells.
into heaven and hell."
After looking into Buddha's purgatorial hell one wonders if the obsessed and
Looking into Buddha's Purgatorial Hell feverish mind of Dante the Roman CathMany centuries before the Roman olic was set' on fire by this description
Catholic church sprang up in the West written by pagans eighteen hundred
Buddhism was a flourishing business in years before his time.
the East. Its succeSs, no doubt, was
largely due to fear instilled in the minds Pagan Origin Proved
of the people by a mythical hell that was
Now it is apparent that Pope Gregory,
as hot as any ever dreamed up by Chris- who lived a thousand years after Budtendom. For a classical description of dha; was not the first to dream up the
Buddha's hell-fire and brimstone with purgatory doctrine, as some claim. Nor
red devils and pitchforks, and all the was "the unanimous voice of the Fathers
trimmings, turn to the Anguttara- of Christendom" the nrst to preach purNikaya, translated in the Ha·rvard Clas- gatory, as Cardinal Gibbons inferred.
'''Whatever the views of some Church
sics (vol. 45, p. 701-704).
fathers on the, subject," says M'Clintock
Therein it says that if one does evil & Strong's Cyclopmdia, "as a doctrine it
with his body, voice and mInd, after was unknown in the Christian Church
death he arrives "at a place of punish- for the fit:st 600 years, and it does not
ment, a place of suffering, perdition, appear to have been made an article of
hell", where he undergoes the following faith until the 10th century." In the 10th
terrible tortures by fire:
century, Mosheim's Ecclesiastical HisMAY 22, 1948
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tOt"1l (Maclaine's edition, oontilluea by"

Coote) says:
The clergy finding these superstitious terrors admirably adapted- to increase their authority and to promote their interest, used
every method to augment them; and by the
most pathetic discourses, accompanied with
monstrous fables and 1ictitious miracles, they
laboured to establish the doctrine of purgatory, and also to make it appear that they
had a mighty influence in that formidable
region.

And if any say that Catholicism inherited their purgatorial doctrine from
orthodox Judaism, for Jews likewise believe in and offer up prayers for those

m purgatory, then the question ansee,
where did they get it from' Not from
the Bible, for the word "purgatory" is
not f:;O much as found therein. Their Talmud, not the Bible, taught them this.
(Rosh Hashanah, p. 17, a) Neander, in
his work Dogmengeschichte (vol. 1),
says that the Jews picked up their purgatory doctrine from the Per-sians.
Jehovah God, the loving _and allmerciful God, is no fiend that He should
torture creatures after death ill some
hellish place of fire. Nor is He a monstrous racketeer who can be bribed by
money-purchased prayers. For Bible
proof of this see the article on page 25.

~ampering with the Cfen Commandments
For proof that the Roman Catholic Hierarchy has as milch ego as the Devil in
changing the commandments, ordinance" and laws of the Most High God, one
only has to compare the Ten Commandments as set forth in the Catholic Douay
..
. "?" Bible with those published in the Catholic eatechism. The first two of the Ten Commandments that were originally engraved on tablets of stone by the fiuger of Jehovah are set
forth at Exodus 20; 2-6 as follows; (1) "I am the Lord thy God, who brought thee out of the
land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. Thou shalt not have strange gods before Ole!'
(2) "Thou shalt not make to thyself a graven thing, nor the likeness of' any thing that is
in heaven above, or in the earth beneath, nor of those things that are in the waters under
the earth. Thou shalt not adore them, nor serve them: I am the Lord thy God, mighty,
jealous, visiting the inquity of the fathers upon the children, unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate me: and shflwing mercy unto thousands to them that love me, and
keep my commandments."
Now comes A Catechism of Chr-istian Doctrine, Revised Edition of ,the Baltimore Catechism, Nos. 1 and 2, cOPYl1ghted 1941 by the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine, which completely omits the Second Oommandment! In order to cover up this gross sin they take the
Tenth Commandment of the Bible and break it up into two OOmm(l.ndments to make a t.otal
of ten. Taking the Tenth Commandment of the Bible, which says, "Thou shalt not covet thy
neighbour.'s house: neither shalt thou desire his wife, nor his servant, nor his handmaid, nor
his ox, nor his ass, nor any thing that is his," the Oatechism splits it into a mnth and a tenth
commandment: "Thou shalt not eovet thy neighbor's wife," and, "Thou shalt not covet thy
neighbor's goods."
By encouraging the people to read the Oatechism instead of the Bible this presumptuous
mischief is not discovered. The religious frauds continue to hold the people in superstition
and slavery to their pagan idols and intage worship. But woe unto these hypocrites who have
taken away from God's Word by omitting the second commandment, and added to it by making two commandments out of the last. They stand before Jehovah God guilty of violating
His explicit eommandments: "You shall not add to the word that I speak to you, neither
shall you take away from it: kee-p the commandments of the Lord your God which' I eommand
you."-Deuteronomy 4: 2; Apocalypse 22: 18, 19, Douay.
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Bible) Here the words soul and breathing
creature are synonymous terms. No man
has a soul separate and detachable from
T IS a known fact that before ever his human organism; every man and
there was any Roman Catholic reli- woman is a soul. The Holy Scriptures
gious organization the Buddhists of the declare that the beeves and asses and
Orient were teaching a "purgatory" for sheep are souls, though not as high in
their dead centuries before Christ. So, the order of life as man is. Hence Numdid the Roman Catholic religious system bers 31: 28 (Douay) reads: "Thou shalt
get the doctrine from Buddhist sources separate a portion to the Lord from
or from Jesus Christ through Peter and them that fought and were in the battle,
His other apostles ~
one SOUL of five hundred as well of perDeny it however they try to, "purga- sons AS OF OXEN AND ASSES AND SHEEP."
tory" has been a source of financial Un scripturally the religious clergy have
revenue for the clergy for a long period made the people believe that· man carof time, with the benefit going to the ries a separable soul around in him and
rich people. Still, is it reasonable that that, when he dies, the body decays but
a God of justice would permit the poor the soul hits it out for some other place.
man to die and go to a hole of suffering,
To uphold this soul idea the clergy
and then permit clergymen on earth who preach that the human dead are still conprate a great deal about "social justice" scious in heaven or in a hell of eternal
to use the poor man's suffering condition torment or. in a midway place, "purga-·
for money-collecting purposes, commer- tory," and this is because man has an imcial purposes 1 Such a thing is absolute- mortal soul. Now "immortality" means
ly repugnant to the holy name of God, "deathlessness", an undie-able state. Our
and is wholly unreasonable and contrary readers can easily see that no human
to the Holy Scriptures which the Chris- creature could be forever in hell torment
tian apostles approved. Nonetheless, the or in heaven or in temporary purgatory
religious clergy claim that the purga- torment if that creature ceased to exist
tory doctrine is a Christian doctrine. at death. Therefore the master mind beFor support they rely upon popular hind the "purgatory" and hell-torment
theories concerning the nature of man doctrines reasoned: '\Ve must teach that
and the state of the human dead.
man has an immortal soul which surWhat is man 1 and does man possess vives his body at death.' If, therefore,
a soul separate and distinct from his llU- the Scriptural proof is· that man· is a
man body ~ Inspired scripture answers: soul and is a mortal soul at that, then.
"And the -Lord God formed man of the the purgatory and torment-after-death
slime of the earth: and breathed into theories collapse.
his face the breath of life, and man beAfter "man became a living soul", God
came a living soul." (Genesis 2: 7, ac- assigned him his work in the garden of
cording to the Catholic Douay Version Eden, and said to him: 'In the day that
MAY 22, 1948
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"Purgatory" Buddhist
or Christian., Which?

you sin you will die the death.' (GenesIs
2: 17, Douay). That was the plain statement of God's law. Did God mean that
only Adam's body would die if he
sinned? God's own answer is: "The soul
that sinneth, the same shall die." (Ezeohiel18: 4, 20, Douay) If Adam were to
hear God's warning in a heedful way, then
the rule would apply to him: "Incline
your ear and come to me: hear and your
soul shall live."~Isaias 55: 3, Douay.
The Lord God had told Adam the eating of a certain fruit would result in Ilis
death. Satan the Devil no\\, desired to
alienate man from God and have the
worship of man for himself. Deceitfully
he approached Adam's wife and said:
'You can cat of that tree; and if you do
eat of it, you will be as wise as Ood himself. You will not die the death.' Ao he
induced her to djsobey.~Genesis 3: 1-5.
The only support for the theory of the
immortality of human souls is \vhat the
Devil here said. God stated: "Thou shalt
die the death." The Devil denied, saying: "No, you shall not die tho deatli."
Whom shall Christians believe, the Lord
God or the Devil1 You can see whose
statement the religious clergy have accepted. They have swallowed the Devil's
statement and rejected God's. God's
statement is true; he cannot lie, and
therefore their teaching of deathless human souls is false. The Devil was the
father of lies, and that statement in
Eden was his first lie. To the Jewish opposers of Christianity Jesus said: "You
are of your father the devil, and the desires of your father you will do. He was
a murderer from the beginning, and he
stood not in the truth; because truth is
not in him. 'Vhen he speaketh a lie, he
speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and
the father thereof. But if I say the truth,
you believe me not." (John 8: 44, 45,
Douay) So do not be surprised to find
that most people prefer to believe the
Devil rather than .J esus Christ.
Though the Devil has lived countless
thousands of years, he himself b not im26

mortal, because the Holy Scriptures
show that God will destroy the Devil in
due time. 'Vith that in view God said to
him prophetically of his future: "Thou
art brought to nothing, and thou shalt
never be any ·more." (Ezechiel 28: 19,
Douay) Jesus will be used to destroy the
Devil: "Because the children are 'Par~
takers of flesh and blood, he also himself
in like manner hath been partaker of the
same: that, through death, he might destroy him who had the empire of death,
tlmt is to say, tlte devil,'" (Heb. 2: 14,
Douay) It is proper, then, to put to the
clergymen this question: If lIeU in which
purgatory is supposed to he located is a
plaee of eternal torment, and if the D(>vil
is the ehief fireman, who will keep. up
the fire when Satan is destroyed 1
Kot even Christians have ill-nllortality
to $t8:ri- with, faT aJ] Christians" are ad1119nished by the apostle Paul to "seek
glory and honour and j'l1corI'uption, eternallifc". A man does not fSeek that which
he already possesses within -himself.
(Romans 2: 7, D01WY) 'Vhen Jesus was
on earth He was not immortal, but He
fulfilled t.he -pTophecy of Isaiah 53: 12:
"He hath delIvered his sou] unto death,
and wa~ reputed with the wieked: and he
hath borne the sins of many, and hath
prayed faT the transgressors." (Douay)
It was first at .J esns' resurrection from
the dead that God gave Him immortality in the heavens, where He is God's
High Priest forever, never to die again.
The congregational hody of His faith~
ful overcoming Cl11'istians is promised
immortality as a glorious reward, and
that only at the time of the resurrection
of the dead when He comes again. To
this effect it is written: "This mortal
must put on imIIlortality. And when this
mortal hath put on immortality, then
shall come to pass the I'mying that is
writte1l: IJeath is swallowed lip itt 'victory." (1 Corinthians 15: G3, 54, Doua1J)
It would be contradictory for the Lord
God to have the Christian apostle Paul
put that into the divine 'Vord if men,
AWAKE!

Christian and unchristian, were already
immortal and liable to a stay in "purga.
tory" or hell·torment after death.
The few scriptu,res above quoted serve
to show that man is a soul; that he is
subject to death as a soul; and that he
is therefore not immortal. These things
being true, it must bot.h Scripturally
~~

·ii

and reasonably follow that when man
dies he could not immediately go to
heaven, to eternal torment in hell, or to
a "purgatory". The doctrine of "purga·
tory" resembles and corresponds with
the pagan Buddhist doctrine received
from demons, and it is by no means
Christian. Real, true Christians reject it.
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Kingdom Farm

members of this organization, is an accepted
and practical way of life. . . . In addition
to the regular farm buildings, there is a new
library of brick and natural stone, in the
modern style; the Gilead Bible School building which contains the farm offices, large
dining room, auditorium, classrooms; a feed
mill; a carpenter shop; a well-equipped rna·
chine shop; the dairy plant; a slaughterhouse; and numerous storage and dormitory
At South flansing in scenic Tompkins coun- buildings. . . .
My inspection of the departments other
ty, New York, some seven miles north of
Cornell University, is located Kingdom Farm, than dairy was cursory, but I did visit . . .
which Holstein dairymen know as the home the feed mill where the home-grown grains
of a very high-producing registered herd and' are ground and mixed with the purchased
of the great show bull, Strathaven Supreme high-protein feed. I glanced into the carpen_
Comrade. It is safe to assuJUc, however, that ter shop, thc spick-and-span slaughterhouse
many of these dairymen are not aware of the with its cold-storage rooms for beef and pork,
number and scope' of the activities at this and the gleaming dairy building, where
farm-activities which include the operation cheese, butter, and ice cream are made and.
of a Bible School in addition to the regular stored. Of considerable interest was a homemade machine for making "puffed wheat"
farm operations.
Kingdom Farm is owned and operated by breakfast cereal from grain grown on the
the V';'atchtower Bible and Tract Society, In· farm. This one item, perhaps more than any
eorporatcd, of Brooklyn, N. Y. This society, other, brought home to me the self-sufficiency
members of which are known as Jehovah's of -this outfit. . . .
witnesses, ,is cngaged in a program of ChrisThere are now about 90 Holsteins on the
tian education, which is carried on not only fann-all registered, about half homebredin the Unit.cd States but in 68 foreign coun· and here arc t.he 3X DHIA averages. For the
tries as well. The Society operates two other year ending October 1945: 554 fat, 3.63%,
farms in New Jersey and a Bible factory and 15,264 milk, 25 head. For the following year
printing plant at the headquarters in Brook- ending October 1946: 582 fat, 3.64%, 15,991
milk, 29 head. The year just ended will show
lyn.
I visited Kingdom Farm to see and discuss an average of well over 500 fat, but complete
the Holstein herd, which has done so well dur- figures are not yet available. Quite a record
ing the short time it has been in existence. I for a herd established in 1943 t •••
The former herdsman selected many of the
remained to marvel at what, to me, is an experiment in communal li-..J.ng, but, to the cattle at public auction and the present herd&-

UNDER the above title the
I
New York Holstein-Friesian
I
News, official publication of
.. ". "" .. ,,;. the New York Holstein·Frie·
sian Association, printed in its March
issue an article by R. H. Hastings. It
reported a tour the author had made
of an establishment called "Kingdom
Farm". From this report we present the
following extracts:
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man and his assistant continued to enlarge the
herd by. purchase. For immediate results at
the milk pail cows rather than younger foundation heifers were bought. Pedigree and·
records occupied a subordinate place in the
buying scheme, with the emphasis placed on
dairy character and type. As the herdsman
says, "If they looked like milk we bought
them." This policy has paid off, although no
blank check was issued to the buyer, and individual prices were not high, except in the
case of the herd sire, Strathaven Supreme
Comrade [rated fifth-best in the nation] . . . .
From the very beginning the herd has been
managed for maximum efficient production.
Three-time milking was initiated. . . . Today
the herd consists of 4 "Excellent", 14 "Very
Good", 25 "Good Plus", and 4 "Good" firstcalf heifers for a classification score of 84.3
points. Students of type will be pleased to
know that two of the "Excellent" cows are
the best producers in the barn. . . .
How about feeding? The milking cows are
fed three times daily, in addition to having
the best pasture on the place. The hay fed
is the highest quality obtainable on the farm,
•

and consists of brome grass and alfalfa. Previously, a red clover and timothy hay was
used, but the alfalfa mixture is now favored.
Silage is used the year round, and may run
up to' SIbs. per feeding per cow the amount
of feed depends on the quality of the hay.
Morrison's Feeds and Feeding scale is used
for., th~16%-protein grain, with a maximum
ofabouLB lbs.grain per feeding at peak
production.
The· help situation is excellent. Foul' men
are detailed for the dairy work and their concern is the cows their only other duty being
to keep the dairy stable clean. . . . For this
the worker receives the same material reward
as any other member of the Society in. a
similar project namely, his board, room,
medical and dental care, and $10 a month for
other expenses. This same wage scale applies
to all, regardless of position. . . .
I, for one, will watch this herd with considerable interest as they bring their homebred
animals into milk, and I hope to have the
pleasure of visiting here again when Comrade's daughters are lined up in the stable
fo+ the four-o'clock milking.
I

•
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Unlikely though it appears, what with such widely divergent hopes
and desires, nevertheless there is a basic joy capable of satisfying every
righteously disposed person. What is more, that joy can be had today,
in spite of mounting world sorrow. What is this joy? Information concerning it is set forth clearly and completely in the 32-page booklet,

The Joy

0

All the People
.

.

Obtain a copy and read it. Or, increase your joy still further by
sharing this information with your friends. Use the coupon below.
• • •

117 Adams St.
WATCHTOWER
Brooklyn 1. N. Y.
Enclosed find $1.00 for 30 copies of The Joy of All the People.
Enclosed find 50c for 15 copies of The Joy of All the People.
Enclosed find 5c for the booklet The Joy of All the People.
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APRIL

In the U. N,
The V. S. on April 20 mnde
known Its plnn for a three-year
U. N_ Trusteeship of Palestine,
excluding the Soviet Vnion. The
"working draft" llroposed (1) immigration of Jews, to the e:xtent
that Palestine could take eare of
them, the D. N. apPointed gOVernor general to set the monthly
quotas; (2) unlimited land sales;
(3) a legislature of two houses
•
the lower'- to be elected by the
people of Palestine and the upper to contain an equal number
of Jews and Arabs; (4) U. S.
participation in providing troops,
if other countries would do so
and the Jews an'd Arabs ~uld
declare a truce.
The plan received a cool reception. The Soviet, together
with Australia, New Zealand and
Sweden, urged that the U.::'{. go
ahead with the partition plan.
The New Zealand representative
declared the U_ N. nee(led resolution, lIot resolutions. Spokesmen for the Jews reiterated
their determination to establish
a Jewish state in Palestine on
May 16.
The S J' l' ian representative
(April 21) <'ondemned partition,
and HaitI: "Allow me to address a few words to a group
of pious Christians who . . . allege that ,Tehovah ]lromised
Abraham to give the laml of the
Canaanites and the PhWstines
to his seed, and that those descendants are Jehovah's chosen

*'
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Parlfament was In mld-AprU CODsldering a bUl to reform strIngent rellgious laws that have
governed a quarter of a billion
Hindus for many generations.
The new <,ode will give unheard
of rights to Hindu women, and
wlll nulUfy bars of caste that
have long shackled Ilindu society. The blll, In addition to
making civil and religious marriages equally hlnding, will also
abolish polygamy and legalize
marriages, regardless of dUrerences [n caste between the contracting ]larties.

*'

people. Those Christians seem to
llU,'e overlooked the important
qualification to tlits view-namely, that Jehovah was only setting
the stage of history for the
eventual appearance of Christ.
'Ve are- taught by Jesus Christ
himself that the sons of Abraham referred to In the promises
of the Old Testament are not
the Ilhysical sons of Abraham,
but the spiritual sons-the believers who ... awaited the ('omJng of the Messiah. When Christ
did {'orne, the chosen people became all those who belie"e In
Christ, who accept his teachings
and follow his way. As for thosewho lIave rejected him, they
llave forrelted their status as
the chosen people of God."
The U. S., at fue close of the
month, proposed au interim regime in Jerusalem.

*'

Indla.--Pakhlitan Dispute
~n the third week of April
the U. N. Seeurity CouDcil adopted a resolution which, it was
hoped, would provide a solution
of the current lndia-Pakishm
dispute over Kashmir, which
each dominion seeks to al\d to its
own domain. 'fhe resolution provides for a neutral Ih'e"natlon
commission to go to Kashmir
and arr:mge for a plebiscite,
which will be eonducted under a
U. N. administrator.

*'

Equal Rights Bill In India
A cOlliillittee of the Indian

Bogott\ Conclusion
Violence gradually sub!;lding
in Bogota in the second lIalf of
April, the Inter-Ameriean Con·
terence WIlS .'lDJp to I'ODtlnue Jtg
activities after a fashion, meet·
ing In what places were available after the ruin of most of the
pubHI' bundings In tlle city. On
A]lril 23 Secretary of State Marshall decided to fly back to the
U. S., stating before his departure that mueh had aiready been
accomplislled by the conference.
It had approved an anticommunist resolution, stating that
"international communism Is dia·
metrically opposed to liberty".
American republics had been
culled U]lon .to raise the living
standard of their peoples in the
.fight agaiust Communism. They
were urged to take "aU necessary
measures to impede and uproot
adi\"itles directed, assisted or Instigated by foreign governments,
groups or individuals".
A charter for inter-Amrorlcan
co-operation was approved at tlle
closing session o~ the cODference
(Aprll 26) and is designated the
Organization of the American
States. It will give permanent
legal status to the Inter-American organization. 'I'he document
was si;:;ned "ipci/ 30 In 8 hause
occupied by Simon Bolivar, South
American liberator, in the Eighteen Twenties.

*'

Brazil Arl'ests Communists.
Following the news that Luis
CarlOS Prestes, Communist lead·
er, had departed for Uruguay,
where South American Oommu-
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nllt leadeI'll were meeting tc) plan
IItrategy, many arrests were
made in Brazil In late April. Po.llee raided the headquarters of
Commurllst organizatlmlS In a
number of cWe!;. It was alleged
that plans had been discovered
to wreck the state railway system of Rio Grande do SUI and
to blow up the Porto Alegre
powerhouse.
the

Isolating Berlin
.. The Soviet authorities on
April 22 discontinued the last in-

troops evacuated most Of Halta
In carrying out the determination of the British to leave Palestine completely by May ]5,
Ha.g-a!'lIlh. tbe .lewlsh miltt8.l.'j·
organization, moved in. A bitter
fight with the Arah "liberation
army" ensued. After two days
the Jews were In control. Thousands of Arabs left the city,
which had until then had equal
numbers of .Tews and Arahs. The
war for partltlon was spreading
and growIng in intensity. The

sJrteen na.tJons pHrtlcJpating In

tcrnatiwwl passenger train con-

('RpltBl of lower GaJiJef', TH'f'l'ju8,

the European Economic Conference signed a convention on
April 16 for collective handllng
of the European Recovery Program. Then they held the first
meeting of the council of the
new Organlzathm for European
Economic Co-operation, de\:lding
upon PariS as the scat of the
organization, and electing Its
chief otllclals. Premier paulHenri Spaak (If Belgium was
chosen as chairman of the organization. The Illilltary representatives of the western zones
ot Germany were admltt"d to the
organization and also signed the
convention.

nection between Berlin alld the
we~tern zones, and thence to other countries. The move was one
of a long series of restrictions
Issued by the Roviet occ\\patlon
authorities In Berlin, aimed at
isolating the cit~· from the west.
Soviet efforts to hinder use ot
the air corridor between BerUn
and the western zones wereIgnored by the U. S. milltary
governor.

had been previously abandoned
to the Jews. There Was also
heavy fighting in and about Jerusalem. Later in the month Jews
attacked the all-Arah dty of Jaffa, and a strUggle for It~ pOBliCSsion took place. The Btltish,
threatening unlimIted military
interventlon, called for a truce,
and the Jews submitted. At the
close of the month the threat of
an invasion of PalestIne by Al'Ilb
forces from Surrounding eountries
loomed oIDinousl~·. King Abdulluh of Trans-.Jordan was at the
head of the~e forces. and e::;:pressed his determInation to intefl'ene in the Palestine situation.

Eu"rl:lpean Economic Conference

.. Diplomats

representing

ChIef Europ... Representative
.. President Truman on April 21
designated the then secretary of
commerce, W. Averell Harriman, as chief European representative In the administration
of the European Recovt~ry Program. April 27 the presidential
appointee was Inducted Into his
Dew vosltlon, Chief Justice VlnSQn admInIsterIng the oath, after some olfllculty in locating
Mr. Harriman's preSidential commiSSion-and a Bible, which was
obtained from a near-by bookstore.
~dom

of Infonnatlon
.. The Geneva Conference on
Freedom of Information COQcluded Us work (AprJj 21} with the
adoption of a resolution 011 the
remCival of obstacle!l to the tree
flow ot news across naUonal
frontiers. The resolution, introduced by American repre~enta
tlves, was approved by a vote of
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28-6, the SoViet bloc opposing.
The conference also approved a
resolution to give governments
the power to punish "systematic
diffusion

ot deliberate1y

fa.lse

and distorted reports which undermine friendly relations between peoples and states". This
last move was, seen to be a threat
to the freedom of the press.

Italian E1ecti()JlIj
.. In the Italian parliamentary
ele(~tlons of April 18 and 19 more
votes were cast than on atly previous occasion. Those ellgible to
vote numbered about 29.000,000,
and more than 27.000.000 cast
ballots, including aged versons
and those Whd left sickbeds. The
chOice was whether Italy should
become Communist 01' continue
In the democratic foW. The decision was hi favor of democraey,
anticommunist p a I' tie spoiling
G!) percent of the popular vote.
Th!:\ Catholic (Christian) Democrats, led by Premier Akide de
Gasper!, were ~een to be the most
powerful party in the land: but
nlmost a third of the votes were
cast for the Communist and allled candldate~. Premier de Gasperl, addreSSing a large crowd
In Rome, said, "We are' not reactionaries. Every social reform
which has been promised will be
made," addIng that this would
intrude a heavy tax on weal/b
and a division of some of the
property of big landuwners
among poor peasants.

'*

Palestine Fight
When, un April 20, British

Koreans Riot In Japan
-$- RiotIng It! the Kolle-Osaka
ar"", .Tapan. the last week of
April hl'ought the proclamation
of a "state of limited emergency"
by the American m!l!tary authorlUllS. Some 20,000 Koreans had
Invaded the Osaka prt:lfectural
buUdinl{ and caused I{reat (Iamalre, lockl'ld up the mnsor ami
chief of pollee and released 73
Koreans arrested for ri'Jting on
April 15. The rioters were routed by 5,000 Japanese poUee.
Rights of Negroes
.. The U. S. S11pr('me Court on
April 19, holding that tne South
Carolina Demo('ratie primaries
may not exclude .Negro voters on
the pretext that the party Is a
private eluh, refused to hear the
appeal from the decIsIons of the
lower court In defense of the
rights of the colored cltl~ns.
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Combined Draft-UMT Plan
~ The last week of April saw a
combination of the stop-gap selective draft and the universal mIlitary training program come to
the fore at Washington. The plan
originated in the Senate Armed
Forces Committee, and provides
that 18-year-old youths would
be included in the general draft
program, but would serve only
six months in active training.
Others, up through 25 years of
age, would be inducted for two
years.
Repeal of Oleo Tax
~ After what was called one of
the most embittered and hardestfought battles of recent years
the U. S. House of Representatives on April 28, by a vote of
260-106, passed a bill• to repeal
taxes on oleomargarine. The action was called a victory for a
coalition of Republicans and
Democrats and Southerners representing states that produce the
oils from which margarine is
manufactured.
Mr. Lewis and the UMW
~ In a legal battIe with the
U. S. Government, John L. Lewis
of the United Mine Workers, had
been ordered to halt the coal
stoppage "forthwith", that stoppage having been occasioned by
his declaring that the miners'
contract had ,been dishonored. In
disregard of the injunction Mr.
Lewis was tried on charges of
criminal and civil contempt of
court_ April 19 Judge Goldsborough announced his verdict of
guilty, insisting that Lewis' statement to the miners was the equivalent of a strike call, having the
same effect. The following day
the judge pronounced sentence on
the criminal charge, imposing a
fine of $20,000 against Mr. Lewis,
and one of $1,400,000 against the
UMW. Tuesday evening Mr.
Lewis sent out a telegram expressing the hope that the miners would go back to work. 'fhey
did. The judge postponed the
second contempt sentence indefinitely, the injunction remaining
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in force. The contention over disposal of operators' pension funds
remained unsettled.
Steel Prices
~ The United States Steel Company on April 20 announced price
cuts which would total $25,000,000, effective May 1. The announcement by the company's
president stated that the move
was designed to halt further advances in living costs. He rejected at the same time the demand
of steel workers for substantial
wage increases, which, he said,
would "lead to substantial wage
increases in other Industries and
higher prices generally". Philip
Murray, president of the steel
workers' union called the price
cut "picayune", in view of the
steel company's profit last year
of $128,000,000.
Super Atom Plant
~ The prospective construction
of a nine-million-dollar atom
smasher on the University of
California's campus was announced at Berkeley on April 26.
The smasher will be eighteen
times as powerful as the largest
the U. S. now has. It will be
financed by the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission. David E.
Lilienthal, chairman of the commiSSion, stated that the decision
to build the mighty cyclotron,
capable of produCing energies of
billions of electron volts, Is "notice to the world of the intention
of the people of the U. S. to become pre-eminent in and to widen
the lead of this country in the
development of fundamental science of all kinds". In 'Washington a long fight over the membership of the Atomic Energy Commission loomed, the president rejecting a move to reappOint the
chairman for only one year instead of five.
Juvenile Gangsterism
~ In late April juvenile delinquency reached a new high when
a Brooklyn schoolteacher's home
was riddled with bullets, indiscriminately s p l' aye d from a

passing car, and striking other
homes as well. She had been
anonymously warned to pass all
pupils taking the mathematics
test. The young desperados had
stolen the guns and ammunition
from a shooting gallery. The
automobile had also been stolen.
The young criminals were caught
before they could carry out their
. sinister threats completely_
Church-Agency Merger
~ Leaders
of eight national
inter-church councils meeting in
Chicago made public (April 26)
a plan for merging these councils
Into one; to be known as the National Council of the Churches of
Christ in America. The eight
agencies are the Federal Councll of Churches of Christ in
America, International Council
of Religious Education, Home
MiSSions Council of North America, Foreign Missions Conference
of North America, Missionary
Education Movement of the U. S.
and Canada, United CounCil of
Church Women, National Protestant Council of Higher Education, and United Stewardship
Council. The plan for the merger
has been under consideration for
several years. Its main purpose
is to avoid duplication of effort.
Irradiated Cobalt
~ The Atomic Energy Commission reported to the president on
April 21 that irradiated CObalt,
a metal practically without cost,
was likely to prove as effective
as radium in the treatment of
cancer, and was easier to use.
Mr. Lilienthal, who made the report, stressed the fact that the
new material was no cure-all. It
was regarded as a great advance
over radium, not because it was
more effective, but much cheaper, and therefore would be available to more cancer victims.
Streptomycin for Tuberculosis
~ Dr. J. Bruns Amberson of
Columbia University, on April 22,
stated that streptomycin, though
no sure-fire weapon against tuberculosis, was the best remedy
so far discovered.
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"Beat Your Plowshares into Swords"
NEVER, not in all history, was
there a time when the cry for
peace was louder than it is
'today. The groaning masses
of mankind who have suffered and survived two global wars desire peace
more than anything else. Widows, after
losing their husbands in World· War I,
worked and struggled to raise their
infant sons only to see them cut down
in World War II. They hate war. Old
men who returned as disabled veterans from the first world war cursed the
nations when they rearmed for the second all-out death struggle. They abhor
war. Innocent children, young men and
fair maidens who never tasted the bitter
waters of the first global war were 'baptized in the raging seas of the second.
They detest war. Not only from the lips
of these crippled casualties of former
wars, but also from those who yet have
their youth and vitality, comes the united.
plea for peace. It is not an exaggeration
to say that more than ninety-nine percent of the people hate war for what it
is, desire peace, and long to see the final
beating of "swords into plowshares".
In the face of these facts is it not indeed strange to see the whole world preparing for war on a greater scale than
ever before' The banner of philoso;phy
that is held high today, not so much by
the warmongers as it is by the peace
planners, is this: "If we want peace we
must prepare for war." 'What a paradoxical and contradictory situation! The
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most fearful and frightened ones that
cry the loudest for peace are also the
ones that are the most hysterical Rbout
all-out preparation for war. Devout lovers of peace become bewildered. A feverish frenzy overtakes them. The rising
tide sweeps them along. And, as if soine
unseen Satanic force were behind them,
they find themselves pushing the «preventive war" program to the limit.
Everywhere and from 3,11 quarters come
the screaming proclamations: "Prepare
for war! Wake up the mighty military
men! Give the youth universal military
training! Mobilize the manpower I Draft
industryl Stock-pile resources! Push
scientific research, and develop new and
more terrible weapons I This is the road
to peace 1"
Instead of this being the road
that will ultimately lead them
to the good end of fulfilling the
Bible pro p h e c y of 'beating
sworels ill!O plowshares', as they claim,
it sweeps them along another road, to
the fulfillment of an exactly opposite Bible prophecy:
Prepare war, wake up the mighty men, let
all the men of war draw near; let them come
up: BEAT YOUR PLOWSHARES INTO SWORDS, and
your pruninghooks into spears: le~ the weak
say, I am strong. Assemble yourselves, and
come, all ye heathen, and gather yourselves
together round about.-Joel 3: 9-11.
In December 1946 the General Assem·

bly of the United Nations adopted a dis·
armament resolution. But that is as far
3

as the matter went. People ask why. It
is a time to prepare for war, and mighty
unseen forces have been at work to prevent disarmament. Take, for example,
the United States. Pressure from public
opinion caused the discarding of many
engines of war and battle wagons, and
the discharging of many troops, during
the first few months after hostilities
ceased. Now we are told that this was a
mistake. Rearm! is the cry.
In March of this year the stage
was set for an all-out drive.
The air was heavily charged
with electrical tension. The
'~ar of nerves" had seen to this. Too, a
highly secretive meeting on March 11-14
was held at Key West, Fla., where the
august personages of the Joint chiefs
of staff discussed plans for the future
conduct of wars. An emergency was at
hand. A Ugreat crisis'~ had arisen. A
"fateful" hour. What next? The suspense was terrific!
An announcement. The president of
the United States would address a joint
session of Congress on March 17. The
night before tension was further increased. The president was holding intensive meetings with members of his
cabinet and his top advisers on foreign
affairs. And, as if to temper the House
of Representatives for the blast that
would fall upon them the next day,
the speaker of the house, Martin, on
March 16, declared:
We must build up our military and naval
establishments. We must bund and maintain
a mighty air defense. We must have the strongest navy on the seas. We must mak!) ourselves
absolutely supreme in the air and under the
seas, In this issue, where the fate of civilization is at stake, we must spare no effort to be
sure of the outcome.
"Prepare War"
"I am here," Truman began, "to recommend action." He was speaking not only
to the joint session of Congress but to
the greatest invisible radio audience as4

sembled since V-E day. Continuing, Truman said that although nearly three
~years had passed since the end of the
last war "peace and stability have not
returned to the wDrld", in spite of the
fact that "conference after conference
has been held in different parts of theworld". Therefore, he was now recommending "action". "Time/' he said, "is
now of critical importance," Once launching this "guided missile", it was no'. ·.
time to explode it where it would do the
most damage to the road block that had
obstructed military preparation, Pulling the fuse, Truman demanded both
"prompt enactment of universal training
legislation" and the adoption of an emergency draft. Then, as if to add powerful logic to the initial puff of oratQry
frightened Truman said: "\Ve hav~
learned the importance of maintaining
p1i1itury strengtll as a means of pre"/i'entlng war. We have found that a sound
milital7. system is necessary in time of
peace If we are to remain at peace,"
And, furthermore, "i,Ve cannot meet our
international responsibilities unless we
maintain our armed forces," he said. In
conclusion, Truman again rang the
alarm bell in an effort to arouse the
lawmakers to the necessity of preparing
for war: "The recommendations I have
made represent the most urgent steps
tmvard securing the peace and preventing war, ... With God's help we shall
succeed."
While Truman, in his speech,
did not declare war On Soviet Russia, or proclaim a
state of emergency, the effect
was almost the same. Rushing from the
chambers of Congress, Truman flew to
New York, where he reviewed a "St.
Patrick's" parade, and made another
speech, which was a repeat performance
of the one given before Congress. Meantime General Marshall, the secretary of
state, was pushing the campaign on another front. In less than two hours from
the time Truman shot off his volley in
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Congress, Marshall wh's firinJ another
into the Senate Armed ServICeS Com~
mlttee, in which speech he said bluntly:
"Diplomatic action, without the backing
of military strength in the present world,
can lead only to appeasement."
The switch had been thrown, and
across the, nation and in the capitals of
the world the editorial rooms of the pub~
licity agents were again buzzing with the
same activity that won them medals in
World War II. The press and radio ma~
chines ground out their inflammatory
propaganda at high speed. "The nation,"
said the Minneapolis Tribune, "needs to
strengthen its armed forces with men
trained and available for services whereever needed." Wrote The Oonstitution of
Atlanta, Ga.: "We believe the Congress
should unite for the emergency as it did
in war, and that we should prepare the·
nation with all necessary weapons and
research:' "Perpetual and invincible
readiness for war appears to be our cur~
rent destiny," said the Seattle Times.
"The tide is running fast in world af~
fairs," is the way the New York Times
put it j hence, "we can ride it or be overwhelmed by it. The choice is ours to
make."
The louder one shouts in a dank, dark
cavern ·the louder and more numerous
the echoes. This is the principle that explains why the repercussions from the
March 17 explosion are still heard
around the world. Big voices, like those
of the former associate justice of the
supreme court, Owen J. Roberts, and Dr.
Karl T. Compton, president of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
boomed forth urging universal training.
Presidential aspirant, Governor Thomas
E. Dewey, echoed that there should "be
an immediate and large increase in our
air forces". Senator Taft, another presidential hopeful, urged rearming the na~
tion for defense. The former secretary
of state, James F. Byrnes, crying out for
rearmament, .asked: "Are we going to
prepare f" In answer he moaned: "I hope
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I pray so~" Ji)seph C. Grew, fOTIller
undersecretary of state, s t r i kin g a
pious posture with folded hands, sighed:
''Let us pray to Providence ... that
the rebuilding of that military power
will not come too late." One of the huskiest voices heard croaking for military
preparedness is that of Bernard M.
Baruch, who outlines the following system for immediate adoption:
S04

A system of industrial mobilization with
priorities, allocations, and rationing powers;
a ceiling over all prices, wages and rents, to
prevent inflation; taxation to take the profit
out of war; the accumulation of strategic raw
materials which may be lacking or in' short
supply j a work-or-fight wartime draft; the organization of pools of labor of all kinds and in
all professions and sciences; intensified scientific research; . expanded intelligence and in~
fonnation services j retention of war plants in
stand-by readiness; the decentralization of industry to guard against an over-concentration
which could be a strategic liability; up-tQ..date
surveys of underground industrial facilitie<!.

"Wake Up the Mighty Men"
"Prepare war." The peril is
great. Action, and that quick~
ly. There is no time to lose.
Arouse the leaders, not only
in the political, but also in the
comroeJwi,.l, religious, educational and
social fields. ·Wake up the mighty mili.
tary men. "Let all the men of war draw
near." War, war, war, and still more
war! That'must become the fear and the
talk of the people. Call in the propaganda boys and let them advertise it. Sell
this idea to all lovers of peace I Whoop
it up loud and long, and they will expect
war in a matter of months or, at the
most, within a few years.
And so it is, from every source great
torrents of war talk have poured forth
to drown and ·wash out opposition, and
to carry before it the masses of peoplQ
and their public opinion. Books are written to arouse the people. Full-page ad~
vertisements are carried in leading
5

newspapers, advocating military preparedness and supremacy, not only on
land and sea, but also in the air. The
ether waves of radio are likewise used
to bombard the eardrums with the same
ballyhoo. Those that refuse to be awakened by this noisy flood of talk and l?ublicity are dubbed, to quote the Washmgton Evening Star, "sleepwalkers."
But the patriotic organizations will
show the world they are no sleepwalkers.
They hear Truman's bugle call for action, and 80 they are among the first to
climb on board the bandwagon by adopting resolutions, circulating petitions and,
in other ways, advocating rearmament
and universal military preparedness.
The American Legion, the J ewish War
Veterans and others, to hear their officialleaders tell it (for the rank and file
have no say), are taking the lead in crying "Wolf 1 Wolf I" Right behind them
come other chorus boys singing the same
refrain. The New York State Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation calls out for "preparedness
for the preservation of national security". Columbia University Professor
George S. Counts avers that democracy
must "marshal all of its moral and intellectual resources" if it hopes to survive, since "education is a weapon"_
The "mighty men" that wear
the consecrated garb of religion are also awakening, as the
trumpet call for war continues
to sound. Beating their breasts
wit,h a great outward display of loyalty,
they endeavor to ,mobilize thei.r following. Five clergymen make a bIg splash
on the front page of the San Francisco
Examiner, declaring, in the wqrds of one
of them: "The purpose of universal military training is to prepare to prevent
war." All of them were in' favor of the
military program. The day after Truman's "preparedness address", under the
headline "Vatican ACclaims Speech of
Truman", the New York Times reported: "ROME, March 18-L'Osservatore
6

1(,omano gave today wholehearted approval to President Truman's speech."
Hailing the speech L'Osservatore Romano said it was a "political ultimatum"
that may "usher in a new prewar phase
consisting of war-like mobilizations and
preparations".
When it comes to slinging the showy
oratory none seem more qualified than
Cardinal Spellman_ In the presence of
Truman and other dignitaries who attended the St. Patrick's day assembly,
distressed Spellman relieved himself of
the following:
I hate war. And it is because I do bate
war that I must put my trust in· men who
know better than I the dangers that beset
America; and, if these men chosen by the vote
and confidence of the American people believe preparedness will prevent war, then I,
who love America better than I love my life,
cast my vote, as a private American citizen,
for universal military training.
BrasB and Braid Do the BOBBing

Being a time for preparing war, the
Big Brass has moved in and taken over
the reins of government policy. Not in
numbers, but in key positions graduates
of the military colleges ·are able to muster the military strength of the nation.
A new secretary of state is needed;
General Marshall, army chief of staff,
takes over the job. He is given a m~dal,
declaring him "at the helm in peace as in
war". And, as a publicity stunt, he is
photographed on bended knee at a Cath~
olic mass. A super military boss is needed. No trouble, just create a new cabinet
post arid Jlut James V. Forrestal in it,
with the tItle "secretary of defense". Under him many militarists find jobs in key
positions in the government-planJ;1ing,
policy, organization, operation. Ambassadors are needed. Send Lieut. Gen. Walter Bedell Smith to Russia). Brig. Gen.
Frank T. Hines to Panama, lien. Thomas
Holcomb to South Africa, Adm. Alan G.
Kirk to Belgium. Governors of occupation are needed. Send Lieut. Gen. Lucius
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D., Clay to Germany, Lieut. Gen. Geof~ 'reconditiolied'''just in case". A survey of
frey Keyes to Austria, and Gen. Doue;las 22,000 other plants is now being made to
MacAr'thur to Japan. 'Speeial missIOns alert them for a moment's' change-over.
are needed to investigate and advise in
Super aircraft carriers displacing
different theaters. To do this job some 80,000 tons are in the offing. Super-subs
thirteen military missions are scattered are an accomplished fact. They can carthroughout South America, besides ry airplanes and launch guided missiles
those in Greece, Turkey and other coun· on the high seas. And they will have a
tries in Europe and the Far East. Other speed heretofore unknown. And then
Brass and Braid march under other civil there are the heinous weapons which
titles, as, for example, Robert Pell of the employ deadly bacteria and special
waf department goes along as an "ad· strains of virus for the use in IIBW"
viser" wUh Myron C. Taylor when he (bacteria warfare). <lA" is for atom,
pays a social call on Franco and Pope this military age teaches, and the "piece.,
Pius. These, of course, are very few of makers" love to play with them. And so
the expanding list of military "Who's they are making «bigger and better"
Who" who are in the saddle now running A-bombs. And A-clouds, also. If you
the government.
have not heard, atom clouds are,radioactive and are said to be more deadly
"Plowshares int,o Swords"
than the atom bomb. A pleasant peace
And why are all the mighty thought! But those of the lIold school"
military men taking the lead who love their TNT are now dropping
in the open field of govern~ 42,000-pound bombs experimentally in
menU Are they out there California, just to see what happens.
leading a clean~'I1p campaign, Other busy military boys are testing out
gathering up all the broken swords of sound waves that produce such intense
past battles in order that such may be heat that it is i'hoped" they will be able
beaten into peaceful plowshares f They to kill humans. The research and pro~.
are in a scrap.iron campaign all right, fessional services of the universities are but it is one that is gathering the plow~ being subsidized and bought out by.the
shares in order that they may be forged War Department in its effort to mobilize all the scientific, educationinto new and more terrible \veapons than
al and experimental facilities
heretofore seen on any battlefield. But
in the country. Aircraft prodon't worry, we are told they are weapduction is to be trebled under
ons of peace. Why, who would dare think
the new program, and work on
otherwise after what the propaganda'
guided missiles and atomic enagencies have told us f
ergy is to be pushed.
The war plants may have shut down
The United States is not rearming in
after World War II, but that, it seems,
was only to allow them to retool. Re- order to conquer the world. Not at all.
search and experiments with new weap- The whole world is rearming. It is a race,
on models have been going on apace, and not to see which nation wins by getting
now, with the stepped-up program for ahead, but rather, we are told, it is a
rearmament, Congress is asked to ap- race to see which nation loses by falling
propriate billions, not millions but bil. behind. Consequently, the nations of this
lions of dollars, for the production of wicked world are united in becoming a
these weapons. As matters now stand "one world" army camp.
$46,000,000,000 is asked for military purFive nations si$n Europe's postposes for the next three years! Two hun- World War II mihtary alliance: Bel.
dred government war plants are to be gium, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands
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and Great Britain. Poland, China,
Greece and:France 'pass draft laws. In
fact, while the United States debates the
issue, universal military training is prac~
tically ''universal'' in "Europe. Tension
grows. Sweden, Canada and France step
up their military preparedness pro~
grams. Britain too is concerned. More
anus are asked for Greece, Turkey and
China. Argentina gets the jitters and
orders 1,000 more planes. Italy, spoiled
by the war, is now rebuilding her navy.
And every one knows the mighty men
of ,Moscow are awake and in the race.
·One report says Russia's war production
is now turning at the 1940 speed. Another report says she is spending oneeighth of her gross income for defense,
to compare with a U. S. A. expenditure of one-sixteenth for the same purpose. There is even talk of giving the
United Nations a military horse, called
a "foreign legion", so it can compete
with the others in the race.
Warless World to Come
It is all as foretold: "Assemble yourselves, and come, all ye heathen, ,and
gather yourselves together round about."
(Joel 3: 11) It is exactly as foreseen by
the apostle John (Revelation 16: 13-16):

··Ana 1 saw r.Q.ree,'uucIean spirits like
frogs .. ' .: ~or ,they are the spirits of
devils, working' miracles, which go forth
unto the kings of the earth and of the
whole world, to gather them to the battle
of that great day of God Almighty....
And he gathered them together mto a
place called in the Hebrew tongue Armageddon."
In this prophecy of :ft'evelation
is revealed the inspired talk
mustering the world for war.
The peoples of earth do
not want it, yet propaganda or "unclean
spirits" issued by the organization of
Satan the Devil, the "god of this wodd"
(2 Corinthians 4: 4), move the leaders
of this world's visible organizations toward total waf. Actually, they herd the
nations toward a clash with God on the
battlefield of Armageddon. There all
militarism will end, along with visible
and invisible wicked ones, including
man's chief enemy, Satan.
Thereafter, under the righteous rule
of God's promised, Theocratic kingdom
the survivors will finally beat "swords
into plowshares" and "spears into pruninghooks", for "nation shall not lift up a
sword against nation, neither shall they
learn war any more".-Micah 4: 3.

~elevision in the Theaters
'i;' On the evening of April 14 a surprised audienee at the Paramount theater, Broad~
way and Forty-third, saw a "sneak preview" of television on the motion picture screen.
Three rounds of boxing were televised from Brooklyn to the top of the Daily N eW8
building on east Forty-second street, then relayed to the top of the Paramount buildiug. Paramount has a special film recorder that almost instantly transposes television
rec('ption onto the standard 35 mm. film used in the usual motion picture projection
machine. From the time a punch was swung in the Brooklyn fight ring till it was seen
on the Paramount screen, only 66 seconds elapsed. The pictures on the screen were for
the most part of good definition and brightness, with only slight fuzzill~s noticeable
once or twice in olle corner of the screen. The expressions of the fighters were clearly
eonveyed 011 the large-size images, 18 by 24 feet. Paul Raibourn, in charge of Parainount's television activities, hopes to regularly piek up news events, and possibly even
make a bid for theater televising of the coming Louis-Wolcott heavyweight championship bout.
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YPOCRISY
is hated by
?, all honest men.
But hypocrites
often gain the
approval .of honest men deceived
by a camouflage
.of words. Some hypocrites are such by
deliberate design. Others are blind to
their own hypocrisy through ignorance
.of the inconsistency .of their words and
acts. A loud tongue is .often proved a
lying tongue by the acts .of the .one
who wags it. This was illustrated in
the United States during the month .of
April, when self-proclaimed Christians
and patriots performed acts that called
them hypocrites instead.
Attention settles .on Parkersburg,
West Virginia. There twelve war veterans' organizations are represented by
a Veterans Council, chairman .of \vhich
is R. Tracy Evans. Evans declared that
the Veterans Council represents 6,000
veterans in that vicinity. Through their
mouthpiece Evans the organization
makes loud claims of Americanism and
boasts Qf its religious tolerance.
Now there looms up on the local scene
an event that calls for protest and action by patriotic persons, according to
the Veterans Council. Jehovah's witnesses, Christian ministers, are to meet
there on April 23-25, and arrangements
provide for their meetings to be held on
Friday and Saturday and Sunday morning in the Y.M.C.A., and on Sunday
afternoon in the Jefferson school auditorium. But to allow to this minority
group· freedom of speech and wor.ship
and assembly would be unpatriotic, according to R. Tracy Evans, Veterans
Council chairman. Hence he took what
he considered patriotic steps to choke
off these freedoms for this particular
, minority.
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The Veterans Council through Evans
protested to the Y.M.C.A. for allOwing
Jehovah's witnesses to meet there, but
the pressure methods did not intimidate
the general secretary of the Y.M.C.A.
Nor did they work when applied against
superintendent of schools Lloyd H.
Wharton, when Evans protested to him
about Jehovah's witnesses' use of the
Jefferson school auditorium for the Sunday afternoon public Bible lecture. According to the Parkersburg Sentinel,
April 24, Evans stated:
The Veterans Council is definitely opposed
to the use of this public school by any organization that would not put the welfare of its
country above that of its own group in time
of peril to, the nation. Members of this group
preferred to spend their time in the safety
of claiming to be conscientious objectors while
other able-bodied men spent their time on the
battle. fronts of the world. 'Any idea of religious intolerance in this matter is out of the
question, because every religion is represented, except Jehovah's witnesses, in the 12 war
veterans' organizations ill the city.

Perhaps Evan's patriotic hypocrisy
comes through ignorance :cather than design, since his statement is contrary to
fact. Jehovah's witnesses did not put the
welfare of their group ahead of the country's good, but they put God's cause first.
The most that an honest person might
say was that the Witnesses put God
ahead of the country. Any Christi.n
would, when confronted with the choice.
But even this would not be the true fact
in this instance. The draft law of the
land exempted ministers. Jehovah's witnesses are ministers. They. were lawabiding in claiming exemption,as ministers. The lawless ones were those that
tried to force them into the ari:ny when
the draft law of the land exempted them.
\Vhen Evans speaks of Jehovah's witnesses as claiming exemption as conscientious objectors he errs again, since
9

their claimed exemption was based on Iore ,j o'clock' This was apparently th'e
the ministerial status. And he displays signal' for the attack, as the~ mobsters
pathetic i~ora'nce in logic when he surged forward with cursings and shouts
seek!; to 'ehminate any charges of reli~ that they were coming in. But the hun~
gious intolerance by claiming that every dreds of observers saw a small squad of
religion (a slight exaggeration~) is unit~ Witnesses block the door and beat off the
ed in opposing Jehovah's witnesses on attackers. Into this melee of flying fists
this matter. If true, all this would log- some 25 policemen flew to completely
ically proye is that religious intolerance scatter the attackers. Some of the servicemen were treated for minor injuries
was unammous.
But the facts argue that feeling at the hospital. Their putsch failed.
against Jehovah's witnesses was not so
After seeing and hearing the exciteunanimous as Evans claimed, not even ment outside the auditorium, the curi~
among the 6,000 veterans he represents. ous ones that had gathered, now over
Even by radio his call went out to the 1,000, heard the hour-long Bible lecture
community: "We want a mass ll).eeting, by means of a loud-speaker placed on ,
a general muster of all veterans in uni~ the building for their convenience. In~
form at Jefferson school at 1: 30 p.m." side more than 500 other persons lis~
But on Sunday afternoon only a hand~ tened. The outcome was that more heard
ful of rabble appeared in ans\ver to their because of the opposition than would
master's voice. Local papers estimated have without it. The gospel message was
60 servicemen present.• some unHormed, furthered. With the apostle Pau], each
some in caps, some carrying flags. Sixty Witness there can joyfully say: "The
out of 6,000.' Not ve'ry unanimous.
things which happened unto me have fallHundreds of towm,people gathered en out rather unto the furtherance of
near by as curious onlookers. Tenseness the gospel."-Philippians 1: 12.
increased as the 'Witnesses began arriv~
ing at. 2 o'clock. Observers saw them Fighters for Freedom
rrhough the "things which happened"
walk the gantlet of veterans that lined
both sides of the path leading into the furthered the gospel, they did not ad~
auditorium. They heard Evans rouse the vance American ideals. They constituted
rabble to a higher pitch, by means of an assault upon freedom. But this initial
sound~car equipment. They heard the as~ault was commendably turned back
strains of "The Star Spangled Banner" by superintendent of schools Wl1arton,
played from the sound truck,
and the taunts hurled at the
'Witnesses as they passed into
the building. Cries of "Send
them back to Russia" reflected
the typical stupidity of the
mob mind. The onlookers saw
the first violence when a trouble-maker struck a young lad
on the chin. They saw others
slapped and cuffed about, and
Bible literature snatched from
the Witnesses' hands and
burned. The climax came when
those carrying flags marched
Armeu veterans withdraw the colors. Drellmlnary. to
'from the- entrance shortly be~
the rush by veterans to storm the meeting Inside
10
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who refused to break the oontract WlID me earneSl opporwmty tnIS rost &ISO
the Witnesses to cater to those that Up- adopted a resolution. Its preamble deserV'e CIvil liberties while fighting against clared righteous and lawful principles
them. Also standing fast for freedoms of liberty and then condemned "certain
was the general secretary of the individuals purporting to represent the
Y.M.C.A., Walter Helfer. In the Parkers- Wood County Veterans Council" that
burg News, April 25, he stated:
voiced threats and later, on Sunday,
"We've had other church groups here, and April 25, "did perform and act in a manthe Watcbtower :::)ociety is holding its meet- ner most disgraceful." This Legion Post
ings just like any other group. We must be "did not approve, sanction, ratify, or
tolerant," the general secretary continued. confirm any of the acts taken" and "none
"This is a free country, and if we can't stand of its members took part therein, on b(!people who don't think like we do, we might half or under the authority of the Ameras well close up. The Quakers and a good ican Legion". In concluding it said:
many ministers don't believe in war and are "Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the
members of Pe.rkersburg Post No. 15 of
not persecuted."
The Y.M.C.A. general secretary described the American Legion deplore the entire
the family g1:0UPS of men, women and chil- incident."
No hypocrisy in these words. They
dren as one of the best-behaved assemblies
ever to meet at the Y.M.C.A., and stated flat- were backed up by vigorous action. Durly: "I have no apologies for allowing them the ing May, by ballot, R. Tracy Evans was
use of the ry' facilities. I assume full respon- ousted as head of the Veterans Council.
Recall that Evans claimed to be
sibility, and would do the same again under
the same circumstances." .' .. "I believe this backed by "every religion" except J ehoaction of the veterans is very un-American. vah's witnesses In his fight against freeFirst we should be Christian in our own dom" He again took too much for granted. On May 4 an alliance of ministers of
actions."
That. statement was made before the Parkersburg and Wood county adopted
violence of Sunday, Afterward he ex- a resolution' accusing the veterans of
pressed doubts that Evans "speaks for disturbing the peace and, by their meththe majority of the veterans' organiza- ods of intimidation and violence, flagranttions", adding: "What was done Sunday ly violating the Constitution and using
police~state tactics. The resolution did
was mobocracy and not democracy."
Walter Helfer's doubts about Evans' "emphatically condemn as unwise and
speaking for the veterans' organizations un-American any and all efforts by any
seem well founded. The Amvets Post person or group of persons to take the
No. 19, on Allril 26, passed by a large law into their own hands".
Certainly deserving of commendation
majority
resolution "unequivocally
condemning the attitude and actions of as fighters for freedom are Chief of Pocertain so-called veterans and their self- lice Joseph Beckett and the some 25 offiappointecl leaders at the Jefferson cers present. They knew of the activity
school yesterdai'. It declared that such of the agitators, and they came, premethods are "in the best tradition of the pared to frustrate any un~American aepolice state, and make the 'American tion. They did just that. In addition to
the uniformed. officers, it is reported that
wai a mockery".
Apparently some American Legion- there were some 30 officers in plain clothnaires were present to help break up the es mixed in the crowd at the close of
meeting on Sunday, but if they were it the meeting, to quell any violence that
was not as representing Parkersburg might be attempted then. The chief of
Post No. 15 of the American Legion. At police is reported to have said: "The
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way it is written in my book everyone- trnted against the school janitor, \flie
should have the privilege of worshiping was beaten by hoodlums when he came
God according to his belief, and I want- tq lock up for the night, after the meet~
ed to see that these people did just that." ing. Greater, even, than the riling attack
Jehovall's witnesses do not hold any by bullies on the person of Charles Wil"
feelings of bitterness against the people - !iam Taylor, 23-year-old navy hospitalof Parkersburg. As a whole- they seem man first class. He merely went to: the
to be for freedom. Their officials repre~ auditorium to pick up a passenger, but
sent well their interests in that freedom. this holder of two purple heart decora.
The school board and superintendent tions . for landings at Saipan and Iwo
honor contracts, the Y.M.C.A. does not Jima was whisked off to the outskirts
capitulate to threats and pressure, the of town in one car with two other car·
police force not only speaks but acts for loads of "veterans" following. His proeivilliberties, the ministers of tl1e com- testations tlIat he was no Witness but a
munity have a true concept of freedom navy man failed to penetrate the foggyof worship and stand fO'[' it, and it is Ibrained ~'patriots". Seven men crowded
evident that as a whole the veterans' or- around him after he was taken from the
ganizations thereabouts do not believe car. The first blow came from behind.
in running roughshod over peaceful as- After all, there were only seven to face
semblies. R. Tracy Evans and a scatter- this one "'Vitness", as' they thought.
ing of rabble seem to stand alone in their Blood spurted over his face, memory
, devotion to methods of tbreat and pres- dimmed. He was hurled over a fence
sure and mobocracy.
'after the beating, with this parting
threat ringing in his ears: "Next time
Cowar'dice and Injustice
you'll end up with a 38 in your head!"
But Evans boasts that the cowardly Evans, of course, also disclaims responfight against freedom will continue. \Ve sibility for this, He took no part in the
say "cowardly" because after fomenting explosive violence. He just lit the fuse.
the minor riot he sought to disclaim re- \Vhy, he is super patriotic! He says so.
sponsibility for it, in the following state- And he overflows with religious tolerment: "The demonstration this after- ance. That direct from his lips, also.
noon by the Veterans Council terminat..
Lips and tongues can turn out smooth
ed with the withdrawal of our colors
from the school property. The Veterans speeches that tickle ears and deceive
Council does not feel responsible for any many minds, but actions out of harmony
altercation that may have taken place with such mouthings only show up hy.
after the witl)drawal of our colors." pocrisy. Those whose words and actions
(Parkersburg News, April 26) He would do not match harmoniously should take
not stand behind the few be could push stock. Is it through ignorance, a blindinto the front-line fight. That the fight ness to the inconsistency of word and
was to continue is shown by Evan's state- -act7 Or do the words slide out in dement that the Veterans Council would liberate design to deceive, to sugar-coat
push for the resignation of superintend- a reprehensible actT Are those that laud
ent of schools Wllarton and Y.1LC.A. American ideals with their lips but
general secretary Helfer. Will the peo- trample them underfoot by thelr acts
ple of Parkersburg allow this frustrated Americans 1 In namen only. And those
fanatic's venom to be thus turned on HIe that say "Lord, Lord with their mouth
but fail to do His will, and oppose Bible
two who stood for freedom f
If so, injustice greater than that com. meetings and act as Christ J eSRS never
mitted on April 25 will be wreaked. did, are they Christians 1 In name only.
Greater, for instance, than that perpe- -Matthew 7: 20, 21 ; 15: 7, 8.
AWAKE/
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"l:"RAUP 1 Fraud I" wa. the

r

recent cry of the NatioDa1 Ptepubliean party in Costa
Riea. The cry came when "its
cRl1didate, form e r President
Rafael Angel Calderon Guardia, lost the February 8 election
to the candidate of the National Union party, newspaperpublish~r Otilio U~ate Blanco.
According to the official count' Ulate
had won by a margin of 10,000 votes.
However, the official
party claimed that
there had been
frauds committed at the polls and that
many of the voters supporting the gov-

ernment's cand~date had not been able to
cast their vote. Added to the cry of
"fraud", parades were organized by Dr.
Calderon's party members, these augmented by Vanguardia Popular, Costa
Rica's Communist party, headed by Congressman Manuel Mora.
Election Campaign
Mnch name-calling and mudslinging
was done by both sides, and both candidates, accompanied by their adherents,
covered most of the republic in speechmaking tours. The strong cry of the
Ulatistas was to take the grafters out
of power and to put an end to communism in Costa Rica, branding the gov.,.
ernment's .candidate as a red. On the
other hand, Calderon's party was accusinlf the opposition of being a capitalist's
pa.t"ty and that it was their aim to oppress the working class and to destroy
all legislation that was in fayor of labor.
The high point of the campaign came on
.J anuary 25, "when the Calderonistas
came into San Jose from all corners of
the country, by train, bus and any other
means by which they could be brought
in, for this final manifestation. The Calderon party leaders called it a huge success and plastered the city with posters
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stating that Calderon was 'God's choice
because he was the people's choice'. The
o~position accused them of having used
triCk photography in making

u~

the foto

of the group at the end of the11' parade
in "Plaza Viquez", where the speeches
were made.
Election day, Sunday, February 8,
came and the Costa Rican voters went
to the polls. The election was quiet and
both parties stated that it had been the
most peaceful one in twenty-five years,
and that it had been free of government
influence at the polling places. Early reports gave Dr. Calderon the advantage,
and between announeements cheering of
the official party members at the president's -house came in clear over the radi"o
as the announcer read the telegrams
coming in from the electoral tables in
vllrious parts of the country. Monday,
when more results came in, the margIn
was in favor of Ulate, and with the final
count Ulate had a margin of a little
over 10,000 votes, having carried San
Jose Alajnela, Cartago and Heredia
provinces j while Dr. Calderon carried
the other three, Puntarenas, Guanacaste
and Limon.
Election Results Questioned
The Calderonistas, however, would
not admit defeat'and kept up their campaign cry of "Calderon Guardia sera
presidente" (Calderon Guardia will be
president). The government radio as
well as the communist station urged
their supporters 'into the streets' to ask
for a new' election. "Queremos votay"
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(we want to vote) was all that could be
heard froID the demonstrators, both men
and women. All the while the electoral
board was reviewing the results, so they
could give their final decision before
Congress met on March 1. When the decision finally came the three-man board
could not come to a unanimous agreement, two of them declaring Otilio Ulate
Blanco president-elect, while the third
said he could not agree with his colleagues, because the time had been too
short to give the ballots the proper scrutiny_ This gave the government the loophole it needed.
This one dissenting vote was sufficient
to fan even higher the fast-growing
flame of antagoni8m, causing it to encircle the entire country. There were
more demonstrations on the part of the
Calderon supporters, these being urged
on by frenzied radio U1l11OunCers, It mllst
be said of the Ulate radio propagandists
that, quite to the contrary, they insjsted
that their supporters stay at home, celebrate the victory indoors and not antagonize or dispute with their provocators.
However, over the air both sides kept
the air waves hot with their insults of
each other.
On March 1, then, Congress convened
to settle the issue of whether the el~c
tion of February 8 had been legal The
Calderon party had the majority in Con·
gress, counting the Communist or Van.
guardia PopUlar ,deputies that v,-:ould
continue supportIng the government
candidate. The debate was heated and
the gallery was full of government backers. '\\-"ben a Calderonista ·spoke they
cheered, and when one of the opposition
deputies rose to speak he was booed, so
that he could hardly be heard when he
shouted into the microphone. Finally,
the Communist leader, Manuel Mora,
and one of his colleagues, the Communist deputy from Pllntarenas, took the
floor to quiet the spectators so that they
themselves could hear their opponents
arguments. Slowly the noise abated and
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order was restored. When the final vot~
was taken the election was declared illegal by a vote of 19 to 27. Of the nineteen,
four were Calderonistas Who had 'Voted
not to annul the election, including the
president of Congress.
This action of the leftist majority in
Cpngrei':!s gave the green light to the
government forces and the Communists,
already armed and patrolling the streets
of San Jose. Homes and business places
of the Ulate party members were
searched for arms,' and where none
were found other articles of value were
taken. One such attempt was made on
the home of a famous San Jose physi·
cian where Ulate had taken up his headquarters. The house was surrounded by
government troops and the occupants of
the house were ordered to open up to
them. \Vhen they refused two soldiers
were ordered t.o go over the wall fence;
these were shot down, and then the
shooting began in earnest. The result
was t.hat the doctor was critically
wounded and American and British dip.
10Inats, along with the archbishop of
Costa Rica. came to the rescue of Mr.
Ulate and the wounded doctor. The doctor was carried to the hospital, where he
died several days later, and Mr. Ulate,
with some of ~i~ closest party. members,
was taken to Jall, but released the next
day.
Comes the Revolution
The doctor's death set off the fuse in
the opposition ranks, and. uprisings
were reported in various parts of the
country. The main one, and the one that
has turned out to be the revolt, tJok
place in San Isidro de General at the end
of the Pan·American Highway to the
south of San Jose. The opposition forces
took over the airport at San Isidro and
from there began to move in toward the
capital. When government forces went
in to halt them, the opposition forces under Jose Figueres threw up a road block
of highway machinery, and the two forc~
es shot it out.
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.No one knows how many men Figueres
lost. Early in the revolt the government lost three of its generals, said to
have been riding alon~ in Figueres' section in a jeep. The estlmates for all men
dead run into fantastic figures; however, fairly reliable sources give the
number of dead around 1,000. There is no
way to know the exact ,Dumber, as mili.
tary censorship does not permit any
data to be published.
The clergy have had a strong hand in
the politics here, and precisely when the
archbishop with representatives of the
candidates as well as with Communist
representatives were negotiating to put
a third man into the presidency is when
the revolt broke out in San Isidro. There
were several day and night session-s, but
it seems that they could not make any
agreement that would sa~isfy. both p~r
ties. The clergy's meddhnr III polItIcs
has not had the approval 0 many Costa
Ricans, and especially since Archbishop
Sanabria came out in favor of Ulate
after the election, after having been a
Calder6n supporter. One head of a San
Jose family said he was prohibiting bis
family from ever returning to the,
church. Some high church officials upheld the archbishop's stand and others
of the clergy have flatly denounced it j
thus it is seen th~t they are 'a house
divided', and instead of uniting the people they tend to cause even greater divisions among them.
When the revolt broke out all constitutional guarantees were suspended and
a military censorship was put on all correspondence. Truck loads of "recruits"
went up and down the streets with rifles,
looting at will. Private homes continued
to be searched, and arrests made. Looting became so bad that recently Vanguardia Popular came out in La Tribuna
with an announcement denouncing such
vandalism and at the same time stating
that such treatment was an abuse of authority or even lack of authority. They
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asked punishment for those thuB disgracing their uniform.
Soldiers and Supplies
Many of the recruits sent to the front
had never had a rifle in their hands before, much less any training in warfare.
They were picked up off the streets and
piled into trucks or buses to be taken to
the front. Those that refused to go were
taken to jail. The first ones the government put into service were the wharf
hands from the Paclfic ports. For night
guard duty in the city, postal and other
government employees were put into the
service. One postal employee remarked
that he was doing guard duty from eight
to five and taking care of his work at
the post office during the day. He also
confided that the oP.l)Qsitionists outnumbered the Calderonzstas but didn't have
the arms, stating at the same time that
the Communists were well armed and
that they knew how to use them.
How furious the fighting was at the
time no ope knew, as the official reports
published did not go into detail. The region where the fighting took place is
mountainous and wooded. The reports
that filtered in and that were heard on
the street showed that the Figu~res forces fought guerrilla style. Another disadvantage to the government forces was
the fact that its mariachis (men in arms,
not regular soldiers) were mostly from
the low tropical coastlands j and in the
mountainous region, some 10,000 feet
above sea level, the extreme cold· wns
hard on these men from the very hottest
regions of Costa Rica. Most of them are
~ithout shoes and have only light clothmg.
To supply some of the needed food
and clothing for its men, the government requisitioned these provisions from
the local businessmen. This was being
abused greatly and a government order
was published to the effect that no mel'chandise was to be given over unless the
one asking for it had the proper papers
ordering such supplies. However, most
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people don't argue with them when t\ some, yet others remember that the
truck load, armed with rifles, pulls up Vanguardistas. parade with the Russian
and sends in a spokesman to ask for flag and that not too long ago this same
what they want. When asked where the Communist party sta~ed a demonstraauthority is, the rifles are pointed to as tion against "Yankee Imperialism", and
being sufficient. Many of the trucks and that it lent its entire support to the govbuses which are used for transportation ernment candidate, Dr. Calderon Guarof government troops were gotten in the dia, in the past election. At present its
same way, either requisitioned or taken. members are armed in defense of the
The owner of a bus line operating in government.
the city went to see about two of his
On the other ltand the government
buses that had been taken over, and as a backers accuse Jose Figueres of being a
result he spent several days in jail.
Falangist and terrorist. It is on his
With the military censorship all op- property to tile SOUti1 of San Jose wllere
position radio stations and newspapers the fighting broke out. According to rewere closed down, including Ulate's ports he has been training men and preDiario de Costa Rica with its afternoon paring for this for about two years. He
sheet La Hora. This left only La Tri- was put out of the country during the
buna and La Pren-sa Libre. Before the Calderon administrati!;m ~nd then perelection La Prensa Libre leaned toward mitted to return under President Picado.
the Ulatistas and was quite critical of
But by the latter ,Part of April the
the other side. Since censorsllip, how- Costa Rica.n rebellion had subsided. On
ever, it has. taken a strictly down-the- April 13 both sides issued cease-fire ormiddle-of-the-road policy and seldom ders. On April 20 Santos Leon Herrera
mentions presQnt conditions, sticking was installed as provisional president,
mostly to outside dispatches and local till May 8, when a junta (board) would
news of minor consequence.
take over the government of Costa Rica.
On April 24 Jose Figueres and his army
The Communism Issue·
arrIved in the capital. A dispatch to the
Costa Rica maintains a small army N ev.: York Times? dated May 7, 'said that
with a mobile unit; This equipment was the Junta would be led by Jose Figueres,
purchased from the United States, and also in command of the army. It listed
at the time it was brought into the COWl- nine other departments, with ·their aptry the Costa Ricans were not in favor pointed _secretaries, including "Father"
of it, stating that it would have been Nunez, chaplain of the army of liberabetter to have brought in agricultural tion, as head of the department of labor.
equipment. This also leaves a bad feel- All appointees took active part in the
ing, especially since the United States revolution. The junta is to rule for 18
is combating Communism. Those with months, with a possible 6-month extenanti-communistic feelings state that sion. Thus stood matters in troubled litwhile Communism is being combatted on tle Costa Rica early in May.
the home front, the Americans were
What the Costa Ricans need is God's
kingdom; not revolutions. Many have
arming them in Costa Rica.
This raises the dispute whether Cal- sought it and its blessings, others arE>
der6n is Communist. The government learning about it, and many are inquirnewspaper in its issue of April 6, 1948, ing about it as they see that all this old
says that lie is not and cites a pontifical world can offer is misery, suffering,
statement approving of him, quoting injustice and death, no matter under
from the same La Tribuna in their issue which kind of established man-rule.
of May 8, 1943. This may be well with -Awake! correspondent in Costa Rica.
A WAKE!
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IBERIA
""'- -land of Vanishing Peoples

lYTITHIN the gigantic Russian Soviet
VV Socialist Re'public (one of the sixteen Soviet states) lies one of the strangest and most mysterious regions in the
world. It is called Siberia. A strange
country is Siberia, because it is so vast
and cold and primitive, and yet so rich.
A mysterious place it is, because the fate
of some eighty peoples, most of whom
have all but vanished within its borders,
remains a tale untold.
Siberia begins at the boundary line
between Europe and Asia, that is, the
Ural mountains in Russia, and stretches
eastward to swallow up the whole northern half of. the continent of Asia, ending
in the Bering sea, just 56 miles short
of Alaska. It is twice as big as continental United States. Except for a southern
fringe of rolling steppe, Siberia is char.
acterized by two immense geographical
zones. One is called the tundra, the other
taiga. To visualize the tundra, picture
a country up north of the Arctic Circle,
a country of desolate wind·beaten
wastes, where the temperature drops to
90° below zero (F.), where
the 'subsoil is frozen per·
manently, where unending
marshes remain. solid ice
-except during the very
short intense sum mer s,
when they burst forth mi.
raculously resplendent
with many.colored flow·
ers: that is the Siberian
tundra. As your imagination travels south below
l
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the Arctic Circle, you see the tundra
gradually merging into an immeasurable
expanse of jungle-like forest, a forest
over a thousand miles broad from east-to
west and interspersed with swamps as
great as the seas. This forest, embracing
the most colossal tract of virgin timber
on earth, is the Siberian taiga. The trees
are predominantly a coniferous variety,
such as spruce, pine, fir, cedar and larch.
Siberia's rivers flow north. And
though they are comparatively short, as
great rivers go, they include three of
earth's mightiest: the Ob, the Yenisei
and the Lena. 'l'hey rowel their frigid
journeys through both taiga and tundra
to empty into the Arctic ocean.
Siberia is rich; how rich no one knows.
Such natural resources ,as its timber,
iron, oil and coal are just at the stage of
being sampled by the Communist regime.
Its vanishing native people never trou.
bled themselves ,yith wealth of that kind,
but pursued their primitive industries
of reindeer breedi,pg, seal hunting and
fi.shing. There is gold along the Kolyma
rIver, and there is coal and iron in the
region of the Amur, and much oil on
Sakhalin island. But such points as these
mark only a few of the -southern and
eastern outposts of Siberia, where a
lacework of industrial cities are being
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· bliilt to sap its wealtb. As for the we.ltb Elllhty Vanishing _
The conq'tier..ors plus _the exiles (that
of the interior, it remains for the most
is the Great Hussians, Ukrainians and
part in "cold storage".
Conquerors and Exiles
Siberia, though twice the size 'of the
United States, has but one-fifth the l?op'ularion a total of some twelltY-elght
million'inhabitants. At least ninety-five
percent of this population occupies only
a thin ribbon of land along the SQuthtl rn
edge of Siberia, whence runs the ~rans
Siberian the world's longest rallroad.
This lea;"es the vast Siberian interior
the most desolate wilderness on earth.
The majority of inhabitants are Great
Russians, Ukrainians and C?ssa~k~, who
for ages emigrated across SIbena III the
role of conquerors and ~~ce ext~rm~na
tors. These "foreigners or szben.aks
dominate the existing order of things.
West from Vladivostok and not far within its borders live close to 200,000 Korean refugees who fled from the Japanese
war lords who annexed their homeland
in 1910. In this same general vicinity are
about 30,000 Chinese who have seeped
over the frontier. Then just north of the
ArllUr river are about 150,000 Jews who
have been collectivized into their own
Jewish Autonomous oRegion. With the
taking over of southern Sakhalin island
and the Kurile islands from Japan, as
her share of the war loot in 1945, the Soviet added to her Siberian population
about 400,000 Japanese, some of whom
may be repatriated or absorbed for ke~ps
in the notorious Siberian labor colomes,
along with untold numbers of German
and Italian war prisoners.
, But, of a certainty, these Jap~nese,
German, Italian and other natIOnals
do not find themselves the only foreigners in the land. A large segment of
Siberia's population are desceIl:d~nts
of political exiles, convicts, rehgIOus
nonconformists, former serfs, and other
unfortunates who fell under the displeasure of the Hussian czars as well
as the Bolsheviks.
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C~ssacks) added to the foreign prisoner populations and other exiles, are estimated to make up twenty-seven out of
the twenty-eight million popUlation of
Siberia. This means that although there
are some eighty native peoples of Siberia
alive today, yet the remnants of all these
races tolled together will not exceed one
million souls.
That tells a story of race extermination that puts to shame the demise of the
American Indians. In fact, some of these
ancient Siberians were in all probability
the ancestors of the American natives.
Students of the human race generally
agree that in .the remote past Siber~an
tribesmen mIg rat e d across Bermg
strait, which is only fifty-six miles wide
and interspersed with islands, and gradually spread over Alaska, North, Central and South America.
Like the American Indians, the na·
tive Siberians were nomads or seminomads. They roamed "Over the immense, unsettled spaces ·of Asi~,
hunting and fishing and grazing theIr
herds of reindeer on the ever-shifting
pastures. Into modern times they remain
the most baclnvard of all racial groups
within the Soviets. The Orochons ("deer
breeders") who dwell among the low
mountain regions inland from Japan,
were found by a Soviet schoolteacher to
be totally ignorant of the use of such
everyday items as soap, towels, beds,
knives, forks, pens and pencils. Orochon
children were unafraid of all sorts of
wild animals, but of cows they were desperately frightened. The Oirats, the
very first people met in crossing Siberia
from the east, still dwell in chooms,
which are cone-shaped, bark-covered
tents similar to tepees. In. southeast
Siberia, along the coastal regIOn of the
Amur river, live the Nivki, who, if they
have not changed their customs of late,
still hunt with bow and arrow, and dwell
AWAKE/

in mud huta filled with the stench of SUD· J Tbey also 'hunt wolves, bears and ·foxes.
dried fish.
Those along the seacoasts Rre mainly
By reason of being the most back~ seal hunters. ,They navigate ~oats built
ward the native Siberians fell vic- of walrus skins. The Chuchkis are Oftims to the invading Russians and other g~niz~d und~r their o~ Sov~et N!ltional
conquering hordes from the west. They ~hstrlct, which takes ill Big DIOmede
were exterminated without mercy. They Island.
never had the chance to learn the ways
To the Siberians the Soviet system
of civilization. The proof is mutely at- boasts of having brought modernized intested to in the tiny remnants of the dustry, educational and cultural enlightmany tribes yet barely existent. Take, enment, and the spirit of racial equality
for example, the Oduls. These people, (which is''of small worth after the races
inhabiting the vicinity of the Kolyma are reduced to the point of thin air). It
river, were at one time so numerous that boasts of granting theoretical religious
there was a saying that "the smoke of freedom, whether that be so-called
the Oduis' bonfires hid the twinkling of ((Christian", Mohanunedan, or the ani·
the stars". Today not more than 500 mistic cult of bear worship"as practiced
Oduis remain in the land of the living. by the primitive Ainu. But to the one
Poverty and famine at times drove the thing that matters, the glorions kingOduls.. to eating larchwood, and such dom of Jehovah God under Christ Jesus,
things account for many of them perish- the Soviet regime seems determined
ingj~but there are gold deposits along_ not to throw open the benighted land
the Kolyma river, and that accounts for of vanishing peoples.
the Oduls' troubles too. And then there
And yet there is a power operating in
are, or were, the Ainu. These natives strange, mysterious Siberia far stronger,
of southern Sakhalin island were once more invincible than the iron will of the
so numerous they occupied most of .J a- Soviet Kremlin j a power that is making
pan proper. Today only a few thousand it possible for the Siberians, whether naAinu remain, about 1,000 of them living tives, slaves, exiles or conquerors, to
within the Siberian borders. The Aleuts, hear the message of that established and
inhabiting the bleak, frigid Komandor- reigning Kingdom. The proclaimers are
skie islands, had been decimated by 1917 themselves prisoners and exiles, conto 300 survivors.
signed to Siberian labor camps for beNot that all the native peoples of ing real witnesses of the Most High God.
Siberia are extirpated to such extremes, These true Christians heard and acceptof course. The most westerly Siberian ed the Kingdom message while prisontribe, the Oirats, of the wild and rugged 'ers with Jehovah's witnesses in German
Altai mountains, number about 50,000. Nazi concentration camps. Once again
While the Oirats were once a nation of prisoners, this time in Siberia, they
nomad herdsmen, hunters and fishers, look with hope unflinching to freedom in
the Communist "regime has regimented the new world of righteousness, and
them under an autonomous region of their hope they are reflecting into the
their ownj and the modern Oirats find hearts of p,ll that hear. Surely Jehovah,
themselves harnessed and geared to the the Lord Most High, has determined, by
Soviet collective system of life.
ways more strange than man's, that the
Farther north and east as far as Ber- blessings of life and freedom in His gloing strait live the fairly populous and rious' New 'Vorld shall be shared by all
widely scattered Chuchkis. Their name nationalities, kindreds, peoples and
means "rich in reindeer". The inland tongues, including the vanishing peo·
Chuchkis are great reindeer breeders. pIes of Siberia.-Contributed.
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BRITISH humor

magazine recently
A
published a cartoon pic-

turing a lovesick artist
sitting in his studio
with a visitor. The sadfaced artist is surrounded by many identical
portraits of his ladylove, and he is putting the finishing touches on still another, as he explains to his f,fiend: "I
think of her night and day. I just can't
do anything except paint her over R?d
over again." It appears that the artIst
is a modernist, and the humor of the
situation is seen in his paintings of a
weird, geometrical, half-abstract mOllstrosity that vaguely, very vaguely, resembles a girl's face.
The artist who prides himself in belonging to one or another of an impressive array of modernist schools or trends
will probably fail to see any humor in
the· dilemma of the lovesick artist. To
him the subject of a painting is not important. He argues that the subject matter of art is within you. He advocates
letting the imagination run riot; "Paint
your dreams and confess your subconscious mind," says he. To him it matters
not that he is breaking established rules
of perspective, proportions or colorharmony. The pent-up figments of his
imagination are the important things
that must be expressed in oils or some
other visible medium for an appreciative world to see.
It appears, however, that the appreciation is confined to a relatively small
clique of fellow artists, dealers in art,
critics, and collectors who claim to understand the artist's viewpoint. Although
a modern painting may be a prize win- .
ner, and may be acclaimed by an art
jury as a superb example of modern art,
the average layman fails to become enthusiastic. Upon viewing the prize willner the reactions of some run in this
vein: ('A five-year-old child could do better"; "stupid"; "It's hung upside-down";
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the

51'o/n ,..
"a 'waste of paint and canvas"; "what
does it mean 1" The prize-winning painting, "CyC'Jops," by ·William Baziotes, like
most modern paintings, had to be explained to spectators at the Chicago Art
Institute, where it won first prize.
The mysterious names which have
sprung up tq label the various styles of
modern art do nothing to help clarify
the artist's point of view or to make the
paintings any more worthy of appreciation. If anything, when the layman-hears
of surrealism, dadaism, cubism, monobjectivity, neoplasticism, futuriSM!, or
purism he will wish he were home with
his photo album, looking at some pictures he can understand.
One might reasonably wonder what
caused this degeneration and conf"qsion
in art. The change has been particularly
apparent from and after World War l.
The super-sensitive artist we]eomed this
new freedom from old standards and
restrictions. Art had been floundering,
and the market for creative work of all
kinds was narrowing into commercial
cllannels and becoming highly specialized. ·With the perfecting of high-speed
multi-colored printing, thousands upon
thousands of pictures of the kind suitable for decorating homes could be
rapidly produced and sold cheaply. Commercial photographers took over the
business of making portraits.
In short, the artist had no master to
serve. Unwanted, he turned to himself,
and the result during this "brain age"
has been a flood of "cerebral" paintings,
called by tile· layman "modernistic art".
The public does not like it. Wheu one
speaks of "modernistic art" it is almost
always done in a derisive way. When the
A W.AKE!

p~u~,-na's

0PllortUlllty.to .vote for ~h.e
paurtmg that IS best hked 111 an exhlbl-

archaie images
from man's collective memory, rather '[nan a

tion,"-the cerebral brainstorms are passed
by and the winner is found to be a picture that is understandable j one that
arouses a feeling of appreciation for the
content and the treatment of the subject.
The artist adh.ering to the extreme mod-

convention of plastic method.... The images
themselves are certainly compelling and have
the haunting character of remainders, a glowiug sea-hoard of deciduous memory objects
that are neither flesh, fish, nor fowl, but elusively metamorphose across the boundaries of

tiOD

of

mate~ial, presumably

ern trend, however, is not interested in all living categories.
pleasing the public. He is too intent on
Ey using the typewriter as their palexploiting that grand new freedom he ette knife and the dictionary as their
has found. It is a freedom that has given pigments, the critics add a thick layer of
him a master to serve and worship: his distinction and mystery to the already
own wonderful brain I
overburdened canvases.
Is It Art?
A real favorite of the critics is the
Critics stoutly defend contemporary branch of modern art known as surrealpainting with all of its extreme trends ism. This is a style that is directed by
on the basis that it truly reflects the spir- dreams and "thought's dictation in the
it of our present complex civilization. absence of all control exercised by the
With distracting wordiness many art reason and outside of all esthetic or morcritics who have a regular column to fill al preoccupations", according to the
in a newspaper or magazine sing the French leader of this style, Andre Ere_
praises of modern painters and their ton. In this country, the name of Salvaworks. This is _understandable. There dore Dali is synonymous with surrealwould be no point in cutting off their ism. His carefully executed paintings of
bread and butter by condemning modern recognizable though unrelated and disart. Many thousands of wo:r;,ds can be torted objects are well known to many.
written about the esthetic values and Dali had at one time been a sincere realother vagaries of the latest modern ist, that is, he painted a subject as it realtrend. With impressive language they ly was. Although he was a good craftsinvest the paintings with a quality of man he was not a success; his paintings
which the artists themselves may have didn't sell. Then he applied the surrealbeen unaware. The following report by ism formula by tossing former standards
Sam Hunter on an exhibit of the modern- and principles into the trash can. Today
ist, Mr. Stamos, is typical:
he is a success in the eyes of his patronAlthough non-representational, Stamos' izing public. His view of that public,
work is part of a neo-romautic revival that however, is not good, for in his autoincludes Baziotes and Gottlieb amop.g others biography he states: "After having be,n
reacting against the asceticism of cubism and unable to sell my sincere works of art,
its severe linear method. Stamos generalizes I decided to capitalize on the stupidity
his personal poetic emo- rr==:~ii:;;;;;==;;;===il of the public and make them
pay for my living."
tion through a eonven-
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Many aspiring artists ana omera
we are nOb surpnl:3eil tU UI~ l'upuuutotally ignorant of the fundamentals of ity of spiritism"today, with its shrouded
Rrt who find their efforts being ignored
have discovered, like Dal~ that "the pub~
lie likes to be humbugged". They begin to
imitate the most popular trends, and
,the more original ODes invent new styles
of their own. The artist who can make it
appear that the distorted shapes and

color blobs on his canvas are the essence
of thoughts and dreams of a remarkable
intellect stands a good chance of catching the attention of the critics, and the
patrons of modern art. If some wild
nightmare of a painting provokes more
than usual controversy or wins a prize,
the happy artist call name his own price.
Demon Influence

The most famous Dame in modern art
today is Pablo Picasso. He is a 65-yearold Spanish-born artist now livi:rrg in
Paris, where he enjoys the distinction of
being its number one citizen. In listing
the reasons for his high reputation, Life
magazine says: "He is the most talked.
about man in Paris ... The most prolific
and unpredictable artist of his time has
once more changed his style." A picture
accompanying the article shows Picasso,
clad only in shorts and sandals, standing
in his studio against a background of his
latest paintings. These are large upright
canvases, measuring about four feet
wide by eight feet high, containing simple outline drawings against a plain
white background. The quality of the
drawing is almost on a par with the
"art" of young pranksters who scribble
on the margins of subway posters and
add a mustache or beard here and there.
Aside from the style or technique this
world-renowned artist is now using, the
thing of special significance is the subject of these paintings. It appears that
Mr. Picasso is soliciting the blessings of
the Devil, for each of the pictures shown
is that of a horned monster with animal
hoofs. One bearded centaur holding a
speared :pitcllfork might easily pass for
a portraIt of Satan the Devil himself.
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me diu m 5, wide-eyed people holding
hands around a table, chain rattlings and
spirit manifestations. When spiritism
and art join hands some ghastly nesults
may well be expected. This is seen in the
paintings of the occult ar:tist, Mrs. Mar·
ion Spore Bush, now deceased. She is
said to have baffled and delighted critics
for more than twenty yeats with her
mysteriously produced paintings. She
had held many exhibitions in reputable
galleries in New York city and London.
In writing the reviews, the critics were
true to tileir usual form and, for lack
of more exact words, used such expressions 'as "primitive mystic" and ''psychic
sensitive". Mrs. Bush referred to the
forces that guided her brush at the easel
as "They", and believed "They" were the
spirits of long~dead artists. She explains
her method of working this way: "After
I get the canvas on the easel, and paint
in readiness, 'They' move my hand up and
down and onward across and sitleways
in all directions, as if measuring out the
perspecti.,e. Sometimes 'They' do this
until my arm aches. Then aU at once,
'They' make a rudimentary sketch, or
perhaps 'They' begin to paint wi'thout
any sketch or outline at all." As one
might expect, Mrs. Bush's paintings
were of that wild, grotesque style that
characterizes modern art. Surely such
demon-inspired, demon-directed art does
absolutely nothing toward relieving the
distress of this old world; it contributes
nothing toward the help and benefit of
mankind.
. The.re is ample evidence that a strong
tIe eXIsts between Satan, the god of this
world, and the modern brain-worshiping
artist. Satan's wicked am bit ion to
"be like the Most High" has remained
unchanged through the centuries, and
during that time he has instilled his
brand of selfish egotism into the minds
of any who would not resist him. That
included many glory-seeking artists.
AWAKEI

Their willingness to serve the' Devil isproved by their fashioning .of J'Sacred"
images, in direct violation of God's commandment forbidding such. Museums to,.
day are cluttered with art objects from
practically every land and civilization.
These include a large variety of items
from fettishes, masks, and ceremonial
jewelry of primitive peoples to Egyptian mummy cases ornately decorated
with symbols of their demon gods. All
of these religious appendages, so highly
venerated by their makers and users,
bear the God-dishonoring stamp of their
inspirer, Satan the Devil.
In this connection, the ceremonial
masks used by the witch doctors of primitive lands is of particular interest. The
..American Weekly recently published an
article by T. H. Robsjohn-Gibbings, a
noted art expert and one of the few who
has the courage to show up modern art
for what it is worth. }fis thought is that
modernist painters are employing the
tricks of "black magic" borrowed from
witch doctors. He writes:
The witch doctors used very simple methods to create a belief in their magic powers,
Their first problem was to rivet the _attention
of their audience, and they knew that nothing
holds attention 80 much as a familiar object
in wild distortion, Accordingly, they took
something as ordinary as a man's face,' and,
by carefully guarded formulas, turned it into
a monstrosity of a mask, The effect was spectacular. The audience was fascinated and
awed. They believed implicitly in the supernatural powers of the witch doctors. The lUlemployed artists lost no time in turning these
magic tricks to their advantage, . , . The
artists took an everyday scene-a fishing boat,
a street, or a man's face-and, by distorting
them almost beyond recognition and depicting them in incongruous and shocking colors,
they stopped the gallery.goers dead in their
tracks. While the speqtator stood confused
and hypnotized at seeing his familiar world
so dislocated, he was told that what he saw
was the result of a new supernatural vision
of "genius", a vision unattainable by lesser
JUNE 8, 1948

mortals, It was the -identical process
the 'Witch doctors.
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Conclusion of the Matter

Hence the reasons why the average
sincere person today dislikes modern art
is much less of a mystery than the art.
Not only are such paintings lacking in
any uplifting values on their face, but
the insincerity, incompetence and shameless cheating on the part of the artists
are plainly evident. Mr . Average Man
will not get excited over the products of
these supposedly "intellectual" acrobatics, but will leave this up to the snobbish
patrons who collect and exhibit the
"masterpieces" of these "masterbrains".
'The thoughtful person will not be convinced by the verbose descriptions and
arguments of the critics in their defense
of modern art. Further, he sees no point
in wrangling as to whether or not it is
art, for as that word is generally used
in a broad sense to mean all forms of
creative or cultivated expression, modern painting could easily come within
that scope. The thing that an honest
person is convinced of, is, that if it is
art, it bears evidence of being in a
perverted and degraded form. This is
no more than what may be expected, for
an observing person can easily see that
this is indeed a perverted and degraded
old world.
On -the other hand, it would be 'wrong
to assume a dogmatic attitude and say
all contemporary art is worthless. Many
paintings produced today are delightfully beautiful and decorative. Hence
they serve a commendable purpose. The
painters of these works do not think,
highly of themselves, but display a great
love for art and sincerity toward their
fellow man. Such will be the attitude of
the artist in the new earth. Then all the
creative arts may reach a perfection of
expression that will bring joy to the
.hearts of men as well as reflect the infurite wisdom of the great Creator.
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The Christian's Commission
at the World'. End
A COMMISSION is a ~ormal author:1.ity granting to the one named in it
,ertain rights, privileges and preroga·
ives and commanding certain things to
,e done as' duties. All anointed Chrisians have sl1bh a commission from God
Lt this end of the world. That is where
ve are, according to all the signs on the
iarth fulfilling Bible pro1?hecy. They are
mointed with God's spinto
In ancient time the shepherd David
'Vas anointed with oil by Jehovah's
)ropbet Samuel to be visible king over
:he tyPical Theocracy of the nation of
:srael. That was David's commission, or
,he thing be was commanded to perform.

Jhrist Jesus, when He was begotten of
lod's spirit at 'the Jordan river, was
mointed, not with oil, but with the spirit
)f His Father, to be King of the real
rheocratic Government. But when He
;vas on earth He did not actively enter
.n upon His rule and destroy His ene·
nies and restore Paradise on earth. Nor
lid He do this even when He ascended to
leaven into His heavenly Father's pres.
~nce. What, then, was the purpos'e of
resus' being anointed while on earth 1
His anointing was to commission Him
to ~ct as God's Spokesman and to preach
the gospel of the coming Righteous Gov·
~rnment. The prophecy of Isaiah 61: 1, 2,
which was then fulfilled primarily in
EIim, said for Him: "The spirit of the
Lord Jehovah is upon me; because Je.
lovah hath anointed me to' preach good
tidings unto the meek; he hath sent me.
to bind up the broken·hearted, to pro24

claim liberty to the captives, imd the
opening of the prison to them that are
bound; to proclaim the year of Jehovah's
favor, and the day of vengeance of our
God; to comfort all that mourn.;' (Am.
Stan. V er.) The point of all this was that
the anointed Jesus must be a .preacher
of the good news, He must be a faithful
and true witness of Jehovah God.
Christ's arrointed followers, including
the remnant of them at this end of the
world, are made joint-he.irs of Kingdom
glory with Jesus. But, while they ~re in
the flesh, their anointing with God's Rpirit lays upon them the obligation no'w to
be witnesses of Jehovah and to preach
and bear witness concerning His Theocratic Government,
Jesus, when on earth, was faithful in
that unto which He was anointed. Therefore the last book of the Bible speaks of
Him as "Jesus Christ, ",,'ho is the fqithful witness, the firstborn of the' ,dead,
and the ruler of the kings of the earth,
... the Amen, the faithful and true witness, the beginning of the creation of
God". (Hevelation 1: 5; 3: 14, Am. Stan.
Ver.) All the fa!thful apostles, including
Paul of Tarsus, were Christlike witnesses of Jehovah. Paul was very specific as to liis own performance of his
anointing to preach. He said: "I kept
back nothing that was profitable unto
you, but have shewed you, and have
taught you publicly, and from house to
house, testifying both to the Jews, and
also to the Greeks.'!-Acts 20: 20, 2l.
All members of the anointed Christians, including the remnant of them at
this end of thc world, are obliged, by
force of their anointing, to be witnesses
AWAKE!

of Jehovah concerning the Righteous
Government in which they shall share
with jesus their anointed Head. "Yea,
woe is unto me, if I preach not the gospell" (1 Corinthians 9: 16) Such obligation to preach applies to the remnant in
a special sense, now that the Righteous
Government is at hand. For that reason
the remnant of the anointed ones have
joyfully taken up the name "Jehovah's
witnesses" and have acted under that
name according to the prophecy of
Isaiah 43: 10, 12; 44: 8. Hence, as prospective members of the "bride" of Chrjst,
they must now say, "Come," to all men
of good-will on earth today; that these
may locate the river of the water of life
and may come to it and take of its lifegiving 'waters freely, without money
charge, and thus may find the way to
eternal life in the righteous new world.
-Revelation 22: 17.
In other 'WATCH T6wER publications
the reader must find in Bible and in
modern history the proofs of the fact
that A.D. 1918 the great Bridegroom
of the Christian church, namely Jesus
Christ came as Judge to the spiritual
templd of God and was fully laid as the
temple's Chief Corner Stone. (See Malachi 3: 1-4.) The members of the church
or "body of Christ" are likened to "living
stones'" and those members of Christ's
body who had died prior to 1918 ~ut
who as living stones, had proved fmthful till death were raised from the dead
to immortal life in the heavens with their
Bridegroom; they were incorporated into the living temple in \",hich God dwells
by His spirit. By such union of the resurrected members of the bride of the
Lamb the Bridegroom, the marriage in
heave~ began taking place. (Revelation
19: 7-9; 21.: 2, 9, 10) The time was therefore now due for the Spirit and the bride
to say, "Comet" for at that time the
river of water of life was beginning to
flow forth from the temple. It was flowing then from the throne of God and of
His Christ: namely" flowing from the
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established .Theocratic Government.
Revelation 22.
As a result Of the, Kingdom truths
that the Lord God now began to reveal
to the remnant through Ch~ist Jesus at
the temple, the life-giving, activating
spirit began to be pC!'u:red out upon th~
and to move them- hito . G6d~s _-fearless
service. This was a final fulfillment of
the prophecy of Joel 2: 28~32, which the
apostle Peter quoted nineteen centuries
ago on t.he day of Pentecost. From
Peter's quotation of .J oel's prophecy it
is manifest that the prophecy d,id not
have its complete fulfillment back there,
because the "wonders" and "signs" which
the prophecy said God would perform
were not then produced. 'When, therefore, must the final and complete fulfillment of Joel's prophecy occutT At this
end of the world, after Christ comes to
the temple for judgment, after 1918.
Showing what the anointed remnant
are commissioned to do down here at
this time Joel (2:28-32) said: "And it
shall come to pass afterward [or, as Peter quoted it, in the last days], that I
will pour out my spirit upon all flesh;
and your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy, your old men shall dream
dreams, your young men shall see visions: and also upon the servants and
upon the handmaids in those days will I
pour out my spirit. And T will shew wonders ... And H shall come to pass, that
whosoever shall call on the name of the
LORD [Jehovah] shall be delivered: 'for
in mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be
deliverance, as the LORD hath said, and
in the remnant whom the LORD shall
call."-See Peter's quotation thereof at
Acts 2: 16-2L
Therefore, by this prophecy the
anointed Christians, together with all
consecrated persons of good-will who associate with them, are commissipned to
shoW the visions and dreams which are
made·clear in God's written word and to
prophesy or proclaim publicly the meaning of the Holy Scriptures.
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Brazil Outlaws the Communists
FROM green rock·jutted hilltops of the interior to white
beac~es of Rio, Brazil ech?ed
with speeches and campaIgn
songs.
Jack Frost on an icy morn,
every
and his brother were out
decorating windows, walls and signboards with the name of his man of the
hour. Some plastered well-made posters,
otllers hung banners from house to
lamppost, and still others with crude
letters splashed doors, walls and gates.
After a bloodless revolution ousting
dictator Getulio Vargas, Brazil was
open, open to free elections for the first
time in almost sixteen years. In the
suburbs old government supporters held
festinhas (little parties) III the warm
evenings. The Communists put on Ofganized dances, running off dancing contests from their samba clubs. Alert ob.
servers saw a new force arising on the
horizon, and they wondered what chane·
es for expansion it would find in the un.
restful con d i t ion. The Communists,
from the beginning, out·advertised all
tlleir competitors.
Although on December 2, 1946, Gen.
~ral Gasper Dutra, with superior church
backing, rolled over his competitors to
win the presidential election, everybody
Imew that a new force had been born
into Brazilian politics. They would re·
member for some time to come that the
Communist, Yeddo Fiuza, had made a
good show of rising strength, and the
Communist party had been brought into
the political arena.
Since that day they grew to such a
threat that the fearful Dutra govern·
ment put the lid on them. They we.re
outlawed, and barred from their head·
quarters. Then President Dutra'.s fum~
bUng government lost the offensive temporarily and found itself unable, legally,
to finish off the Communists by turning
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out the legislators elected on the Com~
munist ticket. The government could not
stop the babbling Tribuna Popular,
mouthpiece of the party. And worse yet,
many a thoughtful Brazilian, having no
love for COITUllunism, but a lively mem·
ory of the old dictatorship, pushed to
the aid of the Communist machine in
distress and pronounced its right to ex~
jet.

'

Congress became the center of the
struggle. Dutra's governmental fury fell
upon the still active Communist con·
gressmen. Only Congress could dissolve
them, and Dutra's P.S.D. (Social Demo~
crat party) could not muster the ,two~
thirds majority to do it. So the battle
would be a long~drawn~out campaign.
Then, on a dull day in August, 1947,
after a three·month mystery ol the
whereabouts of Senator Luis Carlos
Prestes, secretary-general of Brazil's
outlawed Communist party, broke the
news that he was back and in the Senate.
It was a red·hot scoop for the Diario da
N oite. His reappearance was real news
and was given front·page story. In the
Senate Prestes talked long enough to
fill an average.sized newspaper with his
speech. He denied rumors that accused
him of conspiring against the govern·
ment with the former dictator Getnlio
Vargas, but he failed to explain why he
had been absent and did not mention the
rumors that he had been ill Russia. Then,
in October, 1947, a shadow drew over
diplomatic relations between Russia and
Brazil, and Brazil broke off relations
completely. For the Communists it was
a heavy blow.
To tighten the governmental grip on
the Communists, in October of 1947 Con.
gress established "militUl'y control bas~
es" in a good number of the country's
large cities. This made it necessary that
the mayors act under the orders of the
military commanders. What's this f
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Doesn't it slap the principles of the new
democracy in the face' Does it mean another dictator like Getulio Vargas has
come? Apparently it was not quite as
bad as all that, but who can say that the
Communists don't think so, Most observers thought it a remedy for the Communist threat. The Communists had
stirred up a great threat to the Brazilian
government in power, so everyone
thought it only a necessary step to meet
the threat and keep Dutra in and the
new constitution functioning.
The following November found exgeneral Dutra taking some of the punch'es and right where it does the most
harm. In an election of high importance
last November, 1947, President Dutra's
own P.S.D. (Social Democrat party)
splintered beneath his feet. Conniving,
fascist-minded GetUlio Vargas, dictator
for at least fifteen years, and Luis Carlos Prestes, the Communist he kept
jailed for nine of those years, had joined
to get control of rich Sao Paulo state.
This left Dutra but one course to take
and that he did: called on the opposition
U.D.N. (National Democratic Union)
party for help. Thus he stayed with the
fight even though he did lose the round.
In the meantime the city of Rio managed
to depose' eighteen city councilmen and
the state of Rio de Janeiro ousted fortyseven members of the' state legislature,
all acknowledged Communists.
Then came the official announcement
of the break with Russia. With the Gov·
ernment's official announcement came,
just three and a half hours later, a battering gang of roughnecks, slugging their
way' into the offices of ~io's Communist·
TnbuM Popular. In theIr wake they left
papers strewn oli the street as they tore
their way into the printing establish.
ment. They wielded their sledge hammers on the presses and tore down tables
and desks, smashing typewriters and
machinery, leaving the place a total
wreck. Though the destruction took place
only 300 yards from the central police
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station in Rio the mobsters had the
place all alone for at least two ~urs before the military police finally arrived.
All they did on arrival was to stand
around and watch. For the majority of
Brazilians the break with Russia was
considered just, but the Tribuna smashup made them think a while to consider
the sense of justice and fair play. The
following day the whole of the press in,
Rio went on record as condemning the
police and mobsters, and so did Congress. Senator Ivo de Aquino voiced:
''We gave our support ... to the government's attitude toward Russia, but
that does not mean we condone acts of
violence against any organization, particularly against the press, which by our
laws is guaranteed full liberty."
But the end was in sight for the Communists. The showdown had corne. All
relations with Russia severed; the Communist .party was completely outlawed
by Congress and Senator de Aquino had
sponsored a bill of the government to
throw out all Communist jobholders
from elective office. The same afternoon
that the Tribuna was attacked, rowdies
tore down the Soviet Embassis shield.
This is what Moscow translated into an
incident of "stoning" of the embassy and
caused Ambassador Mario de Pimentel
Brandao and his staff of nine to become
arrested in their hotel.
Six months after the Communist party was banned, and exactly two months
after the break in diplomatic relations
with Russia, the House of Deputies still
argued about what to do with the last
Communist senator (Prestes) and sixteen ~eputies, still h?lding ou~ in office.
One bIll to cancel the CommuDlsts' mandates recently passed the Senate. In the
House the Communists tried to stall it
by proposing 320 amendments. Shortly
after, on the floor, they tried another
parliamentary technique, the filibuster.
By January of 1948 the Communist
sail was still up, if only partially. The
Tribuna Popular being eliminated by
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rowdies and outlawed by the government, a Communist had to be on the
alert to know where and how to buy his
newspaper, which had already changed
its name four times, and was being published by presses belonging to a private
corporation. The government had not
yet proved connection between the corporation and the Communist party.
About a month later came the final
issue, Bill gOO-A, a measure that would
cancel the mandates (jobs) of. all Communists in public office. Insults, screams,
shrieks and leaping on benches followed.
Then a Communist cry of "sell-out"
brought the government deputies out in
a frenzy. After the vote the count stood
181 to 74 for the bill's passage. The
Communist comrades in last dying
shout cried, ''Viva General Luis Carlos
Prestes!" and "Viva Russia r~
All that remained was for Dutra to
sign the bill, which, of course, he obligingly did, and the press gave its shout
for joy. A Noite, bubbling over, said:
"The beauty of it is ..~ . that within the

law we were "able to put the Coromunists outside. the law." Now it seems up
to the Red leaders to take things underground again as they were obliged to do
in t}-.e days of dictator Gehilio Vargas.
Perhaps the rapid suppression and
successful handling of Communism in
, Brazil can be attributed more to organized religion than any other one source.
The clergy playa strong role in politics,
but they have not a strong hold on the
people. The Brazilian people, on the
whole, are hospitable and teachable, and
they are turning from one form of religion or politics to another in search of
the reason for the present terrible COllditions and a means of relief. Eventually
all the meek ones of good will toward
God will come under the rule in which
there will be no political disputes or disunity, the rule which the apostle Peter
advocated, when he said, at 2 Peter 3: 13
(An Amer. Trans.), 'We expect new
heltvens and a new earth, where uprigl}tness will prevail."-Awake! correspondent in Brazil.
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For Those with Hearing Ears
Do you long to "hear" or understand the meaning
of the 'Scriptures 1 If so, you do well, for the Bible says
"blessed are the ears that hear". It is essential to hear
before action can be taken that meets God's approval.
You can enjoy the blessedness of "hearing" now by
regularly reading The Watchtower. During its 69
years of publication this Christian magazine has helped
many to hear, understand and act on God's Word. You
may start your SUbscription without delay by sending
$1.00 with the attached coupon. Published twice monthly.
WATOHTOWER

Brooklyn I, N. F.

117 Adams st.

Enclosed find $1.00 for my one-year subseripti(m for The Watchtower.
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fered, creating an Impression by
its miSinterpretation of the note
Which was contrary to its purpose. Secretary of State MarshaU
said the U. S. wanted not talks
but deeds on the part of Russia
to prove its desire for a solution
of differences with the U. S. The
president said that the note, and
especially Russia's response, did
not raise his hopes for peace.
And the world wondered.

MAY

State of .Israel Proclaimed
~

As Syrian regulars were re-

ported f n v a din g northeastern
Palestine early In May the BritIsh troopship "Empire Test" arrlveo. at Haifa, carrying one thousand British troops, "in the intl'rest of general seeurlty," The
Jews considered it a move to
keep up British prestige and
ease Arab anger over British

evacuation of Haifa previously,
and its consequent occupation by
Jews. Meanwhile a British-Imposed truce had been in effed
in .Taffa, which had, however,
been almost entirely deserted by
the Arabs, leaving but 2,000 out
of 70,000 there. Fighting between
the Arabs and Jews continued in
various pSl;'tll of Palestine, including in tllld about Jerusalem.
King Abdullah of Trans-Jot'(luo
on May 6 announced that his
armies would certainly enter
PalE-stine as soon as the Brltlsh
withdrew on May 15. He rejected proposals for a ten-day
truce after that date. The Arabs
(May 7) agreed to a cease-fire
in all Jerusalem, where fighting
had continued In spite of British
efforts to establish a truce.
The U. N. (May 14) designated
Harold Evans, Ph Iladel p hla
Quaker, as munlcipa~ commiSsioner for Jerusalem, after.1I. sp~
cial agreement on his appointment was rC1H;hed by Arabs and
.Jews. The Sllrne day the U. R
asked the Jews to delay setting
up the Jewish state the~' had determined to establish as soon as
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the British withdrew. When the
new state, called Israel, was actUally proclaimed the next day,
President Truman promptly· recognized the provisional Jewish
government. As Jews in Palestine
rejoiced troops from surrounding
Arab countries, Including Egypt,
launched their threatened invasion, while all-Jewish Tel Avh·
was bombed by Egyptian army
planes..
The U. N. Generol Assembly
voted 31-7 (many abstaining) to
appoint a "mediator" for Palestine. This offiCial was to be
named by the Big Five powers,
and the arrangement WOllld replace the original trusteeship
scheme.

'*

U_ S. and U. S. S. R. Notes

On May 11 It was, announced
by the Moscow radio that the
Soviet had accepted a U. S. proposal that the two countries
should open diSCUssions on differences between them. The note
was handed to Soviet Foreign
Minister Molotov by the U. S.
Ambassador to Moscow, Gen.
Walter Bedell Smith, the previous Tuesday. The U. S. held that
the Kremlin's release of the note
was a breach of diplomatic custom, which calls for Publication
of such correspondence by both
powers simultaneously. The state
department said further that the
note had not been properly represented by Moscow, and that the
Sodet government had accepted
something that had not been of-

'*

Congress of Europe
What was called "Tlje First
Congress of Europe" began meetings May 7 in the Rldderzaal
(Hall of Knights) of the Dutch
Parllament house at the Hague.
There were present unofficlal rep.rcsentatives of 28 Dations, including exiled officials from
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Rumania and Finland, and delegates from Spain and the French
ZOIle of G e r man y. Winston
Churchill struck the keynote of
the gathering, saying that It
sought meaDS to make the "voice
of Europe" continually heard In
all free countries. In the plan for
European unity, he said, "we
seek nothing less than all Europe" and "welcome any country
where the people own the govern.
ment and not the government the
people". After four da;I'S of intensive debate thE' congl'et!s voted
In favor of asking the governments of Europe to nominate
delegates to a "European Deliber_
ative Assembly", to consult officially on the economic and poUtleal union of Europe. Winston
Churehlll said that fallure to
unite would mean that they
would "scatter, a wretched mass
of discordant individuals'·.

'*

ReUglon and Peace
At the beginning of, May representatives of the Federal Council of Churches caUed on President Tfllman and told him that
"the door of diplomatic negotiations with Russia should be kept
open and used·', presenting him
at the ~ame time with a copy of
a "positive program for peace".
A few days later John Foster
Dulles, Republican fOI"!~ign policy
spokesman, said the responsibll-
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tty tor averting

war with Rusala

wall placed IIquarely on the lIboulders ot America'il churchell, 'WhIch
B1Wuld sub&rlhe wholeheartedly
to the program tor peace issued
by the Federal CouncIl.
~Day

.. The 'day traditionally nsed by
left-wIng elements for a demonstration ot strength is :May 1,
known as May Day. It was celebrated this year, not only by Communists and other left-wingers.
but algo by tllelr opponents. RIval ))arades were staged In BerUn,
Paris, Trieste, New York and
other centers. In New York a
left-wing parade of 20,000 was
countered by a "Loyalty parade"
ot some 70,000 marchers. But In
Rusaia and ito! satellites there
were no opposition parades.
Few disturbances occnrred in
OODnection with the demonstrationa. But In Greece the minister
ot justice, Christos Ladas, was
killed at Athens by a young fellow who hUrled three grenades,
one of which also Injured him
personally and led to his capture.
Martial law was at once Invoked.
In Moscow May Day was
marked by a super parade,
'marching past a reviewIng stand
tor six hours.
No Aid to Ann Russia
The ERP administrator, Paul
G. HolTman, on May 13 told
Congress that American aId
would be cut 01T from any Marshall Plan country that shipped
war potential goods to .Russia.
He was asking f01" another Installment ($4,245,000,000) on fbe
f:l.rst-year cost of the European
aid program, having already received $1,000,000,000.

+

Gtomyko Replaced
At the U. N. in the second
week of May Andrei Gromyko,
the Soviet Union's chief delegate
to that body, announced that he
WOUld be replaced by deputy foreign Minister Jacob Malik, as he
himself was returning to Russia.

+

Big Four Parley Halted
.. The four-power talks on an
Austrian peace treaty adjourned
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Inde1lnltely May 6, the representatlves of the United States, Britain and France refusing to agree
to Yugoslav claims, backed by
Russia. for 788 square miles of
territory in Carinthia and Styria
and for $150,000,000 In reparations. The three powers InsIst
that Austrian territory be restored Intact.
Greek ExecntiOO8
The Greek government reported in early May that it had
exeCuted twenty-four COllllllUnlsts for complicity In the uprising of 1944. Other executions
were announced later, and
brought the total, since the assassination ot Justice Minister
Chrlstos Ladas, to 107. Britain
and Denmark announced that
they ·would call tor an Investigation of the executions. The RussIan cllarge d'affaIres at Athens
on May 18 delivered a strongly
worded memorandum to the
Greek government protesting tbe
executions. A Moscow radio
speech on May 15 askrm that
Greece be arraigned before the
InternatIonal Court of JUstice at
the Hague "to answer tor the recent executions of Greek patrtots". Greek guel'rlll.as on May 15
attacked Konltsa, f:l.rlng 25 artillery shellS Into this town near
the Albanian border..

'*'

New Italian Legislature
.. The italian Legislature or
ParHament, the first slnce the
war, and the 81st in italian htstory, met on May 8 to elect a
leader or president -for each
house. The senate cbose exPremier Ivanoo Bonomi, an Independent, 74, and the chamber
selected Giovanni Gronchl, a
Christian (Roman Catholic)
Democrat, 66. In the afternoon
se$slons the senate was :the scene
of disorder, during which epithets were hurled about in abandon, and the senators nearly
carne to blows. Evidently the
lawmakers had difficulty In being law-abiding. May 11 the ParHament elected a new president
tor the Italian Bepiibllc, chooSIng Luigi Einaudl, 74, a college
professor and former budget mln-

llter_ Alclde de Gasper!. was retained as prt!mler, and he was
gtven a mandate to form a new
government.
Belgian Cabinet

• Premier Paul-Henri Spaak of
Belgium on May 1:1 presented his
cabinet's resignatlon to <rot short
bitter parliamentary debate on
the old question of state support
for Roman Catholic schools. It
was the culmination of a tenday wrangle between the Sociall$ts and the CatholiC!! over the
qUestion of increasing support to
Roman CathOlic private technical
high schaois 15 percent. May 14
Spaak withdrew his reSignation.

*

Japan AIr Base
A $13.000,000 air base Is beIng completed by United States
army engineers at Miuwa, In
Aomori Prefecture, Japan, near

the northeast tIp of Hl)llSlzu Island. It Is the latest In a chain

ot airfields, In Japan since the
beginning of the occupation, capable of accommodating the
heaviest, long-range bombers.
Atomle Energy Control
The United States, Britain
and France on May 7 Informed

+

the U. N. Atomjc Energy Com-

mission that they conSidered It
futlle to continue eIrorts to bring
about International agreement on
the control ot atomic energy.
The three powers pointed out
that the commission's efforts for
two years had been fruitless. No
SOlution had been reached. The
blame was laid on 'Ruf:lsla's obstInacy' which had, they claimed,
prevented accord on this vItal
matter, RUSSia having refused to
agree to the Baruch plan for
World InsPeCtion and control of
atomic outpu.t.
Segregatlon In the U. S.
.. The Supreme Court, on May 3,
In a signUi(:ant deciSiOn, ruled
6-() that real estate oovenauts
whlcbi bar Negroes and other raCial groups from owning property cannot be legally enforced.
Race segregation oontlnlled to
be a live issue in the draft disCussions. Senator Richard B .
Russell of GeOrgia on May 12 In-
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troduced for debate and vote-test
the amendment yvhich the Senate
Armed Services Committee had
rejected 7-4 the day previous.
The amendment would provide
that enlisted men, newly drafted
or \'olonteering, or already in the
serviCes; would be assigned, on
their written application, to military nnits composed wholly of
members of their own race_
The attitude of MlssissippI:s
governor, Fielding L. Wright, as
expressed in a dispatch on
May 10, Is that good Mississippi
~egroes will not oppose segregation, and that those who do op110se It should leave the state. He
was addressing a "State's
Rights" Democratic conference,
attended by representatives from
]2 Southern states, induding
Kentucky. 'L'hey are seeking to
prevent President Truman's reelection becallse of his antilynchIng, anti-segregation, anti-discrimination and anti-pOll tax
stand.
U. S_ Railroad Strike
b('glnning of May found
three important raHway unions,
comprising engineers, firemen
and switchmen, holding out for
a 3O-percent wage Increase
"across the board", in opposition
to a management offer of an Increase of 15k cents an hour, retroactive to November 1 of last
ycar, togeUler with some rule
chang("S. As negotlatlons to avert
a strike bogged down, railroads
throughout the country began
curtailing traffic and freight
service. Three days of Intensive
lVhite House effort to mediate
the controversy failed to break
the deadlock. As a last resort
rhe president, on J','fay 10, seized
the railroads under a 1916 war
f'mergency measure. (TeehnicalIy, 'Yorld \Var II has not yet
ended.) Union leaders cailed off'
the strike when .ludge Alan T.
Goldsborongh lssllf'd a restraining order. So the walkout set
for 6 a.m. the following morning
was averted. Railroad service
eontinued without a hitch, though
now operating under the technical supervision of the army.

+ The
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Mr. Royall, seeretary of tne
army, announced the commissioning of seven railroad presIdents as army colonels to handle
the operation of the roads. But
the dispute remained unsettled.
That, said t~government, must
be decided by the railroad companies and the unions themselves.

U.S. Labor
major automotive' workers
strike, involving over 70,000 men,
went Into elfect at the Chrysler
plants May 12, following failure
of federal mediators to produce
an acceptable settlement. Indusc
trial violence broke out (May 15)
at South St. Paul and Newport,
Minnesota, in connection with a
strike of workers in the meatpacking industry. One of the
large·st packing plants was raided by 200 workers, who attacked
nonstriking workers al:!d ahducted 25 of them. The National
Guard was called ont to deal
with the situation and cIear the
streets around the p1ant:

+A

Senate All' Force Vote
U. S. Senate on May 6,
by a runaway vote of 74-2, called
for building up the air force to
a military sky power of seventy
latest-model combat groups, backing up such action taken by the
House of Representatives last
month. The Senate approved an
appropriation blll for $3,233,200,000 of preparedness money and
contract 8.l1thorizations.
•

+ The

President Vetoos Loyalty Test
A measure providing for Investigation by the Federal Bureau of Investigation of the lo~'
alty and character of nominees
to the Atomic Energy Commission was vetoed by President
Truman on May 15. He called the
measure an "unwarranted encroachment" on his authority.

+

Senate Votes Science Body
U. S. Senate on May 5
passed and sent to the House a
bill to establish a national sclr
ence foundation of twenty-foul'
members eminent In the sciences,

+ The

engineering, education or pubUc
affairs. The bill revives the 1}ffort to pass a similar measure
last year which was vetoed by
tile president.
Jolnlng the WHO
Early In May Speaker Martin
of the Honse of Representatives
forced consideration of ~he blU
which would put the U. S! In the
World Health Organization. Discussion had been blocked for
weeks by objectors Iii. the House
Rules Committee. Tbe cost of
membeNlblp to the U. S. will be
$2,000,000, which is about l~c
per person.

+

Jet Fighters in Sea. Test

+. Naval aviation on May 6 dem-

onstrated in a rough open sea of!'
Block iSland that jet aircraft can
be successfully operated from
carriers. Sixteen Phantoms of
Fighter Squadron 17A did everything that carrier fighters could
be expected to do, and did it perfectly for the tirst time In such
numbers. Through the day the
Sixteen jet aircraft accomplished
nearly.60 landings and take-offs
from the deck of the U. S. S.
Salpan, measuring only little
more than 100 x 600 feet.

New Cholera Drug
Dr. Willard C. Rappleye,
dean of Columbia University's
College of Physicians, on 1fay 15
announceQ a ncw eholera drug,
developed In the lahoratories of
the college. The drug, a sulfa
comp01md, was reported to have
been succes~fully used in a recent cholera epidemic in Egypt.

+

Malaria Cure

+ Joint International congresses
on tropical medicine, rueetlng at
\Vashingtou, on .May 14 heard reports that six new drugs, thoroughly tested on many victims of
malarIa, bad been found to provide complete proteetion against
both the recurring and the often
fatal types of the slcknes~. Malaria attacks 300,000,000 annual·
ly, amI kills about 3,000,000 out
of that number.
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World's End Near?

The gathering clouds of war strike fear into the hearts of men.
A third world war, waged on the scale now possible with modern weapons and atomic energy, seems to threaten the existence of civilization,
yes, even the world itself.

ARE WE ON THE BRINK OF SUCH A CALAMITY?
IS THE END OF' THE WORLD THAT NEAR?
WHAT IS MEANT BY"THE END OF THE WORLD"?
Let it not be fear that guides your decision as to. what is the
truth on this matter. Sober investigation of a truthful source of information will serve you better than fearfully jumping to conclusions.
If you are interested in the momentous signs of the times and their
relationship to -the end of the world, why not obtain a copy of the
authoritative 320-page book, "Let God Be' Tr'11e", turn to the chapter,
"The End of the World," and learn for yourself what the Bible has
to say on this matter1
A contribution of only 35c for "Let God Be
,
True" will also bring you a free copy of the 32~page booklet, The Joy
of All the People. A study of these two publications, together with
your Bible, will bring you joy in place of fear. Use the COUpOn below
for convenience.
WAT(:l{TOV<""f:R

117 AdamI! St.

Bruokl!""tt 1, N. Y.

Please send me my copies of "Let God Be True" and The Joy of All the People.
Enclosed find 35c.
N"ame _ ........ _ .... _ .................. _.... _ ................... _.... _

... _ ...... _

City H..······· ___ ·····...·_H_·_··_·········_... _ ........ _.......... _........ __ ........ _..........
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THE SOVIET
An objective look at its land and peoples
•

Italy Goes to the Polls
The East and the West and Catholicism
swap blows in the political arena
•

Sun-Worship on Sunday
How did Sunday become Christendom's "holy day"?
•

Money, Ancient and Modem
Strange mediums of exchange,
from small shells to two-ton millstones
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News sources that are able to keep you awake to the vitalluues
of our ~s must be unfettered. by oerusorship and se;lfish interests.
"Awake I has no fetters. It ~nizes facts, ft\CU facts, is free to
publish facts. ·It is not bound by political ambitions or obli!i1ations; it is
unhampered by advertisers WhOflE! toes must not be tro&len on; it is
unprejudiced by traditional. creeds. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It
m&ntalns integrity to truth.

"AW'akeI" uses the regular news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own colTe8pondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.

From the four corners of the earth their Wlcensored, on~the-scenes
reports come to you through these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not na.rrow, but is international It is read in many nations, in lllany
la.nguaQes, by persons of all ~es. Through its paQes many fields of
knowle3Qe pass in review~overnment. commerce, religiOn, history,
geo~a.phy, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover~e is as broad as the earth and as hi\!1h as the hea.vens.
"Awake I" pledges ibelf to ri\!1hteous principles, to exposin\!1 hidden
foes and subtle dan\!1ers, to championin\!1 freedom for all. to comforting
mourners and stren2thenin~ those disheartened by _the failures of a
delinquent world, reflectin\!1 sure hope for the estabUshment of a ri\!1hteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake I" Keep awake by readin\!1"Awake!"
....Uio'"""\~UUio'"""\~U
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THE SOVIET
An Objective Look at Its Land and Peoples

THE Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics is the most enormous nation in the world. An
empire of many countries and
under one centralized authoracross two continents
to cover an area of 8,389,300 square
miles, or one-sixth of earth's land surface, the USSR is three times as large
as the United States, bigger than all
N arth America, the size of four Europes. Can you visualize a journey from
Finland to Alaska, then south to Japan,
back west across the top of Mongolia,
China and India, and north via Turkey
and Poland to Finland again f It can be
made without lifting a foot off Soviet
soil, almost. Russian territory reaches to
within 56 miles of Alaska and 8 miles of
Japan. From the Arctic ocean south to
Afghanistan (2,700 miles wide), from
Poland east to the Sea of .Japan (6,000
miles long) the Red flag flies, over rivers, seas, lakes, plains, steppes, mountains, plateaus, deserts, taiga and tundra.
If a visitor were allowed to explore
the lengt.h and breadth of this vast, inscrutable domain, he would encounter
everv degree of climate, from a perpetual polar blast to the scorc1Jing sunblaze of the desert. Rare is the ·form of
vegetable or animal life that is not
known within the Soviets. "\Vhile America boasts of being earth's richest nation,
it would be wise not to overlook the
scope of Russia's natural resources; her
JUNE 22, 1948

minerals, oil, water power, agriculture,
and timber abound to the extent of making the Soviet Union more nearly selfsufficient than any other nation. A goodly 90 percent of this ,vcaIth lies untapped
in "cold storage" in Siberia, a region of
forest jungles and frozen wastes twice
the area of the United States.
There is a Russian proverb that "Russia is not a country; it is a world". In
terms of population that boast is by no
means groundless when you reflect that
11 out of every 100 persons on the globe
live within the t-1oviet Union. It claims
193 million popUlation. These inhabit_'
ants embrace a greater number and variety of distinct and separate nationalities
and racial groups, both large and small,
than any other country. Ama7,in~ as it
sounds, there are 189 distingUlshable
races, nationalities and tribes, speaking
150 different languages or dialects, all
living behind the Soviet iron curtain.

Racial Divisions
"\Vhile, like the American Indians, the
racial groups or tribes may be many, yet
in most cases there are enough likeness·
es and relationships among large numbers of tribes to make it easy to lump
big blocs of t.he Soviet peoples into a few
outstanding racial divisions. The largest
such racial division is the Slavs, who
total about 151 million. The Russians
proper, or Great Rnssians (103 million),
are classified as Slavs. It is the Russians
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propp,r that constitute. the core of Soviet kuts, have been convel'ted to Greek
strength. They are settled, more or less Orthodoxy.
strategically, throughout the Union of
In the Caucasus and Transcaucasus
16 Socialist Republics that make up the lives a' group of peoples, about 6 million
rSSR, with the majority of. their Dum- in number, which includes the picturbers concenttated in the vast republic esque· Armenians·, A bkhuzians, Georgnamed after them, thp, Russian Soviet ians, Kurds;Kabardi!lt-' and others. 'rhey
Repulilic.
.;:peak a common language which, curiNext in imminence among the Soviet ously enough, is close to' the Basque in
Slavs are the 27 million Ukrainians, oc- Spain and France. Collectively these kincnpying the rich industrial and agricul- dred races are caned ".Japhetic", after
tural UkrainQ Republic that borders on their ancestor J apheth, the second son
the Blaek sea and-the Sea of Azov. The of Noah. The J aphetic peoples are mixed
Byelo-Russians (\Vhite Russians), with in their religions, some being Mohamme8t million, ar-e third in numerical rank dans, some Greek OrthOdox, ·while the
among the Slavs; and they dominate the Armenians adhere to their own special
republic bearing their name, located he- brand of "Christianity".
tween the Ukraine and the Baltic State
Amohg other racial groups, the Soviet
republics. Divided about equally he- Union rlaims one-third of the world's
tween the Ukrainians and Ryclo-Rus- Jewish population, about 5,200,000. Next
sians are 2,200,000 Poles and 250,000 to the Jews are, perhaps, the 41 million
Bulgarians. These altogether round out Finno- Gg-rians. Other minorities include
the bloc of Soviet peoples cal~ed the East the Latvians, Lit.huanians, Moldavians,
Slavs. In religiQn the SOVIet or East Germans, Iranians, etc.
Slavs are Orthodox Catholic, stemming
from the Greek Orthodox Church.
The Sixteen Soviet Republics
The bloc of Soviet peoples having an
Soviet Hussia is a mighty imperial
Asiatic hackground are collectively po-.."er, embracing one sixth of the
known as Turko-Tatars, or, hettel', Mon~ e-arth's land surface, dominat.ed by the
gols. Some 21 million strong, the. »lon- Russian racial majority. Under czarist
gols like the Slavs, are scattered broad- rule the 188 or so minority peoples were
ly throughout the Soviet. domain. Being scandalously exploit.ed and dovmtroddcn
originally a horde or senes of hordes of by this Russian majorit.y. The Bolshevik
fierce warriors led out of Asia by Ghen- revolutionaries, who hloodily obliteratghis Khan and Tamerlane, they; during ed the Czarist-Church tyranny in 1917,
the 13th and 14th centuries, swept in \",ere no less covetous of the whole em,,,ave after wave from the east., far into pire than were the czars before them.
European Russia to the banks of the Like Winston Chllrchill's determination
Volga and beyond. So mighty were these to see that the British Empire is not
Asiatic conqUerors that, for a time, they liquidated, so v.ras the Communists' to
levied tribute even from the Russians see that the Russian empire would not
proper, the Great Russians. Later, as be, in tho long run, liquidated. But how
the movement of invaders receded back to soften the hatred of the minority peoeastward, the 1f ong-ols If'-ft behind per- ples for the obnoxious Russian majormanent island settlements alqng the ityf 'V~ll, the British had counteracted
Volga, in the Crimea, and on the \vest- a similar hatred somewhat by declaring
~rn shores of the Caspian sea, retiring
a number of their colonial J?ossessions,
finally to Central Asia and beyond. The such as Canada and Austraha,- to be inprevailing religion of the Mongols is dependent republies or commonwealths
Mohammedan; but many, like the Ya- within themselves, on a par with each
AWAKE!
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other and with the British Isles themselves, all together- making up the British Commonwealth of NatIOns. This.
layed down the role of the British race.

his imagination with a country as big as
the combined western states ofWashihgton, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada,
Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexit made the colonial peoples feel more co. The climate, the scenery, the natural
independent, more a part of the powers resources, and the business of stockthat ruled.
raising in these Rocky mountain states
Now why eould not the Russian em- resembles Kazakhstan. The Kazakhs are
pire under Communism be manipulated a cowboy-like people of medium build,
in somewhat the same manner1 True, black hair, and swarthy complexion.
the Russian empire was not divided by They are, in fact, one of the racial an·
land and Sea; it was all intact, all one cestors of the American Indians. Since
boundary. The thing to do was divide it early childhood they practically lived on
up among its racial groups. Make the the ,backs of their small wiry horses.
area where some sizeable racial group Their basic clothing is sheepskin alId
dominated an "'independent" republic. felt. In religion they are'Moslems. The
Let the culture, language and customs land of the Kazakhs, sprawling 1,600
of that particular racial grouR more or miles in a shapeless oblong from the
less prevail within. its own 'republic". Caspian sea to China, and, a thousand
Let each republic be named after the miles from the Trans-Siberian railway
racial group that dominated it. Hence south to the Uzbek Republic, is the secthe area of the Ukrainians would be ond,largest republic in the Soviet Union.
called the Ukrainian Republic, the area
Its population of 6,450,000, roughly
of the E:athat of the
zakhs would
.above-named
be called the
American
Kazakh Restates,is about
public, etc.
half Kazakh
Where the
and the other
Russian 'r ace
half divided
SOVlff SOClAUSl I!I'UIUC
UitElIA)
dominated nubetween RusSOVIET SOCIALIST QEPU8L1CS
merically
sians and Uthere would
krainians. Unbe just one
der czarist
more republic,
rule the Monthe Russian
goloid Ka.
RepUblic.
zakhs writhed
Tha t -would
,
in perpetual
play down the role .of the traditionally rebellion. They led a nomadic eXlstence,
hated Russians. Finally, in 1940, with roving about over steppe and desert with
the extension of Soviet frontiers into their oxen, 'sheep, and horses, carrying
Europe, the number of republics had their tents and scanty possessions on the
grown to 16, the present figure.
backs of camels. But along came the
And now for a gHmp$e at some of the Communist regime to collectivize the
countries and peoples contained 'Within Kazakhs and harness their restless,
the more outstanding Soviet Republics. turbulent spirits for the purpose of ~X
ploiting the rich resources, of Kazakhstan.
Kazakhstan-RuBBia's "Golden West"
For the American to visualize the SoWitliin the million-square-mile area of
'Viet Kazakhstan, h.e would have to fill Kazakhstan is stored more than half the
JUNE 22, 1948
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Soviet Union'::; total known deposits of
copper, lead, and zinc. The Kourrad
copper mine on the desert shores of
Lake Balkhash is the Soviet Anaconda.
There is gold ore near the Sea of AraI.
Steam shovels scoop up the surface
seams of the Karaganda coal basin, the
third largest in the USSR. The Emba oil
fields, near the Caspian sea, furnish almost a third of the Soviet petroleum
supply. In agriculture Kazakhstan's vast
steppes rank. among the most fertile in
the Soviets, the northern farmers grow~
ing wheat and rye, and the southerners
growing cotton, sugar beets, rice, and
many varieties of fruit. The capital of
the Kazakh Republic, a beautiful city
built on a height in view of snowy suntinged mountains, is called "Alma-Ata",
which means "Father of Apples". So
much of the Soviet movie industry has
moved here that Alma·Ata is called the
Hollywood of Soviet Russia.

Soviet Central Asia
The Kazakh Republic and four sister
republics south of it (Turkmenia, Kirghizia, Uzbekistan, and Tadzhikistan) all
together make up what is e.a11ed Soviet
. Central Asia. Under czarist rule this
country was called Turkestan.
When it comes to a story of brutal
conquest, oppression and exploitation,
Turkestan can tell a prize winner. Drawn
in eloquent conbast to its many conquerors and Moslem priestcraft who
ruled in magnificence are a people inured
to poverty, ignorance, and superstition.
Its ancient cities of Holy Bukhara (second only to.
as a Moslem "Holy
City") and Golden Samarkand flourished
with religious mosques and minarets and
. the finest anmtectural splendor in the
Moslem world---u well as the most bedarkened, .
masses. Capital
O'f the Soviet.
R€public, the city
of Samarkand 1nIS anciently the jeweled
mingllilg
of the eommerce, art, and
..
of ilia ancient and medieval

East with the Persian, Turkish, Indian,
and Chinese.
In 328 B.C .. Alexander the Great established Greek rule over Central Asia.
Almost a thousand years later the Arabs
sacked Samarkand and set up a Mohammedan state. In the eleventh century the
Seljuk Turks conquered the country. In .
1221 the Mongol horsemen of Genghis
Khan overran, plundered and ravaged
it. Tamerlane followed in the next century and with his overflowing hordes
founded an empire in which Samarkand
was made his headquarters, and upon it .
he lavished the riches and luxuries of
the bloodstained spoils taken from fartIung conquests. After Tamerlane various Moslem khans and emirs divided
Central Asia among themselves, quarreling and fighting over its possession, until the Russian czar annexed the territory to the Russian Empire, a part of
which it remained until 1917.
Following· the Communist seizure,
Central Asia was once more bathed in
human blood, this being the price of enforcing the new Soviet form of absolute
rule over it; counter-revolutionary forces were resisting Soviet authority as
late as 1931. The 17 million peoples inhabiting the five union republics of this
huge Soviet domain, a country seven
times the size of .France, enjoy no heritage of freedom.
What is new to its peoples today is
the dawn of the Soviet industrial revolution. Highland farmers carry soil from
the valleys uphill in baskets on the backs
of donkeys, men, and women, while regi.
ments of newfangled machinery rumble
as collectivized natives terrace the eroded hills. Plains dwellers eke out a tenuous existence by utilizing the last drop
of water, while a mighty scientific project of wind-rowing and irrigation moves
in upon them. By such means the Soviet
regime is reclaiming immense areas of
Central Asia, especially in the Uzbek
Republic. In fact, the southeastern part
of Uzbekistan is collectivized into huge
AWAKEI

cotton plantations which produce
percent of the Soviet cotton supply.
The Ukraine
'Wlti1e Kazakhstan is second to the
R.ussian Republic in area, the Ukraine
Republic ranks next to it in riches and
population. It just about equals France
in size and population (one·1ifth of all
the Soviet inhabitants live in the
Ukraine, making it ,the most densely
settled repuhlic in the Union).
In ] 939 the Ukrainian Republic acquired seven million new citizens and a
l~rge hunk of territory by the annexation of southeastern Poland. In the summer of 1940 it absorbed another million
people and still "more territory when the
"GSSR seized from Rumania the province of Bessarabia (which once belonged
to the Russian Empire), and the province of northern Bukovina (which never
before belonged to the Russian Empire).
A strip of Black sea coast, ranging from
50 to 75 miles in width, was added. This
brought under Soviet-Ukrainian control
an area of land which runs for more
than 100 miles along the north bank of
the commercially and politically vital
Danube river in Europe.
The Soviet Ukraine possesses huge
mineral deposits of coal and iron ore.
Its big rivers, like the Dnieper, tho Bug
and the Dniester, are capable of producing tremendous reserves of 'vater power.
'1'he rich Donets Basin and three great
cHies of Kharkov, Kiev, and Odessa are
among its' crowning assets. Yet it is in
the realm of agriculture that the Ukraine
stands out head and shoulders among
the Soviet republics. Here is both the
"bread basket" and the "sugar bowl" of
Russia. EndO\...·ed with a mild climate,
ample rainfall, broad rivers, and fiat
rolling plains, the Ukraine produces not
only wheat and sugar but many other
food crops on a vast scale. Its highly collectivized peafJantry raise millions of
head of cattle, pigs and sheep. And the
land on which they toil is famed for its
JUNE 22, 1948

high-grade orchards of apples, plums
and cherries.
More than any other Soviet territory,
it was the Ukraine that bore th. brunt
of Hitler's ~'holy crusade'·'. Almost the
whole republic was overrun during the
first six months of the invasion, and
large sections were held as late as the
spring of 1944. More soldiers than the
Axis powers threw into the first world
war, at least 240 divisions, avalanched
across-the Ukraine and surrounding sections, 0 c cup yin g an area of 600,000
square miles. This territory included 40
percent of Russia's farm output, 40 percent of her grain land, half the potato
fields, 85 percent of the sugar beet area,
60 percent of the sunflower acreage
(source of vegetable oil). For the United
States to suffer an equal loss an enemy
would }uwe to sejze all of Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin and
southern Minnesota. Hitler hoped to
feed his world conquest out of the Soviet
bread basket and sugar bowl. But in
front of his oversweeping tide millions
of L1{rainian farmers evacuated, taking
with them their machinery and 60 percent of their grain harvest. Their livestock they eitller freighted out or consigned to the Red army, and all else that
they could not move they destroyed by
a scorched-earth policy, The bread basket and sugar bowl were left empty.

Five New Soviets
During the first year of World War II
the big Soviet bear reached out its' powerful paw and gathered in five new union
repUblics. These were the Karelo-Finnigh, the I Estonian, the Latvian, the
Lithuanian and the Moldavian Soviet
Socialist Republics.
As her price for losing the Soviet-.
Finnish war, Finland surrendered 19,000
square miles of land to the K,arelian
autonomous republic, which was then
declared the 12th full-fledged Soviet Republic. This land of shimmering lakes,
rushing waterfalls and teeming animal
7

life provides a thriving paper and cellu another million as her share of the loot
lose industry, and in its stmthern lilart from World Wfir I. From htlr 200,000
dairying and vegetable~raising flourIsh. square miles of European soil, the
The Finnish claim was signed, ,sealed French empire grew until, at the end of
and delivered in March 1940. In mid- World 'Var I, it boasted 4 million square
June that same year, while France was miles. Had Russia expanded at the same
crumbling under Hitler, Soviet troops proportion since 1800 she would have by
stole a blitzkrieg on the Nazis by cross- this time laid hold on a good half of the
ing over and occupying the three Baltic land surface of the globe. AU make their
States of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. claims, but the scripture is still true,
Two months later all three were de- "The earth is the LORD'S, and the fulness
clared new Union Republics by -the Su- thereof."-Psalm 24: 1.
preme Soviet. Meanwhile the Moldavian
But is not the-dreaded Soviet monster
Soviet was annexed.
getting all set to seize world control,
even now? The ears of her enemies tinIs Russia Rooting Out the Other Hogs?
gle with fear of the rising tide of ComWhat lies behind this Soviet policy of munism throughout Europe and other
expanding its boundaries at the expense nations. -What about the 11 million or
of lesser countries and peoples' Is it more Communists who are organized inproof that "the Communist leaders of to powerful political blocs in nations like
Russia are merely continuing the old France Rnd Ttaly1,Vhat of the Commupolicies of the Romanoffs; the same irre- nist regimes now taking control of one
sistible steamroller expansion across country after another-Yugoslavia HunEurope and Asia'" From the years 1939- gary, Czechoslovakia? Are not aU'these
1945 the Soviets have expanded by out- and other deadly maneuvers directed
right annexation some 250,000 square from the same Soviet headquarters in
miles, or about 3 percent. In Europe she Moscow that rules the" Soviet Union 1
has soaked up the Petsamo and Karelian ·What means should earth's other glutdistricts' shylocked from Finland, the tonous empires use to- stamp upon the
Baltic States, the northern half of East outreaching paws of the growling RusPrussia, the eastern half of prewar Po- sian bear~
land, Ruthenia, Bessarabia and northQuailing with fear, the hearts of men
ern Bukovenia. In Asia she has absorbed everywhere are stirred by- a frantic reli~
the southern Sakhalip. island, the K uriles giaus and commercial hierarchy, and the
and Tannu Tuva from J-apan. The an- ~rumbeats of another world conflagranexation of this territory is a partial tIon are heard. Man's United Nations
restoraHon of the Russian empire of idol appears a sorry hope to cling to.
1800, lacking only about 75,000 square These are the ({last days" of this world
miles. Is it the aim of the Soviets to re- as foretold in God's 'Vord of truth the
store the czarist hounda"des1 If so, then Bible. -While on the one hand the lea'ders
that goal is all hut gained.
of this reeling world scoff when remindIt is the other colonial powers that ed that this age has reached its consumhave bulged all out' of proportion during matio~ as Scripturally foretold, they
this same 150 years. From 1800 to 1914 turn rIght around and cry forth in their
more than half the earth's surface own words the very same fact, that this
changed hands. The United States ex- age has'reacl1ed its consummation. Veripanded from 800,000 square miles to ly this is the time foretold when "He that
3,800,000 square miles. The British Em- sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the
pire quadrupled from 2! million square LORD shall have them in derision". (Psalm
miles to 11! million square miles, adding 2: 4)-Contributed.
p
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OLYMPIC GAMES
IKE music a good
a thletic performance has cadence, modulation, harmony. Flexing rhythm pervades
muscles in motion. To
witness Charley Paddock's famous_ flying finish in the 100-ya~d dash; to wa~ch
Gordon 'Vren make his 224-foot Samt
Moritz ski jump, coasting at mounting
velocity down the ru~wa.y, 321 feet fr.om
the bottom of the mclme, then flymg
away from the take-off ~nto. gidd.y
heights, with a flawless landmg III splIt
seconds; to gaze at figure-skater Barbara
Ann Scott, "graceful as a ballerina," also
in this winter's Olympics j or Jack Lovelock holding himself in leash then crushing his opponents with that long dynamic burst of speed,; or Pat O'Callaghan
swinging the sixteenpound hammer aloft, turnmg once, twice, three
times, and even four, "a
whirling mass of co-ordinated mind and muscle,
and finally launching the
great ball so that it soars
away on high and plunges'
down again to earth some
200 feet away"-to see
these performances is to
watch music in motion.
Like artists with different
instruments, each sportsman renders a different
but harmonious muscular
feat of accomplishment.
What was the origin of
the Olympic games 1 Olympia was one' of the smaller cities of
the Greek pen ins u 1 a, Peloponnesos.
Situated in the fertile Alpheus river
valley in southwest Greece, about ten
miles from the Ionian sea, the games
of Olympia came to surpass those of
Athens and Corinth. -Wheat, barley,
JUNE 22, 1948

grapes and olives, the chief products of
ancient Greece, grew abundantly on the
river banks (now called Ruphia). The
stadion (from which we derive our word
"stadium") was measured lor races on
the gentle slopes. To the winners was
given the "athlon" or prize; and I this
word is the root of the English word
"athlete".
Tradition has it that the games were
inaugurated as a religious festival in
honor of the Greek god, Zeus. Although
in size but a trifle larger than Maryland,
Greece became a dominant world power.
Their games were connected closely to
their religion, and "the Olympic games
were the outgrowth of athletic festivals
held in various localities in ancient
Greece". Some authorities ascribe the
origin to "funeral games in honor of
Pelops, a tribal chieftain".
Apallo, one of the chief
gods' of manly achievement, was worshiped as a
patron of the games. rrhe
importance of these festivals, which \vere held every four years, is evident
from the fact that-the
Greeks counted time by
these f 0 u r-ye a I' spans,
termed Olympiads. The
first of record occurred in
776 B.C. The games continued until A.D. 392, a
total time period of 1,168
years.
In 1896 the first revival
of the games was appropriately held in Athens,
Greece. In ancient Greece all wars were
held in suspense in honor of the games;
but modern civilization has three times
suspended the games while competitors
fought wars with each other. England
last held the games in 1908; while this,
year they are scheduled between July 29
Q

and August 14, the main events to take sabotaging of the American bobsled,
place at the great stadium at Wembley, loosening nuts, breaking pushers; a fist
near London. While major interest will fight which ended a ho~key game becenter in the competition in the Olympics tween Canada and Sweden; speed skatprogram of sixteen different sports and ers in eleven countries threatened to
a combined event called the "pentath- strike over racing rul~s; two Olympic
lon", Britain has gone all-out for enter- committees' dispute over a dispute retaining visitors with four days of rowing quired police intervention. Therefore
and two days of canoeing at near-by when President Enrico Celio of SwitzerHenley, "one of the best and loveliest land said that the games were "a symbol
regatta courses in the world," and yacht- of a new \vorld of peace and good will
ing at Torquay, and cycle racing at the everyone thought he was carrying the
Herne Hill and Windsor Great Park ostrich idea too far". The twenty-eight
All these amusements occur almost si- nations represented quite evidently were
multaneously, evincing: the postwar fe- some of the United Nations, friction inver for sport. The Olympics include cluded.
swimming, boxing, wrestling, track racIn the outcome of these winter Olymes, weight lifting, vaulting, and hammer pics Sweden, Switzerland, and the Unitthrowing.
ed States took first, second and third
The British have observed higber place respectively. One of the most specstandards of fair play than most coun- tacular events was the figure skating 9£
tries, and they quote the words of the nineteen-year-old Barbara Ann Scott,
founder of the modern games, Baron whose victory created quite a furore in
Pierre de Coubertin: "The important her native Canada. Wired Prime Ministhing in the Olympic games is not win- ter McKenzie King: "From one end of
ning, but taking part, for the essential Canada to the other there is great rething in life is not so much conquering joicing." The Americans won the bobas fighting well." The British writer .sledding by a time of over five minutes
adds: "Our international reputation in for the four-mile course, and the men's
sport stands high today because we have figure skating. Perhaps the most amazfulfilled those' obligations in the past, not ing victory was that of Gretchen Fraser,
because of any sweeping victories." in the women's slalom, a difficult type of
(Manchester Guardian, AprilS)
skiing. Gretchen is a Vancouver, 'Vashington, housewife. Generally, the skiing
Winter Olympics, 1948
events went to the inhabitants of the
The writer might have had in mind "north countree"; in the eighteen kilosome of the disgraceful controversies of meter cross-country race, of twenty finthe winter sports competitions of the ishers the first nineteen were Scandina_
Olympic games held in Saint Moritz this vians. Fortunately, none prdved the
January. Newsweek of February 9, 1948, wag's axiom: "Skiing is the shortest disreports that disagreements included the tance between two trees."

",•..--'.~l--""""
Jehovah looketh from heaven; he beholdeth ali the sons of men. There is no king
saved by the multitude of a host: a mighty man is not delivered by great
strength. A horse is a vain thing for safety; neither doth he deliver
any by his great power. Our soul hath waited for Jehovah:
he is our help and our shield.
-Psalm 33: 13, 16, 17, 20, Am. Stan. Ver.
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For Feminine Fane'!
W9 Shortage of Marriageable Men
The Census Bureau reports several hundred thousand more women
than men in the United States,
hut this does not mean a "woman
surplus" or B "husband shortage". If you ladies
are between 20 and 44 years old, you can revel
in the statistics that there are 2,000,000 mOfe
single men than single women in that age group.
(;Jounting in widows and Widowers and divorced,
besides the single, there is still a surplus pool
of 800,000 marriageable males. But if you are
65, yet still yearn for love and connubial bliss
in springtime and Junetime, you are justified
in taking a gloomy view of your prospects and
resigning yourself to spinsterbood, for in those
higher-age braekets the husband shartage hecomes an acute reality.

"Women Work Too Hard
'i! The American housewife not only works too
hard cleaning house, but also fails to remove
enough dirt in the process. So claims Dr. Elaine
Knowles Weaver, home economist. Her survey
of 24 typical homes over a period of time revealed that the use of more modern electrical
equipmcnt and following professional advice
resulted in a 36-percent reduction in weekly
cleaning time and a lS5-percent increase in
weekly dirt removal. Following their customary
routine, the housewives spent an average of
5 hours 41 minutes weekly removing 10 ounces
of dirt, which was l!l.ter fOllnd to be only 34
percent of the dirt later removed with modern
equipment. Evidently the other 66 percent was
dust and dirt either missed entirely or merely
"rearranged". With the new. equipment and
professional instruction the weekly cleaning
time was cut to 3 hours 38 minutes, and the
dirt yield rose to 1 pound 12 ounces.

"R,adar in the Kitchen
During the war the Raytheon Manufacturing Company of Waltham,
Mass., built a big tube called a
magnatron. This radar tube gives
out energy convertible into heat. With the end
JUNE 22, 1948

of the war the Raytheon company started build_
ing ovens around their radar tubes, all enclosed
in a tali, white, enamel and aluminum and stain..
less steel cabinet. The radio frequency waves
move back and forth nearly 2~ billion times.8
second, set:ing th.e f?od molecules to thrashing
about, which agitation produces heat , which
.
cooks the ~O~d. Because the waves penetrate th~
food, the mSlde cooks as quickly as the outside.
Delicious steaks were cooked in 45 seconds.
lobsters, 2 mIDutes;
clams, 47 seconds; pork'
~ops, 50 seconds; hamburger, 20 seconds;
glngerbread, 25 seconds. The demonstrator
apologized for the time required, ex:plaiuing
that the model used was obsolete and that new.
er models cut the time in half.
~aby Wins Battk for Life
Meryl-Beth Kossak, born 21
inonths prernatutely and weighing a mere 1 pound 10 ounces,
fought and won a three-month
battle for life. Normal now, she weighs 51
pounds. Brought into the world by a Caesarean
operation, the baby did not breathe at all for
the first few minutes, with respiration thereafter irregular for some time, bl~e and cold
general e{lndition poor, cry weak, and activit;
weak and almost niL Her chest showed a deep
hollow where one lung simply never filled with
air. The first day she was given only respiratory and cardiac stimulants. The second day
she was fed by means of a tube inserted through
her mouth and into her stomach, since she was
not developed to the point of performing sucking motions. Her diet started out on sugared.
water, then milk, with such aids as penicillin
saline and glucose water solutions and vitamin~
A, D and C. Gavage feeding through the tube
ended about two months after birth, since she
then WB.!; ready to suck. She was removed from
the incubator that had been her home, and
about a month later was taken froIn the hospital to join her parents in their home. She is
one of the very few habies knOwn to medical
sci.ence ever to have survived the handicap .of
bemg born at such an early stage of embryonic
, development.
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ITALY
GOES TO THE POLLS

"ALLhavethethecitizens
right to
associate freely in par-

ties to compete in a democratic manner
to determine the national policy." Thus
reads Article 49 of the new Italian constitution that went into effect on January 1,
1948. This constitution had been framed
by a new assembly elected J nne 2, 1946,
the first post-Fascist and postwar democratic election in Italy. The assembly v,ras
to be in poweF only long enough to frame
this constitution for the Republic, and
then a new election would be held. The

date for this new election was April 18,
1948, and announcement of this fact was
made several months in advance to allow the different political parties time
to exercise the Tights granted to them
by Article 49 quoted above.
It was a foregone conclusion that the
political battle would be hard. Namecalling and mudslinging were well underway even before the actual campaigning had begun. The main contest
developed beTh'een the strong "Democrazia Cristiana" (Christian Democracy)
party and its bitter enemy the Communist party. Each side accused the other
ofnotwantinKa free election. The Christian Democrats warned that the Communists plotted revolt to seize control
of the government by force before an
election could be held. The Gommunists
retaliated that the Christian 'Democracy
party was an instrument of the Vatican
and the United States to be used against
Russia in a future war. Not only was it
the power of these two political enemie!"
that indicated a bitter election struggle,
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but also the fact that
other elements outside
Italy applied pressure
on the Italian voters. The decision that
Italy made on April 18 interested the
world, and the world helped her make it.
The most popular method of campaigning used was posters. Usnally they
may be pasted only on specially designated walls. But during the campaign
they were slapped on every conceivable
kind of building, from churches to pri_
vate homes. By poster the various parties
accused, exposed, attacked and COlldemned their opponents. -Without hearing a single lecture or reading a single
pamphlet one could obtain a good idea of
the issues in this political battle merely
by walking down the street. To illustrate
the method, one poster pictured exdictator Mussolini haranguing at his
best, and above his picture are the words
he spoke: "Peace, yes, but armed peace."
Right alongside of Mussolini's picture is
that of President Truman, and he is
quoted: "Peace rests on the strength of
our arms." Of course, this poster is onc
used by the Democratic Popular Front,
which is the combined forces of the Communists and the left-wing Socialists. A
poster used by the Demo-Christ·ians
showed a strong man representing the
free. Italian nation standing with onll
foot on the vicious red bear of Coin.
munist Russia and the other foot planted on selfish capitalism, represented by
a horrible frog vomiting gold pieces.
Tons of paper carrying brief messages and political propaganda were
dumped from airplanes to fiutter their
AWAKE!

way downward over large cities and especially-into public squares during a political rally. Such outdoor rallies on the
public streets or squares caught the
fancy of the people, and they responded
readily. The radio and newspapers were
also used, but they played a minor part
in this campaign.

American products, that it would destroy Italian industry and prevent the
nation from taking its rightful place
among other nations of the world. They
were willing to do business with the
United States, but wanted full liberty to
do business with other nations as well,
and to buy what they wanted.
Fearing the Commpnists, the United
The United States Participates
States propagandists have played into
Two powerful spheres of influence the hands of another totalitarian organwere interested in the outcume of the ization, the same -one that blessed the
Italian election: the East undet Com- Nazis and the Fascists, the one that has
munism, and the West under Democ- rllied Italy for many centuries past, the
racy. With Communism already prevail- one responsible for the misery, ignoing in many parts of Europe, the West- rance, illiteracy and superstition of the
ern powers feared its spread into Italy. Italian people, namely, the Roman CathIn the United States politicians, news- olic Church. It worked hand in glove
papers, churches and private individ- with Mpssolini, and every intelligent
uals played what part they could to de- Italian in Italy knows that fact. It went
feat Communism in the Italian election. all-out for the dictators of Europe when
On the Italian scene the American prop- things were going their way. When the
aganda was that Communism must be Axis powers held sway in Europe, Rostopped now, or face a third world war. man Catholic priests marched along
The United States politicians made it with the victorious armies. Prelates all
clear to the Italian people that if the over Italy blessed the Fascists. Mussoelection favored the Communists it lini vms referred to by them as the "}'Ian
would be difficult for the United States of Providence", and Pope Pius XI made
to work ,,,,ith such a government in Italy. the famous Lateran treaty with MussoItaly would be cut off from the material lini, which treaty has been approved and
aid of the European Recovery Program. voted into Italy's new constitution. But
A short time before the election the now the right-wing dictators have fallen,
United States threw another bombshell and the Vatican fearfully looks around
into the ranks of the Democratic Popu- for another partner to fight a ''holy crular Front by announcing that the United sade". She has tagged the United States
States favored Trieste's going back to- of America "it".
Italy. The Demo-Christians capitalized
fully on the Trieste question and the The Vatican in the Political Arena
prospects of material air;l from the UnitAn ovenvhelming amount of evidence
ed States if the Communists were kept shows how the Catholic church influout bf power, and lauded these as exam- enced the election of April 18, 1948, and
ples of Uncle Sam's generosity.
peppered out -her political campaign
But leftist newspapers referred to this speeches from the pulpits of every
use -of material aid as "blackmail" and church and cathedral in Italy. Cardinal
foreign intervention in the democratic Schuster of Milan initiated the Hierprocess of Italians choosing their own archy's political campaign, declaring in
government. The Front declared that a public letter to all under his diocese
they were not against United States' aid that all ''''ho supported or gave their vote
to Italy, but argued that they did not to the parties of the left could not enjoy
want Italy to become a dump for surplus the sacraments of the church or receive
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absolution. This same letter explains
that these ecclesiastical penalties are
"medicinal, and that the church desires
nothing better than the cure of her sick
children: If she refuses for some time
the holy sacraments, she does like the
doctor that forbids to the sick the same
meal of the healthy, because they would
be harmful to him". The millions of
Catholics who have 'become anticlerical
will certainly never be brought back into the folds of the church by this kind of
persuaSlion. All citizens of },{ilan well remember how Cardinal Schuster lauded
Mussolini to the skies.
Soon after Schuster publicly showed
that the church was against the Popular
Front, other cardinals, bishops and
priests followed his example, delivering
their campaign speeches from the pulpit on Sunday mornings. Many sincere
Catholics became thoroughly disgusted
with the church's interference in political matters and quit going to ehuI'ch.
The churches bombarded their par:ishioners with political propaganda by circular letters, typical of which is the one
sent out by Bishop Giuseppe Battaglia
of Faenza, Province of Havenna:
The date April 18 is dcstined to signal a decisive turn in the history of our Italy. We all
have the duty of contributing to this date
signal a true beginning of the Christian resurrection of our motherland. Hence, the serious
duty, for those who have the right to vote, to
go to the polls: It is a mortal sin to abstain
from it; and the serious duty, for those who
wish to be Christians, to vote for those who
assure the defense of our faith.

As was to be expected, the pope himself gave political instruction early in
the campaign. Quoting from his talk
to an audience of priests at the Vatican
Don Basilio, anticlerical new spa per,
March 21, said:
It is your right and duty to attract the attention of the faithful to the extraordinary
importance of the coming elections and on
the moral responsibility that issues from them
to all who have the right to vote. Without
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doubt the church intends to remain out ,of and
above the politieal parties; but how can it re~
main indifferent to the forming of a Parlia.ment, to which the Constitution gives the
power to make laws in matters that regard
sO direetly the highest religious interests and
the conditions of life of the church itself in
ItaJy?

Campaign Reaches a Climax
During April the campaign intensified.
Verbal combat v.ras supplemented by violence. In various places throughout the
nation the murder of aspirants for the
left was reported. Communist party organs immediatelv accused the Christian
Democrats of resorting to bloodshed and
violence in order to bring about a civil
war and thereby induce the Ur.ited
States to step into the fight, ousting the
Communists and other People's parties
and' establishing the party of De Gasperi
in a dictatorship. In addition to this the
ropular Front sought to lav hands on
every crooked deal of the V'atican that
could be brought to light and use it as
propaganda against the church's favorite. For instance, a certain :Monsignor
Cippico was caught stealing funds in
Vatican City, but the Vatican did not
publicize this fact until six months later,
on March 4, 1948, after Cippico had escaped from Vatican City. The church
sought to hush up this matter as much
as possible, while the opposition gave
the whole escapade a good airing. Such
clerical sins as this were used to good
advantage by the Popular Front.
The week prior to the election leaders
of both the Communist party and the
Christian Democracy party spoke before
large audiences in Milan. Alcide de Gasperi said there on April 13, before an
audience of 400,000 that thronged the
same "Piazza Duomo" where Togliatti,
the Communist leader, had spoken two
days previously, that a secret pact existed between the Communists and Russia.
He made a special effort to whitewash
the Vatican, saying:
AWAKE/

Aoouaatiolll are formulated. 'gaiMt the
Va:iean. It is said tbat the holy see and Italian government are like two poles that are
ill contact all the time. plotting together, that
try to solve problems together, that the Vatienn is a center of international intrigue, who
work even aga.inst the inter~ts of the Italian
nation: all this is :!ounded on fant.astic
(~aluE1ny, 011 malice and inductions similarly
fantE.!ltic,

rrwo davs earlier in the same square
in ~ilan the Co:nmun:st [eade::-, Palmira
Togliatti, spcke to an audien<!e of 300,OO(J. He charged the opposition had
promoted a smear campaign against the
COCUlluni3ts, att<"mpting to dissp..mina:e
hate, fear, terror and pan:c amon~ the
people. He said that the Demo-Christjans were employir:g the same tactics as
the Fascists, in that a trumped-up and
false fear of Communism gave AfU8~!O
lini the open door in Italy. "Who was it
that used R::lticommunism to give tho
fir~':. dagger-stab at the derr.ocracy qnd
unity of the Halian people' It wa3 Fasc:sm, it was )IU8solini." TO'Jching the
tot.chy subj(~ct of religion, whic~ waR
probably the biggest issue of the ca:npaign, 'l'ogliatti said: "Why then do the
hi,-rh h~erarchs or the church, the DemoChristian party, or better yet the leaders
of' those who sm.:ld heh~nd De Gasped,
conduct C'li::. battle agaimt us as if we
were enemies of religion, while there is
no fact that jm,tifies t.heir pmlition r-' Togliutti's claim was that the Front oppORed the misuse of religion a3 a pohti('al power to rule and block the "advanee
t.: progret;s Rnd ~ocial justice".
Tile two above-mentioned speeencr; of
Togliaiti and DH Gasrwri were the las:
ir!lportnnt on('~ of the ('ampaig:J, a campaign thai doubtless, like all political
cumpa.ign!'!, eontainea plenty of smparH
and lies on both sides. Both partieR tad
presented to the ltaliun people similar
promises: to restore the ecor.omy 01'Italy, to rebui:d Italy as a great nation
able to provide deeent livelihood, to
maintain peaee, to prevent entering a.
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third world war, to eliminate uneJJl:J)loy~
ment and to preserve the four freeaoms
of a democratic 8~ate. 'rhey differed in
that if the Front had won the election it
would undoubtedly have made m8I1Y
drastic changes in the policy of the government. Whetller it would have gone
(~ompletely to Russia is hard to sav. At
lea~t, the Front denies such a charge.
This party fou,2'ht a !Iard battle against
the ROIr.an Catholic Hierarchy in ltaly,
net because of doctrines or reli~ous issues, but because the Vatican as a political organization plunged i::lto the Folitieal picture of this present election, and
also because the Vatican has proved her!:leU to he a supporter of dicta:ors and
an opponent of true de:nocracy.

The Election Re8uU8
Fina.lly ('./ur.e April 18, ele~tion day.
T'be rumors that were racini/;' about that.
the Comrmmistg would not wait for the
e~ection l,..1t start a wave of riots beforehand proved to be anticommunist propaganda. ~o violence oc('uf:!"ed during the
two days of voting, Rllnday and Monday,
April JH lind lH. There was complete
tranquillity. More t.han twenty-five milliOl~ persons went to the pOIlR and ~ave
their V()tl~S for one of foe twelve or more
parties written on the hullat. l'r.e Christian Democrats r€'aped more than twelve
mil1ioYl \'oteH. ~Iore than eiR;bt million
voted for the Pouular Front.' Tr.e Chris~ia~ Democracy 'party now has the maJor]ty of seatg in Parliampot. The presi.
dent would be the choice of this Parlia,
rr~ent, and nU his ministers would be men
who approved th6> polith'!'I oj' hi!:; party.
Needless to say, tile eleetion results
were gratifying to the Western democraciE's, and }lapPF expressions were
forthcoming from the lips of the leaders
of these nations.
But what about the supporters of tiw
l . . rontf Wha: will they do now? rrJipir
ideas are as far apart from those of the
Cl:ristian Democrats as is Russia frorr.
the United States. In the Christian De-
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mocracy party are the fotmer snpporters

152,000 nuns took part in the election

of Fascism, the big land owners, industrialists, the clergy with their religious
subjects, and many millions who fear
CommuniBm and its effects. In the DemDeratic Popular Front party are the Communists, Socialists and masses of peapIe who despise the old system and want
a radical ehange. To bring about the
change this system would make the state
supreme, ignore minorities and individualllbE:rties, in order to reach their goal.
And the people, once slaves to priests
and rich landowners and industrialists,
would become slaves of the state. Hence
it is seen that both man-made 1?arties
are a menace to the peace, happiness
and prosperity of a free people.
The Democratic Popular Front laments that the cfergy repeatedly violated the electoral laws of the Hepublic in
the political campaign.• that Hley not
only influenced, but intimidated Italian
voters by threatening excommunication
and removal of the sacraments and absolution from any Italian Catholic who
voted contrary to the church's wishes.
They also claim a decisive element of the
electoral results was the foreign intervention. Referring to this the newspaper
Avanti, April 21, 1948, said voters for
the Front "have resisted the threats and
the allurement, the bread of America and
the hell of the church".
Such accusations and observations by
the left were denied by De Gas'peri. He
did not deny, however, that the church
had entered the political campaign. It
was reported that 100,000 priests and

and, of con,rse" voted for the Vaticansponsored party. The sick and -disabled
lodged in Catholic hospitals and in old
folk's homes were moved, if at all possible, to the polls to give their votes for
the Demo-Christian party,
In a way, the Italian election may be
interpreted not so much as a victory for
the Christian Democrats as a defeat for
the Catholic church. Italy is predominately Catholic. Catholicism is the state
religion. Notwithstanding this, eight

million Italians refused to be illtimidated by Hierarchy propaganda and voted
for the Socialist-Conununist Front. That
there would be in Italy eight million
people against the church in Vaticancontrolled Italy as against twelve million for it, is something unexpected.
De Gasperi lamented: "It -is a shame."
And yet, it is a worse sJlame that tbjB
system has kept Italy shackled for more
than 1,500 years. The handwriting on the
wall indicates that political relIgion is
near ~ts e~d. Organi7:ed religion will reap
a whll'lwmd harvest as a result of her
sowing of hate, war, murder and political chicanery. Liberty-loving persons in
Italy and all ot.her nations will escape a
share in tl11S wl1irIwind to be reaped bv
abandoning such worldly religion and
turning to the true worship of Jehovah
God and Christ Jesus. Instead of lending support to the political parties of
thi~ presel}-t evil world, they will give
theIr allegIance and service to Jehovah
God's King of kings, and Lord of lords.

-Awake.! correspondent in Italy.

~\I:
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7'{g,zi and Fascist Armies Called "Christian"
John O'Donnell, in his column "Capitol Stuff" in the New York Daily News,
March 16, emoted profusely about the peril to the Ruman Catholic pope in
the event the Communists should win the elections in ApriL He pooh-poohed
•
as "silly stories" the speculations a few years back that thc pope would seek
refuge in a nt~utral country because Italy and ROllie were under Hitler-Duce eontrol.
No reason for flight, said O'Donnell, for "after all, the armies under Der Fuehrer and
Il Duce were Christians and the majority were Catholics". According 1:0 O'Donnell,
greatest peril came to the pope when "F .D.R. gave his OK for Americans to bomb Rome".
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ORE than twenty-five worship, in which idols, images, horses
centuries ago the and chariots were dedicated to the sun.

M
prophet Ezekiel saw twenty-

When good king Josiah cleaned out the
five men in .rerusalem fac- Baal worshipers that were polluting the
ing the east. (EzekielB: 16) land in the seventh century B.C., it is
Behind them was the temple of the recorded, at 2 'Chronicles 34: 4 (marLord. They professed to be worship- gin): "And they brake down the altars
ers of the true God Jehovah, but what of Baalim in his presence; and the SUN
they were doing proved them to be other- IMAGES, that were on high above them, he
wise. Right there in the temrle court, cut down."-See also 2 Kings 23: 5, 11;
standing between the porch 0 the tem- 2 Chronicles 14: 5, margin.
ple and the gr~t altar, those men were
SUD-worship, if traced back to its
actually worshiping the sun, in direct origin, is found to stem from the worviolation of Jehovah God's express com- ship of Nimrod, who represented the
mand! In no uncertain language, record- Devil and who was regarded after his
ed nearly nine hundred years previous- death as the "illuminator and enlightenly, at Deuteronomy 17: 2-5, Almighty er" of men. This places the origin in the
God declared: "If there be found in the cradle of organized religion as it was
midst of thee, withill any of thy gates established in the valley of the Euphrawhich Jehovah thy God giveth thee, man tes following the Flood. From that comor woman, that . . . hath gone and mon s.ource sun-worship was taken along
served other gods, and worshipped them, by the various races of people as they
OR THE SU:!'T, or the moon, or any of the
spread out over the earth after their
host of heaven, which I have not com. languages were confused at the Tower of
manded, . . . thou shalt stone them to Babel. This explains why, among nearly
death with stones."-Am. Stan. V er.
all' the primitive races, worship of the
Thus the new·born nation of Israel sun was the center of their special rites
was warned not to bring out of Egypt and ceremonies. Though called by variany of that land's sun-worshiping Pfac- ous names, basically they were similar.
tices. Instead of worshiping the sun they There was the worship of Baal by the
were to worship the God who made the Phoenicians, of Molech by the Ammon.
sun, and thus be'protected from the id~l ites, of Hadad by the Syrians, of Mithras
atrous practices of the heathen and by the Persians, of Surya by the Hindus,
pagans round about. The whole sub:se. of Ra by the Egyptians, and all of them
quent history of Israel shows that when were centered in the sun.
they were faithful in their worship of
From Scandinavia to the land of the
Jehovah they prospered, but when they Hottentots, and from Alaska to Peru,
forsook His pure worship and turned to worship of the sun, and worship of fire
the worship of Baal they suffered. Baal· that is closely related to sun-worship,
ism was sun·worship, a form of devil. made up the principal core of paganism.
JUNE 22, 1948
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Golden images of the sun were fQuna III
the temples of the Peruvian Incas. In
Mexico the sun was pre-eminently above
all other gods. The North American Indians considered their "peace pipe" a
gift from the sun, and in smoking it they
passed the pipe in a circle, to represent
the sun's course. In comparatively modern times tIre Yezidis of Kurdistan, who
openly profess to worship the Devil, as
did their ancient ancestor8l, hold their
wildest celebration in honor of Sheikh
Shems, the sun.
On thi" matter of pagan worship of
the sun, or heliolatry, M'Clintock &
Strong's CycloptEdia say.s:
The worship of th(1 great orb which insures
to us light, warmth, and Hfe is as ancient as
history. It existed in the earliest ages among
the Phreniciaruj, Egyptians, Persians, und
Hindus, and 1.3te1' among the Greeks and Romans of the West, venerating its objee~ under
the different names of Helios or Sol, or of
Baal, Osiris, or Mithras. Various forms of
sacrifice and prayer characterized this worship among the different nation.':!, but they
agreed in regarding the sun as a mighty and
supel'ior deity who ruled the world with an
independent authority more or less complet.e.
. . . All Eastern nations considered it as
practically-the ~upreme divinity. The Romans,
too, maintained the worship of the sun after
Heliogabalus had introduced it and had built
a temple to Sol.

Sun-Worship in the Roman Empire
By the time Rome reached the zenith
of her splendor under the Caesars, the
imperial city became a melting pot for
the many sects and cults of paganism
that practiced sun idolatry. Rome's
"craze for foreign deities went to unheard-of extremes", says the Encyclopedia Americana, "going so far aiield as
Persia, from \vhich was introduced the
great sun god, Mithras, with his elaborate mystical worship, which became very
popular in the imperial city." The Saturnalia celebration, held in December
with great din and uproar, \vas in honor
18

or tne '·retJIrtn·· or we sun at me winter
solstice, and December 25 was called the
Natalis invicti solis, meaning "the birth~
day of the unconquered sun".
Around Hie calendar, every day of the
\veek, the pagans of the Homan empire
worshiped their deIHon gods. Each day
was sct aside for special devotion to a
particular planetar:y god or goddessSun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter,
Venus, Saturn-a system of mythology
that was dreamed up by the stargazing
astrologers of Egypt. To this day the
names of the days of the >'leek are the
same as the original LfLtin or Teutonic
equivalents. And to this day the first d~y
of the \veek is the sun's day, the day l,;et
aside by pagans for tIleir ·indirect w'orship of :Nimrod and the Devil. Says The
Century Dictionary: "The name Su.ru1ay,
or 'day of the sun', helongs to the first
day of t11e week (m astrological grounds,
and. ha~ long been so used, from far beyond the Christian era, and far outside
of Christian countries."

"The Duy of the Sun" in Christendom
It is understandable why centuries ago
the heathen who knew not Jehovah God
set aside, in Hleir ignorance and . mperstition, a special day for worshiping the
"un, but it is diiflcult for some people to
understand why Christendom has taken
this same day and made it her mo~t
"holy" day of the wel'k. There i"8 no point
in the argument of the clergy when they
say that the fourth of the Ten Commandments provided for a sahbath day, for
if Christendom Were faithful to that law
she would keep the seventh day of the
week as sabbath instead of the li.rst. Inst.ad of hypocritically beating around
in the buslles in an effort to stir up some
Sctiptural support for their SUn-WOl"shiping .,day, they would do better to
come out in the open and admit the facts
of history.
History shows that it was Constantine
who first commanded, A.D. 321, that all
Christians should ouseq,re as holy the
A WAKE I

pagan Sunday as the saohath. The de·
cree read: ''Let all judges and townspeople and all occupations of trade rest
on the venerable day of the Sun; nevertheless, let triose who are situated in the
rural districts freely and with full libertv attend to the cultivation of the
fields . . . . " In a second decree Constantine closed courts of law on Sundays, except for the freeing of slaves,
"as it should seem most improper that
th.e day of th~ Sun, 1toted for its veneration, be occupied in wrangling discussions and obnoxious contentions of parties." Be it noted that there is nothing
in either of these decrees that makes the
old pagan Sunday anything more than
what it always was, a day set aside for
indirect devil- and demon-worship. As
Philip Schaff says in his History of the

Christian Church:
The Sunday law of Constantine must not
be overrated. He enjoined the observance, or
rat.her forbade the public desecration of Sunday, not under the name of Sabbatum [Sabbath] or dies Domini [Lord's day], but under its old astrological and heathen title,
dies Solis [Sunday], familiar to all his subjects, so that. t.he law was as applicable to the
worshipers of Hercules"Apollo, and Mithras,
as to the Christ.ians. There is no reference
what-ever in his law either to t.he fourth commandment. [of the Ten Commandments] or to
the resurrection of Christ.

From all appearances Constantine
would have fitt.ed in with the twenty-five
men that daimed to worsbip God. but bad
turned their backs on the Lord's temple
and were worshiping the sun. Born and
raised a pagan, trained as a politician,
professing with his mouth to be a Christian, and fired with the ambition to unite
paganism and so-called "Christianity"
into a single Catholic state religion, Constantine had all the ingredients of a eom·
promiser. ,\Vith shrewdness and Satanic
craftiness he brought apostate Christians under the yoke of pagan" bondage
by his decrees, including his Sunday
"blue laws". Or, to quote another church
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historian, A. P. Stanley (History Of the
Eastern Church): "The retention of the
old pagan name of 'dies Soli::;' or 'Sunday', for the weekly Christian festival is
in great measure owing to the union of
pagan and [so~called] Christian sentiment with which the first day of the week
was recommended by Constantine to his
subjects, pagan and Christian alike, as
the 'venerable day of the Sun'."
Thus by Constantine was the pagan
'Sunday sprinkled witb the unholy
watera of apostasy and renamed the
Christian sabbath day. Thereafter the
Roman Catholic Hierarchy "sanctified"
this piece of mischief by their councils.
Later, this pagan Sunday holiday that
was set up by Constantine was continued
by the decr~es of Charlemagne, who was
notorious as the first civil rulet' of that
illicit partnership called the "Holy Roman Empire" that oppressed Europe
for a thousand years. And so it is today,
we see Christendom observing Suud.a:y.
"But. hold on," one says, "the day is
Christian, not pagan, for Christendom
does not worship the sun on Sunday."
True, she claims by her lips to worship
Jehovah God and His son Christ Jesus.
But look at her actions. Are not her
priests and elders, her leaders and
mighty ones, in exactly the same position
as those twenty-five men of old that
Ezekiel saw standing in the courtyard of
the temple f Have they not changed
God's laws, broken His covenants, forsaken His pure worship f In shori, llave
they not turned their backs on Jehovah
God, His Kingdom and temple f Are they
not giving their praise and support and
worship to the Devil, the god of this
world and "sun" of the present wicked
invisible "heavens" of demons, by their
alliances with this world's politics T
Jehovah's thunderous answer in the
affirmative to these questions will short.
ly fal~ on Christendom at Armageddon,
as the "six men with slaughter weapons"
fell upon th.e neckli> (If th(lli>~ an.ci~nt 't'.u.n.worshipers at Jerusalem !~EzekieI9: 1-6.
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Ancient
and

Modern
rJ'IHE advantage of money over the ciQUS metal alone wo_uld have been worth

1 straight exchange of goods, known fl:s

barter is well illustrated by the experIence of a Parisian concert singer some
thirty years ago. Booked for a concert
tou'r of the French-owned Society islands of the South Pacific, her contract
called for one third of the receipts for
her personal performance. In the division that followed the last opera, she re·
ceived three pigs, twenty-three turkeys,
forty-four chickens, 5,000 cocoanuts, and
an assortment of oranges, lemons, and
bananas. In this Tahitian group, francs
were scarce, and although this produce
equaled $1,000 in Europe, the islanders
could not buy. In the end she had to feed
the fruit to the stoel): and received little
or nothing for her labors.
Such disadvantages, from earliest
times, led to' the use of gold and silver
for money. "Gold is supposed by many
to have been used some time before silver, but the earliest authority, which is
the Bible, mentions both these metals at
a most remote age." Abra:ham, who was
rich in cattle, silver and gold, purchased
the cave of :Machpelah for "four hundred
shekels of ~ilver, current money with
the merchant"_ (Genesis 23: 16; 13: 2)
Both the shekel and the talent of 3,000
shekels were measures of weight. The
value of the Hebrew gold talent is estimated at $27,000. Comparing tbe va~ue
of the Hebrew silver talent ($1,800) WIth
the later Attic or Greek talent ($970),
whose weight v,ras' known to be 57.S
pounds, the Hebrew probably approximated 115 pounds. It was by Jehovah's
blessing that David accumulated 100,000
talents (11,500,000 pounds) of gold and
a million talents of silver for Solomon's
temple. (1 Chronicles 22: 14) The pre20

more than three-and-a-half billion dollars.
The Egyptians used gold and silver
rings for money, even as the Africans of Senna do today. Metallic purity was tested by fire. (Malachi 3: 3;
Zechariah 13: 9; Revelation 3: 18) The
metal was weighed on balances using
standar.d-weight stones. (Deuteronomy
25: 15; 2 Samuel 14 : 26; Proverbs 11: 1;
Jeremiah 32: 10) Not like our silver dollar, which contains only about 46c worth
of silver,' the Greek drachma, like the
Hebrew shekel, was a measure of weight.
The Attic talent was divided into 60
minae (similar to the Hebrew "maneh",
which equaled 100 half shekels or bekahs) of 100 drachmas each. The silver
value of the drachma was about 17
cents. Also the "penny" .vith the inscription of Caesar that led Jesus to
make the famous - comment: "Render
therefore unto Cresar the things that are
Cmsar's; and unto God the things that
are God's" (Matthew 22: 21, Am. Stan.
Ver.), was the silver denarius of Rome.
This was practically equivalent to the
drachma, and originally weighed 1/72
(later 1/96, and even further devaluated) of the Roman pound. Throughout
the Greek Scriptures the terms "penny",
''l,Jennyworth,'' and "pence" refer to the
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denarius. (Auth. Ver.) At Matthew
18; 28 it is translated "pence" in the
fluthorized Yersion, and "shilling"
III the Amencan Standard Version.
Most authorities agree that the coin.
ing of money probably began in Lydia.
The earliest Greek coins were struck in
Aegina about 700 B.C. Ezra and N ehe.
miah both mention the daric, a Persian
gold coin worth about $5.34. Servius Tul·
lius of Rome made copper money, about
the year 560 B.C., bearmg the head of a
sheep (Latin, "pecus"). From this .the
Latin word for money, "pecunia," was
derived, and our term "pecuniary". Later,
probably about 330 B.C., coinage was
adopted on a large scale by the Greeks.
Each town in Greece coined its own
money and "the public mint, like every
other state building, was intimately associated with some god, and temples
wer~ often banks of deposit". (Life of
Ancaent Greeks, pp. 246, 247)
Interesting documents concerning the
early Greek and Roman era shed some
light on the monetary standard of living
among these peoples. In the early days
of Athens a house could be purchased
as ~heaply as $100, and even stepping
that _up five times to allow for the
difference in purchasing power of money, the cost of shelter was still cheap.
The better homes cost $1,000. During
the decline of Rome money began to be
devaluated, causing the mflation that
always _follows money debasement. Under the reign of Diocletian, Roman emperor infamous for the persecution of
Christians, runaway inflation prompted
the issue of his edict of A.D. 301. This
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document J;'ecords the earliest known in~tance of general commodity price ceil~ngs. It contains seven or eight hundred
Items, not only fixing the cost of food
and clothing, but also many services and
~harges for labor. The penalty-for exactmg II.1t?re th~n the fixed maximum price,
or ceIlIng pr!ce, as we term it, was death.
,Some of the Items amuse; imported wine,
75c per quart, domestic, 6c per quart·
b;st !,loney, 30c per pound;'best sea fish;
lac per pound; beef, 5c per pound;
opters, per hundred, 43c; 10 large turTIlps, 2c; 25 garden asparagus spears
26c; women's cowhide shoes 21c boots'
26c; a GaUic soldier's cloak c'ould 'be sold
f?r $43. (The Common People of Anctent Rome, by Frank Frost Foster
pp. 150-152, and table, pp. 15H65) Of
course, pnces are merely relative depen~ing on wages, and amount 'and'purchaslIJ,g power o! money; but in many
who read these Items will be stirred a
lo?gin~ for a price.ceiling edict of
DlOclehan.
Other Mediums of Exchange

Gold and silver have had a wide and
preferred use as mediums of exchange.
But.a vast amount of trade has been
conducted and still is conducted without
~hem. Money, in its comprehensive sense
mcludes "anything used as a medium of
exchange and measl!re of v1!lue, as sheep,
wampum, copper rmgs, qUIlls of salt, or
o~ gold dust, shovel blades, etc." In the
hIstory of man the chief product of the
country has often become the "money"
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of the country. Thus, along the ancient
Mediterranean coast the tunny fish of
Cyzicus, the silp~um plant (a medicinal
herb valued by the Greeks) of Cyrene,
the famous double ax of Tenedos, and
kettle of Crete, probably formed "commodity-money" in these ancient communities. The ox was often used as a
unit of value among commercial peoples.
In the Orient, and in Russia, tea has
been compressed into cakes, conveniently indented for easy breaking into sections, and used for currency. In comparatively recent times furs or pelts
were the unit of value in the United
States and Canada, stock-fish in Iceland; while barter has returned to postwar Europe, the cigarette surpassing all
other currency for ease of passage, and
extent of demand. Hoarding, bartering,
and the black market have just about
wrecked Europe's monetary syste~.
Senator Styles Bridges of New Hampshire, on a recent inspection tour of Europe, reported that "under the present
fantastic currency setup in the U. S.
Zone of Germany, the farmer receives
the same price in the legal market for
a ton of wheat that he receives for 'a
pound of butter On the black mar.ket".
Devalued to about 216 to the dollar,
nobody wants the franc, but as much as
13 shillings (over $2) has been the accepted rate for one cigarette.
In early colonial days gold, silver and
currency, both Spanish and English,
were scarce. 'With Indians barter was
the rule. For furs the traders and colonists exchanged beads, liquor and firearms. Houses, farms, slaves, and tobacco were exchanged among themselves.
Tobacco, particularly, was money in Vir_
ginia and Maryland. This was pioneer
land, where the women made their own
tallow and soap, wove some at lea~t of
their own clot11, fashioned hides into
wearing apparel, rocked the cradle with
one foot, churned with one hand, and
held a cocked rifle with the other. Exchange of practical necessities did not
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require money to equalize the transaction. Many of the better qualities of men
and women appeared where the love of
money was absent. Hospitality reigned
to such an extent that a visitor was given the best room in the house, his meals,
as long as he wished to stay, and offer
of payment was considered an insult to
the householder. Pioneer women's fortitude surmounted obstaf!les. During a
trek across the plains a girl once kneaded her dough in the covered wagon or
Conestoga, made a fire with buffalo
chips, the only fuel, and held an umbrella over the fire in a heavy downpour
for two hours whHe the bread finished
baking-in order to feed a group of
hungry men. Those were the days, gentlemen!
With both whites and Indians wampum became standard currency. lVaInpum consisted of bands of white, purple
and black beads made of the inside of
she1ls. When it is learned that the beads
were small, only about % x % inches, it
is remarkable that the Indians could
make five twelve-inch strings in a day.
A sixAoot string was worth about 10
shillings (approximateJy $2), anQ the
various colonies made laws regulating
the value of wampum. A famous string
of wampum was given 'Villiam Penn by
the Indians in token of friendship. The
design of the beads expressed their devotion by the two figures clasping hands.
Similar use of woven beads has been reported in Asia, Polynesia and Australia.
In India and Africa the small cowrie
shell, yellowish, and about the size of the
end of the thumb, provides a ready-made
currency.
Pound, Dollar and Piece8 of Eight

These are grouped together because
they were all used by the United States
in its early days of independence. The
young republic found itself without a
standard currency and depleted of all
kinds. Imagine the difficulties of store
clerks who had to be able to make change
AWAKE!

in pounds and shillings and pIeces of
eight, which was the Spanish I'peso duro", translated into English ''hard dollar". The old Spanish peseta (one quarter of a peso) was called the pi~tareen.
Some authorities aver that the pistareen
was called "two bits" in English and is
the origin of the term applied to a quarter dollar today. Except in design the
American silver dollar is equivalent to
the old Spanish peso, made -famous in
pirate stories as "pie<:e of eight". The
figure "eight" (S "reals") stamped on the
coin gave rise to the name. Later an
American mint was established which
turned out the dollar, first in 1794.
This laUer term was of German origin.
It-is an abbreviation ("thaler") of the
term "JoachiInsthaler", a piece of money'
first coined, about ·the year 1518, in the
valley (German, "thaI") of Saint Joachim in Bohemia. From the German
"thaler" came the Low Gennan or Old
Dut.ch "daler", and Dutch "daalder",
English "donar". It came to be applied
to other large silver coins resembling it.
The present Mexican peso, also called a
dollar, actually has about five more
grains of silver in it than the American
dollur, and the British dollar issued by
Britain in the_ Straits Settlements has
the same legal value. Certain of the Chinese provinces issued a "dollar", nominally, at least, of the same weight and
fineness. Since 1883 the intrinsic value
of a gold "dollar", composed of 25.8
grains of. gold) has been the U\oneta'r'Y
unit of the United States, Canada, Colombia, Liberia and Panama. The monetary unit of Newfoundland is a dollar
worth $1.014. The modern Spanish five
peseta piece is valued at 96c, and is also
called a "dollar". (These comparisons
are based on prewar valuations, Websters, 1930.)
The issuance of paper money or Bank
notes prevented the wearing away of
the metallic coins. Large denominations
aided money transfer. Paper money is
really a promissory note payable on deJUNE 22, 1948

mand. A solvent government holds gold
for such payment.
The British pound, like the earlier
monetary units, had its origin as a unit
of weight,a Roman pound ("libra", 0.722
pound) of silver. It 'was divided into 20
shillings, of 12 pence each; and while the
pound sterling (£), as it is called, no
longer equals the value of a pound of
silver, the ratio between shillings and
pence remains. Before the war the English gold pound aT 113.0()l grains of gold
was worth $4.8665. Since the war it has
dropped, in some places, as low as $2.
One authority states that Charlemagne
decreed the use of the Roman pound silver as the monetary unit of France in
the eighth century, which caused the
British to adopt this system. ~n the heyday of the British Empire, particularly
the Victorian era, the British pound
sterling -was the stabilizer and monetary
unit of world commerce. Many yearn to~
day for the epoch, never to return., when
the pound sterling was the governor and
anchor of world economy.
Today the ponnd has been caught
somewhat in the maelstrom of Europe's
financial chaos. Although the British
austeriiy program is calculated to stem.
inflation and anchor their currency value, a currency manipUlation by British
servicemen in Germany cost the government £59,000,000. The soldiers, paid in
marks (German), could return these
when leaving for England or buy EngEsh postal notes with them. "While the
government issued only marks for
wages, the British Tommy could sell
canteen goods, especially cigarettes, for
more identical marks held by the Ger~
mans. In the end the British government
paid the profits when it redeemed the
marks. Cost to Britain in marks, guilders
(Dutch), and schillings (Austrian) approximately $~40,OOO,OOO (the official
ratio of pound to dollar is 1 to 4). In.
cidentally, the American soldiers have
been doing the same thing, but tll~ ta..x.payer has not been informed just what
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the bill will come to. Much speculation
The system might have been designed
in foreign exchange has hurt the pound. by a tribal chieftain who wanted to keep
For example, certain parties bought his wives out of all shopping places, but
pounds in Panama for $2 and sold them tradition has it differently, The demon
In Ireland for nearly $4. In general, when
gods found the natives of Yap at peace,
anyone wishes the currency of any COUD- so they determined to introduce money
tty they seldom get it direct, but buy to create turmoil. Great moon-shaped
several ot1ler currencies in order to stones were brought in, and decreed to
achieve the best bargain.
possess purchasing power_ As more
"money" came into demand the tribal
Strangest Money
canoes plied at different shores. Calcite,
While nails were used as currency in which fonned the money, was discovered
Scotland, and the iron money of ancient on Guam. Many lives were lost bringing
Sparta was designedly made so heavy it back in the light Polynesian craft.
that the Spartan men and women had Later explorers and traders exploited
to -stay at home, it was left to natives the natives and brought in more of this
of"the formerly Japanese-mandated is- limestone, which has little outside value,
land of Yap to design the heaviest and in exchange for copra, turtle shells,
strangest money. 'rhe money used in the bechede mer (an elongated sea slug akin
interior today by the Yap polynesian is to the starfish, valued by the Chinese
literally like a millstone about his neck. for soup). Now tbe tl'jbesmen agree with
In fact, it is shaped like a millstone and the Bible that "love of money is the root
a good deal larger. In describing these of all evil", and often dispense with this
rpammoth stones explorer Willard Price burdensome currency in favor of
says: "If a stroller on Broadway, instead straight barter.
of jingling the coins in his pockets, were
One instance of the use of the stone
to come down the street rolling a coin as money in purchase of a modern dress
tall as himself he would cause a sensa- from the explorer's wife adds to the mystion. But such coins are common in Yap. tery of the wherefore of women's styles,
In fact, some are twice that size. Place The chief's daughter admired Mrs. Wilsuch on edge, and a tall man must stand lard's close~fitting dress,. and, although
on a tall man's shoulders to reach the offered as a gift, insisted on payment.
top:' (Japan's Islands of Mystery, by The payment Wal;; duly rolled around
Willard Price, PP. 8'7 ff.)
the next day-a 400-P?und "coin" pushed
The largest "stone coin", all of which mto the yard by two muscled servants.
were mined in four-hundred-mile--distant While pondering what to do with this
Guam, 01' other lands, measur~ twelve "piece of change", the matter was setfeet in diameter and weighed about two tled by the return of the dress. It was
tons. Like the Chinese and Japanese explained that her father, who was realQopper coins, each great disk has a hole ly master of his household, objected on
through the center. This enables the na- two counts: the dress immodestly dis_
tives to carry the smaller coins by roll- played the contours of the tllighs (wbicIl
ing ,them with a bambuo pole thrust the native dress did not) and at the same
through the (~enter. The hole in the cen- time hid the pride and joy of every womter of the twelve-foot sllecimen was large en of Yap, her bosom. It was all right
enough for the explorer to have his wife for a foreigner to dress as she pleased,
curl up in it, and photographed so. This but _ . . So the stone waR wheeled
"stone wheel" could only be moved with away; and thus the story of money is
a large tree trunk for axis and the sweat- ~eft with a style enigma of the mystery
ing labors of a hundred men.
lsland of the equatorial Pacific.
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An Everyday Sabbath
for Christians

under the same conditions, because we
now have much ~dvantage every-way
HEN the Jews under the law cove- through the specIal relationship with
nant of Moses rejected Jesus of God by faith in our great Redeemer.
Some are inclined to feel alarmed at
Nazareth and nailed Him to the tree,
that Mosaic ''handwriting of ordinances" the thought of being free from the law
was really nailed to the tree with Him covenant based upon obedience to ordiand taken out of the way. (Colossians nances written on stone or parchment.
2: 14) So the law of Moses was not ex- Such should be comforted with the
tended to other nations of the world", as knowledge that Abraham, Isaac and
some people seem to imagine. Nor did the Jacob were appro;ved of God without a
Mosaic law covenant extend to the Chris- la\\, covenant. Their faith in God constitian church, for we read, at Romans tuted an obligation to do the divine will
10: 4: "Christ is the end of the law for to the extent of their knowledge and
righteousness to everyone that believ- ability. The same is true of us for the
eth." Whoever sees this point clearly has Bible assures us that, as God's 'Children
the foundation for correct views respect- adopted into His family and made paring the seventh-day sabbath and every takers of His spirit, we must let love for
other feature of the Mosaic law. Those' God be our rule of action, for "love is the
who cannot see this will remain in con- fulfill~n'g. of the la,:,,". (Romans 13:-8-10)
~hat IS, If we receIve the spirit of adopfusion.
Christian believers, who follow Jesus tIon in.t~ God's family, then we possess
since He made an end of the law cove- the SI:HrIt of love, because God is love.
nant by ,nailing it to His tree, are not As thIS love for Go~ develops, it makes
under that covenant, but, as Romans us love all who are In accord with God..
6: 14 declares, 'we are not under the law - !Such a love permits us to be and to do
but under grace.: Our relationship to m harmony wit.h the divine will to the
God as Christians is of the same kind as e~tent of our ahility; and Ood, who deals
that which prevailed before Sinai's law WIth ,us according to our hearts and efcovenant was effected at the hands of forts, covers our unwilling weaknesses
Moses over Israel. It is according to the and imperfections with Christ's rightsame order as that of Abraham, Isaac eousness because we endeavor to follow
and J Mob, namely, divine grace under the spirit of God. Hence Romans 8: 4 tells
the terms of God's covenant with Abra- us: 'The righteousness of the law is fulham. As the apostle says to Christians: filled in us who ,valk not after the flesh
"If ye be Christ's, then are ye Abraham's but after the spirit:
seed, and heirs according to the promHave we then- no relationship to the
ise." (Galatians 3: 29) Did Abraham, !aw given to ancient Israel, as expressed
Isaac and Jacob prosper without a law III the Ten Commandments, including the
covenant? Yes! Much more can the law of the seventh-day weekly sahbath f
Christian heirs of divine grace prosper No; we are free from that law, thank
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God I Nevertheless, we may derive a
great blessing through an examination
of that law from which we are free, be·
cause we realize it contained types and
shadows of good things to come, it illus.
trated grand basic prineiples, and it was
just, holy and good. It was not set aside
because it was imperfect, but because
man waS imperfect and unable to keep
that law and to gain life under it. Looking, then, at that God-given law, we
should seek, not to get merely its outward form and letter, but to get especially at its inner meaning to determme
what it typifies and illustrates. Then,
having ascertained its significan~e, we as
Christians can look for the fulfillment of
its types and shadows and can conform
ourselves to the principles thaLit expresses. VV'e do thIS, not to merit salvation by this, because we no longer seek
to justify ourselves by the law as the
ancient Jews sought to do and we know
we ar~ justified by the blood of Jesus
Christ alone; but we do this because the
law was a schoolmaster to lead men to
Christ and it has good, upbuilding, and
enlightening lessons to teach us.
Accordingly, as we look at tbe Ten
Commandments, we say: "Yes, those
laws are holy and just and good," and
the more closely we examine them the
more we grasp the depth of their signification. For instance, in the First and
Second Commandments we see prohibited, not merely the making of images and
the worshiping of these, but also the having of any object for worship aside from
God, whether this be ''life, childre'n, self,
or mammon, etc. Applying this to the
Fourth Commandment 'respecting the
weekly sabbath, we Christians realize \...e
are not under bondage to any day, but
we want to know what that typical weekly sabbath foreshadowed. Many religionists of C11ristendom merely take t11e old
Jewish view of this commandment and
entirely overlook its real import.
The apostle Paul refers to the real
meaning of this sabbath at Hebrews,
chapters three and four. He explains
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that it points to the'rest of faith in which
we Christians enter as soon as we accept
Christ Jesus as our Rede~mer, the expiator of our gll.lJt, the One through
whom we gain righteousness in God's
sight and hence freedom from condemnation due to sin. As soon as we prove our
belief by consecrating ourselves to God
through the merit of Christ's sacrifice.
we begin to enter into this rest of peaceful relationship with God. From then on,
if we continue faithful to the Lord God
and abide in His love, our spiritual sabbath of rest never ends. As Hebrews 4: 3
tells us: "For we which have believed do
enter into rest, ~s he said, As I have
sworn in my wrath, if they [the unbelieving Jews] shall enter into mv rest:
although the works' [of God] were finished from the foundation of the world."
Our expres(3ion of faith in God through
Christ should continue throughout all
the days of each week, and such faith
should be backed up and proved bv our
works of obedience to God's will .As we
are admonished: "Let us labour therefore to enter into that rest, lest any man
fall after the same example of unbelief."
(Hebrews 4: 11) Tl1us the Christi;m Df
faith and obedience keeps sahbath every
day of the week, resting in the finished
work of Christ, resting from all works of
endeavor to' jU$tify himself through
the law of Moses. vV'as not Jesus' earthly
ministry a perpetual sabbath Y and may
not all His followers today so rest in
God by faith and continually seek to
work the works of God who has sent us
as His ambassadors to the world, so that
every day with Us should be a sabbath
day1 Yes; and in this manner all the
labor of life is sanctified to us. 'Vhether
we eat or drink, scrub or dig, write or
talk, sleep or wake, we are to do all to
God's glory, to do all as to Him, and in
all of these doings of ours to maintain
the sabbath rest in our hearts, resting in
the divine love and care and redemption,
which things apply to us through our
relationship to God by Christ our Lord.
AWAKE!

"The Highway of Liberty"
N SEPTEMBER, 1947, France, Belgium and Luxembourg celebrated the
anniversary' of the liberation. It was
during this event, on September 18, that
the "Higbway 01 Liberty" was dedicated
at Fontainebleau, France, with a solemn
ceremony. This is the memorable road
which marked the stages in the powerful
, and decisive advance, of Patton's army.
The "Highway of Liberty", which goes
from Sainte·Mere-Eglise (in Normandy)
to Bastogne (Belgium), extends ovor a
distance of 1,200 kilometers. Each kilometer is landmarked by a white stone,
which has transformed this road into a
new "Sacred Highway", The first "Sacred Highway", between Bar-Ie-Due and
Verdun, dates from the first 'Vorld War
and brings to mind that it was the only
communications and supply line leading
to the fortress of Verdun. 'l'his new road
brings back memories of World War II
and strikes out from Cherbourg through
the provinces of France, which path
Patton's tanks followed more than three
years ago, and ends up at Bastogne in
Belgium after having sliced the Grand
puchy of Luxembourg. Though Cherbourg may have been placed at the be'ginning of this "Highway of Liberty" in
recognition of its role as"a supply depot,
it is really Sainte-Mere-Eglise which
started this memorable road. In fact, it
was the first French town to be liberated
following the air-borne invasion on the
nights of .June 5 and 6, 1944, by more
than 20,000 AIJ;lerican parachutists.
In this region each tree has its history.
Almost each apple tree became the recipient of ODe or more flying soldiers as
they dropped from the sky. Recently a
caretaker of one of the cemeteries was
deeply moved upon seeing a man kneeling in front of a tree along the field of
the dead and beholding the man tenderly
embracing its trunk. No, this man wasn't
crazy. He was an American tourist, an
ex-soldier, who had come to show his
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gratitude to the tree on which he had
fallen some three years before.
All of this Norman section of the
"Highway of Liberty" is bordered by
heart-breaking ruins: Montebourg, Valognes, Cherbourg, Coutances, SaIllt-La
and Avranche~ often display wounds
that are atrocious. Then follows SaintMalo, which underwent chaotic destruction. The "highv\"ay" wends its way
through Rennes, Angers, Le Mans, Char'tres, Fontainebleau, VerduD z Metz,
Thionville, Luxembourg and ArIon to
finally come to a halt at Bastogne. It was
here, during the battle of the Ardennes,
two days before Christmas, 1944, that
the German offensive turned to the defensive, Soon the Ardennes offensive was
no more than a painful recollection, so
that Patton could resume his march
through the Saar, right on into Czechoslovakia, where he arrived four months
later.
More than a year ago the course of
this "Highway of Liberty" was officially
, dedicated, in the pr'esence of numerous
French and American personalities, by
the unveiling of a monument at SaintSymphorien, exactly halfway between
Ayranches and Metz. Today 1,200 white
mIlestones mark the path of the grand
chase of 1,200 kilometers over which the
armies of democratic peoples pursued
the Nazi oppressor; it was this sanguinary drive which restored Europe to its
fate. The broadside of each one of these
milestones bears a torch rising out of
the ocean, a replica of the torch held by
the fa m 0 11 s Statue of Liberty. The
"Highway of Liberty" should be a living
and lasting expression of mutual understanding between the peoples of Western Europe and those of the United
States.
Chance would have it that this "Highway of Liberty" should pass through
Verdun and cross the "Sacred Highway"
of the first World War, thus nniting two
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histories, two sacrifices and two hopes.
The first of these hopes was wiped o\'t
by World War II. The second hope IS
not yet realized. Millions of men had. to
give their lives to free these countrIes
from the Nazi oppressors; Hitler is supposedly gone, but, 10, Hitler's ideals have
remained. Certainly, there was rejoicjng on the day when the American troops
liberated the inhabitants from the German juggernaut, but since, the peoplb
have not as yet recovered the freedom
which they hoped to{) find when American
armies marched along the highway.
At regular intervals along the curves
of this road, which runs through France,
Luxembourg and Belgium, thousands of
white wooden crosses stand out in bold
relief against the green, grassy fields,
marking American military cemeteries.
These crosses remind us that this highway is not only a highway of liberty but
also one of death. Today- this long, r:i,b·
bon·like road glorifies Illllitary organiza.

Crosses
Amulets

tions, but the original outline was traced
by the blood of youths.
It is Christ Jesus who blazed the true
highway to liberty that started with Bis
baptism at Jordan and will end up in the
New W 0 r1 d of righteousness. Jesus
himself set forth the roeans by which
men of good-will might attain their desired goal when He said: "If ye continue
in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed j and ye shall know the truth, and
the t.rut.h shall make you free." 'While
praying for His dis-e1ples Jesus requested
of His Father, "Sanctify them through
thy truth: thy word is truth." It is by
following this higlnvay of truth that the
people of good~'will of all nations will be
freed from the ties which bind them to
this old Satanic world. It is this "high.
way" that will lead them to the true wor·
' ship of Jehovah God which. will assure
them complete freedom, unity, peace and
life everlasting.-Awake! correspondent
in Belgium.

Medals

Statues

Pictures

Do you use any of theBe in gOllr worship?

A large cross section of earth's population does use objects of a
material nature to represent the Deity. They feel that it is both proper
and necessary. Since the worship of God so directly affects one's
prospects for everlasting life, it is important that it be done in har·
mony with 'God's commandments.

"Let God Be True"
a 320.page book, gathers much valuatlle information on this subject
from the pages of the Bible and presents it in a concise and under·
standable manner in the chapter "Use of Images in Worship". God's
Word on this and many other subjects will prove a blessing to you.
Send for a copy of "Let God Be True" today, using the COUDOn below.
WATCHTOWER
I am enclosing
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117 AdamI! St.
Brooklyn I, N.1:".
Please send Ine a copy of "Let God Be True".

Name .......... __ ... _.. _._ .•. __ .... _.... _ .... _ ... __ .... _._._._._

".,. -..._ _--_.__..___ ......
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Street ...... _ ..... _ ........ _ ................................,' ......... _, ......... _ ...,__ .......
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MAY

Cease Fire! Cease Fire!
As cease-fire calls Issued from
the U. N., and the futile discussion of long and short truces
dragged on, the figlltlng in Palestine reached the proportions of
a real war.'"Arabs and Jews
clashed in numerous encounters.
The new Jewish state of Israel,
given de facto fl,cognition by the.
U. S., and seemingly de jure recognition by Russia, contInued to
struggle for Its life throughout
the second half of May. Arab invasions on three fronts pressed
on the City of Jerusalem, where

+

the Jews put up a stubborn re-

sistance. The Israeli capital of
Tel Aviv suffered daily air attacks by the Egyptian Alr Force.
Arabs claImed. the capture of

strategic points In southern Palestine, including Beersheba and
Bethlehem. Fighting at Jerusalem became desperate as the beleaguered Jews in the old walled
city radioed vainly for help. The
seven nations constituting the
Arab League. rejecting an appeal
to cease fire. toward the end of
the month gave the U. N. council a time limit of 48 hours In
which to SUbmit a proposal on
the entire Palestine problem.
They wanted the flow of Immigrants and of arms to the JflWS
halted. On May 27 King Ahdullah of Trans-Jordan vlsitfld .Terusalem and was hailed as "King
of Jerusalem" hy 25,0IXI Arabs.
Abdullah paid religious visits to
Catholic and Moh'ammedan
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shrines, asking blessings on the
Arab cause.
May 28 the Israeli garrison of
the old walled part of the city
surrendered. More than 2,500
men, women and children were
found in the ruins of the Jewish'
quarter. The men were sent to
prIsOn camps, and the women and
children turned over to the Red
Cross.
Cathollc and Orthodox priestfl
charged the Jews with having
used their shrines as military
bases. Many of them were badly
damaged.
Beirut Detalna Americans
.. The removal of 41 Amerlcan
citizens from the steamship Marine Carp by officers of the
Lebanese government In midMay and their detention brought
forth a strong protest from the
State Department, which instructed its minister at Beirut
that ''In the event American citizens ,removed from tile Marine
Carp had not been released or if
the Lebanese authorities detained In the future American
citizens merely because they are
Jewish ... he should inform the
Lebanese government that the
government of the United Stales
considers 'l:hat all bearers of
American passports, irrespective
-of race, color or creed, are en·
titled to an equal cxtent to the
protection of the government of
the United States".

Ozeeh Pnlbe Vetoed
• Tbe Soviet representative on
the U. N. Security CouneU, Andrei A. Gromyko, May 24, used
the "'douhle veto" to block consideration of cbargElS that the
SovIet Union _used the threat of
military force to help bring about
the Communist coup In Cl':echo·
slovakia last F!.'bruary. The vote
on the re~olution, intrOduced by
the Chilean and Argentine representatives, to set IIp an Invest!gath'e subcommittee of three;
was 0·2, Russia and the Ukraine
voting against. The RUSSian "No'"
vote constituted. a veto.
Pot-Kettle tr. S.-Sovlet
Exc.hsD.gea
*Premier Stalin of RUssia took
cognizance of Henry Wallace's
"open letter", although Henry
,"Vallaee Is not in any sense a responsible representative of the
Amerkan people. On May 17 the
Moscow radio broadcast Premier
Stalin's "acceptance" of the program outlined by tile third·party
presidential candidate, designating that program as a "good and
fruitful basis" for the discussion
and settlement of the' differences
between the United States and
the Soviet Union. Stalin's move
was more than a little significant, taking on the color of astute
political manipulation. The U. S.
State Department took no immediate notice of the premier's Ir·
regular approach, but after a day
made Its position known, statin&:
that the confen>-1lce suggested by
Stalin would put the U. S. A. In
the position of seeking to decide
the fate of other Interested powers In a star chamber conference
with the Russians. The U. S. A.
therefore stil! advocated general
conferences involving all affected
countrlf'_~. The State Department
also cilarged that the Soviet's actions did not match its words In
two years of conferences in the
U. N. and the Council of Foreign Ministers. The statement
was understood to RS~llre Great
Britain, Ifrance and other countries that the U. S. would not
negotiate with Russia behind
their backs.
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(Jzechs Vote Government LiQ:
.. The Czeehs and Slovaks, submitting to arrangements for an
electlon by the Communist-dominated government, "voted" under the watchful eye 0:1' eleetloo.
committees. They could either
vote for or cast'a blank ballot, in
which case they would he malIe
unfavorably conspicuous. 'ro remain away from the polls would
not be such a goon plan, either.
Consequently the "vote'! was s,q
pe~nt for the llrellard Hst ,?f
candidates. Nevertheless, more
than 500,000 'Of the 4,387,000
votes counten w€-re negative.
Korean Elections
.. Figures submitted to the U. No
Commll3slon by Korean election
offlctahl in mid-May showed that
In Korea's first election in her
4,000-year history 95 percent of
those eligible to vote of South
KOrea'9 populatIon of 19,fJOO,000.
had registered. Of these registered voters, 7,729,909 in all, 00.6
percent had turned In LJallots,
almost 7,000,000. Communists did
not enter the lists with the other
parties. The Korean National
Assem1:lly elected convenE'(} formally on May 31. The chairman
, of the Assem1:lly is Dr. Syngman
Rhee, who said "the government
born ot this assembly will be the
sovereign, Independent government of the entire nation. We
deeply regret that our brethren
of the five provinces In the north
ewere not able to elect their representatives to partlclpnte with
us in this assembly. However,

4,500,000

refug~s

trom tbe north

partiCipated In the national election, and some of them have been
elected as members of this house.
And, moreover, we have reserved
a certain number of seatS In this
house for r<'presentatlvrS freely
elected by our people In the north
to come and occupy them so that
they wJli tull~' share the responsiblIitles and privileges with the
rest of us".

al president 01' China, asserted
(MaY 20) that it was his intention to drive corrupt elements out
of the national government and
to eqnalil'..(! land ownership. The
presld('nt had difficulty, finding a
premier, and forming a cabinet.
After two lea fling candidates had
rejected the job, Dr. \Yong Wenhao, chairman of the. National
Resources CommlSslon, was
named premier. He was Chiang's
compromise choice and was confirmed by th'e Legislat!\"e Yuan
on a 'Vote of 4%~4. Be \s tonsldered China's most respe<.>ted
publiC servant and has a repl1tation for scrupulous honesty.
China will contiUllC· her cam·
palgn against the Communists,
who, on May 25, announced that
. they have set up a united "administrativ(l region" In seven
Kort.b China provinees, This setnp is to he called tile "Korth
China Liberated Area". Premier
'Wong Wen-hao succeeded
(MaY 31) in forming China's
first constitutional cabinet.

Hyderabad Attack
.. MoUnting tension was manifest in India over violations of
the border by Hyderilbad elements, The situation reached a
critical stage llay 22 as the result of a premeditated attark on
a H'OIubay-Madras mlllI train.
NinE' pasSl'ngers were Injured and
22, Including women, were missIng, believed to have been abducted. All East-West passenger
and freight servIce was eut off
the next day, isolating Hyderabad.

(Jb.I.na's Constitutional
Government
.. Oh\a~ Kat-sheik,

and labot

ta\t'ln.g

the oatb as the first constltution-
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BUDon-Dollar Aid to Turkey (1)
.. Maj. Gen. Horace L. MaeBrld(-,
chief of the American Army
Group Mission in Tllrkey, on
May 24 ,'ltated that U. S. A. military aid to Turkey had a value
nearer $],000,000,000 than the
$l00,OOO,OO(} allotted 1:Ir Congress.
Equipment in the form of planes,
tankS, motor vehi('les, highway
equipment Rnd shIps stm Is coming to Turkey in great quantity,
aetordlng to MacBride.

"Voice" Speaks out 01' Turn

$ Both republican and democratic Senators on May ~6 sharply criticize(1 the "Voice of AmerIca" broadcasts sent out In Span\\!,\\ \,}'J th~ NBC."AYl \W;'d>\~'6'itt'l1),i:l

New Italian Cabinet
.. Premier Alci(je de Gasperi on
May 23 announced his sIxth
Cabinet, representing a coalition
of Christian [Catholic] Democrats, Right-Wing Socialists, RepublIcans and LiheraJs. It indudes two ministers without
portfolio, WllO witl supervise the.
appllcatlon of the Marshall Plan.

Finn CrIsis
$ President Juho K. Paaslki\'i
of Finland solved the government

('ffi

to the Finn cabinet as minister
without portfolio. Mrs. Leino is
the wife of Communist Yrjoe
Leino, whose dlsmiS.':!al as minister ot the interior a week earJier brought on the critical situation in the form of a 'batlonwide Co ill m u n i s t-engineered
strike.

~~t%·,"", ~1\\'Y '}X,

was started In the House of Representatives. The programs,
wliich were intended to present
America to other lands in a favorahle light, had dOll'e some
washing of dirty lin('n right out
in the open. The Senators castIgated the presentatIons as
"downright f a I s e h 0 0 d" and
"drivel", [eellng particularly tilat
way whcn their own states were
criticized for all the world to
hear. The XBC followed the way
of the foolish womno who publidzes her husband's faults, a
poor way to give the family a
good name.
The ~undt-Nlxon Bill
., After long discussion the U. S.
House of Uepresentatlves on
May 19 passed the Munrtt-'::'Hxon
Bill, which is aimed at -"subversive activities", aod states that
the "nature and control of th!,>
worW Communist movement"
constitute a "clear aod present
danger to American security".
'I'he oUl defines Communist political and front organizations and

\Y:i nam-

\!a\\s it:or the l"eg'Jstl'at'tun u1 lffit'n

ing :roIrs. Bertta Kuusioen Leino

wJ,th the Department of Jnstice.
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The bill proviaes penalties of ten
years' imprisonment and $10,000
fines for any attempt In any man·
ner to establish In the U. S. a
totalitarian dictatorship, also
loss of citizenship. Failure to
register the organizations brings
a two·to·five-year term of imprisonment and a fine of from
$2,000 to $5,000 for each day of
failure.
Senate hearings on the bill
opened on May 27. The (liscus·
sions were marked by bitterness.
Threats of besieging 1Vashington
were made by opponents of the
bill, who said, "we are C'Oming
down by the thousands on
Wednesday, and if they won't
listen we will find other means."
In New York Mayor O'Dwyer
denounced the bill as a "dangerous short-eut to tllOught·control
and police state regulation".
Political Heresy In the U. S.
The attorney general of the
U. S., on May 28, announced hav·
ing prE'pared a supplemental list
of organizations branded subver·
sive. Thirty·two groups were
added to the list previously Is·
sued. (Atvak-e! 1/8/48) The list
is now up to 122 groups. The
new list was given in a letter to
Seth W. Richardson, chairman
of the Loyalty Ueview Board,
which Is sifting allegiance of government workers. Clark told the
board that discharge of Communist party members from feuersl
jobs was mandatory under the
Hatch Act.

+

Disloyalty Smear
The House Un·Amerlcan Activities Committee came In for
pertinent criticism by secretary'
of {he interior, J. A. Krug, in late
May. Said the secretary; "I snp-pose that if you take ail the organizations that have been listed
by tbis committee during its history and all the Individuals wbo
at one time or another belonged
to them, you WOuld have a smear
on the loyalty of thousands and
thonsands of people who abso·
lutely do not have even tbe
slightest tinge of disloyalty."

+
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Ala&kan lJtateItood

+ The

president in a message.
on May 21, to, the U. S. Congress
urged speedy action on the question of admitting Alaska into the
Union of States In order to fur·
ther settlement and the economic
development of the great ex·
panse of territory, which Is onefifth the size of the United Rtates
itself, although It has a population of but 94,000 persons at
present.
Pooling U. S. War Plants
A bill was approved by the
Senate Armed Services Committee May 25 which provides for
retrieving or maintaining 254
war plants, to have them in
readiness for use In case of
emergency.

+

!Dip"an Veto Upheld
.. The U. S. Sena~ May 21 up-held the presidential veto of a
bill-which would have permitted
a Senate Oommlttee to use the
FBI to investigate presidential
nominations lor the AtomIc
Energy CommiSsion. The vote of
47-29 was, however, only four
short of the two-thirds which
would be required to overrIde the
president's veto. The vote ldlled
the measure without need of action by the House of Representatives.
Columbia River Flood '
The swollen waters of the
Col u m b i a river spread ruin
through the state of Washington
1'0" Il hundred miles and Into
Portland, Oregon, in the latter
part of May. Many thousands
were made homeless, hundreds
were 'injured, and many lost
their lives. Damage was set at
$75,000,000. Floods In Idaho and
British Cohlmbia caused similar
havoc. President Truman
(May 31) autborlzed use of war
surplus property for relief in the
flooded northwest as a "disaster
area".

+

U. S. Asked to Take Railroads
Railroad labor leaders reo
quested the U. S. government
(May 2.')) to take over permanently ownership of the coun'
try's railroadS. A resolution
adopted by the Railway Labor
Execntlve Association, representIng a large majority of the nation's 1,400,000 railroad employees, demanded that "the govern- Great Bible Dilltribution
ment, having designated itself as
In mid·May the American Bt·
the legal operator of the rail- ble Society reported that in 1941
roads, assume the fnll respon- It had distrIbuted 829,737 comsibilities of operation; that the plete Bibles, more than In any
government take control of the previous year of its history. I)e..
revenues of the railroads as It mands for Bibles were particualready has taken control of the larly heavy from Germany, Jaemployees of the railroads, and pan and Russia. Between V-J
proceed to bargain upon wages Day and the end of 1947 there
and working condIUons".
were shipped to Japan 120,015
It further resolved "that the
Japanese Bibles, 1,456,020 comgovernment, moved by the pres· monly called "New Testaments"
ent demonstration of the In· and 672,543 Gospel parts. It was
ability of railroad management IlJl unprecedented rate for a nonto maintain satisfactory labor Christian country.
relations and conditions upon the
railroads, and further in view of
other recent and similar critIcal Jet Plane for CommercIal Use
The General Motors Corpora·
situations, as well as other fall·
ures of railroad management to tlon and Lo{'kheed Aircraft Cormeet the pubUc need for efficient, , poration announced ~Iay 29 that
for the flrst time a jet engine,
prompt and fun servlees, begin
preparations for the transfer of the Allison 400-C4, has been cerrailroad ownership from private tified by tile ClviJ Aereonautlcs
interests to the United States of Adwinistration for use in commercial transport
America".

+

+

+
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Did You Enjoy It?
After reading this issue of Awake! don't
you agree that this courageous magazine lives
up to its name? Isn't it awake to the primary

issues of the day? And doesn't it face those issues squarely, giving its readers facts 'unob-

scu:r,:ed by prejudice 1 Didn't you, like other lov-

ers of truth, enjoy it 1

Consistently EnJoyable
This issue is not an exception. The contents of Awake! are COllsistently enjoyable. Awake! can be consistent because its editorial
policy is not hampered by fear of the enemies of truth, nor is it hindered
by the whims of advertisers. The objective of Awake! is to print the
truth on every subject that appears in its columns. To do this it gathers
information from its own on-the-spot corre.spondents throughout the
world, as well as from other reliable sources.
Let this issue of Awake! be the beginning, rather than the end,
of your reading enjoyment. It is issued on the 8th and 22nd of every
month, and will be mailed to you for one year on a contribution of $1.00.
The coupon below is for your conveniellcc.

WATCHTOWER

11,. Ada.ros St.

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

I am E'llc\osing $1.00 for my subscription for Awake! for une rear.
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POLITICAL CLERGY
IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Striking proof that religious meddling in politics
does not bring God into government
•

Armchair Tour of Honduras
A glimpse of its natural resources, industry, agriculture
•

Sober Look at Laughter
What makes us laugh? How much should we laugh?
•

Count the Cost of Competitive Sports
Some facts all athletes should face

SEMIMONTHLY

THl> MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News sources tha'tl are able to keep you awake to the vitalu:!Iue5
at our times must be unfettered by censoTllhip a.nd selfish interests.
"Awake!" has no fetters. It reco~ni.zes facts, faces facts, is free to
publish facts. It is not bound by political ~mbitions or obli~ations; it is
unhampered by advertisers whose toes must not be trodden on; it is
unprej.udiced by traditional creeds. This j.ournal keeps itaelf free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It
maintains inte'j1rlty to

truth.

"Awake '" uses the re).1ular news channels, but is not dependent on
them. It:; own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on-the-scenes
reports come to you throuQh these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not narrow, but is international. It is read in many nations, in many
langua~es, by persons of all.a~es. Throu~h its pages many fields of
kno'Wled'6e pass in reView-government, commerce, reli~ion, history,
'lleo'6raphy. science, Bocial conditions, natural wonders-v.rhy, its cover~
age is as broad as the earth .and as high 8.IJ the heavens.
"Awake I" ple%1es itself to ri'llhteous prindples; to exposing hidden
foes and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting
mourners and strengthening those disheartened by the, f;:Lilures of a
delinquent world, reflecting sure hope for the establishment of a right.
COUll New World.
Get acqoainted v.rith "Av.rakel" Keep awake by readin~ "A'WakeI"
'II..~~-.~~'II.!I
PUBLiSIIF.D Sm.rIMONTIILY
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Political Clergy in Czechoslovakia
HE Czechoslovakian RepubIlc is a years of the Czechoslovakian RepUblic
small state in the heart of Europe, before World War II, it would be of inwith around 12,000,000 inhabitants, which terest to briefly review the events of recame into existence after the dissolution , cent years.
of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in
the year 1918, by uniting the three Slav Efforts to Crush Czechoslovakia
In the period between the first and the
countries Bohemia, Moravia and Slovakia. This comparatively youthful state second world war, the Slovakian Hlinka
has already experienced many a critical party, designated thus after its leader,
crisis and upheaval since it came into the Catholic priest Andrej Hlinka, was
being, with assaults from without and the strongest political organization in
Slovakia. It was the party of the Slovakturmoil within.
;en the years 1938-1939 it was crushed ian Catholics. Primarily, Hlinkazealand invaded by the vassals of Hitler ously .advocated separate autonomy for
with the assistance of Fascist-minded Slovakia, within the framework of the
elements within the state itself, led by Czechoslovakian Republic; but later, inthe political clergy of the Roman Cath- fluenced by. more radical collaborators,
olic Church. When, in 1945, Czechoslo- he set himself entirely to separatism.
vakia was restored to its former status, One of his most influential colleagues
the same circle of people began the very was the priest Dr. Joseph Tiso; already
same disintegrating work as before minister in 1926, and chosen by Hlinka
as his successor as leader of the party.
World
War
II,
and
hatched
up
a
con•
When, in 1938, Hlinka died and 'riso
splracy.
It is interesting to see with what cun- took over the party leadership, he recogning confusion of politics and church, nized that the most favorable moment
with abuse of God's Word, simple peo- had arrived for him to crush the Czechople can be misled. Many interesting slovakian Republic, and to install himthings have come to light during the in- self as dictator of Slovakia. The major
vestigation of this subversive conspir- part of the bhime for the political crisis,
acy. Several hundred persons have been which, in the same year, led to the
held under arrest, among them distin- Munich dictatorship, and finally to the
guished political and military person- devouring of the whole of Czechoslovakages, not to ntention clergy of the Ro- ia by ,Hitler's power, can be ascribed to
man Catholic Church and nuns. As the his efforts.
Events progressed rapidly, one news
threads of the 'bonspiracy lead back sev.:
eral years into the time of the Tiso item overtook the former in precipitous
regime and· still farther into the latter haste. The radical elements of the Hlinka
JULY 8, 1948
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party orga:nized the Hlinka-Guard entirely after' the pattern of the Nazi SS
and SA.
Soon Tiso's. government dissolved all
political parties other than the Hlinka
party, which they proclaimed as totalitarian. They suspended the press of all
other parties, took over their printing
hou,ses, buildings and other undertakings and confiscated all other possessions in favor of the Hlinka party. The
state crisis reached its climax when the
priest, Dr. Joseph Tiso, traveled to Berlin with the minister of justice, Ferdinand Durcansky, in his function as president of the Slovakian autonomic government, on March 13, 1939, where they
discussed the separation of Slovakia
from the Czechoslovakian Republic with
Chancellor Adolf Hitler and his foreign
minister, Ribbentrop. The next day the
Slovakian Parliament proclaimed Slovakia as an independent state, thus helping Hitler to an undisturbed occupation
of Bohemia and Moravia.
.

Tiso's Regime and Its Disintegration
The spirit of Nazism and the Gestapo
penetrated more and more into the
Hlinka-Guard, and the Hlinka-Youth
were trained under. the direct assistance
of German instructors. The collaboration of the Hlinka party units and the
Gestapo was very close in many ways,
and their members fought shoulder to
shoulder with the Nazi SS in . World
War II. According to the opinion of certain Catholics, this fact has greatly exposed Catholicism in Slovakia. The
Hlinka-Guard terrorized and. ruthlessly
suppressed everything not pertaining to
the Hlinka party, and enriched themselves by exploitation, plundering, confiscation and appropriation of the property of their political opponents and the
Jews. Freedom of press and assembly,
freedom of speech and education, and
the freedom of true worship disappeared, and with them all the remaining
human rights and security of property.
,
.

As commander-in-chief of the armY,
to his
Tiso wrote an article addressed
.
soldiers, which -was published. in .. the
paper Slovenske Vojsko (Slovakian
Army) on July 3, 1941,in which, among
other things, the following can be read:
"You have enrolled yourselves in the
victorious German front· on the side of
all Christian nations of Europe,inorder
to turn' aside the danger of hell from
your own nation and from Europe.
Rightly you designate yourselves as crusaders ,of the anti-bolshevist campaign:"
A signi:6cant speech for a Catholic
priest I
In solving the Jewish question, the
Tiso government adopted, in their entirety,the methods of Hitler's gestapo
in the years 1941-1942. This applied not
only to the rights and properties of
the Jews but to human life itself. Packed
into cattle trucks by the thousands, they
were led to mass dea th in German
camps. Slovakian bishops consented to
this solution of the Jewish problem,
which strengthened Tiso in his inten:..
tions, and, in a speech in Halie on August 16, 1942, he declared that the remo'val of the. Jews lay in the interests
of the self-preservation of the nation;
and to rid oneself of one's enemies was
Christian. Leading factors of Catholi~
cism in Slovakia identified themselves
wholly with Tiso's regime and with all
he undertook in collaboration with Nazi
Germany. The archbishop· Kmetko, as
chairman of· bishops' conferences, sent
Tiso a letter in the name of all the bishops on November 15, 1943, declaring:
"The Catholic clergy have a lion's share
in the bringing forth of the Slovakian
state,and will number among its most
. devoted citizens."
When it became as clear as day that
the fall of Hitler's regime was only a
question ofa few monthil, which would
also mean the fall and the end of his
allies and the Slovakian state, the leading men of the Hlinka party determined
to make preparations for the postwar
-

-

.

,
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period. They called some of their men
from· their political engagements and
entrusted them with & commission for
the postwar activities. Their money was
deposited abroad. They assigned the
various appointments, and designated
who should be sent abroad, and who
should illegally prepare the collapse of
the expected Czechoslovakian state at
home. Foreign Minister Dr. F. Durcansky, who, in the year 1939, had signed
the treaty for the protection of the Slo. vakian state with. Ribbentrop, grasped
the initiative. He gathered men around
him who were devotees of the Hlinka
ideology, allotted the duties and dealt
out instructions for the coming activity
inimical to the state. Thus, in March,
1945, Durcansky and his collaborators
went abroad to previously assigned appointments, in order to direct the illegal
activity in Slovakia from these strategic
positions.
Postwar Activity of the Hlinka Party
. The former ambassador of Tiso to the
Vatican, Karol Sidor, gathered around
him a further group of supporters, who
pursued the same aims as Durcansky's
group; but it appears that these two
most prominent groups could not come
to an agreement as to the methods of
carrying out the conspiracy. While Sidor
advocated consolidating the position of
his men in political and state functions
in the newly established· Republic and
for biding his time for a favorable moment, Durcansky was for an immediate
rising. The followers of Durcansky who
had remained in the country itself began
to assemble former members of the
Hlinka~Guard and the Hlinka-Youth·
movement around them, organized them
in a military way after the principles
of the Fuhrer regime and in the spirit
of unqualified obedience to all orders.
This illegal organization was renamed
~'Tiso's divisions in readiness [or "ready
for action"]". Its members swore a secret oath of allegiance to their superiors
and the Slovakian state. The activity of
JULY 8,1948

this subversive movement tendered its
branches, so to speak, into all districts
of Slovakia during the next two postwar
years.
In the meantime the former president
of the Slovakian state, the Roman Catholic priest, Dr. Joseph Tiso, was delivered up to the Czechoslovakian government as a war criminal, and the special
court in Bratislava investigated his
whole political past. Prominent clergy
made efforts to help Tiso and to liberate
him,but when they were forced to recognize that this was not possible, then they
at least rendered him assistance in his
defense before the National Court. The
sympathizers of the Hlinka party bolstered up their hopes that Tiso would
not be convicted, and set the whole mechanism moving in his favor. The Slovakian Catholic allows himself to be easily
drawn into rash actions by his spiritual
leaders, and it therefore meant no strenuous effort on the part of the clergy to
provoke demonstrations in the larger
cities for the liberation of Tiso. We will
mention a few interesting moments in
the provocation of the Hlinka party's
underground activity, which indicate the
political character in alliance with the
clergy.,
In Piestany the demonstrators assembled in the J esuH church,' from which
point they set out in procession, carrying
images of the Virgin Mary and epigrams
against the Czechs and Jews. When
singing the Tiso hymn the demonstrators raised their hands in Fascist salute.
In other places, conscious of the danger,
they cowardly Rent fanatical women at
the head of the processions. One priest
celebrated the mass seventy times for
Tiso, and others spoke continually of
Tiso's case in the churches. Political
Catholicism now felt itselfso strong that
it did not shrink from inciting open actions against the state, and this not only
in isolated cases but organized throughout the whole territory of Slovakia. The
adherents of the Hlinka party fought
5

for their leader, and political Catholicism for the representative of their
ideas.
The trial of Tiso and his colleagues
revealed a multitude of crimes against
the interests of the population and
against humaneness. Tiso denied what
he could, feigned stupidity, and cowardly shifted all blame onto others. However, he became fortified in his self-confidence by the demonstrations of his
backers and by the promises of some
that they would liberate him; so that,
finally, in his defense, Tiso expressed no .
regret for his acts, but in self-assertion
declared that he would act precisely in
the same way if he had the opportunity
of doing so again. This Catholic priest
would establish Fascist totalitarianism
all over again; he would again connive
with Nazism; and would again send
thousands of Jews to a premature death.
But contrary to the expectations of the
underground movement of the supporters of the former Hlinka party, Tiso was
condemned to death by hanging, and the
sentence was executed.
Catholicism and its leading in Slovakia, came into a peculiar situation on account of these happenings. They had endeavored to atta~n their aims by party
politics, and not by means of the church.
Under Tiso's Slovakian state they had
been completely absorbed in an unclean
business, full of violence and bloodshed;
and the Hierarchy had played a reckless
political game. The fight for Tiso's liberation they had lost, and had exposed
themselves before their own believers;
all their efforts had come to nought.
What inferences would they draw from
this situation ¥ Would they forsake the
political arena and dedicate themselves
entirely to their clerical calling? Would
they acknowledge that they had followed
the wrong path ¥ Only one not knowing
their mentality and their aims could
treasure such futile hopes. The events
following closely in the wake of Tiso's
execution give us a clear answer.
6

Con8piracy Uncovered
The demonstrations which were organized in many ,places in Slovakia for
Tiso's liberation sharpened the attention of the police and assisted considerably toward the exposure of these hostile plots. The decisive moment to intervene arrived when the· man acting as
connecting link between the Hlinka
party and their foreign leadership was
arrested. The statements of the arrested
man led to the disclosure of a widely
ramified organization. According to various official bulletins which are based
upon material found in the possession
of adherents of tbjs organization, and
upon their own statements, their goal
was: The preparation of armed units to
crush the Czechoslovakian Republic, and
the preparation of an attempt to assassinate the president of the Republic, Dr.
Benes. Several hundred persons were ,
arrested in con n e c t ion with these
schemes, and many of them retained under surveillance. Among them are people with confidential functions toward
government persons; deputies, officials
in the state and public administration,
distinguished military men, priests and
members of women's church orders.
Before his execution Tiso is said to
have sent his followers a written legacy,
in which he designates himself as martyr
of God's law and as martyr in the defense of Christianity. This legacy was
found with the discovery of the conspiracy. Although Tiso's designation of himself as martyr in behalf of the faith
sounds most ironical, his adherents have
made zealous efforts to widely disseminate this among the Catholic population.
The legacy itself is a tangled mass of
ideas taken from Hlinka's ideology concerning the Church, God and the Slovakian state.
A man who sent thousands of people to
their death, who robbed other hundreds
of,thousands of the natural freedom of
worshiping the Almighty God, can, of all
things, not only become the martyr of
AWAKE!

"God's law" for his political activity,
but even be declared a saint. And in·
Slovakia they now have such a. saint.
They call him Joseph the Glorious, but
this is no one else than Joseph Tiso.
Solicitous shepherds of the Catholic
fold have provided a prayer to Joseph
the Glorious, and have concocted a lit- .
any; and spiritual sisters care for its
distribution. The people are to believe
. that the soul of Tiso intercedes with
.God in heaven for the political schemes
of the clergy. And, at the direction of the
political-minded spiritual shepherds, the
people pray in their simplicity and believe.
Following the execution of Tiso, Catholic Action began to provoke the organ-

izations that did not share their ideas,
by increased intolerance and oppression.
They agitated the Catholic population
to break up the meetings of peace-loving
Christians, to torment and beat them.
It would be a mistake to assume that
after all the events of the last months,
and following the. arrest of certain
priests, .the Catholic Church in Slovakia
would cease to meddle in politics. On the
contrary, it may be expected that the
embittered clergy in their self-righteousness will be strengthened, and will continue in their policy, which is: to rule
at all costs.1n the interests 'of their political aims they reject the Lord Jesus
Christ aNd the kingdom of Jehovah God.

Goebbels Diary on Jehovah's witnesses
'i? "Himmler reported to me [Goebbels] a somewhat outstanding problem, the one about
the ernste Bibelforscher [Jehovah's witnesses). The ernste Bibelforscher are a very
curious mixture of those who are apart from our present society. Their' war-service oppositIon seems not to be based upon cowardice, but upon doctrine. For this cause
Rimmler was right in his insistence: 'War-service opposers who are over the age
limit, in order that they do not come into question regarding service, should be put
behind lock and bars so that they will recruit no adherents.' War-service opposers who
are in draft age, because of cowardice and flag-disrespect, should be sentenced to death.
A number of them accept the death penalty with absolute calmness on their part. The
older ernste Bibelforscher conduct themselves in the concentration camps as extraordinary, valuable and trustworthy inmates; they commit the least causes for complaint."

'Picketing the Unioneers

.

'i? The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, one of the three unions involved in
the recent nation-wide rail strike crisis, own the Park Lane Villa hotel in Cleveland.
Nevertheless, some fifty members of the AFL Building Service and Maintenance Union
picketed the hotel during May. They sought retroactive wage increases and a union
shop, and charged the railroad union owning the hotel as being "antilabor". Through
their business representative the strikers said: "Management of this hotel, in its anti. union way, has warned employees they will lose their jobs if they dare, to strike to
enforce demands for a contract."
JULY 8, 1948
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OR most of us, in these days of

soa~

land of great
ing prices and unsettled futures, It contrasts, rangis impossible to merely forget our cares ing from the
and fly u\vay to distant points when we ~eautjful swayhave the vdlim to do so. All of us, l1ow- Ing p a 1m-tree
ever, possess the facuIty of imagina- beaches of the
tion; so relax in your favorite armchair Caribbean and the
and let it hecome a cushion seat on a coastal plains admodern clipper, winging its 'way through joining it to a
the blue Hky to a sleepy peaceful land, mixturE' of jagged
unmarked bv the hustle and hUSoHe so mountain peaks,
common in America. You are flying to often reaehing
Honduras. Hondunl.s, a land ranging heig1Jts of 10,000
from unconquered, unexplored jungles feet, and long green valleys and fertile
to modern civilization. Glancing at the tablelands ,vatered by spring-fed
magazine yon have in your hand you streams. The coast line is marked hv the
note -..",ith interest it was first discovered great banana plantations, s'vept h\7 the
by .Christopher Columbus on his fourth ever-present moisture-laden trade ",;inds.
and last voyage; in 1502. '1'he Spaniards
\Yerc you to see this coastal plain of
with him marveled at the deepness of the banana farms stretching some six.ty to
water ne~H' the coast, and gave it its Reventy-five rnilps into the interior, you
name, ldonduras, which means "depths". would only then sense to a dcgre(~ the
Columbus and his men found a semi- enormity and vastness of this. Honducivilized people "possessed ,,,ith cunning ras' foremost product, hananas. The bagold work. Thereafter the news and lust nana sections are fmrrounded hv a del'lse
for gold quickly brought on Spanish con- growth of trees and bushes, a>s thougll
querors, and by 1578 colonization had they would wish to cover again the comstarted in earnest. Constant oppression plete section. rrhe Ulua ri\'er passes
by the Spaniard'S, however, re:mlted in through this district on its way to thE"
the rule of Spain being broken in 1821.
Caribbt'an, and its waters are used to
The cfluntrv then undenvent a scries irrigate the trees when necessary. These
of grmving pains, marked by squabbling hanana plantations, though covering
and diekering and occasional revolu- only a small portion of HonduraR, suptions. After years of unrest, the current ply much work for the people and many
president, Gl'neral rrihureio Carias An- riches for the country. Jll{ieed, Honduras
dino, was elected in 1932 by popular is rightly named the "banana country",
vote. Peace has marked his administra- a'S its yield per acrc and quality of fruit
tion, and progress has heen made in are equaled by none.
many fields.
Farther east lies the enormous MosquiThe area of the country itself iH com- tia territory, so named, not as one 'vould
prised of 44,480 square miles, or the ap- suppose for that little pestiferom enemy
prox.imate size of Pennsylvania. it is a of man by the same name, but rather
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from the tribes of Missike Indians that
inhabit that region. This swampy, malarial, disease-infected jungleland eomprises one-third of the country's surface.
Slmvly it is being conquered, for in it lie
large sections of timber, rich with precious mahogany. Growing in -isolation
usually several acres apart, these giant
trees rise one hundred feet into the air,
and aTe often twelve feet thick at tho
base.
rrhe coastal section is very rich of soil,
and is callf'd delta hllld, stretching a distance of 500 miles, to eompare with the
forty Hlile~ of the Paeinc coast, giving
Honduras a triangular shupe. Coconut
palm tree's, gro,ving at all angles in their
peculiar mannm, dot the north eoast, a
beautiful sight against ,vhite sands and
the intense blue of the Caribbean sea,
,vhere the ,vaters are ,vanned by the
tropical sun. But tll('se palms provide
more value than jmt IJcauty, sinee coconuts are exported in large quantities,
mostly to the United States.

structures, made ofttimes of the clay of
the ground, with thatched or tiled roofs,
and usually consisting of only one room
with a dirt floor. A table, a chair, and
several beds thonged with leather or
rope and covered v'lith a woven straw
mat, comprise the furniture. Tn many
cases a stove made of clay baked to durable hardness is to be found in one corncr of this room. Here the natives do
their cooking with wood; and, as the
stove has no chimne:v, the smoke must
find its wav out of the one room the best
"my it ean: raw people work hard to eke
out their existenee by hanel, or, perhaps,
by the aid of It few oxen, ·whi(~h are huge,
full-ehested animals, or a [e,\\r of the surefooted little hurros. Hondunu; possesses
over a million inhabitants, and fourfifths of th(;se as well as nine-tenths of
the total area are to be found. in the
rural.
Df's(~ription of the topography of the
country ,vouln not be (~omplcte without
mentioning the climate. 1'lle eoastallo,vlands are hot and humid, with the temExhilarating .MQuntains and Foothills
perature above 80 degrees mu('.11 of the
From the coast to
time, and with a rainy
1't>gneigalpa is an intersea~on extending from
esting panorama of
mid-HeptemlwJ' to 1<'obmountain scenery, with
1'IIal'"\'. From )'fur{'h un.theil' rugged crags intilltlld-Neptemher is the
ten>pf'rsed with green·
eomparatively dry seapine-eovel'cd foothills,
son, ,vitll the temperaevery turn a different
ture hovcring around
breath-taking vie,v.
DO; and the ·humidity
'~ljdst the mountains
makes the heat verv noare grassy p.lateaus,
ticeahle. In the 'mid.
with Hf'ld {'rops and
lands between the highherds of grazing cattle,
lamb and the coast the
climate is good, with
burros, or horses. On
thp ",IJclf lands are cofan average temperature
fee hushps and densely matted fields of of 85 degrees. In the highlands around
:mgar ('ane. Orange and g l' ape f r u i t Tegucigalpa, 3,200 feet and more above
plantations, as wpll as pineapples, sarsa- sea level, the ('limate is nearly ideal;
parilla, and cocoa, arc found in the mid- especially from November to the first
lands. Highlands produce eoffee and to- weeks of February, when thl? air is brisk
bacco, and {'very hillside seems to have during the day and chilly at night. The
its patc-iles or sugar cane, beans and corn. dry season of the year, and the warmest,
The homes in the rural are simple starts in mid...J!'ebruan' and extends unJULY 8, 19./13
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til mid~May, when the refreshing rains;

products are crowded under 811 the Beats.
varying from torrential downpours to Progress is slow, with sudden, violent,
neck-jerking stops being made at nearly
quick unexpected showers, appear.
all settlements, even those of five or six
Trall8portation
houses. Rere, a host of native vendors
The economic situation in Honduras pour in from all sides to offer to the
is perhaps best reflected in thetranspor. travelers their wares of tortillas, fried
tation faciliti(ls available. The capItal; bananas, pastries or fruits. Trains selTegucigalpa, is ODe of the few capitals dom run on sdJ8dule.
Airlines offer the one bright spot in
in the world \vithout railroad connections. The country has few roads easily the transportation picture. Honduras
traversed, but progress has been made gave birth to TACA, an airline, with
to where there are now 780 miles of high- headquarters at Tegueigalpa~ serving
ways, of which 450 miles are improved, Central America; and that now has in~
to compare with the 222 miles in 1938, ternational service to the States and
l)f which 24 miles were improved. The other points, and has grmvn into one of
two important roads at present are com- the world's foremost airlines, as to total
prised of ODe which leads north from freight tonnage carried during the year.
Tegucigalpa to railroad connection~ near TACA, together with SAJISA, a branch
San Pedro Sula, from which it is neces- of Pan American, serves Honduras well,
aary to take a train to any of the points reaching over 100 airports within a radi.on the north coast, and the other road us of 100 miles. Many parts of the coun~
which leads south to San Lorenzo. Much try are aeeessible only by plane or muleof the freight shipped to Honduras via back; and, as a result, many and varied
Amapala comes over this road, after be- are the items transported by air, ranging transferred from Amapala to San ing from passengers, or mining madlinLorenzo by a motor launch requiring a ery, to green vegetables.
trip of four hours.
Indeed, the transportation pieture of
The country has no bus system as Honduras can be summed up in a
known in the United States, owing to the glimpse of a common seene of any of
condition of the roads. Passage can be their streets, of men carrying enormous
obtained to the principal to""ns by trucks loads on their hacks, oxcarts p.u11cd by
which have had bench-type seats insert- slow, plodding oxen, ,""hile alongside of
ed, thus converting tll€m into buses. As tbem glide 1948 model trucks and overvet these cannot travel from the north head roar the modern plane of today;
coast to the south coast, since the former much of the very old and a little of th(>
very new.
can be reached only by rail.
Railroads are found only in the northern part of the country. There are about Natural Resources, Industry, Agriculture
Economically, howpver, Honduras is
900 miles of such, the majority of which,
are owned and maintained by American a land of great potential strength, the
fruit eompanies, to help in the shipping soil being extremely rich, but, as y~t, unof bananas and the other v-arious prod- developed. Bananas will probahly reucts exported hy them. All railroads are ,main its chief e;xport for many years to
of the narrow-gauge type. A trip by come, but mentIOn must be made of its
train, in one of their antique kerosene- gold, silver and fine hardwoods. Extenburning-lamp coaehes is an' interesting sive gold and silver mines are operated
experience, though sometimes trying. at the town of San Juancito, where about
Windows are wide open, permitting dust, $2,000,000 worth of silver is mined yearcinders, smoke and heat to enter. Market ly; the bars of silver then being tram;10
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ported by mule train to Tegucigalpa.
Honduras leads all Central American
countries, and is third of all Latin America in silver production. Much- gold mining is done by individual prospectors, native men and women, who, standing kneedeep in mire or water, and unmindful
of sudden rains or steaming sunlight,
pan the sands with bucket-sized sieves j
thus managing to o1?tain th'eir necessities
of life from the few flecks they recover.
Gold is found in this manner to the
amount of approximately $100,000 a
year. In addition, beds of zinc, antimony,
platinum, nickel and manganese have
been" found in various sections. Coffee,
coconuts, indigo, tobacco, and cattle
hides are other items exported. Recently, a new product has been introduced
that is now exported to some degree,
namelv abaca or manila hemp. Improved
decorticating mills for cleaning the fiber
have been constructed in Honduras. The
United States receives 95 percent of all
exports of Honduras.
Although not exported, corn is the
leading crop of Honouras, and figures
prominently in the daily diet, since the
basis of most meals is tortillas- (flat,
unleavened cakes, similar to pancakes),
which are eaten along with rice and
beans and often meat. Cattle are raised
extensively and meat supplies satisfy the
demand. All manner of vegetables are
grown. There being little industry to em·
ploy them, the vast majority of people
are forced to eke out their living on
small farms j and eke it out they do, the
average yearly income being 116 lempiras per capita. Their monetary system
is based on the lempira, named after a
famous native Indian chief, and is valued at 50c United States money.
Due to the fact that the rural population is so widely scattered, and that previous educational opportunities were inadequate, it was estimated in 1940 that
seventy percent of the people were illiterate. In recent years, however, efforts
have been made to correct this. SchoolJULY 8, 1948

ing has become compulsory for children
between th~ ages of seven and fifteen.
Night schools, as well as trade schools
for adults, and schools of trade in the
prisons, along with educational missions
in rural districts, have been established.
As a result of this, Honduras now has
over 1,000 public schools.
The Capital Goes Modern
Tegucigalpa, the capital city, with a
population of apprOJtlmately 55,000, is
sheltered by green vegetation-covered
mountains, which rise up on three sides
of it. Its nanle means "hills" or "slopes
of silver". The city ,vas an ancient Indian capital, dating back beyond the conquest by the Spaniards: The peaceful,
winding Choluteca river now divides the
city into two parts, Tegucigalpa and Comayaguela, which are linked together by
the Mallol bridge built by colonial Spain
three centuries ago.
The city, standing as originally laid
out and built, even to its quaint streets
of stairs, which at several points connect one level with the onc above, has
known neither earthquake nor hurricane,
fire nor bombardment. However, today,
Tegucigalpa is torn and scarred~not by
war, a.s it might appear-but by the in~
numerable improvements in progress.
If your imaginative trip to Honduras
were to blossom into reality, as you
stepped out of your plane at Toncontin
airport y~u -would view wit.h interest the
new improvements appearing there. As
you rode along the now swirling, dustladen road into TcgueJigalpa, you would
note, with appreciation, the preparations in evidence to soon pave the road
from the airport to town. In Tegucigalpa
itself you would marvel at the extensiveness of the renovations taking place
about you, and perhaps you, too, would
ask the quest.ion, "Shall this forward
surge of Tegucigalpa lead the way for
all of Honduras in a change from the
very old to the new1"~Au:ake! correspondent in Honduras.
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OMEDY is big busi......... ness, and comedians
look at the business soberly. Those who try to
. be funny and succeed the
world rewards with money and laughter. The other multitudes who only
try receive at best heavy
.
silence, at worst irate scorn. Perhaps if
the sentence against the offending wouldbe gagsters were heavier the public would
suffer less and laugh more. Perhaps
more of the world's self-appointed' wits
would sober up long enough to look into
the c3;uses of laughter.
An interesting starting point for a
sober look at laughter is the etymology
of the elusive word humor. As a Latin
word it simply meant "wetness", a meaning still retained in the English words
humid and humidity. Medical practice
by Hippocrates and his successors
brought new meaning to the- word, associating it with the liquids they thought
flowed through the human body, namely,
blood, phlegm, yellow bile or choler, and
black bile .or melancholy. When these
bodily fluids flowed properly the person
was said to be in health, or in good humor. But if disease appeared the person
l'---.' QX)
was said to be in ill humor, or out of humor.
LA-T' ---~
Moreover, they held that
--- there was one vein made
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for laughter to
run in, and when
the fluid in that
vein was stirred
the person
laughed, even if
he felt like crying. Hence, in
.
•
. Tasso's epic "Jerusalem Delivered", we
read of the death of the knight Ardonio;
when pierced with a Persian lance:
"Pierced' him through the vein where
Laughter has her fountain and her seat,
so that (a dreadful bane) he laughed for
pain, and laughed himself to death." Ancient physicians thought the temper of
the mind changed according to the humors or moistures in it, according to
which fluid predominated at the moment.
As time passed the medical meaning of
the word humor vanished, and it came to
mean disposition or temperament. Today it relates to laughter.
.'
But what causes laughter~ Plato's
theory was that we laugh at the misfortunes of others, for joy that we do not
share them. In similar vein Thomas
Hobbes, seventeenth century philosopher, claimed: "The passion of laughter
is nothing else but a sudden glory arising from sudden conception of some
eminency in ourselves, by comparison.
with the inferiority of others, or with
our own formerly." Many persons today
contend that it is the discomfiture' and
misfortunes of others that cause laughter. If this be true, it would be better if
the only earthly creatures having a sense
of humor, man, had none.
Many psychologists go along with such
ancient theories, one saying in a book on
laughter: "A survey of the occasions of
laughter in the past suggests that men
never have laughed and never will except at some form of humiliation." The
AWAKEI

psychologist claims that the smile starr:
edl not from humor, but to relieve baby
muscles around the mouth that were
tired from nursing! But why does the
light of laughter leap from baby eyes if
the smile i" only to relieve tense mouth
muscles? lie-aping theory upon theory,
psychologists claim laughter comes instinetively to suppress feelings of unnecessary sympathy at the misfortunes
of others, und amusement comes by the
very rejection of their fahw claims upon
our sympathy. In what vague -words and
fantastic theories psychology can flounder !

or humiliation. Most practical jokes
bring a measure of discomfort-the exploding cigar,- the tack on tlle ch,air, the
bag of \\'ater on an unsuspecting headbut even in these cruder forms of laughmaking it is not the
discomfort inflicted that is funny. It
is the surprise'and
dismay of the vic·
tim, and the ex·
traortlinary bodily
antics and facial
expressions he
manifests. As in
slapstick comedy,
Surprise and the Incongruous
it is the incongruBut with dogged insistence the ques- ity of the physical
t ion l'eturns, gyrations of the victim that provoke
Then what mirth, and not any discomfort.. The more
does cause slapstick comedy and the more practical
Jaughter7 Are jokes, the more discomfort produced; but
there reasons this increase in discomfort docs not inthat we can crease humor. To the contrary boredom
recognIze as Rl;td annoyance set in and t11°e practical
opera ting in joker becomes a pest. i,Vhy1 Because the
our own per- element of surprise has gone.
sonal eXJ?eriNor is the psychologist correct in sayence WIt h ing that laughter comes onlv from "some
laughted \Vriter Stephen Leacock said: form of humiliation". \Vho 1s humiliated
"Humor may be defmed as the kindly by the delightful gymnastie~ of a kitten
contemplation of the incongruities of cuffing a ball about ~ 'l'he onlookers may
life, and the artistic expression thereof." double up with laughter at his scram.
Laughter is aroused by the incnpgru- bling, unpredidable onslaughts as he
ous, the exceptional, the unusual, the races in pursuit of the ball; but who is
ludicrous, the ridiculous, the absurd, the humiliated? Certainly not the kitten.
unexpected. r:L'he element of surprise Nor is it any feeling of superiority over
ranks high in humor. All good Jokes the victim that produces hilarity. A huhave it. l£.ither a character in the joke morous situation may involve feelings
is surprised, or the hearer is surprii:;ed.
There is a sudden surprised recogn~
tion of a faet not suspected before, the
surprise of the incongruous, the- surprise of a disparity between what things
are and what they ought tb be. Recognition of that surprise preeipitates
laughter. The stale joke still has its incongrllous circumstances, but the surprise is gone, and with it HIe humor.
It cannot be denied that oftentimes
humorous situations involve discomfort
JULY 8, 1948
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of sU1?eriority and ws.comfort and humiliatIOn, but analysis will show +hat
not these feelings, but elements of SUfprise and incongruity, make it mirthful.
For instance, in slapstick comedy we
see a free-for-all pie fight and howl with
delight. Vve know no one is seriously
hurt. In real life a fat man slips on a
banana peeling, flails arms wildly to regain balance, fails, falls ludicrously and
sprawls on the ground with legs waving

in the air. 'Ve laugh, sometimes even
apologizing as we do so, saying we are
sorry to laugh but just can't help it. The
sight is so unexpected and so out of the
ordinary that laughter cannot be denied;
yet at the same time we feel some sympathy fOT the discomfited but unhurt
victim. Again, in an old l\fack Sennet
comedy we may have laughed till we
cried and held our midsection when an
old model T Ford would run wild and
scatter crowds and knock some victims
flying grotesquely through the air. 'Ve
knew no one was really being hurt. But
what if such a thing happened in true
life 1 Our blood would freeze in our
veins, our knees would weaken in terror,
and our faces would contort in horror.
But why not laugh'f Discomfort is there,
so are surprise and the incongruous. Another element, -serious injury, has en~
tered the picture and turned back the
tide of laughter. Hence it may be said
that humor must present a surprising
sitqation that has something out of the
ordinary or abnormal or wrong about it,
but tllis wrongness must not be severe
enough to unlock emotions that would
smother our enjoyment, such as hate,
rage, fear or overwhelming sympathy.

Literary Means of Humor
A primary essential in humor is putting the story across. Above all, the way
of wit does not wander through many
words. As Shakespeare had one of his
characters observe, "Brevity is the soul
of wit." The idea may be there, but without arti.stic expression the joke is not.
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Humor may spring from the word, the
character, the situation, the limerick, the
parody, the repartee or snappy come~
,?Rck, and ,~ther literary means. Humor
IS derived from 'wo'rds by repetition,
rhythm, alliteration, or by the familiar
pun. Puns usc wOllds or phrases of the
same sound but having different meanings. They play upon double-meanings.
Puns are of ancient origin. fJ'he Romans
brought them into prominence; Cicero
hurled t.hem about recklessly; Shake~peare used them often i Milton put them
In the lllOuth of Satan. Though railed
against, they refu~e to die. They go out
of style, but they return. At present they
are upon us with a vengeance. Pointless
puns rain upon us and the fe,Y good ones
are drowned in the flood, and a suffering
society rises up to brand punsters a
!nenace, the few good falling with the
multitudinous bad . .i\fob't puri~ters pun
for the pun'~ sake, merely playing upon
sound and not idea. Ears may he tickled,
but the mind squirms. But sometimes the
combination of ,vord sounds and doublemeaning may he so ingenious that \ve
are tickled and laugh in spite of ourselves. The follo,ying has good. doublemeaning: Goliath was astounded when
David hit him with a stone. Such a thing
had never entered his head before.
Humor of chara.cter deals with incongruities in persons, oddities of character
that are contradictory. For example, a
giant man with a squeaky voice, a meek
man ,.,Tith a ferocious growl, a warrior
terrified by a mouse, a tiIiJjd SOll) bearding a lion, grandma making whoopee.
Situation can produce guffaws of
laughter if it cleverly mixes in the requirements for humor, namelv, surprise
and the unusual or incongruous. The
circumstances must bc out of line enough
to be funny yet bear a resemblance to
possibility or sensibility. The resem~
blance must be new and unexpected.
Here are two illustrations: In freezing
weather an old-time hunter who had
powder but no shot for his ancient gun
AWAKE!

was attacked by a bear. Beads of sweat
popped out on his forehead, they froze
mto ice pellets, and the desperate hunter
tamped them into his gun for shot. When
he fired, the heat melted the pellets and
the explosion rifled a stream of water
from the gun. As it struck the cold air
it froze into an icy spear, which. pierced
the bear's skull arid thereafter melted
from the animal's body heat. rrhe bear
died from water on the brain. All of this
is ridiculous, exaggerated wildly, yet
there is. thp. semblance of possibility
present. Simllarly with the second illus.
tration. A man wishing to commit suicide
took rope and gun and gasoline and went
to the river. One end of the rope he tied
to a tree limb over the water, the other
end around his neck. He poured the
gasoline over his clothes and set them
afire, then jumped out over the water1
firing at his head with the gun as he did
so. The bunet missed his head, cut the
rope, his fall into the river extinguished
the flames, and if he had not been a good
swimmer he would have drowned. All
of this is logical, yet ridiculo")ls, with an
unexpected solution. The exaggeration is
great, but just short of the impossible.
The limerick is the only literary form
used exclusively to present humor. The
limerick fad is now big business, with
competition and prizes offered for them
by advertisers. The very beat of the
limerick is advance notice that a joke is
coming, and the punch line is always the
last line. To illustrate:
'fhere was an old man of Blackheath,
Who sat on his set of false teeth.
Said he, with a start,
"0 me, bles~ my heart 1
I've bitten myself underneath 1"

Parody is a take-off on some wellknown work. It resembles the original
so that it is recognizable, but it exaggerates and ridicules. It might make a
mockery of superheroes, or mawkish
love scenes, or famous detectives or political situations. It pokes fun at something that has been overdone, is a counJULY 8, 1948

teragent and acts as brakes to certain
trends overworked. It magnifies faults
and thereby amuses us at the expense of
the original. Generally, the parody is a
protest against the over-sentimentality
or over-rating of the original, but it may
also merely put the original, such as a
nursery rhyme, into a modern setting to
become a satire against modern conditions or persons. Satire is barbed humor.
Repartee, or snappy comeback, is a
form of wit that becomes a powerful
weapon. It is sudden, unexpected, and
scatters adversaries in confused rout.
Repartee turns the tables, it is used to
turn back an attack, and often it deliberately misconstrues the meaning of the
original assailant. Because it is used in
self-defense against an aggressor, some
harshness is permissible. Yet, its exterior is genteel. It is the iron hand in the
velvet glove. It is so devastating that the
recipient is not so much resentful as nonplussed or tlabbergasted. For instance,
a woman protests: "Sir, I hear you have
been attacking me." "Attacking you, my
dear lady1-Why, I spend all my time defending you." But repartee need not be
rough. For example, "~\vhat a beautiful
girl I" cried a judge. Overhearing him, as
girls do such remarks, she replied, "What
an excellent judge I"
Other forms of humor mav be the use
Of nonsense, action, or the mlintentional.
In a dull' and serious and miserable
world a little nonsense is welcome relief.
The radio comedian Gracie Allen is illus·
trative of this form of addle-brained
humor. Humor of action delights us
when we see two young puppies at play,
dodging, nipping, bounding, leaping,
tumbling, sprawling. Unintentional hu·
mor may pop out when someone commits what is popularly known as a bull,
or a boner, or a slip.
The claim is made that there are no
jokes really new. It -is true that the majority of current jokes are old ones reconditioned. But one cannot force all humor into a few time-worn grooves. This
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is proved by the fact that humorists
them~~lves fail to agree on any standard
grouping or classification lists.
How Much Should We Laugh?
The test of humor is the laugh it pro·
vokes. But the test is HQ variable that it
is not always reliable. The same joke
does not get the same response from all
persons, and from the t"ume person the
response varies with t.he time and place
and mood. Some laugh loud at low qual·
ity; some laugh louder than natural to
flatter the gagster or impress others
with the fact that they have a sense of
humor; and some laugh because they afe
expected t.o and do not wish to appear
dense, even t.hough they do not get. the
point of the joke. Often the one \vho
merely smiles appreciates the humor of
the .situation more than the one ·who
guffaws.
There is a popular slogan, "Laugh and
the world laughs \\'ith you, weep and you
weep alone." It is not really true. Laugh·
ter is infectious only as other emotions
are infectious. Persons are influenced bv
their surroundings, and sad surrounci.
ings quench a jolly spirit just liS effec·
tively as gay setti~gs chase away the
blues. If a few tell Jokes and laugh, oth·
ers laugh, and soon all join in the merry
mood and things not ordinarily humor·
ous take on a funny hue because of the
mood created by the group.' Everyone
tendB to flow with the fide of the group,
whether it be a high tide of humor or a
lo\\' tide of sadness. Instead of the world
laughing with the habitually merry soul,
it is likely to put him in the class of a
fool, an irresponsible grasshopper sing.
ing and dancing a!ld laughing away time
that should he serIOusly redeemed. Often
the world has contempt for those who
amuse it, considering them of little in·
tellect, ."liile aSHociating learning with
heavy countenanees and profound reflec·
tions, with few smiles and rare laughs
breaking over their solemnity.
The Bible stabilizes us on this matter.
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Extremes are not profitable. Piety or
wisdom is not measured by the length
of one's face; neither is joy of hEodrt an·
nounced by the ccolltinual eackle of mirth.
Solomon ·commended mirth, but also
said there was "a time to weep, and a
time to laugh". (Ecell·siastes 8: 15; 3: 4)
Christ Jesus spoke of the seriousness of
the times in \vhich \\'e live, and said:
"Blessed are ye that weep now: for ye
shall laugh . . . . ·Woe unto you th'at
laugh now! for ye shall mourn and
weep." (Luke 6: 2J, 25 J Contillllal rev·
eJry and hilarity now, in these crucial
tunes of decision, without any sober can·
sideration of the issues confronting humankind, will lead to future mourning
and prevent entrance into J ehovnh's new
world where SOTl'OW and sighing will 1Ipc
away forever. Some mirtfl nmv is val.
uabJe for l'e]nxation and as fm emotlmmJ
change of pace, but it is not edifying unto eternal life. "Wisdom huilds the housel
of life: frivolity pulls it down:'-Prov~"
crhs 14: 1, Moffatt.
It is by far the better course to sober.
ly face things now, to improve our minds
and make them wise t.o the iSi:iues bv
serious study and meditation, t.han it i'~
to continually giggle and laugh. The best
part of our mental energy should be
s-pent upon hearing and heeding wj~e rebuke and exhortation and cOlinsel that
\~'ill steer our feet into the pathway of
hfe, rather than squandering it foolish.
Iy upon giddy songs and gags and frivolity that burn up mental energy and pro'duce no more reward tIlRn cackling
laughter. So God's ·Word advises UR unto
sobrillty: 'Better is sorrow than laugh.
ter, for through a sad face the mind is
improved. r1'he mind of the wise is in the
house of mourning, but t.he mind of fools
is in the house of mirth. It is better that
a man should hear the rebuke of the wise,
tlIan that he SllOUld ltear tile song of
fools. Fot like nettles crackling under
kettles is the cackle of a fool."-Eccle·
liliastes 7: 3·6, An Amer. Trans. and
Moffatt,
A WAKE!
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Count
Sports

ff7[J.:;:n
ITH attention drawn to the eleventh
modern Olympic games, to be held
at the "Vemhley stadium near London
this summer, and the renewed fervor in
postwar athletics, youth particularly is
prone to overlook certain well-known
but little-advertised dangers in sO.me
forms of competitive athletics. Danger,
the sports enthusiasts and promoters
will argue, is ever present, threatening
everywhere. So why pick on· sports 1
Because the athletes engaging in some
forms of sports take on additional
hazards to life and health.
Sports writers, doctors, and a volume
called The Commissioners 1941 Standard Ordinary Table of Mortal-ity (usually called the "C.S.O.") expose these particularly dangerous forms of at.hletics.
Perhaps you like these types of games,
or earn your living by them. In that case
you >"ill probably continue playing, but
at least the facts cuned from many authorities will enable you to estimu{e the
cost you must pay for participation.The C.S.O. specifies that fo11O'\\'ers of
"
" " top-percI"
sue11 occupa t,IOns
as Circus
1
acrobats, wild animal performers (it
seems that hcad-in-lion'l"-mouth act is
not so safe), automobile racers, steeplechase riders, and steeple jacks, among
others, >vill not be accepted for life insurance while thus employed. After these
classes not accepted for insurance are
listed occupations \vhid~ call-for age increases or rate incr~ses for acceptance.
Those ,vll0 rated up include football
players, swimmers, cyclists, and some
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forms of track competition. The law of
averages shO'\vs that such forms of athletics reduce the life expectancy from
five to eight years.
It is a ,veIl-known fact that track -and
swimming competition has produced
many a case of athletic heart, while
swimmers and divers often contract ear
and sinus infections. Gertrude Ederle,
the great Channel swimmer, assigned
her loss of hearing to this great but exhausting performance. As to football,
the Helms Athletic Foundation -of Los
Angeles quoted some figures from the
New Encyclopedia of Sports, by Frank
Menke, to the effect that during the
years 1931 to 1946, 283 boys died from
injuries directly due to amateur-football
game injuries, while an additional 147
died from injuries indirectly due to football participation. '1'he average deaths
each year in amateur-foothall competition is 28i:. Anyone but fanatical enthusiasts, commercial traffickers, and
parents foolishly basking in the publicity given the exploits of football-playing
sons can realize that one can't be kicked
with cleats, hit at top speed by six or
seven, two-hundred-pounders going in
the opposite direction, as well as fouled
by some player whose fair play is a bit
" tarnished from not getting the limelight
. hims,elf, without suffering injuries dis~
abling or Worse.
Another feature that is generally softpedaled 'is the unscrupulous coach under
pressure to produce a winning team
who sends in exhausted or injured men,
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fired with a fanatical zeal to win for old
alma mater, at whatever personal cost.
With such an incentive coaches know
that many fine young at1Jletes will extend themselves beyond all safety limits,
even when pain and fatigue eat with the
fury of a prairie fire. :B~or the fleeting
plaudits of victory the boys themselves
urge clamorously; "Coach, let me go in!"
Then it takes a mun of coolness and high
principle to rE>gard' the man's health
above victory for the team. Plentiful evidence proves that not all coaches have
such resistance.
Parent", esp('c1ally fathers, are lured
by the spreading fame of junior's exploits. 'When the local newspaper headlines the' touchdmvn techmque of the
young st.ar his fatuous father holds
forth exuberantly, and often boringly,
whenever his cronies gather. Perhaps
none should blame the father for pride
in a stalwart son, hut is not permanent
injury or death a big price to pay for
the cheap encomiums of a sensationseeking press Y
Football has become the great focal
point of many high schools and nearly
all colleges. The non-players are chided·
and derided, while cherished honor and
prestige is reserved for the player, particularly the star. A few college officials
are questioning the wisdom of such an
athletic caste system. At institutions
allegedly established to educate or "bring
up a child physically or mentally", just
what function is performed by football Y
If it reduces the life expectancy, does it
enrich and cultivate the mind? It is a
standing joke that the utmost ingenuity
of the faculty is required to keel' brawny
players from "flunking out". Excessive
praise for young people is never beneficial. It blurs self-criticism, which is
essential to later success in any neM.

"Manly Art" of Boxing
According to t.he C.S.O., above-quoted,
children at birth have an expectancy of
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62.33 years of life. Considering the number of ways to death that snare the route
to longevity, it is remarkable that out
of every million children born in the
United States 181,765 reach the ripe old
age of eighty years. Thereafter the
sands of life of the survivors fall away
sharply and by the time the ninty-ninth
year is reached only 125 of the million
r~main, while their expectancy is only
SIX months more.
If, however .• the prospect of old age
tires you, then take up boxing or wrestling, and, on the average, you will end
this boredom fifteen years sooner than
others. 'rIms boxers and wrestlers are
rated up fifteen years before accepting
them for life insurance. Col. Harvey L.
Miller, in his advocacy of boxing for
training soldiers, hoots the idea that pugilism cuts years off life by citing the
67 years of James J. Corbett, victor over
John L. Sullivan, and James J. Jeffries,
hearty and active at 68 (J\Iarch, 1944),
and Joe Choynski, who died at 74 after
fighting for twenty years. He recommended boxing for training in jungle
fighting with knife and bayonet.
On the other hand many sports writers and doctors do not agree that boxing
is beneficial even for jungle Or ,{'.ommando
action. In 1942 Pete Norton wrote an article for Esqu,ire (November), entitled
"Boxing Builds Bums". Hii:' contention
was that boxing is never good for anybody mentally, and rarely physically,
least of all prospective soldiers. In the
heat of battle, said Norton, men need all
their faculties, and "a man -..vho has
fought as much as 100 rounds is apt to
be punch drunk the rest of his life". He
dubbed the alleged "art of self-defense"
the "art of modified murder".'
Stronger still \vas the article in the
July, 1943, Esquire by Sigmnnd Sameth:
«Pugs Never Die of Old Age." .Referring
to Norton's article, Sameth emphasized:
"Shortly after it builds the bums boxing
kills them. . . . Boxing's occupational
disease is death . . . . Statistics on boxAWAKE!

ers show most of them last about three
years in the ring and pass out for good
before they are forty .. ' .. Puffy ears
money·bag eyes, and shattered nasa
cartilage /;lre milestones on the road be~
tween the headline and the bread line."
Nat only did Sameth study medical documents in four·languages, which supported his charges, but he also cased through
the life histories of more than a hundred
fighters. Here is what he found. Tom
Johnson, Big Ben Brain, Jim Belcher,
and Jack Bartholomew, all bare-knuckle
pug-uglies, died of ruptured livers. 'Vith
just one well-placed blow a normal liver
can be ruptured like an overripe orange.
Of fifty-one old fighters thirty-six were
known to have died of boxing injuries.
Of ftfty modern fighters studied, fifteen
of them champions, the average age at
death was 39.12 )·ears. Of forty~nine "re·
tired" fighters, "five are cripples because
of boxing beatings, five are blind, ten
suffer chronic invalidism, two are in
mental hospitals, and sixteen are poverty.stricken poolroom attendants, dock·
wallopers, porters, night watclunen, pea.
nut peddlers and training-camp buffoons."
Knockouts are usually effected by
punches to the head or jaw, to the heart,
and to the solar plexus. The latter con·
tains a network of nerves (ganglia), and
a punch is painful, causing gasping for
breath, and often a somewhat paralyzed
immobility, yet continued consciousness.
A knockout to the heart, which is not
nearly so much protected by the ribs as
commonly imagined, is often fatal. The'
most common type of knockout is the
blow to the jaw (mandible).
The explanation of the KO is that the
mandible is jarred backward by blow
coming into contact "with the carotid
arteries, momentarily interrupting blood
circu.lation long·enough for the brain to
black out". While the blow itself is dangerous enough, the victim has yet an~
other shock coming when he hits the can·
vas. If he strikes with sufficient force he
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may fracture the posterior portion of
the skull (occiput). Very often the blow
alone may cause "subdural or boxers
hemorrhage". When a fighter has become
groggy an uppercut may result in pinching the brain stem and rupturing the
brain membranes. "Repeated hammering on the head involves permanent
pathological effects." The "round heels",
those who can no longer be matched because of too tnany knockouts, are mental
cripples also.
Blood Money
Boxing continues popular with spectators, and hence is a big money-maker.
In California seven million attended
prize fights in 1946-47. The lure of quick
money keeps boxing's ranks filled with
youngsters, who are exploited in the
most heartless way. Promoters and rack·
eteers divide up the major portion of
the profits in a manner that reveals a
"similarity between some managers of
-fighters and those gentlemen who supervise the working schedule of prostitutes.
They both profit from another's agony,
and the one with the talent who does the
work is frequently shortchanged." ("This
Prize-Fight Racket," by Jimmy Cannon,
Esquire, May, 1948) Cannon is led to remark: "The fight racket is the swill barrel of sports. It is a suburb of the underworld, and the money handlers of this
foul game are often despicable sCOundrels who will do anything that brings
a buck." Besides the rnilching of the
boxers the public is swindled. "The bribing of referees and judges happens as
often as a certain type of manager can
get to them . . . . Many instruct young
fighters how to jab with the thumbs, as a
blind opponent is not considered as for.
lUidable as one who has ordinary vision.
Low blows are valid in the minds of such
handlers as Jong as a fighter is not penal.
ized for them. Dirty fighters are those
who do not draw large money." Looking
over an aggregation of young boxers,
many of them calling themselves "pres"
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(professionals), of who.m only two l?er.
cent will ever earn faIr wages, wrIter
Dave Camerer remarks: '''What a horri·
ble commentary on today's 'manly sport',
if in three or 'four yean;, 90 percent of
those kids wind up as washed-up, thick·
talking baby bums working for handouts
via the old t.ank tovm circuit. It could
happen."
In February of this year two more
deaths' were added. On February 27,
Le Roy Decatur, 20, fell dead in his first
professional fight, at the Hollywood Le·
gion stadium. His wideHv, aged 18, probably will n'ot be comforted by the argu·
ment of the marine colonel that some
boxers attain morc than seventy years,
His.mother and wife had begged him to
stop fighting-, and his death fight, pi.ti.
fully enough, vmuId have netted hun
only $49.50. "His was the hventy.second
prize.ring death in t~e Unite~ ~tates in
it little more than two years. (Los Angeles Examiner) In fixing the blame for
death, Commissioner Ritchie blamed the
smallness of the ring, nrging an increase
from 16 to 20 feet; Closson hlamed the
age limit; while Commissioner Harry
Foster, who is state eommander of the
American Legion also, hlamed, lax med.
ieal examinations. KONE BLAMED BOXl:!'G,
About a week earlier, on Fehruary 21,
in Chicago, boxer Sam Raroudi was
fatally injured in the ring.
Close on the heds of these killings
came the death of .Jack Darthard, 19·
year-old FSamms qity n~iddl(;weight box·
er who dIed AprIl 22 In ~lIhvaukee. It
w~s the same old story, "boxer's hemorrhage," given the fancy name of "acute
subdural hematoma". He collapsed in
the ring; a brain operation failed to
remove a large clot, and he died the next
day. "He had ahsorbed a severe beating
in the third and sixth rounds." (Los
Angeles Herald-Express, April 22)

Remedies
And so the traffic in blood continues
without abatement. It is not the rules
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that need changing, for admittedly the
legal punches are the lethal punches. The
matter comes back to indictments by
Sameth of "one of Ameriea's million dollar sports", concerning which," he adds:
"Medico-legal literature in four languages seems to llear them out. . . .
Should we abolish hoxing1 )($, say the.
medicm, almost unanimously."
The urgent need for training boys in
thc art 01 self·defense is vastly overstated. If children's muscles arc hardened by useful and varied work and built
up by >beneficial types of play and exer·
cise, Hley can generally defend themselves. King David and ot.hers whose
reputations as fighters have heen seldom
equaled \vere farmers or shepherds.
They retained the clear mind that is
never found within the. constantly battered head. Even if trained to box, one
can't win every fight, especially the one
against the grim reaper.
'Vhy do not parents, educators, and
civic officials view this matter squarely1
Boxing and wrestling are brutalizing
and destructive sports that had their
origin during the Olympic flames, held
in honor of the Greek gods, especially
Zeus and HerD.. Everything of pagan
origin is an abomination. Even before
Christ a Greek poet had written: "Of all
the countless evils tliroughout Hellas
(Greece) there is none wcih,e than the
race of athletes, In youth they strut
about in splendor, the pride of their city,
hut \vhen bitter age C01!WS upon them
they are cast aside like threadbare garments." (Euripides, in Autolycus)
K onetheless, the yalue of exerciRe is
\vholly undisputed, but surely it is the
part of wisdom, although almost totally
ignored in educational and sporting cir.
eles, to elloose forms that arc upbuilding
and not destroying. 'TIle apostle Paul
\vrote: "For hodily training is profitable
for a little." (1 Timothy 4: 8, Diaglott)
In .1 choyah's new world there will be
everytltir-Ig for lIIan's benefit and nothing to harm.
A WAKE I

Catholicism
for Sale
to
sell Catholicism
are
.
.
.'
now runnmg m seTles In
certain national ne\vspapers.
rrhey are catehy little squibs
on supposedly erroneous but
popular conceptions of Catholic doetrine, done in an indulgent style mixed with
tones of 8uperior amusement
and condescending tolerance at public
ignorance of ,vhat Catholicism actually
is. TIley "talk do"\vn" to the public, in affected patience as though dealing with
children. The ads are not very informative, but cunningly deceptive. They cite
a basic Catholic teaching, but give it an
exaggerated twist, and by !implication
deny it as a tenet. These "strange things"
generally belieyed concerning Catholicism and which arc true Catholic teaehing have a loophole planted in them by
the subtle advertisements, and that loop~
hole is the exaggerated t.wist supplied
by t.he K nights of Columbus, and out of
that loophole they serpentinely crawL
rl'he belief itself is not bluntly denied,
hut the exaggerated hvist is laughingly
brushed aside as ridiculous and by implication the "strange things" are no
part of Catholic doctrine. It is jesuitical
cunning in fine form.

A

OVERT1SEMEXTS

Belief About Non-Catholics
In the ad "You Hear Strange Things
About Catholics" the first paragraph
says: "You hear it said that Catholics
believe all non-Catholics are headed for
hell ... that they believe non-Catholic
marriages arc invalid." rrhese ads being
for the purpose of refuting false ideas
JULY 8, 1948

abo u t Catholicism,
the natural reaction

of -the reader is to
believe that the
Knights of Columbus are denving such
conceptions. But the pamphlet sent in
response to an inquiry about this ad
says: "The idea that ALJ.. non-Catholics
are headed for hell has iTs origm in the
teachings of Christ, and hence of the
Catholic church, that unless a person is
validly baptized, he cannot enter heaven.
But some are, through no fault of their
own,. prevented from the reception of
baptIsm. For them, the desire of baptism
could be sufficient." Non-Catholics, of
course, would not be undergoing Catholic
b~ptislll nor would they have any deSIre for such a "valid" baptism. Hence

does that not just about doom all

nOD-

Catholics to "hell", according to Catholic
teaching'
As for the marriage clause. If the
Knights of Columbus are struggling to
say non-Catholic marriages are valid,
they had better say it to Catholic priests,
who denounce marriages not performed
by themselves. The following Catholic
ruling on the matter is published in The
Messenger of the Sacred Heart:
The Church does not dispense from the impediment of mixed religion unless: 1. There
~re just and grave reasons therefore; 2. The
non-Catholic party shall have given a guarantee to remove all danger of perversion from
the Catholic party, and both parties shall have
given guarantees to baptize and educate all
the children in the Catholic faith alone.
After a separation, should the custody of
the children ahV'ays be awarded to the innocent party? If both parties are Catholics, the
custody and education of the children should
usually be entrusted to the innocent party;
if only one is a Catholic, to the Catholic party.
Is it possible for a Catholic to obtain permission to seek a civil divorce 1 If the mar-
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riageof a Catholic is ,nvalid (because, for
instance, the ceremony was performed by a
justice of the peace) permission can he obtained to obtain a civil divorce.

Of course, the pope can dispense from
marriage vows, and can 'annul marriages, despite numerous children. And
that brings us to the ad about the pope.
•

The Pope and God

"Why Millions Call Him 'Holy Father' " is the headline of the ad. He is not
the earthly father of all Catholics, obviously, so it is in the sense of spiritual
father that the title applies. But with
this in mind Christ Jesus said: "Call
none your father upon earth; for one is
your father, who is in heaven." (Matthew
23: 9, Roman Catholic Douay Bible) Apparently one of the "strange things"
about Catholicism is that it does not
even believe its own version of the Bible. As for the title "Holy", Pope Martin
presumptuously said: "It is to be presumed that the bishop of the church
[the pope] is always good and holy."
How these vi(lars of Christ consider
themselves better than Christ himself!
-"And Jesus said to him: Why dost
thou call me good ~ None is good but
God alone." Luke 18: 19, Catholic Bible.
One of the ads said: "Some think
Catholics believe the pope is God." Well,
do they' The ad implies not. But let us
see. Pope Nicholas I said:
.
"1 am able to do almost all that God can do.
. . . If those things 1 do be said not to he
done of man, but of God What can you make
me but God? Again, if prelates of the church
be called and counted of Constantine for Gods,
1 then, being above all prelates, seem by this
reason to be above all Gods. Wherefore, no
marvel if it be in my power to change time
and times, to alter and abrogate laws, to dispense with all things, yea, with the precepts
of Christ." [From Fox's Acts and Monuments]

The adored Roman Catholic saint,
Bernard, compares God with the pope,
not the pope with God, when he says:
"None except God is like the pope, either
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in heaven or on earth." The Roman
Catholic' Canon Law, in the gloss, calls
the pope "our Lord God".
The ad about confession explains another ad on "Why Catholics 'Keep Running to Church'''. They must run to
church repeatedly to confess sins and
get them forgiven and gain what is
called "merit". Roman Catholics are
deeply concerned about getting sins forgiven .and accumulating merit that will
reduce sentences of torture in "purgatory". To willfully miss mass, without
confessing it" is a mortal sin. The sacrifice of the mass is a bloodless sacrifice,
and the Bible declares bloodless sacrifices cannot bring remission of sins:
"Without shedding of blood there is no
remission." (Hebrews 9: 22, Catholic Bible) Some may respond, now, that the
wine in the sacrifice actually becomes
Christ's blood. But Catholic teaching of
a "trinity" makes Christ the same as
God, hence it is God's blood. And since
the pope does pose as God also, it becomes the pope's blood. But the pope
loses rib blood by virtue of the multitudinous masses celebrated daily. Sadly, it
is the p'oor people that are bled white.
Another ad bears the title "The J apanese Priest Said: 'Dominus Vobiscum' ".
The idea in back of this gem is to defend
the use of Latin as a universal language
in the church, one which can be used in
churches all over the world, and so Catholics wherever they go will feel at home,
though they still will not know what is
being said nor will they be edified. The
.use of this one language brings no united
or world-wide understanding, but worldwide lack of comprehension. Moreover,
the use of a tongue generally unknown
brings this church organization into a
head-on collision with the Bible, wherein the apostle Paul writes under inspiration:
If 1 come unto you speaking with tongues,

what shall I profit you, except 1 shall speak
to you either by revelation, or by knowledge,
or by prophesying, or by doctrine? And even
AWAKE!

things without life giving sound, whether pipe
or harp, except they give a (fistinction in the
sounds, how shall it be known what is piped
or harped 1 So likewise ye, except ye utter by
the tongue words easy to be understood, how
shall it be known what is spoken 1 for ye shall
speak into the air. Wherefore let him that
speaketh in an unknown tongue pray that he
may interpret. Yet in the church I had rather
speak five words with my understanding, that
by my voice I might teach others also, than
ten thousand words in an unknown tongue.
-1 Corinthians 14: 6, 7, 9, 13, 19.

•
c.

"The Bible Is a Catholic Book"
This advertised claim makes much of
the Catholic organization's past devotion
to the Bible, how the monks copied manuscripts and preserved them, and how
Catholic Gutenberg produced the first
Bible from movable type on his press,
and in Latin. It does not tell how it drove
Bible translators from the Catholic
Church because they put the Bible in a
language the people could understand,
nor does it mention the many Bible readers that the Hierarchy had ):mrned at the
stake with Bibles around their necks,
during the Reformation. Nor does it relate how the Hierarchy refused to let
Bible scholars see the valuable fourthcentury manuscript, Vatican No. 1209,
till after the Sinaitic manuscript of the
. same century was found and publicized,
thus forcing her hand.
,In claiming to be the mother of the
Bible, one of the earlier ads points to the
Council of Carthage, A.D. 397, when the
Bible was supposed to have been finally
gathered. This is a very tardy recognition of the complete Bible, since its writings were complete and being circulated
almost three hundred years before! Another ad proclaims: "Ten million died
and none saw the Bible." The very obvious idea in back of this is that the
Bible is not the most important thing
in Christian worship. The ad explains
that there were many Christians before
the books of the Bible were all assemJULY 8, 1948

bled. But it does not state that the early
Christian congregations of apostolic
times did have all the books of the Bible
available to them in separate scroll
form. Except for the wrItings of the
apostle John (completed by A.D. 99), all
the Bible books of the Greek Scriptures
had been completed by A.D. 65. By the
second century they were assembled and
circulated in book form, on papyrus.
Hence the Hierarchy came upon the
scene rather late, .at the end of the fourth
century, to play mother to the Bible!
The purpose of these subtle ads is to
make Catholic doctrine appear quite
harmless to Protestants, to even make it
appear that the 'strange things you hear
about Catholics' are unjust misrepresentation. It is reminiscent of the wolf in
bed masquerading as Grandma and luring Little Red Riding Hood within snapping' distance by smooth speeches. To
try to unveil such error is not intolerant. The Knights of Columbus themselves could not consistently say so. In
one of their pamphlets they say: "One
cannot
be tolerant of error." The same
,
pamphlet also states: "If God established
one chureh and not a bedlam of churches
[Protestant. sects] ... how can a person be tolerant toward any other truth
or church or way?" The Catholic Church
is truly intolerant of other religious
groups, but is the first to scream charges
of 'bigotry and intolerance' when her
error is not tolerated. Tolerance should
be shown toward persons that are in
error, not toward the error. To expose
error truth must be brought against it.
Hence freedom of discussion is a requisite. Truth has nothing to fear from discussion in the public forum. Exercising
the freedoms of speech and press and ,
worship is not intolerance. It is what
Jehovah God recommends to those that
want to know the truth that makes men
free. John 8: 32; Acts 17: 11; 1 Thessalonians 5: 21; Isaiah 43: 8-10.'
2:3

that if they would obey Him they should
be to Him a holy nation, a peculiar peoN Friday, l\luy 14, 1948, at Tel Aviv, ple, and tIte reripients of His blessingi'.
the new J E'\vish State of Israel was lIe sai(l to !loses : "'These are t.he vmrds
proclaimeti Doubtle--sB' at that startling which thou shalt speak unto the ehildren
event JIlany persons thought that now at of Israel." "Rm", tlH'rei'ore, if yo will
last the nucleus had been produced ohey my voice indeed, and keep my covearound which the kingdom of God nant, then ye shall be a peruliar treasshould be estahlished on earth. As one ure unto me above all people: for all
Jewish wOlllan fl'om Yemen exclaimed at the earth is mine: And ye shall be unto
the Dews: "'I'lli" is the coming of the Ine a kingdom of priests, and an holy naMessiah!" But now, at this momentom; tion."-Exodus 19: 5, 6.
time of the ·world, is not the place for
His chosen people v·l(~re then under the
Jew or Gentile, Mohammedan or Chris- leadership of "Moses, journeying to\vard
tian believer or infidel, to be deceived. the land of Canaan. the land of promise,
into'wrong expectations leading to bitter where, later, Jerusalem was made the
disappoinhue)1t. Even the ancient king- typical holy city. For the protection of
dom bl' J srael during the time that it. His typical people and to safeguarc~ t!leHl
flourished with Jehovah's blessing was from demon godf> and related relIp;lOus
not ever meant to blossom into the real pract.ices, the Almighty God caused
kingdom of God promised in His sacred Moses to declare,Hio; law to the Israel"',. ord. It was merely a type of the real ites, to wit.: "And God spake all these
thing.
"\vords, saying, I am the :YaRD thy God,
A "type" is that w~lirh represents whieh have brought. thee out of the land
something greater that IS to follow. Je- of ~gypt., out. of the hOllse of bondage.
hoyah God caused types to be recorded Thou <shalt have no other gods before
in His \Vord, prophetic pictures of me. Thou shalt not make unto thee any
things that "\vould come to pao;s in the de- graven image, or any likeness of any
velopment of His holy city from heaven, thing that is in heaven above, or that is
His great kingdom or 'J1heoerat.ie Govern- in the earth beneat.h, or that is in the wament. If e organized the people of Israel ter under the earth: thou shalt not bow
into a nation, with himself as the Hu- down thyself to thern, nor serve them:
premo Rulpr and with Thloses us the me- for I the LOUD thy God am a jealous God,
diator and visible representative of t.he visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon
Most High God. It vms to 1\108es that the the children unto the third and fourth
Almighty first n~vealed himself hy the generation of them that. hate me; and
name Jehovah. (IiJxodus 6: 3-8) In Egypt l:lhe\",ing merey unto thousands of them
He made a eovenant with the Israelites, that love nw, and keep my cornmandand at Mount Sinai in Arahia He con~ ments."-Exodus 20: 1-6.
Had the Isnwlites hepn faithful to
firmed that covenant throngh Moses. He
gave to His typical people His promise their covenant and obedient to Jehovah's

A City from Heaven Awaited
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law, that.nation would have escaped the
terrible experiences it has undergone
during its Dispersion of these past nineteen centuries. But they .",ere overreached by Satan the Devil and his demons, for their own inspired Record
shows they repeatedly fell under the influence of demon gods, turned away from
the service and worship of .J ehovah God,
and practiced demon religion. -When
they repented an.d cried to Him for help,
He extC'nded HIS lIiercy and favor to
them again. Time and "again they fell
mvav from God under the influence of
demonism, he,athen religion. Psalm
106: 36 bluntly says of them: "And they
served their idols; ,vhich were a snare
unto them." For their disobedience and
continuous resistan(;e to ..His 'Word declared to them by His inspired prophets,
Jehovah God permitted them to be broken up as a nation and to be disperl'ed to
the ends of the earth. Only a remnant
of that people rC'mained faithful to J ehovah God and Ilis Messiah and were
.
blessed by Him.
Those prophets whom ,Jehovah sent
to the Israelites were holy men, entirely
devoted to Him and obedient to His
'Vord. Under inspiration and commandment of Almighty God those holy men
uttered prophecy, or prophecies of God
foretelling His purpose to set up Hi·s·
Holy City or Kingdom, and foretelling
that His Anointed One, the Messiah
whom the Greek-speaking ,Jews called
"Christ", would be the Head and Ruler
of it. All things that were written in the
propheeies and law of God were recorded there specifically for the benefit of
those persons \vho would devote themselves to Almighty God and His service
and who "muld be on earth at the time
of the setting up of the Kingdom or Holy
City. A \vriter flllly devoted to the ~res
siah t;aid under inspiration respecting
ancient Israel: "Now all these things
happened unto them for ensamples [or,
literally, types]: and they arc written
for our admonition, upon whom the ends
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of the .vorld are come." (1 eorinthians
10: 11). This shows that the ancient nation of Israel was a typical nation or
people, used by Jehovah God to make
pictures or prophetic dramas foretelling
greater thing" to come to pass at the
time of the setting up of His kingdom.
It is at the end of the world that the
Holy City descends from heaven to
earth, that is to say, the Kingdom, establish~d in the heavens, causes its power of control and dominaUon to descend
and spread over the earth. Therefore the
end of the world means the end of Satan's uninterrupted rule by the Gentile
nations of this earth. For centuries Satan the Devil has exercised ruling power
over the world without hi n d ran c e
through Gentile nations. Space here does
not allow us to go into the proof of it,
but A.D. 1914 the l\fessiah, Jesus ·of
Nazat'eth, was enthroned in the heavens
by Jehovah, and His royal organization
constitutes the Holy City. 'Varin heaven
followed, and it marked the end of the
uninterrupted rule of Satan the Devil,
which is yet to be utterly finished by the
coming battle of Armageddon. It is
therefore at this momentous time that
the Holy City begins to come down from
God out of heaven, as the last book in the
sacred Scriptures pictures. it. (Revelation 21: 1-,5) '1'hi8 is the time of the invisible coming of tIle great Messiah Jesus the Son of God to oust Satan and to
put. in operation the kingnom of righteousness. That spells unparalleled trouble for all this world, including Palestine
and the State of Israel. The prophet
Daniel wrote of this "time of the end":
uAnd at that time shall Michael [the
Messiah] stand up, the great prince
which standeth for the children of thy
people: and there shall be a time of
trouble, such as never was since there
was a nation even to that same time:
and at that time thy people shall be delivered, everyone that shall be found
written in the hook. And many of them
that sleep in the dust of the earth shall
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awake, some to everlastIng 11te, and some
to shame and everlasting contempt. And
they that be wise shall shine as the
brightness of the firmament; and they
that turn many to righteousness as the
stars for ever and ever."-Daniel12: 1-3.
ThJl,t unprecedented time of trouble
will sweep away all vestiges of this oppressive, bloodstained world and will
cleanse the ground for Jehovah's Holy
City to rule from heaven without inter-

ference from Satan's organization visible or invisible. Let us not, therefore, be
now deceived and fix our hope upon
any earthly organization of imperfect
men that springs up in these times and
seeks to help in preserving this old
world. Let our hope be riveted upon Jehovah's Holy City of His Messiah which
shall extend its beneficent rule from
heaven for the blessing of all people of
good-will on earth_

Pan-Americans See Bogota
HEN Bogota, Colombia, was select-

ed for the site for the ninth PanW
American Conference, it felt honored.
This capital city of Colombia immediately set about to clean itself up and to look
its best. Four million pesos were appropriated for this undertaking. Leaders of
the city were determined that the PanAmerican visitors would see Colombia's
capital at its best.
Having arrived in Bogota early, the
Pan-Americans have a day before the
opening of the conference and set out to
see the Colombian capital, to see the
common people, how they live, and the
conditions that confront them. The public market is an experience they will remember. A seething mass of humanity
is buying and selling mainly meats,
fruits and vegetables, the produce of the
count;ry for mnes around Bogota, including the hot, tropical country. People scurry around with huge sacks of potatoes
and other things on their backs. The majority are poor with ragged clothing, and
most of them without shoes. Hanging in
the open shops is meat that has never
known refrigeration, some of which has
been hanging there for many days. There
js a man buying the head of a cow. Can
he be planning to make soup out of that'
Outside the market building women
squat in the dirty streets with their
fruit and vegetables spread out before
them. The vile odor that greets the nos26

trils of the visitors can be understood
by the rotten produce that has been
thrown to one side awaiting trucks to
cart it away. Surrounding the market
are numberless small stores and shops,
many of which are selling ckic1ta, fermented drink made of corn and panela.
An open streetcar passes, so the PanAmericans hop on and experience part
novelty and part thrill. Soon they realize
.that there is no limit to tho number of
passengers on Colombian streetcars.
Passengers hang on at every conceivable place, a.t busy hOUTS even rjding on
top of the trolley. Soon the streetcar
makes its way out to one of the barrios,
or suburbs. Upon reaching the end of
the line the visitors alight to look around.
The fine dust of the streets covers their
'Shoes and soon' the wind has blo\vn it
into their' faces and hair. They note people with pails and buckets in hand traveling to the nearest water faucets to catch
a little volUter before it is turned off for
the day. Yearly the dry season necessitates the rationing of water. Children
play in the streets, many without clothes
on the lower half of their bodieH. To
satisfy curiosity the Pan-Americans
peek into one of the shacks. It. consists of
one room for the family to sleep in, a
smaU place to cook over an open fire, and
a table under a shed to eat on. No toilet
is visible. As they walk to the center of
the street once again they are forced to
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jump the ditch that they can plainly see
is an open sewer. Walking back toward
the city they see laborers on construe·

tion jobs eating lunch, and note that
their main COUfse is soup made with
vegetables with perhaps a piece of bread
and the ever-present chicha.
Conditions in other sections of the
city appear to be about the same among
the poorer class. The Colombian income
per capita per year is only about 150
pesos (75 dollars United States). 'When
it is remembered that potatoes are
twenty to twenty-five cents a pound, butter upward of two dollars a pound, meat
and fish about one dollar a pound, rice
forty cents, flour fifty eents, milk hyentyfive cents a 'bottle, and vegetables almost
out of reach, a suit of clothes from eighty
to two hundred dollars, shoes fifteen to
thirty dollars, shirts from six to fifteen
dollars, hats five to forty dollars, then
the Pan-Americans can understand why
the masses of the poor people are not
able to afford to clothe themselves properly, to live in comfortable shelters, or
to eat nourishing food.
But all these price barriers to a good
living standard were hurtled in a very
explosive way a few days later. Early in
the afternooI). of April 9 the Pan-American visitors received a great shock. Not
so much the shock of hearing the startling news of the assassination of the
leader of Colombia's Liberal party Jorge
Eliecer Gaitan, but more the spontaneJUS exploding into violence by the masses of the people. Cries of "Down winJ
the Conservative government!" "Long
live the revolution!" "Long live liberalism!" rent the air. Radio broadcasts
called for the resignation of the president and exhorted the people to support
the revolution movement. The people
rose up en· masse against the government, waving knives and guns and other
weapons of death and destruction. They
break into hardv.'are stores to get more
weapons. 'rhe pplice flee; 1m...' and order
vanish. Shots fill the air. Streetcars are
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upset and burned. AutolllObiles Bre set

afire and smoke is rising from various
government buildings. The ninth Conference' abruptly halts. Equipment and

furniture in the ca.pital building is
wrecked. What did the Pan-Americans
think 1 Was it really a revolution 1 There
seemed to be no organization, no particular leaders of the masses. "Men, women and children all participated.
Then looting began in earnest. The
Pan-American visitors can now see the
poor masses entering the best stores, :fiJJiug their pockets with fine watches and
jewelry of all kinds. Others loaded down
with expensive furs, evening dresses,
nylons, champagne, whisky and wines
of the best make. Others are carrying
radios, typewriters, suits, shirts, ties,
hats, shoes, anything they want free for
the taking. Yes, in this collapse of price
barriers the poor people were lugging
away all that their backs could carry.
Even trucks were used to cart away
goods from the business section to the
homes of the pillagers. As the next day
dawns the fires are still burning in many
buildings and many people are still sacking the stores of their merchandise. By
this time tOIlS alld tOIlS of goods luwe
been taken from the business district.
Hundreds of stores 'had nothing left but
empty shelves.
But why the sudden change from trying to overthrmy the government apJ?arently, to this mad ransackin-?" of the CItyT
Why were the people wreckmg and loot-

ing their own prided capita]' If tne

American visitors had these questions in
their minds, they might also have
thought back to their visit to the barrios
and remembered the poor pedple they
had watched, peasants who worked for
a peso a day or less, people who in all
their life had not had a comfortable
place to put their heads, no shoes or wool
suits or decent dresses, nor sufficient
food to eat. Many of these people had
never been able to walk into one of these
stores to buy the things they needed.
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Thousands of these-persons felt that all
their life they had been deprived of so
many things, the better things of life for
which they had hoped. Many promises
had been babbled to them from the
mouths of windy politicians, but never
did these promises develop into anything
mOTe than wind. Day after day, month
after month, year after year, they had
worked for the rich and in return had
received barely enough to exist on. But
now, finally, a set of circumstances arose
that made it possible for them to get
what they had so long de£ired, and they
were intent on doing just that.
As the visiting Pan-Americans were
able to venture forth through the city
once again they might look at the desolation wrought within a few 11Ou1's and
wonder about the change that had overtaken the city since their entry a few
days earlier. They might look upon all
this desolation and be inclined to place
full blame for it upon the masses of the
people. But they should look deeper than
this. They should see the commercial
..

system that_bas long oppressed the pea·
pIe j -forced them to live in one~room
houses with large families, with no toilet
facilities, ,,,,ith sewers running like open
ditches in tlle streets and spoiJing me.ats
hanging in the market places. And they
might rememhet' the price tags on the
food and clothing in the stores that serve
as "keep out" signs to the poorly paid
laboring classes, and they might see in
all of this t.he root. cause for the widespread looting on the part of a people
long snppressed and denied the neceRsities of life. The visitors ~hould he 4hle
to see more than the beantiful Bogota of
their arrival, a beauty marred by 10",'
living standardR for the masses. They
should be ahle to see more on their departnre than the ruins of the city. They
should be able to see behind it all that
the love of monev is the root of such evil
a.s tl1i~, tlJat greed in t1le llearts of riclr
men that hold back the hire of laborers
and hold up the price of goods can rightfu11y bear hem,'"y responsibility for 100ting.-Awake! correspondent in Colombia.
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"And as ye go, preach, saying,

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS AT HAND."
-Matthew 10: 7.
Do those words, :::;poken OVer 1900 years ago, have
any significance in our day? Sure news that t.he Kingdom is now at hand should prove a blessing t.o those
who seek it.
"The Kingdom Is at Hand"; the 3S4-page book here
pictured, contains a wealth of Scriptural proof. that
the Kingdom IS at hand, nO"w, in our day. You will be
blessed by seeking further knowledge on the subject.
Send for a copy today by enclosing 35c with the (!oupon
belO"\v.
~

WATCHTOWER
117 Adams St.
Brooklyn I, N. Y.
Please seml me a copy of "The Kingdom Is at Hand". 3;)(" is endosed.
Street .. _........ ~ ......... _, ...,... _.. "'........... ".......................................... _............. ,_

Oity _ _ _ _ _ _ .___ ... _...• _.......... __ .. ___ .•... __ .....
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Western Genmm
State Approved
~ After accepting a U. N. truce
propn!;1l1, thp Arahs and Jews
The "C. S. on June 9 accepted
pro~~eederl In early ,Tune to etlrecommendatiolls of the LOlldun
gRg-e In some of the bloodiest
conference on v.'cstern Germany,
-hattles Pllirstine has se€'ll sluce
('ailing for a federal government,
t.he partition issue arose. Fiwllwith a measure of home l"u.Jp for
ly, [n the second week of .June all
,,·('~tern German~', continued 0)('uneasy peace des(,ended upon the
cupation, and pledges to preyent
warring factions as the )'es1l1t of
(krmany from rearming. The
a truce arrangerl by 'C. N. mediaU. S. A., Britain and France will
supen'isc
foreign pOli('Y, defpn"e
tor Connt Bf'fnadotte, sehE'{)uled
and finance. The recommendato last at 1f'llst fOllf weeks. It
was l)()IJed thnt negotiations hy / tions were also approved by the
Rritl"h eabin"'t, and the French
the U. K. might extE'nti whut was
cahinet likewl~e gave its cOllspnt,
only a ten~e, -Nrllled Interlude in
leaving a few Items for fnrther
the blood~' conflict Into a lasting
consideration.
solution of the Palestine situation. But within a few hours
Russia Slashes
after thE' cease-fire took effect,
Finn Reparations
Arabs and Jews charged ea{'h
Lieut. Gpn. G. lH. Savonenkov,
other with violations, warning
the Soviet minister in Helsinki,
on June 3 informed Prelllier
that 11. continuation of such viOMauno ppklmla that Mosrow had
lations would J'esult In a fel'Umprlfldllcu to cancel hnlf the reption of the hol;tilitles fn\] force.
arations
which Finland still
As a condition to bargaining the
owed
the
80,-iet
Union, amountJews insisted upon recognition of
ing to approximately $75,000,000.
a .Tewish State. while the Arabs
The 80vld Union also loaned
maintained tbeir steadfast opFinianu about $~,OOO,OOO for the
position to such an arran!!,"ement.
purchase of raw materials, probThe truce, however, brought an
ably Russian tflxtiles.
end to all major battles. Jews
Resignation of PreSident Benes
and Arabs were able to !iO about
in Jerusalem withont filar of 8ml<$> Pre>lhlcnt Eduard Benes, of
den (iPllth from a sniper's bUllet
Czechoslnvakia, resigned June 7,
or a sht'l) fragment. e. N. stuff
without Signing the new Commembers in Palestinp expectf'd to
munist-drawn constitution. Be
make. the truce completely effechad bE'en prC>lidpnt for. elpven
tive when observers had been sta~','lJ\'S, being re-deeted in Juue,
tioned In all areas of contlid.
1946, tn continue iii timt office
Palestine Truce

*

*
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to see the people and tbe government "live together and work
together in tolerance, love and
forglveness"·and tbat tbey should
vouehsafe ilberty for everyone
and \ISO that liberty consclentionsly. Com m U Ii i s t premier
Klel\Jent Gottwald, on .Tune 8,
SiglJf'c1 the Constitution, wblcb
went into effed at midnight the
following day. 'rhe central rommlttpe of tho Czechoslovak ComOlunist part~' proposed that Premier Cottwald be the next president. He has been in>ltalled.
Turkish Government Falls
Food shortages, charges of
irreglilarities In the e:\:pt)rt of
grains, and failure of the government to adjust 'fllrl,ey's weak
ecnnomlc setup, leu, nn June 9,
to the rpsignotion of Turkey's
cahinet. Pr(,llident Ismet lnonn
called on Premier Hasan Saka
to form a new government.

*

De Ga!!!perl Addre!!!s

*

Premier Alclde de Gasperl of
on June 1 tnld tlle Parliament what his program would be.
lie said, among other things,
"The EItP dominates our foreign
policy, but the government will
participate in all international
organlza.tions. The government
intends to act with a spirit of
persuasion and without retaliation of any sort and wants to
crente security for all, with an
Impartial pollee force. The govf'rnment is determinp<1 to have
democratic Institutions respected
aDd protected against violence."
Jtal~'

*

In Italy's Parliament
The lttllian COmmllllist leader, Pahlliro Tog1!atti, on June 10
accllsed the U. S. A. of haYing
contributed $4,000,000 to antiCommunist parties as a. means of
defeating the left-wing elements
in the recent Holian national
elections. He also accused the
Roman Catholic Chur<'h, saying
that it ha>l won through "intimidation, vivlence and corruption".
He !'aid the derg~' had promised
"lleace after death in exchange
for votes; advantages in heaTen
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In 1'@tUrn for temporal gaIns".
Tbe previous day a Ohrlstfal?Democrat had said: "You Communists find YOUr recrnits only
among eMminals and women of
tu fame." There was a terrible
ftght In the Parliament as a reo
snIt. TogUattl's remarks did not
stir up a fight, however.

Nazi Orimlnals Hanged
• Seven criminal Nazis, four of
them doctors u.nd three Elite
Guard (SS) officers, were 'hanged
at Landsherg, G e r man Y, on
June 2 for medical experiments
on Nazi concentration camp inmates which maimed or brought
death to thousands of them.
SS Gen. Karl Brandt, fIlUer's
personal physician and chief med·
Ical officer of the Nazi regime,
was one of those executed.
"Peers versus TIle PeopJe"
.. Britain's House of Lord!!, although It has I{lst much Of Us
erstwhile power, can sUli delay
action by the House of Commons,
elected by the people. Commons'
action can override a Lords' veto
If it passes the legislation In two
successive sessions. The delay of
two years does not suit the CommODS. The LRoor government has
set In motion legislation that will
cut \lown the ,delaying power of
the Lords to one year. The CommOM have passed the ParUament
Bill, but the House of Lords defeated the blll 'On June 9, precipitating a constitutional Issue
wllich promises to stir up all
England on the "peers versus the
people" QUPStifID.
Hugb Dalton of Britain
• Hugh Dalton, a British Labor
party leader, Who resigned as
chancellor of the exchequer six
months ago, because of unwittingly disclosing confidential bud·
get Information, has been given
a new government job, that of
chancellor of the ducLy of Lancaster. This post, though not in
Itself slgnlfl.cant, allows Mr. Dalton to be called on for other service tn ~ the government which
practically makes him a minister
without porttoUo.
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Newfoundland Poll Inconcluslve.. The people of Newfoundland
faUtod (June 3) to decIde by a
majority vote as to whether they
shall set up a responsible government of their own or be linked
with Canada. Another pol. will
have to be held on the question.
SOuth A1rIca :Qebufts U. N.South Africa., on June 4, told
the Trusteeship Council of the
U. N. that It did not consider itself accountable in any measure
to that body in regard to administration of South-West AfricR, a
former German colony now under
South African supervision by a
mandate. The South African government presented a 200-page
document containing anS\\;ers to
questions submitted by the Trusteeship Council, many of them
by ImplicatIon, strongly critical
of the Union's administration of
toe mandated region.

*

Less U. N. Secrecy caned For
The U. N. was urged June 2
to reduce closed-door sessions to
a minimum. The request was
made by an advisory committee
of information experts, meeting
at the request of the U. N. Department of PubUc Information.
More "open meetings" by all
C. N. agencies were called for.

*

Paraguay Ousts Dictator \
Paraguay's army on June 3
ousted President Hlginlo Morlnlgo, ending his eight-year dictatorship. It was a bloodless coup.
Dr. Juan Manuel Frutos, resignIng as chief court justice, wlli be

*

the InterIm president untll Au·

gust 15. Then
Juan NataUclo
take office.

Presldeut-elect
Gonzalez will

CUba's New President
~ Cubans, on June 1, voted former Labor Minister Dr. Carlos
Prlo Socarras into office as president of the Island ·democracy. He
receIved definite majorities In all
the provinces.
Antl·U. S. Agitatlon In ChIna
~ Chinese student organizations
have been agitating agaInst ilie

U. S. I.m aecount of Its pnllcy in
Japan. This brought a protest
from Ambassador John Leighton
Stuart (June 4), who characterIzed the sitUatIon as growlngly
dangerous. The Chinese government obediently took qUick action to end the agitation. Adem·
onstration of several thousand
students in Shanghai was broken
up by police and troops, and all
major universities were surrounded by ·tl'lJOps fully Ilrmed to
stop the dcmonstratlons.

}>ope's Speech
~ IndulgIng in "good words and
fall' speech" the POPE' (June 2)
urged "just and ncc('s!;ury ~ocial
reforms". Fighter planes of the
Italian air force roared over the
Vatican as the pope spoke.
Rome's mayor and the Pope are
putting Into e/feet -a cleanup pror
gram In preparation for the
"Roll' Yet/r" of 1949-19fio. LI-

censed prostitution, common to
Catholic countries, is one of thf'
matters under discussion.
Michael's Mal'rlage
a "Grave Sin"
Former King MIchael of Rumania and Prinl'ess Anne' of
Bourbon-Parma were wanled at
Athens June )0. lft the rituaJ nf
the Greek Orthodox Ohurch.
Michael is Greek Orthodox, while
Anne Is Roman Catholtc. The
VatIcan said it considers 1;hat the
marriage was "no marriage" at
all, and that only the dissolution of the marr!a~e by death or
otherwise or 11 remarriage according to the Roman rite would
expunge the "grave sin". But
¥}chael and Anne looke<l. quite
happy.
"
,

+-

Stat~urch T~on

lnHungary
~

Hungary's effort to national.
Ize alJ the SChools has met with
the determined opPQsitJon of the
bishops under the leadership of
Cardinal Mindszeuty, who told
Catholics (June 6) to stop listening to Hungarian hroadcasts and
reading new>tpapers of the gov·
ernment parties. The cardinal
tlI.reutened to excoJlllmunicate anr
Catholic who supports the naAWAKE/

tionalizationof edl1cation. Education Minister Gyula Ortutay
has stated that. any terrorism
stirred up by the cardinal would
not be tolerated. A Catholic mob
in ,one village killed a policeman
in an attack on the police station.
Truman Tour
~ President Truman,
on his
transcontinental tour the early
part of June, made various. attacks on the predominantly Republican Congress, blaming it for
high prices, lack of housing, flood
. damage, and finally calling it the
worst Congress in history. Congressional opinion of the president was on the same level. Carroll Reece, chairman of the Republican National Committee, in
early June said Truman's journey was a "prenomination campaign tour" and asserted that its
expenses should not be met out
of public funds. Senator Taft accused the president of traveling
about the nation "blackguarding
Congress" at the expense of the
taxpayers.
ERP Cut
~ In early June the House Appropriations Committee cut down
current appropriations for the
European Recovery Program by
27 percent. But not all Republicans gave approval to the drastic
cut. On June 7 Mr. Vandenberg
testified before the Senate Appropriations Committee. He said
the House cut constituted "a
cynical reversal" of a policy already authorized, and referred to
the move as a "meat-ax technique" which would brand Congressional poliCies before the
world as "capricious, unreliable
and impotent".
10 Billion for Armed Forces •
~ The largest peacetime appropriations for the armed services
was voted by the U. S. House of
Representatives on June 2, when
it passed a defense budget of
$6,559,939,000 for the army and
the air force by a vote of 348-2.
The next day it voted an appropriation of $3,686,733,250 for the
navy and the maintenance of the
greatest navy in the world.
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Funds for the construction of a
65,000-ton aircraft carrier, the
world's largest, were included in
the navy appropriations. •
The U. S. Draft
~ After several late-night sessions the U. S. Senate on June 10
passed the "stop-gap" selective
service draft bill, by a vote of
78-10, calling for the induction
during the fiscal year of 250,000
men of from 19 to 25 years of
age, for two years of military
service. The bill also contains a
provision' permitting youths of
18 to enlist voluntarily for one
year of training and so escape
liabiiity for a two-year draft
when reaching 19. The House of
Representatives has a draft bill
of its own under consideration.

atives on June 11 voted 289-91
to admit 202,000 of Europe's dis- .
placed perSons. The bill,however,
differs considerably from a Senate-approved measure on • the
same subject. A compromise will
have to be worked out in conference.
Large Bread-Grain Crops
~ A world surplus of bread
grains, such as wheat and rye, is
indicated for 1948-49, the total
that will possibly be available for
export being set at over 920,000,000 bushels. At Burkburnett,
Texas, grain elevators are full,
and excess wheat is being piled
in the streets, four city blocks
roped off for that purpose being
piled high with the precious
grain.
•

Free Speech via Sound-Cars
~ The Supreme Court of the
United States on June 7 ruled
5-4 that a Lockport, N. Y., ordinance forbidding the use of
sound-trucks without a license
from the police department was
unconstitutional. The case involved a minister of Jehovah's
witnesses, who used a soundtruck to broadcast Bible information relative to world conditions.
Mr. Douglas, who wrote the ruling, said: "Loudspeakers are today indispensable instruments of
effective public speech." Their
use cannot be allowed to "depend on the whim or caprice of
the chief of police."
Divorce Legalities
~ Eliminating some of the confusion in the divers divorce laws
of the v.arious states, the U. S.
Supreme Court ruled June 7, in
connection with Nevada and Florida laws, that one state cannot
overthrow a divorce decree granted in another state if both husband and wife participated in the
original proceedings. Also, no
state can grant a divorce that
negatives alimony provisions previously made under the laws of
another state.
House Votes to Admit DP's
~ The U. S. House of Represent-

Exceeding Speed of Sound
~ Secretary W. Stuart Symington disclosed on June 10 that an
experimental airplane operated
by the Air Force "has flown
much fajlter than the speed of
sound many times" recently_ The
plane, the Bell XS-l, was flown
by Capt.· Charles E. Yeager, at
the Muroc Air Force base. The
secretary said he could not dis•
close the actual speed record.
The recognized world speed i record for airplanes is held by a
member of the Marine Corps,
who flew a Douglas Skystreak at
a speed of 650.8 m.p.h.
Palomar Observatory Opening
~ The 200-inch eye of the Hale
telescope in Palomar Observatory, California, gave guests attending the dedication ceremonies an opportunity to view distant stars more clearly than had
ever been possible before. The
giant telescope presented the
heavenly bodies with a radiance
four times as great as that formerly' achieved. Saturn, with its
nine moons and immense rings
(the outer one 171,000 miles in
diameter) presented a breathtaking view. The telescope, with
its intricate mechanisms and motions, was itself also an object
of wonderment. The dome of the
observatory is 137 feet in diameter.
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SPffiITUAL FAMINE IN CHRISTENDOM
''Behold, the days come, salMI the Lord Jehovah, that I wUl
send a flUlltne in the land. Dot a famine of bre$d, Dor a thirst.

for water; but of hea.rl.ng the words of Jehovah."-Amo8 8: 11,
Am. Stan. Ver.

"MAN shall not live by bread
alone," said Christ J eSllS. In
these trying days of food
shortages and famine some of
hasty .spirit may retort, "But millions
are dying without it." Sober reflections
bring underst.anding of J esns' words.
Bread alone keeps no man alive. Time
inexorably draws all into the grave.
Those filled with bread still march toward death unless they heed the followup words of J esns: "But by every word
that proceedeth out of the mouth of
God." (Matthew 4: 4) Bread may push
death farther into the future, but it/is
only a matter of short time till faltering
steps stumble their way into the grave.
Victory over death comes only to those
whose steps are guided by "every ·vmrd.
that proceedeth out of the mouth of
God".
Hence the vital heed is for an unfailing supply of spiritual food. ·Where is it
to be found 1 In Christendom ~ By the
name she assumes, one would think so.
By the plenty of Bibles circulating there,
ODe would be reassured. By the hun~
dreds of sects and cults that thrive within her boundaries, one would anticipate
full freedom from want of spiritual food.
But are the spiritually hungry filled to
satisfaction by the religions fodder
dished up by Christendom 1 Do her hun~
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dreds of churches provide wheat 01
chaff, corn or husks 1 Is there spirituB.
famine in Christendom? The interna·
tional leader of the Salvation Army reo
cently said: "The spiritual hunger fOJ
hope and faith in Europe is greater that
hunger for food." But no need to limi1
the verdict to Europe. No more than fi
glance into Christendom's cupboard ii
needed to show that her cupboard is barE
of spiritual food.

"To Be Seen of Men"
But in that cupboard she has abundant
stores of folly. For instance, the Greek
Orthodox Church has' a Feast of the
Epiphany, a part of which is diving for
a cross thrown into ky water. On Jan~
uary 25, 1948, the crucifix was thrown
into the ice~chokcd waters of the Hud~·
son, at New York city, by ArchbiShop
S{,IJtas. Four Greek s\vimmers tried in
vain to retrieve it. The folly appears,
not in the fact that tne feast is held at
the wrong time of the year to celebrate
Jesus' baptism by John, nor because the
crucifix is stuck in a muddy river bottom, nor because men jeopardize health
and life trying to retrieve it, but by the
archbishop's statement after failure to
recover the cross. He said the ceremony
had "no particular meaning", had "no
3

special significance". Then why do. itt
'Folly is found in the ritual of RomaD Catholic churches, such as ,recent
newspaptr pbotograplls of pri~sts bl~ss
ing 'horses to "render the ammals lmmune to disease antt prevent their causing injury to hum~n beings". ~ot only
animals but inanImate maclllnes are
blessed: notable among which were the
war w~apons of Hitler and 1.fussolini
that were blessed by Catholjc priests.
Also the mass production and blessing
of m~dals feed only credulity.
Protestantism displays just as much
folly, seeking to be spectacular, '.'to be
seen of men," "to catch the nohce .of
men.71 (Matthew 23: 5; Moffatt) For Instance the "Heverend" -William Hainsworth' of Michigan, a Congregati?nal
roi'nister advertised himself when, in a
spirit or'showmanship, he toured several
states literally preaching from housetops.
made a mockery of Jesus' w?~ds
C~~;;t~;:~~ that wide and open publICIty
b
gospel message.
In a similar category was the
'l'exas revival campaign of the
"famous cow girl evangelist"
Bessie Bruffett. It was ad;orrrstrras a "11eavenly round-up", and
the advance fanfare urged attendance not because of any Scriptural
qualifications, but because she was at
beauty contest winner and had been
groomed for a movie ~8:r~er. The large
picture shows her ':XhIblh;ng her horsemanship on a rearmg whIte steed, and
she is gaudily attired in the togs of a
rodeo (lOW girl. She vms "converted" to
this life by mother's prayers.
At tIle expense of respect for the Bible and the Christian ministry, a sevenyear-old "child wonder preacher" from
America brought the "hot gospel" to
England. She is Renee Martz. Her father a graduate from the Baptist seminarY, toots the trombone while her
mother blows the sax, and a fourth melllber of the troupe tiekles the ivories.
They arrived in England on an around ...
4

th&oworld tour and claimed to have
"jived" the Scriptures tn thousands.
Renee's sermon is the typical! chaff of
emotional revivalism, and runs somewhat as follows:
What we need is a revival. If we don'f'have
a revival people arc going to porish for their
sins. Everyone must pray for a revival, Then
the ll>td will give you everything you want
The churches of Ameri<;a ,are So dead I hate
to peek into them. I would rather have a revival in my mind and a hallelujah in my heart
than sit in a church looking like that. And
when people have a great revival, they don't
smoke any more, thcy don't gamble any more,
they don't go to theaters any more.

Renee's father, like his daughter,
wears cowboy outfitf:>. \Vith revivalists
indulging in so much theatrics there
could be no need for their followers' go-'\,
ing to theaters any more. "Reverend"
Martz, senior, boasted of the converts
his daughter makes; but apparently they
are not his chief interest, as he said the
"hot gospel" team would leave London
to return to the northern part of England because they ".'ere mOl'e of a financial success up there.
Collier's, February 7, informs tllUt
Iisimple trieks of magic are now used by
soroe 200 American ministers to emphasize points in talks to their Sunday
school and Bible clao:ses. One trick, for
example, is the passing of a handkerchief througb a tllbe marked 'Church'
which changes its color from black to
white and illustrates symbolically how a
blackened soul .may be cleansed of its
sins. '1'he clergymen arc organized in a
I society,
the l\fagi-1finisters, and exchange ideas in a column of their own in
a magic magazine". The caption Wlder
the picture of a YasMchusetts minister,
garbed and paint.ed as a c!O"\vn, states:
"It's fun to be fooled when the Rev.
Thomas Call of thvampscott, magician
and clergyman, is providing the deception." Many elergymen in Christendom
provide deception, even' concerning the
Scriptures, and some day persons will
A WAKE /

awake to realize it is not fun to be foole<1
by such religious folly. They' will discover that they are spiritually famished.
Seeking attention at any cost is the
"Reverend" Charles Bullock, Methodist
minister in South Dakota. He was adjudged champion liar upon winning an
annual sportsman's liar contest, an~ ~~s
certificate award declared that he 18 a
full-fledged liar entitled to every COUI'tesy from liars everywhere and an honorary member of our club for life". The
story he told to win the contest was only
a figment of the imagination, bnt the
same can be said for Methodist teachings concerning "trinity", "eternal torment in hell.fire," and "inherent immortality of the human soul". This is I.lot the
first time'clergymen have been !J.dJudged
champion liars, for Jesus said to the religious leaders of His day: "Ye are of
your father the devil, and the lusts of
your father ye will do . . . . When he
speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own:
for he is a liar, and the father of it."
-John 8:44,
Mention of the lie concerning eternal
torment reminds of the title advertised
for a sermon to be dl(livered to the Baptist cong~egation in Kirksville, Mo.,
which read: ".Why Three-Fourths of
the Kirksville Baptists Ought to Go to
Hell." The folly displayed in sermon
titles is wen known, ranging from absurdities to politieal meddling. For instance, when the senseless song entitled
"Open the Door, Richard" was the rage
the "Reverend" Riehard Billingsley, of
Middletown, N. Y., feared the song was
getting more attention than he was j so
ne sought to cut in on at least some reflected "glory" by titling one of his sermons "Open the Door, Richard".
In Los Angeles religious folly partakes of eommercialism and high-pressurism. Several ehurehes sponsor spot
announcements over the radio, every
hour on the hour. Some revivalists~own
their stations and pour out their preachments all day long. For example, there
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are ~~ter .Bessie and :SIster Alice, who
take turns in emotional ou.,!bursts rin·
ploring God for special favors for their
parishioners. Then Brother Alfred interrupts occasionally to offer praise to
God on his trombone. Next, Sister Mary
chimes in with her respects to the Almighty by warbling some bird caUs. The
unending flood of greedy and selfish re:; ," t;~~ quests to God to do tilis and do
J;';.:'d';:;'; that finally provoked Holly;:'~ .-. ~;>\ wood columnist Jim .Marsh.all
'~'K,);~ to pen a letter, WhICh saId:
I was a-sittin' by my raddio Sunday listenin'
to the preachers a-bl;lllerin' and a-whinin' to
GodA'mighty to give 'em this, that and t'other
thing, and hurry up! Some was demandin'
more dough, some wanted a-showerin' down
of more holy spirit "and all of them was after
everything from fewer buttons in the collection plate to eternal life.
A few preachers was demandin' God heal
gaU bladder trouble and asthma, and one minister was a-eallin' on God to stop some kid's
diarrhea right away so his mother ~ould get
a minute's peace. Another minister was demandin' God layoff everything and disappear
a tumor that had been aggravatin' a parishioner for nigh onto 12 years.

Marshall's conclusion was that a GiveGod-a-Break Movement should be organized, that He should have some peace
from the preachers that make "God's
life miserable by a-whoopin' and a-hollerin' for help every 10 minutes".

"Den of Thieves"
Such religious folly does twofold
harm. It belittles and makes ridiculous
in appearance God's Word and His ministry, sin~e these prea.chers claim to be
representing God III their foolish antics.
Also, it harms in that it poses as spiritual food yet fails to relieve the spiritual
famine in Christendom. Nor do rel~gion's
famishing ways end with such "folly.
When Jesus was on earth He-drove
money-changers from the temple and
condemned them for making God's house
a "den of thieves". (Matthew 21: 13)
5

Cnristendom's churches could also be
laooled '8 uden of thieves".
Typical of the bingoitis and gambling
mania infecting the churches, particular~
ly the Roman Catholic c1:t~rches were ~eM
cent activities in Milwaukee, Wis. In Its
August 18, 1947, issue the Milwaukee
Journal revealed how the Little Flower
Roman Catholic church netted $1,500 at
a picnic. In the big tent across the street
from the church forty chuck-a.-luck
games operated. Chuck-a-luck is a dice
game that lifts your money with the
ease of a professional pickpocket. Also
in the tent were gaming wheels, crap
tables, dart games, card games and other gambling pastimes where the player
had everything to lose and practic~lly
nothing to gain. Young- high-schoo} gUls
ran the chuck-a.-luck games. This game
is patterned after the "26 game" of pro·
fessional gambling ho~ses; except th~t
the professionaltambhng.house game IS
6·to-5 in favor 0 the house, whereas the
Catholic·church version is almost 2-to·1
in favor of the church.
.
The money of children is good, hence
acceptable to the church. Some of the
child·gamblers were so small they could
barely ·push up their noses ~o the leyel
of the gaming tables. Knowmg not~lllg
of the percentages that operate agaInst
the player"the younger set groaned unphilosophically as wheel or dice ate up
their spending money. The happy face
of a youtbful winner was a rare sight.
When the reporter of the Journal
looked up "Father" Joseph De Maria,
pastor of the Little Flower church, and
asked whether he had to get permission
from the authorities to run the illegal
gambling, the priest said: "No. They tolerate these games, they tolerate them for
the church." When asked whether he did
not fear the youngsters would pick up
bad habits the priest replied: "Of course
not, my son. These few pennies, it's just
like they were playing in their own
homes." But the "few pennies" totaled
$1,500 for the church, which religious
6

(lfathers" extracted frOID their "c.bi1.
dren". Hardly like playing at home,
where fleshly fathers do not take back
their children's spending money.
On September 8 the Journal published
pictures of gambling on the parish
grounds of the Holy Redeemer Catholic
church, s how i n g children, just big
enough to stand at the tables, rolling
d\ce. Anyone big enough to hold the dice
oox was big enough to tangle with ''Lady
Luck". As the young rolled out the dice
the church rolled up profits. On the 15th
of that month the Journal publicized the
ga.mbling at two more churches: the
Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary
church and St. Mary's church, both in
the Milwaukee vicinity. At one of thesl'l
gambling dens churchmen hid gaming
devices when deputies approached.
The various priests and bishw
ops involved generally refused
to talk, but one did defend the
gambling by saying: "We
raffle a few aI'ticles by means of which
our people derive pleasure." One of the
signs of the "last days" is that the people Love pleasures more than they love
God. Another is that religious leaders
and their congregations IIRve a form of
godliness but deny the power thereof.
Both of these foretold signs are in evidence in the churches. And to the priest
who justifies gambling on the grounds of
pleasure we might ask: Does pleasure
derived justify aduJtery1 drunkenness'
lootingt or other sins and immoralities Y
Milwaukee's police c.hief, Polcyn, deplored the church gfl,mbling not only be. cause it violated the law but also because
"it tended to acquaint children with
gambling. Showing children how to gamble just makes more trouble for the police denartment 10 or 15 years from now.
It's a bad business no matter how you
look at it". Editorially, the Milwaukee
Journal hit hard at this "education in
law violation .supervised by" the churches, and, after mentioning church concern
over "juvenile delinquency and adult
..d. W ..d.KE!

crune" and preacnmg SlJOut ooservmg
the laws of God and man, asked:

nas aesuoyoo
the food supply by destroying respeet
How can it square its preaching with its be- for the Bible. :&~dernists look upon the
havior, when it seeks revenue from illegal Scriptures as mere myth. Harry Emersources, from activities which may undermine SOn Fosdick, prominent retired clergycbaracter and do lend the cloak of respect- man, boasted of not believing in the ranability to the commercial gambling that pau- som sacrifiee, and added: <II do not know
perizes families and, because of the easy any intelligent Christian minister who
money involved, has often led to gang war- does." Bishop Barnes, ,of the Church of
fare, police corruption and worse f How can England, typified the science-worshipers
the church, indeed, hlame people for a grow- Of today when he wrote: "Belief in miraing disinterest in religion itself, when, in_ cles has gone from the scientific world."
stead of leading in moral niceties and law ob- Many of the seminaries that hatch the
servance, it panders to the gambling instincts'" modern broods of ministers teach evolulatent in all in order to make the financing of tion. Assailing the Federal Council of
its holy work easier and less burdensome?
Churches, as the "citadel of modernist
An odd remedy for gambling was denials of God's Word", the fundamenproposed by the religious leaders of talist Dr. Van Gilder said: "It is shock·
SteubeilVille, Ohio. Their folly was re· ing when the leaders of the largest and
ported in the Cleveland Press, Novem· most powerful Protestant council in
ber 1, 1946, which headlined across the America peddle a brand of infidelity as
front page: "Give Us Guns, Pastors De· hostile to the Bible as anything Tom
mand, to End Steubenville Crime." Paine or Bob Ingersoll ever voiced."
But when the spiritually hungry turn
"Make us policemen and give us guns
and we'll clean up this city of vice, crime, from Modernism to Fundamentalism,
gambling and corruption," pastors in are they filled with strengthening food'
Steubenville demanded. A local crime No. First, many sccts destroy threewave touched off this showy blast, and fourths of the Bible by saying the «Old
the pious pastors clamored that they and Testament" no longer applies and is not
twenty war veterans be deputized as a necessary for Christians. The Catholic
"vice squad to go out and bring in the Church ,deletes from God's 'V'ord the
gamblers and cheaters". All! would it 'Second Commandment forbidding im.
not be a most astounding sight to see ages, by leaving it out of their cate·
this posse of pistol.packing parsons chisms listing the "Ten Command·
rounding up and bringing in the "rever· ments". To hide the deletion, they divide
end" bingo-gamblers from the divers and the Tenth Commandment into two, to
sundry church houses 1 Or ,vould ex- make a total of ten. Moreover, they add
pediency demand that they wink at this . to God's 'Vord several apocryphal books.
"holy gambling'" However, it, may all -Deuteronomy 4:2 j Revelation 22 :18, 19.
work out profit.ably for the piou!!! "vice
However, adding to and subtracting
squad"', both in publicity and in money. from God's \Vord are only beginnings
The Christian Century, May 19, for Christendom's clergy. As Jesus said
1948, reported the "reverends" to the religious leaders, they are "teachwill make a movie, "Twelve
ing for ,doctrines the commandments of
Against the Underworld."
men" and they make "the commandment
of God of none effect" by their tradition.
"Teaching for Doctrines
the Commandments of Men" (Matthew 15: 3, 6-9) The Scriptures
When we look at Christendom's doc· clearly teach that men should not be
trines we see how very bare of spiritual given flattering titles, such as "Rever.
JULY 22, 1948
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end", and "Rabbi" and "Father"; that all '"They Are Greedy YoglJ"
men are fallible; that God and Christ are
separate individuals; that man has no
immortal soul; that there is TIP torment
in a fiery hell or purgatory; that the
earth will not go up in smoke, but is to
abide forever.-For abundant Bible
proof see the "i"atchtower pUblication
"Let God Be True".
Rather than teach these Bjble truths,
the fundamentalist clergy teach traditions about hell-fire and purgatorial torments, three-in-one God or'''trinity'', immortality of the human soul, prayers 'for
suffering souls in torment, papal infallibility, and bestow many fhittering titles
upon each other. These practices and
teachings arc traced by, encyclopedias
and other historical works back to paganism of long ago. In view of this, the
criticism of "Father" -White at the army
and navy chaplains conference in New
York city, :May 10, that many commissioned officers were "pagan and immoral" is a boomerang.
Creature-worship is another failing of
religion that eliminates it as a provider
of spiritual food. The pope of Rome
claims to be as God. The priests claim
power to bring God down and sacrifice
Him on their church altars. Concerning
priests the Wayne Independent, June 3,
1947, said: "God has created him a little
more than tbe angels." This is a take-off
of the scripture about Jesus as a man on
earth, only the scripture says God made
the man esns a little lower than the
angels. Thereby the priest is hoisted
higher than Jesus and the angels. :More
arrogant belittling comes from "Father"
Feeney, of J\Iassachusetts, when he declared that Christianity is «primarily
and centrally the love 9f God as a baby".
He claims that the crucial question to be
propounded sinners at God's judgment
seat will be: "\Vhat did you think of me
as a c~ild '" Christendom's blasphemymounts.
8

.r

Jehovah's prophet Isaiah said 'ihat nnw
der inspiration about falsQ shepherds.
Do facts in Christendom make it applicable now? Let us see. Every church
member and attender knows the fervent
zeal with which the collection plate is
passed and repassed, and the needs of
money for this and money for that that
constantly arise. "Father" O'Bryan, of
Somerset, Ky., even bragged
one time concerning his extracof money from his parish_
: "I have bled them
o

.

A lucrative source of revenue is the
"purgatory'" doctrine, \vith its companion doctrine of ''prayers for the dead".
A Catholic leaflet described "purgatory"
thus: "It is a spiritual laundry where
souls are cleansed and made perfectly
ready for the vision of their God." This
same folder contained an article entitled
"Cry from Purgatory", which. started
out: "I died at 11: 15 last night.! Today
I am alive in purgatory! ... T am buried
in an ocean of fue, searing and tormenting yet not consuming or destroying."
After many excruciating tortures .described and heart-rending cries addressed to his surviving family, the sufferer implores the living loved oncs:
"Every little act _of sacrifice offered for
me dull the intensity of the flames that
are forever torturing r,ne .... Offer the
holy sacrifice of the mass for my imprisoned soul!" And the saying of masses or prayers for the dead costs money.
Hence the priests not only make God
out to -be a fiendish torturer, but also
picture Him as a receiver of bribes of
filthy lucre, in return for spiritual blessings or mercy. They have thereby turned
many honest persons away from God.
[,hey know "purgatory" is not once mentioned in the Bible. It is an ancient pagan doctrine. The heads of the Roman
Cat.401ic Church know this, and admit
that the' Catholic
, Church does "transmute the very Instruments and appendA WAKE!
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ages of DEMON-WORSHIP to an evangelical
use". They justify these paganisms on
the gro"Qnd that they are "sanctified by
their adoption into the Church". Cardinal Newman, in his Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine, pages
355, 371, 373.
N ow brace yourself to hear the very
pinnacle of blasphemy for money reward. It comes from the Catholic province of Quebec, Canada. It is a first mortgage on the kingdom of heaven. Printed
in legal-looking dress, the mortgage has
attached several leaves of coupons that
require 25-cent remittances weekly, for
fifty-two weeks. While paying in this
$13 for the year, the payee supposedly
receives spiritual benefits, not described.
The bond purports to come from the
Dominion of Heaven, Province of Charity. Its name is First Mortgage Bond on
the Kingdom of Heaven, the Community
of the Reverend Jesuit Fathers of Villa
Manrese. The corporation's business office is supposedly at Villa Manrese, incorporated by a statute of Paradise, and
promises a hundredfold return to the
holder of the bond. Its issue is "$100,000
at 100-percent interest redeemable at the
Bank of Heaven". It promises that on the
first day of eternity the "Eternal Father,
Head Trustee of the Popular 'Savings
Bank of Paradise, promises to pay to the
holder of this bond" the sum of $13 in
"legal tender of Paradise bearing interest eternally". The bond is issued by "an
assumed law adopted by the Board of
Saint-Vincent-de-Paul, at the Good
Works deposit bureau, and is guaranteed by Saint Yves, the patron saint of
lawyers". The Jesuits issuing this bond
say that they have caused it to be signed
by "the Eternal Father, Head Trustee
of all spiritual credit, and by Saint Peter, Manager, assisted by Saint Matthew, accountant and income tax collector". At the end are signatures of "Father" Pare and "Senator" Vaillancourt.
Though the brain be racked, no words
can be found to describe this bold and
,
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brazen blasphemy. This fabulously rich
religious· organization has gobbled up
many of the choice spots on earth; now
it extends its real estate' activities into
heaven. Psalm 115": 16 states: "The heaven, even the heavens, are the LORD'S: but
the earth hath he given to the children of
men." However, these cunning Jesuits
presume to oust God from His heavenly
habitation and take over ownership
thereof. They claim to have title to heaven and the right to issue mortgages on
the realm of heaven, for which they receive the money, but whose repayment
must be made by God.
Surely it is as the prophet Micah
said: "The heads thereof judge for reward, and the priests thereof teach for
hire, and the prophets thereof divine for
money: yet will they lean upon the LORD,
and say, Is not the LORD among us ~ none
evil can come upon .us." (3: 11) Yes, it is
even as the prophet Isaiah said: "They
are all ignorant, they are all dumb dogs,
they cannot bark; sleeping, lying down,
loving to slumber. Yea, they are greedy
dogs which can never have enough, and
they are shepherds that cannot understand: they all look to their own way,
everyone for his gain, from his quarter." (56: 10, 11) And certainly it is as
the apostle Paul bluntly put it, at 1 Timothy 6: 5 (Knox Cat hoi i c
Translation): ''Religion, they
think, will provide them with
a living."
"Ye Are of This World"
" Jesus said: "My kingdom is not of this
world." No Christian "entangleth himself with the affairs of this life". (John
18: 36; 8: 23; 2 Timothy 2: 3, 4) But Pope
Pius XII said, on March 16, 1946: "The
separation of religion and life, the
church and the world is contrary to the
Christian and Catholic idea." Pope
Pius XI said: "The pope ... must deal
even with the devil." (May issue of '48)
He said this to justify his dealings with
the Axis dictators. These papal pro9

•

nouncements are only typiaal of the political character of the majority of the
churches of Christendom. The churches
believe they must convert the world. As
the "Lord Bishop" of London, Wand, put
it, to make the world "become a little
more like the kingdom of heaven". But
Jesus practiced no such politics, and the
politicalism of Christendom's churches
only heightens spiritual famine.
The clergy are useful to the political
leaders of this world. They keep the people docile under misrule, saying the politicians, and not Jehovah and Christ,
are the "higher powers" of Romans 13 : 1
to whom every soul must be subject. This
deliberate scripture wresting leads to
absurdity in wartime. The "higher powers" in one land fight against the "higher powers" in another land, and Christians must be subject to both, yet the
f'higher powers" themselves bring civil
war to God's organization accordmg to
the clergy reasoning. Actually, the clergy
are as weathercocks that swing into line
with every wind of public opinion. In
wartime they are for war j in peacetime
their oratory against war bursts into full
bloom.
Prior to World War II the Baptists
opposed war. During the \var, they conveniently discovered, "God has a stake
in this war." The same situation obtained with the Methodists, and now that
the war is over and peace hysteria has
supplanted war hysteria, the Methodists
can again be righteously indignant with
war. Hence the general conference of
the MethodiRt church, on' May 7, denounced the "sinfulness of war", declared that "Christianity and war are
utterly oppoMd", that the church must
"not become the agent of any govern;ment for its furtherance", and that the
task of the church was healing and that
hence it could not become "a partisan in
ipternational conflict and destruction".
From England comes an April dispatch
that the Church of England commission
has justified the use of atomic bombs. As
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for· th.e Ca'tholic Church on atomic war~
fare, on May 1 "Father" Bartett, R Jes~
uit and fonner army chaplain, gave the
Virgin Marya new title, namely: "Our
Lady of the Atom." Jehovah God says,
i'I change not." And of Christ it says,
~'Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and
to day, and for ever." (Malachi 3: 6 j
Hebre,vs 13: 8) But the clergy of Christendonl are 'unstable, double-niinded and
wavering, like a wave of the sea driven
and slapped and tossed by the changing
wind' .-J ames 1: 6-8.
Communism is the pet crusadetheme for the churches today.
"Reverend" Fifield, of Brooklyn, declared recently: "One
reasons .for the gains of Commuthe weakening of the church and
the weakening of the hold of spiritual
strength on the lives of the people." And
to note the titles of his sermon:;; week by
week gives explanation for the spiritual
weakness of the people. Between worldly book reviews and political "sermons",
no room remains for spiritual food on
the menu.
Ta be truthful, religion has done more
to turn the people away from God than
Communism ever has. Religion itself has
become materialistic, a doubter of the
Bible, a worshiper of science, a worker
of folly, and a grasper for money and political power. Religion has turned its
back on God's i,Vord and starved the
people spiritually. During May the Federal Council of Churches in a peace program quoted Stalin as saying Communism struck when opposing forces had
"exposed their practical bankruptcy".
Religion is supposed to be the opposing
force; and it certainly has exposed its
bankruptcy and failed to spiritually
strengthen the people to withstand the
onslaught of atheistic Communism. Reporting on the spread of COII\ffiunism in
Latin America, the Latin American
News Letter, No. 26, February, 1948,
said: "It has filled the vacuum caused by
the failure of established religion." Com.AW.AKE/

munism thaives on spiritual famine, not lI.uence for
physical f ' ine; and religion inust bear
responsibility.

"By Thy Words Thou Shalt
Be Condemned"
Even the clergy themselves admit the
failure of their churches. Lutheran min.
ister Stoughton, of New York city, de·
elared, on January 18, that when church
members fail to do God's work the
"church becomes no better than a social
club". On May 24 "Reverend" Keegan,
prominent Baptis~, lamen~ed the mo~ern
church's substitutIOn of "rItual for rIghteousness", bemoaned the fact that "we
[clergymen] have dared to set aside
Christ's counsels for our conveniences"
and that mankind are as "scattered
sheep without a shepherd", and hit at the
clergy's practice of orating on far-flung
world affairs while the spiritual needs
of the local congregations were forgotten. One day later, at the Northern Baptist convention Dr. Dahlberg told the
5,000 delegates that the churches must
"cease being just a bunch of fiddles,
flutes, trumpets and drums tuning up
continuously and competitively in a program of discord". And next day "Reverend" Rutenberl told the convention:
"What we have called Christianity in
this country is an uneasy amalgam of
Christian faith, profoundly mixed with
worldly ideas and secular ideals!' The
retired minister Harry Emerson Fosdick wrote in the April, 1947, Ladies'
Home Journal: "The world is certainly
a mess, and whether or not we like to
faee the fact, religion helps to make it
so." When Minister Leon C. Burns lectured at War Memorial Auditorium,
Nashville, Tenn., on May 19, 1946, he
placed the blame for Christendom's
apostasy where it belonged. He said:
The church, that once was a mighty bulwark against sin and crime of every sort, has
lost its appeal to the people. . . . There was
a time when the members of the church, by
the very lives they lived, constituted an inJULY 22, 1948

but this is no ronger true;
for the simple reason that the man of the
world can visit almost any church and find
members, and even leaders of the church, who
are guilty of almost every crime in the catalog. Preachers no longer cry from their pulpits against divorce' and adultery, because
when they do they realize they must look into
the faces of mb.ny of their best-paying members who are guilty of these sins. The greater
responsibility for such conditions in the
churches must be placed at the' feet of the
preachers .... Too many of them are interested in holding a job rather than in preaching the truth of God. Money and the desire
to be popular rule the pUlpit, and hence the
Devil has taken his place in the front pew.
good,

So be it. It is as Christ Jesus declared:
"Out of thine own mouth will I judge
thee." Or again: ('By thy words thou
shalt be condemned." (Luke 19: 22; Mat.
thew 12: 37) By their own words and
acts Christendom's clergy have convicted
themselves guilty of folly, guilty of
gambling, guilty of paganism, guilty of
discrediting the Bible, guilty of a burning love for money, guilty of conducting
a social club, guilty of creature-worship
and assuming flattering titles, guilty of
political meddling, and responsible for
much of Communism's successes. By
fleecing the flock instead of feeding the
flock, Christendom's clergy have caused
spiritual famine. They have only chaff
and husks to offer from their spiritual
larder. They have starved the people to
the point of spiritual death.
Isaiah truthfully said: "Their
religion is a mockery."-29: 13,
Moffatt.
e~l;~'nhow wrong President Truman
was lj
he said, on March 121-"It is
becoming increasingly apparent that religious faith is one of the most essential
factors in the building of a world structure for peace Rl;ld co-operation. . . .
There is thus no greater need tha:p -the
advancement of the cause of religious
faith among the peoples of the world, no
matter what that faith may be." He only
11

high.;lighted mother of the popular fol- many roads on the easy canyon fioor,
lies of Christendom, namely, that it is telling that an the roads lead in the same
'no matter what the faith may be'. All place, salvation from the raging flood
are different roads leading to the same waters. But they all lead to the ditch of
place, they contend; and, of course, that destruction. (Matthew 15: 14) There is
one destination, we are to believe, is only the one narrow, steep trail that
heaven. This, too, is unscriptural. In- leads to safety, to the heights above the
stead of many true faiths, the Bible flood waters. Many take the narrow way,
says: "One Lord, one faith, one baptism, but they are few in proportion to the
one God and Father of all." Also, Jesus ones misled down the broad, easy way.
spoke of a broad and well-traveled way And all the while the warning is faith_
to destruction, but a straight and nar- fully shouted out from the little group of
row path to life, found by only a few. Witnesses on the heights, and they extend
-Ephesians 4: 5, 6; Matthew 7: 13, 14.
helping hands to the few climbing up.
Mountains symbolize Christ's king"Flee into the Mountains"
dom. (lsaiah2:2; Matthew 24:16) Those
Because Jehovah's witnesses call no- there are instructed by God's 'Yord. It is
tice to religion's failures, some hqsty an understanding of the prophecies of
ones accuse them of conducting a hate the Bible that gives them vision to see
campaign. Instead of peddling hate, J e- the corning destruction of Armageddon.
hovah's witnesses show love by taking They call ~>ut the warning, and urge oththe nourishing spiritual food of God's ers to join them in the safety heights.
Word, the wheat and corn, to persons in They do it in obedience to God's comstarving Christendom. These true Chris- mand; they do it out of love for their
tian ministers allay the famine "of hear- neighbors. They serve others with the
.jng the words of the Lord" that the ,spiritual food from God's Word to
prophet Amos foretold. (AmosS: 11) An strengthen them for the hard climb up
the narrow trail to safety and salvation
illustration may clarify the point.
Suppose a dam has broken and a froni Armageddon's flood of destruction.
mighty wall of water rumbles toward a
Many persons of good-will toward
COJlll1lunity in a valley. Atop the moun- God are in the world community below.
tainous sides of the canyon-valley stand Should the informed Witnesses allow
Jehovah's witnesses. They see the ap- these good person's to be fooled and led
proaching destruction, and they shout to the ditch of destruction just to spare
out warnings. But the leaders .of the the religious susceptibilities and reputaworld community below tell the peopl~ tions of sensitive clergymen, who are
to march along the level canyon fioor, either fooled themselves or interested
which is broad and easy for trave~ al- only in se1f-gain~ No; to do so would be
lowing of many parallel trails for many showing hate for them. To cry out in
to go abreast. The community rushes warning, to help honest ones to a knowlalong the canyon floor to gain safety; at edge of God's truth, to point them the
their leaders' insistence the people way to safety at all cost, all this is
ignore the warnings from the hills above, showing love and not hate for the peoand refuse to take the straight and nar- ples of Christendom, both the leaders
row and steep trail leading up to these and the led ones. Those who are wise will
heights. Those above can see something heed the warning, will feed upon the subthose below cannot: the canyon floor",
s-tantial spiritual food of God's IN ord,
farther down suddenly drops off into
will be strengthened, and will wah>:
a yawning chasm. The blind leadup the narrow trail that leads to eterers lead the blind people along the
nal life in Jehovah's new world.
12
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OLD fever!" Like an infectious
disease it took its toll in the early
days of the western United States. Thousands of gold-mad pioneers poured into
the Golden West in a search for the precious yellow metal. Of all the tales of lost
mines that circulated among those goldstruck miners, perhaps the most famous
was the myth of the "Lost Cabin Mine".
For many years miners had scoured the
Cascade and Sierra Nevada mountains
in search of the elusive "lost cabin"
wealth. In 1853 eleven Californians
undertook once again the search for that
fabulous mine. And again they had come
into the Klamath region in the southern
part of the vast, unexplored Oregon
country. But, with all their secrecy, their
quest became known to pioneer-miner
J ohn Wesley Hillman. In haste Hillman
organized a group of Oregonians, and
soon they were off, trailing the Californian prospectors into the hills, intent on
sharing their possible "find".
The spirit of "finders keepers" undoubtedly induced the party from California to split up in two groups upon
realizing they were being followed. How~
ever; the counter-spirit of "share and
share alike" prompted the Oregonians to
do likewise. Day after day the grim
game of hide-and-seek went on in the
JULY 22, 1948

wilderness of Oregon. Soon, with supplies nearly depleted and many men
.from both groups deserting, the two parties joined forces, only to find that during their wild chase they had lost all
sense of direction. Of necessity they resorted to the age-old method of climbing
high peaks so as to establish their whereabouts. Thus it was that on just such a
mission J ohn Wesley Hillman, leader of
the combined group, made, a "strike"
more precious than the ore of "Lost
Cabin Mine", 'a "find" over which he
could truly cry "Eureka!"
One day as he rode but wait, let Hillman tell of his discovery in his own
words: "Suddenly we came in sight of
water. We were much surprised, as we
did not expect, to see any lakes and did
not know but that we had come in sight
of and close to Klamath lake. Not until
my mule stopped within a few feet of
the rim of Crater Lake did I look down,
and if I had been riding a blind mule I
firmly believe I would have ridden off
the edge to my death." John Hillman and
his party, on that day in 1853, were the
first white men to discover what was, in
1869, officially named Crater Lake.
13

Perhaps Hillman descended the wood~
The lake' 'The Sea of Silence! Ah. yes; I
ed slope a short distance within the rim bad forgotten-so much else; besides, I should
of the lake to what is now named Victor like to let it alone, say nothing. It took such
Rock, for from that vantage point an hold on my heart, so unlike Yosemite, Yellowexcellent general view of tllis profound-

stone, Grand C8IJYOn, when first seen, that 1

ly impressive sight is obtained. 'Vithout
doubt ODe of the first sights capturing
the gaze of the a\ve-struck Hillman was
the more than twenty miles of unbroken
cliffs remarkably sculptured from grotesquely contorted and twisted lava formations ranging from 500 feet to the
dizzying height of 2,000 feet. It is this
spectacle that encircles in cauldroDfashion the deep, unbelievably Prussian
blue sheet of placid water, in which the
mirrored walls vie with the original in
brilliancy.
As miner Hillman stood in the midst
of this fantastic fairyland, ,drinking in
its beauty, his gaze fell upon irregular,
unusual and vol can i c INizard island
nearly two miles away on the western
margin of the lake. But 'Vizard island
was not the lone island on this "sapphire
sea". Lying at anchor within the shadow
of Dutton Cliff was a craggy little islet.
Its rugged hull-like base, with rocks towering like the masts of a ship, suggested
its present name, the Phantom Ship. A
phantom indeed, for it actually disap.
pears from view when observed in cer.
tain lights from the western rim of the
lake.
What confused emotions and thoughts
deluged the breathless Hillman we shall
never know. Did he gaze in wonderment
and admiration f 'Was he cut to the
ground with a recognition of his own
insignificance and the majesty and glory
of the Creator? In any event, of this
one thing we can be certain: His discovery made known to white men one
of the great contributions to earth's natural beauty, Crater Lake.

love it almost like one of my own family.
But fancy a sea of sapphire set around by a
compact circle of the great grizzly rock of
Yosemite. It does not seem so sublime at first,
but the mote is in your own eye. It is great,
great; but it takes you days to see how great.
It lies 2,000 feet under your feet, and as it
reflects its walls so perfectly'that you. cannot
tell the wall from the reflection in the intensely blue water you have a continuous unbroken
circular wall of 24 miles to contemplate at a
glance, all of which lies 2,000 feet, and seems
to lie 4,000 feet, below: Yet so bright, so in·
tensely blue is the lake, that it seems at times,
from some points of view, to lift right in your
face ..

Crater Lake: to Poet and Scientist
Poet Joaquin Miller, moved by the
rapturous beauty of this "lake of mystery", mused:
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~'To

tne scientist/~ commented Congressman Sinnott in the House of Representatives on August 20, 1918, "[Cra~
Iter Lake is] a mighty volcano' collapsed
within itself, Mount Mazama, 15,000 feet
high, telescoped." Imagine, if you can, a
majestic mountain peak rearing its hoary
head heavenward for 15,000 feet, seem-'
ingly praising its Creator. That lVas
Mount Mazama, once a mighty volcano
ranking with the largest of them, Hood,
Rainier'and the other VOlcanic monarchs
of the Cascades. But that was ages ago.
You see, no human eyes ever beheld
Mount Mazama, but scientists have given us this mental picture through their
meticulous study of Crater Lake's geological history, history which witnessed
one of nature's strange.st phenomena,
Mazama's destruction and the hirth of
Crater Lake.
Long before man came the entire upper part of great Mount Mazama in some
titanic cataclysm collapsed in upon itself as if gluttonously swallowed up by a
subterranean cavern, leaving its craterlike lava sides cut sharply dO"WIlward
into the central abyss. Think of it! An
underground cavity so :immense as to
AWAKEI

swallow the entire upper part of a 15,000foot peak. The first awful depth of this
vast hole no man can guess. But the
angry volcano was not satisfied. It
belched up through the seething pot of
molten lava in three places, making
lesser cones within this yawning crater,
none of which were as high as the encircling rim nearly 4,000 feet above.
Years, perhaps centuries, passed and
gradually the dethroned volcanic king
accepted his doom, namely, inactivity
and extinction. The fires ceased.
In the years that followed mountain
springs emptied their sparkling water.
into the vast crater, and thus began the
tremendous task of filling this giant
caldron with water. A co-laborer in performing this duty was the mountain precipitation in the form of snow and rain.
In due time these allies completed their
task by filling the phenomenal crater
with 2,000 feet of blue, blue water. That
day so many centuries ago saw the birth
of Crater Lake, one of the wonders of
the natural world.
Because of the way it was formed, is it
any wonder that geologists find Crater
Lake of special interest ~ Many volcanoes have "blown their tops", such as
Mt. Rainier in Washington state, but
no other in the United States has fallen
in, collapsed, telescoped, like Mount Mazama. There are crater lakes in other
lands, Italy, Germany, India and Hawaii; and although there are thousands
of craters in this country, some even containing small lakes, there is but one
great caldera in the world, and that nurtures the Crater Lake. Regarding its
most interesting g e 010 g i cal history,
Joseph S. Diller, notable geologist of the
United States Geological Survey, stated:

,

Aside from its attractive features Crater
Lake affords one of the most interesting and
instructive fields for study of volcanic geology
to be found anywhere in the world. Considered in all its aspects it ranks with the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado, the Yosemite V ~lJULY 22, 1948

ley and the Falls of the Niagara, but with an
individuality that is superlative.

Crater Lake: to the Indian
A lake of mystery it was indeed to its
true discoverers, the Klamath and Modoc Indians. Around Crater Lake's mysterious atmosphere grew many ancient
religious Indian legends. The lake itself
was revered by the red man, for according to the legend it was the mystic land
of the Gaywas and the home of the great
god Llao. His throne in the infinite
depths of the blue waters of the lake was
surrounded by giant crawfish, his warriors, who were able to lift great pincerlike claws out of the blue deep and seize
inquisitive enemies who dared to venture too near the lake's edge.
Legend tells us that war broke out between Llao and Skell, the god of the
neighboring Klamath marshes. Skell
was captured and his heart was cut out
and used for a ball by Llao's monsters.
But an eagle, one of Skell's faithful, captured it in flight, and a coyote, another
of the god's devotees, escaped with it.
Skell's body grew again around his living heart and once more he was powerful, and once more he warred against
the great god of the lake, Llao.
Skell obtained his vengeance by the
eventual capture of Llao in a counteroffensive. But Llao was not so fortunate
as the restored Skell. Upon the highest
cliff overlooking the lake his body was
cut in pieces and cast into the water and
eaten by his own monsters, who were
deceived into thinking that it was the
body of the enemy Skell. However, when
Llao's head was thrust into the lake his
servants realized whom they had devoured and refused to touch his head.
To this day Llao's head lies afloat in the
lake, says the legend. The white men call
it Wizard island.
Through his religious superstition the
Indian also conjured up the legend of a
beautiful Indian princess of centuries
gone by who pilots the eerie Phantom
15
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Ship on nocturnal excursions when the
moon hangs bright in the night sky.
Wild Life amid Flowered Loveliness.
To the wild-life enthusiast the Crater
Lake region is particularly interesting,
since the fauna is found in abundance.
Bears are numerous and unafraid. The
Columbia black-tailed deer and antelope
are seen occasionally, but do not become
tame, since they spend the cold winter
months below the boundaries of the park.
Now and then the alert visitor will spot
a coyote, wolf or cougar. Whistling
marmots are very numerous, together
with the prickly porcupine, and sly marten and weasel. The thrifty squirrel and
the pert chipmunk are established residents of the area, and many are tame.
It is not unusual to have them feed in
one's lap if the victuals of their choice
are being served. Bird life is also to be
found. The park teems with over 70
species of bird life, running from the
lordly eagle to the petite hummingbird.
Fishing is excellent in the lake. It is interesting to note that originally there
were no fish of any kind in Crater Lake;
but rainbow and black-spotted trout
have been introduced and flourish.
As for the flora, the Crater Lake region is a veritable fairyland' with over
400 species of wild flowers having been
classified. But take note: Crater Lake
does not flaunt its floral beauty before
the careless or indifferent. The flowered
loveliness of the region is largely re-

served for those who leave the beaten
path and follow the winding mountain
trails through untouched meadows, along
babbling brooks and up the pumice
slopes. In such tucked-away gardens one
will find the avalanche lilies of creamy
softness, the fiery-red Indian paintbrush,
the earth-hugging pussy's-paws, the purple aster, and many, many more. At
blossom time a riot of vivid color greets
the eye of the interested visitor.
Crater Lake National Park .
. By an act of Congress on May 22,
1902, the Crater Lake region became
Crater Lake National Park, with 159,360
acres set aside from the public domain
and dedicated to the park. In 1907 the
first auto was driven to the lake's rim,
and since that time thousands of tourists
have relived Hillman's' discovery. Many
improvements have been made in the
past few years for the convenience of
the lake's many guests. Not only can the
gem of the Cascades be reached by many
modern highways, but a 32-mile paved
boulevard encircles the lake, with many
vantage points along the way. Equipped
camping grounds are provided for those
who care to "rough it"; and a modern
lodge for the traveler who desires the
comforts of home.
Regardless of the unwanted and unappreciated intrusions of civilization
upon its natural beauty,Crater Lake remains silent, tolerant, peaceful with all
men, and a compliment to its Creator.

"What Folly Next?
'i;' Under the headline "Tokyo Gourmets Pray for Souls of 25,000,000 Eels" the
Chicago Daily Tribune, June 1, published the following Associated Press dispatch
of May 31, from Tokyo: "Restaurant owners and gourmets held memorial services
yesterday for the souls of 25,000,000 eels, eaten last year in Tokyo. Two hundred cafe
proprietors· and eaters stood reverently as priests chanted prayers." Six weeks earlier
Japanese whalers had chanted in a Buddhist tentple for the souls of the 1,321 whales
caught last winter. A weather-beaten old whaler explained: "Their souls must be consoled and rest in nirvana because they are mammals and' akin to us."
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IVE instruction to a wise man, and
he will be yet wiser: teach a just
man, and he will increase in learning."
This principle expounded by wise King
Solomon (Proverbs 9: 9) was to a degree exemplified recently in Toledo,
Iowa. On April 18, 1948, a public Bible
lecture was scheduled by Jehovah's witnesses. They informed the officials, for
a similar meeting had been disrupted
there in May, 1947. Nevertheless, the
proposed meeting of April 18 was also
broken up by rowdyism sponsored by
the American Legion and condoned by
ci ty officials. A lesson in freedom of
speech and worship and assembly was
needed. It was given. It was learned. As
a result, Toledo officials and Legionnaires are wiser in freedom's ways and
are now a credit to their community.
First, to get the picture of the rowdyism that prevented the Bible lecture and
necessitated the lesson in fundamental
freedoms, read the following report sent
to the Civil Rights Section of\ the Department of Justice, in Washington,
D.C., and submitted by the traveling
minister of the Watchtower Society.
The following is a report of an assault and
organized attempt to break up, and which did
JULY 22, 1948

. break up, a peaceful assembly of Christian persons
gat her e d on the Tama
County, Iowa, Courthouse
lawn to hear an advertised
Bible lecture on Sunday
afternoon, April 18, 1948,
at 3: 00 p.m.
.
During the week preceding the Sunday of the lecture, the mayor of Toledo,
Iowa, Charles Gary, was
notified of the proposed
meeting as was also the
sheriff of Tama county,
Harry Sharp. The city of
Toledo lies in Tama county. Both of these officials
were rem i n d e d of the
threats of violence that disrupted and prevented a similar Bible meeting
last May, 1947, and of the likelihood that the
same instigators of riot would again attempt
to deprive the Christian group of persons
known as Jehovah's witnesses from lawfully
assembling and exercising their freedom of
speech and worship. Protection was requested
for Jehovah's witnesses in the exercise of these
rights, the attention of the sheriff and the
mayor being called to the Circuit Court ruling
(No. 13,500, Eighth Circuit) in the notorious
Lacona case. [For details see Awake! of November 22, 1946, and of December 8, 1947.]
Also, a letter was dispatched to the Director
of Public Safety of Iowa, requesting. protection in the event of violence.
When Jehovah's witnesses began arriving
at the Courthouse Park there were some boys
batting a ball around on the east side of the
park, by the bandstand. The west side was
absolutely vacant. Not to disrupt the boys'
playing, the witnesses and others who came
to hear the talk began to assemble on the
vacant and unused west side of the square.
Then more balls and bats were distributed
by one, Harold Jones; a loud-speaker was set
up across the street and another man,J ames
•
Locke, speaking through the sound system began calling the teen-agers down where the
witnesses' meeting was assembling and inc it-
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ing them to drive the balls hard and fast
around . there, with the obvious purpose of
preventing' the meeting from being held.
Many of those seated to hear the talk were
foreefully struck with the hard-driven balls,
and the young hoodlums would rush in after
the balls to retrieve them and then hit them
back into the group. All the while the loudspeaker, with James Locke at the microphone,
continued to encourage the youngsters, urg-ing them on to greater: boldness and viciousness.
Now the east side of the courtyard, on the
other side of the ~ourthouse itself, was completely bare and empty of persons, as Locke
had the ballplayers come oyer to where the
•
Witnesses had gathered on the west. The latter persons, realizing the I impossibility of
holding a meeting and listening to a lecture
under those circumstances, decided to transfer bnck to the vacant east side, where no one
now was, and there JIave the meeting. As this
was being done, Locke's voice soun~d over
the loudspeaker teIJing the young peace-disturbers to quickly spread out all over the
park, "don't stay in one place, let's go! Step
it up in there! Spread out, all over!" The ex~
cited youths eagerly complied, and as the
Christian assembly once again began to get
underway the yelling, scrcalping, lvild-a.cting
boys and girls renewed their assaulting activities. Another adult ringleader, to whom the
young persons gave heed readily and ,vho
was very instrumental in the disgraceful disrupting of the meeting, was "Couch" Irving
Thompson, who kept telling the players not
to gather anywhere but to keep spread out.
Meanwhile Kenneth Holms, one of Jehovah's witnesses, went to notify the mayor and
sheriff of what was happening and to request
them to take the necessary steps required of
them to prevent the peaceable assembly from
Heing broken up and to restrain the peaceviolators. Sheriff Harry Sharp lives directly
across the street from the courthouse square.
He wasn't home, but Mr. Holms met him in a
cal' a block away and requested he come down
to the square nnd enforre the law against the
responsible ones. He refused, saying he had
another call which he had to attend to first
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and that he would take care of Holms' request
later. Holms endeavored to teason with him
and urge him to take immediate action, hut
the sheriff declined and went off in the opposite direction. The mayor, Charles G8.ry,
wasn't at home. A call to the State Highway
patrolman, Robel't Grossnickle, resulted in his
saying the matter was out of his jurisdiction.
Back at the..park, the lectUl'er, Frank Maykut, a representative of the Watchtower Bible
and TrHct Society, Inc., began his tEJk of the
afternoon. About the seated listeners, several
of the male Jehovah's witnesses stood to shield
the group from the hard-hitting balls which
continued to be driven fiercely at the assembled group. The loudspeaker steadily blasted
out encouragement to the ballplayers, the
childreJl wildly yelled, and cars began to blow
their horns, and after several minutes someone cut the electric wire leading to the sound
equipment employed by the Bible lecturer
giving the addre13S. When he went on with his
talk without the aid of such equipment, the
noise and devilishness reached a new crescendo, making it all but impossibJe for the speaker to be heard. Even after the severed wire
had been repaired, the conditions rendered it
impossible to go any further with the meeting, which was halted to see whether the local
officials were available to restOl'e peace and
order. However, as rCferred to above, :Mr.
Holms' efforts to arouse the sheriff and mayor
had been in vain.
The names of the teen-agel'S and youths
responsible for injuring the pen;ons listening

to the lecture were obtained, among wnom
were the following: Thomas Kubik, Sally
Culbertson, IJuVCl'ne lHcCollister, lHelvin
Rupka, George Rosenberger, Gloria Applegate, Katherine Whalin, Shirley Brovm. Others can be identified from pictures that were
tuken at the time. Those named are all of
Toledo, Iowa.
The number of persons assembled at the
meeting was approximately sixty. The number of youths supposedly "playing ball" grew
to more than that number, probably over one
hundred, The latter all responded obediently
to the commands given over the loud-speaker
used by Locke in a manner which indicated
AWAKE!

the entire affair was part of an organized Iowa, on Sunday, April 18, 1948. It will inscheme to prevent the meeting. Even with the .terest you to learn of the events that have
meeting disrupted, the abuse from batted occurred since then.
balls continued, with yelling and confusion.
I spent a considerable part of the following
By this time a car containing the sheriff, week conferring with county and city officials
mayor, and one other person was slowly and, by the Lord's grace, was able to give an
circling the block, viewing the proceedings. effective witness concerning the nature and
Seeing them, the lecturer, Frank Maykut, purpose of the Kingdom work. While most of
went over to their car and appealed for their them agreed the action of the Legionnaires
help and that they exercise their authority in was disgraceful, none would venture to give
restoring peace so that the meeting could go assistance in bringing the guilty ones to task,
on. Sheriff Sharp refused to do so. The mayor, naturally. However, it was soon noised abroad
Charles Gary, also made no move. "Not until that we were prepared to prosecute the lawthere was bloodshed," stated the sheriff. Then, violators for breaking five city ordinances:
sitting in the car on the east side of the park, assault, battery, unlawful assembly, disturbthese officials looked on while the democratic ance of religious meeting, and playing ball on
principles they are supposed to uphold were the courthouse lawn, which act is against the
trampled underfoot. As a result, the meeting law. The whole town buzzed that week and
was completely broken up, the speech not de- the adults and teen-agers involved were
livered, and slowly the group began to dis- chided for their foolishness.
perse. The refusal of the officials named to
The county prosecutor listened,. long and
protect the right of Jehovah's witnesses to interestedly, and laughed at the predicament
exercise freedom of speech, worship and assem- the local officials were placed. in-until he
bly contributed to the meeting's disruption as found out we wanted him to handle the case.
their being present and not taking action gave Nevertheless, he investigated the matter persanction to what was taking place. Finally sonally, admitted the law was completely on
the loud-speaker, with James Locke again talk- our side, but that the Legionnaires were sorry
ing, blurted out: "Good work, kids! You've now and disposed to apologize. Sensing that
won the ball game!" It should be noted that the more substantial persons in Toledo were
no "game" was played, no bases used, nor any convinced an injustice had been done to the
teams in evidence. The entire affair lasted witnesses, we decided we would drop prosecu- .
over three hours. About twenty minutes of tion if a public apology would b~ tendered
the scheduled hour discourse was delivered.
by the Legion.
The willful failure of these officials, Sheriff
In a courtroom the following Saturday,
Harry Sharp and Mayor Charles Gary, to Irving Thompson, commander of the Toledo
carry out their duty under the law, and the American Legion Post, publicly apologized
actions of James Locke, Harold Jones and for hinwelf and for James Locke and Harold
Irving Thompson in subjecting citizens to the Jones, both Legionnaires, for the part they
deprivation of their constitutional rightsre- played in the previous Sunday's disturbance
quires action by the United States Govern- and violence. Many of the witnesses were presment under Section 51 and 52 of Title 18 ent, and the county prosecutor, the sheriff, his
of the U. S. Code.
deputy, a "man from the U. S, government",
the Legionnaires involved, and some unidentiCourage to Admit a Mistake
fied persons. They were told that the apology
Now read the final outcome of the mat- was accepted in good faith and that the futer, as it was reported by Watchtower ture would give them opportunity to prove
representative Frank J. Maykut, to that they meant it. Mentioned, too, was the fact
Society in his letter of May 24, 1948:
we harbored no ill will, were solely interested
You will recall my recent report regarding in the preaching of the Kingdom gospel and
the disruption of a public lecture at Toledo, not in prosecuting individuals in courts of
JULY 22, 1948
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law. The latter would only be done when it
was necessary to secure our right to freely
worship the Almighty God.
Prior to the commander's apology, I was
given the opportunity of addressing those as..
sembled and explained our position in the
matter, as well as give a testimony to the
Kingdom, which they listened to. I explained
the probable point of cont'ention: nonparticipation in war; emphasized the fact that not
one witness of Jehovah fought under the flag
of a foreign power bent on the destruction
of the United States, not one had fought to
kill Americans, whereas thousands of members of the orthodox Catholic and Protestant
faiths living in totalitarian lands had participated in war against this country. It appears
this fact was news to the commander, and he
so stated in his following talk, declaring he
had never considered that fact before. He
added: "If you folks have that which will
bring peace to this earth, I'm all for you, but
you'll have to explain to a lot of other people
this point that has been cleared up in my
mind now." He promised no further moles- .
tation.
Immediately we laid plans for a public lecture to test the truthfulness of their word and
to give the good people of Toledo another
chance to hear the Kingdom message. May 23
was the date selected. That day broke clear,

warm and sunny ideal for an outdoor lecture. The talk.lasted the full sixty minutes,
not a sign of opposition appeared, 137 persons were counted listening to the talk, including many who'saton their porches during the
entire meeting. Jehovah again had triumphed
over those who wittingly or unwittingly try to
halt the advance of Kingdom truth on earth!
To Him goes the honor for so marvelous a witness to His name.

It takes not only an honest man but
also a courageous man to admit a wrong
so publicly committed and to publicly
apologize for it. Moreover, the change
of conduct on the part of the Legion
commander was apparently based on a
change of mind relative to the work of
Jehovah's witnesses, which change was
made possible by his willingness to be
instructed as to the true nature of that
work. That the lesson was learned with
practical benefit to the community was
evidenced by the succes.Sful holding of
the Bible lecture in the city of Toledo on
May 23. Thus the patient instruction
given to men inclined to wisdom resulted
in increased opportunities for learning
for the entire city, not just in the field
of freedoms, but in the still more vital
field of the Holy Scriptures.

'"Purges in Greece
'i Assassination of the minister of' justice in Greece was followed by executions of
hundreds. Cases of additional hundr'lds await settlement. The government claims all
those shot were Communists and murderers, all duly tried and convicted. It also claims
the wholesale shootings are approved by the American military mission. Perhaps so,
but the policy of this American-backed government smacks sickeningly of Nazism.
Where is the American conscienceY
.

"GJeypo-Spray" to Eliminate the Needle?
"i. This is forecast by Dr. Figge, of Maryland Medical School. The jet is propelled
through the skin by a spring that gives· a pressure of nearly two tons to the square
inch, but the jet is so tiny (1/37 as large as that of the usual needle) that the actual
pressure exerted is only 11 grams. It is claimed that six out often patients cannot
even feel the injection, three know when it takes place, and only one in ten feels a
pricking sensation. Surely none will lament the passing of the needle.
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N THE world of perfume one meets ers are good mixers. Some remind
all kinds of individuals, each having one of pleasant dreams; others, of mad
its own personality. You know many of nightmares. Some perfumes are such
them, both masculine and feminine of domineering rugged individualists that
different nationalities, and recognize everybody is happy when they stay by
them on the street. Here is an oriental themselves. And then there is always
type; over there one "\\lith a French ac the overbearing intruder that loves to
cent; one from Ara\Jia just passed; and stick his business into your nose. But
coming toward you is an American type. the ones you want to watch out for are
Some perfumes only whisper as they the seductive scents that snuggle up and
pass, but others scream from across the spread their hypnotic enchantmeJ?t.
street. Did vOll'notice that dainty numPerfumes, like people, are found in all
ber that just- passed with a flowery walks of life. Some perfumes are aristospring in her step? Watch out! here crats, the social elite that frequent opera
comes a heavy scent, a real toughy with houses and swanky night clubs. Some
a body odor that will knock you out.
are middle-cIass folks that work hard
\Vaiking along thoc CanCOllTSe man"Y doing honest jobs in the bouseho)u, office
perfumes remind one of beautiful flower and factory, for which we are all very
gardens and green parks. One catches a thankful. Some are hussies of the lowest
spring breath of crocuses, violets and sort that hang around gambling dens and
hyacinths, or the intoxicating aroma' of dance halls. And then there arc some
orange blossoms and apple blossoms, or perfumes that are outright pickpocket
the summer warmth of roses and jas- rogues that take your money and leave
mines, or the smell of the cool forest and but a}aint trail of scent behind them.
its peaceful carpet of pine needles. At
Beyond an olfactory acquaintance
social gatherings one also rubs noses most people know very lit(]e ahout these
with a variety of qu~int perfume odors. fragrant personalities. l'}ley have only
Some are old acqunmtances, sedate la- a vague knowledge of the background'
dies and retired gentlamen of the "gay and history of perfumes, their composinineties". Othe'rs are frisky, breezy "'tion and usefulness, or their influence
things that sway and swing to modern upon human' minds and lives. And yet
rhythm. Some are soaside from gold
phisticated snobs. Othand gems there is
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probably no other commodity that is so
mterwoven with the history and adven·
ture of ancient trade and commerce as
that of precious perfume.
Cleopatra, said to be the first high
priestess of the cosmetic cult, bewitched
Caesar and Antony \vith her Egyptian
Kyphi perfume and her aegyptium foot
lotion. Nero, who was extravagant beyond measure with perfumes, wasted
more of the stuff at his wife's funeral
than was produced in all Arabia in ten
years. A Greek poet of the fourth century B.C. tells how doves were drenched
with perfume and turned loose in a
house to spray and saturate the furnish·
ings WitIl fragrance. Hippocrates, said
to be the father of medicine, even attributed therapeutic value to perfumes. In
the early 1920's when archaeologists
opened the t.omb 0.1,' King Tnt. they found
that the bottles of perfume buried by the
Egyptians 3,000 years ago still gave off
aromas.
.Arabi~ a land that still breatlles of
ancient romance and perfume, the two
being inseparable, is thought by many
to be the home of perfumery. In the dis·
tant past Arabian 'women bathed their
bodies ,in the smoke of burning spice,
'hence the name perfume (per, meaning ''by'' or "through"; fnnw-s, meaning
usmoke"). Plioenicians sailing to the
magic lands of Zanzibar, Ceylon and
Sumatra brought back precious plants
for the perfumers. China too, a thousand
years before Christ, compounded fragrant odors from mystic musk. And from
India and its enchantments came sandal·
wood and aromatic botanicals for the
perfumel"::; secret formulas.

From Bible Times to Modern Times
More ancient than any of these records is the account found in the Bible.
There, at Genesis 37: 25, it tells 110W the
camels that carried Joseph captive into
Egypt 1,700 years before Christ also
carried spices, balm and myrrh for the
perfume industry of tIlat first world
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power. Mention of perfume at later
dates is also found in the Bible. Therein
is given the recipe fop the holy and high~
ly perfumed anointing oil used by the
Levitical priesthood. The queen of
Sheba brought with her rare perfume
spices. Spikenard, saffron, calamus, cin~
namon, frankincense, myrrh and aloes
-all used in perfumes-are mentioned
in the poetic Song of Solomon. From
Persia the Magi brought gifts of gold,
frankincense and myrrh to the manger
in Betblellem. And Afary anointed tlIe
feet of Jesus with a costly perfumed
ointment of exquisite fragrance.
During the Dark Ages, when the Ro~
man Catholic Hierarchy ruled the world
with the sword of superstition and ignorance, perfumery, like 'all the other sci.
enees, was practicallv lost. Alchemists
were cJassined as sorcerers' by the
clergy. HO'Never, Moslem culture in the
Near Enst preserved the ancient art, and
even learned, in the tenth century A.D.,
how to distill aromatic waters to recover their s,veet odors in concentrated
form. From them the Crusaders learned
the art of perfumery and introduced
these sweet~smelling personalities to illsmelling Europe.
France's history, as a land of perfume, goes back no farther than the six.
teenth century ",rhen an Italian by the
name of Rene set up shop in Paris under the sponsorship of Cat.herine de'
Medici. Louis XV demanded that his
apartment be furnished with a differ.
ent one each day of the year. :Madame
de Pompadour spent half a million
francs a year for haunting scents. Marie
Antoinette was more subtle in her choice
of perfumes. Napoleon "ms very extravagant in its usc.
Meantime staid England endeavored
to resist the rising tide of perfume by an
Act of Parliament. In 1770 it was proposed that "virgins) maids or wido,Ys"
who ,'muld "seduce and betray into matrimony any of His Majesty-'s subjects
by the scents" would "incur the penalty
AWAKEI

of the law in force against witchcraft"~
'and the marriage would be declared null
and void. But for all the good it did they
might as well have legislated against the
flowers as to outlaw the use of perfumes.
Then there is Grasse, international
capital of perfumery, "sweetest town on
earth," richest per capita in all France.
Grasse, Lhe industry's' "}'Iecca", where
t.he high priests of perfumery, who lead
the rest of the world around by the nose,
brew their liqueur according to the most
secret of formulae, with deft hands and
hypersensitive noses. Here, in this city
of 20,000, was the center of France's
third~largest expor.t business before
World "Var II. Here, thousands of tons
of jasmine, roses, violets and orange
blossoms are coaxed into giving up the
essence of their fragrance.
Composition of These Personalities

ous, are the least in quantity. As an
example, a simple perfume may have a
bouquet of floral, oriental and modifying
odors. The floral consisting of jasmine,
violet, rose, carnation, orange blossom
and minosa, plus oils of citronella and
geranium. To these are added the oriental odors of sandalwood, vetiver, styrax
and patchouli, and the modifying odors
of coumarin, oak moss and ylang ylang,
and not leaving out, of course, the im·
partant fixative like musk. It seems almost unbelievable, but in some of the
complicated mixtures sometimes an infinitesimal amount-as small as one part
in 50,000-of certain elements are added
to give a particular touch.
"Perfume making," to quote Eric
Eich'wald, "is first a science, then an art."
And it takes the two to make perfumes of
exquisite harmony. Harmony, that is the
secret of the whole thing. Perfumes are:
really symphonies in odors, and like
musical symphonies, they are composed
of different notes, some high, others low,
some heavy, others light, yet all blended
together in a pleasant and perfect har·
many. Odors that clash must be avoided
as mudl as notes that clash or colors
that clash, if there is to be harmony_
In the realm of creative perfumery
"noses" are graded as "good", "big" or
"great". There are only twenty "good
noses" in France, and in the 'whole world
there are no more than six or seven
"great noses". These are the ones that
c~n instantly identify at least 7,000 dis.
tmct substances by their smeH and can
tel] the color of flowers in the dark by
their odors.

There is more to a perfume than one
can smell. Not simple compounds, t.hey
are mixtures of the most complex chern.
ieals, which give each perfume a per·
sonality and c h a rae t e r all its own.
There are no less than 30 ingredients in
each recipe, and some have as many as
2,000! These are not just thrown togeth·
er, but are considered as building blocks,
each of a definite size, weight and shape,
which can be arranged into a hundred
thousand scent patterns, according to
the dictates of the perfumer's fancy.
Regardless of whether the perfume is
a solid, like the ungents, or a liquid or
powder, it has three components, name·
ly, the base of essential oils and aromatic
chemicals that makes the odoriferous
part, the fixative that gives "life" and What a Spectrum of Odors!
durability to the odor, and the solvent or
On the receiving platform of the mod·
diluting vehicle that thins down the con· ern perfumery that makes its own bases
centrated smell to a weakness that can are materials from all over the world.
be handled and enjoyed by the sensitive Some of the materials aro seeds, barks,
human sniffer. The last item, ,,,,hich in roots, leaves and flowers.' Some are
the case of liquids is usually alcohol, sticky gums. The scent-secretions of
makes ,up from 84 to 88 percent of the animals supply the fixatives. Castoreum.
formula. The fixative and aromatic oils or "castor" comes from Canadian bea·
and chemicals, though the most numer· verso Putrid.smelling civet, worth 40,000
JUI,Y 22, 1948
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francs per kilo, comes from the big civet
cats of Africa. Frecious musk, worth
twice as much as civet, comes from the
Asiatic musk deer. Muse Zibata comeS'
from muskrats of American swamps.
And ill-smelling, waxy ambergris, valued
at more than $1,000 a pound, is produced
by sick sperm whales.
To the perfumer rOses are not just

odors which resemble to a large degree
the perfume personalities fqund in nature. There are some .exceptions, like
rose, sweet pea and jasmine, that have
no competitors in the coal-tar ch.emicals.
In the aromatic field few natural odors
are used any more, even in the JIlost expensive perfumes.

roses, even when selection is limited to
.On few varieties. The kind of soil, the type
of fertilizer, the amount of heat and cold,
humidity and sunlight, and even the altitude affect the finished essences of flowers. The exaet time of day when jasmines and carnations are picked is very
important. Between daybreak and the
rising of the morning dew jasmines are

Scents for Every Whim and Fancy

picked to prevent a 20-percent ~oss in
their fragrancc, but not until three hours
of uninterrupted sunshine has bathed
the earnation is it ready to be picked.
The processing of these r&w'materials
is according to many trade secrets
known only to the perfume hierarchy.
Steam distillation is the most extensive
method used, but, due t.o the harshness of
the heat, its Use is limited to the hardier
flOWers, and the barks and leaves.
Orange, lime and lemon peels, as ·well as
bergamot, have their oils extracted by
mechanical pressure. :Maceration, a hotfat process Once used extensively, has
now largely bcC'n replaced by solvent extraction, using alcohol, petroleum, ether,
or some other solvent. Hyacinths, orange
blossoms, roses and mimosa are treated
this way. The slo\vest and most expensive of all methods, called "enfleurage",
is reserved for the sensitive jasmine and
tuberose. This consists of laying the individual petals in contact with layers of
highly
refined lard Which absorb the
•
•
delIcate odors without the use of heat.
Thereafter the flower essence is removed
and Absolute Jasmine is obtained worth
more than $1,000 a pound.
With the advances in synthetic chemistry this twentieth century has l:iucceeded In producing hundreds of artificial
24

Every day one bumps one's nose into
dozens of these scented individuals.
Nylons, tobacco, furniture polish, paints,
soap and plastics are made more pleasing with perfumes. Bread \\Tappers have
a "fresh baked" odor added. Plastic dog
bones smell like beef. Ruhber hait for
mousetraps smell like cheese.
The oldest use of perfume, and the one
that is still the. most important, is by humans on tJwmselves. 1:1 llmnn,q in dJCjr
fallen and degenerate state fall far short
of smelling like flowers, and so they en~
deavor to improve their own personalities by taking on the masking seent of
a p.erfume. The effect il:i purely; psychologICal, but because of this it a1fects
man's emotional state. Odors arc interpreted as s\veet or sour, fragrant or
foul, cooling or pungent, pleasing or
nauseating. So all:io, certain odors are
associated win} sex, baving strong power to excite passion.
This explains wh~', in these "last days"
when music, art and science are overemphasizing man's baser passions, the
perfumeries are called upon to produce
more and more seductive and passionate
odors. As noted by one perfumer, quoted
by Collier's magazine, perfumes today
are intended to "make the shiest little
female smell reckless, exotic, magical,
frenzied, intoxicating, daring, menacing,
imprudent, heady, breathless, provocative. dangerous, secret, forbidden, alluring, sinful, mysterious, desirable, seductive, exciting, tempting, magnetic, enticing, tantalizing-even irresistible!"
At least the ads say so.
A WAKE!

('Everlasting Father". In God's due time
these prophecies began to be fulfilled
,
with the birth of the ehild Jesus at the
N CONNEC'T'IOK with his prophecy foretold plaee. Jehovah God used Jewabout the beginning of Messi~h's r~le ish men of low degree, who were faithful
over the earth, the prophet DaiUcl smd: to Him, to be "\",itnesses to the great
"And none of the \vieked shall under- event. These Jews \vere shepherds.
stand' but the \vlse shaH understand."
Near the town of Bethlehem the~e
(Dani~l 12: 10) 'The man who, whether shepherds were guarding their flocks of
Je"\y or Gentile, gives hi" heart to Jeho- sheep by night, \",hen their attention was
vah God and devotes himself wholly to suddenly arrested by the manifestation
the service of God and His Messiah in of the glory of Jehovah God about them.
obedience to the divine cornman.ds is a Luke, a news reporter, deseribes it for
wise person, because he is takmg the us, saying: "And there 'vere in the same
"..-is€' course.
country sbepherds abiding in the field,
1'he prophet Moses was a type of the keeping watch over their flock by night.
:Messiah the King. Other faithful men, And, 10, the angel of the Lord came upon
such as Joshua, David, etc., performed them, and the glory of the Lord shone
parts in J 8\vi8h hi~tory in which they round about them: and they were sore
pichued the Messmh, namely, .Jeau.s afraid. And the angel said unto them,
Christ, whose earthly background IdentI- Fear not: for, behold, I bring )~ou good
fies Him ail the foretold Anointed .One. tidings of great joy, which shall be to
TIle title "J\.fessiah" means "Anomted all people. For unto you is horn this day
One", and it applies to Jehovah's I~ing in the eity of David a Saviour, which is
,,,,hoIll He anoints for the promised kmg- Christ [or, in llebrC\v, Messiah] the
dom of God, the royal government of the Lord. And this shall be a sign unto you;
).fost High God. By His prophets He, Ye shall find the babe \"Tapped in swad.
foretold and caused to he written do\vn dling clothes, lying in a manger." Then
in the record that the hirthplaee of the quickly followed a song lmng by a heav),fessiah would be BethleheIll-judah. enly host to the glory of Jehovah God:
(Micah 5: 2) The name of Moses' suc- '''And suddenly there was with the angel
l
cessor J oshna also foreshadowed that· a multitude of the heavenly
host praisMessia}I'S name would be .Jesus, the ing God, and saying, Glory to God in
Grcek pronuneiation for Joshua, .and the highest, and on earth peace, among
Tsai[lh 9: 6, 7 deelared He 'would be gIven men of good-will."-Luke 2: 8-14; Roththe t.itle "Prince of Peace" and the gov- erham.
ermoent of a righteous new world would
Such is the brief account 'of the earthly
rest upon His shoulder, and that He
would he God's l1inistel' to hestow life birth of J~SUB, who as Messiah must rule
everlasting upon obedient men, fC!r the.ne,~ world in rightcousness, and not
whieh reason He would becon1e theIr even Moses the transmitter of Jehovah's
~he

Earthly Background
of Messiah

I
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law to Israel had such a spectacular accompaniment to his birth. God selected
a virgin J ewess named Mary, a descendant of King David, to be the human
mot.her of Jesus, but her conception of
Him was not by the power of any man
of David's line but was by the power of
the spirit of Almighty God. (Matthew
1: 18-23-) So He 'was not u Levite as was
Mose.s. God transferred the life of His
mighty Son from the spirit realm in
Heaven to the virgin's womb that He
might be born of a woman, be a perfect

man, and therefore possess th~ full
qualifications to purchase humankmd by
the sacrifice of His perfect life. To show
us further the prophetic. baekground (;In
earth of the Messiah, Jehovah God saId

through the prophet Isaiah: "Therefore
the Lord himself shall give you a sign;
Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear
a son, and shall call his name Imman.
ue!:') The name "Immanuel" means "God
with us", not that Jesus was Jehovah
God but that He was God's representa.
tive among men and was a sign of God's
favor with men of good-will. (Isaiah
7: 14; Matthew 1: 23) That He reflected
God's glory to men, we read, at John
1: 14: "And the Word was made flesh;
and dwelt aIDong us, (and we beheld his
glory, the glory as of the only begotten
of the Father,) full of grace and truth,"
So He was not "God incarnate".
When Jesus was a child twelve years
of age He sat among the learned men
of Jerusalem, and by His questions
and answers to them concerning the
Holy Scriptures those men ,vere great.
ly astonished. There He displayed eager·
ness to carry out the will of His Father,
the Almighty God. (Luke 2:46-49)
From that time onward Jesus grew
into manhood'R estate and greatly in+
creased in ,visdom, above that of Moses,
who ,'ms learned ~n all the wisdom of
Egypt. "And .J esns increased in wisdom
and stature, and in favour with God and
man." (Luke 2: 52) 1'he age of maturity
of Jesus" when He possessed the quali.
26

fication for beginning His Messianic
ministry among the Jews, was when He
was thirty years of age. He then present~
ed himself before God for John to bap·
tize Him in Jordan that He might thus
fulfill His Father's commandments.
In that baptism He pictured that God
had made a covenant with Him and that
He had agreed to do God's will. His baptism in water was an ouhvard testimony
to tha.t effect. His language, according
to the prophecy, was: "Lo, 1 come: in the
volume of the book it is written of me,
I delight to do thy will, 0 my God: yea,
thy law is within my heart." (Psahn
40:7,8; Hebre.vs 10:5~9) Then what
happened, as a further background to
identify Him as the real Messiah 1 "We
read: "And'Jesus, ,vhen he was baptized,
went up straightway out of the 'water:
and, 10, the heavens were opened unto
him, and he saw the spirit of God de·
scending like a dove, and lighting upon
him: and ]0 a voice from heaven, saying,
This is my beloved Son, in whom I am
well pleased." (1Iatthew 3: 16, 17) Here
the testimony from heaven shows J eho·
vah recognized Jesus 'as His Beloved
Son, to whom He had committed the
work of being the Messianic King.
Within a short time after His baptism
Jesus began to prea(!h and instruct the
people. Among His first words addressed
to the Jews were these: "Repent: for the
kingdom of heaven is at hand." (Mat.
thew 4: 17) Throughont the rest of His
earthly ministry He preached and pre+
pared men for the 1Iessianic kingdom,
and finally He died as a martyr for
that kingdom, thereby finishing His
earthly course. This was as the prophe.
des concerning the ilfcssiull had fore·
told. For this valid cause Jehovah God
raised Him from the dead and exalted
Him to His own right hand. Let all men
know, therefore, both Jew and Gentile,
that the :'Iessiah who shall yet fulfill all
the glorious p.rophecies concerning ODd's
kingdom over earth will not bo a Mes~
siah in the flesh, but a heavenly Messiah.
A WAKE I

Tree Tales
'Redwoods in China

:J slime:flux that would otherwise gather at the
back of the filling.

Out of a hidden valley in central
China ~{lmes a tale of trees thought
to have died with the dinosaurs.
They had been known to modern
botany from fossils found in Japan and elsewhere, and named "mdasequoia" or "dawn redwood". But now~his fairly close relative of the
California redwoods has been discovered growing in remote parts of China. The dawn redwood grows 100 feet high, with a hase diameter
of 10 feet, an estimated age of 500-600 years,
and sheds its foliage in the winter despite the
faet that it is R conifer. Since the original discovery of these living specimens by a Chinf'se
forester in 1946, expeditions of botanists have
visited the trees from an aneient past, and
brought out seeds for planting in scattered
parts of the L"nited States and England.

GJood {rom the Rose Family
Animals lllay nibble at rose petals
occasionally, and bees may feast on
rose nectar, but we hardly thiuk of
the rose as a sourre of food. Yet
close relatives of the rose yield some of the
most important fruits. You've met many of the
memhers of her famHy, perhaps without knowing of their relationshi p to the fragrant rOSS.
To name a fcw, there is the apple, plwn,
cherry, peach, strawberry, raspb{,lTY, blackberry and pear. The pear traces its origin far
back into the family tree, far back into Europe's history. Though Burope has 5,000 kinds
of pears to North America's 1,000, the United
States can claim place as the leading producer
in the K ew 'Vorld. Surely a fragrant and tasty
family, the rose!

'tJilling Cavities {OT Trees
It takes years to grow a tree; a
short season of neglect to destroy it.
Proper trimming and first-aid binding can do much to prevent decay,
but
decay has set in drastic steps must
be taken. As in the case of a bad tooth, the decay must be drilled and chiseled out and the reculting cavity filled; that i8, if the tree is worth
saying. '1'he "dental work" is best done from
May through July. Determine the size and
shape of the decayed area by test drillings, then
with mallet and chisel chip out the decay, making the back of thc hole larger than the front
so that the filling- will WI'dge in firmly. The
filling used is a smooth sand conrrete, but is
packed in only after the cavity has been disinfected with a solution of 1 part bichloride
of mercury to 1,000 parts alcohol and ihen
painted with asphalt paint. Moreover, some
trees having an abundance of sap must have a
drainage arrangement for thcir "operation", as
do many operations performed upon humans.
'l'his consiHts of a vertical channel along the
back of the cavity, ending in a small pocket
at the base of the cavity. Theme a drain hole,
fitted with a small pipe casing, carries out the
JULY 22, 1948

'Woodman, Spare That '{"ree!
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The saving cry on behalf of the
tree must go out t<) more persons
than the woodman or logger. "that
about the fireman f Last autumn's
disastrous forest fires blazed with des!ructive
fury; but increased numbers of traine.l personnel would help turn back the 200,000 forest
fires that annually take needless toll of woodland resources. The Unitcd States Forest Service must have more men to protect the nation's
615,000,000 acres of timberland. And what
about the pest·fighh·r? Insects rank second only
to forest fires in de~trudiveness. They st.rip
the leaves from trees on hundreds of thousands
of acres annually. But air war has been declared on such outstanding pest.s as the gypsy
moth and her relative the tussock moth, along
with other miscreants. Roaring planes swoop
low over the Iorests and drop death in the form
of DDT spray. This is one war that has resulted in much good. Conservationi~ls and other8 engaged in reforeHtaiion play their role in
pre-serving the timber. ~fore than the woodman's
help is needed to spare the forest tree.
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throughout my
After giving a test on the material
{~~_":: school years I've brought in (one test I passed very easily) 1fiss
~ '~;"';".- Awake! articles relating to
N
• returned the magazine thanking
t.iJ'~..;.- ,; 'the particular subject.. under
me for its use, telling me she copied the
discussion in my various classes., Sci- statistics in her permanent notebook for
ence, history, English, and even mathe- future use along with other interesting
matics, have been explored by Awake! points. This was the greatest, but not
,So opportunitie's were plentiful. One the first, use she's made of Awake!
outstanding incident occurred with my
Problems of Democracy class reeently
hygiene ·teacher. 'Ve were discussing afforded another opportunity. Every
"Causes and Treatment of Insanity". I year the senior class writes an essay on
scanned my Awake! file, certain I'd seen "Alcoholism in Our Society". Without
an article relating to this subject. AprilS, reading apy farther yon surE',ly knot'" the
1947, issue was the answer! It was en- answer! -What could have been published
titled WMental Institutions: A Growing at a better time than "Drunkards De
Problem." Before the next class I re- Luxe" and "Alcohol Plays the Villain"?
read it and took it to my teacher. As I _My classmates were likewise open for
was taking notes in the following hy- suggestions, as each individual Ingst
giene class, I noticed the material v,ras
very familiar. The light ~awned! She write his own. Ten copies of Awake!
was using the A wake! to gIVe us our as- were eagerly received by fellow seniors.
signment which would determine our A few even asked, "Do you have an exsix-week-period grade. This not only in- tra copy of 'that magazine' f' ),.fy hygiene
cluded my class of 35, hut all the girls teacher used this issue also in class.
-Contributed by a high-school student.
in the high school.
p_
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It was for our comfort today that Jehovah caused hope-bringing
truths to be- recorded in His Word centuries ago. Take full advantage
of this unfailing source of hope and comfort by stUdying the Bible
regularly.
-

will aid you to patiently await the blessings of God's promised new
world of righteousness. The WATCHTOWER edition of the popular King
James Version, containing marginal references, concordance and many
other aids toward learning, is available for $1.00. Size 7o/g" x 5lh:" x 1%".
Brooklyn 1, N, Y.
J<'or the enclosed $1.00 please send me a ('opy of the WATCHTOWER edItIon
of the KIng James Version Bible.

WATCHTOWER

117 Adams st.
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(June 15). 'Auetrla will be represented as a consultant, not as a
full partiCipant, a point which
had hindered agreement before.
Russians Take a Walk
The Rllssian representatives
on the four-power Berlin Kom~
mandatum walked out of a meeting 01. that body on .Tune 16.
Earll ..r that day the "People's
Congress Council", a SQvietsponsored organization, assumed
to be a pro"islonal government
of Germany, and !;ent three demands to the ·Western powers.
insisting that the Western state
set up by the Britlsh, French and
Americans be scrapped, the occuplltion troops be withdrawn.
ami a Big Four peace conferenoo
be called: This Is not the first
time the RURSlans have walked
ont of important deliberative assemblies.

+

JUNE

U. N. World Charter of Rights
., The "Unlted Nations Human

Rights Commi~sion, meeting at
Lake Success, on June 18 adopted the text 0"( the draft International Declaration of Human
ltights, based on recognition "of
the inherent dignity and of the
equal and inalienable rights of
all members of the human family", which was declared to be
the "foundation of freedom, justice and peaC'e In the world". The
various nrti!'les of the bHl lay
strong stress on the equality of

all human creatures before the
law, regardlf'ss of "raCe, ('olor,
sex, language, religion, property
or other status, or natIonal or
social origin".

Article 1G provides: "Everyolle has the right to freedom of
thought, conscience and religi'Oll;

this right Includes freedom to
changp his religion or belief" and
freedom either alane or In {'ommunity wIth I(lthers and In public
or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, praetiee, worship and obs~rvance."
Other articles deal with rights
as to speech, scpurity, employment, education, Lest, leisure,
politics and mal'riag~.
The draft was adopted by the
commission on d vtlte of 12-0, the
Soviet, Ukraine, Byelorussia and
Yugoslavia abstaining, and attacking the Dedaration in a minority report.
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Palestine Front
Palestine must have seemed
strangely quiet as during the
third week of June gunfire and
bombings actually ceased. The
U. N. medIator, Count Folke Bernadone, had succeeded, with the
aid of observers in strategic set"tors, to Implement the four-week
trupp, which he hoped to make
permanent. He set up headquarters on the Isle of Rhodes, then
flew to Cairo and Tel Aviv for
conferences with Jewish and
Arab leaders. Returning to
Rhodes he expressed his hope
that a solution would be worked
out acceptable to both the Arabs
and the Jews, who were to send
experts to Rhodes to assist in
reaching that desired end.
,Tune 19 the U. N. dispatched
its first international police
force, a. gt'oup of forty-nine
guards leaving New York for
Palestine, by plane. They wlll
serve under Count Bemadotte to
maintain the peace. Three destroyers from the U. S. Mediterranean fleet and five U. S. planes
W('I'C assigned to patrol the coast
of Palestine to the !;ame end, under Bernadotte's supervision.

+

Cold Wa.r In Germa.ny
The East-West tug of war in
Germany saw further Interesting
developments in the third week
of ,June as the Russians blocked
train shipments from the BritIsh zone to Berlin and otherwise
1'estrkted travel and tranS}lQrtation. In the 'Vestern zones a currency reform was proclaimed to
cut Inflation. Germans were glv·
en 60 new "Deutsche Marks" for
the same nnmber of the old
"Reiehs Marks" as a beginner./
More old marks would be redeemed later. The Russians complptely halted pass!!nger traftlc
Into their l".Qne ostensibly to shut
out tIle devalued ,,"'estern marks.
At the same time the currency
reform was attacked by the.Communlsts and bitterly denounced
as the cause of lowered st!P'\dards of living.

+

French Assembly and

Pact
+ The l"rench Assembly, on
Jnne 17, YOting 291-289, hesitantly endorsed th ... six-power London agreement on ,,"'estern German~', gIving Germans in the
western zones the right to ha~dle
tbeir internal affair~ under a
minimum of Allied control and
SIx~Power

Soviet Agrees to
Danuhe Conference
A United States proposal for
a conference of the Big Four
powers and the Danube states on
July 30 to consider the matter
of the free navigation of the
Danube was accepted by Russia

+
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8'Ilpervision. The, assembly attached six cond1tlons to their authorization, h!)wever. ~njoinlDg
the government to seek (1} inttlrnaUonalization of Ruhr IndusU1es and mines; (2) expropriation of properties of former Rullr
magnates; (3) long-period occupation of Germany; (4) guarantees against reconstru('tion of an
authoritarian Germany; (5) further act\!)n on the econQmic ond
political organization of Europe;
JiDd (6; four·power agreement on
Germany.
The French General (JonfederatioIL of Labor called fot a strike
dem!)nstration to register protest
against the action of the Cabinet
and the Assembly In connection
with the slJ:-power German pact.

Ohnrohill on the
Labor Governnwnt
The Lnbor government of
Britain was slyJy twitted. by
Winston Churchill. add\"{!ssing a
political rally of 7,000 Young
U.mservative party members on
Jone 12. He pointed out that government's Inconsistency In finding fault with th, United States'
system of private enterprise
whl1e at the same time being dependent on that system for aid.
Said he: "How the ministers can
deride the system of free enterprise and capitalism which makes
America great and wealthy and
then at tile same time eagerly:
lileek the' aid which haa hitherto'
been so generously granted from
tu~ro~s the Atlantic----thut Is a
grimace whleh baffles the llmltations of our language to explain."

+

Education In HUngary
• Tbe Hungarian Parliament,
onaTnne 1ft. lidopted nattonalization of all educations, Including
schools formerly religious. The
Roman Catholic bif;llop, Msgr.
Sandor Kovacs, Issued a pastoral
Jetter two days later stating that
teachers of church schools might
decide "according to ('onselence"
whether or not to continue teachIng under natlonaibation. Since
the pope Is the arbiter of con1Jc1ence, this does not suggest Independent action On the part of
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any of the Catil!)I1c teachers,
though seeming to do 1;;0.

'*

.!'he maneuver seeks to llreak np
the guerrillas completely, isolatIng them from the Soviet-bloc

&0 Freedom 1n Greece

states bordering on Greece llncl

ACNrding to a Religious News
Service dispatch of June 17, t1}e
Greek government sponsored by
t'he United States still opposes
deIPocratiC freedoms. The dispatch from'Athens reads: "Thirty-four members of the Jehovah's
wltneS!!es sect were arrested here
while holding Sunday services in

the suPPOrt they have been reo
celving from that source.

the home of a blgh ranking employee of the American MIssl!)n

for Aid to Qre~ce. Reason for the'
arrest was not disclosed. The
witnesses, twenty of whom were
women, were brought before the
district attorney, who questioned
them and Ioter gave them their
freedom, dtoclaring they would be
'judged' later. Early this year
sect me-mbers Were told they must
file declarations of their religious
affiliation with Greek OrthodoJ:
parIshes In \i'hlch they live, Previously, the Holy Synod of the
OrthodoJ: Church announced the
appoIntment of a committee to
investigate Jehovah's witnesses'
actlvitics." So goes religious freedom in church·state dictatorships..
Abductionfl of Greek Children
• Press reports of June 20
claimed that between 8,000 and
10,000 Greek children had heen
kidnaped b3' General1Iarkos Vaflades' rebel guerrilla army ond
sent to camps in the Soviet satellite states to the north. Communists asserted that the children
had been, abani;l.!)ned, arrested or
depol'ood, and generally neglected
by the "monarchofascist" Greek
government.

'*

Greek W8.l' on Guerrillas
The Gr«ek national army haS
been sent out to make a major
attack on the guerrilla forces III
northern Greece. In fact, an aliout campaign against the forces
of General Markos Yatlades WIlS
launched in mid-,lune. The army
had been conSiderably strengthened by supplies and ammunition
obtained from America, and the
move to take drastic action
against the guerrillas took In an
area of some 1,000 sqllare miles.

Terrorism In Malaya
High Commissioner Sir Edw
Gent, on June 18, announced a
state of emergency for aU Malaya. A wave of terrorism, al·
leged to have heen caused by
Comml1nlsts, Wa.'I jn evidence
throughout the nine states of the
Malay Federa·tlon. Violence
reached a peak In Petak Rnd Johore.

'*

Truman on the U. N.
Speaking at Golden Gilte
Park, San FranCiSCO, June 13,
PreSident 'i'ruman said that the

'*

D. N. dlBrter

Wll.:o-

"tbe con.:o-titn·

tion of the world", and would
eventually settle all differen('es
among nationg, although it might
take generations to mllke it work.
Truman Indicta Congress
Summing up his Indictment of
the 80th Congress, President Truman, J nne 14, mentioned eight
things about W/llell he enld they
had been derelict and about
which $OlUething shOUld be done
before adjournment. The eight
'musts' W~rc: (1) Pri~ controls
and allOcation of materials;
(2) hOUSing legislation; (3) larger appruPriations for Labor Department and Bureau ot Labor
Statistics; (4) lucN\nsed $OcUl.l

*'

S8curltJ"; {.5) II nlltiODlIl llMJtl!

and medical care plan; (6) eJ:tenf<jon of federal aid for edllcation; (7) renewal of support
prices for agriculture; un larger approprlations for reclamation
and power develupment in the
,"Vest.

The Congress, however, had
different ideas as to what was
imNrtant. .ano pass!'!'! bills dealIng with the draft, foreign aid,
admitting displaced persons,
farm aid (see No.7), and pay
rises for federal workers; but
efforts to pass a housing bill
failed. The Communlst-('ontrol
blll also failed of passage.
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.. The BOth U. S. Congress, during the period of its term of office, has not been Idle, although
there has been much talk-some
32,000,000 words slnre January 3,
1947, when its members, 524 men
and 7 women, convened for the
tl.rst time. The Eightleth has considered more than 11,000 bills
and resolutions slnl.'e that date,
the House passing more than
2,000, the Senate over 1,700.
More than 1,000 of these, passIng
both houses and receivIng the
preeidential signature, became
Jaw. Sixty-one were ,etoed by the
preSident, and six of these were
passed over his veto. Three overriding votes came during the
third week In June, the measures
enacted barring certain workers
from Social Secnrlty coverage,
removing the U. S_ Emplo~'ment
Service from the Labor Department, and exempting railroad
rate agreements from the antitrust laws.

into consideration the mllltary
security of the U. S. and the mutual aid guaranteed by the applicants_
Mundt BUI Burled
.. The doom of the Mnndt bm,
also known as the Communistcontrol bill, was sealed June 17,
when the chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee decided that
there was not enough time for
the Senate to act on It before adjournment. He also disclosed that
U. S. Attorney General Tom C.
Clark had advised the committee
that some sections of the blll
we l' e unconstitutional. The l' e
were many throughout the nation who felt very strongly that
the bill as a whole was unconstitutional and that it smelled of
the Inquisition. At any rate, the
bill is not likely to raise its head
again.

Investigation of FOC
The U. S. House of Representatives (June 19) voted 174-50
U. S. Draft B1lI
for an investigation of the FedAfter long debate and delay, eral Communications CommiSwinding up in a 17·llOUr fill- sion. It appoInted a five-mall combuster by Senator,; Taylor amI mittee to ast'ertain whether the
Langer, the draft bill was rushed • CommIssion has licensed radio
through its final stages and giv- stations owned or controlled by
en Senate approval in the early subversive or Communist-front
organizations.
morning hours of June 19, followed by lIouse of Representa,U. S_ Soft-CoW Dispute
tives passage late the same day.
Under the terms of the {'omproPresident Truman (June 19)
mise bill, over 200,000 American set up a board to study the softyouth (from 10 through 25 years coal dispute, whicll "if permitted
old) will be drafted for 21 to continue" would, he said, "immonths, subject to being sent out
perll the national health /lnd
on military or other duty anyI!afety." The president's move Is,
where In the world. Inductions
under the Taft-Hartley Act, a
may begin 00 days after the prespreliminary step to obtaining an
ident signs the bill_
injunction :which would prevent
an SO-day walkout contemplated
Senate Proclaims Military
by :ehe soft-CQal miners.

*'

*'

*'

Aid PlBn

Republican Convention
*'on By
a vote of 64-4 the Senate,
June 11, proclaimed its sup- *' The third week in June the
port of a policy which will CQm- Hepublican convention got under
mit the U. S. to the prInciple of
giving military aid to defensive
alliances formed among the
world's free nations. Such belp
would, however, be given only
with the appro,·al of Congress in
each case, and under fests taking
JULY 22, 1948

way In Phlladelphia. The dose
of the week brougbt the unexpected declaration by Governor
Kim Sigler, of Michigan, that
Senator Arthur Vandenberg was
willing to become the Republican
candidate for the presidency If

,the party wanted hIm. All of th&candida.tes continued to issue
confident' statements of anticipated victory for themselves,
while seeking to negotiate deale
that would make the result prob"aMe_ One of the more-talked-of
deals was that In which Stassen
would, presnm'ably, accept nomination to the vice-presidency in
return for having his delegates
vote for Taft as presidential
eandidate. Stassen denied it.
Platform plans Included consideration of a bill of rights
plank, which would declare
aga.inst the poll tax, lynching,
ra{'lul segregation In tbe armed
services, and unfair employment
practices.
'
Jet Fighters to Germany
.. The All' Force announced on
June IS that the 36th Fighter
Wing, equipped with Lockhe~
F-SO Shooting Stars, would be
transferred from the Panama
Canal Zone to Germany later In
the year, the first Vnlted States
jet-propelled service airplanes to
be sent to EUrope.
Cairo Holocaust
In Cairo's Jewlsb quarter 25
persons were killed and more
tJlUn 30 wounded on June 20 as
the :re~ult of an explosion of U,D.determined origin, w l' e e kin g
eight houses and damaging others. The cause of the accident, If
accident It was, remained a mystery.

*'

(Surgery to End Body Pain
The 731'0. annual meeting of
the American Xeurologlcal Association on June 16 heard a report that a new kind of brain
surgery 'hlls successfully relieved
IncurabJe and intolerable body
pain. Patients showed no undesirahle aftereffects as to mental1t~' or personality traits. The operation isolates one of the prefrontal lobes of the brain by
seyering certain nerve flbers. Of
the ten patients undergoing the
operation seven ohtained compJete relief, two nearly complete
relief, while one obtained no
fleneficlal results.

*'
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Does concern for tomorrow cause you uneasiness and worry?
Is the struggle for life,'s necessities consuming your energy and time?

Jesus advised those in a like position in His day,
"Take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the
morrow shall take thought for the things of itself
•.. But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness; and all these things shall be added
unto you."

An instrument which will greatly aid you to 'seek first the King_
dom and thus be spared the apprehension that afflicts this dying old
world is the 384-page book

You should read it. It will bring you renewed hope for tomorrow
as it traces the Kingdom from the first promise in the Bible down to
the blessings it will bring to humankind when shortly it is in complete
operation. A contribution of -35c will bring you a copy, postpaid,
together with a free copy of the new 32-page booklet, Permanent Governor of All Nations.

WATCHTOWER

117 Adams

st.

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

Please send me a copy of "The Kinodom Is at Hand" and the free booklet, Permanent Governor of All
Nations. Enelosed is 35c.

.Name _ _ .... _ .. __ .... __ .... _ ...... _ ... _ ..... __ ...... _ .. _ .... _ .• _
City _ .... _
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.... ___ ... _ .... _ ......."..... _ ......................... ___ ............ _ ......

Zone No ....... _._ State ...... _ ......•. _._ ...... _.
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WHEN RADIO GLORIFIES GOD
How a stronger WBBR serves in the public interest,
convenience and necessity
•

Vermont Blushes
As old hate breeds new violence in Burlington
•

ffumanity Fights for Food
Yet slow starvation stares into the gaunt faces of millions
•

Flight on the Sabbath Day
Why did Jesus warn against it?
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News sources that are able to keep you awake to the vital issues
or our times must be unfettered by censorship and selfish interests.
"Awake!" has no fetters. It recos,':nizes facts, Lees facts, is free to
publish facts. It is not hound by political ambitions or obli@ll:tions; it is
unhampered by advertisers whose toes must not be trodden on; it is
unprej.udiced by traditional creeds. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It
maintains integrity to truth.
"A'Wake 1" uses the regular news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on~the~scenes
reports come to you thro~h these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not narroVIT, but is international, It is read in many nations, in many
lan~ages, by persons of all ages. Through its pages many fields of
knowledge pass in reView-government, comfllerce, religion, history,
geography, science, social conditions, natural wonders-VlThy, its coverage is as broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awake!" pledQes itself to righteous prinCiples, to exposinQ hidden
foes and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforiinQ
mourners and strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a
delinquentiworld, reflecting sure hope for the estab[ishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted VlTith "AVlTakel" Keep awake by reading "Awake!"
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WHEN RADIO GLORIFIES GOD
. IDgh-lighting a report on WBBR, a radio station of outstanding service'
in the public interest, convenience and necessity

SEVEN and a half times
around the earth in one second
of time! This is the speed of
radio transmission. Man himself has been able to pierce the sonic
barrier, traveling faster than the speed
of sound. The comparison of the speed
of radio with that of sound is interestingly shown in a simple illustration. A
radio wave leaving a point of transmission would reach the moon before a
sound wave leaving the same point would
reach the ear of a listener 300 feet away.
Imagine being able to broadcast by radio
to the moon, over 200,000 miles away,
quicker than you could with your voice
reach the ear of a person only 300 feet
,
away.
This is an age of rapid communication, and radio is one of its wonders.
Man's ability to release electrical energy
at one point in such a way as to send a
series of ripples, as it were, through the
air, to be received and synchronized and
amplified at a point far distant, is an accomplishment far beyond. man's· own
ability to fully explain.
.
Never before has such a potent and
far-reaching instrument of. communication been brought forth for man's use.
Never before was it possible for so many
to become enlightened. so quickly as
through the medium of radio. Ruling out
the abuses of this God-given medium by
over-commercialism, yet the vehicle itself lends itself to the broadest of uses
AUGUST 8, 1948

for the enlightenment of the greatest
number of the people in general.
Today there are over 37,009,000 ho~es
in the United States equlpped wlth
radio, with more than 66,000,000 receiving sets in those homes and other places.
Over 9,000,000 autos are equipped to receive radio communication as they travel
along the highways. The 66,000,000 ~e
ceiving sets and the 9,000,000 auto ra~lOs
are equipped to receive programs mamly
from standard proadcasting stations. A
standard broadcasting station is one
that broadcasts on a wave length between 550 kilocycles and 1600 kilocycles.
There are to date in the United States
1,696 licensed standard stations, that is,
stations in operation. In addition there
are 350 that have received construt;tion
permits and will be in operation within a
comparatively short time, and there are
591 applications for new station licen~es
pending. There are only 105 frequencIes
or wave lengths upon which this accumulation of radio stations can function.
It can readily be seen that highly technical and accurate control of broadcast
signals must be exercised by the broadcasters in order to avert listening chaos.
With so many stations operating within
such a limited band of frequencies, it bespeaks a marvelous advancement in
broadcasting technique far superior to
the old days of whistles and squeals and
insufferable crosstalk.
3

,

called. There is what is termed· the
"ground" wave, which is that part of the
carrier signal that in its travel is confined
to the earth's surface; it hugs the earth,
as it were. Then there is the sky wave,
which refers' to the part of the radio signal that travels upward until it encounters that part of the earth's atmosphere
called the Heaviside layer. This is an
ionized band surrounding the earth at a
variable height, the average height being about 60 miles, and which prevents
dispersion of radio waves into space, A
radio signal contacting the Heaviside
layer is refracted or deflected so that it
returns to the earth at some distant
point. Radio receivers at these distant
points of contact are able to receive the
signal from the broadcast station. Thus
a radio station has listeners who receive
its primary service from its ground
wave, and others who are served with its
secondary service from its sky wave.

Types of Stations and Waves

Under the· present system of radio
communication, federal control is essential. In order to put to full use the limited
number of available frequencies, and to
provide what is considered the most extensive coverage, the 105 channels are
divided into three categories, for the use
of three general classes of stations: a
clear channel station, a regional station
and a local station.
A clear channel station is one that occupies the dominant position on a frequency assigned for that purpose, and
has priority on that frequency. No other
station is permitted to interfere with the
signal of a clear channel station day or
night. There are 59 clear channel frequencies. The present limit of power to
be used by clear channel stations is
50,000. watts.
.
A regional station is one whose limit
of power is 5,000 watts and whose signal
is protected to the limits of the regional
'
area it is supposed to serve. Beyond that Regional Stations
estimated limit of service its signal will
However, with the increased number
suffer interference froII\ other regional of stations now on the air, all except
stations on the same channel. Various those on clear channels have to considerhighly technical means are employed, ably restrict the output of their sky
waves; and this is done
such as directional sysby careful antenna detems, which permit of the
sign. W-ith the comparamost efficient use of the
tively low power of a losignal and power output
in the direction in which
cal station the problem of
controlling and restrictit is most needed, and
ing the sky wave is not
with a minimum of interso difficu1t and does not
ference from stations as- .. -.
:-=--- .. -.---..--..involve any great exsigned to the same fre- .....
.
.
..
-..
.
,
.
..
...
••
'". - ... - pense. But with the powquency and also adjacent
er output of 5,000 watts
frequencies. The r e are
enjoyed by a regional
40 regional channels.
station the problem beA local station is limitcomes more serious and
ed to 250 watts of power,
. entails considerable exand hence is expected to
pense.
serve merely its own communityor city.
Complicated directionIt is interesting to
al systems are employed,
so accurately designed
note that there are two
tha t the signal can be
waves, or two parts to
. sent in any permissible
the broadcast signal, or
Aerial view of
direction,· or can be sup~
regional radio station WBBR
"carrier" wave as it is
-~
p

,

:

~

~
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pressed in the direction to be protected. with scientifically calibrated measuring.
. A regional station may have to protect equipment in the hands of consulting
stations on its same frequency, for ex- engineers who specialize in such work.
ample, to the northwest, west and south- These field strength measurements make
west. This can be done by erecting a possible the preparation of charts so
properly designed "antenna array", as it arranged as to show proof of performis called. The antenna array in this case ance in the establishing of the directionwould have to take into consideration al pattern the Federal Communications
the frequency
Commission,
of the
station's
the
licensing
.........
•
carrier w a v e,
bod y, requires
its power outof the station.
put and its geoSo accurately'
DO'' '
graphical relacalcula ted, so
tionship to the
cleverly destations to be
signed, are di-'
protected.
rectional systems today
It• would reNewWBBR
covel"age with
that a multiqUI r e, as one
SOOO'wai± power
plicity of stamethod, t h r e e
Old weeR
Coverage with.
tions can funcsteel towers inlOOO-watt powe..
tion within this
sulated at their
base, of mathe- Comparative coverages of the old 'and the new WBBR. Along area of the
ma tic ally cor- the outer edge of the shaded area the signal is a good, service- United States
r e cthe i g h t, able signal. Local conditions might prevent;, a few within the with a maxiarea from hearing the station, but many outside the area can
spaced just so tune in satisfactorily. In fact, listener response shows a more mum of service
f
t
d substantial increase of power than indicated by the above and a minimum
ar a par an
advance computation.
placed in rela.
of interference.
tionship to each other in positions deter- Truly a miracle of the age!
mined by the directional requirements of
Regional stations in the main started
the case. With all the electrical com-. with a maximum power of 1,000 watts.
ponents correct!y designed and put into Within the last few years it was considplace at each tower base, then the power ered that regionals could serve more
is transmitted to each tower. The power efficiently with an increased maximum
going to one tower differs from that go- . power of 5,000 watts. But with the ining to a second or third tower. Then creased power came the danger of interagain the timing is controlled until the ferencebetween stations on the same frepower going to number one may be a quency, hence the coming into vogue of
millionth of a second ahead of the pow- the directional system for general use
er going to number two;. number three among regional stations.
may be a millionth of a second behind
It is to the advantage of the radio
number two. All these varying factors
. are calculated first on paper according station required to use directional effect
to definite highly specialized radio-engi- to .locat~ its transmitting site between
neering principles, and then put into de- the point or points to be protected and
sign in the careful construction of the the area it· is most desirous of serving.
The reason for this is that th€re is a
towers and the phasing equipment.
Accurate signal intensity measure- most desirable ,economy in the establishments have to be taken some miles from ing of a directional pattern. The energy
the transmitter in various directions and that is suppressed in the one direction
AUGUST 8, 1948
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is not lost, but is made to augment the
power of the signal going in the maximum direction. Hence a 5,000-watt power output can be so arranged through
the directional system as to throw a
signal of approximately 30,000 watts in
the most desired direction; and herein
lies the economy of a directional system.
This electrical phenomenon, when employed to good advantage, permits regional stations to serve the primary area
with maximum efficiency and yet at the
same time protect those stations broadcasting on the same frequency.
Radio occupies a distinctly unique
position in the realm of communication
today. To be able to send forth vital information from a central point and to
have that information carried to its
destination, the radio receiver, with the
speed of light, is a marvel beyond human
comprehension. And then to know that
that same information can reach the receptive hearer, in his home, at his bedside while confined in sickness; up there
in the loneliness of the little back room;
in that diner by the roadside as he stops
for a hurried snack; in the auto as he
travels through the country; in the hospital, in the office, in the workshop and
'way out there on the 'high seas, anywhere and everywhere that a radio receiver can be used.

Radio Put to Highest Service
It is well J:mown that reception of information by the ear is readily remembered because of the one dimensional re_ception, the hearing alone, and the extra concentration exercised by the hearer. Also the listener has put forth a conscious effort and of his own volition has
sought out that to which he is prepared
to listen, and thus measurably removes
an obstacle of initial caution or prejudice. Beyond doubt the radio provides a
powerful means for conveying information effectively to the minds of those the
sender desires to reach and influence.
And while this is true regarding general
6

information, it is doubly true concerning
the most vital of ALL information.
There is one radio station, and only
one, that is dedicated to the broadcasting primarily of the Kingdom message,
in the public interest, convenience and
necessity. For twenty-four years it has
served its listening audience "without
money and without price", with Kingdom instruction, timely and important
information and the fin,est of good music.
This station is noncommercial and car- .
ries no commercial announcements of
any sort. It is dedicated to the service
of the Most High God, Jehovah, and His
King, Christ Jesus, and the Kingdom.
It has proclaimed the message of that
kingdom as the only hope of the world,
without compromise, for this last quarter century.
Its voice, while consistent in its message, has been restricted in its power.
It has served these many years as a regional with 1,000 watts. But today witnesses a tremendous forward step· as
WBBR, Staten Island, N ew York, owned
and operated by the Watchtower Bible
and Tract Society, Inc., expands with increased power, and so much so as to permit this unique station to take its place
among the major stations in the great
metropolita,n area of New York. The
comparison with other stations is only in
the matter of wattage, signal intensity.
There is no comparison in the matter of
its dedication to serve the Most High
God. In that position it stands alone.
In going to higher power of 5,000
watts and thus being required to effect
a directional pattern, WBBR finds itself
in a most fortunate position. Its transmitting site has for these many years
past been on Staten Island. It is required
that WBBR protect stations sharing its
frequency to the northwest, west and
southwest. This places the transmitting
location directly between these stations
to the west and the great metropolitan
area to the northeast and east. The required directional pattern finds WBBR,
AWAKEI

with its increased power of 5,000 watts, the representatives of the United Natransmitting a signal to the northwest, . tions. WBBR now occupies that enviwest and southwest not of less strength able position with its new and powerful
than before and much clearer in tone, . voice beamed in that direction, for the
and in the desirable direction of north maximum power of the signal of WBBR
and northeast a greatly increased signal strikes directly through the very center
approximating 30,000 watts.
of the future location of the United Nations situated in the heart of metropoliCoverage Area of WBBR
tan and polyglot New York.
And so for the first time in its long
But the service area of this station of
service it is able to do more justice to the good news is not confined to metropolivital message of God's kingdom so neces- tan New York; it extends much farther.
sary to all people of good-will through- During its regular broadcast schedule at
out the great polyglot area of metropoli- periods between the hours of six-thirty
tan New York. The great difference be- in the morning and eight o'clock in the
tween the old field pattern and the new evening it serves a listening audience
of WBBR is seen in the contour map. throughout New Jersey, Connecticut,
(Page 5) The smaller contour shows the eastern New York and eastern Pennsyllimit of what was considered a good sig- vania. In its all-night broadcasts benal with power output of 1,000 watts. The tween the hours of 1: 00 a.m. and
larger contour shows the much greater 6: 00 a.m. it has received responses also
area covered by the same intensity of . from listeners throughout the New Engsignal. It will be noted that with the in- . . land states, Quebec, Ontario" Illinois,
crease to 5,000 watts with directional Kentucky and Iowa.
There are radio stations aplenty,
antenna the contour of the excellent
service area of WBBR has been greatly Standard, FM, Television, each vying
extended north, northeast and east, with for listeners' support and patronage; but
the maximum intensity directed toward there is only one broadcasting in the
metropolitan New York.
public interest, with but one purpose in
It was Christ Jesus who stated, 'This mind, the making known the name of the
gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached Most High God, Jehovah, His anointed
in all the world, unto all nations, for a King, ChristJ esus, and the Kingdom as
witness.' At this great crossroads of the .being the only hope of all men of goodworld can be found representatives of all will of all nations. The response it rethe civilized nations. On the island of ceives from its listeners cannot be measManhattan, on the banks of the East ured in dollars and cents, but in the
river, will stand the headquarters of the grateful appreciation of those who by its
United. Nations. This is the organization broadcasts have been brought to know
hailed by the religious leaders as the and to serve Almighty God.
'political expression of the kingdom of
God on earth'. It seems most fitting that Public Response Gives God Glory
amid the many-tongued claims that hail
From a large hospital on Staten. 1sthis man-made organization as the great land came a letter from a physician in
vehicle of peace, there should stand out attendance. Many young men were there
in contrast the clarion voice of the mes-under his care, suffering from the horsage of God's appointed instrument of rors of war. They were shell-shocked,
peace, His kingdom under His beloved torn, maimed and nerve-racked. Said
Son and King, Christ Jesus. 'This this physician:
Thank you, gentlemen, for your excellent
gospel of the Kingdom' must be. pub. lished as a witness in the official ears of programs. They are soothing and delightful;
AUGUST 8, 1948
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w:e use them as part of oilr therapeutic treat- - will 'come when they will· not endure
ment for our shel1-shocked boys.
sound doctrine; . . . and they shall turn

From one whose- time is spent in tak-- away their ears from the truth." (2 Timjng the message of God's kingdom to othy 4: 3, 4) But while this is true in
such ones carnes this im:piring report: general, here is a notahle exeeption:
It has been my privilege to witness to the
incoming Kingdom in one of the large '1'll
hospitals. I mn sur(' it would give you !Treat
joy to see and know how many of those poor
sick creatures are listC'ning- in . . . . So many
have told me how mUl'h hope and comfort
they lHt\·e gotten from it. I am eonvin('ed, by
their expression of joy and hope they received throW<,.fh the radio message, that many
that have passed out Jehovah will keep in
memory. I trust the radio \vork -will go on
with grt'aiel' ])ower than ever before.

In theo:e pE'rilous times, ,vhcn men's
hearts are failing' them for fear and the
cfouds get blaeker with eaeh passing day,
many are the trouhled ones who are seeking some haven of safety. Rote the gratitude of thio: listener (and realize that
this if; merely a typical case, there are
many such):
Only by JpllDvall's graee and His lovingkindness in using the radio, I can say is the
only reason that I am alive today. 1 had made
up my mind not. to go on any longer in this
wicked world. One da:v I happ('ned t.o tune in
to WfiBR and !leanl a discussion about the
end of the world. Scriptures wert' given in
proof and latcr I looked them up and. I said,
So the Bible is right! If it be ,Jehova.h's will,
I hope t.o see t.his wicked system go down and
God's kin!!dom, 'l'hc Theocracy, in its place
and, through it, t.he name of JeJlOvah vindi'cated.

lIonest confession came from one
gratdullistener:
Your station is the most valuable station on
the radio; everything else the:;~ could take
away from onr radio, but the truth. The
Vlatchtower Jlr(l~ram is essential to me. May
your work go OJ] and may ii be for the hlessing of the m('ek and to the honor of our great
God, Jehovah.

l,Ve are witnm:sing today the fulfillment of t.he prophetic "tatemcnt of the
apostle Paul to Timothy: "For the time
8

You 'want t.o know ~vhy I started listening
to yqur programs on 'VBBR 1 I'll tell you. I
was an atheist and had turned against religion
and to do so I had to learn what rt'ligion
taught. I began to listen to religious programs
on the radio. ,Vhen I first h('ard yoUr program I was hostile toward it because T haied
all reJigions and thought it was a rPiigion.
Vpon lE'arning more ~J!)()ut. them I liked your
programs. I st.ill laeked faith in the Bible and
eonsidered it fiction. One day I heard you
discuss the prophecies that. were fulfilled
since 1918. A Her reading- ,Your Bible-st.ud.-r
helps I began to believe tbe Bible.

Any radio station \\Those programs can
develop in the heart. of the listener a
deep gratitude to the great Creat.or must
be reeognized as operating in the hig-hest
public interest. Here is a caf'.e to point:
With deepest gratit.udl' to .'Jchoyah for His
loving-kindness in granting llly request t.o be
able to heal' WEBR, I am writing this letter.
By hearing" t.he glorious message or ,Jehovah's
Theocrney by Christ Jesus. Hi~ anointed
King, I have come to a deeper appreciation
of the Bible and the pl1rpos('s of Almighty
God. It has awakened me t.o greater privileges
and responsibilit.ies. May Jehovah's rich hless...
ing continue to be Upon you, as ~'ou send out
free education to men of good will.

The three high towers of \VBBR are
illuminated at night with :-.tandard flashing beacons for the guidancp and safety
of airplanes in the night. Far ant to .,ea
these flashing heacons ('lin he seen b:v
ships approac1ling the harbor of New
York \VBBR on t.he rp('ords of the Civil
Aeronauties Assoeiation is designated
,ea true light". Tn its unique position in
this great metropolitan ('enter in the
midst of millions of earth's population
it is proving to be in truth and in ('act
"a true light." to the glory of the J\rost
High God, Jehovah, the "Father of
lights".
A WAKE!

'11HE tiny island of Barbados shoots
up out of the Carihbean /,lea. From
the air one can see over the entire beautiful, ~mall, flat island, of pure coral
formation. Tn size it is ()nl~' 21 by 142ruilet':. It has an area of 106,470 acres, or
ahout 166 square miles. The census of
]906 shm·ved the populution to be 196,287,
making an average of ahout 1.180 persons per square mile. It is believed to
be much greater now, although the latest
census sltmved less. Many say it is not
authentie, since certain ODes do not want
the true figures revealed, as overcrowded population reduccH lahor wages. Tt is
said to he one of the most densely populated areas in the \vorid.
,
'There is much {'ontentiOll over the
name Barbados. According to sIxteenthcentury maps it is rendered St. Branardo, Barhudoso, BarJllodos, Bernados,
and Barlllodo. It is believed that the
name Barbados is from f.ipanish and
means '·hanging branche,,", 'while oth('r
auUlOritie::; sqy it is Portug-uese and
means "bearded fig-tree", which was the
nallle given it hy the Portuguese beeause
of its being bearded like fig-trees.
Barbados is outst.anding among all the
iRlands of the 'Vest Indies. It is famous
for its heautiful, glistening, v,rhite-sandy
beaches, with clear blue-green waters.
~I~he writer has never "een such beautiful natural beaeltes anv\',·h~rp ill the
enited States or on an')r othc'r island
visited in the West Indies. It is said that
it will urrest old age.
\Vhen first diseovered it was inhabited
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by the Carib Indians, later by Portugues~; then the British colonizers landed, in IG05, in the "Olive B1o~som", and
took possession of it in the nalne of King
J.ames L In 1628 64 English settlers arrIved, and Charles \Volferstone was appointed to b(' its first governor. Of its
total inhabitants nine-tenths are of the
pUl'e African race that were imported
by th(' British as slav(~s, while the other
hmth is of the pure white race from England and Scotland.
On the whole the people arc very gentle, mannerly and dean, including those
of the Africttn 1'uee. The moral standard
of the people is far higher than that of
the American people. It is noticeable
that the children are much more submissive to parents, while adult and child del~nquency has not reached such a high
tIde. One of the reasons for this has been
attributed to the plaee's bein,.,. so smaU
a~d crO"\vded. ~ve1'Y person cl~n keep up
WIth his neighhors' activity and will
quickly di~nliss such from respectable
society unleo;s he is a near spotleo;s charaeter.
. The people live vory tight and rigid
hv('s. "rllile they arc Very ni{'c and hospitable jf met in their hornes, yC't if yon
met the same person On the "ired you
would get a ({uick little diplomatic how
but neYe'r a convenmtion. )fost of the
Jtl~n always carry a "valisp", which COlltnbutes to a bu~iness appp,u·uIlee. Even
lllost teen-agerB earry OlW and walk
with as cold: frosty air as Sir Stafford
Cripps, of l<~ngla1l(l, a" d(\:-;cl'ihed in the
J\~pw York Times
IHagazine. This
is whY it is {'alled
"Little J£ng-
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land", since the people are very zealous called "occupancy tax", If you own a
not to dev.art from English customs and radio, you must pay a tax to turn ,it on.
ways of life. When talking to those of the
But wait-the poor man is going to
higher social bracket and introducing die some day and then we can't tax him.
some other character into the conversa- Let's charge him to die. So, on goes the
tion, it is not uncommon for the person "death duty". If you own property. even
to say, '''Wait! now, who is he 1 Ob! that perso:gal property such as jewelry or
person," then immediately change the fine clothing, and if you don't know sevsubject. This means that either the per- eral years in advance just when you are
son has married outside of his social going to take your leave of this life so
cRste or financial equal or has a black as to deed all this to some other person,
spot somewhere in his family record.
when you do die then all this is valued
E'\Ten in this little island politics is and a certain percentage is taken out
highly developed and brigh~ly crystal- called "death duty".
You must pay for a coffin, burial
lized. The local government IS made up
of a governor sent down by the English gronnd, high funeral expense, clergy fee,
Crown, an executive council, a legislative 'and, if Catholic, a "purgatory" fund.
council of nine nominated members, and Then, if you can't leave your wife or
a house of assembly of twentySour mem· children a good-size inheritance, society
bers. They always follow the E:p.gliah po- looks on you as a poor creature who
litical trend and policy. Now the Labor- never amounted to much. Yet the governites are running the local government ment treasury is always empty. It can't
even build a harbor, this island's greatwith a "prime minister".
est need, because of insufficient funds.
The streets are filled with beggars with
Taxed from Birth to Death
\Additional taxation is the order of the the stare of hunger in their eyes.
Some capable men' started building a
day. It cost heavily to be born. As soon
as you arrive you are covered with taxes fine hotel with the purpose of advertisand surtaxes. If your child wants a pet ing Barbados' beautiful'beaches and all
dog or even if it is a raw-bone, mangy its assets for a vacation resort, to attract
cre~ture, the government says, "Look American vacationers. During the war
here; give me $1.20 a year tax"; then you the Americans built Barbados' only aircan keep the poor creature. I.f you are port. Now American planes are not perfortunate enough to own a' bIcycle you mitted to land here. The hotel project
must pay a tax; if a donkey, it is taxed; was blocked, cutting off a fabulous
or if a two-wheel cart, you must pay a source of income for the island.
tax according to the number of wheels.
A leading cllemist of the island reIf an automobile, which is the greatest ported that in the early part of 1947 the
of luxuries, it is taxed from end to end, custom control officers would not permit
with gasoline taxed so heavily you must them to order the "wonder" drug, penipay fifty cents a gallon.
cillin, from any place except the firm of
If you own your own home, you pay 11 & B of England at $27 per 300,000
ownership tax; if you rent it out, the units. Soon England could not supply it.
The chemists demand the drug, since
r~nter pays an exorbitant rent twelve
months a year, then the government says other firms, such as P & D, in the United
to the renter: "Now you have paid the States and Canada were anxious to supowner rent for twelve months to live in p)y it. The board made some concessions.
the house, and the owner has paid me an Now the American firm is supplying the
ownership tax; now, to live in it any same drug, the same quality, the ~ame
longer you must pay me a month's rent," amount of units, not for $27, but for
10
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84 cents! Quite a difference in price.
As for agriculture, instead of tractors and steel-beam plows, the oxen and
hand spade are about the most advanced
implements used to till the soil. As for
road-building and construction, instead
of caterpillars and bulldozers, a host of
women with baskets on their heads are
•

employed to move rocks and dirt to the
construction center.
The proud little isle of Barbados pays
and pays and pays, but, with all the intensive taxation, no funds are available
to finance modern progress. Poor little
overtaxed Barbados! Awake! correspondent in British West Indies .

Press Throttled to Shield, "Sacred Cow"
~

Last January the board of education of Newark, New Jersey, banned the Nation
magazine because of articles called anti-Catholic. On June 23 it became known that
the board of superintendents banned this same magazine from New York public schools,
and for the same reason. The ban was justified by Dr. Jansen, superintendent of ' schools,
on the ground that the articles "contributed to religious animosity by going into matters
of faith and out of the realm of politics or social controversy". The articles discussed
the Roman Catholic Church and Fascism, censorship, science and democracy. The Catholic Hierarchy invades all fields, yet carries along her religious cloa'k and from behind
its folds recklessly screams 'intolerant bigot' at any who disagree with her.
The writer of the controversial articles in The Nation, Mr. Blanshard, replied to .
the censorship pointedly, and said, in part: "The board of superintendents has vividly
illustrated and confirmed one point in my articles, that the censorship system of the
Catholic hierarchy is already restricting intellectual freedom in our public schools. If
I am anti-Catholic, then there are millions of anti-Catholic Catholics in the United
Statel'l who are just as much disgusted with the social policies of their priests as I am."
But even if the articles delved into matters of faith, is Jansen's ban American 'I
Does the American constitution guarantee free speech only in social and political fields 'I
Can't Jansen recollect that it also g,uarantees freedom of speech and press in the
'most important field, that of worship' Moreover, does Jansen not know that Catholic
publications spew out vituperation and venom against other religions' That these increase "religious animosity" yet are found on shelves in school libraries? Could Dr.
Jansen enroll in one of his school courses to learn about constitutional guarantees ~

,

'fruman Says Clergymen Superior to Jesus
~

Recently a new postage stamp was issued to honor "heroic" deaths of four
chaplains. These four army chaplains were supposed to have given. their lifebelts
to soldiers when their vessel was torpedoed, and locked arms and chanted prayers
as the waves swallowed them into a watery grave. But the reports are conflicting
and unauthenticated, according to the Freethinkers of America. They demand withdrawal of the stamp "in the name of truth and honesty" because "official investigation
confirmed the adequacy of lifesaving equipment and that the chaplains, two Protestants,
one Catholic and a Jew, did not give away their life jackets". What deceit is possible
vote!
when fawning politicians manufacture heroes of clergymen to grab the religious
,
When these stamps honoring these questionable heroics were issued, President
Truman bleated: "The greatest sermon that ever was preached is right here on this
stamp." Greater than Jesus' Sermon on the MounH Greater than Jesus' ransoming
death? Alas, what stupidity is possible when· the tongue wags while the brain rests!
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AS OLD HATE BREEDS NEW VIOLENCE

axxxxnxnUXl
Burlington misuses
"I Am an American
Day" celebration as
a. 8prlngboard to
launeh mob action
against freedom

"THE shameful display of bigotry. and
ruffianism as shown
in

the attack

on- a
religious sect
make every

small
should
[xnnuunxx] Vermonter blush:
The evident fact that the mayor of the
city fanned the flames and the police
did nothing to curb them should make us
all stop and think." So spoke a chagrined
Vennonter in the "People's -Forum" of
the Burlington Free Press, May 26, 1948.
And listen to the other voices that joined
his:
I certainly; didn't like the idea of the mayor
fannil'l.g the flames in his talk on the American
Day program a little while before the riot.
That kind of demagoguery burns me up. It's
not good Americanism. [Earl Denieore, Lions
Club president]
At this tiro p llearned of the mayor's American Day speech in which he rabble-roused
against the Witnesses. [Capt. Rudy Smith,
National Guard officer in charge of the armory]
It is strange tnat )i[ayor Burns should have
pickeo an American Day rally to air his ignorance, or plain disregard, for the fuudamental
principles of American freedom . . . . The
next time :11ayor Burn.s stands up before a
crowd, "represE'nting the veterans of 'Vol'1d
War II," this is one veteran he isn't representing, jf you please. [From public opinion col'Umn in the St. Albans Daily Messenger]
Many persuns are also turning their criticism toward Mayur Burns for his lntemperate
utterances at the I Am an American Day
ceremony in Battery Park the same afternoon.
It is certainly trlle that this was just one
more sample of the bleating-before-thinking
for which the mayor is noted .... Bllt Sun-
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day's utterances were more than merely muddled; they were exceedingly dangewus. [Burlington Daily News editorial]

The 'dangerous utterances' were made
'by John J. Burns (until recently mayor
of Burlington, but now its postmaster)
o? Sunday, ~.fay 23, and apparently preCIpitated the mob violence that followed
at the armory, \vhere Jehovah's witnesses \vel'e holding Bible meetings. In his
"patriOtic" sermon the mayor demanded
to know what the veteran war dead
would think "if they knew the same
building from which they departed to
battle for the flag had been leased by an
agC'nt of the State of Vermont to an organization that refuses to salute the
flag". The result of this rabble-rousing
was mob violence against freedom Qf
worship, a real insult to the flag and its
~ofty principles.
Morcover, this ncw violence \vas hred
by old hate. Of the ex~maYor the Rutland FHerald said: "T~lC hIstory of his
feud with the \Vitnesses is pretty w;cll
known. He has clashed with the sect before. His antag-onism toward them and
their faith ha~ becn aggressive." ).Tot only
aggressive, but lawless. In years past he
has violently snatched petition sheets
,from their hands, thus denying them the
constitutional right of petition. On different occasions he has ordered reluctant policemen to sei7.e and forcibly eject
from town hvo women, Jehovah's witnesses, bc('anse they presented Bible lectUres and literature. Repeatedly he has
caused the \Vitnesses to be herded into
the police station for grilling by hiIIl~elf and poli~e officers, though innocent
of any wrongdoing. Now his -long-standing hate has ignited new violence.
A WAKE!

The Violence Bred by Old Hate
. To Delore "Curley" Nolin the knowlJehovah's witnesses had scheduled a edge of Christ as permanent Governor
three-day assembly in Burlington. for was a stench to his nostrils, for during
May 21-23, and obtained the state ar- its presentation he rose and shouted to
mory for assembly. On May 22 the Wit- the speaker, "Shut up! You stink!" Obnesses invited the public to attend a spe- viously, he meant that to him the message
of
Christ's
kingdom
was
a
stinking
cial Bible lecture on the afternoon of
one, as he knew nothing of the speaker
Sunday, May 23, and this they did by personally. It was the signal for general
distributing handbills on the streets. heckling from the handful present havThis activity brought forth some blus..: ing a similar sense of smell, in which
tery threats, and pressure was applied group of rowdies were Delore Nolin's
on armory officials. It was generally father, Leo Nolin, Sr., and his two sisknown around the city that ra"9ble ele- ters Maria and Amelia.
ments were brewing trouble.
Quick action ensued. Nolin's cry had
Sunday afternoon, and' the Watch- barely died on his lips when he was lifted
tower representative, T. J. Sullivan, be- bodily by an usher and headed for the
gins his address to the 350 persons as- exit. The other ruffians jumped up to
sembled, many of them Burlingtonians interfere. One infuriated hoodlum struck
of good-will. Then three men and two the usher on the head. Other ushers were
women enter. They are recognized as punched by the disturbers. Even the two
ones active in molesting the Witnesses girls of the gang kicked and clawed. But
for two years past. Soon about seven prompt action by alert ushers ended the
young -men saunter in and join them. heckling as abruptly as it began, and in
Ushers take up near-by posts as a pre- a few minutes the hoodlums were On the
caution. All this while the speaker dis- outside. The meeting successfully concourses on Christ Jesus as the permanent cluded. From the first heckling to the'
Governor of all nations, showing from ,programed conclusion some three hours
the Bible prophecies that only Christ's late:t:, every scheduled feature of the ses'
.
kingdom can bring relief to suffering sions was held.
But all this while the mob outhumankind, and that it will bring full
side gathered strength. The poand glorious relief and delivera'nce soon.
lice had arrived, and by the
Such knowledge is as a sweet-smelling
end of the session had manperfume in the nostrils of men of goodwill, .but to deluded opposers it is as a aged to open a corridor through the
stinking stench of death. Centuries ago crowd now numbering between 300 and
a minister of God, the apostle Paul, 400. Out through this gantlet of raging,
showed how the spread of this knowl- roaring, jeering, cursing humanity the
edge would be received by these two Witnesses marched shoulder to shoulder,
paying little notice to the braying of the
classes:
Wherever I go, thanI) God, he makes my life mob, as silent to their stupidly false
a constant pageant of triumph in Christ, dif- taunts as the Israelites were to those
fusing the perfume of his knowledge every- hurled at them by the Jericho-ites before
where by me. I live for God as the fragrance the walls tumbled down. In a public
of Christ breathed alike-on those who are statement the next day the National
being saved and on those who are perishing, Guard officer on duty at the armory,
to the one a deadly fragrance that makes for , Capt. Rudy Smith, declared:
death, to the other a vital fragrance that
Yesterday's mob proceedings were the worst
makes for life. [2 Corinthians 2: 14-16, Mof- I have ever seen. The inhuman yelling and
fatt translation]
cursing of the, mob caused one of the WitAUGUST 8, 1948
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neeses, -an e1de:rIy woman, to have a heart a,
the Watchtower and Awake! m~gazines
tack which necessitated medical aid. The sec- circulated by Jehovah's witnesses. The
ond floor of the armory was crowded with day before the riot he insulted Witness
young children' who were panicky with fear raul Piche as he performed similar servwhile mothers tried desperately to console ICe on Burlington's streets. His venom
them. All in all, it was a sight I had never has been particularly hateful against exexpected to see in Vcrmont.
Catholic Naomi McKnight, now a WitIt was at this time that Delore "Cur- ness, because she removed her little girl
ley" Nolin plaj'ed another leading role, from Nolin's home, where she had previadding assault and battery to his at- ously boarded her. His persecution of
tempt to incite riot. The attack is stated this woman grew to such proportions
in the report that went to the Depart- that she. had to engage a local attorney
to write Nolin a warning that if he did
ment of Justice, in -Washington, D.C.:
One Witness, an usher who took a main part - not quit his molestation he would be
in the evicting of the hecklers, Charles R. prosecuted. Nolin's tactics were even
Siegriest, started out the rear door as had espoused by Vermont's Catholic Action
many others ahead of him, only to find it paper, Our Sunday Visitor, and an edinecessary to jump back inside and lock the torial tirade was spewed out at the 'Vitdoor quickly as several mobsters raced to at- nesses. It added fuel to the smoldering
tack him, shouting his name. By the time he hate that finally burst out into blazing
had turned and reached the front door, the violence, on Sunday, }'fay 23.
main group of Witnesses had walked out between ·the jeering mobsters and driven off, Police Failure to J?rotect
"'~here were the police while
leaving him as one to 300 or 400. As he came
the mob had Siegriest down
down the steps, one Delore "Curley" Nolin,
beating him 1 Pre s s J?hotothe one who had previously screamed UBoo!
You stink!" jumped out from the mob and
.
graph~ appearing later m the
struck C. R. Siegriest. This acted like a signal Burlmgton Dmly News show Police
to the whole mob, who immediately surged Chief Frank RaYInond and other officers
through the police lines and struck, pum- standing idly by watching the tangle of
meled, beat, kneed and kicked Siegriest even mobsters atop Siegriest. They beJatedlY
in the face, jeering and cursing as he raced assisted Siegriest in getting to his truck.
for his pick:up truck parked at the rear of Burlington Free Press reported that
the building. They tore at his clothing, ripped "Chief . Raymond had stated that he
off his hat, tie clip, and usher ribbon, threw would hke four or five more men on the
a shower of rocks to break one of his truck force but that the detail of six officers
windows, and ripped off a canvas in the back sent to the scene handled the Sunday
as Siegriest roared away. When he arrived affair wen and adequately". "Well and
home he had a black eye, a lump as large as adequately" for whom, Chief Raymond 1
an egg on his right cheekbone, and smaller The Free Press did not agree -with you,
lumps on neck, chin and forehead, besides when it said, edi(orially, May 26:
many body bruises.
According to the statement of National
This violence by the Nolin family is Guard Captain Smith, it was known by the
also bred by an old hate. In addition to mayor and the chief of police for some hours
Delore Nolin's attacks, his father and before the rioting [15 hours before, accordsisters grappled with the ushers trying ing to Smith] that there might be trouble at
to restore order in the armory. Leo No- the armory .... The question then is why more
lin, Sr., has for the past two years accost- police officers were not on hand to keep order.
ed and insulted Valeria Grey as she en·
Nor does the Daily News of Burling.
gaged in street~corner distribution of ton agree with you, Chief Raymond,
14
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that a situation Is handled "well and adequately" when a man is beaten by' a mob
as police look on. On :May 26 it said, editorially:
That the local police made no arrests here
following the riot is shamefully similar to
lynchings in the South where local authorities
often fail to take action. Surely there were a
number of persons involved directly, and the
policemen on hand at the state arl!lory were
responsible to seize those immediately concerned. Many persons are wondering why the
police, who as early as Saturday had reason
to fear trouble at the armory, did not bring
a police car up the armory driveway to the
doorway and take the Jehovah witness leader
[Siegriest] to safety"'before the mob could get
at him. The answer to this one is something
the public should know. l\lany are also wondering why the police were dispatched to the
scene of a possible riot without being armed
with night clubs. The lack of any precautionary state police help is another question that
deserves an answer.

On :May 28 the Free Press added:
Citizens who are really concerned about enforcement of law and order are not likely to
be satisfied with the statement of the chairman of the Burlington Police Commission
[Rene Boucher] that "the police did just
what I would Have wanted done, in handling
the disturbance at the armory grounds Sunday". If he really means that, and he is going
to continue to exercise authority as a police
commissioner, Burlington citizens who do
not feel competent to protect themselves in
a crowd had better hire body guards or stay
'away from crowds. . . .
The statement of the chairman of the Police Commi..sion says it would have taken a
squad of 50 or 60 men to handle the excited
crowd, estimated at around 300 persons~ That
is a matter of opinion. A resolute' officer
armed with a club (why were not the police
so armed that day n can usnally convince
quite a nnmber of unarmed mobsters that the
law should be obeyed.

There are 33 on the Burlington police
force. Also, Section 116 of the City
Charter provides the mayor power in
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emergendes to "c~mmission 8S many
special policemen as he may deem necessary, who shall have all the powers of
regular members of the police force".
Chief Raymond said Sundav's outbreak
did not necessitate calling out even the
regular police force, as most of the
crowd were "curious spectators". That
is doubtless true, and if the six police~
men present had been active and not
merely a part of the "cluious spectators"
the handful of violent mobsters under
Delore Nolin's lead would not have
harmed Siegriest. Also perhaps they
could haV:e made a few arrests among
the few actual mobsters.
And while dealing in excuses,
we might as well give ear to
ex-Mayor Burns' penetrating
vie,\'. It is a sad mixture of
coy ~~'~n~i)!: and cowardly buck~pass
mg. ]
"I don't know who did
it, do you 1 might have been perpetrat~
ed by people from out of town. I know
there were a lot of folks down from Can~
ada yesterday." The result of thill! asinine
cowardice was that Frank Davis, 'president of the North End Chamber of Com~
merce, apologized to the Canadian peo~
pIe for this slur against them. An offended Canadian wrote to publi~'her 'Villiam
Loeb of the Daily Neu's of Butlington
alld complained about Canadians' being
classed as mobsters because Burlington
''bas a flannel-mouth for a mayor", and
added: "A few well-chosen words at the
right time, by some stupid egoist like
your l\fayor Burns., can raise havoc such
as witnessed last hllnduy." In a signed
editorial publisher' Loeb said, "'Va
apologize for our foolish and ill-mannered mayor."
To discourage further mob violence
and preserve some semblance of free
worship and assembly in Burlington,
legal steps were taken on May 25 when
complaints were lodged with Deputy
State's Attorney Nicholas A. ~Iorwood
against the mobsters. Four persons were
named in particular, and charged with
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"breach of peace, profaning the sabbath,
assault and battery, inciting a riot, and
trying to break up a Christian meeting".
During the ten-day investigation that followed seven 'were arrested. Three, Everette Ratta, Richard Rivers and Robert
Stanley, pleaded guilty to breach of
peace charge~ aml ',vE're fined $25 and
costs. Four, Delare Nolin, Donald Barrows, Kenneth Irish and Ernest Dorey,
pleaded not guilty and in June \vere out
ou bail, awaiting jury trial. Nolin is the
one specifically charged with assault.
Ver:ntont Public Opinwn

Concerning wicked men th? Bible
states: "Are they ashamed at theIr abominable deeds 1 Nat they I They know not
how to blush." (Jeremiah 6: 15, Moffatt)
But there are many honest-hearted and
fair persons in Burlington and other sections of Vermont that can blush, and are
blushing. Different newspapers carried
much public opinion about the lapse into
mobocracy. The following extracts give
the prev,ailing sentiment:
It is also shameful and debasing. It throws
mud on our state's reputation .... All true
Americans must feel as chagrined as I do.
... We who have been so proud and happy
because of our Vermont traditions should
bow our heads in shame. . . . It wa.." much
more un-American than the organization
against which it was directed .... You can
imagine the feeling of shame, disillusionment,
and anger which I felt upon reading the news
that a mob had reared its ugly head. I woridel' which was the mOre un-American gesturc
-the refusal of a few individuals to salute
the flag because of ccrtain religious beliefs or
the usurpation of the law by a mob of cowards
aroused by irresponsibles.... ,Vhere in the
'Constitution of the V. S. or in the Holy Bible does it say that it is a crime n~t to salute
the flag 1 . . .
Saluting the flag is a rit"ual and a symbol;
it is not a law. It is all too easy to salute th~
flag. The hard part is to uphold the things
for which it stands. Pea pIc who do not. believe in the rights of others are far more dan16

gerous than a few members of a religious sect
who feel it a sacrilege' to worship a flag ....
I am not acquainted with the basic beliefs of
Jehovah's witnesses hut I think that they are
sincere in what they. believe and will not do
this country any harm; not nearly as much as
the mobsters who attacked them .... If they
won't. salute the flag, but will try to live up to
what it stands for in every way tbat their
consciences wiU let them, so what if tbey don't
salute 1 The mob of people who attacked them
is t.he real concern to true Americans inter·
ested in preserving the principles ,...-e supposedly fuught fur . . . . Patriotism is not
merely a supcrficial gesturc such a.." saluting
the flag; it is the conscientious practice of liberty and tolerance .... Probably most of those
in the mob that made a spectacle of itself
last Sunday would find it difficult to understand that while Jehovah's witnesses only refused to salute the flag, the mob insulted it.
Need more actual quotations from the
published expressions of the public be
reproduced hel'e ~ Plenty more are avail. able, but they l'un in similar vein of
shame and indignation. If the ex-mayor,
John J. Burns, is not blushing, and if
the police commissioner and police chief
and other officers are not blushing. and
if the Catholic llloln,;tt'rs that sllouted
"Hail1fary" as they were being ejected
are not blushing, it comes as no surprise
to Bible students familiar with the scripture that such doers of abominable deeds
"know not how to blu,;h". r:ehe encouraging fact is that ma.ny in Vermont are
blushing hecause of the shameful fruit
of mobocracy.
From all over the state letters are
coming t.o Jehovah's witnesses. Persons
of good-will are requesting literature
concerning their Bible beliefs. They are
requesting that ministers of Jehovah's
,,,,itnesses call at their homes to explain
to them the scriptures concerning these
'perilous last days'. The mobocrats failed
in their hateful purpose to destroy free
worf'hip. rl'lw only result 6f this new violence stemming from their old hate was
to make honest Vermont blush.
AWAKEI

H~~E.LS
AN& ~'i.
Are Made

.

THER nations may boast of their
mass production of autos or arnlR~
menfs, but the people of Chile excel in
the mass production of angels. Of course,
their manner of producing angels is a
little different from the method of J ehovah God.
, It all began years ago when the coun~
try was under the domination of the
wealthy Spanish landowners and the
Catho1;ic church. Many of the poor inquilinos (farm workers) were descendants of the illegitimate children of the
Spanish conquerors and Indian women,
and, consequently, they had nO legal
rights in 1he land. These poor people,
called mestizos, were the laborers on the
large haciendas or fundos that occupy
the major part of the fertile central val~
ley of Chile. For them it was a life of
servitude filled with drab routine from
morn to night, with only their wine ·to
lighten the week's drudgery.
The usual farm worker lives in a small
one-room adobe hut with a thatched roof
and a stone-hard adobe floor. The only
light in the dismal room comes from the
open door. Children sleep on filthy straw
mats on the fioor. rrhe few chickens and
pigs have the run
the house. All water, whether for
drinking or \vash~
ing, is taken from
a n e a rob y irriga~
tion ditch. :Many
times the children
and animals use
the floor of the
one~l'oom house as
their toilet, \vhen
the mother is busy
cooking on the out-
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door fi're or even when she is working
ins-ide the house.
Although the farm worker has a small
garden to grow a few vegetables for his
family, there is not much variety in the
diet of the children. They live mainly on
soup and on heavy lumps of bread only
slightly raised with yeast. The entire
family drink their mate out of the same
tin c1?-P through a long nickel tube with
a perforated bulge at one end. The chil~
dren run around ~n bare feet ;without any
protection during the cold rain, but their
fathers have hunks of automobile tires
fashioned into sandals for their stock~
ingless feet, and instead of a coat they
have over their shoulders a blanket with
an opening for their head.
Living under such primitive condi·
tions with little or no hope for an im.
provement, it is no wonder that the pea·
pIe turned to the manufacture of angel!';
as the release from their sorrows. The
teaching" of their church inspired them
to take up this specialized form of acti>:~
ity. It furnished an exciting change t'o
,the monotonous routine of their lives.
Although recently some efforts have
been made to check the mass production
of an'gels, it is still the principal occu~
pation of the lower class.
In most families there is a lIew child
every year. This is due to the confused
teaching of the Catholic Church. Although the priests convey the idea that
the first sin of Adam and Eve was their
knowledge of sex, nevertheless the
church has emphasized the necessity of
using 'this sex knowledge for the con~
tinuous production
of children. Be~
cause of the close
quarters in which
the family lives,
not only the parents but sometimes
even the children
themselves i)l"O~
duce lllore children.
Then it is a question of the survival
17

of the fittest. Only the strongest ,babies
can survive the rigorous, unhygienic conditions of the first year of life.
Tbis opens the way for the producti.rI1
of angels, and each family has a specm!
pride in the number it can produce.
There are three classes of angels manufactured: (1) the babies that die before
seeing the light are trap.sformed immediately into cherubim; (2) those who
are horn alive but die before sucking
their mother's breast become seraphim;
and (3) the children that die after ta~
ing their mother's milk are called angehtos (little angels). It is all done very
precisely, and the little angels are
shipped directly to heaven.
Instead of going in mourning for the
death of these little ones, the families
use the occasion for a fiesta. The tiny
body is laid on the table under whatever covering is available 'and it is surrounded ,...ith flowers and candles. The
neighbors are invited in to drink, sing
and dance. Sometimes the dead bodies
are kept for days while the celebration
continues. On occasions the bodv of the
angdito is loaned to another family for
further rejoicing in Om thorne.
At the end of the celebration the father takes the angelito in a box or urna
and carries it on foot followed by his
friends, usually only men, to the cemetery. The friends carry the flowers in
their arms. 1-'he families who have more
money hire a White hearse driven by at~
tendants dressed in white and drawn by
white horses covered with white-tasseled
mesh blankets. Topped with a large
cross, the hearse is covered with huge
floral ,,,,reaths. It is a magnificent spectacle rivaled only by the funerals of men
prominent in public lif~.
This ,vorship of the dead is prolonged
even after the burial in the cemetery.
During the afternoon, after finishing
their household duties, the women carry
flowers to the cemeteries to decorate the
graves of their an,gelitos. In many pa~ts
of Chile flowers are available the entIre
18

year and are for sale at aU street markets at very reasonable prices. Many
times'the women do their visiting in the
cemetery and even enjoy their once
(afternoon coffee or mate) there.
Then on November 1 there is a national holiday, All Saints' Day, for the
worship of the dead. Parades with bands,
flags and officiating priests wind their
way to the cemetery between refreshment stands that line the roadside like
a. circus or country fair. For the occasion ail of the family mausoleums nave
been painted a gleaming white, reminding one of.J esus' \vords about the religious clergy, in Matthew 23: 27: "For ye
are like unto whited sepulchres, which
indeed appear beautiful outward, hut
are within full of dead men's bones, and
of all uncleanness."
Because tIle fiesta comes at the height
of the springtime, a great variety of
flowers is available and elaborate floral
decorations'are arranged on each family
tomb. With the petals of snowballs or
other flowers as the background many
artistic designs are displayed and in the
bright warm sunshine the cemetery resembles a paradise garden instead of a
depository for dead bones. The high
walls 'arourid and within the cemetery
contain thousands of niches for the burial of the dead. Each niche has its metal
basket or concrete box of flowers, thus
making the walls a splash of bright
colors against the background of tall
green pines or eucalyptus trees.

Mass Production
Figures published in the Anuario of
December 1946, a publication of the
Direcci6n General de Informaciones y
Cultura, show the productivity of Chile
in the line of angelitos. According to tbis
book Chile has the highest marriage rate
in the world, and naturally this tends to
produce a high birth rate. Then, too,
Chile also has a high rate of illegitimate
births because the Catholic Church doe::;
not look with any leniency on divorce.
A WAKE!

However, many men have more than one vides the people of Chile into four large
wife without the blessing of the church groups: liberal thinkers, Catholics, Protestants and· other religions, ana says
or the civil law.
In 1944 there were 174,864 legitimate that only about 20 percent of the popuchildren born and 39,615 illegitimate, or lation "effectively profess Catholicism"
18.5 percent of the total births were although the last· census of 1940 gives
illegitimate. In the years between 1910 . 91 percent of the population as Catholics.
and 1919 the average rate 9f illegitimacy However, this last figure is based on
rose to 37.9 percent, according to the affiliation because of birth.
Anuario. This high rate of illegitimacy
A sad climax to the religious fanatihas a marked effect on the high rate of cism in the worship of the dead came in
infant mortality, because unmarried January of 1948 when a hundred homes
mothers do not receive as much care as were saddened by the death of their
married mothers. The Anuario reports loved ones in a river tragedy. It hapthat in 1941 the rate of babies born dead pened during the pilgrimage of hundreds
was 47.2 per thousand, a figure which of persons to the statue of San Sebasproved to be one of the highest in the tian, one of the "saints" of the Catholic
world, but in 1944 it· dropped to 39.8 per religion. After the river tragedy it was
thousand. The book comments that for- a little difficult for the church to exmerly, when the doctor's certificate for plain why so many died on the way to
cause of death was not demanded, "the worship "one of the saints of God". One
parents probably reported more babies priest stuck his neck 'way out when he
born alive but dead after the delivery said that there was jealousy between the
(in order to have an angelito)."
principal statue at Yumbel and the lessOther figures. given in the Anuario er statue farther to the south where the
show that of the 103,054 persons who catastrophe occurred. Therefore, the
died within the country in 1943, there San Sebastian at Yumbel killed the worwere 31,616 who died within th43 first shipers headed for the southern San
year of life and of this number 5,510 Sebastian in order to direct all the wordied within the first three days. This. ship to himself.
figure of 5,510 is divided into 3,223 legitiIn .the midst of this religious confumate children and 2,287 illegitimate. sion Jehovah's witnesses have the privAll in all, the production of 32,000 ilege of carrying on their great educaangels a year is not negligible and, con- tional work to clear from the minds of
sequently, ranks as mass production.
sincere Chileans all doubts on the quesHowever, as more religions get busy tion of angels, when, where and how proin Chile (there are about thirty now) duced, by means of a study in the book
there is more confusion concerning the ({The Truth Shall Make You Free". With
understanding of angel production and the aid of this book it is proved from the
many families are not so sure as to Bible to these bewildered people that
whether they are manufacturing angels God created the cherubim, seraphim and
or must first get the ''holy spirit" of the angels through His Son, Christ Jesus.
street-parading, guitar-playing Evange- And that was·long before the first human
licos (a Chilean military version of the baby was born on the earth. Awake!
Pentecostal religion). The Anuario di- correspondent in Chile.
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But slow starvation stlU'es Into the
gaunt f!K:es of tens of mlllions as
it stalks grlm1y through the earth

EFOHl£ World v.,Tar II began, hvo~
thirds of earth's peoples were undernourished. Today, ten y.ears later, threefourths are undernourIshed. Over half
the population work and sweat and toil
with but one thought: how to get enough
of' anything to eat. Between 20 and 30
mIllion people perish every year because
they cannot get enough food. Slo\y starvation stares tens of millions of people
directly in the eye.
Nutritionists calculate that it takes
2,600 calories of food energy eV9r~' day
to hep the human body on a mlllnllum
subsistence diet. Not one-fourth of the
people get that much. Three-fourths get
less than 2,250 calories daily. India averages 2,000 calories, Mexico~ 1,00.0, Austria, 1,400. On these starvatIOn dlets the
vigor of people, their working capacity,
their resistance to disease, arc reduced
to a point of' gro\ving danger.
.
And the danger grows all the worse
because eYen the diminishing food that
people do g-et is nutritionally unlJalanced.
You may think it unbelievable that the
average' person the world oyer cats
82 percent grain. Along with his ,,,,heat,
corn, barh~y, rice or rye, the average
world citizen gets only 2.7 percent
meat, 3 percent milk, and 3.9 percent sugar. 1'he world, since the
tragedy of Eden, Jlas struggled in
vain to adjust this lopsided menu.
Try to visualize the superhuman
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problem. China, if her people ever enjoy a balanced diet, \vill have to be
fed 60 percent more fats and oils,
327 percent more fruits, and 50 times
the milk she now gets. How will she
get it? and \vhen? Project China's plight
around the globe. Visualize Henry 'Vallace's dream" of giving every child on
earth a quart of milk a day. Do you
know how much grain it would take to
produce that much milk? It ,vould take
more grain than is required to feed the
whole world, with preseni pasturage and
grain and roughage production tossed
in. Men cannot spare the acreage for
tha t much cow feed.
Or \vlmt if people everywhere ate as
much meat as Americans? Americans
averaged 155 poundR of meat each in
1947. It takes 7 eulorie£ of grain to prodm~e 1 calorie of pork. Long before a
tenth of the required ~41 billion pounds
of meat could lie produced, the world
would run out of land on which to grO\'l
the grain feed.

Problem of Land -Shortage
This brings lip the question, How
much arable lanG is there ~ At present
only 7 pereent of the earth's land surface is eultivated. \Vould you not think
there is endless room for expansion r
But where? One-half of the earth's land
surface is covered with ioe, tundra,
mountains, or de8ert. Most of what is
left gets too little rainfall, or suffers
from unfavorable climate, or is just too
poor to produce. Other factoTs prohibit
successful cultivation over additional
vast areas. But the three major.
factorR determining whether Jand
is fit for the plow are clill).ate,
topography, and rainfall. :Man cannot control any of these three
factors.
AWAKE!

So what is the best that man can do
on his 7 percent of the land surface ~ His
present system of living calls for 2.5
acres of land to feed and clothe each
human adequately. There are 2.2 billion
persons to serve, but only 4 billion acres
of arable land. That falls seven-tenths of
an acre per person short of the amount
of land needed. Where are the 1.5 billion
more acres to come from ~
The most rosily optimistic of authorities dare not hope that more than 1.3
billion acres can be subdued. They hope
that 1 billion new acres can be salvaged
from the tropics, by chemical control of
jungle growth. The scourge of the tropical countries is the broad-leafed plants
like the aroma. By chemical treatment
such plants can be made to literally grow
themselves to death. That rids tropical
land of jungle' growth. The soil is freed
for crop-growing. But torrential rainfall
leaches the tropical land at such a horrifying rate that within five years the soil
is washed away. So, while some say a
billion acres can be claimed from the
jungles, as many or more say it can't be
done. Meanwhile the people starve, and
multiply.
.
Then there is the hope of adding one- .
third . of a billion acres from colder
climes. This hope depends upon the .development of what IS called vernalIz~
tion. To illustrate the process, wheat, If
planted, will not start growing until
there has been a cold snap of weather.
Cold actsasa trigger force to start ~er
minated wheat ~growing. By stormg
germinated wheat for several dars in the
icebox it matures five days earlIer than
ordinary wheat. It takes ordinary wheat
100 days to mature. By shortening the
growing period, wheat can· be grown
farther north, where seasons are shorter. But so far man does not know how
to speed up vernalization of wheat or
other crops to the necessary point. Meanwhile people have to eat every day. ~o
let us behold for a moment what man IS
doing with the meager land he does have
to till.
AUGUST 8, 1948

Horrors of Erosion and Land Anemia

It is a frightening spectacle, the horror of erosion, creeping and crawling
like leprosy across the earth's surface.
While nutritionists cry frantically 'for
more land, that which remains is swiftly
vanishing. Modern machinery and industrialization are tools used by man to
devastate grassland, farmland, and the
forests of the globe. The erosion map of
the United States can be enlarged all
.over the earth, and here is what is happening in the United States. Three
hundred years ago 9 inches of fertile
topsoil covered the boundaries of the
nation. One-third of that topsoil is gone.
One-fifth the original arable acreage is
ruined. A third of what remains is badly
damaged. Of the 460 million acres of
good cropland left, Americans are' still
ruining it at the rate of 500,000 acres a
year. Down the Mississippi river alone
rolls the soil from 26 states. Every 30
minutes the topsoil equivalent. of one
$10,000 midwest farm empties into the
Gulf of Mexico. Two hundred 40-acre
farms perish every 24 hours. At this rate
half as much soil fertility is washed or
blown away as is used in food and fiber
production. Each year the United States
hurtles 18 months closer toward starvation.
Agriculturists say that the erosion leprosy is just as critical
in Russia, worse in Australia
lJiooI.l,J., i,ol,lJ"
.. , and South America, while in
Africa erosion is the worst single continental disease. All told, men have
created in very recent times one million
square mile~ of new deserts.
Step by step with soil erosion cre~ps
the more insidious plague of soil Im-.
poverishment. Anemic soil. Such a soil
might grow a lettuce head that appears
to be just as fine and salubrious as other
lettuce; but actually it can be only 1/500
as nutritious as properly balanced ~et
tuce. The vital food elements are bemg
drained from the soil. The land cannot
be spared for sowing in clover and al21

falfa to be turned under and restore the: 'matter how much tood there .was, wheresoil foods; much less can it be turned with would they buy in When rice pro-

duction drops 5 percent, the price balloons 50 percent. 'rhat merely indicates
the preflsure of the hand of greed on
man's daily bread.
Another evil welling out of the
love of selfish gain is the fact
that men will not grow the
are the animals and humans that eat the
right crops on the right soils.
..
-, 'WI~y not?, Because they see
plants.
more money m growmg the wrong erops.
Scandalous Distribution
France would be a wonderful country for
If man does not have enough soil to, fruit-growing, Ethiopia would be a wonbegin- with, and is destroying that which derful country for wheat-growing. But
he does have, then how is the human France grows wheat; Ethiopia grows
family sharing its starvation diet' The nothing. Germany squanders vast and
answer is, in a manner scandalously self- precious acreages on sugar' beets and
ish. Even within the "well fed" coun- launches a global war for more living
tries where the average diet reaches the space; meanwhile the sugar cane goes to
sumptuous high of 3,200 calories daily~ waste in the tropics. Who is going to 1'~
even within these countries, such as Den- tionalize world food production ~ Who
mark, Sweden and the United States, the can tell the Burmese rice grower to start
distribution is flagrantly unequal. Be- growing beans, and the Texas citrus- fore World 'Var 11 President Roosevelt fruit grower to start raising rye~ Unless
decried the condition wherein one-third some such world authority is exercised,
of the Americans went underfed, not to man will go on a'dding to the evils of eromention underclothed and inadequately sion, soil anemia and scandalous distrisheltered. Uark, this is unequal distribu- bution this extra evil of growing either
tion only on a national scale. Let us the wrong crops or crops on the wrongtelescope the scene internationally.
soils.
For example, during and just following 'Vorld 'Val' I American food prices Plans to Feed the World
Among the countless plans and
skyrocketed. The world could not afford
America's food. Americans themselves schemes to step up food production, perhad more than they could eat. Surpluses haps the most ambitious is that of the
piled up. rrhen food prices coUap8ed on 'Vorld Food Council of the U. N. The
the heap of a shattered world economy. council has laid down a working plan dpWheat became fuel in stoves of Kansas signed to produce a world diet of 2,600
rural schools. Citrus fruit rotted on calories by 1960. To achieve this miniFlorida sands. Maine potatoes were sim- mum diet, here are some of the food inply not dug out of the hills. All the while creases that just have to be attained:
people wel'e dying like so many millions 21 percent more cereals; 12 percent more
of flies, starving to death all over the sugar; 34 percent more fats; 80 percent
earth, because they could not buy this more legumes; 163 percent more fruits
and vegetables; 100 percent more milk.
wastEd food.
Can't you ~ee the eyes of greedy com- A gO-percent overall inerease.
If that goal is not achieved, the masses
mercialism leering out of this picture at
earth's masses 1 Even today, if enough' of earth, due to population increase8,
food were produced, 53 percent of the will starve; but the achievement of the
world's families earn only $4 a week. No goal depends upon the most stabilized
into pasture for cattle, so that, they can
manure the soil. If man applies more of
his commercial fertilizers, these serve
only as "a shot in the arm", but do DC!t
revitalize the soil, and produce nutntiously weak plants. The soil is growing
more anemic. So are the plants. And so
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(!Onditions of worldl co-operatIOn and
tranquillity in all history. The U. No's
food organ must function without such
interferences as wars, "cold" or "hot". So
far, the U.N. organ has no actual authority to function at all. Nevertheless, allround better crops must be produced.
Mining and processing of phosphates
must multiply 800 percent; and potash,
1,000 percent. Dozens of TVA's will have
to be built all over the earth, on the J or·
dan;the Yangtse, the Yellow, and other
·mighty river systems. ·What ray of hope
is there that the world will hoJd together
and work together so as to eat together?
Among other plans to speed up food
production is a process called mampulating photosynthesis. A green plant absorbs energy from the sun and transforms it, in sugllr form, into usable food
for humans and animals. In an enriched
carbon dioxide atmosphere this process
of photosynthesis can be speeded up. If
the tens of billions of cubic feet of factory smoke, rich in carbon dioxide, were
cleansed of its noxious clements and
piped into adjacent greenhouses, it
would produce tv,.Tice the food in half the
time required by ordinary cultivation
methods. If this were done, world food
production would, of course, be enlarged.
If there were enough factories, and these
diRti-ibuted equitably all over the habitable earth, perhaps everybody would get
enough greenhQuse vitamins to keep on
a substantial diet. Provided all these
"ifs" were accomplished, there still remains the factor of "How soon 1" The
world is starving now!
R.aising hybrid corn might double the
maize output. Special seed potatoes
might quadruple the potato supply, so
that more mountains of potatoes could
be dumped into the sea to keep prices
high and distribution low. If the ocean
shoals were utilized for food-growing,
they would not increase the acreage ap~
preciably, because only 5 percent of the
ocean shores are shoal waters. '1'he best
fishing ,vaters known (the English ChanAUGUST 8, 1948"

nell.' proauce only one pound of nsn per
acre, on a sustained and unlimited commercial basis. Irrigation is believed to
have about reached its peak in sufficienw
cy, already being reRpohsible for one·
fourth the output of India and half the
output of China. If more ways than these
are thought up, there always seems to be
some catch to them, as if the ground
were cursed so that man suffers all his
life as he wins his food from it. Thorns
and thistles it bears aplenty; and it is
'certainly in the sweat of his
brow that man earns his food,
till he returns to the g:round
". whence he was taken.
DUemma of Population Increase
And even if man could turn the world
into a garden of plenty, then he would
run headlong into a catastrophe more
ironic than all the rest. History proves
that when people are- well fed they reproduce faster. Population increases so
fast it outstrips food production. From
1847 to 1947 earth's population multiw
plied from 1 billion to 2.2 billion. Famme, wars and plagues did not keep them
from doubling in numbers during this
comparatively well-fed century. Europe
came out of World War II with 21 million more mouths to feed. \Vorld popuJation, during the same war perIOd, jncreased 7 percent. Food decreased 3 percent. As a result more than 20 million
people have been perishing yearly because they could not get enough to eat.
But, in spite of all that, the hUlpan fam.
ily is burdened with 20 million additional
mouths to feed every year.
"Now remembering that the better fed
the people are, the faster they reproduce,
just think what would happen if the
world could whip the problems of climate, topography, soil, erosion, distribution, commercial inequality, and all the
other impenetrable walls standing in the
way of plenty to eat for everyone. Yes,
if all this were overcome, there would
still remain the calamitous paradox of
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skyrocketing pop u 1a t ion increases.
China, even in her present starvation
'plight, will double her 400 million in
99 years, !IIhould the world hang together
that long j but on a decent diet China
would treble her millions. India, handicapped by a death rate three ,times
America's, lms increased from 206 million to 400 million in 75 years.
Yt;s, population is already outstripping food production. A decent world
diet and living standard would only accelerate population increase and hasten
global catastrophe. What is the soln:
tion' '
There is one. It is not, as the eighteenth-century clergyman Thomas Malthus gloomily con~luded, a resignation to
wars, famines and pestilences as the only

means of controlling population in.crease. The right solution is found in the
incoming New 'Wodd government of the
Creator of earth and man. Under that
government by Jehovah's King, Christ
Jesus, the earth shall yield her increase
and the land shall be inhabited, but not
overcrowded. The Creator of man also
has power over man's reproductive ability, to govern its function to fulfill His
purpose to fill the earth with a glorious
race of humanity, living in health, prosperity and freedom from wuut. Yes, the
future of t.hat ne\y-cleansed earth, just
ahead, holds forth its Creator's promise
of no end or limit to its abundance and
length of days. But it H'ill bring a happy
end to humanity's desperate fight for
food.-Contributed.

'Pot Calls Kettle Black
~

Bishop John J. Swint struck a most holy, and pious posc when he.... unburdened
mmself concerning the immoral evils of beau.ty contests. 'Nhen one was scheduled
late in June for Wheeling, West Virginia, this so-pure-and-chaste bishop condemned
such events as "totally pagan", and threatened to excommunicate any Catholic gid
that participated. If the charge of paganism m{'rits Cxc{Hull1unication, then the Catholic
Churl'll must excommunicate itself. Its doctrines of trinity, purgatory, immortality of
the nlllilan soul, papal infallibility, etc., are "totally pagan". Churun dig!litaries admit
it. To only quote one: Cardillal )/cwman said Catholicism did properly "transmute the
very instruments and appenda.ges of DEMON-WORSHIP to an evangelical use". Concerning
ctl.ndlcs.• holy water, ritual, v('stmcnts, processions, rdigious chants, images, and many
other Catholic practices, Cardinal ~ewm8.n declared they "are 8.11 of pagan ong1l1,
and sanctified by their adoption into the Church".
P.S. 'A Catholic girl won the beauty contest.

'?3'elevision Invades the Operating Room
'i? On JUl!e 21 Northwe~tcrn "["niversity started tele\-'"lsion

broad~aHtB

of faculty memliers performing diffi(,ult 01" rare operations, for an estimated audience of 7,000 surgeons.
1t beemJJe the largest medical classroom in tIle world. li'our camefUB pick up tIle scene
in the operating' rOOm from different view~, and the operating surgeon describes each
step in the procedure as he works. The operation is preceded by a lecture un the
diagnosis and history of the case, plus other pertinent details. Such broadcasb, are
luU]ed as specialJy elIedive instrudion, 8.8 thfly take tbe dassroom into tne opera.ting I"<I9m.
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winter, neither on the sabbath day: for
then shall be great tribulation, such as
N VIEW of all the world events since was not since the beginning of the world
A.D. 1914, it is plain from God's Holy to this time, no, nor ever shall be."
Word of prophecy that the "last days" -Matthew 24: 15-21.
of Satan the Devil's rule have come.
The warning of Jesus is not to delay
These are "perilous times" because Sa- until it is the most disadvantageous time
tan is now !iesperately trying to turn all to flee to safety. The tribulation, begun
the human race from Jehovah God and A.D. 1914, will not end until the univerinto destruction, and is bringing woe sal war of Armageddon is fought beafter woe upon the world to increase hu- tween Jehovah's heavenly forces under
man distress and to foment bitterness Christ . and the Devil's forces. The
against God, against whom all this dis- fact that now we, with eyes enlightened
tress is falsely charged. (2 Timothy by the Holy Scriptures of prophecy, see
. 3: 1-13; Revelation 12: 7-13) In opposi- the abomination of desolation standing
tion to the kingdom of God now due to in the holy place in defiance of Jehovah
bring in a new world of righteousness God is a certain sign that the battle of
Satan the Devil has maneuvered the Armageddon is not far off and that now
world rulers into setting up a human in the present advantageous period of
makeshift, a man-made substitute for God's long-suffering and mercy is the
perpetuating political control of this time to flee to the mountains, that is, to
earth by imperfect, sinful rulers. That flee out of Christendom and to God's
human institution now takes the form place of protection symbolized by the
of the UnitedN ations, to weld the na- mountains of His creation. Do not wait
tions together in opposition to God's until the zero hour for Armageddon to
Theocratic Government by Christ Jesus. begin strikes under Qonditions pictured
Since this international organization by the winter and the sabbath.
assumes to stand in the place and stead
The winter and the sabbath were peof the divine Government, it is an abom- riods that were very inconvenient for
ination in the sight of God and is that travel, especially in hasty flight. In Palabomination mentioned by Daniel the estine the winter was a hard time, the
prophet and also by Jesus in His proph- disagreeable, stormy season, with much
ecy on the end of this world. (Daniel rain and cold. And if this were com11 : 31; 12: 11) Said Jesus to His> dis- bined with the sabbath day and its rules
ciples in private: "When ye therefore and regulations, it made it doubly hard,
shall see the abomination of desolation, and difficult to make a successful escape
spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand to a place of refuge. En route no fires
in the holy place, (whoso readeth, let could be kindled to provide some warmth.
him understand:) then let them which be The Mosaic law declared: "Six days
in J udrea flee into the mountains: . . . shall work be done, but on the seventh
But pray ye that your flight be not in the day there shall be to you an holy day,
AUGUST 8, 1948
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Flight on the Sabbath Day

a sabbath of rest to the LORD: whosoever
doeth work therein shall be put to death.
Ye shall kindle no fire throughout your
habitations upon the sabbath day." (Exodus 35: 2, 3) One was not even allowed
to gather sticks with which to build a
fire. Once a man in Israel was found
gathering sticks upon the sabbath day;
and when inquiry was made of Jehovah
God concerning the offender, the divine
sentence was: "The man shall be surely
put to death: all the congregation shall
stone him with stones without the camp."
(Numbers 15: 32-36) Moreover on the
sabbath travel was limited to a short distance. From Jerusalem to the Mount of
Olives, to the tract of land known as
Bethany, was said to measure. a "sabbath day's journey". (Luke 24 :50; Acts
1: 12) According to Josephus' Antiquities of the Jews, Book 20, Chapter 6, a
sabbath day's journey was seven and a
half furlongs long, or less than a mile.
Hence on the sabbath day under such
regUlations a Jew that stayed in the city
of Jerusalem till destruction faced it
could not flee far enough to escape to a
place of safety in the mountains beyond
the destroyers' armies.
Besides, on the sabbath days, the Jews
kept within doors and the gates of all
the cities and towns in every place were
kept shut and barred. Hence, if flight
from Jerusalem were attempted on the
sabbath day, the fugitives could not look
for admission into any walled city or
town for security. Of course, Jesus
Christ, when giving this prophecy, knew
that by His death upon the tree at Calvary the Mosaic law and its ordinances
would be nailed to the tree with Him and
thus be taken out of the way. (Ephesians
2: 15, 16; Colossians 2: 14) Thereafter.
the Jewish Christians would no longer
be under the Mosaic law and its sabbath
regulations and limitations, but would
be under grace. They could feel free to
flee farther distances than the Jewish
sabbath regulations allowed, and also to
do other things forbidden to Jews that
26

day. But as long as they remained in
Palestine surrounded by a predominantly Jewish popUlation that believed in
sabbath enforcement, for the Christianized Jews to -do anything offensive to
their Jewish neighbors would raise the
popular indignation, and they would run
up against all kinds of obstacles in the
way of Jewish resentment and the other
circumstances of the sabbath day. They
could have been set upon and killed for
apparent sabbath violations, while trying to escape from the destruction that
was threatening Jerusalem.
Hence the winter and the sabbath
would picture times too late to flee at
this end of the world. What, then, shall
one do to find the place of safety at this
critical time? The person of good-will
must flee from the wicked organization
of this world, of which Christendom is
the most prominent and dominant part.
He must flee to Jehovah God and Christ
Jesus, who alone afford protection like
that of the "mountains", the mountains
representing' the kingdom of God by
Christ Jesus. Says Jehovah's prophet
Zephaniah (2: 3) "Seek ye the LORD
[Jehovah], all ye meek of the earth,
which have wrought his judgment; seek
righteousness, seek meekness: it may be
ye shall be hid in the day of the LORD'S
anger." Any who think to escape the terrors and destruction of Armageddon by
taking a neutral place and remaining inactive in God's service are greatly deceiving themselves. Those who do find
protection and safety under Jehovah's
Theocratic organization cannot wait until Armageddon begins and then seek
such protection under the insurmountable difficulties then prevailing. That
great conflict is a time of greatest distress upon the earth. So, now that you
see these truths, do not wait. Flee now!
Pray that your flight be not 'in the winter and on the sabbath', but as you thus
pray give force to your prayer by taking action under God's guidance from
His Word.
AWAKEI

Vanishing Forms of Life
EFORE man appeared on earth least 121 species of wild life on six conmany fOTIns of life had come and tinents facing extinction. More than half
gone. Glacial periods, \yith their accom- the number, or 63, are native to North
panying climatic and geographic trans- America, and all but one or two fOnTIS ocformations, swept away primordial spe- I cur in the United States or its territories.
"Since man's appearance on the scene
cies
a global scale. Since man's advent more forms of life have vanished. in recent times," says Dr. Jackson, "with
Volcano, weather, the "struggle for ex- one or two exceptions all cases of wild.
istence", and possibly disease, have life extinction can be lodged to his own
wrought annihilation of local wild lifeJ hands." ~fan feels a pinge of guilt when
hut rarely if ever wiping out whole spe- he has to record the passing of another
cies. The species that have vanished !ace from the earth. Once a type is gone,
since man's time could no longer find an It never reappears. In his headlong rush
existence because of vicious circumstanc- to grasp and destroy, and ·while scores of
es brought about by man himself.
species continue to vanish all over the
Man has proved himself no benevolent earth, man pauses no\v I1nd then to make
and righteous guardian of earth's teem- .some halfhearted effort to preserve a
ing inhabitants. His reasons for obliter- doomed speeies. He resorts to various
ating lower forms of life do not appear means:
One is the unnatural means of crossrighteous, but wholly selfish and incon~
siderate. In depopulating such creatures b!eeding, as in the case of the European
as the wild ducks, shore birds and bIson. But the ·very act. of croso:breeding
pigeons, he has been a careless and destroys the original stock in creating a
senseless plunderer. He has annihilated hybrid.
Anot.her means of trying to
races of noble big-game creatures for
their hides, fur-bearing animals for their
~~:~~r~;:'
animal life is domest
Keither is this methfurs, beautiful species of fowl, like the
, as man practices it, always
snowy heron and reddish egret, for their
plumes, and much wanton slaughter he a safeiiii,trd for ,a species. Fur farming,
calls "sport". In shifting some forms of for example, may save the silver fox, a
life from their natural habitat he has color variation of the red fox; hut in so
often brought disaster upon the new- doing it may so change its charaeteriscomer or the native forms. Man's meth- tics through rearing that the native type
ods of drainage, cultivation, stock-rais- will vanish. In the case of the dog, the
ing, and other artificial changes of habi- cat, the horse, the water buffalo, the ox,
tat, have likewise spelled out doom for the sheep, the chicken, the turkey, and
others, man has succeeded in taming the
many species of creatures.
\Vithin the past fm\' generations 47 animals and making them useful to his
outstanding species of life have vanib'hed purposes.]n so doing he has eaused them
to lose the charaeieristie of the wild anfroD,llthe earth, 29 of these being natives cestral stock and has developed many
of North America. Dr. Hartley H. T. different varieties.
Jackson, of Smithsonian Institutioh, in
In some cases man tries to improve
a recent study revealed that while it is HIe habitat for endangered species. He
not possible to determine the total num- attempts various types'of water restoraber of endangered species there are at tion, change in vegetative types used by
AUGUST 8, 1948
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wild life for food and cover, creation of wild-life species if; self-control by man."
nesting sites, control of predators and Man was commissioned to "have dominparasites. While all such means are help- ion over the fish of the sea, the birds of
ful, DOlle are practiced on Jarge enough the air, the domestic animals, and all the
scale to insure the \vild life conccrned living things that crawl on the earth!"
beyond the danger point. Neither have (Genesis 1: 28, An Amer..Trans.) How
man's permanent rci'uges, sanctuaries, he has abused that dominion!
parks or primitive areas proved suffiBut Jehovah G(ld created the earth not
in vain, and, by 'wiping out all those that
cient.
shortAnd then man has tried legal methods. selfishly destroy the earth, He
He has passed local, state, national, and ly usher in a new ,vorld of righteousness
even international la'tvs, some of them under Christ Jesus whevefn unselfish
signed by 26 nations combined, in behalf men will exercise a loving guardianship
of birds, seals, whales and other crea- over .earth's teeming life. "On that day
tures, By all these various means man I~ will make a league for them with the
has saved from extinction a few en- beasts of the field, the bi[ds of the air,
dangered cl'eatures, such as the fur seal, and the reptiles of the ground; and the
bow, the sword, and war I will
the wild duck, the American egret,
br~ak off from the land; and I will
the elk, the prong-horned antemake them lie down in security."
lope, and the 100;dly bison. But as
Dr. Jackson remarks, (f'llhe most
(Hosea 2: 18, An A mer. Trans.)
-Contributed.
,important fa c tor in preserving
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What are the keys of the Kingdom?
Who has them? How many are there?
How and when are they used?
To fully appreciate the meaning of the kingdom of heaven, it is
necessary to understand the answers to the above questions, for keys
are needed to unlock "the mystery, which was kept secret since the
world began". (Romans 16: 25) The 384-page book "The Kingdom Is
at liand" devotes one of its 21 chapters to the subject of "Keys of
the Kingdom". This and other enlightening information which the book
contains, whEm studied' together with your Bible, will do much tu
unlock the mystery of the Kingdom to your understanding. 3513 will
bring a copy to you, postpaid.
~
117 Adams St.
WATCHTOWER
Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
EnclOSed Is 35c for lilY copy of "The Kinudom Ii! at Hand"
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U. S. zone, said that nothing
short of war would' drive out
the 'Vestern powers. Arrflngements were made to fly looa into the 'besieged' area by means
of a greatly increased air service. Toward the end of the
month the Soviet was informed
that neitlH~r the U. S. nor Great
Britain had any intention of allowing themselyes to be forced
out of Berlin.
Truce Under strain

21-30

JUNE

*'

Yugoslav-Russian Break
The b!ggf'st developmllut on
the International front in late

June

was

the break

between

Yugoslavia and Russia. In tl1e

Communist setup It was generally taken for granted that Hus-

sla would call the tune and the
lesser Communist states would
dance accordingly. This picture
was radically changed wben it

became apparent that Yugoslavia's TUo, hapked up by his
party and its leaders, r(lfused to
fall In. line wlth the Cominform
and was quickly castigated for
his temerity by a page artlcle In
the SOV[('t's official paper. The
Cominform, which is supposed to
be only a bureau of information,
was shown to be the instrument
t'or ptlsh!ng"'Soviet Russia's plans

for international communism In
all

countries.

cbarged that YUJ!:osla\"la had
k'ept an eye on Itussian mllitary
specialists In the COlmtry and
was InclinE'd to dis<'mlnt tlleir
"advice". Tito and other Yugoslav leaders were called 'Trotskyists and were said to he rptrelltin g fro m jl,Iarxism-Leninlsm.
More fully, they were retreating
fro ill Marxism-Leninisill-StallnIsm. The Cominform called for a
change of leadership In Yugoslavia (though not. of course,
Interfering with Yugoslavia's internal affairs). Yugo~lavia
~howed no disposition to make
the change, acclaiming Tlto when
he appeared in Belgrade. In reply to the ComInform attal'k,
published In Itussia, the Yugoslav leaders gave as j.,'Ood as tlley
got, sayIng the charges were lies,
slanders and Insults.

The Comnllwist

agency denounced TitOoand other
Yugoslav leaders for following
a "hat('ful" and slnnderous policy
toward Russia and leaning toward "Vestern methods.
'fito' did not see why RussIa
should be the whole show, while
other Communist countries were
kept in a state of subserviency.
He came out for equality among
the states as well as the individual Communists. He had plans
for strcngthening Yugoslavia's
position by the formation of a
Baltic federation of Bulgaria, Albania and Yugoslavia, a proposal
whieh is "heresy" as far as Russia is I;oncerned. The Cominform
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Berlin Siege·
The SovIet occupation authorIties In Berlin, In the fourth
week in June, appeared to be
taking considerable satisfal'tion
In tightening the squeeze on the
o the r occupation authorities,
halting all traffic Into Berlin
from the Western zones. Even
food shIpments were harred from
reaching the sector of the city
held hy the British, Americans
aIlLI Freneh, bringing t):1e charge
that the nussiuns were willing to
starve the 2,250,000 Grrmans resilling in that part of the elty to
gain their end~. Gen. Lucius D.
Clay, military governor tor the

+

+

In l'al..stine the truce between Arabs am! Jews, In Its
second week, wna subjected to
severe strain. First the Jewish
terrorist group, Irgun Sval
J.eumi, tried to land ammunition
and firearms on Palestlne soil in
defiance of the U. K trul'e regulations and In opposItion to the
government's decision to abide by
these terms. In the attempt to
get th .. munitions ashore at Tel
AViv the Jrgunlsts had to meet
the determined resistance ot Haganah troops. The ship was set
ahlaze nnd a number of the Irgunists lost their lives. Several
hundre(1 of th,e rebellious organi;o:ation memhers were taken Into
custody. ~ext Egyptian troops
prev('nted a U. N. supervised convoy .to go to the Negeb, and
FJgyptian planes fired on g.. U. N.
plane accompanying the convoy_
Count Folke Bernadotte, Palestine mediator, promptly lodged a
complaint with the Egyptian government, which promise!i an inYestigation, hIlt also listed excuses for the incident.
End of Occupation
\yith the end ot June came
also tile romplete end of the
BritiSh occupation of Palestine,
IlS the UnIon Jack was lowered
at Haifa, Ilnd the last British
unit IEfit the country. Tile flag
had flown thpre sinr!:! November 2, 1917, when General Allenby made his triumphal entry into
Jerusalem.

+

Philippine Hukblllabaps
When the fighting with Japan
ended there were those among
the Filipinus who wuuld not sub-

+
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mit to the chosen PhiUppine goyermmmt, but carried on rebellious activity over a period of
nearly three years. As povertys t rIc ken sharecroppers they
sought r a d i c a I land reforms.
Their leader, Luis Tarue, a Communist. was all elected senator
from Pampangas, hut had never
been seated. Under the late Presl·
dent !\fanuel Roxas efforts were
made to smash the revolution by
mJlltary means. In the fourth
week of June a different plan
was tl'ied to end the revolt. Taruc
was Invited to the Malacanan
palace and PreSident Elpidio
Zulrino proclaimed an amnesty
for the Huks. Theil' leader gave
allegiance to the government and
took his seat In Congress amid
applause. I.und reforms instituted by the government formed
the hasls for the reconciliation.
Hen c e l' 0 r t h the sliarecroppec
wll! get 70 percent and the landlord 30 percent of the crops. Previously It was the other way
around.

Viceroy Lea.ves India
• LOrd lIountblltten, who has
been India's viceroy and governor general since last August, relinquished that position June 21,
antl ChakJ,'avarthi Rajagopalachari·took office in his stead. The
transfer took place amid elabornte !Yremonlal, dUring Which the
departing Earl lIountbatten was
presented with an Ivory statue of
Gandhi and trowers were show_
ered Upon his open car. Growds
broke police lines and surged
about the car of the viceroy to
shake his hand on the eve of his
depRI·ture.
Indla--Hyderabad TenSion
.. Toward the dose of June Increasing tension between India
and the prIncely state of Hyderabad was in evidence. An armored brigade wns moved forward and the IndIan army
formed a separate ('ommnnd at
Sholapur, on the Hydcrabad
western border. India's deputy
prime minister, Sardar Patel,
June 29, expressed resentiIl('nt
against Winston ChurchUl's unfavorable remarks about the sit-
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uation, criticizing the Indian government. Patel warned against
such statements by Brltishers,
"if they• wish India to maintain
frIendly relations with Great
Britain." .
Malayan Anti-Red Raldl!
.. Police of June 21 questioned
more than GOO persons rounded
up in a series of anti-Communist
raids throughout Malaya In an
attempt to break up an organized terror campaign. TIle prisoners were held under heavy guard.
But it seemed that the majortty
of the leading Communists and
members of the "Red killer
squalls" had escaPed. Whether
this means that the Communists
were, after all, not in'l'olved in
·the uprisIngs was not made clear.
The death toll resulting from the
terrorism reached twenty-nIne.
British officIals assert that the
terroristic campaign Is not the
spontaneous expression of peas_
ant unrest, but Is directed from
a Central headquarters, presumably a Soutb Asian Comintern,
about which, however, little Is
actually known_

Inflation lo China
.. Chinese infiat\on In late June
was gOing from bad to worse.
The eXChange rate was quoted as
low as four million Chinese dollars for one American dollar. So,
lf you have a dollar you can be
a Chinese millIonaire, but" your
millions won't buy you much of
anytblng. Shops in Shanghai
c10sed, preferring not to do business under the chaotic money
situation. In North China the
COmmllnists unified their regime,
announcing a poll tical and milltary merger to control an area
witlt a population of 44,000,000.
Chinese Flood
.. On June 21 more than a thou,
sand Chinese were reported to
have perished In a flood that
swept Foochow in the coastal
province of Fuklen. Press reports
said some 200,000 had been made
homeless. About 5,000 buildings
collapsed, Inc Iud I n g a hotl'l
crowded with refugees.

.lapan Earthquake
., A Violent earthquake, :followed by disastrous fires, wIped
out practiCtl.lly all of the city of
Fnkul, on the coast of the Japanese island of HonShu, opposite
Tokyo. Only five buildings remained intact In the entire city,
and the death toll was placed at
3,215. Those seriOUsly Injured
numbered 7,752. Surrounding
towns wel'e also devastated.
There Were some 200 Americans
at FukUi, but they all escaped
serious injury.
The Korea Power eMe
.. The Soviet North Korean
Command has for some time been
aware of the fact that electric
power produced In Its zone has
been cut oif from the South zone.
occupied by AmeriCan force1J. A
request that something be done
about this was presented to Moscow's foreign office (June 29) by
the American embassy there. In
Korea the Soviet authorities said
they had nothing to do with It.
British Dock Strike
.. The number of men involved
in the London dock strikE, begun
a week earlier, rose to 19,000 on
June 21, when stevedores from
the 'West India Dock and cold
storage workers joined In the
walk-out, resnltlng from a disagreemenf hetw!?en eleven dockers and the Union leaders. More
than 200 ships idled at anchor
along the 63 miles of London's
q"lJaysides, while precious and
vnluable 'foods spoiled In the
holds of many of the freighters.
Union exeeutives vainly urged
the strikers to observe union
rules and return to work. Troops
were sent to the wharves June 23
to unload food Cargof'S. By
June 28 the w!ldcat strike spread
to Liverpool, further threatening
Britain's already meager food
supply and its I'ef'Overy eXport
program. The government declared a state of emergency.

Dewey-Warren NomlnatioWi
.. The Republican convpntion,
meeting in Philadelphia the second half of June, after four days
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of whooping, wahoolng and cavorting, finally decided to try
Governor Dewey, of New York,
as preside'ntia] nominee a second
time, even thou~ he failed to
win the electlol1 when running
against Roose:> ~It In. 1944, Tbe
move was unp\'(>(~ilenred, for the
Republican pal'tr had (H'ver before glyen an "also ran" a second chance_ Dewey's nomlnatlon
carol! on the third ballot, just
preceding which the opposition
collapsed and all the delegates
threw their s u 11 P '0 r t behind
Dewey. As a running-mate for
the presidential nominee Goyernor Enrl "\Yarren, of California,
was chosen, like Dewey, by acclamation. 'Vanen has the distinction of being elected as governor
on bOUI the n"puhlican und Democrll.tlc tickets. Dewey intends, If
elected, to make the role of 'Varren that of an assistant president. rather than merely vicepresidential.
The platform adopted by the
Repub1i.cans cans for tD support
of the ERP, (2) cutting expenditures, and cautious extension of
the reciprocal trade program,
(3) support of a Jewish state,
(4) strong opposition to Comm~nlsrn. (5) initiation of a broad
civil rights program.
UMW Welfare Fund

+ The dispute

Dispute Ended

over the United
MIne Workers' welfare fund,
financed by a "royalty" of 10c a
ton on productIon of mines, was
brou~ht
to a con<:{ul\{on on
.June 22 when Judge T. Alan
Go}dsboroUl!h dedded In favor
of the miners, approving the $100
pension payments out of the fund
to VMW members after 62 who
IJ9.u worked in the mines twenty
years. The U::\1\V chief. Mr.
LewiS, bad refnRed to talk new
contract terms until this question
was Isettled. With its solution
hargaining WIlS reRumed and
Jlllle 24 agreement was reached.
The miners won a dollar-a-day
wage hoost, raiRing basiC wf'Ckly
wages to about $7G, and an i'licrease In the welfare fund royalty to 20 cents a ton, which will
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bring the fund total to about
$100,000,000 a year.
Supreme Cow:-t Decision
The U. S. Supreme Court, on
June 21, winding up Its term, dismissed tbe Indictmpnt of the CIO
for spending money for political
purposes, at the same time slidestepping a decision' on the con"
stitutionallty of the section of
the Taft-Hartley law under
which proscl'utlon was begun and
which forbids labor organizations or corporations t'rom making contributions or expenditures
in connection with elections to
federal office. The court. in a
unanimous opinion. ruled that
this section did not bar the expense of publishing In the 010
Neu;s a statement by the organization's presldpnt, Philip Murray,
endorsing a candidate for Congress. Justice Stanley F. Reed,
who wrote the opinion, said: "1Ve
are unwilling to say that Congress by its prohibition against
eGqmtll.U011l! or \a'oor ol:gnnizaUons making an expenditure In
connection with any electlon of
candidates for fPderal office intended to outlaw such a publlcation .•.. We express no opinion
as to the scope of this section
where different circumstances
e1l:Ist alld none upon the constitutionality of the section." Said
Mr. Murray, CIO pre)!ldent; "Fortunate!y the Supreme Court hill:!
called a partial halt to the attempt by the 80th Congress
throllgh the Taft-Hartley law to
sa.botage the Blll Q"e Ri~ts."

+

ShIp Strike Barred
Three maritime unions, In·
cludlng the CIO National Maritime Cnion, were barred
(June 23) from striking on the
Atlantk and Gulf ('oasts, by the
80-day stay issued hy federal
judge John W. Clancy undflr the
Taft-Hartley law at the request
of the .e;overnment. The Depurtment of Justice also s<;lUght to
block workers on the West coast
and Great Lakes from striking.

+

~denttal

+

Signatul'es
The U.S. president, on

June 24, signed the draft mea
ure, which will Illvolve 225,OC
men of from 19 to 25 years (
age during the first year of i1
operation. It provldrs for tt
second peace-time draft In U. :
history and hecomes effective a
tel' pinety days. It is planned
draft the youths in tlIe order
their birthdays, presumahly b
ginulng with the elder.
The president also signed tl
measure which will admit 205.OC
EUropean displaced p~rsons in
the U. S. during the next tl'
years. lIe said the blll, thou~
better than no bill at aU, WI
"flagrantly discriminatory".

u. S.

Budget Surplus
Treasury r('cords (June 2!
showed the hudget surplus of tI
U. S. reached It record high •
$7,997,771,000 when the fisc
year had just twelve days mOl
to run. A temporary rise 8.b01
$8,000.000,000 was in die ate
However, heavy year-end expen·
itures, inc\ue)ing payments to 1
matle on the $251,441,000.000 pu
lie dehts, were expected to low
tlle surplus to about $7,500,00
000 before the ~nd of June".

+

'Life' for U. S. Nazi
Robprt M. Best, U. S. new
pl.l,perman, conyil'ted of being
Nazi radio propagandist duril
the war, was, on JlIne 30, se
teaced to life ImprIsonment f,
hIs pains. He wlll appeal.

+

10,000,000 Dimes
~ ln )ate June nle Fnnaae1pb
mint furnIshed the Federal II
§el',e flank of )lew York wi
JO,OIJO,OOO dimes. They were nee
ed in vIew of the fact that tl
subway fares would at last I
doublE-d. The nickel fare, aft.
44 years, came to an cnd in Ne
York wIth the month of June.
Helicopter Speed Record
on Juue 2f!, platm.
the world's helicopter speed re
ord. Pilot JJasii Arkell fiew h
Fairey Gyrodyne 124.3 m.p.
over a course 4/[ aoout two milE
The previous official record W1
76.7 m.p.h., made by It German

+ Britain,
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Do you answer "no.
An impostor!But are you certain?

Is your answer "yes"?
Easy to sayBut can you prove it?
,

Before pushing the
.possibility completely out of your mind,
have you taken the
trouble to .compare
the prophecies with.
the events surrounding the life of Jesus?

If you believe J esus to be the .Messiah, all your future
hopes depend upon
his being the Messiah in fact. Can you
pro veto yourself
and others that he is
the Savior?
•

((

•

"

-00

contains something for you, regardless of which of the above "groups
you find yourself in. It is packed with solid facts about both the Hebrew
and Greek Scriptures, and among its many helpful features it contains
a reference chart which conveniently lists many of the texts in which
the prophets previewed the life and works of the Messiah. In a parallel
column, the corresponding events in the life of Jesus are shown.-An
unbiased comparison of these events will be revealing and comforting.
Whether or not Jesus was/ the Messiah is too important to take for
granted or to dismiss without investigation. Obtain a copy of "Equipped
for Every Good Work" by sending 50c with the coupon below and look
int.o the matter for yourself. ,
~I

WATCIITOWER

~~{..

-

117 Adams St.

I~

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

Please send a copy of "Equipped tor' Every Good Work" for the enclosed 50c.
N arne .......................................................... _......................................................._.......-

S treet .........._._................................................................._........................................

City ........................._................................................................................. _...................

Zone No ............. State ......._......_............................................................:..._
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A WAKE!,

RIGHT TO HEAR
AND TO BE HEARD
Supreme Court deci.ion in ca.e of Jehovah's witnesses
safeguards right to use sound equipment
•

Palomar's Giant Eye
lOO·inch telescope to penetrate the unknowns of space

The World's Twisted Tongues
Origin of languages still a puzzle to science
,

.

'The Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven"
To whom given? and how used?
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News sources that Me able to keep you awake to the vital issues
of our times must be unfettered by censorship and selfish interests:.
"Awake I" has no fetters. It reco~nizes facts, faces facts. is free to
publbh facts. It is not bound by political ambitions or obli~ations; it is
unhampered by advertisers whose toes must not be trodden 00; it is
unprejudiced by traditional creeds. ThiB journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It
maintains inte~rity to truth.
"Awake [" uses the reQular news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored.. on-the-scenes
reports come to you thro~h these columns. This journal's Viewpoint
is not narrow, but is international. It is read in many nations, in many
languages, by persons of all ~es. Through its pages many fields of
knowledge pass in review-government, commerce, religion, history,
geography, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover·
age is as broad as the earth and as hi~h as the heavens.
"Awake!" pled~es itself to ri'j!1hteous principles, to exposing hidden
foes and subtle dangers,_ to championing freedom for all, to comforting
mourners and strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a
delinquent world, reflecting sure hope for the estab[ishment of a right.
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep awake by reading "Awake!"
_,tI~~_,tI~

. . . . _,tI

PUBl<!$B1IlD Sl!:M!MONTBl<Y By

WATCHTOWER BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETY, INC.
117 Adams Street
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RIGHT TO HEAR AND TO BE HEARD

1/
. . : =-

SDPPOSEaweakvoicewished by the majority. Now the judicial climate
to be heard by an assembled has changed .
:;
.::: RUUl.enCe of a few hundred. AsOn June 7, 1948, the Supreme Court
\" sume that vojce wished to ad- of the United States legalized the use of
dress a vast ttUdience sueh as President sound amplifiers to allow audiences in
Roosevelt had of democrats at Soldier public places to hear and to allow public
Field, Chicago, in 1944 during the presi- speakers to be heard. The case involved
dential campaign, or suclf as J. F. Ruth. one of Jehovah's witnesses and is known
erford had of Jehovah's witnesses in and as Saia v. New York. The 5-to-4 decision
around Hie arena at st. Louis in 1941. In of the Supreme Court is one of the great
both those eases the audience exce;eded landma-rkFl in eonFltitutional law. It ex100,000 persons. Could a weak or a tends the First Amendment to reach and
strong voice effectively reach such audi- shield the use of sound equipment under
ences without. amplification bv sound the 'freedom-of-speech guarantee. Just
equipmentf Could listeners hear, could as the Constitution protects the printing
speakers be heard, if sound devices were press in making possible the wide dist~ibution of literature, so it protect.s amoutlawed 1
Speakers have ever been confronted pllfiers that make speech to large audiwith the problem of being heard by their ences effective.
audiences. Dernosthenes, Greek orator of
The facts of the case are as follows.
the fourth century before Christ, sought During the summer of 1946 ,Jehovah's
to overcome the problem by practicing witnesses arranged for a series of four
aloud at the seashore till he could be meetings in the publie parl( of Lockport,
heard above the roar of the waves. But New York. A permit to use sound equipelectrical sound equipment has spared ment was granted by the chief of police,
modern speakers this arduous course of and for four consecutive Sunday aftervoice strengthening. Their problem had noons a minister delivered Bible lecbecome one of legality. Many judges, tures. Later in Hlat same summer a seclawyers and officers, as well as the pub- ond series of four meetings was planned,
lic, have held that the use of amplifying but officials refused to grant the permit
devices can be prohibited or proscribed to use sound equipment, stating that obas a "nuisance". In fact, scores of cities jections had been made concerning meetin the United States have laws either ings in the park by J~hovah's witnesses.
prohibiting their use completelY or re- Notwithstanding, in September of 1946
quiring the user to obtain permission the first talk of the series began. Police
from the chief of police. U ntil r~ntly appeared. and ordered the sound equipthese restrictions were considered valid ment silenced. One of the officers fumed
AUGUST 22, 1948
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that he "didn't have a d
bit Of use for
what has been written about the Con~
stitution protecting the rights of Jehovah's \vitnesses, nor the decisions of the
Supreme Court". He forcibly shut off the
amplifier and placed the operator under
arrest. This ·was repeated on each of the
Bunda vs the meetings were held, and on
each
the four arrests Samuel Saia
was charged ·with violating the city or~
dinance requiring permission from the
chief of police beiore using sound equipment.
All of the complaining witnesses testified that the meetings were orderly, that
they were on religious matters, and that
they llRd tlot considered the material
offensiv('. Thev admitted the sound am~
plification was not nearly as loud as
chureh hells ringing on Sunday, and
none of them complained that the use.
of the sound equipment annoyed them or
interfered with their enjoyment of the
park facilities. Yet the police court found
the operator of Hle sound device guilty
and imposed fines and jail sentences. The
convictions were upheld by the county
court and the highest court of the state
of New York. Appeal was made to tIle
Supreme Court late in 1947.

conventions reach the ears of thousands
of delegates. Athletic events are rarely
without this speaking aid. 'Vherever a
group of persons assemble for meetings
there is likely to be in operation an amplifying system. Speech is crippled with~
out it.
Parks and streetR are natural and
proper place~,for c om m u n i ea ti on of
ideas. From time immemorial public
parks have been used as places of as~
sembly, for making public speeches on
commercial, political and religious sub~
jects. Since the days of the Lord Jesus
Christ and His apostles, Christian min~
isters have made use of concourses,
market~pJaces, h u s t i 12 g s and public
parks; in fact, any place \vhere a crowd
could be gathered and addressed.
Hand in hand with the right to speak
goes the right to be lleard. And the right
to be heard carries with' it the right of
speakers to use devices that will furt.her
the range of their voice so as to reach
hearers in public places. Since pa,rks are
rightfully used for communication of
opinion and information, the speaker has
the right to speak so as to he heard in
such parks. Any ordinance that prevents
his being heard, by forbidding the use
of sound equipment, effectually shuts his
Argument by Counsel
mouth and abridges his right of free
Counsel for Jehovah's wit n e sse s speech and Msembly.
argued before the Supreme Court that
Counsel for Jehovah's witnesses fursound devices ·were necessary to speak~ ther informed the court that the onlv
ing in public places in these modern, permissible limitation upon the use o"f
times. It was shown tlmt it had become the sound device by a public speaker
common practice, in the exercise of free vms the reasonable regulation a&; to time,
speech, to use mechanical means to am- place and manner of exercising free
plify the voice. During the war the army speech. Ordinances prohibiting or cen~
and navy and civil service and other or~ soring sound amplification cut off enganizations employed loudspeakers to tirely the right of listenen; to hear and
:reach the people and make known their speakers to be heard in publie places.
needs for recruits and for other pur~ Though they may be called "regulations",
poses. Campaigners in state and nation~ such ordinances are not permissible reg~
a1 political contests would be silenced if ulation but are a blanket ban on out~
denied the use of sound equipment. By door speaking with a sound device, and
such equipment lahor unions air their hence abridge the freedoms of speech and
side of controversies, religious organiza~ assembly. And to make the freedom to
Hons preach their messages, national speak with sound equipment so as to be

of
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The present ordinance would be a danger~
ous weapon if it were allowed to get a hold
on our public life. Noise can be regulated by
regulating decibels. The hours and place of
The Majority Decision for Freedom
public discussion can be controlled. But to
After'due consideration the Supreme allow the police to bar the use of loudspeakers
Court rendered its decision. Mr .•Justice because their usc can be abused is like barring
Douglas, joined by Justices Murphy, radio receivers beeause they too make a noise.
Hutledge and Black and Chief Justice The police need not be given the power to
, Vinson, in a conci~e and pointed opinion deny a man the use of his radio in order to
preserved the constitutional freedom to protect a neighbor against sleepless nights.
The same is true here.
hear and to be heard. Said the court:
And abuses which loudspeakers create can
We hold that § 3 of this ordinance is unconstitutional on its face, for it establishes a be controlled, by narrowly drawn statutes.
previous restraint on the right of free speech When a city allows an official to ban them in
in violation of thc First Amendment which is his uncont.rolled diseretion, it sanctions a de.
protected by the Fourteenth Amendment vice for supprcssion of free eommnnication
against State action. To use a loudspeaker of ideas. In this cuse a permit is denied be.
or amplifier one has to get a permit from the calLSe some persons were said t.o have found
chief of police. There are no standards pre- the sound annoying. In the next one a permit.
scribed for the exercise of his discretion. The may be denied because some people find the
statute is not narrowly drawn to regulate the ideas annoying. Annoyance at ideas can be
hours or places of usc of loudspeakers, or the cloaked in annoyance at sound. 'l'he power of
volume of sound (the decibels) to which they censorship inherent in this type of ordinance
must be adjusted. The ordinance therefore reveals its vice.
Courts must balance the various commuhas all the vices of the ones which we struck
down in Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U. S. nity interests in passing on the constitutional296; Lovell v. Griffin, 303 U. S. 444; and ity of Ioeal regulations of the character in.
volved here. But in that process they should
JIague v. C. I. 0., 307 U. S. 496 . . . .
be mindful to keep the frerdoms of the First
The present ordinance has the same defects.
Amendment in a preferred position. See
The right to be heard is placed in the unMarsh v. Alabama, 326 U. S. 501, 509.
controlled discretion of the chief of police.
He stands athwart the channels of communi· The Minority Dissent
cation as an obstruction which can be removed
Four justices dissented, taking the exonly after criminal trial and conviction und
lengthy uppeal. A more effective previous re- treme viewpoint that the peace and qui,et
straint is difficult to imagine. Unless we are to of the park outweighed the right of free
retreat from the firm positions ,ve have taken speech. They failf>d to recognize the m~d
in the past, we mlLSt give freedom of speech dIe ground establi"hed by the majority,
in this case the same preferred treatment that ~etween "uncontrolled discretion" of po·
we gave freedom of religion in the Cantwell lIce and "irresponsihility to set up sound
case, freedom of press in the Griffin case, and equipment in all sorts of public places".
freedom of speech and assembly in the Hague This fair middle ground can be established through the use of narrmvly drawn
case.
and specific statutes regulating sound
Dispelling the specter of anarchy cone9.uipment. The dissenters asserted jujured up by the opponents of free speech ~lCial rem~dies were available when po~
and frC'edom to hear through regulated hce authOrIty was abused, but disregarduse
sound amplifiers, the opinion fur- ed the fact that such remedy at best is
ther declared:
only after trial, conviction and lengthy
heard subject to police permission is COIItrary to rulings of the Supreme Court
pursuant to the Constitution.

of
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appeal, as in the present case. Forgot~
ten, also, by them were former pro~
nonncements by the court that "where~
ever the title of streets and parks may
rest, they have immemorially been held
in trust for the use of the public and,
time out of mind, have been used for pur~
poses of ass e m b 1i n g, communicating
thoughts between citizens, and discuss~
ing public questions". (Hague v. C. I. 0.)
The "freedom to be let alone" contend~
ed for hv t.he minorit.y iR an innovation
in the field of constitutional law. They
stretch this speeious, alien doctrine too
far. If the streets, concourses, public
squares and parks were reserved ex~
elusively for the rest and solitude of the
public-including the lazy,loafen;, bums,
vagrants, panhandlers-then their cher~
,ished use as placeR of public assembly
will have been destroyed. The new,
vaunted phrase of the minority is a mere
euphemism. "Freedom of privacy" in a
public place is too far-fetched to be taken
seriously.
In a separate dissent Justice Jackson
derides' the majority with the bold asser~
tion that "this decision, which seems to
me neither judicious nor sound and to
endanger the great right of free speech
by making it ridiculous and obnoxious,
more than the ordinance in question
menaces free speech by regulating use
of loudspeakers". The true target of his
vituperative darts is Jehovah's witnesses, toward whose Christian message and_
work he has shown no love and little tol~
erance. By artful insinuation he subtly
pabts Jehovah's v,.-itnesses as invaders
of others' rights and property, as annoyers, fanatic propagators of obnox~
ious doetrines, and indiscriminate, irre~
sponsible abusers of the use of sound
systems. He presumes to exaggerate the
facts, stating tlIey "set up a sound truck
so as to flood this area with amplified
lectures". He ,Yrites loosely of "erection"
of elaborate apparatus on public property, despite the record that the loud6

speakers were mounted on a car parked
at the curb of a public street.
Justice Jackson, through free use of
SllCh terms as "regulate" and "control" in
describing the ordinance, seeks to soften
the impact of the prohibition in the ordinanee. He shuts his eyes to the censorship
delegated to the police chief. And again
he departs from the facts when he says:
"There is not the slightest evidence of
discrimination or prcjudiee against the
appellant because of his religion or his
ideas.-'-' But the record shows that the
Lutherans were using sound equipment
in A near-by stadium, about 1,000 feet
from the place where Samuel Saia was
using sound equipment. When the police
shut off Saia's equipment, the Lutheran
amplifiers were clearly audible. On this
point J aekson ventured into the field of

acousticaJ engineering, intimating that
because of a six~foot~high fence the
Lutheran sound equipment would not be
heard. A remarkable contention!
Pursuing his hair.splitting argument,
he grasped at the recent decision forbidding religious courses in public schools.
From it he argued that free speech in
public parks slwuld be denied because
the parks are public property. On this
theory preaching could be forbidden on
the streets or sidewalks or by house~to·
house calls, since the streets and side~
walks are public property. His final sug~
gestion that use of sound equipment may
be prohibited because it "may lead to
rlots and disorder" is so flimsy, so un·
tenable, so reactionary and so contrary
to a long line of Supreme Court, deci~
sions that it need not even be refuted.
Nation·wide Comment
Some of Justice Jackson's absurdities
were reflected in the widespread edito~
rial comment on the decision. The c;are~
less handling of fact by Jackson became
flagrant falsehood in the columns of
some newspapers. A Florida paper, the
Miami Herald, maliciously wrote, on
AWAKE!

June 19, in an editorial entitled "Asinine" aer to bring it into harmony with the Supreme

Decision": "At Lockport, N. Y., the Je~ Court decision is a matter for legal minds.
hovah witnesses made night hideous In the meantime, however, it is not amiss to
with their sound~truck shoutings which remind advertisers, religious sects, sports
prevented people from sleeping." Re~ broadcasters and home radio fans that "mod~
member, the lectures were on Sunday eration in all things", especially when adjust·
afternoon. No Pulitzer prize editorial, ing the volume control, is still a very good
this. It will take its place alongside two philos(}phy.
other infamous editorials appearing in
In this day of jet.propulsion, atomic
the Herald, on November 2 and 7, 1944. energy, radar and electronic develop~
In reversing the convictions of the asso~ ments, a loud~speaking apparatlls long
eiatli!, ed:i:m! au.d tb.~ 1Ea:m-i.. R~!~ld. PlJ.b-- tI;gl) 'o~~ID~ a "lleCesb"i'(y lor efteet"lve PUf)~
lishing Company for contempt of court, lie speaking. Sound equipment has a
the Supreme Court found the 'editorials necessary relationship I to freedom of
and a cartoon based on inaccurate, dis- speech and assembly. Every speaker has
torted, incomplete, and biased reports'. the right to be heard. Every listener has
(Pennekamp v. Florida)
the right to hear, whether he be on the
.A. saDe editorial on the decision ap· front row or the back row. The modern
peared in the Lockport Union·Sttn and practice of reaching all the ears of large
Jou.rnal, June 8. Jehovah's witnesses audiences by sound devices should be
concur with it. It said:
preserved. By a narrow margin, a 5~ to~4
On the face of it, and in fairness under our decision, it was preserved by the Su~
democratic system, it appears that the reli· preme Court. Chief..Justiee Vinson cast
gious sect which forced the case to the Suo the deciding: vote~ and there.h~ i,Q.ln.f'Ji t.ha
preme Court after adverse rulings aU along four liberals, Justices Douglas, Black,
the line is as much entitled to use sound Rutledge and Murphy. He is to be com~
equipment as any other agency-whether it mended for swinging over to the side
be an athletic enterprise or some medium of bulwarking personal liberties, and sharadvertising. On the other hand, the public ing in another landmark precedent by
peace should not be flouted by indiscriminate this liberal court. The decision stands as
cacophonies of noise. Alteration of the Lock· a beacon to the right to hear and the
port ordinance relating to this problem in or~ right to be heard.

Planes Make Po!sible Gross-Country Televisiol1
(f. Television radio waves travel in straight lines, unlike standard radio broadcast

waves. Hence television does not carry beyond the horizon, near to the ground, dus
to the curvature of the earth. This limits telecasting to 35-50 miles, without costly relay
stations or coaxial cable lines, not nOw available in wost areas.
But, during 8n evening of the recent Republican convention in Philadelphia, tbe
television broadcast of the convention was brought to Zanesville, Ohio, a video-less
community. It was effected by aviation. A plane wheeled in lazy circles high abol'e
Pittsburgh, and at its 25,000-foot altitude could pick up the television program frotll
Philadelphia, and rebroadcast it oil to Zanesville. The plane simply became, in effect,
an ultra· tall television antenna. Eight planes could effect a coast-to·coast television
network between Hollywood and New York. Such air·borne television networks are
called "stratovisioJl broadcasts".
AUGUS'J' 22, 1948
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To pflbetrate four times 118 much 8pace
38 ever before

VER since a Polish monk named
Copernicus, in tho early sixteenth
century, incurred the pope's hatred by
declaring that the earth is a part of a
system of which the sun is center; a,nd
since Galileo looked at the heavens v·nth
a homemade telescope of eone:Rv € and
convex lenses spaced, apart, advanced
the theory of planetary rotation, and
for fear of the Papal Inquisition was
forced to recant from this great truth;

E

T

ever since those times the Homan

Cath~

olie Church has waged a losing fight in
its effort to stop the investigation of the
visible universe. As one writer expressed
it: "Like Canute, the Church rumhled in
vain. For men will find out and believe
new things even if it kills them."
Such is the momentous scope of the
new 200-inch telescope mounted at the
Astrophysical Observatory of the California Institute of Technology on Palo-.
mar monntain in southern California
that all other penetration of the heavenly universe paleR in comparison. It is to
penetrate fout times as much space as
ever before. Yerkes Observatory, at \VilIiams Bay, ,,viRconsin, has its 40-inch refractor type telescope, the largest of that
kind in the "w()rld. Mount \Vilson, California, has its 100-inch mirror or reflecting type telescope, which until t1u; June 3
erection of Palomar's 200-incher, was
the largest in the ·world. (See article on
page 26 regarding dedication.) All three
of these space-piercing telescopes were
8

largely the work of the late Dr. George
Ellery Hale, whose work has been honored by the naming of Palomar's "giant
eye" the "Hale telescope".
Information about the heavenly creations of JellOValt may well be vastly increased by this latest triumph of science
and engineering. Its use will show further the insignificance of the entire solar
system, that it is hut a grain of sand in
a Sahara of space and astral matter.
People ".:l1O have accustomed themselves to enormous figures by contemplation of the national debt are apt to shrug
at the mention of the glass' 16~ feet
diameter, and ask \\'by tbey did not make
it fifty or a thoui3and feet jn diameter.
The facts are that the twenty-ton glass
disc, as it was originally poured by
Corning Glass \Vorks of the famous
Pyrex type, almm,t proved too much for
the ingenuit.y of the world's greatest scientists. '1'0 ship, polish, transport and
erect the giant reflector on the granite
up-thrust known as Palomar mountain
(elevation 5,565 feet) bred prodigious
difficulties that would be tripled by adding even another 100 inches to any futUre mirror.
In the manufacture fused quartz was
first used in an effort to produce a disk
with almost no contraction and expansion. The bubbles in this could not be
removed. Then other glass was employed
and sma 11 e r nlOdels experimentally
poured. The glass must be rigid, beeause
its only purpose was to furnish a suitable surface for the millionth-of-an-inch
layer of aluminum paint tbat would be
applied to form the world's largest mirror. To reduce the weight of '''That would
otherwi.se have been a solid disk two feet
thick, the glass "mold was designed to
A WAKE I

fonn ribs or cells similar to those of tt'
waffle. A forty-inch hole was left in the
center of the "eye" for secondary reflection. The final result, after grinding
and polishing away more than five tons
of material, was a curved solid surface
only 4~ inches thick, stiffened by the
supporting ribs. Still the glass retained
some flexibility, and had to be supported
by a steel pan with fulcrums and counter weights to prevent stretching and
distortion in the various positions required for observing the heavens. The
first disc cast on March 25, 1934, in
Corning, New York, proved defective
and had to be discarded.
In 1936, after a successful pouring
with Pyrex glass and a controlled cooling process, which permitted a temperature reduction of only one degree each
day, the great plate was carefully packed
for shipping on a special car. Although
nearly engulfed by a flood in the East,
it finally arrived in Pasadena, in April
of 1936. The final polishing into exactly
the desired .curve, accurate to within
two-millionths of an inch, has consumed
almost all the time since.
The importance of precision in -the
finish is underscored by the necessity of
attaining perfect reflectance. In the polishing process, only flour-like iron oxide
was used. Even the clothes of the employees were specially designed, no air
circulation was permitted during the
day, temperatures were
carefully regulated,
dust and metal fIlings
were removed by vacuo
um and magnet. The
great polisher, supported by an overhead
crane, operated so carefully that only onequarter ounce of glass
was removed each
week! The, final precision test was made
through a device employing a light wave,
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accurate to' two-millionths of an inch!
At 3: 30 a.m. on November 18, 1947, a
twenty-two-wheel truck left the Cal-Tech
campus in Pasadena with its carefully
packed cargo of 141 tons of glass. One
hundred and fifty miles away, on Palomar mountain-selected because of its
clear air, earthquake. resisting base of
twenty-mile-deep granite, and flattened
top permitting emplacement some five
miles back of its rim to avoid glare
from San Diego, fifty miles distantstood the 137-foot dome, complete with
yoke, tube, and intricate operating equipment. The dome is hemispherical, and
appears silvery from the outside. It rises
110 feet from the observation floor and
has a diameter the same as its height,
137 feet. The whole dome revolves by
rubber-tired friction motor on a track
swinging the thirty-by-eighty-five--foot
aperture in any direction. Thus given
access to the heavens, the telescope can
survey any portion of the sky from the
North Pole to the southern horizon. The
aperture is in turn opened and closed
by electrically-driven shutters, each
weighing 100,000 pounds.
Before the caravan left for south.
central California the dome was all
ready for the "giant eye". In transit the
greatest precautions were taken. The
caravan moved at low speed, often no
more than four miles per hour. Fifteen
motorcycle patrolmen accompanied the
truck. Bridges were
specially supported
with shoring. Inside the
case was a microphone
to warn of any vibrations that might shake
the big glass too much.
After a tedious trip up
the cedar-and-oakfringed road of Palomar, the disk arrived
and installation began.
The great giant is designed to automatically
find a star, given the po9

sition from a previous pnotograph. some of the light' from the heavens that
Thereafter everything is the work of an is entering the muzzle above and strikinfallible robot. "A moto'r rated at one-. ing the mirror 55 feet below him. But
twelfth horsepower tracks the star. There some light must be sacrificed in this typ'e
are no jumps. Errors accumulate slowly of reflection, and the portion cut off
and uniformly, and, when they amount to about equals in position and amount the
a tiny yet an intolerable fraction of a sec- loss caused by the 40-inch hole in the
ond, the machinery corrects them auto- center of the mirror. The observe'r has
matically. A perfect timing device slows a log showing the location of each preup and accelerates the tracking motor viously explored star, galaxy, etc. He dejust enough." A four-foot air space be- cides on the sector to be scrutinized, sets
tween the inner and outer shells of the the instrument according to the sky map,
dome gives heat insulation, making pos- utilizing a not-too-distant star as a
sible the control of the glass' expansion guide. Remember that the observer canand contraction due to variations in tem- not see anything in the big mirror below,
perature. Other intricate mechanisms but his guide star appears at the conturn so as to offset the rotation of the junction of cross hairs on the receiving
earth. Resting on a thin film of oil under negative he has inserted in the holder
pressure of more than 500 pounds per on his desk. Thereafter he must keep the
square inch, the sup:po~ting base moves guide star centered on the negative.
in a manner more frIctIOnless than anyThis operation makes clear that the
thing else known to man except the earth, giant mirror is not designed for enorwhich Jehovah 'hangeth upon nothing'. mous magnification, but for. the extensive collection of light. The use of the
Operating the Giant Eye
Hale telescope is purely photographic.
Now follow the operations of a typical Thus while the monster tracks the heavobservation. The observer (who is real- ens around the "guide star", the direcly a director of the telescopic sky explo- tor marks any deviation in the guide
ration, and cannot see the dim outline of star's position, and speaks instructions to
the stars 'which slowly take shape on the his assistant at the control board below.
negative receiving the mirror's reflected No telephone receiver is required. His
light) first takes an elevator to his sta- words are transmitted by microphone,
tion within the tube itself. This tube, and the answer comes by loudspeaker.
which contains the mirror, and is called 'While an eyepiece assists the observer
the declination movement, is really an to check the telescope's movements as
open framework of giant struts and indicated by the guide star, the picture
girders, large enough in diameter to con-_ being made by time exposure cannot be
tain the great eye near its lower end, seen, because in observing distant stars
and long enollgh to accommodate the their light is often so feeble tlmt only
prime focus 55 feet upward from the after hours of exposure does it appear
mirror. (See diagram.) The muzzle it- at all. Then it shows up after the negaself, which constitutes the end of the tive is developed. Photography has thus
tube pointing toward the heavens ap- become the master art of modern astronproximately 70 feet above the observation floor, can he swiveled in a complete omy.
In addition to accommodations for
circle and raised and lowered. By these
tw"o adjustments any portion of the the scientists (and only astronomers will
skies can be brought under observation. be granted use of the magnificent equipThe observer sits in the tube of the ment) Palomar also has a 48-inch
telescope itself. In fact, he is cutting off Schmidt-type telescope, and a smaller,
10
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19...incher. These are useruJ. for 800unng
the skies, locating I'game" worthy of the
big mirror. These instruments cover a
larger area of sky, while the Cyclopean
giant concentrates its vision on onefourth second of afC at a tjme, or approximately 1/25000 of the entire sky
area. This means that the big 'scope
would have to take 27,000 photographs
to map the whole sky; and, since many
of these would require long hours, perhaps eighty or more, and the astral
bodi~ would change position greatly in
the years, it seemed more advisable to
make selections for observation, which
is done through the smaller telescopes.
What Is the 200-lncher Designed to Do?
The experience, skill and wisdom of
the scientists of the world have gone into
the production and erection of the Palomar telescope. Nearly all branches of
physics and engineering contributed to
the final result. After Hale found that
forty inches was about the greatest size
for efficient use of the refractor type
telescope, he designed the 100-inch mirror type, and had its erection at Mount
Wilson financed. Meanwhile the astronomer had largely diverted his interest
from such comparatively close objects
such as the sun, moon, and planets.
Studies and observations turned to previously uncharted reaches of space. His
vision was projected into distances so
staggering that their computation calle4
for a vaster unit of distance. To meet
this need the light year was the unit
adopted. When it is remembered that
a light year is the distance that light,
flashing at the rate of 186,000 miles
per second, can travel in a year, which
has been computed at nearly six trillion
miles, then the term 500,000,000 light
years, the outer fringe of penetration by
the 100-incher, becomes fabulous indeed.
Light from the moon reaches us in
about a second and a half. From the sun
it requires eight minutes, and from
Pluto, the farthest known planet in our
AUGUST 22, 1MB

sOJar system, It reqUIres aoout SIX nours
to traverse the three billion miles. But
inspection of our solar system was not
what the new telescope was designed for.
Although because of its greater light
gathering it will be used to take snap
shots of Mars (previously only time exposures could be taken, as there was not
light enough for. flashes) the great purpose of the new telescope will be to study
distant galaxies, spiral nebulae, island
universes similar to our Milky 'Vay, of
which the solar system is but a dot on
the outer fringe.
Efforts to determine the composition
or mean density of the universe, whether
the "jeweled galaxies" that float in outer
space are in reality traveling away at
speeds approaching one-seventh that of
light, whether sidereal (starry) space
will reveal itself as finite or infinitethese are questions which scientists hope
to answer through the latest invention
of human ingenurty. No doubt the instrument will prove as ineffectual or powerless to answer the enigmas of the universe as dissection of the human anatomy has proved futile in solving the
mysteries of life. As one .",riter wisely
predicted, the telescope will answer
many questions but as it pierces into
ever vaster reaches of the universe it
will raise more questions than it solves.
As the quest for wisdom inspires the
ionospheric rocket, and the glass with a
million-eye power, the result has not
been to raise intelligent men's estimation of themselves, but rather the contrary. The Papacy has had to swallow
some bitter pills since they burned Girodana Bruno at the stake in Rome for expounding Copernicus' theory that the
sun, not the earth, was the center of our
system. Our solar system is not even the
center of our Galaxy, the Milky \Vay. It
is really near the sparsely-fiiled outer
rim of this great system extending about
78,000 light years across. Some think
that our Galaxy would have a spiral
shape if viewed from the outside, and
11

that the nucleus, or central point, is hidden by interstellar dust somewhere in
the region of Sagittarius.
Our Milkv Way, that faintly luminous
tract or belt seen at night stretching
across the heavens, contains as many as
200 billion other suns, besides our own.
Whether these in turn have each their
planetary systems is not known. The
nearest galactic island is Andromeda,
a great flat rotating disk of 100 to 200
billion stars, 65,000 light years across.
Each of the galaxies, often including
novae 01' exploding stars, revolves
around a dense nucleus of stars, sometimes taking 200 million years for a'single rotation. "De"pite the sparseness of
about one galaxy per three billion billion
cubic light years, yet ]50 million galaxies
have comE' 'within the range of the 100inch telescope already." Astronomical experts, who do not know that .J ehovah is
the God, of order, are greatly amazed
that, despite the incalc~lable nUlI!ber of
stars nebulae, and Island umverses
withi'n the infinite universe, there has
never been a single recorded instance of
collision between stars.
It is estimated that a man with best
visibility can see a candle burning at a
distance of sixteen miles. Only about
5,000 stars are visible to the unaided eye.
Dr. 'Valter S. Adams, former director
of Mount 'Vilson, estimates that with the
200-incher a picture could he made of a
candle distant 41,000 miles. The great
mirror has the power of a million eyes.
It is expected to penetrate a part of
the cosmos hitherto unplumbed and
bring in the light of stars a billion light
years distant!" Not only will it seck out
new heavenly "\vrmders, but it is hoped it
)Vill discover why the more distant spiral
nebulae appear to rush av,ray from us.
Is the universe curved, they wonder, and
having a terminus, as believed by Einstein 7 And do not forget, the giant will
be raising sOllie questions af its own also.
In the museum at Palomar a picture of
the nearest spiral nebula, about 700,000
12

light years distant, arrests the eye. The
brilliance of the spiral nebulae is re
duced by the limitation of man's vision
to color wave-lengths from red to violet.
Infrared is reflected as black. Yet the
sight of the first spiral nebula as it came
to an investigator's eye must have dazzled even the experienced. Even if not
sentimental he doubtless gazed enraptured. In the photograph it looks like a
fiery pim'lheel caught with its flashing
streamers curling out from tha blazing
vortex.
'Vhile picking up stars of the 21st
magnitude, of which 63,000,000 ",'QuId he
required to ma,ke the light of one star
of first magnitude such as Sirius, the
glass "\'lill investigate a peculiar phenomenon noticed in connection with the
spiral nebula. A great many of these
clusters are bunched on the outer edge
of visibility'S limit for the 100-incher.
Their spectrum or breakdown into component colors indicates a shift to the
lower red wave-length. In closer constellations this liaR indicated rapid movement a\vay from our Galaxy. The question which will be probed now is "\vhether
this does indicate a motion that is similar to an "explosive increase" outwardly
of our univel"se.
Great things are expected of the giant
mirror. But before enthusiasm for this
latest effort to search out the \visdom of
the heavens, domain of the Infinite God,
runs too high let it be remembered that
the photographs of distant star clusters
ure very small affairs, and hypothesis is
apt to out-distance fact in the conclu"ions arrived at. Nevertheless, Palomar
is certain to bring forth aome amazing
facts about God's universe. To the Godfearing, the revelations will multiply
proof of King David's meditations:
"\Vhen I consider thy heavens, the work
of thy fingers, the moon and the stars,
which thou hast ordained; what is man,
that thou art mindful of him? and the
son of man, that thou visitest him?"
-Psalm 8: 3, 4.
w
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H.1SRE i;:, more to color. thall meets
the eye. There is more to color than
the physical stimulation of the retina's
color cones. Color penetrates the mind,
reaches the innermost feelings, and either tickles one's fancy, thrills one's eruoti<lns or calm~ and '1ui~ts u"ps~t llel've:s.
Think of the feeling of warmth that
passes over Us when staring at the red
flameS of a bonfire Dr a molten kettle of

T

foundry metal. Call to mind the heartening u1ift tha.t the bright green (If ea~ly

colors of the flowers and birds, all evoke
in our minds certain distinct emotional
reactions, each different from the others.
Some of t11ese reactions touched off are
so strong that colors like red or orange
actually make the body warmer than a
color like blue. This was forcefully dem·
onstrated when the girls in an office complained that they \vcre cold even though
the temperature of the rOom was 72"F.
-When engineers werc called in they
recommended the repainting of the bluegreen walls with a warUl coral-colored
paint. This done, all eoltlplaints ceased.

springtIme gIves after a long, cold Wlll-

Color Molds Different MOOds

ter. yhink of summertime's golden ears
of eorn and the yellow glow of fipening
wheat fields. Think of the joy and gaiety
that creep over us when walking t.hrough
autul1lD ""oods that are splashed with
nature's colors. Or call to m.:ivd .how
heav)' and depressing a gray-skied
cloudY day weighs upon you. A dashing
girl ~n. skis bec01pes more dashing ~n a
ski sUIt of fiammg red. A moonlIght
scene is inorc relaxing and romimtic if
painted with deep blues and violets. Yes,
color 1S more than an outward sensation. ,
It does something
to us inwardlv. It
either quiets down
or stil's up our emo·
tions. Why, We are
t{)td that £"V~n. th.<c
ill_colDred \valls of a
home may be the
sourc(~ of domestic
quarrels.
The red of the
hlood~ the blue of the
sky, we green of th.e
woods, the mnlh-

There are mam' other instances where
colors have been" found to play heavily
on the mental attitude of creatures. In a
Pittsburgh steel plant during the war
absenteeism of oIle department was cut
from 20 percent to 6 percent 'when the
wal~s were painted a w~rm ~eige to neu~
trahze the sickh' blUIsh lIght of the
fluorescent lights:
Though one m8-Y not be aware of it,
color greatly affects the appetite. Green
salad plates instE~ad of White ones increase the customer's appetite in a res·
taurant. No chef of
any reputation overlooks the matter of
color when planning
and arranging his
menu. Eye appeal,
or, better stated,
mental and emotion·
al appeal, is much
greater when serving red meat like
beef it -ycltow carrots and green peas
are served with
13
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green sprigs of parsley on the WhIte po·
tatoes. Ev~n children will go for their
milk if it is brightened up and made
flashy with harmless food dyes.
The aircraft industry learned that air.
sickness is reduced if the interior of the
planes is decorated with pastel shades
of green and blue instead of yellow and
brown. K ot only has eyestrain, "after.
image" and nervous fatigue been re·
duced, but also the mental attitude and
disposition of the workers has been im·
proved, with higher production as are·
sult, in factories and industrial plants
that have chosen ,proper colors for work
benches and walls. Certain colors of
clothing will make one look older or
younger than other colors. And when
it comes to a masquerade party or
similar social gathering an exciting and
mystifying effect lllay be created by re~
placing the ordinary lights with several
strong bulbs with magenta-colored filters
over them placed on the floor behind the
furniture.
An improper or misused color also
emphasizes what a powerful influence
color plays upon human emotions. The
wicked Nazis used color as a weapon to
torture their helpless captives. By placing their victims in large brightly lit
rooms that ·were painted with the most
fantastic and horrid colors they were
able to drive some of them mad by the
clashing colors.
If some colors and color combinations
can stimulate and excite people to the
point of mental breakdown, it is reasonable to suppose that other colors and
color arrangements would have the opposit.e effect, a soothing and cahning
effect. And such is the case. In fact,
medical science has not overlooked this,
espeeially when treating nervous and
mental disorders. Hospital patients suffering from mental depression are stimulated and given a ''1ift'' in rooms with
walls decorated in pinks, yellows and
oranges. On the other hand, those that
need quieting and calming do\vn are put.
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m rooms pamted. WIth SUbd.U1ng nfues
and soothing greens. Wben the doctor
advises the over-exeited and nervous individual~ to "take to the woods" for a
vacation he is using good color psychology, for out there one is surrounded with
a quiet curtain of forest green and a cool
blue sky overhead.
Individual Color Personalities
Red is by far the most powerful color
there is, the one that increases the respiration and blood pressure of man more
than any other. It suggests action and
excitement. Hence red is chosen as the
color for labels reading "Explosives",
"Fragile," "Poison," "Danger" and
"Exit". A football coach painted one
room red, where he gave his fight talks,
but another room used for rest and relaxation he had painted blue.
Blue is passive, cold and deep in it.s
mood. It is characteristic of tranquillity,
calmness and expansiveness. It symbolizes truth, justice, consistency and
sincerity. Certain yellows suggest to the
mind glory, prosperity and cheerfulness,
whereas other yellows suggest sickness,
cowardice and cheapness. One shade of
purple might suggest maj~sty and royalty, but another purple Impresses one
with the feeling of passion, suffering and
mystery.
Psychologically black also has a great
influence on the mind. As a sedative and
sleep-inducer black bed c loth e s, bed,
sheets and pillowcases in a room witlr
black walls has been suggested by one
doctor as a treatment for insomnia.
"Those that have made a specialty of occult studies," says the San Francisco
Chronicle, "point to the fact that black
is the color of Saturn, the planet of
gloom, misfortune, fatality and other
evil things." Such symbolism is continued to this day by the black-garbed
clergy and hooded nuns of Christendom.
The success of the black gowns worn by
fashionable ladies is not due to their
clergy-like darkness, but to the texture
AWAKE!

of the material and the mystifying lines
and contour that are, set off in contrast
and i~ relief. Lady s:pies are popularly
conceIved as garbed m mysterious and
aristocratic black.
. All. of this research and study has led
colorIsts to some very definite conclusions regarding the effect of various
~ues on the human emotions and dispositIOn. Psychologically some colors are
warm, while others are cool. Some are
light in weight; others are heavy. Some
. are advancing and others are retiring.
. White is the lightest in weight and black
the heaviest, with all other colors falling somewhere between the two extremes. A workman who has pushed a
black handtruck all day feels more tired
than when the same truck is painted
green. Red, a warm color, is also an advancing hue, while blue, a cool color, is
passive and receding. Even the lens of
the eye becomes nearsighted to cool rays
and farsighted when looking at warm
colors. Taking advantage of these facts
subtle effects and optical illusions ar~
c!eated solely ~y co~ors t? give perspectIve and the thIrd dImenSIOn.

demand that soft feminine colors never
be used for men's personal articles and
.
'
VIce versa. Toothbrushes, combs, boudoir
chairs, bedspreads and dresser sets for
the ladie~ must be colored in dainty pastels. ArtIcles for children toys, games,
.scooters, balloons, and such must be
painted with strong, gaudy colors. The
South American's colorful garments do
no~ appeal to the conservative European.
, Chmese. color taste differs from that of
t~e AfrIcan. All of this is because emotIon~ differ .with age, sex and race .
Agam, there IS a wide variety in personal likes and dislikes between those of
the same race, sex and age. One thirsts
after one color, others after another beca~se of ,difference. in mental temp'erament and color sensitivity. Time weather and circumstances also .affect the
mood and emotion of the same inaividual, sO that different color schemes must
be provided for an individual's bedroom
living
room and kitchen. Offices, libra' ~
.
rIes, restaurants, hospitals, theaters and
homes all vary in. color design to fi\ the
human emotions at various times sometimes volatile, sometimes static.
. Col<~r and its power over man's emoColor Harmony and Emotions
tIOns
IS' founded on fixed laws, divine
Understanding how color affects the
human mind and its emotions the artist laws. If used successfully colors must be
~nd designer uses colors to give beauty, combined intellige1)tly in accordance with
these
laws.
L~ke musical notes, they must
JOY and contentment. Color harmony in a
butchershop was achieved when the be ::trranged In patterns to give melodibright yellow walls were repainted ous ,compo~i~ions tha~ are pleasing to
green, the complementary color of the man s senSItIve emotIonal perception.
red meat. A marked increase in custom- Study the color designs in nature if you
want
to
learn
the
true
power'
and
harers resulted. Usin.g color's psychological
or purely suggestIve power on the mind mony of color. The enduring and permawhite, blue and blue-green are used fo: . nent part of creation is made up of
advertising refrigerators, and red, greens, browns, tans and grays. The brilliant flashes of color are reserved for
orange and red-brown for
the ever~hanging sunsets, seasonal birds
advertising heating units.
and
frUlts,
and
the
temporary
flowers.
Probably no other field
Jehovah God in His inof endeavor makes a more
finite wisdom made no
extensive stu d y of color
err 0 r s in clothing the
psychology than the comcountless objects of this
mercial packaging industry.
planet in color.
Sales promotion agencies
AUGUST 22, 1948
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Whence All the Languages '1

NE of the biggest of the big barriers
that make world unity an u,nattainable goal by this confused old world is
that of languages. Ranking along with
religion and politics as a source of general confusion the present-day Bahcl of
tongues reaches an incredible figure:
that of 2,796 tongues; some spoken-by
millions, others by only a few hundred.
When, even among those of the same
language, misunderstood s tat e men t s
have been known to cause strife leading
to bloodshed, it is not difficult to visualize the power of languages as a divisive
factor among earth's inhabitants.
But where in the world did" they all
come from f And \vhy is it, when life is
life the world over, that men should have
so many different ways to say essentially
the same thing? The study of languages
in an effort to unravel this' mystery is
indeed a fascinating one and rather ne'..·.
Philology, as such comparative study is
called, is no older than the nineteenth
century.
Lingual experts define language as "a
system of vocal sounds by means of
which ideas are passed from one to another", pointing out, however, that no
one sound applies to one certain object.
To be a language such sound system
must be understood by others, so-called
"unknown tongue" gibberish by some religionists thus being automatically ruled
out.
\-Vith respect to the definition of language and its diversification during the
past several centuries the philologists
do quite well. But when they endeavor to

O
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ongtn of languages
come up with theories that are just as
foolish as those produced by men in other fields of science when they begin wondering about the beginning of things. To
start with, they are handicapped by the
fact that bnly a fe.v tongues have literatUre dating before the Christian era and
the greater number have none at all.
Thus, having very little circumstantial
evidence upon which to proceed, they
resort to that favorite pastime of so
many scientists: theorizing. Likewise,
they all proceed upon the same false
premise that man is a creature of evolution and hence originally had no language. The results of such imaginative
thinking on their part generally resolve
dmvn to three main the(')ries, humorously
named (1) the pooh-pooh theory, (2) the
bow-wow theory, and (3) the ding-dong
the.ory.
The first of these was advanced long
ago by the Greek Stoics who claimed
that language grew from involuntary
exclamations, i.e., shouts of glee, cries of
fear, etc. Hence, the name. Others advance the second theory, that language
was born as a result of man's attempt to
imitate animal sounds. The other theory
is that language had its s.tart through
attempts at description by vocal imitation of nature, exemplified by words such
as "bang", "rippling," "gurgling," etc. To
~ts originators this "ding-dong" theory
IS as clear as a bell.
The Bible, itself, has no mE'an record
in the linguistic field. Recorded originally in three languages, Hebrew, Aramaic
and Greek, it has now been translated
in whole or in part into more than a
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thousand tongues. The information contained therein as to the origin of languages is entirely in accord with the
known facts. It is admitted that there is
not so much as a remote tradition of men
with no speech. It is also admitted that
no language now in use started from
scratch, but rather that all are dialects
of older languages and gradually became
distinct from the parent tongue.
The inspired Record shows that the
first man Adam's design included a fine
set of vocal orgam;, chicf of which was a
tongue of far greater agility and flexibility than that of the other creatures.
Thus, though it be true that animals
have means of communication, such ability could not compare wit.h man's farsurpassing abilit.y to articulate speech,
to divide sounds up into syllables and
words and by arrangement or combination of these to have a vocabulary and
speak distinctly and connectedly. Rather
than learning to speak by imitating the
animals, the true facts as set down in
the book of Genesis are that man made
almost immediate use of his powers of
speech by besto,ving names upon the various animal creation.
Moreover, some 1700 years after
man's creation it could still be said,
"And the ,vhole earth ·',-vas of one language and of one speech." (Genesis
11: 1, Am. Stan. Ver.) United in language but not in \vorship of their Creator, men tried to defy God's rule by
establishment of a union of mankind, a
United Families organization, under one
global government with headquarters at
Babel. Jehovah God expressed His condemnation of this project shortly after
it got under way, and He did it by sending forth His spirit or active force and
confusing their language and th<!n, by
that same spirit, invisible as the wind,
scattered them to all parts of the earth.
(Genesis 11: 6-9) rl'lms languages came
into being.
It seems that they having kept -their
hands clean from that Devil-inspired
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world government proJect; the language
of God's servants,Noah and Shem was
not changed but that they continued
speaking the same pre-Flood language
first used bv man in Eden. The nation of
Israel was' made up of descendants· of
Shem, and their language known as Hebrew is the main stem of the Semitic
languages. It seems a reasonable deduction, therefore, that the original Hebrew
should resemble to a great extent man's
original language.
Factors in Language Change
After the break-up at Babylon men
began drifting away from this "cradle of
civilization", ranging farther and farther abroad. Certain parent languages
,vere, no doubt, spoken for a time over
large areas as roaming mankind gradually spread out over earth's surface.
But, due to not being bound together by
close communication ties, differences of
speech, even among those of the same
language group, ,vould quickly crop out,
dialects would spring up, and eventually
new languages would be born, similar
to and yet distinct from the parent language. Such changes could come about
more rapidly than in this modern day
and age when literature, newspapers and
radio serve to check speech irregularities from forming into dialects or becoming too widely separated from the
mother tongue.
But what are these restless factors
that have kept the world's tongues in a
fairly constant state of change 1 Distance
or physical barriers, wars an-d conquests,
perhaps climate, an effort to eliminate
more difficult sounds or sound combina.tions, and a desire to imitate prominent
or popular persons-all these have
played their part.
War and conquest have played a large
part in bringing about language changes.
D-uring tilC time of the Roman Empire
iis roads stretched out Over the l'ontinr:at of Europe, rer:,ching all the ,vay to
li:nghtnd. Military stations were main17

tained throughout the subjugated countries and, no doubt, the presence of
Latin-speaking soldiers had its effect on
the languages. In these countries the
language was either replaced or affected
by Latin, and thus nearly all European
languages show at least some trace of
Latin influence. The effect of the N orman conquest on English and that of the
Moors on Spanish are well known by
many.
An outstanding example of religion's
influence on languages is that of Arabic,
the language of Mohammedanism. As
Mohammedanism gained more and more
converts and spread into many countries
Arabic spread along with it. It became
the prevailing speech of southwestern
Asia and of eastern and northern Africa.
There seems to be a definite tendency
noted over a period of many years to
gradually eliminate the more difficult
sounds or sound combinations so that
speech requires less and less energy. The
human race is swiftly wearing out and
even talking becomes a labor to earth's
weakened creatures. It is almost invariably true that among poorer or undernourished classes the speech is slovenly
and slipshod, many sounds being either
eliminated or barely sounded. .
Changes are far from regular. The
Arabic language, for example, shows
very little evidence of change throughout the years. The Old Norse spoken today in Iceland is nearly identical with
that spoken in the ninth century when
Iceland was colonized by the Norwegians.
Rare indeed are such cases.
Other languages seem to change quite
rapidly, figuratively speaking. It is stated that the languages of New Guinea
change from year to year; the reason being that upon the death of their owner
certain words, evidently originated by
him, are thenceforth cons~dered as taboo,
thus necessitatiIlg the adoption of new
ones. What a job trying to keep an upto-date dictionary on hand if it be that
the New Guineans
have
such!
,
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Language Classes and Families
Taking a general view of the language
situation we find that as a whole they
usually fall into one of three. classes:
(1) monosyllabic or isolated; (2) agglutinated; and (3) inflective. These terms
are not as difficult as they sound. Monosyllabic means "one-syllabled" and finds
its best example in the Chinese language,
a language of one-syllabled words. In
effect, Chinese has no grammar. This is
due to the fact that a word becomes a
part of speech by virtue of its position
in the sentence. An example given is that
of the word "ta", which can mean greatness,' great, to be great, or greatly, depending upon its position. .
.
One would think that with only onesyllabled words their vocabulary would
be much restricted. But they overcome
this by means of voice inflection while
pronouncing the words. Thus the same
word when pitched in a high or a low
tone, or spoken with a rising or falling
inflection of the voice, will in each case
have a different meaning. The same system is used by Siamese, another' monosyllabic language. 'With an immense alphabet of forty-four consonants and
thirty-two vowels it does not have even
two thousand words. But it does have
five different voice inflections, which
solves the problem. And woe be to the
fellow who might be tone-deaf!
The second and largest of the three
classes is. the agglutinative. Just keep
the word "glue" in your mind and you
won't have any trouble with the meaning
of this term. In the languages of this
class root words are united by juxtaposition only, that is, by placing them
side by side, making them contiguous,
not by changing their basic form. Some
of our own words that illustrate this
principle are: foreground, moonstruck,
warehouse, etc. They may include a
whole expression, as never-to-be-forgotten, jack-of-all-trades, and others. In
languages that belong to this class, however, such words are not the exception,
A WAKE!
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but rather the rule, and form the most examples, some of which are here eODnoticeable characteristic Of the language. sidered as of special interest to us.
Our own American Indian dialects beWh!le the reputable English. language
long to this group. Thus the Indian contams some 700,000 words, the lan.names Water-in-the-Face, Man-Afraid- guage of the Aranta tribe in the interior
of-His-Shadow, etc.
of Australia is limited to 400 or 500
And then there are the inflective lan- words. Psychological tests have demonguages. Knowing that the word "inflect" strated that this tiny vocabulary is not
means to bend or varv, it is not difficult due to lack of intelligence on t.he part of
to understand that these are languages in its aboriginal speakers. Apparently exwhich the words undergo internal chang- treme isolation has enabled them to get
es. Thus variation of nouns is accom- along 'with such a diminutive vocabulary.
plished by declension, verbs by conjuga- Another Australian language Kamilation. These variations are gained, not by roi, is well stocked with words' referring
the adding of syllables merely, but by to specific things but frequently has
changes within the 'words themselves. almost none for expressing general
Thus we have "man", "men"; "foot," ideas. Thus, while having about twelve
"feet"; "hang," "hung." Inflected lan- words for different types or colors of
guages also contain monosyllabic and snakes, it has no word for "snake" itself.
agglutinated words, but the latter are Though having about nine words for
usually so united or grown together that coconuts, each referring to a different
it is difficult to distinguish their various state of mat.urity of the coconut, there is
no word at all for just "coconut".
parts.
The language of the bushy-haired Fiji
Through a comparative study of languages it is found that certain ones are islanders i8, indepd, a strange one. To
related in some or many of their words. add interest to a sentence iris a regular
If many such roots are found in two or custom of the language for the speaker
more languages it is considered as in- to toss in somo extra words or sounds
dicating that they are of common parent that are not translatable, even by him.
stock. Thus under careful investigation This "double-talk" is by no means easy
languages gradually form themselves in- to decipher. F.skimo is another almost
to families. r:ehe language-families are impenetrable language. The meaning of
generally listed as follows: Indo-Euro- a whole sentence can be packed into one,
pean or Aryan, Semitic, Hamitic, Tura- extremely long word and yet it is only
nian or Scythian, Southeastern Asiatic, one word because none of the added or
Malaya-Polynesian, South African, Cen- inserted syllables composing it has any
tral African, and American-this last meaning if considered apart from the
not referring to the strange brand of root foundation. An example given is the
English spoken by some citizens of the w 0 r d "takolerataqtainaqtoq" w hie h
United States, but to the dialects of the means "after looking for a long while he
American Indians.
found it at last". No book will teach one
how to do t.his in ten easy lessons.
Some Language Peculiaritie8
The African ditilects also offer some
Considering individually the various interesting peculiarities. One very distongues spoken over the globe one is tinct characteristic is the use of 'clicks
amazed by the vast differences and un- formed by sucking in air with the tongue
usual characteristics and peculiarities and which clicks are as much a part of
manifested. In a l"ece:gt article in Science their words as any of our vowel sounds
Digest entitled "'Ve Chattering Hu- are to our words. These sounds resemble
mans" the author cites many interesting our own "tsk-tsk" or "tut-tut" expresAUGUST 22, 1948
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sions or the cluck a' rider makes when
urging his horse along. But the African
bushmen have as many as twenty-six
different clicks forming integral parts
of their speech. To a European or American endeavoring to learn the dialect it
seems not so hard to learn to pronounce
these sounds individually. But when it
comes to merging them into syllables so
that they fit into the flow of speech it
bcomes an almost impossible task.

An International Language
From these and other examples given
previously it is evident that Jehovah
God did a thorough job when He confused the tongues back in Babylon. They
have become more and more twisted
throughout the centuries. As men have
come jnto closer relationship through
improved means of communication and
transportation various efforts have been
made to overcome this barrier or to
bridge over by adoption of an international language or so-called "universal"
language. r:I.'he idea is not to supplant the
existing tongues-an impossible taskbut rather to furnish an auxjliarv language tlJat would be simple and easy to
acquire and could be employed when
necessary as a vehicle of communication.
The first definite attempt at such is
supposed to have occurred in 1668. The
first, ho\\,ever, to arouse general interest was "Volapuk", invented in 1878 by
an Austrian priest. Esperanto, brought
forth in 1887, has probably made the
most progress of any of the universal
languages. Ida and Universal are two
others brought forth in recent years.
There it:l not much evidence to indicate
that any of these will be accepted as an
international medium of speech.
Others recommend taking one of the
already-existing tongues and according
it the favored pOl'ition of being the in.:
ternationallunguage. The field generally
narrows down to t->ix or seven possible
choices. W"ith regard to number of persons speaking the language, English
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takes the number one posltion. It is the
mother tongue of some 200,000,000 of
earth's inhabitants and is the secondary
language of some 200,000,000 others in
non-English speaking countries. Mandarin Chinese, Arabic, official Russian,
Spanish and French are widely spoken,
but all have drawbacks.
But no matter what the decision be as
to selection of an international language,
it will not mean much to the peoples of
earth. The vast majority will continue
babbling in the same way as before. It
is certain they will not experience any
greater unity or harmony as a result of
such selection. The divisive fences, linguistic ones included, are up to stay until
Armageddon's storm blows them to bits,
sweeping away all barriers to world
unity. r:I.1hen will enter a new era, a New
-World, and all those tilen Hving will eventually come also to unity of language.
Even today there existo; among those
who live in hope of that New iNorld a
language that is truly international, surmounting all barriers and being spoken
by pert->ons of many, many tongues, It is'
pure and not difficult to acquire if the
student is sincere. It was foretold centuries past by J ehovab's lJrophet Zephaniah, in Zephaniah 3: 9, which reads:
"For then will r turn to the peoples a
pure language, that they may all call
upon the name of Jehovah, to serve him
with one consent." (Am. Stan. Vcr.)
This surely does not refer to the dead
Latin chant.ed hy Roman priests in many
nations, for su(~h tongue fails to serve
the very basic purpose of language, being unintelIigible to most of its hearers.
No, the pure language that Jehovah now
provides is the language of the truth,
free from all religious adulteration. In
all nations it is spoken by .Tehovah's
people and unites them in giving testimony to His m:Une and kingdom. So, if
you want to learn a langUage, learn the
language of the tr.uth. Then speak it! It
will mean life to vou and to vour hearers.
-Awake! eorresvpondent in"Puerto Rico.
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question, for it removes six
popes from the list, adds three
new ones for the first time,
questions the genuineness of
two others, de-saints four others, and leaves the matter so
that the present pope is not too
certain if he is number 256 or
260 in the "unbroken" chain of
"infallible" popes. The Protestantse Reveille of South Africa acidly comments: "If it is
•
unbroken they ought at least
to
be
able
to
count
the
links
I"
"
.HOU art the Father of princes and The reason· for the uncertainty is not
. kings, Ruler of the world and the
only
due
to
the
obscurity
of
the
Dark
Vicar of Jesus Christ." With such pro- Ages but also because the earliest list
no u.n cern e n t Eugenio Pacelli was of any bishops of Rome is of the latter
crowned Pope Pius XII, and was given
part
of
the
second
century,
according
the titles "Successor'of St. Peter", "Bish- .
to
Professors
Shotwell
and
Loomis.
op of Rome," "Primate of Italy," "SuSee
of
Peter)
Now
no
(Introduction,
preme Pontiff of the Universal Church."
historian
of
any
integrity
or
repute
The image of two keys is the symbol of
would
accept
the
fill-in
for
that
totally
this pontifical office and supreme authority. If it is true that this dignity blank space of more than one hundred
ye~rs.
and honor, and these appellations and
There is not a thread of real evidence
titles, are bestowed on the popes of Rome
because they are successors of the apos- . to prove that the apostle Peter ever set
tle Peter, then why would anyone refer foot in Rome, let alone that he was ever
the "bishop of Rome". But in digging
to these pontiffs as pagan 7
Will honest and critical investigation through the mythologies of Rome,
of the facts show the popes of Rome to Greece and Egypt one finds that there
be the successors of the apostle Peter or was a "Peter of Rome" on which the
the successors of ancient 'pagan pontiffs 7 succession story of the popes is built. In
Will the indisputable facts show that the the Eleusinian Mysteries at Athens those
popes of Rome received their keys from initiated were instructed out.of the Book
the apostle Peter or from Rome's pile of Pet-Roma, meaning the "Book of the
pagan rubble 7 vVill the historical facts Grand Interpreter". This' paganism·
show that the pope's double-peaked hat seems to have originated in Egypt,
was fashioned after one worn by the· where Hermes Trismegistus was worapostle Peter, or was it copied after the shiped as the "Interpreter of the Gods".
one worn by the pagan fish-god Dagon ~ "Peter-Roma," the "Grand Interpreter",
Is the pope's chair and crosier hand-me- was therefore looked upon as the one
downs from the apostle Peter, or are who could unlock and reveal the hidden
they pick-me-ups from the pagans ~ Sin- "mysteries" of the demon religion. When
cere Catholics welcome critical investi- !he Ro~an Ca!holic Hierarchy was makgation of the facts in order that the truth mg a bId to umte both pagans and Christians into a single cult it seized upon
may be established:
The official Vatican Annual for 1947 this "Peter-Roma" and with a little jugthrows the whole' matter of succession gling made it read "Peter of Rome" to·
of the Roman Catholic popes open to satisfy the so-called "Christians".
AUGUST 22, 1948
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First "Supreme Pontiffs" Were Pagans
Neither the apostle Peter nor any of
the bishops of Rome held the title of
Ponti/ex Maximus (pontiff supreme),
. until A.D. 378, when the Roman emperor
Gratian permitted Damasus, then bishop of Rome, to use it. As for the bishop
of Rome himself as claiming the title and
the supremacy over the "universal"
world, this development did not come until the year 440. Prior to 378 only the
emperors used this title to their names,
the first so-called "Christian" emperor to
do so being Constantine. And where did
he get the title? Not from Christianity,
but from the .sun-worshiping religion
known as the worship of Mithra, a cult
of the "Invincible Sun". It was shortly
after he entered Rome as the conqueror,
A.D. 312, that he assumed the title Ponti/ex M aximus and became the official
head of the pagan state religion.
"The title of Pontifex\Maximus," says
Joseph S. Van Dyke in his book Popery,
"is conspicuously a theft from ancient
Rome . . . . The functions of the pope
are precisely the same as those of the
chief est pontiff in Pagan Rome." In his
Ecclesiastical History, Mosheim tells
how "pontiffs, priests, and' servants of
the gods" were in charge of the heathen
religions of the Roman empire in the first
century. Wilkinson, the noted archaeologist of Egyptian antiquity, tells how .
.that ancient civilization had its "Sovereign Pontiff" in the person of the king,
who was worshiped as "The Representative of the Divinity on Earth", a title that
the pope of Rome to this day loves to
pin upon himself (the "Vicar of Christ"),
From Hager, on Chinese Hieroglyphics,
B xxxv., in the British Museum, is found
evidence that even the heathen Chinese
emperors assumed the position of Pontifex Maximus over their dynasties.
"Infallibility" (when the pope of Rome
speaks ex cathedra) was first proclaimed
by the Vatican Council in July, 1870.
Though only then "discovered" it seems
that such claim was made in behalf of all
22
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former popes of the Vatican. However,
the Roman Catholic Hierarchy was not
the first to proclaim the pontiff as "infallible". All the pagan pontiffs also
were considered as "infallible". The
Chaldeans said that their pontiffs were
"incapable of error". The Buddha pontiffs of the East were believed to be incapable of erring.
Consequently,such pontiffs of the
heathen were addressed as "Your Holiness", a salutation given to the pope of
Rome, but nowhere in Holy Scripture
is it ever applied to the apostle Peter or
his Master Christ Jesus .. The same is
true with the "toe kissing" ceremony.
This too was originated by the pagans.
Emperor Caligula, "the monster of. cruelty and vice," to quote the Encyclopcedia
Britannica, loved to see his subjects
grovel in the dust as they kissed his
"pontifical toe".

Testing the Pope's Keys
The,Roman Catholic Hierarchy makes
great claims that their authority hangs
from a chain of keys handed down to
them from the apostle Peter. But is it not
indeed strange that the earliest record
claiming that the popes of Rome had keys
is no older_than A.D. 43H It was in that
period' of time when the bishop of Rome
was gathering together all the discarded
mythologies of the decaying Roman empire that he came across the rusty keys
of Janus and Cybele, two demon gods
that were supposed to have the divine
means of opening the door of heaven
without which no prayers could enter.
J anus, the two-faced pagan god, in
whose honor the month of January is
named, was the "opener and shutter",
the god of doors and hinges, and in the
second century before Christ he got him
an associate goddess, Cybele, as a helper.
Look i~ up in Webster's Dictionary ~nd
you wIll see that the name cardmal
comes from the root word cardo, meaning "hinge". It is the old hinge of Janus,
whose keys are now found on the pope's
A WAKE!
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coat of arms, upon which the whole papal one that was the exact model after Which
system swings! These keys of the pagans the papal sedan was copied.
went hand in hand with the "Peter of
The crookheaded staff or crosier carRome", the Opener and Interpr~ter, ried by the pope of Rome is said to be' a
hence the myth about "St. Peter" as keep- symbol of his office as "Shepherd of the
er of the "pearly gates" that is so often Flock". Yet, neither Christ Jesus, "that
repeated to this day.
great shepherd of the sheep," "the chief
Shepherd," nor the apostle Peter, who
The Pagan Hat, Chair and Cro8ier
was commanded to "feed my sheep" carThe papal pontiff, when he is decked ried any such crosier. (Hebrews
20;
out in his costly robes and jewels, is a 1 Peter 5: 4; John 21: 15~17) Instead of
far crv from both the poor fisherman finding the crosier in the hands of Christ
Peter "and the carpenter's son, Jesus, or Peter we find it in the hands of the
who had "not where to lay his head". pagan priests ,vho worshiped "Nimrod
(Luke 9: 58) There is also something the Shepherd" as the "Shepherd-king",
fishy about the one, who is su-pposed to according tQ Be;NSSU'6 of the, thi!d (!.e,n.be the "vicar of Christ", wearing his tnry before Christ. Instead of finding the
characteristic double-peaked hat or crosier in the hands of any of the early
miter. -When the archaeologist Layard Christians, we find it in the hands of the
was digging around in the antiquities of devil-worshiping astrologers and soothancient Babylon and Nineveh he found sayers. They used it as a divining rod,
pontifical miters that were worn by the and with it they scanned the stars as they
pontiffs of Dagon, the fish-god of those made their prognostications.
ancient people, and the god of the
Great mystic IJower was ascribed to
Philistines. (Judges 16: 23, margin) In the crookheaded crosier by the Chaldeform and shape and looks the pope's an stargazers and black-magie-makers.
miter or fish-hat is identical with those In his Rites and Ceremonies Hurd, in
worn by the demon-worshipers of Da- describing the heathen temples of the
gon. A. Trimen, Esq., author of Church Japanese and their high priests, says:
and Chapel Architecture, when traveling "Some of them have shepherds' crooks
in ClI-ina a number of years ago, also in their hands, pointing out that they
found the supreme pagan pontiff of that are the guardians of mankind against all
land wearing: a miter that "'.vas "the same, Hte macbinations of evil spirits." And as
the verv same, as that worn by tIle Ro- to surprise, the French Jesuit Hue, of
man pontiff for near 1200 years·".
the nineteenth century, got his when he
1foreover, the Roman Catholic Hier- traveled into Tibet and found the Lama
archv actually claim that tht;y have the' pontiff holding in his hand a crosier as
throne-chair on which sat "pope" Peter, the ensign and symbol of his office!
and they made great to-do about it, unIt is altogether too obvious from the
til 1662 when it was discovered that the historical facts that the Roman Catholic
chair was really that 01 a -pagan -pontiff pontiff has assumed an office, has adopton which was carved the 12 signs of the ed the practices and has made the claims
zodiac! As for the pope's sedia gesta- held by all the pagan pontiffs that have
toria, the portable throne-chair that is gone before llim. A search of the Scripcarried on the shoulders of t,velve foot- tures -will also make it obvious that the
men, from where does this come f He popes of Rome are not the successors of
that came 101-,...ly, "meek, and sitting upon the apostle Peter, are not the vicars of
an ass" had no sedia gestatoria, eMat- Christ, and are not holding any so-called
thew 21: 5; Zedturiah 9: 9) No, but the "keys" of the RIlostle Peter. Bible 1:ll"Oof
supreme pontiff of pagan Egypt rode on on this matter is found on page 24.
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"The Keys
of the Kingdom of. Heaven"

"AKD

I ,vill give to thee the keys of
the kingdom of heaven. And whatsoever thou shalt bind upon earth, it shall
be bound also in heaven: and whatsoever
thou shalt loose on earth, it shall be
loosed also in heaven." (1fatthew 16: 19,
Catholic Donay Version) Those historic
words of Jesus to I1is apostle Peter have
been the basis of great controversy almost ever since fin;t spoken. ,Vhat did
JesU's really mean by the statempnU
In the Holy Scriptures the word key
is used symbolically to represent the
privilege of unlo{~king hidden truths and
receiving an understanding of them. On
another occasion Jesus med the ielen-.
tical word to show its meaning. The
Pharisees and scribes and doctors of the
Mosaic law were the religious leaders of
the Israelites. It rested upon them, and
was therefore their privilege and duty,
to explain God's lmv to the people. 'rhey
were unfaithful to God and fell into
ignorance themselves concerning ·His
kingdom. \VOr8e, they took away from
the people t.he opportunity to understand God's purposes. For that '-reason
Jesus sa~d to thC'm: 'You have taken
away the key of knowledge. You entered not the Kingdom yourselves, and
you have hindered others from entering.
Woe to you l' The favor which those religious leudNs might have had Jesus
now conferred upon Peter, giving him
the keys of the kingdom of heaven. This
meant that in due tillle Peter should he
given understanding of the kingdom of
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heaven and be privileged to explain it
to others.
The Kingdom was a mystery hidden
from the understanding of men for all
previous centuries. Colossians 1: 26,-27
speaks of it as the mystery that ,vas hidden for ages and generations but is now
made known to the saints. Primarily the
kingdom of heaven means God's royal
household of heaven. It consists of
Christ Jesus and the 144,000 members of
His faithful body. Even the personal
disciples of J e~:lUS did not begin to understand it until after He ascended up to
heaven and the spirit of God was poured
out upon them on the feast day of Pentecost. ",Vhen Jesus was with HIS disciples
on earth He spoke to them in parables
and dark sayings; even the explanations
that He gave them they did not fully
grasp until after the spirit's outpouring
at Pentecost.
God's purpose was to have this mystery revealed sometime, and therefore
Jesus told Peter he had been selected to
be the one with t.he privilege' of first
kno"\ving the mystery concerning the de~
velopment of the heirs of God's kingdom. Jesus gave Peter no literal keys of
some material, so He gave him the privilege to unlock the Kingdom truths to
those seeking the way into God's kingdom. Not.e that Jesus mentioned keys,
which indicates more than one. The facts
in interpretation of Jesus' words show
there were hvo keys, and that. they were
(1) the first key showing God's purpose
to take out from the .Jewish nation the
first members of the "kingdom of heaven"
company or bodYi and (2) the second
key disclosing God's purpose to take out
A WAKE!

from the Gentiles or non-J ews the other
part of those who will compose the
"kingdom of heaven" class.
Peter and the other apostles thought
Jesus was going to set up the promised
kingdom with the Jews while He was on
earth. On the very day of His ascension
to heaven they said: "Lord, wilt thou at
this time restore again the .kingdom to
Israel1" (Acts 1 : 6 ) Jesus' answer to that
question was that the disciples should
wait at Jerusalem until they had received
the holy spirit and then they ,,",auld know
about the Kingdom. Ten days later came
Pentecost. It was then at Jerusalem
when Peter received the first of the keys.
It was revealed to him by the holy spirit
for the first time what is the mystery of
the kingdom of heaven. Under inspira~
tion of that spirit Peter told the Jews
that Jesus Christ was God's approved
one, the promised Messiah, the King for
whom they had looked; that the Jews
had put Him to death and that God
raised Him out of death and exalted
Him to His own right hand in heaven.
,rrherefore,' Peter added, 'let all the
house of Israel know assuredly that God
has made Jesus both Lord and Christ,
the anointed King: Then and there .Pe~
tel' used the first key committed to ,him
by Jesus to unlock to the Jews the mys~
tery of the kingdom of heaven. Later he
told them God would send Jesus Christ
again, whom the heavens had to retain
until the time of the setting up of the
Kingdom as foretold by the holy proph~
ets.
For three and one half years there~
after the apostles preached t.he gospel
of God's kingdom to the Jews excluf'.ively. rrhen Christ Jesus handed to Peter
on earth the other key to "\"hieh he llad
the privilege. By this he unlocked the
mystery of tho Kingdom to the nonJews or Gentiles. Peter was then at
Joppa. The Lord caused to be revealed
to him in a vision that the gospel must
now begin to be taken to the Gentiles.
The day before this Cornelius, a Gen~
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tile at Caesarea, had been praying to
God. Then an angel appeared to him,
and said: 'Your prayers and alms are
come up as a memorial before God. Now
send men to Joppa and call for Peter.
So Peter went up to Cornelius, who told
him of the vision he had received by the
angel of God. "Then," according to Acts
10: 34, 35, "Pet.er opened his mouth, and
said, Of a truth I perceive that God is
no respecter of pcr15ons: but in every
nation he that feareth llim, and worketh
righteousness, is accepted with him."
Later, as Peter continued to preach to
Cornelius and those whom he had assembled in his house, the holy spirit fell
upon all those hearing and believing. Pe~
ter then arranged for them to be baptized in water as Christians accepted
with God.
Later Peter, in conference with the
other disciples at Jerusalem, told them
God had visited the Gentiles and had giv~
en them the gospel for the purpose of
taking out of all nations a people for
His name, and that these Gentiles together >'lith the remnant of believing Jews
would make up the kingdom of God un~
der-Christ Jesus. Thus, by the use of the
second key which Peter received from
Christ Jesus, the mystery of the Kingdom concerning the Gentiles was made
clear, and the opportunity for them to
enter it was oppned l1]I.-Acts 15: 1-1[1.
For the purpose of ('onfusing many rG·
ligious people and tll\1s turning th8::1
awa~v from .1 chovah God by causbg
them t.o give their devotion to some creature man, Hatan the Devil by fraud and
deception has induced many well-intentioned persons to bplieve that PetQr has
had successors to whom he handed down
the keys of the Kingdom. This is a lie
of Satan and a blasphemy. There
can be no such thing as a successor.to
Peter in the use of the Kingdom keys,
because he made complete use of them
and finished the use of them by unlocking God's purposes and making them
known first to the Jews and then to the
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Gentiles, namely, God's purposes to take
out the kingd,om of heaven class from
both Jews and Gentiles. There is no

:scripture proof that .t'eter ever had a
successor in this. The privilege was
granted to him exclusively.
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Dedication at Palomar Provokes Thought
ON JUNE 3 the new 2DD-inch be used to degrade a,s wen as to ennoble life
telescope atop Palomar moun~ of man.
Today, in dedicating this telescope, we are
tain in southern California was
dedicated to the service of face to face with the problem of the unpre·
mankind. The Rockefeller Foundation, dictable consequences of knowledge. We can·
by its gift of $6,550,000 to the California not even guess what will come from this
Institute of Technology, made possible mighty instrument, or to what end the fresh
the construction of this new giant eye insights which we gain here will be employed.
When the giant cyclotron was built at the
for probing the mysteries of space. Before some 1,000 distinguished scientists University of California, no.body was think·
and leaders in other fields, the keynote ing of the atomic bomb. It was conceived as
speech of the dedication _ceremonies was an adventure in pure research, as an attempt
delivered by Dr. Ravmond B. Fosdick, to advance the boundaries of understanding
president of the Rock'efel.ler F~undation. on a far frontier. It was a s)-lIlbol of the hu·
His thoughtful presentatIOn raIsed many man hunger for knowledge, an emblem of the
searching questions, and is worth con- unconquerable exploring urge within the mind
sideration. The bulk of his speech fol- of man.
lows, as quoted in the New York Times,
And yet the cyclotron contributed mate·
rially to the development of one of the phases
June 4:
Twenty years ago, when the 200·inch tele·
scope project came up before our group in
New York, one of our trustees raised an objection. It was in the form of a questiona question which finds an echo everywhere
today. "What are we going to do with our
new knowledge~" he asked. "Aren't we ac·
quiring more knowledge than we can assimi·
late f"
The shattering events of the last two decades have underscored the relevancy of this
query. Knowledge and destruction have joined
in a grand alliance that has made the history
of oUl' generation a history of deepening
horror.
Obviously the difficulty lies in the fact that
there is no way of foretelling what particular
kkld of knowledge is divertible to destructive
ends. There i .. no method of classifying knowl·
edge into safe and unsafe categories.
All knowledge has become dangerous. In·
deed, knowledge has always been dangerous;
for knowledge means power, and power can
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in the construction of the atomic bomb, just
as this telescope may conceivably give us
knowledge which, if we choose, we can ern·
ploy in the insanity of a final war.
There is no segment of knowledge, wheth·
er in the physical sciences or the social sci·
ences,. whether in medicine or economics or
astrophysics or anthropology, which cannot
ultimately be employed to the detriment of
mankind if that i .. what we deliberately elect
to do with it..
Indeed, 1. believe that if the social sciences
were developed as the physical sciences have
been, we might have a weapon which, in un·
scrupulous hands, would be as deadly as the
atomic bomb.
What is our proper course of action? Do
we stop building telescopes? Do we close down
our cyclotrons 1 Do we forbid the extension
of knowledge? Do we retreat to some safe, underground existence where we can barricade
ourselves against our fears and the unwholesome intrusion of new ideas'
AWAKE!

The questions answer themselves. Any At- centuries, man's progressive accessions of powtempt to fix boundaries beyond which intel- er have always'outstripped his capacity for
lectual adventure shall not be allowed to go, control, and the gap between his morality and
even if it could sucC'eed, would return us to the physical force at his dispooa] .bas always
an animal existence in which mere survival been uncomfortably wide.
But never before have his euriosity and
was the only goal
The search for truth is, as it always has ingenuity led him within the space of a few
been, the noblest expression of the human years to weapons by which he could completespirit. Man's immtiable desire for knowledge ly obliterate his own institutions and decimate
about himself, about his environment and 1;he the planet on which he lives.
forces by which he is sUlTounded, gives life
This may seem too somber a note to be
its meaning and purpose, and clothes it with sounded at the dedication of It mighty instrument whose purpose is in line with roan's
final dignity.
We arc false to ourselves and to our best noblest instincts; but in the twenty years that
instincts only when we turn our backs on this telescope has been under construction, the
truth or close our eyes when it beckons.
human race has lived through its greatest
And yet we know, deep in our hearts, that tragedy.
knowledge is not enough. This telescope is not
We know now that knowledge is not a
enough. The vast enterp:rise of men that is gift; it is a challenge. It is not merely an
pushing out the boundaries of knowlcdge in augmentation of facts j it is a test of human
glorious adventure on 8. .<reare of frontiers- eharac,ter. And our generation is pref3ented
all this is :pot f:nough. Unless we can anchor with what may well be the nnal choice beour knowledge to moral foundations, the ulti- t.ween the usc of knowledge to build a rational
mate re~mlt will be dust and ashes-dust and world or its usc to arm, for one last, desperate
ashes that will bury the hopes and monuments affray, the savage and uncivilized passions
of mf:n beyond recovery.
of mankind.
And yet I belieV"e that in this crisis which
Science Not Man's Enemy
The towering enemy of man is not his sci- we face, this telescope can furnish our stricken
encc but his moral inadequacy. Around the society with some measure of healing perworld today, laboratories supported by almost spective. This great new window to the stars
limitless resources are feverishly pushing their 'will bring us into toucb with those outposts of
resea:rch in the development of physical and time and space which have beckoned from
bacteriological weapons which overnight could immemorial ages. It ",ill bring into fresh focus
turn this planet into a gigantic slaughter- the mystery of the universe, its order, its
beauty, its power. It will dramatize the queshouse.
On what moral basis will the decision be tions which mankind has always asked and to
made to 11se these weapons? What ethical l'e- which no answers have been found, and perstraints will have developed to curb the haps can never be found. Why are we here
hysteria, fright and passion of men against on this dwarf planet 1 Are there other planets
such a blind paroxysm of destruction? For that have burst into consciousness like our
if this nnal nemesis overtakes the pretensions own 1 Is there an answering intelligence anyof modern man, it will not be his science that where in space 1 Js there purpose behind the
has betrayed him, but rather the complete apparent meaningness and incomprehensibility of the universe? What is thIs divine spark
prostration of his moral values.
It will not be this telescope and aJl t.hat it. of awareness which we call consciommess?
symbolizes that have led him to the doorstep And finaily, in the words and spirit of the
of doom; it will be the impotence and imma- psalmist, what is man ~
turity of his ethical codes.
NatIons' Fights 'Contemptible'
There is a sense, of course, in which the
In the face of these supreme mysteries. and
problem we face is not new. Over scores of against this majestic background of space and
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time, the petty squabbling of nations on this
small planet is not only irrelevant but contemptible. Adrift in a cosmos whose shores
he cannot cven imagine, man spends his
energies in fighting with his fellow man over
issues which a single look through this telescope would show to be utterly inconsequential.
We need in this sick world the perspcctive
of the astronomer. We nccd the detachment,
the objectivity, the s('nsc of proportion which
this great instrument ean bring to mankind.
This telescope is the lengthened shadow of
man at his best. It is man on tiptoe, reaching
for relevancy and meaning, tracing with
eager finger the outlines of order and law by
which his littlc life is everywhere surrounded.

The giant eye of Palomar has been
named the "Hale Telescope", after
George Ellery Hale, director of Mount
·Wilson observatory from 1904 to 1923,
who originated the idea of the 200-incher
and whose leadership made possible its

•

design and building. Dr. Hale. died in
1938. Some of the interesting details of
the telescope are considered in the arti-·
cle starting on page 8 of this Awake!

•
Draft Registration
• All male persons between the ages of
18 and 25, inclusive, should register for
the draft as follov,'s:
Persons born in 1922 after August 30,
1922, will register on August 30. Those
born in 1923 should register August 31
and September 1; born in 1924, on September 2 and 3; born in 1925, on September 4 and 7; born in 1926, on Reptember 8 and 9; born in 1927, on September 10 and 11; horn in 1928, on September 13 and 14; born in 1929, on September 15 and 16; horn in 1930 hcfore September 19, on September 17 and 18.
Boys born after September 19) 19~~0,
should register on the day they are 18
years old or within five days thereafter.

• •

Read The Watchtower regularly. This 16-page magazine,
issued twice monthly, is devoted to increasing knowledge
concerning the Bible, its contents, origin and reliability.

The Watchtower
in a recent issue, for example, presented evidence that even the book
of Genesis could have been compiled from written record::;. Yes) recent
archaeological discoveries prove. that eyen prior to the Flood men
were skilled in the art of "\'lriting by means of cuneiform script. This
inforIJlation sheds much light on the origin of the Bible and the manner
in "\vhich the sacred record was transmitted. Keep abreast of Bible
kno\vledge by reading The Watchtower regularly. You may subscribe
for a year for only $1.00.
117 Adams St.
WATCHTOWER
1'1pllsc spnd me The Watchtower for 1
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End of Palestine Truce
~ The situation in Palestine did
not Improve after Count FOlke
Bernadotte's plan for a federal

Palestine, composed of semiautonomous Arab and Jewish
"members", had been definitely
rejected by both Arabs amI Jews,
July 3. It was too late then to
draft another plan before the end
of the truce and the count tried

to persuade both sides to extend
the truce, sE'ndlug au urgent appeal to both on Jllly 5, and cabling the U. N. Security Council
on July 6 to try to get the opposing factions to exteuLl It. The

Council sent its own appeal to
the Arab Leaguf! and the Jews
on July 7. The next day the Jews

agreed to accept prolongation of
the truce for thirty days. The
Arab league refused. Efforts to
bring about a cease-fire for ten
days also failed. In the U. No
strong action was fa"ored, and
the Arab stand was condemned
as provoking a grave situation.
The end of the truce saw a resumption of hostilitic~. A Jewish
drive aimed at Nazareth resulted
in the taking of a number of adjacent towns. Eg-yptian plaaes on
.Tuly 9 bombed Tel Aviv, the capital of the Jewish state. Toward
the middle of the month a .lewish plane bombpd Cairo. The U. X
Security Council on July Hi voted
to order both factions to cease
fire within tlir('C days, threatening sanctions against eitber
group for noncomllllance.
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Berlln Situation
.. The first half of July saw the
situation in Bcr'lln progress backwards, as the British and American powers continued to fI~' food
Into their zones at the rate of
some 2,000 tons a day, and even
attempting to fly in coal, a program which cannot he kept up indeflnitel~' and which would be inadequate to meet the situation
permanently. The Rus~lans tried
to hinder the operation of the nir
fleet by staging fighting maneuvers In nnd about the path of
the planes. An Amer\(.an note protesting against the blockade of
Berlin went to the Russian ambassador at ·Washington Jnly 7.
It demanded the Immediate lifting of the blockade. Simllar notes
were presented to Russian ambassadors in the l<'rench and
British capitals. A reply from
Moscow at length came through.
It rejected the demand of tIl('
alltes and stateel that the Soviet l:nion would negotiate on
the question of four-power control in relation to 'all Germany,
but not with reference to Rerlln,
whkh, they contended, "is in the
center of the Soviet zone anu is
part of that zone." ;\feanwhiIe
Russia's representative in Berlin
clamped further restrictions on
highway traffic out of the city_
CommunIst Rift
During early ,July the rift
between Yugosla,'ia anel the other "Communist governments COll-

*

tinned to widen as the lesser
Communist states, chOOSing the
soomingly safe CQurse, took sides
against Tito's government. First,
July 1, the Cominform moved its
paper from Belgrade, Yugoslavia,
to Bucharest, Rumania. On the
same day the Yugoslaylan government warned the Bulgars
about meddling in their affairs.
Said the Yugoslav Central Commlttee: "The Bulgarian leaders
as!"ign tlH"mselves some mission
in connection with the slt.uation
in the Communist party of YugoslaVia_ . __ The Communist Party
of Yngoslavla is not working on
thl' princIple of being 1IRsisted by
missions, but on the principle of
keeping to the teachings of Marxism and Leninism." July 2 the
People's Front of Belgrade telegraphed Stalin and askpd him to
"bring the truth to Ught as soon
as possible" in regard to the
Cominform attack on TUo and
Its misrepresentations. Albania
was warned that its actions
(stopping shipments of oil and
coal into Yugoslavia and suspemling constructlon of a railroad between the two countries)
were grossly offensive to Yugoslavia. Next day Albania ordered
~l Yugoslavian mission and military experts to lea,'e the country. BulgarIa, thongh It backed
the Cominform on Tito, signed a
cultural pact with Yugoslavia.
Russia, refusing fln InvItation to
the Yugoslavian Communist Congress, said that Yugoslavia, In
rejecting decisIons of the Cominform, had placer! Itself outside
the farnil.v of Comlllunist parties.
'The Cominform OIl Jllly 15, agaiIJ
flRsaultlng 'I'ito, referred to him
as a hetrayer of the working
class, and whose regIme was one
of tenor.
Hungary Indicts
"Voice" Listeners
Listening to the "Voice of
America" programs can be dangerous in Hnngary, according to
lin early Jnly dlsputeh. FIve perSOliS had bef'[l arrested, rhHrged
with "constantly listening to 'The
Voice of Aml'l"ku' and spreading
its news in exaggerated form".

*'
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The Amellican State .Department
(July 9) denounced the-actiol) of
the HUngarian governmeut, but
the denunciation was unofficial.

Hungarian Priests Arrested
.. Alleging a plot between the
U. S. and the Vatican to undermine Its ('ontroi of Hungary, the
CommunIst government (on
JUly 2) arrestt><i four Roman
Catholic prieMs,' including the
secretary of Cathollc Action for
Hungary. The U. S. branch of
Catholic Action was credited
with making sulistuntial relief
contributions to Hungary, and
the Hungarian branch had {'omplete control of distributing these
gifts. ,"Vhen this control was reduced to 20 percent of the total
relief, the priests, it was reported, began to stir up trouble.
Italian Riots
.. As thl' result of the shooting
of Italy's top Communist, Palmi1'0 Togliatti, by a 1'\icillau law
student, July 14, disorder spr('ad
through the country. A general
strike was called and Communists demanded the resignation
0:1' the Gasperl government. In
Rome, Milan, Turin and oth('r
large citlE'S trainmen quit their
jobs, paralyzing important rail·
way lines. ItalIan shock troops in
armored cars were rushed to
Venice, Turin and Genoa for fear
that the disorders might develop
Into civil war. Report!': that Togllattl was imprm'ing (July 15)
brought about an easing of the
tension.
Lost Austrian RaIlroad Cars
.. Austria's minister of transport, on July 14, disclosed that
Hung:!r)" owed Austria more
than 12,000 rnllway cars that
went o\'er the border eastward
and never came hllCk, 'fhe Hun·
garian ranwa~· olliclals had
agreed last yea~' to return 2,000
cars out of 14,000 tl18t had come
their way, but could say nothing
about the remaining 12,000. It is
suspected that they may have
gone farther east, beyond Hungarian reach.
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NetbeJ'lands ElectlOJtS
.. The people of the Netherlands
on July 7 voted for a new Parliament. Twelye parties were represented in the elections, from
Communist to uItra-conservative.
The Communists lost t*o of their
ten seats In the lower house.
Cathollcs polled 1,531,326 of
4,932,735 votes cast, and maintained their position as the nation's Number One political
group, although a minority. Voting is compulsory In the Netherlands for all men and women
over 23.

'*

Finnish Elections
ThH l<'innish elections in ,Tuly
showed a treud away from Communism, as in the Ketherlands.
The AgrArians won sevHn seats,
the Social Democrats five, but
the Communists lost 13, giving
these parties 56, 55 and 38 sents
respecti,e!y in the national parlIamHnt. The Communists haye
dropped from tlrst to third place.

'*

Malayan Uprising

Early in July terrorists raided
the ,'llIage of Kulai In Malaya,
kllJing three persons and putting
up posters reading, "Down with
BritiSh Imperialism." They also
attacked the police station and
barracks. Roving bands of assassins were reported to be disposIng of carefully selected victims.
July 7 CommiSSioner General
Malcolm MacDonald made a declaration of all-out 'lctlon against
the terrorists, whosH depredations were linked with Communism. The army, navy and air
force were thrown into the cam·
paign to smash the Communist
drive to seize power. Oommunists
claim 100,~ members in Malaya. July 15 British reinforcements were being rushed from
Hong Kong to help stamp out the
terrorism. The government at
Kuala Lumpur annonn{'('d that
4,000 special constables had heen
recruited for the cam p a I g n
against the Red guerrillas.
Priva.tlon in Mukden
and Cbangchun
In early July 300,000 Chinese
were reported to be subsisting on

'*

stan'aUon diet in besieged Mukden, cut ofl' from China by Communist blockade. The poorer part
0:1' the population was Hxistlng
chiefly on cattle fodder, \\'hile
some ate tree leaves and bark.
There was also great privation
among the fiOO,OOO residents of
Changchun, the Manl'hurian capital, due to Isolation.

U. S ...(Jbina Agreement
.. Representatives of China and
the U. S. on .July 3 signed the
bUateral agret'ment hy which
China will rel'cive at once $275,000,000 of the $4()O.OOO,OOO Yoted
to China under the Economic CoO{J€ration Adminisrration plan.
This "lIm is to he used for economic ends only. The remaining
part of the total China may use
without rt~striction and will be
used to obtain military supplies.

'*

Student Uprisil)g in China

As a result of the reports that
all Northeastern students, refugees from Communist areas, were
to be placed in summer· military
camps, seYeral "thousand students
in Peiping marched in protest
(July 5). They made an attack
on the Municipal Ooundl huildlng, and the police shot into the
crowd, killing five of the students.
Korean Constitution
.. The Korean National Assembly, meeting at Seoul, on July 12
adopted the constitution of "The
Democratic Republic of Korea".
The constitution, eall!ng for the
full ....st development of the H\!uality of each IndiVidual "in all
fields of political, economic. social and cultural life", aims to
give 29,000,000 Koream, "security, libHrt~' and happIness". Pro_
vision Is made for state ownership of mines, water power, marine resources, transportation
and utilities. These ma~·. however, be prlYately opel'ated, under licenses Is~ued by the gOYernment.

'*

Ballot Riots In Panama.
The presidential elections of
two months previous still remaining undecided In Panama, the sit-

A W AK E!

uation erupted In shooting and
rioting In early July. The Panama government suspeuded coostitutlonal guarantees on July 4
litter three persons h<~d oetm
killed in political dashes the
night befon'. President Enrique
A. Jim~llez declart'd °a state of
siege". Former President Arnulfo
Arias tied into the Canal Zone to
carryon his fight against the
government. On Jll!Y 13 President
.1Imenez expressed his dllterminuUon to remaIn in officp until Octob('r 1, when his teno expires,
Revolt in Peru
The Per UT ian p;o"prnmfmt
(July 5) suspended constitutional ~uarantees, itnposing virtual
martial law, bepatlse of a revolt
by army ga!'riSOIlS at {'lino nnd
Julinca, in S<mthern Peru. 'The
rebellion came to an end within
three days, when its headers 1kd
to BoJi~'ia and the Illurinous
troops surrendered. Press dispatche" mentioned other uprisings in J.,!ma and ).1il'at\ores on
July 11. Rioters were dispersoo
by poBce, who shot into lhe all'.

'*'

Mackenzie King Farewell
A Canndi14.n press dispatch of
.Tuly 2, gave a partin! repQ!·t of
the farewell sllee('h of Prime
:Mlnister :\lackp!l~le King in the
Cnmmons. He said; "I have made
it quite dear that I have reeelved the leadership of the party
from the party Hself and I intend to ask them to aUow me to
return to them the trust they
have Illa('ed In my' hands and
which I haye held for 29 years
wheu the convention takes place
on August 5, () and 7. 1 shall still
remaiu In the office of prime
mlnistpr." 1Vhile the prime minister sllld he was stepping down
from his position, it did not seem
quite clear just when he lntpnd·
cd to let go.

'*'

Democratic Convention

'Eisenhower
*' 'With the foradvent
of July the
l'rpsi(]ent movement became a fulHlp(lged boom.
Many leading Democl'!itic figures,
such as James Roosevelt, Mayor
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O'Dw)rer .01' New York, and J. M,
Arvey of Chicago, backed the
movement. But the baUoon was
punctured by General Etsenhower When he issued the statement:
"I will not, at this tlme, identify
mysf!l1' with an~' political party,
and could not accept nomination
for any public office or partici_
pate in a partisan politkal contest." '.I'he effort to "stop Tl'umnn" had failed. POlitical bigwigs nnd little hope of his winning tbe election. He was nominated, as he had confidently predicted, on the first hallot, even
thongh 3.'; South(>rn delegates
walked out, protesting against
tbe civil rlghW plank in the Democratlc platform, WhIch said:
"We ('all upon the Congress to
support our president in guaranteeing these bask and fumlamental rights: (1) the right of full
and equal political participation;
(2) the right to equal opportunity of employment; (3) the
rJght of security of person; and
(4) tbe right of equal treatmO!Ut
in the service and defen:;!e of our
nation."
Senator A, 'v. Barkley, of K(>ntucky, was Dominated by the con,'enUon for the vice-presidency.
Venezuelan President at Bollvar
Two phief executh'es, the
prc:;!idents of Vene~uela and tbe
U. S" came to BoUvar, Mo.,
July 5, to (ledicate a $100,000
bronze statuc of the South American liberator, Simon Bolivar, a
gift from tne Venezuelan people.

'*'

End of U. S. Rail Dispute
'fhe White House announced
(Juh' 8) that the long-continued
rail dispute had ended with the
accf2ptanpe on the Dart of the
unions of engiueers, tireIDen twd
switchmen of the 15k hourly inc)·(>use. The advance was made
retroactive to NoveroOl.'r 1, )\)47.
Thi~ a(lvance, together Witll other concessions, gave them nearly
wbat they bud been seeking. The
pre!\ident's press senetary stated
thut the railroads, whidl had
beelJ tc('iluically under gOI'erument control, would be turned
back to their legal owners for

+

operation. The railroads have
been granted the right to charge
increased rates. so that the public will foot the bill for the advance in wages_
Conclusion of Mine Strike
The "captive" mine strike
(mines owned by ~teeJ companies) was called off by John L.
LeWis, .1uly 13, and the 40,000
striking minen! were ordered to
go back to work the following
morning. The mIne operators had
sighed the terms acceptable to
the unions and embodied In a
contract agteed to by 90 percent
of the soft ~oal industry.

'*'

P~k

Employment In U. S.
Tbe Census Bureau, July 9,
announced the highest civillan
employment fignre In U. S. history. There were {)1,200,OOO persons working at the begLnning of
the month. The total labor force
stood at 63,4,9,000.

+

Death of Pershing
Gen, John J. Pe!'shlng, director of the Amerlcau Expedition9.1'1' Force in ',",orld War I, died
at 1VashLngton, D, C., July 15,
He was 87 years old, and was the
only military figure, aside from
George WaSllington. who had
bOI'ne the title of General of the
Armies.

'*'

U, S. HoUday Toll
,y\th the close of the year's
bi.lil;gest week-end on July 5, hoUda~· d€lith
toll in the U. S.
reached a near repord 111gh. More
thttn 600 persons were killed
from Friday evening to Mooday
midnight. Traffic accidents accounted for 300 of the deaths,
drowning for 204. The reillaining
deaths were- due to l11isceJJ8lJeoU8
causes.

'*'

Cholera In India
'file government of India announced July 7 that a total of
1,819 perSOllS had died of cholera
ill the eIlited Prol'jmYs within
less than a month. Medical tealllB
were sent ont to fight the epidemic.

'*'
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Permanent, Righteous Ruler Near!
Consider what that statement impliesElections
Political graft
Weapons of war

No

Lasting

Peace
Happiness
Life

Now review in your mind earth's present rulers. Is there even
one that you would honestly desire to rule the earth permanently'
And now the various forms of government: monarchy, democracy,
social republic, dictatorship. Can any 9£ these deliver permanent blessings or promise to continue pennancntlyt How can it be said that permanent rule is neart

BUT WAIT! In our mental review, the most important government and most capablc ruler have been overlooked completely~the
kingdom of God and its permanent king, Christ Jesus. That government will bring to its subjects blessings exceeding man's fondest
dreams and, according to the Scriptures, its. ruler v·"ill never be replaced. Could it be that the permanent rule of this king is nearY

"The Kingdom Is at Hand"
the 384-page book here pictured, and its
companion booklet, Permanent Governor
of All Nations, furnish complete and reliable information on the subject of the
kingdom of God and its Permanent Ruler. Send for your copies today and study
them with your Bible. Begin' immediately to enjoy permanent peace of mind
on the perplexing subject of world government by learning more about earth's
coming permanent ruler. Both publications may be had for only 35c.
WATCHTOWER
117 Adams St.
Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
l'lease ~end "The Kingdom 18 ut Hand" and Permanent Governor of AU Nations.
I enclose a cOlltrIbutioll of 35c.
Name .......... _ ........ __ "...... __ ........ ,., ........ _................ _ ....... '", ......................... _._,..

StrC<:)t ....... _ ... __ ..................,...........,............ _...... _._ ................ _ ..... _ .....

City ...... _... _..... _._ ..... _ ...... _ ................... _ ...... _........ _............... _ ..........

Zone No ...... _.... State _ ..... _._ ...... _.......... _............ _._ ...... _ ....... _
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CATHOLIC CENSORSHIP
OF THE MOVIES
The Church's role is far more than "guardian of morals"
as she sets up "Iron Curtain of the Movies"
•

Native Uprisings Strike Gold Coast
Hectic days and nights of looting and killing
•

Spinners of Spiderland
A glimpse at them as weavers, hunters and lovers
,

"Pearl of the Orient Seas"
TI,e Philippines 'long struggle to independence
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SEMIMOXTHLY

THE MISSION OF THIS JOpRNAL
News sources that are able to keep you awake to the vital issues
off our times mud be unfettered. by censorship and selfish interests.
"Awake!" has no fetters. It recoslnizes facts, fdeea facts, is free to
publish facts. It is not bound by poIltl.cal ambitions oT·obIi2atiOruJ; it is
unhampered by advertisers whose toes must not be trodden on; it is
unprejudiced by traditional creeds. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not ahUBe its freedom. It
maintains inte~rlty to truth.
uAwakel" uses the re~ular news channels, but is not dependent on
thelIl. Its own correspondentS are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on~the-scenes
reports come to you thro~h these' columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not narrow, but is international. It is read in many nations, in many
la.n~u~es, by persons of all ages. Through its p~es many fields of
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_at 0 le . . . . ensors
EVERY movie that is wit:..
nessed by the sixty. million
Americans that attend the cine~'::::::J rna is censored by a Catholic organization controlled by the Roman Papacy. Although Catholic movie-goers are
estimated at less than a third of the total
attendance, and although Catholics number less than a fifth of the total population of the United States, nevertheless
every major film producer has submitted
itself to a Catholic censorship that approaches the Nazi pattern in thoroughness. Not only the major producers, but
also foreign and non-member producers
have also submitted to Papal control because they need the approval of the PCA
(Production Code Administrator) to exhibit their films in member-owned theaters. Added to this is a private Catholic
censorship body, called the Legion of
Decency, that runs the whole works.
Just how is this accomplished in a
nominally non-Catholic and democratic
land 1 Is it done in the interest of the
Catholic population as claimed' Why·
has it come abciut1 and what are the results' Why have Americans been generally unaware of this insidious threat to
liberty' These questions concerning so
great a publicity channel cannot be lightly dismissed. The origin, structure, and
operation of the censorship body is treated as of public interest.
SEPTEMBER 8, 1948
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Nor should Catholics wrongly assume
that this is a Protestant attack on their
religion. Their interest in the matter of
picture censorship is just as vital as that
of their non-Catholic fellow citizens. As
one writer puts it: "Because most Catholics in this country are good citizens
and good Americans it seems inevitable
that sooner or later they will recognize
the censorship of their priesthood for
what it is, a survival of medieval coercion which has no rightful place in the
American environment." ("Roman Catholic Censorship, II, The Church and the
Mov~es," The Nation, May 8, 1948) Motion picture censorship joins hands with
Catholic press and radio censorship to
form an unholy three. As part of a
strong ring throwing a curtain around
.what Americans should hear and see, the
division ostensibly protecting Catholic
morals against salacious films should be
given critical examination. Admittedly
the Roman Catholic Hierarchy censors
the news. But they have not suggested
that Catholics need to be protected from·
press descriptions of theft, murder and
sex crimes. Is movie immorality worse'
In fact, the great Catholic Church hue
and cry about immorality in the movies
is at least open to the suspicion that it
is an excuse and smoke screen to cover
up the primary objective of Roman ~en
sorship, namely, TO SUPPRESS AND DELETE
3

perity" 'was to be ushered in. Some also
FILM SEQUENCES THAT MIGHT EXPOSE THE
remem?er that Adolph Hitler came to
CATHOLIC CHURCH TO CRITICISM. A later power III 1933, and gained general recogconsideration of some of the Legion of nition by means of a contract (concorDecency's condemnations of individual· dat) with that same pope. At this time
the Papacy also had its eye on the Amerfilms exposes this concealed intention.
The manner in which the people have. ican cinema, because of, as declared the
been generally taken in is spotlighted by present pope, "the vast power you wield
in affecting social life." (N eW$week,
the Nation writer:
Most Americans probably think that the August 6, 1945) Twelve years previously
Legion of Decency, the Roman Catholic inc the message from the pope was entirely
strument for censoring films, is concerned pri- condemning. In 1933, the apostolic delemarily with what H. L. Mencken once called gate to the United States, without his
"translucent drawers" .. The legion's name im- titles, plain Amleto Giovanni Cicognani,
plies that it is the guardian of purity.. .. spoke thuswise of the cinema: "What a
It pleases the Catholic Hierarchy to have massacre of the innocence of youth is
Americans to take this view of the agency taking place incalculable influence for
because if it were called the Catholic Political evil." (American Mercury, June 1945)
Moved by this imperative Papal outand Doctrinal Censorship it would immediately lose its usefulness to the church. . .. cry the Catholic bishops of this country
Actually, the Legion of Decency, in its priyate got busy. In 1934 the Legion of Decency
censorship of nearly four hundred films a was formed 'to include the personal coyear, is far. more concerned with Catholic operation of the laity with the Hierarchy
dogma. and Catholic philosophy than with in endeavoring to prevent the showing
of obscene or lascivious films'. The welldecency.
.It should be remembered that the gov- publicized Catholic tirade and film boyernment has its regular censorship board cott that accompanied this legion's bewhich censors out suggestive sequences, getting frightened the major picture
recumbent petting, etc. After this, over producers into servile surrender. With
and above this agency's operations, the little pause for. consideration of the
Legion of Decency has constituted itself eventual outcome of a "please Rome
the super sifter of cinema sin. Exposure policy", they abjectly courted favor by
of too mq.ch thigh is often the talking . engaging the country's most aggressive
point .. But exposure of too much of Jesuit pamphleteer, "Father"David
Lord, to formulate the articles of the
Rome's history is the acting point!'
"Many people believe that the industry Production Code Administration, which
is over-censored already by government, is now. often called the Breen office bethe Johnston office, and a considerable cause of its, headship by Roman Cathamount of internal Catholic influence," olic Joseph 1. Breen. Tha industry, parsaid the writer in The Nation. In order ticularly the big five Paramount,
to understand how this "influence" makes Loew's (MGM), RKO,· Twentieth Cenitself so painfully felt, an examination . turyFox,.and Warner Brothers bound
of the origin and structure of the PCA themselves to pay $25,000 fine for each
production that violated any of the J esand the Legion of Decency is needed.
uit prescriptions of the code; and agreed
Legion ,of Decency and peA
to another fine of $25,000 for each exMany living Americans remember that hibition of su~h film in any memberPope Pius XI, predecessor of the pres- . owned· theater. After thus tying itself
ent pope, declared 1933 to be "a holy hand and foot, the 'shackled corpse was
year", in which a "golden jubilee of pros- handed to the National Legion of DeATJ, HISTORICAL, POLITICAL, AND RELIGIOUS
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cency for further bonds and gagging. Do
you wonder now why the movies have
become largely a propaganda agency to
glamorize Catholic Church figures and
functions'

their women not only have especially arranged previews of practically all presentations, but are asked to assist in the
preparation of the scenario. Let us take
a few typical examples.
The Legion of Decency was asked to
The Legion, Private Pressure Group
comment on the s~ript of a new film
The National Legion of Decency has picturization of Dumas' "The Three
no official standing. Yet it has been called Musketeers". They immediately objected
"the strongest pressure group in this to the true-to-life characterization of
country", "a restraining undemocratic Cardinal Richelieu as the unprincipled
force," "a minority group imposing its prime minister of Louis XIII, and the
censorship on the whole world" and "an producer tried to mollify them by agreeaffront to democracy". And it operates ing to divest the cardinal of his church
through fear. Catholics and others are robes. But the Legion was not satisfied.
inclined to think that it merely rates the They insisted that he be called Duke
finished pictures according to their fit- Richelieu! Again, while given access to
ness for Catholic people attendance. a pre-production council discussion of
Never would Rome be satisfied to leave Columbia's film on Lucrezia Borgia, nothis great channel of publicity free until torious poisoner, they had, at last reit flows forth to the public. With the cun- ports, forced the suppression of the fact
ning born of fifteen centuries experience, that she was the illegitimate niece of
it finds it more expedient to indoctrinate Pope Alexander VI! In another case,
the river's source than to be content to from the enactment of Galileo's life must
dam its flow. No truth that extols God's be removed the historical accuracy that
Word, the Bible, or that exposes Rome's he was arrested and persecuted by the
guilt, must glide down that stream. Roman Catholic Inquisition in an effort
Murky waters must hide all religion's to suppress his great discoveries about
evil deeds such as Nazi collaboration, the earth's rotation.
These are instances of interference in
while muddy waters efface the tell-tale
stain of innocent blood. The muddy feet the production of pictures. Discussed
that dirty so many films belong to the later are the many distortions forced
Papal espionage agency, the Jesuits, de- upon completed pictures. It should not
ceitfully named "The Society of Jesus", be assumed that the Legion of Decency
and to their assistants. These men and is satisfied merely to cause the withdrawal of sequences
objectionable to the
Hierarchy'S warped
viewp oin t. Their
campaign has its positive side as well. It
exerts pre s sur e to
force the production
of stories flattering
to the Roman Church.
Concerning the
p r i est-starring pictures, "Going My
Way," "Boys Town,"
"Song of Bernadette"
GOING MY WAY-OR ELSE!
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and t<The Bells of St. Mary's", it its
claimed that they "were probably worth
more to the hierarchy in creating goodwlil than all the propaganda produced
by the church's official proselyting agen.
des in a decade".
Different CernJOrship Ratings

The work of censoring is usually done
by a board of thirty-five Catholic women
reviewers in Hollywood and seventy in
New York. These "thought police" are
in constant consultation with Jesuit hierarchy representatives. They usually see
previews especially arranged for them.
Producers seldom refuse to make changes. In the rare instances when such
changes are refused, as in the case of
Walter '~'ilanger's "Blockade", which portrayed Fascist Spain in a mildly derogatory manner, the blacklist rating of "condemned" is conferred by the board. A
second listing "objectionable in part" is
reserved for pictures which tend to deny
any Catholic doctrines. For example, the
fihn about an episcopal couple entitled
liThe Bishop's Wife" was so listed because it revealed the truism that a
bishopric can be bought. "Miracle on
34th Street" was given the gray ra.ting
because it countenanced divorce. "Gentlemen's Agreement," a strong expose of
anti-Semitism, was under partial ban
for the same stated reason. However,
anti-Semitism is not a theme the Hierarchy wishes denounced, as it has been a
standard practice of Rome since long before it was ever utilized by Catholic son
Hitler.
Besides the "condemned" and the "objectionable in part" ratings the Legion
rates films "unobjectionable for adults"
and some as recommended for the family. Only the "condemned" rating has any
great effect on box office receipts, and
one picture, "The Outlaw," starring Jane
Russell, made considerable money for
producer Howard Hughes despite condemnation as obscene. Probably the
indecent-exposure criticism did not have
as much weight with th~ censors as the
6

fact that mention was made of a I'Prot.
estant preacher" for the marriage ceremony, and not a priest. A review of some
of the other "condemnations" by the legion discloses Catholic bias and fear of
exposure.
In some instances the legion is mote
arbitrary in America tha'll in certain
Catholic countries, such as Eire. A British film depicting the frustrations of
Anglican nuns, entitled "Black Narcissus", was submitted to the Irish censors
who aI?proved! it provided a prologu~
made It clear that the nunnery was
Church of England and not Roman Catholic. But the Legion of Decency raised a
furor against its American release. Be~ause one .sequence showed a young novIce dreammg of a red dress and of her
sweetheart, and the deprivations of convent life were portrnyei1 generally the
film received a "condemned" by' the
board. The fallacious philosophy behind
this criticism was similar to that inducing the "gray" rating for the amusing
comedy "Life with Father", which portrayed baptism in an un-Catholic manner, namely, that the Roman Catholic
Church is the repository of the Christian
religion and must protect it.
Only three or four films are actually
banned each year, but this is due largely
to the fact that the pressure group starts
its molding process long before the film
comes forth. Occasionally a producer resists_ Mention has been made of the battle waged by Walter Wanger for his
Spanish film "Blockade". ln its battle
against this film the Hierarchy resorted
to boycott and picketing of the theaters
s~heduled to show it, and a voluminous
tIrade that was given free space in the
press. Later Wanger'had similar trouble with an educational production dealing with venereal disease_
For purely political reasons «The Mission to Moscow" was condemned. For
the same reason two Spanish films were
condemned in 1944. At the time when
Parnell Thomas was trying to remove
AWAKE!

the gnat of communism from Hollywood's eye, he completely overlooked the
beam of Catholic Fascist domination. At
a Manhattan Center rally called to protest the discharge and citation for contempt of ten Hollywood writers and directors, Dr. Emery Shipler, editor of the
Episcopal Churchman, declared:
I would remind yon that there is another
and far morc powerful organization than the
House Committee on Un-American Activities
which is attempting with too much success to
dictate to all Americans what they shall, or
shall not see, in our motion picture theaters.
I refer, of course, to the Roman Catholic hierarchy. These representatives of a foreign political state have long been successful in keeping off the screen many productions which
Americans had a right to see, including the
film on venereal disease planned by the United
States Department of Health for American
soldiers. [St. Louis Post-Dispatch, October 16,

1947]
Vehicle for Catholic Propaganda

No movie-goer needs ponderous proof
of Catholic influence. Nearly every picture fairly exudes Romanism. A few of
the more nauseating examples might be
cited. The picturi,zation of the famous
Mexican president (1858-1872) and hero,
"Juarez," a pure-blooded Zapotec Indian, who gained popularity by his fight
against Catholic priests and their superstitions, became famous for his "Juarez
law" which cut down the authority of the
Roman Catholic Church in affairs of
state, and was engaged in battle with the
pope's French emissary Maximilian
when the United States intervened at the
close of the Civil War, does not even
mention his fight against Catholic religious bondage.
In the RKO film of "Life and Miracles
of Frances Cabrini", "first American
Catholic 'saint'," a stupendous effort is
made to please the Hierarchy. Advertisements in the Los Angeles Times
(January 29) include a round picture of
the face of "Saint Frances Cabrini". UnSEPTEMBER 8, 1948

der this picture these instructions appear: "Look steadily at Saint Frances
Cabrini's eyes for 15_ seconds, then look
at a fixed spot in the sky or on the
wall for 5 seconds. Concentrate on
Saint Cabrini and vision will appear."
Commenting upon this trick The Converted Catholic (April, 1948) says: "The
use of this well-known optical illusion
to deceive credulous people into believing they will see a 'vision' of a saint, in
order to get them to see a movie, is proof
of how far the movie industry will go
to boost its box office receipts and to
please the Roman Catholic Church of
America."
"Miracle of the Bells" was another example of wholesale Catholic provender.
The first part of the picture shows Fred
MacMurray caught in the toils of a
racketeering undertaker and a racketeering priest while endeavoring to bury the
body of a young actress (Valli) who has
requested him as her press agent to
bring her remains back to this coal town.
One priest tries to highjack MacMurray
for high fees, but he finds a poor-parish
benevolent priest, Frank Sinatra. Backflashes show how the girl won a lead in
the filming of "Joan of Arc", how she
overworked and died. In order to "immortalize" her acting, since _the producers will not release her picture, MacMurray gives a bad cheek to several Catholic
churchmen to ring all the bells in town for
Reveral days. After charging :MacMurray
$20 per hour to ring his church bells, one
priest has quite a row with his humbler
colleague, Sinatra, as to where the funeral shall be. The ensuing national publicity brings the producer to Coal Town,
after a settling of the church's foundations cause a fake miracle at the girl's
funeral. Cashing in on the publicity, the
producer, with 'benign' tears in his eyes,
agrees to release the picture and use
some of the proceeds to build a hospital
in memory of Valli. It seems that only
stark and abject fear could bring Hollywood to use its talent and capital for
7

dreary fodder and driveling like this.

as free speech and democracy are partners
everywhere. . .. We in our industry intend
.
Movie-Makers Speak
to fight censorship on· every front and to
At least one producer is awake to the · fight it with all our resources before it bedanger that the approval of the Hier- comes a serious danger to free speech and
archy may be the "kiss of death" for the democracy. [New York Times, January 28,

industry. Emphasizing the unpalatable 1948]
trend forced by censorship he remarked:
Toward the back of the hall was a
"Weare selling a phony morality in the guest who was probably grinning secret- .
movies. This is not the way life is. In ly and applauding outwardly. His name
spite of the excesses before the Breen was "The Rev. Patrick J. Masterson,
office and the Legion of Decency came executive secretary of the National Leinto existence, it was still possible to · gion of Decency".
make an honest picture of life."
It is not the intention herein to blame
In view of this abundance of evidence, · the movies for everything delinquency,
which is no secret from Hollywood's di- divorce, crime. Many, like a well-known
rectorates, there is a sardonic humor in Hollywood clergyman, hold the "capital
Photoplay's editorial question "What's of silken sin" responsible for glamorized
Wrong with the Movies~" The editor but fallacious standards of success, both
does not dare touch on the obvious cause, business and marital. They decry its surbut he does admit: "The truth is, there face glitter and inward venality. They
is a universal sense of dissatisfaction point out with considerable proof that
with film product." Another critic claims youth particularly is given a false conthat instead of the movies' being "sales- ception of life by the success of screen
. men" of the United States to foreign na- grafters and the over-emphasis on male
tions, as claimed by James Byrnes, they and female charm. L. Shearer charges it
are "a primary source of resentment with graver responsibility, in his article
against us". Samuel Goldwyn saw that "Crime Certainly Pays on the Screen".
"motion pictures are facing disaster unOn the other hand, the movies have
less the quality of pictures is doubled performed a considerable public service
and costs cut in half". Harold Hendee, in providing visual education and harmresearch director of RKO Radio Pic- less diversion. And like the stage in othtures, had the temerity to blame the pub- er eras, the cinema mirrors the evils of
lic for poor pictures. But for those who the age rather than creates them. Also,
are collectors of modern examples of as long as it remains a commercial inhypocrisy, a recent speech by Eric J ohn- dustry depending on the approval of a
ston, president of the Motion Picture large sector of the public for existence,
Association of America, is cited. At a it can never be free. Considerations of
New
York
meeting
he
is
quoted
as
sayself-interest, however, merely underline
•
mg:
the dangers of their present course. If
The motion picture industry is prepared to they persist in trying to inject a shot in
support the fight for democracy by proplOting the arm to enliven the dead corpse of
freedom of action and expression throughout hypocritical organized religion, and conthe world.... All hopes and plans of Holly- tinue to turn over censorship to the Rowood and the future of the country itself . man Catholic Hierarchy in exactly the
center on successfully combating the threats manner now prescribed by Fascist Franof censorship for communication industries. co, they invite double trouble. In the of. . . Those who demand censorship have lost fing staring at them lurks financial disfaith in democracy. . . . Censorship and to- aster brought about by public repudiatalitarianism are partners everywhere, just tion. Hollywood, come to your senses!
8
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N THE United, Btates buyers' ,strikes
were at one hme talked about as' 'a
Irrleans
of arresting the soaring price
spirals. The talk led' to nothing that
was organized or effective. But in the
Gold Caasf of Africa the natives not
only talk,ed about a boycott against highpriced go.ods; tlleir talk led to something.
It led to an organized boycott that was
rigidly enfp1'ced for weeks. It caused tension between the natives and thE) Europeans to mount. Coinciding with the lifting of the boycott a demonstration by
native ex-servicemen was fired upon by
the police. This' drastic action taken
against the unarmed ex-servicemen and
which-resulted in the death of some natives lit the fuse to an explosIon that
rocked the Gold Coast to its foundation.
It touched' off three days and three
nights' of unequaled plundering and
burning in the city of Accra and ended
only when emergency r~gulations 'were
invoked to declare a state of em~rgency
and a stringent curfew was imposed -by
the military. The native uprisings stl'uck
at the end of February, and when" this
article was written in June a commission
of inquiry was still investigating the
causes.
Boycott vs. High Prices
The writer of. this article, a cbrrespondent for Awa7~e! in the Gold Coast,
has noted that especially since the end
of World vVar II the African ,has been
nursing his protest against the insufferably high prices of goods of all classes
sold in the shops. "He claims these high
SEPTEMBER 8, 1948

prices bring large
profits to the shopo\Yners, and that
only the fOlitunate African with a fui.J
,purse can buy. The poorer one must
go without. From the African's view~
point it seems he could do little' .to
alter the state of affairs. His protest was
against.1arge European firms which heid
prices high and provided for no e'V"en
distri13ution of their goods. Many of the
highly educated Afrkans have been 'ponderil~g this problem: confronting the
four and a half million population of the
Gold Coast, but it was in January, 1948,
that the solution seemed, clear. Then it
was that through one of the important
natiye chiefs, namely, Nee Kwabefa
BQnne III, the command came forth for
a country-wide boycott to be enforced
upon the imported goods.
In the past there had been occasions
when the two main tribes in the Gold
Coast, the' Gas and the Akans, had beeT!
unable to agree, but not so with this command. The Africans en masse supported
the boycott, which lasted for 33 days. ,All
towns and villages in the Gold CO'ast
have their chiefs, and in the larger tc)'wn's
several subchiefs, and when the time
arrived for the lJoycott to be enforced,
namely January 26, these chiefs saw to
it that the bbycott was carried out. In
Accl'a, the capital and the largest town
in the country, the native police, acting_
under ol'd~s from the native authority,
patrolled the streets to see that all Afr:i,~
cans kept strictly to the' boycott. Any
breaking the boycott were immediately
arrested and taken fo the native courts
9

and sentenced. Only Europeans oould
shop with safety. ~fany shops closed.
In due time price reductior.s came and
with them the end of the boycott. 'Vith
its lifting on February 28 the African
was free to go and buy. And he does
l(lve to buy new thing;:. In Accra, on thn:
Saturday morning, Ir.any of the shops
were working at top spt'ed in their sal(·s
department. But the vidory through the
boycott wat' rr:arrf!d somewhat by ('ert-ain
shops1h.at would not reduee their prices
6S much a::l the Af'ri..:all thoul2'ht pror;er.
This resentment" was forcefully ('xpressed by stones hurled thro"Jgh ;:;hop
windows . .Native and government police
were therefore po!:'tf'd outside 0: t.hese
offending sh:1ps.
Coinciding with the lifting of the bcycott on imported g{)ods a petitior. was
presented to the governor on be6alf or
the African 4.'X-sCf"vl~emen. Its principal
pointR were rf'quest of governmt'nt n!co~nition of the ('x-~e!'vi('{'rnen'~ union, a
demand :or t.he relea!-e ct' ~cme ('xBervic~men no,,, !:'erv:ng court-marnal
sentencell. U::1d a plf'~ for i::1c::'ea .;;ed ,lnan.
cial a::1d other assistance for ex~:-:ervice
men generally.

Three Hectic Days and Nights
While the petition was beinp: prp"pnted at the se('retariat 2,000 ex-:wrvlcpmell
marched in Acc}'u in support of the p~
tition. Fo[owing the pro{'ession tramped
several !:iur.drea. natiyes. As they
marched they sang war songs 6.nd, as the
Afri('an can'become very emoticnal, the
procl'ssion Boon bpcame a very hif;")lspirited one. The [-alice llad outline-d the
line of march fo!" the servicemen hnt the
marehers swun,;.!" ott tnis established
route nnd uafaded in· the diff~(·ticJl of
the governmet:t Lom;e. The police too:",
quick and dnu;ti(' action, f.ring- upon t.he
unarmed ex.-s~rvic€men. J:illillg al least
three .Africans and woundi.r.g several
others.
The fuse had been lit. Tl:e exp~osio:!1
did not tarry. Enraged at the death of
10

their comrades. the D!l.tives headed for
the center of :own bent on .revenge.
There followed the three most hectic
days ana nights in the history of Aecrn.
Througn t~i8 correspor.dent's eyes look
in upon the main shopp:ng streets cf
Accra on this Saturday afte::-t:oon at
3: 30.
It h(~ing Baturday afterno::10 a.ll Eurovea::1-ownf'd ;:hC1ps ar~ closed. But n(I':
for long. List.en 10 that rumhiing- noi~e
in the d.istance. 1t is getting loucll~r. To
the window ~'ou go and t;CP a riotous and
shouting" crowd runDir:g down tlJe str£!l't.
For th,~ time vou Uff~ unable to untatlR;le
&Hntences of nieunillg frorn the rumhle -0':
discordant lloise, but u:,; they come nea:,:,er their sloguns are disting'lbhablc-, and
ld of them arc ngaint;t H:e white man.
Predon:i.nating i.,; the aU,!!r)' cry: "\Vhite
lnan kill.:; Af'riean!"
.Look, tlwy ./l.re brl'aking into tr_e
shof,s: glass windows nre no ah;:;tacle.
E:H:n wooden s:'1utters splinter as two or
three throw their weight !l1-,'1l.imt tiler.1.
!'I;o European ~torf' i1'- mil".~(>(L ~ow thf'v
ure t~lfniIlg o\(~r H EllrOpPllTI-mvned ~ar
ar.d 8c1.tillls it afJl'~. ~'UI'ther down th~~
s!reet all:ltlwr ear is on its side and hugf!
SlOnes and hlock~ cr c('lllt'nt are hurled
to ~omp~etc it::. wl'c{.'kage. The db grows
is
.until the (;-utire eenter of the capital
.
lJl an llproar.
OnlY the beg-im:ing. As ni~htfnll e01rl(>S
a new temp(; i" rea{'hed. By now .th~
who:l~ town hRH learned cf the shcoting
and most of the on]ool,ers join in with
the rioters. At tillw:-: t hf' noise becomer:;
dE·a.fening as glllss windows, wooden
d{)ors .ane. cvpu iron bars give way.
Wholt~8alE' IA)(}ting

V;.rholcsllie looting IIa::; begun. Like bUHY
an:s the peoI)lp seurry in all directions
with gOOd8 in their a.rms [L::ld on their
head:;. It SN'ms that the entire town hU5
gmw ternIlOrurily mad. 11ionight eomes
with ]10 easir:g up of' the smashing !lnd
plundering. Arson! Ar:,;oll! is the cry us
one's attentior. if:, draWl) to :he lurge
.A W..d.KE I

European stores that have been fired.
Great clouds of smoke can be seen billowing upward as Hie fierce flames light
up the night sky. Limited fire-fighting'
equipment stands by helpless as stores
crumble to the ground in ashes. Only
with the coming of daylight does the violence abate.
But, alas, by midday on Sunday looting is again sweeping through the city.
Noone, acts to curb it. The police just
look on, powerless. The only buildings
receiving protection are the national
post office, the bank and the cable and
wireless offices, which are situated close
together in the center of town. These
buildings are surrounded by European
and African soldiers, and occasionally
gunshots add their voice to the din as
soldiers fire over the heads of the crowd
in the distance.
Hours go by. The looters increase.
Men, women and children, all are in the
scramble and hustling off with bundles.
,Each one is out for himself. Some men
balance large bundles on their heads and
in their hands brandish long sharp
knives as a warning to anyone, even his
fellow African, not to try to steal his
loot. Many natives required hospital
treatment because they envied somebody
else's load. Long-suppressed desire blossoms into greed. From cycle dealers it
was not sufficient to take one bicycle. No,
they rode one and carried another on
their head. From time to time. loud reports, similar to gunshots, boomed out,
but they were the explosions of powerful
fireworks that had been pillaged from
the stores. Some ingenious African would
occasionally use these to his own advantage. How so Y If there was somethin8' in a store that he wanted but there
were too many looters crowding the
shop, he would light one of his powerful
fireworks near by. The explosion frightened the looters and they ran out in all
directions. Then, in he goes to get his
haul.
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As night falls on Sunday one wondert.
when such wholesale plundering and
s~ash~g will be cheeked. On the preVI.OUS mght large supplies of beer and
WIne were ,taken and the native enjoyed
many a fine drink, and this in due course
had its effect on him. But by Sunday
evening he had had time to sleep it off
and was out again to see what he could
get. Many gra,bbed, the first things their
hands could touch, only to later,wondef
what they had taken and what it was
good for. But look over there, agairi
c~ouds of smoke are rising. Yes, the
rIoters have set fire to another one of
the largest stores in the capital. The sky
blackens as the flames blaze upward and
a great shower of sparks shoots up as
the floors fall through. The firemen can
only prevent the spreading of the fire to
a9.jacent buildings.
Rioting and Looting Spread
Rumors on Saturday and Sunday
claimed that rioting and looting had
broken out in other parts of the Gold
Coast. Now, on Monday, definite news
comes through that large European
stores have been broken into and looted
in Kumasi, the second-largest town in
the Gold Coast, 170 miles from Accra.
Other towns along the coast line and in
the interior where European stores were
established, underwent attacks. Despite
poor commuJ?ication and transport, news
filtered in surprisingly quick of scattered
attacks against European stores. All this
news meant that the entire country,
:"hich had supported the boycott against
lillported goods, was now affected by the
outbreak of looting. Ne'\Tertheless the organizers of the boycott made it known
that they were against this ruthless
plundering. But the outlook of the African in the street was that he had been
nursing his complaints long enough and
now the opportunity had come for him to
exhibit his feelings. And he certainly did.
The expected repulse came on Monday. The riillitary were brought into aoII

non. The streets were patrolled. A close
watch was kept at night. Warmngs were
sounded that anyone caught looting
would be shot on sight. Many took no
heed and several natives were killed.
'JIhe imposing of a curfew was announced by Accra, Kumasi and several
other important towns. This meant
everyone had to be off the streets between the hours of 6: 30 p.m. and
6: 00 a.m.
The curfew lasted from March 1 to the
21st. Many violators of this ban were
imprisoned. Soldiers in the colony were
reinforced with troops from Nigeria and
South Africa. For about two weeks the
capital was completely cut off. Soldiers
guarded all entrances and it was impossible to enter or to leave the town. A
shaky order was restored, and on
March 8 it was reported that 26 Africans
had been killed and 227 injured, whereas
only 15 Europeans were wounded.
A state of emergency was declared
and under the emergency regulations the
governor had great power at his disposal. He could detain or deport and exclude persons from the territory, and
under the emergency regUlations the
legality of such action could not be questioned. From March 5 a censorship was
placed upon all newspapers that was to
remain in effect for some weeks. Six men
were deported from Accra to places outside t.he eapitaJ. Their removal naturally
had its effect in public reaction, but the
protests did not take the form of violence.
A few days after order was restored
a systematic search was conducted inAccra by the military. Loqted articles
were thrown in the streets to be picked
up later by an army lorry. From reports
and from the writer's observation, in
comparison with the amount looted, very
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little was recovered. As one can well
imagine, when the Europeans retUrned
to Accra (most of the 2,200 Europeans
living there had been removed to pJaees
of safety during the rioting) tension be~
tween them and the Africans was great.
Estimated value of merchandise lost and
looted plus property damage runs to at
least £3,000,000, or $12,000,000.
At the governor's suggestion a eOIDmission of inquiry was sent out from
England, which consisted of three
Scotchmen. The commission was given
power to inquire not. only into the circumstances of the disturbances itself but
also into their underlying causes. The
inquiry was held in the Supreme Court
building and lasted several weeks. Large
crowds attended. Evidence given Q.y the
six persons removed from Accra by the
governor's order \\Tas closely followed.
The six detained men employed a British lawyer to iight their case. As tile
writing of this article is concluded in
J nne, the Gold Coast awaits the report
of the commission.
Africans hope for self-government.
Under it, many of them believe, they
could erase high prices and selnsll pronteering. 'rhey could eliminate \vhat they
consider police brutality and murder,
and could even legislate out of existence
Devil-inspired r~cial discrimination. But
could they1 Vlhat nation on earth today
that boasts of self-government, whetiler
it be democratic, communistic, fascistic
or monarchial in form, is free from unequal distribution of goods or is tot~lly
free of harsh police action or is without
the evils of race discrImination 1 Not
one! Fallen man is not capable of ruling
himself or others in fairness and equality.-Awakel correspondent in 'Gold
Coast.

AWAKE!
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slopes
the black-

spiders are spinners of
silk, not all are weavers of the web.
There is a large section of spiderland's
society that use other methods of trapping their prey. Some hunt and stalk
down their game, wolf-fashion, or lie in
ambush like members of the cat family.
Others build dens in the ground, with
cunningly constructed trap doors over
the entrances, in which to hide until unsuspect.ing insects come near enough to
be grabbed. Some of the burrowing ty"}le
of spiders, instead of building a concealed trap door flush with the ground,
erect a conning tmver or turret about
their entrance from \vhich to get a better look of bugland. 'The purse .,spider,
also a tunnel builder, constructs a long
tube above the ground as a special trap
for its daily quota of fresh meat. Then,
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Though
.'1i~:;:,
~
creepers are
1/25 of
larger spiders of the
are some
inches in lengtl;t.
are of a much higher order of
than the insects, and their anatomy
far more complicated. They are
"brainy" little things, have a high degree
of intelligence and are able to solve many
problems. Some wear camouflaged hunting jackets to hide thE'ir presence in the
underbrush. Others don wardrobes of
bright colors to catch the eye of passing
insects. Not hQ,ving antennae, as insects
have, their legs, of which there are eight,
serve to keep them in touch with the
rest. of the world. Some spiders have
very long, thin legs to carry them over
the ground at high speed, while the legs
of otherR are short and stout to enable
them to jump great distanceR. If a tiger
for its size equaled the jumping dist.ance
of some spiders, it would leap a quarter
of a mile! Those that burrow in the
ground have special clmvs for digging.
-Usually spiders are hairy
things, and the hairs are a
part of their nervous system. They serve as organs
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of touch. The body hairs J:oint toward
the head, and hence spider::; hang head
downward i:::l their web~ to shed the rain.
Ali spiders are air-breathers and seme
even have a double spt of lungs. rI'hey
also have a lleart and c1:rculatory s.ystelll.
With thE' exception of u. ('ave-dwelling
spedE's that is F!Jltirely hlin.d, sy/Jers
have from two to eight eyp8. Tt,eir
mouths, having no teeth Wilh whi('h to
handlfl 50lid food, are rf·ally sucking
meehanil:iTtls wit I] whi~h they ~que(>ze
and suck thp :nice out of victims they
have firsl pRraJyz€d and put to dpath
witb POiSOllOU:-' :nj(~ction:5 frum n:eir
two fallg~ ('filled chelicr-rup. \Vhther
ap:ders are ab:p to :-r.1ell is still a question, but sonu' have suggpsled that
the lyriform organs in thefr le~s 1)lay
serve an (dl'artory f:mction. ']'he ~fal
pigbian ye::>!:iels take the place of ki<lney~.
Puri:y of specie.:; in the ,;pider fami~y i~
provided ~'or f:y th~ com?licat~d l,,'~p,ro
du('.tive mlZans. w1:o::h dlffer In c.eslg::1
with ea('h ~pec:cs. Of course, the spinninll;' a:lpar8.ll1~ i., the rr.Oflt marvclcus
pnr'i of thtl 1"pider's anatom~'.
Strange Habits of the Spiderlt

r.!'hose who II!1've made it their bw;ifl(':-;:-;
of. E.pying on spiderland r.a.ve iearned
some ye:r~T in1erf'sling' tllir:.gs about the
eating, livil:g l'~nd ma~rilllOl,ial habits of
these little creatun~s. Spiders arc mput·
eater~. and ill~ectl:i are their chi~f di(·t,
It is ~I!id that for tllf?ir size tr,ey eat more
(Jests than am' (JthN eODSUm('l' of insects.
SOlllC "'Jl'owl:lrour.ci at night an:} d:J tIll'ir
sl(CTJillg durin~ tf-;e day, btt otllPr~ l'evr.r~(~ this praetiee. Some wandc: and
roum about as vagahonds searching for
thpir !'oed, wl:ile other::;, using more sa·
gacity and the element of surpr1:;('. r.ide
ir. Cower;.; or in pocketS" of :he grollTl,i
from where tlll'~' sprill~ (lut upon th0ir
victims. 'I'rap-:ioor ~pidl~n, dig their
claws in th under :;ide of their trap
doors and. llolJ.. them dosed un1il t.hey
hear an inseet walking by. So powerful
is their grip on the door. according to
actual :ne.asnrements, that in proportion
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to body size a 150·ponnd man would have
to lift ten tons to equal it! The jmnping
EI:lider attaches its life-line thread to a
,vall and then l('aps into spaee to ctltch
pa:;dng tli0S on t::lf' wing, afh~r which it
pulls itself ~a('k up by repling- in the cord,
a feat of g~:mna8tie:; that IlO athlete Call
duplicnte.
Tlj(~ bird spider of South
AIll~ri('a is 80 ~IWec.y on foot
that it is ub:e to ('ate!:J bird:;
by run~in.g along tree lilllb:5.
. A wnt€r !-:pi(:f'r oll!~e eaug-ht
a
ga rt('1' snake tr,ut wa::; ~5() times
as heavy al:" itself. The fh:hillg spide:, r~
YF. rsir:g T:f)(' ngE'.old nwt ,·,nd of waiting for
the fi~h to hite~ diws in the watClr 8.::J.d do~~s
the biting: i1f;plf. It ('utehes hal)Y cauhh
many tilll~!'; its own sizl'. While' sp:ders
Ilre {'xtremr,iy yora('iou~ 1-,;ith an insatiabl(' appetite. HIE',\' hav{' been known :0
~(l ,vithout ncuri~'llI:ellt fo~ ft,., long as
eig-htf>en mfJ1lths wheTI k(·pt in captivity.
Some :3pe-eic~ normal:), live i'Jr ):w\T(~ral
Y('llrs, uut tile oldf'l' tlwy grow, tlH' f;tilrer
lb·ir :eg's bewJlYIC witI-. "rhru:natism''',
until tJi('Y arc no (oliger able to forage
for their fOrld a~ld dip 0:' starvation,
\'ot only H r.llturai :n:-;p('t (~(mtro:,
spid('l':;:· arp n!;.:.o a contrd on spiders. If
a 8hort8~c of in::>pettl dt'..-elops~ (ile;l
spidt!r f'ut" spid(-'l" allG. tlds way a balance in farth·~ population cf crc\;ping
f:lin;!s is lllain:ainE'd so that neither 1::1sec:t::; 1101' ,-,pidprs domir:ate thp earth,
Courtship and mating- iii a l.atr.er
hazardous ad~'e!1tun' for th~ uale:,; ir: the
realm :JI' ~JJiderdolU. The ft~ltlah.. :; nre
more f('ro('iou:-: and tru:v the <I<>al1li<>r of
file ~p('eies. They are tlsually many times
a~ hig $.::; th,:ir menfolkt'o SOnlf' al't~ a
ilUndrpu timc1:l as bjg ail the male~. The
mi;;tI'I'st' of tl~e conll:lOn gard~'n vari{'ty
of ;;pider weigh1l tifty tinie!" as mue:l u's
he:- mate. t;v it is net fnrr;r:~ing that hE'
:ooks upon her with fear u:nd dread and
is eareful lest he make a ~li"D and !'he
gohhll~ ,him up. ApproaC'hing her web
with great \~antjon, he may shake the
:eie-pi:one lines with gentle love tap8-,
.d W .. LKE,'

hoping to hit a responsive chord and
open up a.conversation with her. Among
those like the jumping spiders that do
not build webs, the male sometimes approaches the subject by putting on a
song and dance at a safe distance. Waving some of his eight legs sidewise in the
air while dancing a jig on the others, he
attempts to woo the lady of his choice.
The time and manner of laying the
eggs varies a great deal with the different species. Some lay their eggs early in
the season to give the young time enough
to grow before winter sets in. Others lay
eggs in the autumn and wrap them up
in a silk cocoon for protection until
spring. Oftentimes spiders can be identified by the design of their sac or egg
basket. One mother wraps her two or
three hundred eggs in a gl!Jssy ball of
down. Another sticks the eggs tightly together and then wraps the mass in severallayers of silk, each layer of a different color and texture of cloth. Some spin
a web around their sac; others hide their
eggs under a dead tree; another carries
the egg sac beneath her until hatching
time. The wolf spider puts her eggs in a
"sack" and drags them along on a string,
and then when the young hatch out they
climb on mama's back and are carried
around papoose-fashion.
As spiders develop from babyhood to
maturity, they molt or shed their outer
skin as many as nine times. They actually outgrow their skin, so they cast it off
. for a new and more flexible one that will
allow expansion. With the final tnolting
the sexual organs reach their final development. Another very interesting
thing about this molting process is the
fact that if, in the battle for existence
durin~ childhood, a limb is lost a new
one WIll bud and begin to grow at the
next molting time.
Marvels of Their Spinning

Whereas the silkworm spits its silk out
near its mouth and the ant-lion forces its
silk out its alimentary canal, the spider's
SEP'J}EMBER 8, 1948

most complicated silk-producing organism is located in the caudal end of the
abdomen. A single spider spins as· many
as five different kinds of silk for its various uses, by means of its spinning apparatus, which consists of three pairs of
fingerlike spinnerets. In the end of each
spinneret there are microscopic openings
of as many as a hundred tubes that lead
to the silk glands of which there may be
several hundred. Like various-shaped
nozzles on a water hose, the differentshaped openings or spigots produce various strands of silk. Then, in addition
to the half-dozen spinnerets, some spiders secrete silk through another organ,
called the cribellum (sieve), which has
tiny holes numbering from one thousand
to nearly.ten thousand.
·When it comes to spmmng
yarns, the spiders are no
jokers. On their 25,000 different kinds of looms they
turn out fabrics of exquisite
and great utility. So fine, yet
IS spider silk that nothing has
been
that equals it for tRe crosshairs of gun and bomb sights, range
finders and optical instruments. One
type of silk, known as the drag line,
is put out when the spider drops from
its perch or lays the foundation
cables around the perimeter of its
web. It is made up of only a few extralarge threads. Attachment discs used to
attach and hold the dragline threads in
place are made of a different type of silk.
The swathing band or film is another
type used by the orb-weaving spiders to
wrap up their victims after capture.
Then, there are sticky, viscid threads
that make up the spirals of the web.
These are composed of very flexible
threads upon which are placed tiny droplets of a sticky mucilage. Hackle bands
is another type of spider yarn, and still
another type is used for weaving the egg
baskets.
Silk for snaring the prey, silk for egg
sacs, silk for making shelters, silk for
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the drRJilines, and lifelines. :is really
wond~r-stuff of nature. Chemically. it is
albumen, and it is so light that MI. ounce
of webbing measures 8,000 Idles in
length! Somehow spiders know thet this
lightness and s:rf'ngth combine to make
an ideal aviation material, and so it is
not unusual to see these ing~niou;; a ....iators moent e fenc~ post or tree, spiT. od
e. long drag-line, and jump into space.
Putting all thpir tlllSt. in n. single thread,
they sail through the air with the ~rea:
e!;t of case on the ",·in.trs of' Sllll!rl!er
breezes. By this meum; of aerial navigation spidert'l tw:ve landed on ships hundreds (If miles at sea. Like s(>eds, young
spiderlir.gs m'e this means (If travel "to
see the world". Sometirm~s when thouannds or thell.l take to the air on a summer evening- a down draft of wind will
spread them ov('r tlle ('o:mtryside so the:::
in U:e morning tif':ds bok Eke seas of
gossamer and h('df;'es see::n wrapped in
sheets of gauze, the remains of their
abandom'd thread parachu,;e~ or gliders.

Web- Weaving at Its Best
The orb web, thos(' super mastNpiee.cs
in g e 0 rr: e t r j e a 1 design, a.re a scientific and enginee7ing marvel ho1h in accl1ra('y of angles and pr(>cision of di.stances ~~t\\'een the stran(~!'. 'Vatch the~e
ingeniom er(>atureE'l as they go abor.t construeting one of their la:~y webs in midair. perhaps spreading it he tween two
tree~ thnt are rooted on cpposite sides
of a brook. First they lower themH'lves
an a long drag-line ana kt the v.-ind swil'lg'
ttem o\'er to th,~ other ~ide, where they
anchcr the cord to form the bridge.
Walking back und forth over i'; IlS a
trapeze artist, they ~trengthen the origi.
nal strand witl1 more 8:)id~r wire. :Sext
they fa,su'll !'iik cullle; or foundation
lines in place to form a rectangular
area in whirl: ~he orb will lie hun,£;.
By drollping a perpendicular line
throng:'! thf' Cf~Jlter and then s'Jotting the hub they next string' out
the radii threRd~ that f::mn the
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spokes of their orb. One by one they
start tbese from the center, and, walking out so r.lany pa(~es to fix the proper angle, they ~~asten them to the outer
perimeter. The c('ut('r is next IStrengthen~d by a ha.lf~dozen turns of ~j}k. Bo
far these threads are all dry and can
1:e walked on without gf'tting stuck up.
In the tinal opprlltjon of laying down
the sticky spiral1hcy always begin at the
ont!:ide and work 10warci th~ center.
'Most spiders love to live alone, build
their own r~ests and mind tJl[>il' own b!1siness. Hence, they construct van OUR
types of webs to catch particular :m.;ects
that suit their ovm la~lp. rnlCre are sheet
wei)!;;, funnel w('h~, hamn:ock hnrl bow:
webs, d(lme wc-bs, and doily wens, r('gular
and irrE'gulnr. Some Rl'e hUllg' vHti('ally,
others horizcntally; ~orr:(' are pJaccd
elo:::.e to the groUl:d, others !ligh in ~he
trees: some are IH~ng in the 1:'i}la{h~, other~
in the brIght sunshirlc. One gro'Jp of
('ommensul spider~ in South America
mak{'s an ex(~eption to the general nl€'
and lives jn la.rge co:onles lil([~ antH, in
whiel: thcusands of them wiil build a Biugle we3, perhapl:'i mteEm fl-'!f't iligh. and
share> the spoil among thnll.
.
It se€'Irls 10 ~e ir.stinctive for rr:all to
he repelled by sp:de::os. And yC't spiders
arf! amcng men's Rost valnehlfl friend::;.
TIleY constantly feed on gras~hopp('l'!"
plant lio~ and roaches that, if ll'ft to mu:tiply withou,,: clieC'k, would soon supplant
the whole human race. ~rQreDver, spic.us
art' very timid thicgs and their only
~hougll~ when apPl'oaelred hy hU!1:~' r:lOnsters likE men is to escape Thy are
"pra('tirully ilarml('s8, with till' ('xce:Jtion
of a few, like the" furn(J'J8 bluQk \\:idow
spide"!', the tarantula, til(> banana spid('r,
nne. odH~r t ropiQal speciE$, whose hite i1:'
[:lore or le!'s dangerous. j<~ven these \vill
bite- only in self-defense or defense
of tlJeh· YOUlJg o:r if p;"ovoked long
enot:~h. Yo'] mind your business
and lhey wi:l mind the-irs; and
their ':Ju:,ine~8 i:;; working for ~"uur
int('rest~.
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The Body's Outer Covering
HE outermost boundary of the cellular layers 'Of tissue,
the living organism, the together with their blood
T
perimeter of the individual, vessels and nerve endings,
the limit beyond \'lhich we can that cover over the body's
neither flee nor escape, is our flesh. It is made up of three
skin. 'Vith it one comeS in con- layers: the hypoderm, or
tact with the rest of the ,vorld, subcutaneous tis sue,. the
for good 01' jar evi). "Thou deepest )ayer; the corium,
hast clothed me with skin and called also the derma or
flesh," declared Job. Not only cutis, and ,vhich is the true
does the skin offer protection , skin; and the top layer,
from many harmful things but it also called the epidennis, which is otherwise
regulates the body heat, removes body known as the cuticle or scarfskin. The
waste, and serves as a sense-organ by fingernails and toenails, hair,' hair-folliand through ·which impressions and cles; sweat glands and sebaceous glands,
though closely associated, are properly
stimuli ilre received.
Touch vour skin. Feel }lOW smooth and spoken of as appendages of the skin.
soft it is; how supple and movable it is,
The hypoderm, serving as the bond be~
yet how firmly it is attached to the flesh tween the flesh and the true skin or cobeneath. Nutiee how p~fectly it is joined riurn, is composed of a network of interto the delicate membranes around the lacing fibers in which masse's of fat are
eyes, ears, nose and, other orifices of the lodged that give the full and smooth
body. Note the difference in its vadous texture to the skin of a well-nourished
surface textures. rrhe calluses on the body. During sickness and old age this
sales of the feet differ from the tender- fat disJ;lppears and wrinkling of the skin
ness of the cheeks and lips, and the results. It is therefore apparent that the
toughness of the palms of the hands is quack preparations sold to the gullible
unlike the elasticity of the eyelids. public for the removal of wrinkles are a
Probe deeper than the surface, with the hoa.x, because they attempt to accomplish
aid of a microscope, and see how complex the impossible thing of restoring fat in
its amazing. nerve, blood-vcllsel and the hypoderm by application to the skin's
glandular systems work. If one loses outer surface. There iii> als\} a n-otwl.)yk -ci
more than a third
nerves and special
of the skin the
nerve-endings wochances of living
ven into the hypoare very slim. This
derm l and the deep
is because the huhair follicles l cerman skin is an ortain blood vessels,
gan of the body,
and the lymphatic
the largest and one
and sweat glands
flAil
of t.he most importalso reach down in"""'eLl' __~
to this layer.
ant qrgans,ve have.
The middle layTechnically man's
armor-p 1 a tin g of am "~UI'_-'
er, or true skin,
called the corium
skin is limited to
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or derma, is constructed of fibrous
and elastic tissues that 'give support to the hair, nerve endings and
glands. A closer look at the corium UDder the microscope shows that it really
is subdivided into bottom and top sections, the top containing thousands' of
tiny prolongations, called papillae, that
project upward into the lower part of the
epidermis. Have you ever wondered
about the markings of the skin that leave
the individual tell~tale fingerprints'
They are traced to the papillae. These
number about 64,000 to the square inch,
on the average, and over most of the
body they are more or less evenly distributed. But on the toes and fingers the
papillae occur in rows with furrows between them, and this causes the characteristic ridges and grooves that have
solved many a criminal mystery. The
papillae are also provided with different
types of nerve endings, and these vary
in different parts of the skin.
The skin's third or outer layer, called
the epidermis, when viewed under the
microscope is shown to have four distinct strata. The outer or immediate surface that takes the beating from the outside world is made up of flat cells that
provide a rather dry and horny surface.
The lowest stratum of the epidermis
contains the fixed pigments that give
the skin its racial and individual color.
One of the two layers between this
lower stratum of pigment and the surface of the epidermis is a stratum of
granular cells that mask over to a certain degree both the pigment colors and
the red of the blood vessels. Were it not
for a thick layer of such granules the
white man would appear pink, like his
lips, where the granular layer is lacking.
Nerve and Pore Systems of the Skin

Imbedded in the skin is one of man's
most useful possessions, the sense of
touch, by which he is able to get a feel
of the world and through which many
kinds of sensations are perceived. The
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sense of pressure, the sense of telllperature, and the sense .of locality, the latter
being the ability to d'etermine the shape
of objects, are registered by several
types of nerve endings working separately or together. This much is known.
How they perform their function is still
a mighty mystery.
Pain, for example, is considered by
some as an overstimulation of the sensory fibers j by others, it is believed to be
registered by special nerve endings.
Women are said to be one-tenth less sensitive to pain than men. One of the
strangest cases, one of the four or five
known cases of history, recently came to
light where a one-year-old baby girl feels
absolutely no pain, even when jabbed
with a needle or burned with a red-hot
poker. Due to a defective development
somewhere along the nervous system
she-will grow up to be a painless patient
in the dentist chair. Besides the sensation of pain the feeling of tickling, itching, creeping and burning, and of hot
and .cold, are' registered in the mind
through the nerve endings in the skin.
There is no man-made thermostatcontrolled or air-cooled machine that is
as efficient, smooth-operating and need.ing less attention than the pore system
of the human body. In actual tests t~e
body is able to withstand temperatures
up to 262 0 Fahrenheit. How the skin
works when the body becomes too warm
is very interesting. First, the heat excites the vasomotor nerves, which then
CRuse the blood vessels in the skin to
become dilated. This brings more blood
to the surface, where it gives up some of
its heat by radiation. The increased
amount of blood also stimulates the
sweat glands, and moisture is forced to
the surface through the pores, which,
when it evaporates, cools the blood further. On the other hand, when it is cold
the vasomotor nerves cause the blood
vessels to contract and the amount of
blood is diminished, the sweat glands
AWAKEI

are checked, evaporation is stopped, and keeps it from scaling and peeling. The
same muscles that control the oil glands
body heat is conserved.
Ripley, of "Believe It or Not" fame, are also responsible for the "goo~e a,esh"
tells of a boy who was born without experienced when cold, or the hair standsweat glands and had to spend the sum- ing on end when fearful or excited. An
mer months submerged in water to keep example of a special service performed
cool. An interesting discovery was made by the oil glands is observed along the
at Harvard a few years ago when it was edges of the lower eyelids. Based on the
learned that the skin temperature of principle that oil and water repel each
women is cooler than that of men. On -other, the constant oil film along the edge
the average, women's hands and'feet are of the lid forces the tears and other
five degrees cooler, their arms four de- liquids of the eye to flow to the corner
grees cboler, their heads and legs three and thence down along the nose rather
degrees cooler, and their trunks one-half than straight down the cheek.
degre~ cooler than that of a man.
For the general good of the body the
Perspiration is 99 percent '~iater, the skin must be cared for and protected
renlainder bein'g mineral salts and com- against a host of injuries, numbering1701
plex fatty substances that are either acid not includIng tropical diseases, and.
or alkaline. under normal conditions the which range from temporary freckles
body gives off about. one and a half pints and pimples to cancer and gangrene. Inof moisture every 24 hours, but over- ternal disorders of the intestines or
stimulation of the emotional constitu- kidnevs can cause eczema. Emotional
tion, or certain drugs or muscular acttv- disturbances can cause hives. Some peoity or an increase in the external tem- ple are allergic to certain foods. Someperature, will greatly increase the per- times drugs like quinine, belladonna and
spiration. At. 220 0 F. the loss amounts penicillin cause skin eruptions. Many into about an ounce a minute, which is over dustrial chemicals afflict workers with
sixty time.':l the normal rate. So often the dermatitis. Parasites, and fungus like
erroneous expression is heard to the ef- "athlete's foot", will attack the skin.
fect that the skin "breathes". IJ.'hough it
One of'the most common sources of
actually gives off some carbonic acid gas skin injury is the burning rays of the
and absorbs minute quantities of oxygfln sun, valued by many as a great source
this exchange is so small compared with of vitamin D. In moderation and in limthat of the lungs that it is practically in- ited quantities the sun's rays are benesigni6cant. As for absorption of liquids ficial, but overdoses destroy the skin and
and poisons through the skin, this is its function. If the rays in aU their force
practically nil except where the outer were of such supreme benefit the skin
horny layer of corneum is damaged.
would not throw up a defense of migratBesides the sweat glands, also called ing pigment (called "suntan") that
sudoriferous,glands, the skin is equipped masks out and prevents the rays from
with oil 01' sebaceous glands. 'Vhereas reaching down below the epidermis.
the sweat glands are mostly located in , After examining in detail the structhe hypoderm, the oil" glands are found ture of the skin, learning of its many
in the middle layer of the skin, usually functions, stUdying how fearfully and
with the hair follicles, but also on sur- wonderfully it is made, how sensitive yet
faces like the lips where hair is lacking. how durable it is, and how marvelously
Tiny muscles in the skin force the oil or it repairs and heals itself when damsebum, obtained from a chemical break- aged, one is again impressed with the
down of the fats, to the surface, where wisdom of the DeRjgner and Builder of
as an unction it lubricates the skin and the human body, namely, Jehovah God.
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HAT is how the most celebrated
Filipino martyr and hero, Dr. J oae
Rizal, described his native land, the
Philippines, in his farewell poem, posthumously called Ultimo Adios.
Anyone who has seen this country,
not, of course, the Philippines t~at hfl;ve
been ravished by the mass mSRmty
called "war", will be inclined to agree
that this indeed is a land of natural
beauty. Look at her gra!ld. blue. mountains that brood over the rollmg hIlls and
broad lowland plains kept ever. greeD: by
her tropical sunlight and cooling rams.
Her crystal-clear natural lakes and cascading waterfalls give a Teal treat to
lovers of nature. See her st.at.ely palms
and her green bamboo groves that a,re
like giant feathers that wave and WhISper in the breeze. Or, would you wish to
hear the songbirds in the boughs ~f
those flowering trees serenade thmr
mates while below the gurgling brook
winds'its way through rushes and lilies
to the ~ea or lake1 Take a stroll on t.he
white-blue sands of her wave-swept
shores and wonder at her exquisite silver
and gold sunrise, or her vennilion sunset or her silvery moonlight, while the
zephyr brushes the locks and kisses t.he
cheeks. Tourists are struck by her lovely tropical nigh~s, with her cle~r b~ue
skies studded WIth countless twmklmg
stars like diamonds on satin carpet.
.. man"s VIS lon,
.
As the apprecIatIve
feasts on these things he cannot escape
thoughts of how the Creat.or of these
must be such a lover of the beautiful and
how unselfish He is in making such loving provision for the enjoyment of His
intelligent ere a t u reman. As the inspired sweet singer of Israel mused:
liThe heavens declare the glory- of God j
and the firmament sheweth his handywork. Day unto day uttereth speech, and
night unto night sheweth knowledge."
(Psalm 19: 1, 2) And the rational man,
moved by the divine gift of wisdom,
20
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joins all truly intelligent creatures in
reverently saying: "\Vorthy art thou,
our Lord and our God, to receive the
glory and the honor and t.he power: for
thou didst create all things, and because
of thy ,yill they \Vere, and were created."
-Revelation 4: 11, Am. Stan. Ver.
The Philippines are the largest group
of islands in the Malay archipelago, lying beTh-een 21 0 10' and 4 0 40' north latitude and between 116 0 40' and 126 0 34'
east longitude. It is composed of 7,083
islands, with a land area of 114,830
square miles and a coast line of 14,407
statute miles. It has 21 fine llarbors j
Manila Bay, the finest harbor in the Far
East, is visited by vessels from different parts of the earth.
The mountains are clothed with thick
forests wHich provide an abundance of
valuable timber, gums and resins, rattan
and bamboo and tan and dye bark. 'l'hey
are stored up with gold, silver, lead, zinc,
coal, petroleum, cbromitc, asbestos and
manganese. Her marine life is rich, too,
and her fertile, well-watered plains produce great quantities of rice, abaca
(Manila hemp), copra, sugar cane, corn,
tobacco and maguey. Rubber and the
cinchona tree (from which quinine is
taken) are cultivated.
Manila was the capital till July 17,
when Quezon City succceded it. It is a
great industrial, commercial, religious,
political center, and has a poputation of
about a million. Baguio, the beautiful
"city of pines" in the tropics, is the summer capital and rcsort, where temperate
climate prevails and temperate-zone
fruits and vegetables are in abundance.
A.WAKE!

It is also the center of a rich gold-mining
distrjct.

The Friendly Filipino People
More interesting than all the foregoing are the Filipinos themselves, a warmhearted, hospitable people. The Filipinos
belong to the brown race and are a part
of the Malays, a people of the sea who
live in tho East Indian islands and peninsulas of southeastern Asia. They came to
these islands in boats and settled on the
coasts. Later on more emigrants from
Sumatra or the Malay peninsula came
and drove the first settlers into the interior. In thit-; way island after island
has been occupied. In process of time
these became a nation, and in 1939 she
had about 18 million souls, according to
the ccnsus of that year.
The Malays, and that includes the
Filipinos, have from'the beginning been
a religious people. Like the pagan
Greeks, Romans, Babylonians and 1£gy-ptians the earlv Filipinos worshiped
myth'ological goOds. Their chief god in
whose hand they believe is the destiny of
all creatures is Bathala. Being religious,
they were also superstitious. They use
amulets. An early Filipino would not
proceed 'in his journey if a lizard crossed
his way. It was also a bad omen if a
black butterfly fluttered by: a relative
had died or would dilf!. -When the foreigners came, the Filipinos did not become less religious or less superstitious.
To their pagan worship have been added
equally pagan foreign deities, only
dressed in "Christian" names.
SEPTEMBER 8, 1948
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About two-thirds of the
Filipinos are claimed to be
Catholics; a million belong
to the Independent Catholic
Church, organized by a Filipino priest, "Father" Gregorio Aglipay; about 500,000
are Moslems, who have settled in Mindanao and Sulu;
and there are about 500,000
pagans. Since the Un i ted
States took over these islands, different
sects and denominations of Protestantism have been added to the babel of religions in the Philippines.
Claiming to be faithful followers of
Christ Jesus and not belonging to any
religion is a small group known as "J ehovah's witnesses". This small group of
Christians believe that Jehovah is the
only true God; that the Bible is His
'Word of truth; and that His kingdom
under Christ, now at hand, is the only
hope of man. They zealously do what
they believe is their divine commission,
to wit: To preach the good news of God's
kingdom to all nations before the destruction of wicked rule and wicked creatures at the universal battle of Armageddon, \",hich will take place wit.hin this
generation. Their teachings, which are
always painstakingly supported by the
Bible and the physical facts or world
events well known, are gaining thousands and thousands of adherents, although this small group is persecuted
by religionists, whether they be pagan
or practicers of so-called "Christian religion".
At present the Filipinos are one of
the favored nations enjoying a written
constitution with a Bill of Rights. Since
1937 Filipino women have enjoyed the
suffrage. Education is free in the public
schools, secular and coeducational on the
basis of a common language, English,
the teaching of which is compulsory. Besides English there are seven other languages.and eighty-seven dialects spoken.
Tagalog is the official national language.
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About five miJJion persons speak .Jijnglish and four hundred thousand, Spanish.'Philippine literacy is about 49 percent now to compare with approximately 10 pe~cent in 1903. These favor~ble
conditions, however, have been attamed
not without much effort and constant
struggle for enlightenment and freedom.
Priestly Oppression from Spain

The Filipinos are a freedom-loving
people. This fact they hav.e demonstra~
ed ever since Magellan dIscovered thIS
archipelago in 1~21, cl~iming it for
Spain. From the time t~IS adventurous
sailor planted the ~palllsh fla~ on the
Philippine soil, resIstance agamst foreign aggression started. True, at t~e beginning resistance was weak and dIsconcerted; nevertheless, t~e ~ght. of the
Filipinos to preserve theIr h~erhes gave
the foreign imperialists no lIttle trouble
that ended in the violent death of Magellan in JV[actan island off the coast of
Cebu. There ended the first attempt of
establishing Spanish sovereignty over
the Philippines.
Spain ·would not give up. On the theory that these islands were hers by right
of Magellan's discovery, forty years
later she sent Legas:pi to try once again
to subdue and explOIt the Filipinos, resulting in the planting of the first Spanish colony in 1565. That marked the ~e
ginning of tile extremely oppreSSIVe
Spanish rule w~ich was to grind the
Filipinos under Its heel for more than
three centuries. And who compose the
oppressors 1 Paintings.or pictures of the
time are telltale: In the forefront are
the lonO'-robed leaders of religion and
with tl~em are the representatives of
commerce and politics, supported by the
armed forces. So well trained were the
colonizers in the ways of the fnquisjtion
that the Spanish rule, which was in f~ct
a priest rule, has become proverbIal
among the Filipinos for heartlessness
and cruelty. So deep was the resentmell:t
against the humiliating foreign impOSItion that for more than three hundred
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years there was a series of violent at..
temJ?ts to throw off the hated yoke of
Spam.
By nature an intelligent people, gradually the Filipinos began to realize the
value of education, and the eagerness
with which they took advantage of the
opportunities of learning incidental to
the presence of the foreigners greatly
alarmed the friars; so much that they
desperately tried to block that healthful
trend of the people. As elsewhere in
priest-ridden lands, the selfish policy of
not letting the natives know "too much"
was pursued by the oppressors. But the
enlightenment of the people continued
to advance to such a degree as to enable
them to intelligently comprehend more
and more the value of freedom. En·
hanced by the revulsion for the heartless
domination of a foreign powe;r, there
was born a seething national feeling that
is succinctly expressed in Patrick Hen·
ry's stirring appeal: "Give me liberty or
give me death."
In that fight for enlightenment of the
masses and for freedom from oppres·
sion, Dr. Jose Rizal was the foremost
leader. Being exceptionally talented and
having the advantage of being highly
educated abroad, Rizal was able to do
much for his people. He organized the
patriotic fraternity "Liga Filipina" for
the purpose of encouraging and strengthening the national desire and strug~l~
for independence. He wrote El Ftlt-busterismo and Noli Me Tangere while
abroad, away from the clutches of the
oppressors at home, where he exposed
the innumerable evils and abuses of the
government, and especially the friars.
His writings show definitely that however little his knowledge of the Bible
was, still it contributed to his getting
freed from the Roman Catholic religion
and superstitions and augmented his
natural revulsion for hypocrisy, fraud
and oppression, and which must have
something to do with his scathing expose of the Roman Catholic cult.
..!W..!KEl

BUal's Expose of the Priests
Typical of Rizal's exposes of religion
was his letter written from Europe in
February, 1889, to the young women of
Malolos, province of Bulacan, Philippines, whom he commended highly for
protesting against the strenuous objection of the intolerant religious authorities to their plan to found a private
school for the teaching of Spanish, and
which prQtestation in those days of the
inquisitorial rule of Catholic Spain was
considered an act of valor. We quote
from that letter, which has been translated into English:
You know that the will of God is different
from that of the priest; that religiousness
does not consist of long periods spent on your
knees, nor in endless prayers, big rosarios, and
grimy scapularies, but in a spotless conduct,
firm intentions and upright judgment. . . .
God gave eaeh individual reason and a will of
his or her own to distinguish the just from the
unjust; all were born without shackles and
free, arid nobody has a right to subjugate the
will and the spirit of another. And, why
should you submit to another your thoughts,
seeing that thought is noble and freef
It is cowardice and error to believe that
saintliness consists in blind obedience and
that prudence and the habit of thinking are
presumption. Ignorance has ever been ignorance, and never prudence and honor. God, the
primal source of all wisdom, does not demand
that man, created in His image and likeness,
allow himself to be deceived and hoodwinked,
but wants us to use and let shine the light of
reason with which He has so mercifully endowed us.~Pp. 21-23.

Alluding to the intolerance of religious priests, Rizal continued:
The deceiver is fond of using the saying
that 'It is presumptuous to rely on one's own
judgment,' but, in my opinion, it is more presumptuous for a person to put his judgment
above that of others and try to'make it prevail over theirs. It is more presWllptuous for
a man to constitute himself into an idol and
pretend to be in communication of thought
SEPTEMBER 8, 1948

ann It IS more man presumptuOUS
and even blasphemous for a person to a.ttribute every movement of his lips to God, to represent every whim of his as the will of God,
and to brand his Owtl enemy as an enemy of
GoB. Of course, we should not consult our
own judgment alone, but hear the opinion of
others before doing what may seem most
reasonable to us. The wild man from the hills,
if clad in a priest's robes, remains a hillman
and can receive only the weak and ignorant.
And, to make my argument more conclusive,
just buy a priest's robe as the Franciscans
wear it and put it on a carabao [water buffalo], ·and you will be lucky if the carabao
does not become lazy on account of the robe.
WltA tiOO;

As to the cupidity of the richest organization under the sun and yet eternal
beggars, Rizal said:
Christ . . . did not cater to the rich and
vain; He did not mention scapularies, nor did
He make rosaries, or solicit offerings for the
sacrifices of the mass or exact payment- for
His prayers. Saint John did not demand a fee
on the River Jordan, nor did Christ teach for
gain. ·Why, then, do the friars now refuse to
stir.a foot unless paid in advance 1 And as if
they were starving, they sell scapularies,
rosaries, belts, and other things which are
nothing but schemes for making money and
a detriment to the soul; because even if all the
rags on earth were converted into scapularies
and all the trees in the forests into rosaries,
and if the skins of all the beasts were made
into belts, and if all the priests of the earth
mumbled prayers allover this and sprinkled
oceans of holy water oyer it, this would not
purify a rogue or condone sin where there
is no repentance.
Thus also, through cupidity and love of
money, they will, for a price, revoke the numerous prohibitions, such as those against eating meat, marrying a close relative, etc. You
can do almost anything if you but grease
their palms. Why that 1 Can God be bribed
and bought off, and blinded by money, nothing more nor less than a friar Y The brigand
who has obtained a bull of compromise can
live calmly on·the proceeds of his robbery, because he will be forgiven: God then will sit at
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a table where theft provides the viands YHas of the government and the religious orthe Omnipotent become a' pauper that He .ders in particular. That revolution ended
must assume the role of the excise or gen- in the promulgation of a pact by the
darme Y If that is the God whom the friar terms of which the Spanish government
adores, then I turn my back upon that God. promised to introduce reforms,' but
-.Pp. 25-27.
. which promise was not kept by the re-

/ Rizal believed in an unselfish, wise and ligious politicians. Hence, the fight was
. resumed, resulting in the birth of the
. wholly righteous God:
Let us be' reasonable and open our eyes, short-lived Philippine Republic, in 1898.
especially you women,' because you are' the At that' time the United States was at
first to influence the consciousness of man. Re- war with Spain, and American and Filimember that a good mother does not resem- pino forces made a concerted attack that
ble the mother that the f1;'iar has created; she brought to a close the Iberian dominamust bring up her child to be the· image of tion in the Philippines.
the true God, not of a blackmailing, a graspContrary to the Filipino expectation,
ing God, but a God who is the father of us however, the United States refused to
all, who is just; who does not suck the life- recognize their government. Resentful,
blood of the poor like a vampire, nor scoff and feeling themselves deceived, the
at the agony of the sorely heset, nor make Filipinos took up arms against the
a crooked path of the path of justice. Awaken mighty republic of the United States.
and prepare the will of your children to- Although such was' suicidal, neverthewards all that is honorable, judged by proper less it furnished irrefutable proof of the
standards, to all that is sincere and firm of Filipino desire to be free and independpurpose, clear judgment, clean procedure, ent. Convinced that it would be futile to
honesty in act and deed, love for the fellow obtain their freedom by force, they laid
men and respect for God; this is what you down their arms and decided to work
must teach your children.
for freedom by peaceful means. With the
desire for freedom undampened, they
Finally, Philippine Independence
have tried to absorb as much as possible
In view of such fearless statement of the advantages that the liberal govern- .
facts that mildly put the Roman Catholic ment of the United States brought and,
religion in the true light, what would its offered, and thus they have made great
priests feel and do to such a man as strides toward the goal they have set..
RizaU No, they could not tolerate such . Then on July 4, 1946, after they had
a man to live; he knew "too much". By displayed once again their love for freecriminal machinations through the Span- . dom and their revulsion for tyranny in
ish government the blood-thirsty friars their commendable fight with the Amercaused the execution of this man who ican forces against the Japanese in
was looked upon as the champion of free- World War II, the Filipinos attained to
dom. Such dastardly crime served as the their national aspiration. The Philippine
fatal spark that started the Philippine Republic was proclaimed. Awake! corRevolution in 1896 against the tyranny respondent in the Philippines.
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the spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom.
-2 Corinthians 3: 17, An Amer. Trans.
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The Main Thing for Which'lto Pray
HE main thing for which we should
pray is that which the Son of God
on earth, Jesus Christ, made the main
theme of His teaching· and preaching.
Within a short time after His baptism
in the Jordan river He began to preach
and instruct the people, and among His
first words addressed to the Jews were
these: "Repent: for the kingdom of heav-.
en is at hand." (Matthew 4: 17) "Repent"
meant that they must forsake the way of
sin and the God-dishonoring traditions
of the religious elders and must worship
Jehovah as God according to His Word
of truth. Matthew 15: 1-9.
God anointed Jesus with His spirit to
be the King of the promised Kingdom,
and begot Him as His spiritual Son and
acknowledged Him as His beloved child,
and thus identified Jesus as the foretold
Messiah or Christ. It was the anointed
King, Jesus Christ, who wa~ now addressing the people, and He SaId to them
truly: "The kingdom of heaven is at
hand." He meant that the Head of God's
royal house was then and there present
among them. Because He is the King
and upon His shoulders the government
should rest, the Kingdom was present
and was beginning to be made m.anifes.t.
This is exactly in harmony WIth HIS
words later uttered in the presence of
the religious Pharisees, namely: "The
. kingdom of God is among you." (Luke
17: 21, Rotherharn) Four thousand years
before that, God had foretold that He
would set up a government that would
be to His honor. Now the development
of that Government began to appear.
SEPTEMBER 8, 1948
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During the three and a half years that
Jesus as a man trod the earth among His
disciples, He taught them and also the
other people who heard Him. In all this
time He emphasized above everything
else the importance of the Kingdom. This
. He did because it is the Kingdom that will
fully vindicate the universal sovereign~y
and holy name of Jehovah God. It WIll
prove to all creation that J eh?vah is suo:preme, and by and through It .the obedient ones of the human race wIll be delivered from the bondage of Satan and
be granted everlasting life. When Jesus
delivered His great sermon on the mountain and gave specific instruction to His
disciples, He put the Kingdom forward
as of first importance. We read: "And
he opened his mouth, and tau~ht t~e!ll'
saying, Blessed are the poor III spInt:
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven."
-Matthew 5: 2, 3.
His words here clearly meant that
those who have a prope'r appreciation
of themselves and their relationship to
the Creator would fully recognize they
are poor and insignificant and that they
. would have a de-sire to know the will of
God and to obey Him. Such a spirit
would be that manifested by those who
would be taught and led by the Lord
God. These are the ones that love to
learn in meekness, an.d this is in harmony
with God's instruction, at Psalm 25: 9:
"The meek will he guide in judgment:
and the meek will he teach his way." The
worldly-wise men are not poor in spirit,
but on the contrary, think too highly of
the~selves .. They regard their learning
and importance above that of men gen25

eraOy, and consider themselvel:l too wisa
to give any heed to the Word of God.
But the maD who appreciates the truth
that all he has worth while and all he
hopes to have or to be in the future proceeds from Almighty God is humble and
heeds God's Word. He realizes that
man's first duty is tn fear God and be
obedient to His law. Being thus poor in
spirit, the man is in the way to learn of
God's purposes and to advance in all the
riches that issue from the throne of the
Most High God.
In the same sermon Jesus instructed
His £0110,\-er8 as to what constitutes a
model prayer, and in that prayer He
again puts forth the Kingdom as of
greatest importance. Mark His words in
this respect: "But when ye pray, use not
vain repetitjons, as the heathen do: for
they think that they shall be heard for
their much speaking. After this manner
therefore pray ye: Our Father which
art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in
earth, as it is in heaven."-Matthew
6:7,9;10.
Why is that prayer of such great importance 1 Because it keeps the mind and
the heart of the sincere person fixed upon that which is of greatest importance
and that which will vindicate Jehovah's
supremacy and name and bring life to
the dying human race. By that prayer
God would have His creatures on earth
keep in mind that He is the Almighty
One and tbat tbrough His government of
righteousness the new world will ultima tely be ruled in righteousness and the
n~me of the Most High God will be magnified above all else. The kingdom of
God is The Theocratic Government, that
is, the Government of the Almighty God,
by and through His anointed King, the
Messiah. In addition to vindication of
God's supremacy, name and ~Vord, that
government will cause the earth to be
filled with a godly people who will dwell
together forever in peace and joy. To the
Kingdom everything else is secondary in
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importance, and this fact Jesus frequently emphasized. This was particularly so when, in the midst of His mountain sermon, He used these words to .His
disciples: "Seek ye first the kingdom of
God, and his righteousnesI;; and all these
things shall be added unto you."-Matthew 6: 33.
By all His holy prophets .J ehovah God
had foretold the coming of His kingdom,
or The Theocratic Government. The Almighty God had preached the good news
or "gospel" to the patriarch Abraham as
His friend long previous to the coming
of Jesus. God did so when He said to
Abraham; "In thee sha]l all nations be
blessed," This prophecy meant that all
those who -have faith in God and in
Christ and His kingdom shan be blessed,
includ;ing the Gentile nations that were
not descended from Abraham according
to the flesh. (Genesis 12: 3; Galatians
3: 8-14) Jesus foretold that the kingdoms of this present evil world would
come to their finish and that this great
world catastrophe would signalize the
end of the world. In delivering His
prophecy on the end of the world Jesus
made it cIear to all wilO love God and
His Word that the final work of His followers on earth at the time of the end
and of His coming to set up the Kingdom would be to declare the established
Kingdom. Therefore He said to His followers: "This gospel of the kingdom
[established A.D. 1914J shall be-preached
in an the world for a witness unto aJ}
nations; and then shall the end come."
(Matthew 24: 14) This prophecy was in
effect a cOIl).mand for us His followers
today, and it places the Kingdom above
all things else as far as our earth is
concerned.
Therefore what the main thing is for
which to pray now beeames deaT. In OIIT
prayers to God we should put foremost
His kingdom and its increase, because
it is the governmental agency that God
will use for bringing vindication to himself as universal sovereign and also endAWAKEl

less blessings to all of obedient, faithfu1
humankind. And as we pray for the in~
crease of the Kingdom, let us remember
all those to whom is committed the duty
of preaching "this gospel of the kingdom
in all the world for a witness unto all na·

tion,", that they might be helped and
prospered in their loving activity in abe.
dience to God's command and that many
more persons might hear the. good news
and turn to God's kingdom and find sal·
vation through it.

Preaching in Parks in Medfield
GNORANT are those who 'know only
what they read in the papers'. Their
knowledge would be so honeycombed
with lies that it would never support any
test for truthfulness. An odious sample
of sensational journalism was .dished out
in Massachusetts during June. On the
afternoon of June 12 Jehovah's witness·
es attempted to hold a Bible lecture in
Baxter Park, Medfield, Mass. Police
broke up the meeting by arresting the
two in charge of it. The press of the
vicinity spun some exciting yarns about
the incident.
The Bible discourse was under way at
the park when a police car skidded in be·
side the audience in a spectacular and
theatrical stop. Out stepped officer Nicholas Gugliotto and ordered the meeting
closed, on directions from selectmen
William McCarthy and Joseph Marconette. The two in cbarge of the meeting,
Harold Wheeler and Robert Derrickson,
were arrested. At this point the newspapers whip up some excitement in their
stories. The Sunday Boston Post,
June 13, said the two arrested men
"heaped abuse upon the policeman", and
then: "Gugliotto then seized the two men
and as he did the crowd began to rush
him and to attempt to seize the two
prisoners. As the rush commenced, more
than 100 persons in the park and who
had been heckling the group began to
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move toward the Watchtower grouf.
[stated by the paper to be 150 strong,
and to the aid of the policemen." The
prisoners were allegedly pushed into the
police car and later two state troopers
arrived at the park, moved into the
crowd of 250 persons, and drove both
factions from t.he scene.
The Boston Sunday Herald, June 13,
said the Witnesses "trembled on the
brink of a riot", to which belief the paper
alleged police chief Hogan agreed. To
flavor their tale with a sinister note the
Herald declared: "Violence was averted,
Selectman Joseph Marconette said, when
officer Nicholas Gugliotto, who hustled
the two into a police cruiser, put his
hand to his gun and warned the aroused
crowd to stay back or take the consequences." Not to be left out, the Boston
Sunday Advertiser, June 13, jumped
into the free-for-all lying contest, with
this cry: "The crowd had threatened to
overturn the police cruiser car in which
their leaders were arrested, and men
jammed into the station, booing, jeering
and catcalling for a half·hour before
state troops arrived."
On Monday, June 14, the pr.ess re·
. porters were in court to hear the two
arrested men tried. The sensational stories they had ballooned up were quickly
punctured in the courtroom. The statement that the audience endeavored to
27

eeize the two prisoners from the PQlice the defendants that Judge Gilbert Cox
was flatly contradicted by the city's own dismissed the case. Said he: "People
witnesses, who testified that the entire have a right of free assembly as long as
group of Jehovah's witnesses acted in an they are peaceful and not disturbing othorderly manner. The arresting officer, ers. If these people were assembled for
Gugliotto, testified to the -peaceful and religious purposes weren't they within
orderly nature of the meeting, There their rights?" .Tudge Cox ruled that they
was no display of firearms by any officer, were.
Another lecture ·was scheduled for one
no dramatic cautionings to "stay back or
take the consequences", no anarchistic week later. One of HIe selectmen threatmoves to tip over the police cruiser, no ened violence against this meeting. The
heckling crowd of 100 moving in to aid police v>'ere notified, protection demandany besieged policeman. But the public ed. On June 19 several state and local
press retracted nothing; they let their police came to give protection, but were
only used to direct traffic. Some 250 atlies stand as testimony against them.
tended in peace. Democratic freedom has
All this was establish~d by the city's returned to Medfield's·Baxter Park, and
own witnesses, not witnesses for the de- persons of honest heart need not be limfense. In fact, the defense did not even ited in their knowledge to the unreliable
put its witnesses on the stand. The city sensationalisms they read in the nev,'sfailed so utterly to make a case against papers .
• ~,____~~, ••____~l~

The Emphatic DiaglottA Boon to Bible Students
Careful students of the Greek Scriptures delight in the assistance
rendered by The Emphatic Diaglott. This remarkable book, besides
presenting a new and accurate English translation of the Greek Scriptures, gives in a parallel column the original Greek text .vith an inter~
linear translation ihto English. This brings you the means of comparing present translations with ancient manuscripts even though you may
not be versed in the original tongues. Numerous footnotes, an alphabetic
appendix, signs of emphasis, and other features, add to its value. :\.fake
your study more effective through use of The Emphatic Diaglott.
$2.00 sent with the coupon will bring your copy, postpaid.

..
WATCHTOWER

Il~lt'---~'"
117 Adams St.

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

Please send a copy of The JiJmphatic Diag/ott. Enclosed is $2.00.
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BerUn Impasse

+ "Distress of nations, ",ith perplexity" continued to mhrk the
international scene as mld-.Tnly
saw the Eel"lin situation no better. Frayed nerves and shortened
tempers did not help matters.
Gen. Lucius D. Clay flew to
"\Vashingtoll to confer with the
U. S. government on the problem.
There bad been talk of runnIng
the 80,iet blockade of Ber][n
with armed trains, hut this desperate courge was not favored.
Rather, nrrungemE'llts for diplomatic nCl!otiations were considered. Both Secretary of State
Marshall, of the U. S., and Foreign Secretary Bevin, of Britain,
stated that they :would not be coerced Into Jeaving Berlin. American air foree strength In Europe was increased by 60 huge
B-2fl superfot'tresses and 16 jet
fighters sent a('ross the Atlantic
and stopping in Bngland, but
destined for Germany. But the
Russian-imposed blockade of Berliu c9.lltluued. Evidently Hu~sia
did not intend to he coerced into
doing anything sbe did not want
to do. Toward the close of July
the three 'Western powers' ambassadors and mluisters at l',Ios<cow met with Foreign Minister
Molotov of Russia. The three
powers had expressed willingness to negotiate on the whole
problem of Germany-a concession to Russia; hut only after the
"Starvation Siege" of the devastated German capital was lifted.
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In tlie capital efforts to force the
Western powers to comply with
its demands were continued by
Russia, including maneuvers to
gain control of 1Vest Berlin's industries. Meanwhile Geueral Clay
indicated that the Western p-swers will go ahead with their
pians for a German government
In their zones. By way of retaliation for the SOl'iet hloekade of
Berlin the 1V est ern powers
stopped all Soviet ran traffic
from the Rl1ssian-orcupied zone
to the West. The reason, "technical difficulties," was the same
as given hy the Russians for ImpOSing their blockade 1
Truce Continued
-$0 Ordered by the V. N. Security
Council to desist from further
mllHary action within three days
(hy 11 a.m. Jl1ly 18), the Jews
and Arahs in Palestine again
agreed (July 16) to end their
hostil!ties. Bom])jng and fighting,
however, continued for a time,
while efforts to negotiate for a
permanent peace settlement were
put forth. Three hundred U. K
ohservers began to return to
Palestine as U. N. me(liator,
Count Hernadotte, sought to
work out the details of the truce,'
see that Jerusalem was demiUtarized and provisions were made
for the settlement of refugees
and displaced persons.
The British government, whkh
had been withholding a twomilllon-dollar sub sid Y to the

Trans-Jordan Arab LegIon, an·
nouuced it would pay the ove~
due installment, now that the
truce had gone into effect. T0ward the close of July Moshe
Shertok, Jewish foreign minister,
said that the boundaries fixed by
the U~ N. were no longer pract{·
cabie, blaming the Arabs. He asserted they must be changed by
adding territory to the Jewish
state. The extremist organization
Irgun said the Jews must have
all of Palestine and also TransJordan. The New City In Jerusalem, with a population of 100,000 Jews, was declared to be
Jewish territory.
Special Session
-$0 In accordance with the pres!.·
dent's call the U. S. Congress be-gan meeting in special session on
July 26 and was addressed by the
president the following day. In
his message the pres~dent set
forth an eleven-point program,
recommending the following:
(1) An excess profits tax; CODSUmer ('redlt controls; regulation
of bank eredits and of specula·
tlon on the exchanges; rent con.
troIs; rationing"; allocation of
scarce essential commodities;
and price controls;
(2) Housing pro ~ I s Ion s;
(3) federal aid to meet the present crisis in education; (4) a
higher minimum wage; (5) Increased social security benefits:
(6) revision of displaced persons
legislation to admit greater numbers; (7) a $65,000,000 loan for
building of U. N. headquarters;
(S) a five-year international
wheat agreement; (9) a clvU
rights program; (10) restore the
$65.000,000 cut from appropriations for public· power and reclanmtion projects; (11) pay raises
for federal employees.
Congress was not enthusiastic.
It qUiCkly Issued a statement
that it would haIt the specialsession as soon as possible, sayIng
the president's program was not
mainly of an emergency nature,
and that the hostlUty of the
president to the Congress prevents the enactment of important
legislation. Said the RepubUcan
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majority. "we dO not lntena. to
conslder routine legIslation or
open the PandQra's box of the
legislative calendar."

U. S. Communlstlil Arrelilted
.. The FBII on July 20, arrested
seven top !communists, In the
U. S., including Wm. Z. Foster,
national chairman of the Communist party, on indictments chargIng them with ('(Inspiracy to overthrow the U. S. government. Five
more leading Communists were
also indicted by a special federal
grand jury, and were sought for
arrest. Three /!ave themselves up
by the end of the month, which
left two of the twelve still to be
located. Henry A. Wallace, third
party presidential candidate, as·
sailed the indictments of the
Communists as an uOCQnstitu·
tional attempt by the Truman ad·
ministration to ereate fear in
order to remaIn In power.

U. S. Draft
.. Maj. General L€wis B. Hersbey was reappointed director of
selective service by the president
on July 17. Hershey was responsible during the war for setting
up the organimtlon under which
10,000,000 men were mobill~ed
out of 36.000,000 that registered.
The present job is the registration of men from 18 througb 25_
The president, on July 20, issued
the order for the registration to
begin August 30, with actual In'ductions to begin on or after
September 22, as ordered by COIlgress. General Hershey, on
July 27, said the draft would begin with those 25 years old and
work down through the ranks of
the younger men. Many \18-yearold youths began to enlist for the
ahort-term olle-year service, by
doing which they will avoid the
21lmonth draft period later.

ThIrd Bnd Fourth Parties
Meeting In Philadelphia
(July 22-25) the newly formed
Progres!!!lve party enthusiastically nominated Henry Wallace and
Senator Glen H. Taylor (of Idaho) as candidates for president

+
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ano VIce-preSlu..nL. .LUtl .van.)'
keynote was "Wallace ur War",
The convention denounced "aMISoviet hysteria as a mask for
monopoly, militarism and reaction" and demanded "that a
new leaders.hlp of the peaceseeking people of our nation,
which bas vastly greater responsibility for peace than Russia because it has vastly greater power
for war, undertake in good faith
and carry to an honorable conclUSion, without appeasement or
saber· rattling on either side, a
determined effort to look forward
with confidence to tbe common
task of building a creative and
lasting peace for the world".
A "fourth party" made Its appearance with the entrance of a
"Dixiecrat ticket" into the presidential field. The dissident southern politicians nom\nate(l Governor J. Strom Thurmond, of
South Carolina, for president and
Go,'ernor Fielding Wright, of
Mississippi, for vice-president.
Thurmond asserted that he will
campaign for tbe presidency on
the single issue of states' rights.
Danubian Conference
.. At Belgrade the international
('(Inference to settle the problem
of free navigation on the Danube
met in late July. Soviet deputy
foreign minister, with characteristic bluntness, told \Vestern powers delegates that "the door will
be open for you to leave" if they
sought to lay down what he
called "conditions". The Communist bloc, as a further gesture of
frJendshlp, rejected English as
one of the offictal languages, and
the record will be made only In
Rus.sian and French, though English may be used in making
speeches at the conference.
French Crisis
.. France, during the latter part
of July, passed through another
of Its periodiC government crises,
and the premier, Robert Schuman, was obliged to resIgn. HI!!!
cabinet was overthrown by a vote
of 297-214, due largely to the
premier's refusal to slash the
military budget. Andre Marie,
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came premier 011 July 24. rec_lIvIng a vote of confidence from the
National Assembly (352-190)
M. SchUman was made minister
of for e I g n affairs, replacing
M. Bldault. who had occupied the
post in every eabinet since the
war.
Confidence for Tito'/'
.. At Belgrade the Yugosla,
Communist Party Congress gave
an enthusiastic vote of l'Onfidence
to Marshal 'rito, who is at pres·
ent in th~ Cominform doghouse.
The Congress echoerl Tlto's own
denunciations of Cominform "Hes
and misrepresenta~ions" of thp.
Yugoslav Jeader.
There w .. re members of the
Yugoslav delegation at Lake Success, N. Y., and of the Yugoslav
Embassy at "\Vashinglon who
signed a violent. lllanif(~sto denouncing the government of
Marshal Tlto in late July. Dr.
Joza VUfan, chief of the delegation, however, pnt himself on
record as a staunch suppo!'ter of
Marshal Tito and his policies.
The denollnecrs at 'Washington
were said to be minor officials.
Tlldy Resignation
.. Zoltall '.rUdy, president of the
HUngarian republic since its
proclamation In 1946, resigned on
July 30. Said 'TJldy, In a formal
statement. "It Is not political disagreement that made me rcsign.
The reason for my unehungeable
decision Is that a person (his SOIlin-law) who belonged to Illy close
entol1rage cO;Il11mltted a great
crime against the interests of the
HUngurian state republic and our
people, and consequently I feel
that I cannol expect the confi·
dence on behalf of the Hungarian
people that iIR indispen~able." The
SOn-in-law had been charged
with, but not convicted of, "'spyIng and treasonY
FInnish Premier and Cabinet
.. Finland's premier, .Mauno
Pekkala, resigned on July 22.
haVing served aIR prime minister
for two years and four months.
President Juho Paasikivl asked
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the government to remain In of·
flee unUl a new one could be
foimed. A week later premierdesignate Karl August Fager·
holm announced hIs all-Social
Democratic cabinet, the Commu·
nist-dominated Popular Democrlitlt:: bloc refusing to join a co·
alltion, because they could not
get the ministries ot foreign affalrs, trade and the interior for
their members.

nadons to withdraw their ambassadors and ministers from
Spain as long as Franco con·
tinued in power. The 1947 General Assembly, however, declined
to reamrm this resolution; hence
Peru felt free to take the course
she chose.

log the new International All'

port and celebrating the ftt'tieth
anniversary of the Incorporation
of Greater New York. The first
day's doings included speeches by
the two leading presidential candidates, Truman and Dewey, and
the flight of 850 all' force and
navy planes. New York International Airport is the world's largest, covering 4,900 acres, which
equals one-third the area of Manhattan Island. Begun six years
ago, 68,000,000 l'Ublc ya,rds of
sand were pumped from near-by
Jamaica bay to fill in a tidal
marsh. One of the seven runways
is riearly two miles long. The
port will be able to handle up to
a thousand dights a day.

Cbrlstian-.]"ewish Oouncll
.. The International Council of
Christians and Jews, composed of
about 150 educators from 17
De OMperi Victory
countries, and meeting at Fri.. The Italian Senate (July 22)
bourg, Switzerland, on July 30
defeated a motion of 'no confi- ,formally adopted a constltutiou
dence' In tlle De Gasperi govern· for a permanent organization.
ment, which WM presented by The councU will, in friendship
the Communists after the Shoot- with the world,collaborate with
Ing of their leader, Palmlro To·
the U. N. Educational, Scientific
gliattl. The vote was 173·83 In and Cultural OrganiZation.
ISO-Passenger Pla-ne
favor of Premier de Gasperl.
TogUatU Is reported to be much Anglican BIBhops' (){In:ference
.. The new giant of the air, the
better.
.. :More than 300 Angllcau bish- 180-passenger, 92-ton, Lockheed
ConRtitutiou, spanlled the Ameriops from all over the world were
Farben Pla.nt and Directors
can
continent (July 25) In 10
attending the Lambeth Conferhours 19 minnte~, landing at the
.. A violent explosion occurred ence In London In mid-July. The
naval air test center in Patuxent
In the great I. G. Farben plant first of such conferences was heUl
River, Maryland. As the plane
at Ludwigshafen, Germany, In 1867, and they have been held
was simply being delivered to the
July 28. Over 200 person-s were approximately every ten years
navy, it songht no n'cord.
killed and nearly two thousand since. The meetings are held at
were injured. The blast destroyed
Lambeth Palace, the oIDcial Lon125 bundings. The cause redon residence of the archbishop New Drug from Mold
mained obscure.
of Canterbury. The deCisions of .. A drug, narnell aureomycin,
At the same time thirteen
the conference ha,e no binding has been extracted from soil
former directors of the erstwhlle
effect on the individual Anglican mold and has been used with remunItions works were convicted
(Episcopal) churches represent- puted success ·to treat Infections
that do not respond to penicillin
of looting occupied lauds and
ed, but serve as a guide for coor streptomycin, a('('ording to remistreating slave labor. They reo
operative action.
ports issued July 21 at the :New
celved sentences of from Ii to 8
York
Academy of Sciences. The
years each.
Liquor Conswuptlon In the U. S.
chemical is dl.'scribed as "golden.. The Treasury reported July 18
yellow",
whence Its name.
Newfoundland WUl Join Canada- that liquor consumption in the
.. The latter part of July a
U. S. had grown faster than the
plebiscite held in Newfoundland population since repeal of pro- , Olympic Games
.. King George VI, or England,
voted 77,869 to 71,464 that union
hibition in 1933, and spending on
,on
July 2\l opened the OlympiC
with Canada was, what was whisky has increased more rapGames at Wembley Stadium in
wanted. Newfoundland's Inclu- Idly than the general Income level
the pn'sence of 80,000 spectators.
sion in the Canadian federation
since the beginning of the war.
Some 6.000 athletes, from 58 naas a tenth province was approved The whisky tax of $9 per huntions,
were on hand. Although it
in principle (July 30) by the dred·proof gallon is the governblew out Six times as It was carCanadian and British government's biggest revenue raIser in
ried from Greece, the Olympic
ments.
the excise category. It brought in
torch. of traditional significance,
$1,685,400,000 in the last fiscal
Pern BeSWUe8 Spanish Tie
was carried bUrning Into the
year.
,
.. Peru, on July 28, served noSta(Uum by an athletically atinternational Airport
tice on the U. N. that she had detired runner. Said the king, "I
at Idlewild proclaim open the Olympic
cided to send an ambassador to
Madrid and "resume full rela- .. The last day of July marked
Games of London celf'\)rating the
the
beginning
of
a
week~long
air
tions with Franco Spain". The
14th Olympiad of the modern
U. N., in 1946, urged all member show at Idlewild, N. Y., dedlcatera."
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For Your Lihrarg

Do you have these three books in your personal library? They have a place
there, right beside your copy of the Bible. Each of them is a valuable reference
book that will make the Bible more understandable to you.

"The Truth Shall Make You Free"
shows the harmony between true science and the Bible's account
of creation, and gives a complete history of freedom from its
loss to its eventual restoration to humankind. A scripture index completes its 384 pages.

"Let God Be True"
will help you to appreciate your Bible more, by proving God's
word true and reliable. In its 320 pages the basic doctrines of
the Bible are discussed one by one, intelligently and Scrip.
turally. It has both subject and scripture indexes.

"The Kingdom Is at Hand"
a 3M-page book, considers the kingdom of God in enlightening
detail, drawing comforting truths from the Bible to show the
ma~riitude of the Kingdom and the hope which it holds for hUM
mankind. Scripture and subject indexes add to its value.

Each of these stimulating, educational books should be in your library, convenient for study with your Bible. All three may be had for $1.00. A booklet,
Permanent Governor of All Nations, will be included free.
WATCHTOWER
117 Adams St.
Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
Enclosed is $1.00 for "The Truth Shall Make You Free", "Let God Be True", "'I'he Kingdom /s at Hand."
and Permanent Governor of AU Nation8.
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IN THE WAKE
OF GANDHI'S DEATH
Propaganda of rival groups reaches a delirious crescendo.
and reveals the precarious position of India today
•

Out of This World
Escapists from this world can gain a new and perfect one
•

X-Ray Sees Through You
How this marvel of the twentieth century benefits millions·
••

Lie on the Couch
Psychiatrists stalk the arch-villain.
your subconscious
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
New••ources that are able: to keep you a.wake to the vltallssues
of our times must be unfettered by cerisorship and selfillh interests.
"Awake'" has no fetters. It ~nizes facts. fa.ces facts, is free to
publish facts. It is not bound by political ambitions or oblid:ations; it is
unhampered by advertisers whose toes must not be trodden on; it is
unprej.udiced by traditional crew. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It
maintains inte~rity to truth.

"Av.rake'" uses the re~lar news chllnnels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own cotTespondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on~the~scenes
reports come to you through these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not narrow, but is internationaL It is read in many nations, in many
1an~~es. by persons of all ~es. Th~h its pages many fields of
knowle~e pass in review-government, commerce, reli~ion, history,
~eo~raphy, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover-.
age is as broad as the earth and as h~h as the heavens.
"Awake I" pledges itself to righteous principles, to exposing hidden
fOes and subtle da~ers, to champion~ freedom for al~ to comfortin~
mourners and stren~thening those disheartened by the failures of A
delinquent world, rellecting sure hope for the establishment of a right-.
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "AwakeJ" Keep awake by reading "Awake!"
ut...Y"\~ut.,Y"\~u
PUBLIStm:D SJllMI!iONTHLY By
WATCHTO~

117 Adams Street
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Brooklyn 1, N. Y., U. S. A.
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In the Wake of Gandhi's Death
THERE are particular moments in the history of nations
when the :people, stimulated
;g
by some VIOlent passion, or
some illicit advantage, or misled by the
artful misrepresentations of interested
men, resort to measures which ultimately,entangle them in a circle of evil-doing
and misery.
.
Freedom had come to India in the
wake of religious frenzy. Hindus and
Moslems had brutally butchered each
other. Millions of men, women and children had been driven out of their ancestral homes, broken in· body and spirit,
and forced to make a dusty, deadly trek
in search of a new home. The dislocation
caused by the mass migration of people
between India and Pakistan had created
problems of immense magnitUde. Hindu
communalism had grown to such an extent that it demanded the establishment
of a Hihdu kingdom.
Appalled by the evils of the movement
and believing that he had a "mission of
peace" to fulfill, Mahatma Gandhi, India's "political father", had since India's
Independence Day made efforts to dis.;
suade the Moslem minority from leaving India for Pakistan. But early in 1948
the situation was at its worst in the
capital city of India, New Delhi, and
Gandhi had resorted to a fast for the
purpose of restoring peace there and for
restoration of full freedom to the movement of Moslems living in Delhi and the
Indian Union. But by now fanaticism
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had so gripped the Hindu communalists
that they feared not even to put Gandhi
out of their way. Within a few days of
his fast, a bomb was thrown in an attempt to kill him. And within ten days
of this bomb-throw, on January 30, 1!H8, .
he was shot dead.
The hopes that Gandhi had raised in
the minds and hearts of the vast masses
of the people were shattered. The sudden, violent end of the man who for
many long years 'dominated the Indian
scene plunged India into an abyss of
gloom. Under the shadow of this calamity, Sarojini N aidu, governor of the
United Provinces, lamented: "Alas for
the Hindu community, that the greatest
Hindu of them all . . . should have been
slain by the hand of a Hindu! That indeed is almost the epitaph of the Hindu
faith." Gandhi's assassination came as a
thunderbolt to the people of the country. It enveloped the land with a darkness even more complete than the tragedies of the preceding months. Deputy
Prime Minister Patel called it "a day of
sorrow, shame and agony for India".
The Aftermath

How, then, is India facing the future
and the perils that encompass it? The
convulsions and heartbreaks of the past
months have affected both the spirit and
the outlook of the people. The majority
do not quite know where they stand today, and doubts and disillusionment grip
the populace. The Congress leaders con3

fess that while the present is full of uncertainty, the future is even more
shrouded and difficult to pierce. N evertheless, people whose minds are in a fluid
state, not knowing which way to look
and what to do, can be wooed with promises and ideals of human conception.
Propaganda and counter-propaganda
worked up into a delirious crescendo by
rival groups glaringly reveals the precarious position of India today. Communal rancor, provincial antipathies,
sectional intrigues and various other elements have made fissures in the body
politic and at key points deepen in intensity. Already a forceful movement
for reorientation of the provinces on a
linguistic baRis is under way. The conflict may ultimately turn India into a
second China.
Following Gandhi's death and 'when
the prescribe? ,Period of thi~teen days. of
mourning enJoIned by the Hmdu relIgIOn
had elapsed, Prime Minister Nehru
sought to console the nation and to allay
the fears in the public mind as to the
future policy of the government. Said he:
We must remember that India i..<l a common home to all those wbo Ijvc here, to whatever religion they may belong. They are equal
sharers in our great inheritance and they have
equal rights and obligations. Ours is a composite nation, as all great nations must neces, sarily be. Any narrowness in outlook, any attempt to confine the bounds of this great nation, will be a betrayal of l Gandhi's 1 final
lesson and will surely lead to disaster and to
the loss of that freedom for which [Gandhi]
labored and which he ga.ine(l for us in large
measure.

It was felt that the disruption of the
country into hvo states, the growing
ferocity of communal violence, the increasing imllortanee attached in many
quarters to provjncial interests. and the
complexity of infernational problems
made it necessary for India to be a compact, powerful and largely centralized
state. :\Ioderate leaders expressed the
view that "separation (from the British
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Commonwealth of Nations) may satisfy
our present feelings of resentment or national elation, but will not lead to the
greater security of our newly (,Teated
status or to its rapid growth". That
feeling is reflected in a.n amendment of
fa.r-reaching implications made in the
Draft Constitution for India.
"Sovereign Independent Republic" was
the original description sought to be
given to India in Nehru's "Objectives"
resolution unanimously accepted by· the
Constituent Assembly. Now the words
"Sovereign In d e pen dent State" are
sought to be substituted for the original
description. The object of the amendment, as explained by Dr. Ambedkar,
chairman of the drafting committee, was
"to see that nothing in the constitution
brings about the automatic and instantaneous severance between India and the
British commonwealth of nations". It is
with the British Crown that the Indian
Union is at present linked. India's leaders will have to think until November,
1948, when the Constituent Assembly
will finally decide on the subject, whether India should remain \vithin this British commonwealth or get out the way
Burma did.
.
The general consensus of political
opinion in this country had been for
many years. in favor of complete independence. Partition, which was supposed
to have facilitated or quiekened the pace
of transfer of power, has given rise to
problems of a complex and formidable
character. Tied up closely with this is the
growing sentiment that India should
give up neutrality as the guiding principle of its foreign policy and more or
less side with the Anglo-American bloc
with a view to improving its international position.

Indian States in the Indian Union
In order to have a correct idea of the
situation, it is necessary to know the
baekgrou~d. ':ehe term "Indian state"
means any territory in India which was
AWAKE/

not part of British India, and which was
recognized as a state. Some 562 units
were so recognized. They comprised a
third of the area of undivided India and
cont.ained about one quarter of the whole
population. The total area was 600,000
square miles, and the total population
93 million. They differed from each other
enormously in size, resources and population. On one end is Hyderabad, with
an area of 82,700 square miles, a revenue
of one hundred million rupees per annum and 17 million subjects, and on the
other end are petty chiefs whose territory consists of a few acres each. The
internal government of the different
states varies considerably. A few have
legislatures and high courts. The majority are autocracies and feudal.
Prior to partition the' relations beh\'een dIem and the British Crown were
regulated by treaty, grant, usage and
sufferance. The British Crown, as the
paramount power, offered advice to t.he
rulers through Residents and political
agents. rrhe states were intimately tied
to India by a variety of economic and
administrative agreements. But by the
Indian Independ'ence Act the British
parliament declared that the dominion
of His Majesty over the Indian states
lapsed and with it aU treaties and engagements in force between His Majest.y
and the rulers of the Indian states.
Except a few states like Bahawalpur.
and Kalat, which are contiguous to Pakistan, all the other states adjoin or are
surrounded bv the territories of the dominion of India. Their future appeared
to be a thorny problem at one time and
the activities of the States Department
of the government of India were directed
to the task of fitting the states into the
Indian constitution.
In co-operation with the rulers of the
states, the transformation of "Princely
India" has been a fairly quick process.
'Within the space of six months many of
the smaller states had ceded their administrative functions to neighboring
SEPTEMBER 22, 1948

provinces or to the central government j
others had grouped themselves into larger units styled «States Unions" and
some had acceded as units of the Indian
Union. In the result this motley cJowd
of feudal territories have been integrat_
ed into 30 units. It is conceded that, generally, the rulers have taken time by the
forelock and made the best of a bad situation. Had they remained truculent they
would have lost their domains and their
wealth. As it is, they have saved their
wealth, salvaged their privy purses and
likely established a claim to political
power and influence with the government
of the Indian Union.
Of the two biggest states, namely,
Kashmir and Hydel'ahad, the former has
become an international concern although it has "acceded" to India. In the
latter, situated "in the belly of India",
Indian Congress agitators for accession
of the state to the Indian l~nion allege
that the ruler's court clique is taking advantage of a "standstill" agreement with
India to convert itself into a "Southern
Pakistan".
Kashmir and Hyderabad Tangles
In November, 1947, India, confident
that it had an unassailable case against
Pakistan, rushed to the United Nations
Security Council with rosy hopes for a
solution of its dispute with Pakistan
over Kashmir. The deliberations in the
Security Council dragged on for months j
debate and private talks led nowhere j
consideration of the dispute was adjourned, posfponed and elbowed out of
the way by other business which was assumed to be more urgent. India was discomfited and disillusioned. A final deci~
sion is to a\vait the report of a commission which the Security Council is sending to Kashmir to investigate conditions
on the spot and to supervise the holding
of a plebiscite to decide whether the
state shall be incorporated into India or
Pakistan. But its resolution on Kashmir
is recommendatory rather than mandaS

tory, As a consequence the execution of
the resolution rests on the 8We(!t will of
the two disputants. The Kashmir prob-;
lem is not easy to solve. Bordered by
Rm-sia, China, Afghanistan, Pakistan
and India, it is a political issue of immense consequences.
Hyderabad with its 82,700 square
miles and its 17 million people could not
have the flame relation with India as a
petty state comprising a few villages and
a balldful of peoplE'. On the lapse of
paramountcy the nizam of Hyderabad,
who is a Moslem, claimed that he was
entitled to "resume status of independent sovereign" but the question of the
nature and extent of association between
Hyderabad and the units in British India
"remains for decision at a later stage
when their constitution and powers have
been detennined". At the end of November, 1947, India and Hyderabad signed
a "standstill agreement" for 'one year.
Hyderabad has since then continued to
be a tough problem both for the Indian
Union and for the nizam. Nobody knows
how it will be settled and when. Will His
Exalted Highness introduce responsible
government in the state1 'Vill Hyderabad accede to the Indian Union or maintain an independent status 1 These are
the main questions about Hyderabad.
In January, 1948, India's agent-general
in Ryderabad stated: "Hyderabad cannot stand still despite the standstill
agreement. Hyderabad is India and India is Hyderabad, bone of its bone and
flesh of its fiesh, and nothing can part
it from India, for the people of India
are one and indivisible."
The Moslems of Hyderabad expressed
fears that the Hindu majority of 85 percent within the state, with the help of the
Hindu majority without, may oust them
from. their age-old position of prize and
power. Opinion in Hyderabad thereafter
hardened and Hyderabad made it clear
that while it would never accede to India, it is equally unwilling to let the majority prevail at the present stage in the
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Hyderabad gov(!rnment. Protracted
talks have ensued for so many months
that people have almost lost count of
the times India and Hyderabnd have
negotiated.
India, ffPillar of Hope"?

Asaf Ali, Moslem supporter of the
Congress party and hitherto Indian ambassador to Washington, is reported as
stating on his return to India: "All the
south Asian and north African- states
and peoples are eagerly looking up to
India as the pillar of hope for the -future. We must resolutely solve our own
problems as quickly as We can and keep
ourselves ready to play the role which
history has assigned to us."
But such 'counsels of perfection' and
appeals for "co-operation and a joining
together of all the forces which want to
make India a great and progressive nation and to realize in this generation the
dreams of Gandhi" failed to find a response from the younger elements within the National Qongress. Led by Jayprakash N arain, the Socialist wing of
the Congress, it is alleged, tried to make
political capital out of the critical situation. Soon after Gandhi's death Narain
drew pointed attention to the weaknesses of the central administration. He demanded the removal of the communal
elements from the government in order
to meet the crisis which confronted the
country. He urged that the administration be purged of communa) sabDteurs
and replaced by democratic·minded nationalists. He called Upon the legislatures to enact laws for depriving people
of obstinate communal views of the
right of franchise, because those who did
not believe in democracy had no rights
to democratic privileges.
The spark of action given by the refusal of the Socialists to be bound by
cords of fidelity to the Congress perhaps made other supporters of the government to realize how, under the fac;ade
of constitutional legality, a single party
AWAKE!

using familiar methods of intimidation
can establish.a dictatorship. It was no
surprise, therefore, that further weakening of the government front became apparent. Dr. Ambedkar, law member of
the government and leader of the socalled "Depressed Classes", the outcastes
of Hindu society, seized the opportunity
to take full advantage of the quarrel between the Congress and the Socialist
party by advocating a "third force".
Addressing a conference of the Scheduled (Depressed) Castes Federation on
April 25, Dr. Ambedkar justified his acceptance of the Congress offer to him to
enter the government on the \ grounds
that he saw he could serve the interests
of the' Scheduled Castes better from
within the government than from
without and, since he was the law member, the Scheduled Castes had no fear
of bad laws' being made to their prejudice I ·What they had to fear about was
bad administration.
• In regard to the future he said there
was no use joining the Congress. There
must be opposition to criticize the government. The government may otherwise
easily become dictatorship. It is a house
that is burning, he added. The Congress
itself is getting d~vided. The Socialists
have gone out; how big they will grow
one cannot say now. So he advised his
hearers to form a third party in order
that the Scheduled Castes may be able
to hold the balance, tb.ereby obtaining
bargaining power! "If you organize you
can even capture the government," he
exhorted.
Charging deputy prime minister Patel
with dictatorial ambition, the Socialists
by April 15 definitely broke with the
Congress. In a 1,OOO-word resolution on
the political situation, the Socialist
party convention declared that "with the
achievement of freedom, the role of the
Congress as the joint front of the Indian
people had come to an end. The Congress
talked of socialist slogans and a cooperative commonwealth, but after thE:;
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attainment of freedom, instead Qf the
Congress' rnnning the administration,
the administration was running the Congress".
The Socialists, they said, were leaving
the Congress because the Congress was
no longer the liberating instrument but
was a limiting force, it being overwhelmed by anti-secular, anti-democratic
forces of the Right According to a Socialist leader, the Congress governments
both at the center and in the provinces
are sitting tight over their steam-roller
majoritios and becoming Fascists; deputy prime minister Patel was forming
states unions, which was admirable, but
why should~ he pay millions of rupees to
the former princes except to get their
support in the formation of a conservative party; the Congress ministries were
formed in the provinces on the basis of
caste; it was ag~inst the democratic
principle of casteless society; in the
name of emergency, government was
arming itself with powers which the
British government did not possess; the
new Security Act and Special Powers
Ordinance enabled the government to
muzzle the press.
Hope Fades
The word uordinance" is hated by all
politically-conscious Indians: it bespeaks
the harder aspects of the former British
raj. In one aspect matters are worse
than under the British, for then freedom
always loomed ahead. Now there is nothing more to look forward to. Therefore
the use of the same methods by a government 'that claims to have won freedom
has shocked the people.
The government's defense was that a
section of the people were conspiring to
overthrow it by violent means; that unrest among labor grew considerably and
there were strikes in factories; that a
large number of arms were being collected and the security services were
faced with a grave danger of being
sabotaged. It therefore had to take steps.
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T"lle "national" government thereupon

swonped down upon the Communist par~
tyt totally banned it in one province a~d
harried it in more. A future all-Indm
ban is by no meanS improbable. This re~
pressive mea"ure should be seen in the
perspective of world event". Men and
women have bern summarily arrested
and detained wit h 0 u t trial. Arrests,
widespread though they are, do not remove the sources of Communist strength.
The best of the leaders have gone underground. Their po\'ler to eause trouble is
not materially weakened by the arrests.
The Communist threat cannot end by
repression. The virtual illegalization of
the Communist party gave rise to certain fundamental issues of civil and democratic liberties which a large section of
progressive thought cannot ignore. It
asks: Is government to be permitted to
suppress all civic freedom through undemocratic methods 1 The government
had ·worked itself up to a position wherein all strikes are virtually illegal and
suppressed by force. The rig:ht to str~kc
is regarded in all 'democratIc countnes
as a fundamental right. To take away
.this right, it is argued, is to be steadily
moving to"lard a polke state.
The suppression of the Communist
party, prelmmably prompted by motives
of self-preservatioh, non-Congress circles aver, was precipitate and un statesman-like. It suggested that the Congress
is trving to silence all opposition and to
create a really mOl101Hhic state. "Opposition is too readily equated with sabotage," they comment. But the Congre~8
governments both at the center and In
the provinces, it is contended, have given
a poor account of themselves insofar as
reconstruction of India is concerned.
Many prohlems that vitally affect the
common man lJaye been left unsolved.
Such a failure, it is pointed out, is
not' due so much to ineapacity as to
intransigence and influence of Big
Business.
8

A Colos8al Task
In India today there are huge differences between certain groups, classes
and individuals, There is a wide gulf between those ·who are at the top and those
who are at the bottom. The vast majority
of India's toiling masses suffer from
hunger and poverty. Their sole cry is for
more food and cloth, for the barest necessities of life, for the recognition of their
claims to the minimum of human standards. Moreover, that India lives mainly
in villages is a fact that often tends to
be forgoHen when people talk about
plans for industrial developme:Q.t and social welfare schemes. Only 2i~il1ion out
of India's 300 million are in iridustry.
Ap'art from the fact that nearly 85 out
of every 100 are illiterate, the latest
available economic data show that less
than one in a miHion persons even begins to approach the standards by which
riches are measured in a country like
America. But, of course, the disparity is
not just confined to the wealthy minority.
In America 1 man in 4 owns a car, whereas in India only 1 man in 5,000 possesses
one. Every other American has a radio
set, but in India only one in 1,500. The
average American's span of life is 60
years,; the Indian'l!I, 26. America's average per capita income is 30 times that
of India, while per capita consumption
of electricity in the U. S. A. is 160 times
as high as this country. An average
American working hfe is nearly 4} times
that of an Indian. Indian production
, potentiality at present is not more than
15 percent of the American, the Englishman, the Japanese or the Russian. These
are the effects, rather than the causes, of
India's poverty.
Viewed in the light of these facts
alone, tile colossal task before India under human rule must prove baffling to the ablest administrator
the nation can produce.-Awake!
correspondent in India.
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Out of This World
L

ITTLE wonder there are so many
escapists in this present world. Vlho
would not wish to escape its conditions of
misery and woe' Its hopes for unity are
splintered by divisions of color, race,
creed, social classes, politics and nationalism. The world is a house divided, and
its factions fight. Wars avalanche their
successive waves of destruction through
the land. In their wake stalks famine,
and those that survive its onslaught fall
victim to pestilence and disease.
From the ruins rise myriads of fake
saviors. Turri to free enterprise 1 cry the
democracies, even as their capitalists put
more squeeze on the family purse by another boost in the price spiral. Dovm
with capitalism and all share aJike 1
scream the communists, even as their
Red police state swallows personal freedoms in one greedy gulp. And in the discordant din clamor the voices of the
fascist, the socialist, Ute world federalist, the United N ationist.

Fear gives way to despair, and the insane asylums overflO\v. And as the ail.
ments mount, so do the saviors and the
remedies. Finally, t.he seas of humanity,
lashed and battered about by woe and
mi~ery and oppres~ion, become calloused
to t.he hackneyed hlasts of the ptopagandists, their threat~, their wheedlings,
their rabble-rousings, their cajolings,
their stale schemes, their hypocritical
promIses.
"Veary and restless humanity wants to
escape, to get away from it all. So they
rush to the fantasies of the fiction story,
to the make-believe of the stage, to the
happy-endings of the movies. Not a remedy, of course; but it is a temporary
respite from the miserable realism of
this world. It is a way to taste happiness vicariously, and loose wistful longings in dreaming-so It is a chance to
escape this world for a soothing moment.

Envisioning aNew World
Close your eyes to the scenes of misery
and "\'loe, sorrow and degradation that

As the fighting on the peace
front. continues to equal the
battling once marking the
war front, a wearied mankind turns away heartsick
and hopeless. Some turn
delinquent, others becftIne
criminal. Jails fiU. The hungry and homeless increase.
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prevail on all sides, and fl.pen your nor the voice of crying. There shall be no
mind's eye to the visions of a new wOJ,"ld more thence an infant' of days, nor an old
given many centuries ago. W (lrds writ- man that hath not filled his days."
ten long ago paint the picture for our -Genesis 1: 28) Roth.; Isaiah 65: 19, 20.
day because they were focue.ed upon this
' " All hUman creatures will then
poi~t in the stream of time, And as you
be a delight to the eye, as eviread, set aside any cynicism spawned by
denced by the promise: "He
contact with this present "'(Iorld, for the
l
hath lUade every thing beautivision is not founded 0).\ the broken ful in his time." What a change of living
planks of some political platform wh~se this portendsl No beauty parlors, and
builders will promise anything to cprral no beauticians! Upon retiring women
your votes. It is, built on r(!lck foundation need spend no time with hair-curlers. No
mare solid than GibraltaJ, it.s builder is skin lotions. No beauty creams. You
a lUaster workman beyot.'.f human com- would not use such concoctions on the
prehension, and its rulerF need not your fresh and firm flesh of a child, would
vote to put them in office ...By visualizing you1 Well, in'that new world "flesh shall
as you read, come take ,3, walk in UJ8t be fresher than a child's: he shall repromised new world and ~ee why no sane tqrn to the days of his youth". (Eccleperson would wish to esc~}..pe living in it. siastes 3: 11; Job 33: 25) No more wrin'l'hey shall build houses, ~d inhabit them; kles, or baldness, or gray hair. And sureand they shall plant vineyards, and eat the ly no need for elastic bands and belts to
fruit of them. They shall not build, and an- girdle up and hold our sagging bodies
other inhabit; they shall not plant, and an- together!
other eat: for as the days of a tree are the days
of my' people, and mine elect shall long enjoy
the work of thei~ hands.-Isaiah 65; 21, 22.

No housing shortages. No landlords.
No rent-gougers. And no famines.
I . . . will send down the shOWers in their
season-s~owers of blessing shall they be.
Then the trees of the field shall yield their
fruit, and the earth shall yield her produce.
Instead of the thorn shall come up the cypress,
'and instead of the brier shall Come up the
myrtle.-Ezekiel 34: 26, 27 j Isaiah 55: 13,

An Amer. Trans.

This means no droughts. Hence, no
rainmakers. And no dry-ice sprinklers
trying to wring rain from a cloud. No
back~breaking toil battling thorns and
thistles, no waging of insect warfare
with DDT. No crop failures.
"Be fruitful and multiply and fill the
earth." That envisioned new world. will
ring with the happy cries of children,
cries never stilled by infant death that
leaves weeping in its wake: "The voice
of weeping shall be no more heard in her,
10

Animals in a Beautified Earth
The earth, also, will be beautiful beyond description. "The heaven is my
throne, and the earth is my footstool:
. .. I will make the place of my feet
glorious." Then Uthe wilderness and the
solitary place shall be glad for them; and
the desert shall rejoice, and blossom as
the rose".-Isaiah 66: r; 60: 13 j 35: 1, 2.,
Oceans, riv~rs, lakes, plains, roIling
hills, mountain crags-what a variety of
views to spice a tramp over the countryside I Follow that forest trail there, the
one carpeted with springy pine needles.
Greedily inhale the fangy air and "exhilarate in the many deep-woods smells
it carries to you. Hear how the birds fill
the forest with songY And as you stride
through the woods and cross grassy
meadows fenced only by towering pines,
what an unutterable thrill of joy to be
joined by ~ stately elk trotting on one
side, and a kingly lion padding noiselessly along on the other I Fear them'
Fear any of the woodland denizens
AWAKEI

should nightfall find yon still in their paigns where the poor people have to tty
haunts f Listen:
to pick the cleanest from a gang of mudI ... will {'ause the evil beasts to cease slinging politicians' When hundreds of
out of the land: and they shall dwell safely confusing sects and cults will no longer
in the wilderness, and sleep in the woods. In batter your eardrums with religious orathat day will I make a covenant for them tory that sounds as hollow as the beating
with the beasts of the field, and with the on an empty tub f
fowls of heaven, and with the creeping things
All that willeOJ11e in the envisioned new
of the ground: and I will break the bow and world, for then: God ''hath made of
the sword and the battle out of the earth, and one blood all nations", is "no respecwill make them to lie down safely, The wolf ter of persons". There will be "one
also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God
shaUlie down with the kid; and the calf and and Father of all", and "the earth shall
the young lion and the fatling together; and be full of the knowledge of the LORD, as
a little child shall lead them. And the cow the waters cover the sea", and this withand the bear shall feed; their young ones out benefit of divisive, sectarian clergyshall lie down together: and the lion shall men. That will be a new world, a united
eat straw like the ox. And the sucking child world that will stand, a Theocratic world
shall play on the hole of the asp, and the that will look to Jehovah God and Christ
weaned child shall put his hand on the adder's Jesus and the prayed-for Kingdom as
den. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my rulers.-Acts 17: 26 j 10: 34; Ephesians
holy mountain: for the earth shan be full of 4:5,6; Isaiah 11:9.
the knowledge of the LORD, as the waters cover
the sea.~Ezekiel 34: 25; Hosea 2: 18; Isaiah
11: 6-9, margin.

No cage-clustered zoos. No circuses.
No animal trainers. A little child can do
better then.
And in your .tramp, be it in
mountain, prairie, woods or
.
community settlement, never
,
. once will you see an army camp,
or a military school, or a war plant, or
even a weapon. "They shall beat their
swords into plowshares, and their spears'
into pruninghooks: nation shall not lift
up a sword agafnst nation, neither shall
they learn war any more." (Micah 4: 3)
What a blessing for war-sick humanity,
at last! No munition-makers. No warmongers. No A-bombs. No militarists.
And speaking of blessings, will it not
be grand when radios no longer blare out
sensationalisms about international crises and threatening 'Vorld War Ill's'
When press headlines do not scream of
race riots or class prejudices f When
there will be no windy politicians, .no
political parties, no lying election camSEPTEMBER 22, 1948

New World Real and Permanent
A fool's paradise, this envisioned new
world? No; for the promise is: "No fools
shall wander there." (Isaiah 35: 8, An
Amer. Trans.) Too good to be truef If
God is not too good to be true, if the
Bible is not too good to be true, then this
is not too good to believe, for God promises it and the Bible records it. Then is
it too good to lasU No; this present is
too bad to last. Even self-centered leaders of this present conceited world conjecture that if the insects do not get us
atomic warfare will. But the promised
new world will last forever. Note the
following:
Jehovah is the Creator of that new
WOrld, and He is "from everlasting to
everlasting". Its King, Christ Jesus,
"hath iIlll1ortality, dwelling in the light
which no man can approach unto." His
joint-heirs redeemed from among men
who reign with him "must put on jmmortality". Anti. the kingdom government
that will reign over paradise earth is an
enduring one: "Thy kingdom is an everII

lasting kingdom, and thy dominion en·
dureth throughout all generations."
·Psalms 90: 2; 145: 13 ; 1 Timothy
6: 16; 1 Corinthians 15: 53.
Then maybe the earthly home of men
will come to a fiery end, as the fundamentalist religions teach 1 No; Ecclesiastes
1: 4 says: "The earth abideth for ever."
Perhaps its inhabitants will get sick and
die? No, again. "The inhabitant shall not
say) I am sick." "Bless the LORD, •••
who healeth all thy diseases."-Isaiah
33: 24; Psalm 103 : 2, 3.
No doctors.
Well, maybe the inhabitants will die
at a ripe old age. "The last enemy that
shall be destroyed is death." "'There shall
be DO more death."-l Corinthians 15: 26 j
Rev-ela tion 21: 4.
No funerals.. No somber undertakers.
Why, even the inroads death has made
into the human family during past centuries will be turned back, as the graves
of ancient time give up the dead prisoned
in them: "1farvel not at this: for the
hour is coming, in the which all that are

...

the graves shall hear his voice, and
shall come forth."-John 5: 28, 29.
Certainly these prophecies give us a
vision of something that is "out of this
world". Jesus said, '':My kingdom is not
of thi~ world." lIe told men of good-will
toward God to flee from this world to
gain life in Jehovah's paradise earth. So
be an escapist from this present evil
world by fleeing to the new one whose
builder and maker is God.
And do not let the present woes trouble you overmuch. They were foretold to
come.in large doses during these "last
days". (2 Timothy 3: 1-5, 13) Because
such woes are SlIre signs that the incoming Kingdom is at IJ811d, they are dark
clouds that have the most silvery of linings I That is why Jesus encouragingly
said concerning them: '''\Vhen these
things begin to come to pass, then look
up, and lift up your heads; for your redemption draweth nigh ..... know ye
that the kingdom of God is nigh at hand.
Verily I say unto you, This generation
shall not pass away, till all be fulfilled."
-Luke 21: 28, 31, 32.
III

Jehovah's UJitnesses Increase in Gennany

c.

A Religious News Service dispatch of July 23 reports: "The ri~e of religious sects
all oyer postwar Germany, at a rate far surpassing the mushroom growth of seets fol·
lowing the first world war, is disturbing leaders of 'established churches' in this country.
Leading the list of sects in point of numbers are the Jehovah's witnesses, whose advertising posters fIlay be seen in cities, towns and hamlets everywhere. In the Soviet Zone,
"Where the ",Vitnesses are strengthenipg their ranks, sects are not pel"mitted to UB.e some
Protestant churches whose pastors favor sharing their church buildings with other
religious groups." Jehovah's witnesses were banned and eonfined to <!oncentration camps
during Hitler's dozen years. of madness; now they are openly active again. In 1945
6,000 emerged from the concentration camps strong enough to WQl'k, and now more
than 33,000 actiyely preach each month.

')\(ggro Ministers Protest Police Brutality
4I. Religious News Service, July 27, cites a statement by 31 ministers of Memphis condemning the "unbridled brutality of the police upon the colored citizenry". It said, in
part; "Our young girls have been raped; 'our young exp<!ctant mothers brutally assaulted; our women beaten down like wild dogs j Ell Blaine's eye was beaten out for
reporting an offense by a police officer." The statement rightly condemned the "acts
of police brutality as anti·Christian, anti.democratic, anti·humanitarian".
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er frequency). This
gives them great penetrating power, enabling
~s

that would ordinarily be opaque to

lIght. But they produce the same effect
upon a photographic emulsion as ordinary white light. Hence these ra.ys can
penetrate the flesh of the human body
and record pictures of the more dense
struetures, for example, the bones. This
ability of the rays to see through you
and tell 'yhat they see on a photographic

plate makes them an immense ai:lset to
the medical profession.

A

SEALED glass tube containing a

high vacuum and having two electrodes for admitting an electric current
-that is what led to the discovery of one
of the marvels of the twentieth century,
namely X"ray.
In 1895 a German physicist Roentgen
while ex:perimel!ting on the passage of
~n electnc current through rarefied gas
III a sealed glass tubf', noticed that when
the pressure inside was reduced changes
and phenomena occurred. One was that
the electrons or negative particles of
electricity liberated from' the gas traveled at rIght angles toward the· positive
terminal, and on striking the waUs of the
tube gave up 99 percent of their energY
as heat and the remainder became
X-rays. "X-rays" he called them because
their nature was not understood at that
time. Roentgen further discovered that
when the electrons strike the tube or any
substance of high atomic ,.,'eight the
point of impact becomes a source of new
radiation, producing more X-rays.
Further experimentation d i-s cl 0 sed
other peculiarities of the rays. Though
travelIng at the same speed as light
(186,000 miles per second), the X-rays
have a much shorter wave length (highSEPTEMBER 22J 1948

Developing X -Ray Tubes
~fter the discovery of X-rays and
their possibilities, the hunt \vas' on for
efficient ways of producing the rays.
X-ray tubes were the results. The earli.
~st ~:llle was a glass bulb with two proJectmg arms, nearly evacuated of air or
SOIlletimes filled ,vi1:h hydrogen or otller
gases. On each arm a terminal is attached, and ,vhich is connected with a
soutce of electricitv. i,Vhen the current
is sent through the' gas becomes ionized
and electrons are liberated. The electrons were driven toward the positive
terminal or anode of the tube, where they
gave up their energy and the rays were
produced. However, these tubes soon
passed out of use as the inconstancy of
the vacuum made it difiicult to always
produce the required amount of rays.
To offset this a hot cathode tube was
d~signed, by \V. D. Coolidge. He based
hIS tube upon the fact that metals when
heated liberated electrons. Coolidge fixed
a spiral of tungsten wire at the cathode

Radiator type Coolidge tube
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end which could be heated by a supply
of current independent of th~ current
necessary to drive the electrons. A cur~
rent of about 12 volts heats the tungsten
and liberates'the electrons, then a potential of between 25,000 and. 100,000 volts,
flowing always in one direction, drives
the released electrons across the gap
separating the cathode and anode. The
anode consists of a metallic block of,
tungsten, which arrests the electrons and
converts part of their energy into
X~rays. This tube is much better than
the gas type of tube, in that by· varying
the current heating the spiral of tung~
sten wire the amount of electrons liberated can be varied, and the speed of the
rays' can be varied by varying the voltage that drives the electrons from cath~
·ode to anode.
As time passed improvements were
made by different manufacturers. For
example, the shape and size of the anode
or ('target" have been improved so that
it can take a great RmO:)lnt of energy
(heat) without cutting down on the quality of the rays. If the anode is too large
many rays are produced, of different
W8V"e lengUls, and instead of having a
pencil of rays of great penetrability
there would exist several weak rays of
poor penetration power and they would
give a blUJ,"ring effect upon the photographic film.
To overcome tJ.lis is the line focus tube,
whose anode is a block of Copper with a
small disk of tungsten (the focal spot)
fused in the face of the copper. This is
the type now in use in modern X~ray
laboratories. Early types of tubes com~
bated the heat released by having radia~
tors attached to the back of the anode
or baths of oil, but modern tubes are
co~led by radiation.
Medical Use of

X~Ray

When a part of the human body is
placed in the path of the rays they will
meet resistance according to the various
tissues of the body. Those coming in con~
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tact with' flesh meet with little resistance,
hence will ·more or less pass through.
Lesser amounts will pass through the
bones, and more rays will penetrate certain parts of the bones, as they vary in
density. Since the rays affect film as
does ordinary light, if a photographic
plate is placed under the bodily part on
which the rays are falling, a picture will
be made of the bones and joints. The
image will vary in shade according to
the density of the various parts of the
bodily area being photographed. Where
nothing blocks the rays the film will be
black, where there is only flesh in their
path the film will be a little less dark,
but where there is bone the film will
show gray or white. Incidentally, most
of the rays are absorbed; comparatively
few pass through to produce the desired
picture.
The film placed in the path of the rays
is usually a piece of paper or celluloid
on which is -suspended in gelatin emulsion fine crystals of silver bromide. If
the X~rays alone were depended upon to
produce the picture or radiograph very
long exposure ,vouid be required, which
would mean blurring on the film and
damage to the tuhe. Hence the film is
placed between intensifying screens.
These consist of cardboard coated with
calcium tungstate. \Vhen the rays strike
this substance it becomes fluorescent,
which intensifies the effect of the rays.
The fluorescence acting upon the film instead of the rays themselves produces a
greater effect. And this discloses another
quality of X~rays: they cause certain
substances to become fluorescent.
The film goes to the darkroom for developing. A solution of metol, hydroquinonne, sodium sulphite, sodium car~
bonate, potassium bromide and water is
used. The bromide molecules of the sil~
ver bromide combine with the solution
and metallic silver is deposited on the
film, thus giving a picture, of tIle part
X~rayed. FollOWing developing, the nor~
mal fixing, washing and drying as in
AWAKEI

ordinary photography is carried out.
Thereafter the fihn is reported on by the
radiologist for progress or diagnosis.
In examining boneless organs opaque
liquids must be used. For example, the
stomach is made of membrane transparent to X-rays and the patient must have
his stomach filled with an opaque liquid,
usually barium sulphate suspended in
water. Then the X-ray will show up the
outline of the stomach and intestines.
IIi the case of the kidneys the opaque
liquid is injected to show up the urinary
tract and bladder. Similar treatment is
required to photograph the gall bladder.
X-Ray and Fluoroscopy
.Another branch of ~-ray work is fluoroscopy, --vhere advantage is taken of the
fluorescent effect of the rays. They are
allowed to pass through a screen of calcium tungstate, which become's fluorescent and converts the rays into rays of
a wave length visible to the human eye.
This en{lbles the radiologist in a dark
room to observe the working of anyorgan, especially the stomach. Such method
of examination would be preferable to
X-ray photographs if the image were
bright enough, but fluoroscopic images
are dim. The eye misses much tha.t the
camera would not. Hence the photogra:Qhs are indispensable.
But why not step up the intensity of
the images by increasing the intensity of
the rays 1 There are machines that can
do this, but a liUlit is imposed by the
amount of radiation that the human body
cail absorb safely. However, in May of
1948, research physicist John Coltman
announced that he and his colleagues had
succeeded in brightening fluorescent
screen images 500 times. After the
X-rays pass through the human body
they enter a small pilot tube, strike a
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.tluorescent sereen, release li~ht rays
that in turn strike a photosensItive surface and knock off electrons. As the electrons are released they are accelerated
across the tube by a tremendous voltage
"kick" and .hit a second fluorescent screen
at a speed of 5,000 miles per second. This
speed is what releases a flood of light
rays from the second screen and gives
the far brighter image then viewed by
the physician. In the first practical tube
the high-speed stream of electrons will
be "compressed" to form a final image
only one inch across (one-fifth as large
a~ the original X-ray image). This eompression will brighten the image even
more. As a final step, the intensified
image will be restored to its original
size by an optical magnifying system.
X-rays also have biological effects and
are used in the treatment of skin diseases. Suitable doses of the rays have a
destructive effect on unwanted cells.
This also would indicate that overdoses
of the rays might bring serious and undesirable consequences; and so they do.
Damage to the superficial tissues, changes in the blood and damage from shocks
are some of the dangers involved. Modern laboratories have suitable shielding
facilities to absorb scllttered rays and
thereby reduce to a minimum the first
two dangers mentioned, and danger of
shock is almost entirely eliminated by
improved methods of wiring.
The benefits derived from X-ray far
outweigh the dangers. Diagnosis of disease and determination of position of
fractures, and location of foreign bodies,
etc., are much more easily accomplished.
This branch of medical science continues
to expand and improve as the years roll
on, to the benefit pf millions the world
over.-Awake! correspondent in Jamaica, British West Indies.
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LIE ON THE COUCH-=

"IS

THERE a couch in the house'"
This may soon beco~e the stylish
cry to replace the old-fashIOned call for
a doctor when someone collapses. The
couch of course, must come equipped
with ~ psychoanalyst to lurk in the s~ad
ows and eavesdrop on the subconsclOus
as the person reclines and a~mles.sly babbles. From his concealed hstemng-post
the civilized head-hunter stalks the wary
subconscious till it is enticed into the
open via the carelessly wagging tong":le,
whereupon it is pounced upon and Its
secrets pried from it.
You may not know it, but any progressive modern can tell you that your subconscious is an arch-villain, long since
replacing the dastardly knave of the
blacksnake whip and twirling mustache
who tied fair maidens to railroad tracks
when not sawing them asunder. Instead
of the breath-taking hero of brawn and
beauty to the r~scue, now com~s the
brainy psychiatrIst to grapple wIth the
stubborn subconsCious, to needle and
bait it with sly questions and promptings
till he has wrung it dry of allihe wickednesses it has repressed since infancy.
Of course the t.rail is a long one and
the battle tdugh. He may have to fish in
the murky pool of the subconscious and
hunt through the mazes of its wilderness
for an hour a day, every day of the year,
for one or two years before he flushes
into the open all its sec.ret inhabita~ts ..
The chase is an expensIve one, costmg
anywhere from ten to fifty dollars an
hour but the results in the end are worth
it. The patient can climb off the couch
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as sane as the brilliant psychiatrist.
Psychiatry has been boomed till it has
caught the public fancy and become a
fad. It is stylish to be psychoanalyzed.
Everyone needs it, we are told. Psychiatrist Bond, of Philadelphia, recently
claimed that only about. one million
Americans are normal mentally. In fact,
the claim is that psychiatrists should put
under their care all classes of persons,
from world leaders to ditch-diggers.
-Would it be impertinent to ask if this
means a board of psychiatrists would
oversee the mental health of other psychiatrists'
Alas, there are not enough psychiatrists to unload all the neuroses and
psychoses that are burdening down the
masses. Estimates are that there are
5,000 in the United States, some 400 of
whom are psychoanalysts. But into their
green pastures flood some 25,000 psychoquacks, and the qualified psychiatrists
wail that these fakers are "swindling out
of the public an amount of money beyond
belief".
Sigmund Freud the Founder
The cornerstone of modern psychiatry
is Sigmund Freud. His theory is that
memories unacceptable to the conscious
mind are submerged in the subconscious
mind, forced there because too painful
for the ego to tolerate; But this repressing of unpleasant memories produces
mental and physical illness, Freud reasoned, and if the patient were forced to
recall the original painful emotion or
episode he would be freed of his sense of
guilt or fear or inferiority and get well.
So Freud devised a trap for the subconscious. He had his patients lie on a couch,
let their mind wander and their tongue
wag. Freud sat out of sight and listened.
AWAKEI

After months and sometimes years,_he
claimed to locate the psychic wound at
the root of the patient's trouble. This
process Freud called psychoanalysis.
After examining many patients Freud
became convinced that neuroses invariably had their origin in some sexuaL
episode of adolescence j no, not just adolescence, the wounds often rooted themselves as far back as infancy. Back there'
the sexual instinct was driven from consciousness by the taboos of society and
took refuge in the subconscious. In later
life it forces itself back to consciousness
as some neurotic symptom. Sex is the
foundation of Freudian psychology, and
the entire theory is pretty much of a
nasty reflection on human nature. \Vhile
many psychiatrists' swallow this pill of
pansexuality like good little disciples,
many others gag at it and call it filthy,
vile and obscene. Nor do all psychiatrists
support the practice of psychoanalysis.
Perhaps the thought of someone wiser
and more powerful than man was paihful to Freud's human ego. At any rate,
he eliminates the existence of God the
Creator with this vague mental ramble:
Psychoanalysis concludes that the CodCreator really is the father, clothed in the
grandeur in which he once appeared to the
small child, Even the grown man feels that
fundamentally he is just as helpless and unprotected as he was in childhood. He therefore looks back to the memory image of the
overrated father of his childhood, exalts it
into a Deity and brings it into the present
and into reality. The emotional strength of
this memory image and the lasting nature of
his need for protection are the two supports
of his belief in God.

Psychiatry -would supplant God and
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Christ as the.savior of the world. The
Humanist, March, 1948, opined: "Without the extensive help of psychologists
and psychiatrists it is quite probable
that mankind will not long survive the
fearful changes which are taking place."
Psychiatrists, conquerors of the wily
subconscious, were recently urged (by a
psychiatrist, of course)
to roll up their sleeves,
storm the fastnesses of
the State Department,
and act as troubleshooters at the United
Nations to iron out the
kinks in this crazy
'world.
But let us get to know
our would-be savio,rs a little more intimately, a little more humanly, considering their insights into everyday living.
And if some of their conceptions make
you wonder whether the jokes about psychiatrists' being crazier than their patients are really jokes, be patient. They
also have egos to protect and feed, and
the more unusual, the more startling their
theories, the more attention they draw.
First question: Do you know why an
embarrassed girl blushes 1 Your answer
will be wrong anyway, so save time and
listen to Dr. Ernest Dichter, reported
in Pagea'n-t, June, 1947: "The blushing
of an embarrassed girl is believed to he
a remnant of animal behavior. Many ani.
mals in the course, of evolution changed
color in order to fit less conspicuously
into their environment. Some, like the
chameleon, still do." Blushing girls, for
your comfort, the chameleon is a lizard.
Hasty ones might think that they see a
flaw in this reasoning, since animals
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change color and become inconspicuous,
whereas the girl's blushes make her more
conspicuous. But they should not try to
outwit the psychiatrist, for he is 'way
ahead of them and explains: "The faet
that a blush draws attention rather than
averting it exemplifies the ineptness of
the unconscious as an arbiter of action
for eiviljzed man .... As with the blush,
actions which made sense in one stage
of evolution do not necessarily make
sense in a civilized state." This hardly
seems to make sense in any state, hut
may we conclude that when uncivilized
man wore skins and lived in caves and
dragged his woman about by the hair the
shy maiden's blush at such tender treatment would render her inconspicuous 1
Psychiatrist-author Eric Berne says:
''M:any people are in love, or angry or
afraid for ten, twenty or thirty years
without being aware of it until they come
to a psychoanalyst. " Never propose or
count to ten or run till a psychiatrist
tells you Whether you are in love, angry
or scared. On the subject of anger, Dr.
Wolff, of Cornell Medical College, said
"a mad nose caught with its resistance
down is easy prey to colds and other infections'·'.
According to the Baltimore Sun, psychiatrists "have come up with a typically
psychiatric reason for headaches". Psychiatrists say that repressed hostility
causes migraine or nervous headaches.
The cure1 Simple: blast away without
restraint at your pet peeve and get
soothing relief. Tell your boss what you
think of him-and lose your headache
and your job. Tell your friends their
faults-and watch them and your headache fade from your life together. Give
your mother~in-law that piece of your
mind you have wished to for so longthen defend yourself from receiving
fresh and worse headaches. Also, in loos~
ing anger to rout headaches you may
give your mad nose a cold, according to
Dr. Wolff. So count the cost.
Know why we seek more goods, more
18

money, better cars to keep up with the
J oneses 1 and indulge in competitive
sports and pursuits and even war' On
March 1 Dr. Kubie, professor of psychiatry, revealed that in all this we were
merely carrying over the' repressed and
forgotten nursery rivalries. He glibly
contended that "to the end of our days
we remain children emotionally, fighting
out our nursery battles". According to
Dr. Kubie, the remedy is to grant the
child "the right to feel and express his
feelings as a fiftb freedom. This may
ultimately prove to be the most important freedom of all". So if your child
kicks your shins and turns your house into a shambles, do not bottle up in him
those conflicts. Grant him his fifth freedom, though it spoil him and your purse.
Crime and MUBteru Stories

More instruction on children from
psychiatrists, this time from Dr. Abrahamsen, of Columbia University, clears
up the causes of juvenile crimes. ·Where
there is bickering at home the children
tighten up with resentment, which finds
its outlet in criminal activity, and not
only criminal activity but also illness.
The article in the New York Times,
April 4, that reports Abrahamsen's
views concludes: "So we have stomach
and other troubles which are self-made
for the purpose of arousing sympatllY.
For the same reason many offenders are
prone to have accidents." In similar vein
the Chirolite, August, 1947, discnsses the
133,000,000 neurotic persons in tIle United States and says: "lfany individuals
and families in this group are poor insurance risks because they seem to have
an affinity for aecidenis." Some say the
frequent accident victim or ailing person
seeks sympathy; others, that he has an
unconscious urge to commit suicide. At
least they are agreed that it is the victim's fault.
Psychiatry has interesting theories on
why people like mystery stories. One is,
it is an outlet for the killing instinct .A
AWAKE!

second is, the reader is a passive person
who identifies himself with the victim
in a desire to be overwhelmed. Commenting on the latter reason, nationallyknown psychiatrist Edward Strecker, a
mystery-story fan himself, said: "While
I probably do not know just why I enjoy
reading murder mysteries, I feel very
sure that .the gentleman doesn't know
either," referring to the psychoanalys't
who advanced the theory. Undoubtedly
the motive for. reading them is a very
evil one, as claimed good motives are
only ruses to fool the ego and entirely
out of harmony with psychiatric principle. Perhaps Strecker's subconscious
is repressing his evil motive from his
consciousness to save his ego the humiliation of knowing it.
While on the subject of mystery and
crime, we note a report in the Milwaukee
Sentinel, August 9, 1947, about a convict
that was pardoned, and the statement:
"Unsound advice from a psychiatrist
was blamed for his mistake." Again,
there is the case of Stuart Allen, teenager in Missouri that cold-bloodedly
beat to death a 58-year-old man with a
hammer, and then bored holes in his
body with an electric dTill. He calmly
asserted: "My theory is that I have been
reading and thinking too much about the
psychological."
Getting away from the grqesome, Dr.
Margaret Mead tells why some suffer
from insomnia. When children they were
sent to bed early as punishment. Now, as
adults, they rlfuse to yield to fatigue
and go to bed, but stay up late and read,
and become insomniacs. Do .you know
why some women are frigid and manhaters' PM, J une 21~ reports that psychiatrist Isaac Frost attributes marital
frigidity to "whippings received by the
wife during her childhood" and that
gpanking little girls "could bring about
lifelong hatred of men". A week earlier
PM reported London psychologist Dr.
Hadfield as claimi,ng that "anesthetics
given mothers during childbirth may kill
SEPTEMBER 22, 1948

their love for the children they painlessly bear". And here is one that will
make you persons that have always
quailed before the rasping dentist's drill
feel foolish. Time magazine, May 12,
1947, reports psychiatrists from illinois
University claiming: "Most of the pain
people feel during dental drilling is no
doubt only psychic." Dent.ists have been
seriously urged to study psychiatry and
doctor. their customer's minds before
filling their cavities.
One of psychiat.ry's triumphs is learning why people get fat.. Do you know?
Overeating, you sayf Superficial reasoning! Listen to Dr. Hilde Bruch, psychiatrist at Columbia University, as reported
in the New York Times, October 8, 1947:
If €lne learns to understand fat people more
intiinately it gradually appears that their tremendous size, which they so loudly bemoan, is
not with6ut a positive emotional meaning for
them. It seems that in the insecure and unstable relations to the surroundings physical
size and bulkiness seem to convey a feeling of
strength, safety and power to the timid fat
child. The hcavy layers of fat seem to act as
protective walls against an outer world which
the fat person oftcn experiences as unfriendly
and threatening. Many fat young girls, though
outwardly very concerned about not getting
married, nevertheless persist in remaining fat
because it is a protection against 1l).en and sex
and the responsibilities of adult womanhood
which they dread even more than the disgrace
of being fat. ... The obese adult, like· the
fat child, is emotionally immature, passively
dependent and helpless in meeting the exigencies of life. He seeks comfort in overeating
in the face of failure and of frustrating experience.
You Can't Win!
After this array of 'wisdom the most
stubborn holdout against modern psychiatry must give in, ~;ubdued, crushed. By
now you must know that the psychiatrist
sees all, knows all, tells all. Never obvious, always deep, he burrows beneath the
shallow surface thinking of ordinary humanity and dips into the subconscious to
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bring to light the answers. Consider his
shrewd wisdom:
If you make friendly advances, you
are not being sociable, but are conceited
and fOfward. If you are shy and quiet,
you are not being modest, but are a
coward. If you strive to love your neighbor as yourself, you are not move.d by a
desire to do good, but are only tIckltng
your own ego and making it think you a
fine fellow. If you wear informal clothes,
you are not seeking comfort, but are
showing a spirit of rebellion. The remedy? Wear formal clothing? Shallow
thinker 1 The formal dresser also has an
ulterior motive. He suffers from a feeling of insecurity and assumes formal
garb as a hard outer shell to hide a soft,
defenseless kernel. (Of course, he could
get fat and take refuge behind its folds.)
Those who overdress or underdress,
wear slinky dresses or dramatic hats,
flash sporty ties or plaid jackets or
bright suspenders, all such dressers are
in hiding. They are afraid to accept
themselves as they really are and they
try to deceive others along with themselves as to their real nature. They are
fugitives from reality.
So, whether you are forward or backward, do good or evil, are fat or slim,
overdress or underdress, dress formally
or informally, blush or do not blush, get
sick or well, stay calm or get angry, ad
infinitum, ad nauseam, you have a nasty
motive for it. Regardless of what you
think you are or what your friends think
you are, the psychiatrists know you to
be a rat. It just goes to show that you
cannot fool around with the psycholo-'
gists. The American Equity Association
of Washington, D.C., was so overwhelmed by the infmite wisdom of these
mind-probers that it made this offer in
writing: "$1,000 will be paid
to any psychiatrist who can
prove he or she is not insane."
This sacrilegious thrust at
the Freud sect and its offshoots is sometimes duplicat20

ed by those who are mentallyunbalanced.
Take the case of Laura, for instance, as
related in The Saturday Evening Eost,
Oct-ober 18, 1947. For fifteen years Laura
was considered a hopeless case of schizophrenia. She ate only when forced. She
had not uttered a word for three years.
She always sought to curl into a ball.
She was so resting when well-known Dr.
Strecker, of Pennsylvania Hospital,
made ward rounds with some students.
He stopped at Laura's bed, and unburdened himself of his professional wisdom: ''Laura has split herself off from
the world of reality. \Ve do not know
what caused her to do so, but, according
to Freud's theory of schizophrenia, she
has made a complete regression to an infantile state and is seeking to resume the
fetal position." Laura had heard a lot in
the past fifteen years, but this did it. Shf;'
raised her head. She looked at Strecker.
She looked at the students. Then she
spoke her mind: "Did you ever hear such
d
nonsense in all your life?" Laura
got well and got out. While Strecker got
credit for the cure, many sane people
doubtless prefer Laura's opinion.
Before opening our arms to the psychiatrists as our saviors, let us consider
the case of Annie the Ant. The New York
Star, July 14, 1948, reports the United
, Press dispatch from Scotland:
Annie the Ant twitched ,her legs and antennae today in what was believed to be the
first nervous breakdown ever suffered by one
of the ant family. She was given a maze testin which ants find their way to food through
twisting passageways. A smart ant learns to
negotiate the maze aitet a few tries, and
Annie is a smart ant. But Annie took a wrong
turn the other day. She worried so much about
still being in the maze, instead of on the food
pile, that she developed a neurotic complex.
That, at least, is what scientists of the Institute of Animal Genetics contend.
They are trying to cure her.

Pity the poor ant with
chiatrists in its pants!

psy~
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HE president of the Catholic, 'Var
Veterans, Anthony n. Forbes, III an~
nouncing on July 16, 194-8, that a sch~ol
would be opened in 'Vashingt~m, D.C,; for
the training of "officer" umts to hgllt
communism, proposed that "every Catholic boy entering the service be given a
rosary". A few days before, at the annual Independence Day rally of ~he
Knights of Columbus, "t.he Rev. Patl'lck
Peyton called for a return to ,the pr~c
tice of reciting the rosary 1ll fanllly
groups." (New York Times, Ju~y 5,1948)
On May 1, of this year, Walter Palumbo
arrived in Rome with a "box ,full c:f
prayer beads" from PhiladeJplllft; reSIdents for the pope to 1110:::;:::;. Back Tn October, 1945, "Rev." 'Vil~iam ;T. TaylO1:
said: '''rhe present naholl-"\vl(le movement to pro mot e the family l'osary
promis.es to ht'co~n~ a 1?reat crusad,; for
the revival of rehglOn m the home.
Such ne\vs items make thoughtful persons ask ·why intelligent men and womeIl
in this twentieth century should be bul'dened dO\vn with a s.tring of b~ads. Is
there a Scriptural ('ommand to tlHi" ~ffe_ct
or is there Biblical precedpll.t for 10 [f
not who originated the practIce and lww
lon~ has it been in existence1
I~stcad of accepting the hearsay of .so
many people that s~y. tll.c rosary wai" fTven to "~amt" DommIC III the year l~OS,
we should go to a l'e(~ogni,wd autltonty,
such as the Catholic Encyclopedia. Here
(vol. 13, pp. 186, 1R7) tl.ll; D~minic .story
is called "current trathtlOn and IS refuted by the following statement:
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Vle possess hundreds, even thousands, of
manuscriptR containing devotional treatises,
sormons, ehronieles, Saints' lives, etc., written
by the Friars Prea('hcrs between 1220 and
1450· but no single verifiable passage has yet
beeIl 'produeed which speaks of the Rosary as
insEtuted by St, Dominic or whirh even makes
much of the devot.ion as one specially deal' to
his children . . . . f\~either do we find any sug/.,"estion of a e()nnexion between St. Dominic
and the Rosary in tile paint.ings and sculptures
of these two and a half centuries. Even the
tomb of 81. Dominic at Bologna and the numberless frescoeR by Fra Angelico representing
the brei-hen of his order ignore the Rosary
completely.

Rosary Used by Ancient Pagans
Long before the Dominican order came
into existenee or became fanatically interested in the r()~ary it \Vas in general
\I..,uge t.!H' world around. In discussing
the "controverted question of itl'! history"
and origin the Ca.tholic Rncyclopedia
(vol. 13, pp. 184, 1SG) says:
III almost all countries, t.hen, we meet with
something in the natuI'(' of prayer-counters or
rosan--beads. Even in ancient Kineveh 11 sculpture 1ms been found thus described by Layard
in his "l\TonUIlH'nts" (I, plate 7): "Two
winged females standing before the sacred tree
in the attitude of prayel'; they lift the extended rig-llt hand and hold in t.he left a
garland or rosary."

Areliueologieal diseoveries in Ur, not
far distant from Nineveh, R}lOW that as
early as 3500 B.C. bead culture was more
advaneeJ. than in any other ctluntry at
the time. ".Many of the stones had def-
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From the Tartar religion of the Lamas, the
inite amuletic properties," says the Encyclopaedia Britannica (Vol. 3, .p. 252). rosary of 108 beads has become a part of the
Invariably the beads of that period of ceremonial dress attached to the nine grades
time show they served as talismans and of official rank. It consists of a necklace of
were used in their worship of the Devil. stones and coral, nearly as large as a pigeon's
The Saxon word bede from which comes egg, descending to the w:aist, and distinw
our word ''bead'' means a <'prayer", and guished by various beads, according to the
originally the word "bead" was associat- quality of the wearer. There is a small rosary
ed with the rosary. In Egypt the name of eighteen beads, of inferior size, with which
for bead, Sha-sha, comes from a root the bonzes count their prayers and ejaculaword meaning "luck". As for the "name tions exactly as in the Romish ritual. The laity
"rosary" itself, it is of Chaldean origin, in China sometimes wear this at the wrist, perand is a combination of the words Ro, fumed with musk, and give it the name of
meaning "thought", and Shareh, meaning Heang-choo, or fragrant beads.
"director".
Also on the subject the Dictionary of
Turning again to the Catholic Encyclo- Religious Knowledge, edited by Lyman
pedia it is learned that many other Abbott, says:
heathen had their thought directed by
Chaplets [rosaries] are also in use in China
the rosary.
among the worshipers of Fo, or Buddha, and

It is certain that among the Mohammedans
the Tasbih or bead-string, consisting 'of 33,
66, or 99 beads, and used. tor counting devotionally the names of Allah, has been in use
for many centuries. Marco Polo, visiting the
King of Malabar [on the southwest coast of,
India] in the thirteenth century, found to his
surprise that that monarch employed a rosary
of 104 (' 108) precious stones to count his
prayers. St. Francis Xavier and his companions were equally astonished to see that rosa,..
ries were universally familiar to the Buddhists
of Japan. [Vol. 13, p. 185]

To thi& can be added the fact that the
rosary was used in the pagan rites of the
an'cient Mexicans, according to hum.
boldt's Mexican Researches ..It is also
employed by the Brahmans of Hindustan
and in their sacred books reference is
made to it time and again. In Tibet and
among the millions adhering to the Buddhist faith of the East the rosary ,has
been used from time immemorial. Van
Dyke, in his book Popery, says that one
can "see the worshipers of Buddha, ~ach
with a rosary in his hand, prostrate
themselves before an image and repeat
their prayers".
Sir John F. Davis, in his book China,
giv~s thil!! description of the pagan row
sarles:
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were probably used by them long before they
were known in Christendom. They consist of
one hundred smaller beads, and eight con·
siderably larger; and in place of the crucifix
of the Romanist, they suspend a large bead
fashioned like a gourd. There are also chaplets
of various sorts in use among the Japanese.

It is not a coincidence that in the Row
man Catholic religion the rosary is closely associated with a symbol of a heart,
and a worship of the «Sacred Heart".
This too came down from the ancient
Babylonian system, as pointed out by
Alexander Hislop in The Two Babylons,
page 188:
In the Church of Rome a new kind of devotion has of late been largely introduced, in
which the heads play an important part, and
which shows what new and additional strides
in the direction of the old Babylonian Paganism the Papacy every day is steadily making.
I refer to the "Rosary of the Sacred Heart".
It is not very long since the worship of the
"Sacred Heart" was first introduced; and
now, everywhere it is the favourite worship.
It was so in ancient Babylon, as is evident
from the Babylonian system as it appeared
in Egypt.

The sacred symbol of pagan Egypt's
Osiris was the heart. The sacred symbol
AWAKE!

of pagan Greece's Cuuid wa.s the heart.
'The Bucred ~YH:hol of the pagan u:Mother
and Ron" worship of the anciE'nt natiolls
of AE.iu was the heart. The sa('red~heart
~yn:bol even extended down into demon~
wor.:;.hiping India.

From Rosaries tf> Prayer. WheelsAfter fashioning' Ihcir rosary after tne
Buddha model~ the Homan Catholi(,s
may in time adopt the prayer-wh4?e]s of
the inYelltive Buddilit,l (Jriesls. In ract,
the idea i::; utrf'uc.y b~ing eOllsidered by
papists. For example, over the imp::-imatur of C. Cr.au~nont., VG., titular bishop of .Arena. auxiliary h:shop of Montreal, a "Prayer and Agreement with the
Sacre·d Heart of .Jesus" is printed in
very flne type v.ith the instructions: "It
is sufficient to P~lt tois 'Prayer on one's
heart in a scapular j by placing the hand
on it, everytlung is said, Our Saviour is
satisfied with our intplltior.. :\fay it
please God to give nil Chris:ians knowledge of t:'1itl pious prueticp." The Gospel
lVit,te8.'i and Protestant Ad'I'ocate point!;
out the simi~nrity of thi1'. and low the
praye:-whcel idea started, and the])
l5uys:

1,ong- ago WI' read a storr of some BuddhL."t
priest8 who ~or.epjyed the idea of writing thdr
prayers on Jlap.)r !In,] w3\'illll it ir. lhc air in
the beliei that lioo woald regard th:s ag the
equh"alent cf snying the word!!. 'rhl?ll in tbl
('ourse of time one of the b)'~th)'en in this
Basteln monastery eonC'rivcd the idea of
fastening the paper prayers to a water wh~l
and harn~sil1g !f.e flow of ·n nearby streem
to pert'o!"m the labour involved in this kind
cf prayer. And finally when British engineers
came along many centuries later to S'J.r'ley th('
site Cor a great nydroclcctr;c development
p::-oject, witb a true English sense 0: property
rights they fOl'lTIaily recognized priority of

tte monastery's {' :alm on the water power an'll
granted it & certain share of the electricity
which their modern genentol'l produced on
the ancient spd. Aad IlOW, the atory says, tbe

bretllrell in the R\lddhi~t monastery pray by
machines turned by ('lct,tries! power, with a
speed and efficiency which 'l"ould .!:.nve amazed
tbe primitive originators of the :.ngenious
~cheme of saying prayers by wav:nl;! a paper
in the air.
If Gnd's mprl'Y and f'orgivf'ness is dependent on the number or times a el~rtnin
prayer is repellt('d~ and the repetition Qf
a fiXf~d prayer thommnds upon thousands
of timp.s b::'ings propiti2.t~on. appease~
mC:J.t, atolH':nent. l'xpiutior. a::1d reeODcilintion, tllf~n t1w T1ra~;er.-whf'P1s of the
crleDt are fllr rr.or(' efJiei('llt tJ:l\n the
antiene ro:mrips of Catholi('it'Jn. However; it :!' tllifol y(~ry reTl(,tition tllat
brands hoth the prayer.".-h('eIs and the
rosari~s as pagar. dLwil-worsilipiIlg practicl's of tllP heathen, Ilr.d this is on the
R11thority of r.onp ()~:fJer than Christ .JeS11S hjmself. Said He: "Wh~ll ye pray.
nse not. /:aiu rewti.tion.s, 0, tIl? heathen
do: fo::- '::lev think that tll!?...- :;hall be
heard for thpir !TIller. speaki;lg." (~fat
thew G: 5-7) It wns not th> faithful Christian Paul that hp.d n ro~ary when in
}GplH~sufol in Asia 'Millor, hut it was the
70(:a{~SS Diana worshiped hy the pagans
that rity Hlat was pie1.ured as wearing
a rosary. (Be~ Kitto's Illustrated Oommf'1Jfarie8. 1940, vol. 5, p. 205.)
Truthfullv the Catholic Encyclopedia.
says: "'1'0 8~m l:P, we Il!lve positive evidence that both the :'nv('ntion of the
leads as a counting apparatus !md also
tl:e practice or repeatiTlg a hundred and
flftv AYes cnnn:Jt be due to St. Dominic,
b(!('au::.e they are both uo:ably older t.~an
Lis time," Yes, inde(-(l. 1~hey are as old
as t:lC d('vil,wOf!5i':ip or aneient naby~on.

of

"'--"'oX«~.---oJ".
,
Whetf:lle prav. tis!' not l'fli'l 7TpftitWIIS. (:8 H'(l nt'!Jthol ~lo:
for nell think'tha.t they sha~l be h'lLfc/ fur

tht'ir much ,peakin(J.-MaU)u.'w U: i.
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Prayer 10 God
NLY those who seek to become the
children of God by forsaking sin and
laying hold upon Jesus Christ the Son
of God as their Savior are accorded the
privilege of approaching God's throne
ill prayer.
The attempt to approach God thus implies faith in Him, and a realization that
we depend upon Him, and that we believe the way of reconciliation of sinners
with Him has been opened up through
Christ our Savior, and that God's purpose is to bring all the willing and 0 bedient and faithful ones of humankind
into the circle of sonship. When oue
praying says "Our Father", it implies
that such ODe recognizes there are other
sons of God who, like himself, have fled
from sin and seek adoption into God's
family through Christ j hence such ODe
praying says "Our", not ".My", "Father."
Whoever addresses God lD prayer must
have concern for the interests of all the
family of God.
'Then Jesus instrueied His followers
thus to pray He advised against making
vain repetitions in prayer as the heathen
do, and He m'ade no reference to praying with a rosary with which a religionist counts the repetitions that. he makes
of the $8me prayer to his deity at one
season. The more clearly we recognize
that the privilege of prayer is an exclusive one for sons or prospective sons
of God, the more we shall be inclined to
use it in a most reverent way as instructed in the Bible, and not in a religious prayerbook. The kings of the earth
make regulations about times, seasons,
24
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dress, etc., to be observed by those who
wish to enter their presence; and aJ]
who have a proper appreciation that the
vindication of Jehovah's name and sovereignty is the foremost issue before the
universe will approach him in a worshipful, reverent attitude implied in the expression, "Hallowed be thy na.-me."
God's kingdom by Christ Jesus is His
effective means for vindicating J ehovah's name and sovereignty, and therefore Jesus taught His followers next to
pray: "Thy kingdom come. Thy will be
done in earth, as it is in heaven." CMatthew 6: 9, 10) The present condition of
world distress, sin and death will not be
everlasting. God has provided for His
glorious kingdom under His Son, by
which all evil will be conquered in heaven and in earth and be completely ousted
by universal righteousness. Those in
proper heart relationship with God long
for the installation of that thousandyear reign of His Son, the anointed
King, even though they know that. this
will be preceded by the overthrow of the
present Satanic world in tbe coming
catastrophe of the battle of Armageddon. (Revelation 16: 14-16) They do not
pray for the political systems and governments of this world, because the
Kingdom, for which they pray, will dash
to pieces all the poliHcal organizations
of this world, even all the nations, and
thereafter God's kingdom over this earth
shall stand forever. (Daniel 2: 44; Revelation 2: 26, 27) This kingdom will then
proceed to bless all the families of the
earth.-Genesis 12: 3, and 22: 18.
In His model prayer Jesus included
a petition for our needful bread, saying:
AWAKEl

IIGive us this day our daily bread." There
is no attempt here to supplicate God for
delicacies, but it is merely an expression
of trust in Him and of confidence that
He will provide, in harmony with His.
promise that our bread and water shall
be sure. Indeed, when we remember J esus' words in the same sermon on the
mount, that the heathen have in mind
what they shall eat, drink and wear, but
that the heavenly Father knows what
things we need (Matthew 6: 31-33), we
see that to the sons of God Jesus' words
respecting daily bread refer more particularly to spiritual food than to earthly
food. Provision for all our necessities,
both temporal and spiritual, according
to God's wisdom, is briefly requested in
the above petition for "daily bread".
"And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors." The debts here acknowledged in prayer are sins. Those
here meant are those we commit after
we have come into relationship with
God by consecrating ourselves to Him
through Christ. -We ask for such forgiveness.in the name and merit of Christ
Jesus, for we read: "Christ died for our
sins according to the scriptures." (1 Corinthians 15: 3) "He -is the propitiation
for our sins: and not for ours only, but
also for the sins of the whole world."
(1 John 2: 2) For such reason we must
ask for forgiveness through Christ. His
merit not only covered the sins that are
past and due to Adam's original sin in
Eden, but makes provision for our weaknesses and blemishes en route to the new
world of righteousness that God's kingdom will bring.
'
The final words of Jesus' model prayer
are: "And lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from evil." (Matthew
6: 13) Or, modernly rendered: "And
bring us not into temptation, but deliver
us from the evil one." (Am. Stan. Ver.)
The thought is that there is an evil one,
namely, Satan the Devil, ever ready to
attack Jehovah's children, to the extent
that Jehovah God grants the opportuSEPTl!lMBER 22, 1948

nity, just as, He did in the case of Job
to test and prove the integrity of that
faithful man of patient endurance.
Trials, testings and temptations are now
necessary to prove our integrity and
faithfulness to our heavenly Father; and
since these things are necessary for that
purpose aD(J hence are,permitted by God,
it would not be proper for us to pray
that God would treat us differently from
His Son Jesus Christ on earth and would
spare us from all trials and temptations.
The thought of this prayer is, therefore, that God will not lead or bring us
into temptation that would be too severe
for us according to our measure of
strength and Christian development.
This thought is in full accord with the
entire testimony of God's ·Word. The
promise is: "There hath no temptation
taken you but such as is common to man:
but God is faithful, who will not suffer
you to be tempted above that ye are-able;
but will with the temptation also make a
way to escape, that ye may be able to
bear it." (1 Corinthians 10: 13) The "evil
one", the Devil, would like to destroy
God's consecrated sons utterly, but he
will not be permitted to do so. So far he
may go, but no farther.
Because it was not the due time when
Jesus gave the sermon on the mount, including this model prayer, Jesus did not
then instruct His followers to pray this
prayer in His name. But in His farewell discussion with His apostles on the
night before He died on the tree He did
instruct them to pray thus. He said: "If
ye shall ask any thing in my name, I will
do it." "WhatsoeveI; ye shall ask the Father in my name, he will give it you.
Hitherto have ye asked nothing in my
name: ask, and ye shall receive, that
your joy may be full." (John 14: ,14 and
16: 23, 24) Consequently, everyone that
would- offer acceptable prayer to J ehovah God today must do so in the .name
of Jesus Christ. If we obey the divine instructions as to this vital ,matter, our
prayer to God will be acceptable to Him.
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Eleventh Graduating Class of the Watchtower Bible School of Gilead
Left to right: Front row: Fountain, 1<J., Heron, M., Parkin, A., Leth. H., Dyer, L., \Vicke, T .. Bagnall, G., \Yalker, S., Counts, A.,
Gregory, M. G., Gregory, G. L. Second row: Strand, A., Duncombe, A., Jazewsky, K., Artz, 1\1., Reeves, II., \Villett, M., Venz, A., 1\iorgan, J.,
Snwr("hek. L., Retter, J., Iszlaub. 1., Miller, N. Third row: Miller, 8'., Curry. V., Terry, 1'I., Franks, G., Millman, 1" .. vVesley-Smith, M.,
'Vihra, S., Rutl1Pl"ford, I., Taavitsainen. R, Robbins, J .. 'Ven>;er, N., HaSlett, M .. Silberstc'in, F. F"ourth row: Ellis, n., Leth, J~., Orrom, J.,
Hensman, D .. Collier, L. 0 .. Stratton. "'., Fountain, 'V., Sp('J1('er, R., Rohb, J., l\ians(>, F., Steele, 1;;., Toma. Y. Fifth row: Hepworth, Eo,
Franl{s. A., Coon, 1\1., 'Vest, 1\1., .Iones, B .. Hau, A., Hau, J., Heling-pr. 11., Andrews. F., Tohara, M., Barry, 1'1., Tanig-awa, E .. Toma, J.
Sixth row: Prons!, J., l\Ieuni~r, C., ,,'icke, A., Rutherford. 1\'"., I\'"ikkila, T., Jazewsky, .T., Coon, R., Terry. R., Svensson, H., Tohara, S ..
Barry, L. Seventh roW: Garrard, G., Jensen, I., Taylor, C., Carras. J., Hyde. R, Eaton, A., Parkin, R, 'Vest, A., ;\lacDonald, 0 .. Counts, 'W' ..
Teran, K. fszlaub, P. Eighth row: Collier, R., Smith. L .. Carnie, \V .. C:il'ter. S., ~merchek, \0;., Duncombe, V., Hepworth, C., Ellis, R., lIensman, C., Thompson, A .. Charlf>s, C .. I-IaHlett. D. Ninth row: Heev('s, L., Johansson, S., COVille, A., Boone, J .. J.\..farcussen. G., Fountain, D.,
Bellotti, N., Franks, L., IIemstad, H., Gertz, G., Steele, D., McGrath, J,

Gilead's Eleventh Class Graduates
HE ri~ing SUD areed higher into the
he:avens. Hours ago this created
«light to rule the day" had rendered in~
visible the stars that had crowded the
night sky, and by now. ha~ chased ~he
chill from the earth ",'ltb Its warmmg
rays. By nine o'clock on this glorious
morning of August 1 it had drunk the
last of the morning dew from the grassy
lawns that sloped ,}a~ily down from
Shiloah to halt at the edge of the shaded
pool cupped in the earth's bosom. Thence
the IQillions of grassy blades encircle the
pond and climb the hill beyond to carpet
in green other beauty spots of Gilead's
rolling campus.
But our interest on this morning of
August 1 does not wander from the SUDny greens that stretch from 8hiloah to
thei3haded pool. Thousands of men, women and children have assembled on the
lawn, some seated in orderly rows of
folding chairs, others comfortably situated on the grass. All expectantly face
Shiloah, the rusticly modern library of
Gilead, for there Mr. N. H. Knorr, president or the Watchtower Bible School of
Gilead, has taken up position in front
of the microphone that will carry to the
thousands of hearing ears the proceedings of the graduation exercises of the
eleventh class of this school for advanced
ministers of the gos~l.
The three-hour program that follows
is as delightful as its beautiful setting.
Thankful prayer to God sets events in
motion, and the proceedings gain momentum as the president touches on the
uniqueness of this eleventh class of 108
graduates. They hailed from 16 different
nations, making it Gilead's second inter·
national class. The total of their fulltime service records as ministers prior
to attending Gilead mounts to more than
1,000 years. An average of nearly 10
years each. In fulfillment of Christ's prediction that His followers would suffer
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persecution and imprisonment, the combined group's time spent in jail for
go~el-preaching totaled 30 years. Also
different for this class was the teaching
of Japanese to 22 students; the others
studied French. All of those studying
Ja.panese will go to Japan as mis'!lionanes.
Next in order come friendly words of
counsel to the graduates from the Kingdom Farm servant. and the four school
instructors, to be followed by the reading of telegrams from countries on the
continents of North America~ South
America, Africa, Asia, Europe and Au~
tralia, alld from the isles of th{) seas. The
secretary-treasurer Of the Watchtower
Society spoke to the class, and brought
the program to the scheduled dis.course
of the school's president. He chose to
speak to these speciallY trained ministers that will be sent,to far corners of the
earth on the subject of "Ministers at the
\Vorld's End".
The theme emphasized and re-emphasized was that the light must shine at
this world's end. "",'hat.lighU That emanating from Jehovah God and Christ J esus, which must be caught by ministers
and reflected throughout the earth. From
its past service record the eleventh class
has already done much shining, but it
will take on greater brilliance as a result
of its Gilead training and shed Bible
light in hitherto dark parts of the globe.
Their pay for letting the gospel light
shine 1 The privileges of serving as God's
ministers and sharing in Jehovah's vindication. Such godliness with contentment will bring them great gain. Quite
different from the high salaries drawn
by Christendom's orthodox clergy. The
persecution and imprisonment' these
graduates experience is in sharp contrast
with the honor and pOl'lition of the
world's priests and preachers. But .130
also is the reward that awaits Jehovah's
27

faithful witnesses in the New W orId.
Hence, with, strength from above they
stick to their ministerial work, contending for the faith, using their training to
advance and expand their ministry and
keep it blameless.
..as Mr. Knorr called out the names of
the graduates- they came forward to receive envelopes containing gifts from the
Society and diplomas. Encouraging applause from the observing audience
greeted each one as he received this
envelope tlwt climaxpd and E'nded the
five-month period of intensive training.
On the heels of this distribution a member of the student bodv read a letter addressed to the - presfdent, -.,yhic11 contained a resolution by the class expressing their determination to use the instruction in order to show their appreciation for having freely received it.
During tllis three-llOut' program tltat

,

was now closing with sorrie announcements many wondered and speculated as
to the number in attendance, but when
President Knorr announced that there
were 3.,559 persons present the "oh's"
and "ah's" of the audience and the quick
applause that followed showed just how
happily surprised they Were. At the outset of the proceedings the school chorus
had sung Jehovah's witnesses marching
song, composed by one spending many
years in a Nazi concentration camp because of his faithfulness and stMdfastness. Now the chorus once more filled the
garden park ,vith the vibrant feeling of
the unquenchable faith and zeal of Jehovah's ministers~
Prayer by 1fT. Knorr elosed the exercises, and An,ake! closes this report with
its best wishes for godly success to the
eleventh class. May its members always
let tl1eir gospel light s11ine.

.

Which Is Easier to Understand?
"For the mystery of Iniquity doth aheady
work: only he who now lettetb will let,
until he be taken out of the way."-2 'Ibess.
2: 1, "HJJr.g Jam.es Version,"

OR

"For tbe mystery of lawlessness doth already work: only there is one that restraineth now, until he be taken out of the way."
-2 Thess. 2: 7, ''Alnerlean Stand. VeraJol1."

Although both mean the same, the American Standard Version
i~clearer because it is written in language nearer to that in common
usage today. rehe word ''let'' has reversed its meaning with the passage
of the years. '1'l1is is but one of the advantages of this popular version.
Others include: greater accuracy made possible by access to older manuscripts, more uniform translation of original Hebrew and Greek \vords,
improved punctllation, footnotes and the consistent use of Jehovah as
the name of the Creator. The \Vatchto\"Ter edition has the added feature
of a 05-page cyclopedic concordance. It is available for $1.50. The
coupon is for your convenience.

............

~

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
117 Adams St.
WATCHTOWER
Please send me a copy of the 'Yatchtower Nlition of the American Standard Ver8ion Rlbl~.
Enclostld is $1.50.
NaD:le ........... _ ............... ," _____ .....".... _.,"". ___ _

Street ___ ....• ,_ ...... _._ ....... ,. ____ •....,........ ______ ........ ,, ____ ............."........... ___ .... __ ........

City ........ _........ ___ ...... _._ .................. _ ....,__ .. '-- ,...... --.-~---- ". ---'-'---'-'-' ..

Zone No ......" ._. State __ ..... __ .. _..... _ ........ _...........,..... __ ..........,........ _
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AUGUST

Kremlin Talks
In the effort to make a new
approach to the East-1Vest conflict the Western powers on August 1 had their representatives
separately call On' Russia's foreign minister Molotov In :'.loscow
to make arrangements for a
meeting with Premier Stalln. Arrangements were accordingly
made and the following Monday
evening Bedell Smith .for the
U. S., Yves Chatalgneau for
France, and Frank Roberts for
Britain went to the Kremlin, confen'lug with Stalin for more than
two honrs. They emerged smmng.
The subjects brought up at this
meeting were not disclosed, but
there was a marked easing of
tension in the East-West situation and further talks were lu
prospect. August 6 the Western
envoys had a meetiug with Molotov, whil'h continued for three
hours, and yielded the following
statemeut from Ambassador
Smith, "Three hours, Molotov, no
Stalin, no comment."
Further meetings with MolOtov
followed August 9 and 12. The
negotiations had not dispelled the
perplexity of the powers, and Ambassador Smith said, "'Ve are
still without any conclusions."
The Issues Involved centered
around the Berlin blockade and
the intention of the Western powers to set up a German state in
their zones Independent of the
course taken in the Soviet zone.
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Beautltul 'Red' Danube
i> The conference on the Danube
in progress at Belgrade, Yugoslavia, In early August, was seeking to draft a plan for control of
shipping on the important eastern European waterway. Before
the war the river was adminiStered by an International commission composed of Britain,
France and the nations situated
along the course of the river. The
Big Four had agreed a year and
a half ago to continue the principle of "free and equal navigation" and "international control"
of the Danube. At the conference
Russia and the U. S. submitted
their respective plans for carrying out the stated objectives. According to the Rnssian plan Austria would not be inclUded In the
"control commission" until after
the signing of a peace treaty.
The other nations.on the Danube
would constitute the commission.
No provision was made for Germany, also a riparian country,
nQw or In the future. Rrltaln,
France and the U. S. were excluded. The American plan proposed guarante!O's for navigation
companies of all nations. The
beautiful blue Danube is to be
exclusively "Red".

Russian Drama in the U. s.
i> Russia has some 2,000 nationals in the U. S., of whom 346 are
diplomatic, consular and commercial officialst the remainder heing

wlves and ehtldren with teachers.
cooks, chautreurs and otber servants. The closing ot a RU8Slan
school for the children precipitated a strange series of events.
The teachers and some other Russians were to return to Russia.
One of the teachers, Mrs. Oksana
Stepanova Kosenklna appears to
have been reluctant about going
back to her native land. She was
in touch wlth White RUSSians,
who do not like the "Reds" even
a little bit. Arrangements were
made for the teacher to stay with
her new-found friendS. "Reds"
said she was drugged to go along
with them to the Tolstoy Foundation's Reed farm. The RUssian
Consulate went there and brought
Mrs. Kosenkina back to the Consulate In New York, where they
felt she belonged. Countess Tolstoy, in charge of the Reed farm,
said tllat when Mrs. Kosenkina
saw the Red RUSSians coming,
she turned white. Rockland
County pollee were told the
teacher had been abducted to get
ber back to the Consulate. Ther{l
she didn't know just what to do,
and decided after a few days to
jump out of the third-story window, which appears to Indicate
she was not free to leave by a
door, or a window on a lower
floor, which would have been
more convenient. Molotov, who
was not there, issued an officlal
statement that Mrs. Kosenkina
fell out of the window. Meanwhile, the Consulate being in the
U. S., the police arranged for Mrs.
Kosenklna to be taken to a h(lospital and to continue under U. S.
protection. Russian official!!. [ssued many protests, but to no
avaiL Another teacher, Samarin,
with his family, also refused to
return to Russia, and obtained
U. S. sanctuary. In Russia it was
reported that Mrs. Kosenkina and
Mr. Samarin and family had been
"kidnaped" by the U. S. But it
was not explained that they were
glad to be "kidnaped".

Congressional investigations
i> Testimony concerning aUeged
Communist espionage In the U. S.
continued to occopy the attention
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of the Congrup1onal InvePtiI8tion commIttee! In early August.
A dra1DJltlc note entered the prcr
ceediugs when Miss Elizabeth T.
Bentley,-who said she had acted
as a Communist agent during the
late war, appeared before the
Bouse committee. She a.ccused
high government officials of passing out information that was relayed to Russia, including Information about the atomtc bomb_
Louts F. Budenz, former Communist party leader, declared
that. there were many RUSsian
spy. rings In this country, and
that there were perhaps thousands of Communists in government jobs. Another witness, ·Whittaker Chambers, who was a Communist from 1924 to 1937, said
that Alger Hiss, former dlreetor
of special poUtical affairs In the
State uepartment, was a leader in
the Communist setup in the U. S.
He is president of the Carnegie
Endowment for International
Peace, in New York. A brotller of
Hiss, and other men of note, were
Ilkewise accused of being Com+
munIst backers. The Hiss brothers emphatically denied the
charges being made againBt them.
The Communist party at Lts (!OIlvention referred to the Investlgations as a "Circus". Author
Louis Adamlc, also accused of
Communist activity, said, "It cannot be doubted that the whole
fantastic spy scare is mainly motivated to smear Wallace by
smearing his supporters."
"Voice of America"
• The "Voice of America" in
early Angust started to operate
in England five additional hlghpowered transmitters that doqble
the number of "'oice signals relayed into Russia and satelUte
oountrioo. Accurate news Is the
foundation of the programs,
which Rim to avoid llistortion.
nRme-calling and fabrication in
reaching a potential audh.mce of
many millions behind the "iron
curtain". The Voice is being
beamed to every Important part
of the' world, and its programs
total 261 hours a day. Heports
trom abroad show it is widely
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heard. The programs are- broad·
cast in 22 languages and include
also musical featUre&
Communist Convention
+ 1Ym. Z. Foster, national chairman of the Communist Darty in
the U. S. and one of the twelve
Communists under indictment for
conspiracy to overthrow the government, announced A'IlgUst 2
that the Communist PlI.rty endorsed and would work for the
election of Henry A. Wallace as
president. The announcement was
made at the opening of the nR-,
tional CQnventlon of the party. An
application by Earl Browder,
many years the spokesman of
American Communism, for readmission to the party was rejected with the statement that
"the request for re-adruiS$ion was
In itself a disguiSlld form of antiparty activity".
(Jongre&s Labors
Called to a special session by
the president, the U. S. Congress
in early August labored at appearing to be busy. The program
presented by the president for its
attention Included mea.qures for
rationing, price control, allocations, credit and rent \':ontrols,
an excess profits. tax, housing,
education, minimum wages, soCial security, displaced persons
legIslation, the United Nations
loau, and Civil rights. It was
quite a program for a special session. The Republican Congress,
however, suspect of the president's motives, had no intention
of exhausting itself to carry out
the program of the Democratic
president. Looking around for
something to take np the time,
they decided to start with the
poll-tax measure. Southern Democrats proceeded at once to filibuster. On August 2 the Republicans decided they should appear
to be doing something to stop the
filibustering, which they ;really
did not mind much. The sham
battIe was lost, and the poll-tax
measure was put asIde. The Congress then acted on the $65,000,UOO U. N. loan, and paSSed it in
the Houl!!e 164-27, the Senate hav-

+

approved It last April. Tb.e
president sigDed the b1ll on August 1L Then action was taken
on credit controls *as an antiinflation measure and on housing
to proVide loans for the building
of low-cost private homes and
apartments. Provisions for slum
clearance and pubUc housing
were dropped. President Truman
signed the hOUSing but and denounced It at the same time.
'The Congref!slonal mountain had
labored, brought forth a mouse,'
and quickly adjourned.
lug

Impeachment Threat
• Homer Ferguson, of Michigan,
on August 7 declared in a speech
in the U. S. Senate that "Con·
gress is rapidly being pushed Into the intolerable position of havIng either to legislate through a
blind spot or compel the president
to answer for his conduct In an
impeachmcnt proceeding". He denounC()d Truman for refusing to
turn (}Ver to the Congressional
Investigators of allegetl, Red espionage the loyalty files on certain Federal employees. Senator
Hoey, of North CaroUna, the next
day referred to Ferguson's speech
as 8 poJ1tJcJll tirade

Indians Have Right to Vota
.. A special three·judge Federal
court at Santa Fe, N. Mex., ruled,
on August 3, that a New Mexico
constitutional provision denying
Indians the right to vote was cantrary to the U. S. Consututlon.
The decision in e!feet gives the
New Mexico Indiaus the privilege
Of voting.
(Jlerg)men Monm
+ A group of over a hundred
clergymen through the National
Council Against Conscription, issued a.n appeal (August 8) that
the Sunday before the beginning
of the peacetime draft be ob!lerved as a "day of mourning
and repentance" in protest over
the new draft law. Tb.e clergymen said that the youth should
be tom of their obligation not to
give "unquestioning obedience to
secular authority" but to reason
for itself, and that the provisions tor conscientious objectors
AWAKEl

under the law be put before theIll
together with assurance of
church backing from those who
followed the dictates of their conscience. The clergy can always
strike a nice pacifist pose-when
there is no war.

was greeted With great enthu81asm by the French-apeaklng section of the eonventIon. He has
been a Montreal lawyer most of
his life. It Is expected that Mr.
St. Laurent will become prime
mlnll1lter aftel: 8. few monthp

SUrplU3 Grain
Aceording to a Department of
Agriculture report (August 1),
the U. S. will have a carry-over
of more than a billion hushels of
the major grain crops this year.
Mea n w h II e the uufavorable
weather of Europe In recent
months has blighted crops there,
and there Is still an over-all
shortage, and, since world population has never increased at anything like the present rate, the
question of feeding llUmanit3' remains a problem. The earth's
present population Is set at 2,250,·
000,000.

Rebirth of a Nation
Korea, which became subject
to Japan 43 years ago, was :reborn AugUst 15 when the newlyformed Korean government was
installed. PresIdent Syngmsn
!thee and his cabinet took their
oatM of office on that day, the
third anniversary of the sun-ender of Japan. The government
was formed as the result of elections Buperv!$ed by a U. N. COlDmissIon, though the RussianDf'cupled [Jllrt of tne country
would not participate. The portion aI!ected is the more populous, containing more than twothirds of Koroa's total population
of 29,000,000. J. J. Muccio, of
Rhode Island, has been appointed as American ambassador to
the new nation.

+

*

Palestine TraM
PaJestine truce observers have
been described as being !ike
newspaper rep 0 r t e r s sitting
around waiting for a good fourRebuUdlng Rural China
alarm fire. 'Vhenew~r there was
China and the D, S. agreed
a fiare_up In Pll.lestine (and there
were many), the obser,ers hur- August 4 to set up a five-man
ried to the scene to see What they joint commiSSion to rebuild rural
could of the fighting and try to China under the Marshall Plan.
A total of $60,000,(1(10 !s to be
iletermlne wbo were Rt fault,
Jews or Arabs. In tlle first' half taken from the $400,000,000 earof August the truce seemed to be marked for economic aid for
:working out fairly well, but there China for the first Year of the
were many smll.ll skirmishes, both Marshall Plan. China is also to
recE'ive $125,000,000 military atd.
in Jerusalem and elsewhere.
Shots rang out all too frequently.
Chlnese Floods
Towll1'd ruM-August the Palestine Jewish goveroment declared
In a flood of the Yellow river,
that unless the U. N. compelled descrlped as the worst in a hUnthe wlthdrawa.l of the Arab ar_ - dred years, official Chinese govmielJ, the Jews would have to do ernment reports stated (Auit by war, and so bring the truce
gust 6) that 3,000 p(!rsOIlS had
to m eud.
been drowned and· 400,000 made
homeless. A- further report stated
st_ Laurent Leads
that 3,000,000 Chinese were madeCanadian Liberals homeless as a result of the fioodLouis S. St. I..uurent, a Quebec Ing of China's three major rivers,
CathOlic of French-Irish descent, and it is estimated that about a
was elected leader of Canada's million tons of rice have been
Liberal party on August 7, suc- lost.
ceeding Prime Minister W. L.
Ar~ntlne CODstltutiem
Mackenzie KIng, who has :resigned after 29 years of leader- ... The Argentine Chamber of
ship. Mr. St. Laurent's victory
Deputies, on August 14, voted in

+
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the m1dst ot gener$.l disorder to
reform the Argentllle Constitution, In elfect uncbanged since
1853. At about the same time the
executive committee of the RadIcal party, the only opposition
group holding more tban ob.e sea.t
In Congress, adopted a resolution
asking its deputies "to study the
possibility" of asking for the lID·
peachlllent of President Juan D.
Peron. The National Chamber of
Deputies bad, the day before,
voted a General Organization
Law to give the president unUmited powers when he believes a
national emergency exists.

Paraguay Inauguration
Oil August 15, the 411th anni\'ersary of the fouuding of Asnn-

+

c16n,

its

capital, Paraguay in-

augurated Juan Natallci Gonzalez as president for a tlve-Year
term, and so terminated a period
of considerable political tenSion.
Dlaz Elected In Panama
The national elections jury of
Panama on August 7 proclaimed
Domingo Dlaz Arosemena, 73,
preSldent-eIlOCt, announcing that
his four-year term will begin October 1.

*

Close of the Olympics
The 11-<lB.,- Olympic games,
held at Wembley Stadium, Lon·
don, closed August 14. Athletes
from 59 nations participated, and
an estimated million attended. A
mO):her from the Netherlands,
MrR. Fanny Blankers-Koen, was
the greatest Olympic performer,
wInning three Individual championships. VickI Draves, of California, won two Individual titles
(diving), tUld another Californian, Bob Mathias, a boy of 17,
won in a aeries of ten events
called a decathlon. The U. S.
teams won 88 first-plaee medals,
scoring 662 points in the finals,
Sweden following with 353, and
France with 23(ij. The fourteenth
Olympiad was considered the
most successful of any Since the
OlympiCS were revived in,Athens
in 1896. The :tlfteeatb Olympiad
Is to be held at HelSinkI in 1952.

'*'
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",rise Sholl Understand"

4CCOl'ding to Daniel, nndel'f'twding is rel:1erved for the wise, and
they are wise becamlP they seek understanding with diligent and shmere
effort. Knowledge must be' sought out; truth IlIUl:11 be pursued. May we
help you in your queflt for under~landing of Scriptuml truths by reCUlllmenoing thei:le Bible helps'

Do. yOll lmdcrstand how the
truth call make one ,free' Or
have you wondered Wli!:lll the
Kingdum's blessings will.cOillfl
to mankinil1 The 384-page
hooks, "The Truth Sha./l Make
YOIl Free" and "The Kingdom
h at Hand", provide the wise
with satisfying answers to
thef1fl and IIIaDy other impor-

tant questions.

"Let God Be True"
leads itA readers tu the basis of all understanding, the
Bible. Wise use of tills 320-pagc volume tugether 'with
your Bihle will increabtl your appreciation of the provisions uf the Creator.
Be wise find gain true wisdom through !in nndel'.
~ttlnding uf God's Word. A copy of each of these helpful books together v.ith It Iree copy of the booklet
Pr:rmQ//1-erd Gu'oerllor oj AU Nations, which describes
a lasting righteoUfI rule for humallkind, ma~y be yours
for 0111y $1.00 contribution.
~~I

il-

117 Adams Sf.
BrooklyD 1, N. Y.
WA'l'CBIVWEB
En('IOBed Is $1.00. PlpaS!' send me the three book><. "'1'/16 ~'ruth. ,shMlliake You Free", "Tlw Kingdo ..,
18 at Rand" ~nrl "Lei GM Be True", and thp free booklet, permammt Go,,"nwr 1)/ All Natio".
Btr<'et ... _______ ,_____________ ... __ .__ ..... _". .. . _____ "" __
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CHINESE PAWNS ON
AN INTERNATIONAL CHESSBOARD
,...-,HREE years have passed since a
.1 shaky but welcome peace descended
upon the war-battered nations of the
earth. But for China not even this
breathing space has been allowed. Civil
war with its distress and misery has followed international war, and the future
of the nation looks black. All efforts to

come to a 'peaceful settlement having
completely failed, the mediators have
packed their bags and left the outcome
to be decided by the warring parties.
Both parties have their eye on the big
prize at stake: complete control of China
and its vast millions totaling one-fifth
of the population of the earth.' To gain
this control they are prepared to fight on
indefinitely regardless of the suffering
of the masses.
The Communists declare they are
fighting to end poverty and illiteracy,
and for freedom of speech and assembly.
They want to see the land shared out
among the peasants, and, above all, they
want the abolition of one-party government. The Kuomintang is the party controlling the government and represents
the moneyed class of landlords and merchants. For years this class has ruled
China, allowing no room for opposition.
Their claim is they fight for freedom and
democracy, and for the suppression of
Red tyranny.
Considering the extremely low living
conditions of the masses of China, it is
OCTOBER 8, 1948

not difficult to see how Communism has
made some progress. Poverty, illiteracy, disease, failure of crops, floods and
near-survival living conditions have
been the never-changing lot of the 330
million peasants. While the Kuomintang
government has ruled over them, it has
taken absolutely no interest in them or
their plight. Cries for relief and reform
have not moved the rulers, who have
been too much occupied looking after
their own security and that of their
hoarded wealth. Yet despite their downtrodden condition there has appeared to
be no general desire for armed uprising,
the average person being peace-loving
and inclined to accept his lot as his fate.
But since Communism has appeared
with its zeal, action, and abundant promises of better times and more rice, it has
found a number of supporters. Communism offers a welcome change from
Kuomintang rule, and many people
think any change is better than no
change.
On the other hand, there are large
numbers who are not easily attracted by
the Communists' promises. The idea of a
political party working solely in the interests of the masses does not ring genuine and true; Such love for the masses
is entirely foreign to China even if it
could exist elsewhere. The Kuomintang's
taking up the cry against Communism
likewise fails to arouse the people to. HieS

tion, because such cry sounds insincere
and hypocritical. Could conditions be
worSe under Communist rule? Worse for
which class of people f Most peopJe are
of the opinion" that the Kuomintang
fights to save its own skin. Hence the
general lack of interest in the civil war
by the masses.

Twenty Years' War
Fighting began in 1927, and in 1928
General Chiang K ai-shek, in command
of Nationalist forces, defeated the Communists and forced them to seek the
shelter of the hill country. But this initial success did not dampen the Communists' zeal to figllt. Within the security of the vast hill country of western
China they grew in numbers and organized for counterattacks. However, in
1931 the Japanese seized Manchuria and
in 1937 invaded China proper. This put
an end to the civil war, both sides now
turning to fight the Japanese.
During the next eight years the civil
war was almost forgotten, and China,
allied to the democracies, became one of
the "big four". ·When V-J Day arrived
millions of jubilant Chinese expected
China to settle down to peaceful reconstruction along with the other big powers, and to become democratic herself.
Thus a new day seemed at hand for
China. But, alas! that deceptive sunrise
preceded the thick storm clouds of trouble. Civil war again takes to the field
where it had Jeft off eight years ago.
A few days before Japan surrendered,
Russia entered the war on the side of
China and Russian troops entered Manchuria. It was to these Russian troops
that the Japanese surrendered, handing
over huge quantities of excellent war
equipment and supplies. At that time
there was not a Chinese Communist in
Manchuria, but such were to the south
in north China. 'Vhen the time came for
the Russians to vacate Manchuria, they
conveniently arranged for the Chinese
Communists to move in and take over

"

all the equipment and supplies taken
from the Japanese. This move also put
the Chinese Communists in control of a
large part of Manchuria, thus effecting a
heavy blow to the Nationalists.
Manchuria has been described as the
Ruhr of the East. It c.ontains 70 percent
of the' industrial strength of China. The
capital, Mukden, with two million population, the Japanese during their occupation built up into an Oriental Pittsburgh.
Now Mukden is practically the only foot~
hold left to t11e Nationalists in .Manchuria. The city being completely surrounded, supplies have to be brought in by air.
Recently it was necessary to air-lift 220
tons of hybrid corn, kaoliang and rice
seed into the city for planting in time
to stave off famine in the isolated and
hungry city. However, Mukden is well
dofended and its fall seems unlikely, at
any rate for a long time.
All north of the Yangtze river is now
battle area with the Communists hOlding
mllch of the countryside and the Nfl.tionalists holding the large towns of Peiping,
Tientsin, Tsingtao, Chefoo and others.
The Nationalist effort to drive the Communists out of rich ManCnllyja misfired
badly, mainly due to inefficiency, graft
and bungling by army leaders. Chiang,
reporting on the states of the nations to
the National Assembly, recently said:
"I confess seven of the government's best
divisions were destroyed in Manchuria.
·We have made serious military mistakes. "
It is estimated that the Communists
have 1,300,000 regular troops in the field
and the Nationalists 2,000,000. Reserves
are often conscripted from among the
local civilians when necessary, according
to the tide of battle. Likewise, supplies
and food are often appropriated from
the nearest farm, village or town as they
are needed, regardless of who suffers.
Both sides are accused of using these
methods.
. After seeing both sides in action,
United States G~nerallVainwright said:
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"I doubt th,e ability of the Chinese army
The opening sessions of the new N ato hold out against the Reds. These Red tional Assembly were marred by cries
troops are well equipped and well for reform and the end of corruption.
trained and they are tough." Secretary Delegates from distant provinces which
of State Marshall spoke in the same vein had suffered most from Communist inbefore Congress. He said: "The Nation~ vasion wanted action, and demanded that
alists cannot hope to win unless the army the inefficient military leaders lose their
has a solid bottom and good leaders. The heads. But despite this opposition 90
fatal defect was raw farm boys are taken percent of the delegates voted for Gen~
straight into divisions." He added: "I eral Chiang Kai~shek as China's first
tried to have them train the boys. . . . constitutionally elected president, thus
1 gave them advice for a solid year, but indicating that their opposition was not
nothing was done." These soldiers, as directed against him personally. Chiang
well as receiving no training, also re- is generally very popular and reigns suceive very little pay. Each month they preme and unopposed as the leader of
get the equivalent of ten cents U. S. China. His election was "natural".
money. It is little wonder that they have
Next General Li Tsung-jen was electno incentive to fight and easily desert ed vice~president. Li's election came as a
to the Communists. Sometimes whole surprise because he is not a member of
nnits have deserted, taking their equip~ the Kuomintang party, and all such
ment with them to the Communists. All major government posts were considered
observers are agreed that unless there safe for the Kuomintang. General Li
is drastic reform and very substantial said he stood for the ending of corrup~
aid from outside, nothing can stop the tion and for greater efficiency in gov~
Communists from overrunning the whole ernment. It so happened that his objecof China.
tives ran parallel with certain non~Com
munist Kuomintang members and these
Approach to Democracy
supported his nomination. However, noDuring the period of the civil war body with any knowledge of politic&, in
China has been compelled by the rising China would raise even an eyebrow of
opposition to take steps toward democ~ hope at all the "reform" talk. Powerful
racy. The steps taken have been slow and cliques within the Kuomintang are the
awkward. These steps have heen so ar~ dictators of the government affairs, and
ranged that the control of the nation even General Chiang is unable or unwi11~
would not pass out of the hands of the ing to reform these. These cliques stand
powerful Kuomintang. Howe v e r, an solidly in the way of true democracy in
approach has been made, even if it is China. They regard the trend toward
slow and made from a very long way democracy as they view Communism, a
off. But hy no stretch of imagination threat to their power. They are detercan it be said that China is now a full mined to fight it, even inside a so-called
democracy.
democratic parliament.
In December, 1947, a new constitution
The United States, having taken up
was written and came into effect. This the fight against Communism, finds herconstitution gives guarantees of freedom self committed to oppose it in China also.
of speech and assembly, and provides This means she must support the Kuofor free elections. A new N ational As~ mintang against the Communists. It is
sembly of 3,044 members was created, of vital strategic importance to the
whose job includes electing China's pres- United States as to who controls China.
ident. A 768~member Legislative' Yuan Should China fall to the Communists
' that would alter the whole strategic po,has been fonned as lawmaking body.
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sition of the United States in Japan and
the Pacific. The balance of power in the
whole Far East would be in the hands of
the Reds, and so make the United States'
position there almost untenable. Furthermore, the vast millions of China
could be mobilized and used against the
United States, as well as to conquer the
whole of the eastern Asiatic continent.
Commercially, too, China would become
dependent on Russia for her goods, and
the United States would lose a big
market.
The policy of the United States is to
help China to fight the Communists without herself becoming involved in the actual war. Hence the United States holds
to the view that the present problem is
largely one for the Chinese themselves
to solve. So Marshall in asking Congress
to provide $570,000,000 for China, said
it would give that country a "breathing
space" to stabilize her economy. Then
she would be strong enough to fight
alone and to win. Already United States
aid to China has exceeded $2,000,000,000
since V-J Day; and yet there is very little
to be seen for this vast sum. This huge
amount has been greatly minimized due
to terrific waste, bad management and
graft. Now new aid has been granted to
the tune of hundreds of millions.

the value of the national cnireney. The
result is inflation.
Toward the beginning of 1948 it re-

quired almost lULU a million Chinese

dollars to equal in value one United
States dollar; while on the black market
it was very much higher. But with currency inflation this rate of exchange does
not remain stationary; it keeps rising.
This means that all the time one is hold~
ing National currency it is depreciating
in value, and, if held long enoughl will
become worthless. The ultrarich invest
thei~ !00ney in property or change it into
foreIgn currency, as these remain stable
in value .. Many individuals transfer their
wealth to United States banks, where it
is considered safe. (Our next issue considers China's present economic reforms.)
But this withdrawing of capital from
circulation is a serious blow to China's
economy. In addition, it displays an absolute lack of national spirit on"the part
of such individuals, many of whom are
high officials in the government and the
army. It is this spirit of look-after-yourself that is rendering the government
efforts noneffective. Yet it was expected
that Uncle Sam would come to the rescue
with some more aid, which he did.
To the worker, on which the country
depends so much, this financial decay is
Economic Decay
his principal concern, more important
To cure China's economic ailments is than- the issue of Communism and the
as urgent as the need to end the war; in war. The worker has to live from day to
fact, the outcome of the wa.r depends day, and to do so he has to ad.iust himupon it. The fact that the country keeps self to the constant devaluing of his
going at all economically is another money and rising prices. Each month a
wonder of these momentous times in cost-of-living index is issued by the local
which we live. The basic problem is that authorities, and his wages are based on
the government is spending far more this. Even the lowest-paid worker rethan it makes. Each month it spends, ceives millions each month, which is conmostly on war, about four times what it' sidered sufficient to meet his needs at the
receives in taxes, etc. To offset this def- prices prellailing on pay day. But prices
icit and thereby pay for the war the will keep rising almost daily. An egg
government prints a constant flood of may cost him CNC. 7,000 [7,000 dollars
new paper money. But this paper money Chinese National Currency] on pay day,
does not represent real wealth, and con- but he'fore the next pay day arrives it
sequently the people lose confidence in will cost him CNC. 12,000.
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Inflation puzzles the peasant farmer
even more. Mostly illiterate, they have to
deal with astronomical figures requiring
a quick brain to handle. The country people do not have the various ways the city
people have of getting around inflation.
TIley cannot hold on to their produce,
but must sell. But they do not know how
much to ask for their produce, because
they do not know how much they will require for the purchase of their own
needs. Even on his way horne from
market his money will be devaluating
and he cannot get his own suppljes out
of what he has sold. Sometimes he feels
he has been cheated, and he feels aggravated over the whole business and wants
a change. Hence he very often welcomes
the Communists when (hey arrive.
Graft has become an almost accepted
thing in China. Many people live by
graft. Wages are so low compared with
prices that graft becomes' a necessity.
Furthermore, many Chinese enjoy the
privilege of two, three and even four
wives, and these have to be supported
with their children, often at the higher
Western standard.
Large numbers of civil servants expect
bribes for their co-operation. with the
public. In civil life bribes will work wonders. Oftentimes officials purposely create difficulties which immediately vanish
at the appearance of some cash. An
honest businessman who owes taxes to
the government can declare and pay the
correct sum only at his peril. The tax
collector insists on his graft. He will
settle for 50 percent for himself, 25 percent for the government. But if the businessman refuses, then he will be charged
with owing twice the proper sum, and
he may not find the judge any more
honest.
In the army graft takes many forms,
-dle simplest being padding of pay and
ration rolls. Soldiers receiving poor pay
expect board food and travel free. If
when traveling on a streetcar the soldier
il'3 asked to pay his fare, he may feel
OCTOBER 8, 1948

his honor as a soldier has not been respected and that he has "lost his face", a
serious thing to a Chinaman. He will
then gather other soldiers together and
start a riot, wrecking two or three streetcars and beating up the conductors. Then
he feels satisfied that he has regained
his "lost face". Gate-crashing into cinemas seems to be a soldier's privilege, too.
Often 60 percent of the audience are soldiers who have gotten in that way with~
out paying.
Such misconduct and graft is directly
due to inadequate wages, and until wages
are lifted and inflation curbed it can be
expec'ted to go on on a big scale, with
its consequent demoralizing effect upon
the people.
Red China
Not very much is known of conditions
under Communist control. The powerful
radio operated by the Reds in povertystricken Shensi is constantly poking
criticism at the inflation and its problems
in the government-held areas. But there
are indications that the Reds have the
same problems, but perhaps not on such
a high scale. The difficulty of fixing wages, due to fluctuating prices, is also a
Communist headache. The Communist
way out is to furnish the worker with
consumer goods rather than the money.
At least this is their plan for solving the
problem, but it must depend on a sufficient supply of the necessary commodities being made available.
A report appearing in the North China.
Daily News, May 23, 1948, told of two
Americans arriving in Shanghai. after
14 months in Communist China. They
said morale in this Communist area is
high, and there is a general belief tbat
the Nationalists will be defeated within
the next two years. Other reports speak
of many millions destitute and starving.
Many people have fled from the battle
areas and crowded into the towns to
create more problems for the local authorities. Thousands of beggars are on
7

the streets of Shanghai _and the other
towns. On tJ;te streets they eat and sleep
and exist, a testimony to the -havoc of
civil war. But such people affected by the
war, and there are hundreds of millions
of them, do not in their distress turn
Communist, because, being uneducated,
they do not understand Communism.
Neither do they understand their own
government. All they know is that it is
bad, and they conclude that the Communists must be the same.
Religious groups greatly fear the
spread of Communism in China. Many
foreign religious organizations have sent
a flood of missionaries into China, and
having gotten established they have soon
become some of the biggest property
owners. Hence the share-the-property
Communists have little sympathy for the
missionaries who were too slow in evacuating.
Reports come of imprisonment, torture and death for priests and missionaries at the hands of the Communists.
Priests are regarded as Kuomintang
spies, and, according to a story from
Peiping, 27 Catholic priests and their
converts were "death marched" in front
of a retreating Red column, an dying of
eith€:lr torture, starvation or exhaustion.
One monastery was alleged to have killed
a peasant's goat forty years ago. It was
argued that this goat would by now have
multiplied into a million goats, and so
they demanded compensation to that
number. When this was not forthcoming
they burned down the monastery. l!-'requently "people's trials" take place.
Priests are ordered to beat their fellow
priest, and if refusing they are beaten
themselves or put at the mercy of the
crowd.
While some of these stories about persecution of religionists are, no doubt,
true, many are evidently greatly enlarged for the purpose of inciting sympathy for the Catholic Church in her
campaign against Communism. Some religion is, allowed to operate under the
8

Conun'nnist-s, b'llt· only provided It does
'not interfere with the aims and purposes
of the Reds.
China's Physicians
China has many physicians who claim
they have the right medicine for her complaint. Religion says China needs Curist;
meaning, of course, that China needs
more of their particular brand of religion. But£hina has not taken so well to
the "Christian religion". To most Chinese,
priests are the same as the 'commercial
men and the politicians. The Chinese feel
that the priest should put Christendom
in order first before giving so much attention to China. Good, strong logic.
The United States "dollar cure" is being received without enthusiasm. There
is not enough medicine in' the bottle to
remove all the aches and pains. It is very
doubtful, too" whether much of the "cure"
will reach the patient and bring relief.
No doubt the nursing politicians, commercial men and army leaders will have
a good mouthful first and feel very much
better, but the people get only the empty
bottle.
Kuomintang or Communist victory
will likewise f~il to solve the basic problem of China. These two sides, being
willing to ruin the country in order to
get control, can hardly be expected to
work unselfishly for its prosperity.
Like other nations, China decays toward disaster, and there is not an honest
man with the power or ability to do anything ahout it. But the One who has promised to intervene in human affairs for the
blessing of men of good-will can 'Rnd will
do something. His solution will not enrich' the grafters at the expense of the
poor. At the battle of Annageddon, to
which all nations, including China, are
fast approaching, Almighty God will
annihilate the warmongers and corruP't
governments and greedy religious missionaries, and thus clear the way for the
peaceful rule of His Theocracy.-Awake!
correspondent in China.
AWAKEI

of all the endeavors, activities and accom.~hlne~ts of man, or make
a list of all the inventions
and productions of science
and mdustry, yet none will
equal or even approach in
awe-inspiring w o.n d e r the
formation, development and
birth of a little baby. Its first
cry is an announcement to
all the world that the most
marvelous series of events, perfectly
timed with each other, have produced
nothing short of a superb miracle.
Earth's billions of people are living testimony to the fact that this wonderful
and miraculous feat has been successfully duplicated many times, over. Nevertheless, there are comparatively few that
know even the simplest things that take
place during the interval of time from
conception to birth.
The normal baby girl at birth is
eguipped with two almond.-shaped ovaries that are stocked with many thousand-one scientist est i mat e s over
400,00p-egg cells, of which fewer than
400 are ever developed into mature eggs.
After passing through the stages ef puberty from girlhood to womanhood these
egg cells begin to ripen and mature at
the rate of one every four weeks unless
sickness or pregnancy temporarily interrupts the cycle, and until the menopause is reached in later life.
About the 13th or 14th day after the
beginning of the menstrual period one
of these eggs is discharged from the
ovary and enters a three- to five-inch
duct extending from the ovary to the
uterus, and which is known as the oviOOTOBER 8, 1948

duct or Fallopian tube.
The tiny egg complete
with its yolk and outer
covering of gelatin measures no more than 0.14
millimeter, or 1/200 of an
inch in diameter. Entering the oviduct it remains
until expelled with the
next menstrual flow or
until it is fertilized with
a male sperm cell.
The life-giving spermatozoa or sperm
cells are produced by the male glands or
testes, which correspond to the ovaries
of the female. The glands have a thousand fine hair-like canals each about
three f.eet long that feed into larger
tubes that are coiled around each gland
and which measure over 20 feet in length.
The sperm cells that take approximately
tw.o weeks to develop are stored in another tube called the vas deferens. Fully
mature the sperm cell resembles a tadpole with a nuclens as a head and a long
wiggling filament body that enables it
to swim. Microscopic in size it is extremely small in comparison with the
egg, and some have estimated that at the
time of mating as many as 500,000,000
are launched in the female uterus.
Once freed the sperm cells propel
themselves along at the, rate of eight
minutes to the inch for a distance of six
inches or more before they reach the
upper portion of the Fallopian tube
where the egg is resting. Many are exhausted before reaching this goal, many
are obstructed by extraneous tissue matter, many are killed by body secretions,
and at least half of those that live enter
the empty Fallopian tube containing no
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egg. J:Sut one spermatozoon is required
to enter the egg and strike the spark of
life' (and SOIne can live 8S long as three
days).
Conception properly refers to the mo~
ment the nucleus of the sperm cell unites
with the yolk of the egg, for at that mow
ment growth begins and the phenomenon
of cell-division is started that will COD·
tinue until tilere are a thousand billion
cells making up an adult. As this speetacle begins to unfold the fertilized egg
starts its journey down the Fallopian
tube, where after several days, by attaching itself to the wall of the uterus,
it finds a new home in an expanding cavity. Meantime the organs of the prospective mother have poured into the blood
stream a yellowish hormone, progesterone, which sets in motion other proc_
esses. The rhyHHnic contraction of the
uterus is stopped, its walls begin to
thicken and its blood vessels are enlarged in order t1mt the new life may
be properly nourished.
Boy or Girl?
From the very beginning of conception parents plague themselves with
baffling questions as to whether the baby
will be a boy or girl, whether it will have
blue eyes or red hair, whether it will look
like its mother or have a disposition like
its father. For generations these questions of heredity have haunted humanity, and, until recent years, have been
"explained" by either the superstition of
star-gazing religious astrologers, high
priests and magicians or by the mythol_
ogy of backwoods folklore. Many an old
wives' tale has attempted to give the answer: a pain in the left side means it is
a girl, an enlargement of the right breast
is proof it is a boy. Medical literature of
olden times also contains' many' pseudoscientific theories as to w.hat causes a
baby to develop into a boy or girl.
Modern scientific findings in the field
of genetics expose all these notions as
being entirely without foundation. It is
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now factually established that the mother has nothing to do with the sex of the
baby, but rather this factor is controlled
entirely by certain chromosomes found
in the nucleus of the father"'s sperm cells.
Chromosomes, of which there are 48 in
humans, 'are extremely small threads
made up of genes. Whereas certain genes
from the male determine the sex of the
baby, other genes found in both father
and mother pass along all hereditary
traits and are responsible for more than
a thousand of the baby's persDnaJ characteristics. Hence the color of its eyes and
hair, the height of the grown child, the
size of its body, the width of the shoulders and hips, the shape of its nose, ears
and mouth, the color of the skin, and the
development of its internal organs and
glandular structure are all controlled
and determined by the genes. Hereditary
diseases and the many physical defects
are thus passed on from one generation
to another.
The Cause of Multiple Birthl
A very interesting sidelight on the influence of the genes comes from a study
of twins and other multiple births. Last
year there were over 45,000 pairs of
. twins born in the United States, bringing
the twin population to about 4,000,000.
Statistics show that on 'average once in
every 87 births twins arrive; for every
87 sets of twins, or once in 7,569 births,
triplets arrive j for every 87 sets of
triplets, or once in 658,503 births, quadruplets are born. The famous Canadian
Dionnes quintuplets were the first authentic case in medical history to live.
Argentina also boasts of a living set of
quintuplets. Mary Austin of Civil War
days seems to hold the record for multiple births, having borne 13 sets of twins
and 6 sets of triplets, or 44 children, over
a period of thirty-three years.
Twins are divided into two types:
identical or similar, and fraternal or dissimilar twins. Two-thirds of aU twins
are fraternal and occur when each ovary
.t1W.t1KEI

lets down a mature egg simultaneously
into the Fallopian tubes where they are
fertilized by separate sperms. The resulting twins may be of the same or opposite sex, and in heredity they are no
more alike than other brothers and sisters. This is because a different pattern
of genes is found in each. Identical
twins, on the other hand, occur when a
single egg, after fertilization by a single
sperm, divides into two separate embryos. If the division is not complete
"Siamese" twins result, a possibility once
in every 50,000 births. The astonishing
similarity not only in looks but in mental
character and dis p 0 sit ion of one-egg
twins is explained by the fact that they
both have identical sets of genes from
the original chromosomes carried by the
single sperm nucleus. Of necessity identical twins are of the same sex.
There are other irregularities in the
development of some babies, such as
birthmarks, formation of the stomach
upsidedown, mislocation of the heart,
bladder, etc., and the more common defect known as harelip or cleft palate in
which the lip and bony structure in the
roof of the mouth fail to join properly
during the formative embryo stage.
Whether these discrepancies are due entirely to abnormal chromosomes is not
too well understood. But 011,e thing is certain: these defects are not due to any
negligence on the part of the parents
and surely the child should not be ridiculed. Only an ignorant person will believe such nonsense as expressed in The
Anatomy of Melancholy, published in
1621, where it tells how "one Thomas
Kickell went reeling and staggering all
the days of his life because his mother,
-beirlg great with child, saw a drunken
man reeling in the street",
Developments in the Drama of Life

Once the life energies of the mother
and father have been joined mighty
forces are set to work to produce another
human creature. The fertilized egg, bavOCTOBER 8, 1948

l'ng attached itself to the wall of the

uterus with a tiny root, a bubble begins
to form. It is made up of three layers:
the outer, called the ectoderm, which will
develop into hair, skin, nails and nervous
system; the middle layer, which produces
the bones, muscles and blood vessels; and
the inner part, or endoderm, which will
grow into the respiratory system, the digestive tract and associated organs.
At this stage the embryo is but a few
days old and measures about one-fifth
millimeter in diameter. By the time it
grows to one and a half millimeters in
length its rudimentary spinal cord, brain
and heart are distinguishable. The third
week of growth finds the heartbeat definitely established and rudiments of the
eyes and inner ears can be detected. By
the end of the first month lateral buds
that some day will be arms and legs are
distinguishable. Growth anp development so far must 8eem comparatively
slow, but the ground work has been completed and already the embryo has
grown from a single cell to a throbbing
entity that measures a centimeter in
length, or about three-eighths of an inch.
Now the drama begin!'! to move more
rapidly. The features of the face begin
to appear, markings for elbows, knees,
and finger and toe digits become visible,
and by the end of the second month the
embryo is more than an inch long. During the third month it takes on more likeness of a human and is now spoken of as
the fetus iHstead of the embryo. The external genitalia that distinguish the sex
become visible to the unaided eye by the
11th or 12th week. By the end of the
fourth and the beginning of the fifth
month the baby starts to exercise its
muscles, and the first time the mother is
conscious of this movement is commonly
spoken of as the "quickening" and which
has led people to the erroneous belief
that this marks the beginning of life.
When the baby begins to move around
in its light-sealed room it indicates that
a new development is taking place. To
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start with, the young life was either suspended horizontally or was resting in a
sitting position, but before birth can
take place baby must be in a head·downward position so that it can easily slip
through the narrow passage to the outside world without doing injury to its
loose arms and legs. This means a lot of
shifting, and the mother, of course, is
conscious of it, for by the end of the sixth
month, when the change in position is
complete, the baby is from ten to fourteen inches long. During the next month
more developments take place. The covering of membranous tissue on the eyes
is removed and other details are rounded
out, so that if bern prematurely at this
stage it would have a fair chance to live
with proper hospitalization. Yet, God
did not purpose to turn out incubator
babies, or a job with only the minimum
of work completed O,n it, and so He added
another two months to enable the babe to
grow strong enough to reasonably resist
the harsh conditions it has to face in the
bustling world.
It would be impossible for puny man,
with all his training and education in
mgineering, to construct such a perfect
9.nd suitable chamber for the baby's
growth and development as is the moth~r's womb. From the beginning the embryo is attached to the wall of the uterus
by means of the umbilical cord, through
which the blood of the mother circulates

to feed the growing baby with. oxygen
and nutrition. Nat until the baby is delivered does it take in oxygen through its
own lungs. Then there is the phwenta,
the intricate sac in which the bundle of
life is wrapped and protected. Far more
elaborate is this than the wrapping surrounding any plant seed or the covering
of any other manunal's young. Not until
the baby is completely delivered is this
"aftermath" cast off. And the mother's
very framework, her bowl-shaped pelvic
bones, forms a natural and most efficient
cradle. in which to carry her precious
burden until time for delivery.
From start to finish, from the formation of egg and sperm cells to the bringing forth of a new offspring, the reprQduction and development of a baby is
truly a superb achievement nothing short
of a miracle, the details of which the hu~
man mind cannot understand, comprehend or explain. "As thou knowest not
what is the way of the spirit, nor how the
bones do grow in the womb of her that is
with child: even so thou knowest not the
works of God who maketh all." (Ecclesiastes'11: 5) To the great, all-powerful
Creator, in whom resides infinite knowledge, wisdom and understanding, must
be given all honor, praise and glory for
the birth of a baby. "Lo, children are a
heritage of Jehovah; and the fruit of
the womb is his reward."-Psahn 127: 3,
Am. Stan. Ver.

••---i~~~.'-~~ll"
"a.wake!" on a Desert Isle
'i;' Several months ago Dorothy and Dick, well-known radio team, asked their listen.
ing puhlic: "If you were stranded on a desert island, which three publications would
you like j:Q have come to you regularly'!" For some time they read answers written in,
and most listeners named such popular magazines as Saturday Evening Post, Life, etc.
But on the morning of September 2 Dorothy and Dick read on their program over
New York's powerful WOR station this letter from a lady: "If I was stranded on a
desert island the three publications I would like j:Q have come to me regularly are
Awakel the New York Times and Reader's Digest. The reason I would like to get
Awakel is because it is a journal of courage, fact and hope, and presents daily happenings in their true light. I would like to be kept awake on all these happenings in
the world and I could do it through the Awakel"
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HAT is this 7 PEACE BOMBS' Atomic
bombs, incendiary bombs, and other types are well known to this civilized
twentieth-century, war-torn world' but ~
pea~e bomb is something little he~rd of.
Du~mg the present time- Venezuela is
trYIng to make peace with a tribe -of Ind!ans that !ive in the western part of
Venezuela, In the state of Zulia. These
peace bombs are dropped from airplanes
~e~r the _home of these uncivilized 1\10tIlon IndIans. The bombs contain hatchets, machetes, blankets, and other things
for the use of these aborigines. Some of
the bOI?bs 3;lso c~n~ained a picture of a
C,athohc.prlest gIvmg things to an In~lRn. ThIS was to establish friendly relatIons for the Catholic mission at Tukuku
For centuries the Motilones have had
a ~ad reputation, and ,it is probably for
thIS reason that no expeditions have
penetra~ed the eastern slopes of the
mountams called Sierra de Perija. All
references and books about these Indians
agree to their ferocity, and one geograph~r goes so far as to 'put a notice
on hIS map that the Motilones are "the
worst Indians that exist". The word
Motilon .signifies "cut_hair" , which is the
name gIven to them because they cut
their hair short.
The Motilones of 'Ve.nezuela are divided ipto two groups, the .Chakes and
the Mapes. The Chakes live in the mountains, where the climate is cooler, and
they use blankets and caps of cotton to
cover themselves. ·The Mapes live in the
hotter climate along the Catatumba Oro
and Santa Ana rivers. Due to th~ hot
climate, they use little or no clothing.
The Mapes are enemies of the Chakes.
The Mapes are lrnown as "Motilones
bravos", which in English means "SavOOTOBER 8, 1948

age Motilones", and are the most fierce
of all tribes and live far back in the
woods in an uncivilized and primitive
world. When explorer.s come into their
territory searching for valuable trees
oil, rubber and other natural product~
they attack with ferocity and kill the
intruders if possible.
The social standard or life of the MotiIones is very low and primitive; therefore they do not care or bother, about this'
modern and mechanical world in which
we are now living. Style and habits of
dress cause no concern among them and
they are ignorant of what is going on in
the rest of the world. Their clothing is
very simple and may consist of only a
cloth of cotton wrapped around their
waist and hips. Many of the 1fapes wear
no clothing at all. They like to adorn
their bodies with beads made from hard,
well-polished wood, teeth from wild
boar or jaguars, and pieces of engraved
bone. Both men and women paint themselves with annatto (bixa orellana), especially on important occasions.
The Motilones are of a reddish copper
color and not very dark. They have slender, well-built bodies and are about five
'feet i.n height. They a;re. a c~ean people
and lIke to bathe by sIttmg III the river
and throwing water on themselves with
a gourd or calabash. Some of the men
hav.e ~ore than ~ne wife, depending 'on
theIr rIches, and If a man has five wives
he is considered well off financially. The
women work in the fields or plantations to
grow cotton, corn, yuaa, sugar cane, pineapples, and bananas. They also weave
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the cloth from the cotton, make mats, and
other utensils for cooking and cultivating the soil. The men do not work very
hard, and their main occupation is to
hunt and fish and make their weapons.
The children gather wood and firebrands
to make the fire, and carry water. A
cacique rules over the people and makes
all laws and rules to govern his people.
Their houses are provisional constructions made from palm· leaves. On one
occasion some petroleum workers of the
Colon Development Company saw a
group of Mapes, men, women, and children completely nude who fled into the
forest when they saw the white men. The
workers found near by a large house 100
feet long, 33 feet wide, and 40 feet high.
They used no mud or dirt to make the
walls, but bamboo poles were buried in
the ground and came to a point at the
top. The bamboo poles were covered with
palm leaves. Inside, the house was divided into four floors or shelves one
above the other on which were deposited
their cooking utensils, weapons, instruments for cultivating, mats made from
palm leaves, and blankets made from
cotton. Also were found objects for
adorning their bodies.
Their food consists of corn, yams,
sweet potatoes, beans, and meat from the
animals that they hunt. They eat deer,
wild birds, and fish that they catch from
the rivers on which they live. Also they
like to hunt alligators on the Catatumbo
river, obtaining the eggs, which are considered a favorite dish. Their drink is
called "chich a", made from fermented
corn, and great quantities are consumed
during fiestas and funerals.
When someone dies they have a great
fiesta while the dead body is smoked for
three days, during which time the people have ceremonies to their gods or
tabus. During the ceremony they dance
while drinking much chicha. After the
body is smoked they bury it in his house.
After two years, during a full moon they
dig up the bones, smoking them again
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for three days. AnQther ceremony i.e held
with much dancing and drinking until
they all fall into a trance completely
drunk. Then a nearest relative ties the
bones in a bundle, carries them on his
back for a seven- or eight-hour journey
high, high up into the mountains, where
he deposits them in holes made in the
rocks.
The weapons of the Motilones consist
of bows and arrows, distinguished from
those of the other Indians by their length
and material of which they are made. The
bows are made of pahu wood about
six and a half feet long, and the center
section is elliptic. The arrows are made
of the same hard wood, but some use
points made of iron. The length of
the arrows is about five feet. They are
made in two sections, the first being
about 28 inches long, which is fastened
together with the second section of 35
inches with thread or string wrapped
around many times. The point of the
arrow or rod is of a triangular shape
seven or eight inches long with barbs
projecting backward from the point of
the arrow. This makes the arrow very
difficult to pull out of whatever it is shot
into. When pulled out of flesh it leaves
a large and ugly wound. Some of the
arrows that have been found are shorter
in length, with points of iron fastened
to hard wood.
The temper of -the Motilones is not
considered dangerous unless they are
molested by the people living near by.
The oil explorers treat the Indians very
badly, burning their homes and destroying their crops when they have an opportunity. On one occasion the oil explorers horribly burnt and massacred
one of the Motilones. 'With the spirit of
vengeance they attack the white adventurers that come into their rich, fertile
lands. Over four centuries ago a Spaniard by the name of Alonso Perez de
Tolosa came into their territory along
the Catatumbo river and tried to conquer them but failed. This, no doubt, exAWAKE/

plains the hatred the Motilones have for
the white people until this very day.
Many expeditions have been tried by
explorers during the past 25 years j but
they have not had much success, nor
have they been able to penetrate very
far into the land without disastrous results. A great number have been killed
,by these warriors who fight to maintain
their freedom and independence. A recent attack took place, on May 30, 1948,
when a Capuchin monk, of the mission at
Tukuku in the Motilon country, and a
guide were riding to a near-by village to
get a herd of cattle. A couple of Indians,
with their faces and bodies smeared with
black and red, ambushed them and began
to shoot arrows. One killed the mule of

the guide, another struck the saddle~ The
third arrow pierced the abdomen of the
monk, Primitivo, de Nogarejas.
So the PEACE BOMBS have had little
effect on the Motilones, and, instead of
becoming peaceful, they are more fierce.
They regard the "gift bombardments" as
a trick and their attacks have increased.
These Indians have great hatred for
these intruders whether th~y are oil explorers or priests. They consider them
as one group, who try to steal from them
their rich land. Time will tell if the white
men will win and take from these wild
and savage fighters their wilderness
home. Perhaps the "peace bombs" are not
so peaceful in their final purpose after all.
-Awake! correspondent in Venezuela.

'Definition of a Boy
II. "After a male baby has grown out of long clothes and triangles and has acquired
pants, freckles, and so much dirt that relatives do not care to kiss it between meals, it
becomes a boy. A boy is nature's answer to that false belief that there is no such thing
as perpetual motion. A boy Can swim like a fish; run like a dcer, climb like a squirrel,
balk like a mule, bellow like a bull, eat like a pig, or act like a jackass, aecording to
climatic conditions. He is a piece of skin stretched over an appetite. A noise covered
with smudges. He is called a tornado because he comes at the most unexpected times,
hits most unexpected places, and leaves everything a wreck behind him. He is a growing
animal of superlative promise, to be fed, watered, and kept warm; a joy forever, a
periodic nuisance, the problem of our times, the hope of a nation .•..
"Were it Dot for boys, the newspapers would go unread and a thousand picture
shmvs would go bankrupt. Boys are useful in running errands. A boy can easily do
the family errands with the aid of five or sUr. adults. The zest with which a boy does
an errand is equaled only by the speed of a turtle on a July day. The boy is a natural
spectator. He watehes parades, fires, ball games, automobiles, hoats, and airplanes
with equal fervor, but will not watch the clock. The man who invents a clock that will
stand on its head and sing a song when it strikes will win the undying gratitude of
millions of families whose· boys are forever coming to dinner about suppertime.
"Boys faithfully imitate their· dads in spite of all efforts to teach them good
manners; a boy, if not washed too often, and if kept in a cool, quiet place after each
accidcnt, will survive broken bones, hornets, swimming holes, fights, and nine helpings
of pie."
The above from the Spokane (Wash.) Spokesmen-Remew, credited to Fabi~n Y.
Smith, was reprinted in the Family Circle. ,Almost everyone will agree with it, and no
argument is precipitated, until the following is added: "Girls are made of sugar
Illld spice and everything nice."
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If Animals Could 'Talk
"J1HEY would probably utter a list of Humane Association, headed by Robert
1 grievances longer than the combined F. Sellar, president, the SPCA, under
complaints of all the delegates to the the direction of Sidney H. Coleman;
U.N. conference. Furthermore, they executive vice-president, the Anti-Cruelcould documel1t their claims to the ,utter ty Society, managed by Dr. W. A. Young,
disgrace of their human overlords. More have actually joined forces with the proconclusively, perhaps, than anywhere moters of vivisection. Commenting edielse, man has demonstrated his unfitness torially upon this collaboration of "huto rule in his cruel treatment of the in- manitarians" with vivisectionists Oroffensive creatures over whom God once , phans of the Storm, published by a real
gave him dominion. "A righteous man humanitarian group, remarks:
regardeth the life of his beast: but the
To accept the contributions of kind-hearted
tender mercies of the wicked are cruel." animal-lovers for the purpose of stamping
-Proverbs 12: 10.
out cruelty to animals and then to use their
This article is not sponsored by the official positions to lend an air of respectabilSociety for the Prevention of Cruelty ity to the most outrageous of all forms of anito Animals, usually referred to as SPCA. mal torture seems to hit a new low in doubleThe truth is that the SPCA, with its crosSlllg.
,
more than 537 branches in the United
-Whenever there is organized wickedStates, does not approve any forthright ness, the element of profit is never lackattack on animal cruelty. Supinely desir~ ing. (1 Timothy 6: 10) The universities,
ing the approval of men rather than ef~ determined to insure a supply of animals
fective campaigning, its essential weak~ for experimentation, continue to protect
ness is disclosed by a social authority: the dog thieves. The pharmaceutical lab~
llIn the United States the !lnimal pro- oratories throw the weight of their re~
tective societies have rigidly dissociated sources in with the American 1fedical
themselves from the anti-vivisection . Association to prevent all legislation
movement, leaving this field to an inde- against cruelties. In March Northwestpendent group of anti-vivisection socie- ern University provided a lawyer to deties."
fend Frank Myers, arrested driver of a
truck carrying fifty sick and congested
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
Since the cruelties to defenseless ani- dogs bound for laboratory -Use, and the
judge freed Myers and' gave Northmals performed in the vivisection labora- western
the dogs!
tories surpass any horrors that the "unIt is claimed that a large number of
scientific mind" could possibly devise,
the American SPCA might just. as well the animals -tortured in the animal in~
close up shop. It usually happens that quisition chambers are stolen pets. With
these expensively endowed and highly pets the medicos stand little chance of
advertised organizations fail in direct being bitten, because the gentleness of
accomplishment because they are more pets is well established. Also useful to
interested in favorable public mention the ring are the crooked pet shop operathan in accomplishing their commission. tors who sell sick and stolen animals.
One authority levels a more serious Doing their part, too, are the periodic
charge against several of the richest or- rabies scares through health officials,
ganizations, namely, that the American "although actual cases of deaths from
16
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rabies are almost unlmown," says Or..
phans of the Storm.
Whenever wickedness has been done
on such a large scale it is always interesting to look for religious participation.
Many of the great universities have been
founded by religious sects. Undoubtedly
the drng manufacturers have considered
it expedient to seek in the puhlicity channels of religious institutions means of
recommending or glamorizing their commercial traffic. While it is ev~idently impossible to trace all the ramificatio:/is between the "shot" makers and their "respectable fronts", it is noteworthy to
observe the position of one well-known
religious organization. Lined up against.
tile animals and on the side of entrenched
power is none other than an actor always
found opposed to righteousness. "The
progress of the animal welfare movement ... It has made slower progress
in the Latin countries, where it has never
succeeded in enlisting the support of the
Catholic Church." (Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences, under heading "Animal
Protection", Vol. II, p. 62)
Man's Responsibility Toward Animals
Having remarked the course of greedy
money-lovers it seems in order to review
man's responsibility toward the animal
world, as recorded by the Bible. The general rule of responsibility is this: "And
to whomsoever much 'is given, of him
shall much be required: and
to whom they commit much,
of hhn will they ask the
more." (Luke 12:48, Am.
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Stan. Ver.) To man,' as representea. oy
his progenitors Adam ,and Eve, and
while they were still perfect, God gave
much, saying: "Have dominion over the
fish of the sea, the birds of the air, the
domestic animals, and all the living
things that crm'll on the earth I"-Genesis 1: 28" An Arner. Trans.
That all creatures' lives, either man or
beast, are highly regarded by Jehovah is
indicated by His "everlasting covenant".
(Genesis 9: 3-16) Thus man may harness
animals for his service, kill them for
food and clothing, but cruel treatment
and wanton destruction are forbidden.
Besides the unspeakable laboratory
torture of creat.ures, other practices of
men contravene the "everlasting covenant". r:ehe notorious killing of "gam{l"
animals and birds, in the lust for
"sport", causes many deplorable excesses. Certainly no harm exists in shooting_
game that is needed for food, but killing
merely to demonstrate marksmanship,
stalking, decoying, or hunting ability,
and to brag about the kills and tickle human vanity, puts too Iowan estimate on
creature life. To cause suffering and
death merely for the profitless pleasure
of a bloodthirsty Nimrod is certainly
ungodly.
Instances of this form of abuse are the
extermination hunting of the buffalo in
the last century in America which attracted ruthless hunters world-wide; the
sport-annihilation of the
wisent, which formerly
grazed the plains of Europe j the yearly slaugh-
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tel' of 6,000,000 m u s k rat s for their
pelts in the marshes of Louisiana j the
general killing of ducks, geese, quail,
deer, in which no effort is made to
use the meat; the hooking of the great
tarpon and sailfish which, after a few
photographs of the conceited angler,
are thrown away to rot; the massaCre
of 28 boatloads of tame penguins, which
were clubbed to death in a few days
by Dutch explorers on the Straits of
Magellan in the seventeenth century; the
destruction of millions of horses and cattle in unrighteous wars-all these are
just some of the many instances of man's
reprehensibility before the Lord.
Collier's for August 7, 1948, gave some
figures for which man must also shoulder
responsibility. It said: "Of the some 110
species of mammals known to have become extinct since the beginning of the
Christian era, at least 70 have died out
within the past 100 years. Furthermore,
600 other species of mammals are now
vanishing and will disappear unless
measures are taken to preserve them."
Cruelty in the "Sport of Kings"
.Another abuse particularly outstanding is the ill-treatment of animals for
theater acts, and in the so-called "sport
of kings". The latter, or horse-racing,
has gained for itself much fOlll publicity.
Here again crops up the motive of
profit. During the war when rationing
prevented the use of earnings for increased purc11asing, the major tracks
enjoyed increasing patronage. Gambling
was an exciting way to spend ~xcess
profits. New York, with its Jamaica,
Aqueduct and Belmont Park, led the nation's horse-racing revival, while Los
Angeles, with its Santa Anita and Holly~
wood Park, also made track~profit history. New York's five tracks (including
Saratoga and Empire City) brought in
bets of $352,624,464 from 4,584,163 last
year. During the racing season the average betting was $2,000,000 per day by
the 25,000 people present. The desire to
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win in these lucrative events pushes
many jockeys and owners to inhuman
abuses, which are frequently winked at
by racing officials.
Narcotics are often used:to stimulate
the racers, but worse practices are revealed by an article dealing particular~
ly with Maryland racing, published by
the American Weekly, March 7, 1948, en~
titled "Horrors Mar the Sport of Kings".
The shocking disclosure was made that
a slow-starting horse Was regularly shot
in ili~ rump by a blast of rock salt. Only
after the pain~dazed horse dashed into a
fence shortly after the start and had to
be destroyed was the practice revealed.
Particles of the salt were found embedded under the skin. One racing commissioner who courageously prosecuted
the owner was actually removed by
Mar y 1and -' s "blne- blood sportsmen".
Another instance brought to light was
the "denerving" or "cutting" of horses
that had hoof sores, to .correct a limp.
Upon the horse .of another owner was
discovered the print of several links of
chain. Investigation disclosed the trainer
had his own sinister method of exacting
the last hurst of speed from bis mount.
In the privacy of the stall, he would
mercilessly beat the thoroughbred with
a length of chain with such regularity
that the animal began to associate his
torment with the rattle of the chain.
Then in the race the JOCkey would secrete
a length of chain on his person, or have
it handed to him with the last pat of the
owner, and when the need was greatest
for speed, he rattled the chain in the
horse's ear. In a desperate effort to escape the horror of further beating, the
racer bursts ahead driven by fright.
But after their racing days are over the
miseries of the animals do not cease. In
an article entitled "Outcasts of the Sport
of Kings'~ (American Weekly, ApriL 18,
1948) Dan Parker charges: "For every
star of the turf that retires in comfort,
there are ten thoroughbreds abandoned
with cruelest neglect." One fine old son of
AWAKEI

an Arabian, a champion in his own right,
named Abdullah, after losing his youth
was sold to a fish peddler for harnessing.
With tremendous fire for his aging body,
Abdullah kicked the fish cart to splinters
and raced for freedom. During warm
weather he picked at tough grasses
around Gravesend Bay, but later that
year he was found dead of exposure and
starvation. "Jack Dempsey," another
winner, was shipped to Cuba, and in his
declining years was found covered with
matted hair and tormented by mosqui~
toes on the city dump where he had been
thrown to die.
Can You Doubt the Verdict!
Man's debt to God, which must be paid
at Armageddon, when all accounts of the
wicked must be settled, is continually in~
creasing because of his abuse of flesh~
and~blood creatures. "For every beast
of the ·forest is mine, and the cattle upon
a thousand hills." "For Jehovah hath a
day of vengeance, a year of recompense."
(PsaI'm 50: 10; Isaiah 34: 8, Am. Stan.
Vet'.) It is indeed a great evidence of
endurance on the part of Jehovah that
He permits the continued existence of
the foul fiends that corrupt the earth.
Their defilements must soon come to a
close as the grave swallows up their
memories. Can a decent man conceive the
degradation they have wrought?
Have you ever seen a white stallion
upon a green meadoW 1 His prancing
strides throw flying mane like a wave of
plume on the forested background.
Have you marveled at the organiza~
tion and symmetry of snow geese in V ~
formation, tinged with russet and gold
by the declining sun 1 Can you picture
the splendor of the bird of paradise dart~
ing through the rainbow colors of the
tropical jungle 1 Have you ever taken to
sea and sighted a giant marlin breaking
the waves with majestic leap before
sounding to depths that would crush
man as it would an eggshe1l1 Have your
eyes appraised the exquisite tapestry
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upon a' tiger's lithe length, or has your
brush tried to match the rosy red plum.
age of the flamingoes, etched more vivid~
ly by the grassy marshland f Can you
measure the speed of a buck white deer
carrying his head adornment with par·
donable pride and perfect poise through
the shadowy glade 1
If you have not seen these things, have
you known that the energetic beaver with
his family builds a dam in one night that
would take the engineers months 1 Do
you not marvel at the cunning of the
female killdeer that feigns a lame wing
to distract you from her young, or the
chipmunk that discovers how to bring a
peanut tied on a limb, pulling it up hand
over hand 1 Have you known that some
dogs can distinguish 400 words spoken
by anybodyi Have you ever heard of the
goose that was shocked by the lovemaking of another pairT and of the male
bittern that fell in love with its keeper,
forced its mate off the nest, and tried to
make the man sit on the eggs 1 Are such
creatures intelligenU Are they not
sources of unmeasurable delights to humans with hearts T
If you have not seen or heard about
these phenomena of animal life, has your
heart been moved by the ecstatic notes
of the mocker's spring calls t or have
your senses been soothed by the turtledove's evening cooing 1 Has the plaintive
beauty of the nightingale's song stirred
you to the depths 1
If you have observed the expression of
any of these marvelous attributes of the
animal kingdom, can you understand
man's gross abuse of such creatures1
The "despised" Indian understood bet~
ter than "civilized" white man when he
said: "A needle fell from the pine in the
forest. The bear smelled it as it fell. The
deer heard it. The eagle saw it fall." It
has thus been left to the "superior" white
race to wreak the most abominable
crimes upon finely endowed creatures.
Does any just man think Jehovah will
forget them in His Day of Reckoning!
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SLEEPYf.lEADS
AT WORK

rf'~

LEEP and work seem strange, bed~
fellows, but bedfellows they aTe none~
theless. As we sleep the heart pumps
blood circulates, the body recuperates:
muscles keep lungs working like bellows,
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stomach and intestines do digestive
chores, we dream, perspire profusely,
turn and toss, snore and talk, and sometimes even walk. And now experiments
afe afoot to teaeh us as we sleep. 'Why,
insomnia begins to seem easier. Doctors
have discovered much about sleep, practically everything except what it is and
what causes it. It is still one of the great
mysteries puzzling scientists.
Theories as to why we sleep are numerous. 1'be ancient Greeks said it occurred when the blood left the brain, and
awaking cUlne with the return of the
blood. Similarly, today many believe we
become drowsy after a big meal because
the blood is diverted from the brain to
the digestive organ". Surely the sense of
hearing lnllst be credited with some influence in the matter, as monotonous sound
or soft lullabies induce sleep, Some scientists claim sleep is caused by an accumulation of certain poisons in the blood
stream, and that when a person sleeps
the poisons are flushed from the body.
The man considered to be the foremost
authority on sleep is Dr. Nathaniel Kleitman, of the University of Chicago's sleep
laboratory. Over
the past twentyfive years he has
studied thousands of subjects, light and
h e a v y sleepers
and insomniacs.
He also has a
theory. Re thinks
the question is
.LU not what.puts us
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to sleep but wllatkeeps usawake. We stay
awake as long as the brain is stimulated
by nerve in;.pulses from muscles, organs,
or the outSIde world. When these stimulating impulses vanish consciousness is
lost and sleep sets in. Fatigue reduces
the number of these impulses and hence
to that extent is a factor, but that it is not
decisive is shown by two facts: Drowsines,s is. overcome b~ muscular activity,
,v}nch mcre~ses fatIgue; a person who
feels no fatIgue can usually sleep if he
excludes light and noise and other external facto,r:- an~ lies quietly. According to
Dr. Kle~tman s. theory, awaking t.akes
place as lncreasmg numbers of nerve im~
pulses come to the brain from rested
muscles and internal organs.
'Vhat happens when you sleep 1 First
the pulse rate, heart rate, respiration
and other physical processes; slow down,
Blood pressure is low, the brain becomes
anemic. The five senses leave you vision
being the first to go. Some claim hearing
is the last sense to desert you, but others
say Hle sense of touch lingers longest.
'!'he small blood vessels in the body relax
and dilate, we give off more heat, and
our temperature falls. During the night
we "grow" from one-half inch to a full
inch, due to the expansion of the cushioning cartilage between the vertebrae
which are slowly compressed during th~
upright positions of waking hours. Most
bodily secretions are reduced, such as
from the tear duets and saJivary glands,
AWAKE!

but the- sweat glands- work at an accelerated-pace. An article in Hygeia, April,
1945, claimed that during one hour of
sleep we sweat as much as during one
hour of strenuous exercise. As sleep
gives way to wakefulness these bodily
conditions shift into reverse, returning
to their state prior to sleep. The five
senses return in reverse
order of their departure, that is, the last to
leave you upon sleep is
the first to return when
you awake.
The quality of our
sleep is a factor determining how hard we
will work as a sleepyhead. If our slumbers
are deep we do not
dream or talk or walk,
we turn less, relaxation
is more complete,
though recuperation is
governed more by duration of sleep than
by depth. When deepest sleep occurs is
another point of controversy, one saying
during the first hour, another claiming
that sleep lightens after the first hour
and a half but deepens again around the
fourth or fifth hour. Dr. Kleitman believes that periods of heavy sleep alternate with periods of light sleep all
through the night.
Light Sleep Is Worktime
Light sleep may not spread to the posture and muscle tone centers. This is why
some can nap while sitting up or even
while standing, and it is also the condition that obtains when the sleep-walker
takes a stroll. Talk occurs in light sleep,
and it is in our lighter slumbers that we
dream. Food increases dreaming, but it
does not determine the features of the
dream. l\lost poctors and scientists believe dreams indicate the relationship between our inner consciousness and the
outside world, and spring from ideas,
fears or conflicts repressed during the
OOTOBER 8, 1948

day. Or it may be just a matter of wishes
coming true in a dream world. It is
claimed that the average person has two
or three dreams a week that he can remember. Nightmares are dreams involving agonizing horror and panic-stricken
dread. Frequently recurring nightmares
may be a symptom of brain tumor or serious nervous disorder; but the
average person's chances of being harmed by nightmares are
exceedingly small, and unless
they recur often one has little to
worry about.
Since many are prone to attach
undue significance to dreams, it
will be of interest in passing to
briefly note the theory of the leader of the Freudian psychoanalyst
sect. Sigmund Freud teaches that
the dream has a meaning far
deeper than its actual content.
The deeper meaning always takes
the form of a fulfillment of a wish
springing from the sex impulse, a wish
the person refuses to consider while
awake but which sneaks in during sleep
when the will pO\ver is in abeyance;
and even then it gets in only via disguised dreams. If these thoughts of
the deeper meaning which have been
banished or exiled to the subconscious
were to force their way into the sleeper's
dream undisguised they would so disturb
him tpat he would awake; so, as a guardian or sleep the dream distorts and disguises. Dreams are said to be the safety
valve of the subconscious. The psychiatrist says he is the one who can rip off
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the dream disguise and interpret its sential to restful sleep. Hunger contracsymbolisms and expose the deeper mean- tions in the stomach disturb sleep, so a
ing. To read some of these dream-inter- . raid on the icebox is in order. But limit
pretation formulas reminds one of yourself to a light snack, as heavy foods
crystal-ball gazing and tea-leaf hocus- cause major digestive movements that
pocus. Some psychologists hold to a the- interfere wit1;I slumber. Sipping warm
ory that sounds more plausible, namely, milk or some other drink helps many
that "dreams are attempts to solve· in sleep-seekers. The nightly cosmetic rousleep conflicts which are disturbing the tine women enact serves to relax them
waking life". According to this, sleepy- before retiring. Important is a regular
sleep cycle, going to bed at about the
heads work while they dream.
same time each evening. Some advisers
Insomnia Sufferers
tell insomniacs to woo sleep by feigning
But maybe ycm do not dream. Maybe drowsiness, stretching, yawning prodiyou do not even sleep. Insomnia has you giously. Counting sheep and other menin its clutches. Insomniacs take their tal gymnastics are frowned upon. Be incares to bed with them, and rise in the different to how many sheep hurdle a
morning more fatigued tha.n if they had fence, and to other things, including
spent the night doing manual labor. The sleep. Do not make your sleep problem
cure? Sleeping pills, those habit-forming an obsession; anxiety over sleeplessness
barbiturates? Apparently many think so, ean cause a wakeful night. So languidly
as the United States alone produces dwaddle around for a half hour before
600,000 pounds annually, enough to put retiring, then to bed in a quiet and dark
every man, woman and child in the Unit- room, and sleep I
But for how long? Eight hours? Pered States asleep each night for two
w.eeks, or 5,000,000 persons asleep every haps; but maybe more, maybe less. RenIght for one year. But not only do they quirements vary with individuals. Some
fail to remedy the causes of insomnia; may need nine or ten hours, others only
they also result in 500 deaths yearly, six or seven. Mental workers need more
through overdoses taken either by acci- sleep than manual laborers. Dr. Kleitdent or with suicidal intent. Shun .those man says if yqu wake. up just before the
dangerous sleeping pills as insomnia alarm rings you have slept your quota;
cures. Instead, rid yourself of your cares if not, get to bed earlier. Edison and
before getting into bed, relax. As Dr. Napoleon were supposed to thrive on
Kleitman says, "We need nothing to put four hours nightly, with frequent naps
us to sleep, only something to keep us tossed in during the day. Insomniacs
awake." Disrobing ourselves of our cares may drool at the thought of four hours
along with our clothelll may not be easy, sleep a night, but doctors question· the
but there are ways.
vigorous protestations of many that they
•
Slow your living pace as bedtime "didn't sleep a wink last night". As one
nears, coast into a standstill. Halt all article put it, "Loss of sleep is unmistakstrenuous physical and mental activity able. A few nights of it will turn a man
at least a half hour before retiring. Free
individinto
a
wreck.
The
pink-cheeked
the mind of problems or emotional
ual
who
complains
he
doesn't
get
a
wink
strain. Listen to some soothing music,
read some light material. Jumpy nerves snatches more than a few some time or
are calmed by a warm bath. LIght exer- other." This does not mean the victim
cise an hour or so before retiring may deliberately misrepresents. A:q article in
help and include the exercise of raising Look (October 14, 1947) explained: "It
the bedroom window, as fresh air is es- is possible to think you have slept 'not
22
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these effects di13appearedafter a deep
sleep of ten or twelve hours. That was
sufficient to erase the ill effects of losing
five nights' sleep.
An extreme case of losing sleep is that
o.f· Alfred Herpin, a recluse who lived
Popular Misconceptions
in New Jersey, and who claimed that he
Some fables about sleep have already never slept, but only rested during his
been' contradicted, such as the set re- lifetime, which lasted ninety-four years.
quirement of eight hours' sleep nightly, Doctors were openly skeptical. In sharp
and the harmfulness of eating before re- c~ntrast is the case of a woman who
tiring. Similar to the latter one is the lapsed into sleeping sickness and slumclaim now advanced that while coffee re- bered for twelve years. She suddenly
ceives much abuse from poor sleepers, awoke at the age of fifty-two, and the
experiments show it makes little differ· long sleep seemed to have restored her
ence. Many persons can drink it and to youthfulness. Also interesting is the
sleep soundly, although others are stim- "frozen sleep" doctors have used on paulated by it and their sleep suffers. Con- tients, and which refreshes the ailIng
trary to popular belief, daytime naps do ones. After taking a sedative the patient
not rob one of sleep at night. Another is packed in ice in a porcelain bed. Elecsleep fallacy is that tossing and turning tric fans help to lower the temperature
ruins sound sleep. The average sleeper as the patient sinks into unconsciousness.
moves thirty seconds out of every hour, Body temperature drops from the norchanges position from twenty to forty- mal 98.6 to 90, and sometimes as low as
five times during the night, and has 85. The digestive organs cease functionabout a dozen basic sleep positions. Such ing, no food is required, breathing slows,
movements allow all parts of the body puls'e weakens till it cannot be felt,and
to relax. An intoxicated person, sleep- a mild anesthetic prevents the usual pain
ing off a drunk, does not change position, of freezing. The patient is like this for
and as a consequence awakes. stiff and five days, in a dreamless sleep, much like
sore. So if you "sleep like a log", when the hibernation of bears and other winter
you awake you will likely be "stiff as a long-sleepers. A warm drink and gradually rising temperature awake the paboard".
Also false is the notion that you must tient and restore normal body functions.
pay yourself back hour for hour when
you lose sleep. How long humans can go Sleep and Be Educated
without sleep is unknown, but Dr. KleitMost intriguing are the prospec.ts of
man went without it for eight consecu- becoming brilliant while we sleep. Max
tive days and nights. Experiments are Sherover, . inventor of sleep teaching,
common where individuals are kept uses a device he calls the cerebrograph,
awake for five consecutive days and or mind writer. It consists of a record
nights. Some of the weird results were player, . a special clock that turns the
extreme irritability, loss of memory, player on after the user ~s asleep, and a
apathy, hallucinations, bursts of irrele- sponge-rubber pillow containing a whisvant laughter, nervous breakdowns, de:- pering speaker. Concerning experiments
lusions of grandeur, combativeness -to in sleep teaching Science Illustrated,
the point where restraint was necessary,
July,
1948,
says:
.
and some extreme cases resembled acute
Several months ago, as a student at the Unischizophrenia while th'tl disturbance'
lasted. But the' point here is, that all versity of North Carolina lay fast asleep in
23
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a wink' when you actually have had sleep,
but have awakened during the night
. , for
mere periods of seconds." Certamly an
hour of wakefulness during. the night
seems like four or five!
.

j

bed, a voice whispered a language lesson ill
his ear. This student was not having a bad
dream; he was participating in one of the
eurrent scientific stud.ie.s of sleep. When the
student awoke in the morning, he was asked to
memorize a short list of words; he did so with
unusual ease and speed. It was this list which
had been read to him softly as he sleptthrough a speaker hidden inside' his pillow and
attached to a record player. Another student,
who had slept in the same room that night,
but who had not been road the list, was also
asked to memorize it; Ite took much longer.
These two iiltudents were among a group of
forty with whom University of North Carolina
psychologist Charles R. Elliot worked for two
years to see if they could be
taught in their sleep. Convinced that sleep teaching has
important potentiulities, Dr.
Elliot 'will jaunch a new and
even more exhaustive survey of

it this fall at Pennsylvania State College. He
thinks that what people now sweat over to
learn may be taught· almost painlessly in
years to come; foreign language vocabularies,
Morse code, "multiplication tables, and chemical formulas may one day be planted gently
in the minds of sleepen,;. . ..
Dr. Elliot believes the memorization which
takes place' in the morning after a subject has
heard a record in his sleep is similar to the
recollection of tempprarily forgotten faets.
He explains that learning occurs easily during sleep ,because the distracting int1.uenee of
light and the other senses is absent. But the
sense of hearing can be made to carryon
during sleep, allowing a spoken lesson to make
an impression on the brain.

Alas, the time may come
when sleepyheads will work
so hard during their slumbers that they will yearn for
insomnia to get some rest!

eivil Liberties at Low Ebb
tI. Arthur Garfield Hays, counsel for the Amcric!ln Civil Liberties Union, recently deelared that the suppression of free speech for the Communists, the high incidence rate
of racial and religious discrimination, the "smear campaigns" of the so-called Un-American
Activities Committee, the growth of anti-Communist hysteria, censorship of minority
opinion on the college campUS, in the auditorium, on the screen and radio and, in
the press, are all evidences proving that American civil liberties are not aa safe as
the Constitution says they should be.

Jehovah's witnesses in Grea-e
'i: ATIIENs-An order issued by the Ministry of Finance has made it illegal to import
into Greece any religioUs puhlication unless the name of the denomination or seet is
stamped on each piece of literature. Violators will be liable to six months' imprisonment and a fine of 100,000 drachmas, the ministry announcement said. Jehovah's witnes~es, the order said, mnst stamp on tbeir publieations one of the following; "Heresy
of the Thousandists," "Heresy of Jehovah's witnesses," or "Heresy of Stud~nts of the
Scriptures". Exempt from the law are all volumes which contain the teachings of the
Orthodox Chunh, and all hymn hooks and prayer books mled dUring the religious
servi(~es of evcry other denomination. Seven members of Jehovah's witnesses have
been arrested here for trial by court-martial. They were charged with exhorting young
men from fighting against the guerrillas.-Religious News Service dispatches, August 30.
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The House of Mystery

W

HILE writing to the Ephesians and
the Colossians at about the same
time the apostle Paul said: "By revela,
tion he made known unto me the mystery; ... which in other ages was not
made known unto the sons of men, as it
is now revealed unto his holy apostles
and prophets by the spirit; that the Gentiles should be fellowheirs, and of the
same body, and partakers of his promise
in Christ by the gospel." "The mystery
which hath been hid from ages and from
generations, but now is made manifest
to his saints: to whom God would make
known what is the riches of the glory of
this mystery among the Gentiles; which
is Christ in you, the hope of glory:"Ephesians 3: 3-6 and Colossians 1 : 26, 27.
To His beloved Son, Jesus Christ, J ehovah God first revealed the mystery.
It is His purpos<l to have a capital
organization over the universe, that is,
the kingdom of heaven which should be
occupied by a royal house ..This royal
bouse implicated in the mystery was to
be composed of 144,000 and One, that is
to say, Christ Jesus·as the Chief One, and
the 144,000 as fellow members under him
of the reigning bouse. The membership
of this house or household was therefore long a mystery to all creatures of
the universe.
Faithful men of God from Abel onward understood that God would have a
mighty organization and government
that would bring blessings to obedient
men in God's due time, but they did not
have a knowledge and understanding as
OCTOBER 8, 1948

to who would compose this organization
and when it would come and how it
would operate. It was the apostle under
inspiration who said that this mystery
was at last revealed to God's saints. The
word saints meaDS holy ones, those
Christians who are pure of heart and
who have been justified by faith in Christ
and who are therefore righteous in the
sight of God. Noone can be pure and
righteous in His sight without faith in
Him and in Christ Jesus and without
obedience to God's commandments. Thus
it is seen that persons with faith in God
and in His Word and in Christ as the
Savior of mankind are greatly favored,
and these are the ones of genuine, undisguised faith.
.
When Jehovah God revealed this mystery for the first time to His beloved Son
in heaven, He also informed Him what
would be the requirement of the One that
would occupy the exalted position of
Head of that great government. Among
the requirements announced were full
obedience to God's will and faithfulness
even to death. In full understanding of
these requirements Jesus said: "Therefore doth my Father love me, because I
lay down my life, that I might take it
again. No man taketh it from me, but I
lay it down of myself. I have power ~o
lay it down, and I have power to take It
again. ':rhis commandment have I received of my Father."-J ohn 10: 17, 18.
Those words of Jesus prove there was
a covenant or agreement between J ehovah the Father and His Son, that the
Son should lay down His own life on
earth in obedience to His Father's will
25

and that the Father would raise the Son
out of death in His due time. That cove~
nant J esns further made prominent by
His words which He uttered to His Father after He had finished His public
ministry, namely: "I have glorified thee
on the earth: I have finished the work
which thou gayest me to do. And now, 0
Father, glorify thou me with thine own
self with the glory which I had with thee
before the world was."-J ohn 17: 4, 5.
It is true that' the death of t11e mRn
Christ Jesus provided the ransom sacrifice for obedient men; but at this point
of our discussion we must consider that
which is of far more importance than
any human creatures. That which leads
in importance is the Kingdom, and it
takes this foremost place because it forever vindicates ale universal sovereignty
and holy name of Jehovah God. Those
who compose the members of the royal
household of that kingdom share all together with Christ Jesus in vindicating
Jehovah God. It is because they give first
importance to the Kingdom in their lives.
Jesus often discussed the mystery of
the royal household of God. To heighten
the mystery of it and yet also to clarify
it He spoke in parables. The parables He
uttered are prophecies, and such prophecies could not be understood until God's
appointed time to understand them. Then
only those could understand who devoted themselves to God and to His kin~dom. In answer to the question of HIS
disciples as to why He taught the general public in parables .T esus answered:
"Because it is given unto you to know
the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven,
but to them it is not given. For whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and he
shall have more abundance: but whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken
away even that he hath. Therefore speak
I to them in 'Parables: because .they seeing see not; and hearing they hear not,
neither do they understand. And in them
is fulfiIled the prophecy of [Isaiah],
which saith, By hearing ye shall hear,
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and shall not understand; and seeing ye
shall see, and shall not perceive: for this
people's heart is waxed gross, and their
ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes
they have closed; lest at any time they
should see with their eyes, and hear with
their ears, and should understand with
their heart, and should be converted, and
I should heal them. But blessed aTe your
eyes, for they see: and your ears, for
they hear. For verily I say unto you,
That many prophets and righteous men
have desired to see those things which
ye see, and have not seen them; and to
hear those things which ye hear, and have
not heard them."-Matthew 13: 10~17.
Jesus uttered a number of parables
relative to the Kingdom and to the house
of mystery, the royal family. Each of
those parables was a prophecy, and as
such was not understandable until God's
due time to reveal the meaning of it to
. those who were devoted to Him.
When the only begotten Son of God,
now Jesus Christ, learned from His Father that He would have the opportunity
to be the Head of God's great capital
organization, and that this organization
would prove Satan the Devil a liar and
fully vindicate Jehovah's name, the heart
of Jesus was filled with joy and He
straightway took the steps His Father
required that He might possess that
great prize. Hence in His parables on
earth Jesus illustrated himself and His
course of conduet. For instance, He said:
~'Again, the kingdom of neaven is Iike
unto treasure hid in a field; the which
when a man hath found, he hideth, and
for joy thereof goeth and selleth all that
he hath, and buyeth that field." (Matthew
13: 44) For taking the course of action
pictured in this parable Jesus proved
himself worthy to be the Head of J ehovah's royal bouse of mystery. An His
followers who would prove worthy of
membership in that royal household
must imitate His example_ Blessed are
you if you understand the mystery and
act upon the revelation of it.
AWAKE I

Modem Gods
N HIS column "Preface to One
World", published in the Kansas City,
Mo., newspaper The Call (January 30,
1948), Mr. Lawrence Scott said, in part:

I

Most of the pagan nations of ancient times
made gods in their own image. They were not
only in their own image physically, but they
attributed their own spiritual and mental
qualities to the gods. Theil' gods lied, became
drunk, raped, kidnaped, stole from each other
and possessed all man's aberrations of character on a grand scale. In the modern world .. .
man still creates gods in his own image ... .
The most universal god of mankind today
is the national state. This is the god to which
man gives his highest devotion of loyalty, It is
on the altar of this god that man offers his
sons and daughters for sacrifice. The national
state is saerosanct. Men may speak disparagingly about the God of Heaven, and do so
freely, but if men speak disparagingly about
the national state they are called before the
sanhedrin at Washington or at Moscow, depending on the district of jurisdiction.
As a result of the creation of the national
state as a god, the Thomas committee (formerly the Dies committee) has been set up by
Congress, for the purpose of investigating
blasphemy against the god. :Many of the great
saints of the past, both spiritual and political,
would be.called before that committee if they
were to return to earth.
For example, Saint Thomas Jefferson ut-

tered this blasphemy against the national
state of his day: "We hold these truths to be
self-evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable rights, that among these
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
That to secure these rights, governments are
instituted among men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed, that
whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the
people to alter or abolish it, and to institute
new government, laying its foundation on
such principles and organizing its powers in
such form, as to them shall seem most likely
to effect their safety and happiness."
Saint Thomas Jefferson and his saint. colleagues were in agreement with Saint Karl
Marx and his saint colleagues, past and present, as to the right of people to overthrow the
national state by violence if need be, and "to
institute new government". It is for holding
such alleged beliefs that the alleged disciples
of Karl Marx have been ... persecuted by the
self-styled disciples of Thomas Jefferson.
This writer believes that both Karl Marx
and Thomas Jefferson were fallible saints and
prefers the much more difficult discipleship
of Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus neither worshiped
the national state as his god nor advocated the
violent overthrow of the state. He opposed the
ungodly state of His day with His life and
took the consequences, a' rough hewn cross.

~~,--... ~t
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In Defense of Freedom

I

N HIS commencement address at
Woman's College, Greensboro, N. C.,
:May 31, 1948, the president of the Uni~
versity of North Carolina, :Mr. Frank P.
Graham, declared:
This is the essence of Americanism. Grown
on this soil, Americanism is not a frail plant
that must be falsely protected with intolerance or terrorism by those without faith in
the depth of its rootage or the robustness of
OOTOBER 8, 1948

its timber. Its roots are deep in the teachings
of our religion, the traditions of our country,
and the idears of our university. Jesus said,
"Know the truth, and the truth shall make
you free." He met fallacy with understanding, and hate with His great love. The wise
Gamaliel sought to calm his fearful-minded
colleagues in the Sanhedrin who feared the
subversive power of new and fervent agitators, in these wise and reassuring words, "If
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this counselor this work be of men it will
COlne to naught, but if it be of Gnd, you cannot overthrow it." John Milton, in the midst
of a bitter public controversy over tbe three.tened suppression of free speech and frce
opinion, said, "Give me the liberty to know,
to utter, and argue freely according to can·
science above all liberties." Thomas Jefferson
said, "Truth is the proper and sufficient antagonist to error and has nothing to fear from
the conflict."
The heroic souls who have fouglIt Bud even
given their lives for the freedom of the human
mind made no reservation against the free
conscience of those whose idcas might be hateful to them. In the cause of freedom of opinion and freedom of assembly, spi:J;-itual heroism shines out all along the way of the human
pilgrimage. The cross, the stake, the Bastille,
the Carlsbad decrees, demolished presses and
all other symbols of repression but emphasize
the unconquerable aspiration of the human
spirit for a freer and better world. Idealism
does not cringe before power. Repression is
the way of frightened power; ireedom is the
way of enlightened iaith. History teaches beyond the denial of bigotry or the sneer of

cynici8,{ll that the answer to a difference of
opinion "is not denunciation, is not a concentration camp, is not the Mundt-Nixon bill now
pending in the Senate, OJ:' any new and vicious form of the long discredited alien and
sedition laws; t.he answer to error is not terror, but the cleansing power of light and liberty undcr the Bill of Rights and the Consti-·
tution of the Unitcd States.
To be t.ruly Amcrican in the great American tradition is sometimes miscalled unAmerjcan, To st.and by our historic American
Bill of Rights is not a subversive activity. It
is unfair to our religion and our Americans
to call the most decent, humanc, and spiritual
hopes c·ommunistic. The more Americans who
understandingly and sincerely subscribe to
the Constitution and its Bill of Rights, the
better for the university, America, and the
world.

And again President Graham exclaimed: "No abuse of freedom should
cause us to strike down freedom of assembly, speech, and publication which
are the fresh resources of a free religion
and a free state."-U. S. Congressional
Record, Appendix, June 7, 1948.

""

A Complete Education
is not gained by reading one or many books. Education is a continual
process of adding information to the storehouse of the mind. Books
can play an important part in this pr.ocess, however, for thereby
knowledge laboriously eolleeted by others is made readily available
to thoughtful readers. The books "Let God Be True", "The Truth
Shall Make You ,Free" and "The Kingdom Is at Hand" and the booklet
Permanent Governor of All Nations will put at your disposal a vast
fund of information about the Bible, knowledge of which is to be
cherished above all other. Although of inestimable value, these publications may be yours for only a $1.00 contribution. Send for your copies.
Br"nldyft I,

:s. Y.

Enclosed is a contribution of $1.00. Please send me copies of the book~ "Let Goit Be True", "The Truth
Shall Mako You Free" and "The Kingdom. Is at Hand" and the booklet Permanent Governor of aU Nations.
Name _ _ ._.... _... _ .... _......................................... _ ... _..... _... _.... _ .. __

Street _. _ _ _ .... _ .... __ ......... _.. _.. __ .... __ .. _. _ _

c;ty . . _.......... _ .......... __

Zone No ...... _ .. State .___ ... _ .......... __ ._._.... _ _ . _ _
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AUGUST

World Assembly of Churches
The first Constituent Assembly of the 'Vorld Council of
Chnrches, representing the main
rellgions groups of Christendom,
except the Roman Catholic,
opened in Amsterdam's .Kieuwe
Kerk on August 22. The council
brought together the Protestant
churches of Europe, Asia and
America together with the Orthodox churches of the East. Tih'se
denominations were represented
by 450 accredited delegates, coming from 44 conntrics. The Vatican, which was not represented,
took occasion to r~mind Netherland Catholics that unlty could
be found only under the rule of
the pope. The Russian church
was not represented, bnt other
Orthodox communions were there.
John Foster Dulles, on August 24,
addressed the assembly as a
spokesman for 'Yestern democ·
racy, whlIe Prof. Jos. L. HrOlna·
dka, of Czechoslo\'akla, favored
the cause of Communism.
Reporters, who were allowed to
attend sessions to obtain background material, were not permitted to quote from debate.
They were allowed only to use
what was repeated by section
leaders at news conferences after
the sessions. The' Use of the
hackneyed term "c(lIorfu!" col·
ored news reports, but appeared
meaningless and colorless. Said
the "Right Reverend" John W.
Charles "",'and, of I.ondon, 'the
church must meet the challenge

+
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of the apathetic, "what·the·hell"
attitu\le of people.'
Bishops Fear Communism
Bishops of the Anglican denomination from all pllrts of the
world, meeting in London <"arlier
in tIle month. on August 17 published the ent'~'cllcal, resolutions
and committee reports of their
Lamheth conference. In the 173·
page report lJommunlsm was considered to be 'perhaps the one
Ih'e alternative to the Christian
interpretation of· man', and the
report said, "Marxism, by an
ironic paradox, is at some points
nearer to Christian doctrine than
any other philosophy In the field,
and this makes Its rivalry all the
more formidable. It, too, is a
'heresy' of Christianity-a secu·
larized form of the Christian
hope, drawing some of its springs
from the Rlble and presenting,
something like a caricature of the
Christian hope . . . but it is its
antlthesis and contradiction." The
report also dealt wiUI divorce and
re-marriage, as well as war. It
said "there are occasions when
both nations and individuals are
obllged to resort to war as the
lesser of two evlls".

+

El"ents In Berlin
the middle of August
the carrying of supplies to ·the
Westt'rn sectors of Berlin by air
was augmented by the use of a
C·74, which carried '20 tons of
flour to the blOCkaded region,

+ Abont

Iamllng with ease, Tbe iurge
pIane is capable of carrying almost four times the load of the
C·54's in general use for the airlift which is costing the U. S. a
quarter of a million dollars a day.
Meanwhile the Russian occupation authorities were doing what
they could to gum up the works
and get the 'Yestern powers to
leave the city altogether. Violence
flared August 1D and Soviet po·
llee fired on Germans in the
Potsdamer Platz, th!' point wl'~re
the four seetofS of Berlin meet.
A few days later an' Ameri.
can oiliclal who happened to
stroll over the line of demarca·
tion bet\\open the Soviet and British sectors was seized by the So·
viet polire. Two more Americans
were seized, but all three were
finally released. The next step in
the program of provucaUon oc·
curred wIlen about 5,000 Communists invaded the Bp'l'lIn City
Hall (August 26) where the as·
semhly that governs the city
meets. Tile same day a gatherillg
of about li'i,(}(X) antl·Communlsts
met in a counter demonstration.
A currency mixup further complicnted matters, the Soviet insist·
ing on the u~e of Sovlet·sponsored
cut'r<'ncy, while the Western powers press the use of the new German mark.
DiscussIons at Moscow
Some faint signs of progreSI",
were thought to be discernible in
the discussions between the Soviet and the "'estern powers at
MORCOW the latter half of August.
However, no communlqne was issued, and the press l-Guld only
draw conclusions from e\'ents in
other quarters that apparently
had a b\'aring on tJle Mow'ow dis·
cusslons, or tIle diRcussions on
them. It was thought that the
conference of the four military
governors In Berlin August 31
was a result of all these discussions.

+

Danubian Rout

+

Tile Danubian conference at
13elgrllde, Yugoslavia, ended on
August 18 in u complete rout of
the 'Yestern powers, who might
as well not have been there, for
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aU - the noUce taken of their

opinions Rnd objections. Soviet
Russia's plan for the control of
the Important river was jammed
throngh In record time (57 votes
beIng taken In 20 minutes), and
the Danube will heneeforth be
Red InternationaL There was no
real ('onferen('e, and the chief
American delegate, Cavendish
Cannon, made a biting speech before the conclusion of tbe conference, not mincing words. }j'rench
and, British delegates likewise
registered their protests.
U. S. Spy Investigations
.. The Congressional spy Investigations at \Vashlngton in late
Augnst centered around the case
of Alger Hiss, former Communist,
and now a senior edItor of Time.
Hiss met his accuser, Chambers,
face to face at a secret meeting
of the lIonst' Un-American ArtlvUes Committee, lJeld in New
York, bnt the hearings stalled
when three witnesses, former
New Dealer lawyers, refused to
testify or to state whether or not
they were or had been Communists, The hearings of Hiss and
hIs accuser were continued at
WashIngton and the edItor called
Chambers, who accused him of
being a war-time spy, a "selfconfessed Har, spy and traitor".
Hiss said he wanted to take legal
actIon against his accuser. A. A.
Berle, former assIstant secretary
of state, told a subcommittee
(August 30) that the Federal
Bureau of Investigation had complete information about the so_
called Communist under~round
sHup in Washington as far back
as Ill39. President Trnman was
accnsed by the committee of
blocking the spy lnvestl,!!;ations,
and it asserted that It had definitely rstablished the war·tlme
existence of "numerous Communist espionage rings" in the federal government, and expressed
belief that "SUd1 groups are still
operating within the governmeut".

Lomakln
.. Mrs. Kasenklna, of the Rus_
sian conSUlate In New York,
after seeking to make her escape
E~t
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by leaping from a third·story
window, said that she was not
attempting suIcide but was seeking to get away. The action of the
Rnssian consul, Jacob M. Loma·
kin, In getting her there tn the
first place and keeping her there,
and then charging U. S. officials
with responsiblUty for her desperate action was more than the
state department of the U. S.
could pass by With an Indulgent
smile. They forthwith demanded
that Mr. Lomakln be recalled as
havIng violated his diplomatic
rights and Immunities. Mr. Lomakin accordingly departed (August 28) by means of the Swedish
vessel Stockholm. The Russian
government retaliated by discontinuing both consnlates in the
U. S., and requesting the U. S. to
close Its only Russian consulate,
Vladivostok.

Red Dean Excluded
.. The Rev. Hewlltt Johnson,
dean of Canterbury Cathedral,
and often referred to as the "Red
Dean", because of his CommunIst
sympathies, disclosed on August 23 that the U. S. had refused
him permission to enter the country. The reason given was that
the National Council of Americun-Soviet Friendship, the organization which sponsored the 74year-old d ..an's visit, Is listed by
Attorney General Clark as a subverl'llve organiZation. On a previons occasion the dean not only
was admitted to the U.8., but
was received at the White House
by President Roosevelt. Accord·
ing to a state department spokesman, the dean might "come on
his own", but the dean said he
would not come as a "split personality".
Draft Registration in U. S.

.. The last two days of August
wltnel3l3ed the beginning of draft
registration of American youth
from 18 to 25 inclusive. It Is estimated that about ten million
young men in these age brackets
will fill out the required forms.
The president having Issued (August 20) an executIve order deferring husbands, tilere was a
noticeable Increase in marriages.

Charles Evans Bugbee
.. One of America's elder statesmen, Charles Evans Hughes, died
~ugust 27, at the age of 86. He
was a retired chief justice of the
U. S, Supreme Clourt, and bad In
times past been secretary of
state, presidential nominee. and
twice governor of New York.
"Government" in France
Whatever its form, the government of France, as represented by its premier and cabinet, is
a very unstable thIng. Premier
Marie's government was out
after It bad been In tor just a
month. It fell beeause of disagreement over Finance :-'Unlster Panl
Reynaud's drastic economic reform program, whiCh would have
affected every Frenchman's
breadbasket and
pocketbook.
President Vincent Auriol then had
to find someone to fOrm another
government. M. Ramadler, who
had beeD premier before, was
asked to see what he could do
about It. He looked around and
('Unsuited with party leaders, and
decided he could do nothing.
Then M. Schuman, Who was premier between Ramadler and
Mafle, was summoned. He agreed
to try. After consultations Schuman, on Augm;t 31, made a careful statement of policy to the
National Assembly and obtained
a vote of confidence, 322-185,
which made him premier. The
ne:l!;t thing was to form a government.

*

Greek 'Victory'
.. Premier Sopboulls, of Greece,
on August 19 Issued an order of
the day to the Greek army stating that It had won the battle of
the Grammos. The premier said
the forces of the Communist leader, General Markos Vafiades, had
been defeated and driven from
the Grammos region. A general
staff spokesman, however, said
that guerrilla resistance had concentrated itself In a hundredSqua~'e-mile section along the Albanian frontier. It was also reported (August 23) that about
3(1() of the defeated troops of General Markos had re-entered
Greece In the Mourgana moun-
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talne and had blown up the Kas-'
toria reservoir farther north,
WUbelmlna's Golden Jubilee

+ Over500,OOOenthusiastic
Netherlanders Hned the streets
and jammed the square in front
of the royal palace at Amsterdam
to greet Queen Wilhelmina at
the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of her accession to the
throne The city was lavishly
decorated with electrical and other displays for the occasion.
Speaking to 51,000 persons in
OlympIc Stadium and to a nationwide radio audience on the same
day, whICh was also her 68th
birthday, Wilhelmina appealed
for full support of her daughter,
PrIncess Juliana, her successor
on the throne.

Yugoslavian Situation
The Communist leader of
Trieste announced (August 23)
that all Communist parties In the
world have decided to fight Marshal Tlto, of Yugoslavia, and his
supporters, who were charged
with the political assassination of
Gen. Arso Jovanovitch, shot whE'.ll
attempting to IIee into Rumania
(August IS). The Yugoslav government, on August 2.5, charged
Rumania with grossly insulting
the Tito government and seeking
to bring about a revolt to overthrow Premier THo. Mrs. Ana
Pauker, Rumanian foreign minister and Cominform worker, was
charged, in a ~trong note handed
to the Rumanian ambassador,
with leading in a campaign of
vilification against Marshal THo.
Two days later a note was handed to the Hungarian Legation at
Belgrade charging Hungary's
leaders with plottIng against Tito
and urging Yugoslav citizens to
revolt and o\'erthrow the legal
government of Yugoslavia. The
same day 43 persons were sentenced to death by a high court
in Zagreb on charges of war
crimes, espionage, terrorIsm and
sabotage with the aim of overthrowing the Tlto government.
Titu, at the close of the month,
made changes in his cabinet to
strengthen his position. Edward

+
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-Kardelj was made foreign minister and A. Rankovlx was appointed a vice-premier, both replacIng
non-Communlsts.
Czech Anti-Chtueb Plot Charged
The Roman CathoI1c hishops
of Czechoslovakia, on August 29,
had a pastoral letter read from
pulpits In all Catholic churches
of the land, charging that an
anti-church and anti-religious
campaign had been started by
tbe Prague government The state
was charged with suppressing
church papers In Bohemia and
Moravia.

+

Zhdanov, ComJnfonn Head, Dies
.. Col. Gen. Andrei A. Zhdanov,
who was chief of the Communist
Information Bureau, and secretary of the Central Committee of
the Soviet Communist party, died
August 31. He was one of the
three men from whom tbe successor to Stalin would most likely be chosen, V. M. Molotov and
L. P. Berla being the other two.
Molotov Is foreign minister;
Beria, chief of Russia's secret
police. Zhdanov's role in the
Cominform brought blm blame
for Marshall Tito's course. He
WIlS only 52. The cause of his
death was a heart condition.
Right to Own TheIr Homes
.. A decree Issued August 29 by
the presidium of the Supreme Soviet, the group that makes the
laws for the Soviet Union, gave
citizens the right to buy or build
private houses, up to two stories
high, and containing not more
than five rooms. The decree is in
harmony with Article 10 of the
Soviet Constitution, which gives
citizens the right to own and Inherit personal property, and Includes homes.
Russian Escapees
Not all suhjects of Communist rule appear to like that form
of government Of the contestants
in the Olympic games six Czechs
and two IIungarlans refused to
go back to their homelands. The
case of a 19-year-old Russian girl
residing In Sweden also received

+

publ1clty In late August. The SI»
viet embassy at Stockholm constantly insisted that the girl be
sent hack to Russia, but the girl
herself did not wish to return,
and the Swedish government told
the Russian ambassador to let
her alone. The girl, I.. ydia Maka<
rova, was referred to as the
Swedish Kasenkina, but did not
fare quite so badly.
lIyderabBd Appeals to U. N.
.. The Hyderabad government
formally petitioned the U. N.
Security Council on August 24
to lnten'ene in the quarrel of that
state with India, accusing the
New Delhi government of engag_
Ing In a campaign of violent intimidation during the last few
months and endangering the
peace of ail Asia.
.Japanese ReSellt
Korean Demand
Much reseutment was developing In Tokyo and elsewhere in
Japan over the proposa.l of Presl.
dent Syngman Rhee, of Korea,
that Korea take over the Tsushtma Islands, just off the Japanese
coast In the Japan sea. ,Tapanese
point out that thf' islands have
been In Japanese hands since the
seventh century.

+

RebellOD in Burma
Premier Thakln Nu, on August 23, appealed to the people
of BUrma to exert every en'ort to
back the government's moves to
put down a rebelUon. Leftist rebels had clOSed in on Rangoon,
the capital, In a grandiose attempt to lay siege to it. The
uprising, untler way for several
weeks, was taking on serious
aspects.

+

Nonstop F1y1ng Record
The largest flying boat in use,
the Caroline Mars, a four-englned
freighter, made a record August 28 when It landed la Chicago waters 24 hours and 9 minutes after leaving Honolulu. It
bad covered the distance of
4,748 mlles without making a
stop, and had carried a pay-load
of 14,049 pounds,

+
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HUMANITY AT THE CROSSROADS
THIS postwar world looks fearfully to~ dations of Christian civilization must not
1 ward the storms of political crisis crumble. The human race must not annithat hang black and heavy over the inter. hilate itself. With the fate of mankind
national horizon. The wise men of Chris- hanging in the balance, now is the time
tendom cry "peace, peace!" when there to hasten with your tribute and lay them
is no peace, and the sound of their voices at the feet of the greatest idol man has
goes out to an embittered world and ever reared in all his history-this Unitcomes back to mock them when all their ed Nations organization. Place your
fine words and bright promises return , trust and your hopes in it, even for genunto them void. The bitter cries of the erations yet unborn. Give this idol your
discontented masses rise from every moral, your intellectual, your financial
land under heaven', and all the fond and political support. Let this United
hopes for the 'brave new world' to _be States of the World be the crowning
fashioned by· men's hands have been achievement in the history of civilization.
dashed to the ground; while hundreds of It is our last chance, our only hope for
millions of disillusioned peoples harden peace.'
their-hearts and gnash their teeth at this
colossal failure of human government in Ravages of War
this stricken generation.
As men listen to that clarion call to
For three years now the scarred, crip- inter-faith action and political unity for
pled nations have been trying to bind up self-preservation, the terrible happentheir terrible wounds, erase the horrible ings of the recent past burn in their
memories of war, and seek a future of memories. For men remember that in the
stability, prosperity, and peace. But the twenty~year prolonged armistice that
tremendous repercussions of this atomic followed World War I human rights
age have driven men into frenzied appre- were swept aside under the violent uphension of the fearful things they see heaval of international depressions, discoming upon the earth. World leaders no harmony, disagreement, and civil wars
longer sit in their ivory towers with that spawned so many ruthless dictators.
serene smiles and folded hands, secure Human life was the cheapest commodity
in their splendid isolation. Seeing the on the market. Small nabons were sacriunmistakable signs of world chaos, and ficed and sold into slavery on the auction
frantic with fear of the dark specter of block of internatiomil diplomacy to feed
world-wide anarchy, they cry out in des- the insatiable greed of the power-hungry
peration:
Big States, until th~ peoples of earth
'Gather yourselves together, you be- were split apart politically and socially,
wildered peoples of the earth. The foun_ and the giant conflagration of a second
OOTOBER 22, 1948
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world war became a titanie struggle for
the survival of the fittest in the gore of
battlefields stretching around the earth.
All thjs was visited upon mankind because. the nations were divided within
and among themselves; they could not
trust each other; they could not live together as peaceful neighbors. Economic
oppression bore heavily on the backs of
the whole groaning human creation, and
men cried for deliverance from the religions intolerance and political terrorism
.that reigned in. the earth. All nations
Were racked with suspicion, criminal intent and conspiracy, which within one
generation raised up a convulsive whirlwind of political and social revolution
that threw class against class, nation
against nation, continent against continent. Great cities were gutted and pounded into the face of the earth. Bombs
rained from the skies upon defenseless
men, women, and children. Millions
poured out their lifeblood to defend and
preserve their way of life. But that was
only the beginning of sorrows. Five hundred million people are today foraging
for food like wild beasts; and disease, the
silent kiHer, rising from the ruins of war
and in the wake of international famine
and maln\ltrition, is taking a devastating
toll of human life.
The war seems to have settled nothing.
The victors are as disorganized as the
vanquished, and erstwhile allies quarreling over the spoils and the plunder·
threaten to blow each other to bits in a
suicidal third world war. The poison
pens of propaganda are today more decisive than the bloody weapons of war,
while the human race sinks still deeper
in the muck and mire of its appalling
ignorance of the great signs of the times.
Day by day the forces of evil grow worse,
and the blind follow the blind w}leresoever the promptings of the moment lead
them.
S6 it is that all mankind has come to
the fateful hour of decisjon. Humanity is
at the crossroads from which there is no
4

tul'n'mg back. Time' is swiftly running
out, and the question of world unity, the
vital'need for it, day and night racks the
brains of the religions propl-h:ts, politjea-l
master-minds, and commercial overlords
of the earth. Indubitably, .the day for
choosing is here. But frantic men know
not which way to go, and they continue
to grope blindly in, indecision and perplexity, trying to pierce the future and
accurately determine the shape of things
to come. 'And while they ponder their
<'rendezvous with destiny", many are the
roads that lead off into the gross darkness that enshrouds the whole earth;
each with its own insistent propaganda,
its panaceas, its familiar signposts.
Here at the cross:roads to which sixty
centuries of religion, politics and commerce has brought them, the desperate
peoples of the world look hopefufIy to
the 58 nations of the United Nations that
nre bound together in a solemn covenant
to outlaw war and insure lasting peace
and domestic tranquillity within and
among all the countries of the earth. But
fervent hope is mingled with doubt and
suspicion. People are asking questions
when the utter futility of aU human effort toward international security' and
peace is so shockingly demonstrated in
failure after failure.
Stupendous Divisive Forces
What can be done about the centuriesold political, social and ethical traditions
of nations tlIat divide country against
country? Specifically, what can be done
about the great barrlers of language, religious differences, and sGcial customs,
yes, even the inborn racial instjncts and
characteristics that separate mankind
into classes and castes, throwing race
against race in 'open antagonism 7 ·What
can be done about the four hundred million people of India and Pakistan that
are dangerously restless, conspiring,
filled with the venom of racial hatred and
religious intolerance, and on the verge
of communal riots and fratricidal war
AWAKE!

that could drench that subcontinent in
blood' What can be done about the battered people of China, five hundred million exploited human creatures, politically divided between the Communist juggernaut and the crushing tyranny of
Fascist Chiang Kai-shek1
What can be done about 1,300,000,000
persons in Asia and Africa, generation
after generation living as beggars, for
cen turies, indescribably poverty-stricken,
hundreds of millions of these people
in chattel slavery, and divided against
each other in violent confusion over
countless forms of pagan religious worship-religious forces loaded with a
greater potential danger to world peace
than all' political factions combined'
\Vhat can be done about the caste system
that elevates one class far above the other in India, Burma, China, Japan, other
parts of the Far Ea&t, and the Pacific
isles 1
Consider the seething caldron that is
Europe today, five hundred million people divided among contending nationalistic govermnents and hostile factions,
where intrigue in h~gh places, sly diplomacy in foreign offices, espionage and
rabid revolutionary elements threaten to
explode the powder keg mislabeled
"'Vestern Civilization". \Vestern Europe
professedly crusades for world peace,
but the Unerring facts of history condemn its peace-making powers. It is saturated with those reactionary elements,
political and religions, that sold out to
the Nazis !\lld Fascists during \Vorld
War II; reactionary elements whose
philosophy iEi that a master class is predestined to rule over ar slave class and
take the fruits of other men's labor.
Now ponder still another cause of
world perplexity and distress. This wargutted earth is honeycombed with hundreds of church systems claiming millions of members. Look at the hundreds
of millions of Shintoists, Taoists, Confucians, Hindus, Buddhists, and Moslems. They comprise more than half the
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human race. Look at the Jews divided
amon.g Orthodox, Reform, and Karaite
JudaIsm. Look at the two major divisions in the Catholic church system:
340,000,000 Roman Catholics religiously
and politically opposed. to 128,000,000
Eastern Orthodox CatholiCS, and vice
versa. Look at the senseless confusion in
haphazard Protestantism. In the United
States alone there are 256 different religious denominations, each claiming to be
the true church. Not only are these hundreds of different religious systemsCatholic, Protestant, Jewish, and heathen----divided in teaching, doctrine, and
ritual, but the laity, yes, even fellow
members of the same "church" are also
divided in politics, divided over domestic and international issues, divided between the opposing claims of Capital and
Labor, pivided over Fascism, divided
over Communism, divided over Democracy, ?-ivided in war, divided in peace.
And In actual practice they worship
literally hundreds of conflicting "gods".
. The l!I-isnamed "C;hristian" churches,
like theIr heathen kIn, have never hesitated to divide themselves over political
d.ifferences between.Jheir respective natIOns, even to the extent of slaughtering
each other on the battlefields of the
world. Thus have they demonstrated to
all mankind that their allegiance to the
kingdoms of this world is far stronger
than their much professed love for God
and Christ.
Distress of Nations
Of the major powers now setting themselves to the brain-racking work of maintaining at least a modicum of peace, the
political, military and revolutionary
forces of Communist Russia are straddling the continent of Europe, and 192,000,000 Russians labor ·under the ominous shadow of the Kremlin. Ninety million people in eastern Europe languish
in the mammoth police state of Soviet
power, and Rnssian communism has extended its political and economic hegem5

any over Poland, eastern Germany,
Bulgaria, Hungary, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Yugoslavia, and Albania. The Bolshevists are steadily gaining strength in Spain, Italy, France, and
Greece; they are awaiting the :propitious
moment to rise up with crushmg power
and declare themselves the masters of
all Europe.
We see in England a country politically created from the blueprint of the Protestant Reformation of four centuries
ago j the same England that has stood
for four hundred years as the bastion
against Roman Catholic control of the
earth. But it is an England now weakened from the ravages of war, battlescarred, and writhing in the throes of
internal unrest. It is an England envious
of the overshadowing influence of America; an England attempting to retrieve
its world balance of I?ower, but forced
to relinquish the politIcal dominance of
its great dominions sprawled over the
face of the earth. The British Empire,
mightiest in human history, is shrinking; and the great contending forces of
the United States and Russia are rush.
ing to fill the vacuum in the mad race to
world supremacy.
We behold in France a nation humiliated by the armies of Catholic Hitler j a
nation rife with sedition, torn by political dissension, pressed between the militant' Communists and the intransigent
Fascists. Here is a country betrayed to
the Nazis eight years ago by the French
Catholic Hierarchy and their political
minions, including Catholic Marshal
Petain and Jesuit Marshal Weygand.
Here is a divided nation whose own military, political and religious leaders
treasonably turned against their fellow
countrymen, capitulated to the Germans,
and thereafter willingly and willfully deported hundreds of thousands of the
common people of France to toil in the
Nazi slave-labor camps. Here is a coUntry scourged for centuries in the bloody
battles for supremacy between Catholic
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and Protestant forces, and the same
hatred and viciousness still rankles in
the breasts of Frenchmen on both sides,
even though for the present time such
feeling is forcibly restrained.
Turning to the Western Hemisphere,
we see the United States towering as the
colossus of the Americas, and widely advertised as the "arsenal of democracy",
the land where 'liberty enlightens the
world', the 'last hope and great defender
of the rights and dignity of man against
the barbarism of godless Communism
and international anarchy', "the land of
the free and the home of the brave." But
in too many cases these boastful claims
do not agree with the uncompromising
facts.
Degradation of Democracy

Everywhere one looks in America
there is greed and oppression. Vast numbers of the younger generation are fast
becoming juvenile delinquents. Terrible
slums are eating out the heart of the
greatest cities in the land. Half the people in the United States do not enjoy
decent standards of living .. One-third of
the people are ill-fed, ill-housed, and illclothed. Millions of the colored race and
"poor whites" are in virtual peonage,
eking out a miserable existence all the
days of their lives. The cost of living has
soared to the highest point in the history
of America, far outstripping the best
wages of the laboring man. All over this
country there are strikes and rumors of
strikes. The labor unions are split -politically.
The third party movement of Henry
Wallace, trying to bring in "the century
of the common tuan",' threatens to send
Harry Truman back to 1Hssouri, and to
elect a R.epublican president. The president shouts that the Eightieth Congress
is the 'worst in history, and members of
that Congress retaliate by branding Truman the 'worst president'. The emissaries of Wall Street and Big Business, in
an unholy coalition with military leaders
and the American Catholic Hierarchy,
AWAKEI

are determining the foreign policy of
America for I'the little man in the big
chair", who vacillates between intenni·
nable fiascos. The Red demons of Bolshevism strike such terror in the jittery
hearts and send so many cold chills down
the spines of Congressional committees
investigating un·American act i v i tie s
that even a youthful ped~ler of pink
lemonade is a likely suspect for the
Thomas Inquisition.
Senile "elder statesmen", aided and
abetted by armchair strategists and the
loud·mouthed element of the American
Legionnaires, whisper sagely in Tru·
, man's ear that the way to preserve peace
is to prepare for war. So, the American
government in its cohtradictory policies
spends billions for European aid osten·
sibly to keep the peace, but at the same
time a vastly greater sum will be expended in preparation for war. But the
Truman administration does not share
the blame alone. The Republican party
has done everything in its power to whip
the common people into a frenzy over
the Communist bogey. The Eightieth
Congress, dominated by the Republicans,
has in some instances been even more
war·minded than Truman. They know
that whoever shouts the most against
Communism is certain to attract the
Catholic vote, and become also the hired
puppet of Big Business. It should be
remembered that Republicans in the na·
tional House of Representatives recently voted overwhelmingly to give economic
aid to Franco Fascist Spain, and it was
only the weight of public opinion that
forced them to recant.
'80 this is the appalling degradation of
democracy at this most critical hour in.
its history. Willful political leaders of
the democratic nations, jockeying for
power, are buying the Catholic Hier.
archy's favor at the price of human liberty; and they are aided by a supine
Protestantism that has lost the moral
courage to prot'est unitedly against the
desecration of democratic ideals, the unOCTOBER 22, 1948

official union of church and state the un~
dermining of democracy under' the de~
ceiving guise of an anti·Communist
world propaganda. The astute papacy,
working with the active support of an
anemic world press too well bought and
too cowardly to expose the international
Catholic Fifth Column, now makes bold
to come out in the open and spark a
Western world "holy war" against the
East. Ironically, the democratic nations
are being used by the Catholic Hierarchy
to supply the strong arm of power for
a crusade which has as its final objective the destruction of democracy everywhere.
Now weigh the evidence. The mightiest of the member nations of the U. N.
-America, Russia, Britain, Francethemselves rent by civil strife, and politically, religiously and socially divided
within and among themselves, must take
the lead in the global work of world
unity. It is living proof that man is totally unable to underwrite the peace and
bring about a united world.
Religion No Unifier
Now comes the Roman Catholic
Church proclaiming herself the fount of
"Christian civilization", the caretaker of
the traditions of the 'Vestern world, the
great peacemaker, the protector and
champion of the common man.. But as
, you listen to the siren song of this religious singer who croons sweetly of her·
self as the guardian of peace, the beloved
of God, and the one source of unity in
the earth, just look behind her pious
pretensions and see the bald facts that
brand her as the most prolific 'falsifier in
human history. Look at the divisions and
the misery in the lands where she has
ruled. Look at the political and religious
support she gave Catholic Hitler, Catholic Mussolini, Catholic Franco, and
Catholic Petain. Look at starving Italy
under its present Catholic Jeadership
masquerading under the m i s nom e r
"Christian Democrats~'; a Catholic lead...
7

ership whom the United States has taken to its bosom to mother ,and protect
them from the rampaging Reds.
In recent years the Catholic Church
has warned Protestant missionaries to
stay out of South America. She wishes
to 'keep it a Catholic domain, where for
generations the nations have been torn
Dy civil wars, Catholic butchering Catholie, assassination following assassination. In these South American countries,
as in the beniglited lands of Spain and
Poland, the big Catholic prelates and
nuncios hand in hand with feudalistic
landlords and industrialists have shoved
the faces of the common people in -the
dust, worked them like brute beasts, and
have taken to themselves the fruits of
the unrequited toil of the laboring man,
until the groaning masses rue the day
they were born into the human race.
But that is not an; not by any means.
Some 340,000,000 Roman Catholics in
five continents have been arrayed against
each other in two world wars. German
L"!atholics have marched to the battlefields to kill American Catholics, who retaUated in the same bloody fashion.
Italian Catholics have fought against,
then with, and once more against Ger-man Catholics. French Catholics warred
against German and Italian Catholics.
Millions 'of other European Catliolics divided themselves into warring factions
and ranged themselves on both sides in
both world ":I}rs, slaughtering each other without PIty or remorse. But, at the
same time, they all paid homage to the
Roman Cat hoI ice h u r c h~the. very
~urc~ that in the face of su~h vlOle~t
dIsumty am~)J~g her own subJects shU
has the. unmItIgated gall to pose before
the natIons as the .s,,,:"eet keeper of peace
whose own house IS III perfect order!
With all this r it is R.n appalling spectacle to behold the mIghty nations. that
claim to be "e h r i s t ian" staggering
drunkenly from one experimental political binge to another, trying to drown
their sorrows wi~h a blended brew of
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politics and religion, trying to forget theblood and the carnage of two world wars
"that erupted within one_generatjo,n'; Look
1ft demora.lized Christendom ,wallowing
In the slime of her own'religions pollutions, and caught in a miasma of crooked
politics that stink to high heaven. Truly,
she wears the smell of death; she is diseased and full of sores from the virulent
social ills that afflict her, and the wisest
fools in politics, commerce and religion
can not heal her, nor wash away her
bloodstains, nor soot h e her tortured
conscience that screams in this nighttime of trouble, confessing her guilt in
the millions of her people that she has
sent to the slaughter pits of the world
in the name of the "Christian religion".
Now that the mighty upsurge of Communism is conv.ulsing the world; now
that the spasms of postwar readjustment
have seized the nations with an agony of
social travail and abortive political
schemes, bewildered mankind cries for
"more religion" to sponge out the horrors of the past and the sufferings of the
present. The people plead for religion
as a sedative for the screaming nerves.
TIley beg for it to palliate the mind
plagued with guilt, in the same way and
for the same reason that a drug addict
must have his dope to make himself de• liriously oblivious of the sordid world in
which he lives, to let him escape the
harsh realities of his miserable life.
But persons of good-will who see democracy dying in the €artlI can make a
momentous choice as thev stand at the
fateful crossroads, facin~' the inevitable
hour of decision. There Is a way of escape. Not decayed religion, but true
Christianity. Hearken to the ancient
prophecy from Jehovah God that points
to the final end of this world:
"And in the da.ys of these kjngs shaJJ
the God of heaven set up a kingdom
which shall never be destroyed. , . but
it shall break in pieces and consume all
these kingdoms, and it Shall itand for
ever." (Daniel 2: 44)~Contributed.
AWAKE!
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Propped Up by American Aiel

AR and prosperity seldom
and by CllI'I'Uq RelOl'III.
go hand in hand, as is evidenced in the case .of China. Fighting a
It is on the point of
seemingly endless war with Communists self-help that the Chihas drained away the p;rosperity. ,of the nese government has
nation, until today China is facing eco- been woefully lax in the
nomic collapse. Many nations are watch- past. The present plight
ing the deteriorating condition in China of China is largely due
- - -.
and they are anxious that there should be to inefficiency, looseness and corruption
no collapse, because such would almost in the handling of the national affairs,
certainly be followed by complete Com- and no real effort has been made to remmunist domination of China and eventu- edy the worsenin.g economic and military
ally the w:h:ole of the far east of ASIa. situation. Consequently there is much
Such a possibility has prompted the skepticism over the national governUnited States to extend aid\ to the na- ment's ability to apply the new aid funds
tional government so that it can continue efficiently and honestly. Confidence is
its fight against the Communists with the lacking in the government's willingness
hope ultimately of complete victory.
to make and carry out plans for selfThe China Aid Agreement was signed help, and it is realized that without
between the two countries in Nanking on planned government action the aid will
July 3, 1948. The aim of the agreement accomplish no real good and will be
is stated as "to help the speedy achieve- wasted.
ment of internal peace and economic
stability in China". The total amount of New Currency Reform Plan
However, on August 20, 1948, the Nathe aid is $400,000,000, of which $275,000,000 is for economic assistance and tional government took a bold, business$125,000,000 for military purposes. like-step and announced a new currency
These sums will not be repaid by China, reform plnn, the most thoroughgoing
but .are provided in the nature of a gift. plan China has made in the past decade.
The whole of the aid fund is to be used The plan provid.es for a new currency
during the period from April 3, 1948, to called "Gold Yuan", to replace the old
April 3, 1949.
National currency, which had depreciAccording to the terms of the agree- ated to such an extent as to become
ment, China in turn is obligated to take worthless. The conversion of the old curfull measures to stabilize her currency, rency to the new is 'set at CN$3,OOO,OOO
to make full use of assets in the United to GY$l, and the foreign exchange rate
States belonging to Chinese nationals, is to be set at GY$4 to US$1.
and to co-ordinate her own effort with
Additionally, the 'reform measure calls
the aid program by promoting home pro- for the surrender of the large amount of
duction and the improvement of foreign foreign currency and gold held by pritrade. Hence, in effect, the agreement vate individqals,in exchange for the new
calls for maximum of self-help on the gold yuan notes. All foreign assets 'of
part of China plus American aid.
Chinese nationals must be registered
OOTOBER 22, 1948
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with the goyernment, so that this wealth

now lying in foreign banks may be utilized for the national effort. Figuring
tliat their wealth would not last long if
left in China, the rich have transferred
approximately U8$50D,OOO,DOO to United
States banks, and so far the National
government has failed to get its fingers
npon the cash, or even precise informa.
tioD about it. Now by law these assets
must be registered.
The new reforpt measures came as a
surprise, since few people credited the
natlOnal government with possessing
such initiative. Reaction varied from
mild optimism to unconcealed skepticism, and the general view seemed to be
that the plan looked good in theory, but
will the government see to it that the
plan works in actual practice 1
China's (:urrency inilatjoD is the highest of any nation on earth, and it has
been brought about largely because of
the civil war. China cannot pay for such
a long, costly '''Tar. Her expenditure is
always very much in excess of her receipts'in taxes, etc. j hence China is never '
able to balance the national budget. The
national government has resorted to the
use of the printing presses to print more
paper money to pay her way. In this way
China has paid her soldiers and civil
servants and bought her materials, but
only at the cost of a terrific flood 'of paper money which has been losing value
dai'ly, until at this writing CN$12,OOO,OOO
is equal to one United States dollar.
Obviously, to haIt China's inflation it
is essential to stop printing any more
paper money. Means must be found to
increase revenue so that the budget can
be balanced in a regular manner. Under
the aid program the national government will receive very large quantities
of goods which it will sell on the home
and foreign markets, and some of the
cash received will go toward balancing
the budget. Additionally, a thorough reform must be made in the assessment
and collecting of taxes, which at the
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present time are ridiculously small. If
these points are handled wisely, and the
new currency stabilized, then all commitments will be met without having to
print more money, and an effective brake
will have been put on the inflation, and
a way opened toward better economic
conditions.
The question now in the minds of the
people is, 'Will the new currency remain
stable in value, or devalue like the old'
The government gives aSSUrance that the
paper gold yuan note will have a 100percent backing of gold. But people who
have foreign currency and gold are hesitant to part with it in eXChange for the
new gold yuan because they are not too
sure in their mind that this backing
really does exist. If they once change all
their wealth into the new notes and then
there is a devaluation, then it would reduce them to poverty and ruin. The matter of the people's co-operation with the
government in the new currency measures is highly important to its success,
and it depends solely on how the government pegs down the gold yuan. The people must beneve that the new money is
worth possessing. In the past the national cun'ency lIaS been considered lllore
or less as a joke because of its inflation,
but now the gold yuan mUl3t be made respectable.

Staggering Under the War Load
American aid of U8$125,OOO,OOO to
''help the speedy achievement of internal
peace~' will enable the Chinese government to purchase equipment abroad, but
it will itill leave the nation the great
burden of financing the War. China possesses a very large and costly army
which has been losing the war with the
Communists. During the past year the
army has lost the initiative to the CommunistB~ and now they are spread out
and glued down in defense against a determined and aggressive enemy. This ineffective army is by far-the largest drain
on the national treasury, and. until the
AWAKE/

'war is over and the army demobilized,
China cannot hope for prosperity.
.A large part of the ChinMe army ex~
ists on the pay rolls only, and these help
to boost up the salaries of the generals.
Of the soldiers who actually' exist, only
a small percentage can be classified as
effective fighting personnel. Militarily as
well as financially the army will remain
a liability unless there are drastic re~
forms, eSPBcially in a nose~counting
method of pay, and in giving the soldiers
better training, better pay and better all~
round conditions. Until there is reform,
American aid will fail to turn the tide of
the war and will be just wasted, probably
ending up in the hands of the Commu~
nists.
To put into effect all these reform
programs is probably the most difficult
task of all in China. There is a crying
need for reform from the top of the nation to the bottom. In the government,
selfish diques have always bitterly re~
sisted honest reform measures, their
idea of reform being the elimination of
their opposing clique. In the army generals acting more like warlords have
been a law unto themselves. Of the 35
provinces in China, at least 26 have military men as governors, and these hold
practically dictatorial powers in their
province above the civil officers. The
number of civil servants is much higher
than need be, and practically all are un~
derpaid; hence, in order to live, they
turn to dishonest methods and graft. Re~
form would mean fewer civil servants
and better pay. Then, no doubt, there
would be more efficiency and less corruption.
Tax Evasion
On the matter of tax collection. it is
an open secret that there is widespread
laxity, dishonesty and fraud in the coU
lection of practically every item of taxa~
tion, with the possible exception of the
customs lev"'¥. It is ~:!timated that th~
Chinese government does not collect
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1nore than 1Q percent of the taxes legally
due. There iso' seldom a Chinese business
firm fuat does not in one way or another
evade business and income taxes, and the
same is true of personal income taxes,
and yet all taxes are assessed unusually
low. Consequently, the national treasury is always broke, while the rich find
living very cheap. Self-help calls for an
overhaul of the question of taxation and
the methods of collecting taxes. Full and
prompt payment of taxes is a reasonable
requirement, when one considers the
poor state of the'nation.
Today the rich and middle classes are
quite indiffere,nt to the country's prob~
. lems. The .manner in which reasonable
taxes are evaded shows a complete lack
of interest in the welfare of the nation.
While millions of poor, destitute people
are living under the worst conditions of
poverty and misery, multimillionaires
fight to evade even a low taxation.
And "Y\':t th\': go'VeTIlment policy appears to favor the rich. Government sub.
sidjes make for cheaper living for the
people with the money. For instance, airlines are subsidized which enable the
well-to-do to fly from Shanghai to Nanking for the equivalent of one American
dollar. Those with the money can still
enjoy their cars, and get unlimited supply of cheap gasoline. Luxuries are still
available despite halfhearted measures
to restrict some goods. The way of life
of the average person in Shanghai compares much more favorably than that of
the people of London. Whereas an egg
for breakfast in London is considered
somewhat of a luxury, in Shanghai, if
you have the money, you can buy all the
eggs you desire j you can even have
caviar for breakfast if you desire. Also,
the Shanghailander is not restricted by
food rationing in order .to save foreign
currency; he can get the most sumptuous
and wasteful meal in the world any day
of the week.
In. an. ~ffol't t{) m.ake the -rich pa.-y a
little toward the country's welfare, a
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"soak-the-rich" tax has been put into ~e us.ed for the national good, and not
operation in the large cities. But it has Just to line the pockets of unscrupulous
been like squeezing milk from a cocoa- persons. But one cannot help but see in
nut~ The method adopted has been to
this tax evasion a sample of the nationlist all the big firms and rich individuals, wide lack of public-spiritedness.
and to assess a figure of taxation against
Within the period ending April 3,
them. However, the law does not com· 1949, all the present aid fund will have
pel them to pay up. They are first asked been used. During that time all proper
to pay; and failing, they are pressed, steps must be taken by the Chinese them_
then threatened with public blacklisting selves in conjunction with t1;le aid. It may
by having their names put in the local well be that the next half year will depress. Under such pressure they mostly cide the fate of China one way or the
pay up, but generally not completely.
other. The present measnres Df cllrrency
For Shanghai the quota tax for the reform and the utilization of all assets
period ending August 31, 1948, was constitute a good, slmsible step in the
CN$8.5 trillion, but only CN$4 trillion right direction. Now the question is
was expected to be paid. Tientsin was the. whether these measures will be consist_
only city to collect its full quota of ently followed up, honestly and vigor_
CN$230,OOO,OOO,OOO, a mere U8$23,OOO, ously, an<l as to whether the gold ·yuan
and this only after tw6 months of "per- will be genuinely protected against desuasion". At first every person involved valuation. Judging by past measures of
requested a reduction; but the author- a similar nature taken by the national
ities countered by sending three jeeps government, One could only be deeply
full of soldiers and police to visit every pessimistic about the results, but in view
one. This show of force with the threat of the serious consequences upon the naof public blacklisting brought results. tion and its people in the eVent of a failHowever, it may be that the rich ure, one can only hope that this time it
would be more willing to pay up if they will be different.-Awakel correspondent
were confident their contributions would in China.

CVangers of Blood Transfusion

c.! According

to God's la~, humans are not to take into their system the blood of
others. "Whatsoever soul lt be that eateth any manner of blood, even that SQul shall
be cut off from his people." "Thou shalt nl)t eat it; that it may go well with thee,
and v,ith thy children after thee.'1 (Leviticus 7:27; Deuteronomy 12:25) In addition
to the danger of disobeying God's law, blood transfusion involves health hazards.
Science Illustrated for August saYs, in part:
"There has been some talk lately about the transmission of disease by blood transfusion . . . . The disell8e in question is a liver disell8e, hepatitis (also called jaundice).
The two forms of virus that cause hepatitis survive transfusion, and, assuming that
they are present in the donor's blood, call produce disease in the recipient. This is. a
very real problem. Dr. Ricliard B. Capps :recently pointed- out to the Illinois State
Medical Society that there is an appreciable and inerell8ing number of hepatitis carriers,
and that, in .his investigation, over 20% developed the disease after receiving blood
from infeded persons. The danger of prodtwing the disease from blood tranafusions
is real and directly proJKlrtional to the number of transfusions.' Pooled blood, of course,
would make matters worse, since the virtlS from one carrier in a group of 50 might
contanrinaw the whole pool; and for this nason large-seale pooling of blood cannot
be-and ia not-practiced at thia time!'
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o DESCRIPTION of the American

people would be complete unless it
N
mentioned their incessant
gum~ehewing.

The habit is "peculiar to the United
States" (Encyclopedia Americana), is
"a strictly American phenomenon built
on ball y h 0 o-and maybe boredom"
(Reader's Digest), and is probably the
country's most costly penny "vice", During the recent ·war "Any gum, chum 1"
was the give-away question asked by
overseas soldiers that immediately iden.
tified them as coming from the nation
that consumes seven times as much gum
as all the rest of the world put together.
If a committee of that august and preponderant body called the United Nations were to investigate this North
American habit of gum-chewing, as they
are the South American habit of chewing
coca leaves, one wonders what freakish
facts their report would reveal.
Just when and how this jaw-tiring habit
started, no one seems to know. Several
theories have been suggested, one being that of Dr: Edwin M. Loeb, ethnologist and anthropologist of the University of California, who diwdes all races
into chewers and non-chewers, the chewers being the.ancient Babylonians, Egyptians, Chinese, Polynesians of the Pacific and the South American Indians,
while the Afri-,------:;;
cans, Eurasians
and the people
of India are nonchewers. The
first to chew gum
as gum, says
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Loeb, were the primitive people of Brazil
and Peru, who were chewing chicle found
in the forests of the Amazon 2,000 years
ago. However, the connection between
the chicle chewers of the Amazon ahd
those of North America is a comparatively recent one.
Long before the people of the United
States ever,heard of chicle their tongues
and jaws were busy working on the gummy resins that oozed out of the spruce
and cherry trees. The sweet gum of the
tamarack tree and balsam of Tolu were
chewed, and later paraffin ,,\"ax became
popular. The history of chicle-chewing
in the States goes back only some eighty
years to the time when Thomas Adams,
who was experimenting with chicle as a
substitute for rubber, began selling
chicle pellets as 'the sensational '''snapping and stretching" substitute for paraffin. TMn a certain John Colgan took
the flavorless chicle, added balsam of
toIu, and called it Taffy-Tolu. Peppermint flavor ·hit the chewing market in
the 1880's.
But still tllere remained one ingredient
to be added before the whole nation was
seized by the urge to chew, and that was
"salesmanship". It was in 1892 that ('the
greatest huckster of his day", "\Vm.
"\Vrigley, Jr., began his all-out publicity
campaign to put gum in the mouth of
last
century gas seen
this infantile human "invention"
,--,grow up to be
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a monstrous industry dominated by
three giaDt~: Wrigley's, Beech-Nut and
American Chicle. In tbe depression year
of 1930 more than $60,000,000 was taken

out of the people's pockets for this one
"necessary luxury". From an annual con~
sumption of 39 sticks per person in 1914
the volume swelled to 130 sticks, and
Wrigley's alone boasts of h~ving tickled
the people's taste buds wi{h over 113,.
000,000,000 sticks of the stuff. During
this' era, since 1870, when only the chil~
dren were gum-chewers, a funny change
has taken place. In l89() Harper's Magazine said it was "mainly a feJnale accomplishment", but today it is about equally
divided between the sexes and adults far
outstrip the juveniles.
From Jungle to Candy Counler
The tropical Sapota achras tree, vari.
ously known as the sapodilla, naseberry
and bully tree, a native of South and
Central America, produces Ii mi11.JI' juice
or latex which is commonly called chicle.
lOs gathered during the rainy season in
a manner similar to that in which the
latex from the rubber trees of India and
the Far East is collected. PlUnging deep'
into the·heavy jungles,"thousands of nR·
tive chicleros endure many hazards and
hardships, many lose even theit lives, in
tapping these trees for. their milk.. If
fortunate enough to SUrvIve they receIve
a niggardly sum of $200 for their labor
and suffering.
Starting Qut, a chiclero is able to milk
seven or eight trees a day. With his large
machete he slashes a number of zigzag
grooves in the trunk to a height of
twentYJfive or thirty feet, to allow' the
juice to run down and converge in a
gourd hung about two feet from the
ground. Small trees yield four or five
pounds, and large ones as much as fifty
pounds of juice. l?aily th~ t;lative makes
his rouIJ.ds collectIng the JUlce from two
or three hundred trees, and at the end
of a week he boils it down in a huge ket·
tIe until it contains about one-third wa14

ter. It is then poured into molds to form
25.pound cakes called marquetas, and
these are graded, baled and shipped
northward to satisfy the never·ending
demand of the gum·chewing Americanos.
In 1938 over 12,000,000 pounds of these
grayish-brown chicle blocks reached the
gum~making kitchens of the United
States. Here it was first remelted in
steam-jacketed kettles and then purified
and clarified. Chicle represents only
about 20 to 25 percent of the finished'
gum, the remainder being sweeteners,
fillers, flavoring and modifying agents.
After these ingredients are mixed together the resulting "dough" is then
kneaded on Ii. special mill, rolled out, cut
in strips, wrapped and shipped, a trickle
of it reaching the ends of the earth.
A few years ago, when Feenamint
gum appeared on the market as an easy
method of giving children phen'olphtha.
lein laxative it was not the first time
chewing gum had been medicated. Away
back in the last century pepsin was i11·
corporated into gum with the idea of
«aiding digestion". Aspirin-containing
~um was another fad. For djabetics there
IS a special gum, called Ditex Pepper.
mint, that contains no sugar or saccharin.
As a sweetener it uses hexitol, a form of
sorbitol, and is effective because its slow
absorption by the blood does not overtax
the pancreas. Another medicated gum
tried out a few years ago, containing
sulfadiazine, was designed for the treat·
ment of Bore throats.
/Jf}uble Bubble Trouble
No chewing creation since the intro·
duction of chicle has caused a greater
social uproar than the invention of
''bubble gum". When the Fleer Corpora.
tion originally brought out their Double
Bubble gum, In 1929, they had no idea of
its ultimate possibilities. Today there
are more than twenty brands. Following
the temporary cut-off of supplies during
the recent war bubble gum has since
made a dramatic comeback, bringing
AWAKEl

with it double trouble. At first queues
formed to get the limitM supplies. Con
tests were held to crOwn the king and
queen of the biggest pangs and messiest
bursts. The bubble ot prosperity got big
ger and a million dollars a month was
taken in.
Not only has bubble gum all the advantages of ordinary gum, for it can be
chewed, snapped, stretched and popped;
one can smack his lips over its minty
taste; and when finished it can be left on
the bottbm of cafeteria cups and theater
seats-but, in addition, it possesses the
all-essential capacity of near~y driving
parents hysterical. The secret of this
unique .parent-maddening gum is its hidden elasticity supplied by a special rubber base. By pressing a gob of the gwn
against the inside of the front teeth and
then by gently blowing, a bubble begins
to grow until it bu~sts with a sadistic
blast that makes jittery-nerved grandmothers scream. Part of the "fun" lies
in the fact that when it pops it may splatter over the face, clothes and hair of the
blower or a perfectly innocent passer-by.
It is not surprising that bubble gum
has reawakened the older question as to
whether gum-chewing is a vice or a virtue. Calling it a vice some say it leads
to addiction and enslavement of the
whole nation. But this is not true,' since
gum contains no habit-forming drugs.
Actually only 10 percent of Americans
buy 75 percent of the output. Some object to their children's chewing solely for
esthetic reasons, because it spoils their
facial b~auty, personal charm and poise.
I'he flapperish show-off that uses the
full-volume, open-mouthed jaw-clapping
style, and that strings her gum out an
arm's length onlr to lap it in again with
her tongue, remmds one of a cud-chewing cow. There are good and bad chewing habits, the same as there are good
and bad eating habits, yet this is no
reason to prohibit gum-chewing. It is
better to train the young to eat properly
than to forbid them to eat altogether.
w

w
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The disposal problem, greater today
than ever btlfore, costs' theaters, cafeterias and railroads thousands of dollars a year, not to mention the extra
worry it imposes on overworked mothers.
On the virtue side of the chewing-gum
question the argument goes something
like this: "aids digestion," "whitens
teeth," "increases efficiency," "helps industrial relations," «relieves boredom,"
"keeps. lips young," "relieves nervous
tension" and "corrects bad breath". Most
obviously these claims constitute the
, propaganda of the powerful gum industry and at best are only half-truths. Any
aid to digestion they give is due to the
_ infinitesimal amount of mint ,and pepsin
they contain. As teeth whiteners, the
American Dental Association says the
ability of gums to remove food particles
"has not been demonstrated by carefully
, controlled evidence", and certainly they
cannot "whiten teeth" in the true sense
of the phrase. Experiments conducted at
Columbia University seem to show that
under certain conditions chewing gum
reduces nervous tension from 5 to 15
percent. One thing is certain, says Philip
K. Wrigley, "the more nervous people
get, the more gum they chew." Last
year's nerve-shattering conditions accounted for a record-breaking ~um consumption of 19,000,000,000 stIcks. All
will agree that chewing gum is a marvelous mask for bad breath. Better to suffer
the bad looks of gum-chewers than their
suffocating halitosis.
And so it goes, one can continue to
chew on the question as to whether gum
is a vice or a virtue, for it has both good
and bad points. The central thing to remember is that it is an individual matter, one of personal preference and individual taste. It therefore calls for tolerance one toward another. Gum·chewers
granted tolerance by non-chewers should
likewise show consideration in choosing
time and place both in chewing and in
disposing of their cud of gum.
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Religious Notes
"'Right to Educate Everyone?

•

Value of Prayer

III[ In his encyclical in 1929 Pope Pius XI said

€. Does pl'll.yer bring tangible results f Lruot

that "it is the inalienable right, as well 8S the
indispensable duty of the church, to wateh
. ~ver the entire education of her children, in all
institutions, public and private, not merely in
regard to the religions instruction there given
but in regard to every other branch of learning
and every regulation, insofar as religion and
Dlorfllity are concerned". He further asserted
that the Catholic Church's "mission to educate
extends equally to those outside the fold".
-Lutin American News Letter, November, 1947.

week the British Court of Appeals doubted it.
A priory of Carmelite nuns had claimed they
were entitled to accept a $20,000 trust fund
left to them as a "charitable institution". Their
prayers benefited mankind, the nuns argued.
Therefore, they were dispensing charity. The
court thought not. Said Lord Greene, denying
the appeal: "The conceptiDn appeal's • • , IlDlike anything that has been considered in the
past to be a good charity, and it cannot, in
my opinion, be justified by any known pnnmples."-Time magazine, March 29.

A Gloomy Picture

"i

An Asso(!iated Press dispatch, July 28, from
London reported: "The gloomy ex-dean of 8t.
PIlW'S, Dr. W. R. Illge, said wday he is convinced after a lifetime in the pulpit that preaching is an unsatisfactory business. 'It is like
throwing a bucketful of water over a row of
narrow-necked vessels,' he $aid. 'A drop or two
may find its way in here and there.''' Perhaps
if the clergymen would give more point to the
stream of water more of it would hit the target.

'The People Pay

tJ.

Though rifle-fire from church towers was
directed upon citizens of Bogoti during last
spring's uprising, the citizens pay back in
money. The New York Times, July 8, reported:
"The Colombian government has preeented to
papal nuncio Jose Beltrami a residence valued
at $170,000 to replace one destroyed by fire.
following the political riots of April 9. " Were
other buildings so generously replaced'

Barbers Frustrate the Devil
1;' Bangkok, Aug. 1 (UP)-Close-cropped hair
is more than jtll>t the rage in Singhaburi province in Siam. It's a life-saving measure. According to a rumor, the Devil, in a recent conversation with a religious mystic, said he would
take the life of I.lvery woman in Singhaburi. The
sudden and unexplained deaths of several women seemed to confirm the rumor. Women immediaroly rushed for hoyish hobs as a disguise to
"cheat the Devil".-New York Star.
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"Ditiine Mission" Ended

'i?

"The .man who could not be killed" died
last June of heart failure. He was Marin Dajo,
a Dutchman, who made his living by demOnstrating his invulnel'abHity. He pierced his body
with swords and tubes, and even had a rapier
driven through his heart. Baffled doctors once
made him walk into an X-ray theater. The
fluorescent screen showed the rapier actually
piercin;; tbe heart. Daja's explanation was that
his body was invulnerable, because he was under the hypnotic intluence of a divine mi~sion.

More Blood fOf' Another Crusade
«l DUring World War II Archbishop ~:[argotti,
of Italy, said: "Italy has joined the antiBolshevik front with enthusiasm and faith of
the ancient crusaders." (New York Daily Ne'W8,
July 21, 1941) Re<lently the pope openly agit8ted for tI bloody eruse.de Itgtl.inst Communism,
and again chose Germany as "church sword", as
it was during World War II under Catholic
Hitler. The New York Daily News, September 6,"
1948, reported the pope as saying to Ge:rm~n
Catholics in a radioeast: "If the signs of the
times do not deeeiv-e, the_ future may ask even
from you your contributiol'!. to the independence
of the church, tlnd' the rights of p8.rents over
their children and the choice of their education
and schools. In some regions this may even
come ,to a fight to the last drop of blood." The
Germans' blood, you of course understand.
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What A out
Painless Childbirth?

'VILL make your pain
at childbirth very
great; III pain shall you bear' children."
That was God's condemning pronouncement of judgment put upon
the sinner woman Eve in the Garden
of Eden. (Genesis 3: 16, An American
Translation) Since then Eve's daughters, born as 'they are in sin and imper~
fectian, have by nature endured tlie
pangs of that original curse and have,
in bringing forth their young, labored
and travailed in pain. How best to escape
the agonies accompanying motherhood
has been a much-discussed subject.
During the nine months following conception many _changes take place in the
organic constitution of the mother which
in turn may be accompanied by many distressing pains, but when the prospective
mother reaches the time of her delivery
she experiences her greatest suffering,
the "pains of labor". The labor period is
divided into three stages, the first being
ushered in by irregular cramp-like pains
caused by contraction of the strong muscular wall of the womb. These growling
colic-like pains may continue from four
to twenty-four hours or even for several
days without harm to mother or child,
provided the bag of water in which the
baby floats is not broken or ,lost. This
first period of contraction serves to open
up and dilate the mouth of the womb.
In the second stage the, pains become
more frequent, longer in duration and
more severe. In' fact, it is said by many
that the pain would be unendurable were
it not for the intermissions between each'
succeeding wave of muscular contraction. Normally this period lasts somewhat less than two hours, but in the cases
"

f,"
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of first-borns or
aging womell it may last
from two to six hours. It is during this
stage that the climax is reached, the
water receptacle is broken, and the child
is squeezed out through the vagina.
This is followed by a period of quiescence varying from a few minutes to a
half hour before the third stage of labor
begins. In this final phase more pain and
contraction of the uterus is experienced
as the afterbirth or placenta, with its
network of blood vessels and tissue in
which the baby was wrapped and nourished during its nine months of growth,
is expelled. This permits the organs of
the mother to resume normal position.
That branch of medical science known
as obstetrics; that deals with the care of
mother and child before and during delivery, is very young yompared with the
antiquity of childbirth itself. ReplaC'ing
the primitive superstitions and methods of midwifery obstetricians have
greatly reduced the childbirth mortality
rate through increased knowledge gained
by 'scientific research. One of their great
ambitions has been to discover a totally
"painless childbirth" method of delivery
that is completely safe and harmless.
Dopes, Drugs and Anesthetics
Thirty years ago German obstetricians introduced what was called "twilight sleep" in which the mother during
her labor was doped into semi-unconsciousness with the drug known as morphine. Scopolamine, another 1rug, was
used in connection with the morphine to
induce forgetfulness. However, morphine nas many hazards. Being habitforming, mothers sometimes become
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dope fiends. Babies born of dope adCUcts,
if they live, ·show the effects of the narcotic, there being a case like this reported only last year. Then there is always
the danger when using morphine of
either the mother's becoming delirious or
the baby's being born "blue", or even
dead (stillborn), due to a cutting off of
the blood and oxygen supply by the para~
lyzing effect of the drug.
1\.i'ore recently experiments have been
carried on with a combination of morphine and benzedrine with a view in mind
of removing morphine'S sting while at
the' same time retaining its good qualities. By itself benzedrine stimulates
breathing and is used as a "pep_up" drug
to excite and keep one awake. Combined
with morphine the effect is one of deadening pain while at the-same time stimulating breathing in the baby. Still in the
experimental stage, the effects of its prolonged use are yet to· be determined.
Out of Germany has come another
"miracle" drug for "painless" childbirth,
variously known as methidon, amidone,
dolophine and 10820. Praised at first,
more extensive study has shown it to
be a very danger01,lS pain-relieving chemica~ It is two to four times as powerful
as morphine, can also cause addiction,
and is more violent in cutting off the
child's breathing than morphine. Right
here a word of warning caD be inserted
to the effect that ergotamine tartrate,
recommended by some as a remedy for
migraine headache, if taken by pregnant
",ramen is liable to cause contraction of
the uterus and result in a miscarriage.
Another synthetic chemical developed
during the recent war for "painless"
('!hildbirth is called demerol hydrochloride. It is used with scopolamine or barl;liturates and administered by intramuscular injection during labor. Claims have
been made for its efficiency in reducing
if not entirely eliminating pain. Its potency as a pain-killer is listed rpidway
between codeine and morphine, and its
power as a habit-former is said to be
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seconaary, I.e., creatlDg tDe ueSlre
for! 'but not an addiction to it. Demerol
hYdrochloride has been used on thousands of mothers, and, though superior
to morphine, is not without some drawbacks. In many cases dizziness, nausea,
pallor, profuse perspiration and dryness
of the mouth have been reported.
Chloroform and other anesthetic gases
have also been used to relax the tension
and ease the suffering during the final
stages of labor. These too are not without their dangers, for when too much relaxation of the muscles is induced the
blood in the placenta is not properly
forced into the baby's body and the:n
frightful hemorrhages follow. This menace outranks all other causes of maternal
death. In such cases not only is the
mother weakened, if she is fortunate to
escape with her life, but her baby is frrul
and sickly from its birth.
Only

Other "Painless" Methods
Working on an exactly opposite theory
from that of relaxation, other investigators have endeavored to relieve the
suffering of childbirth by stimulating
the natural contractions and thereby
hastening delivery. r.phrough the administration of hormone extracts from the
pituitary gland this speeding up of the
process is attempted. Obstetricians, however, have been rather cautious and slo\"
in carrying out ,widespread clinical experiments along this line.
In 1946 a Moscow paper announced
that some of Russia's leading gynecologists were working along another line
of experiments. It was discovered, according to reports, that during childbirth large quantj"ties of vitamtn Bl are
required by the contracting muscles and
the overexcited nervous system. So, to
overcome muscular fatigue and provide
reserve energy, large doses of the vitamin were injected during labor, with the
result that delivery was hastened and
suffering was reduced.
One of medical science's greatest ad.AWAKE/

vances toward the goal of total and complete freedom from childbirth pains was
made in 1942 when a method known as
continuous caudal analgesia was first introduced. This was a modification of the
old single injeetion technique, in' which
the pain-killing chemical was placed in
the spinal fluid as a n~rve block, and
which had many of the drawbacks' already mentioned. Using the new tech.
nique a special semiflexible needle is inserted in exactly the --right spot at the
very base of the spine where nerves leading to the uterus afe located. Attached
to the needle is a bottle of metycaine, a
derivative of .cocaine, with sufficient
analgesic for repeated injections. This
method has many advantages over the
older ones in that the pain-killer is ~re
vented from entering either the spmal
fluid or the blood stream and consequently the breathing of the mother and
baby are not interfered wit1'l. Throughout the entire delivery the mother is
wide awake, able to eat, talk or read, and
yet· is unaware of any pain. Muscular
contracfion of the uterus is not slowed
or relaxed in any way but continues the
squeezing action in the normal manner.
A variati0n of this J.>rocedure consists in
giving hypodermic mjections of!.itocin,
a hormone of the pituitary glan , along
with the continual caudal analgesia and
thereby speeding up the muscular CODtraction of the ,Yomb. This latter method,
however, may be used only by women
that have previously given birth to
babies.
After being used for several years in
the delivery of thousands of babies, the
New York Herald-Tribune reported that
the continual caudal method "not only
gives complete relief from pain to about
90 percent of the women to whom it is
administered but also is safer than any
other known method of delivery, includ-
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iD.J that in which no drugs at all are ad-

rmnistered", Many of the doctors that
have used it have voiced high praise for
it, among them being Dr. F. R. Irving,
of the Syracuse (N. Y.) University College of Medicine, who says: "There is no
question that it is perfect painless childbirth without deleterious effect on mother or child."
Still another school of thought, led by
the noted Dr. Grantly Dick Read, graduate of Cambridge University, Fellow of
the Royal Society of Medicine and member of the Royal College of Surgeons, ad~
vacates childbirth without the administering of any anesthetics or pain-deadening agents. His thesis is that most of the
labor pain arises from muscular tension
caused by emotional disturbances in the
mind of the mother. His treatment consists of relieving the mother of all worries, doubts, dreads and fears, of calming her nervous and emotional tensions,
and also of teaching her ahead of time
the art of relaxing body muscles. This
latter matter is important, for, as Dr.
Read points out, there are three sets of
muscles controlling the motions of the
uterus. 'Vhen the uncontrollable muscles
begin to squeeze out the child the controllable muscles that guard the exit
should be relaxed. Failing to do this,
pain results, he claims.
Regardless of what tnethod or treatment is used to relieve mothers of physical and mental suffering connected ·with
birth, the only complete, sure, safe, natural and final remedy for the sorrows
of conception will be experienced by
those that live in Jehovah God's Theocratic new world, concerning whom He
declares: "They shall not labor in vain,
nor bring fortk for calamity; for they
are the seed of the blessed of Jehovah,
and their offspring with them."-Isaiah
65: 23, Am. Stan. Ver.
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Shrewd Rascals
with Big Hearts

I'skirt .
OVED by some, hated by others,
praised by many, and cursed by
more, the common crow is one of the
most interesting of all birds. An astonishing bird, in fact; a feathered genius

L

indeed! Cunning and shrewd, clever and
smart, as canny as they come, and as
sharp as a tack. That is how Corvus
Brachyrhynchos, the common crow, is
described by those who have studied him.
Henry -Ward Beecher once remarked
that if men wore feathers and wings,
very few of them would be clever enough
to be crows. Another exclaimed: "To be
sure, he is a rascal, but what a lovable
rascal !"
.1Esop's story of "The Crow and the
Pitcher" tells how the water, only partly
filling the pitcher, was out of reach of the
crow. So with the wit, cunning and wisdom that is creaited to crows it began
dropping pebbles into the pitcher until
the water' level rose high enough for the
bird to quench its thir::;t. Their power of
association has also been noted. A man
walking through the woods is watched
by the alert crows. The man sees the
crows. Later the same man walks
through the woods carrying a gun, but
instead of seeing the crows he only hears
a distant "caw" as they disappear from
sight. Now a woman carries the same
gun through the woods, and not only
does she see the crows but is able to come
to within a short distance of them. This
is because the gun has, as yet, not been
associated with the apron strings and
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Let the woman kill a few of the
crows and the story will be different.
In many parts of the world no distinction is made between crows and ravens.
South America is the only continent
where there_ are no native crows. Keensighted, sharp of hearing, with a ghastly
appetite and plenty of spunk ~o fight,
the black-feathered crow is more numerous in population than ever before, and
this in spite of man's mighty efforts to
blast these birds off the earth. "The
crow is one of the few birds known to
possess a keen sense of smell," says
James Pollard. This gives them protection. They have good speed on the wing,
too: 30 miles per hour on the average,
with records of 60 miles per hour with
a good tail wind. "Until you measure a
crow," says Joseph W. Lippincott, "it is
hard to believe that he has a wingspread
of about three feet."
The owl may be wise because it doesn't
talk, but crows are considered wiser because they jabber all the time. They are
the most talkative of all creatures aside
from Homo sapiens. The crows are no
songsters like the orioles and canaries.
Their love-call is not one that the poets
rave about. Their voice is hoarse, challenging and unmusical. And yet there is
a certain eloquence about it that is pleasing to the ears of the woodsman and lover of the outdoors. Crow talk is not just
a noise, it is their language and it consists of many variations in pitch, inflection and tempo, which, when put together, is not unlike our 'own syllabic language. 'Vith such bird language they Dot
only discuss the topics of the day, but
sometimes they argue, applaud in a
AWAKEI

chorus, issue commands, woo their mates
and send 'out distress calls when in trouble.
Crows ean count too. Maybe not high
enough to buy, a loaf' _o'f bread in these
days of inflation, 1mt high enough ,to get
their coni out of the farmer's field without getting shot. Three mell enter a
shack in a cornfield and the crows rise
to the" treetops at a safe distance where
they can watch. One man leaves the
shack. Th~ erow% r~niain. in th~ tr~~%. A.
second man leaves. The birds remain.
Not until the third man leaves do the
crows return.
The Amusing Side of Crows
'rhere is no end to the stories that are
told of pet crows and their pranks. If
taken when young they can be taught to
say over a hundred English words and
fifty complete phrases, as "I'm hungry",
and "Let's go to town". There was one
flirty crow that would ogle and leer at
attractive girls when they'passed, while
at the same time he would call out "OhBoy-Oh-Boy-Oh-Boy!" Pet crows have
also been trained to do other things, such
as awaken the household at the same
hour every morning. Another would
daintily wash off its worms before eating them. This ability is not due to any
human "intelligence" that the crows possess, as Alan Devoe points out: "The
knowingness of a crow is not the thoughtborn 'intelligence' of man. It is a thing
01 instin.dive cunning and an. innate
pranJ{ish glee."
This latter point is illustrated in the
many things wild, untrained crows do,
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both when they play and when they work.
At times it has been obserVed that crows
play a rou~h-and-tumble game something like the American football game,
except that a pebble or small shell is
used instead of a ball and it is carried in
the beak instead of under the wing. The
object of the game is to buffet the one
that is carrying the "baU" while in flight,
in an effort to make him drop it. If it_
falls to the ground there is a free-for-all
%e;ramble, and th~ -ny%t one to Teeo-ver it
is then the object of attack. As "practical
jokers" crows also seem to get a great
delight out of awaking sleeping rabbits
or cows when they are caught napping
in the daytime.
"Hide-and-seek" is another great favorite among the light-hearted. Usually
one of the "teen-agers" will hide in a
hollow tree and yell'for help as if in distress. Rushing to the vicinity the elder
birds search in vain and finally leave.
Many times' this will be repeated until
the prankster becomes tired and pops
out, whereupon all have a hearty laugh.
As a mimic the crow is second-best to
the lyrebird, the world's ablest. This
ability is due to a remarkable development of the bird's larynx. Crows have
been known to whine like a dog, bark
like a coyote, crow like a rooster, and
squawk like a hen. Crows also have a
wealth of curiosity and want to investi,gate anything that is new, even mimicking the actions of those they observe.
Rene~ the-y -will tomp afteT a passing
stranger, barking at his heels like a puppy, or follow robins around the lawn
digging up worms robin-fashion.
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It may be from their habitat mimickin'g
that they have- learned to steal. Anyway,
domesticated crows that are associated
with human society are considered
thieves that are well worth watching.
They will carry off anything they can
lift,and that attracts their attention, such
as cigarettes, gloves, clothespins, coins,
buttons and nails. They seem to have a
passion for hoarding bright, glittering
objects: pins, needles, tinfoil, trinkets,
thimbles, bottle caps, pebbles and hits
of broken china. If you have the habit
of cleaning your artificial teeth on the
back stoop, never lay one of the plates
down in open sight while cleaning the
other, lest the neighbor's pet crow espy
it and make off with it before your very
eyes. It has happened before.
As pickpockets, purse-snatchers and
shoplifters crows are also notorious. One
time a customer was robbed of his diamond stickpin by a pet crow while at the
bar in a tavern. On another occasion several important sheets from a courthouse
:file were made off with by a crow when
the window was left open. On July 26
of this year it was reported that a crow
snatched the automobile keys and driver's license out of the hand of a Long
Island, N. Y., man as he walked from his
house to the car. Wild crows even ·'Pilfer
from one another, steal nest-building
material, and seem to think nothing of
it. At least they never fight over the
matter.
Community Life in Crowdom

In many ways crows seem to get along
better than human society, and even seem
to live together in greater peace than
the members of the United Nations.
They are quite clannish, with -fifty or
sixty of them nesting together in a small
area. In their winter quarters their
flocks sometimes p-umber as many as a
quarter million. This means that in the
kingdom of the crows there are set rules
and regulations that each one tries to
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follow and this in turn ,leads to peace
and'Unity. Crows are very much devoted
to one another. When one of their com·
rades is injured they will gather round~
mourn and lament over the accident, and
do everything they "can to nurse his
wounds. Once when a crow fell into the
Merrimack river his buddies dived to the
rescue, worked in shifts to keep him
.afloat, and finally got him ashore. From
India comes the report of how c:r;:ows
took care of and fed one of their blinded
mates, a task that few birds would do.
In their social system crows have des_
ignated scouts and sentries as well as
captains and lieutenants to manage the
flock's affairs. They never feed unless
they have spotters and outposts to give
the signal of alarm in case of danger. By
their "wireless" communication system
they inform every crow in the vicinity of
all move:rnents of life. Crows can easily
be heard by other crows a mile away.
Tllis expll't:ins why it is so difficult for
farmers to catch crows red-handed when
they raid crops and chicken coops. Alan
Devoe, writing in Reader's Digest, tells
us that
•

crow sentinels, posted in a high tree while
their fellows feed, can spot a gun barrel half
a mile away, and never confuse it with a fish_
pole or a walking stick. When they signal that
a man with a gun is coming, the flock departs
in absolute silence at a speed of 45 miles per
hour. Crows seem to have a vocabulary of at
least 25 caw-words for keeping each other
posted, and they hear so well that they can
detect the snap of a twig more acutely than
any other wild creature except deer.

Besides the farmer's shotgun, crows
have a numb~r of other enemies, which
include owls, hawks, cats, foxes, skunks
and raccoons. If any of these are sighted
or caught during the daylight' hours
crows raise such a tumult that aU the
crows in the neighborhood come a-flying,
w}lereupon they will torment and torture
the creature to death unless it is able to
reach some near-by shelter.
A WAKE I

An Old Wi.,... Tale

Fo-r ever so long it ha-s been told that
crows nold court trials when one of their
members violates their code of ethics. It
is said that the flock assembles in solemn
session and debates the matter for hours
on end, while the offender silently waits
a short distance away to hear the outcome of the court-martial. In the end, if
found innocent the flock disperses in
silence, but if a verdict of guilty is re·
turned the accused has his eyes pecked
out and is beaten to death. Most ,prnitholdgists, however, laugh at this' as an
old legend that has no real basis in fact.
Says the National Geographic Magazine: "Some observers claim that they
[the crows] hold trials over the conduct
of some of their members. There is little
~vidence, however, that anything of this
kind takes place."
That crows hold treetop conclaves and
follow certain parliamentary rules seems
certain. Their get-togethers have all the
trimmings of a political convention, and,
since they have been holding such far
longer than man, it would seem that men'
have mimicked the crows in this regard,
rather than the other way around. Reporting on one of these conventions the
New York Times says:
A crow convention follows all the accepted
rules. As they begin to gather in the clump
of elms in the meadow there is a period of pre·
liminary speech.making, confusion and noise.
Favprite sons make raucous caucus with mi·
nority groups of delegates. There is flitting
back and forth from one camp to another by
professionals who seek to bahince group
against group. There is trading and jockeying
for position. Small bands fly from head·
quarters in the tree hotels to- spots on the
ground, talk secretly together, and then reo
join the main group.
There are constant shifts in the preliminary
stages. There are moments of sudden surprise
when a rWllor of major import catches all off
guard. A short period of silence is followed
by an outburst of louder noise. Little by little
tension mounts. Messengers come and go. Dele·
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gatell form groups and

wheel through the air

in d,eD1onstration of the stren~h of their
candidates. At length, when the noise and
confusion are at their height, one senses the
approaching climax.
Suddenly, the screaming, shouting and can·
fusion subside. One voice, lone and authoritative, caws forth a series of dogmatic com·
mands. The leader is elected and the platform
for the season announced. . . . When the
crows finish their convention the tumult and
shouting are over. That's a salubrious point
about crow politics.

A Look at Their Family Life

In the busy mating season there may
be a mix.up in the marital relations, but
this is not al10wed to interfere with the
raisill-g of a family. And so it happens
that at times two females will share a
single nest while enjoying the companionship of one male, or two males will
affectionately work together feeding a
single brood of youngsters. Love and devotion of parents for their children
reaches a high point among crows. During the three-week nesting period the
young birds will eat between 13 and 14
pounds of food, and this requires the
parents to endlessly toil until they themselves are but skin and bones .. Young
crows seem to be all appetite.
Born in April or May, the fledglings
learn their kindergarten lessons before
they leave the nest. For the first two
weeks out of the nest they are in grammar school j then two weeks of highschooling; and then an intensive fourweek- college course and they are ready
to face the problems of life. They have
learned from their elders that cows,
sheep, horses and pigs are not to be
feared like hawks, cats, foxes, owls and
men.
Barring possible accidents, storms and
the hot lead of shotguns, crows live to be
twenty-five years of age. A record of
eighty years has been claimed for one
crow. From May to September adult
crows shed their feathers, but only a
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few at a time, so that at all times they"
have plenty of flight feat'hers. In the
Wintertime they, assemble in great roosting grounds, some of which in the United
States are located in tl1e area around
Philadelphia. Their knowledge of tidetables is so accurate that they will leave
their roost precisely on time to arrive
on the tidal fiats of Delaware Bay when
they can get snails and small fish. This
keeps them through the winter when the
ground is covered with snow.
One thing you can bet an, erows will
never grow hungry for lack of using
their heads. In fact, there are very few
things a crow will not eat. It takes three
pages in an agricultural bulletin to list
the different items included in the crow's
menu. Fruits and nuts, meats and vegetables, are all included. If a nice juicy
field mol1se is desired for a change, Mr.
Crow hops on the back (If a rooting pig
and waits till his earth-moving friend
luncovers one. Spying a foxy, wily fox
with. a fresh catch in its mouth a gang of
crows will tease and pester it so much
that it will run for cover and leave its
prey for the hungry crows.
Thousands of·crows have been dynamited, shot, poisoned and killed in other
ways by man because of the damage they
cause farmers. They have been "damned

as American wild-life enemy No.1". But
such wanton slaughter is not warranted.
The crow is worthy of his hire, and the
good he does is worth his keep. Every
year crOWE eat tonE upon tons of cropdestroying insects. Says the Fanner's
Bulletin No. 1102, issued by the U. S. Department of Agriculfure:
Unimpeachable ,evidence, however, shows
that under many conditions the crow exerts a
beneficial economic influence. Insects supply
about one-fifth of its food, among those preyed
upon being some of the worst agricultural
pests---Jgr~shoppers, caterpillars, and white
grubs and their parents the May beetles. Despite general belief to the contrary, the crow is
esteemed in some farming sections.... Nationwide indiscriminate crow control is neither
tlie answer to the problem of restoring waterfowl nor an economically sound procedure for
protecting crops and poultry.

Shrewd and clever, a rascal yet lovable, a sense of humor with an impish
twist, a boisterous yet peaceable community life that should shame an accusing mankind-all these facts make a visit
to Crowville fascinating. And none can
gainsay that the bird has a big heart,
though irate farme_fs may mutter darkly
that his belly is bigger. So don't be downcast, Mr. Crow, you're not as black as
you are painted.

Cat-aml-Canary Murders
Bozo the Cat used his '-inside oonnections with a pet shop in Brooklyn to
commit four murders, in front of many witnesses. Bozo tried to break into
wire cages containing canaries and other birds, but was somewhat distracted
by the gathering crowds on the sidewalk that tried to shoo him off by
waving burning papers. The police CJll' arrived, but could no't locate the owtters. The
Society fol' the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals was phoned, but said it could do
nothing as the shop was private property and could not be broken into. By now Bozo
was no longeJ" impressed by the physical gyrations and :flame-throwing of the frantic
humans outside, and concentrated on the frantic canaries inside. He systematically
pnnched a hole in one of the wire cages, dined on four canaries worth $3 each, Rnd
then took it on the lam without leaving so mueh RS a tip. Bozo left through a window
.RS rescuers entered the back door. A $12 dinner on the house-not bad.
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Why Must Messiah Die
Berore His Glory?
N PREVIOUS articles we have fur-

abundant proof that the Jesus
Iof nished
Nazareth of ,nineteen centuries ago
was' the foretold Messiah, whom the
Greek-speaking Jews then spoke of as
"Christ". Hence He came to be called
Jesus Christ.
When He had finished His work which
had been assigned to Hi:r;n on earth by

the Most High God, He reported to His
Father in prayer and said: "I have glorified thee on the earth: I have finished the
work which thou gayest me to do. And
now, 0 Father, glorify thou me with
thine own self with the glory which I
had with thee before the world was. I

have manifested thy name unto the men
[the loyal apostles] which thou gayest
me out of the world: thine they were, and
thou gayest them me; and they have kept
thy word." (John 17: 4-6) The next afternoon Jesus died on a tree at Calvary_
His words above are proof that previou'Sly He had been a spirit in glory
with Jehovah God, that He had been sent
to earth to perform a work which He had
now done, and that He desired to return
and be with His Father in heaven. It was
not long after this prayer that He was
arrested, charged with the crime of treason against the Roman governmfl.Ut then
in contfol of Jerusalem, and condemned.
The charge was bas~d upon the fact that
J esfis had repeatedly emphasized God's
kingdom and had constantly kept it before the minds of His followers. So this
man Jesus, under arrest, was brought before the Roman governor at Jerusalem
OCTOBER 22, 1948

to be t:ri~d, and there He was convicted
and executed for treason, even though
He was wholly innocent.
In reply to the fals~ charge Jesus said:
"My kingdom is not of this world: if my
kingdom were of this world, then wou'ld
my servants fight, that I should not be
delivered to the Jews: but now is my
kingdom not from hence." The time had
not come for putting the Kingdom in operation in power and glory, and for that
reason Jesus said the Kingdom was not
from a worldly source and hence not
then in operation. The clear inference
must be that there was a further work
to be done on earth before He would
come in heavenly glory and pow&' to
take up the reins of the government.
At that time .J esus was asked by the
Roman governor this question: "Art
thou a king?" To this, Jesus answered:
"Thou sayest I am a king. To this end
was I born, and for this cause came I
into the world, that I -should bear witness unto the truth. Everyone that is
of the truth heareth my voice." (John
18: 36, 37) This confession establishes
the fact that Christ .Jesus, God's Anointed One, was sent to earth and made a
King to bear witness to the truth of the
majesty and supremacy of the Almighty
God and of God's purpose to set up a
kingdom that would completely vindicate
the name of the Most High. To prove
himself worthy to be king in that government Jesus as the Messiah must die for
His complete faithfulness to God and in
vindication..of God's supremacy. Indeed,
within a few hours after this .J esus was
nailed to the tree' at Calvary as though
He was a vile sinner, and there He died.
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Concerning a man thus ex~ted God's
law declared: "His body shall not remain
all night upon the tree, but thou shalt in
any wise bury him that day; (for he that
is hanged is accursed of Godj) that thy
land be not defiled, which the LORD thy
God giveth thee for an inheritance."
(Deuteronomy 21: 23) God's law aDnounced thus through Moses that the
willful sinner should be hanged on a tree and should be accursed of God. For J eSUB to be Dlljled to a tree marked Him in
the eyes of ignorant onlookers as a sinner; yet He was entirely without sin.
(Deuteronomy 21: 22, 23 j Gal a t ian s
3: 13) He had done no wrong. He was
holy, harmless, undefiled, and without
sin, and all the scriptures so testify. (Hebrews 7: 26; 1 Peter 1: 19) Why, then,
should the Perfect One, the Son of God,
be put to death Yand why did God permit
His beloved Son, who was anointed to
be King, to be put to death in such a way,
as if He was a vile sinner'
God's purpose in thus letting Messiah
die before granting Him glory in heaven
was that the Messiah on earth might vindicate Jehovah as the only living and
true God and as tbe Universal Sovereign
w;hose name is holy and whose word is
faithful. The Messianic Ruler in God's
kingdom must be His Chief Vindicator.
That kingdom is of paramount importance in God's purpose and arrangement.
Everything else is of secondary importance. At the very beginning of sin in this
world God stated His purpose to bring
forth His kingdom that would destroy
Satan the Devil, who introduced sin, and
that would exalt and vindicate Jehovah's
great name. (Genesis 3: 15) Two thousand years later Jehovah God announced
His purpose to choose the ruler for the
Kingdom from among Abraham's descendants, and that through this kingdom
Ruler all the families and nations of the
earth obeying God might receive a lasting blessing. (Genesis 12::t and 22: 17,
18) It is certain that the patriarch
Abraham did not understand the full
i
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meaning, of God's promise to him; but
that did not alter the matter at all with
Abraham. 'He believed God.
n is plain that no man on earth had
an understanding of God's kingdom and
its real purpose until after the resurrection of Jesus from the dead and His aseension to His heavenly glory. How the
predictions concerning the kingdom of
God were to be fulfilled, and by whom,
remained a mystery until God's due tiple
to reveal it to His obedient people
through Jesus Christ. (Ephesians 1: 2023 and 5: 32) Of course, He revealed it
first to His beloved Son, who must become the Messiah; ana thereafter He
revealed the meaning of it to those who
became the true and faithful followers
in the footsteps of His beloved Son. No
others to this day have understood the
mystery of God. Jesus spoke in pa.rables
concerning the royal mystery, but those
who stood by and heard Him did not understand the meaning of His utterances.
After Jesus ascended into lieaven, He
sent down the spirit of God upon His
devoted followers to enlighten them.
Then it was that one of His ins-pired
apostles wrote these words, at CO}08sians 1: 26: "Even the mystery which
hath been hid from ages and from generations, but now is made manifest to
his saints." That mystery included the
question as to why the Messiah should
suffer and die before He would be adlnitted into His royal glory. After Jesus'
resurrection from the dead He said to
His disciples: "Thus it is WRITTEN, and
thus it behoved Christ [or, Messiah] to
suffer, and to rise from the dead the
third day: and that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his
name ~mong all nations, beginning at
Jerusalem. And ye are witnesses of these
things."-Luke 24: 46·48.
Hence the answer is that. the UesBiah must first die before being glorified
in order that He might prove His integrity toward God, vindicate God, and
prove himself worthy of the Kingdom.
AWAKE!

Speak to Be Understood
O OFTEN the charge is made that
"important" people in government
and business, and in the higher strata of
society" speak and write over and above
the heads of the common people. Some
magazines and newspapers, like the
Atlantic Monthly and the New York
Times, being guilty of the same thing,
have been labeled "the unreadable
press". The Wall Street Journal, on the
other hand, is said to have lithe most
readable front page in the country".
Robert P. Gunning, a so-called "readability expert", according to Time magazine, asserts that the reason why some
writers are ''hard to read" is that "their
marathon sentences, foggy words and
abstractions put their pieces completely
out of reach of all but the upper 5 to 10
percent of their readers". They confuse
"dignity with pomposity'!.
Juggling big words and '·'tapeworm"
sentences may be an art, but it is poor
art and one that is altogether unpopular.
Sir Earnest Gowers recently published
a long-needed_ book entitled Plain Words
which is especially written for the purpose of showing British officials how to
speak and write so that they can be understood. The'book gives many examples
of burdensome and clumsy expressions
that infect "official" language.
"Official" Washington is also guilty of
trying to express common thoughts with
uncommon woids and thereby add, so
they think, "dignity." "During the New
Deal decade," says English book-reviewer Mel Vyll Jones, "the poor became the
under-privileged; the feeble, the incapacitated; the hungry, the undernourished;
and the crazy the unbalanced or the maladjusted. As the world has become more
cruel, its language has become more
mealy-mouthed. War has become hostilities, torture has become maltreatment,
and 1J'lassacre has become genocide. In
the end, as G. K. Chesterton suggested,
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murder may be described as lite contr(JZ
or free death."
The N,ew Deal may well be charged
with bringing in the hobby of condensing
words by using abbreviations. It was almost necessary to abbreviate the endless
number of bureaucratic agencies fathered by the "raw deal", as it has been
labeled. During the recent war the military establishments cultivated the use
of abbreviations. As an epidemic it has
grown and spread until now it is a
pl&gue upon the languag~. Commenting
on this "boiled-down" language; Anita
Daniel says, in the New Yqrk Times,
"Speaking and writing in abbreviation'is
like eating dehydrated food. It may be
practical, but it takes all the flavor out
of lif~."
Advocates of this -sort of thing say it
is practical to sift abbreviations throughout sentences because it saves- time.
Wl1ich makes one ask, -What do these
"code" speakers do with all the time they
~ave after swallowing half their words'
Is it not a strange coincidence that the
individuals who ate so rushed that they
have to chop off their words would never
think of leaving out a single syllable
when saying "psychoanalysis'" In this
case they think the length of the word
has dignity, and if spoken in its entirety
they have inches added to their mental
stature.
.
Pen~trating deeper into the "foggy"
way people speak and write, it is observed that lawyers speak as lawyers,
soldiers as soldiers, politicians as politicians, financiers as financiers. Each field
has a technical jargon of its own, and one
that is not in general usage. Speaking to
those in their own field they are understood, but lawyers, soldiers, politicians
and financiers do not seem to appreciate
that when speaking or writing to those
outside their particular school of training t.hey should speak and write the language of the general public in order that
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all may understand them. If their learning is so narrow and their education so
limited that they are not able to express
themselves in language that is understood by those to whom they speak, then
they should go back and pick up some
grammar~schoo.1 education. They would
do well to read more essays written by
lO-year-old children.
Oh that men would follow the example
of the Bible and'the wise counsel of the
apostle Paul!-"I had. rather speak fiv~
words with my understanding, that by
my voice I might teach others also, than
ten thousand words in an unknown
tongue."-1 Cbrinthians 14: 19.

•
Gilead's Twelfth Class

• The twelfth class at the Watchtower
Bible School of Gilead is made ·up of
P.j

108 stwlents, ..mostly from the United
States.lIowever, 18 from Canada, 6 from
Great Britain and 1 from the N ether~
lands also matriculated, thus making
this class somewhat international. The
Society invited these full-time ministers
to arrive in good time before the opening
date of Tuesday, August 31. Eager to
get started the majority arrived by the
Saturday previous and were able to
spend Sunday and Monday in adjusting
themselves to their new surroundings.
On Monday the new arrivals were introduced to their domestic duties which
they are to take care of in addition to
their school work. Promptly at 8 a.m.
Tuesday, school opened with the address
by the school's president, N. H. Knorr,
entitled "Not a Slow God". Thereafter
the students were dismissed to their
classes as school routine once again was
in full swing for five months at Gilead.

.~
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A Helping Hand lor Christians
With mounting intensity as the final end of wickedness approaches, persecution, temptations and pitfalls
beset the path of Christians. The Watchtower provides
a welcome helping hand to those who would keep separate
from the world, its wickeqness and pleasures. For almost
70 years it has lighted the way to life for its readers by
its revealing researches into pDephecy and courageous
exposure of present dangers. Benefit from this reliable
help by subscribing today. Published twice monthly,
$1.00 a year.
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BerUn Struggle; Continued
tense and the ~Iseussions were
• In early September the strug- suspended.
gle for Berlin centered around
the currency, which was but a Moscow Conferences
phase of the over-all struggle for
Conferences between the enGermany, itself but a part of the voyS of Britain, t~ United
States and France with Foreign
struggle for world domlnatlon_
Minister Molotov, of Russia,
The U. S., on September 2, presented a three-point program for were resumed September 14 after
the COJ)trol of the currency, to be a fifteen-day break. The Western
issued by the Russians. The pro- powers sought to bring the talks
gram seemed on the surface to
over BerlIn and the Russian
blockade of that city to a conclucall for but a minor adjustment,
but was in fact the basis of U. S. sion of some kind. After talking
efforts to prevent Berlin from bean hour and a half (shoriest of
the tM KremUn talks), the encoming a Russian-dominated city,
and calls for four-power control
vo~'s went away, smiling, but
of the amount of currency to be saying nothing, except, "We met
issued ami tbe credits and dis~rr. Molotov and -)Hr. Smlrnov
(.'ounts to be authorized. The plan
This aide]. No comment." U. S.
also included a trade agreement
Secretary of State Marshall the
between Berlin and the Western
next day Indicated that he felt
the Kremlin negotiations were
zones of Germany that would Indiscouraging. but had llttle to
sllle the eCQnomlc life of those
sections of the city o('('upied by say. The perplexity of nations
the U. S., Britain and France. As
and their leaders Is refiected In
these discussions were under
these "no comment" attitudes.
way, conditions In the city Itself
were turbulent. Tbere were dem- France's Quandary
onstrations and counter-demonFrance's in-agaln-ont-agaln
strations by Communists and government had a troubled week
anti-Communists. In one of these' In early September, that Is, an
demonstrations paraders entered extraordinarily troubled week.
the Soviet sector and Russian
On SeptO?mber 3, premler-deslgpolice and Hed army soldiers renato? Robert Schuman, Who had
portedly fired Into the crowd. A not even been conflrmed (as
premier) had to give up. But he
Red fiag was pulled down. A
came,ba{'k
the next day, resumboy of 15 was killed. Other demonstrators wet·(, wounded. Five
Ing the commiSSion of premier.
were arrested by the RUSSians
After all-night consultations a
coalition cabinet was formed and
and sentenced to 25 years at hard
met
Sunday afternoon (Septem~
labor The situation continued

+

+
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bel' 5). It sought to s:olve the critIcal situation by approving a
straight wage bonus of 2,500
francs. to all workers, with the
exception of a few state employees. But the Assembly did not
back him up, and on September7,
by a vote of 295-289, Schuman
was o~t again. The next day
President Auriol charged Henri
Queullle (pronounced Kuh-ye), a
ra!llca,l, with the task of forming
a cabinet that would get the :lUpport of the Assembly, Queuille
obtained the backing of the Assembly 351-196 and went to work.
He solYed the acute problem of
finding an acceptable finance
minister by takIng the job himself. A reshuffling of other cabinet posts produced a new government.
ItaHan Colonies
• Disposition of Italy's colonies
in Africa was to be made within
a year after the ratlflcatlon of
the pe~ce treaty on September 15,
1947. Deputies of the Big Four
foreign ministers held fifty meeting!!; over a perIod of ten months,
but were unable to come to any
agreement. Russia in early September proposed a meeting of the
foreign ministers themselves, and
the other three powers agreed.
They met. They talked. They disagreed. They aceomplisned nothIng. The problem then went to
the U. N., in harmony with treaty provisions.
Papal Palaver

• Pope Pius XII told German
Catholics (September 5) they
might have to flght "to the last
drop of blood" for the independence of the Roman Catholic
Church in Germany. The same
day the pope addressed a gatherIng of gIrl members of Cathollc
Action that filled the square In
front of the Vatican. It was raining, and the pope caught a cold.
He urged the girls to be fearless
propagll"ndists and bring back to
the church's fold all who had
been led astray by anticlerIcal Influence. A week later there were
300,000 Catholic youth in Rome
In celebration of the 18th anni-
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versary of the foon'ding of CathoUe Action. He urged the young
men to steer clear of false doctrines. SaId a Catholic prIest,
with "reference to Communlstll,
"Just let them put out their
headll, and we wUl sllow them
wbo Is running Italy."

the gun carriage bearing" the.
body Of Czechoslovakia'. beloved
president walked hll wIdow In
deep mourning, and ulhe passed
the women of Ozechoslovakia
wept with her. Even men were
not ashamed to ahed. tears at the
lOllS which they bad sustaIned In
the death of Benes.

8panilJh Protestants Pen&ented

.. Dr. John Sutberland Bonnell,
of ~ew York, saId (September 9)
that the saddest spot In Europe
with respect to freedom of worship Is Spain. He obtained photographs of destruction wrought In
Protestant churches by groups of
Catholic Action youth, and had
copies of literature left by the
attackers, warning the Protestants to close their churehes and
their ministers to leave the country. The pamphlets quoted the
pastoral letters of two Roman
Catholic archbishops, who branded Protestant ministers as "fomellters of atheism, and disloyal
to Spain".
JuUana Becomes Queen

.. After the Instruments of abdication had been duly signed on
September 4, Queen Wilhelmina
of the NetherlandB, 68, after a
reign of fifty years, assumed thja
title of princess and Introduced
her daughter to the people as
Queen Juliana from the balcony
of the palace at Amsterdam. Tbe
following Monday (September 6)
the Investiture of .Juliana took
place, and she was solemnly
sworn In as queen In, the "New
Church" (built 1408), the States
General governing body In turn
swearing loyalty to the Queen.
Seven CommunIst members only
''promised'' fidelity, since they
"could swear I by none greater"
thaD themselves,

Beuel'Death
• Dr. Eduard Benes, second
president ot Ozechoslovakla, dIed
September 8. His age was 64. He
had sul'l.'ered a stroke milre than
a year agu, and resIgned the
presidency last June. 'l'he funeral on September 8 was beavlly
gUarded by the Communists to
prevent any dlsturban(!f!, Behind
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..Pravd.... Attacks Tlto
.. Pravda, omclal newspaper ot
the Communist 'party of RUSSia,
charged (September 8) that
:Marshal Tlto had joined the imperIalists and was waging a terrorist campaign of "repreB8lons,
mass . arrests and murders"
against a maJority of the YugoIIlav Communist party, As the
editorial comes after the death
of Zhdanow, leader In the attack
on Tito, It showil that the attitude of the Russian Communists
toward Tito remains unchanged.

Yugoslav Pip
• The so-called "rich peasante"
or "kulaks" of Yugoelavla have
been loafng their pigs. Marshal
'l'lto In early September !ent out
hIs commissars to seize the pigs'
and turn them over to stateowned farms and peD.9ant cooperatives. The reason aMigned
was that the kUlakl were hlcling
theIr plW! Rnd not selling the reQuired Q.u-otas to tlle governme:nt.
The kulaks said the government
would pay- only a tenth of the
free-market price of pork.

Death of JlDnah
.. The death of Mohammed AU
Jlnnab, governor general of PakIstan, further complicated the
already perplexln/! sItuation in
that region. The Pakl!tan Jeader
died suddenly of a heart attack,
September 11, at tbe age of 71,
The tuneral, held the next day,
was attended by halt a million
Moslems, many Of them loudly
ro-onrllln,e: their leader's unSl.:pectad demise.
BydeJ'Bbad In .. Bad Way

• The princely .etate of Hydera·
bad Is in IndIa, but doea not
want to be 01 India. It 18 a conslderable stretch of territory ly_

w.g right In the mIddle of the
Indian dominion, surrounded by
it on all sIdes, but seeks to remain Independent. The government of India In,slsts the situation causes trouble, and to settle
the dLmcuIty India's troops Invaded Hyderabad from all direc·
tions on September 11, while
Hyderabad vainly called on the
U, N, to come to tbe rescue. By
mid-September India was waging
a fuU·scale war against Hydera.·
bad.

Revolt In Southeast Allia
.. News reports In early September stated that "revolt-swept
Southeast ASia is becoming one
of tbe major oonger spots In a
troubled world". The situation 10
·Burma, Indo-Chlna and Indoneida is far worse than otllclal
statements admit. Goverpments
and rebels are c-onfuslng the
situation with propaganda. The
young Burmese government Is beset by four separate revolts, the
latest to spring up being the
Karen rebellion. The situation Is
doubly serious because Burma Is
the rice-bowl of Asia, and de·
creased rice supplies are certain
to result from the widespread
disorders. In Indo-Ohlna the
French forces, about 100,000
men" are Insnfficient at present
to defeat the Viet Nam Republic's guerrUl88 tbat swarm over
the country. Indonesian Comma·
oista have taken over the S-oc[al1st, Labor and Young Socialist
parties. and threaten to dominate
the Indonesian army. The Dutch
government has announced that
Communism wHi be outlawed in
the Indies, and will be fuu~ht by
the government "wIth aU the legal means at its disposal".
U. N. Headquariel'8
Acting U. N. Secretary General B. A. Cohen, on Septem·
ber 14, turned tbe first shovelfUl
of earth In the ground-breaking
ceremonies fOr the construction
of the mOllo!ythlc, unimaginative
U. N. headquarters in New York
city. Mayor O'Dwyer addressed
the 800 In attendance, expl't'Sslng
contl.dence that there would "bE'
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establ1ehed llere a plall rOl' ~Qe
SQ that the Uttle cnUdren ,,1' today and those unborn wUl know
no war".
Freedom from Want?
.. Leading participants In the
centenary meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science at Wuhington
in mid-September stated thatj the
earth was just not big enough. to
support its huwan population at
its present rate of Increase.
Dr. Fairfield Osborn, president
of the New York Zoological Soclety, speaking on a 9ymposluw
on the theme "\Vhat Hope for
Man 1" said, "Within the last
300 years the earth's population
ha9 Increased frow about four
hundred million to wore thun
two bIllion." lIe said the present
rate of population Increase w"Quld
double 1t In another 70 years.
Figuring that It takes 2-1 productive acres of land to teed one
person ad"uately, It wae stated
that "some countries have less
than an acre of productlve land
per capita. No wonder there are
world-wide shortages and' that
hundreds of mllUons of people
are either undernourlBhed or actually on the brink 01' starvation".
Truckel'll' Strike
,. September 1 saw the members
of New. Yor.k's truck drivers' nnion, Local 807, on strike. There
were IndIcations that other unions would join in the walkOUt.
Local 807 wanted a wage Increase of 25 cents an hour and
an employer-sponsored welfare
fund amounting to 5 percent of
each week's pay roil~ There WE're
also demands for rules changes,
As the strike progressed the
problem of keeping food and
medical supplies moving Into the
city began to worry the may-or,
and chain stores began to feel
the pinch. By September 11 some
ot the strikers were back at
work, a number of the biggest
emplo~'ers' having agreed to the
terms of .17} cents an hour in
wage rise, a more moderate welfare fund and some of the rules
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majority of the:

st:r1ktng truck drivel'8 stood

ad,"~

mant for the Initial demand.
Othet- locals made n~w demandS".
and by the middle of the month
the picture was one of confusion.
Employers also announced that
they did not intend to budge.
Coastal Strtke
,. The Embarcadero of San
Francisco's harbor area was
marked by unaccustomed quiet
In early September. No trucks
and railroad f rei g h t trains
moved, Similar scenes were observed in other West Coast ports.
The maritime strike WIlS under
way. The International Longshor"wen's and Warehousemen's
Union (CIO) was contesting the
rejeCtion by employers of the unIon hiring hall as a closed-shop
device.
Meat Packers Sued
,. The fonr outstanding' meat
packBrs of the U. S. were, on
Sept~mber 15, accused of monopoly, suppressing competition In
the ~le of their productlB. The
federal government demanded
that the "big four" be spILt into
14 distinct competing, concerns.
The action was taken through a
civil lawsuit filed in Chicago
against Armour & Co., Swift &
Co., the Cudahy Packing Co.. and
WilSon &: Co., as meat prices
were rising sky-high. Attorney
General Tom C. Clark said that
the ault, which alleges violation
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act,
was part of a Df'])artment of
Justice drive to free production
and sale of food products from
the restraints of monopoly.
Pollo Publicity

<$> PollomyeUtis continued to receive great publicity 10 early
September. It was reported by
ColUmbia University (St'ptembel' 1) that a new man-made
chemIcal of the !julfa type had
"successtully halted !l polio virus
In Lhe mouse". The Tim.es said,
"Even If it turns out that phenosulfll.zole neither prevents no'r
curf'~ human poliomyelitis, the
nf'WS that It does so in mice is

of scientific importance." 'Viros
spectaUsts, however, were not impressed with "Darvisul" (trade
name of the chemi(JIlI). It was
stated that the eurrent outbreak
of poliomyelitis in the U. S. could
turn out to be the country's
W"Orst In more than thirty years.
The peak year, 1946, saw nearly
30,000 cases.
Ten-Year Health Program

,. A ten-year health program,
made public in early September
by the Federal Security administrator, proposes to take measures
to save 325.000 from dying needlessly every Year, as well as to
prevent loss of 4,300,000 manyears of wor.k anoually because
of sicknt'ss at a cost of $27,000,000,000 In lost production. The

program recommends more medical personnel, illcreaseol hospital
construction and a compulsory
health insurance program as of
primary importance. Six other
recommendations, following In
the order of their importance,
are (1) improved mental health,
(2) provision for a healthy maturity by control of chronic diseases, (3) rehabllltation for the
handicapped, (4) more maternal
and child health servi<"ell, (5) Improvem~nt of research and community action to assure co-ordt·
nation of medical servIces, and
,(6) establishment of local health
units. Medical men generally are
opposed to the program.
In the Pbillpplnes
,. September brought fourfold
woe to the Phll1pplnes, as floods
in Luzon foiJowed a destructive
t~'phoon, and a supposedly extinct volC8no on one of the
Islands neceSSitated the evacuation of thousanris. The Bukbalahap factIon marIe tIle gruesome
fOl1)"some complete hy resuming
open rebellion against the government.

let Booord
,. Maj. R. L. Johnson, of the
U. S. Alr Force, flying a North
Amerkan F·86 jet fighter pillDe
at air races in Cleveland on September 5, set an unofficIal record
of 669.75 miles an hour.
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Courage for the Future
FEARS you may have held for the future are
quickly dispelled when tomorrow's prospects are
viewed through the undimmed eyes of Awake! Its
enlightening forays into the realm of God's bountiful creation, its factual reporting

of world events,

and its down-to-earth l"iew of what the future

holds, each instills courage in the hearts of its
readers.

FOR YOUR ENCOURAGEMENT there are also now
available the three books "Let God Be True", "The
Truth Shall Make You Free" and "The Kingdom Is at
Hand". Each with more than 300 pages, they contain
basic Scriptural information regarding God's promises
for restoring humankind to a state of happiness and
contentment. God's Word of truth makes men free
from the forebodings of what the future may hold.
,

TAKE CODRAGE NOW! A year's subscription for Awake! (a
32-page magazine pub~ished :twice monthly) and a copy of each of the
three books "Let God Be Trne", "The Tru,th Shall Make You Free" and
"The Kingdom Is at Hand", together with the booklet Perma11l3nt Governor of All Nations, may all be yours for a contribution of only $2.00.
Send for yours today,
WATODTQWER

117 Adams st.

Brooklyn I,

N.l~.

I am eonelosing a contribution of $2.00. Please enter my subS('rlption for Awake! for one year and send me
postpaJd 8 copy of eBell of tile books "Let God Be True", "The Truth Shall Make Ydu PrM" anu "TJw
Kingdom 18 at Hrma" and the booklet Permanent GQVeTn{Jr Of AU Nations.
N ame ...... _ ............ _ ...................., .......".......,.....................•......... _ .... _ ... _
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
Newll ~our<.:"s U,at are able to keep yeu awake to the vilal hesu""
of our times must b(l unfettered by censorship and selfish interests.
"Awak~l"

h .. ~ no fetters. It :reco~nizes fad_. Lees f4Cts, is free to
publillh fneta. It is 110t bound by pahtleR! ambitJotllI or obligations; it is

unharnp2red by advedill"..,,:

who~'"

toes muM: not be trcddp.n on; it l~

unprejudiced by traditionlll (!reads. This Journal keeps ttself froo that
it may sp~"k freely to Y"U. But it dOM not abuse: ita freedom. It
mamta.inS inte9rlty to truth.
"Awake I" uses the re~"lar "'e'Ws channels, but Ls not dependent on
(h"tn. Jh own correspondenb are on all continents, in scores of nati,mll.
From the fOUI" con-len of th~. earth their uncensored, on.the-scenes
r"portll come to you throuSlh these columns. This Journal's viewpoint
is not 11&rro"", but is internll.tioruU. It is read in many nations, in many
languages, by verBona of all ~s. ThrOU\lh ib pa!j!es many fields of
knowledlJ€ pass in rl':Vi,"W-governrnent, commerce, religion, hIStory,
~gro,Vhy, science, social conditions, nod.,... l wOlld~rs-why, ib C"'WI'~
a'il.e i~ ..s broad 1t.1 the earth lind os high as the heoyens.

"A'Wllke J" pledges ;t~elf to righteous pdnciplcs, to exposing hidden
and SUbtiB d1Ulll~111, to champlonlnoj fr.... dorn fo" "II, t.., ...,ornfortjn~
m,mrn"rB and strengthening those dilihea.rtened. by the failures of a.
delinquent world, .·~J1eclit.g Sure hope for the e:'<tablishment of Il. dght;..
"'0,+5 Ne'W World.
Get a"1uainted with "Awoke!" Keep awoke by reading "Awakel"
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American Bill of Rights Proves Its Worth
"A peopJe Indifferent to their eivllllbertle!l do not dese:rve to keep them and In thIs revolutionary age may
not be expected to keep them ioug."--Juetlce Dougla!>.

THE first ten amendments to
the American Constitution are
known as the Bill of Rights.
They have been the center
of much controversy, both in and -out
.of court, and through it all they have
proved their worth as a guarantee of
certain jndividual liberties. This article
endeavors to show this proof of worthiness, 'particularly in the case of the First
Amendment to the Constitution, appearing in the Bill of Rights. It guarantees
such broad and yital freedoms as speech
a»d press and worship.
The American Constitution establishes legislative, executive and judicial
branches of government, and outlines
the powers of each. A balance of power
is set up, a sphere of activity for each
is marked. out, and the court is th~ arbiter of the boundary lines between the
three branches. In addition, a certain'area of activity is reserved to the in'dividual citizen, and, again, it is the
courts that determine the line between
the rights of the individual and the authority of the legislature.
Herein the American system differs
from the English principle of a sovereign legislature unrestrained by any human power. The traditional British view
is that the legislature should be free and
unfettered to act. But how can persons
injured by ill-considered legislation gain
legal relief1 The British system declares
NOVEMBER 8, 1948

that the appeal must be to t.hose wb
. elected the legislators, that is, the people. Such a remedy would be through a
long and drawn-out political process' of
electioneering, and even then success
would be problemat.ical. What chance
would a suffering minority have at the
polls, where, the majority rules 1
How different it is where a written
Bill of Rights gnarantees individual liberties! In the Unite~ States the federal
and state legislatures may enact laws,
but if those laws trespass on civil liberties of the individual citizen he can appeal to the court.s and cause such unconstitutional laws to be declared invalid.
'This extraordinary power of the American "judiciary has mad~ the federal Con- .
stitution, and e s p e cia 11 y the Bill of
Rights, a dynamic instrument in the
hands of the people. By invoking through
the courts.the guarantees of the Constitution an American citizen is in the unusual position of being able to fight for
his personal liberties against the legislative and executive branches of government themselves.
Opponents of a written Bill of Rights
contend that it leaves the American government in a legal strait jacket., Can
it truthfully be said that the social and
economic and political growth and prog-.
ress of the United States has been retarded by the Bill of Rights 1 Has the
right of the people to enter courts and
3

fight for their f~eedo~s, ,even ag!linst
the government, Imp~red the effiClen~
of the state '1 To the contrary!.The UnIted States, though far from pe~fect, provides a measure of personal lIberty unsurpassed by any other nation: Re!llarkable strides made by the nahon mdustrially and scieritifically bespeak a
healthy national life. Dictatorial rulers
may deride as impotent a government
that cannot (as they often do) deprive
the people of their liberties. TotalItarians consider freedoms to be impractical
luxuries, but the philosophy of fai!n~ss
and eqwlity befor~ th~ law that TIS. Inherent in the ConstItutIon of the Umted
States has contributed to the nation's
growth to high stature among the world
powers. Th·e government is confined in
no harmful legal strait jacket by the
Bill of Rights, and that written bill prevents the government from slapping any
strait jackets on its citizens.,

Constitutional Guarantees in Theory
Since this article is specializing on the
broad, basic freedoms of speech and
press and worship and assembly, it
quotes only those I!ortions of the Constitution guaranteeIng them. quti~.tand
ing is the First Amendment, whlCh IS Article I of the Bill of U,ights, and reads:
Congress shall make no law respeeting an
establishment of religion, or prahibiting the
free exercise thereof; or· abridging thli freedom of speeeh, or of the press; or the right
of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a· redress of
grievances.

This amendment limited the powers of
Congress only. But a further amendment, adopted following the Civil War,
made applicable to the states the same
limitations placed upon the federal government, particularly those relating to
civil 'liberties. This additional amendment was the Fourteenth, and says:
No State shall make or enforce any law
whieh shall abridge the privileges· or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor

shall any State deprive any pemon of life, liberty, or property, with"out due process of law;
nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws.

It was the purpose of the Constitution
to provide a restraint against extreme
measures at any time. Even during the
troubled times of the Civil 'War the Supreme Court held to this principle. Mr.
Justi~e Davis, speaking for the court,
refused to countenance the specious ar'gument tbat constitutional guarantees
could be shelved in time of emergency.
He said:
. The Constitution of the United States is a
law for rulers and people, equally in war and
in peace, and covers with the shield of its
protection all classes of men, at all times, and
under all circhmstances. No doctrine, involv·
ing more pernicious consequenees, was ever
invented by the wit of man than that any of
its provisions can be suspended during any
of the great exigencies of government.

Thomas Jefferson held that it was
time enough for government to inMrfel'e
when principles broke out into 'overt acts
against peace and order, and that truth
left to itself will prevail, that it is ~
sufficient antagonist of error. Mr. Justice Brandeis expressed belief in the
practical valu!! of free speech, declaring
its exercise was more important to the
nation than to the individual and that
"in frank expression of conflicting opinion lies the greatest promise pf wisdom
in governmental action; and in suppression lies ordinarily the greatest AJ:eril".
Sncll liberal thinkers envisioned lIberty
of expression in the fullest possible extent. If the ideas expressed are wrong,
their impact on the public mind may be
corrected by reply from those of contrary views. Discussion .and controv:ersy
stir up thought and brIng more mmds,
more ideas, more viewpoints to bear on
the issue. None may be entirely correct,
but by the balancing influence of all
shades of opinion, wisdom is most apt to
be reached. It is from suppression, not
expression, that violence flows.
AWAKE]

"Clear and l1resent Danget#
Following World War I there was ~
period when members of the Supreme
Court entertained divergent opinions as
to what speech was permissible and what
was not. One school of thought followed
the common-law rule that words were
punishable if they were considered to
have a "reasonable tendency", no matter
how remote, to cause evils forbidden by
law. What was forbidden was couched
in such vague and indefinite language
that the law was in reality a dragnet
which could enmesh any ideas that were
at the moment in popular disfavor. The
opposing line of thought as to what
speech was permissible was first adopted
by .Justices Holmes and Brandeis. Mr.
Justice Holmes, speaking for the court,
laid down the test in a decision rendered
in 1919, saying:
The question in every case is whether the
words used are used in snch circumstances
and are of such a nature as to create a clear
and present danger that they will bring about
the substantive evils that Congress has a right
to prevent.

On this view of the law, speech is permissible .unless there is a clear (that is,
apparent, obvious, real) danger that the
speech or writing will cause unlawfu! action and that the action will be taken immediately or in a short time. This test is
more defiJlite and enables the jury or'
court to reach a conclusion on the evidence and not on pure speculation. If
laws are passed that prohibit the spread
of certain ideas, the Supreme Court can
examine the statute in the light of the
"clear and present danger" test. If there
is no immediate or real danger that the
words will interfere with the operation
of some valid law, then the attempted
legislative restriction on speech is void.
Or, if the law itself is constitutional" the
court can still consider the behavior or
speech specifically questioned under it.
If the words are unlikely to cause any
early outbreak of lawlessness, the conviction will be set aside even though the
NOVEMBER 8, 1948

law itself is valid. Thus the court looks
not only at the law, but at what is called
in question by the law, so that individual
liberties cannot be denied on the pretext that there is nothing wrong with the
statute per se. This sound approach was
further expounded in 1927, in Whitney
v. California. Mr. Justice Brandeis said,
in part:
The faet that speech is likely to result in
some violence or in destruction of property is
not enough to justify its suppression. There
must be the probability of serious injury to
the State. Among free men, the deterrents ordinarily to be applied to prevent crime are
education and punishment for violations of
the law, not abridgment of the rights of free
speech and assembly.

In 1931 the Supreme Court invalidated
a state statute that allowed courts to issue injunction to restrain as a public
nuisance "malicious, scandalous, and defamatory" newspapers, magazines and
other periodicals. The ma~ority opinion,
written ,by Chief Justice Hughes, struck
down this form of press censorshi;p and
pointed out the right course for VIctimS
of libelous journalIsm:
Public officers, whose character and conduct
,remain open to debate and free discussion in
the press, find their remedies for false accusations in actions under libel laws providing for
redress and punishment, and not in proceedings to restrain the publication of newspapers
and periodicals.

Freedom to Disseminate Opinion
The foregoing has considered chiefly
what may be said. But- for free speech
and press to be of practical effect the
words, whether spoken or written, must
reach an audience. Hence any law that
discriminates against or interferes with
dissemination of information is invalid.
Freedom of press carries with it the
right to distribute what has been printed. This position has been bulwarked by
many Supreme Court decisions, the majority of them having been fought by
Jehovah's witnesses. Since 1938 they
5

have had before that court over rorty
cases (37 won, 7 lost, including draft
cases) involving free speech and press
and worship. The first was ,Lovell v. Oity
of Griffin. The city forbade the distribu~
tion ot literature without a permit from
the city manager. The court, ruled that
such an ordinance would restore' "censorship in its baldest form", and added:
"Liberty of circulating is as essential to
that freedom as liberty of publishing;
indeed, without the circulation, the pphlication would be of little value."
Nor can dissemination of opinion be
choked off on the grounds that the message may be objectiQJlable and cause ~
breach of peace. In Cantwell v. Connect'1-cut Mr. Justice R.9berts said for the
comt:

nances lllrnngea on DaSle rreeaoms. ·.£1he
court's position ,,\as clearly stated in the
Murdock v. Pennsylvania case, involving
the work of Jehovah's witnesses. The
court's opinion, delivered by Justice
Douglas, stated;

kansas had laws: requiring payment of a
license tax by vendors. That in itself was
all right, but when the law was applied
to the distributi;'n of literature containing opinion it infringed on freedom of
speech and press. Because contributions
were accepted for Bible literature;' the
towns classed the activity commercial.
In 1942 the Supreme Court upheld the
towns, but in 1943, on rehearing, the
court reversed itself and declared the·
convictions invalid. As applied to the
work of Jehovah's witnesses, the ordi-

Freedom to spread opinion overcomes
such barriers as company-owned towns,
through the provisions of the written
Bill of Rights. For instance, a companyowned town in Alabama decided to prohibit Jehovah's witnesses liberty to circulate their message there. The same
controversy aro·se in the case of a housing project in Texas that was owned by
the federal government. Such was tantamount to saying these towns were no
part of the democratic nation, but separate communities where constitutional

The hand distribution of religious tracts"is
an age-old form of missionary evangelism-as
old as·the history of printing pl'esses. It has
heen a potent force in various religious move·
ments down through the years. This form of
evangelism is utilized today on a large scale
by various religious sects whose colporteurs
carry the gospel to thousands upon thousands
of homes and seek through personal visita·
tions to win adherents to their faith. It is more
than preaching; it is more than distribution
of religious literature. It is a combihation of
both. Its purpose is as evangelical as the reIn the realm of religious faith, and in that vival meeting. This form of religious activity
of political belief, sharp differences arise. In occupies the snme high estate under the First
both fields the tenets of one man may seem the Amendment as do worship in the churches
rankest error to his neighbor. To persuade . and preac-hing from the pulpits. It has the
others to his own point of view, the pleader, same claim to protection as the more orthodox
as we know, at times, resorts to exaggeration, and conventional exercises of religion. It also
to vilification of men who have been, or ar~ has the same claim as the others to the guaran·
prominent in church or state, and even to tees of freedom of speech and freedom of
false statemcnt But the people of this nation the 'press. . . .
have ordained in the light of history, that, in
-The mere fact that the religious literature
spite of the probability of excesses and abuses, is "sold" by itinerant preachers rather than
these liberties are, in the long view, essential "donated" does not transform evangelism into
to enlightened opinion and right conduct on a commercial. enterprise. If it did, then the
the part of the citizens of a democraey.
passing of a collection plate in church would
It was stated by Chief Justice :Mar- make the church service a commercial project.
shall early in American history that "the . . . Freedom of speech, freedom of the press,
power:. to tax is the power to destroy". freedom of religion are available to all, not
Yet towns in Alabama, Arizona and Ar~ merely to those who cAn pay their -own way.
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guarantees of freedom were inoperative.
But in Marshv. Alabama (1946) the Supreme Court, speaking through Justice
Black, disagreed with this restrictive
view and ruled concerning the inhabit.
ants of such towns that "their infonnaHon must be uncensored", that "there is
no more reason for depriving these people of the liberties guaranteed by the
First and Fourteenth Amendments than
there is for curtailing these freedoms
with respect to any other citizen". Thus
the Bill of Rights, interpreted and en·
forced through the courts, proves its
dynamic vitality by penetrating every
corner of the nation.
Most recent in the array of cases involving Jehovah's witnesses to reach the
Supreme Couri .vas one raising the right
to be heard by use of sound equipment.
On .June 7, 1948, in a 5-4 decision, the
high court ruled in favor of the \Vitnesses and upheld their right to preach in
public parks and use amplifiers in order
to be heard. It said:
Noise can be regulated by regulating decibels. The hours a.nd place of public discussion
can be controlled. But to allow the. police to
bar the use of loudspeakers because their use
can be abused is like barring radio receivers
because they too make a noise . . . . When a
city allows an official to ban them in his uncontrolled discretion, it sanctions a device for
suppression of free communication of ideas.
. . . The power of censorship inherent iI, this
type of ordinance reveals its vice. [Saia v.
New York]

Freedom of Worship and Conscience

The most vital, the most cherished
freedom is the liherty to worship accord~
ing to the dictates of one's own con~
science, and not according to the c(Jn~
science ,or dictates of some ODe else.
Ofttimes freedom to worship has revolved around freedom to refrain from
performing certain acts, rather than lib~
erty to do specific things. So it has often
been relative to ceremonies. Outstanding
in the United States in recent years have
NOVEMBER 8, 1948

been Supreme Court decisions concern~
ing attempts to force school children to
~alute the fl~g: The flag is a symbol 01'.
Image, contalDlng 'stars on a field of blue
and stripes of red and white. Oftentimes
the image of an eagle perches atop the
staff. Stars, colors, eagle, all are symbolical. But inasmuch as Exodus 20: 3-5
forbids reverential attitudes toward
images, Jehovah's witnesses do not
saluie the Hag of any nation.
And to those who brush aside such objection on the ground that the flag-salute
ceremony involves no worshipful attitudes we offer. the reminder that the
Encyclopedia Americana, page 316,
speaks of it as reverence and says: "The
flag, like the cross, is sacred." Jehovah's
witnesses reserve their reverence for
God and refuse to attribute salvation to
the flag by l5aluting it. Others may do so
with cfear conscience, but this Christian
group, feels differently. This does not
make them disloyal, since there is no
valid law requiring it, and since they are
law-abiding and, respect the principles
fO.r \vhich the flag stands. :Moreover, the
BIll of Rights guarantees freedom of
volOrship according to one's conscience.
Hence when school hoards throughout
HIe country required students to salute
the flag and youthful Jehovah's witnesses refused and were expelled, the issue
came before the Supreine Court. In 1940,
by a majority of 8 to 1, the court upheld
forced salutes. This decision precipitated wholesale expulsion of children from
school and gave excuse for mob action
throughout the nation. But on June 14,
1943, Flag Day, the Supreme Court reversed itself bv a 6-to-3 vote. On this
matter Justice :Jackson, speaking for the
court, said in the Barnette v. West Vir~
ginia Board of Education case-:
The refusal of these persons to participate
in the ceremony does not interfere with or
deny rights of others to do so. Nor is there
any question in this case that their behavior
is peaceable and orderly. . . . To sustain the
compulsory flag salute we are required to
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say that a Bill of Rights which guards the

individual's right to speak his own mind, Ie·n
it open to public a..\lthorities to Mmpel him to
utter what is not in his mind . . . .
Struggles to coerce uniformi:ty of sentiment
in support of some end thought essential to
their .time and country hav{1 been waged by
many good as well 8.f! by evil men. . .- . Ulti~
mate futility of such attempts to compel co·
herence is the lesson of every such effort from
the Roman drive to stamp out Christianity as
a disturber of its pagan unity, the Inquisition,
as a means to religious and dynastic unity, the
Siberian exiles as a means to Russian unity,
down to the fast failing effort.s of our pn~ent
totalitarian enemies. Those who begin coer·
cive elimination of dissent soon find them·
selves exterminating dissenters. Compulsory
unification of opinion achieves only the unarnimity of the gravt>yard . . . .
If there is any fixed star in our constitu·
tional eonsteBation, it is that no official, 11igh
or petty, can pl'esrribe what shall be orthodox
, in politics, nationalism, religion, or other mat·
ters 01 opinion or force citizens to confess by
word or act thcir faith ·therein. If there are
any circumstances which permit an exception,
they do not. now OCCUr to us.
We think t.he action of the local authorities
in compelling the flag salute IIi1d pledge tran·
scends constitutionallimitatioIls on their pow·
er lmd invades the sphere of intellect and
spirit which it is the purpose of the First
Amendment to our Constitution to reserve
from all official control.

nouncing God~s kingdom as the hope of
the world was not sedition, and the
prison sentences of 'ten' years imposed
against the defendants were set aside
and the prosecutions orde&ed dismissed.
Eternal VigUance Stal Price of Liberty
Mr. Justice MurI?hy, consistently the
outstanding champlOn of civil liberties
on the high federal bench, warned the
American people in his powerful dissent
in Prince v. 1lf assachusetts:
No chaptc.r in human history has been so
largely written in terms of persecution and
intolerance 88 the one dealing with l"eligious
freedom. From ancient times to the present
day, the ingenuity of man has known no
limits in its ability to forge weapons of op.
pression for use against those who dare to
express or practice unorthodox rellgi(>us beliefs. And the Jehovah's vritnesses are living
proof of the fact that even in this nation, conceived as it was in the ideaIIS of freedom, the
right to practice religion in unconventional
ways is still far from secure. Theirs 'is a mili.
tant and unpopulaI' faith, pursued with a
fanatical zeal. They have suffered brutal beatings; their property has been destroyed; they
have been harassed at every turn by the resurrection and enforcement of little used ol'<1inances and statutes. See :11ulder and Comisky,
<Jehovah's witnesses Mold Constitutional
Law,' 2 Bill of Rights Review, No.4, p. 262.
To them, along wHh other present-day J'eJigious. minorities, befalls the burden of testing
our devotion to the ideals and constitutional
guarantees of religious fleedom.

·Also noteworthy in the field of free·
dam of worship ,vere decisions rendered
A t Chicago,· Illinois, Mr. Jus t i (J e
by the Supreme Court in three sedition
eases brought against Jehovah's witness- Douglas delivered an address on the oc~
es. The three cases are cited as Taylor v. easion of the lOOth anniversary of the
Mississippi, and decisions came on the birth of John Peter Altgeld, once goversame day as the favorable flag-salute de- nor of Illinois. Those W}lO feel that civil
cision. The basis of the conviction of the liberties are secure without legal proWitnesseS" in the lower courts was that tection and that public conscience can be
the message they distributed about God's trusted to see that there is ahvays fair
kingdom as being the only hope of the play should ('.onsider the following quoworId would likely result in dissaffec- tation from Justice Douglas' speech:
He who calls for the application of the Bill
tion against the war effort and the peace
and dignity of the state. But the Su· of Rights to unpopu1ar minorities,.as well 8$
preme Court disagreed, holding that an(Continued on page 27)
S
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UNITED STATES BLUNDERS IN BERLIN
An Inside Story

AUCOUS blasts of propaganda have and practicable policy. Talks in Moscow may
ciubbetl Americans to sleep on the gain us time to develop such a policy, but I
facts of the explosive Berlin Crisis. Now fear not more than a year.
a sober word picture has been painted
We came into Berlin with Russian permisthat should have a wakening effect. Its sion, having failed to use the opportunity to
calm presentation of facts argues for-its capture -it first. As in t.he similar cases. of
truthfulness, just as the frantic emotion- Prague and Vienna, this cost us considerable
alism and sweeping condemnations of standing.
the general news dispatches make them
Worse, we came with an attitude of selfsuspect of unscrupulous and reckless 'importanpe, and, with the debatable exception
distortion. The uncolored picture in of Gen. Lucius D. Clay, with inadequate
black and white was sketched by Thomas negotiators.
F. Hawkins, regional editor in Germany
Why ~We Feed BerUners
for U. S. News & World Report, when
he recently returned to the United
The story is told that, upon arrival, we
States for a vacation. By permission we staked out signs marking the U. S. sector in
reprint the bulk of his report, as "it ap- Berlin. The Russians took them down and
peared in U.8. News & World Report, said: "Yes, they can go back up when it's deSeptember 10, an independent weekly cided who's going to feed Germans in the
magazine on national and international sector."
affairs, published in \Vashington, copyWe thus were maneuvered into a responsiright 1948 United States News Publish- bility not foreseen. It is this obligation that
ing Corporation. The report follows:
required the "air lift" and that has been the
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"Perhaps we shall know how to occupy Germany after another war. We certainly have
made a mess of it this time."
That remark was made by a friend in U. S.
Military Government, economic side, with
whom I spent a half hour shortly before leaving Frankfurt.
I fully..agree with him. I went to Germany
in April, 1946---after watching the country
during the war from the siqe lines in Switzerland-with considerable optimism. I expected
to see the reconstruction of a defeated nation,
and, in the process, development of mutual
understanding and co-operation with Russia.
But we have not yet got Germany on a
sound road to reconstruction. We have not yet
conclusively. won Germans to our side. Our
relations with Russia arc worse than ever. We
must accept a good share of the blame, for
failure to follow through with a firm, clear
NOVEMBER 8, 1948

barrier to graceful renunciation of responsibilit,y for the city.
There also is the story of a dispute with a
Russian detachment billeted in our sector
shortly after we entered Berlin, The Russians
wouldn't leave. An impetuous American
colonel had a tank rolled up to the building
to chase them out. He had to be called off by
a superior officer, und Russian withdrawal
then wa's arranged by negotiation.
I can't vouch for these two yarns, since I
wasn't ·present. But" I'm quiie convinced they
are true. The latter story, at least, is illustra'tive of methods we have used. They can, at
best, be called straightfoYWard but not diplomatic.
Maj. Gen. Ray W. Barker was one Berlin
Governor who appeared to be getting somewhere with the Russians-until a spinal injury from a jeep accident forced him home
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at the end of April, 1946. He felt there was a
great danger from Russian Comrqunism that
must be fought. But he-almost alone among
the milHal"Y-ahlO was convinced that firm;'
frank dealing could bring a working' arrangement satisfactory to both East and 'Yest. He
had, I think, the respect of the Russians.
General Barker did not -rush into fiery public statements when a dispute with the Russians arose. Instead, he solved many serious
problems by getting in his car and going directly to the RU!f;sinns. He was not misled by
arrestEl ar tights.involving Russian and American soldiers; he knew fault could be 'on both
sides: Far too many cases of Americans arrested have been blown up as important incidents when the:v involved merel.v a drunken
soldier, a soldier going to sec a girl in the Russian sector, or an American on a black-market
foray. Americans often have gone to the Russian sector, too, b('causc they fOlliid it easier
to buy liquor in Herman cafe1;, away from
American MP's.
Beating of a uniformed Polish eorrespondent and a woman companion by Gl!'s in the
American $ector is among events I know of
that have not boen generally pUblicized. And
nobody writes about American drunks who·
knock all the door at 2 a.m. to ask if a German
girl lives there. This isn't very freqUent, but
it has occurred at my Berlin home.
The point is that an incident was news only
if the Russians were involved, .and the l)resumption almost always was-often erroneously-that the Russians were to blame. And,
too often, these ineidents should have been
merely matters of record on the police blotter.

One of the bigger blunders occurred over
seating of a city-government official. The Russians want.ed to seat a certain fellow and we
didn't. The American representative, little
versed in politics, erroneously cast his vote
with the Russians. State Department assistants had told him what to do before the meet~
ing; he simply got his J.irections mixed.
Disagreements With RWlsians

We knew pretty wen last January that the
Russians might walk out of the Berlin Con-
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trol Council, after breakdown of the fourpower conference in London_ Currency reform and the unity of Germany' were the real
issues. We had failed at London to present a
concrete program for the unification of Germany, and I have the :feeling we went to that
meeting convinced that it wouldn't work. We
didn't want unity then, and seemed deter~
mined to push allead ~vjth 8 West Germany.
We thus were vulnerable. Somehow we had
gained the idea that we could tell off the Russinns. They surely were aware of this, and I
think we greatly underestimated them.
We could have presented at London a carefully drawn plan for unificntion of Germany;
taking the chance we ultimately must take
anyway, that Germany may swerve UJ the
Communist side. We cOllld have been ready
to argue that plan, to compromise.
We could have accepted a single currency
refonn, taking the gamble th.')t the RlJssjans
might print too much money for stability. It
is still debatable whether we can make the
Vol estern currency reform work in the long
run, a.nywa.y. Going along wH.h a unified reform, despite rish, would have eased the
crisis, given a bit of time. These things we
did not do.
Then, when the Russians proposed at the
Berlin Control Council t.hat general questions
of the London conference be discussed, General Clay and his Western colleagues said
those questions ",·ere out.side their province.
The Russian chairman thereupon promptly
adjourned the co'uncil.
General Clay, with the British and French,
might have offset this by saying that, while
the lllatt~rs were not within their jUrisdictiou,
they would be happy to discuss, and pass on
results to the proper authority. There then
would have been no excuse for the Russians
to walk out of that meeting, at least.
As chairman of the Control Council for the
subsequent month, General Clay issued no
meeting calL Had he done so and the Russians
then refused to attend, we would 4o.ve ho.a Ii
far clearer ~ase for proving that it was the
Russians, and not ourselves, who broke down
four-power rule.
Stoppage of trains into Berlin also leBves
AWAKE!

us in a somewhat doubtful position. The Russians wer_e irritated, first, when commercial
air lines began to carry German passengers
over whom the Russians had no control. We
did insist, however, that these Germans bave
interzonal passes, required under a four·
power agreement. The Russians had honored
these passes by train and car. In violation of
the agreement, however, at lep.st the British
were using their train to send Germans to
the Western zone~ without the interzonal pass.
I don't think it ever was published, but the
British have acknowledged it. Some of the
cases involved merely the convenient sending
of a secretary to the zone for a holiday-with
British military orders, but no interzonal pass.
Troubles of Air Supply

The pass requirement may sound unreasonable and silly, since a German ~hould be able
to travel at will within Germany. But the
failure to issue passes did violate four-power
understanding, and gave the Russians an excuse, first to stop and search trains, then to
halt them altogether. We could have--and
probably without loss of prestige----quickly
agreed to the Russian offer to reinstate the
trains if a Russian inspection were permitted.
That inspection was permitted from the very
beginning for auto transport. We could have
used the train request to suggest a fourpower MP setup-with a Russian, an American, a British and a French !vIP as a team.
This would be similar to the four-power tuilitary·guard system, still in force at the Control Council headquarters in Berlin. If further trouble then arose, we again would have
had a better case.
Instead, General Clay said he wonld fly in
everything that was required and wo-o.ld use
fighter cover if necessary. It was fortunate
that fighter cover was nl'lt then necessary. We
had only about 200 fighters available quickly,
each roughly eqnivalent to the Russian Yak
in ability. But, in the corridor alone, I would
judge the Russians keep at least 400 Yaks.
Army Secretary Kenneth C. Royall's statement from Washington was no help,
, either.
His suggestion that General Clay had the authority to shoot if he thought it neeessary
NOVEMBER 8, 1948

was dangerous 1Jravado. We were afraid .in
Berlin, at one time, that the verbal blasts in
Washington would be followed by a real blast
that eould set off a war.
All during this period our laek of statesmanship in Berlin became sharply apparent.
At one four-power meeting, the Russian representative delivered a two· hour tirade, charging us with violating four-power agr~ements
and not meeting food requirements. The Brit_
ish replied formally. The U. S. representative
felt it necessary to tell the Russian officer he
"had never heard such a pack of lies since the
days of Ananias." This may well have been
true, but the statement was given gleefully
to the press, made the front pages, irritated
the Rus.sians, and did no one any good.
There was also the case of the Russian who
accused Americans of ''biting'' an elderly
German woman. The U. S. reply was that
American soldiers didn't bite but Russians
frequently did when fighting. That, too, hit
front pages. Truth was that the U. S. translator erred. The Russians, discussing ~ault,
hadn't said "bite" at all.
We have been operating an expensive air
lift to supply Berlin.
Argument is that it gave us time to wait,
, to negotiate in Moscow. One can argue also
that the Russians arc letting the air lift run
itself out. They conld stop it in a minute, at
the risk of war. But they probably are convinced they need only wait-that supplying
sufficient food and coal to West Berliners by
air t,hremghout the winter will be a hazardous
and, in the long run, a probably unsuccessful venture.
'Penny-Wlse' Education

We have failed in Germany to establish
anything approaching democraey. There are
constitutions along democratie lines, but no
fueling for democracy. It was not to have been
expected from a still· nationalistic people. Our
educational budget for the lJ. S. zone is something less than 1 per cent of the total outlay.
We have refused to put up the money for
good textbooks because the Germans "have no
money to pay." Instead we havo been using,
in the basically vital task of rehabilitation,
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books that in many eases are of Nazi originwith paper pasted over unaccept~ble pa&"la~s.
Only the French have- gone at this sensibly,
with good, new books and a carefully planned
edueational program.
We virtually are forcing th!,l,Germans into
a Western government. The Germans them~
sellVes don't want it, partly out of fear- of
Russia. ,partly because Germans think they
can wangle a unified nation more easily if
there is no Western government now, and
partly because they don't like us much more
.than they like the Russians. As General Clay
has said, they perhaps "hate us least" of the
occupant!:!. Even so, there is a strong feeling
among Germans that a German deal with Rus~
sia must, can_ and will be made . . . .
The sort of thing that hampers our effort
to instill democracy by military occupation
-was sharply demonstrated in Munich in April,
1946, during an interview by visiting IT. S.
editors with German members of the Bavarian
government. Seated at a long conference
table, the American guests had cake and coffee, after which the Germans were shown in.
We talked until noon. Then the Germans
marched out, to lunch in an Army mess hall.
The Americans went on to a swank club for
cocktails and an excellent lunch.
Yet those Germans were our collaborators
in seeking a democracy. Several had been in
concentration e,amps under Hitler. At least
one had dangerously co..operated with American intelligence during the war.
'
The Russians never made such an error.
Those they para(jed for company they also
entertained with the company.
Except for the top men, our denazification
program simmers down to statistics on people
who filed qu~tionnaires, were punished, released or cleared. We accomplished only chaos,
and a hard Nazi core still exists . . . .
One long-standing trouble in our dealings
with the Russians in Germany is a mental
attitude that we are going to have to fight
them. 'That feeling shows up in the military,
at all· levels. It may be a true foreeast, but
the attitude of preparing to fight is a big
handicap in working out the problems of
peaee. . ..
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The military setup in Germany has COBt
us a lot of seasoned State Department help.
Ambassador Robert D. Murphy, as General
Clay's assistant, has kept affably in the back·
ground of tbe Army operation. But his staff
has been bitter at being forced to sit on the
side lines, unable to step in on many occa·
sions when it thought it should.
General Clay gets credit for stopping the
switch from Army to State Department ad·
ministration, although the tension with R.ussia made it easy to argue necessity for keeping
the military control. Military brass also is considered responsible for sidetra,cking the con·
stabulary----originally set up as a policing
force, a small emergency band to permit with.
drawal of the Army. It would have been the
protective unit in the interim between full
occupation and no occupation. But its job now
is mostly that of supplying traffic cops, its
future uncerti.dn.
Motives of Germans

All in all, we have flopped in most postwar
diplomatic tussles with Russia over Germany
We have failed to win Germany, can't count
upon Germans as potential demoocats or
Western allIes. They will serve with what
they consider their best interests.
Germans support us now because: (1) they
think we will win; (2) they adhere to the
anti·Russian Goebbels theme; (3) they per·
sonally are getting more benefits from us,
and (4) a few are sincerely supportcrs of the
Western democratic world. Most want to stay
on the side lines, work with whoever is at hand
for profit.
We have never given proper sympathy and
undlirstanding to the French,·8 really democratic nation. We have alienated the British
on occasion. Weare looked upon skeptically
by the Scandinavians, the Swiss and the people of the Low Countries-much as they like

us.
Unless the Moscow conference is the beginning of a change, we are headed in the direction of war with Russia which could mean
ten years of fighting, followed by a ruined
European world and chaos at home. That is
the feeling in Germany.
AWAKE!

o YOU believe all blondes
are "aggressive, emotional,
D
impatient",' and all brunettes

that be aut y, brilliance and
righteousness are never found
in combination. (Psalm 27: 4)
Not that good looks or the lack
"conservative, submissive, serims" 7 Are you convinced that the beau- thereof decides our destiny. It is simply
:iful girl is more t.han likely dumb' a gift that the eye of man is attuned to
Have you learnE'd to estimate a cruel enjoy, just as he delights in a burnished
~haracter by thin lips, close-set eyes 7 sunset, the billowing spray of a white
Do you expect a display of intelligence waterfall splashing down a green valley,
)y the possessor of a high forehead 1 or the heavenly splendor of our earthly
strength by the square-jawed 1 honesty glimps'e of the universe. Handsome men
from the penon who "looks you straight and beautiful women s:tlOuld be grateful
in the eye"1 Are you persuaded that a for this special blessing'and not fall into
receding jaw dqnotes v,'ealrness, a big the error of unbecoming conduct. "As a
mouth generosity, a small mouth selfish- ring of gold in the snout of a swine, is a
ness 7 Or do you think more scientific woman of heauty "who hath abandoned
methods of judging a person include diRcretion." (Proverbs 11: 22, Roth.' or
palm-reading (chirognomy or chi roman- "a pretty woman without sense", lto/cy), study of the conformation o~ the faU) It goes without saying that physhuman skull (phrenology), analysIs of ical beauty has, anciently as well as rethe handwriting (graphology) 1
cently, been used to ensnare, Lucifer beForeknowing man's shallow tendency ing the first to turn Ids beauty into vice.
to set up superfj.cial standards ,Jehovah Leafing through the pages of "the Bible
announced His rule in the selection of we find that Saul, Absalom and Solomon
King David. He explained to Samuel failed to live up to their noble appearwhy David's elder brother was not to be ance. All of these examples prove that
anointed by the prophet: "Look not on the heart, not the face, even as Jehovah
his countenance, or the height of his emphasized, is the determining factor.
Hence a little reflection on these truths
stature; hecause I have rejected him:
for Jehovah seeth not as man seeth; for brings into focus certain exman looketh on the outward amples of
appearance, but Jehovah looketh on the heart." (1 Samuel Modern Quackery
16: 7, A m. Stan.
It may come as a
VeT.) Not that surprise to those
good looks or beau- who have considty was a detriment. erable respect fOT
"Behold the beau- the practical good
tv of Jehovah!" judgment of the
Banish with these American businesswords the myth man that many
NOVEMBER 8, 1918
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have adopted palmistry, phrenology "and
graphology as first. line determinants of
pers()nnel qualifications. The palm read·
ers and chirognomists claim that the lines
of the hand, the distance a person can
bend his fingers hackward, and the si?e,
proportions and relative length of the
fingers denote definite characteristics.
Concerning this practice the Encyclopedia Americana reveals: ."Chiromancy or
palmistry deals with the 'seven mounts'
of the hand; their lines, and the interlacings of the latter. The names given to
thes~ mounts, .Jupiter, Saturn, Apollo,
Mercury, Venus, ]\Iars and the Moon at
once connect the practice of chitomancy
with the art of" divination as carried on
by means of a study of the stars [astrology]." (Vol. VI, p. 566) And astrology
and s'tar-gazing have ever been instrumentalities of demon-worship.~Isaiah
47: 12, 13; Daniel 2: 2, 27.
.
While the demons can be relled on to
do mischief, they could never be relied
on for uf'ieful accuracY. Rosenstein's find·
ings condensed in ScIence Digest dismiss
as foolish the clajlTIs of hand-reading.
Among other claims of the chirognomists
are that the difference in length between the
little finger and second fingcr is related to
ambition; that the longer the fingers in pro·
portion to the length of the palm the more
impulsive the person is; that long, tapering
fingers are a SIgn of artistic ability; that a
flat spatulate thumb indicates uncontrollable
and even murderous tendencies. These have
all bElen studied and found to havc no validity . . . . There is no relationship between
the distance a person can bend his fingers
backward and "keenness of mind". rScience
Di,qest, February, 1945, "FallaGies in Judging
Character"]

He further concludes that a IOtudy of
handwriting proves nothing more than
that different people write differently.
In view of these sweeping conclusions
the amount of serious space devoted by
leading periodical~ to gra:ph~logy and
pahnistry is amazmg. Penodicals well
know how anxious their readers are to
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pIgeonhole theIr l:ell0W men, so aare nOl
owrlook any bets,' even spurious ones.
Generally cOlIl1Ilenting upon some of
these misconceptions Rosenstein adds:
A high brow dOfjS not always indicate in·
telligence. A fishy eye does not indicate dis·
honesty; nor do long, tapering fingers indi·
cate artistic temperament. Red·headed pea·
pIe are not all hot-tempered, nor is a color·
less personality indicated by pale skin, sandy
hair, and a iiabby handshake. Not all fat people are good·natured and easy going, and. thin
people are not necessarily critical and analyticaL . . . Graphology is another interesting
fake with no validity beyond proving that
different people write differently.

Phrenology Foolishnes8
Phrenology has long been given seri·
ous consideration by laymen and scientists alike. A short, sloping forehead indicated barbaric, primitive motivation.
Bumps, protuberances, depressions of
the cranium, each were assigned their
specific charact('ristic, and the whole head
was mapped into areas controlling the
emotions of love, hate, parental affection, combativeness, destructiveness,
self-esteem, hope, wonder, ideality, as
well as faculties relating to size, time,
tune, form and weight. (Webster':,')
Many sensible people have thus suffered
the misapprehension for a lifetime that
their head conformation was responsible
for what they are.,If they were not loving, if they hated excessively, the lack
of a certain bump or the enlargement
thereof was to blame.
The relation of head proportions to
what we are is zero. Authors Cleeton and
Knight, writing on the. '''Validity of
Character J udgruents", conclude: "Statistically the correlation between variations in physical traits and character
traits is O.OUO (within the reliability of
our data)." Further as for a certain portion of the cranium as bejng the seat of
a certain emotion or motive it has been
shown that as far as is known the brain
AWAKE I

does not work that way, and just how
this exquisite thinking mechanism does
opeJ1ate is practically unknown. Brain
operations for cutting out hates, fears,
worries, are recommended only for
statesmen who a.re trying to stir up war.
Another pet theory that goes down the
drain upon investigation is that the temperament and qualities of an individual
,depend upon his nationality or national
origin. In his pUblication Human Nature
and Management, Ordway Tead says on
this point:
As to the different personal and working
traits which different racial groups will bring
to a job, there is little of a truly scientific
nature that can be stated here. There is a
great deal of popular attribution of thoroughness to Germans, stolidity to Poles, excitability to Italians, and similar generalities; but
the interviewer [for selecting employees]
who was governed by these notions would
certainly go wrong. The fact is that we do
not know in any accurate way how much the
racial factors count in creating personal d,ifference!!. [P.201]
About all the value of photographs is
for partial identification and estimating
facial good looks. The researches of Psychologist McCabe that
hundreds of informal experiments conducted
in classes of elementary psychology, involving many thousands of college sudentS, have
shown that the students could not, just from
examining photographs of heads and faces,
recognize the criminal, the salesman, the
clergyman, the executive, the hrilliant, the
feeble-minded, the mechanic, or the teacher,.
and distinguish one from alJother. As a matter
of fact, equally good judgment might have
resulted from tossing a coin or making selections while blindfolded.
Sheldon, another authority, concludes,
after extensive experiment, "No relation
could be found between intelligence and
head and face measurements." If, however, you are still skeptical, go to the
prisons and mental institutions. There
you will find every type of face and
head.
NOVEMBER 8, 1948

Perhaps it is dangerous, before concluding tlie argument, to venture upon
the subject of vital male interest and
controversy, namely, the merits and demerits of blondes, brunettes and redheads, female of the species. Please be
assured that from the following comments no dispute should he inferred concerning your personal taste or 'Preferences. The only question considered is
whether the color of the' lady's hair in_variably indicates specific traits and
qualities that may guide your selection.
Unfortunately for man's quest for information on the enigmatical sex, the
color of her hair will offer no reliable
clue. Despite the claims by Katherine
Blackford, who achieved some fame by
asserting that certain definite behavior
could be ascribed to blonde or to brunette, the results of experiments prove
that any combination of desirable or undesirable qualities can be found lurking
behind any color of hair or style of hairdo for that matter. In other words,
brother, the color of her hair tells you
nothing.
The United States. Army, after
searching diligently for a suitable means
for testing the qualifications of men before duty assignments, at last fell back
on the ancient Scriptural test of men,

The Situation Test
What befell Israel in their arduous
travels through the wilds and the desert
was purposed by Jehovah to "prove
them" or "test them". (Exodus 16:4;
Deuteronomy 8: 2, 16) Besides subjecting the nation of Israel to trials of their
devotion and faith, Jehovah tested out
individuals for specific assignments or
honors. Before Abraham became the
"father of all them that believe" he wa~
subjected to a situation test that , . . ould
have staggered even worthy men of leHs
faith. (Romans 4: 11) Abraham was
commanded to slay his only son. God
put this great test upon Abraham, and
after he steadfastly endured this crucial
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test, He gave him a bountiful promise. and a.}lalf days of skilled observation of
-Genesis 22: 16, 17, Am. Stan. Ver.
a human being as he worked, played,
Polls, tests and questionnaires are talked, and went through thirty-five lifecurrently popular. Even tbe «question like situation tests." In a footnote the
test" which is now employed to rate or article states: "There is nothing new
gauge the individual's attitude toward about situation tests. See Genesh
marriage, politics, sportsmanship, etc., 22:1-13; Judges7:2-7; 1 Kings 3 ':16-28."
and to measure his, qualifications, intelThe summary of these observations is
ligence, and numerous other attributes, that the Bible' judgment of men based
is not new. Nearly a thousand years upon their conduct under test is really
before Christ a famous queen resorted the only reliable orie. It is impossible to
to similar methods. The record states: judge accurately by exteriors. To avoid
':Now when the queen of Sheba }leard of errors of prejudice it is best to s'weep
the fame of Solomon through'the name the mind of all bias to the effect that
of the LORD, she came to test him with race, face, head, hand or hair indicate
hard questions."-1 Kings 10: 1, An speCial qualities. Doing so, the witness
America.n Translation.
of Jehovah,' particularly, wi]] rp.-.;erve
An article in Fortune magazine, judgment awaiting the attitude of the
March, 1946, describes the arIny com- individual tovmrd the Kingdom, which
bination question and situation tests for is the essential test upon all peoples
picking personnel. "Their scales: three today.

"9"{uisances.First~Class" Blame Teen-Agers
""Chicago hotel-keepers Wednesday found tbemselves with a muiti-thousand-dollar
hangover as a result of the Illinois American Legion convention. They" reportQd
that the Legionnaires, who closed their four-day show Monday, broke fUrnitul'e,
fire-fighting apparatus, harassed guests, smashed property, and lost some
seen Legion eonventi<:lDs come and go for a quarter of a century,' one Loop
hotel man reported. 'But this was the biggest mess yet. These fellows haven't slowed dO"ITI a
bit.' One hotel~keeper said he is sending a bill for $5,000 damages to the American Legion.
Other botel me.n said their damages weren't that big. But all agreed that the convention-going
Legionnaires acted 'like nuisances first-elass'. '1£ yoll had a 8-year-old son who acted as these
men did, you'd take him to the woodshed,' an innkeeper said.
"Eight mirrors we~ smashed in one washroom. .A. fire ax was pitched out a 20th-floor
window. A light.ed paper bag was thrown over a transom into a sleeping girl's room. Sandfilled refuse jars were thrown into a building court where men ~ere at work. Thirty.five extinguishers were taken from the wall and discharged. Ten still ha~e not been found. EVl!ry
exit sign on one floor of a big Loop hotel was smashed. Two girls were thrown from the
mezzanine to overstuffed chairs on the main floor of a downtown hotel."-Report in the Chicago Daily News, September 15, 194K
Those of you who have witnessed the Legion conventions, wherein the childish oldsters
leave a filthy blotch on {he name American Legion, would ne,ver guess it, but do you realize
these poor men suffer unjust hlame' George Kelly, assistant department adjutant for Illinois,
explains: "Much of the damage of this sort is done by teen-age youths and hangers-on Wl10
follow every Legion convention. Yet we get blamed for it all." Such manliness I Such gallantry!
Such asininity! A stenographer in one of the office buildings put bluntly what all know:
"It wasn't the 'young fellows who were doing it-it was the old goats. I know."~Louisville
Courif!f"..Jo'IJrnal, September 17, 1948.
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Mink or Rabbit
-Which?
Mony ore the loke. and frauds to fool you

when it cornu to tho$" fO$hio"obl ..

"OR.skinLOOK,
Jean, here is a sealcoat I" Betty's voice was full

of excitement. For days Jean had been
helping l).er find a winter coat, ana no\\',
tucked away on the corner rack, \vas
what she was looking for. Quickly the
two read the label, just to make slire:
"Bondea and Guaranteed, Genuine Hudson Bay Seal." As Betty tried it on all
her tiredness from shopping vanis;hed
and over her crept the ,varm flush of exhilaration and satisfaction. Stroking its
smooth and glossy surface ber hands
fairly tingled with joy. Jean too commented on its sweeping lines and the
sleek black ripples running do\vn its
back. "Outstanding, exquisite!" And how
much 1 The original price had been
slashed during this midsummer sale; it
was now only $300. That was still a lot
of mane,..' for Betty, but, after all, here
was a Seal, something she had for a 10lilg
time dreamed of owning. "It will last a
lifetime," Jean assured her. No, Betty
could not resist a bargain like this, and
so she took it.
Several years went by and fashions
changed. Meantime, through a very dear
friend, Betty became acquainted with a
furrier who was more than willing to remodel her coat,
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and without charge. Only then did she
learn, anel to her great HOrrO"-!, that
her "Bonded and G-uaranteed" coat
,vas nothing more than a good Imltation made of dyed rabbit skin! Yes,
she should have known that there are no
fur-bearing seals in Hudson Bay, and
that "Hudson Bay Seal" is only a trade
name in the fur industry. But it was too
late. All Betty could do \vas console herself with the knowledge that she was not
the only one that has heen deceived by
phony iabels and fake "guarantees" on
furs. Over and over again d thousand
times this example of fraud has been
duplicated by one of the most lucrative
rackets found in the unscrupulous world
of commerce.
Some may laugh at Betty's calamity
as her just desert. They may accuse her
of violating the "everlasting c~)Venant"
concerning the sanctity of blood, of being indirectly responsible for the death
of hundreds of animals, and of being a
sIlallow-minded creature who bought the
fur coat only to satisfy her vanity.
Grave and serious charges, these, and,
if true, thousands o'f other women are
under the ~ame condemnation. ·Who is
responsible! \VIl{) started the fashion of
fur coats for women 1 and who is to blame
for the abominations found in the furrier business today!
Any inquiry into
these questions of
necessity takes one a
long way back in his~
tory, for the use of
furs and animal skins
for clothing is almost
as old as man himself.
In fact, one reads in
17

the third chapter of man's -oldest history
book, the Bible, that none other than J e~
hovah God "made for Adam and for his
wife coats of skins, and clothed them",
The historian Paul, apostle of Christ,
tells how the ancient witnesses of God
"wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins". God's faithful prop,het named
Elijah, the Tishbite, was "girt with a
girdle of leather about his loins", Moreover, Ezekiel, anothe'r prophet of the
Lord who lived in, the seventh century
before Christ, says that badger or seal.
skin was included in a wardrobe fit for a
queen.-Genesis 3: 21, Am. Stan. Ver.;
Hebrews 11: 37 j 2 Kings 1: 8; Ezekiel

animals on the verge of extinction did
they awake to their senses and take
measures to protect wild 11fe. But it was
too late. The natural resources were no
longer able to meet the demand, and so
fur-farming was undertaken. In 1866 the
.first mink farm was set up in the state
of New York, and in 1894 silver fox, a
particular color phase of red fox, wasfirst raised on Prince Edward island, in
Canada. By 1938 Canada alone had over
8,000 mink and 2,200 fox farms. Attempts have been made at raising other
animals, but with not too much success.
Some have . tried farming coyotes,
skunks, badgers, raccoons, beavers, fish·
ers . and martens. 'With the swamps of
Louisiana still yielding more than 6,000,000 muskrats a year, the raising of these
has not proved profitable. A few years
ago eleven chinchillas, natives of the
South American Andes, were brought to
California, and since then these little
animals that look like rabbits with squirrel tails have multiplied until today some
2,000 U. S. breeders are raising over
30,000 chinchillas.

16: 10, Am. Stan. Ver.
Secular history tells a dramatic story
of travel and exploration in the quest
for furs. One of the mpst famous and
colorful explorers, Marco Polo, in the
year 1298, spoke of costly fur skins like
ermines and sables. The real pioneers
of North America were not the tillers
of the soil, the miners, the lumbermen
or tho scientists, but, rather, they were
the fur trappers and traders. Pushing
over the wilds of uncharted plains and From Raw Pelts to Finished Furs
crossing, unknown mountain ranges, al,.All together, the farms furnish about
ways in advance of civilization, these 40 percent of the total value of furs that
hunters of fur laid out the sites for what now reach the market, the remainder of
are now many of America's cities. The the nearly 100 different types of pelts
fur companies, the first being the Dutch corne through the channels of interna·
West India Company, then the Hudson's tional trade from every corner of the
Bay Company, which monopolized the world. In a general way, furs are
field for two hundred years, and 'still grouped according to family: rodent,
later the Northwest Compau"$' of French- dog, bear, weasel, cat, pouched, hoofed
Canadian merchants, each contributed to and miscellaneous groups, including
the history of this period, a history writ- monkey and seal. The families are subten in the mingled blood of both men and divided, as, for example, there are tva,
animals. At one time 40 dead men could fer rodents (brown, black and Southern
be counted out of every 100 persons en- muskrats, beavers and nutrias) and
gaged in the fur· trading business. How land rodents (squirrels, rats and rabmany millions of animals were slaugh- bits). Eaqh of these, then, the squirrels,
tered for their fur in this ruthless and rats and rabbits, etc., is divided into spereckless period, when conservation of cies. Furthermore, the value of a fur de·
the young and protection of the food and pends on the geographic location from
shelter reserves were overlooked, will where it comes, the time of year when It
never be known.
was taken, as well as the physical conOnly when men saw the fur-bearing ditions of both the skin and fur.
J
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All of these factors dictate to a large
degree what treatment the furrier gives'
the furs in converting them into wearing
apparel. First the skins are softened up
and c I e a ned of any fies:hy particles,
after which they are "buttered" and
treated with oils to make them soft and
pliable. Excess grease is removed from
the fur by tumbling the skins in a drum
of sawdust. Nowadays machines have
replaced the old hand methods of treatment.
While some furs are used in their natural color, many are subjected to dyeing,
blending, pointing and "letting' out"
processes that are carried out according
to many trade secrets. It is here that the
"tricks of the trade" work their greatest
counterfeiting magic. By dyeing cheap,
unattra.ctive rabbit furs they can be
transformed to look like rare and elegant sable, mink or ermine. Blendinll,
also called tipping, feathering and shading, is for the purpose of altering the
natural color pattern of the fut to make
it match that of other skins. Instead of
dyeing the whole skin, the dyestuff is
brushed on the fur only. Pointinll consists of inserting by hand white hairs in
the fur to make it match more desirable
and more expensive furs. Letting out refers to the lengthening of a skin with a
sacrifice of its width. By cutting mink
fUfS into narfOW diagonal strips 1/4 to
1/16 inch wide, then sewing them together again, coats appear to be made of 40inch skins instead of 14-inch ones. Trickery in the fur business is considered an
art.
The fashioning of a coat out of 100
or more separate skins is far more difficult than merel}:' se\ving together pieces
of a crazy quilt. 'The individual skins are
first matched with each other 'and
trimmed to fit together. Then they are
pinned on a stiff pattern and sewn so
that there is no buckling. After taping
the coat to retain its shape, progressively it is then interlined, lined, finished,
glazed, ironed, combed, bcaten, and
NOVEMBER 8, 1948

nnally as a finished coat it is examined
fOf any defects.

Facts You' Should Know About Furs
The Federal Trade Commission and
Better Business Bureau has done mu'ch
in recent years to prevent the fur industry from openly misrepresenting
furs, but still there are roany hidden
ways in which the customer can be
cheated. '''·hile only an expert can correctly evaluate a dyed, blended lj,nd
pointed fur, yet the layman can detect
sOIne of the grosser flaws in furs.
A good-quality fur should be evenbodied, s lee k and g los s y, with soft,
downy underfur. It should be uniformly
colored, and the leather mURt be soft and
pliable. Poor furs, on the other hand,
show bare spots that are visible when
the fur is blown apart. l\Iatted areas,
faded, discolored or dull patches, stiff or
shabby hair, are markingl:i of poor skins.
If the leather is brittle or shows yellowish or reddish discolorations it has notbeen treated properly: ~xamine the
skins along the bottom of the coat and on
the underside of the sleeves, \.,·here the
inferior fur is usually placed. Remember
that dyed skins are not as high-quality.
as the natural ones; the distinction can
be observed by parting the fur.
Workmanship, const.ruction and the
materials used for the lining, armshields, etc., are also items that make the
difference between two coats of the same
price. It is a funrlament.al truism that
the price tag is no indication of either
durahility or beauty. "Quite to the contrary," says Gottlieb in Fur Truths, "it
may be generally assumed that the finer
~and costlier the fur the less durable.'
Taking the otter as the standard and
giving it a rating of 100, some authorities list the other natural furs as follows: beaver, 90; seal, 75; mink, 70;
-raccoon, 65; Hable, 60; muskrat, 45; fox,
40; squirrel, 25. Chinchilla, the most expensive fur, is rated at only 15; and rabbit, hare and coney furs, from 5 to 20.
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Rabbit or cumey fnr, thoUgh not t,OO Iur, DUt aulO, loe ZUU1Ug1Cl:U,llWlltl UJ. Llle
durable, is cOl;lsidered by furriers to be 'animal from which the skin was taken,
one of the mo~t versatile; for when dyed and whether the fur is natural, tipped,
it is sold 'as an imitation of e~pensive pointed, blended or dyed. Such a writfurs uniter mOre than 65 different trade ten guarantee should state how long re~
names: Hudson Bay, Arctic mid Polar pairs are to be made without charge,
Seal, New Zealand and Roman Seal, whether free annual summer storage is
Baltic Leopard, Tiger, Fox Rnd Seal, included, and whether such is cold
Twin Beaver, Chinchillette, Ermiline storage.
and French Sable are only a few. Rabbit
Thos€!- fortunate enough to own a fur
fur-holds all records, with a yearly total coat in these days of inflation should give
it the best care, in order that it might
of more than 200,000,000 skins.
There is probably no other name in retain its color, gloss and serviceablefurs that thrills and captivates the imag- ness over the longest period of time.
ination of wornen more than the mystify- Friction, dirt and motIls destroy the fur;
ing monosyllabic word mink. From child- . sl,mlight and excess heat maKe the leath~
hood girls are taught that the height of er brittle. Once a year, therefore, it
success is to be wrapped in a mink coat. shpuld be cleaned, and then stored for
Truly, they think, it is an infallible halr- the SUmmer in a refrigerator unit.
mark of high-level society. What sells
At first, furs served man as articles
minks is not so much their practical of utility, to furnish warmth and protecwarmth, beautv and softness as it is tion from tbe elements. Later, when the
their exclusive" and uncanny ability to furriers artfully embellished them with
glamorize and glorify the wearer in the the quality of beauty, it did not necessareyes of others. Genuine wild Labrador ily take ';way from their usefulness, for
mink coats p'riced from $7,000 and up, a good fur coat possesses much greater
mutation mink coats for $25,000, and warmth per ounce of weight than cloth
ranch-rrosed minks beginning at $2,500, fabrics, Economically, one of good duraani! available for those who can afford bility wiH outlast several cheaper doth
~hem" but for the other mink.crazed coats. Because society's fashionable few
females there are "genuine imitation idiotically drape themselves with a fur
minks" available for a few hundred dol- ,'nap in midsummer does not mean that
lars. What's the difference, one said, "to practical people like Betty, who wear
misses minus means, it's mink!"
, furs -in the: winter to keep themselves
In any event, whether one buys one warm, are full of vanity. Nor is it right
type of fur coat or another, they should to say they violate the "everlasting coveinsist on getting a written guarantee nant" in using th~ skins of animals as
specifying not only the trade name of the garments of clothing.

CJorest Fires on the Increase
~

Last year there were 200,799 forest fires in the United States, an increase of more
than 28,000 over the previous year. These burned over 23,225,932 acres, causing damage
estimated at $55,207,646. The cause for these fires, the ]'orest Service says, is largely
due to man. At least 90 percent of them are set by reckless, careless man, maD the destroyer. More truthfully, the famous poem should read: 'Woodman, spare that tree,
80 man ean burn it down.'
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A QUESTION OF COLOR
Racial issue foremost in the South African
gerum:1l election of 1948, the outcome
of which slJrprised the world with the
ouster of the Smuts government

ITS New
[ :Nne'V8
stories

Year forecast of great
of the then coming }rear,
1948, the official journal of the British
lewspaper trade, Wurld's Press News,
)Iaced the then still future South Afri~an general election as third in nC1VS
Talue. The United States presidential
dections were ranked fourth. The South
\frican elections were held on May 26,
md resulted in the defeat of the governn~nt led by Field-:Marshal J. C. Smuts
md a Barrow victory for the South Afri-

:an Nationalist Party.
There were instant repercussions
~hroughout the world. In South Africa
itself the fina) returns were greeted with
unbelieving surprise, to be followed by
hysterical rejoicing on the one hand and
stunned consternation on the other. In
the city of London, financial center of the
British Empire, near panic developed,
and gold shares dropped £15,000,000 in
value overnight. In America, too, South
Africa became headline news. India eyed
the new government grimly, spoke of
fascism and prophesied trouble. Everywhere the world took note of the change
and almost everywhere the world shook
its head. One exception was Roman Catholic, anti-British Quebec, where news of
the defeat of the Smuts government was
received with undisguised pleasure.
:Many reasons have been advanced to
account for the defeat of the Smuts government: the desire of the people for
change; irritation at controls; administrative blunders in domestic policy;
Field Marshal Smuts' recognition of the
State of Israel. But the issue on which
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the election was fought \vas clear-cut. It
was, \Vhat policy should white South
Africans pursue toward their non-white
fcllo\vs 7 The inescapable fact is that the
Nationalists were able to command
enough snpport for their color policy to
put them into power.
An observer of other days reported
that he found in Canada "two nations
warring in the bosom of a single state".
One wonders what.he would have said of
South Africa today. For within South
Africa are crystallized almost all the racial disunities that afflict the earth. The
broad division is between the white and
the non-white. The whites are again subdivided into Afrikaans-speaking (mostly
of Dutch descent) and English-speaking
(mostly of British origin). The nonwhites are subdivided into Native Africans, Coloreds (mixed-blooded), and
Asiatics (mostly Indians). And the Natives are again subdivided into different
ethnological and racial groups, speaking
different languages and with different
customs and traditions. And among all
these divisions and subdivisions there
exist, in varying degree, racial enmities
and racial prejudice.
The broadest gulf stretches between
white and non~white. The color bar operates to keep these two broad divisions
separated socially, economically and po·
litieally. The issue on which the election
was fought was whether this division
should be continued and extended, or
whether concession should be made to
the development which the non-whites
have achieved in recent years and the
eolor bar relaxed economically and po2'l

litieally while retaining its social prokbitions as they exist. On this issue, which
is of more than national importance,
white South Africans were fundarnen,
tally divided. The urban areas voted
solidly for economic and political relaxation of the color bar. The rural areas
voted even more solidly for the retention and extension of the color bar in
every aspect of South African life. 'I'he
urban areas arc largely English-speaking; the I'nral areas, largely Afrikaans_
speaking; and' tbis line-up on the que~
tion of color has hardly changed in a
hundred and fifty years.

"fa:np.ers"), their language was already
showing strong divergences from the
motber Dutch. Their color policy had one
main prineiple: the' \vhite man was superior in all things to the non-white and
must remain so.
Conflict between British rulers and
Boer inhabitants was not long in coming. For the British, under strong missionary inftuenee, enjoined a policy of
liberalism which though 'admirable in
theory ,,'as largely out of touch with
reality. ~rhe missionary view presented
the non-whites as noble savages who but
needed gentle handling to develop into
Christian gentlemen. The Boers were deBackground of the Problem,
scribed bitterly and unjustly' as "balfWhen the ,British, in 1806, took po~ wild Europeans, suffering from a comsession of the Cape of Good Hope for the plete corruption of their moral sense
second and final time, the problem of . . . almost sunk to the level of savages."
ral'e and color in this southwest corner (The Great Trek, p. 89)
of southern Africa was already a matter
To the Boers, suffering under repeatof hitter concern. The white man was ed raids from t.he "noble savages" across
then, as he is now, a minority ruling race. the border, and irritated and thwarted
Under him were the remnants of the daily by the lethargic, incompetent labor
land's original inhabitants, the Hotten- with whose help they had to wrest a livtots and Bushmen. To them had been ing from the not over-fertile soil, this
added a large imported lahor force of "unjustifiable odium" was infuriating.
glaves, consisting mostly of l\falays and And when the inference, of British polBast and West African N ogroes. The icy began plainly to appear as a denial
Colored (mixed-blooded) popUlation was of the doctrine of inherent white superialready large and growing. And on the ority and a recognition of all men as
eastern border of the Cape a new flood of potentially equal the Boers had had
color threatened the white man's suprem_ enough. 'Vith almost religious fervor
acy. For while the white man had been' they packed tbeir ox-wagons, left their
invading southern Africa from the homes and broad fields behind them and
southwest the African Bantu had been in their thousands crossed the borders of
moving into it from the northeast, driv_ Cape Colony into the wild, unsettled
ing the Hottentots and Bushmen before country to the' north and eaRt, where
them. Now Bantu and white men had after many hardflhips and 'Vicissitudes
met, and the Bantu were a race of war- they founded the Boer republics of the
riors, Ravage and ruthless.
Transvaal and Orange Free State.
The wbite South Africans who had
now' come under British rule had their The Division Today
The Boer republics of the Transvaal
own methods of dealing with the color
problem in all its complexities. The and the Orange Free State are now
struggle for existence in a wild, inhospi- voluntary members of the Fnion of
table land had molded them into a hardy, South Africa, and Boer and Briton to
independent, individualistic people. Gen- all ouhvard appearances form one uniterally known as "the Boers" (Dutch ed nation. But division of opinion on the
AWAKEI
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question of color was not bridged by the support was sufficient to give the NaAct of Union, and the election of 1948 tionalists their majority.
was fought on the 150-year-old issue:
The Nationalists emphasize a hard,
Which color policy, that Qf British lib- and, for the Euro'peans, a foreboding
eralism or of Boer conservatism. And fact: the whites are outnumbered by the
the Boers won.
non.\vhites by more than four to one and
But the political situation in South the higher over-all increase rate of the
Africa today is far from being a clear- latter promises that their numerical precut division between Briton and Boer. PQnderance will grow ·greater with the
There have been conversions and defec- passing of time. Obviously white South
tions on both sides. The British liberal Africa is in danger of being swamped by
tradition is represented in South Africa a flood of color. Opponents of the Naby the United Party, led by Field- tionalists are very conscious of the
Marshal Smuts, a Boer by birth and up- threat, too, but Smuts, the internationalbringing, one-time enemy of Britain and ist, sees something else; the eyes of the
one of the most succes'sful Boer generals world are on South Africa in her dealin the Anglo-Boer 'Var of still bitter ings with her non-white races, and legis~
memory. Now recognized as one of the Jation which may be construed as rep res·
world's senior statesmen and, with Mr. sive \yill almost certainly have interna~
Winston Churchill, as one of the two tional repercussions inimical to South
greatest men the British Empire has Africa's interests, and to the unity of
produced, he has for many years been the' British Empire. For the empire now
the focal point of English hopes in South includes two great non-white dominions,
Africa.
India and Pakistan, and already South
Boer conservatism is represented Africa's color policy has caused these
mainly by the Nationalist party, led by two new dominions to complain bitterly.
Dr. D. F ..Malan, D.D. Pledged to preserve the Afrikaans language, tradition "Apartheid" and the Empire
and way of life, this party has the supThe cornerstone on which the Native
port of most Afrikaans-speaking South policy of the republics was built was
Africans. Its republicani~rn and anti- strict segregation. And segregation,
Empire sentiment have, tthtil recently, known in South Africa by its Afrikaans
denied to it any substantial English- equivalent, "apartheid," is the policy on
speaking support.
which the Nationalists have won.
But in the recent election Dr. 1falan
It is difficult for the Jay mind to follow
pleaded for a common meeting ground all the intricacies of the apartheid thefor white Routh Africa. He agreed to ory, but the broad idea is that the vari.
shelve indefinitely his republican pro- ous racial groups should be contained in
gram and to fight the election on one areas reserved for their exclusive use
issue only, the color problem. The solu- and should there \york out their own
tion which his party offered was frankly destinies according to their O\vn desires
the color policy of 150 years ago. And· and abilities. 'l'he Natives (of course)
when Dr. Malan raised it as his battle and perhaps the Coloreds and Indians,
cry South Africa was amazed to see too, would be allowed to cross over into
those who had been Dr. Malan's bitter~ the white man's zones to labor for the
est·opponents, the extreme ultra-Btitish white man's needs, but they would not
imperialists, rallying to his standard and be allowed to make their homes there, or
proclaiming him as the savior' of white to bring their families with them, and
civilization. 'l'hey formed but a small would have to go back to their own areas
proportion of the English vote but their on the expiry of their terms of service.
NOVEMBER 8, 1948
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But South Africa's color problem is
complicated by the fact that her nonwhite races are in various stages ef de-'
velopment. This is particularly true of
the Bantu, those one-time rival invaders
of the white man, \vho now number near-

ly eight million of a total population of
hardly more than eleven million. ~[ost of
them are no more than semicivilized;
some of them are hardly less .primitive
than they were a hU)ldred and fifty years
ago j but many of them have made rapid
progress along Eutopean lines, and some
have become in every respect the intellectual equals of the white man. It is the
great weakness of South African Native
policy tllat the law in effect places all
Natives on the same plane, that of the
semicivilized.
~rhe white man's problem has not been
made any em;ier by the insistent cry in
some quarters for equal poliHcal rights
for all. Many consider that equal political rights for all in South Africa is at

can rightly be called totalitarian in outlook. It is a fact that the desire which
many Afrikanders had for a German victory was inspired not 80 much by a love

of Germany but by a hatred of Britain.
Nevertheless, there is little likeliho@d
of South Africa's seceding from the Empire. Germany, whom the -Nationalists in
company ,vith many others throughout

the world once regarded as the main bulwark aga:imst Bolshevism, is gone. f11he
Nationalists, hating Communism even
more than tlwy once hated Britain, now

look to the West, to the British Empire
and America for protection from the Red
peril, and the new government has openly recognized the political, ('~oriomic and
strategic value to South Africa of her
plaee in the Empire.

But the apartlleid theory does contain
a threat to the peace and unity of the
Empire. For while there may be doubts
as to the eeonomic soundness and ethical

present, just not practical, for million8

rightness of apartheid it cannot be
doubted that any attempt to put it into

of its adult population have the menial
development of children. Responsible

practice ,vill occasion grave national and
international reaction. \Vitllin South

non-European If'aders appreciate Ulis,
among such ones being l\fr. 1fanilal

Africa itself apartheid would bring to

Gandh~

son of the Alahatma. But it is
difficult to justify denial of full political
rights to 1111'. Ghandi and other educated
and cultured men among the Indian,
Colored and Native communities:
Overseas observers have dubbed the
Nationalists "Nazi zealots" and fascists.
It is true that during the second world

war the Nationalists openly hoped for
and expected a German victory. It is true,
too, that their leaders flirted with certain
extreme A frikander organizations, !meh

as the Ossewa Brandwag, which loudly
proclaimed tlJe virtues of the Nazi State.
And it is true that almost the first official act of the new government was to
liberate certain ones who had been sentenced to long terms of imprisonment for
wartime sabotage and treasonable acts

on behalf of Nazi Germany. But it is still
doubtful whether the new government
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open flame racial bitternesses and antag~
onisms already smoldering ominously,
while in the wider cou-ncilS of the world
South Africa 'would have to face universal cI'itieism and disapproval.

For white and non-white South Africans aUke one sentence in the_Nationalist party's pre-election manifesto reads
ominously. In a statement outlining the

apartheid policy, published on March 30,
Dr. Malan had this to say: Hamrches
and societies which underm"ine the policy
of apartheid and which propagate doctrines foreign to the nation will be
checked." As the unofficial state religion
of South Africa js nov..' Dutch Reformed
Calvinism, it is logical to assume that

any doctrine that conflicts with the teachings of Calvin may be construed as being
"foreign to the nation" and a fit subject
for chceking.-Awake! correspondent in

South Africa.
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Not Responsible

for World's Morals

T

HF. clergy of Christendom's hundreds of religious denominations
disavow Jehovah's witnesses and stoutly aver that these were not ordained by
them. Good! say the witnesses,. for onr
ordination is Scriptural; genuine ministers are not made by men or religions
clergy, but arc made by God through
Christ. '1'hat was what the apostle Paul
claimed as true about himself. Theological training at the feet of Rabbi Gamaliel did not induct Paul into the Christian ministry. The gospel of which Paul
was a mini8ter was not according to
man, and he did not get it of man, but
was taught it by the revelation of Jesus
Christ. (GaL 1:11-17) 'Ve can thus see
that Paul was not a servant of the J ewish organization that rejected .Jesus
Christ. He ,vas not a minister of Judaism or ".Jews' religion" with its traditions of the religious fathers.
Today, like Paul, Jehovah's witnesses
act separate from aU the religicws Ofganizations of J pwry and Christendom.
They are not miniHters of the hundreds
of confusing religions of Christendom,
but are "ministers 'of the gospel". Y\Tith
this gospel they exclusively work. This
gospel, and not the wisdom and religious
ideas of men, thElY teach privately and
preach publicly. 'With this got'ipel they
are trained, instructed and built up in
Christian faith with it. Acquaintance
with this true gospel, then a dedication
of themselves to make it knov,"'n to others, is what makes them gospel ministers. They reject the religious traditions
NOVEMBER 8, 1948

of Christendom as aold wives' fables"
and profane.
If those of us who are ministers specialize on the gospel, how can \Ve at all
dabble in the morality campaigns and
the politics of this world, or try to dictate what the movie industry.shall produce or the cinemas show on the screen,
or act as referees in capital-labor dis]Lutes? vVe simply cannot. Those things
of this world are not our concern. We
cannot line up with the governor of Minnesota, who, at a Reformation Day celebration in November of 1947, said publicly: "\Ve arc personally responsible
for the political conduct of our democracy. If Christians in the United States
do not reverse their indifference to government, the. time may quiekly come
when a decision will be forced UpOn them
as a result of our apathy. . . . they must
come forward to accept the obligation of
leadership and service in political and
civil life as never before in the history
of our nation."-New YDrk Times, November 3,1947.
,
\Vould Christ.J esus, would the apostle
Paul, lleed that urgent warning or invitation to entangle themselves 'With the
political affairs of this country, if they
were personally present here now' Not
if they stuck to the line of action that
they followed when on earth nineteen
centuries ago. Christ .Jesus owned up to
no responsibility for the political conduct of any nation, but quietly said to
politician Pilate: "11y realm does not belong to this world." (.John 18: 36, Moffatt) And Paul wrole to Timothy: "Endure hardness, as a good soldier of J esus Christ. No man that warreth ell-
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tangleth himself with the affairrs of this
life;, that he may please him who hath
chosen him to be a soldier." (2 Timothy
2:'3t 4) Both Jesus and Paul his faithful
imitator kept hands off this worId"s
running of its affair:; and stuck to the
ministry of the gospel. When Jesus
Christ was offered the charge of all the
political states of this world it \vas not
Jehovah God, llUt it was Satan the Devil,
"the god of this ,vorld," that made the
offer to Christ Jesus on the terms that
Jesus fall down and worship the pevil.
Because Jesus Christ was a minister
of God and devoted to the ministry of
the gospel, He refused to enter politics
in league with Satan the Devil. Por holding to this neutral course He was foully
put to death by a -political conspiracy.
But no blame carl be cast upon His ministry, as being fraudulent. If il papa of
Vatican City, who claims to be Christ's
vicar, had instructed the Roman Catholic clerg;y to follow Jesus' example and
&,tick to the gospel, 1Ionsignor Josef
Tiso would not have entered the political office of president of Slovakia as a
protectorate of Adolf Hitler and have
taken part in slaughtering thousands of
helpless Slovakian J eW8, and all this
time being on gDod terms with the Vatican, and finally appealing to Hitler for
military aid when the allies were closing
in upon the Nazi forces. Condemned
after trial in court, Tiso was hanged as
a criminal and Nazi collaborator April 18,
1947. Just his being a Roman Catholic
priest did not earn for him a pardon.
By no means can God's true ministers
of His gospel undertake to act as the
custodians of the morals of the state or
of the public community that upholds
such a political state, ant;! try to put Jehovah God in the state. \Ve cannot by
making laws give people an injPction of
righteousness and morality. Not even
the law of Moses could legislate righteousness into God's chosen people of
Israel. That Theocratic law could only
condemn thefit as natural-born sinners
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in Jehovah's....sight and needing·redemption, redemption through no political
legislation, but through Jesus' blood.
The Roman Catholic priests that try to
influence legislation to inject their Roman Catholic righteousness into the people merely serve to legislate themselves
lnto power for controlling the commu~
nity, Catholic, Protestant and Jewish.
']'hc apostle Paul knew better than to try
to act as custodian for the morals of the
people of Home and other lands that
lJe visited. He said to the church o.t
Corinth which had a disgusting case of
fQrnication on its hands: "·What have I
to do to judge them also that are without? do not ye judge them that are within 1 But them that are without God judgetll."-l Cor. 5: 12, 13.
The apostle foretold that at the end
of this world, where we are JJOWt the
nations would have dropped to their
lowest ebb, creating most perilous times,
and that there would never be any improvement. (2 Timothy 3: 1-13) The
failure of Christendom's clergy to improve the morality of the people of the
various political states proves theirs is
a losing fight, because it is no business
of a true minister of God. \Vhy, the true
ministers of His Word cannot even force
the gospel of salvation upon anyone; and
it is only through that gospel that any
person attains to real righteousness and
morality in God's sight. How, then, can
Christendom's ministers of religion hope
, to regulate the morality of the polit~cal state and to legislate uprightness
mto the people that do not accept and
obey the gospel of God in Christ Jesus'
They cannot. Jehovah's witnesses are
well instructed in that gospel. They do
not let themselves be fooled into joining
the religious clergy in that futile effort
which does not have God's approval or
backing. Only God's kingdom established
in the hands of Christ Jesus will bring
in a world completely moral and upright,
a new vWl'ld, and ~ot this old world made
over.
A WAKE I

American Bill of Rights
(Continued frort), page 8)

to the other groups of the community, often
becomes himself suspect. . . . Yes, it takes
courage to stand between an unpopular minority and the community, insisting"that our
Bill of Rights was designed for the protection
of all people, whatever their race, creed or
political faith. The lawyer" may fecI uneasy
when it seems that important clients may slip
away because of his attitude. The editor may
be tempted to stand mute by reason of the
views of important advertisers. Even the
clergyman may be under pressure to hold his
tongue because of the influence of some of his
parishioners.

But those who are devoted to the democratic
ideal expressed in our Bill of Rights will take.
the direct and daring course. Once they are
sure of their facts and know they
arc doin'"0
•
right they will, like Altgcld, espoufle the cause
of the victims of ignorance, prejudicc or passion. They, too, may be pilloried or cursed.
But institutions become great by the greatness
of the men who champion them, by the greatness of the advocacy that defends them.
_A p'eople indifferent to their civil liberties
do not deserve to keep them and in this revolutionary age may not be expected to keep
them long. A people who proclaim their civil
liberties but extend them only to preferred
groups start down the path to totalitarianism.
They emulate either the dictatorship of the
Right or the dictatorship of the Left. In doing
this they erase a basic distinction between our
system of government and totalitarianism.
To allow that to happen is to lose -by de.fault. Far better to lose pleading the cause of
decency and of justice. Then we win greatness even in defeat, and leave behind a rich
heritage for those who later rebuild on the
ashes of our lost hopes.
But there will be no failure if we adhere
steadfastly to our faith. For the goal of people or- all races is toward a system which respects their dignity, frees their minds and
allows them to worship their God in their own
way. None has yet designed an article of political faith more suited to those ends than
our own Bill of Rights.'
NOVEMBER 8, 1948

Vigilant Ones
The foregoing establishes the worth
of the American Bill of Rights, particularly the first of those ten amendments.
The wisdom of having theRe freedom
guarantees in writing, and having them
interpreted by the courts, is also manifest. Legislatures and executives are
frequently subjected to political pressures, are sensitive to arguments of expediency, are responsive to psuedo-patriotic pleas. All this makes it diflicult
for the individual, especially of an unpopular minority, to protect himself. By
the very nature of their appointment
members of the-legislatures, as well as
some executives, are representatives of
the majority. It may he politically dangerous for them to champion the rights
of minorities. But with the courts interpreting the rights guaranteed to all persons there is more hope for justice. As
l\lr. Justice Chapman of the Florida
Court of Appeals said, in Wilson v. Rnssell (194-1): "A court in the discharge of
duty under our sYRtem is required to be
oblivious to public clamor, partisan demands, notoriety, or personal 'Popularity and to interpret the law fearlessly
and impartially so as to promote justice,
inspire confidence and serve the public
welfare." Hence a tribunal can dispense
justice better Ulan a body that is obliged
to keep one eye on the public press and
tlle other on the ballot box.
But before the court& can safeguard
liberties, vigilant ones must challenge
those who would encroach thereon. None
have been more vigilant in this regard
than Jehovah's witnesses. Theil' fight for
freedom has piled high favorable court
decisions bulwarJung civil lihel'ties for
all. They have helped establish not only
what may be said in the exercise of free
speech and press, but also hov,' it may be
disseminated to an audience. They have
kept these freedoms tax-free and IIcensefree. Truth may not be choked oft be~
cause it offends some others or is con~
troversiaL It penetrates to all corners of
27

opinions) of which Lovell v. City of Griffin
was the first. If 'the blood of the martyrs is
the seed of the Church', what is the debt of
Constitutional Law to the militant persistency
-or perhaps I should say devotion-of this
strange group ~

the nation, by virtue of decisions won
against company-owned towns. Moreover, the Witnesses have advanced the
cause of free worship by their victory
in the flag-salute case. Forced salutes
could lead to oppressive regimentation,
and t.he eventual forced hei.ling of a variety of Hitlers. Also, if vigilant fighting
had not turned back the attempt to brand
.J ehovah's witnesses seditious because
they advocate God's kingdom, then other
religious groups supporting that kingdom could be t;imilarly convicted. It is
as .Judge Edward F. Waite said in an
article -in the 1\,1 innesota Law Review
(1944) entitled "'I'he Debt 01' Constitutional Law to Jehovah's witnesses":
It is plain that present constitutional guar·
antees of personal liberty, as authoritatively
interpreted by the enited States Supreme
Court, are far broader than th('y were before
the spring of 1938; and that most of this enlargement is to he found in the thirty-one
Jehovah's witnesses cases (sixteen deeiding

~~A

t

In the United States freedom-lovers
have a goerl fighting chance to preserve
their liberties through their written Bill
of Rights. The United States affords the
individual more protection of his personal freedoms against governmental encroaehment, stat.e or federal, t.han that
available in any other of the Fnited
Nations: By appealing to the Bill of
Rights, invoked through judicial review,
any exercise of power by the executive
or legislature can be scrutinized bv the
courts and ,veighed on the scales o(freedom. The American Bill of Hights has
thus proved its worth. Why should not
the citizens of anv one of the other Unitcd Nations have~ their personal rights
made as legally secure!

Better '\tVodd

has been promised the people by polit.ical, commercial and religious
leaders. But the people get no joy therefrom because, like douds without. rain, these men have never been able to bring t.heir promises and
schemes to reality. A pm~ler higher than men is needed t.o resolve earth's
complicated pI'oblems and make the world of tomorrow a better one,
one which will bring joy to all the people. But such a world will come,
and it will bring joy to all who dwell in it. What it will be and how it
will be established is set £orth in the booklet The Joy of All the People.
Use the coupon below to aMain a copy for yourself and for your friends.
•

It

117 Adams St.
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D I am t'llcio:'Jing 5e for my ('opy of The Jq:y of All the People.
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War of Words In U. rl.

The United Nations, belying

its name, is at Its assemb\\es a

battleground for a war of words.
This perennial conflict bro\ie out
afresh as .the third Genel'1I1 Assembly convened at Paris on
September 21. Present were 6/lQ
secretariat memberlj from Lake
Success to~ther with 600 others
hired In Euro~" A.'\x)ut 1500
"correspondents, from sonte 43
countries, were there to cover the
meetings. The 58 natIonal delegations 011 hand repre~euted
three-fifths of the earth's sur-

,

face, and four-fifths of its people.
Early in tbe sessions 01' the
assembly U. S. Secretary of State
Mars.llull made a speeeh Hud said
that Amer\rllll patipnce "lIould
not be mistaken for weakness,
and that no hu);ic principles

would be set asidE' to reach an
agreement with Russia. Ru~sia's
dele-gate Vh;hiwo,k}' T~\l\te~\ two;:o
days later saying th!lt RussIa
sought co-olleration with all nations but that the TT. S. followed
a "policy of e:>::pansion alld realization of plans for worlf! domination", He act-used the U. S. of
planning the use of atomic bombs
for the destruction of MoSCOW,
Leningr'ad and other greut Russian cities.. Apart from hearing
speeche!'! the Assembly decided
upon Its agenda, Russia opposed
the inclUSion of reports of" the
BaJkau and Korean COJUillissions, the l,)TOll,)OSa\g -of U\~ "L\ttie Assembly", and a motion con-
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demnlng Russia's refusnl to allow Rus!'!!an women who have
marner\ foreign hushands to
leave the country. Promll1ent on
the program were consideration
of the Pale!ltine qne!ltion, the
Berlin impaS/o!e, the Greelr pI'oblem, the Indonesian trouble, and
the Trieste governorshIp.
'Betlm Ctw,w. Omt\'l\\1!l';il>
<$- The foreign ministers Qf the
'''estern 'Big Three, Britain, the
U. S. and France, on Septemb('r 20 held crltt['al meetings at
PariS In regard to the Berlin
crlsis_ They decIded hy the following day to ~f'nd an urgent
message to the Kremlin, whIch
wa~ done on Wednes[iay, !dent!·
eal (lotf'!l going to the ~ovlet amiJa~sador8 in Washington, I_ondon und Paris, The SovIet re·
piled with unusual promptness
and by the pnd of. that week
prellarations wel'\) lmdel' 'say l'l\
Paris for a meeting of the BIg
Three's m!ni~t('rs to discusS Russia's n~ply, which called for Russian control of air transpOl't into
BerUn. On Sf'ptellliJer 20 tlw Illinisters drafted a speedy reply.
Brletly, thf'Y said, Nothing dOing,
"Identic notifications" were aecordingly sent to the U, N" eharging that the Russian bioc](afle of
B('1'111I and attendant difficulties
wer;> a "threat to the pellce" of
the world, Ami one woooers what
peace.
'Frenl'h. Stnte;
<$- Three worker demonstrators

who had clashed with fOuls police the previous day ",ere sentenced to jail terms on September 16. Widespread labor protests followed. Seven persons
held for attacking the POlice
had their sentences postponed,
the judgB saying, "All French_
men have tIle right to demonstrate, but they must do so In
an erderly fashion."
Fllrther disturbances have resulted from the conflict between
Communists and De Q.\I..\l.l..l..\%t'/:.,
who fought a pitched VattIe at
Vlzlllf! September 16. Another
tight {){'('urred on the :L8th, accompanied by machine·~n and
revolver fire, A Communhiit was
klJlf1d and many of the demonstrators were wounded. The
clnsh arose over Il counterdemonstration by Commuulsts Immediately nfter M, de Gaolle had
mafle a spee<>h at Grenoble, The
llaum day the Xatlonal Assembly
nasserl ,a hill to provide eighty
billion fram'!'! in new tax receipts, De Galllle was charged
(September 22) with maintaining a 15,OO()-mRn private police
force; hut a spokesmnn for the
party said they were merely
militant mf!lllbers chosen tei see
tlmt Communists did not prevent
tile general from making' speeches. 'l'be I!'rench National Assem~
Illy, Which hns trouble agreeing
on tmythlng", finally, on September 28, vote<i to postpone local
electiolls from October to March,
in view of the troubled condlt"';n~, On the 2Mh clashes betwr~m Iro Guulllsts and Commu-uu,,\\i, 'wI.;. ....>-al'''' 'In. 'r'lITI:S; M)
WCI"" Wounded as CommunIsts invaded a rally of De GauUe's
party.

Bnlssels Alliance
<$- At the close of a two-day
mepting of the national defense
rninist('rs of France, Britain,
HIE' Netherlands, Belgium and
I,uxembourg, on Septellluer 28,
announcement was wade of the
forIJlation of a permanent common military orgU,nlzation for
the defense of 'Vestern Europe.
The "Brussels Alliance" was
Signed by representatives of the
five llowers, British Field Mar,
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shall Vlscl'lunt Montgomery was
chosen as Ilrst chairman of the
permanent defense organization.
A plan for military aid to Western Europe will be one of the
lirst problems to be submitted
,to the Eighty-first u. S. Congress
In January.

7,000,000 to 69me 5,000,000 mem'
bers In the last few months,

Death of Mediator
~ The Ylclous slaying of Count
Berna{iotte on' Spptember 11
shocked the world. The U, N, mediator, accompanied by an aide,
Colonel Serot, was pas a I n g
Speech from the Throae·
through Jerusalem. There were
~ QUP\'n Juliana for the flrstthree cars. Coming Into the Jewtime addressed the Dutch parish section the party was stopped
liament from the throne on 81*:;' at the foot of the 11111 of Evil
tember 21, outlining the polky to
Conncil. A jeep was parked
be follow(!d by the re(~(!ntly
across the road. Two men got
formed coalition governllJent 11n- . out and with a machine gun at
der \Vlllem Dr'ees, 80dallst preclose nmge shot Count Bernamier. The queen said that the
dotte and his aide, then fled. The
country's defensive strpngth at
atrocious deed was charged to a
sea and in the ah' hall been (loyesegment of the Stern gang Which
talled iIlto the .ivint defense I)at- hNS been Gperating II! Palestine
tern of the Western European
with impunity. A wide spread
Union, a move wllkh the pre- seureh fot the killers was insticariOUS state of the nation's
tuted and 200 Sternists were
finances had made illl~yitable,
placed under arrest. The ,Jewish
government at long last outlawed
Europe Receives $123,532,668
the terrorist organizations. At
~ The G. S. in the thlt'd w€f!k
the flose of the month the Stern
of September sent $123,:jil2,66a to
gang leader was apprehended.
nine European countries to ('arry
on the battle for EUropl'an re- Palestine in the U. N.
coYery. Allotments inflUllp(i $12,~ 'rhe murder of Count Folke
400,000 for U. S. cotton d.'st!ned
Bernadotte pm!hed tile Palesttne
for Blzonai Germany. Authoriza(Juestlon to the forefl'ont In U. N.
tions for all participating Eurodel i bera tl on s at Paris. The
pean countrIes ml(l ChIna total
Swedish delegntion to that owly
$1,809,425,810 as of September 22,
was conspi('llolls, d res sed In
mourning because of the M;sassiItaly's Cost of Living
nation. The count had finished a
~ It waS reporter'! in ~eptelIlber
rfport on the PalE-stlne problem
that ovel' the Ileriod of one
short1~' b(!fore his death. It Inmonth basic it~ms of a family
cluded n new part!tlon plan,
budget for heatlug nnr'! elttill.g whll;h was presented to the U. N.
haye gone up more than 50 per- Gf"neral Assemhly on Septemcent in Italy. The Twollie are her 20. It calleil for recoJ..,'Uitlon
caUlng on the rather nonchalant
of the .Jewish state. but made
De Gaslleri government to exsome important boundary changplain how they w!1l exist this
es. Westf"rn Galilee was to be
winter.
given to the Jews, but most of
the :"'Iegel) to the Arubs; HaIfa
Italy's Anti-Red UnIon
was to be a frf"{! 1)Ort within the
• TIle Cat/lOJie ASOI(J('latlon of state of Israel, L.\'dda a free airItalian WOl'kC'rH eon g res s in port i.fl Arab terrltor~'. Jerusalem
Rome, on Hf'ptembel' 17, "oted
WliS to be U.:IS". controlled, with
581,000 to 4U,OOO to form an antisafpgunrds for the proteftion of
Communist labor m 0 v e men t
religious sites und ,·Ights. The
wbich would bn free of COllnllureport inui('ated thnt Sine!.! neinist Influence as well liS of narty
ther fal'tiou would be llkely to
domination of an~' kind. It is rea;:ree on any proposed plan, the
portell that the ConllunniHtU.:"I. should deeide the matter
dominated General ConfedllrHtion
of Labor h&s dropped from about
and then enforce its decision.
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.Indla Takes Hyderahad
~ As 'the Seo:-urlty CounCil of
the U. N, on September 16 formally voted to put the IndlaHyderabad conflict on the a~n
da, IndIan armored folumns
were within 50 miles of Hyderabad's l'afJital. The princely state
surrendered the next day and the
nizllm (ruler) ordered Hyderabad representatives at the U. N.
not to press their protest against
IndIa. 'I;he lOO-hour war between
the prim:ely state and the Indian
dominion had come to an end.
"I am opening a new chapter of
frlelldllness with India," said
the nizam in a broadcast. Prime
::\Iinister ~ehru, of India, said
H~'derabad would be under IudiRn m1}jtary gm'erlllllCllt ant}}

'normality wali! restored'. A constituent assembly wonld be elected to depi(\e the political future
of the state.
Assassination In Burma.
~ \.J Tin 'fut of Burma, antiCommunist leader and fornler
foreign minl&ter, died September ]0 as the result of the ex ..
vlosion the day before of a bomh
placeU in his car h~· the assassins. Burma is torn by iuternal
strife. 1'\\"0 COInHlunist groups
are fighting each other, as well
as the gOn'rnrm'nt, ami an nllrising of the Karen population
is causing additional perplexity.
Indon(lsian Uprising
~ TIl!' Indonesian problem was
complicnted in mid-September hy
the civll strife predpitated by
Communist forces, Premier Mohammed Hatta bit t e r I y denounced the CommunIst party In
Pnrliamfo'nt, afeusing them of
trying to "dra.: the TIepublic iuto
a SovleL-Amel'lcnn global conIlkt"'. He stated that TIus~ja had
altered its course seveu tfm('S
since 1\)17, "now turning left,
now right," and he saw no reason
why Indonesia should follow Its
dktlltes or example. COIllmuniHt
forces, llOwever, continued to
fight, amj on SeptE-mher 18 over·
threw the gm'ernment of .Java's
third largl'st city. Madiun. Presillput So(>karno immediately proclaimed martlal law throughout
AWAKE!

the republic. September' 20 a
Communlst-eontrolled radio in
Madlun proclaimed that the "Soviet Republic of Java" had been
estabJlshed and that 'the hour
for revolt had begun', promising
at the same time "land fol' those
who work It". President Soekarno was given unlimited powers
for three months, to deal with
the uprising. All left-wing newspapers were bSQned. September 30 government forces an.nounced the recapture of Madiun. Several other dties occupied by the Communists were
also retaken.

*

Filipino StrIte
The conflict between the Filipino government and the nebel
Hukhslahaps has broken out
sfresh and on a larger scale. The
leader of the gUE'rrilla group,
Luis 'raruc, turned against the
government even though he had
previously a c c e pte d President
Elpldlo Quina'S offer of smnesty
on behalf of tIle 100,000 guerrillas.
The war now being fought on the
central plains of Luzon was estimated in September to have resulted in the loss of a thousand
lives over a period of forty days.

Indeed, It seems to have been
foiled even "before the alleged
plotters thought of it.

*

Peal"i Cache
'A Navy and Coast Guard expedition returning from the Arctic in lute September brought
back handwritten records left In
the polar regions more than forty
years ago by Commander Robert
E. Peary, discoverer of the north
pole. Peary had found, and
('aehed along with his own statement, documents left by a British expedition in 1875-1876. The
cairn containing the paperR was
located at Cape Sheridan, whleh
is 450 miles tram the north pole.
Draft Registration
.. Selective Service stated at
'the close of September that
8,584,963 men, 18 through 25
years of age, had registered for
the peacetime draft. The t1nal
figures covered all states and
t('rritories of the U. S. SIngle,
non-veteran and childless married men, -18 through 25, total
only 2,147,813.
Huge Grain Supply Stored
~ The Department of AgricultUre on September 23 reported
that farmers had stored more
than 100,000,000 hushels of this
year's grains under the U. S.
price support programs. \Vheat
made up o.er fl7 percent of the
total. At Sel \Venatchee, ,"Vash.,
a quarter of a million dollars'
wor111 of wheat WIIS lying on tilt)
ground because there were not
sufficient elevator storage facllitieR availahle.

Puzzling Peron Plot
.. President Pert'in, of Argentina,
personally acpused a former U. S.
Embassy official, now In busilll;>!l'!
in Uruguay, of being the ehief
plotter in an alleged "capitalist"
conspiracy to kill him and Senora
Pert'in. Perun made the most of
the oceas/on by delivering an
impa!'!Sloned bakony speech. It is
alleged that Pertln. is having
trouble at home, snll so is trying
to divert attention' from tlle
Super-Supersonic Speeds
domestic difficulties by attacking
~ Set"l"('tary of the Air Force W.
fOJ"elgners. The de.t:alls of the
Stuart Symington on Septem"plot" were vague, and the ifiber 25 announced attainment by
direct implication that the U. S.
n. S. fliprs of speeds "hundreds
was involved has Jed to bad f,'Slof miles fa~t.!r than the speed of
ing against that country. Gener9rJUud". lIe also mentioned a jet
ally the speceh was considered a
homber that outpaced Its jet
bit of drama that was staged to
. fighter escorts, whicb Is going
turn Argentinian rlissatisfadion
some. Air Force officers conin anotller direetion, away from
finned the fact that a tiny test
home affairs. On September 20
plane, the Bell XS-1, had flown
the Catholic chul"ches offered
at
tile incredible speed mt'ntioned
special praj'ers of thanks that
by Mr. Symington.
the puzzllng plot had been foiled.
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Bam-Jet MlsBUe Speed.
• The"National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics revealed
on September 28 that great
strides had been made in supersonic speed engine l'esearch,
which inC'lnded a. ram-jet test
missile clocked at OWlr 1600
m.p.h. in drop tests. Application
of the engine is expected to be
limited for some years to guided
missiles and bombs, since it does
not attain actual efficiency until
it reaches double the speed of
sound.

U. s. Air Force Day
Air Force Day wa.s observed
Keptember 18 an over the U. S.
and in other parts of the world
where U. S. oceupation fOl'Ces
exist. Ameri('an fliers set q.ew
records and dE'lllOnstrated huge
born hers, jet fighters, transports
and othet· llew types of planes.
It was the first anniversary of
the Air l"orce as an independeD.t
arm of the National Military
Establishment. From U. S. ba.ses
111 Japan and Germany came B-29
superfortresses, flying as far as
5,000 lll!\es in dawn-to-dusk
flights, to parUdpate in makebelieve bombing of U. S. cities
along the coasts and Inland.

*

Cat Has 100 Kltten8!
~ Muffet, an l1-year-old, Moultrie, Ga., cat had 100 kittens as
of September 19. P.S. The kittens did not all (~ome at once,
but over a ten-year period.
Florida Hurricane
~ 'Vhlle, due to general precautions, only three lives were lost
in the Florida hllrri('ane of late
September, n crop and property
diullllge that ('ouid not be forcRtalkd, totaled *:m,ooo,ooo.
Typhoon in Japan
.. A t~'phoon which struck in
the vicinity of Tokyo Septemher 16 was believ('11 to have
caused more than 10,0110 deaths.
Large areas were flooded and the
inhabitants of towns we-re
obliged to eVa<'lw.te Hleir homes,
taking their belongings with
them.
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Who Are Jehovah's Witnesses?
In almost every community Jehovah's witnesses
are regularly calling at the homes of the people.
Regardless of the seasoni you will see them; on the
streets, at the homes, on the public platform. But
why' What is their purpm:;e7 Who are they? While
Jehovah's witnesses would be glad to answer your
questions personally, this may not always be convenient for you. Rather than allow your ,-!uestions
to go unanswered or depend upon the opinions of
the uninformed, may we make a suggestion 1

Read ((Let God Be True"
This handsome 320-page volume contains a chapter
devoted to the question "1Vho Are Jehovah's Witnesses'"
Here you may read tpe facts concerning their origin, purpose and teachings. Other chapters discuss in an interesting
and understandable manner the primary doctrines of the
Bible. '-'Let God Be True", in upholding God's word as true,
has brought comfort to the tbousands who have already
read it. It will bring comfort to you, too. You may obtain
a copy direct from the publishers and learn more about the
Bible in your own home.
A copy of "Let God Be True" and the booklet Permanent Governor
of All Nations will be sent to you postpaid on a contribution of 35c.
If you desire, the next time one of Jehovah's witnesses calls, you may
discuss its contents without any cost or obligation.
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DEMOCRACY BACKSLIDES
ON THE RACIAL FRONT
Flagrant discrimination turns freedom boasts to mockery
•

Weather Changes Designed
by Creator's Wisdom
Factors that determine season and climate
,

..

Graying, Going, or Gone?
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Democracy Backslides on the Racial Front
DEMOCRACY in America is
not as democratic as it boasts.
Not when racial hatred is
from border to border, coast
to CORst. Not when millions of men,
women and children live in fear and
terror of being violently mistreated,
heaten and lynched; not when eight prison guards down Georgia way go scotfree after murdering erght convicts in
cold blood; not when bricklayers are
forbidden to enter a district such as
Grundy county in 'l\mnessee; not when a
man in Virginia is shot dead in .tpe back
by a railroad detective because he complains about riding in a Jim Crow car;
not when the mother of twelve children,
together with her two sons, ages 13 and
15, are conviMed of murder for the killing of a farmer in self-defense j not when
hooded cowards ,of the Ku Klux Klan
terrorize 400 voters the night before
election to prevent theni from voting j
not when a family is driven out of a particular neighborhood following the bombing of their newly purchased home; not
when a traveler in Mississippi is forced
to go hungry because restaurant owners
refuse to serve him food j not when the
flames of race riots sweep through cities
like Detroit, Mich., and Columbia, Tenn.,
and leave behind many dead and wounded. When the capital of the world's greatest democracy, "Washington, D.C., practices racial segregation and discrimination against its own citizens is it not a
"graphic illustration of a failure of deNOVEMBER 22, 1948

mocracy'" The President's Committee
on Civil Rights says it is.
The above examples of racial discrimination are against American-born Negroes, but it d'oes not stop there. American Indians, American-born Jews, and
Americans whose parents and ancestors
came from other nationalities not belonging to the "lily-white" ,Caucasian
race have suffered insults and discriminatory restrictions upon their personal
rights and liberties in this "land of the
free and the home of the brave". Today
this racial barrier is being attacked as
never before in an effort to establish
equality in social, economic and educational pursuits for all citizens regardless'
of the color of their skin.
Can' it be done' Can racial unity and
peace be achieved at least on a national
scale1 For some time now a campaign
has been under way to provide for the
Negroes equ.al rights at the voting polls,
equal pay for equal work through fair
employment practi~es, federal antilynching laws, removal of all Jim Crow
traditions that require colored people to
ride in a different part of buses and
trains from that occupied by whites, abolition of segregation rules in the armed
forces, equal opportunities to attend
colleges and universities, equal hospital
and medical care, and removal of restrictions governing housing areas in cities
throughout the nation. \Vhen many of
these proposals were recently nailed
down as planks in the Democratic'plat3

resent having a new idea thrllst upon
theIb".
Another Southern viewpoint is that
the convention that they put up theIr
expl:'essed by the Baptist preacher of
own presidential candidate.
Shreveport, La;, 1f. E. Dodd, former
Politics Is Politics
president of the Southern Baptist Con1n an election year both parties weye vention. Says the "D.D." Dodd: "'l'he
out to get the vote of discriminahon 1;'"lC- Jim Crow Jaw is for the -protection of
tirns, and this year Truman was trylllg the Negroes themselves. They have placto outbid the Republicans. He was aware es reserved for them on trains and in
of the fact tlmt Negro mjg~ation from streetcars." Such unselfish (f) Southern
the South during the war m~ght becon;e hospitality! Furthermore, Dodd says
the decisive factor in the bIg states III "the South is ,yorking out the solution
the North. Already Dewey has been c~n for .tacial questions and will continue to
dernned and Truman praised by the Na- do So if not interfered with by others".
tional Association for the Advancement To many people, in everything the South
of Colored People for their stands on just moves aggravatingly slo'w. There is
civil rights. \Vallace too, and his Pro- another school of theorists that say the
gressive party, was also observed fish- problem can be ·solved by "separate but
ing on the same political bank for the equal facilities"-' a mythical proposition
colored vote. The political football was in a democracy, since its very premise is
also being kicked around by a large separation rather than unity. }1'or examsegment of the Southern democrats ple) in April Negro policemen Were seen
that bolted the party and took up ~~e for the firl:>t time on the streets of Atslogan "States' rights before CIVIl lanta, Ga., but they were forbidden to
rights}' They howl that the fed~ral gov- arrest white persons even if they murernment's attempt to set up antI-poll.tax dered a man hefore the very eyCR of the
and anti-lynching law's is an unconstItu- colored' "officer".
tional move which breaks down state's
In another claR~fby themselvcs are the
rights, destroys democracy ~nd thro~~Ts professional hate-peddlers and rabid
the door open for dictatorshIp, a polIce hate-monger groups like the cross-burnstate and communism.
'
.
.
White supremacy with a conhnuatlOn ing Ku Klux Klan, Columbians, Ameriof "Southern customs" and "traditions" ca :B~irsters and other night-riding vigilantes that arc determined to Bettle the
is their battle'cry. On this point, ho~v racial question by outright terrorism,
ever the "solid Soutb" is not so Bohd.
violence and force. "Blood will flown in
The:e are two factio~s: one that adv:o- the South if the Negro is allowed equalcates liberal reforms III the age-old dIS- ity with the white man, so declares the
crimination against the colored man, and Grand Dragon (Satan the Devil is t.he
the other, a "dyed-in-the-cotton" factjo~,
that "bitterly resents any reform and IS Great Dragon-Revelation 12: 9) of the
dead-set against any change whatsoever K.R.K. Roars the Dragon: "The Klan
in the balance of power between the will not permit the people of this country
blacks and the whites of the South. In to become a mongrel race." This iE the
this latter group are the loudmouthed same philosophy that plagued the mind
politicians like Crump, Murray, Cox, of the mad Hitler) that is, that all races
Byrd, Rankin and Connolly ,vho prefmme should be slaves to the "pure Aryans".
to speak for all the South. One news commentator describes this class as «the sort Breaking Down the Racial Barriers
In recent years many forces have been
that having suc('essfully avoided ('onceiving a new idea since 1865 bitterly enlisted on the side of the minority

form many Southel'n politicians IStubb~d
their toes on them and fell so far out <;If

j
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gr.oups that are sufferirlg the stigma and
hardship of racial discrimination, and
these are now assaulting the racial bar~
riers from many sides. Many of the out·
standing business and civic leaders have
promoted what they call anti~bias drives.
The Association of Nl1tional Advertis~
ers, the American Association of Ad~
vertising Agencies and the Bureau of
Advertising of the American Newspaper
Publishers Association have set as their
objective the making of "racial prejudice
as unpopular as B.O." The labor organi~
zations such as the CIO and the Socialist
Industrial Union have made the cause of
the oppressed Negro their cause in an
effort to bring him into their organi!z;ations. The New York county organization of the American Legion advocates
"abolition from all branches of the
armed services of all forms of segregation based upon race, 'creed, color, ancestry or national origirt" in an effort to
make the American Legion "more democratic", a shortcoming of the organization long overlooked.
The National Council of Christians
and Jews, the American Jewish Congress, the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, the Board of
Christian Education, the Board of National Missions of the Presbyterian
Church, the Institute on Racial and Cultural Relations, and the Jesuit publish'ers of the national Catholic weekly,
America, have all come forward with
drives for better understanding of the
racial problem.
..
The fight for racial freedom is pushed
along many avenues of human endeavor:
in the schools and colleges, in the hospitals, in the fleld of medicine and the
world of sports, in the army, and even
in the religious churches. 1fany schools
in the North under the pressure are do.
ing away with the discrimination and
segregation laws, but throughout the
South it is an altogether different story.
Down there, where, we are told, "the
South is working out the solution for
NOVEMBER 22, 1948

racial questions" not only are the children
segregated but the difference in the facilities provided and the training given is
astonishing. Even among the schoolteachers the inequality is appalling. For
example, in Mississippi 8,92Q white
teachers have an average annual salary
of $1,106, whereas 6,236 Negro teachers
get an average of only $398 for the same
work.
In the colleges and universities of, the
country, both in their classrooms and in
their fraternities and sororities, the
story is about the same. Progress has
been made in some, while others tenaciously hold on to their "traditional'" beliefs in white superiority. The Univer-sity of Delaware and the University of
Arkansas have opened their doors to
Negroes provided the "Southern custom"
of segregation is strictly enforced. One
of the most outstanding cases that recently nloved the country involved a
Negro law student, the University of
Oklahoma and the United States Supreme Court. \Vhen the Court ordered
the Univer::dty to enroll the Negro girl
in their law school they tried to by-pass
the order by setting up "equal facilities"
in a >separate building removed frow the
University proper, and that, in spite of
the vehement protests on the part of the
student body which favored bringing the
girl into their midst. In 1946 Texas spent
$2.01 per capita for higher educatioll for
whites, but only $O.44-for Negroes.
Ugly discrimination, standing before
many hospitals t h r 0 ugh 0 u t this socalled democratic land, bars the entrance
of Negro men, women and children and
turns mnny of them into an early grave.
There aTe no arguments that can be advanced to justify such fiendish treatment. The Negroes are intelligent hu·
man creatures, not beasts of the field. It
is estjmated that there is a shortage of
over 5,000 Negro doctors due to discrim·
ination. And the few who have overcome
great harriers and have climbed high
enough up the ladder of success to obS

tain a doctor's degree are still denied
membersbip by the smug American Medical Association. This in turn deprives
them of many courtesies and privileges
and 'hinders their humanitarian practice.
It is a strange thing. In time of war
the colored man is considered as valuable
for the national defense as the noncolored. Both are expected to pay the
same price in human sacrifice, suffering
and blood. Yet the one is discriminated
against, instead of being considered a
comrade in anns against a common enemy. Since the recent war ended the Negro has renewed with greater vigor than
ever his efforts to have this injustice
corrected. When the present peacetime
draft was before Congress many of the
colored people, represented by the Sleeping Car Porters' Union, threatened civil·
disobedience if such measures failed to
do away with segregation in the armed
forces.
Congress, however, failed to write the
anti-segregation provision into the draft
law, and Defense Secretary James Forestal and Army Secretary Kenneth C.
Royall said that "in the interest of National Defense" the inequality in the
regular army will continue. They failed
to explain how sueh segregation is in the
interest of democracy. New Jersey has
set the example for the rest of the nation
by wiping out this form of discrimination in its National Guard units.
Sports! If there is any field of endeavor where unity and peace among the
races should be manifest it is here, for
discrimination and race hatred are so
foreign to the very spirit of sportsmanship and the mirthful diversion of playtime. TIle heated controversy over the
discrimination issue that has been batted
around· the professional baseball diamond is evidence that not all is as peaceful as it should be. Out in California the
Professional Golfers' Association refused to enter two players because their
skin was dark. 1'he American Bowling
Congress still maintains its '''racial dis6

criminationH clause. In Baltimore, Md.,
17 are arrested for staging an interracial tennis match. The Palisades
Amusement Park in New Jersey, after
admitting N egro"s to the park, refused
them the use of the swimming pool.
Where Religion Stands
And what about racial discrimination
,in the churches of the country¥ Here, too,
there is a great diversity of practice and
belief, as was expressed by a cross-section opinion of Oklahoma' clergymen.
Some ,,,ere in favor of segregation in
the churches; others were opposed. A
St. Louis church federation asked its
members to cease the 'practice of segregatJon. Likewise a VIrginia councll of
churches. But down in Birmingham,
Ala., if a white man, though he be a
United States senator (Glen Taylor, for
example), enters a church for puhlic
worship through a door intended for the
colored only he is arrested.
A Religious News Service dispatch
from Columbia, S.C. (May 13, 1948),
reads: "Total race segregation js 'the
will of God' and must he maintained, according to the General Conference of the
Southern Methodist Church. . . . 'The
Almighty God saw fit, in His infinite wisdom, to segregate the races in the beginning, and we earnestly believe that
the, will of God (will) be best served by
continuation of the total segregation of
'the black and white races.' n Have you
ever heard such tommyrot! Where in the
BIble does it say that Almighty God
segregated "the races in the beginning"
or that it is the "will of God" that such
discrimination he practiced today!
The will of God is expressed in the
Word of God. So, what does the Bible
say'! In the beginning God made all people for to dwell on the earth, not segregated, but in peace. It was the practice
of religion on the plains of Shinar and
the building of the towering religious
edifice of Babel tImt scattered and segregat.ed the nations. In (lod's due time,
A WAKEI

when the religion of the Devil has been
wiped out, when a man no longer asks
his neighbor who the Lord is, when religion no longer divides the people into a
thousand sects and cults-then "all na-·
tions" will go up together and worship
Jehovah God in peace. Clergymen would
do well to first read the following scriptures before talking about what God's
will is.~Acts 17: 26; Genesis 11: 1-9;
Jeremiah 31: 34 j Isaiah 2: 2, 3 j Micah
4: 1, 2.

There is, however, not much hope of
obtaining complete freedom from racial
discrimination by the hand of the force8
that are now fighting racial hatred and
bias, or by the strategy that such forces
are employiI?-g. In the first .place, fighting
does not br.eed love for the enemv. Fighting for every privilege they now enjoy
has not engendered in the colored race
love for the overbearing, proud and
haughty white man. In some instances
the Negro has assumed a similar overbearing, proud and haughty dispositiou,
thinking that in doing so he is acquiring
an equality with the white. In otller cases
the contention has provoked bitter hatred for the white, ."hich has sometimes
reached the igniting point. In still other
instances it has caused some Negroes to
feel superior to others of their own race.

Progress Made
Eighty years ago the 14th Amendment
to the Constitution was ratified and declared to be a fundamental law of democracy. During this time some progress
has been made toward th~ goal of making freedom the heritage of all people of
the country. In ·Washington, D.C., Negro
internes were admitted to Gallinger hos- Cause of and Remedy for Racism
Why does the Caucasian look down on
pital for the first. time in February of
this year. For the first time, recently, and discriminate against those of the colNegroes were allowed to sit on a county 'ored race 7 Asked why, those that do will
say that it is because of the Negro's
grand jury in Mississippi.
Much of the fighting against discrim- crime record, standard of living, social
ination both past and present has been habits, and his high degree of sickness,
in courts of law_ Since the famous Dred disease and high death rate. Some will
Scott case there have been many legal add that the Negr:o race is more primivictories won. In 1946 the Supreme tive, hence inferior to the white race.
The crime --rate. It is higher among
Court added another by ruling that
racial segregation of passengers. on bus- urban Negroes than among whites, but
es crossing state lines was unconstitu- this is primarily the white rnan"s fault,
tional, and this year the High Court not the Negro's_ Investigation has shown
knocked the props from under the ter- that the vermin of delinquency and crime
rible "ghetto" system that has hereto- breed rapidly in the fertile soil of ignofore been fostered and maintained by rance and the economic poverty found
local government. Cities and states can in the overcrowded, filthy city slums. But
no longer pass laws, and neither can the the Negroes do not live there by choice.
courts enforce ordinances, that prohibit They pitifully cry for deliverance from
Negroes and others from buying, renting such deplorable conditions, and beg for
or selling any house or property, pro- better homes and living conditions, but
with deaf ears the white man has done
vided the owner is willing to sellar rent. everything in his power to keep them in
In the matter of voting the courts have these inferior quarters against their will.
handed down decisions allowing Negroes The Negro's economic poverty is due to a
in South Carolina to vote in the Demo- lack of education, and this too is primarcratic party, under threat that if they ily the white man's fault.
are not allowed the white-faced politiH any will argue that the Negroes as
cians will face jail sentences.
a race do not have as great a mental
NOVEMBER 22, 1948
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capacity for education, then it can be
pointed out that the intelligence quotient
of the Nortlletn Negro is higher than
that of the average whites of South
Carolina. Doctor Robert Redfield, professor of anthropology at the University
of Chicago, has said that there is no eviden,ce to show "any difference betweEln
Negro and white students on the question of intellectual c.apacity". Tn fI,CCOIUplishments there are "mental giants in
all raCCR, including the Negro raCe.
:hfarian Anderson, for example, is "the
world's greatest contralto and OTIe of
the very great voices of all time", says
Time magazine. The idea that the colored race is Inore primitive ~han the
white springs from the devil-inspired
doctrine of evolution.
The K ('gTO'S life span is ten years
shorter tllan the ",rhite man's, yes, but not
because he is physically inferior. Force
the ,vhite man, as the Negro has been
forced, to live and ,york under unhealthful conditions, and then deny him medical care, as the Negro has been denied,
and he too will lose years of his life.
And what about smell! Some claim
that Negroes have an objectionable body
odor that would nauseate whites if they
were allowed to eat at the same table or
sit'beside them in a train or theater. But
is it not strange that the whites, instead
of being disturbed, are morc than pleased
when the'colored. are waiting on them at
H

the table or are by their side carrying
their bags or making up their berths. It
is pure mythology that the Negro smells
any worse than the white man; sO says
Bergen Evans, noted professor of N orth,yes tern University, who makes it his
business to debunk this sort of bunk.
~fake the white man live in the same
squalor as some colored men, deny him
education in personal hygiene, and he
will be offensive in the nostrils of sensitive individuals. Advertisements for deodorants and perfumes always recommend them .for beautiful white girls.
They too by nature must need them.
Not only is racial discrimination
nAmerica's Dilemma"; it is the dilemma
of the whole world. South Africa has a
color-line crisis that dwarfs that in the
l~nited States. India has the racial question to add to all its other woes. Australia, dctennincd to stay "white", has
strict di8criminating immigration laws.
In fact, at least forty nations belonging
to the United Nations have racial problems at home, and all human governments,"including democracy, have faned
to solve them.
Weare brought back to the unrefutable truth that tIle Theocratic Government, administered by Christ Jesus' the
Prince of Peace, and ruling over lovers
of righteommefls of "all nations", is the
only am",,Ter to the question of racial
hatred and discrimination.

tlc5l National Disgrace"
Ten million Americans, one out of every seven adults, can neither read nor 'write!
In asking $130,000,000 in feNeral funds to aid these people, Senator Harley .M. Kilgore
declared that there arc 4,200,000 American-born whites, 3,200,000 foreign-born whites
find 2,700,000 Negroes that cannot read such signs as "Explosives-Keep Away" or
"Poisun-For External ese Only". The army had 350,000 soldiers between 21 and 45
that werc so illiterate they Rigned their names with an "X". The highest number, or
36 pcreent, ]i\'e .in t.h!' state of Louisiana. Iowa' has the lowe~t figure, 4.1 pert'ent.
This in it::;clf i~ indeed a sorry ",tate of a/rail'S in thf', enlightened twentieth century.
But more shameful, more disgraceful and even more tragic is the fact that the riche"t
government on earth, that thinks nuthing of spending billiuns upon billions of dollars
for refl.rming the "\vhole world, flnny refused to spend one penny for the bu:-;ic euuca·
tion of 10,000,000 of' its people! It killed the Kilgore bill.
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JANUARY 4, 194R, the date cho-

sen as "most auspicious" by officially
favored astrologers (opposition astrologers complained the date was not
"auspicious"), the 17 million people of
several racial groups inhabiting Burma's
260,000 square miles of river-valley
plains and mountains ''lere granted independence. 1'hi8 after more than naIf a
(lentnry of sUbjection as a vassal stat(} of
the seventh world power, the British
Empire. After the initial excitement and
joyous anticipation On the part of many
Burmese had died down, a disqnieting
impression that after all the trouble the
nation had not yet reached the foot of

!he.rainbow pegan to affect the discern-

mg.
Prior to independence every Burmese
national group, right~wing, liberal and
rabid left, had sung in unison to demand
freedom from foreign domination. Soon
after such freedom was attained,1and
,with it the strong binding tie of unity of
opposition to Britain was dissolved, the
various political groups in the newborn
republic of the Union of,Burma began
to disagree and to direct toward each
other the violent opposition hitherto
raised against foreign invaders.

Burman, Aupg San, was the man to lead
and direct the new republic. As reported
herein earlier, Aung San, together with
several of his fellow leaders, was mur~
dered by some young men sent out by an
opposing political group only a few
months before the British withdrawal
from the country. '1'hose charged with
engineering and executing that wicked
plot have since been arrested, tried and
executed. The nation, however, continues
to mourn Aung San, 'who was to Burma
sOIne\vhat what the late Gandhi was to
India.
Attending to business elsewhere, Aung
San's right-hand man, Thakin Nu,
missed the fatal party where Aung Sanpassed from the sc(me, and when the last
Brith:lh governor of Burma sailed down
the Rangoon tiver in the early morning
mists of January 4, he left 'l'hakin Nu,
backed up by the heterogeneous AntiFascist People's Freedom League (the
A.F.P.F.L.), in office as Burma's first
prime minister under the republican six~
starred flag.
At that time the A.F:P.F.L. comprised
tllree political groups, Thakin Nu's Socialist party, the Communist party, and
the party of which Aung San had been
leader, the People's Volunteer Organization (P.V.O.).
The foreign policy of the Thakin Nu
government, as stated in London by its
foreign minister, U '1'in Tut, on July 27,
1948, "is aimed at state socialism, but by
ordered stages. There is no idea of expropriation of foreign interests without
equitable compensation." He declared

Political Setup
For spme time prior to the separation
date the British and most of the Bur~
mese had agreed that an outstanding
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his government's intention of "adhering Burma's exports, with China and India
faithfully to the provisions of tlie Anglo- taking the balance, and as tbese nations
Burmese treaty, concluded shortly after supply most of her imports, and Britain
the transfer of power from Britain". and her allies bold complete control of
(U Tin Tut died September 19 from the Burma's sea approaches, such a foreign
explosion of a bomb placed in his car policy would seem to amount to national
suicide in a country so small and militarby assassins.)
Under the terms of that treaty the ily weak as Burma.
Some time after tbe Communist defececonomic structure of the country remains much as it was under British rule, tion, and in an effort to unite the counand, subject to certain reasonable re- try, Thakin N u issued a manifesto of
strictions, foreign capitalized fl,rms re- fourteen points, a number of which were
main free to do business in Bui"'ma, The very radical. Instead, tbe manifesto
treaty provides, however, for the taking merely drew a bowl of protest from Lonover by the Burma government of a don and other places, no noticeable renumber of very large British concerns sponse from the insurgent Burmese
working teak concessions in the north, Communists, but some very strong opsome public utility companies, and other position from the P.V.O. A section of tbe
undertakings. Already the government P.v,.o. now broke awav from tbe rest
has taken over some of these companies and, during June and july, 1948, witband is' negotiating with them regarding drew from the Thakin Nu government
of Burma. Toward the end of July tbe
compensation.
Rangoon papers announced tbat many
In8urrection Breaks Out
members of tbe P.V.O. had gone over to
Only a few months after secession the the insurgents, arms and all, and tbat
Burma Communist party, attempting to the government had been compelled to
enforce a policy so antagonistic to Brit- disarm and arrest a great many of the
ain and the U.S.A. as to put a complete . remaining members to prevent further
end to Burma's rich foreign trade, if not desertion.
to lead to war, fell out with Thakin Nu's
government and, failing to gain their de- The Lot of the People
mands at the council board, raised armed
While politicians tbus play for power
bands and began a minor civil war. The over the people whom they claim to
Communists demanded the immediate serve, the lives of many innocent people
seizure, witholJ-t compensation, of all ' are lost. For many months of 1948 tile
foreign property and the per capita di- insurgents ravaged central Burma, lootvision of the same among the Burmese ing, murdering, torturing, burning and
population. They demanded other dras- raping in countless homes and villages.
tic action toward foreigners, particular- From remote places in tbe jungle armed
ly the British, but also Americans, Euro- bands descended on isolated farms and
peans, Chinese and Indians.
villages. ,Vllere tbese bands. were better
The idea of sometbing for nothing led and politically mo,'ed, the villagers
(Britain's investments alone amount to were not disturbed other than by the rearound U.S. $60,0.00,000, with Chinese moval of police weapons, the inducing of
and Indians owning very much more) police personnel to desert, and somemade a strong appeal to a certain class times by abduction of prominent govamong the Burmese; so the insurrection ernment supporters. Criminal elements,
has received some support., and con- howe,ver, took advantage of the cover
tinues to tbe time of writing. But as provided by the insurgent activities and
Britain and the U.S.A. buy most of much of the violence seemed criminally
AWAKE!
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rather than politically inspired.' Said the
Burma edition of the Calcutta Statesman
in its issue of July 17, 1948, regarding
the Burma insurgents:
Communist activities are, however, hope.
lessly mixed up with the operations of ordinary criminals, especially ill the rural areas,
where every dacoit (armed robber) leader
calls himself a Communist and commits daCQity with violence in the :(lame of Commu.
nism. It is therefore not surprising that, since
the insurrection began, the real Communists
have lost what little reputation they enjoyed.

With the defection of the P.V.O. the insurrection took on a much wider scope,
and at the time of writing the insurgents
have occupied some towns no very great
distance from Rangoon. On the Irrawaddy delta, too, they have come to considerable power and the important Eassein
district is under martial law. (At the
moment, it seems touch fmd go whether
or not the Thakin Nu government will
succeed or whether the rebels will win;
so by the time this goes to the press big
changes may have taken place in Burma.)
Coming to birth during the war years,
when the Allies were laying heavy stress
on the Atlantic Charter concerning human freedoms, Thakin Nu's government
has tried to preserve at least the framework of -democracy. Until June, 1948,
some three months after the armed Communist insurrection began, Communist
processions with banners, slogans and
hammer-and-sickle flags paraded the
main streets of Rangoon. The press, too,
has been allowed complete freedom.
Some Burmese newspapers have betrayed a deplorably low ethical level,
and, instead of helping to unite the people, they have, by free publication of wild
rumor, slander of men in office, and political opinions calculated to arouse the
basest warring passions, generated enmity between Burman and Eunnan, and
particularly btween Burman and foreIgner.
NOVEMBER 22, 1948

Progre88 Despite Difficulty

It must n!?t be thought that beeause
there is internal conflict the general popula tion of Burma is disaffected. The
fighting is. confined to relatively few,
though innocent bystanders mainly suffer. By far the bulk of the population of
Burma is working industriously putting
the face of the land to rights and producing the needs of life. Out of the actual battle areas the farmers continue
their cultivation and roads and railwllYs
are continually restored, though they
are still far from the prewar condition.
- Big development projects are under
preparation, and some quite big achievements testify to the industry of the better class of the land.
A year ago many streets in Rangoon
were still blocked with bombed debris,
harbors were in ruins, and shattered
walls and picturesque, bullet-pierced
telegraph and power poles leered drunkenly throughout the city. Today almost
all the streets are cleared, the docks nre
restored, mtmy bombed sites have been
cleared and new structures erected, and
most of the bullet-holes are gone. The
Rangoon railway station has largely
been restored, most of the city streets
are again fairly well asphalted, and
water and electric lights are again available to. most houses. Of course, a very
great 'deal remains to be done before the
'Prewar condition is restored, but no one
can deny the creditable effort made:
As world-wide, public men in Burma
realize a need for more righteouspess to
produce safer government, and oi some
unknown means to turn away the heavy
peril facing all nations. Observing what
it is, Burmese leaders have generally not
advocated religion as a remedy. As in
other near-by countries, a very big enemy of good Burmese government is political corruption, and the best people of
the nation are deeply concerned to find
some way to transfonn men of price into men of integrity.-Aumkel correspondent in Burma.
II

''While the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and cold and beat, and summer and winter,
and day and night shall bot cease."-Genesis 8: 22.

INCE this announcement to
Noah and his family, as they had just
given thanks for preservation through
the deluge, the climate and weather has
held a"iding interest for men. That J ehovah designed climatic change is verified
by a later Bible writer: "Thou hast set all
the borders of tile earth: thou hast made
Bummer,and winter." (Ps. 74: 17) Still
farther along in the stream of history,
weather forecasters, the forerunners of
the modern meteorologists, arose among
the Pharisees. Jesus contrasted their
lack of spiritual discernment with their
ability to predict clear weather and
rains: "'Yhen it is evening, ye say, It
will be fair weather: for the heaven is
red. And in the morning, It will be foul
weather to-day: for the heaven is red
and lowering."-Matthew 16: 2, 3, Am.

are the wet and
dry thermometer,
the wind gauge and
the barometer,
,,,,hich measures atmospheric pressure.
But despite the extremes of climatic
variety ,vith temperature changes from
a ,vinter temperature of 90 degrees be:low zero on the Siberian tundra to 136
above in the Libyan desert, and annual
rainfall ranging from 1.35 in Death Valley, California, to 426 inches in Cherrapul'lji, India, there are certain predictable features of climate that the
average man can understand and take
advantage of.. An examination 'of these
influences ,vhich govern temperature and
precipitation, the m08t important determinants of the climatic zones, reveals
again the boundless wisdom of the Creator.

Stan. Ver.
To sailors and farmers, to whom the

The Sun
Of first importance is the sun, the
source of all heat, and, resultantly, of
atmospheric movement. Basically, the
cause of all the winds that blow is the
greater heating of the atmosphere at the
equator, and if these winds did not blow
they would not .transport the sixteen
million tOIlS of water that comes from
the -oceans and falls as rain every second
on the planet earth. Effortlessly and
without charge the atmosphere surpasses all the freight carriers that could ever
"be devised. As wise King Solomon described it, "The wind goeth toward the
santIl, and tm'netl1 about unto tlIe north;
it whirleth about continually, and the

S

weather meant existence, the general
truthfulness of the Pharisaical forecasts
became crystallized in' the proverbs:
"Red sky at morning, sailors take warning; Red sky at night, sailor's delight";
and "Mackerel sky, quickly wet or quickly dry:'". Even today the meteorologist,
who is generally referred to as "the
weather man", relies considerably upon
the appearance of the sky, in determining
the weather's next move. He is aided by
,receipt of observations from weather
stations over several thousands of miles,
from ships at sea, and by a good many
instruments, most important of which
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wind returneth again according to his
circuits. All the rivers run into the sea;
yet the sea is not full; unto the place
from whence the rivers (wme, thither
they return again."-Ecclesiastes 1: 6,7.
The amount of energy delivered to
earth at the outer limit of the atmosphere is constant and is equal to 1.94
calories per square eentimeter per minute. This complex of energy, called solar radiation or insolation, -totals for the
earth each seeond the burning of one
billion tons of coal. Quite evidently,
however, the.amount of heat actually received on the earth's surface depends on
several factors. Of these factors the only
one that can be calculated precisely is
the angle of the incidence of the sun's
rays, or the directness of the sun's rays
as. they vary with the season and the
latItude of the earth.
Just why should its latitude be the
most imporhlllt factor in determining
the , climate of a localitv1
. Because the
sun s rays are most effective when they
strike the surface of the earth at a perpendicular. This is illustrated by the advancing sun of the day. In early morning
its beams strike at an angle that lessens
until it reaches its zenith at noon, shining most directly. It is similar with the
seasons and locality.
Anyone who has looked at a globe has
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remarked that the earth dops not set
upright on its axis, but tilts, which inclination is measured at 23t degrees from
the perpendicular position. All climati~
changes are caused by this apparently
small circumstance. It is the inclination
of the earth's axis that causes the changes of the seasons. If the axis of the rotating earth were perpendicular to the
plane of its orbit, there would still be
alternation of d:ty and night for all parts
of the earth hut there would be practically no change of seasons.
In order to understand this passage of
the earth, traveling around the sun at
a speed of more than 1,100 miles per
minute, take an apple and tilt it so that
the stem is not exactly perpendicular to
the ground. Then slm\'ly, while holding
it in this position, describe a eircle parallel to the ground. The stem will correspond to the north pole, the blossom end
to the south pole, and the center of this
circular motion you have described, the
sun.
Now note that as you keep exactly the
same tilt the stem \\'ill be closeSt to the
center (or sun) in one position and farthest from it in another. In other words,
it will tilt toward the center in one position and away from it in the other. -When
it tilts toward the sun the rays fall more
directly in the north, and when away from
the sun the rays actually do not strike
the north pole at all. Conversely the
change takes place at the south pole. For
half of the circle the sun's rays fall more
directly on the 'Southern Hemisphere,·
and then that part of the earth enjoys the summer season while the
Northern Hemisphere endures the winter. But on the other half of the circle (which circle requires one year to
complet~ and marks a solar year) the
J\~orthern Hemisphere is tilted toward
the sun for its summertime while the
Southern Hemisphere has its winter.
Thus has Jehovah arranged matters to
give seasons. The poles stand for the two
13

climatic extremes. On the other hand,
the equator, which is the great circle
imagined to surround the earth exactly
halfway between the poles, has the least
extreme, the most equable Iclimate.
However exactly the position of the
sun and the latitude of the locatio.n can
be calculated-and this can be done precisely-it is evident that these factors
do not entirely determine climate. Even
• the exact natemperature does not tell
ture of the climate. For example, the
mean annual temperatures and meaD
monthly extremes of Galveston, Texas,
and CaI1'o, Egypt, are almost identical;
but Cairo has an arid climate and there
is plentiful rain in Galveston. Growing
season is very important, also. While
Yakutsk, Siberia, has an annual mean
temperature of 13.3° Fahrenheit, and
Angmagssalik, on the east coast of
Greenland, an annual mean of 28.0' F.,
yet this east coast of Greenland is harren, while forests grow around Yakutsk
and even some crops are raised. The explanation is that the warmest month in
Angmagssalik is 43.2° P., while it is

66.2' F. at Yakutsk.
Air and Wind Currents
Other features which affect climate inclnde the air, the water, the character of
the earth's land surface beneath the
sun's rays, t}le earth's 325 actjve volcanoes, the rotation of the earth, and
sun spots. Next to the latitude, the state
and movement. of the air is of prime importance in determining climate.
There are times when a man, even in
his general preoccupation with the
cares of life, stops for a moment in a
sweet-scented garden or a pine-clad valley to relish deep draughts of air. Or it
may be the tangy air from a crested sea
or exhilarating freshness of frosted atmosphere on snowy slopes. He may even
remark upon it or simply fill his soul
with the luxury of this versatile creation of Jehovah. Despite this appreciation, expressed or unexpressed, it is
14

doubtful whether many even dimly realize what a functional and marvelous
creation is that gaseous mixture of nitrogen and OXigen. Nitrogen composes

78 percent, oxgyen 21 percent, and there
are various other gases, argon, carbon
dioxide, hydrogen, helium, neOll, krypton and xenon. Water vapor, dnst and
small particles of salt are "guests".

This atmospheric cloak about the
wrinkled, tilted globe, spinning and rotating, is perhaps more marvelous than
earth's winter ermine wrap and summer
print. It neither weal'S out nor stretches
permanently out of shape. It is fluid
enough to penetrate our most delicate
tissues and prevent our collapse under

the 14 tons of atmospheric weight we
carry about. A snowflake can parachute
through it without the disarrangement

of a crystal. Yet it can transport a billion tons of water inland without spilling a drop. Compared with its vast power, the few expressions of its stormy
fury are not numerous.
It has been said that "weather is air
in trouble". A.lso, "w})en YOll fee] wind
on your face you may know that you
have interrupted a parcel of air en route

somewhere to keep a barometric appointment." But why does air have pressure?
Like all matter, air has weight, and

hence is held to the earth by gravity pull.
A column of air exaetly one square inc}l
in surfaee from the earth continued to

the ceiling of the atmosphere, traces of
which prbbably reach 150 or 200 miles
up, weighs about 14.6 pounds at sea level.
The higher one goes from sea revel, the
shorter this colnmn of air and the less
the pressure.
The barometer measures the pressure.
Barometric pressure is always changing,
more or less rapidly, all the \varld over,

and the changes give a valuable clue to
the weather processes. In general, the
highest pressures will be found in the
suhtropics about latitude 30 degrees to
35 degrees north and south. The pressure is somewhat less at the equator. On
AWAKEI

the p.oleward sides Qf the subtr.opics, itfalls t.o a minimum at about 60 degrees
n.orth and s.outh latitude, and rises a lit.
tIe in the polar regi.on. These pressure
systems are the bas~s f.or weather types,
the high pressure systems having light
winds and generally fair weather, the
low pressure systems gtrong winds and
cloudy, rainy weather.
Further, the pressure systems are the
basis .of the great wind systems, which
exert a d.ominant control on climate.
-There are many of these, but the two
most prominent are the trade winds and
the westerlies. The trades are the palmswaying winds of the subtropics which
blow from the northeast in the N .orthern
Hemisphere and from the southeast in
the Southern Hemisphere. Their sweep is
.over a wide area in latitudes 10 degrees
t.o 30 degrees north and south latitude.
They are comparatively constant; that
is, they "veer" (change direction clock.
wise) and "back" (change direction coun·
terclockwise) very little, and are so
steady in direction and force that the
mean (recorded average) gives a good
appr.oximati.on t.o the winds likely t.o be
f.ound on any day. On the .other hand,
the westerlies are "prevailing" or variable winds, found between these systems'
and the "latitudes 60 degrees north and
south, have irregular pressures and
hence a great deal .of bad weather.
It has been remarked that difference
in heating causes difference in pressures
and results in air currents .or winds.
But how? Suppose you build a fire under
a column .of air in a sm.oke stack. You
ean see the air expanding and rising
from the movement of the heat "waves
above. As this rises s.oUle more it spills
over .onto the air ar.ound, so that the
weight of the column in the stack is less.
C.old air at the bottom pushes in t.o equal·
ize the pressure, and also the outflowing
currents above push on the ~ir entering
at the b.ottom. Thus a current is set up.
Air receives its heat almost entirely
fr.om earth surface, land or water.
NOVEMBER 22, 1948

WindS always blow from placss .of
higher pressure to places .of l.ower air
pressure because the great force pr.o.
ducing winds is gravity. They tend to
follow t.opography, avoiding elevations
and cold areas, to follo;W valleys, go t.o·
ward warm areas, descend sl.opes. Be·
cause winds seek low pressures rapidly
falling barometric pressure often presages a gale, sometimes the cyclone or
hurricatle. However, t.he meteorologist
also takes into account the temperature,
precipitation, and wind direction.
Vertical upward movements are sometimes severe, but milder ones are called
"thermals" and are used for lifting glid.
ers, which have been maneuvered by
skillful operators to an altitude above
14,000. feet. 'rhese vertically rising columns also cool as they give up heat in
ascending, and this is called adiabatic
cooling, and is about 5.5 0 F. per thousand feet for dry air. A startling manifestatioll of t.his rule is the chinook wind.
Winds fr.om the Pacific rise up the high
Canadian Rockies, moist and, say, at
about 35 degrees J!\ They lose their luois·
;tnre on the crests of the sierras, then
plunge downward, heating up in the
descent. In Alberta east of the R.ockies
the winds can raise the ground temperatUre 40 or 50 degrees in a matter .of
minutes.
CIQuds as Weather Forecaster8
This secti.on brings our considertltion
"back to weather predictions based up.on
observations of the sky. A cloud may be
defined as a fog which has taken to the
sky. It is finely divided particles 9f wa·
ter, as yet t.oo minut.e to fall as rain; .or
it may be a thin veil of ice crystals, as
the cirrus cloud. Clouds are often the
crowning decoration of a column of air,
and take on the proportions of a tower·
ing Everpst with a Grand Canyon at its
base, like the "cauliflower mountain"
called "cumulus". The reason that clouds
often f.orm at Hie top of rising columns
of air is that warm air can hold more

IS

moisture thau cold before it become,
30mbed wool" is followed also by the
"saturated" and can contain no mOfe wa· dappled field of clOUd flakes, called the
ter vapor or mojsture. 'Vhen air reach· cirro-cumulus, "'mackereJ sky/' jt bees saturation for a given temperature, it tokens rain when this sky begins to deepmust lose some moisture if any further en into citro-stratus. Cirro-stratus is the
drop is made. This temperature is calle" veil which dims tire blue and caUses the
the ((dew point". 'Vhen you hear a de" halo on moon and sUllo The cirrus clouds
point being given in the weather forecas1 are high and give the aviators no trouble.
it means the temperature at which lh,
Lower are the alto-clouds, alto-cumuair must begin to precipitate some wa· lus and alto·stratus. 'l'hese are detached
ter, as dew, rain, fog, frost, snow, ef •
and fleecy but lower on the horizon;
Thus rapidly falling temperature, when they blacken a shower is imminent.
may bring rain Or snow. In the N oriher} The stratus clouds are the lmvest ones,
Hemisphere winds which sweep over th~ from 6,000-foot levels clear down to 100
tropic oceans and the Gulf Stream often feet. They are dull rain clouds. The cu·
meet cold currents from the arctics and mulus cloud is perhaps the largest of all,
the poles and account for the bad weath- the "fleecy mountain", and may stretch
er encountered in much of the eastern vastly in vertical extent. On a summer
United States and England. The cold air day these mean little; but a blackening
currents undercut the warm, great cumulus is real danger for the aviator
Ufronts" of discontinuity at the contact and often brings the thunderst.orm.
points and bring falling pressures and
Thus it is seen that sun, air, land and
temperatures followed by wind, rain, \vater make our climate according to cerand even cyclones. These low-pressure tain conditions fixed by Jehovah. It is
storm centers traveL The movements of noted that figs and magnolias once grew
one of these was traced from Havre, in Greenland, and that a reversion of the
Mont., February 23, 1925, through its ocean flow from pole to equator now
"perambUlation" around the globe until operating would likely melt the icecaps.
its return past the starting point to the If this Were done 8uddenly, however, it
Gulf of St. Lawrence, one month later. would engulf New York, London, Tokyo,
The distance traveled by the center was . Shanghai and much land by raising the
21,379 statute miles.
water level about 150 feet higher than
Before such a storm, perhaps 1,000 now. It is therefore fortunate that J eho·
miles in advance, you nearly always see vah, ,,7ith His vast wisdom, ''lill superhigh cirrus clouds, like arrowy wisps, vise any changes that He may· choose to
arcs, and plumes) feathery in their flaw- make that the cold and hot climates may
less beauty. Some of these detached be somewhat equalized. The New World,
clouds have been pop u I a r I y called including the climate everywhere, will be
"mare's tail" or "cat's tail". If cirrus delightful.

'Ohe "New Look" Clarified
1;" A headline in the New York Star rends: "Wear Clotn£'s That Fit. Your

Mind, Rather than Figure, Says Designer Elizabeth Hawes." So, you see,
they fit something, after all!
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T IS Saturday, July 23, 1948. The people of St. John's, capital city of N ewfoundland, are tense with expectations
of trouble, with sudden realizations of
the momentous decisions being made,
and with pervading fears for the future.
Little groups are -gathered on street
corners ahd in shady doorways, venturing opinions in quiet voices. Others, not
wishing to become involved in conversation, avoid talking and rush on their way.
Some are of sad countenance, feeling defeat. Some are worried. Some would like
to rejoice in victory, but are afraid to
do so. \Vhispery rumors of violence and
riot, scare stories and menacing threats
~re the order of the day. The atmosphere
is filled with bitterness and fierce judgments, while subtle hushed undertones
breathe the frightful word "communism"_
All this because yesterday the final
referendum showed the voting favored
confederation with Canada as the tenth
province, rather than a return to an independent home-rule as in prewar years.
But why the strong undercurrents of
deep 'feeling in the capital f Why such
stirred emotions either of hurt or of
exultation? Why the guarded words and
whispers 1 Why the wild rumors of
battleships outside the harborY·Why the
threats, the suspicion, the unrest? vVhy1

Because the political issue has brought
to a climax something more deeply rooted and of more personal concern than
what form of government Newfoundland
shall have.
The whole situation smacks of reli.
gious intrigue, intolerance, and prejudices, and it lays bare a bad neighbor
policy among the ecclesiastical elements.
Oh yes, it does! Don't be shocked I It has
become a fight for religion more than
politics; creed more than government.
The Catholics oppose the idea of Confederation and give their support to the
independent Responsibltt Government
platform, and their connivance in the
campaigning has stirred the Protestant
popUlation to give stronger support to
confederation with Canada. Thus the
pro-Confederates are labeled as communists by enemies, and the people get
frightened, and more confused.
Here is what happened during the
past few weeks: On June 3 N ewfoundland electors went to the polls for the
first time in about sixteen years. They
were to decide only which form of government the country should adopt. Three
forms appeared on the - ballot paper,
namely: (1) retain the then operating
Commission of Government; (2) return
to an independent Responsible Government; or (3) join the Federal
Union of Canada as the tenth
provmce.
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Religion in the Fray
Early in the campaign it was
obvious to all that the handwriting,vas on the wall against Commission of Government, and
sharpening developments indicated that the real fight "wuld
be between the Confederate and
17

Responsible forms of government.
Therefore, it came as no surprise, when
Commission was rejected in the first
referendnm, h a v i n g polled tile least
number of votes. Where the big surprise came was when the Cat h"o 1i C 8
showed their hands openly in strong
support of Responsible Government,
more particularly when the nuns and
Church eminents went to the polls, the
nuns for the first time in history in this
country. Compare this with Italy. All
along it ,vas noticeable to observers that
the Catholic influence was being guided
and brought to bear in the Respon~ible
camp with even The .ZUonitor, which is
the official organ of the archdiocese,
lending its pages to the campaign of opposition to Confederation. But it was
hard to realize their determination to
block Confederation until referendum
day brought things out into the open.
The results 'vere as you may expect.
When the Protestant districts saw the
fact that the Catholic Church had a stake
in the Responsible garden they supported Confederation all the more. By the
time the second ref ere n dum rolled
around the tide had turned and yesterday's final referendum saw the Confederates merge victoriously ahead '\vith a
majority of more than 6,000 votes, and
winning 18 of the 25 districts.
((But what now1" vou will ask. This:
As this article is bOeing prepared the
Catholic·supported losers cannot accept
defeat. They are protesting the decision
in a last mad effort to keep the country
out of Confederation at all costs. Their
protest is being directed to prominent
politicians in Canada, incluiling V'l. L.
l\.:fackenzie King, prime minister of the
Dominion, and to prominent men in London, including Winston Churchill. In the
protest they threaten that if Canada per·
mits Newfoundland into the Confederation it 'will create bitter controversy in
the future'. 1'hev blame the Confederates
"of tactics deliberately designed to divide
people on class, regional and sectarian
18

grounds". They forget that it was the
Responsible side that first brought 'religion into the picture and that the Catholic paper The Monitor even printed
special issues in support of Responsible
Government. The St. John's Bvening
Telegram put it nicely when in its editorial of JUly 27, 1948, it said:
The message [of protest by the Responsible
Government League] states that the "Con_
federate majority was unquestionably obtained through use by the Confederate Associa tion of tactics deliberately designed to divide people on c!m;;s, regional and sectarian
grounds" . . . . The returns indicate no such
divisions, and so far as any such methods
\Yere resorted to by campaigners, may it not
be said let him that is 'without sin in that re-'
spect cast the first stone.

Truly, it does appear that the Confederates were,aided in the second referendum because of the high feeling that
Catholic support of the other party Ilad
aroused, especially Prot.estant indigna-

tion when the nuns went to the polls in
the first referendum.
Why the Change in Government?
But why all the talk about a change of
government in Ne,vfoundland ~ To ans\ver this question we must go back to
1933. In that year a Royal Commission
of Inquiry investigated the financial
state of tho country, which, like the rest
of the world, had fallen into a desperate
condition. The Commission recommended certain changes, and as a result. N ewfoundland relinquished Dominion status
until the country became again selfsupporting. 'rhen on February 16, 1934,
the United Kingdom government appointed a Commission 'of Government to
rule Newfoundland during the emergency. rrhis government consisted of six
commissioners, each in charge of a particular government department, and a
governor who would act as the chairman
in Commission. Three of the commissioners were to be :Newfoundlanders,
and three from the United Kingdom.
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It was understood from the beginning also make distribution of goods cheaper;
that the Commission of Government was with more competition for the monopoonly an emergency measure empowered listic merchants who have become milwith full legislative and executive au~ lionaires in a few years. These are the
thority until if and whenever the country things the people are saying. They say
became once more self-supporting, and also that a small nation cannot st.and
then at the request of the peopl~ Domin- alone in this day and age, and, therefore,
ion status would be restored. It was not confederation with Canada is the soluuntil July 16, 1946, that a.British \Vhite tion.
Paper reported that Newfoundland had
Canada would, of course, take over the
attained the required standard for a re- public services, and supply family allowturn to self-government, and that this ances, old-age pensions, unemployment
insurance, and sick mariners benefits,
would be restored within a year.
Agitation for this had been going on ~nd housing assistance would be providfor two years previous by a few local ed. She would also assume responsibility
political leaders, but the people were too for the servicing and retirement of the
busily engaged in making money out of $63,000,000 sterling debt guaranteed by
the war boom to be the wast bit political- the United Kingdom, while Newfoundminded; littIE1 cared they how it went as land would, as a province, retain her
long as the pantry shelf was full. But present accumulated surplus of 32 milby the beginning of the present year lion dollars.
things had changed. Poor times began to Stormy Religious iAftermatH
show through again, and thus it has been
Now the referendum has settled the
easy to stir up the usually carefree, easy- issue in favor of confederation with
going people to very heated political Canada, and to most people in Newviews-indeed, the smoldering and ap- foundland Responsible Government has
parently totally inactive political life of been repudiated, if only by the small
Newfoundlanders during the past four- majority of 52 percent of the poll. Why
teen years has burst out into a flame that now the Catholic fight for a turning back
has every indication of heretofore un- to Responsible GovernmenH Why the
known fury.
.
bitter opposition to Confederation f 'Why
It appears that the majority of the the continual warning to Catholics in the
working classes fav01; Confederation, Church paper that there is insufficient
and especially the fishermen. To these knowledge of Confederation to warrant
people union with Canada v,muId mean gaining iO ,Thy do they call the placing
a lifting of the high tariff duties which of Confederation before the people llothindirectly tax. the peop.$ so heavily . . ing less than a crime1 'Vhy does the
During the past eighteen years New- archbishop say: "It would be the sufoundland's hardworking people. have preme tragedy of our history, if through
paid indirectly an average duty of 43.8 apathy, indifference, lack of enlightened
percent on goods coming into the coun- leadership, or the influence of sinister
try, and the cost of living has been very propaganda, we were to alienate irrehigh, for even apart from the duties paid trievably an inheritance which ..,vas "'~lon
the government, the merchants have for us by our patriotic forebears, and
had to make a profit on the duty paid, as which is a sacred heritage from the
their profits are necessarily a percentage past" f
of what the goods cost them landed in
Some say the n~ason and the answers
their warehouses and stores.
to these questions are that ConfederaConfederation, it. is thought, would tion will bring into Newfoundland the
correct this oppressing burden. It would much-hated divorce laws, and disrupt the
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denominational school system. But this
cannot be the real amnvers, for Catholic
influence in Newfoundland is strong
enough to prevent a Provincial government from paf':->inp: a divorce law, in
which action the Catholics ,vould undoubtedly have the i;upport of the many
conscientious Protestants. )Tor can it be
the fear of losing' the control of the
school f'tYstC'lll, heeltuse the terms of Confederation make tHh'quate provision to
protect the (h'nolllinational system and
pledge finan(~ial support of government.
Bllt prohahly the real reason for Catholic oppo"jtion to Confederation has
come to light from Quchec province of
Canada when ]\favor Houde of }'lontreal
stat€>s that hy taldng Newfoundland into
the Confcderation the }~ngli"h-sp('aking
members in the Canadian Parliament
will be increased and will batter down
the French minorit)''' clement of the
Canadian population. 'This needs no further comment, especially in vie,'" of the
fact that Quehec's Duplessis has condemned Confederation since long ago.
Now the decision has been lllade
though, over which the losing Responsible Government supporters protn.;t,
the Confederates have ,von hv a clear
majority of 6,000 votes in a fi·ee, clean

election. That Newfoundland will take
her place in the Federal Union before
next Dominion day is a foregone conclusion, and all this despite the cries of
"Communism", "Quislings," "Traitors,"
"Judas lscariots," and ;'Ignorant fools
who have sold their countrv".
History has not t.aught ;'eligion a lesson yd. All the violence, all the misrule,
discord, hatred, malict' and hitterness
,vhielt·the turning of a fpw hi:-itory pages
reveals she has been l'espon"ihle for do
not eau,:;e her to mend her way". Right
here in Kewfoundland the threat is that
hccauo;e of Confederation more :wdarian
di"eord is the promi"e for the future.
And so there we have it. If the religious lea(lers would preach God'" kingdom, and help the poor, spiritually
starved IH'ople to get a knowl(,dge or the
Bible truths, instead of getting themselves mixed up in Hlml-"linging politics,
the "eOlnmon·' folks would have more respect for the dergy, and the eh~rgy would
stand chane('s of getting God's favor.
But their aetions so far onlv ealtf'te more
and more people to turn fr(lm l'Pligion in
disgust, and hasten ,the day when their
"houses will he left to them desolate".
-Atrake! correspondent in Newfoundland.

Keeping the Cost of Living High
As of July 6 lhe Unih'n States Departmrnt of Agriculture has bought 9,300.000
bushels of the 1948 crop of pntat.oPH at a cost of $16,000,000. By the time all lhl' early
potatoes are harvrs1ed 23,000,000 llUsiJels will have heen obtained for a layout of
$93,000,000. Kow, for what do you think the gowrnment neeus all these potatoe~'
Are they bring- shipped oversea~ for the hungry people of Europe and China, or will
they be put on lhE' home market in an effort to bring thc American cost of living down?
Oh no, nothing- like that! It i~ a price-support measure and serves to run the cost of
living e\"en higher h~' keeping the potatoes from reaching market and lo\verlng the
price. To prevpnt the~e good potatoes from rotting in the warehouses they art' sold for
livestock Iecd anu for commercial alcohol mlmufaeture at the astonishing price of one
cent, one penny, minu you, for 100 pounds! If the poor people of Europe want potatoes,
let them buy them off the market for $2.00 a bUHhel. And the goYcrnml'nt is paying the
freight bill for sliipping these one.eent-a-hundrl'u-p0\Uu] potatoes. During th~ IUHl five
years this sort 01 want.on waste has eo~t the taxpayers $170,169,000. Surely Gnrl"s righteous Theocratic Kingdom is needed to replace the mis-rule of muddle-brained politicians.
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NSTEAD of hair, worry from a lack be cut without bleeding or without givof it is what grows on the minds "f ing the sem;ation of pain. Pulling the
many. The bald facb; are that thousands hair is a different matter, for at the
of people have lost not only their hair roots there are many nerve endings
but millions of dollars besides, and thou~ which allow the hair to serve as an organ
sands upon thousands of people have of touch.
Under the microscope a cross-section
been scalped by peddlers of hair prep~
aratians. Others have literally turned of hair resembles a miniature tree. The
gray while worrying about their fading center or core, called t.he medulla, is
crown of hair.
pithy in texture j around this is the corIt is true that science knows Very lit- tex, corresponding to the wood-cells of
tle as to what causes the hair to 'turn the tree that encases its core j next, there
gray and fall Qut, and it freely admits is a layer containing the granules of pigthat it knows much less about a sure cure ment that give the hair its characteristic
a;nd 'permanent remedy. However, if so- color; and then, on the outside, is the
CIety's bald domes and hoary heads knew bark-like covering called the cuticle. Unsome of the plain, simple facts about the like the tree, ho\vever, there is no prohair thejr would not foolishly spend time vision for a fluid, oil or sap to rise, flow
and dollars on "secret" formulas and or seep up through the hair beneath its
"elixits of youth" with which they soak cuticle. To prevent the hair from becoming dry and brittle natural oil is providtheir skulls.
Hair is not sown as wild oats, nor can ed by HIe sebaceous glands located bethe scalp be cultivated like a field of low the skin alongside the hair follicle.
These glands secrete their fluid into the
spinach. Similar to the finger- and toe- follicle, where it oozes out on the scalp,
nails, hair is really an appendage of the coats the base of the hair, and travels
skin. Each individl,tal hair grows out of up and over the outer surface of the hair
a bulb-shaped depression in the skin as a very thin film by the phenomenon
called a follicle, in the bottom of which of capillary attl'Rction, and thus keeps
is the papilla, where the formation of the hair moist and soft.
new hair cells
The coarseness
takes place. As
or fineness of each
these cells multihair, i.e., its diamply they force
eter, as ,veIl as its
themselves upstraightness or
ward in a continucurliness, is deous horny shaft
termined and conwhich is without
trolled by the
blood vessels or
o::hape of the follinerves. This is
cle out of which
why the hair can
the hair grows. If
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the follicle is perfectly round, then the
hair is round, and if round it is straight
and does not naturally curl. On the other
hand, if the follicle. opening is oval, then
the hair becomes flattened on two sides,
and this in turn causes it to curl.
In the long run redheads have the
least to lose, for according to actual
counts they average about 88,000 hairs
in their heads, to compare with brunettes, with 102,000, and blondes, ''lith
104,000. Another counter says that
blondes have 40,000 marc bristIes than
brunettes. Average growth is from onehalf to an inch a month; during the daytime and during warm weather it grows
faster than at night or ,vllen it is cold j
when one is sick hair growth slows down,
and at times may temporarily stop growing altogether. Each hair lives from
six months to four or more years before
it falls out, yet normally one sheds from
forty to fifty hairs per day. If the follicle is in a good, healthy condition a new
hair replaces the old one, though as a
person grmvs older the follicles seem to
shrink in sir.e and succeeding hairs are
smaller in diameter.
Gone with the Wind
Premature baldness that affects the
young and middle-aged is usually divided into t,wo t~ypcs. If it follows on the
heels of an epidemic disease it is called
symptomatic. Or it may be idiopathic, in
which case the hair gradually and progressively thins out until there is a condition of partial or complete baldness.
Alopecia is what the 5Cientists like to
call baldness, and there are almost as
many theories on ,vhat caust's it and how
it can be prevented as the total population of bald heads. Everv shining dome
seems to have a personai e).."planation to
offer as io why he lost his locks, and
many of them go down into the grave
believing that if they had started their
"treatment" a few veal'S earlier in life
they would have avoided the necessity
of parting their llRir v.,.'ith a washcloth.
Loss of hair, they Hay, comes from a lack
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of nutrition, from wearing a hat outdoors, from wearing a hat indoors, from
wearing a helmet during the war, from
excessive mental activity, from fright,
from nervousness, from worry, from
mental disorders, from headaches, from
a host of diseases including dandruff,
from using the wrong brand of hair
tonic, from wetting the head with water,
from sitting by a hot radiator, or from
sleeping in a bed that is too short.
The "tight hat" theory claims that the
blood supply that nourishes the hail'
roots, is cut down, yet lUany men Hlat
never wear a hat also go bald. In explanation of this, Dr. ~l. Wharton Young,
of Howard UniYersity, has a little different hypothesis. Believing lhat baldness sets in as a re:,ml·t of reduced blood
in the scalp, he thinks that not only
external pressures like tight hats and exploding atom bombs, but also internal
tensions and- pressures cause baldness.
Expansion of the skull or excessive
brain-work, he saY8, robs the scalp of its
necessary l)lood and this in turn destroys the layer of fat. ·In othel' words,
his theory calls the bushy-headed individuals and those that lead a life of
mental inactivity fatheads. To qucite the
eminent Dr. Young: "Baldness occurs
frequently in men, but only rarely in
."omen because the latter are so fatheaded." "V.lomen," he continues, ''have
a thicker layer of fat covering the cranium and consequently a much better blood
supply for the llair roots than men."
Then there are the believers in the
heredity theory as the cause of baldness.
Disease and accidents, they say, only
speed up the shedding. Hereditary characteristics such as the fingerprint pattern, the height of the body, the color of
the eyes and hair, and the general fea.
tures of the faee, are controlled by the
genes containe(} in the chromosomes- that
are passed on from parents to children
at the time of concept.ion. Hence a mother whose father was bald may have a
good head of hair herself, but will pass
AWAKE!

along to her son hereditary genes that
cause him to prematurely lose his hair.
A variation of the heredity theory is
that advanced by Dr. R. E. G. Armattoe,
of the Lomeshie Research Center in Ireland, who thinks that geographic location has something to do with it.
There is still8J1other school of thought
that suggests that the sexual hormone
content in the blood may possibly have
something to do with baldness. This is
given as an explanation as to why more
men are bald than women. In proof,
they say baldness among eunuchs is rare.
"Turning white overnight" from fright
or shock is pure superstition. The color
of the hair is due to the pigment granules that are huried in the cuticle; and,
since there is no nervous system in the
hair, mental shock cannot immediately
destroy the pigment. At the best, premature graying from nerve strain cuts off
the formation of new pigment particles
in roots of t.he hair. Probing into the
chemical causes of achromotrichia (gray
hair) some invest.igators are trying to
learn what vitamin deficiency and disturbed glandular secretion of hormones
has to do with it. May they.learn the answer before they too turn gray!
What to Do About It?
Even before this question is asked a
thousand answers in the form of special
treatments and preparations by "experts" are thrown at the inquirer. 'rhis
in itself is proof of their total failure.
"The large number of hair-tonics in the
market speaks well for the general inutility of all of them." (Encyclopedia
Americana) The hair-dope business is a
monstrous fraud, a multimillion-dollar
,..'

racket that saddles itself on the ignorant
public. Why, in one year, 1945, the Fitch
shampoQ company scalped the people for
more than $11,000,000 by their tricky
advertising which the Federal Trade
Commission has since labeled as "false
and misleading". Recently the Federal
Food and Drug Administration put the
clamps on Yardley's claims that their
mixture (water, alcohol, fatty oil and a
trace of perfume and coloring matter)
was beneficial in "maintaining sturdy
hair growth". Co ill men tin g on such
fraudulent claims Consumer's Research
says: "Consumers will save money if
they will remember that haif-tonic manufacturers do not have any more knowledge of how to grow hair or 'maintain
sturdy growth' or to keep hair healthy
than their customers do.:'
A sly scheme used by the "scalp specialists" is to buy the "testimonies" and
indorsements of movie actors and other
prominent individuals. One outfit, by resorting to this type of mischief, sells its
hair treatment to the simple-minded for
$18. ·When a female "hair farmer" boasted that she could grow hair even on Dr.
Morris Fishbein, editor of the Journal
of the American Medical Association,
who has a head as "bald as a billiard
ball", he merely fingered his nude bean
and repeated an ancient truth: "'Any
ass.in Athens can grow more hair than
the wisest man.' These cells are dead.
Anybody, who can restore hair in dead
cells can restore people from the grave."
So, until science learns how to restore
people from the grave you had better
not throw your money away on fake
"hair restoring" remedies.
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'&his 'fops All

cr.

Well, all whose tops ll!~ed it. There is a man in Torontu, Canada, said to be one of
North America's top authorities on toupees and wigs, who predicts that the supertoupee is on the way, onc that will not pull off, blow off or soak off even under water.
He says that already strands of bristling plastic nylon hairs have successfully been
sewn right into the soo.ip! Now, who can top this'!
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The Bible and Science
HE Bible has nothing to fear from
mature or proved science, not "science falsely so caJle>d". Rcientific investigation and" res('urch arc continup.l}y adding to t he proof of. the auth:ntJClty and
reliability of the Blhie. It shll stands as
an unassailable fact that the wisdom
from above is the no1110"t sciencp and the
best instruction. Quite well do the Rcriptur('s say: "The interpretation lor, cxpoo;ition] of thy words cnlip:htens and
instructs the opcll-mindc(l." (Psalm
119: 1:-)0, Moffatt; Au Anicr. TrailS.) It
is tIle religions of Chrish'mlom with
their divisive loyalties, rituals and traditions of eddesiin;tienl men that have to
fear from the progress of verified science. By 8-llch religionists the telescope
and microscope IHlY(~ been denounced as
instruments of unholy prying into God's
secrets. Astronomy, geology, and other
branches of scientific invc-stip:ation, have
been violently asO'ailed by religionists;
,,,hile religious intoleranee, human slavery and the "divine right" of Christc-l1dom's kings have been defended, supported and duly pray0d for.
.
'The apostle Panl \vrote a young lllquiring ltl~nd living ,in !he IT ~lleni",ed
world dommated hy breclan plillosophy
and scientific speculation: "0 Timothy,
. . . avoiding profane and vain babblings, and oppo:-;itions of sr~ienee falsely
so called." (l 'Timothy 6: 20) This passage the tradition-hound religionists
have ever \)('('11 rendy to quote when an
inv('stiO'ation of Jlature's laws secrtlPd to
devclol~ ideas or tll('orie~ at variallC'e
with their cherished opinions; forgetting
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at times to ohE'Y the equal injunction of
Paul: "Prove all things; hold fast that
which is good." (1 ThesRalonians G: 21)
The v,rord that Paul used rendered "science" really mean" knowledge in a hroad
sense; as Dr.1foffatt l'l'nders it: "Avoid
tlte profane jargon and contradictions of
,vhat is falselv called 'Knrnvll'dg-c.' Certain indivirhulls have failpd in the faith
by professing that." (1 'l'imoihy 6: ~O, 21,
Moffatt) The aposilc.Paul aJso clearly
ind'lcated that ,vhat is styled knowledge
Jnust first be prayed to he a vain babbling or profane jargon before it is rejeeted.
As regards intolerance and contradictions, the modern-age scientists have
little room for hoasting. 'l'hey have denonneed paeh other and freqllPntly
claim('(l what was al'iprward proved untrue. ']'h(~ "judy of the natilral world
without a knowiNtge of its Creator fre(jlIPntl,v lr~ads to th-e wild(,t't (,OllePptions
and speculatiolls. ,Ve must first sr~e the
truth in the light of God's word", the
BillIe, to see clearly. Then a looking
down at the natural world, after having
looked up to its Creator God, expands
the heart and mind; and fills us not only
\ViUI admiration, but witb adoration of
Him as we eatdl tlw panoramic glimpse
of the glory, majPO'ty and power of our
transcendent Creator. The God of the
Bible is the Cr('ator, De"igrH'I' and Framer of the natural ,vodd; and if we do not
see perfeet harmony between His 'vritten \Vord and our vi('\\-'s of the natural
world 've may set it down 8S tru(' that
we misnndendand either the 'VOl'll of inspiration through a poor translation ar
A WAKE!

exposition or else the lesson presented
by the natural world.
The apostle mentioned the "contradictions of what is falsely cu.-Hed 'Knowledge'" back there in his day nineteen
centurieR ago, and scientists in the technical seme are still gue'ssing and still
repUdiating the guesses of one another.
To such an extent is this true, and so
rapid now are the discoveries of scientific research, that no scientific book
written more than hventy-five years ago,
except the Bible, is worth a cent. No
college, no school, no professor, no man
of learning, \vould recommend any scientific \vork of tV""enty-five ye'ars ago as being authoritative, hence in a true sense
scientific. But this tailure of their brethren in scientific circles in the past in no
way intimidateR those who call themselves learned at the present time, They
keep on looking wise and gueRsing just
the same. fJ'hey keep on looking intelligent and laughing at the Bible and reviling it and speaking of its being unRcientific and as "teaching JURt religion
and not science", and thev do not see its
inward beauty and the fulfillment of the
divine promises and prophecies in their
due time.
That class of scientific guessers still
have a fashion of breaking a chip off a
rock, looking at it long and carefully and
then declaring, \vith an air of wisdom,
the hundreds of thousands or millions
of years since that stone v,ras soft mud
and sand or gravel. They keep a stiff
upper lip, kno\ving they arc merely repeat.ing the -\vords and mannerisms of
their predecessors and teachers. 'l'hey
know, also, that the more astounding
their statements, the more wise the laity
\vill think them to be and the mOl'e they
will honor them. As Hitler said: "The
bigger and more fantastic the lie you
tell, the more intlined the people are to
be impressed and to believe you and be
carried away with the lie." Any college.
man who can, by looking at a piece of
stone, reckon up all the hundreds of
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thousands of years since its formation,
must be a wise man indeed in the estimation of the gullible who have never done
any thinking iIi the light of the Bible,
h'!lt have .merely s\vallowed others' adVIce.
Such is the ~{ind, of "falsely called
'knowledge' " that is dispensed in many
of the s c h 001 textbooks of our century. And wIlen Bible students inquire,
"How, then, does it come that the Bible
tells of only six thousand years of the
history of man upon the earth 1" the
professors merely sneer or smile sympathetically at the simplicity of the
question and say: "You will know more
about it before )Cou graduat.e, You must
study geology, biology and the evolution t.heory, etc." Fortunately there is a
small class of people who, without great.
pretension, do a little eommon-sense
thinking and have intuition._ Some of
these, properly enough, take note of the
fact that certain alluvial processes of
America's far 'Vest \vhen dug arc soft
and can be worked \vith a pick or a
shovel, but in a very short time, when
exposed to the air, become absolutely
stone-hard. These same thinkers take
note of the fact that humanity has
learned in our time to combine various
clays and gravels and to make therefrom concrete and cement stone work in
'not many hours. These are asking with
propriety, "'Vhy must we assume thou>,ands or hundreds of thousands or millions of years for the hardening of the
stones and clavs \vhich constitute the
surface of our "earth", when man knows
hO\v to produce such hardness in a few
hours f"
So, for example, geologists and biologists get so much into the hahit of guessing and creating figments of their imagination and rely so much on the guesses
of their predecesRol's or of themselves
that they are slow to profit, slow to learn
to base their calculations upon comprehensive, fundamental facts rather than
upon fancies. "God is not in all his
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thoughts," or, according to Moffatt, "hig.
thoughts amount to this, 'There is no
God at all.' ,; (Psalm 10: 4) Hence God's
Word, His ,,,,ritten revelation of absolute
truth, is neglected. Consequently the
propel' foundation for scientific rea~on
ing and judgment and sound concluslO~s
is lacking. No wonder the apostohc

.

warning still holds good, to avoid such
profane the 0 l' i e s and contradictory
branches of "falsely called 'Knowledge' ", becalU,-e those who have turned
from God's Holy Bible and gullibly swal.
lowed sueh dressed-up "knowledge" have
failed in their faith in the living and
true God and His means of salvation.
,

Whence the Modern Madonna Worship?
HE pagan '~trinity" doctrine has
caused millions of sincere and honest people to devoutly worship 1lary, the
mother of Jesus, as the "1fother of God".
Millions of other people, just as sincere
and honest, do not. Such a situation in
this enlighten€'d truth-seeking twentieth
century immediately presents the question as to which group is right and ,vhich
is in error.
Catholic theologians say that Mary
was "Immaculate" from the time of her.
conception in that she was ,,,,ithout stain
or pain or the fear of death, and at her.
death was "assumed" or translated bodily into heaven. More than this, these
distinguished men tell us that l\fary was
the "Mother of God", therefore t.he
"Queen of Heaven", the one who should
be worshiped above all others and
prayed to as the "Mediatrix" or intercessor between the creature and the
Creator, and hence she is "Our Lady" or
"My Lady". For the purpose of worship
pictures and images of "1Iy Lady" {'aIled
the "Madonna", and the "Mother and
Child", are throughout Christendom.
A search for authentic proof to substantiate the above claims yields no evidence to show 'that these beliefs \'lere
accepted by the early church during the
first three centuries after Christ. Dogmatic statements like the following are
very numerous j but these are misleading, for while they first set forth a truth,
they then draw an erroneous conclusion.
"The Armenians venerat.e her [the Ma~
donna], and the RUlnanians, the Ruthe-
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nians, the Rmsians, and the Syrians,
whether Orthodox or Catholic-which
shows that devotion to Our Lady must
have flourished from the very time of
Christ, in both the Greek and Latin
Churches." (Our Sltrlday Visitor) The
Cath()lic Encyclopedia, hm'lever, does
not support this conclusion, for there it
is pointed out that in the early doctrines
set forth in the "Apostles' Creed" the
idea that Mary is "Our Blessed Lady",
the "Queen of Heaven", is not to be
found.
H was in the fifth century, at the
Council of Ephesus, that the "mother of
God" doctrine was first made a part of
the official Catholic teaching. Prior to
this official stamp of approval the question had been debated. In fact, the idea
went back to Consfantine's day, as
"Rev." Richard Ginder admits: '~"Ve nnd
that. as 'soon as the Church had 'peace under Constantine the Great Christians began the building of splendid churches, '
dedicating them to the Mother of God."
(Our Sunday Visitor) This is the key to
understanding , ...·here and how this doc·
trine originated and became an integral
part of Catholic teaching, for, as already
pointed out in previous issnes, it was
Constantine that was chiefly responsible
for building up a so-called "Christian"
edifice upon a pagan foundation. The
honest inquirer, therefore, may well suspect that the Mary-worship doct.rine,
like so many others of Christendom, is
of pagan origin. 'Vhat do the facts revealf
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called lswara are worshiped even to this
To those who have never .studied the day. Likewise in oriental China, high up
demonic mythologies of the ancient in forbidden Tibet, and in pagan Japan
Babylonians, Ass y ria n s, Egyptians, worship of "My Lady" as an I mmacuGreeks and Romans, as well as those of late mother was found by early Euro"the Hindus, Chinese and Japanese, it pean travelers. Says Alexander Hislop
comes as a startling fact to learn that all in his Two Babylons, page 77:
of them worshiped a "Mother" goddess
That this tradition came from no Popish
as the "Queen of Heaven" who was de- "or Christian source, is evident from the surpicted as having a child in her arms. prise felt and expressed by the Jesuit misThe researches of such eminent author- sionaries, when they first entered Thibet and
ities as Wilkinson, Layard, Crabb, Ken- China, and not only found a mother and
nedy, Bunsen and Raw lin son have child worshiped as at home, but that mother
brought forth much information to es- worshiped under a character exactly corretablish these facts beyond doubt.
sponding with that of their own Madonna.
The Babylonians worshiped SemiraTacitus, the Roman historian, in his
mis as the mother called Rhea, whose" Germania, gives evidence that shows
son Nimrod became her husband and that the Babylonish "mother and child"
was called Ninus. Being astrologers and was worshiped in the very heart of pa~
stargazers, those ancient people associ- gan Germany. Caesar too, when he
ate~ the ~t~rs and pla~ets with tqeir marched into Britain, found a worship
varIOUS deIties, and so thIS "Mother" was of this same sort carried on among the
known as both the moon-goddess and Druids. who had never heard of Christ.
Venus. "The Babylonian Venus, accord- And down in the jungles of Africa,
ing to Harpocration, was also styled 'the where demonjsm is as primitive as ever,
queen of heaven'." (McClintock & Strong a "Mother-goddess" called Banyanchaba
Cyclopedia) This "Babylonish worship is worshiped as the interceder or "Mepenetrated into Asia Minor, where the diatrix" between God and men. .
If worship of the "Madonna" was a
"Mother-Queen" was known under the
names of Astarte, Ashtaroth, Mylitta, universal pagan rite one surely expects
Ishtar and Alitta, according to the vari- to find evidence of it among the Greeks
. ous dialects of the people. The Ephesians and Romans before the time of Christ;
worshiped her under the name Diana as and such is the case. Besides the testithe "virgin mother" of their other hea- mony of Herodotus,' another pre-Christian Greek historian, Diodorus Siculus,
then gods.
The same ''Mother and Son" religion says: "Orpheus introduced from Egypt
migrated down into Egypt where Isis the [into Greece] the greatest part of the
the mother and Horus the son were wor- mystical ceremonies, the orgies that celeshiped. The son Horus was also Isis' brate the wanderings of Ceres, and the
husband, in which capacity he was known whole fable of the shades below. The
as Osiris. Herodotus, the Greek "father rites of Osiris and Bacchus are the
of history", testifies that when he visited' same; those of Isis and Ceres exactly reEgypt nearly 500 years before Christ semble each other, except in name."
this "queen of heaven" was "the great- Among the Romans Juno was the female
est and most worshiped of all the divin- deity, the "queen of heaven", referred
ities".
to in Latin as "Mea Domina" (Italian,
From Babylon this strange form of . Madonna) meaning ."My Lady".
devil-honoring mythology also spread
This, then, is the ancient pagan docinto India, where the "Mother" lsi, also trine that the Roman Catholic church
called Parvati,' and her nursing babe adopted under Constantine's sponsorPagan MadQnnas of Ancient Times
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ship in the fourth century. The name of
Mary was substituted for Rhea, Isis,
J uno, etc., and the name of Jesus took
the place of Ninus, Horus, Iswara, etc.
In 1587 Pope Sixtus V gave approval to
the title Mater Creatoris (Mother of the
Creator), and in 1854 by papal pronouncement the doctrine of "Immaculate
Conception" was given the stamp of "Infallibility". Dressed up with these and
many other myths, superstitions and
traditions collected during the centuries
the Hierarchy today sets this doctrine
before the world as Gospel truth.
Many societies have been formed to
promote this pagan Mariolatry. In many
parts of the earth, in public squares and
along the highways, images of this modern pagan Madonna are set up for worship. Pilgrimages are made to places
like Lourdes, France, and Fatima, Portugal, where idols of the "Madonna" are
enshrined. "Our Lady" is carried into
dance halls; members of football teams
pray to her before the games begin; and
•

ose

a wooden image in her likeness is hauled
around the country to allow hundreds of
thousands of the "faithful" the opportunity of literally kissing the paint off her
feet.
If it seems incredible that the ancient
pagans should have believed in their
mythical. madonna, how much more ridiculous and utterly foolish is it for socalled Christians to believe that God
created a woman called Mary who in
turn became God's own mother! Not
only does this· sort of teaching insult
Mary by dragging her down to the level
of a pagan goddess; it also leads to the
most profane blasphemy of· God Almighty, as, for example, the following
utterance of "St." Bernardine:
Setting each individual thing one against
another, namely, what things God hath done
for man and what things the Blessed Virgin
hath done for God, you will s~e that Mary
has done more for God than God has done for
man; so that thus, on account of the Blessed
Virgin, God is in a certain measure under
greater obligation to us than we are to Him.

••
•

omlses

•
I

?
e •

In these days when political promises are made
in profusion but quickly broken, it is comforting
to know that there yet remains One whose promises are true and will be fulfilled. Men promise a
Utopia which they cannot deliver. God promises a
New World of righteousness which He has the
power to establish. 'Let God be true, though every
man a liar' and learn of these sure blessings by
reading the book "Let God Be True". Your copy
and a free booklet Permanent Governor of All
Nations will be sent on contribution of 35c.
WATCHTOWER
117 Adams St.
Brooklyn 1. N. Y.
Enclosed is 35c. Please send me "Let God Be True" and Permanent
Governor of All Nations.
,
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view to turning Spain into a
principal fortress 1n the llne-up
against the Soviet Union.

*'

OCTOBER

Defense 01 Western Europe
• The \V~stern·Eur()p('an De·
fense Illan outlined by Britain,
France, the Netherlands, Bel·
gium and Luxembourg, was to
have Field Marshall Vis('ount
Montgomery of Britain as per·
manent chairman and a Frenchman as commander of the land
forces. Appointment of )[untgoill'
er) was omdally ('onfir·med at
London October 4, alill the same
day it was announced that O('n·
eral Jean de Lattre of Ta!>si;:my
of France was to bc cmnmanuerin·chief. British Air Marshal Sir
James Itohb 'was appointed COllimander of the air forces and
French Vic('·Admlral Robert ,fBU'
jard chief naval offil'er. Hi:.;hrnnklng offlcers of the :r-,'etherlands,. Belghlm and Luxemhourg
will serve on the. staffs of ehair·
man and commander·in·Pllief.

*'

Parleying at Paris
The serious Issue of Berlin
that hlgb-lights the confllet be·
tween East and West came before the D. N.· In earl.y ()ctoher.
It was submitted to the Security
Councll b~' the \"'estern Powers,
whQ said the Soviet blockade of
the German capital was a threat
to 'work! peace. ;\1",'1(,ow's delegate claimed that the U. K. had
no jurisdidkm, saying, "G\~ntlt;..
men, you have come to the wrong
address. If you do not mind,
please address your complaint t"o
the legHI organ . . . the Council
of Foreign Ministers." The rep·

I-Iii

resentatlves of Britain, France
and the U. 8. were not willing to
withdraw, howeyer, and putting
the question on th(' agenda was
aIJIlroved hy the Seeurity Coun·
cil. The neufral members of the
COllfH·lI then proposed a mill·
promIse, recomm('ndlng, aft e r
mueh par]('ylng, that RussIa lift
the hlockade and the \V"stf'rnj
powers slmultaa('ouRly wIthdraw
the charge against her. Russia
amI the Western powers then he·
gan to say "You first" to "lIdl
other, although not in the spirit
of French ('ourtesy. And that's
where they were stuck.

*'

'Bad Boy' Franco
There WttS consid"rn.ble talk
at PariS in early Octohm about
commg to terms with Franco
SpHin, and withdrawing the "C. N.
ban ngainst his dictatorship. It
was not hard to gUllRS the source.
of thes,," disellssions, but they
<,ame to nothing. Franco Spain
is something that is too hot to
h.andle just now, and the D. N.
Ims enough problems on its hands
without taking on more. So lmve
Frunce and other European powers, who were not willing to risk
the displ('a~ure of the lleople
even at the instance of the D. S.
Frn.IV'O, however, spoke of his
willingness to fight alongside his
Unfriendly neighbors If,.. Russia
should start anything. It was
reported that the D. S. had aI·
rCfHly rcached definite military
agreements with l.'ranco with n

''Truman's PathetIo Muddle"
France, Britain and the U. S.
bad exhausted eve r y earthly
means of "ffecting a settlement
of the Berlln situation, had got ..
tf'n nowhere and had appealed to
the U. X All of ti sudden Mr.
Truman of the 'Vhite House had
a hright idea. lIe would send the
Cllief Justlce of the D. S. to
Russia. The result of the Idea,
which bee-Hme publIc property,
was what the lIanch"ster Guard·
fan caJled "lIr. Truman's pa·
thf'tic muddle". Mr. l[arshall
cailie from Parts to talk to the
presIdent. Truman saw the error
of· nls way, saw tbat the Idea of
unilateral action without so
mlwh HS thlnklnJ:" of BrItain and
France was llI·advised. He made
a statement to calm the circl'lS of
ag-it.'ition that had resulted from
the abortive move.

*'

ERP Diversion a Mistake
Senator Ralph E. Flanders, of
Vermont, said, October 12, that
the r. R. had lost a "major and
pprhU\lS decisIve battIe" in the
"cold war" b"f'ause the lfarshall
Plan Is heing "diverte(l from Its
original purpose of European Recon'Q' into a means of re-arming
Enrulle. . . . This e-hllnge In the
purpose of the l[arshall Plan
interferes with European Recov·
ery, threatens our own prosperity, and is a victory for Russia".

*'

Greek Guerrilla. Resl9tance
Althougll the D. S. president
on October;) spoke optimIstically
of an early end to guerrilla resistance to the Greek govern·
ment, It WHS stated in other
quarters that guerrilla activity
is actually on the increase. Ac·
('Ordlng to Greek army figures,
the guerrllla strength hus gone
up from 17,000 to well over
20,0110. The entire Greek regular
armr has been amassed along the
borders of Albania, Yugoslavia
and llul..:aria, where the main
COIlCf'utration of guerrillas is
fuund, 0 c cup yin g mountain
90

shall Viscount Montgomery was
chosen as first chairman of, the
permanent defense organization.
A plan for military aid to \Vest·
ern Europe will be one of the
first problems to be, submitted
to the Elghty·first U. S. Congress
in January.

*

Speech from the Throne
QUf"en Juliana for the first·
time adnrel'llled tbe Dutch par·
liament from the throne on ~ep·
tember 21, outlining the llOlicy to
be followed by the recently
formed coalition govt'rnment un·
der Willem Drt'es, Socialist pre·
mier. The qucen said Olat the
country's defensive stren>:th at
sea and in the nir had been dovetaUed into thp. joint (jefE'n~e pat·
tern of the '''estern European
Union, a move which tht~ ))re·
carious state of the natlol\'s
finances ilad Illude inevitable.

*

Europe Receives $128,582,668
The 1.:. S. in the third week
of September sent $12:1,532,603 to
nine European countrif's to carry
on the hattie for European [·e·
covery. Allotments induded $12"
'400,000 fot· U. R. cotton destincd
for Blzonal Germany. Authorlza·
tlons for all participating Eut·o·
pean countries and Chinn total
$1,809,42G,81O as of Septemh,~r 22.

*

Italy's Cost of Living
It was rcportell in Septemher
that over the period of one
month basic Items of ~l family
budget for heating and eatilt!;
hal'€ gOlle up more than 50 per·
cent In Ital~·. The people are
calling on the rather nonchalant
De GU!ll'eri government to ex·
plain how they will exist this
winter.

*

Italy's Anti-Red Union
The CatholiC As~oclatlon of
Italian Workers eon g r e ~ s in
Rome, on Hpptembel' 17, voted
G81,UOO to 4U,UOO to form atl anti·
Communist lahor m 0 vern e n t
wbich would be frf''' of Communist Influence as well as ot' party
domination of any kind. It is reported that the CmtlmUnilltdominated General Conft~tll'ration
of Labor 11a~ dropped from ahout
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7,000,000 to &Orne 5,000,000 members In the last few months.

*

Death of Mediator
The viclous ~luying of Count
Rernadotte on September 11
shocked the world. The U. N. me·
dlator, accompanied hy an allie,
Colonel Serot, was pas sin g
through Jerusalem. There were
three cars. Coming into the JewI~h s{'dion the. party was stopped
at the foot of the Hill of Evil
COllnell. A ,jeep wus parked
aeros~ the road. Two men g6t
out anti with a maehine gun at
close raIlge shot ('ount Berna·
dotte and his aide, then fled. The
utroeious deed was dlurged to a
segment of the Stern gang whiCh
has hcen operating in Palestine
witlt Impunity. A wid e s pre a d
searclt for tile klllers was insti_
tuted and 200 Sternists were
placed under arrest. The .lewish
governtnent at long lust outlawed
the terrorIst organizations. At
tlte ('\o~e of the month the Stem
gang leader was apprehended.
Palestine in the U. N.
The murder of Count Folke
Bermulotte pushen tJw Palestine
que~tion to the forefrollt in U. N.
deliberations at Paris. The
Swedish delegatIon to that hody
was rOnspiellOllS, d r P- sse d in
mourtllng because of the assassinatIon. The count had finIshed a
report on the Pal ('stine prohlem
shortly before his death. It in·
cluded a new partition plan,
which was presented to the U. N.
Gen(>ral Assemhl~' on Septem.
bel' 2(). It called for rf'co;''Tlition
of the .Jewish stute, hut made
some Important holtndHr~' cliang,
es. "'estern G!llilee wus to he
given to the Jews, but moH of
the Negeb to the Arahs; Haifa
wa~ to he a free pOrt within the
state of ISf:wl, LydLia a free air·
port ill Arnb territory. Jerusalem
waR to be U. N. eontrolled, with
safeguards for the protprtioll of
religious sites :md right~. The
repoJ·t illilicated that since nel·
ther faction would be llkely to
agrpe on all;!' proposed 1111Ill, the
L'. N. shouhl decide the matter
and then enforce its decision.

*

*

India Takes Hyderabad
As 'the Security Council of
the U. N. on September 16 for·
mally voted to put the India·
Hyd'prahaLi ('onlliet On the agen·
da, Indian armored columns
were within 50 miles of Hydera·
bad's eupitlll. Tile princely state
surrendered the next day and the
nizaJU {ruler) ordered Hydera·
had representath'{'s at the U. N.
not to press their protest against
India. The 100·hour war between
the princely stute lind the Indian
dominion had cOllie to an end.
"I am opening a new chapter of
friendliness with Tndia," said
the nlzatll in a broatka~t. Prime
Mini~ter );'ehru, of India, ~aid
lI~'derabad would be under In·
dian military government until
'normality was restored'. A con·
stituent assembly would be elect·
ed to deelde the political futnre
of tlie State.

*

Assassinatton In BunDa.
U Tin 'I'ut of Burma, anti·
Communist leader and former
foreign minlS'ter, dIed Septem'
ber HI as tlle result of the ex·
plosion the day hefore of a bomb
placeCl in his ('ar by the assas·
SillS. Burma is torn by internal
~trifn. '['wo COlIlmunist groups
are Ilghtitlg each other, as well
Ill! the government, ami an up·
rising of the Karen population
is ('ausing addItional perplexity.

*

IndoMsian Uprising
The IndoneSian jJrohlem was
complil'llted ill Illid,S"\ltemher hy
the civll strife pt'ecipitated by
Communist forces. Premier Mo·
ham[lt(>ri Hattll bitterly dC'·
nounced the ComJUunlllt party In
Parliament, accusing them of
tr.ying to "drag the Republie into
a 80viet·American global con·
fiiet". He staten that Hus~ia had
altered Its course Seven times
since Hili, "now turlling left,
now right," and he saw no reason
why Ind{Jn('sia !lbould follow itll
dictates or {'xatllpie. Communist
forces, however, continued to
fight, amI on Sept€'lltber 18 over·
threw tl:l,-~ ;::-overnment of Java's
third largest city, Mndlun. Prell'
ident Scekarno immediately pro·
claimed martial law throughout
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October 12, however, the govern-

Pope Issues Disclaimer

Peru Uprislng

ment waS able to announce the
second major victory in Manchuria In two days, the reo:~apture
of the Manchurian port of Yingkow and the fall of HIe Oommunist field base of Qllan~'vu.

• The pope of ROme has indicated that the Vatican would
welcome renewed diplomatlc relations with Rllssia, adding', "The
Church has c~mdemn..a toe Comlliunist doctrine and Continnes today to condemn It with tilE' "arne
frank",""s and r<'!;;Olutpn",sf! of
yesterday. But inSOfar as the
IJ.S.S.n. 1s cone",rned, It is not at
all true that the holy see, or the
Church, has ever advocated Hs
destruction."

• Not all was well in Peru In
early October. A revolt of sulJOl'S
and armed civilians oeeurred at
Callao, an important seaport.
There were also dlsturhances in
Lima and other plaees. The army
remaining loyal, the navy "f'l,,,l!!!
were soon on the run, fI<!'eing- to
sea In war~hlp!<, alI; force TJlanes
pu""ufng. Oetobcr 4, the next duy,
tile rebel ships came back. flying
white flags. TIle government of

*'

No Perjury Trial
It Is Whlttakel' Chllm\}('rs
(not Alger Hiss, as Pl'rooeously
.~tated in October S Awaken
that is the former CommunIst
And current senior editor of
Time. His testimony bpfore the
investigations of the House Committee on Vn-AmE'ri<'lln Activities
conflicted with that of Alger
Hiss, former govE'rnmE'nt official
and now presidrHlt of the Carnegie Endowmeont for Tnternational PeRce. J: PlI.~n\.'n Tllomas,
committee chairman. Ilredict('d a
perjury trial for on\.' of tIle two.
In mld·October, l)O\\"evcr, it appeared certain thilt there would
be no trial unless, new evidence
was unco,'ered.
Exodus from East Europe
Some 3,000 Bungarian and
Czechoslovak ,Jewish refugees
were moving Into Vienna in the
lirst part of October. The majority of them were former bUSInessmen, who said they had lost
tbe\r buSinesses and prop£:rty
and feared they would be placed
In forced labor battalions. Austrian and German refugPeS meanwhUe began migration to 4rgenUna and the U. S., more than
II. thousand being scheduled to
leave from Bremerhaven and
Genoa. A.r~ntil.\1\ demalldl',d a
$49 fee per person for all over
14 yeal"!!.

+

Japanese Cabinet Scandal

*'

Tne Japanese Soeiallsts
brought on the cabinet resignation October 7 after a former
deputy prl"mler find the presirlent
of the Economic Stabilization
Board were arrested on suspicion
of bribery in a $10,000,000 government loan to a f('rtllizer company. The Democl'atic.Liberal
party, whir'h is neither democratiC nor lIb€~al, rought to get Into
power, but was thwarted by the
Socialists.
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Vatican Link Ended

<$ The patriarchate of the Orthodox Chureh of RUmania announced October :'I that it had
agreed to admit the Cniate sect
with its 1,320,00\1 memberiil, thus
endlng its "25t}.year-old tie with
the Vatiean. The "Ciliate Church
in Rumania hali! 1,725 churches
and morf' than 700 priests, led by
a metropolitan and four bishops.
Rejecting the supremacy of the
pope and jOining the Orthodo..x
Church, the l~niates lndlci\.t(" that
they find It fairly easy to change
their convictions, If any.
Iranian Earthquake

<$ A severe earthquake oceurrOO
In northern Iran Octob",r 6. It
centered around historic Meshed,
where 200 persons were killed
and thousands injured. At Ashkhabad, Turkmen, 150 miles away,
some 6,000 persons were Injured
and hundreds of Children orphaned. Most of the huildings in
the elty, the capital of the Turkmen repubUc, were destroyed.
Other cities also suffered much
damage.

*'

New U l"anlum Ore

A new uranIUm-bearIng mineral has been dISCOVered In the
Belg!an Congo, ilccording to an
aMmuncement made October 2 by
Dr. P. F. Kerr, proft'ssor of mineralogy at Columbia University,
where tile mineral was anal~·zed
and iIlf'otifled, It is a hydrous
copper-urani urn-vanadium mlnernl, almost emerald green in color.
The uranium eoutent Is 60 percent. The metal has been called
"iilfCngieri te"

llY~\.dei\t

J'J'i'k L\l\\!. B\l';;,t\\"ID~"I'!t'¢

y Rivero eharged the. leftist Apra
party with reSl10nsibility for the
rebellion and arrested many of
tht' ch'!llan leaders of the party,
including Rome ID('mbers of Parliament. The n.ext day new out,
breaks 0('('urre(1 In Arequipa and
near 1'aramong!l, but toey were
short-Uved.

Dlaz of Panama

<$ Domingo Diaz Arosemena, Liberal, was sworn In as president
of Panama Octo her 1. In his inaugllrat address Presldent Dlaz.,
referring to the U. R, said, "It Is
my most fervent desire that relations between our two ('ountries
should beeome more Intimate
each dily,"
Cuba Hurricane
A bUrr'irane that rakeil. Cuba
in early Octoher caused elt'ven
dE'aths and $10,000,000 in property losses. The hurr·ieane
reached }<']orida Octoilm' 5 and
caused eonslderahle d a III 11 g e
there bPiore moving out to sea,

*"

California
.. The U.
portf'd on
fornia has

Grows and Grows
S. Census Bureau reOetober 2 Wat Calijoined Xew York amI
Penns~'lvania in the ten-millIon
pOIJ1llation dass. Xearly a third
of California's 10,031,000 population lms b\~\) gUinen since 1~~1),
It is a gaIn of 4,J".2 perr>ent over
what the population was then.
The Bureau also reported that
41 states and the D!striet of Columbia had gained io population
during the laHt eight years, the
remUlll11Jg seven Htates showing
a drop In the number of inhabItants.
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"Why Read the Bible? ...
I go to church regularly and my minister tells me all I need to
know about the Bible."
Does t.his echo your attitude toward

Bible~reading~

But is it the

course that wisdom directs' In all probability each time your banker
sends you a statement of your account you personally check to see that
it if> correct. Is it not of greater impo,rtanee to personally check to see

that what you are told about the Scriptur~s is true, when it is your life
instead of merely a sum of money that is involved? Here is what the
Bible itself says:
"These were more noble than those in Thcssaloniea, in that they received the word with all
readincs~ of mind, and searched the scriptures
daily, whether those things were so."-Aets 17: 11.
"To the Inw and to the trslimony: if they
speak not according to this word, it is because
there is no light in them."-Isaiah 8; 20.

"Seek ye out of the book of the LoRD and
read ... "-Isaiah 34: 16.
"Search the scriptures; for in them ye think
ye have eternal life."-John 5: 39.
"Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the word of truth."-2 Timothy 2: 15.

It is to your eternal welfare to personally read the Bible. The
WATCHTOWER

edition of the popular King Ja.mes Version contains the

unaltered text plus many added study aids such as marginal references,
concordance and a section of selected scriptures on vital subjects. Send
for a copy and begin your study of the Bible today. Postpaid for $1.00.

WATCHTOWER

117 Adams St.

BrOOklyn 1, N. Y.

Plfu~c scnd me a copy of the Kiny J(}mC8 Vcrsion Bible for the enclosed $1.00.

,-.-

Name. __

Street _
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Zone No.. _....... State ____ _
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SEX WORSHIP SNARES THIS
SMART WORLD
Bermuda Bows to Intolerance
Britain's New Health Service Works
The "Heir of All Things"

DECEMBER 8, 1948

SEMnWNTlILY

THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News .au",," ih~t .... e "hie to k~.p ~u "'WAko; to the vlt.all • . . -

of "\l~ tim•• m""t be unfett.\red by ~.""crlihip o.nd •• In.h lnu ...... tt1.
"Aw"hl" has nO fetter .. It N<lOllnlz.., f..cts, f""",o faots, Is fro ... to

publish facts. It Ia not bound Iw polltleo.\ ambitlorui Or <>bll~ ..tlc",; it 1.0
""h~mp".... d by .. dyed",,,... who •• tc .. mWit not h tro<fdo:n on; It i,
""prejudl",,d by ilcau!tionA[ c",.ds. This i<>urnal hop. !bell' [re. th ..t

..bu."

It m"y "peak bwly to you. But It do.. net
its f,,,,,dotll.. It
mo.lnta.!"" i"t<~rity to tr\lth.
"Awake I" us •• -11." ...,~t1!M new. <,hannels, but Is net ckp.rnl."t on

thorn. 110 own c<>rra~<>ndento a'-" on 011 e<>nl.ment., In .cer., oj'

""tJ.o,.",

From the four corn"n of the 0arth thdr uncensored, "n_the·.~"" ••
repo,-(,s com" to you throu>th th .." columns. ThIs Jounml's YkwPOll1t
13 not n"'T"W, but i. hlterrl«tlonol It!. ",ad In many no.ticn., in m«"y
w.ug<J8.\1e<, by pn."na of all ~~ ••. Throu\lh Its P"\i<' m~ny lid,)" c;f
knowle.d~~ p ...a ;" rov;(>W'-~ov~rmncnt, ccmrnerc<, rd;~ion, his(,:,ry,
\!",,~,-,tP"y, .c""nce, 00",,,-1 =tlditkm., natur..l ",,",,d.;rs-why, ito o.:r.",~
¥ ,. "" broud ~ tha Mrth. snd "" h;~h~. the h"",ven",
"Awake I" pl.",~. it..1I -to ri~htoou. prlne;I'IM, to:> '''po.lnll hidden
foe, and suhtlo dan~ero, to "hompioninl! hood"", f"r 011, to "omforlin~
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Sex-Worship Snares This Smart World
Centuries ago sex-worsbtp knocked Israel for a loop. Today
It knockll sophisticated Christendom for two. Decent natures
wUl shudder at the raw facts that loDow. But resolute withdrawal of the curtain of Ignorance that blinds UII to the past
will be an eye-opener to the parallel of the present. So brace
the mind for the shocking lmpa-:lt of some 80rdld truth.

"NEITHER shalt thou serve their

gods; for that will he a snare unto thee," Thus spake Jehovah God in

warning to His covenant nation Israel
just prior to their entering the Promised Land. Bible readers know that
thereafter wayward Israel did serve the
heathen gods in "groves" and "high places", but few are aware that the snare
was the most sordid sexual depravity.
The religion of the Baals, the Asherah
and Ashtoreth of Canaan was a lewd. repulsive sex-worship. Concerning it Rotherham, on page 259 of his Emphasised
Bible translation, says: "Their very worship was gros!;ly sensual and revoltingly
cruel. In honour of their deities women
surrendered th-eir virtue. 'Their sacred
places were brothels. The generative or;
gans were openly represented by disgusting symbols. The peoples had holy
( !) prostitutes, male and female. Lustful gods are cruel, and demand to be
worshipped with human blood." 'Vho
will say that the Most High was not
right to destroy such polluters of the
earth and contaminators of mankind as
these Canaanite sex-worshipers 1 Understandably, He forbade the Israelites
to intermarry with the brutish inhabitDECEMBER 8, 1948

ants, lest in a very literal way they "go
a whoring after their gods".-Exodus
34: 11-16.
But Israel straved and stumbled and
fell, and was snared hy the sex-worship,
(Judges 2: 17) The King James Version
Bible vaguely speaks of stocks and
stones and groves, whereas modern
translations use plainer words to bring
to open shame the ugly facts of Israel's
fall. Note the following Scripture quotations that shed light on the enormity of
Israel's sins in sex-worship:
On a high and lofty mountain you have set
up your bed; and thither have you climbed
to offer sacrifice. Behind the door and the
side posts you have set up your phallic symbol [sex-organ image 1; and apart from me
have yOll stripped and gone up, you have distended your parts; you have bargained for
those whose emhraces you love; and with them
have you multiplied your harlotrics, while
gazing on the phallus.-Isaiah 57 ~ 7, 8, An
American Translation.
My people ask a piece of wood to guide
them, a pole, gives t.hem their oracles! For a
harlot-spirit has led them astray, they have
left their God for a faithless way; t.hey sacri~
fice on mountain heights, and offer incense on
the hills, below the oak, the terebinth, the

3

poplar-so pleasant is theiI' shaue, Thus your
daughters play the harlot, matrons commit
adultery. But I will not' punish your daughters for harlot.ry, nor your matrons for adultery, when the men themselves go 'off with
harlots, and sacrifice with temple-prostitutes.

whirl them all away, ~ hreatH shall blow
them off."- (Isaiah 57: 12, 13, Moffatt)
Jehovah did expose the sexy religion
through His prophets; faithful judges
uprooted the images; Elijah branded
Ahab as the troubler of Israel because
-Hosea 4: 12-14, Moffatt.
of Baal-worship, and slaughtered the
And even then the Eternal will strike Israel hierarchy of the sex-cult; .Jehu beat it
till it sways like a reed in water; he will root into the ground; Hezekiah purged it
Israel out of this fine country which he gave from the land j and Josiah smashed it.
to their fathers and scatter them east of the (2 Kings 23:1-20; 2 Chronicles 34:1-7,
Euphrates, because they have vexed the Etcl'- An Amer. Trans.) But always like a
nal by making sacred poles for themselves. malignant cancerous growth sex-worship
For they erected shrines, obelisks, and sacred sprouted again, and Israel as a nation
poles, on every height and under every spread_ rushed into the snare. The sad sequel
ing tree; also there were ternple-p:tostitutes in was J,ehovah's rejection of her as His
the land (male devotees of the fertility cult chosen nation. He spued the Israelites
in the land]."-l Kings 14: 15, 23, 24, Mof- from the land and allowed them to be
fatt; An Amer. Trans.
taken captive into Assyria and Babylon.
Israel flirted with sex-worship even
before entering the Promised Land, when_ Christendom Ensnared!
Like a monstrous python; sex-worship
at Mount Sinai the golden calf was set
up. Rotherham, on page 260 of his Em- has sinuously slid its way do\vn through
phasised Bible, connects the golden calf the centuries, till today its powerful coils
with the Egyptian worship of Apis the tighten around Clil'istendon/s throat.
bull, during which religious orgies nude But oh S9 subtly and silently-! No warn:
women served a living bull, a bestial de- iugs rattled out, ,no hissing to put the
filement forbidden by God's law. (Exo- victim on guard. And even as strangudus 22: 19; Leviticus 18: 23-25 j see also lation draws closer to the kill, the killer
Numbers 25: 3-8, Rotherham, and foot- remains unseen or unrecognized, so well
note on Baal-peor.L But in Canaanland is it camouflaged in hoary religious trathe Israelites' flirtation was consummat- dition. Still it has left its winding trail
ed as they plunged to the very depths of ,in tl1e dust and dirt and mire of the past.
McClintock and Strong's Cyclopredia,
sexual degradation, men and women becoming temple-prostitutes as a part of under the heading "Phallus", informs us
the sex-worship, and women even abus- that "the male generative organ, as tho
ing themselves wlth the images, as we symbol of the fert-ility of nature, was
read: "Didst make thee images of the carried among the ancient Greeks in the
male, and'didst act unchastely with them ,processions of the Dionysia". Thence
[with which you played the harlot]." Phallic worship infested Rome, where
-Ezekiel 16: 17 Rotherham; An Amer. women and children Wore the phallic
image around their necks as a charm,
Trans.
Because of filtl!y sex-worship God had and finally the Senate suppressed it "on
decreed that the Canaanites would be account of the more than usual immoral_
vomited out of the land. Could He con- ity to which it gave risc". In relating how
sistently do less with Israel when she certain authorities explain the origin
did the same deeds? "I will expose your and progress of phallic worship, the
doings, this 'religion' of yours! Your Cyclopcedia states:
loathsome idols, when you cry, win bring
They teach that it is the most ancient and
you neither help nor gain; the wind shall universal of the beliefs of the human race, and
4
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that it has prevailed among all known nations
of antiquity, and has been handed down in
both dead and living forms to the present day.
They claim to see evidences of its existenee
not only in Egypt, Greece, and Rome, but also
in Syria, Persia, Asia Minor, Italy, Spain,
Germany, France, Ireland, and Scandinavia,
among the mound-builders of North America,
in Mexico, Central America, Peru, and Hayti,
and in thCl islands of the Pacific Ocean, and
in Africa. They even see its traces among the
Jews, and in the use of certain symbols in
Christianit.y .... Thel'(~ is not a fast or festival, prore~sion or sacrament, social custom
or religious symbol, existing at the present
day which Ims not been taken bodily from
phallism, or from some successive system of
paganism .... The nimbus, the aureole, the
cross, the fish, and even thCl spires of churches,
are symbols retained from the old phallic
worship.~Volume VIII, page 55.
Though these claims are so s."weeping
that they may be suspect to a degree, in
the main they stand the test of critical
investigation. To conserve space we
choose only one of Christendom's religious symbols to connect with sex-worship; but to strike a telling blow we
choose her most revered one-the cross.

The Masculine Cross and Ancient Sex
Worship, by Sha Racco, published in
New York in 1874 by Asa K. Butts & Co.,
reveals that the cross has a sexual origin,
that in both Egypt and India it was worshiped as HIe symbol of life and regeneration, that in many ~astern countries
it was the emblem of the male organ
and was called the "triad" or "three in
one" or "trinity". '1'!Jc phallic '''r'' or
cross is parent to the idea of "trinity",
and in sex-worship the prominent part
of this "trinity" was represented by tree
stumps, blocks, towers, spires, steeples,
etc. '1'ho natural counterpart to the male
organ is the female organ, represented
by a type of shell, also horseshoe, chaslll
or cleft, oval or ring. The "trinity" plus
the "oval" became a sacrec1 four, and in
this combined form of cross and oval is
known as "crux ansata". Today it is worn
DECEMBER 8, 1948

as a part 'of dress of pope, archbishop
and sometimes bishop, in the pallium.
On pages 53 and 54 of his interesting
book Sha Rocco says:
In view of the prevalent. ideas in relation
to the cross it is singular and more than
strange that the cross is n9t to be seen on
any ancient sculpture as an instrument of
punishment. In none of the ancient gems pictured by Layard is any form 'of the cross except the Crux Ansata to be found .... It is'
pertinent to our subject to speak of the idea
which possessed the minds of Christian bishops that met. in the third c('ntury at Nicea and
determined that the cross should be the characteristic emblem of the Catholic faith. We
may admit that they regarded the emblem as
the sign of the death of the Redeemer by a
painful method, but we must bdieve that the
astute bishops of Africa and t.he East recognized in it the emblem of fertilit.y .... Every
modern addition, namely the addition of the
circle and the triple ornament, if'! a return to
ancient heathenism, a commingling of ancient
tenets with modern dogmas.
At this point it is essential
to state that Christ .T esus was
not impaled on a. cross, but,
in accord with Deuteronomy
21: 22, 23 and the Greek word stauros
from which "cross" is ~rroneouf'(ly translated, was hanged from an upright tree
or stake, with no crossbar. Though what
generally passes as Christianity is saturated with sex-worship symbols, true
Christianity is free of such filth.

'Whose God Is Sex'
The apostle Paul . . speaks' of those
"whose god is their pelly". They did not
make images of the belly and how and
v,rorl5hip in a religious ritual before
them; hut nonetheless, by their course of
conduct they devotedly worshiped their
belly and made it their god. The same
today relative to sex. 'l'his smart world
may shun the superstitious beliefs and
phallic images of ancient sex~worship,
but its inward thought and outward action herd it inescapably into the class
5

'whose god is sex'. Recognizing this, an
article in the August, 1947, Coronet
opined: "We live in a pagan paradise of
sexual fetishes and sexual worship."
S('xual lust is toasted, wined and dined.
Advertisers find curvaceous cuties essential for publicizing hundreds of unrelated products, models swooning in
the moonlight, voluptuous pin-ups bedecking calendars, lipstick that "gives
that sexy look", "Leap year lingerie"
decorated with personal telephone numbers and embroidered "bear traps" and
"Cherchcz L'Homme", and abbreviated
hridal go\vns called "Mission accomplished". The comics super-curve their
heroines, the newspapers play up sex
and sex crimes, the radio that chatters
during the day and the cinema that
llloves gaudily in the dark sell sex, and
heightening the heat of passion come the
stage play, night clubs and burlesque.
And what a staggering impact bowls
over the deccnt mind' when it is exposed
to ultra-modern novels! The one topping
the list of be"t-sellers during the entire
month of Octoher is unbelievable, appalling in its obscenity, reeking with language as filthily vile as anything scra\vled
on the dirtiest latrine wall. Yet a sexperverted \"orld makes it a best-seller_
Also, supposedly' instructive books on
sex and marrled love flood the market,
and their very subject. assures them a
ready market, though they play on morhid curiosity. Perverts, sex maniacs and
some teen-agerf; find in them an incitement t.o passion. Thongh they are largely
lost in the flood, there are some books
that endeavor to inform in a clean way
physiological faet::; or take a stand to
stem tItt~ rising tide of immorality. One
such, Letters to .Jane, by Gladys Denny
Shultz (J. D. Lippincott. Co., Philadelphia, Pa_), ohserved: "Small wonder if
some young fellows get tIte idea that sex
exploits are commendable-the modern
world seems to think of little else."
All channels of propaganda controlled
by this smart old world whet sex appe6

tites to the point of sexual gluttony. This
world is glutted on sex, drunk on sex,
and there are pitfalls aplenty for the
reeling worshipers. This modern binge
has rocketed the divorce rate till one out
of every three marriages is shattered in
divorce courts. This -old world thinks
sex, sees sex, hears sex, eats sex, drinks
sex, dreams sex, lives Sex and will die in
sex. It was long ago foretold as a sign
of these "last days" that this world
would succumb to the snare of sex and
have its life choked from its corpse at
Armageddon.-2 Timothy 3: 1-5, 13_

Accuracy of Kinsey Report Questioned
Contributing to the fall is another
sexy best-seller, Sexual Behavior in the
H u·man II!ale, by Alfred C. Kinsey and
associates. It reports a survey on male
sexual behavior. Some ]2,000 men were
interviewed personally, each asked over
300 questions, over a period of 8 years,
at an expense of $200,000. The final published report took 5,300 of the cases as
the basis of its results. The gist of Kinsey's findings, though it takes him 804
pages to tell it, is nutshelled for us by
the Christian Century, September 15:
Five percent of all 12-year-old American
boys have already had fl(1xual intercourse; at
13, one out of every 7 has had such an experience; over 73 percent of Ameriean males have
pre-marital intercourse by the time they are
20; pre-adolescents have capacity for frequency of sexual orgasm far greater than
most adults; nearly 70 ·pereent above 35
years of age have had experience with prostitutes; 86 percent engage in pre-marital intercourse; between 30 perecnt and 45 percent
engage in extra-marital intercourse; lout
of every 6 American farm boys has had
intercourse with farm animals. [Other reviewers add the finding that 37 percent have had
some homosexual experience.]

The accuracy of this report has been a
center of controversy. The Christian
Centnry article observed that "in the
Kinsey investigation the questions themselves suggested the answers the interAWAKE!

viewers were after". This matches the .minded, the intellectuals, they would
report of a woman interviewed, who, in flock forward in response to this grand
explaining how Kinsey put one at ease, scientific undertaking. But they are the
said he did not ask her whether she had progressives that shun stuffy, old-fashever engaged in 'a certain improper prac- ioned mODals and shelve Biblical standtice but casually asked how many times ards; they are the promiscuous ones
she had done so. The question presumed whose brains have been saturated with
guilt. Fine tactics for the sexually pro- the sexiest plays and revues, whose eyes
miscuous, but insulting to the decent, speed over the pages of the raciest bestand suggests that a denial.would be met sellers, whose lives unfold in the breezy
cirdes where sex is taken in stride as an
with skepticism.
Reflecting the opinion of many social appetite to be satisfied in much the same
workers and educators and psycholo- offhand manner as eating and drinking.
gists, Dr. Richard H. Hoffmann, New
York psychiatrist and expert witness in New Converts Through Kinsey Report
many criminal trials, said: "I have been
But whether accurate in its figures, the
trying to get the truth out of patients report does show how steeped this world
for 25 years and I can tell you that gen- is in sexolatry. Moreover, the Kinsey reerally the kind of people we like for port has boomed into the front ranks of
friends never blab their sex history to the proselyters for sex-worship. Howanybody. Only exhibitionists do that- ever questionable its accuracy or scienand I must mistrust anything a sick mind tific value, no douht can exist as to its
tells me." Confirming the foregoing, impact on society. Either the Kinsey reJean L. Autrey, ~.fenasha, -Wis., stated port or reviews and commentaries conin the September Reader's Digest:
cerning it clamor for "closer correlation
I was in school at the time the senior author between biology and the social code";
of one of these sex surveys was accumulating smear the Bible by deriding "blind achis data on sex. Any girl was invited to con- ceptance of standards fitted to another
tribute, but only one in our rooming hOllse of age"; claim that sex standards should be
ten girls announced she had responded: the set by the people on the basis of what is
only girl of us whose history in pre-marital general practice; belittle adultery as a
sex was blemished. To balance her .record I just cause for divorce; exalt the rule of
decided to go too, I answered the professor's doing what comes naturally rather than
questions honestly, but he persist.ed in accus- what is right or wrong; sneer at I'laws
ing me o£ hiding something. He seemed so which are much more widely honored in
sure I was not telling the truth! As a result the breach than in observance" j laud
of my experience I tend to believe the facts Kinsey and his colleagues for "showing
as reported are not a true picture of the nor- how unrealistic and even barbarous is
mal human. Such books, scientifically labeled the legalistic conception of sex relations
but indiscriminately sold, are to young people which has prevailed for centuries". From
I know who buy them no more than a licensed tjme to time a stingy handout of lippeep-show.
service is dished up for ideals, but all
Decent and modest persons do not the while the impact of fact and arguopen their private -lives to nosy intru- ment is to pound them into the grave.
One favorable reviewer admitted: IIA
sion, even in the name of "science".
Morbid sexual perverts would respond. few will interpret the general findings as
Exhibitionists would go and boast. The grounds for personal license." More than
calloused sinner would parade his con- a few. And this brings us to the crux of
quests. The ultra-moderns, the up-to-dat- matters. \Vhether Kinsey is accurate,
ers, the "scientifically minded", the broad- sincere or scientific is jmmaterial. The
DECEMBER 8, 1948
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practical, realistic view is, What will be
the effects of the report 7 Will it stem the
rising tide of delinquency? Or will it
blast" a·way the remaining. fragments of
the crumbling moral dam 1 clear the ·way
for unhindered onrush of the imm'orality
flood? 1t gives dC'linqnency adverti8ement, a send-off, a mighty pu~h. It skyrockets it, equips it with jet-propulsion,
genders scorn for the moral code, and
ream; tmvard tolerance for delinquency
that guilt complexeR may lessen.
It dpvalunt-es ehaf'ltity. T~suall\' when
a cOlllmodit.y hecomef'l scarce its ,'alue iR
enllUIwed. ~ot so here.
The picture painted i8
that few val n e virginity, many ignore the
marriage' tie~. You n g
women doubt the need of
retaining virginity till
marriage when t.hey are
led to iJplieve their husband
he a fornicator
anyway. Young men dehate the value of
continence when t.he majority car01l8Ci't.
It Rpawns r:;m:;picion of the marriage partner. Hurely the report it:; a demoralizer,
painting the dtaste as if'lolationists in an
immoral world. It whips up the froth
tlmt everyone is doing it, the sexual
bandwagon is rolling, get with the gang,
join the ('rowel. Tn the name of science
the unwarv are howled over \vith columns of Ih~ures, with impot-iing statit-itics
that charm many, and that are Hwallo\ved
without mental ehewing- or .critical tasting. And sinN' t-i('ientists dote on concrete
fact, Jet them (~runch on the following:

,,,ill

I dare not allow my name to be

Jluhlish(~d,

for reaSOllS that llrc clear enoug'h, but I ('ould
testify under oath that since th(' publication
of one re('ent sUI'vey on, sex, the number of
illegit.imat.e pn'gmlIlries among' our girl students llils bC('ll multIplied four times over,
-Professor <1t OIl(' o[ Ampri('a's best-known
scientific institutiolls, puhlished in the Septemher Readers Digest,

SE'X SlHvE'yorR, take yonr bO\vs. You
win many converts to the t-iex eult.
8

And take more bows, as we read other
opinions of prominent men, to the effect
that your sex surveys "may also plant
in the public mind the seeds of a movement \vhich will dE'stroy all of our concepts of moral conduct", Already the
clamor ri"eH lor a change in sex standards,
Should Sex Standards Be Changed?
Modern trends gnaw away the moral
foundations that are already rotting
from under this evil world. 'T'he l'C'(lt-ioning is to face the facts of imperfect 1mman conduct., do not try
to correct adultery anrl
sex excesses, but adjm:;t
society to them. The t-iubtIe pl'CHSUre is to accPJ)t
thp conditions as normal,
natural. Moderns frown
on censure as prudislJ
moralizing. They would
rna k e promiscuity the
accepted standard and hrush aRide all
restraints, change the long-accepted
Rtandards of what is right and wrong,
revise outdated moral ~tandards to meet
modern conduct. 'fhe standards the moderns ",'QuId set could hardlv see over the
gutter's ,curh. But the reasoning is that
we would no longer have to face the
scourge of immorality or guilty conscieneeH; even dC'linqnency under such
rules would h(~ diJ1i('ult. I:-)px would reign
snpreme. The BillIe would he tosRed into
the ash ean, Tile family circle would he
broken. ,Vily, thiH latter was cven advised by some of the modern hraim;, as
reportcd in the Ne\v York Star, August. 10, in a di::-;patch [rom London:
Abolition of the family as an outworn so·
rial unit was seriously recommended by some
social scientists at tIle Tntl'rnational Cong:ress
on .Mental Health llere yt'stt'nlay, while sev·
eral others weig:hcd the possibility that t.hc
family would inevitably dissolve undt'r the
pressure of the industrial society. It is surprising" how many Buropean sociologists arc
convinced. that the family no longer serves a
A WAKE!

useful functIOn in modern life. They urge getting rid of the family and turning the children
over to the state for bringing up. Surprising,
too, is that this proposal, first advaneed by
ancient Greeks and by Rousseau in the eighteenth eentury, is supported by experts in
established Western couvt.ries.

A striking fulfillment of the Bible prediction that in the "last days" persons
would be "without natural affection"!
(2 Timothy 3: 3) In Letters to Jane the
author optimistically expects science to
ultimately stumble into the "brilliant
discovery" that millions have known for
ages, namely:

,practiced_ Proclaim open house for evils
driven underground by moral codes_
Deliver us from such foolish reasoning by false scientific "saviors"! One educator, after noting how sick the worla
was from sexual gluttony, sensibly said:
"Let us not confuse the ailment with the
desired state of health, or change the
temperature scales on the thermometer
to make the fever normal."

Sex Education the Remedy?
The ultra-moderns, the intellectuals,
the progressives and the up-to-daters
have lungs that are as lusty as their
Some day science will make the "brilliant easy principlf's, and their voices bray out
discovery that sex is benefidal and wonder- day and night in noi:,;y attempt to rout
ful under conditions that make for emotional the Bible moral eode. But even many
and spiritual as well as physieal satisfaction; who crave morality are sidetracked befor permanent relationships, the establishment fore reaching the remedy. For example,
of homes, and bringing into the world chiJ- in a constructively written article Cosdren who are legitimate and loved. But~that mopolitan magazine, February, 1948,
under other circumstanees, eontincnc-e is the said: "\Ve cannot go on pa~Ting the toll
better and more wholesome rule. [po 150 J
of ignorance j a v,rretehed toll summed up
Sex standards should not be changed. in divorce, promiscuity, venereal disease,
Doubtless they will not be changed. 'rho homosexuality and sex crime." The artiBible codes of conduct will stand, just as cle claimed payment of this toll could be
God's ·Word will endure forever. 'l'hough. halted by sex education.
Plain, simple, clear
flouted by many, though trespassed by
sex education is good
others in moments of weakness, they are
for children, and it
too deeply emhedded in the minds and
should be given Ulem
hearts of millions to be routed hy the
by their parents. Parmodern clamor of a few sexy, smutty
ents should not dodge
best-sellers. The Bible .still soars to cirtheir duties and hide
culation heights that dwarf the combined
behind the stork, for
spread of the false wisdom of modern
babblers.
'
ultimately wised-Up
offspring will give
. If so. many rereons were not hypnothem baek the bird,
tIzed by the glItter and glamor of modand not bring in fuern science, it would not even be necessary to point out the obvious absurdity ture problems for parental guidance.
of their argument for changing sex stand- Along with the few essential physiologards to fIt realit.y: Adultery is gen~raU ical facts can be given reasons for chasMake it. acceptable. Cur8ing is wide- tity till marriage. Stress the mental and
spreadf Embrace it as good usage. :Mur- emotional aspects, the moral issue, the
ders are frequent f Okay them. Stealing godly side, that ideals may be instilled
rampanU J\Jake it legal. Lying univer- that will payoff heavily in long-term
salf Hail it. Open arms to sex crimes, dividends of happiness and inward joy.
But the modern trend in sex edueation
kidnapings, assaults,' graftl"., briberies,
felonie's and all sin just because it is skirts around those aspects. Those things
DECEMBER 8,·1948
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are too intangible for modern material·
ists. They harp on the natural, the phys.
ical, the biological, and how to outwit
and frustrate the reproductive process·
es, to lift the penalty of disease or con·
sequences of pregnancies and iUegiti.
macies. 'l'he motives for getting such edu·
cation are base, and use of the knowledge
has likewise been base. Such sex education iH no remedy. It is generally'conceded that people know much more about
sex no\v than in past generations, yet the toll in delinquency rockets ever higher
in these days
of inflation.
•
Henry C. Link, of the Psychological Corporation of
New York, said, in the September Beader's Digest:

sex delinquency have reached a new high.

This World Bankrupt in Moral Fiber
This smart world has outsmarted itself. On the altar of science it has sacrificed th~ Bihle. On the altar of sexual
lust it has offered. up morality. Having
made sex its god, moralizing smacks of
heresy. So the moderns slam the door in
its face, shut out any reform. \Vhy7 Maybe they too keenly feel their guilt and
wish to protect their egos.
A.fayhe they have soured on
moralizing because of hearing it from too many pious
religious hypocrites, who
talk one way and walk an·
other.
It might even be that their
The following excerpt from
aversion springs from the
my book The Redi:)(;overy of
Bible itself. 'They may cite
Moral,~ is pCl'tinent to your disBible characters who slipped
cussion: R(1{'cntJy n high sc1JOol
into delinquencies. Thev forteacher ashd her class in hygiene to vote on get that the failing oncs paid for· their
the subject they wishcd to discuss, The major- sins, reaped as they sowed. Moreover,
ity voted for a discussion on how to have inter- the Bihle realistically recognized the imcourse without the risk of pregnancy, This perfections in fallen flesh and made proincident stems from a f~Ilacy which underlies visions for forgiveness. Still, it set up the
all education; namely, that if people are code, the standard, the signpost leading
taught thc ,facts their conduct will be more to better living, happiness, the "peace of
intelligent.
God that pa813eth the understanding of
The campaign in behalf of sex education in men". Because imperfeet man could not
the schools is an excellent illustration. Its en- always. measure up to the code was no
tire emphasis has been on the physiological cause for ousting the standard; on the
facts of sex almost to the complete neglect of contrary, it only emphasized the need
its spiritual and moral values. The more peo- for guidance.
Moralizing. It is called impractical.
ple are taught about the physiology of sex,
the more likely they are to exploit sex for ,"Vhat is impractical about chastity,
purely, selfish ends. This is not an argument about virtue, about purity and contifor fewer facts, but for a greater emphasis nence Y If some worldlings today rant
on the ethics at sex: for example, the codes against the Bible standards as impracof chastity, of marriage, of having children. tical, do they call their soaring divorce
rate more practical Y Are the abortions
More and more colleges arc giving courses
and illegitimate births practical f And
in marriage, These are adding still more facts homosexuality, abuse with animals, veto the top-heavy load on a foundation in ne,'eal disease, sex crimes by perverts
which the moral cement is crumbling, _The and maniacs, broken homes, pal'entless
American people .ure already better educated c}lildren, wrecked. lives-llOw practical
in the scientific facts of life than any nation are these things 1 The adulterer, running
in history, and yet divorce rates and juvenile from romance to romance, thrill to thrill,
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a tragic and frustrated figtlre j the adul.
teress, soon jaded and abandoned, lonely
and unhappy-is their way of living
practical' A life wasted in an ultramodern intellectual course, void of true
emotional joys and any innerglow of
clean delight. Could anything be more
impractical than stubbornly harvesting
year after year the above crops of fanatical sex-worship ¥
It used. to be the sinner that was
frowned upon. N ow it is the one cham- '
pioning morality' that is thrown on the
defensive by the name-calling cry of
'MoraJizer'. Doubtless Israel's devotees
of the "fertility cult" sneered out simi.
lar names at Isaiah, Ezekiel, Hezekiah,
Josiah, and others that exposed the snare
of sex·worship. But Israel's sex-worshipers, like a bunch of babbling fools,
blurting out blasphemies against God,
'struck blind by their egotism and selfesteem, groped stupidly on to stumble
into woe after woe till they finally
reached the bitter dregs of captivity and
death that waited in the bottom of the
cup they had poured for themselves.
They could have profited by listening to
a little moralizing.
So could this world, if it were not so
smart in its own conceit. But they shun
moral reasoning to imbibe the demoralizer's brew, and intoxicate themselves
with the sex potions poured through
most of the world's propaganda agencies.
The hangover they seek to counter by
scuttling the moral code and setting up
in its stead science and medicine, social
workers and sex education, psychologists
and psychiatrists that vaguely prattle
aoout loosing inhibitions.
Avoiding the Snare
Actually, the remedy is so simple. And
in their hearts all peoples know it. Obey
God's counsel. Close the mind to demoralizing thoughts; fill it with clean
thoughts. (Galat,ians 5: 19-25 j Philippians 4: 8) Th~ body directed by a clM.ll
mind will not stray far. It will not need
DEOEMBER 8, 1948

the futile hangover remedie-S of 'this
smart world. What if medical science can
erase venereal disease froml the body,
can it cleanse the mind and heart' And
what satisfaction is a clean body if it
houses a dirty mind, wherein we live,
and from which we cannot escape'
Love is the best in life. Why settle for
lusU Why open the door to passion and
let its upswelling flood sweep you into
folly and wash away your chances for
the beaU Why listen to the sex ehants
of Satanic sex-worshipers who seek to
rouse .passions till they drown love, virtue, morality, godliness, in a tidal wave
of sex-supreme doctrines and delinquencies that will leave in its wake the dirty,
littered debris of black reproach f
Do not sell love short to indulge sex.
It is not the biological urge of sex that
is love. Love involves the heart, mind,
soul and strength, as the Bible says. Unselfish devotion, not self-gratification, not
animalism. it ha.£ h~rt and res.~t awl
preciousness. \Vith it youth builds air
castles clean and lofty, dazzling white in
their precious purity, and in time a couple can move in if they have both kept
themselves clean. If not, the air castle
tumbles. Or, worse yet, it may not to~ple
but stand to mock you with what mIght
have been. Uncleanness will bar you from
it, lock you out of it. It is only for clean
people.
All this may sound highly idealistic.
But youth is idealistic. Nor do adults
grow out of this state-it merely rubs
off from contact with a sordid world.
But there is a new world soon to be established that will be filled with' air
castles beyond human dreams, and supported on the mightiest of rock foundations. It is Jehovah's new world, founded on Christ Jesus, inhabited by persons
cleansed with the water of truth and
blood of Jesus, and entirely free of the
snare of sex-worship from whose hip
dangles two scalps. The old and shriveled scalp of Israel And the fie£h and
bloody scalp of this smart world.
II

Lizard Lore
"Vain Star-Qazer

~he

Five ferocious new faces have made their appearance at the Bronx Zoo's reptile house. One
untidy chap does not enhance his questionable
beauty by fuiliug to shave, though in his native
Australia his bristles may be the rage aillong la iy
lizards. Some sages have observed that a mustache
is a mark of male vanity, and the way this bearded
lizard "mugged" the call1era when brought out to
pose for photugraphers went far to prove the
theory. However, aftrr It hast~' glance at his portrait and a snap judgmf'ut, his beard has too much
of the snagb>in€SS of a forty-niner und too little of
the wax{'d sleeku('ss of It city slicker to justify any
,'ain pride. -When frightened the specimen puffs
out bis beard till it appears like a ruff around his
Iiead. He also has the trait of sitting on
fence posts or other handy perches
{c
and gazing haughtily upward. In
his native Australia his proneness to stare skyward has
earned him the d!'scriptive
name of "stargazer".

R!'lurtant to pose was the double-crested basilisk hailing from Central Ameri('li. Bright green
and eighteiCn inches long, it seratehes and bites on
any pretext, or no pretext. V{hen frightened it
ri8es up and runs on its hind legs to increase
speed, and can "pick 'eIll up and lay 'em down"
with such blurring speed that it can rae!' along
upright on water for as mu('h as ten f!,pt! But,
th!'n, on the other hand, hr likes to lounge around,
and astounds spectators hy choosing as his fayo~
ite divan mwtus llphoIRtt~t('d b~' prickly spines.
A fellow inhabitant of this ammr.ing lizard is
Muller's chameleon, or the unil'orn e1mmclp<;m,
also green, but with the ability to ehange shades
of color. It can wag its tOhgue with an adroit_
ness that would be the envy 01' the sewingeirel!' ladirs, darting it out for at
I!'ust a foot to nab careless inseds.
And if it doesn't tell all, it sees
everything'. It has revolving
eyeballs that pop out and see
in all directions.

'?5he "Tai/bearer"
Standing by rather qui!>tly
to oblige the photographer
with "just one more shot" was
an oddity that arrived at the
Bronx Zoo as a gift from the
London Zoo. He answers to the
name of Gr!'ater Africa plated lizard,
and when feeling wel! and "al! in one
piece" measures a respectable length. But he has
a tendency to "go to pieces" at times of stress and
crisis. When hotly pursued by predatory enemies
the plated lizard has the remarkable ability to snap
off its long tail, which unhitched tail canies on
bravely in the face of danger, writhing and squirming on the ground to distract the pursuer while
the "better half" slinks away unnoticed. But the
lizard has made no supreme sacrifice. IIe can
bear tails as a fruit tree bears fruit. The twofoot-long specimen at the Bronx Zoo has lost his
tail by snapping it off in the face of dang(T, and
is now engaged in the slow proeess of growing or
bearing a new one.
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Lounge Lizard and Popcyc

She Athlete
.' ).Iost "ornery" of' the "five
feroeious faers" is the young
three· foot· long Nile monitor.
He may feel ntru tough be!'au~e of his "big brothrrs" of
millenniulllS ago, for hI' is the most
primitive of lizards llUrI most closel~'
related to the mom;trous dinOSUU1'S of the
dim past. This pugna(~i()us ereature rould not be
called shy, not even of thc staring eamera, though
when it was hpld for a pose it thrash!'d out with
its punishing tail, slushed with its claws, attrmpted
to bite, and zigzugged it" forked tOllgue like a
lightning bolt. When full-grown th(~ 1\j)r monitor
is eight fert long, and is said to be purable of
downing a man with the blows of its whiplike
tail. This dapple grreu und blue reptile would be
quite a eontrnder for the aerathloll crown in thr
li7.urrl Olympic gamrs. It cun rlH'C along the ground
at the amazing speed of twenty lllileR per hour,
but is just as Inueh at home climbing in trees or
s",rimming in streams. Quite the athletic type.
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"Wild Life"

•

In

New York City

Gloomy Aphids Feed Laughing Gulls
~

Up in Central Park swarms of flying aphids had ha/:(!hed to make their snUl
autumnal bow to New Yorkers. During the summer they had to content themselves wi
lowly, earthbound crawling over grass and shrubs. They had survived the unladyli
gluttony of lady beetles that bad thinned their ranks. 'They had experienced the E
thralling ecstasy of the mating call-for it is in autumn that a young aphid's fan
lightly turns to th9ughts of love. Now, on newly sprouwd wings that carried t
pinhplld-size bodies of the aphid lovers high above the hungry jaws of lady beeU
they embark on the sell of matrimony. But, alas, that blissful sea becomes stormy
September 28. Unwelcome wedding guests flew in from the ocean. Sea birds, 5,0
in number, wheelcd and turned in hugc circling clouds, striking through the ec
centrations of winged aphids, picking them oft' on the fly. The air rang with t
familiar,raucnus cries of avian dclight as wrns and laughing gulls feasted, but
answering laughter f,,-om the gloomy aphids. To them the laughing gulls were no jol

~ird

Migrators Crash into Empire State Building

OW The Empire State building has snatched planes from the air. Now it batters
mi~ating .-birds to earth. And to that villain Fog must the accidents be charged.
Birds, principally warblers, migrating south, hit heavy mist over the Hudson river,
lost their conrse, became confused, and early on the morning of September 11 crashed
into the towering bulk of Empire State. For more than two hours, beginning about
1 a.m., the tiny feathered bodies plummeted to the sidewalk or street, or the setbacks of the skyscraper. Many that survived the fall were finished by vehicles. Not
only was the intermittent plop-plop of the rain. of falling J:iirds disturbing, but
particularly tDuching waR the shrill chirping of the many injured victims. Pedestrians
in the area, mov~d by the plight of the birds, tried to revive some on the spot,
while others headed for l"<'staurants or homes with them to try to feed them. The
Department of Sanitation removed thc tiny bodies that littered Fifth av~nue. They
were .part of a large migration that each fall heads for Central and South America.

Getting His Rent for "Peanuts"?

'il' A new tenant moved into one of the swanky apartment buildings on Central Pal
South last October, though doubtless in need not only of a bath but a disinfectin
and a bum that will not even pay his bill in "peanuts". It is a common, Centr
Park vaTiety of gray squirrel. He wandered oVCI: from his park home an1- into tl
lobby at 6 p.m., to see how the other half lives. He nonchalantly browsed amor
the potted plants, dimbed the tree-bark ointerspersing the greenery, then scurn(
back to the park. But high-living had got in his blood. Though the management me
dass him a deadbeat, he considers himself no bum to be sleeping in the park. E
thereafter every night at 6 in he scampers, jerks his fluffy tail in greeting to IJ
doorman, takes his constitutional among the plants, sharpens his teeth on the bar
loiters about the lobby till 1.1 p.m., then "turns in" by the radiator to snooze.
,6 a.m. he rises, yawns, shakes himself, and high-tails it off to the park for the da.:
He has licked the winter housing problem. He IJan't read "No vacancy" signs.
DECEMBER 8, 1948
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Sparkler Supreme
in the Realm of Gems
IAMONDS! The most lustrans, sparkling gems
among the \'lOnde1'S of earth!
How the brilliant, tinted lightgleams flickering and playing
from a stone of pure quality
excite admiration and fascinate! "Within the tiny compass of one of these stones
lies a "king's ransom", WN1Hh
sufficient to coddle a man in '
the lap of luxury for his lifetime.
Yet it is a eurious fart that
these gems with their m;/riads
of sparkling beams art' generally found buried deep
down in the dark recesses of
earth. To appreeiate the immense labor, machinery and
financial backing employed hy man in
his strenUOlli:l search for them it is only
necessary to gaJ';e into the VRf't, g:aping
maw of one of the biggest holes m the
earth the Kimberley Diamond 1line, situated neal' the center of the city of Kim~
berley, chief .town of the diamond fields
of South Afnea.
But t.he avid quest for diamonds does
not always pierce into the boweh> of t~e
earth. Large quantities have been dU3covered neal' the RUrfaee, in the "alluvial
diggings". It is unique t.o visit. such sitCH
and see the hundreds of little mounds in
all directions, many abandoned, others
in active use, with crude and quaint
shelters to serve as temporary dwellings
for the numerous families seeking the
elusive stones. The life is not attractive.
Often the water essential for washing the
ground to isolate the gravel for sorting
purposes is scarce, and must be brought
by water c~rt. Rut it is a continual gam~
hIe, and the pof;sibility of that "large
stone'" turning up on the sorting table
provides thrilling incentive. 'Vhy. some
14
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valuable stones have even
been picked up in the streets
of Kimberley!
In its nat.ural state the un~
cut diamond is a dull~appear~
ing stone of lead-gray color,
with what seems to be an oily
film over it.. But in t.he hands
Qf expert cutters, men and
\vomen \vho have spent years
learning the art, this dull
lump comes to glowing and
Justrods life. 1ruch of the cutting is done in Holland and
England, hut in recent years
a large diamond-cutting in~
dustry has also developed in
South Africa. It is fascinating to walk down one of the
main streets of ,Johannesburg
and gaze throug-h the glass windows of
these establishments to watch the cutters
at work with their polishers and lapi~
dary wheels.
Cutting methods have undergone lit~
tIe change in recent years. It is Rtill done
mainly hy hand, partly by rubbing one
stone against another, partly hy using a
s\viftly revolving ·wheel and diamond
powder. 'Vhere fla\vs are observed, or
when it becomes necessarv to remove
certain valuable parts of the diamond,
iron wire well coated \'lith diamond dust
is used to cleave the stone, or, in certain
cases, the split is achieved with a steel
hammer and chisel, the blow being struck
in the direction of the natural cleavage.
When the diamond is reduced to the de~
sired size the faces, or, to use the cor~
rect term, the facets, are polished.
As diamonds are mainly used for ornamental purposes, such as settings in
rings, brooches, crowns, studs, or in
necklaces, etc., selection of the stones is
made accordingly, and then they are cut
in the various forms along the lines of
.AWAKE!

the original shars of tfte crystals. The
main forms tha have been in general
use for a long period are the ''Brilliant'',
the "Rose" and the "Table".
Diamonds, which may be described as
a natural form of crystallized carbon,
possess a variety of colors,' shapes and
appearances, and to classify them re~
quires a high degree of skill. Expert
sorters, with a hooded instrument over
their eyes, divide the diamonds accord.
ing to their purities, faults; shapes, col.
ors and values.
Absolutely colorless stones are not so
common as cloudy or faintly tinted specimens. Common tints are gray, brown,
yellow and white; but stones in red,
green, blue and black' have also been
found, and they are considered as rarities. The colors can sometimes be removed or changed at high temperatures,
but generally they revert back to the
original on cooling. A curious feature of
the diamond is the degree of phosphorescence it can maintain after exposure to
sunlight, or in the presence of radium.
It then becomes clearly luminous in a
dark room.
The consummate hardness of the diamond has made it very useful for many
purposes other than ornamentation. Its
degree of h a r d n e s s is greater than
that of any other mineral, being indicated by 10 in the ordinary scale. Its specific gravity is 3.52. The diamond's hardness makes it in constant demand for
grinding, polishing and drilling. It has
always,been the material used for cutting
and engraving the diamond itself, and,
no doubt, from this latter fact sprang the
old saying, "Let diamond cut diamond."
Diamonds are now employed not only
for faceting precious. stones, but also for
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cutting and drilling glass and porcelain,
for fine engraving, such as scales, and
in dentistry fpr drilling. It is also used
in bearings for watches, electric meters,
and other fine instruments. For roek
drills and revolving saws for stone·
cutting, either diamond or ''bart'' (a
diamond in its cruder and more inferior
form) is employed, set in steel tubes,
discs or bands. Possibly rock-drilling is
the most important industrial use to
which it is put, but another valuable use
for the diamohd is for drawing wire to
its required dimensions.
In 1905 was found that record-break·
ing stone, the Cullinan Diamond. This
remarkable gem, more than three times
the size of any stone known to that time,
weighed 3,024 carats. It was found in the
yellow ground of the newly discovered
Premier Diamond ~fine in the Transvaal,
and was purchased by the Transvaal
government to be presented to King
Edward VII, in 1907. The diamond was
then sent to Amsterdam for cutting, and
was divided into nine stones. the four
largest weighing 516, 309, 92 and 62
carats.
In conclusion, be informed that the
mo~t important localities for diamonds
have been India. where they were mined
from the earliest times till the close of.
the nineteenth century j South America,
where they have been mined since the
middle of the eighteenth century; and
South Africa, to where almost the whole
of the diamond-mining industry has been
directed since 1870. By 1906 South African mines were supplying about 90 percent of the world production. These
sparklers supreme in the realm of gems
add dazzling light to the Dark Continent.
-Awake! correspondent in So. Africa.
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l\.TEARL Y 600 miles off the eastern

faithfulness in feeding and caring for
1 ~ coast of Ameriea lie the tiny Bermu- consecrated children of God under enedas, highly advertised as a peaceful B:ll? my fire they \yon tlll! privilege of attendfreedom-loving 1'e:;01't where weary VISI- ing the Wat<"htower Bihle School of Giltors, tired of this world's cares and bat- ead in Apwl:.1.ca,' in 1946, where they detles, may find rest and relaxation. Being voted themselves to coneentrated study
a British Crown colony, visitors expect to and research into Biblical matters that
find Bermuda a champion of demoeratic would better equip them to face the minrights, liberties and privileges, and a isterial problems of the postwar world.
In February, 1947, upon completing
defender of traditional British freedoms
-frE'edorn of speech, freedom of press their course of study, they accepted an
and freedom of \vol'ship. It is, therefore, assignment in Bermuda \vhere Christian
with the deepm;t ('oncern that liberty-lov- residents had requested that. ordained
ing people in Britain and America learn ministers he sent. to care for their spiritthat intolerance hn!:' moved in and seized ual needs. It was a stormy voyage, those
Bermuda's illlmigration board. captured. 677 mile::> from New York, and one that
her high courtR, taken over the legisla- served as a foretastc of the rough treattive ch:unbers and even entered the exec- ment a\vaiting them at the hands- of some
utive officeR of the governor himself. By freedom-hating Bermudians. To their utthe hand of these government agencies, ter dismay, and .contrary to information
in the lwst "cloak and dagger" fashion, snppliNI by the British Consulate in New
intoiprance has struek democratic free- York, upon arrival they \vere not even
doms a might.y hlO\v.lntolerance has cov- permitted to land, but were told they
ered the dagger of religious pre-judice \vould have to return on the same boat.
and higotry with a t.eehnically "legal" H mattered not that thcy wpre British
cloak aBd used it t.o murder freedom of subjects and ordained lllinisters. They
worship in Bermuda. Bermuda has ped- were .Tehovah'[l; \vitnesses, hence "unrecestaled int.olerance, and now dips in low ognized" as a body of Christians.
bows of obeisance before it.
Only after persistt'nt talking on the
Here arn the facts. 'l\vo British or- part of .Miller and Coysh, and only after
dained ministers, Stephen G. ):filler and local residents had posted a £150 bond,
}l~rie G. Coysh, belonging to that hody of did th(> authorities allow them to disemChristians known as .Jehovah's witness- bark pending further consideration of
es, served the spiritual interests of local their case. When some time later verbal
congregation::> in the British Isles for a con::>pnt was given that they might pronnmber of yean; during the recent war. ceed with their work a missionary horne
Face to fa('c with the horrors inflicted by was establishpd by funds of the \Vatch
Hitler's demonized bombers they proved To\','er Bible & 'liract Society. All seBtheir ability to ckliver public sermons, tions of the people gladly rec{;ived them,
('on duct. Bible studies, administer the and in a short time Bible studies were
('lnblems, conduct funerals 8,nd bap6s- being held with upward of 100 persons.
mal services,' and pet'form the usual du- In Hamilton, the capital, a congregation
ties of ordained ministers even under the was organized.
most adverse conditions. Because of such
No sooner V>'US this good work in Ber16
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muda begun when suddenly the Immi- Petitions for Freedom of Worship
gration Board ordered the two' to terIt is indeed a sorry: state of affairs
minate their activities and leave the col- when a minority group of British citiony. No reason was given. S~eing the zens have to petition their own governhand of intolerance behind this move ment, the victors in the recent struggle
Miller and Coysh decided to remain and against. totalitarianism, for the basic
fight this monster of iniquity in the freedom and right to ·worship God in the
courts. In due time, the 100ver court ruled wa~v one chooses. Yet, this was necessary
t.hat since they were ministers the innni- in Bermuda. At the time the battle raged
gration lmys exempted them from depor- back and forth in HIe court:i the matter
tation. This decision greatly enraged the \vas brought to the attention of responsienemy that was bent on ridding the is- hIe authority, the governor in council.
lands of these benevolent ministers, and The congregation oJ nearly 200 served
so, through their tool the Crown Prose- by 1filIer and Coysh signed a petition
cutor Huxley, they appealed the ease to asking Hmt Jehovah's witnesses be recthe Supreme Court. Here the high court ognized as a ,vorId-wide organizat.ion of
flet aside the lo"\','er court's decision and faithful, upright and dependable Chrisruled that Miller and Coysh were not tians by the Bermuda officials, the same
ministers.
as the rest of the \"orld does. The petiNote this impudent example of "fram- tion did not ask for special favors. It
ing mischief by law". Ignoring the fact only pleaded that the undue restricthat the British government had allowed tions and prohibitions placed upon these
these men to continue their ministry dur- Christians be removed, and that they be
ing t.he years of war, and pushing aside granted the same privileges of choosing
the overwhelming testimony and affida- their own ministers t.hat are extended to
vits proving that at that very time they
were serving as fully orda~ned and quali- other religions.
rrhe International Bible StudE-nts Asfied ministers, the high court dug up an
amended Marriage Act, wherein it de- sociation of London and the l,Vatch Towfined a "minister" as a person permitted er Bible & Tract Society of Pfmnsylvania
by the government to perform marriag- also lodged strong profests with the goves. The SUPleme Court ruled that. ~ince ernor, "His Excellency, Admiral Sir
these men had performed no marrIages Ralph Leatham, 'Knight Commander of
the ~fost Honorable Order of the Bath,
they were not ministers, notwithstand- and Commander-in-Chie.f in and over the
ing the fact that Jehovah's ordained min- Bermudas." r1'lw ,ear of "His Excellency,
isters perform marriages in other parts . etc., etc.", however,
of the Commomvealth of Nations, from was stone-deaf to all
England to New Zealand, as well as these pleas for jusin Bermuda's neighboring countries of tice.
Newfoundland and America. They refused to recognize them as ministers
hecause they refused to
grant them permit.s to perform marriages because
they refused to recognize
.J ehovah's witn{,sHe~ a6 a
hody of Christians!

.
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This indifference in high places to.
ward religious bigotry and intolerance
aroused the ire of Bermuda's freedom.
loving people to such an extent that a
public petition was circulated calling on
the legislature, the House of Assembly,
to give to the people their .freedom of
worship. Over a thousand individuals
signed this petition, and these included
liberty-loving ministers, teachers, busi_
nessmen, (foctors, and other prominent
citizens.
That a powerful and malicious force
was working behind the scenes became
manifest when this petition, very large
for little Bermuda, was presented to the
House of Assembly. Jumping to their
feet, a few individuals took turns screaming against .J ehovah's witnesses that
they were "Communists" and "Reds", in
an effort to discredit them in the eyes of
their fellow Assemblymen. This minority
opposition was so well organized, and
their hysteria so well rehearsed, that
they were able to give the petition a "six.
months' hoist", meaning that it was by_
passed without being acted upon by the
Assembly. It is still the hope of the more
than a thousand petitioners in Bermuda
that someone in the House of Assembly
will revive this matter before the Assem.
bly soon.
FoUowing up this wickedness the enemy moved fast to exterminate these devout Christians whose very presence in
Bermuda annoyed their dictatorial complex and religious bigotry. 'Vith dramat.
ic action Miller and Coysh were subjected to the ignominy of deportation from
a British colony as if they Were crimi.
nals of the worst sort. On September 26,
1948, the chief immigration officer, Arthur T. Guest, ac('ompanied by a policeman and a detective, swooped down on
the two ministers and whisked the-m and
their luggage off to the airport where a
London-bound plane was poiSed for the
fake-ofl'. Thus ended a lD-month battle
in Bermuda in which lovers of truth and
freedom valiantly fought in the open
18

against a pious crowd of hypocrites that
hid and entrenched themselves behind
"legal" buhvarks and political authority.
The reports on this deportation of ministers have appeared in ne\vspapers in
many countries and have shocked freedom-loving people.

Enemies Uncovered and Exposed
The enemies of free worship in Ber.
muda thought that by hiding behind the
enforcement of a simple immigration
code they would never be discovered_ In
the words of God's prophet they said:
")Ve have made lles our refuge, .and UDder falsehood have we hid ourselves_"
(Isaiah 28: 15) Apparently they did not
know that Christ said: "There is nothing
covered, that shall not he revealed· and
hid, that shall not bE' known." (1Iat'thew
10: 26) It is the truth that uncovers and
exposes the enemy's charges as false.
For example, when a certain E. P. T.
Tucker cried out in the House of Assembly that J ehovah'8 witnesses IJordered on
the Communists and an F.B.I. report
would pr?ve it, the report was brought
forth WhICh declared in no uncertain
terms that "the inquiries of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation has determined
that Jehovah's \vitnesses are not allied
witb ally subversive KraaI'''. Reports Rnd
evidepce 'Rlso f~om Canada, Yugoslavia,
RUSSIa, Rumama, and other places, likewise exposed the slanderous Tucker accusation as libel.
.Again, a ~~rs_ Hilda Aitken, M.C.P.,
tl'led to prove that Jehovah's witnesses
are subversive by isolating a couple of
phrases from the Witne....seB' textbook
"Let God Be Tru.e". She could not "rationalize" their teachings with those of
some other churches. r.J'his only served
to arouse interest of otherH. }.~verv member of the IT ouse of Assemblv wanted a
copy of the bopk, so 50 copie~ were furnished. The press quoted the Aitken
distortions, and as a. ·result ma.ny more
people obtained the publication and
learned firsthand that Jehovah's witness.
AWAKEI

es are, ill fact, peaceful, law..a-biding and 01 Jehof)ah~-B witnesses, Inc., v. The CQm~
upright people, Christians in the true monwealth, decided by the High Court of
sense. The radio and press played a Australia in 1943.
prominent part in this battle. Over 50 ar~1his array of judieial decisions stanur!!
ticles were carried in the newspapers, as a monument and testimony to the
and many people came to know J eho- whole world that Jehovah's witnesses
vah's witnesses as fearless fighters for are not subversive or seditious, and
brands as lies the reports made in Berfreedom.
The Supreme Court of the United muda that resulted in the deportation of
States of America has declared that the Miller and Coysh.
\Vhen a wolf howls everyone knows
activity and the literature 'of Jehovah's
witnesses are not seditious and that him by his voice. So when th'ese enemies
Jehovah's witnesses could not be consti- of freedom cried "Reds!" "Communists J"
tutionally convicted under the sedition discerning ears recognized the wolfish
statutes, This holding was made in the bark as coming from the same throat
c'ase of Taylor v. Mississippi (319 U. S. that utters the "Red" howl in other parts
of the earth, namely, the throat of Catho583) in 1943.
Previously "the Supreme Court of In- lic Action, "This attempt to discredit
diana, in December, 1941, made a sim- the \Vitnesses," observes The Bermuda
ilar ruling in favor of Jehovah'l' witness- Recorder, "savours to some extent of the
es in the case of McKee and Trent v. present .hysteria over Communism that
Indiana (219 Ind. 247), where the con- exists in the United States. \Ve hope invictions of two of Jehovah's witnesses deed that the Communist bogey will not
were set aside. The convictions of Jeho- reach these shores to the extent that it
vah's witnesses under the Indiana Sedi- has there," Columnist Edgerton Tucker
tion Statute were reversed and the cases noted that in England and America "the
strongest opposition came from Cathoordered dismissed.
As early as June, 1941, the statutory lics" ,against the ·Witnesses. And attorthree-judge federal court in London, ney Donald C. Smith, M.e.p., in a letter
Kentucky, issued an injunction against published in the Royal Gazette points his
the attorney general of Kentucky, the finger in the right direction when he said:
Inquiry will show that . . . in every Roprosecuting attorney of Harlan, Ken~
tucky, and others. The injunction re- man Catholic country the "J. 'V." sect has
strained them from enforcing and apply- b~en strenuously persecuted. It also appears
ing the Sedition Statute against .Jeho- that in mnny non·Catholic countries, by con·
vah's witnesses. The three federal judges certed calumny and propaganda the Catholics
examined hundreds of pieces of litera- have, for a time, roused adverse prejudice in
ture and 'found nothing in the literature gm"ernmental circles against this sect, but that
or in the doctrines preached by Jeho- in every case, by their sincerity of purpose
vah's witnesses that was seditious. The and public support those prejudices have been
case is styled and reported as Beeler et removed and the finger pointed in the right
direction.
al. v. Smith et al. (40 F. Supp. 139).
Two days after Miller and Coysh were
In addition to these American decisions, the high courts in South Africa expelled Bennudians read the following
and the Commonwealth of Australia in their newspapers: "The Board of 1m.
have reached similar decisions in the migration has relaxed its rules governcases styled The Magistrate, Bulawayo ing Portuguese labourers in the Colony
v. Oliver Maidstone Kabungo, decided by and in future is to consider applications
the Supreme Court of South Africa on to bring their wives and families to BerMarch 22, 1938, and A,delaide Company muda," Thus the Immigration Board beDECEMBER 8, 1948
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comes the front office for Catholic Action and its export~import business. Or~
der No.1: Export BrItish subjects and
ministers of the gospel! Order No.2:
Import foreign subjects and snpersti.
tious slaves of Rome!
rrruly a naW';eating condition, and one
that caused hundreds of Bermudians to
addre8s letters and cables to the king of
H:ngland asking for relief, Strange, indeed, that in the Commonwealth of Nations (not in Russia) a Crown colony can
bodily uproot and deport the pastors of
a Christian congregation.
The deportation has spread the fire
of battle to the Home government, for
no ~oner had Miller and Coysh set foot
in England than members of Parliament
were informed of this outrageous incident. It caused quite a stir among' them
and one l\LP., in reply, \',Tote: "I \..~i1l not
tolerate anything in the nature of religious dis(!riwination and have today

strongly represented the matter of the
young men in Bermuda to Mr. Creech.
J opes," the colonial secretary.
Lying as it does in the U. S. Defense
Zone and depending to a large extent upon U. S. economy, Bermuda's action of
repudiating and deporting the accredited
rpIH'eo;pntativm; of one of the most energetic American Bible societies, it certainly.comes as a slap in "Uncle Sam's"
face. COllRequently, as long as a situation
like this continues, visitors from the
United States will not look at Bermuda
as a peareful and freedom-loving resort,
but rathel', as an island fortress of reli~
gious hatred and bigotry. Every visitor
will see the beautiful, cl{'an, whIte coral
hiland, but the info-rmed vif'itor will ponder Jesus' words, "Ye'are like unto whitE'd o;epulchres, which outwardly appeal'
beautiful. but imvardlv"are full of dead
mf'n's bones, and of· all uncleanness."
-.Matthew 23: 27, A.S. V .

•,.

----~~,~J~-----.

Spain's Church Censor Bars "Gentleman's Agreement"
«L Persons familiar with tb~ history of paRt centuries or th('

aetions of Catholic dictators
of modern times are aware of the Catholic Church's persellution of Jews. Just another
pebble was added to the mountain of evidrnc€ when the following dispatCh was published
in the September 30, 1948, New York Tirne.~: "IVfADRID, Sept. 28-Th~ film 'Gentleman's
Agrel'ment' baB been rpjected for Spanish distribution by order of the ecclesiastical member
of the Film Censorship Board on moral grounds. ACl'ording to a source close to the board,
the banning order stipulated that while it was a Christian duty tu 'stimUlate love among
individuals, societies, nations and peoples', this should not extend to Jews. The order com_
mentl'd: 'Evil should be despised and evil·doers pitied, but to condescend to what is wrong,
and even to stimulate it, is entirely different. That is why it is asked of the Lord that He should
deign to humiliate the enemies of His holy church, and as snch might ,Jcws be considered.'
ThoJ'ecclesiastieal member of the board then li~ted six points that he [erme'd 'theologieal errors', on whieh the cen.sor~hip order was bas(~d. The first and second points dcdared that
in the film divorce was marle obvious, and that to state that ther(' was no difference between
Jews and Christians 'Yas 'merely so many words'. The fourth point dedared that the forfeit.
ing of bring a Christian for even eight week~, a~ the hero of the film diU, WlIS impossible with_
out renoun~ing bis Christian faith, which would be a 'grievous sin'. The fifth point declared:
'They say tllllt for Illany Jews it is a matter of pride to be called Jews, Pride of what? The
pride of'being the people who put God to death' Of being perfidious, as they are calledlin
Holy Seripturef' The sixth point acclISl.'d the Iilru of condoning the idea of the suppression of
religion, The ecell'siastical opinion conclud(~d that the film could hav,~ bpen rejeded for 'po.
Iitical and historical reasons', but that the church member preferred moral !,'Tounds."
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HIS article looks back
on several months of
operation of Britain's National Health Service Scheme. It is now
running fairly smoothly. Its popularity
among the general public_ is an undeniable testimony of its mE-Tit. -Whether this
maternal cuf12 of Britain for }lPr popnlation, from the "cradle to the grave",
will achieve all that is expeeted depends
largely on the ability of her n'ational resources to meet the cost, and, of course,
the good-will and wholehearted co-operation of all eoncerned with it:,; administration and operation. The National
Health Service Act, which is the instrument enacting the necessary legislation
for the new scheme, carne into operation
on July 5 of this year and marked the
culmination of a century of progress in
Britain's medical and health services.
To give some idea of its comprehenRive scope-apart altogether from the
payment of sickness, maternity, funeral
and other benefits-it may be stated that
the free service available for all includes
hospital. and specialist services, general
practitioner services (including dental
and obstetric services), local government health services (including ~xtend
ed maternity child welfare, hom~ nursing and home helps); and opthalmic
treatment mId applianc('s. Local l1eaJt11
centers are being established as resources permit.
Hospital and specialist attention cover
consultant and hospital services of all
kinds, including maternity accOlnmodation, tuberculosis sanatoria, infectious
diseases units, provision for the chronic
;-;ick, mental hospitals and mental deileiencv units, accommodation for convalesceilCe and all fonm'; of speeial treatment. 'l'here is the general personal
health care by doctors and dentists of
the patient's choice, and the new health
DECEMBER 8, 1918

centers will provide on
premises technically
equipped and staffed at
public c08;t, facilities for general practitioner and dental serviee, special clinical
servi('es of the local health authorities,
and ?ut-patient clinics for the specialist
serVICes.
All expectant mothers and children
under five years of age are entitled to
one pint of milk a day at half price, in
addition to the custoJI\er'~ normal allowance; and supplies of orange juice are
guaranteed to {hem at subsidized price,
and cod liver oil free of charge. '1'0 those
unable to pay, the milk and orange juice
nre supplied free. TIle maternity and
('hild welfare services, which were in
operation before the new act came into
foree, also provide ante-natal and postnatal care for mothers, together with
milk foods and vitamin preparations.
The school health and welfare services, which now form part of the new
national health organization, provide, as
heretofore, regnlar medical examination
and treatment for all ehildren attending
schools maintained by local education
authorities, and .all attending grantaided Pl'iUlU'l'y'- or seeondary schools receive one-third pint of milk daily in
selwol free of (~harge, and there is service of school meals wljich js bejng extended and for \vhich a small charge is
made.
Under the new Act, nearly all hospitals have been taken over by the minister
of health to run us a single integrated
service. There are fourteen hospital regions, each bai'ied on a univel':-lity or a
nwdical sehool, and regional boards have
the responsibility of planning hospital
services in their region. The day-to-day
running of the hospitals devolves On a
number of management committees, usually running a group of hospitals. Teach21

ing hospitals are separately adminis- a single center is strong; the case for retered by boards of governors. All hospi- lieving the doctors of the demands of a
tal and specialist attention is now avail- 24-hour service and providing him with
able free of charge, but beds are set better equipment than he could individaside for those desiring to pay for spe- ually afford and with adequate secretarcial amenities, such as greater privacy, ial and ancillary services is strong.
as well as those wishing to remain priThe difficulty of meeting the demands
vate patients of doctors working ill the of a 24-hour service is being met at presservice. The medical staff of the hospital ent in at least one large London suburb
service are either full-time, in receipt of by the doctors' arranging a rota at a
a salary, or part-time, usually paid on a more or less central place where one will
sessional basis, in which case they re- be on duty after the normal surgery
main free to accept private patients.
hours. 1'he doctors as a body, generally
The Ministry of Health has trained speaking, have composed their differdoctors and ancillary staff in modern re- ences with the minister of health. Before
habilitation methods and has issued the new scheme was launched, hitter conequipment and provided hospitals with troversy raged and a large percentage
prefabricated huts suitable for gymnasia of the doctors refused to acknowledge it.
or handicrafts. Then there is the medico- The British Medical Associatiou put forsocial work now being undertaken by an ward "strong objections" largely as they
increasing number of hospitals, and could not "stomach" the idea of being, as
home nursing, which is now the respon- they thought, just servants of a state
sibility of the local health authorities.
bureaucracy and also because the basic
method of remuneration was uot to their
Advantages and Disadvantages
liking. A good deal of feeling was shown
The provision of health centers, which on both sides, but today there is only a
are more or less in the experimental comparatively small section led by Lord
stage, has aroused great public interest, Harder who are actively opposed.
and at a national conference of Labour
It is now known that out of 21,000 genWomen, on September 29, a resolution eral practitioners, 18,000 are in the Nawas passed urging the government to al- tional Health Scheme while of 421 millow local authorities to build health cen- lion people in England and Wales 39!
million are now on the doctors' lists, of
ters.
Recently the British Medical Associa- which more tllan half have been transtion issued a report on the planning of ferred automatically from the former
health centers, based on an investigation national insurance scheme. The dentists
into the existing private practice among have been inclined to be dissatisfied with
doctors. This report is timely, as it fol- the remuneration under the new arrangelows a dispute behYecn the minister of ment, but their case has not been parhealth and the Birmingham city council ticularly impressive, and up to date
concerning the admission Qf paying pa- some 7,500 out of 10,000 have joined.
tients to the single experimental center
The doctors can have a maximum list
which the council is erecting. This re- of 4,000 people-a total which is quesport stresses the irrational and ineffi- tionable whether a doctor can efficiently
cient division of functions between the manage in a very busy winter season.
family doctor and the various medical This maximum means that many doctors
and' preventive services, such as child will be better off financially; at the same
welfare clinics, ante-natal clinics, health time it must be stated tlJat some medical
visitors, the school medical service, etc. men consider that 2,500-3,000 are as
The case for unifying these services in many as they can manage with adequate
A WAKE!
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care and attention, and in some of these
cases they may actually earn rather less
than they formerly received from private
patients and for panel patients. Another
criticism of the maximum list is 1hat it
destroys the ideal of the family doctor.
Among the pressing difficulties and
noteworthy deficiencies are the shortage
of hospital beds, and the fact that the
chronic sick, such as old patients, keep
beds occupied for very long periods
which might b~ taken by many more
cases of acute illness. There is also the
complaint by some doctors that the
chemist:;;' shops close too early, preventing the patient from getting his medicine
the same evening that the doctor makes
out the prescription,. In some areas this
difficulty is being overcome by chemists'
arranging a rota by which one shop remains open an hour later than usual,
while the doctor starts his evening consultations earlier.
Public Reaction Favorable
The reaction of ·the people generally
to the new scheme has been decidedly
favorable, but the cost of its popularity
has been extra work for the doctors, opticians and dentists. The rush on doctors
has been so pronounced that it has been
necessary for the British Medical Association to issue a warning against overtaxing them with unnecessary calls. The
Scheme was well timed to be launched at
the seasQn of the year when there was
the least possibility of rush on doctors',
but there is strong fear that the winter
will bring an additional burden to doctors, especially in industrial areas, and
some may not be able to stand the strain
if the run on surgeries continues for the
least indisposition.
On Septemoer 29; Mr. Bevan, the minister of health, also appealed to the public to use their doctors wisely. "Don't let
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US be!-lome a .nation of hypochondriacs,

asking the doctor~s advice when it 'is not
really wanted, and when often OUr own
advice might be as good as his." Mr.
Bevan further said, "Doctors on the
whole are participating and working loyally." The doctors, however, have been
relieved of one headache at least. They
are now paid by check quarterly,. with·
out the worry of unpaid bills. To the average person the new medical
plan brings a sense of economic security. Wbereas previously a serious illness
or an operation on any member of the
family brought a financial burden that
often fell heavily on the family exchequer. Sometimes it ate up the savings
and brought debts in its train. That will
not happen now, as such emergencies are
provided for under the new Act. It is
true that at first there was some dislike
to what appeared as cha'rity, but gradually all are realizing that they aTe not
getting their medical treatment free but
that they pay for it through the National
Insurance.
All right-minded persons ,will welcome
any scheme that gives some security to
the people and guarantees medical attEmtion for all classes. But it will be a
happy experience when all sickness and
sorrow comes under the control of the
Great Physician in that glad day of His
kingdom now at hand. That alone can
prescribe the true remedy for all diseases and bring lasting benefits to the
obedient ones of mankind. To learn
about the righteous requirements of the
King is so necessary to the obtaining of
health and life in abundance. God's
\Vord says, at Proverbs 4: 20, 22: "My
ssm, attend to my \vords j incline thine
ear unto my sayings ... for they are
life unto those that find them, and health
to all their ftesh."-Awake! correspond.
ent in Britain.
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'Tuning In on the Universe
For centuries man has gazed in
wonderment at the stars. Now he
CRD also listen to them. And what
a rowdy, raucous lot they are! Disthe ccle~tial peace, no less, The
"radio telescope" that tunes in on thr uni verlOe
is ~tmply a 2U4-inch saucer-shaped radio reflector, an antcnna designed to coiled and concentraie radio waves much as R parabolic reflector collects light waves. It is mounted so
that it can follow the Hun nr a designated section of the sky automatically, This "mdio telescope" has caught the radio frequencies constantly generated all over the cosmos, the sun,
the Milky Way and other galaxies. Its "car"
has heard from outposts of the universe unpcnetrated by tele»eopic "eyes".

"il' But when some reporters loose such spectacular phrases as "song of the cosmos", "cosmic
melody," "music of th(' spheres," etc., they
stretch several points. The scientists say it
"sounds like a combination of gravel falling on
the roof and the howling of wolves". It comes
out of the lund-speaker as static. a succ(·~sion
of sputterings, hi~sings, cracklings, (~rashings,
weird wailings lUlIl raucous blastingH. Anything
but music as the human ear knOll'S it.

'"i: The optical Willdow through which we peer
at the univer~c with giant telrscnprs covers
the range of wave I(·ngths from infrarrd through
the visible spectrum down to the ultraviolet.
Now the discoV('ry of "('o~mic noise" has reto
vealed the existence of a sel~ond "window"
,
the universe which is transpaJ"('dt to a wide
range of radio waves. Unlike the optical telescope, the "radio telescope" can be used in
cloudy weather, as radio waves pcnetrate clouds
as well as haze. Also, the radio frequeneies from
the sun and Milky Way and other far-flung
parts of the universe penetrate clouds of cosmie
dust that render large areas of space opaque
to optical telescopes. Hence this uew "window"
opens wider and more distant. vistas of the universe to man. Like a celestial X-ray, this new
instrument penetrates regions now invisible to
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o the telescopic eye and reports the nOiSY pres[' ('nee of stars in far reaeh('s of stellar spaee
'.il hitherto unknown,
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All thi~ ('nlighwnment on the boisterous
goings-on in the star-studded vault came from
Comrll rni\"e)'~ity's celebration of its eightieth
anniycrsary during Octob~r, 1948. AsLronomers,
physicists, elt~ctI'ieal engineers and pioneers in
radio comlliuniclltion, s('ientists not only from
the L"nited 8ta1<'8 but alRo from Canada and
England, m!'t for a conference on this new
science of radio astronomy, offspring of a uuion betweeu radio Pllgiuerring and astrophysics.
Comell deHlun~tl'uted the 204-illCh "radio telescope".
~

Howe\'er, it wa..<; in 19:10 that the American
physicist K. G. Jan~ky fi~t r.alled attelltion to
these celestial noises. EV('ntuully he traced them
to the Uilky Way. Thl' b!'st work on this static
from thc stars has been done in Great Britain,
where a detailed map has bcen produced on
which the strength of the galactic noise that
comes froUl all direetions is indicated.

'it Another interesting discovery reported at
thc COl"llclI eon"frI'enee was the revelation of a
new sular m:yi\tery. Por the pa~t twenty years
science had believed that the ~un was surrounded by a powerful magnetic field. Kow ~ccrnt
measurements diseiose no magnetic field whatsoeyer. What happened to itf Either it was
never there or it Im~ b('en lost. In eilll('r case,
this absenee uf a magnetic field around the sun
knocks one of the major props from under the
present th~ur'y of the nature of the eo~mie rays,
which is based on the existence of such a sungirdling magnetic field. It becomes a qnestion
as to how much scientists learn flium new discoveries, or how much they unlearn.

'i: Actually, scientific discoveries only empha_
size to humble and reasoning mind<; the un_
fathornuble width and depth and height, the
dilUensiuIll(~ss proportions of ,Jphovah God's
boundless ulliverse. )'Ian will never comprehend
His wondrous works, any more than the ant
will fathom the mind of intellig('nt man.
A WAKE J

The "Heir of All Things"

I

N A letter directed to the Hebrews and
which they should have been well able
to understand through acquaintance with
the ancient Hebrew Scriptures we read:
"It was little by little and in different
ways that God spoke in old times to our
forefathers through the prophets, ,but in
these latter days he has spoken to us in
a Son, whom he had destined to possess
everything, and through whom he had
made the world." (Hebrews 1: 1, 2, An
Amer. Trans.) This means, simply said,
that Jehovah God appointed J eSllS Christ
His heloved Son to, he the "heir of all
things", the One whom we SIIOUld therefore faithfully follow, giving strict heed

to Him.
How, then, did Jesus heconw the lleii
of all thingS'1 Not through any mere
favoritism on God's part. '1'0 illustrate
how He came to be appointed to possess
all things in the naHle 'of His Father,
Jesus on earth gave the parables of the
treasure that was hid in the field and the
pearl of great price. He f'aid: "Again,
the kingdom of heaven is like unto treasure hid- in a field; the \vhieh when a man
hath found, he hideth, and for joy thereof goeth and seHeth all that he hath, and
buy('th that field. Again, the kingdom of
heaven is like unto a merchant ,man,
seek}ng goodly pearls: who, when he had
found one pearl of great price, ,vent and
sold all that he had, and bought it."
(Matthew 13: 44-46) Thus it \vas by sellingall that He had,andat such acost He
bought the treasure or vearl, of great
price. That thing of extremE' value is the
"hidden mystery", the "kingdom of heavDEOEMBER 8, 1948

en", and it is a treasure that was hidden
within the sphere of God's universal o~
O'anization. That kingdom of heaven IS
holy and therefore includes o,nly those
who, by God's grace, are made pure and
holy in God's sight and made members
of His royal household.
Note the transaction of bltying as f.ea.
turing in the hvo parables. The buymg
or purchasing mentioned here had nothing to do with the purchasing of the human race as a whole. Of course, the blood
of Christ, Jesus, which represents· His
human life, does buy or purchase the human race, hut tho::;e two I2arabolic utterances on the pearl and hId treasure .are
limited to that which concerns the kmgdam of heaven. The buying mentioned in
the parahles concerns those faithful ones
who are called and chosen of God and
who prove faithful under teRt and who
are in due time made members of the
royal house or "kingdom of heaven". So
this is a matter separate and distinct
from the purchase of the human race in
general; it transcends the ransoming of
the human familv. Jesus' devoted follo\vers, who ultimately become members of
the "hody of Christ"' and who are made
members of the holy organization of
which .J eSUR is the Head, are made joint
hE'irs ''lith Christ .T esus in the heavenly
kingdom. They have the witness of the
spirit of God, conc~rning which trIey
read, at Romans S: 16, 17: "The spirit
itself heareth witness with our spirit,
that \Ve are the children of God: and if
children, then hein~; heirs of God, and
joint-heirs with Christ; if so be that we
suffer with him, that we may be also
glorified together."
25
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To purchase the kingdom of heaven,
the "treasure" or "pearl of great price",
the only begotten Son of God surrendered everYthing that He had inhprit~d
from His }~eavenly Father. He'did that
hy laying aside all IIis heavenly glory
and becoming a man, being horn at Bethlehem, not in the wintry part of December, hut about ,the first of October, accorcling to Bible rpelwning. As a fullgrown man He proved IIis integrity to
God under the most trying conditions,
and bv remaining faithful and obedient
to God down to an undeserved, ignominious death at the hands of wicked sinnen"
.Tesus Christ, carrying out His part of
the covenant faithfully with Almighty
God, gave np everything. hut, for His
part, the Almighty His Father was entirelv faithful in completing His side of
the covenant. '1'his mutual faithfulness
to cov('nant is proved hy the follmving
inspired \vords expressed by the apostle
Paul, at Philippians 2: 5-11:
"Have this mind in you, which was
also in Christ Jesus: who, existing in the
form of God, counted not the being on
an equality with God a thing to he
grasped, but emptied himself, taking the
form of a servant, being made in the
likeness of men; and being found in
,fashion as a man, he humhle'd him~elf,
beeori;ting ohedient even unto death, yc'a,
the death of the cross. \Vherefore abo
God highly exalted him, and gave unto
him the name which is above every
name; that in the name of Jesus every
knee should how, of things in heaven
and things on earth and things under the
earth, and that ev~ry tongne should
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the
glory of God the Father."-American
Standard F ersion,
~{en have hcen inclined to think more
highly of themselves than they ought to
think, and \vithin such a class many professed Christians have been included,
from the popes on down. For a long
while the purchase of the human ra~e
has been set forth as the most important
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thing, but when we stop to reason about
it we see how far short that comes of the
facts. \Vhy should it fill the heart of J esus with joy and lead Him to the giving
up of everything He had merely to buy
-what' Just a broken-down, sinful
earthly race. 'Vhy, that magnifies the im~
portance of humankind far above what it
should have. It is far different, however,
\vhen we understand that Jesus Christ
v,-as giving up everythi~g He had in or~
der to buy the headshlp of the Theo~
crabc Government which should vindicate the name of His Father and the
rightful sovereignty of the Supreme One
of the universe. In God's economical administration and loving-kindness He at
one and the same time provided for the
purcilase of mankind and the purchasing of the "hid treasure" or "pearl of
great price", but the ransoming of humankind should not be magnified as
above or even equal to the purchase of
the hiddcn mystery, the kingdom of God.
By thus surrendering everything He
had thE' Son of God, who became our
Lord Jesus Christ, bought the precious
"hid treasure" and "pearl of great price"
to hecome the Head and Lord of that
treasure, that is to say, the Head and
Lord of the capital organization of the
Most High God. Lovingly TIe also made
a purchase of secondary importance, and
that was the purchase of condemned
mankind. Tn purchasing the Kingdom
I1e gave up Ilis heavenly glory, because
it was the will of His Father, and He
bE'came a man, a Jew, and then laid down
His vpry life, ceasing from all conscious
existence for three days. In paying the
price in this manner He included everytlling that He had, that He might be
made the Vindicator of His Father's universal sovereignty and holy name. The
price required for the purchase of mankind-what was it? It was certainly not
the' heavenly glory, for that is higher
and more v.aluable than the earthly race.
Hence it was simply the life of a perfect
AWAKE!

man, and that was what Jesus was on
earth. A life for a life, a human life for
a human life, was in exact justice the
price that was required, and on earth
that was what Jesus was able to give
... ~O-

and did give. (Deuteronomy 19: 21) Thus
as Vindicator of Jehovah God and Ransomer of mankind the worthy Son of
God, Jesus Christ, was made the "Heir
of all things" .
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"The Church Cannot Blush"

T

HE official organ of the Society of
Jesus in Rome is Civiltd Cattolica.
The April, 1948, issue dealt with protests
concerning the limited liberty of Spanish
Protestants, and repeated the Roman
Catholic position on religious freedom.
The June 23, 1948, issue of The Christian Century quoted the article, as follows;

taken into account in practical affairs. Hence
arises the great scandal among Protestants,
who tax the Catholics with refusing to others
freedom and even de jure toleration, in all
places where they are in the majority, while
they lay claim to it as a right when they are
in a minority.... We ask Protestants to un.
derstand that the Catholic Church would be.
tray her trust if she were to proclaim, theoret·
The Roman Cath9lic Church, convinced, ically and practically, that error can have the
through its divine prerogatives, of being the same rights as truth, especially where the suonly true church, must demand ,the right to_ preme duties and interests of man are at stake.
freedom for herself alone, because such a right The church cannot blush for her own want of
can only be possessed by truth, never by error. tolerance, as she asserts it in principle and
applies it in practice.
As to other religions, the church will eertainly
never draw the sword, but she will require
Time magazine, June 28, requoted the
that by legitimate means they shall not be above, and ,Jesuit Bernard Sheerin proallowed to propagate false doetrine. Conse· tested to Time. True to the established
quently, in a state where the majority of the policy of evasiveness, the Jesuit priest
people are Catholic, the church will require answered nothing but hid behind namethat legal existence be denied to error, and calling and the indignant pose of one
that if religious minorities actually exist, they that had been insulted. He fumed that it
shall 'have only a de facto existence without "was as tricky a piece of journalistic
opportunity to spread their beliefs. If, how· chicanery as we have seen in a long
ever, actual circumstances, either due to gov· time", and, "It was a slap in the face
ernment hostility or the strength of the dis· to a large section of Time's readers to
senting groups, makes the complete applica· report the Civiltd Oattolica article via
tion of this principle impossible, then the the subtly chosen excerpts of the preju[Catholic] church will require for herself all diced Christian Century." -With refresh,possible concessions, limiting herself to accept, ing candor Time, July 26, answered the
"as a minor evil, the de jure toleration of other Jesuit: "Father Sheerin is talking
fonns of worship. In some countries, Catholics through his black hat. The excerpts were
will be obliged to ask full religious freedom not 'subtly chosen', and the full text
for all, resigned at being forced to cohabitate neither alters nor qualifies La Civiltii
where they alone should rightfully be allowed Cattolica' 8 statement of rigid dogma."
to live. But in doing this the church does not
Now more recent evidence is at hand
renounce her thesis, which remains the most proving Roman Catholic intolerance and
imperative of her laws, but merely adapts totalitarianism wherever she has the
herself to de facto conditions, which must be power to practice them. Note the ReliDEOEMBER 8, 1918
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what is 'Worse, earrying on proselytizing and
acts of public worship as if liberty of cults
had been implanted in Spain." ...
"However, in conformity with t.he prineiIlles taug'ht by His Holincss Leo XIII, tolera·
tion in Spain was reduced to t.he limits to
which it ought to be reduced.... the rc('ogniiion 01 private cults, but wit.hout permi/-;sion lor ext.erna1 manifestat.ions."
Deploring the fact that. some Catholics outside Spain have failed to a-ppreeiate tlw sitlj1)'
Hon in this country and have expressed view,;
at. vllriance with the t.eachings of Pope
Leo XUl, the Spani.~h bishops praised the
.lC'suit. review, La Civiltil Cattolica, publishecl
in Rumc, for a recent article on 1he condition
of Protestants in Spain.

News Service dispatch that fol-

lows:
MADRID, JUne 22, 1945-I.iberty of cults
does not exist in Spain, despite the claims of
"some Protp~tants", thc Spanish hierarehy
declarcd in tl joint statcment addressed to
all Spanish Catholic's and int.ended as a warning against the proselytizing udivities of IlonCatholies. The doeument wa~ signed by :Enriquc Cardinal Pia y Df'niel, PriTTjatc of
Spain, on helmlf of all the Spanish archbi~hops and hishops.
The statcment. dpalt la)'gdy with Article 6
Ot the law or 19..J-:J, ('alied the "Fuero de los
Espanok~", whirh stl1((~S: "Tlw profcHHion und
practice of tIl(' Clltholic relig'ioTl, which is thllt
of the Spanish state, will hu.yf' official proh'ction. No one will bf' mojpsted for his l'(~Ligious
beliefs, or in t.he private praetiee of his r{'ligion. No external eeremonips or manifestations other tlmn those of the Catholic religion
shall be permittC'd."
"There is no ju:-;tifkation. ail some Proh'st.ant.s haye done," t.he statcmcnt dcclared, "fol'
calling Article 6 a law of liberty of cults, or,
•

But with all this "the church eannot
Mush for·her own 'want of tole ranee", a~
the .Tesuit organ admits. It foreefully
calls to mind ,Jeremiah's inspired word.s
to evil-doer~: "'V ere t.hey ashamed whpl1
they had committed abomination 1 nay,
thpy 'vere not at all ashamed, nl'itlu-'l'
could they blu~h."-.J eremiah 6: 15 .

•

•

It is ineseapably true that men are known hy their works. Good
works demand t.he n:"pf'd and admiration of all honest pf'ople, anel.,
even more important, insnre the approval oj' Ood. Sinee God will re,vard each indivi(lual aeeonling to his \vorkt; (2 'Timothy 4: 14), the
conrse of wi"dom directs each one to be certain of what good workt; are,
And how can t.his he done1 Kot without. effort. on your part, to be sure,
but your search ('an h(' grf'aily )':impliiied hy r'etHling- t.he outstanding
Bihle help '·/'.'quijJ1Jcd for f,'Dery G()od Work". If you ,youJd he knowll
hy good workf:; ohtain thit; i1R4-page J100k. Tt is packed with ~("ript.ural
informution you should have. Only 50c a copy.
117 Adams St.

WATCHTOWER
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/ii.muI"JI. l'owaru the dO&:! of the

month seven big mines were
seIzed by French troops, who
were under orders to shoot reSisting mlneI'l'!, if neet'ssary. The
mInister of commerce and in~lustry stated that thrpc million
tons of coal that might have been
mined In the preceding thref'
weeks had been lost to the nation. The !!ituatlon eased somewhat at the "nd of Octoher.

OCTOBER

In the U. N.
• The two major issues before
the U. N. In the latter half of
October were those concerning
BerIln and Palestine. The non·
permanent members of the Seeu·
rity Council. called the "small
nations", proposed a compromise
settlement of the Berlin crisis.
The resolution did' not condemn
Russia, but did call for a l!ftlng
of the BerUn blockade, to be followed at once hy renewal of discussions by the "Big Four" mil!·
tary governors in- Germany and'
the Council of B'orelgn Ministers.
But Russia killed tile move by a
veto, and a new sel'ies of charges
and counter-charges ensued. Premier Stalin in a prepared Inter·
view attacked the 'Vest and the
Small-power members of the Security Council, wilO were followIng. he said, "an aggresslv.e 'pol- •
icy." He accused .the 'Vest of rejectlng two agreements on Ber·
Un, but the Western powers de,
nied having done so.
As to Palestine, the U. N.
called for a truce, which was put
into effect only after the .Tt~WS
had gained further advantages in
the Negeb and captured Beersheba. giving them control of
both Biblical limits, Dan and
Beersheba. It ls fairly certllin
that they wlll not be content unm they have attllin!?d the goal
of complete possesSion of all the
territory in between. Britain and
China proposed a resolution under which the U. N. would deDEOEMBER 8, 1948
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maud that Israel yield gains
made In the Negeh, and the U. S .
secretary of state supported the
resolution, but President Truman
nf'~ntly"d thp move, and Ipft th!o'
PlIlestine question, as well as
~"'tJ""'tary 01 ~tal'" .\lurshull, IIp
in the air.
The Frenell Scene
• At the middle of October a decrE'e of the French Exchange
Control officIally fixed the exchange rate for the dollar at 262
fram's In relation to other currencies the value of the franc
was reduced by ahout a fifth, but
the adjustmf'nt was called an
alignment rather than a devaluation. fitrikes against rising pricell
were in progress in the coal-mining reg-ionR. Th", Commnnistdominated ConfederatioD of Labor clllled all slIrety and maintenance crews out of the coal
mInes. linn so seriously thrf'ntenrd their preservation. Rtrike
clashes oecurred when the go\'ermnent prepllred to enforce
safety meusures, and In the
Rhone dellartment a struggl!' ensu!?d uj:....ninst sllbotnge, damage to
the mines by fl.oodlng becllme a
thr!'ut to the national eC'Onomy.
On October 21 one person ~as
killed and 200 injured In strike
riot's. Not only tile strikers, but
women al"o, atta('ked the mobile
gIlllrds in certain sp.ctlons. The
French cabinet ordered drllstIc
measures to put an end to the
violence, described as insurroo-

Commonwealth Communique
• The final plenary session of
the meeting of commonwealth
prime minlster's was held at Lon·
don October 22 and Issued a communique - which indicated that
whlle the British empire Is no
longer an empire, and no longer
British, the nlltionH that formerly composed it remllin a commonwealth and hal'e numerous interests in common. The communique
omitted the term "British" before
"commonwealth", a fact whlcb
'Vinston Churcblll condemned In
Parliament In no uncertain terms .
The meetIngs of the prime ministers Showed that there was a
broad basis upon which the commonwealth guvernments could
work together, and that their association did not exclude any of
them from regional alliances
such as that of the United Ringdom (Britain) with Western Europe.

European Defense Pact
• Announcelllent that they had
reacbed "complete agreement on
tbe principle of a North Atlantic
defel!se alliance with the U. S.
and Canada was made by the five
'Vestern European Union states
on Ocrober 26. A week earlier
there were indications that the
U. S. Is considering active steps
to equip an Austrian army as
well as the forces of the 'Vest·
ern European countries. The italian government, on tbf' occasion
of U. S. Secretllry of State Marshall's visit, Indicated that It
would collaborate to tbll Itmlt of
its posslblllties with the nations
of the Western European Union.
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FaD of Mokdeu
and Price Control
.. Late October saw Clitne8e government forces retreating before
the Communist advance in Manchuria, which was <'Onceded lost
by the Chiang regime. The Important city of Mukden had to·
be surrendered to the Communists, the worst blow su1Tered hy'
the government thus far. The
serious situation threatenert the
position of Chlang Ka I-Rhek
AmerlcJln residents In threatened
areas were wurned by the U. S.
consulates In Peiplng and' Tientsin to leave while transportation
facilities were still avallahle.
Brltishers receiwd simJlar aLlvice from their <'Onsuls. On the
heels of the mUltary rt'verses
ecobomlc recovery provisions col_
lapsed, business concerns closed
down and prices fluctuated wildly at levels from SOO to 500 percent above the control standard.
The govArnment abolished the
price ('ontrols with whiCh it had
hoped to holster its new gold
yuan currency.
Communist Uprising In Korea
~ An open Communist revolu·
tion occurred, for the Ilrst time,
In territory held by' the' U. S.sOllthern Korea. The same day,
October 19, the announcemE'nt
was made that the SOviet troops
had bej!;U~ evaeuating north Korea. The fighting In south Korea
continued, even though the uprising was reported to be under
contl'ol. The rebels were churgerJ
with unbelievably barbaric deeds.
Labor Camps In Russia
~ To thtl charge made by Britain's Mr. Mayhew in the U.;\I.
Committee' on Human Hlghts
that In Russia thE're weI';> between 5'.000.000 and G,OOO.OOO persons ,held In slave lahor eamps,
Alexei Puvlov. Hnssian delegatE',
on October 16 made an indignant
retort. He saW that the nCCllsatlons were monstrous nnd thMt
the Russians (and others) h ..ld
In corrective labor caml]S received up to 60 rubles a month.
worked eight hours a rlay and
had health and recreatlonnl fa-
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cllItiefl. HOWever. he did not men·
tlon the number of Pet:sOns deprived of freedom In tbI$ maDner-an Important point.
U.S.S.R. Flfteep·Year Plan
The Soviet cabinet aod the
central committee of the Communist party on October 24 a'nnounced a fifteen-year super-plan
to abolish drOUght in Russia.
The plan Is to defend or protect
the rich agricultural regions from
the hot, dry desert winds that
have been so disastrous In the
pnst. It calls for the planting of
fnrest helts and the forming of
45.000 rpseryolrs and artifiCial
pon'rls on state farms. The 80,000
collective farms will be put on a
grass and crop-rotation system
devised to prodUce high l!;rain
harvests of'splte 11roughts. The
ambitious forestation plan culls
for 700 miles of forE'st helts from
tile south UralS to the Caspian
sea.

+

but It would undoubtedly be in·
terestins·

FIJiland Abolishes
PoUticaI Pollce
TtlI' Social Democrat government,of Finland on October 16
hunned tbe political police set up
by a former Communist minister
of the interior and came out for
the opf'n .shop in Communlstengineered strikes. Instead of tbe
political pollee, a security police
force with limited powers was
recommended.

+

TurkCly'1I Role
~ On the oceaslon of the 25th
anniversary of the founding of
the R<,pnhllc of Turkey (October 29) Pres!dent Trumun, In a
"Voice of America" broadcast,
extenlied cordial greetings and
stressed the Importance of TurkIsh political independence and
territorial integrity to the security of the U. S. "and,' of ",II
freedom-loYlng peoples".

Irlsb Problem
• Ireland Is one of Britain's IrrIgation Plan for Egypt·
most thornr problems. In Cardiff,
~ It was reported In late Octo·
Oetober 2ii. Eamon de Valera,
her that E!-'Ypt Is planning the
fonner prime minister of Eire.
greatest irri.!!:ation s~'stem In the,
tonrln!!; Britain to arouse feel1ng world. Lakes Victoria. Albert,
against Ireland's partition, Told a
Kwanta and Kioga, and all the
stormy gathering that southern
water of the Nile, are to he utilIzed. Much of the water now esIrelanrt (Catholl~) mIght In time
reel ("ailed upon to fight to get
capes Into the Mediterranean sea.
nortlwrn Trf'lnnd (Protestant)
The area of desert that can be
under thE'ir {'Qntro!. He sal(1 .Irereclaimed Is about twenty-five
land would never g-Ive allegiance times that of the Egyptian delta.
to . a Hrit1sh king-. Apparrntly
Prln('('ss Elizilheth ~hould have . Peruvian .Revolt
married an Irishman!
After a thrj!e-day revolt the
l'eruvinn army deposed President
King Opens parUament
Jose Luis Bustamante (OctoKing George VI. of Britain,
ber 29) and announced that
aerompanlen h~' Queen I']!izflhdh,
Peru's government Is to be "rerode to Parliament In ~flnd st~'le
constructed on a new basis" so
Octoher 26, wearing crown and
tllat a trUly democratic governUnra, anll otherwiSE" !lc("orllE'd
ment may be Installed. Clen. Manroyal honors. nut the spt'ech
uel Odrla, leader of the revolt,
which the king made was not
Is hackell. hy large landowners
kln~ly. It was What he was told
anll Imlustrlallsts. He said: "The
/l,"overnment
will attend to the
to say. and he said it. rega(llless
of how he personally felt about
needs ot the working class; it
It. He ad\'ocated the natlonnlizaw1ll call a natIonal labor congress
tion of the steel Inllustry. among
to approve labor legislation.
other matters. It would be an un- Agriculture will receIve facilities
heurd of thing If the king should
to Increase production. MlUtary
dl:'l'lfie to ~n1" whllT hI' Th"ne'ht.
conrtructlon alld the acquisition

+

.

+
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lof

mat~lel

\\'111 be carried out

to assure the army's eMclebcy."
President Bustamante fled, but
said he was. still president.

dti!nt 'numan. Mayor O'Dwytliand New York state commlMioner of displaced persons.
Man Picketing

Bann~

PIlrapayan Revolt
.. The National I.abor Relations
• The Paraguayan government Board ruled October 11 that mass
picketing, even though peacefully
on October 26 jlnnounced that a
revolt, centered In the military conducted, violates the TaftHartley Law, The trial examinacademy, had been suppressed
after 19 houns of lighting. There er's lIndlng was this: "There is
were a number of casualties and. ample authority for the proposiall the ofticens of the academy
tion that force of numbers alone,
- even where picketing is conductwere placed under arrest.
ed peacefully, has an intimidatory and coercive etl'ect on emPanamanian Revolt
dtherwlse willing to cross
ployees
• An attempt to overthrow the
a picket line. Picketing of such
government of PreSident Domingo Dlaz Arosemena on O('toher 24 character exceeds the bounds of
peaceful \pensuaslon and 18 not
failed, and former President
privileged or protected as free
HartlJodlo ArlllS was arrested,
speech." The full hoard backed
together with 25 others, charged
this ftnding a week later.
with participation In the plot.
Luclus D_ Clay's Visit
.. In mid-October General LucIus
D. Clay, military goveroor for·
Germany, made a quick visit to
Washington. He succeeded in get·
tlng an authorization for 66 more
0-54 transport planes for the
Berlin airlift, which he said
would go on no matter what the
Weather. He descrIbed European
recol'ery In recent months as
"almost unbelievable" and saId
the Marshall Plan was becoming
more etl'ecUve. Most of the general's time was taken np In mfO!:'tInga with the National Security
Councn, Army Secretary Royal,
.\ctlng Secretary of State Lovett
and President Truman.
ArrIval of DP's
.. Soberly and almost tearfully
viewing the Statue f1l Liberty,
818 men, women and children,
the first to arrive under the Displaced Persons Law, came up
New York harbor Octoher a1.
Coming linst from under NaZI
-domination and then from under
RussIan coutrol, the refugees
viewed with amazement the
greatest city In the Western
world. They were welcomed by
representatives of Protestant,
,Jewish and Catholic bodies, together with Attorney General
Tom Clark, representing PreslDECEMBER 8, 1948
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Pope Urges IntematloDal

.. Pope Plus XII' issued an encyclical (October 28) urging the
city of Jeru88lem and surrounding territory be Internationalized,
and hoping to "deepen the convictions In the high assemblies In
whiCh the problem of peace is beIng diSCUSSed that it would be
expedient as a better guarantee
for the safety of the sanctuaries",
The encyclical also called for
prayers for the ending of hostHItles in Palestine.
Vatican Protest Rejected
The Rumanian government on
October 23 rejected a protest by
Vatican representatives to a resolution by Greek Catholic Church
priests breakIng all ties with
the Papacy and reuniting with
the Greek Orthodox Church.

+

U, S, Draft Rejections

.. Reports from Selective ServIce officials In the ten largest
D, S. cities October 31 showed
that an average of 72 pereent of
the 24- and 25-year-old draftees
were un~ for military service.
Psycho-neurotic disorders and
heart ailments were the major
causes,
U. S. Postal Dellclt
.. Postmaster General Jesse J\.[,
Donaldson reported October 18
that the Postofflce Departmli'nt
will show a delicit of $1'1.'50,000,000
at the end of the liscal year,
which Is more than It cost to run
the entire department some years
ago. The anticipated cost for the
current liscal year will be In excess of $2,000,000,000.

Protestant Peace Prayers
.. U. S. Protestant chur('hes ob·
served a "'Vorlll Order" day Oetober 24, and olTered prayers for
the success of the Paris assembly
of the U. N. A meSSage from the
Federal Council of ChurcheS
said, "'Ve find In the U, N, a
heucon of hOPe 'In a world darkened by fear and coniUct, calling
the people to work together for
the common good. Let us bear
witness to the- constructive taskS
thus far achieved."

Vatican &8 East-West Mediator
.. A VatIcan newspaper hinted
on October 19, after a visit by
U. S. Secretary of State Marshall
with the pope, that the Papacy
would like to act as mediator between East and West. The paper
gave fulsome praise to Secretary
Marshall, who also visited Premier de Gasper!. The next day
the Vatican denied that It songht
to be a peacemaker.

Rocket Cameras Soar 10 Miles
.. The D, S. Navy Department
disclosed october 19 that camerabearing rocket!! soaring 70 miles
ahove the earth had recorded
pictures, some 400 of them, covering 800,000 square miles of
''''estern territory. A V-2 rocket,
spinning s low I y, allowed the
camera it carried to cover a
2,700-mlle stretch ot horizon,
Readiog" DevIce for RHnd
.. A device for enab.llng the
blind to "read" by the Invisible
light ot electrons was demonstrated at a meeting of the N, y,
Electrical Society October 2&
'.fhe device scans alphabetic char.
acters and converts the electronic
tInpulses produced hy each letter
into sound. The Instrument has
to undergo further development.
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JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES IN POLAND
DEFEAT PERSECUTION

M

UCH has been said over the radio
and published in various newspapers and magazines about the government and religion in Poland. Oftentimes
some of these reports have been distorted so as to cover up the truth and
lead the readers into forming an unfavorable opinion of certain individu'als
or groups. Two Awake! correspondents
who have been traveling throughout Poland for over a year and a half hope to
give you a true inside picture of conditions as they actually exist in this land.
The Catholic Ohronicle of Tole d 0,
Ohio, contained an article in its February ~7, 1948, issue, entitled, "Pole Reds
Finance 'Jehovah',Agents." It goes on to
say, which we qote in part:
W ARSA \v-The atheist government of Poland is financing sects like the Jehovah's witnesses in an effort to destroy the Catholicity
of the people. "Watchtower" salesmen are
making the rounds of homes with pamphlets
reviling the Church. Sunday lectures also are
"organized, denouncing Catholicism and glor,ifying communism. . . . Next they plead for
conversions. Finally they offer cash inducements for joining. These bribes are disguised
as "charity".

At the very outset, all sensible thinking Poles inside Poland will readily
agree that the Catholic Church is not
being persecuted nor are her privileges
being taken away from her. Poland is
over 90 percent Catholic, and the governDEOEMBEB 22, 1948

ment recognizes her strong influence in
all spheres of life and so grants her full
freedom of operation. Although the 1925
Papal Concordat has been dissolved,
great liberalism and freedom have been
shown toward the church by the present
regime. The true picture of church and
state relations was best stated and ~et
forth by President Bierut in his famous
interview with Ksawery Pruszynski,
well known literate and journalist. He
stated in an article entitled "The Government Desires Good Relations with
the Church", as published in the Wieczor
Warszawy (Warsaw Evening) of November 24, 1946:
The best concrete evidence that the State
desires good relations with the church is the
status of the church's possessions. This status
includes private Catholic schools, low, average, and higher grade, with a Catholic University which includes theological departments, equipped by the State with full public
rights. Further, it embraces the Catholic press
which possesses a number of organs. Finally,
in schools run by the government, it is are·
quirement to teach religion by ootechists, and
this teaching is obligatory provided the parents of a child have no objection to it. We add
to this the leaving to the clergy their property, especially farms, and this despite farm
reforms. In other countries the first victim of
such a reform was usually the church. Monas·
teries and religious institutions evacuated
from the territory outside of the river Bug

s

were moved by us to new centers in the re
gained territories. Our atmy possesses chapluins, its standards are consecrated by the
priests, it b('g-ins the day with a religious song
at the morning roll call, and Sunday it goes
to church. Our radio begins its programs with
a religious song, and has sermonf! and church
services. We do not believe, sir, you will find
t.his in many countrics. And this is happcning
in a count.ry whose government is st.ubbornly
not recognized'hy the Vat.ican.
As furt11er proof tbat the church is not

being persecuted and her privileges are
not heing taken away from her, the government has been granting permits for
the repairing of demolished Catholic
churches throughout certain parts of the
land. Sometimes more stress is placed
upon repairing these than in renovating
demolished homes for the masses of the
common people. 'The followi!lg article
from the newspaper Robotnik (The
Worker;\Varsaw) of .J uly "28, 1.948, under the heading "Edifying Example" is
to the point in this regard:
While wandering among thc rubbish heaps
around the Vistula, I came across a freshly
rebuilt church 'which was about the only
building still standing in tlllS section. No. I'm
not an enemy of the church or churches . . . .
Only the rebuilding of churches when many
of the parishioners yet nest with their whole
families in one bcd, may not be a social crime
but it surely is social untactfulness. . .. I
do not. cont.end in the least that the renovation of old churches and the building of new
O1WS should be discontinued altogether, but it
seems to me there will be time for this when
the last parishioner comes out of bis pigpen
and lives like a human.

In view of the critieal housing situation, it is an outright shame that Anthony
Lowiiiski, parish priest of Saint \Vawrzyn dmrch, \Varsaw, managed to r.leverly steal the money gojng fO\vard the rebuilding of his church and use it for his
own selfish purposef). In commenting on
his actions, Glos Wolnych (Voice of the
Free) of \Varsaw, dated ]\lay 30, 1948,
stated:

As stated ,in the Wieczor of :May 23, 1948,
the prosecuting aut.horities drew up an act of
impeachment against Anthony Lowinski, the
priest of Saint Wawrzyn Church, Warsaw.
Priest Lowinski was charged with selling
building materials acquired for the church t.o
the free market for considerably higher prices
than the commercial prices Paid for. He used
the money fbr purposes which arc in conflict
with the dignity of t.hc priest's profession. He
repaired the living quarters of his friend,
Jenny Wanke, at 11 \Visniowa Street., which
>cost 1,000,000 zlotys ($2,500), and he also
bought furniture for her at a cost of 100,000
zlotys. . . . In the course of the investigat.ion,
priest Lowmski confessed to f:!elling this statccontrolled merch'andise.

According to' a similar article in the
newspaper Zycie Warszawy (Life of
Warsaw), priest Lowinski was sentenced
to tllree years in jail.

The Church's Course During the War
Many in Poland have seen and still remember the hypocritical action of the
church during the war when it expressed
its sympathy for the Hitler regime and
ignored the cruel sufferings of the Polish p e 0 p 1c. President Bierut in commenting on the government's provocations toward the church stated, as quoted
in the newspaper Wiecz6r Warszawy
(The Warsaw Evening) of November 24,
1946 :
The reasons for our provocations toward
the church are t.wofold. The first reason is
very unpleasant, but we frankly c,!II tM3 the
Vatican's German love. During the war and
in the period of t.he heaviest. persecution the
Polish nation has ever known, we waited in"
vain to hear the intervening voice of the Holy
See. 'Vhen this voice was heard, it was only
incidental, casual, cautious, not equal to our
great sufferings and German crimes. Today,
t.his same voice is heard, but much stronger, in
defense of oppressed Germany, even in such
cases which but. merit little mercy, as the
hangman from Warthegau.
.
The second source of our provocation is
found in certain cirdef:! of our own clergy
AWAJ£RI

and their sad tendency to misuse the pulpit
for'the purpose of carrying on a political war.
These facts are always occurring and I judge
it is high time the church authorities stop this.
These assaults from the pulpit and vestry are
a block in the road to peaceful relations between the State and the clergy.
The clergy have always mixed in .the
politics of nations, M~t:ary to the BIble
teaching, and are wIlhng to make all
kinds of agreements to further church
aims in their country. It has been reported that at preRent some Catholic
priests in Poland are members of the
Polish CommuniRt party, the same as
in Czechoslovakia. Many of the parishioners also helong to this party, attend
all of its meetings, and carry its standards in certain governmental parades.
The Hierarchy is willing to do business
with anybody, even the Devil himself,
as Pius XI put it.
:Mention might here be made of the relations the clergy had with forest bands
who plundered and murdered people
throughout different parts of Poland.
The sadistic priests who led these bandits administered absolution to tbem to
eaf:e their conscience for the killings
they committed. The following articles
from different sections of Poland ..show
the activity of the clergy in conducting
these terroristic, criminal hands against
innocent persons.
Express llustrolvany (The Illustrated
Rxpress) of December 28, 1946, stated:
"The Regional Military Court in \Varsaw announced its verdict in the case of
the plundering band headed by priest
Stefanski. Priest Stefanski and defendant J'av,'Orski were sentenced to death."
Echo Krakowskie (The Cracow Echo)
of November 11, ] 946, had this report:
"Swiecie-Priest . Konczal stood today
before the specially called-in Regional
Military Court in Swiccie, Bydgoszcz,
charged with helping the fascistic band
NSZ and for illegally possessing firearms. Priest Konczal confessed to being
guilty but denied that he directly incited
DECEMBER 22, 1948

to arms. The court sentenced priest Konczal to five years in jail."
On this same subject Robotnik (The
Worker) of January 9, 1947, wrote, under the beading "Terroristic Priests":
Not long ago the Warsaw Military Court
sentenced priest Jarkiewicz of Kierki to death
for organizing a terrorist band and for issuing
the death sentence against the 'disobedient'
in his parish. _ .. A number of cases of this
kind are in the course of court procedure.
Thc warehouse of ammunition for priest
Jarkiewicz's hand was located in the parish
church. In the parish church of Drohiczyn,
the safety authorities uncovered a whole arsenal provided with war equipment of the
"Hammer' band. A church in Klimont6w
served as a warehouse for merchandise robbed
from stores and government institutions by
the ravaging NSZ band in that district.

Position of Jehovah's witnesses
How different, on the other hand, is
the position of Jehovah's witnesses in
Poland! They are zealously active in the
work of spreading culture and Christianity to the bedarkened peoples of Poland who have long been held in the
chains of Vatican darkness. According
to the statement of The British. Foreign
Bible Societ.1J, in 'Warsaw, Jehovah's
withesses in Poland distribute more BihIes among the 'people than all denominations in the country combined. To
show love for their nei,$.hbors, Jehovah's
witnesses personally visit the people in
their homes with the message of truth
from God's Word, the Bible. This truth
is concerning God's kingdom, which will
provide the people of good-will with
everlasting life, peace, happiness and
security upon the earth.
In order to bring this message to the
people in Poland, J' ehovah's witnesses
have to go through great risks, dangers,
slanders, hardships, and all manner of
persecutions similar to thoRe which befell the early Christians. Here are a few
cases from among the many to give the
5

readers an idea of what Jehovah's wit.
neSRes hav~ to go through.
On July 1, 1948, company publishers
from Piotrk6w Trybunalski, while work.
ing the towns of Moszczet;tic~ f!.nd Gajko.
wice for the purpose of InVIting people
of good-will to a public Bible lecture,
were attacked by a large crowd of resi.
dents and beaten with brooms and wood.
en shoes, were stoned and had water
thrown over them. Four persons suf.
fered injuries, with one losing consciousness. The Citizens' }[ilitia witnessed the
whole affair but failed to arrest the assailants and did not offer the necessary
help to the publIshers of the gospel.
On September 5, 1948, after leaving a
circuit assembly of Jehovah's witnesses
in Piotrkow Trybunalski, the writers of
this article and some others were severe·
ly heaten by a large mob of fanatical a~d
misguided Catholics who had been walt·
ing for the finish of the assembly in or.
der to get at the "bishops", as they
termed the ones in charge. Two of Jeho.
vah's witnesses were beaten into unconsciousness. "Vhen one of them revived,
he discovered his new suit was covered
with blood from the severe beatings he
took. The matter has been reported to
the proper authorities, and it is expected
action will be taken soon against those
held in custody by the safety authorities:
At practically every circuit assembly,
the clergy incite large mobs in an en_
deavor to break up the meetings and persecute Jehovah's witnesses. In October,
1947, in the city of Gorzow, a fanatical
mob broke up the concluding part of a
circuit assembly by throwing large
stones and bricks through the windows
of the hall, and attempted to force themselves into the assembly hall. It was
necessary to set up barricades of tahles
and chairs around the doors. The guilty
mobsters, one of whom was a priest,
escaped trial and punishment.
The district assembly in the Catholicized city of Lublin July 2-4, 1948,
was held under very difficult circum.
6

stances. Before the assembly, the clergy
in special sermons told their parishioners Jehovah's witnesses were eoming
into town to dtstroy the churclws, were
going to call upon the homes of the people in order to remove their religions
pictures, and that the parishioners
should prepare to defend themselves
against such. As a tesult of this false,
advanced information, groups of ·Catholic men and women were waiting outside the train depot to attack Jehovah's
witnesses. Some of Jehovah's witnesses
were beaten up quite badlv after leaving
the depot, while others were attacked 011
their way to the assembly hall.
There were so many cases of beatings
during the first day, the Cit.izens' :Uilitia
and Bureau of Public Safety told the
convention committee thev would not
guarantee the safet.y of Jehovah's witnesses if they went out to preach from
door to door the following tv.."O days.
Realizing later their plans were foiled
the second and third days, the hoodlums
next attacked some of Jehovah's witnesses at their homes and at the Kingdom Hall. 'ly.,o homes were partly demolished and some of the occupants injured. It was necessary for the militia to
keep an all-night watch at certain homes
where Jehovah's witnesses were quarter_
mg.
During the public Bible lect.ure and
afterward, the militia had its hands full
with the_crowds of people gathered at
different places. Drefl.sed as fireme!l,
they dispersed the people nearest the
hall with water from a fire hose. This
was the second time this method was
used. The first was during the 1946 elections. Near the end of the program so
many people lined up on the sidewalks,
it was necessary to have several militiamen conduct each large group of .J ehovah's witnesses through the streets to
the train depot. The writers of this
article, while on their way to the depot
,,,,ith one of these large groups, sav,'
vouths
throw stones af the group and
•
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heard people shouting Qut, "cat worshipers" (kociarze), "heretics," "beasts," "Jehovites/' "new faith," and other slanderous titles unworthy of print.
Despite the tight hold the clergy have
on the people, many persons of goodwill in Poland see the great zeal of Jehovah's witnesses in preaching the Kingdom gospel and are joining their ranks.
Commenting on the matter of religious
persecution in Poland, the monthly Glos
Wolnych (Voice of the Free) of July 25,
1948, in an article, "Criminals in Cassocks", stated:
After the war, the dignitaries of the church
hierarchy started an energetic activity in two
directions: politically against the structure of
the people's democracy, and (religiously)
against faiths, having as their purpose the
fighting and persecution of other faiths.
The Roman Catholic clergy are converting
people of otller beliefs to the Catholic religion
through the met.hods used to fight against the
Rea!ormation in Poland. At present, att.ention
is centered mainly on Jehovah's witnesses (Bible Students). A few years after the war, it
has been just one series of raids after another,
Qrganized and executed by Catholics under
the direction of the clergy, raids combined
with murder (there were 60 persons murdered), plunderings and stealings, beatings
and tlllrtures, setting of homes on fire, Idemolishing homes, and burning publications on
the Bible, etc., of Bible Students. . . .
The assailants who attempt to convert Jehovah's witnesses to the Roman Catholic faith
are recruited from the underground bands of
NSZ (The National Armed Force) and WIN
(Freedom and Independence), Catholic Action, Ukrainian bands, professional thieves
and ignorant Catholic population, all brought
up by the clergy in fanaticism and hatred toward all non-Catholics and everything that
does not bear the Catholic stamp. The responsibility for the barbarian religious persecution is borne by the bishops of the Roman
Catholic church in Poland and their subordinates the clergy.

On February 18, 1948, Jehovah's witnesses submitted a memorandum to the
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Ministry of Public Administration and
Office of Public Safety in Warsaw, in
which they listed the following: 60 cases
of death through torture, 226 cases of
beastly torture, 256 cases of plunder, a
number of death sentences rendered
against them, demolishing of homes,
window~breakjng, arson, stoning, violence, and threat. This memorandum did
not cover all of the cases by any means,
but listed only the most characteristic
cases of violence performed in the name
of the Roman Catholic church against
Jehovah's witnesses in Poland since the
close of the second world war.
False Charge of Communist Backing

The charge that Jehovah's witnesses
are on the communist pay roll is absolutely false. Before the war this charge
was made against Jehovah's witnesses in
Poland and it resulted in some being
fined for libel and slander. Today, some
of those who spread such false propaganda before the war have changed their
t~ne and are now saying that Jehovah's
WItnesses are being backed up by American dollars.
One clergyman in Poland was honest
enough to come out with the truth, publishing an article before the last \Var on
the benevolent work of 'Jehovah's witnesses in Poland and their position toward communism. 'We quote, in part,
from Gazeta Koscielna (The Church Gazette No. 32), pages 375·377:
There is no doubt that the teachers of this
sect have been charged "iith being on the communist payroll. Here it is right to ask, Is there
any kind of proof for this charge? If such a
person were found and the administration informed, he would most ,certainly be removed
from his job . . .
Not of less nonsense are the charges heard
often from the pulpits that the Bible Students
pay dollars to those who enter their folds. The
telling of this resulted in many really coming
to the meetings of the Bible Students with the
hope they would get something. Little by little
they became convinced that the meetings w~re

,

by means of voluntary contributions received from families of Jehovah's witnesses and persons of good-will throughout Poland.
Most of the denominations in Poland
receive a reasonable allotment of good
paper in order to print their periodicals.
The Catholic Hierarchy has allotments
of paper for about 60 different periodicals that flood the country with religious
As yet, the present government in traditions and propaganda agtlinst JePoland has not recognized ,Jehovah's hovah's witnesses. On the other hand,
witnC'sses as a lC'gal faith or e()n[essi~n. Jehovah's witnesses have to be satisfied
to mimeograJlh each copy of The Watch~elJere are about twelve different denominations, including HOlllan Catholic, all tmver for group study at the Kingdom
of whirh are TPeo,i','nized by the present 'Halls and in thei]' Bible studies at the
government ,vith the ('xception of one or homes of people of gOtJd-will.
two. Jehovah's ,vitnesses, who do mOl~e
Jehovah's witnpsO'cf'. in Hussia are exfor the people in the way of culture and periencing. much persecution from comBible enlightenllwnt than all of these munism. Their Christian organization
denominations ('omhincd, have been has not been recognized there, and countRtriving to become legalized :-:;ince the less numhers of tll('m have been arrested
year 1$)45. 'L'lwy have madE" many ap- beeauf'.e of tllCir faith and sent to penal
penrances ht'fore t11(~ aut.horitiE's in 'Var- ,York camps in Siberia. It is of interest
to llote a statement in an official Catholic
SR\V, but to date havr not been recognized. 'l'hev are merely tolerated on the publieation on the snbjcct, "The Witbasis of the Com;titution, according to nesses o£ .Tehovah," puhlished in the
the opinion of the authorities.
Freneh language magazine Annales de
All of the denominations have their la Bonne 8ai'fde Anne de Beaupre, Quechurches or ot.her places of worship bec, P. Q., SC'-ptcmher, 1947: "It is good
where tllCv conduet tJlcir sCT'viees with- not to ignore that RusHia is the only hmd
out inteTl~upt.jonl' from officials or the where the witnesses have not. yet. been
public. Some of the~are even permitted alJle to implant themselves. The iron
to use the radio for sueh religions serv- curtain of M. Stalin is for them also imices, especially the Roman Catholic penetrable." Now, after reading all of
church, but, to this time, .Jehovah's wit- the above, d(:ar l'C'ader, could you honnesses have heen denied the use of the e15t1y believe that Jehovah's witnesses
radio for praising God's name und ad- are being financed by 'Polish Reds' ~
vertising His kingdom. In some cities,
Despite the an-ave faets and the perseJehovah's witnel'l'es have been refused cution from all parts of Poland and Hussuitable halls for their Dible meetings sia, the 10,000 active 'witnesses of .T ehoand puhlic Bihle lect.ures.
yah in Poland, and 8,000 in Russia, are
·While it is true that somc needy J eho- determined to do this one thj.ng: weach
vah's witu('ss('s in Poland rece.ived food the gospel even us the apostle Paul wrote
and clothing- from various countries, this in Philippians 3: 13. Theirs is a blesse,d
was not. done to make them join any or- state mentioned by .1 esus at 1fatthew
ganization as it' sometimes fa]Rely 5: 11: "Blessed are ve, when men shall
charged. They were .1 ehovah's wjtnpsses revile you, and persecute you, and shall
before rereiving aid. The \vork of ,J eho- say all manner of evil against you falst'vah's witnet'\ses in Poland is carried on ly, for my sake."
for the benefit of the Bible Students. The people did not receive any money because none
was handed o11t, and yet it was claimed those
who preached became Bible Students t.hrough
American dollars. . •.
I point out, tllat in the wl'itiuWl of the Bible Student.,;, the f'xpression is found proving
that communism ,,,ill not. secUJe happiness for
mankind, hut to R(~eUre peace, the 'l'heocratic
Government is nece~sarr.
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This Commercial Racket

T

HE raving mob if; on the rampage.
The wild herd is again on the stampede_ Dashing and furious, the crowds
act like animals and brute beasts that
are hysterical with excitenlent and on
the prod. For weeks the pack pushes and
shoves, horns with the elbows, tramples
on one another's heels, snaps and growls
at each other in vicious fashion, until
their nerves are raveled and fraved, and
as physical and mental wrecks they are
completely exhausted, weary and deflated. Every year this Christmas shopping
scene is enacted.
Called the "spirit of Christmas", this
form of insanity begins to seize the
masses in October. During November
a~d December the plague spreads and
the fever increases, until in the last
stages the whole population is in an advanced state of delirium. When money is
a scarcity the burden is that much greater, for a large number of gifts of many
varieties have to be obtained: trinkets
lmd baubles for friends, costly presents
for relatives, and worthless toys for
the children. These
have to be carefully
packed and wrapped
with fancy paper,
string and stickers.
Moreover, evergreen
trees have to be purchased, and then
trimmed with glitterDECEMBER 22, 1948

ing knick-knacks of many varieties.
Finally the climax is reached, a
holiday is declared, and Christmas is
celebrated with a burst of festivity.
Reason and self-control, long since
abandoned, the multitudes recklessly
plunge as deep as possible into the
momentary joys and pleasures of
the affair in an effort to drown their
troubles and sorrows of the past year.
Many parties are held, excessive eating , and drinking is indulged in, and
all sDrts of foolishness run riot. Surrounding the gala frivolity is a covering of religious piety and formality.
ChurCH-going, special prayers, special
sermons, and most assuredly special collections, are sandwiched in with the other events as a part of the celebration.
l'he occasion is Christendom's greatest
annual carnival!
\Vhat a mighty letdown when it is all
over! The joy and pleasure, how short~
l~ved, considering the expenditure Of
tIme,. money and energy in preparation!
Ho)v sobering the reality, when the emotional intoxication wears off and one begins to survey the damage and disappointments! The financial damage is
measured in the millions of dollars, damage that takes many months to repair.
The physical and
mental strain often completely exhausts the body
and mind, leaving
them limp and haggard. \Vhen the
festival is over and
sobriety returnf'l,
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and when the mask of make~believe and
the veil of sheer hypocrisy are removed,
both adults ahd juveniles suffer disappointments. Sorrow stings the hearts of
children who fail to receive what they
had been led to expect. Remorse bites
the conscience of adults who received
more than they had expected when they
gave themselves over to "wanton excesses. Depression and despair creeps over
the people as old worries and troubles
return, bringing with them a flood of unpaid bills and visions of new calamities.
And then there are night-marish Christmas ties to be worn.
Victims of Many Rackets
Only after it is over with can one
soberlv look back on the Christmas celebration and properly count its tremendom, cost. Only then does one see that
the event amounts to just so many dollars and so little sense, just so much
business, so much \'mrk, so much worry,
so much sweat, and in the end so many
tears and sorrows. Looking back one
realizes what frightful pressure and
duress was heaped upon the public by an
unscrupulous and heartless business
world that hiked the prices higher than
normal, and then put the "squeeze" on
the customers. \Vhether buying a toy for
the kids, a tree for the parlor, or a card
for a friend, the public is plundered and
robbed by commercial fraud and deceit.
Take a' close look at the business of
gift~giving. From all sides the people are
pommeled with the idea that they must
give something to tllpir pals. Everybody
is doing it j it is the popular thing; a social custom that should not be ignored.
. In many instances, no doubt, there is a
deep feeling of love and affection behind
the giving, but in many other cases selfishness is the dictuting motive. Fear also
enters in, fear that you may overlook
someone who ,vill remember you.
The toy bURiness is a monstrous racket
that swallows up $300,000,000 of consum10

er cash a year. With over 100,000 toys
already on the market the manufactur~
ers pressure the parents into buying ex~
pensive novelties by creating a constant
flood of new gadgets and whatnots. 'rhe
latest: toy pop-up toasters, mechanical
washin9'-machines, chemistry outfits containing specks of uranium are, and dolls
that eat crackers and wet their panties.
Seriously, now, is not the Christmas~
tree racket one of the worst wasters
there are1 Before the last war it robbed
the public to the tune of $25,000,000, not
to mention the additional cash rolled in
by the multimillion-dollar or n arne n t
business. As a destroyer of the national
resources every year more than 15,000,000 trees, ten to fifteen years old, are
ruthlessly cut down, and hundreds of
thousands of these are never sold.
The Santa Claus Fraud
Probably the" celebration's most brutal
hoax, the one that attacks the tender
morals of the young and innocent chil~
dren, is the bewhiskered old duffer called
"Santa Claus". Shattering the hopes and
expectations of the young, and filling
them with mistrust and disrespect for
their lying parents, this St. Nick has hecome a model gangster in the minds of
the little ones. Robert Ripley, in "Believe
It or Not", tells the kids that '·St. Nicholas was the patron saint of thieves, gangsters and pawnbrokers, as well as children". "The tomb of Santa Claus [in
Italy] is a sanctuary for thieves and
gangsters and is kept dimly lighted so
that criminals can worship without fear
of recognition."
Simple-minded parents take up this
thesis and tell their' children, "Santa
won't bring you any .presents if you
don't eat your oatmeal." As a re.sult, the
kids learn the ways of this world and try
to bribe Santa bv various means. Tn Belgium and the Netherlands they put out
hay and fodder for Santa's horse, and
in America where money "talks" one
youngster wrote a note to Santa, sayA WAKE I

ing, ('In my stocking you'll find two hits
for beer.'> Efforts to halt this mischief
have met with failure; as, for example,
a professor in France was prosecuted

for d~stroying a child's belief in the
Satanic Santa myth. Again, in Pittsburgh, when honest parents tried to get
a court order to prevent Santa impostors
from parading arouQd deceiviRg the
children they were severely denounced
by the judge, who declared that "Sapta
Claus ... will be protected in thi!!! colnrt
against all aspersions and insinuations",
Taking full advantage of this mythical
humbug Big Business has become Santa's publicity agent,. ev"en opening up
schools to train these "jolly good gangsters" for tile department stores. For
$15 parents can rent one of these fellows
to put on a 30-minute act for their offspring. In the end, however, this makebelieve npnsense boomerangs on the foolish heads of t.he parent.s, for they are
forced to get the kids what they ask of
Santa in order to save Santa's face.
What a 1:llagnificent racket!
Another colossal money-making
scheme is that of selling Cl1ristmas cards
and stamps. Strange, is it not? how the
Xmas-card racket primes people to send
cards to all who border on the fringe of
their acquaint.ance. Love is not the motive. Rather, failure to send them is
made to appear as a social error, and
one's standing in t.he community is measured by the number of cards sent and
the price paid for them. The foremost
artists are employed to satisfy the demand for new, more weird, blasphemous,
and lewd cards. The "Mail Cards Early"
hoax is pushed by the newspapers and
radio; prices are boosted as high as $2.50
per card; and, as a result, nearly 1,500,000,000 cards are unloaded every year
on the American public.
Looking Behind the "Charity" Mask
The Christmas seal idea that began in
1904 in Denmark has spread to 45 naDJEOEMBER 22, 1948

tions. While the double-cross symbol on
Ie' seals smells of the ancient Crusades,
the most offensive odor arises from the
fact that only an indefinite percentage of
the millions upon millions of dollars paid
for the privilege of licking these seals
ever reaches the'victims of tuberculosis
to relieve their suffering. Gtabbing on to
this lucrative idea a Catholic seminary
out in Colorado printed its own Christmas seals, and up to 1946 had pocketed
$70,000.
Beggars ~plenty! There seems to be
an endless number of pious-faced criers
for charity around this time of year. On
every street corner, at the entrances of
~e dep~r~ment stores and public buildmgs, relIgIOUS :panhandlers take up their
stations. Jinghng their collection pans
and cups, ringing their bells, and lifting
up theIr pity-filled voices for help, they
touch the emotional soft-spots of the
passers-by. All the once-a-year almsgivers are called upon to help the orphanages, hospitals, old people's homes
and the churches, if for no other reason
tha~ that they themselves may, in the
commg months, have "good luck". What
happens to the poor and needy, the halt
and blind, the old and infirm, the rest of
the year no one seems to worry about.
The charity business does not overlook
~he school children, who are lined up for
their "free-will offerings", and the parents pay the bill.

How to Escape the DevUish Event
After a sober look at this wild and
maddening celebration one wonders why
intelligent people allow themselves to be
ravished and plundered by it year after
year. The explanation is found in the
training and teaching and propaganda
upon which they are fed. From a child
they are taught religious trl\ditions and
customs. These Christmas customs and
beliefs about Nimrod trees, yule logs,
candles, firecrackers, mince pies, animal
cookies, Santa Claus, mistletoe, ivy and
II

holly have npthing. to do with true Chris.
tianity as taught and practiced by Christ
Jesus and His disciples, and as set forth
in the Bible. The best authorities and
the indisputallie facts, as published in
former issues of Awake! (December 22,
1946, December 22, 1947), prove beyond
all doubt that the>le beliefs and customs
are purely of pagan origin. But, until
an individual has the opportunity to investigate these facts and learn the truth,
he is bound to be s\vept along with the
popular tide.
Forcing the populq,r Christmastide
along is a relentless pressure of propa·
ganda .that is poured forth from every
side by press, radio, educational institu·
tions and every other vehicle that hires
itself out for commercial exploitation.
Throughout the year specialists and
technicians busilv work behind the
scenes creating ne\\' ideas to capture the
eye, cal', taste, smell and feel of the
Christmas shoppers. Each year the news·
papers and magazines carry millions of
words in ads and editorials glorifying
the affair. Each year the schools dust
off nursery rhymes and fairy stories;
the clergy resurrect old sermons j and

the radio fills the ether waves with earcatching music and carols. All of these
agencies combine their strength to whip
the people into an emotional lather and
nervous frenzy. The result of all this is
that the misery of the masses is increased, and the people put under a huge
financial lmrden.
·What, then, is the remedy, and how
may honest and sincere people escape
this tinsel-decorated snare1 Onlv bv a
knowledge of the truth; for, as· Ch~ist
declared, "'the truth shall make you free."
(John 8: 32) If tlwy kJUJ"w the truth thev
will be made free from nIl ignorance and
superstition on the subject. They will be
able to protect themselves from the
Christmas racketeers. ~rhey \vill not be
sucked into the celebration's \vhirlpool
of demonisIn. If they know the truth they
will not blaspheme Christ's name "\",ith
an annual splurge of out"\vard show.
They will know December 25 is not the
anniversary of Jesus' birth. 1foreover,
they will "\",orship and praise and honor
Christ Jesus and His Father Jehovah
God in spirit, in truth and in fact every
day of the year.

'<5he Truth About Lying Parents
In times past when childrcn became a "problem" the usual procedure was
to ask somebody like a psychologist what was "'Tong, and so often the
answer came back that la:ck of affection on the parents' part was the cause.
Why the Ilhildren were not asked is not known, unless it was feared they
might tell the truth of the matter. Recently, however, 276 underprivileged and so-called
"problem children" in Children's Village at Dobbs Ferry, New York, were b>1Ven
the opportunity to speak their mind. They were polled as to what qualities in parents
tbey liked and disliked ,
Instead of affection ranking the highest, it was placed sixth on the list. These
children who spoke from experience said they hated parents that put on a hypocritical
display of affection and gush when in public. Ahead of aff<'ction, and as more desirous,
they placed snel! characteristics as honesty, justice, courteousness and a kind and quiet
voice, and truthfulness. Ninety_eight percent said that the greatest attribute and deHired
trait that a father or mother could possess was the rarc ability to speak the truth.
Remember this, parents, when your children ask you about Santa ClauB.
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The Story of the Panama Canal

"THE
land divided, the world united."
Thus is described the narrow,
rib~

bon~like

st1,'etch of ,vater connecting the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans, known as
the Panama Canal. Depicted by some as
"the biggest ditch on earth", this manmade ~'westward passage" sought for
more than four hundred years by treasure seekers, and having become a twentieth century reality, emerges from an
astonishing and intriguing past.
This "westward passage" became a
"must" when Europe's land routes were
closed in 1452 by the conquest of the
Eastern Rothan Empire by the Turks.
FODty years later Columbus, in search
of the treasure cities of the Orient, set
foot on the Isthmus of Panama, thinking
he had reached India. He was followed
by Balboa, in 1513, who discovered the
Pacific ocean.
But this "N:"ew World" was rich in
treasure too. Colonization by Spain began, and soon the fabulous
wealth of the Incan Empire
had been transported by muleback and shoulders of sweating
slaves across the Isthmus to
waiting ships on the Caribbean
coast; but a canal was seen to
be the best means of those
seeking cheap and easy access
to th.e East. A survey ordered
in 1534 by Charles V of Spain
was oppos.ed by his son,
Philip II, on the ground that it
DEOEMBER 22, 1948

would expose Spain's colonies on the
west coast of the Americas to her enemies. Philip appealed to Scripture:
''What therefore God has joined together, let no man put asunder."
The situation remained practically
static for three centuries, until the discovery of gold in California caused another west.ward surge of treasure seekers. The danger-infested journey across
the North American continent caused
many to seck the overland passage
across the Isthmus. "The world had need
of Panama, once more, as a traffie rpute,"
and the quickest solution was a railroad.
An 4-merican company, in 1850, hegan
the tedious task of ~arving a railroad
through jungle-swamp and across the
Continental Divide IJeneath the scorch~
ing rays of a tropical sun. Hundreds of
Chinese and Irish laborers succumbed to
the malignant effect of the climate j but
inexorably the railroad wormed its way·
across the Isthmus at a snail's pace,
about eight miles a year. In July, 1855,
the fir:st locomotive croi:lsed from ocean
to ocean.
The French Attempt
But the dream of a canal still lingered.
In May, 1876, C61ombia, which controlled Panama, granted a concession to
Mr. Gogorza of the United States and
General Turr of France to construct a
canal across the Isthmus. In 1879 Count
de Lesseps of Suez Canal fame arrived
in Colon from Paris to begin a sea-level
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canal with a tidal lock. Work began the
following year, and continued intermittently for the next twenty years. Although the French did much valuable
work t.hey were defeated from the beginning, for they had gone into the project
with the idea of an investment that
would make all its stockholders independently rich; and the millions poured into
it came principally from frugal, hardworking, middle-class families. Those in
charge of the work who lived on the
Isthums built themselves large mansions
and slJeut much of their time in lavish
entertai6.ment instead of concentrating
on canal GODstruction.
However, the greatest thing tha,t
whipped them was tropical disease. By
Septemher, 1885, the death rate from
malaria and yellow fever had risen to
176.97 per 1,000 employees. \Vith no understanding of the cause, or spread of
these diseases their - very hospitals
served as incubators for the mosquitoes
that spread the plagues. By the turn of
the century the French Company was
bankrupt and the canal still appeared as
an unattainahle ideal.
\Vith the collapse of the French project, the investors, particularly the Panamanian businessmen, began to search for
a buyer for the French concession and
equipment to salvage at least a portion
of their money. Panamanians had no
love for Colombia, and at various times
had sought to free themselves from her
control. The United States, interested in
building a canal of her own, was dealing
with both Colombia and Nicaragua to
secure a concession, and the two countries played desperately against each
other at \Vashington.
In 1903 a treaty between the United
States and Colombia was ratified by the
United States, but the Colombian congress failed to act on the matter before
it adjourned j so the Panamanians took
the matter in their own hands and revolted against Colombia November 3.
President· Theodore Roosevelt's desire

to have the canal in Panama instead of
Nicaragua resulted in sufficient assistance to enable Panama to gain her independence. By December 2 Panama had
ratified a treaty with the United States,
and on February 23, 1904, it was ratified
by the United States.

The United States Tackles It
Recognizing that the conquest of the
jungle .vas primarily a conquest of its
two worst scourges, malaria and yellow
fever, the president appointed Colonel
Gorgas, who had made Havana livable,
as the head of the sanitary commission
to "pull the teeth of the tropics". The
greatest testimony to his ability is given
in the statistics that prove that by the
end of 1905 the death rate from all diseases was less than 25 per 1,000.
But the American project was slipping
toward the abyss that had swallowed the
French effort-mismanagement of
finances. 'l'he work and machinery were
being handled through };)rivate concerns
more interested in fattening their own
purses than in building a canal. 'With the
exception of Colonel Gorgas, nearly all
of the official representatives of the
United States on the Isthmus showed
a positive genius for offending the natives. And until June of 1906 the type of
canal .vas still unsettled, at which time
President Hoosevelt signed the Act authorizing the lock type. He also turned
the entire project over to the army engineers, with Colonel G. W. Goethals as
chief engineer in complete charge. The
work was put on a cost-plus basis, the
idea being to move as much dirt as possible for the least money. Goethals lived
on the Zone and daily made personal inspection tours of the Canal.
, The enormity of the job can be appreciated by realizing that enough dirt had
to be 'removed to make a tunnel more
than 12 feet square through the earth at
the equator. Never before had men
dreamed of taking such liberties with nature, of making such sweeping changes
AWAKEI

in the geographical formation of a country. He had to build a young mountain,
known as Gatlin Dam, balance Gatun
lake of some 150 square miles on the top
of the Continental Divide, and gouge
out a canyon 10 miles long, 300 feet wide
at the bottom, over half a mile wide at
the top and more than 250 feet deep in
places, called Culebra Cut (also called
Gaillard). Here in Panama, where the
mighty chain of mountains stretching
from Alaska to J;atagonia drops to only
290 feet above sea level, the backbone of
the 'Western Hemisphere was to be
gnawed through by puny man to form
the "westward .passage".
Gatun Dam and Culebra Cut
AplOng the famous locations along the
canal is Gatun dam, necessary to impound the torrential waters of the Chagres river and harness its surging currents for the operation of the' canal by
forming a lake over 20 miles long, 85
feet above sea level. Skeptics questioned: Can a dam be built that will not
be pl,lshed over b~" the weight of so great
a body of wated -Will not such quantities
of water seep through that it will not be
feasible' The dam itself answers! For
35 years it has successfully restrained
Gatun lake. A mighty barrier It miles
long, 115 feet high, 80 feet wide at the
top and almost a mile wide at the bottom
cannot be toppled over, since its base is
many times its height. A ,specially constructed concrete apron on the upstream
side reduces seepage to a point lower
than that through natural terrain.
Culebra Cut is undoubtedly the most
spectacular job on the "Big Ditch". Here
at the Continental Divide the French
had done most of their work and had cut
the mountain range to within 150 -feet of
sea level. But with the acceleration of the
excavating under American efforts unexpected difficulties arose in the form of
landslides, the first one coming October 4, 1907. These earth movements, not
so rapid as most landslides, were more
DEOEMBER 22, '1948

like the action of a great mud glacier
steadily and relentlessly disrupting the
intricate system of railroads used for
carrying off excavated material. The
tracks were tangled as for a giant's
((Jack-straws" game or completely buried
along with railroad rolling stock and the
huge excavators. At times the tremendous -pressure of the towering artificial
cliffs on either side of the cut caused
the ver7 bottom of the excavation to
bulge WIth disastrous results. Simply re-'
moving more dirt from the sides did not
help; so huge hydraulic pumps were installed and the mountain tops were literally washed off into the surrounding
lowlands until enough' pressure was removed to stop, both the slides and the
bulges.
The final step in the completion of that
long-anticipated "we s twa r d passage"
was taken on October 10, 1913, when the
president of the United Stafes, Woodrow Wilson, pushed a button at his desk
in Washington. This demolished the
Gamboa dike by a discharge of dynamite
planted under it and the dream of a connecting link between the, AtlS:-ntic and
Pacific oceans became a reality.
Through the "Big Ditch"
On August 15, 1914, the first commercial transit was made; so let us climb on
board and make the trip through the
canal. Sailing due south from the Carib.
bean sea we pass between the two massive breakwaters extending from 0016n
on the east and Taro Point on the west.
The' first four miles we sail through
Limon Bay; then the shores close in and
for the next four miles the channel lies
between low banks covered with swampy
jungle. Arriving at Gatun Locks, we
spend about an hour and ten minutes
being lifted up three levels to enable us
to· sail out' onto Gatun lake, 85 feet above
our starting point.
Across this beautiful lake we steam under our own power until a rather sharp
turn ushers the boat into Culebra Cut,
15

where for nine miles we pass between
precipitous walls. Pedro Miguel Locks
greet' us at the Pacific end of the cut,
and in approximately forty minutes we
have been lowered down the first step
back toward sea level. A short distance
farther on and we enter the last of the
locks, }.Iiraflores, where we are lowered
to sea level in fifty-five minutes. About
eight hours after Jeaving the Caribbean
sea we sail out onto the Bay of Panama,
after a journey of about fifty miles, to
find ourselves south and east of our
starting point on the Atlantic coast.
This trip has cost the ship company
from hvo to four cents pel' hundredweight of cargo, which means the average ship pays tolls amounting to from
$5,000 to $10,000. But the saving over the
longer trip around the Horn more than
compensates. To maintain the canal,
$15,500,000 a year is rcquired.
The United States spent $375,000,000
in ten years to build the eanal, whereas
the French spent $300,000,000 over a period of twenty years in thcir effort. At
first it waR estimated the cost would be
paid in 100 years, but later estimates
have said it will be paid by 1960.
4,969,802 long tons (2,240 pounds) ,were
carried through the canal in 1915, the
first full year of operation. \Vith the exception of the years during World
·Wars I and II the use of the "Big Ditch"
has steadily increased untiL by the end

of the year ending June, 1947, the -tQtal
tonnage had reached 21,670,518. The fol~
lowing year tolls-paying traffic for the
first time exceeded the prewar high of
1940 paying tolls to the amount of
$19,956,595,

The capacity of the present canal is
48 ships a day, dispatched from either
terminal at intervals ranging from onehalf to -one hour. Ships may begin the
transit from either terminal at 6 a.m.,
but the last one to leave the Atlantic terminal at Cristobal must depart no later
than 3 p.m. Vessels must depart from the
Pacific terminal in Balboa no later than
3: 30 p.m., and those eanying hazardous
cargo transit the canal at the discretion
of the captain of the port and are nevel'
permitted to proceed uuless they can
clear the cut. before dark.
The Panama Canal is a marvel of
engineering skill, considering that it was
constructed at the beginning of the "machine age", but it is already insufficient
to handle aU modern sea-going vess('-ls.
One wonders what etHlld he accomplished
now with l'eeent engineering developments and mechanical inventions. And
one wonders more that if imperfect creatures can so use their God-given faculties, what marvelous rhings will the~- accomplish in the New "\Vorld, when, under
divine supervision, as perfect men, they
will beautify this earth.-Awake! correspondent in Panama.

. . --Mso(o'--··
:~,

"'1)istress of Nations, with Perp-°dty"
«l. At the recent assembly at Amsterdam of the World Council of Churches Martin
Niemoller said: "Weare faced by a critical situation, and thi~ situation has driven us
together, because it COnC!;rnS u~ all and demands a response from us all . . . . The world
in which we live and act is out of joint, not only here and there, but everywhere, and
the disorder is illcreasing with alarming rapidity. Far and wide, and especially in the
'Old Wurld', a paralyzing atmosphere of decline is spreading. We do not know how the
difficulties by which we arc faced are te be overcome; we even doubt whether they wiiI
be overcome at all. This doubt goes even further: we are ·already talking about a 'postChristian era' in which we live, and we see the process of deeay affecting the Christian
Chureh itself. • . . As Christendom we are today with the rest of mankind in the same
position, the 'solidarity of desperation'."
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THE large fourengined plane from
Lagos circled over the
green savanna country,
it was easy to see the
layout of the historic city beneath. 'l'here
was the walled city, with the twin towers
of its gleaming white mosque sparkling
in -the tropical sunlight. Separated by a
strip of verdure ,'las the sprawling
suburb of 'Sabon Gari, with its long,
straight streets and rectanguIRr plan in
contrast with the jumbled mass of lanes
and buildings within the walls. Dotted
around were other suburbs and over in
the distance could be seen the European
reservation, with its fine avenues 'and
inviting homes. The mQdern airport
gives the visitor an initial taste of the international flavor of the city. Parked on
the run way s could hp, seen British,
French and Dutch planes, while whiterobed Hausas scurried to and fro among
travelers of varied nationality.
Kana is the largest town and by far
the most important commercial center in
the northern provinces of Nigeria. It has
a population of about 100,000, of which
approximately 89,000 are found within
the old city, which is surrounded by a
wall at least ten miles in circumference.
Although the major part of the population are Mohammedan Hausas, there are
also a considerable number of Fulani,
some Beri, Maguzawa, and other tribes.
The early history of Kano is obscure,
but it is probable that there was a prosperous blacksmitp's settlement on the
site of Kana city a thousand years ago.
The first recorded ruler of Kana lived
DECEMBER 22, 1948

A.D. 999. Later, probably during the
fourteenth century; the rulers of Kano
were converted to Islam, and as a result
Mohammedanism became the predominating influence in the lives of the people.
Kana appears to have been at the height
of its military power during the fifteenth
century, but it later declined and fell
successively under the domination of
Songhai, the J ukun Confederation and
Bornu, and finally fell to the Fulani at
the beginning of the nineteenth century.
Kano emirate came under British administration following the capture of
Kana city in 1903.
Leaving the airport by taxi, the traveler will be taken to a fine modern guest
house, specially provided for European
travelers. There he can enjoy splendid
accommodation with fine meals and every convenience. But let us forget about,
Western standards of life and make a
ttip to the ",'RUed city. The best and most
practical way of getting around is- to
.borrow or hire a bicycle. Accompanied
by a guide, hero or three miles' riding.
brought us to the city gates. The \valls
are built of brown mud and vary in
height, sometimes more than twenty feet,
at other times less.

The Market Place
Through the gates and down thf' narrow mud street, we were soon in the
market, which is the general rendezvous
for the entire population. Here was an
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unforgettable sight. rfhe market .lS the bon. In appearance it bears all the evi-largest in th'\ whole of Nigeria and pos- dences of Mohammedan religious archi~
sibly in AfrIca. It covers many acres teeture. :Each Friday all good Mahamof land and seems to be a teeming mass medans in the city, are supposed to aBof life: flies, goats, donkeys and humans. semble here for prayer, while :five times
Market stalls generally consist of a each dB:Y they go to the little -family
patch of ground upon which wares of all mosques around the walls. But many
kinds are displayed. One stall will be have become apathetic and do not 'keep
displaying brightly colored peppers j an- up these religious practices in full. Moother, cakes of brown native sugar and hammedan priests are seen around the
spices. Over to one, side will be a butch~ streets, easily identified by their more
ers stall with chunks of raw meat liter- elaborate garb and the rosary thm is
ally black with flies. As you pick your often carried in the hand. Shaggy beards
way among the donkeys, goats and twist- and a dirty, unkempt appearance are dising, twirling bicycles, a biting stench will tinguishing characteristics of these reassault the nostrils, as a white-robed ven- ligious parasites.
dor with skins atop his head passes by.
Beyond Jthe mosque is the rear of the
Rolls of native cloth can ,be seen on emir's palace, with the prison on the
every l!and. Over against the mud wall left. The prison is surrounded by a masof -some humbIe dwelling a Hausa will sive mud wall several feet thick. The
be "ironing" some cloth. With a modern _ palace likewise is encompassed by a mud
electric iron' you may ask. No, -but with wall, and stands in grounds covering
a club-like implement with which he some acres. It is like a walled city within
beats the cloth, rolls it in his hands, a walled city. Passing the length of the
beats it again, continuing until it comes walls we came to the main entrance to
out t().l a silky smoothness, enough to the palace grounds, faCing the imposing
satisfy any American housewife.
secnetariat.
What is that heap of powdered grainThe present emir of Kano, Abdullahi
like substance that you see a Hausa Bayaro, is the tenth of his line and is
measuring out to'one of his customers? descended from Silimanu, the founder of
That has been imported from the south the present dynasty, who became the first
and is known as gari or ground cassava. Fulani emir in 1806, after the overThe same Hausa will probably have throw of the original Habe rulers of
locally-grown millet and Indian corn.
Kano. Within those walls he resides in
Then there -is the native medicine all his splendor. He maintains three
store, and the general emporium where h~rems, with a total of 450 wives. On
goods, wares and merchandise of every state occasions he comes forth mounted
conceivable variety are on sale. Cocoa- on a camel with all his chiefs in procesnuts, oranges, bananas alJ,d different sion, while his obedient subjects grovel
varieties of fruit from the south are sold on their bellies as he passes by.
In the secretariat the general business
along with locally~grown vegetables,
such as lettuce, 'carrots and cabbage. But of Kana emirate is cared for. There are
let us leave the market and weave our the courts of justice and the offices of
way down the narrow lanes.
the Native Administration. The Kano
native treasury, housed in tRe secreMosque and Palace
tariat, is by far the largest in the whole
Coming to the end of one narrow lane of British 'Vest Aftic.a and has a reve~
we arrive at the great white mosque nue as great as some of the smaller
sta:qding in a large open space. It is a crown colonies. For the year 19+4-45 the
new building, still in course of construc- gross revenue was £388,822 ($1,566,952),
Ht
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highWay we neaded for Sabon Gari.
The administration is fairly progres.. Passing along we noticed the large
sive and large sums of rooney have pyramid shapes covered with tarpaulins
been spent on modern installations. at intervals along the roadside. Inquiry
It was the first place in the northern revealed that these are the huge ground.
provinces to have good electric and wa~ nut dumps referred to from time to time
ter supply, and the city hospital for natives is the largest and best equipped in in the press. They are awaiting transport
West Africa. However, in viewing the to Lagos, from where they will be exstinking gutters Ilnd insanitary condi- ported for oil extraction. But the claim
tion of the streets and the begging lepers is made that the Nigerian ra.ilway has
in the market, the visitor is impressed insufficient rolling stock to move them.
And 'so the dumps remain, growing ever
that there is still much that is lacking.
The language of Kana is Hausa. Un- larger.
like the rest of Nigeria, where English is ,
Kano is more than a center of 'comthe official language and is used in all merce; it is a center. of religion. Everygovernment departmepts, here l{ausa where Islam is the predominating influ·
holds sway. All British officials must ence in the lives of the people. Ignorance
learn Hausa and be examined therein be- and illiteracy are the general rule. The
fore they can take up any administrative Mohammedan religion, like other forms
post. Government dQcuments, tax re· of demonism, has long kept the creduceipts and official pUblications are all lous masses enveloped in a shroud of
printed in Hausa rather than in English. darkness. But the days of Islam are
In the schools, we were told, Hausa is numbered, apd in the New World of
taught for the first seven years before righteousness the people will no longer
the student is instructed in English.
be steeped in ignorance and herded into
And so ended our tour of the walled walled cities.-Awakel correspondent in
city. Out through the gates and down the West Africa.

and expenditure £307,567 ($1,239,495).

c5\tomic Energy on Mount Carmel
Professor A. Freeman, LL.D., Li.tt.D., in a letter to the editor of The Flame, said:
"Your mention of Mount Carmel in The Flame (May-June issue) remin1ts me of some
facts revealed in the Bible Exhibition at Pembridge Road Hall, Notting Hill Gate,
London W.n, where there are thousands .of Biblical exhibits. Two of these, to my
mind, prove once more how historically and scientifically correct is the Bible. From
New Mexico, in U. S. A., comes a blue transparent crystal. Here the first test bomb
(atomic) was exploded, and all over the area were these crystals. I have a crystal
found by the archaeologists which looked exactly like the one from New Mexico (and
also those found after Hiroshima). I had the two crystals examined by a noted analyst
in London, and he declared they' were exactly the same. This stone bearing the crystal
limle from Mount Carmel, and was over 3,000 years old I The crystals were embedded
upon it. In 1 Kings, chapter 18, we read that fire came down from heaven and destroyed the offering and the large altar stones. The stOIIC in my possession was one of
the fragments of the altar stones I The same forces at work-made by God in the
beginning and just discovered hy man. How true is the Bible!"
(l
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YOUR EATING HABITS
Do they lead 'YOU to health?

Or hurry 'YOU to the grave?
OD said to our common ancestor
'l'huse who have followed thus far may
Noah: "Everything that moves, that now conclude that a wholesale condemis alive, is to be food for you; as I once nation of all dietary theories is forthgave you the green plants, I now give coming. Not so. Let all who wish conyou evcrything,"-Genesis 1: 29; 9: 3, tinue to follow their own dietary custOlllS. An effort will simply be made to
An American Translation.
Modified rules of eating were given take food out of the class of medicinal
the J;sraelites, but their operation ended panaceas, and place it in the category of
with' Christ.. The apostle Paul removes enjoyable benefits.
all doubt concerning the lifting of the
old rules: "In later times some will . . . Vitamania
This is the age of fear. Food is not
insist on abstinence from certain kinds
of food that God ereated for men who the cause of its -many woes, and will in
believe and understand the truth to en- no wise he the cure. "But food is not gojoy."-l Timothy 4:1-4, An Amer. ing to affect our standing with God. \Vc
are none the worse if 'we do not eat it,
Trans.; Gal. 3: 23-25; Acts -10: 11-15.
Paul's proph~cy plus corroborative and none the hetter if we do." (1 Corinevidence not here eonsidel'ed disclose thians R: R, An Amer. Trans.) Neverthethat the J"later times" or "last days" less, onc of the remedies for ailing huwould be marked by dietary restrictions manity lJaving \vide acclaim is the vitaand prohihitions. On this point no age min f'upplcment for foods. At present
has seen such a lllultiplicity of dietary there are 30 known vitamins.
It is hard to imagine that there is any
restraints and prohibitions. Thousands
are condemning many kinds of foods and possible injurious substance in a vitamin
combinations of food formerly eaten, tablet.Jf they do you good, \vhy not take
and recommending newly created, or them, If you can afford to. On the other
isolated food derivatives our ancestors hand, if you Tely on them to cure you of
never heard about. Food, the friend of a great many ills, as suggested in the
man, created for his sustenance, and for advertisements, then you s110uld know a
his enjoyment, is now clothed in the garb few opinions unbiased by the induce~
of suspect, to ue admitted cautiously and went of profit. Certainly a believer in
only after full identification by the latest vitamins, Dr. Baucr avers:
guide books or charts!
Just to show how little foundation 01' ex-
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eusc there is for vitamin worries, if one is
willing to eat food, can be shown from the
following tabulation prepared by Dr. William
B. Bradley of the American Medieai Association Council on Food.'! and Nutrition. This
table, including only the more eomm(!n vegetables, is based on the faet that ordinar;'l- portions of common vegetables furnish such rich
sources of the important vitamins that often
we get all of one vitamin we require for a
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day's supply pius liberal contributions of the
others from an ordinary serving of just one
vegetable. [Eat What You Want, pp. 84, 108]

Dr. Austin Smith, director of t.he division of therapy and research of the
American Medieal ~ssociation, said coneerning vitamins:
Only one-tenth of one percent of. the people who take them without medical advice
get any good from
them. Most people get
enough of the vitamin:;
in their food. The additional amounts don't
help them at all. It
takes huge doses to
overcome a real vitamin defici~ncy." [Los
Angeles Times of November 7, 19M~]
Robert Yoder, in

the Chicago Da.ily News, writes in a less
respectful vein concerning vitamin tablets:
The vitamin bottles contain reading matter with real style to it, up to and including
'para-amino-benzoie acid'. I forget just what
marvel para-amino-benzoic acid llerforms; it
may be the Gladness Vitamin, that makes you
a bundle of joy, or it may be the vitamin that
wards off premature senility in copper miners.
It doesn't matter. The point is, a title like that
makes Ii customer feel he is really getting
something for his money.
In addition, while the vitamin pills are
costly, eaeh pill is believed to be a miracle of
concentration. When the· customer takes one
of those, he may not know what he is taking,
but whatever it is, ho. believes he is taking
10,000 units of it, each unit representing the
thyroid glands of an entire herd of rare Andalu.sian goats. A jolt like that is a bargain at
any price.

All the propaganda about balanced diets,
vitamins, amino acids, ''liasle seven" foods
and "hidden hunger" cannot disguise one
plain truth-that we know appallingly little
about human nutrition. EnQugh is known
about the food .needs of laboratory rats to
produce a race of super-rats any time we happen to want one. But with human beings it
IS otherwise. To the embarrassment of dietitians and food advertisers alike, a steady
stream of fresh (and
often conflicting) data
has iSlmed from nutrition laboratories to
challenge many of the
food and diet theories
we once trustingly accepted.
1\1 0 s t nutritionists
will reluetantly admit
the rudimentary state of their science. "Few
people," according to Charles G. King, scientifie director of the Nutrition Foundation,
"realize how limited our knowledge is, in regard to human nutrition. For example, we
still do not know what chemical elements and
compounds must be supplied to the human
body to meet its basic requirements for health
and growth." ...
~emember the vogue for eating compl'essed
yeast cakes? Fresh bakers' yeast, nutrition
,
researchers found, was alive with B vitamins,
notably thiamin and riboflavin. So millions
downed their yeast, grimacing but happy in
the belief that they were being nutrifi.ed.
Yeast had the vitamins all right, and still has.
The trouble is, it retains them. And even
worse, as University of

Wisconsin scicntists recently reported, the

An article by James and Peta Fuller
"checked and approved for accuracy by
several specialists in the fi~ld" entitled
"What \Ve Know About Diet", appearing in the American Mercury, opens with
the challenge:
DECEMBER' 22, 1948
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yeast cells, except whcn cooked, probably
steal some of the thiamine released by other
foods. (Raw clams, earp and a number of
other sea foods do the same thing. They contain an enzyme that destroys thiamine. Clam
chowder is still !lafe, however; cooking destroys the enzyme that destroys the vitamin.)
[pp. 281, 2841

Two further difficuJtjes faced by the
vitamin promoter is that no one knows,
even after quantitative analysis has
been made of the nutrient content of the
food, just how much of this the body
absorbs or how it ahsorbs it.
We know very little about the interaction
of food elements (there are 30 known anti·
vitamins as well as 30 known vitamins) and
we don't know exactly how much of them we
need. And the value or vitamin supplements
--Ilxcept in ~ases of known deficiency, and
even there opinion is divided-is decidedly
open to quefltion. 'rhc American Journal of
Pv.blic Health reported last year: "No indio
cation was found that sporadic or regular use
of vitamin pills among United States troops
exercised any effect whatever." Feces, it is interesting to note, are often rich in vitamins.
And C'llnCerOllS tissue has been shown to be
richer in many vitamins than normal tissue.
["What 'Ve Know About Diet," p. 285]

A well-known drug chain, nevertheless, at this very time heralds the praises
of a "Cure-aU" of Vitamin B complex,
named Rylmtol. If people. trustingly
assume, however, that large corporations consider the public welfare more
than the profit dollar they do err.

Food Prejudices and Partialities
It seems very Jikely that, through accustoming ourselves to artificial colors
and tastes, and because of prejudices
and partialities, the American appetite,
at leasi, has lost some of its discrimination. How Illany of us buy our food according to its "social register" rating'
On the other hand, many have partialities for foods not because they have a
hung!:'r for them but because they are
supposed to add strength or vigor. The
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young blade ate raw oysters for virility.
'rhe truck~dtiver consumed carrots because of their contents of vitami~ to
cure night blindness. The oyster cont~ih
utes useful amounts of iodine, hut will
not rejuvenate any more than berries
and fruit,;, nor than radishes will cure
wrinkles. Red meat will not produce the
best fighters, as one doctor points out
that the bull and gorilla are hoth vegetarians. Onions. and garlic are not
proved to be good for colds, carrots are
not proved to be good fo~ the complexion,
nor have red beets, vInegar, rhubarb
cucumbers or lemon juice heen shown t~
build up the blood or affect it in anv
way. And for the sake of the spinach~e~esters, may. it. he ~aid in passing that
It IS doubtful If It gIves up much of its
vitamin A, iron and calcium.
Another popular. belief of longstanding should be· considered: fish as a brain
food. Considering the origin of this conception, and without prejudice to an excellent food, there seelIlS little to back
up the claim. Back in the nineteent.h century, Louis Agassiz, profesE'-or of natural hist~ry .in Harvard, knowing that
fish was nch III phosphorus and that this
substance \vas a constituent of the brain
deduced that feeding the brain fish wa~
recommended. 'Without meaning to ri(licule t.he idea, it is humbly suggested that
carbon is also a constit.uent of the brain
of the whole body, in fact, but no one ha-~
ever recommended eating coal for the
brain. It must be repeated that no one
knows just how much and in what manner the system takes up necessary elements.

Food Combinations
Prohably the most publicized of all
combination phobias is the belief tenaciously advocated by converts of Dr.
.Hay that starch and protein form a poisonous combination. If, they claim, you
eat steak and "french fries" it is like
throwillg a lighted match -into your
stomaeh. l'hey also add, bread and meat
AWAKE!

eaten together help" nobody but the un- sober and wise man with awe for its
dertaker. Unfortunately for these theo- Creator.
rists, starches (the general name for
It seems, then, better to eat food to enstarches and sugarsjs "carbohydrates") joy it rather than to analyze it endlessly,
and proteins are contained already com- if such ex.amination is- for determination
bined in single fooo$. Dispelling this of what is best to eat. People have
error a food specialist writes:
thrived on vegetable and fruit diets; for
Eggs, for example, contain protein, a little example, Adam and Eve before the
carbohydrate and fat; we submit that eggs are transgression; the Israelites on manna,
natural food. Milk, which can hardly be de- which appears to have been a cereal cake.
nied to be a natural food, contains protein, According to a new publication, The
carbohydrates and fat. The whole grain which Healthy Hunzas, the inhabitants of
forms so large a part of the faddist's stock northern India, overshadowed by the
in trade is a natural food which contains pro. towering Himalayas, are the healthiest
in the world. They use no commercial
teins, carbohydrates and fat.
What shall we do' Shall we follow the ad. fertilizer, and eat "milk, eggs, grains,
vice of the food faddist to eat natural foods fruits and vegetables". On the other
and violate the advice at" the food faddist to hand, note this: "After observing -how
avoid mixing proteins and carbohydrates in the Eskimos thrive on an exelusive meat
our diet 1 Or shall we redesign nature to pro- diet, the Arctic explorer Stefansson, upduce a new kind of milk which shall be car- on his return to the temperate zon~,
bohydrate on Tuesday and protein on Wednes· made an experiment whereby he lived
day' Or shall we teach the hen to separate a year on meat products alone and gave
the egg into two compartments, one protein, no evidence of any impairment of
the other carbohydrate! Or shall we call upon health."
a new Burbank to devise a grain which will
But even if variety is not necessary,
separate ears, one carbohydrate and one pro- why not enjoy it, The Lord created a
tein, each of different size, color and shape, vast variety. Man's natural appetite
so that we can never make the mistake of chooses variety, if he can overcom~ prejeating them together?
udice and' habit. An experiment with
These faddists no doubt think that Je- children showed that if an owed to choose
sus did the multitude great harm when their own diet they balanced it themHe provided them bread and fish, more selves, as well as the scientists could.
than enough for five thousand, and other Even insects refuse "enriched fiour~';
thousands on other occasions. (Matthew while the gray squirrel eats the nutri14: 19; Mark 6: 41; Luke 9: 16) In the tious germ of corn and discards the rest.
Passover feast the Jews, on God's com- Humans eabthe rest, discard the germ.
mand, ate bread and meat.
The only Biblical restriction now is on
In qte Bible the Lo~d invites us to. amount, not variety. The commands to
reason together upon HIS Word; and use be temperate, observe, temperance, mean
the spirit of a sound mind. (Isaiah 1: 18; to exert self-control. (Galatians 5.: 23,
2 Timothy 1: 7) In an attempt to follow niaglott; 2 Peter 1: 6, An Am.er. Trans.)
this advice, the evidence seems clear that Gluttony brings many health hazards,
no one knows what a proper diet is. The especiaUy digestive troubles and overmysteries of how the body assimilates weight, opening the door for hypertenfood are almost as great as those of life sion or high blood pressure. It is seldom
itself. The facts known do not help us mentioned-today but it seems wise in this
greatly in determining what foods to eat. time of hurry and pressure to call attenExamination of the digestive system tion to the fact that man was supplied
even in the most casual way strikes the with teeth. with which to chew his food.
DECEMBER 22, 1M8
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Beiter mastication means that the food
is better mixed with the saliva and that
the smaller particles allow greater surface for the action of the digestive fluids.
Source of Health and Cure
The evidence is overwhelming that
food is not medicine, it is not a,cure-all.
Food ads, diets, vitamin pills, none of
these will rout sickness and disease that
only the Great Physician can heal. Common-sense eating, yes. Certain foods
agree with one person and disagree with
another. Experience will instruct each
one to avoid that which upsets his system. But just as one medicinal remedy
does not always cure the same disease in
two bodies, so the same eating habits
may not be benefiCial to different persons. One likes vegetables. Another meat.
n is an individual matter. As the apostle Paul said: "The man who will eat
anything must not look down on the :man
who abstains from some things, and the
IDan who abstains from them must not
criticize the one who does not."-RoIDans 14: 3, An Amer. Trans.
That bodily health is not wrapped up'
in food intake is shown by Christ Jesus,
when He said: "Listen to this, and grasp
it! It is not what goes into a man's mouth
that pollutes him j it is 'What comes out
of his mouth that pollutes a man." When
His 'hearers requested more explanation,
Jesus responded: "Can you not see that
~hatever goes into the mouth passes in-

10 the stomach and then is disposed oft
But the things tha~ come out of the
mouth come frOID the heart, and they
pollute a man." (Mp_tthew 15: 11, 17, 18,
An Amer. Trans.), Jebovah God made a
durable body for man that can handle
~ood, select the good, discard the bad.
Food is blamed for ailments,; it is
lauded as panaceas. But much of the ill
health of modern times is the fruit of the
civilization in which we live, the cities,
congestion, raucous noises, the hustle
and bustle to be about money-making,
nervous tension, gulping food to soon
jump up and be on the go again, humping over' desks, and lazily avoiding any
exercise that would help burn up heavy
food and bodily wastes. The factors that
undermine health are many, though eating habits have been made to bear the
burden of blame.
Jehovah God will bring in health and
cure in His New "VorId. We cannot beat
Him to it by accomplishing it through
fussiness over foods. Let each one eat as
he will, as seems to best meet his personal needs. Then, in the New World,
those who live will have perfect bodies,
well muscled and exercised, controlled
by nervou!? systems calmed by peaceful
surroundIngs, nourished by clean air
and perfect foods, able to partake of the
bounteous .:'easts that the Creator will
spread, without the distraction of vitamin data- and calorie charts or protein
and carbohydrate estimates.

'l9he Unclean ffSpud"
«I. Scientific etymology cannot ·explain how potatoes came to be called "Spuds". Irish
tradition, however, traees this word to the age of Elizabeth and Raleigh, When the
famous cavalier brought the potato back from the New World, press and pulpit denoun~ed it as unfit for human consumption. In Ireland, opposition was so strong that
the anti-potato faction fotmed a Society for the Prevention of Unclean Diet. From the
initial letters of the group, so it is said, came the word "spud".-Webb 13, Garrison,
Ladies' Home Jounoal, September, 1948.

Why a Heavenly Son
Was Born as a Man
OR a heavenly 8011 to be born as a
man from a ,voman'" womb it must
he a 'case, not of incarnation, but of the
son's laying aside his heavenly existence
and having hiR life miraculously transferred to the human mother's body to
vitalize an egg cell'there.
Only God. Almighty could effect Ruch
a miracle, and why -He did it appears
from His Word' in full explanation. All
His creation is perfect, and therefore
Adam, "\vhen created in Eden, ",TaR a perfect man, Concerning Jehovah God the
Creator, the prophet 1\108e8 said: "He is
the Rock, his work is perfect: for all his
ways are judgment: a God of truth and
without iniquity, just and right is he,"
(Deuteronomy 32: 4) At tJJe time that
Adam sinned he was perfect, and from
the moment of the pronouncement of
God's jUdgment upon him he was imperfect. For that willful disobedience to
God's law Adam forfeited his life and
the right to it., In due time he died, and,
all mankind being df'seendants from the
condemned Adam, all are imperfect and
all by inheritance are sinners under condemnation and condemned to death. No
wonder we die. (nomans 5: 12) Since it
was the perfect man that sinned, nothing less, nothing more, than a perfect
human life could redeem Adam's descendants, because his descendants had
proceeded from one who was perfect at
the time t.hat God gave him the authority to bring children into the earth.
The life of an angel could not furnish
the purchase price, because an angel is
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greater than a .human crcfI;ture. (Psalm
8: 5) Furt.hermore, all men on earth being descendants of Adam and hence imperfect, there was no way that man
might be redeemed unt.il Ood should provide another perfect man on earth.
(Psalm 49: 1-7) Naturally all men, after
living for a brief space of time, must
die and stay dead forerer, unless Pl'DVjsion is made by Jehovah God to give
them life.
Jehovah is the "Fountain of life", that
is to say, the One from whom all life
proceeds. "Salvation belongeth unto J ehovah." (Psalms 36: 9 and 3: S, -Ant.
Stan. Ver.) No one could provide salvation but He. In' making such provision
He arranged that His heavenly Son
should b"ecome the "man Christ Jesus"
and as such should purchase the condemned descendants of the sinner Adam.
In carrying out God's purpose, therefore, .Jesus laid aside His spirit life in
heaven and_was born aR a human creature. Then, when corne to full manhood,
He willingly laid His human life down
and, by the grace of His heavenly Father,
He had the privilege of taking up life
again as 'a spirit pero;on be{'ause He had
that commandment from His Father, as
He himself states, at John 10: 18., To
carry out Jehovah's purpose' the manchild Jesus was conceived in perfection
by the mirade-working poweJ: of Almighty God, ,as reported at Matthew
1: 18-25 and Luke 1: 26-56; 2: 1-5. At
Bethlehem in Judea He was born of a
virgin woman, born like other men, yet
without spot or blemish or sin. He grew
to manhood's estate, and then willingly
su bmiHed to a martyrs dea tho
2S

Mark here the Scripture texts conclusively proving this point: '''But we see
Jesus, who was made a little lower than
the 'angels for the suffering of death,
crowned with glory and honour; that he
by the grace of God should taste death
for every man." (Hebrews 2: 9) "So the
Word became flesh and blood- and lived
for a while among us, abounding in blessing and truth, and we saw the honor
God had given him, such honor as an
only son receives from his father." (John
1: 14, An Amer. Trans.) "But when the
proper time came, God sent his Son,
horn of a woman, and made suhject to
law, to ransom those who were subject
to law, so that we might receive adoption. And because you are sons, God has
sent into our hearts the spirit of his
Son, with the cry 'Abba!' that is, Father.'l-Galatian.''l 4: 4-6, An Amer. Trans.
If the purchase of humankind was
made by the lifeblood of the perfect Jesus Christ, and if it is thus expanded to
the human race in general, why should
there be a distinction between the purchase of those who were "subject to law",
that is to say, the nation of Israel, and
the rest of the human race who were not
under the Mosaic law? The reason why
is as follows:
The ancient Israelites were a typical
people, and by this people God set up a
typical Theocracy. Jehovah God said to
them through Moses: "Now therefore, if
yo will obey my voice indeed, and keep
my covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar
treasure unto me above all people: for
all the earth is mine: and ye shall be
unto me a kingdom of priests, and an
holy' nation." That Israel agreed to
this' arrangement we read: "And Moses
came and called for the elders of the
people, and laid before their faces all
these words which the LORD commanded
him. And all the people answered together, and said, All that the LORD hath
spoken we will do."-Exodus 19: 5-8.
In this covenant God provided that the
Israelites should be a "holy nation" unto
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Him, a "kingdom of priests", a "peculiar
treasure", thus separated from the rest
of mankind and under special obligations. Thus God covenanted with that
p~ople for the Kingdom. Sad to say, they
vlOlated the covenant and were cast
away. Thank God, according to the apostle's statement at Galatians 4: 4-6, Jesus
was "made under the law", not only that
He might redeem the human race, but
that -He as a Jew might "redeem them
that were under the law", to wit, the nation of Israel, with whom a'covenunt had
been made for the-Kingdom, to be a peculiar treasure to .Jehovalr God. So, in
laying down His life on earth as well as
in laying aside all His heavenly glory
and power, the Son of God purchased
everything pertaining to God's kingdom
and also bought the human race in general. Hereby see we the importance of
the Kingdom as above that of everything
else, so that the purchase of the human
race in general is' secondary to God's
kingdom. Tha't kingdom was set up typically with the nation of Israel, and J esus Christ, by laying down His life as a
Jew under the Mosaic law, bought up
every prospect of the Kingdom and
everything pertaining to it that had been
committed to Israel.
Later, when the privilege was extended by Jehovah God to Jews and Gentiles
alike to devote themselves to Him and
His Christ, this purchase included the
Kingdom class. Peter, under inspiration, authoritatively stated to' these
faithful followers of our Savior: "But
ye are a chosen generation, a royal
priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar
people; that ye should shew forth the
praises of him who hath called you out
of darkness into his marvellous light:
which in time past weI', not a people,
hut are now the pe{.lple of Ood: which
had not obtained mercy, but now have
obtained mercy."-l Peter 2: 9, 10.
The birth of a heavenly son as a man
therefore played a vital and essential
part in God's benevolent arrangements.
AWAKE!

Censorship Fells Bambi and Cardinal
"\ 'iOV1E censorshm here and ahroad hll8
J.V.

tit a new low ill stt:.pldlty. The Ru.sSI81lS

have turned thumbs down on, oJ ali innocent,
delightful treatuxef.!, Walt Disney's little deer
Bambi. While this is a los:! to the- Russian
people, who aIe unprh'ileged to protest, it follows the rrCNlt Commullist line of making;
(Ivery thing ('ulturally pure Russian, ... It is
ridiculous for the ~ovjc.ts to put a taboo en
Bambi; for 1he Rritiqh to ~lamp a s}nle embargo on T:lovies with Ben Hecht's ('n·di: lir.e;
for t.he St!l~S to rr,i~s seeing -8 film ell'.&~ie
like Oliver Twist b(>causc U.e villain of t.he
piece, F'a¢n, i~ if ewi~h . . .
But· Holly.vo(Ki takes the booby p1'iz~ for
settillg a dang-crons pTC'('C'd(>nt 'with iL~ p;odu('tion of "The Three :\ll1~kf'teers" by Alexandr~ DUDlM. "Musketeel'!'l" is fiction. But it
is his:orical fi('tion with real ligures such llS
King Louis XII] of Frllnce an~i Annand .Iran
du Plessis de Ri('he1it'u, H grmt ('hur('hman
n:J.d str.tesman W!10~(' pol:eit·s made defi.ni~e

impressions on h:sto::-y. Hicheliru came in:o
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'bowel' bet!ause he had been mad,~ e, Cardinal
by Pope Gt'f'/Wry xv in Hi22 and becllUse be
was the favorite of lillrie de ~:edici. She
persuaded LOilis XIII to Ilame the Cal'dinai
chief minis!er of Fr&llce. He was stern, au!lust. courageous and politically c"lnning. Korody ()ver claimed he was a saint.
K ow Holl;rwoo::l :n d"pictirlg Cardinal
Richelieu ('hooses to emplLasize his rascally
side. Fiction and flickers have done that witr.
flreatcr men. But this time HollY\I\·ood find!l·it
has a "code" to lh'e t:p to It can't sbow
"rr.il1:sters of rf'iigion" a~ .... illah:s. So Hollywood meets the situation by making Hichelieu
Prime )1inister ();" 1'"1'unce, bllt J1:) Cardinal
{;-;kf' Point: h:)w would Hollywood get
around the fact that Cae:illr Borgia, of the
J)oisoning clan, was a Pop<' n
Distortion of histo:,y r.as long ~en a 1I011y\vooo. sir. 'This is 1he flrst time we bave notieE!d it being done de:ibcrately and fer code
('enso~h:'p reasons. As Sl1('~. it is nn outrageous corrl1ption of t.he trut!J.
--,NeJJ.:sday, Oetober 27,1948.

•

Bible Prophecy

PARALLELS •.• Events of Our Day
it ever heen (,llll~d b your attenticll bpfore thai cen:uries ago
prorhets inspired by God foretold even:R which must ('orne to pass in
our cayf This bl'iJlg t.rue, another rae: will immediately hI:"' apparent
to you: To r(>co.f(nizc the parallels it i~ of utmost import!L:r.ee to be reliably informed with regard to both. Be so :nforrnec by. readin~ The
WatchtoU'I!r, a semimonthly magazine on Bih:e l'ropi!ceif"R, and its CO::llpanion, the All:akc! magazine. p"Jblished on uitNnnte weeks on the
event:; of our duy. A yeaT's 8uh:;;cription for bo:n, for $2.00, now includes
the 3:20.page book "Let God. Be True·'. Subscription for ei1her magaHa~

zine alone is $1.00.
WATClJTOWt:R
111 Adam. St.
I)lt'a~e ellt.;r my subscr1ption lor The Wat,.htOlcrr fllld .4.JCok-t!

Brooklyn I, !'II. Y.
~2
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U. N. DeliberatiOJls
• The U. N. was marking time the
first week of November, aw8lt1ng
American election returns. Meanwhile the SOviet staged a filibuster, with the supwrt of the
satellite nations, to block a vote
on a 'Western resolution indicting Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and
Albania as aiding the Greek
civil war. Tbe filibuster 'failed
to' gain its end, and the Assembly voted to condemn the three
Communist satellite nations for
rendering aid to the Greek guerrillas. The Gelleral Assembly. by
a vote of 40-6, approved the U. S.
Atomic Control Plan and moved
to reactivate the Atomic Energy
Commission. The Soviet launched
II. "Peace Proposal" which met
with little response. The U. N.
Political Committee ·turned down
the Russian move for a one-third
reduction in armaments by the
major powers, and prohibition of
the atomic bomb. Instead a Belgian prOllosal was accepted,
recommending that the Security
CoUncil continue to study the
problem in the hope that eventually peace agreements would
make a reduction possible. In the
discussions Soviet Delegate Andrei Vlshlnsky delivered a speech
accnslng the U. S. of plotting a
"Pearl Harbor" against the So~
viet, by flying airplanes carrying
atoin bombs from British bases
to major Russian cWes.
Attempts to ease ·the tense
Berlin situation were made by
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U. N. Secretary General Trygve

Lie and U. N. Assembly President Herbert Evatt of Australia,
who appealed to the four powers
involved to take Immediate action to break up the deadlock.
Identical letters were sent to
President Truman, Pre'mier Stalin, Premier QUeullle of France
and British Prime !dinister
AttIee. No speCific suggestions
were offered, but renewal of
talks wag urged. Viewing the
Berlin blockade as 8. coercive
measure, the Western powers
maintained the'r position that
they would not negotiate under
duress. In view of the fruitless
talks Parisians referred to the
U. N. alii a modern tower of
Babel.
Palestine In the U. N.
.. In a Ca~adlan-French-Belgium
resolution in the U. N. Security
Council November 15 an armIstice In Palestine was called for.
The resolution, Which won U. S.
approval, proposed that the Jews
and i\.rabs be told to start immediately to negotiate terms. In
a report made public on November 7 U. S. Brigadier General
Wm. E. Riley, U. N. chief of stalT
In Palestine, said the best thing
the U. N. could do was to Withdraw from the Palestine sltw.at10n and leave settlement to direct Arab-Jewish negotiations,
because the Arab military effort
In Palestine had> completely collapsed. He stated that the Secn-

rlty OQuIiCll'8 order was Impracticable and' unenforceable. Tbe
report maQ-e a deep impression
and aroused a strong protest on
the part of the'Brltlsh, who sent
their Middle East trouble shooter, Harold Beely, to see Acting
Palestine Mediator Bunche. Mr.
Bunche issued a partial denial of
the report. November 9 tl!e Jew~
officially requested the U. N. 'to
Investigate reports that Brltlsq
regular troops had returned to
Palestine to help the Arabs and
that they had armed Iraqi forces
as well as the Arab Legion. The
British war office denied the reports emphatically. Meanwhile
preparations are under way In,
Palestine for a national election.
In (JhIna's Struggle
~ The first week In November
saw great gains .being made by
the Chinese Communists in their
war upon the Natlopallst govern_
ment. Their forces destroyed a
dozen government divisions In a
co-ordinate drive south~ard. ·An..
estimated million men were
locked In battle on the crutial
front. During tlle second week of
the month the Communist f().rces
were seekIng to break through
the Nationalist lines at SUchow,
gateway to the Nanking-Shang_
hai area, the heart of, ChIna..
Hunger riots und wiJd currency
infiatlon swept through the Nationalist zono:!. Mobs looted food
stores, clamoring' for rlee. Martial law was declared in Nan.
king and Shanghai. Americans
not connected with the armed
services began to e"acuate the'
capitql. American omcials sought
to hasten shipment of supplies of
food and arms.

Tojo's Hanging
• Hldekl Tojo, who became
premier of Japan in the fall of
1941, who unleashed the Pearl
Harbor attack and directed the
Jap war against the Allies, had
been on trial for war crimes
since April, 1946, together with
24 other Japanese leaders. He
was sentenced on November 12 to
die by hanging. Six others wIH.
hang with him. Sixteen defend-
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ants drew liIelltellces of life 1mprfsonmellt, one a sentence of
twenty years, and another, MI;!.moru Shlgemisu, who signed the
.Japanese surrender on the U. S. S.
Missouri, got seven years. Deal'
lng with leaders in aggressive
wars as common criminals Is a
new departure In International
law.

De Gaulle and the French
.. The French Council of -the
Republic is the upper chamber
of its parliament. Its role is
chIefly advisory. It can return to
the national assembly bills It
does not approve. Most of the
members of the council are chosen by an electoral college. From
Its beginning in 1946 the council
bas been composed (In the order
of ilIltHJrtance}- of Communists.
Popular Republicans and SocialiSts. In early November De
Gaulle's party, not previously
,represented, became the strongest single party in the council.
The party, called the Reunion of
the People of France (RFP),
gained mtire than 40 percent of
the seats in the council. The
present government Is a coalition of moderates under the
premiership of Henri Queuille.
The Bub,r

.. The Genn~_ Ruhr, called the
m 0 s t concentrated industrial
area In the world, was the subject of controversy among the
Allies in early November. The
U. S., to aid European recovery,
wants German Industrialists to
run the Ruhr. -Britain wants the
region nationali~d; If not at
once, thcn at some future time.
France ,'iews the Ruhr In' the
bands of Germany as a threat to
her own safety, and wants the
region internationalized. November 10 the American and British
military governments in Germany decldoo to turn the Ruhr
industries over to German "trustees", to be appointed by them
with advice of German authorities. The trustees may, If the Industries are not nationalized, becQme the peil-manent owners, after payIng 01I the former owners.
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France's Foreign Minlstet Sehuman issued a protest. November 11 representatives of the
three powers and of the. Benelux:
nationlj, Belgium, Netherlands
and Luxembourg, met in London
to discuss the plan calling for
control of the Ruhr's products
by an international authority
representing the six nations and
Western Germany.
Franco Seeks Loan
.. Generalissimo Franco of Spain
stated on Armistice Day that
the Spanish people desired to
see relations between Spain and
the U. S. improved. He expressed.
the hOJIQ that Spain could receive
a U. S. loan to finance replacemerit of out-of-date industrial
and transportation equipment,
and suggested ,that $200,000,000
was desired. He stated., too, that
"Spain would be willing to tak;e
part in such
, a lVestern alliance"
as would constitute a defensive
coalition against the SovIet.
,Greek Cabinet Change
.. On the afternoon of November 12 an 87-year-old man called
on King Paul of Greece. It was
Premier Sophonlls, who had
come to hand in his reSignation.
The premier's fourteen-monthold cabinet went out with him.
The old man recommended that
Constantine Tsaldaris be made
premier in his stead.
Greek Executions Stayed
.. The Greek government" announced Noyember 7 that it had
postponet\ the execution of ten
merchant marine labor unionists
scheduled for the following day.
The men had been convicted of
subversive activities. The delay
was apparently the result of an
appeal sent to the king by Dr.
Herbert V. Evatt, president of
the U. N. General Assembly. This
action by the assembly president
came shortly after the Political
and Secu,rity Committee ended a
debate on the case and authorized its chairman to get in touch
with the' Athens delegation to
protest the el:ecutions.

Canada's New Prlme MiaIMet
.. William Lyon Mackenzie King,
prime minister of Cqnada since
1921, with two breaks totanng
about five years, "tepped down
on November 15, and was succeeded by Louis Stephen St. Lau. rent. Mr. KIng's long term of
office (totaling 7,829 days) wai
marred by the perseootlon and
war-time banning of Jehovah's
witnesses, Mr. St. Laurent was
minister of external afl'airs, and
is a Liberal. He is a Quebec lawyer, belongs to the Roman Catholic church, and speaks French
and English with eI1ual ease.
U. S. Elections
.. The American presidential
elections, watched all over the
world, were supposed to be ill
the bag for Governor Dewey of
New York. They were surprisingly and decisively for Preslqent Truman, however, who con·
sequently won a term In the
White House In his own right,
succeeding himself after filling
out an unexpired term of President F. D. Rooseyelt. President
Truman, who had criss-crossed
the continent In a 31,500-mlle
campaign tour, delivered more
thun 350 speeches. They evident.
ly had the desired efl'ect. :Besides
returning Mr. Truman to the
White House, the elections gave
the Democrats a majority of 13
in the Sellate and secured for
them a margin of 95 in tbe
House of Representatives. At
Washington, D.C., the 64-yearold chief executive and his 71year-old running mate, Alben W.
Barkley, received a rousing weI·
come. The popular vote for the
fou. presidential candidates was
23,079,060 for ]l,fr. Truman,
21,094,756 for Governor Dewey,
925,226 for Governor Thurmond
of South Carolina, and 1;094,$77
for Henry A. WaUace.

Un-American Committee
(Jba1rman indicted
.. J. Parnell Thomas, chairman
of the Un-AmerIcan Activities
Committee, was Indicted November 8 by a federal 'grand jury
on charges of conspiracy to "de-
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fraud the U. S. of Itt money",
by gettJ~ pay kickbacks from
members ot hili offtce stair, paid
by the aovernIDent. The Indict·
mel;lt charpd "that Representa·
tl ve Thom,," and ~111 former see·
retary Mlu Helm Campbell
[also lndided fol' conspiracy]
bad placed the names of Miss
Campbell'~ niece and Miss CaillP'"
bell'lI maid on Mr: Thomall' of·
flce pay roll In 1940 and 1944
respectively, and that neither of
thel!le two women ever worked
for Mr. Thomas, but they turned
over their m,pnthly salary checks
to blm. That In 1948 Mr. Thomas
collected government pay checks
for a MiSEI Jacqueline B. Hill,
who, he maintained, was a clerk·
typist for the Un·Amerlcan Activities Commtttee.!' If convicted
Mr. Thomas will be liable to a
maximum penalty of 52 years In
jail, a fine of $40,000, or both.
Dock Tie--up

.. A wildcat walkout (If Ameri·
can Federation of Labor long.
shoremen In New York on November 11 spread rapidly (lod by
November 18 the strUM! had been
made official by the Intematl(lo,
al Longshoremen's ASI!OClaUon.
Fr.om Portland, Maine, to Hamp-ton Roads, ~a., 46,000 dock
workers were receiving oMclaJ
nottftcatklO to leave their job&
The blockade grew tighter stlll
wllen the striking longshoremen
moved (November 15) to cl(llle
"escape hatches" In Canadian
and Gulf ports.

.....u· Repeals ProhlbltJoo
.. Kansas' 68·year--old constltu·
ttanal prohlbltton amendment
was on November 2 voted t& be
repealed. :'Wet" forces ;piled up
an apparent 46,ooo.vote major'
tty. But Kansas still bas a "bonedry" law on the hooks whicb
bans transportation and possesslon of. liquor. The Constitution
prohibited merely mannfacture
and sale of the stuff.
New Greek Ortbodox Head
• Tbe Synod of archbishops at
lItanbul, Turkey, on November 1
e 1 e vat e d Arcbbish.vv SpyrO)l
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AtlD,!nagoraa (If New TOR to be
tbe patriarch of the G~k OrtbtJ.
dox Church. He had been primate of the Ortbodox Church In
North and Soutb America. Arch·
bishop .toaklm of Derkos, alllO a
candidate, bad spent fifteen years
tl.ghttng to become patriarch. He
burst into tears When be realized he had no chance. Athena·
goras become! the nominal lead·
er or head of 200,000,000 Greek
Orthodox CathoUcs.

Vatican Appeal
• The Vatican new~per, OS8et"·
tmtore ROmGfI(), on November 9
carried an editorial urging Presl·
dent Truman and Premier Stalin
to end tbe troubled world sltua·
tlon by direct negotiation. A' report credited to the Wasblngton
Times Herald that President
Truman might see Premier
Stalin either In Wasblngton or
In Moscow was denied by a
White Honse press' secretary.
The pope, on November 11, said
that Europe needed "a solid
basis" for equilibrium, wbich,
basis was In bygone days suppIled by religion. Said be, "The
secret of European reconstru(;tlon lies In the rebirth of the religions spirit."
ChIef Rabbinate
.. It was reported In New York

N.9vember 9 that the Initial atep
had been: taken by the American
Rabbinical Council toward recognition of Palestine's Chief
Rabbinate as tbe supreme rell·
gious authority for Jews through·
out the world. The American
CoUncil represents 3,000,060 or·
thodox Jews In the U. S. and
canada.
BeIlgloos TraInIng Upheld

.. New York's system of releasing pubilc school children from
classroom attendance to receive
religiOUS Instructlon (and thus
giving quasi-recognition and support to religioUS InstitUtions)
does not violate the Conlltltutlon,
1H."Cordlng to a ruling by the
State Supreme Court on Novem·
ber 15. Tbe arrangement enables
religious institutions to get obU-

...ren to take Instruction who
'woul~ Dot. come on their own
free time. It is obvioul!l that the
scheme constitutes a link between the state and religion.
Children who do n'ot take the
religious instruction are "pun·
Ished" by being dented the In·
trlguiug "release" and haTing to
stay at school.
Another (Jomlnwrlst
Tu1"ll8

oa.. . .

• MIllS Elizabeth T. Bentle,.
former Communist spy alld key
witness at hearings of the HouBe'
Committee on Un·American Activities, has been takell back In·
to the Roman Catholic cburch~ It
was reported November 15. Miss
~ntley I' e c e I v e d Instruction
from Fulton J. Sbeen. She W81
hiding- In a Catholic "r~at"
while efforts were being ruade to
serve her with papers Involving
a $100,000 slander suit brought
by Wm. W, Remington, suspend·
ed department of commerce official, who was accused by the
elUSive Miss Bentley of being a
Communist!

A Prince 11 Born
.. Tbe birth of fl prince 1a a
rarity these days when royalty
is becoming more and more
scarce. A son, who may never' be
king of England, was born to
the duke and duchess 01' Edin·
burgb, Prince Philip and Prlncet19
Ellzabeth of England, {In November 14. The little prince is
an heir-presumptive to the throne
and Is second in succeBsion.
There was great rejoIcing In
Socialist England over tbe event.
One-Minute Photography
.. The Polaroid Land camera,
whIch utiU~s the one-step picture'maklng principle, produces
a petmanent· print one minute
after exposure. It was Introduced
at the American Photographic
SOCiety's 1948 convention at Ci'llcinnat! In early November. The
camera, not yet on the market,
will sell for well uoder $100. It
resembles an ordinary foldIng·
type camera, measlU"lng 10i" x
4~"

x 2i"
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Hopeful Dream or Accomplished Fad?
Th~

1videni:lg g1l1f hetw(l:cn eastern and WI~st"
ern na:i(ms argllCS against any immediate concord
arnor:go them. Ea"t has not wet Wm!t acrot'J8-the
conferen<'p 1able. liut ther!' has bE'(',11 ,:;luck a

1II~t

ing, an agff'ement of minds and effort, on 1b.e
part of a group whose u_dherents eOlll4~ from every
(!orner of th<> g_obe, inclilding nati<>I:s of t.he vying
cas:el'n anu \vp,stern po\yers. TLe tldlling de:aih
of \vhtJ.t has been acccmpiishC'd by their harnionious nc:ion :~ contained in. the

1949 Ycarhook of Jehovah's witnesses
~o

dry compilation of stalif<tics, th::.s movin.!!'
rEport )Jy Hlt~ pre",idpllt ():' tlH' 'Wa1chtower Soei('ty pre~H'nts a livjn~ piduTf' of the work of thi~
Christian group ir. ~16 diJrercnt lands. As y()~1
read about· their goal, method::, of work, n('n'e
()})positinn encountered in lands both east arid
west and their expressions of j8~' over the pl:enomenal incrf'llses I::!njo, ....
despitei:~ you too wiil be filled with joy Ilnd apprceiation that tllNe is
a group to whom t.ruth and uni:y is held eyen dearer than ljJ'f'. TL4~ yee:riy
report i~ supplemented by a brief disellt'oslon of the Bible it'xt r;elech~d for
tr.e year 1949 and texts wili". appropriate comments for rae:'! day oi."thc
year. -.~ copy 0: the 1949 Yearbook of JehOI:ah's u;itnesscs will be mailed
postpald for We.
Also availahle i~ the 1949 Calendar. It fputures II:£' text Cor 1he
year, "[ . . . will yet praise thee. :nore nn,) :nore.'·--P~lllm 71: l4,
across a heautil'ui aerial "if'''' 0:' (-mead ~("hoo)t W}lCf(~ scores of
minis:ers have hcen trainf'cl to sene in lands bo~il east and west.
'l'he pad lists testimony periods and I'erviee texis for alternate
mcntbs, Calendars are 2,,)c eacJl, or 5 for $1 when s~nt to one address.

"
WATCDTOWER

L.!

'...
BrookJ;JlD 1. N.1:".

11'7 Adam8 St.

}]ndos~d ~

Endo..ed is

~

==

flO<:, for n ('opy of tIle 1!l4J }'t'flrbook oj Jehot'oh"
251- for Ol"~ c!l.lendar, 0 $1 ((,r Dye calrDdan.

Name __ •_ _ . __ ...... _. ___ ..... __ ... ___ .... _ .... _ . _

Strf!"t

City ... , .... _ •.. __ ............ _ ....... ,

ZOllt' No ......... _ Staio ... .
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U'itn.e~~cs.

.... ___ .... , ... _ ..... __ .. ,.....
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